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Rain Attenuation in 5G Wireless Broadband Backhaul
Link and Develop (IoT) Rainfall Monitoring System
Konstantinos Zarkadas1,George Dimitrakopoulos2
Department of Informatics and Telematics, Harokopio University, Athens, Greece

Abstract—Climate change is the cause of more frequent and
intense rainfall where they affect wireless communications
because they cause severe weakening of the power of the emitted
signal. These losses reduce network coverage and, therefore,
system availability. The proposed solution is to integrate an
Internet of Things (IoT) rainfall monitoring system where it will
be able to collect real-time data on the height of rain that erupts
in a particular place. This data will help areas where base
stations install and the distance of the link that may need to be
changed to reduce rainfall's harmful effects. So, the prediction of
attenuation due to rain is an essential parameter in both
terrestrial and satellite connections. The present study uses the
ITU-R P 838 and ITU-R P 530 models to theoretically calculate
losses in a 5G wireless broadband link with 99.9% link
availability. This study conducts three frequency bands, 24 GHz,
28 GHz, and 38GHz, in Palo Alto, California. The travel distance
is 5km, while the rainfall rate for the analyzed area is in zone D.
The results show that the attenuations are proportional to the
frequency, polarization, and rainfall rate.
Keywords—Rain attenuation; Internet of Things; wireless
broadband

I.

INTRODUCTION

Heavy rains occur more frequently, one of the many global
warming [1], [2]. It is no longer a scenario that was to show its
effects in the distant future. The situation is now difficult, and
its first consequences are appearing. Studies have shown that
global warming has a significant effect on precipitation. As
early as 2011, the atmosphere's ability to retain water from
water vapor increased by 7% for every 1 ° C of heating [3]. An
essential factor in landslides in a geographical area is the
seasonal period where the percentage of water is different, as
revealed by research that has been studied [4]. More
specifically, for the North American region, the rains during
the summer months are more in the summer than in the winter.
It also noted that energetic precipitation has been increasing
both in frequency and rhythm since 1901.
Rainfall varies from year to year and is distinguished by the
rate, duration, and amount of water that sometimes negatively
impact crops, telecommunications, energy, and many other
human activities and infrastructure. There are losses generated
by electromagnetic waves transmitted during wireless
communication in the telecommunications sector due to the
absorption and scattering [5]. As a result, the coverage area and
the efficiency of the wireless communication network are
limited. The high frequencies in the microwave zone,
millimeter-wave already used for 5G technology, are
significantly affected by signal attenuation due to rain [6]. It
studies that frequencies above 10 GHz are significantly

affected [7]. It is evident that climatic conditions significantly
affect systems exposed or affected under the right weather
conditions and cause malfunctions in the network. From the
research so far, it cannot be accurately calculated that the
amount of water will evolve on a rainy day. Even
meteorological stations with their technological advancement
in mathematical models may not have accurate data on the
intensity or duration of rainfall or a storm. In recent years,
smart meteorological stations have been created that calculates
the intensity of the rain but not its height. So, the primary goal
of the document is to design and implement a rainfall
monitoring system. This solution promotes an IoT system that
detects rainfall in real-time and provides information through a
cloud service called Adafruit IO. This measured inferred
whether the rate of rain would increase or not—this
communication base on the MQTT protocol and the
development of interfaces from the platform.
This article is structured as follows. Section 2 refers to the
related work done so far and the theoretical background of rain
attenuation. Section 3 shows the measurement setup and the
theoretical measurements of the microwave link. In Section 4
present the experimental setup and analyze the IoT system of
rain. The results will provide and discussed in Section 5.
Finally, Section 6 contains concluding remarks and an outlook
on future work potentials.
II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
A. Related Work
All Scientists and engineers are concerned about limiting or
controlling the damage caused by heavy rainfall. They are
developing search and alert applications for years with the help
sensors and microcontrollers connect on the internet and
transfer information to and from the user. In [8], an application
is developed, which is essentially a meteorological station that
informs about the meteorological changes such as the
measurement of temperature, humidity, rainfall, carbon
monoxide, altitude, and LPG in the environment. It consists of
a microcontroller Arduino Mega where it connects to the
individual sensors that, when stimulated, will give the message
on the LCD screen. Besides, the device sends SMS to the user
and informs them about the prices collected with a GSM
module's help. In the end, the results compared with the data of
the national meteorological company.
In [9], a system creates to control the rate of rainfall. It is a
system that has the structural features of a rain gauge. It
consists of a funnel that collects the water where it falls into a
sensor—also connected to the EZ430-RF2500 where it
contains the MSP430F2274 microcontroller and a CC2500
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transceiver for data transmission, which, in turn, is sent to
another transceiver which is the central station connected to a
laptop (Laptop computer unit) in C language in GUI graphical
interface.

km) signal obtained by the rainfall rate R (mm / h) from the
following formula:

Even in [10], a system works as a rain gauge created; it
consists of the detection unit with a sensor that works as a rain
gauge. It consists of two parts, a funnel and a container that
collects water. There is an Arduino Uno microcontroller that
recovers data from the sensors. This system is even
environmentally friendly as solar collector power it, and on
days when there is no sunshine, the battery that has already
charged use. There are three ways to communicate with the
server: The station communicates through the 3G network with
an Arduino Ethernet card and a 3G modem. The second
through a 433 MHz free band, which use for industrial or
scientific purposes. Finally, it will be easier to use the GSM
network with a GSM shield with an Arduino card.

The values k and a are coefficients that set depending on
the operating frequency and the field polarization, defined by
ITU-R P. 838 -3 in Table I.

Increasingly, the technological advancement of sensors in
both field of application, cost, the size has contributed to the
development of many constructions at both research and
mechanical level. In particular, projects to detect floods or
weather conditions in areas such as crops, livestock units,
renewable energy units (e.g., solar parks), and even smart
cities. Also, 3G and 4G technologies have further promoted the
implementation of many such applications. Today, Internet of
Things (IoT) technology is making its presence felt, which is
greatly aided by the infrastructure, efficiency, and flexibility
offered by 5G technology, equipped with high speeds,
capacity, low latency, which offers reliability in
telecommunications systems. Therefore, due to this
technological boom and the reliability of wireless systems that
should provide uninterruptedly, this article gives weight to
studying the effects of rain on a point-to-point microwave
connection. This connection has fifth technology features, and
the data collected by calculations is from three different
frequencies with an ordinary rainfall rate (mm / h). The
difference with the research so far is that the rain detection
systems have to do with developing a meteorological station or
the creation exclusively of a rain meter where the rain rate
calculates directly. This need in the present study was by
developing an IoT system for calculating the amount of rain
(mm) that cleans itself every 1 second and informs in real-time
about the rainfall course. Besides, a microcontroller uses where
it collects information. The rain sensor and the help of a servo
motor clean the flat surface to receive the next measurement.
Finally, this system can interconnect the hardware through a
cloud platform, accessible to the user. It will distinguish the
sensor output and act immediately for any failures in terms of
signal coverage or, in general, to analyze data on the
availability of the broadband network.
B. Background
The signal attenuation calculates with appropriate models
that help to calculate in theoretical attenuations [11]. The
International Telecommunication Union (ITU) has helped
facilitate international interconnection, spectrum sharing, and
technical standards to ensure networks and technologies'
smooth operation. Based on international recommendations
(ITU-R P.838-3) [12], the specific attenuation of the γR (dB /

𝛾𝑅 = 𝐾𝑅𝑎 (𝑑𝐵/𝑘𝑚)

(1)

The rate of rainfall comes in two ways, either from
meteorological stations through individual measurements that
calculate the average intensity per year, or from the
categorization made by ITU - R. 837.1 [13] in acceptable
climate zones in Table II.
In more detail, if a radio cluster with 99.99% availability is
studied, it should be ensured that the connection will be
available even at high rainfall rates that cause attenuation, with
a probability of occurrence exceeding 0.01% of the time.
Therefore, after calculating the specific attenuation of the
γR (dB / km) signal for horizontal and vertical polarization
with the help of Table I, the ground rate r factor is defined by
the standard (ITU-R P 530.), should be calculated [14] and
given by the following formula:
𝑟=

1

(2)

𝑑
𝑑0

1+

TABLE I.

FACTORS K AND ACCORDING TO THE ITU-R P.838-3
STANDARD

Frequency (GHz)

KH

aH

KV

aV

20

0.09164

1.0568

0.09611

0.9847

21

0.1032

1.0447

0.1063

0.9771

22

0.1155

1.0329

0.1170

0.9700

23

0.1286

1.0214

0.1284

0.9630

24

0.1425

1.0101

0.1404

0.9561

25

0.1571

0.9991

0.1533

0.9491

26

0.1724

0.9884

0.1669

0.9421

27

0.1884

0.9780

0.1813

0.90349

28

0.2051

0.9679

0.1964

0.9277

32

0.2778

0.9302

0.2646

0.8981

34

0.3171

0.9129

0.3026

0.8834

36

0.3580

0.8967

0.3427

0.8690

38

0.4001

0.8816

0.3844

0.8552

TABLE II.

THE RATE OF RAINFALL IN (MM /H) DEEPENING ON THE
PERCENTAGE OF TIME PER ZONE

Percentage
of time
(%)

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

J

K

L

1.0

0.5

0.7

2.1

0.6

1.7

3

2

8

15

2

0.3

2

2.8

4.5

24

45

7

4

13

42

7

0.1

3

5

8

6

8

12

10

20

12

15

0.03

6

9

13

12

15

20

18

28

23

33

0.01

12

15

19

22

28

30

32

35

42

60

0.003

21

26

29

41

54

45

55

45

70

105
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where d (km), the actual length of the path, while d0 is
defined as follows:
35𝑒 −0.015𝑅0.01 𝑅0.01<100𝑚𝑚/ℎ
ψ
�
35−1.5 𝑅0.01≥100𝑚𝑚/ℎ

(3)

If R0.01> 100 mm / h, place the value 100 mm / h in place
of R0.01 The length of the current path calculated:
𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 𝑟 ∗ 𝑑 (𝑘𝑚)

(4)

Thus, the total value of the losses is calculated as follows:
Horizontal polarization
𝛨
𝐿𝐻 = 𝛾𝑅0.01
∗ 𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑓 (𝑑𝐵)

(5)

Vertical polarization

𝑉
𝐿𝑉 = 𝛾𝑅0.01
∗ 𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑓 (𝑑𝐵)

(6)

C. Measurement Setup
1) Description of area: The selected area is Palo Alto (37
26 13 N - 122 07 48W), located northwest of Santa Clara
County, California, USA. It locates in the center of Northern
California, and the choice of this location is not accidental.
Heavy rains in northern California expect to increase in the
coming years [15]. Also, the geographical area belongs to zone
D, according to the ITU - R. standard 837.1.
2) Experimental data: The scenario concerns a wireless
broadband link with Line of Sight (LOS), where the route
length is 5 km. Both the transmitter and the receiver operate at
24, 28, and 38 GHz. These frequencies are ideal. After all, they
work in the 5G spectrum because they have lower oxygen
uptake rates [16]. The equipment is iPASOLINK NEC VR4
based on fifth-generation (5G) technical specifications Fig. 1.
This equipment is already used by telecommunications
providers as a reliable wireless backhaul solution to support a
fifth-generation (5G) network. It consists of an external ODU
type IAG unit with channel bandwidth up to 112MHz, low
power consumption - 13 ~ 38GHz: 42 dBm (30% lower than
the current version), modulation 2048 QAM, with a capacity of
1Gbps and a bandwidth of 112 MHz, elements that are equally
compatible with NR 5G Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Characteristics of Microwave Wireless Backhaul [17].

D. Theoretical Measurements
At this point, rainfall attenuation with coupling availability
of 99.99% is calculated, with a distance of 5km for each of
three operating frequencies:
• 38 GHz
Horizontal polarization
According to Table II, the coefficients K and α at 38GHz
receive the following values.
KH = 0.4001, α = 0.8816
With the help of relation (1) the losses per km are:
𝑑𝐵
𝑎
𝐻
= 𝐾𝐻 ∗ 𝑅0.01
= 0,4001 ∗ 190,8816 = 5,36 ( )
𝛾𝑅0.01
𝑘𝑚
Vertical polarization

Similarly, as before, the losses for vertical polarization are
calculated
𝑑𝐵
𝑉
𝑎
= 𝐾𝑉 ∗ 𝑅0.01
= 0,3844 ∗ 190,8552 = 4,76( )
𝛾𝑅0.01
𝑘𝑚
To calculate the total losses of horizontal and vertical
polarization, the losses per km (as done earlier) and the current
deff path's length must be measured. It is useful because it
shows that along with the link, there is heterogeneity of
meteorological conditions (e.g., more torrential rain elsewhere,
not elsewhere), it is always less than the actual length. The
current deff path calculate by multiplying the factor r by the
actual length d.
After first calculating the sufficient path length through
rain, for R 0.01 <100mm/h:

Fig. 1. Location of Wireless Broadband Backhaul Link.

𝑑0 = 35𝑒 −0,015∗𝑅0,01 = 35𝑒 −0,015∗19 = 26,32
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Thus, the reduction factor r:
𝑟=

1

1+

𝑑
𝑑0

=

1+

1

5
26,32

Vertical polarization
𝑉
𝐿𝑉𝑅0,01 = 𝛾𝑅0,01
∗ 𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 2,29 �

= 0,84

• 28GHz

Therefore, the length of the active path can now set:

Horizontal polarization

𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 𝑟 ∗ 𝑑 = 0,84 ∗ 5 = 4,2𝑘𝑚

So the total losses for each polarization are calculated
separately:
Horizontal polarization
𝐻
∗ 𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑓
𝐿𝐻𝑅0,01 = 𝛾𝑅0,01

Vertical polarization

𝑑𝐵
= 5,36 � � ∗ 4,2(𝑘𝑚) = 22,51𝑑𝐵
𝑘𝑚

𝑉
𝐿𝑉𝑅0,01 = 𝛾𝑅0,01
∗ 𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 4,76 �

• 24 GHz

𝑑𝐵
� ∗ 4,2(𝑘𝑚) = 20𝑑𝐵
𝑘𝑚

Horizontal polarization
According to Table II, the coefficients K and α at 24GHz
take the following values. With the help of relation (1) the
losses per km are:
𝐻
𝛾𝑅0.01

= 𝐾𝐻 ∗

𝑎
𝑅0.01

1,01

= 0,142 ∗ 19

Vertical polarization

𝑑𝐵
= 2,77 ( )
𝑘𝑚

𝑑𝐵
𝑉
𝑎
= 𝐾𝑉 ∗ 𝑅0.01
= 0,140 ∗ 190,95 = 2,29( )
𝛾𝑅0.01
𝑘𝑚
To calculate the total losses of horizontal and vertical
polarization, the losses per km (as was done earlier) and the
current deff path's length must be measured—the current deff
path calculated by multiplying the factor r by the actual
length d.
After first calculating the sufficient path length through
rain, for R 0.01 <100mm/h:
𝑑0 = 35𝑒 −0,015∗𝑅0,01 = 35𝑒 −0,015∗19 = 26,32
1+

𝑑
𝑑0

=

1+

1

5
26,32

𝑑𝐵
𝑎
𝐻
= 𝐾𝐻 ∗ 𝑅0.01
= 0,20 ∗ 190,96 = 3,37 ( )
𝛾𝑅0.01
𝑘𝑚
Vertical polarization

Similarly, as before, the losses for vertical polarization are
calculated
𝑑𝐵
𝑉
𝑎
= 𝐾𝑉 ∗ 𝑅0.01
= 0,19 ∗ 190,92 = 2,86( )
𝛾𝑅0.01
𝑘𝑚
To calculate the total losses of horizontal and vertical
polarization, the losses per km (as was done earlier) and the
current deff path's length must be measured. The current deff
path calculate by multiplying the factor r by the actual length d.
After first calculating the sufficient path length through
rain, for R 0.01 <100mm/h:
𝑑0 = 35𝑒 −0,015∗𝑅0,01 = 35𝑒 −0,015∗19 = 26,32
𝑟=

1

𝑑
1+
𝑑0

=

1+

1

5
26,32

= 0,84

Therefore, the length of the active path can now set:
𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 𝑟 ∗ 𝑑 = 0,84 ∗ 5 = 4,2𝑘𝑚

So the total losses for each polarization are calculated
separately:
Horizontal polarization
𝐻
∗ 𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 3,37 �
𝐿𝐻𝑅0,01 = 𝛾𝑅0,01

𝑉
𝐿𝑉𝑅0,01 = 𝛾𝑅0,01
∗ 𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 2,86 �

= 0,84

𝑑𝐵
� ∗ 4,2(𝑘𝑚) = 14,15𝑑𝐵
𝑘𝑚
𝑑𝐵
� ∗ 4,2(𝑘𝑚) = 12,01𝑑𝐵
𝑘𝑚

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Therefore, the length of the active path can now set:
𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 𝑟 ∗ 𝑑 = 0,84 ∗ 5 = 4,2𝑘𝑚

So, the total losses for each polarization are calculated
separately:
Horizontal polarization
𝐻
∗ 𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑓 = 2,77 �
𝐿𝐻𝑅0,01 = 𝛾𝑅0,01

With the help of relation (1) the losses per km are:

Vertical polarization

Thus, the reduction factor r:
1

According to Table II, the coefficients K and α at 28GHz
take the following values.

Thus the reduction factor r:

Similarly, as before, the losses for vertical polarization are
calculated

𝑟=

𝑑𝐵
� ∗ 4,2(𝑘𝑚) = 9,61𝑑𝐵
𝑘𝑚

𝑑𝐵
� ∗ 4,2(𝑘𝑚) = 11,63𝑑𝐵
𝑘𝑚

A. System Architecture
IoT is a device system that interconnects via the Internet. It
does with the help of many platforms and protocols on the
market. The development of this rainfall detection system (IoT)
aims to inform the user about the course of the precipitation, as
it is an essential factor for the degree of intensity with which
the rain erupts in a certain period (per hour or minute) [18].
The system analyzed consists of a low-cost microcontroller
(ESP32) with integrated Wifi and dual-function Bluetooth
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(Fig. 3). This connection to all the sensors and many parts of
circuits such as (power supplies, analog inputs-outputs, digital
outputs, and breadboard). Its primary function is to collect the
sensors' data, process them, and inform about its condition
through the Adafruit IO service with the internet unit's help.
Also used is a SUNKEN rain sensor with dimensions of 13 x
8.4 x 1.3 inches and a Miuzei SG90 9G micro servo motor
(Fig. 4).

(e.g., a switch that can be on (Off / Off) or it can use as an
analog input, i.e., it can be characterized as from a price range
(e.g., a potentiometer where it can get a price range depending
on where it turned). So when there is an analog device, the
reading of an analog value with ESP 32 allows us to measure
different voltage levels between 0 V and 3.3 V, where this can
translate into 0 to 1023 integers. The range is determined by
the built-in ADC, which in the case of ESP 32, is ADC 10 bit
(2 ^ 10 = 1024). The specifications of rain sensor set out in the
Table III.
• Servo motor
Servo motors are small devices that have a shaft protruding
on their outer casing. It is a device that can rotate an axis from
0 to 180 or 360 degrees. He could change the angle (move) if a
coded signal sents. As long as this signal is present on the
Servo input line, it will keep its axis in a specific position.
When the signal changes, it causes the servo to change the
angle of the shaft. This device is used for many projects, such
as controlled aircraft, cars, and robotics. In this case, the engine
uses as an analog output.
• Process System
Make clear to the real-time user that the values collected by
the microcontroller have set up, a scale showing the total value
of the analog value range set by Table IV is displayed,
depending on the amount of water falling on the panel. This
table has created with the help of a cylindrical tube graded in
millimeters [9]. Finally, it should note that the panel place at a
slope of 40, which results in the expulsion of a large amount of
water more significant than 50 mm.

Fig. 3. Simulation of Project.

• Micro controller esp 32

Fig. 4. Block Diagram of Projects.

B. Input System
This system works by receiving data from a rain sensor,
where the engine activates after a specific range of values. The
output data obtained through ESP 32, where analyzed below:

The ESP32-DEVKIT V1 is an MCU Wi-Fi + BT + BLE
unit with a wide range of applications, from low-power
network sensors to the most demanding tasks such as voice
coding, music streaming, and MP3 decoding. Two CPU cores
can control individually, and the CPU clock frequency is
adjustable from 80 MHz to 240 MHz. The controller has a data
rate of up to 150 Mbps and an output power of 20.5 dBm on
the antenna to ensure wireless transmission. Its integration with
Bluetooth and WIFI makes it flexible for many applications.
The controller can connect digital input/output units and analog
inputs/outputs, useful for many applications. These units are
nothing more than electronic data that, when excited, send a
signal to the controller, then it gives the corresponding
command with which the user programs it. At this stage, the
program code writes in MicroPython language.

• Input Data of Rain Sensor

TABLE III.

This device uses to control rain or flood in various
applications. It included a detection board, a control board
where the sensor's sensitivity is regulated—his logic based on a
variable resistance. The sensor is a resistor that shows less
resistance when wet and more resistant when dry. When there
is no water drop on the surface, then the resistance increases,
and so at the output, there is a high voltage according to V = IR
(Ohm's Law). Correctly, the rain sensor can be used both as a
digital input, i.e., distinct values of 0 or 1 can characterize it.

SPECIFICATIONS OF THE RAIN SENSOR

Pin

Description

Voltage Rating

5V

GND

Negative power source.

Power supply voltage

3.3-5V

Sensor Board Size

54mm x 40mm

Shield PCB Size

30mm x 16mm

Sensitivity Adjustment

Clockwise is more sensitive.
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TABLE IV.

C. Working of IοT based Rainfall Monitoring System
The construction shows that the rain height's size can place
in a base station, a residential complex, lighting columns, and
different environments (urban or rural areas) (Fig. 6). The basic
idea is to inform the user in real-time via a local network from
the platform. An ESP32 device can play the role of an Access
Point or a Station. The data output thus passes to the Adafruit
IO platform via the MQTT protocol.

RULE BASE SYSTEM

Analog value

Direct reading gauge (mm)

980 - 890

5

890 - 780

10

780 - 670

20

670 - 580

30

580 - 450

40

450 - 400

50

• Software IDE
In this study, use Thonny, where is the Python Integrated
Development Environment (IDE) used. It is especially useful
for code entry. It has a built-in error detection program. This
editor also allows to program the ESP32 and ESP8266 boards
with MicroPython and is compatible with Windows, Mac OS
X, and Linux. MicroPython came from the Python 3 language
and developed to program microcontrollers and electronic
devices connected to it. While MicroPython is not yet as wellknown as C and C ++ for electronic device scheduling, it is
slowly becoming popular with more and more microcontrollers
and IDE. It is also effortless to use, and its interface makes it
very easy for a novice user. It also features a read-evaluateprint (REPL). This feature helps the user connect to the board
and execute it directly without compiling it. In the present
phase, the interpreter, MicroPython (ESP32), and the
corresponding USB prey that the board has connected to select
the code to load on it select.
• Adafriut IO

Fig. 6. IoT based Rainfall Monitoring System with 3D Case.

Adafruit.IO is a cloud service - this means that it does not
need to be managed by the user. This platform uses to connect
to the Internet. To store and retrieve data, but can do much
more than that. Adafruit.Io can handle and visualize many data
streams. The platform environment is quite user-friendly
(Fig. 5). Also, the Adafruit online platform works with many
microcontrollers (including ESP32) and, with the support of
the MQTT protocol, allows easy and secure management of
IoT systems.

The sender is the (publisher), and the recipient is the
(subscriber). Both do not come into direct contact with each
other. However, a third party (MQTT broker) directs the
publisher's messages to any endpoint, that is, the subscriber.
The following Fig. 7 shows the IoT system architecture, where
the sensor is located on the transmitter and through the MQTT
broker sends the appropriate messages to the monitor that
controls them in real-time.

Fig. 5. Interface Adafruit IO.

Fig. 7. MQTT Broker Network Architecture in Wireless Broadband.
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The board has programmed so that the dry surface indicates
the value of 1023. The values that can be displayed come from
many experimental tests with a cylindrical tube graded in
millimeters. There are no other values from one point onward
because the rain panel is placed at a slope of 40°, resulting in
not enough water to remain when it falls on it due to gravity.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Theoretical Measurement Results
Theoretical
weather
calculations
on
wireless
communication systems would be more straightforward if there
were no rain or humidity effects. As it is known from the
bibliography so far, the rain can weaken the radio waves'
power depending on its rhythm and operation frequency. The
present study presents the scenarios presented at Palo Altobased on three different frequencies of 24 GHz, 28 GHz, and
38 GHz, where they are ideal for 5G wireless broadband
connections.
From the theoretical measurements made, the rainfall
attenuation calculates with a coupling availability of 99.9%,
with a distance of 5km for each of the three operating
frequencies (Fig. 8). It found that the lower the operating
frequency, the lower the radio signal's attenuation, and that
different loss values are presented based on polarization.
Horizontal polarization is more prone to damping than vertical
polarization. As raindrops increase in size, they get more
extended in the horizontal direction. They, therefore, will
attenuate horizontal polarization more than vertical
polarization. The shape of the drops explains this as they fall
from the atmosphere. In particular, during the fall, they change
shape showing the tendency to distribute their volume, mainly
along the horizontally polarized electric field. In this regard,
the field interaction with the droplet is more critical in
horizontal polarization than in vertical. Therefore, the scenario
where it is less affected by rainfall is the operation at 24 GHz.
The frequency range from 24 GHz and above offers low
latency and high data rate [19]. Such a wireless connection will
continue to provide high-quality services to users, even in
severe weather conditions.
The specific attenuation depends on the value of the
frequency. As the frequency increases, so do the specific
attenuation based on the international recommendations (ITUR P.838-3) [12].

Fig. 8. Rain Attenuation of Horizontal and Vertical Polarizations.

B. Esp 32 Thonny IDE Output
As studied in the scenario that took place, the parameter of
the rate of the rainfall R (mm / hr) is critical because the
original size that characterizes it is the height of the rain, where
it measures in millimeters. In the theoretical measurements that
followed, the rate was the same due to its geographical
location. Αt present paper, an IoT system develops, which will
present in real-time the rainfall in the standards of a scale that
create for the display of the sizes. The planning divided into
three sections:
In the first one, the required libraries have defined, the calls
of the Pin, PWM, I2C, ADC classes, and the initializations of
the analog input for the rain sensor and the initializations for
the analog output, which is the servo motor (Fig. 9).

Fig. 9. Libraries and Initialization of Variables.

In the second part of the code is defined as the
communication MQTT client publisher, with the MQTT broker
(server), where this, in turn, communicates with client
subscribers. A Client can be both a publisher and a subscriber.
The sensor's measurement is in line 119, and the value of the
measurement is sent with the Send_Data () function on line
122. Essentially the line of code that sends the measurement to
the interface is line 86. The above line sends the information str
(rainValue) through the client created above (line 48),
“mqtt_feedname1”.
Specifically,
the
path,
“io.adafruit.com/kostaszar/feeds/rain”. Rain is the name of the
feed on the interface side, i.e., the value rainValue will send to
the interface block connected to the feed rain.
The third and last show all those commands that are the
program's central structure and are the ones that have the
central role. It is essentially a repetition where it is checked
every 10 seconds for the values it takeς. If the values listed in
the platform interface are below 800, then the most significant
amount of water is collected in the panel, so there is a need to
clean where after two seconds, the rain sensor is ready to
receive water again for the next recording. Within these two
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seconds, the engine has made two 180° turns. With a drop of 5
mm, the water drop, the program settings so that the range of
values it can get is between 980 and 890. Then the 10 mm of
water corresponds to 890 - 780 and the 20 mm of water in 780
- 670. The next Price range is 670 - 580 were with 30 mm of
water. Finally, with 40 mm of water space, precipitation is 580
- 450, and with 50 mm of water, a value appears between 450 –
400.
Every element presents a size or an output to a feed. Each
feed is a communication channel between ESP 32 (client) and
Adafruit (broker). Dashboards can place the icons (blocks) by
the developer. In this analysis, a rain gauge defines, from
which the value displayed appears at a specific time, and the
user can easily see it.

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

V. CONCLUSION
As studied for the 24 GHz, 28 GHz, and 38 GHz frequency
bands, damping due to rain may seem vital because they create
network coverage problems. Especially at 38 GHz, the
damping for horizontal polarization is 22.51 dB. At 28 GHz,
the damping is less by 8.36 dB, while at 24 GHz, the losses are
smaller than the other two frequencies where they reach 11.63
dB for horizontal polarization.
In the era of the fifth generation of wireless broadband
networks in urban areas due to the increased coverage and
capacity requirements, the mobile communication networks
distributed in cells. Where within a macro cell, there may be
many smaller ones to serve more broadband services. The
phenomenon of attenuation will be more evident in rural areas
because, in addition to the prevailing weather conditions, the
distance that the electromagnetic wave must travel as it travels
taken into account. In contrast to urban areas where the
distances are short, it seems that the 24 GHz frequency is ideal
from the other two, although they are suitable for the
development of fifth-generation networks.
Thus, mobile companies' ultimate solution will be to
continually update the weather conditions prevailing in a base
station or a wireless broadband backhaul installation—ideal for
the places where the climate is changing rapidly and is affected
by heavy rainfall. According to this document, sensor systems
will be useful because they can interconnect with the World
Wide Web and other devices that will allow them to exchange
data and provide the required information.
[1]

[2]

[3]
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Abstract—In recent years, the mortality rate of
cardiovascular diseases and the younger generation have
attracted people's attention. At the same time, there is an
increasing demand for devices that can monitor the physiological
parameters of the heart. In this research, a wearable devices was
designed and developed for heart sound collection. Microphones
wrapped in urethane resin holders were directly fixed on the vest
for heart sound collection. The device has received many positive
reviews in terms of comfort. The cumulative contribution rate of
the two common factors (material factor and clothing design
factor) obtained through factor analysis was 75.371%, which was
the main factor affecting the experience of using the device.
Finally, the heart sounds of 11 healthy young people were
collected and input into the completed convolutional neural
network for detection, and an accuracy rate of 71.3% was
obtained. Therefore, it can be concluded that the device improves
the user experience and has a good effect on heart sound
collection and detection.
Keywords—Cardiovascular diseases; wearable devices; heart
sound collection; convolutional neural network

I.

INTRODUCTION

The number of people dying from cardiovascular disease
(CVD) is steadily rising, including one-third of all deaths
globally in 2019, according to a paper in the Journal of the
American College of Cardiology that reviewed the total
magnitude of CVD burden and trends over 30 years around the
world [1]. With the current aging of the world, the mortality
rate of cardiovascular diseases will continue to increase. At the
same time, cardiovascular disease is no longer a patent for the
elderly. Among the sick people, the ratio of middle-aged and
young people is also rising, and cardiovascular diseases are
getting younger. The main reason for this trend is the bad
lifestyle habits of young people, such as long-term smoking,
lack of sleep, unhealthy eating habits, lack of exercise, etc. [23].
As the rejuvenation of cardiovascular disease becomes
more and more obvious, it has attracted widespread attention,
and people's health awareness is gradually improving. At the
same time, it means that the demand for medical equipment is
constantly expanding, not only for medical equipment in
hospitals, but also for equipment that can monitor human
physiological parameters in daily life. This kind of equipment
does not require the patient to stay in the hospital all the time,
but it can monitor various physiological parameters of the
human body in real time, reflect the health of the human body,

and provide accurate basis for clinical diagnosis [4-7] for
doctors to make timely diagnosis and treatment, to improve the
efficiency of the hospital's diagnosis of the patient's condition.
For elderly people and young people with great work pressure,
getting 24 hours uninterrupted supervision in their daily life,
can make them gain a sense of security to a large extent. The
remote monitoring of physiological parameters has become a
research hotspot in the field of biomedical engineering [8-9].
At present the type of physiological parameter monitoring
equipment range on the market, divided by monitoring the
way, there are wearable, portable, desktop detection equipment
etc.; divided by function, there are heart sound and
electrocardiogram
(ECG)
monitoring,
defibrillation
monitoring, sleep monitoring equipment etc. [10-11]. With the
continuous advancement of technology and the increase of
market demand, wearable monitoring equipment has become
the future research direction. The most representative
equipment at present is the wearable vest-type physiological
parameter monitoring equipment Life Shirt developed by Vivo
Metrics company in the United States. As shown in Fig. 1. The
device can monitor different physiological parameters of the
human body through multiple biosensors, such as ECG, blood
pressure, heart rhythm, body temperature, etc. [12-14]. It has
been used as a clinical medical instrument by many hospitals,
but the data collected by the device cannot be transmitted in
real time, so remote real-time monitoring cannot be realized.
In view of the high mortality rate of cardiovascular diseases,
monitoring equipment specifically for heart sounds and ECG is
also emerging in endlessly. Since heart sound auscultation is
one of the most basic diagnostic methods for cardiovascular
diseases, it is an important basis for the initial diagnosis [1516], so the monitoring of heart sounds can reflect the human
heart condition in a timely manner. This helps doctors find
abnormalities in the heart as soon as possible so as to improve
the diagnosis efficiency of the disease and enable patients to
receive timely treatment. In the current research on heart sound
monitoring equipment, it can be roughly divided into two
categories: electronic stethoscope collecting heart sounds and
microphone collecting heart sounds. Among them, the
development of electronic stethoscope collection of heart
sounds is relatively mature. For example, Beck C et al. [17]
designed and developed a multi-mode physiological parameter
collection wearable device including heart sound auscultation,
which can be used with MATLAB software to obtain real-time
data or store data in software; Tiwari, Hemant Kumar et al. [18]
have designed an embedded stethoscope served as a platform
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for the computer aided diagnosis of cardiac sound for the
detection of cardiac murmur, the device can display heart
sounds on the TFT LCD display in real time, and stored on the
micro SD card. However, these devices are inconvenient for
daily carrying due to their large size. In terms of microphone
collection of heart sounds, Kirchner J et al. [19] proposed a
wearable system for long-term capture of chest sound,
including four microphones for receiving physiological signals
and one microphone for receiving ambient noise. The
performance of the device was evaluated in different
environments, and the use of combined microphones improved
the noise cancellation; Aguilera-Astudillo C et al. [20]
demonstrate a chest piece which consists of an electret
microphone embedded into the drum of a 3D printed chest
piece. And use the electronic dongle to amplify the microphone
signal and reduce external noise, while the mobile phone can
display the heart sound signal. From the above studies, we can
find that the use of electronic stethoscopes to collect heart
sounds is not convenient for daily wear due to the size of
electronic stethoscopes, and the use of microphones to collect
heart sounds did not investigate the comfort of the device and
the wearing experience, so we believe that there is still more
room for research in the wearing comfort of heart sound
monitoring devices.

produced by Primo Company, the model is EM297, as shown
in Fig. 2, the diameter is 10mm, and the thickness is 4.5mm.
According to the instructions of the microphone, the sound
hole on the back of the microphone cannot be blocked in order
to receive the sound. At the same time, in order to ensure that
the microphone can accurately receive the sound, the
microphone needs to be close to the skin, which requires the
microphone to withstand a certain amount of pressure, so it is
necessary to make a suitable holder to ensure that the
microphone can receive normally and accurately.
According to [21], when the diameter of the holder is
17mm, and there is a 1.5mm thick silicone layer between the
microphone and the skin, the microphone has the best sound
reception. Therefore, according to the shape and size of the
microphone, the 3D printing mold of the holder has shown in
Fig. 3 was designed. The mold is a cylinder and adopts a fullywrapped type except for the sound hole on the back. At the
same time, a dedicated space is reserved for the microphone
wire.
2) Development of soft skin-friendly holder: In view of the
fact that the microphone holder needs to be in direct contact
with the skin, the urethane resin with a hardness of 0 produced
by EXSEAL company was selected to make the holder in
consideration of skin affinity when selecting the material. This
urethane resin has excellent softness, sufficient molding
strength even if the hardness is 0, and this urethane resin has a
softness like a human skin.

Fig. 1. Life Shirt Wearable Physiological Parameter Monitoring System.

In view of previous research, this paper is devoted to the
design and development of an easy-to-wear heart sound
collection device, to discuss and study the comfort of the
device, and to analyze the collected heart sounds using
convolutional neural networks (CNN). The organization
structure of this article is as follows: Section Ⅱ explains the
design of the heart sound collection vest in detail; Section Ⅲ
introduces the heart sound collection experiment and heart
sound data analysis; Section Ⅳ analyzes the results and
discusses them; Section Ⅴ draws conclusions and Section Ⅵ
summarizes the shortcomings and makes suggestions for future
work.

Fig. 2. Schematic Diagram of Microphone.

II. DESIGN OF THE HEART SOUND COLLECTION VEST
This part introduces the design and development of the
heart sound collection vest. First, a 3D printing mold was
designed and printed according to the size of the microphone.
After that, urethane resin was used to make a super soft
microphone holder. Finally, according to the 4 positions of the
heart sound auscultation, the microphone was fixed on the vest
to make a wearable heart sound collection vest.
A. The Design of the Microphone Holder
1) 3D printing mold design: The microphone used in this
design is the Uni-directional Electret Condenser Microphone

Fig. 3. Schematic Diagram of the 3D Printing Model of the Microphone
Holder (unit: mm) (a) Holder Molding Model (b) Model Front view (c) Model
Top View.
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According to the product's instructions, first calculate the
volume of the mold before preparing the gel, and spray the
mold with a special release agent for urethane resin in advance
to facilitate the release of the holder afterwards; then mix the
two liquids (the weight ratio of main agent and curing agent is
3:1) and pour them into the 3D printing mold; finally, after 24
hours, take out the molded holder from the mold. Fig. 4 shows
the process of manufacturing the microphone holder. The
holder wraps the microphone well and protects the relatively
fragile and breakable wires of the microphone. Fig. 5 is a
schematic diagram after the microphone is installed in the
holder.
B. The Design of the Heart Sound Collection Vest
1) Location of heart sound auscultation: According to
[22], there are 4 commonly used positions for heart sound
auscultation. As shown in Fig. 6, the mitral valve is located at
the strongest point of the apical beat, and is normally located
at the fifth intercostal space on the inner side of the left
midclavicular line; the pulmonary valve is in the second
intercostal space on the left edge of the sternum; the aortic
valve is in the second intercostal space on the right edge of the
sternum; the tricuspid valve is on the left edge of the lower
end of the sternum, that is, the 4-5th intercostal space on the
left edge of the sternum. The general auscultation sequence is
the beginning of the mitral valve - the pulmonary valve - the
aortic valve - the tricuspid valve.
Urethane resin

Fig. 6. Position of Heart Sound Auscultation. A = Aortic Valve; P =
Pulmonic Valve; M = Mitral Valve; T = Tricuspid Valve.

2) Making of heart sound collection vest: A wearable vest
for heart sound acquisition was proposed as the main object of
this study based on the location of heart sound auscultation
and taking into account the comfort, fit and appearance of the
device.
A fabric made of Polyester 90% and Lycra 10% was used
as the base fabric, and a suitable vest was made according to
the m size of men's and women's clothing size. The vest was
designed with two layers of fabric, which could facilitate the
fixation of the microphone and make the vest neat in
appearance. After that, according to the four positions of heart
sound auscultation, the fixing sleeve with microphone is fixed
on the corresponding position on the inside of the vest: firstly,
the position of the microphone is determined, then it is
wrapped with cloth and sewn on the vest, then holes are made
at the suitable position nearby for the wire to pass through, and
finally the wire is fixed on the vest with needle and thread and
passed out from the side of the vest. As shown in Fig. 7, (a) is a
diagram of the microphone device inside the vest, and (b) is a
diagram of the exterior of the vest.

microphone holding case
3D printing mold

Fig. 4. Schematic Diagram of Making Microphone Holder.
(a)

Fig. 5. Schematic Diagram of the Microphone Placed in the Holder.

(b)
Fig. 7. Physical Diagram of the Heart Sound Acquisition Vest (a)
Microphone Device on the Inside of the Vest (b) Diagram of the Outside of
the Vest.
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III. EXPERIMENTS AND METHODS
This section describes the experiments used to evaluate the
acquisition effectiveness of the designed heart sound collection
vest and the comfort of wearing it.
A. Heart Sound Collection Experiment
A heart sound collection experiment was conducted on
healthy young people to evaluate the collection effect and
wearing comfort of the heart sound collection vest. 11 students
(5 females and 6 males) participated in the experiment. Ages
ranged from 21 to 29. Height, weight and chest circumference
of the participants were measured before the experiment:
height ranged from 1.61-1.7m, weight ranged from 54-56 kg
and chest circumference ranged from 80-93 cm for females,
and height ranged from 1.58-1.75m, weight ranged from 55-68
kg and chest circumference ranged from 81-98 cm for males.
The heart sound collection experiment was carried out in an
indoor experimental environment with a temperature of 20
degrees Celsius, a humidity of 45%, and a surrounding
environment with a decibel number of 15dB. The participants
wore a vest of appropriate size, and the heart sounds were
collected and stored in the following order of auscultation:
mitral valve area - pulmonary valve area - aortic valve area tricuspid valve area, with 3-5 heart sounds randomly collected
for 30-180 seconds at each location, as shown in Fig. 8..

needs to have, seven contrasting adjectives and a 7-point rating
scale from -3 to +3 were proposed in terms of material,
prolonged wear, and appearance for the experimental
participants to rate this heart sound collection vest. The seven
adjectives were 1) tight/loose, 2). Strong/weak, 3) heavy/light,
4) hard/soft, 5) unattractive/nice, 6) inconvenient/convenient,
7) dislike/like. Each adjective group corresponds to an
explanatory question: 1) Do you think the pressure exerted by
this device on the skin is tight or loose? 2) Do you think the
stimulation of this device on the skin is strong or weak? 3) Do
you think this device is heavy? 4) Do you think the touch of
this device is hard or soft? 5) Do you think the design of this
device is good-looking? 6) Do you think this device is
convenient to put on and take off? 7) Do you like to use this
device for a long time?
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Heart Sound Data Denoising
There are many noises generated during heart sound
collection, for example: ambient noise; vibration of the
microphone caused by chest vibration and the zipper of the
vest is located in the middle of the chest causing the
microphone in the pulmonary valve area and aortic valve area
to not fit well to the skin, generating a lot of noise, etc.
Therefore, filtering and denoising are needed before heart
sound data detection. In this study, an algorithm written in
python is used to remove the noise. The steps of the algorithm
are: 1) calculate Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) on the noisy
audio fragment, 2) calculate statistics from the FFT of the
noise, 3) calculate a threshold based on the statistics of the
noise (and the desired sensitivity of the algorithm), 4) calculate
FFT from the signal, 5) determine the mask by comparing the
signal FFT with the threshold, 6) the mask is smoothed in
frequency and time using a filter, 7) the mask is applied to the
FFT of the signal and is inverted. After processing the heart
tone data using this algorithm, the spectrograms of the heart
tone data before and after denoising are obtained as shown in
Fig. 9. The upper panel is before denoising and the lower panel
is after denoising, and it can be clearly seen that most of the
noise is removed.

Fig. 8. Experimenter in Heart Sound Collection Experiment.

B. Investigation of Device Comfort
After the completion of the heart sound collection
experiment, the experimental participants were asked to
complete an assessment questionnaire for the heart sound
collection vest. The questionnaire was set up with reference to
the Semantic Difference [23], which is a measure of semantic
differentiation. It was developed by the social psychologist
Osgood et al. in the 1950s. Such scales consist of a series of
bipolar adjective word pairs that are generally divided into
seven equal rating scales. They have the quality of showing the
semantic space in which any concept has meaning, and can be
used accordingly to describe the underlying meaning of any
concept and its associated problematic nature or property
aspects. In the present study for the wearable device,
considering the user-friendly characteristics that the device

Fig. 9. Spectrograms of Heart Sounds before and after Denoising.

B. Heart Sound Data Detection Results
To test the denoising effect, the heart sound data before and
after denoising were fed into the convolutional neural network
(CNN) [24] that had been built to obtain the accuracy of heart
sound data detection. Firstly, the heart sound data were divided
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in 5-second intervals, and then the sample heart sounds were
converted into grayscale spectrograms by an automatic
procedure using the librosa library, and finally fed into the
CNN. This CNN consists of 5 layers, including 3 convolutional
layers, 1 fully connected layer and 1 normalized exponential
function softmax classification layer. The network parameters
for each layer are as follows: for the first convolutional layer,
we used 32 filters with a convolutional kernel size of 3 × 3 and
a step size of 1 × 1, and the pooling (using the max-pooling
method) size was 2 × 2 and a step size of 1 × 1. We used a
modified linear unit (ReLU) activation function with a random
deactivation (loss) rate of 0.1. For the second and third
convolutional layers, we used 64, 128 filters. The convolution
kernel size is 3 × 3 and the step size is 1 × 1. The pooling
operation, activation function and dropout probability were the
same as in the previous layer. For the fourth layer, we use a
fully connected dense layer with an output size of 500, a ReLU
activation function and a dropout function (probability 0.25). In
the last classification layer, we used a Softmax classifier.
The detection of the convolutional neural network shows
that the accuracy of the un-denoised heart sound data is
34.89% and the accuracy of the denoised heart sound data is
71.30%. In order to investigate the detection accuracy of the
heart sound collection vest under the wearing of different
gender groups, the detection results of the heart sound data
were analyzed according to male and female as well as each
person, as shown in Tables I, II, and III.
From Table Ⅰ, it can be seen that although the accuracy of
heart sound data for males before denoising was lower than
that of heart sound data for females, after denoising, the
accuracy of heart sound data for both males and females
exceeded 70%, which indicates that the denoising procedure
was effective and was able to remove most of the noise and
improve the accuracy of heart sound detection.
Table II shows the comparison of the accuracy of heart
sound data before and after denoising for males, from which it
can be found that the accuracy of the heart sound data obtained
in the state of collecting heart sounds while wearing the same
vest varies due to the different height, weight and chest
circumference of each experimental participant. The reason for
this is that the tighter the vest fits to the skin, the clearer the
heart sound data is and the higher the accuracy rate is after
denoising. Therefore, the better the fit of the vest to the skin,
the better the collection results.
Table III shows the comparison of the accuracy of heart
sound data before and after denoising in women, from which it
can be found that the heart sound data of experimental
participants No. 1 and No. 2 obtained more than 91% accuracy
after denoising, and the other three also obtained more than
64% accuracy, indicating that the heart sound acquisition vest
can acquire heart sounds well. However, the detection accuracy
of individual heart sound data varied widely due to the
difference in body size of each individual and the fact that the
vest for women was designed without the inclusion of a bra
part.

C. Factor Analysis of Heart Sound Collection Vest
Fig. 10 visualizes the semantic difference (SD) evaluation
scores of men and women on wearable heart sound collection
devices. It can be seen from the figure that men and women
have roughly the same evaluation of the device, but women
have given more positive feedback. Among them, both men
and women think that the device has weak skin irritation, not
heavy, soft, convenient to wear, and suitable for long-term use.
These positive feedbacks may be attributed to the following
factors: 1) Polyester and lycra used in the fabric of the vest are
soft and stretchable, suitable for personal wear; 2) The
microphone holder is made of urethane resin with a hardness of
0, it has a softness like a human skin; 3) The vest is designed
with a zipper to facilitate putting on and taking off. At the same
time, women think that the device has little pressure on the skin
and the appearance is attractive, but men think that the device
has a certain amount of pressure on the skin and the appearance
is not very attractive. This is because there are certain
differences in the design of the male and female vests, and it is
also the direction of improvement in the future.
TABLE I.

COMPARISON OF THE ACCURACY OF HEART SOUND DATA
DETECTION BEFORE AND AFTER DENOISING
Accuracy of data without
denoising

Accuracy of data after
denoising

Male

27.36%

70.01%

Female

40.16%

72.20%

TABLE II.
COMPARISON OF THE ACCURACY OF HEART SOUND DATA
DETECTION BEFORE AND AFTER DENOISING FOR MALES
Height
(cm)

Weight
(kg)

Chest
circumference
(cm)

Accuracy of
data
without
denoising

Accuracy
of
denoised
data

M-1

168

68

95

42.54%

85.39%

M-2

173

67.5

98

43.51%

83.76%

M-3

175

65

87

11.28%

72.16%

M-4

175

60

89

12.96%

70.15%

M-5

167

55

81

12.16%

55.32%

M-6

158

58

86

41.35%

54.31%

TABLE III.
COMPARISON OF THE ACCURACY OF HEART SOUND DATA
DETECTION BEFORE AND AFTER DENOISING FOR FEMALES
Height
(m)

Weight
(kg)

Chest
circumference
(cm)

Accuracy of
data
without
denoising

Accuracy of
denoised
data

F -1

162

55.6

90

24.20%

91.59%

F-2

170

55

80

44.95%

91.57%

F-3

163

55

92.5

31.18%

68.25%

F -4

161

54

85

51.95%

66.67%

F -5

169

56

82

64.73%

64.87%
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Then, the scree plot was drawn according to the number of
factors and the corresponding eigenvalues of each factor, as
shown in Fig. 11; Table V shows the total variance explained
for each component of the factor analysis of the heart sound
collection vest. From Fig. 11 and Table V, it can be obtained
that the eigenvalues of the first 2 factors are greater than 1,
while the variance contribution of these 2 common factors
accounts for 75.371%, indicating that the extraction of these 2
common factors can explain the majority of the information of
the original data. From Fig. 11 and Table V, it can be obtained
that the eigenvalues of the first 2 factors are greater than 1,
while the variance contribution of these 2 common factors
accounts for 75.371%, indicating that the extraction of these 2
common factors can explain the majority of the information of
the original data. Therefore, the number of common factors
was determined as 2 to perform the required factor extraction.
TABLE IV.
Fig. 10. Image Scale of SD Evaluation Score (Average Value) of Male and
Female Wearable Heart Sound Acquisition Devices.

Factor analysis was conducted on the SD scores of 11
experimental participants on the wearable heart sound
collection vest [25]. Factor analysis is the conversion of
multiple measured variables into a small number of composite
indicators (or latent variables), and it reflects an idea of
dimensionality reduction. The variables with high correlation
are clustered together through dimensionality reduction, thus
reducing the number of variables that need to be analyzed
while reducing the complexity of the problem analysis. Thus,
the use of factor analysis provides insight into the potential
factors affecting wearable heart sound collection devices.
Factor analysis was conducted using python. First, to
confirm the suitability of the data for factor analysis, KaiserMeyer-Olkin (KMO) and Bartlett tests were performed with:
KMO test is used to examine the bias correlation between
variables, taking values between 0 and 1; the closer the KMO
statistic is to 1, the stronger the bias correlation between
variables and the better the factor analysis. Generally the
statistic is above 0. 6 is adapted to do factor analysis [26]; and
the smaller the value of P-Value indicates the more significant
data differences. The results obtained through the test are
shown in Table IV, the KMO of this experimental data = 0.617>
0.6,P-Value = 0.001, so it is suitable for factor analysis.
TABLE V.

THE KMO AND BARLETT’S TEST OF THE FACTOR ANALYSIS
OF THE WEARABLE DEVICES

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy.
Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity

0.617

Approx. Chi-Square

41.853

Sig.(P-Value)

0.001

Fig. 11. Scree Plot of the Factor Analysis of the Heart Sound Collection Vest
Evaluation.

TOTAL VARIANCE EXPLAINED OF EACH COMPONENT OF THE FACTOR ANALYSIS OF THE HEART SOUND COLLECTION VEST
Initial Eigenvalues

Rotation Sums of Square Loadings

Component

Total

of Variance %

Cumulative %

Total

of Variance %

Cumulative %

1

3,751

53.578

53.578

3.499

49.983

49.983

2

1.525

21.783

75.361

1.777

25.388

75.371

3

0.691

9.870

85.231

4

0.513

7.328

92.559

5

0.315

4.499

97.058

6

0.165

2.357

99.415

7

0.041

0.586

100.000
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TABLE VI.

THE ROTATED COMPONENT MATRIX OF THE FACTOR
ANALYSIS
Factor1

Factor2

Heavy - Light

0.932

0.151

Unattractive - Nice

0.888

0.418

Strong - Week

0.811

0.011

Tight - Loose

0.795

0.271

Hard - Soft

0.733

-0.222

Inconvenient - Conveniente

0.053

0.864

Dislike - Like

0.102

0.843

Finally, the results shown in Table VI were obtained after
rotating the factor loading matrix according to the method of
great variance. Through Table VI, it can be found that common
factor 1 has larger loadings on factors 1-5 (light pressure; weak
skin irritation; lightweight; soft; good-looking), and common
factor 2 has larger loadings on factors 6 and 7(easy to put on
and take off, preferring long-term use), indicating that these 7
variables can be reduced to 2 male factors: material factor and
garment design factor.
Compared with previous studies [17-20], this research
designed and developed a complete wearable device instead of
a single heart sound collector, and explored the wearing
experience of the heart sound collection device, and the
experimental participants gave a positive evaluation, all of
whom found that the device is suitable for daily wear. In
consistent with them the denoised heart sounds were clear, and
additionally heart sound detection was added, using a
convolutional neural network system to detect the pairs of
collected heart sounds and obtain better results.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a comfortable wearable heart sound
acquisition device is presented. First, a urethane resin holder
was fabricated according to the size and characteristics of the
microphone. Then, suitable materials were selected and vests
were made according to the physical characteristics of men and
women respectively. Then, the microphone wrapped with
holder was fixed on the corresponding position of the vest with
reference to the heart sound auscultation position.
Subsequently, 11 healthy young people (6 males and 5 females)
were subjected to heart sound collection, and the collected
heart sounds were input into the constructed CNN for testing to
evaluate the performance of the device, and the highest
accuracy rate of 85.39% for a single male, the highest accuracy
rate of 91.59% for a single female and an average accuracy rate
of 71.3% were obtained. Finally, the evaluation of the device
by the experimental participants was analyzed and 2 common
factors were extracted: material factor and garment design
factor, indicating that these two factors can be focused on for
future updates of the device. This study demonstrates that the
wearable heart sound collection device is effective in heart
sound collection and has been well evaluated in terms of
product design.

VI. FUTURE WORK
The wearable heart sound collection device developed in
this study can be used well for heart sound collection, but there
are still many shortcomings. First, the design of the zipper in
the middle of the chest causes a lot of noise during heartbeat
collection, and the position of the zipper needs to be
reconsidered and adjusted; second, the position of the
microphone cannot be adjusted according to the size of each
person and needs to be redesigned; third, a more skin-friendly
material could be selected; and finally, the data transmission of
the device should be updated to wireless transmission. It is
hoped that in the future, a real-time heartbeat detection device
can be made that can be worn daily for a long time.
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Abstract—The article is devoted to solving the scientific
problem of accumulating and systematizing models and machine
learning algorithms by developing a repository of deep neural
network models for analyzing and predicting of spatial processes
in order to support the process of making managerial decisions in
the field of ensuring conditions for sustainable development of
regions. The issues of architecture development and software
implementation of a repository of deep neural network models
for spatial data analysis are considered, based on a new
ontological model, which makes it possible to systematize models
in terms of their application for solving design problems. An
ontological model of a deep neural network repository for spatial
data analysis is decomposed into the domain of deep machine
learning models, problems being solved and data. Special
attention is paid to the problems of storing data in the repository
and the development of a subsystem for visualizing neural
networks using a graph model. The authors have shown that for
organizing a repository of deep neural network models, it is
advisable to use a scientifically grounded set of database
management systems integrated into a multi-model storage,
characterizing the domains of using relational and NoSQL
storages.
Keywords—Repository; deep learning;
network; spatial data; visual programming

I.

artificial

neural

INTRODUCTION

A significant role in solving the problem of strengthening
the connectivity of territories of countries and regions is played
by the introduction of effective digital infrastructures of spatial
data (SDI), aimed at operational diagnostics of natural-socialproduction systems (NSPS) and high-precision forecasting of
the development of natural processes and phenomena [1]. The
core of systems of this class is represented by methods and
algorithms for machine analysis of spatial data, which allow
solving a whole range of applied problems – anomaly
detection, data classification, data fusion. The subject of
analysis can be space imagery data, aerial photography,
information arrays about natural, social and economic objects
with a distributed geospatial organization [2]. The areas of
application of the results of the analysis in the national
economy are extremely wide - from increasing the efficiency
of agriculture to assessing the consequences of natural
processes [3, 4].

SDI as a system can be decomposed into subsystems for
storing, analyzing and distributing geospatial data. The
development of the federal spatial data infrastructure is
necessary in order to effectively solve the problem of remote
monitoring of mobile objects and geographically distributed
resources in order to ensure information connectivity of
countries and create conditions for sustainable development of
the country [5]. At present, the functioning of spatial data
infrastructures should be based on and application of new
effective methods, approaches and algorithms for the analysis
of spatio-temporal data, which can function both on the basis
of classical hard and soft computations based on the complex
application of fuzzy logic, neural network models, evolutionary
modeling [6].
With the development of the scientific and engineering
basis and computing power, the direction of deep machine
learning has recently been strengthened, based on the
systematic use of many levels of nonlinear information
processing for the extraction and transformation of hierarchical
features, analysis and classification of patterns. Despite the
growing interest in the topic of deep machine learning, this
problem area requires serious study in the direction of
strengthening the project orientation of the process of using
deep neural network models for analyzing large spatial data
[7]. This statement is based on the assumption that the
processes of designing complex neural networks, determining
their hyperparameters, the format of input and output data, and
integrating training data arrays should be determined by the
features of real problems to be solved [8]. In other words, the
use of deep neural network models for solving practical design
problems can be effective if the conditions for the
consolidation of accumulated knowledge are met, heuristics
and rules are collected into a single system, for interaction with
which convenient graphical and application program interfaces
are organized. Quality documentation on the use and flexible
customization of pretrained models is of key importance. The
indicated provisions determine the feasibility of forming a
repository of deep neural network models in the digital SDI
system, which provides system access to the storage of neural
network models, as well as tools for choosing the optimal
solution in a specific problem area and disclosing the features
of its use.
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The purpose of this article is to discuss problematic issues
devoted to solving the problem of machine learning models
systematizing by developing a repository of deep neural
network models for analyzing and predicting of spatial
processes. The matters of architecture development and
software implementation of deep neural network models
repository are considered.
II. RELATED WORKS
The task of designing and training effective deep neural
network models for analyzing large arrays of spatial data
encounters many problematic moments that require finding
solutions. This article is devoted to solving the scientific
problem of accumulating and systematizing models and
machine learning algorithms by developing a repository of
deep neural network models for analyzing and predicting the
development of spatial processes in order to support the
process of making managerial decisions in the field of ensuring
conditions for sustainable development of regions. The purpose
of the study is to provide support for the process of making
management decisions in the field of forming conditions for
sustainable development of regions through the development
and development of a repository of deep neural network
models for the analysis of spatial data [9]. The solution to the
problem of forming the architecture and software
implementation of a repository of deep neural network models
should be based on a new ontological model that defines a
formalized description of the topologies of deep models, tasks
to be solved, a set of analyzed data, learning algorithms, as
well as relationships between these entities [10].
The development of information systems based on machine
learning algorithms is very different from the development of
traditional software applications based on specifications and
repeatedly tested algorithms. In addition, the process of
training machine learning models can be expensive and
computationally intensive. This fact determines the feasibility
of creating a tool that provides the ability to reuse pre-trained
machine learning models for the development of applied
applications. The use of pretrained machine learning models
deployed as web services is one of the top technology trends.
Popular frameworks such as Tensorflow [11] and PyTorch [12]
provide high-level API support for using machine learning
model components.
Since deploying and maintaining machine learning models
is still a non-trivial task that requires in-depth knowledge of
machine learning and systems administration, organizations are
building repositories of machine learning models in order to
simplify the use of models within their business processes.
Other companies form repositories that can be accessed by
third parties. The Wolfram Neural Net Repository (launched in
June 2018) [13] and the AWS marketplace (launched in
November 2018) [14] are useful examples. Each model
repository has a different structure and uses different heuristics
to group the models. For example, AWS labels each model
using a set of criteria (including the analyzed data), and each
model can meet several criteria. Machine learning model
repositories promise to close the operational gap between data
scientists and software developers. In the field of spatial data

analysis, the task of developing a repository of neural network
models has its own specifics.
III. METHODOLOGY AND METHODS OF RESEARCH
Analysis of the strengths and weaknesses of the currently
existing repositories of deep neural network models of general
purpose (AWS Marketplace, Open Neural Network Exchange,
Wolfram Neural Net Repository and others) [15] made it
possible to form a list of specific problems, the solution of
which will ensure the creation of an effective system suitable
for solving specific practical oriented tasks in the field of
spatial data analysis.
1) Designing an ontological model for the storage of deep
neural networks.
2) Development of a storage scheme for models of deep
machine analysis of spatial data in the form of a metalanguage.
3) Implementation of the function of converting
repository models into representations used by modern
software systems for machine learning.
4) Development of graphical web interfaces for a
repository of deep neural network models with navigation
functions.
5) Creation of a user authentication subsystem in order to
differentiate access rights to deep neural network models.
6) Development of interfaces for obtaining structured
information about specific neural network models.
7) Development of a subsystem for visualizing deep
machine learning models in the form of graph-schemes within
the framework of adaptive web interfaces.
8) Development of an application programming interface
based on the architectural style of REST, to provide a unified
program exchange.
9) Updating the repository of deep neural network models
in the process of solving practice-oriented tasks in the field of
ensuring conditions for sustainable development of Russian
regions.
10) Development of a recommendation system for the
selection and configuration of deep neural network models.
Work on the design, development and implementation of a
repository of deep neural network models involves obtaining
results characterized by scientific novelty. So, the ontological
model of the storage of deep neural networks should be
distinguished by the achievement of a detailed and
comprehensive systematization of deep machine learning
models used to analyze large spatial data by classes of design
problems to be solved, types of analyzed data, architecture,
objective (numerical) and subjective (expert) performance
metrics [16]. On the basis of the ontological model, a
conceptual storage scheme for deep machine analysis models
can be created in the form of a meta-language, which allows
them to be converted into representations used by modern
machine learning frameworks [17].
Graphical web interfaces of the repository of deep neural
network models should be justified from the standpoint of
system analysis of user experience, allowing the selection of a
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relevant machine learning model for solving specific problems
of spatial data analysis, obtaining systematized information
about the required deep neural network model. It is also
supposed to justify and deploy a subsystem for visualizing
deep learning models through web interfaces in the form of a
graph diagram, with the function of online editing of the model
topology within the capabilities of a thin web client, as well as
organizing an application programming interface based on
REST architectural style to provide unified programmatic
interaction with the repository. Of particular importance is the
design and development of a new recommender system for the
selection and configuration of deep neural network models,
which allows for a relevant search for an effective architectural
solution and its fine tuning for solving design problems
through a graphical web interface of the neural network
repository [18]. The repository of deep neural network models
acquires practical value if the database is updated with new
models for the analysis of spatial data, including remote
sensing data. Each deep neural network should be tested on test
sites in order to determine estimates of its effectiveness in
solving practical problems: classification of remote sensing
data, forecasting the development of natural processes.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Development of an Ontological Model of a Repository
The development of a deep neural network repository
should be based on an ontology that provides a formalized
description of entities (ANN topologies, learning processes and
accuracy assessment), as well as the relationships between
them [19]. The relevance of this provision is determined by the
hypothesis that the process of using deep learning to solve
design problems can be supported only if the acquired
knowledge, heuristics and rules are collected in a system for
which convenient means of interaction are organized.

deep machine learning models, tasks to be solved, and data
(Fig. 1). This allows you to give a comprehensive definition of
the formalized area of knowledge: each stored model must be
compared with a set of specific tasks and data sets (tensor,
raster, vector, attributive). The domain of machine learning
models is defined by concepts and relationships that describe
various topologies (branching and chain structures of layers of
various types (including fully connected, convolutional,
recurrent) with various activation and regularization functions),
as well as learning methods and algorithms.
The deep model is characterized by the format of the data
received for analysis and the type of the output signal, the loss
function, the initialization algorithm, the learning strategy
(with a teacher, without a teacher, with partial involvement of a
teacher, with reinforcement). Each deep model is associated
with a meta description containing its category, characteristics
of the project-oriented tasks to be solved, and guidelines for
applied use. The design solution must store pre-trained copies,
ready for solving design problems after fine-tuning. The
software implementation of the repository was carried out on
the basis of the artifacts of the object-oriented design stage,
including the determination of the use cases of the system, the
construction of structural and behavioral UML diagrams. The
development of graphical interfaces of the repository must be
carried out using UI / UX design methodologies using a
software stack of web technologies, which will allow you to
use the repository from anywhere in the world connected to the
Internet. The API for interacting with external systems is based
on the REST architectural style.
Thus, the process of forming a repository of deep neural
networks in a digital SDI system should be based on a projectoriented approach, based on which each stored deep ANN
should be compared with the range of design tasks within
which it can be used.

An ontological model of a deep neural network repository
for spatial data analysis can be decomposed into domains of

Fig. 1. Ontological Model of the Repository.
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B. Designing the Storage Subsystem of Repository
To organize a data warehouse of a repository of neural
networks, it is advisable to use a comprehensive science-based
set of database management systems (DBMS). So, in relational
storages, the organization of the data integration process is
based on entities and relationships established between them.
The highly organized structure and flexibility makes relational
storage powerful and adaptable to different types of data
domains, tasks, and models. To store spatial data, it is
advisable to use a relational DBMS with support for spatial
operations: PostgreSQL MySQL. Alternative advantages to the
process of integrating spatial data can be provided by NoSQL
storages, which should be classified into the following
categories: a) resident databases - Redis (preferred for the
development of data caching systems, buffers of high-speed
exchange with the repository through software interfaces); b)
document databases - MongoDB, RethinkDB (relevant for
systematization of semi-structured data analyzed by neural
networks, such as information for monitoring spatial processes,
storage and registration of events); c) graph databases - Neo4j,
JanusGraph (useful for storing information about the structure
of neural network models); d) columnar databases ClickHouse, Cassandra (represent an uncontested solution for
organizing interactive analytical data processing modules
(OLAP components) in a neural network repository); e) time
series databases - InfluxDB, TimescaleDB (implemented to
collect and manage spatial data that change over time,
including indicators of the development of natural processes
and transactions of the Internet of Things). Thus, for
organizing a repository of deep neural network models, it is
advisable to use a scientifically grounded set of database
management systems integrated into a multi-model storage.

C. Development of Interfaces for Interacting with the
Repository
The software implementation of the repository was carried
out on the basis of artifacts of the object-oriented design stage,
including the definition of the use cases of the system, the
construction of structural and behavioral UML diagrams with
the optimization of the object-oriented metrics of the system.
The development of graphical interfaces of the repository was
carried out using UI / UX design methodologies using a
software stack of web technologies, which will allow you to
use the repository from anywhere in the world connected to the
Internet. The API is implemented using the REST architectural
style. The graphical web interfaces of the deep neural network
model repository should be equipped with navigation functions
that allow the selection of a relevant machine learning model
for solving specific problems of spatial data analysis from any
device connected to the Internet (via a web browser).
Subsystems for user authentication in the repository system
have the task of differentiating the rights to select, use and edit
models.
The developed web interfaces solve the problem of
providing information about a specific neural network model
(including a systematized description, architecture class, format
of analyzed and output data, information about topology,
subjective
and
objective
performance
indicators,
recommendations for fine-tuning the model, examples of
practice-oriented use). To improve the convenience of
interacting with the repository, a subsystem for dynamic
visualization of learning models was developed based on
adaptive web interfaces in the form of dynamically aligned
graphs, with an interactive ability to directly edit the
architecture and topology of the neural network model through
a thin web client (web browser) (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Graphical Interfaces for Editing a Deep Neural Network Model.
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In the field of neural networks, there are a huge number of
libraries, modules and patterns that can be implemented,
combined and used for a wide range of tasks. For a visual
display of the developed blocks with the aim of their effective
use, you can turn to the visual design paradigm. Visual
programming is the process of graphically representing a
program using a standard set of graphical elements. With
visual development, the number of forced control errors in the
program is significantly reduced, therefore, the quality of the
result obtained is increased.
When developing visual programming languages, drawing
of graphs is used as the main approach, that is, in the form of a
set of vertices (nodes) connected by arcs (edges). Unlike the
textual form of notation, in which objects (symbols and words)
form a sequence, and each object is associated only with the
left and right "neighbors", the graph form allows you to
visually depict more complex relationships, since in it each
object can be connected to several others objects. In this sense,
the text form is one-dimensional, while the graph form is twodimensional. The ability to vary the geometric dimensions,
shape and color of vertices, the appearance and thickness of
arcs, change the relative position of the vertices without
changing the topology of the graph significantly increases the
expressive capabilities of the graph form of the program
algorithm.
The creation of a visual (figurative) style of software
development is the main motive for the development of graphsymbolic programming (GSP) technology. GSP technology is a
technology for designing and coding algorithms and models
based on a graphical way of representing programs, with the
goal of fully or partially automating the design, coding and
testing of software. This programming technology adheres to
two fundamental principles: a) visual, graphical form of
presentation of program algorithms and other components of
their specifications; b) the principle of structured procedural
programming. The implementation of this concept is excellent
for solving the problem of visual programming of neural
networks. Visual programming increases the clarity of the
presented codes, significantly reduces the number of errors
made at the design and coding stage of programs, and thereby
speeds up the development process and increases the reliability
of codes of developed programs. Together with the use of the
block approach, visual programming methods will not only
speed up development due to simple graphical
interchangeability of logical blocks, but also provide simple
portability of such programs. An application programming
interface (API) based on the REST architectural pattern
provides a unified interaction with the system for
programmatic data exchange, including deep model export,
editing, structured data retrieval, and other use cases.
The main directions for the further use of the expected
results:
1) Implementation of intelligent systems for forecasting
the development of natural and man-made emergency
processes based on new technologies of integration,
intellectual analysis and dissemination of large geospatial data
into the activities of industrial enterprises and executive
authorities of the region.

2) Provision of services for the use of a repository of deep
neural network models according to the SaaS (Software as a
Service) model with the possibility of flexible configuration of
the provided solution.
3) Design, development and implementation of geoportal
solutions aimed at creating information support for sustainable
development of ecological, socio-economic systems of
regions, effectively modified for specific corporate customers
on the basis of a project-oriented approach. Development and
development of socially-oriented geoportal solutions that
ensure the effective dissemination of spatial data about nature,
economy, social life, history and culture of the regions of the
world.
4) Development and implementation of practice-oriented
educational programs in the field of sustainable development
of regional and global ecological-socio-economic systems
with annual bilateral internships and practices to form
competencies in the field of information support for
sustainable development of world regions and global
ecological-socio-economic systems.
The repository of neural networks gains practical value
provided that the deep model storage is constantly updated. In
the course of further work on the project under a grant from the
President of the Russian Federation, it is planned to create and
test new models of deep machine analysis, which will be tested
in solving specific scientific and practical problems in the field
of analyzing the state of natural geosystems, predicting the
development and assessing the consequences of emergency
situations.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The conducted research allows us to determine the
reference points for the design, development and
implementation of a repository of deep neural network models:
1) Ontological model of the repository, which determines
the principles of systematization of deep models for the
analysis of spatial data according to the classes of problems to
be solved, the nature and dimension of the analyzed data,
architecture and topology, properties of efficiency.
2) A formalized storage scheme for deep machine
analysis models of spatial data in the form of a meta-language
that allows them to be converted into representations used by
modern machine learning software systems (Caffe, Torch,
MXNet, TensorFlow, Keras).
3) Adaptive graphical web interfaces of the repository
with navigation functions that allow you to select the relevant
machine learning model for solving specific problems of
spatial data analysis.
4) Subsystem for user authentication in the repository in
order to restrict the rights to read, use and edit neural network
models.
5) Adaptive web interfaces for obtaining systematized
information about the required deep neural network model,
including a systematized description, objective and subjective
performance indicators, type of architecture and topological
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scheme (branching and chain structures of layers of various
types: fully connected, convolutional, recurrent), practical
recommendations for flexible setting hyper-parameters of the
model, examples of applied use.
6) Subsystem for visualization of the neural network
model of deep learning in the form of a graph diagram, with
the possibility of interactive online editing of the topology and
architecture of the model through a web browser, a thin client.
7) Recommended web system for the selection and
configuration of deep neural network models, which allows to
provide relevant search and fine-tuning for solving specific
design problems in the field of spatial data analysis.
8) An application programming interface based on the
REST architectural style, which allows for a unified
interaction for programmatic data exchange with the
repository (including import and export of deep models,
obtaining information about them).
9) Database of deep neural network models repository,
which includes pretrained models based on convolutional and
recurrent
layers,
regularization,
normalization
and
subdescritization modules with the possibility of their direct
use for solving applied problems or further fine tuning.
The implementation of the project will make it possible to
form a platform solution for solving urgent scientific problems
of consolidation, storage, selection and effective use of deep
models for solving project-oriented problems in the field of
analyzing large arrays of spatial data. Integration of neural
network models into the repository will allow starting the
formation of a bank of intelligent algorithms designed to solve
specific problems in the field of spatial data analysis to ensure
sustainable development of regions, but also to solve the
problem of interactive search for an effective model by
forming a system of recommendations and developing expert
tools that optimize the choice of algorithms.
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Abstract—Indoor Positioning System (IPS) in generally
perform as a network of devices that always located the objects
or people inside a building wirelessly. An IPS has direction relies
nearby anchors and also can be entirely local to your
smartphone. With the rapid growth and sharp increase in Indoor
Positioning System (IPS) demand in the world, there are a lot of
researchers trying to invent new algorithm to develop IPS. This
paper proposed the Bluetooth-Base Indoor Positioning
Algorithm. The RF characteristics such as RSSI and WLAN
RSSI fingerprinting system normally formed by two phases, fist
is offline phase and second is online phase. Fingerprinting system
handling both off-line and online data and estimate the user’s
location. Our algorithm design is a collection of Weighted KNearest Neighbors (WKNN) and Filtering algorithms by
KALMAN Filter. Finally, to avoid the problems of IPS and get a
better accurate we proposed two algorithms: Weighted KNearest Neighbors Particle Filter (WKNNPF) and Weighted KNearest Neighbors Extended Kalman Filter (WKNNEKF)
compare to KNN and WKNN result. After comparing we found
that the result of WKNNPF and WKNNEKF is better result than
KNN and WKNN. The Probability in 3M of WKNN is about
79%, WKNNEKF is about 89%, and WKNNPF is about 95.1%.
Among one of the proposed algorithms WKNNPF is better than
WKNNEKF on accuracy 1.7-2 meters with 42.2m/s response
time.
Keywords—Indoor Positioning System (IPS); Bluetooth low
energy; WLAN; RSSI; WKNNPF; WKNNEKF; KNN; WKNN

I.

INTRODUCTION

In present, indoor positioning system became more
interested and more advantages for the people in the world.
Many applications that we have seen some papers introduced
in field of m-commerce that based on the principle of the wellestimated location of the various customer as well as in
wireless network sector. For example here, it is talking about
advertising in large stores or guides in museums which using
modern portable devices is possible, in case if we estimate the
exact location of a mobile terminal in every single time.

Moreover, an automated delivery developed procedure, which
is the method based on the user location is also necessary in
term of to provide quality service in the area of wireless
network, especially in condition of overweight shipments [1].
Bluetooth certification which is developed and
manufacturing by the Special Interest Group (SIG) has widely
point the technology that suitable for future use in the home or
any indoor environment [2][3]. Hence, the totally proposed
ideas of this paper was notice about the challenge with all of
the issues faced in location estimation plus with the general
evaluation criteria which focus on a Bluetooth-based indoor
positioning system as well. Although, we can realized that the
Location estimation take place in a mobile terminal without
any changes of the values in the geometry network zone. The
system developed as usual and it’s based on a well-known and
well-publicized of the triangular method by using the
theoretical of received signal strength of the surrounding
environment of the Bluetooth access point we have.
Anyways, to obtain precise position estimation, we must
determine the dependence between distance and the received
signal strength by specific condition carefully. Especially in
indoor areas, some relevant boundary conditions, like make use
of equations reflection and the wall drying for free as well as
propagation impossible. Then, the necessary distance is mainly
focus and calculated as well as by an approximate estimate of
the received signal strength indicator (RSSI) in simple ways
[4][5]. As we known that, the Bluetooth devices of retrieving
the actual received signal strength do not provide any interface
as well as we want, so our research developed based on this
positioning system focus on the point which using the RSSI
values that provided as mentioned as in the standard technic to
obtain a range estimate between the access point and the
mobile terminal as well. Although, this research demonstrated
the theory of mathematical system and introduced the
mathematical approach by positioning system is based. Our
steps start from the beginning with position estimating which
mainly based on signal strength using the Least Square
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Estimation (LSE), and then we have converted the RSSI
 hx (2,1) hy (2,1)
measurement to the distance. After that, the implementation

H  hx ( N ,1) hy ( N ,1)
=
results of the actual test are presented.

h
 x ( N , N −1)

II. RELATED WORK
A. The Position Estimation based on Signal Strength
In this part we proposed the related technic which is a part
of achieving the result. As shown in below equation, a position
estimation method based on signal strength by using LSE is
introduced and explain in detail as well.
In the mobile network we assumed N≥2 as the number of a
base station and the position of a base station k is defined


=
pk ( xk , yk )T , k ∈1..N .
by:


Hence, the distances ri ( x), rj ( x) between stations i, j

( x − xi ) 2 + ( y − yi ) 2
( x − x j )2 + ( y − y j )2

2

hx=
2( x j − xi )
(i , j )

2( y j − yi )
hy=
(i , j )

2
2
2
2
2
2
Ci , j = ri − rj + x j − xi + y j − yi

Hence, below is the formula of location estimation of the
terminal:

T
m = ( H T H ) −1 H T C

(5)



s ( x) = c(d ( x)) −α

(1)

The solution of the system of equation (1) as shown in
above section, it causes two possible intersections of the
corresponding circles. So, to get a perfect solution to solve this
problem, it’s importantly to calculate and set the location of the
mobile device which based on the distance between the
terminal and at least three different base stations among them is
included [6]-[9]. Other thing, the single distances also can be
obtained as well as by measuring the functional correlation to
the signal strength. If the value of the distance between both
points, the base station N>2 and the mobile terminal is already
known. Otherwise, the location estimate also can be effectively
as well by calculated using the LSE method. In numerical
operations, this method calculates that point correctly in the x-y
field, where the position that provides the least squared sum of
the distance to the boundary of all possible parts given by
Equation (2) as describe as below.

r =
i

rj =

2

 C2,1 


 CN ,1 
CN , N −1   N 
 ×1

B. The Approximation of RSSI Measurements
This section talked about the way of converting the signal
strength measurement into distances between shape of a sender
and receiver in the free fields. Below is the equation (6) [10]:

and a point in the x-y zone, has given as well as by


x = ( x, y )T :

r ( x) = ( x − x ) 2 + ( y − y ) 2
i
i
i
 
2
2
rj ( x) = ( x − x j ) + ( y − y j )

And


  xˆ 

, m =
 =
 ,C
ˆ
y


hy ( N , N −1)   N 
 ×2

(6)

Variations of signal propagation in indoor areas normally
caused by dimming and reflection are strongly considered in
easy way as well as by equation (6). Because there is no line of
reflection and attention, this happened because those holding
Bluetooth device obtain signal propagation in the empty which
not suitable for indoor area. Hence, according to reason above
we chose to estimate the correlation between signal strength
and distance by focusing on on the measurement to improve
our estimation as well. Bluetooth specification at that moment
didn’t release the possibility to extract signal directly.
Consequently, after go through reason above we are using the
RSSI values set by the Bluetooth protocol to connect the
communication between the sender and the receiver in the
network as well as we have shown below [11]-[14]. The RSSI
value role as important paly that it is giving the distance
between the received signal strength and the optimal receiver
power rating, called the gold receiver power status. The
definition of a golden power receiver has explained and shown
in Fig. 1 below.

, i, j ∈1..N
(2)

Boundaries are directly calculated from Equation (3)

ri 2 − rj2 = ( x − xi ) 2 + ( y − yi ) 2 − ( x − x j ) 2 − ( y − yi ) 2 (3)

T
The position estimation is defined by m = ( xˆ , yˆ ) .

H ⋅m =
C
(4)
With

Fig. 1. Golden Receiver Power Rank of the RSSI.
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Here, we explain the Fig. 1 above about the golden receiver
power status about it working principle. It is determined by two
levels which describe below [15][16]. First is the low level that
noted by the 6dB to the actual the receiver and maximum of
this value mentioned by -56dBm. Second is the high level is
20dB on the low one. It provided accuracy of the upper
threshold and the noted with the value is about ±6dB. Hence,
we can assume S assigned the received signal strength and the
value of S is noted by:

S=
RSSI + T0 , forRSSI > 0
S=
RSSI − Tu , forRSSI < 0
T=
Tu + 20dB
0
Where:

(7)

T0 : Upper Threshold

Tu : Lower Threshold
Normally, pursuant to the definition of a gold recipient
rating determines the RSSI to distance conversion. Although, if
the value of RSSI is within the range of the golden receiver
defined by zero, it’s mean that, there is no special function can
be estimated as well as we can [17]. Therefore, only
measurements that provide result in a positive range of RSSI
could be considered and granted by functional estimation. Then
we can achieve the estimate result by the parameterization in
suitable function we chose:

y = c lnx +b,
y = c0 +c1x +c 2 x 2
y = c0 +c1x +c 2 x 2 + c3 x3

(8)

III. METHODOLOGY
Our research methodology used the Bluetooth positioning
system model to provide a user interface as well as separated
into three levels. The indoor area under consideration is
covered by the x-y is the first stage of preparation phase, then
RSSI function is covering to the environmental conditions
which can estimated as well. Hence, the last part of our
solution we used the location method to determine the mobile
terminal location by dealing based on the RSSI estimation
measurement. In this relation, we are mainly focus on the
triangular method in term of mathematical calculations in
above section by calculation RSSI values of three entry points.
Below is the flowchart of the matching process which
mentioned as Fig. 2, it is detail and overview of the operational
analysis.

Fig. 2. Flowchart of the Matching Process.

The access points have been assigned and share in a
laboratory room of school of information and communication
engineering, Guilin University of Electronic Technology. That
room is a computer room with a size of 12 x 21m which is
shown in Fig. 3.
In this experiment we have done carefully. We were
recorded several times of the distances of the randomly
selected sections to archive a good approximation function
between the RSSI and the single access point as well as we
can. The average results among of all measurements which
belonging to a segment and access point may generate the
RSSI reference value per segment. In our scenario, we can
realize from Fig. 2 and 3 and we can explain that the RSSI
values of all access points are best equipped with the
polynomial function of the order 3. The positioning algorithm
has been implemented in MATLAB.

In addition to improve the fingerprint method (RSSI), our
algorithm design is a collection of Weighted K-Nearest
Neighbors (WKNN) and Filtering algorithms (KALMAN
Filter). Other thing, to avoid the problems of IPS and get a
better accurate we proposed two algorithms are WKNNEKF
and WKNNPF.

Lab 121

Lab 119

Aisle

Fig. 3. Indoor Environments Experimental.
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IV. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

1

After we got the results in each algorithm of Fig. 4, 5, 6.
We found that the accurate point of WKNN algorithm is bigger
than WKNNEKF and WKNNPF algorithm, and the accurate
point of WKNNEKF algorithm is smaller than WKNN and
bigger than WKNNPF. And the last one is the accurate point of
WKNNPF algorithm is smaller than WKNNEKF and much
smaller than WKNN so far. Moreover, we have compared the
cumulative probability of the positioning error to find the best
performance of each algorithm in Fig. 7. Those algorithms
mentioned in three difference colors. Red stand for WKNN
algorithm, green stand for WKNNEKF algorithm and blue
stand for WKNNPF.

Fig. 4. WKNN Algorithm Result.

WKNN
WKNNEKF
WKNNPF

0.9
0.8
0.7
Probaoility

According to the experiment methodology, we separated
results with 3 different algorithms are WKNN Algorithm in
Fig. 4, WKNNEKF Algorithm in Fig. 5, WKNNPF Algorithm
in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 7. Errored of Distance/m.
TABLE I.

THE PROBABILITY IN 3M

Algorithm

Mean
derivation

Minimum
derivation

Maximum
derivation

WKNN

3.2m

1.2m

3.8m

WKNNEKF

2.5m

0.92m

3.0m

WKNNPF

2.0m

0.22m

3.0m

The
probability
in 3M
79.0%
89.0%
95.1%

The result in Fig. 7 and Table I shows that the probability
in 3M of WKNN is about 79.0%, the probability in 3M of
WKNNEKF is about 89.0% which is better than WKNN about
10%, and the probability in 3M of WKNNPF is about 95.1%
which is better than WKNN about 16.1% and WKNNEKF
about 6.1%. It’s mean that the proposed algorithm WKNNEKF
is better than WKNN and the proposed algorithm WKNNPF is
better than WKNNEKF. After we found that WKNNPF
algorithm is the best algorithm among the proposed algorithm
in this paper, we try to find the algorithm response time of
WKNNPF algorithm performance. Then we found that
WKNNPF response time is 42.2m/s as shown in Fig. 8 below.

Fig. 5. WKNNEKF Algorithm Result.

Fig. 8. WKNNPF Performance.

Fig. 6. WKNNPF Algorithm Result.
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V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we carefully experimented with both theory
and practice to apply indoor location algorithms. As we all
know, there are many previous documents describing IPS with
different ways and solutions. Most of them focus on wireless
sensors to develop their new algorithms. In a similar way, this
paper proposes to study of the Bluetooth-based Indoor
Positioning Algorithm. Based on RF characteristics such as
RSSI and WLAN RSSI fingerprinting system normally
consists of two phases, offline phase and online phase.
Fingerprinting system handling both off-line and online data
and estimate the user’s location. Our algorithm design is a
collection of Weighted K-Nearest Neighbors (WKNN) and
Filtering algorithms by KALMAN Filter. Finally, to avoid the
problems of IPS and get a better accurate we proposed two
algorithms: WKNNPF and WKNNEKF which get the better
result than KNN and WKNN, and one of the proposed
algorithms WKNNPF is better than WKNNEKF on accuracy
1.7-2 meters with 42.2m/s response time.
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Abstract—Coronary Heart Disease (CHD) is one of the leading
causes of death nowadays. Prediction of the disease at an early
stage is crucial for many health care providers to protect their
patients and save lives and costly hospitalization resources. The
use of machine learning in the prediction of serious disease
events using routine medical records has been successful in recent
years. In this paper, a comparative analysis of different machine
learning techniques that can accurately predict the occurrence
of CHD events from clinical data was performed. Four machine
learning classifiers, namely Logistic Regression, Support Vector
Machine (SVM), K- Nearest Neighbor (KNN), and Multi-Layer
Perceptron (MLP) Neural Networks were identified and applied
to a dataset of 462 medical instances and 9 features as well
as the class feature from the South African Heart Disease data
retrieved from the KEEL repository. The dataset consists of 302
records of healthy patients and 160 records of patients who
suffer from CHD. In order to handle the imbalanced classification
problem, the K-means algorithm along with Synthetic Minority
Oversampling TEchnique (SMOTE) was used in this study. The
empirical results of applying the four machine learning classifiers
on the oversampled dataset have been very promising. The results
reported using different evaluation metrics showed that SVM has
achieved the highest overall prediction performance.
Keywords—Coronary heart disease; machine learning; prediction; classification

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Heart disease refers to a wide range of conditions that
affect the structure and function of the heart. CHD is one of
the most common types of heart disease, and it is one of the
leading causes of death around the world. CHD occurs when
plaque builds up in the walls of the coronary arteries, it restricts
blood flow to the heart muscle, and will eventually result in
a heart attack. According to the Australian Institute of Health
and Welfare (AIHW), CHD was Australia’s leading cause of
death in 2018, accounting for 17,500 deaths. This accounts for
11% of all deaths in Australia and 42% of all cardiovascular
deaths [1].
Traditional risk factors for CHD are thought to be HighLDL cholesterol, low-HDL cholesterol, high blood pressure,
diabetes mellitus, smoking, a family history of CHD, age,
obesity, and an unhealthy lifestyle [2]. The estimated cost of
CHD in 2015–16 in Australia was more than $2.2 billion.
Private hospital services and public hospital admitted patient
services accounted for a minimum cost of $813 million and
$693 million, respectively. The burden on the Pharmaceutical Benefits Scheme (an Australian Government subsidy on
medicine) for CHD was estimated to be around $218 million
[1].

CHD can however be effectively managed with a change in
lifestyle and adopting healthy habits, and hence save the high
cost of medical treatment and hospitalization if early detected.
With early detection of CHD, patients can have a range of
treatments advised by doctors to reduce the risk of future heart
problems and relieve or manage symptoms. In this context,
electronic health records (EHRs, also called medical records
(EMRs)) can be considered a useful resource of information
to help medical practitioners in the detection or the prediction
of CHD [3-6].
Advances in machine learning and artificial intelligence
have motivated many scientists to use such technologies in the
early detection of high-risk diseases such as heart diseases,
diabetes, various types of cancer [7-9]. Machine learning applied to EHR can be a useful tool for predicting the CHD event
with heart disease symptoms [10-12] as well as exploring the
most significant clinical features and risk factors that may lead
to heart attack and deaths. Clinicians and physicians can take
advantage of machine learning for clinical feature ranking and
unveil hidden and non-obvious correlations and relationships
between patients’ data. Several supervised machine learning
classifiers were used for this purpose and have achieved
success in this regard such as logistic regression, SVM, deep
learning, KNN, decision tree [3, 13-15].
However, most of the machine learning models designed
for the prediction of CHD have achieved modest accuracy [16],
More recent models show some improvements but only in the
prediction accuracy though [17, 18]. Moreover, the predicting
variables of these models have limited interpretability [5,
12]. Even though scientists have identified a large number of
predictors and indicators, there is still no consensus on such
clinical features and their roles in affecting the occurrence of
CHD [2, 19].
In this paper, we study a dataset of 462 medical records
obtained from South African Heart Disease. The dataset is a
quantitative sample of males in a heart-disease high-risk region
of the Western Cape in South Africa-KEEL[20]. The objectives
of this study are:
•

To investigate machine learning techniques that
achieve a high prediction performance in predicting
CHD.

•

To identify the most effective machine learning models
that achieve the best prediction performance on the
given dataset.

•

And, to identify the best features that help in achieving
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the best performance on the given dataset.
In this study, the machine learning classifiers that have been
identified and utilized are Logistic Regression, SVM classifier,
KNN, and MLP Neural Network. They were identified based
on the literature as well as their performance on the given
dataset and the suitability of the nature of the available data.
The structure of the paper is as follows, we first discuss the
related work in section 2, then we discuss the methodology
in section 3, where we describe in detail the dataset, the
exploratory data analysis, and the feature selection methods.
The experimental framework is presented in section 4, results,
discussion, and conclusion are discussed in sections 5 and 6
respectively.
II.

R ELATED W ORK

Several researchers have performed studies on routine
clinical data (or EHR) obtained from primary health care
centers or family practices to predict the occurrence of heart
disease [3, 21-24, 46]. Electronic health records have been used
or in combination with several machine learning algorithms
to predict CHD [25, 26]. Machine learning algorithms have
proved to be efficient techniques in predicting heart diseases
[3, 18, 27, 47].
In a study performed on 378,256 instances of patient
data obtained from UK family practices, the authors in [3]
have used the machine learning algorithms logistic regression, random forest, gradient boosting machine, and neural
networks. The authors have established that the algorithms
have improved the prediction of heart disease, CHD. Improvements in accuracy according to AUC c-statistic are random
forest +1.7%, logistic regression +3.2%, gradient boosting
+3.3%, neural networks +3.6% when compared to baseline
American Association of Cardiology (ACA) and American
Heart Association method. In another study, the researchers
in an experimental analysis [22] have applied several machine
learning algorithms; Decision Tree, Naı̈ve Bayes, K-nearest
neighbors, SVM, Multi-Layer perceptron, radial basis function,
and Single Conjunctive Rule Learner individually and in
combination on the Cleveland dataset [28] which is available
at University of California Irvine (UCI) machine learning
repository. The authors have compared the algorithms using
Precision, Recall, F-Measure, ROC, and accuracy. Support
vector machine has provided the best results in the experiment
with 84.15% accuracy and 0.897 F-measure. They have applied
bagging, boosting and stacking methods to improve the results.
In recent work, the Cleveland and Statlog [29] datasets
are further experimented with, by another set of researchers
with impressive results [17]. Statlog dataset contains 270
samples with 150 absence of heart disease and 120 presence
of it. Cleveland database contains 303 instances with 164
without heart disease and 139 positive cases. The algorithms
used in this work were support vector machine, Logistic
Regression, Naı̈ve Bayes, deep neural networks, random forest, decision tree, and k-nearest neighbor. Their experiment
results have shown that deep neural networks work better for
Statlog database whereas SVM works better for the Cleveland
database. However, the accuracy in both cases is very high, a
fraction above 97%, which is signficantly high when compared
to any other study. While the reported accuracy was very

high at 97%, the other metrics such as precision, recall
and specificity were not investigated which are important to
measure the efficiency of a machine learning algorithm.
In experimenting with ensemble machine learning algorithms the authors in [27] have used 4 different datasets
obtained from Cleveland Clinic Foundation (CCF), Hungarian
Institute of Cardiology (HIC), Long Beach Medical Center (LBMC), and Switzerland University Hospital (SUH) to
predict CHD. The datasets contain 303, 294, 200, and 123
instances, respectively. All the patient instances were formatted
uniformly with 76 attributes each out of which only 29 were
used due to missing values. Adaptive boosting algorithm has
been used for training and prediction. The experimental results
produced accuracy and F-score for the different datasets in
the order CCF – 80.14, 0.76; HIC- 89.12, 0.83; LBMC-77.78,
0.87; and SUH-96.72, 0.98.
In an experiment on deep learning, Baccouche et al. [30]
have worked on heart disease data consisting of 900 samples
with 149 attributes each, out of which 16% are related CHD
instances. The data was obtained from Medica Norte Hospital,
a Mexican hospital in Mexico. The authors have proposed
an ensemble neural network framework with Bidirectional
Long-Short Term Memory (BiLSTM) or Bidirectional Gated
Recurrent Unit (BiGRU) with a CNN model with an accuracy
rate of 91%.
Working on the dataset we are working on, Gonsalves
et al. [16] performed experimental analysis using Decision
Tree, Naı̈ve Bayes, and support vector machine algorithms
on WEKA tool. The accuracies obtained for all the three
algorithms are above 70% with Naı̈ve Bayes showing the
highest with 71.5%. They have attributed the low accuracy to
the small size of the dataset and the class imbalance problem
in the dataset.
Based on the literature it is noticed that machine learning
techniques such SVM, KNN, MLP Neural Networks, decision
tree and boosting algorithms are widely used for predicting
coronoary heart disease.
III.

M ETHODOLOGY

We present the dataset we used for the experiment, exploratory data analysis, and feature selection methods used in
this section.
A. Dataset
The dataset for this study has been retrieved from South
African Heart Disease [20], which is a subset of a wider
dataset. It has a total of 462 medical observations (instances)
and 10 features, 9 as independent clinical features, and 1 is the
target variable, a labeled binary class as 0 or 1, i.e., CHD event
has been detected for the medical observations as positive or
negative. The data is for a group of men from a high-risk area
for heart disease in South Africa.
Each high-risk patient was monitored in the dataset and
the features retrieved were as follows: systolic blood pressure
(Sbp), cumulative tobacco in kg (Tobacco), bad cholesterol
also known as low-density lipoprotein cholesterol (Ldl), adiposity, family history of heart disease (Famhist), type-A behavior (TypeA), Obesity, current alcohol consumption (Alcohol),
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TABLE I. D ESCRIPTION OF F EATURES IN THE DATASET
Feature

Explanation

Type
Range

and

Null
Values

Systolic
Blood
Pressure

Blood
pressure
measure
against the artery walls as the
heart beats

Numerical
[101, 218]

no

Tobacco

Accumulative tobacco in the
body in (kg)

Numerical
[0.0, 31.2]

no

LDL
Cholesterol

low-density lipoprotein, also
called bad cholesterol

Numerical
[0.98, 15.33]

no

Adiposity

Adiposity is a measure of percentage of body fat

Numerical
[6.74, 42.49]

no

Family
History

Family history of heart disease

Binary [0, 1]

no

Type A
Behavior

Type A behavior and personality

Numerical
[13, 78]

no

Obesity

Weight-to-height ration measure (body mass index, bmi)

Numerical
[0.0, 147.19]

no

Alcohol

Current alcohol consumption

Numerical
[15, 64]

no

Age

Age of the patient

Numerical
[15, 64]

no

CHD
Event
target

If Coronary heart disease was
detected

Binary 0, 1

no

TABLE II. S TATISTICAL C HARACTERISTICS OF THE DATASET
Feature

Full Sample

Full Sample

Full Sample

mean

std

mean

std

mean

std

Systolic
Blood
Pressure

138.33

20.5

143.74

23.68

135.46

17.98

Tobacco

3.64

4.59

5.52

5.57

2.63

3.61

LDL
Cholesterol

4.74

2.07

5.49*

2.23

4.34*

1.87

Adiposity

25.41

9.82

54.49*

10.25

52.37*

9.52

Type A
Behavior

53.1

9.82

54.49*

10.25

52.37*

9.52

Obesity

26.04

4.21

26.62*

4.39

25.74*

4.09

Alcohol

17.04

24.48

19.15

26.18

15.93

23.5

Age

42.82

14.61

50.29

10.65

38.85

14.88

age at onset (Age), and coronary heart disease (Chd) (yes=1
or no=0).
B. Data pre-processing
Fig. 1. Family History vs CHD Event.

The original dataset was in .dat format, we have converted
it to .csv, and we edited the name of the columns to be
more expressive. We have encoded the existing categorical text
values in the original dataset into numerical values to be able
to be fitted into machine learning models. The description of
the features is shown in Table I.
C. Exploratory Data Analysis
The statistical quantitative characteristics of the dataset
for numerical features are described in Table II. It can be
noticed that the measurements for LDL Cholesterol, Obesity,
and also Type A Behavior has slight differences in the mean
value for patients with positive CHD event and negative event.
The visualization of the counts of observations of the Family
History binary class with respect to the negative CHD events
and positive CHD events, as well as frequency of the target
class CHD Event in the dataset, are shown in Fig. 1 and Fig.2
respectively. Out of 302 subjects without heart disease, 206 of
them do not have CHD in the family history whereas 96 have
the family history. For positive cases, 64 of them do not have
CHD in the family history and 96 have CHD in the family
history.

D. Feature Selection

Fig. 3 presents the distribution of each feature’s data based
on CHD events with the minimum value, first quartile (Q1),
median, third quartile (Q3), and the maximum value. The
classes in many features seem overlapping, and several features
record many outliers in the dataset. The distribution of the data
is also skewed.

The dataset includes many of the widely known risk factors
or features that cause CHD, but we aim to rank which features
are the most relevant to the target in predicting CHD and which
features are the least relevant. This allows it to be further
analyzed and interpreted by experts in the domain and could
be used as the basis for gathering more or different data.

Fig. 2. Frequency of Positive and Negative CHD Events in the Dataset.
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Fig. 3. Boxplot Representing the Distribution of Data Features with respect to CHD Event.

1) ANOVA method: ANOVA stands for änalysis of variance änd it is a parametric statistical hypothesis test that
determines whether the means of two or more samples of data
(usually three or more) come from the same distribution or
not [31]. An F-statistic, also known as an F-test, is a class
of statistical tests that use a statistical test like ANOVA to
measure the ratio between variance values. An ANOVA f-test
is a type of F-statistic that uses the ANOVA method [32].

TABLE III. ANOVA F-T EST R ANKING

We used an implementation of the ANOVA f-test function
from the scikit-learn machine learning library, which suits
our classification problem task. Table III shows the scores
of ANOVA f-test ranking of the features, i.e., the scores
calculated for each input feature and the target variable (CHD
Event) in descending order, the higher the score, the more
important the feature.

Feature

Score

Age

74.330

Tobacco

45.400

Family History

36.861

LDL Cholesteroal

34.197

Adiposity

31.756

Systolic Blood Pressure

17.674

Type A Behavior

4.948

Obesity

4.655

Alcohol

1.806

2) Feature Importance: Statistical methods calculate the
score of the feature ranking with relation to the features and
the target variable, however, the importance and ranking of the
features might be different when working together to predict
the target variable. However, using machine learning methods
for feature ranking provides insight into prediction models and
which features are the most important and least important to
the models when making a prediction.

We have used the permutation importance function from
scikit-learn library with Random Forest as the fit model. We
chose accuracy as the standard metric to measure performance
in this context because this a classification problem. The
ranking of the features is shown in Fig. 4.

Another method we used to compute a set of feature
importance scores for our dataset is the permutation feature
importance. The concept of Permutation Feature Importance
was first introduced by Breiman [33] and applied to a random
forest model. Permutation Feature Importance works by randomly changing the values of each feature column, one column
at a time. It then evaluates the model.

The different methods of feature ranking showed that
several features are most common as the most important
features such as Age, Tobacco, LDL Cholesterol, Systolic
Blood Pressure, Adiposity, and Family History. However, in
our machine learning modeling experiments we used almost
all the features and dropped Obesity as it has a high correlation
with Adiposity, we used Pearson’s correlation to calculate the
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B. SVC
Based on the Support Vector Machine algorithm [35], this
technique separates data points that belong to different classes
with a decision boundary (hyperplane). The main parameter
here is the kernel, it maps the observations into some feature
space. With the help of GrisdSearchCV function, the kernel
was set up to ’rbf’, ‘C’ to 10 and we configured ‘gamma’ to
auto.
C. KNN
KNN does not try to build an internal model, the computations are not done until the classification time. KNN stores
instances of the training data in the features space and the class
of an instance are determined based on the distance measure
from its neighbors, Therefore, the most important parameter is
the number of neighbors to be considered, here we set it up to
17. We used the elbow method [36] to calculate the optimal
number of neighbors. And we set up ‘minkowski’ as the metric
for the distance measure.

Fig. 4. Feature Importance using Random Forest.

D. MLP Neural Networks
score of the correlation between features and to drop the most
correlated ones.
3) Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient: Pearson’s Correlation
method is used for finding the feature correlation to remove
the redundant features. As shown in Fig. 5, the correlation is
represented as a number between -1 and 1, which indicates the
extent to which two variables are related.
A correlation coefficient higher than 0.7 is considered
strong and therefore one of the features can be dropped because
this will affect the prediction accuracy. Given this, the obesity
feature was dropped from the training dataset.
IV.

E XPERIMENTAL F RAMEWORK

In this study, we used scikit-learn Python library to conduct
the experiments, the selected models, namely, Logistic Regression, SVM, KNN, and MLP Neural Network were applied on
the dataset described in the last section, with 462 samples, 8
predictors (dropping Obesity feature) and 1 target variable.
Ten-fold stratified cross-validations were used for model
training and testing. The stratified folds were used in these
experiments because the dataset is imbalanced with evident
imbalanced class distributions, as discussed earlier.
The machine learning techniques utilized for the prediction
of CHD are set up as follows:
A. Logistic Regression
The logistic regression technique uses the logistic function
[34] to model a binary dependent variable. The technique is
capable of solving linear separable classes as well as complex
problems. We have used the GridSearchCV function from
scikit-learn library to find the optimal parameters, and the
logistic regression was configured with ‘lpfgs’ solver, ‘l2’
penalty, and we set up ‘C’ to 0.25.

MLP is a neural network that consists of more than two
layers with a number of neurons in each layer. We set up
3 layers with 50, 20, and 10 neurons consecutively. The
activation function was set up to ‘tanh’ and the learning rate
to ‘0.01’.
E. Classification of Evaluation Metrics
Accuracy, Precision (Positive predictive value), Recall
(Sensitivity or True Positive rate), F1 score, in addition to
Specificity (True Negative rate) were mainly used to evaluate
the performance of the prediction models.
To calculate these, the confusion matrix is used to describe
the performance of each predicted negative and positive class,
as in Fig. 6.
Where:
•

TN: is the total number of patients who correctly
identified that they have no CHD.

•

FN: is the total number of patients incorrectly identified that they have no CHD.

•

TP: is the total number of patients correctly identified
that they have CHD.

•

FP: is the total number of patients incorrectly identified that they have CHD.

In imbalanced datasets precision, recall, and F1 score are
often more important measures than accuracy. In this problem,
even the accurate prediction of the CHD patients matters the
most, i.e., high precision or high recall [37]. However, there
is always a precision/recall trade-off, and in CHD prediction,
high recall might be even preferred over high precision.
The aforementioned metrics can be calculated from the
confusion matrix as follows:
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Fig. 5. Pearson’s Correlation Matrix.

•

F-score
F1 =

•

2
1
precision

+

(4)

1
recall

Accuracy
accuracy =

Fig. 6. Confusion Matrix.

TP + TN
TP + FP + FN + TN

(5)

F. Data Oversampling
•

Precision (Positive predictive value)
TP =

•

TP
TP + FP

Recall (Sensitivity or True positive rate)
recall =

•

(1)

TP
TP + FN

(2)

Specificity (True negative rate)
specif icity =

TN
TN + FP

(3)

In general, many medical datasets show signs of imbalanced class distribution which greatly hampers the detection of
rare events, as most classification methods implicitly assume
an equal occurrence of classes [38, 39]. The dataset of this
study is a very small size with a total of 462 instances,
distributed into 302 negative CHD instances and 160 positive
CHD instances.
In an imbalanced class distribution problem, the sample
size is critical in evaluating the classification model, and the
high error rate caused by the imbalanced class distribution
decreases as the size of the training dataset increases [39].
Furthermore, in the dataset at hand, many variables are not
linearly correlated, not linearly separable, and are complexly
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TABLE IV. P REDICTION R ESULTS - M EAN OF 10 FOLD
C ROSS - VALIDATION

Classifier

Accuracy

F1 Score

Precision

Recall

Specificity

SVM

0.738*

0.550

0.679

0.463

0.884

MLP Neural Network

0.734

0.553

0.661

0.475

0.871

KNN

0.732

0.504

0.7*

0.394

0.911*

Logistic Regression

0.727

0.563*

0.633

0.506*

0.844

overlapping, as discussed earlier. The authors in [40] have
stated that not the imbalanced distribution of classes is the
main problem in the classification with imbalanced data classification, but many characteristics, among them “the presence
of small disjuncts, the lack of density in the training data, the
overlapping between classes, the identification of noisy data”.
Several techniques have been introduced and used for
handling the imbalanced datasets and improving the prediction [41-43]. In this study we have used Synthetic Minority
Oversampling TEchnique (SMOTE) for short, this technique
was first described by [41]. In particular, we have used the
K-means SMOTE method [44, 45].
1) K-means SMOTE: SMOTE with the K-means method
improves classification by producing minority class samples in
safe areas of the input space. The method reduces noise while
effectively addressing imbalances within and within samples.
We used the KMeans SMOTE class from the imbalanced-learn
Python library.
V.

R ESULTS

The mean accuracy results of applying the 10-fold stratified
cross-validation on the dataset were obtained show that SVM
slightly outperformed MLP neural network classifier, KNN,
and Logistic Regression. The results were 73.8%, 73.4%,
73.2% and 72.7% respectively. However, as discussed before,
accuracy alone is not the main concern here because this is
an imbalanced dataset, the distribution of the labeled target
class is unequal. The mean scores of applying 10-fold stratified
cross-validation with F1 score, Precision, Recall, Specificity of
the 4 classifiers are summarized in Table IV. The results show
improvements in the accuracy compared to previous research
results on the same dataset.
A. Results on the Oversampled Dataset
The dataset now has 604 samples with 302 instances with
negative CHD events and 302 instances with positive CHD
events. The mean scores of applying the classifiers 10-fold
stratified cross-validation on the dataset after oversampling
are summarized in Table 5. The classifiers are ordered based
on the accuracy we also calculated the Matthews Correlation
Coefficient (MCC) score, to highlight which classifier achieved
good results in all 4 categories of the confusion matrix.

Fig. 7. Precision vs Recall in SVM.

The results show major improvement on the recall score
with an average of 32% for all classifiers. From 10 fold
cross-validation, MLP neural network has recorded an average
80.3% of Recall score, while KNN has achieved an average
80% of Precision score and an average 85.8% of Specificity
score. The overall accuracy for all classifiers has also been
improved, SVM has achieved the highest overall accuracy and
good results in all scores combined.
Fig. 7 shows the plot of the precision vs recall for SVM
classifier, as it can be noticed the precision has dropped at
around 78% of recall, so we can even create an SVM model
with let’s say over 85% of Precision score with over 71% of
recall by tunning the threshold of precision.
VI.

D ISCUSSION AND C ONCLUSION

Our results show that, given sufficient data and proper
selected clinical features, machine learning techniques are
capable of predicting the occurrence of CHD events with
high accuracy. The application of the four machine learning
techniques SVM, KNN, MLP neural networks, and logistic
regression using the South African Heart Disease dataset with
the selected features reported roughly as high as 74% accuracy.
While this shows a noticeable improvement in the prediction
performance compared to previous researches on the same
data, the main issue in this study was to resolve the imbalanced
classification problem in the dataset and achieve even higher
scores in Precision and Recall in particular, in addition to
improving the overall prediction accuracy. Such a problem
in the dataset was tackled by applying K-means SMOTE
oversampling techniques, and as a result, the prediction performance of all prediction models has significantly enhanced,
with an average improvement of 32% on the Recall score and
an average improvement of 11% on the Precision score.
Among the four prediction techniques applied on the
oversampled dataset in this study, SVM has obtained the best
results in all the four confusion matrix categories, marginally
followed by KNN, MLP neural network, and logistic regression respectively. However, from the usability standpoint, one
might choose to use KNN as a prediction model for this
problem, since KNN has obtained an 80% Precision score and
around 86% Specificity score. Whereas MLP neural network
has reported an 80% Recall score. Recent trends in prediction
and classification are going toward using a combination of
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TABLE V. P REDICTION R ESULTS ON THE OVERSAMPLED DATASET- M EAN OF 10 F OLD C ROSS VALIDATION

Classifier

MCC

Accuracy

F1 Score

Precision

Recall

Specificity

SVM

+0.561

0.781*

0.780

0.784

0.776

0.785

MLP Neural Network

+0.549

0.774

0.781

0.760

0.803*

0.745

KNN

+ 0.553

0.776

0.767

0.8*

0.737

0.858*

Logistic Regression

+0.538

0.769

0.775

0.755

0.795

0.742

prediction techniques for more accurate and more reliable
outcomes. That is, it is a good idea in practice to use the SVM,
KNN, MLP neural network classification models together
for predicting the positive and negative CHD cases, as they
strengthen and complement each other.
Our feature selection techniques have showed and confirmed that clinical features and risk factors such as, Tobacco,
LDL Cholesterol, Systolic Blood Pressure, Adiposity, and
Family History are among the most important features that
help in the early detection and the prediction of the presence
of CHD events from medical records. Medical practitioners
can take advantage of the exploratory data analysis conducted
on the dataset to show correlations and relationships between
patients’ data.
The success of machine learning relies heavily on the richness of the data representing the phenomenon under consideration. Even though the selected dataset has the most widely
known features and risk factors for predicting CHD, with a
rather rich set of features, more data and more variables can
potentially help improve the prediction results. If additional
external datasets with the same features from different regions
had been available, we would have used it as a validation of
our findings.
As future work, we are planning to apply our machine
learning approach on other datasets of cardiovascular diseases,
cancer, and infectious diseases. We are also preparing to
deploy the models as a web service and integrate it in a web
application to allow medical practitioners assess its usability
in the real world.
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Abstract—Cyber-physical systems (CPS) integrate computation and communication capabilities to monitor and control
physical systems. Even though this integration improves the
performance of the overall system and facilitates the application
of CPS in several domains, it also introduces security challenges.
Over the years, intrusion detection systems (IDS) have been deployed as one of the security controls for addressing these security
challenges. Traditionally, there are three main approaches to IDS,
namely: anomaly detection, misuse detection and specificationbased detection. However, due to the unique attributes of CPS,
the traditional IDS need to be modified or completely replaced
before it can be deployed for CPS. In this paper, we present
a survey of specification-based intrusion detection techniques
for CPS. We classify the existing specification-based intrusion
detection techniques in the literature according to the following
attributes: specification source, specification extraction, specification modelling, detection mechanism, detector placement and
validation strategy. We also discuss the details of each attribute
and describe our observations, concerns and future research
directions. We argue that reducing the efforts and time needed
to extract the system specification of specification-based intrusion
detection techniques for CPS and verifying the correctness of
the extracted system specification are open issues that must be
addressed in the future.
Keywords—Cyber-physical systems; intrusion detection systems;
specification-based intrusion detection mechanism; security

I.

I NTRODUCTION

The recent years have witnessed an increasing growth in
the development and deployment of different types of cyberphysical systems (CPS). CPS have shaped every aspect of our
lives as their applications span through several domains including electrical power grids, water and wastewater management,
oil and gas sector, traffic systems and many other domains.
Considering the nature of CPS, security incidents could lead
to physical harm to people, destruction of property or environmental disasters. For this reason, the secured operation of
CPS is a major concern for all stakeholders.
According to Gartner analysts [1], CPS security incidents
are expected to rise in the coming years due to a lack of
security focus and spending that are aligned to CPS. They also
observe that the liability for CPS security incidents will not
only affect the corporate entity but will also lead to a personal
liability for 75% of CEOs by 2024. This is a wakeup call
for all those charged with the responsibility for the secured
operation of CPS and for greater attention to the development
and deployment of appropriate security controls for CPS.

One of the security controls for CPS involves the use of
intrusion detection systems (IDS). Traditionally, there are three
main approaches to IDS, namely: anomaly detection, misuse
detection and specification-based detection. However, due to
the unique attributes of CPS, the traditional IDS need to be
modified or completely replaced before it can be deployed for
CPS. A discussion of the techniques and challenges on the use
of IDS in CPS have been provided by Han et al. in [2] . Our
interest in this paper is to survey the use of specification-based
intrusion detection techniques for CPS.
Some works in the literature have conducted surveys related to the use of IDS for CPS [3], [4], [5]. Mitchell and Chen
[3] presents a survey of IDS design principles and techniques
for CPS. They categorize the existing CPS IDS techniques in
the literature, describe their advantages and disadvantages and
suggest future research areas. Zarpelão et al. [4] also conducted
a survey of IDS in Internet of Things (IoT). They classify
the IDS proposed in the literature according to the following
attributes: detection method, IDS placement strategy, security
threat and validation strategy. A much recent survey related to
the use of IDS for CPS is presented by Wu et al. [5]. They
conducted a survey of the proposed IDS designs for in-vehicle
networks. However, to the best of our knowledge, none of the
existing surveys have considered the use of specification-based
IDS for CPS.
In this paper, we present a survey of specification-based
intrusion detection techniques for CPS. In particular, we
classify the existing specification-based intrusion detection
techniques in the literature according to the following attributes: specification source, specification extraction, specification modelling, detection mechanism, detector placement
and validation strategy. We also discuss the details of each
attribute and describe our observations, concerns and future
research directions. We argue that reducing the efforts and time
needed to extract system specification of specification-based
intrusion techniques for CPS and verifying the correctness
of the extracted specification are open issues that must be
addressed in the future.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section II
presents a discussion on CPS and specification-based intrusion
detection, which provides an understanding for describing the
suitability of specification-based intrusion detection techniques
for CPS. Section III provides a survey of specification-based
intrusion detection techniques for CPS and the proposed taxonomy. Section IV describes our observations, concerns and
future research directions, which is one of the most relevant
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II.

BACKGROUND

A. Cyber-Physical Systems
CPS facilitate the integration of computation and communication capabilities to monitor and control physical systems.
This enables the accomplishment of time-sensitive functions
with different degrees of interaction with the environment,
including human interaction [6]. As a result of this, CPS are
called time-sensitive systems which makes timing a central
theme in their design and implementation. CPS are also
referred to as safety-critical systems because the failure of
the system due to faults or other external influences, could
endanger the lives of humans operating the physical systems,
those embedded with the CPS (medical devices) or those
within the radius of their operation (nuclear plants). The
application of CPS span through several domains and they
include modern vehicles, medical devices, industrial systems,
etc., all with different standards, requirements, communication
technologies, and time constraints.
The general architecture of CPS is depicted in Figure 1.
CPS as showed in the diagram, typically have a physical
system that is being monitored and controlled, a set of sensors
that report the state of the physical system, a set of actuators
that are used by the controllers to maintain the system in the
desired state, and a set of controllers (or a controller) that
monitors and controls the physical system using the sensors
and actuators, and via a communication channel [7]. The
interaction between these components of CPS is known to
be vulnerable to cyber attacks. For example, a power station
located north of the city of Kiev, Ukraine, suffered a cyber
attack which blacked out a portion of the Ukrainian capital
equivalent to a fifth of its total power capacity [8]. This calls
for increased efforts towards addressing the security issues of
CPS.

of CPS which makes the traditional security solutions ineffective in addressing the security challenges of CPS. For example,
CPS have time constraints because the physical processes
are generally time-aware and deadline sensitive [9]. Also, the
complexities in the analysis and design of security solutions
for CPS are further exacerbated by the need to understand
and address the upstream and downstream dependencies of
the component systems [6]. Therefore, the current information
technology (IT) security controls would have to be modified
significantly or to be completely replaced because they are
unable to address the security challenges of CPS.
One of the security solutions for CPS involves the use
of intrusion detection systems (IDS). There are three main
approaches to IDS, namely: anomaly detection, which relies on
comparing current behaviour with the pre-established normal
behaviour to detect an intrusion; misuse detection, which use
intrusion signatures to detect an intrusion; and specificationbased detection, which depends on the monitoring of the
specified system behaviour to detect an intrusion [10]. A
review of the existing intrusion detection techniques for CPS
has been provided by Mitchell and Chen in [3] and Han et
al. in [2] discuss the techniques and challenges of intrusion
detection in CPS. We are interested in the use of specificationbased IDS for CPS in this paper. The following subsections
provide an in-depth discussion on specification-based IDS and
its suitability for CPS, so as to motivate our survey of the
existing specification-based intrusion detection techniques for
CPS.
B. Specification-based Intrusion Detection
The notion of specification-based intrusion detection was
first introduced by Ko et al. in [10]. It leverages the specification of a system, which describes the expected behaviour of
the system. Any deviation of the system operations from the
defined correct behaviour is flagged as a security violation. In
general, the specification-based intrusion detection process involves the use of a specification source to extract the expected
behaviour of a system, which in turn is modelled. A detection
mechanism is then applied to the modelled specification for
monitoring the system behaviour for any deviation. Figure 2
provides a diagrammatic illustration of the specification-based
intrusion detection process.
Specification-based intrusion detection has shown to be a
better approach to IDS than anomaly detection and misuse
detection [11]. Even though anomaly detection is able to
detect novel attacks, it suffers from a high rate of false alarm
because unseen legitimate system behaviours are classified
as anomalies. Misuse detection, on the other hand, does not
generate false alarms but it is unable to detect novel attacks.
Hence, specification-based appears to be the mean between
misuse detection and anomaly detection because it combines
the advantages of both approaches. Its false positive rate is
similar to misuse detection as it does not generate false alarms
when unusual system behaviours are discovered. Similar to
anomaly detection, specification-based intrusion detection is
able to detect novel attacks because it detects attacks as
deviations from the defined correct system behaviours.

[7]
Fig. 1. The General Architecture of CPS.

There are several security challenges in the operation of
CPS. These challenges can be attributed to the unique features

The use of specification-based intrusion detection spans
through several domains. Initially, it was intended for execution
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Fig. 2. Specification-based IDS Process.

monitoring of security-critical programs in distributed system
[10]. However, it has been applied to routing protocols such
AODV [12], [13], [14] or OSLR [15], DNP3 protocol [16],
[17], [18] Voice over IP [19], [20], [21] and other areas of
CPS as discussed in section III. A practical experience in the
use of specification-based intrusion is presented by Uppuluri
and Sekar in [11]. In this work, the experiments conducted
show that specification-based intrusion detection is able to
detect 80% of the attacks without knowledge about the attacks
or the attacker behaviour. They observe that the combination
of specification-based intrusion detection with some misuse
specification increases the detection ability to 100% with 0%
false positive rates.
Specification-based intrusion detection can also be combined with anomaly detection. This is the method adopted by
Sekar et al. in [22] and Stakhanova et al. in [23]. Sekar et
al. [22] use state-machine specification in combination with
information about statistics that need to be maintained to detect
anomalies. They evaluate effectiveness of the approach is using
1999 Lincoln Labs intrusion detection evaluation data and the
results show that the proposed intrusion detection approach
detects all of the probing and denial of service attacks with a
low rate false alarm. In the case of Stakhanova et al. [23] the
proposed technique facilitates the automatic development of
the normal and abnormal behaviour specification in a form of
variable-length pattern classified using anomaly-based method.
They assess the proposed technique via simulations using
publicly available synthetic data and the results show that the
approach can detect unknown anomalous behaviour and known
anomalous behaviour with a low rate false alarm.
C. Suitability of Specification-based Intrusion Detection for
Cyber-Physical Systems
There are several characteristics of CPS that makes
specification-based intrusion detection the most suitable type
of intrusion detection approach for CPS. One of these characteristics is the laws of physics that govern the physical
systems in CPS. The IDS deployed in CPS are expected
to monitor physical processes for intrusion. These physical
processes are governed by the laws of physics, which makes
certain behaviours of the physical systems more likely to
be seen than others [3]. Thus, specification-based intrusion
detection technique can be used to define these behaviours
and to monitor the physical systems for any deviation from
these expected behaviours.

Another feature of CPS environment is that activities are
usually automated and time driven in a closed-loop settings [3].
This provides some regularity and predictability in the CPS
environment which can be used for monitoring. It is different
from the IT environment where activities are user triggered
and users’ behaviours can be very unpredictable. Consequently,
the regularity and predictability of CPS environment can be
exploited by specification-based intrusion detection to define
the correct behaviours of the system, which is subsequently
used to monitor behaviours outside the defined behaviours.
Moreover, the protocols deployed in CPS are well-known
and widely used which makes it easy to extract the correct
behaviour of the system. As a result of this, it is attractive
to use specification-based intrusion technique for CPS. This is
because the protocol specifications which are readily available
can be used as specification source to extract the expected
behaviour of the system. Also, specification modelling and
detection mechanism can then be employed to complete the
specification-based intrusion detection process.
III. S PECIFICATION - BASED I NTRUSION D ETECTION
T ECHNIQUES FOR C YBER -P HYSICAL S YSTEMS
In this section, we present a survey of specification-based
intrusion detection techniques for CPS. We observe that a
common feature of the specification-based intrusion detection
techniques for CPS is as follows: a set of properties, which
indicates the correct system behaviour is sourced, extracted and
modelled; and then, a detection mechanism is used to monitor
for any deviation from the defined system specification. Using
this understanding, we classify the existing literature according
to the following attributes: specification source, specification
extraction, specification modelling, detection mechanism, detector placement and validation strategy. The proposed taxonomy of specification-based intrusion detection techniques
for CPS is depicted in Figure 3 and Table I summarizes
the existing works on specification-based intrusion detection
techniques for CPS.
A. Specification Source
Specification source refers to how the set of properties
that indicates the correct system behaviour is obtained. There
are three major specification sources of specification-based
intrusion detection techniques for CPS, namely: protocol specification, reference model and observed behaviour.
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Fig. 3. Taxonomy of Specification-based Intrusion Detection Techniques for CPS.

1) Protocol Specification: Protocol specification is a formal
document that defines the expected behaviour of a system.
Given the well-defined behaviour of CPS, several protocol
specifications have been deployed as the specification source
to describe its correct behaviour in many studies. For example,
Tseng et al. in [12] utilise the Ad hoc distance Vector (AODV)
routing protocol specification as specification source. Other
works that have employed AODV routing protocol specification as specification source include Hansson et al. in [13] and
Hassan et al. in [14].
Gil et al. in [24] have used IEEE 802.11 protocol and
the extensible authentication protocol (EAP) specifications as
specification source to define the desired behaviour of wireless
local area network. Song et al. in [25] combine both informal
protocol specification and other documents from dynamic registration and configuration protocol as specification source. The
spanning tree protocol (STP) specification has been leveraged
as specification source by Jieke et al. in [26] to describe the
expected behaviour for carrier Ethernet network infrastructure.
And Tseng et al. in [15] use H.323 protocol specification as
specification source.
McParland et al. in [18] deploy protocol guidelines for
both ModBus TCP and DNP3 as specification source. They
abstract the specific details away of the protocols to focus on
the physics models of the system. Unlike them, Lin et al. in
[16] and [17] employ only DNP3 as specification source to
extract the normal behaviour of the system. Further, Berthier

and Sanders in [27] use C12.22 standard protocol specification
as specification source to ensure that all violations of the
specified security policy of the system will be captured.
The controller area network (CAN) protocol specification
has been utilised by Olufowobi et al. in [28] as specification
source. Larson et al. in [29] employ the CAN protocol version
2 and the CANOpen application layer draft standard 3.01 as
specification source to extract the expected behaviour of electronic control unit of an in-vehicle network. Also, EsquivelVargas et al. in [30] exploit the Building Automation and
Control Networks (BACnet) protocol as specification source
to depict the normal behaviour of each device in the BACnet
network.
2) Reference Model: The reference model of the system
under consideration has also been employed in several studies
as specification source, to obtain the correct system behaviour
[31], [32], [33], [34]. Mitchell and Chen in [31] employ the
reference model of a modern electrical grid CPS embedding
physical components as specification source. They also use the
reference model of unmanned air vehicles and reference model
of medical CPS in [32] and [33] respectively as specification
sources. Also, Sharma et al. in [34] utilize the reference model
of unmanned air vehicles CPS as specification source.
3) Observed Behaviour: Observed behaviour of the system
under consideration is another method that can be employed
as specification source, to define the correct behaviour of a
system. It involves the monitoring of a system during its
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TABLE I. S UMMARY OF THE E XISTING W ORKS ON S PECIFICATION - BASED I NTRUSION D ETECTION T ECHNIQUES FOR CPS
Reference
[12]
[13]
[14]
[15]
[16]
[17]
[18]
[24]
[25]
[26]
[27]
[28]
[29]
[30]
[31]
[32]
[33]
[34]
[35]
[36]

Specification Source
Protocol Specification
Protocol Specification
Protocol Specification
Protocol Specification
Protocol Specification
Protocol Specification
Protocol Specification
Protocol Specification
Protocol Specification
Protocol Specification
Protocol Specification
Protocol Specification
Protocol Specification
Protocol Specification
Reference Model
Reference Model
Reference Model
Reference Model
Observed Behaviour
Observed behaviour

Specification Extraction
Manual
Manual
Manual
Manual
Manual
Manual
Manual
Manual
Manual
Manual
Manual
Automatic
Manual
Automatic
Manual
Manual
Manual
Automatic
Manual
Manual

Specification Modelling
State-based
Stated-based
NS-2 Simulator
State-based
Bro
Bro
Bro
State-based
State-based
State-based
State-based
Real-time model
Not Specified
Bro
State-based
State-based
State-based
State-based
State-based
ISML

normal operation and then using the knowledge obtained as
specification source, to specify the correct behaviour of the
system. For example, Pan et al. in [35] use time-synchronized
data from synchrophasor and observable events from audit logs
as specification source to define the correct behaviour for the
cyber-physical environment in electric power system. Also, the
specification source utilized by Carcono et al. in [36] is based
on monitoring the evolution of the target system states.
B. Specification Extraction
Specification extraction is the method that can be deployed
to extract the correct behaviour of the system using the
specification source. This can either be accomplished manually
or automatically.
1) Manual: Most of the specification extraction methods
adopt a manual approach for the extraction of the correct
system behaviour from the specification source [18], [27], [16],
[12], [17], [24], [25], [26], [13], [14], [15], [35], [36], [33],
[32], [31]. This method has been shown to be an expensive and
very tedious process [27]. As a result of this limitation, there
have been attempts in the past few years towards the automatic
extraction of the correct system behaviour from specification
sources.
2) Automatic: Efforts have been made in recent years to
extract the correct system behaviour from the specification
source automatically [30], [34], [28]. Esquivel-Vargas et al.
in [30] made the first attempt to extract specification automatically. In this work, they implement automated specification
extraction in two steps: a subset of the devices capabilities is
observed in the network traffic; and based on this observation,
an algorithm is used to extract all the devices capabilities from
the specification source. Automated specification extraction
has also been employed by Sharma et al. in [34] to derive
the behaviour rules of IoT device using the operational profile
as specification source. And most recently, Olufowobi et al. in
[28] exploit real-time schedulability analysis of messages to
automate specification extraction.
C. Specification Modelling
Specification modelling describes the modelling approach
that is adopted to model the specification extracted from a
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Simulation
Simulation
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Simulation
Simulation
Simulation
Simulation
Simulation
Simulation
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specification source, to describe the correct system behaviour.
This subsection presents the different methods that are currently being used for specification modelling.
1) Specification Modelling Using State-based Approach:
State-based approach is the most common method for specification modelling. There are several variants of the state-based
approach currently in use. The standard state machine has been
used by Mitchell et al. in [31], [32], [33] for specification
modelling where the extracted specification is transformed into
state machines. Jeike et al. in [26] employ state machine for
specification modelling. In this work, the states of the machine
are states of the protocol, and the state transitions are caused by
the receptions of BPDUs or expiration of timeouts. Standard
state machines have also been deployed by Berthier and
Sanders in [27] to capture the expected system behaviour. And
Sharma et al. in [34] have converted the extracted specification
into state machines for specification modelling.
Another variant of the state-based approach that has been
adopted for specification modelling is the finite state machine.
Tseng et al. in [12], [15] use finite state machine for specification modelling. They specify the correct AODV routing
protocol behaviour using the finite state machine in [12] and
describe the valid routing behaviour of a network node based
on Optimised Link State Routing (OLSR) protocol in [15]. The
extended finite state machine has been applied by Hansson
et al. in [13] and by Song et al. in [25] for specification
modelling. Gill et al. in [24] utilise state transition model
to describe the extracted specification and state transition
patterns are employed by Pan et al. in [35] for specification
modelling. Also, a sector specific state modelling language
referred to as Industrial State Modelling Language (ISML) has
been employed in [36] for specification modelling.
2) Specification Modelling Using Bro: Another tool that
can be used for specification modelling is the open source Bro
network security monitor (now known as Zeek) [37]. McParland et al. in [18] use Bro scripts for specification modelling
but the specific details of the communication protocols and
technologies are removed to concentrate on the physics models
of the devices being investigated. Similarly, the security specifications of DNP3 protocol have been modelled as a parser and
integrated into Bro by Lin et al. in [16], [17]. And Esquivel-
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Vargas et al. in [30] use Bro for specification modelling of the
automatically extracted correct system behaviour.
3) Specification Modelling Using NS-2 Simulator: NS-2
stands for Network Simulator Version 2 and it is an opensource event-driven simulator for modelling the dynamic nature of communication networks [38]. Hassan et al. in [14]
employ NS-2 simulator for specification modelling. In this
work, the extracted specification for the runtime behaviour
of AODV protocol is implemented using the NS-2 simulator,
which allows the detection of any violations from the correct
system behaviour.
4) Specification Modelling Using Real-time Model: A recent work by Olufowobi et al. in [28] has proposed the
use of a real-time model for specification modelling. In this
work, CAN traces that describe the normal behaviour of the
network is used to extract real-time parameters as the features
which represent the desired specification. Then, the real-time
model of the CAN is deployed to specify the expected system
behaviour and to flag the violations of the model as indications
of a compromised network.
D. Detection Mechanism
Detection mechanism refers to the method that can be
adopted to ascertain if there is any deviation from the expected
system behaviour. Such deviations are flagged as malicious and
since it only relies on the defined specification, this approach
is able to detect zero-day attacks. We classify the detection
mechanism based on the taxonomy suggested in [39] and the
recent developments in the field.
1) State-based Detection Mechanism: Most of the detection mechanism deployed by specification-based intrusion
detection techniques for CPS are based on states. The desired
state of the system is defined using the specification source that
have been extracted and modelled. The goal of the detection
mechanism is to detect any deviation from the desired state.
For example, Tseng et al. in [12], [15] use a finite state
machine for detecting incorrect route request and route reply
messages of the AODV routing protocol. They employ predefined finite state machine constraints in [12] which are based on
the sourced, extracted, and modelled correct specification; any
deviation from these constraints are flagged as malicious. And
in [15] the detection mechanism involves checking whether the
network node violates the constraints based on the finite state
machine.
Mitchell et al. have also used state-based method as detection mechanism in [31], [32], [33]. In these works, they
transform the behaviour rules into state machines, which are
then used to monitor the system for deviations from the
specified system behaviour. Similarly, Berthier and Sanders in
[27] use a state machine module to keep track of the state
of each device for which traffic is capture, to ensure that
stateful constraints are not violated. And Sharma et al. in [34]
transforms behaviour rules into a C-language state machine
labelled with safe and unsafe states; against which normal
and malicious behaviours of the IoT device can be statistically
described.
The DNP3 analyser used by Lin et al. in [17], [16] as
detection mechanism is based on states. They observed that the

DNP3 analyser can maintain states from the parsed network
packets and using this states, the incoming packets can be
corrected and analysed to ensure there are no violations. Also,
Carcano et al. in [36] propose the concept of critical state
analysis and state proximity as detection mechanism. They
argue that the critical states of a CPS are well documented and
that by monitoring the evolution of the physical process states
and keeping track of when the CPS enter into a critical state, it
is possible to detect attack patterns (known or unknown) likely
to drive the CPS into a critical state.
2) Transition-based Detection Mechanism: The detection
of malicious behaviour can also be accomplished by monitoring the transition between states. McParland et al. in [18]
describes operational protocols using pre- and post- conditions
of physical state transitions and any transition that does not
lead to a good state is flagged as a potential failure or attack
on sensors or actuators. The detection mechanism presented
by Gill et al. in [24] used as state transition modelling. In this
work, the detection mechanism is achieved by monitoring any
anomalous transition in the observed state transition model.
And temporal-state transitions are used by Pan et al. in [35]
as the detection mechanism. The method adopted in this
work involves the monitoring of transition from state to state
to detect patterns that are likely to interrupt the protection
scheme.
3) Trace-based Mechanism: Trace-based method is another
detection mechanism that can be used to monitor deviations
from the specified system behaviour. For example, Song et
al. in [25] define a set of valid network traces that indicates
all finite traces of a network accepted by the specification.
They then employ these traces as detection mechanism by
monitoring for any trace violating the specification. Olufowobi
et al. in [28] use CAN traces as detection mechanism. The
CAN traces used in this work depict the normal behaviour of
the network, and the detection mechanism involves checking
to see if the CAN traces conform with the specification.
4) Other Methods: There are other methods that can be
used as detection mechanism which is neither state-based,
transition-based, nor trace-based. One of such method presented by Jieke and Redol in [26] and Hansson in [13]
combines the attributes of state-based method and transitionbased method. In this works, the detection mechanism depends
not only on the state of the system but also on the transition
between states. Another method is the detection mechanism
that has been described by Hassan et al. in [14] which involves
identifying misuses to routing messages based on the derived
specification. Also, Larson et al. in [29] employ a detection
mechanism that checks protocol violations by monitoring the
ECU object directory for illegal modifications.
E. Detector Placement
In the use of specification-based intrusion detection techniques for CPS, the detector placement strategies can be
distributed, centralised, or hybrid (a combination of both the
distributed and the centralised detector placement). This type
of classification has been used by Zarpelão et al. in [4]
to describe the possible placement strategies for intrusion
detection systems in Internet of Things. Hence, this subsection
presents the three types of detector placement methods that can
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be used in specification-based intrusion detection techniques
for CPS.
1) Distributed Detector Placement: The use of distributed
detector placement is the most desired placement strategy of
specification-based intrusion detection for CPS. This is because
of the distributed nature of CPS and the need for an IDS
which allows every device to be monitored by other devices
and ensures there is no single point of failure. For this reason,
the use of distributed detector placement in specification-based
intrusion detection for CPS has been proposed in [33], [12],
[26], [15], [31], [32], [26], [13], [14], [15], [34].
2) Centralised Detector Placement: Centralised detector
placement refers to the detector placement where the detector
is located at a centralised component, for example, a dedicated
host or a network router. This is the strategy employed by most
of the survey works [18], [27], [16], [30], [28], [35], [17],
[24], [25], [36]. Even though the use of centralised detector
placement creates a single point of failure, the ease of its
implementation is responsible for its prevalence.
3) Hybrid Detector Placement: Hybrid detector placement
is an approach that attempts to combine the benefits of distributed detector placement and centralised detector placement.
This approach has been deployed by Larson et al. in [29].
They observe that placing a detector in the network device
would make the use of specification-based intrusion detection
impossible in CAN environment because it cannot ascertain
if the source of the message is allowed to transmit, or if
the destination is allowed to receive. As of result of this,
they combine distributed detector placement and centralised
detector placement to remedy the limitation of centralised
detector placement.
F. Validation Strategy
This subsection aims to present the validation strategy that
have been employed in the use of specification-based intrusion
detection techniques for CPS. Validation is the process of
ascertaining if the developed model behaves with acceptable
accuracy according to the objectives of the study [40]. To classify the existing validation strategy in the use of specificationbased intrusion techniques for CPS, we use the classification
of validation methods proposed by Verendel in [41] namely:
hypothetical, empirical, simulation, theoretical, and none.
1) Hypothetical: Here, hypothetical examples are used for
the validation of the proposed techniques. This is the approach
that is adopted by Larson et al. in [29] and Tseng et al. in [12].
Larson et al. [29] use hypothetical example where assumption
about the capability of an attacker is made. They apply this to
a conceptual network model connecting two networks through
a common Gateway to validate their proposed specificationbased intrusion detection technique. Similarly, Tseng et al.
[12] employ a hypothetical example of how the network
monitors trace AODV packets based on the AODV scenario
they described to validate their proposed specification-based
intrusion detection method.
2) Empirical: Empirical methods have also been used as
validation strategy of specification-based intrusion detection
for CPS. Berthier and Sanders [27] utilise empirical evaluation
and observe that the objectives of such verification are two

folds: verifying that the implementation is correct, and measuring the performance of the implementation under various
conditions.
3) Simulation: Simulation is the most popular validation
strategy used by the existing literature surveyed in this paper
[18], [33], [16], [30], [28], [34], [35], [17], [24], [13], [14],
[15], [36], [31], [32]. For example, McParland et al. [18] in the
validation of their proposed approach use a collection of Modbus master and salve simulation tools and DNP3 simulation
tools. Mitchell and Chen in [31], [32], [33] use Monte Carlo
simulation for the validation of their proposed techniques.
Lin et al. [16] employ a test-bed to simulate SCADA-specific
attack scenarios in the bid to validate their proposed method.
And Carcano et al. [36] simulated a prototype of the approach
they described as validation strategy.
Moreover, the validation strategy using simulation may
require the development of a specialised tool. This is the
approach adopted by Hansson et al. in [13]. They develop a
simulation environment in C++ called Aquarius, which is then
deployed for the validation of their proposed technique. Wellknown tools have also been deployed as validation strategy.
For example, Hassan et al. [14] use NS-2 network simulator,
Tseng et al. [15] use GloMoSim simulation platform and Gill
et al. [24] use a custom Snort-Wireless preprocessor.
Pan et al. [35] implemented a test-bed to simulate an
electric transmission system which they used to validate the
specification-based intrusion detection framework proposed in
their work. Esquivel-Vargas [30] also simulate a prototype
which is implemented using third-party software tools and custom scripts to validate their proposed approach. The validation
of the method proposed by Sharma [34] is accomplished using
UAV-CPS simulated in MATLAB. And the validation strategy
employed by Olufowobi [28] involves the simulation of their
proposed method with real CAN logs collected from two
passenger cars and on an open-source CAN dataset collected
from real-world scenarios.
4) Theoretical: Theoretical methods as validation strategies
involve the use of formal or precise theoretical arguments to
support the obtained results. This method has been used by
Song et al. in [25] to validate specification-based intrusion
detection technique. They utilise ACL2 theorem prover [42]
and the enforcement of security requirements is defined and
proved as theorems in ACL2.
5) None: None refers to the papers where no validation
methods are deployed. Among the works we surveyed in this
paper, only the work by Jieke and Pan [26] falls in this
category.
IV.

O BSERVATIONS , C ONCERNS AND F UTURE R ESEARCH
D IRECTIONS

We observe from this study that specification-based intrusion detection technique has been applied in several domains
of CPS. For example, it has been employed by McParland [18]
for monitoring security of networked control systems. Mitchell
and Chen [33] have proposed the use of specification-based
intrusion detection for safety critical medical cyber physical
systems. Also, specification-based intrusion detection has been
proposed for monitoring in-vehicle networks by Larson et al.
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[29] and Oluwofobi et al. [28]. Bertheir and Sanders [27]
propose the use of specification-based intrusion detection to
monitor traffic at the edge of an advanced metering infrastructure. Other applications of specification-based intrusion
detection techniques for CPS include SCADA systems [16],
[17], [36], building automation systems [30], mobile ad hoc
networks [12], [25], [13], [14], [15], IoT devices [34], power
system [31], [35], unmanned air vehicles [32] and wireless
local area networks [24].
There are several protocols that have been deployed in
the operation of CPS. For this reason, it is natural to see
that many of the existing literature of specification-based
intrusion detection techniques for CPS involve the monitoring
of protocols used in CPS. For instance, CAN protocol which
is used for in-vehicle networks has been studied by Larson et
al. in [29] and Oluwofobi et al. in [28]. Also, specificationbased intrusion detection has been proposed for monitoring
DNP3 protocol [16], [17], [18]. Other protocols that have been
considered by the surveyed papers include C12.22 standard
protocol [27], BACnet protocol [30], IEEE 801.11 protocol
[24], spanning tree protocol [26], OLSR protocol [15], dynamic auto-configurations protocol [25], and AODV protocol
[12], [13], [14].
We also note that only the works by Berthier and Sanders
[27], Sharma et al. [34] and Song et al. [25] employed formal
modelling for the verification of the specified behaviour. The
use of formal modelling is an important aspect of specificationbased intrusion detection technique as it enables the verification of the extracted specification. Since specification-based
intrusion detection techniques depend on the specified system
behaviours, it is imperative that these behaviours represents the
correct behaviour of the system and formal modelling provides
a tool for such verification. Unfortunately, only a few of the
existing literature on specification-based intrusion detection for
CPS attempted to verify the derived system specification.
Moreover, we notice that the traditional IDS performance
metrics have been used in some of the existing works on
specification-based intrusion detection techniques for the evaluation of their proposed technique. Performance metrics are
used to measure the performance of IDS. For example, false
positive rate has been used in [27], [24], [13], [36], [15] and the
combination of false positive rate and false negative rate have
been used in [33], [30], [28], [31], [34], [32]. In addition, Lin
et al. in [17], [16] use throughput as the performance metric.
One of the biggest concerns in the use of specificationbased intrusion detection techniques for CPS is the efforts and
time required for specification extraction. As we have already
observed, most of the existing works in the use of specificationbased intrusion detection techniques for CPS employed the
manual approach for specification extraction. This method is
prone to errors and could jeopardize the intrusion detection
ability of the specification-based IDS. Although efforts have
been made by Esquivel-Vargas et al. in [30], Olufowobi et
al. in [28], and Sharma et al. in [34] to address the problem
through the use of automatic specification extraction, it still
remains an open research issue.
Another concern when deploying specification-based intrusion detection techniques for CPS is verifying the correctness
of the extracted specification. The ability of a specification-

based IDS to detect anomalous behaviour depends on how
correct the extracted specification represents the normal system
behaviour. One of the ways to verify the correctness of the
extracted specification is through the use of formal modelling.
Out of the 20 works we surveyed, only Berthier and Sanders
[27], Sharma et al. [34] and Song et al. [25] have deployed
formal modelling for the verification of the correctness of the
extracted specification. Thus, future research works need to
consider the best methods for verifying the correctness of
the extracted specification so as to encourage the practical
application of specification-based IDS for CPS.
V.

C ONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented a survey of specification-based
intrusion detection techniques for CPS. We selected 20 papers
in the literature that proposed the use of specification-based
intrusion detection mechanism for CPS. These papers were
published between 2005 and 2020. We proposed a taxonomy
to classify these papers, which is based on the following
attributes: specification source, specification extraction, specification modelling, detection mechanism, detector placement
and validation strategy. We observed that to fully realize the
potentials of specification-based intrusion detection techniques
for CPS, more work needs to be done in the future to
reducing the efforts and time required to extract the system
specification and to verifying the correctness of the extracted
system specification.
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Abstract—Resolving the health issues of the elderly has
emerged as an important task in the current society. This study
developed models that could predict the subjective health of the
older-old based on gradient boosting machine (GBM), naive
Bayes model, classification and regression trees (CART), deep
neural network, and random forest by using the health survey
data of the elderly and compared their prediction performance
(i.e., accuracy, sensitivity, specificity) the models. This study
analyzed 851 older-old people (≥75 years old) who resided in the
community. This study compared the accuracy, sensitivity, and
specificity of the developed models to evaluate their prediction
performance. This study conducted 5-fold cross-validation to
validate the developed models. The results of this study showed
that the deep neural network with an accuracy of 0.75, a
sensitivity of 0.73, and a specificity of 0.81 was the model with the
best prediction performance. The normalized importance of
variables derived from deep neural network analysis showed that
depression, subjective stress recognition, the number of
accompanying chronic diseases, subjective oral conditions, and
the number of days walking more than 30 minutes were major
predictors for the subjective health of the older-old. Further
studies are needed to identify factors associated with the
subjective health of the older-old with considering the ageperiod-cohort effects.
Keywords—Gradient boosting machine; classification and
regression trees; Naive Bayes model; deep learning; subjective
health

I.

INTRODUCTION

The elderly population is increasing rapidly in South Korea.
As of 2018, South Korea has entered the aging society because
the elderly population (≥65 years old) exceeded 14% of the
total population [1,2]. Moreover, it is expected that South
Korea will become a super-aged society, where the elderly
population is at least 20% of the total population [1,2]. If this
trend continues, it is estimated that the elderly population will
be 16.16 million people, 3.7 folds of that in 2005 [1]. In
particular, as the average life expectancy is extended, the olderold (75 years or older) is also expected to increase by 8.6 times
compared to 2005 [1].
The increased elderly population due to aging caused health
problems such as an increase in geriatric diseases and social
problems such as an increase in the burden of medical
expenses [3,4]. Resolving the health issues of the elderly has
emerged as an important task in the current society [5]. In
particular, as the baby boomer generation is rapidly turning

into an elderly population, South Korean society needs to
prepare measures for faces more serious and complex elderly
issues to be resolved [6,7,8]. Consequently, the subjective
health of the elderly has been studied extensively [6,7,8].
However, these previous studies have limitations. First, most
previous studies [9, 10] that identified factors affecting the
subjective health status of the elderly usually treated the
elderly, ≥ 65 years old, as a homogeneous group and
developed a model for predicting a subjective health condition
without categorizing them into different age groups. Second, it
is difficult to generalize and extrapolate the results of previous
studies [11] to the whole elderly population in South Korea
because they mostly targeted a small elderly group in a specific
area. Third, previous studies [12] targeting the elderly in South
Korea mainly used tools that were developed in South Korea to
measure subjective health or quality of life, and as a result, it is
difficult to compare the results of these studies with those
published in other countries that do not speak Korean. In
particular, as researchers began to recognize issues associated
with defining the elderly, ≥65 years old, as a homogenous
group [13], some studies [14,15] subdivided the elderly into the
young-old (<75 years old) and the older-old (≥75 years old).
As South Korea entered the aging society in 2017, it is
necessary to explicitly identify the subjective health-related
factors of the older-old whose daily living ability has declined.
Previous studies [16,17,18,19,20,21,22] evaluated factors
related to the subjective health of the older-old and reported
that the number of accompanying chronic diseases, depression,
socioeconomic status, gender, and social network with friends
and relatives as the predictors of subjective health. However,
since these previous studies used regression analysis to develop
a prediction model, it was efficient to identify individual risk
factors but the model is limited in identifying multiple risk
factors such as lifestyle and socioeconomic level [23]. In
addition, the regression model assumes independence,
normality, and homoscedasticity [24]. If the model is
developed using data that violate the normality assumption, it
may produce biased results [24].
Recently, machine learning has been widely used in various
fields as a way to solve the limitations of this regression model.
Machine learning can accurately analyze even data that
somewhat violate the normality assumption and nonlinear data
in the estimation process, which are advantages of machine
learning [25]. This study developed models that could predict
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the subjective health of the older-old based on gradient
boosting machine (GBM), naive Bayes model, classification
and regression trees (CART), deep neural network, and random
forest by using the health survey data of the elderly and
compared their prediction performance (i.e., accuracy,
sensitivity, specificity) the models.
II. METHODS AND MATERIALS
A. Study Subjects
This study analyzed the raw data of the 2016 Seoul Panel
Study Data (SPS-data). The SPS-data was carried out from
June 1 to August 31, 2016, for understanding the status of the
welfare vulnerable class living in Seoul and estimating the
welfare level of citizens. The population was the households
living in Seoul at the time of the 2005 Population and Housing
Census, a complete enumeration census. The sample was
extracted from the census data using the randomized stratified
sampling method for 25 districts in Seoul. This study excluded
those who were imprisoned, were admitted to a nursing
hospital, or moved to a silver town, and foreigners. As for the
survey method, the interviewer visited the target household and
conducted a computer-aided personal interview. This study
analyzed 851 older-old people who resided in the community
and completed the survey.
B. Measurements and Definitions of Variables
Subjective health status, outcome variable, was measured
on a 5-point Likert scale (very good, good, moderate, bad, and
very bad). Explanatory variables included age, sex, smoking
(smoker or non-smoker), drinking (once a week or less or more
than twice a week), economic activity (yes or no), mean
monthly household income (less than KRW 1.5 million, KRW
1.5-3 million, or KRW 3 million or more), educational level
(elementary school graduation and below, middle school
graduation, high school graduation, or college graduation or
above), social activities in the past month (yes or no), living
with a spouse (living together, bereavement/separation, or
single), disease/accident/addition experience in the past two
weeks (yes or no), subjective stress recognition (yes or no),
number of accompanying chronic diseases, body mass index,
number of days walking for 30 minutes or more (1 or less than
day per week or 2 days per week or more), depression,
subjective oral conditions, self-perceived diet, frequency of
meeting with neighbors (once a month or less or more than
twice a month), and meeting frequency with relatives (once a
month or less or more than twice a month).
The number of chronic diseases (e.g., diabetes,
hypertension, and hyperlipidemia) was classified into none, 1,
2, and 3 or more. The body mass index (BMI) was classified as
“underweight” when it was less than 18.5, “normal” when it
was 18.5 or more and less than 25, “overweight” when it was
25 or more and less than 30, and “obesity” when it was 30 or
more. Subjective stress was defined as a “high-stress group”
when the respondents said they felt a lot of stress and a “lowstress group” when they answered that they felt a little stress.
Depressive symptoms were classified as “depressed” when
feeling depressed for more than two weeks in a row and “not
depressed” when not feeling depressed for two weeks or more
in a row. Subjective oral conditions were defined as “good”,

“normal”, and “bad”. The self-perceived dietary life was
classified into “sufficient diet life” when the respondents
answered “ate enough quantity of food and a variety of foods
in the last year” or “ate enough quantity of food and not
various foods” and “insufficient diet life” when they answered
“insufficient food from time to time due to economic
difficulties” or “frequently insufficient food due to economic
difficulties”.
C. Development of Prediction Models: GBM
GBM is a machine learning algorithm that creates a strong
learner by combining weak learners of a decision tree by using
an ensemble technique [26]. This model generalizes the model
by generating a model for each step like other boosting
methods and optimizing a loss function that can be arbitrarily
differentiated. A model is created, even if the accuracy is low,
and the errors of the generated model are compensated by the
following model. Through this process, the accuracy of the
current model becomes better than that of the previous model:
a more accurate model (or a stronger learner). The basic
principle is to increase accuracy by repeating this process.
GBM's algorithm is presented in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Algorithm of GBM [26].

D. Naïve Bayes Classification
Naïve Bayes classification is a method of classifying
observations into different groups using Bayes theory (Fig.
2)[27]. Bayes theory refers to a way of calculating the posterior
probability by using an observation when there is a prior
probability.
E. CART
CART is one of the analysis algorithms of the statistical
decision classification model, which measures impurity using
the Gini Index [28]. It is an algorithm based on a binary split,
which generates only two child nodes from a parent node [28].
The advantages of CART are that it is easy to interpret the
generated rules and can analyze both continuous and
categorical variables. For continuous variables, a separation
rule is created in the form of “X ≤ C?” or “X ≥ C?”
[28]. For categorical variables, a rule of binary separation is
created in the form of “X ∈ {A, B}” [28]. In the model of
this study, the criterion for separating and merging decision
rules for CART was set to 0.05. The number of child nodes
was limited to 100, the number of parent nodes was limited to
200, and the number of branch branches was limited to 5.
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Fig. 4. The Widely used Nonlinear Activation Function of Deep Neural
Networks [31].

G. Random Forest
Random Forest is an ensemble method that learns an
independent decision tree for each sample after generating a
large number of random samples from training data using
bootstrap (conduct random restoration sampling of the same
sample size from a given data) and decides a final model by
synthesizing the results (Fig. 5).

Fig. 2. Concept of Naïve Bayes Classification [27].

F. Deep Neural Network
Deep neural network is an algorithm made up of an input
layer composed of independent variables, an output layer
composed of dependent variables, and two or more hidden
layers between the input and output layers [29]. Each layer has
independent nodes and a node is connected to other nodes in
other layers by weighted neurons (connecting lines) (Fig. 3).
This study used H2O Deep Learning among various deep
learning types. H2O’s Deep Learning is based on a multi-layer
feedforward artificial neural network that is trained with
stochastic gradient descent using back-propagation.
In this study, the number of hidden layers was set to 2,
nodes of each layer were set to 10 (total of 20), and epochs
(number of repetitions) were set to 5. In this study, a model
was developed using the Rectifier Linear Unit (ReLU)
designated as a default as the active function of deep learning
(Fig. 4).

Fig. 5. The Concept of the Random Forest Model [32].

H. Validation of the Prediction Models
This study developed models for predicting the subjective
health of the older-old using GBM, naive Bayes model, cart,
deep neural network, and random forest. This study compared
the accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity of the developed
models to evaluate their prediction performance. This study
conducted 5-fold cross-validation to validate the developed
models.
In the analysis stage, models containing randomness, such
as a random forest, were developed while fixing the seed
number to “9876543”. This study defined the model with the
highest accuracy as the best prediction model (best prediction
performance) after comparing prediction performance. If two
models had the same accuracy, a model with a higher
sensitivity was defined as a better prediction model. All
analyzes were performed using R version 3.6.2 (Foundation for
Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria).
III. RESULTS

Fig. 3. The Concept of Deep Neural Network [30].

The accuracy of five models (GBM, naive Bayes model,
cart, deep neural network, and random forest) for predicting the
subjective health of the older-old is presented in Fig. 6. The
results of this study showed that the deep neural network with
an accuracy of 0.75, a sensitivity of 0.73, and a specificity of
0.81 was the model with the best prediction performance.
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The normalized importance of variables derived from deep
neural network analysis showed that depression, subjective
stress recognition, the number of accompanying chronic
diseases, subjective oral conditions, and the number of days
walking more than 30 minutes were major predictors for the
subjective health of the older-old (Fig. 7). Among them,
depression had the highest importance (Fig. 7).

machine learning methods such as naive Bayes, J48 Decision
Tree, and SVM.
Another finding of this study is that depression, subjective
stress recognition, number of accompanying chronic diseases,
subjective oral conditions, and the number of days of walking
more than 30 minutes were identified as the main predictors for
the subjective health of the older-old. The result was different
from the previous studies [34,35,36] that identified the
subjective health of the elderly using regression analysis and
reported that social network (e.g., the presence of a spouse),
education level, job status, and household income level were
the main factors for subjective health. It is believed that these
results reflected the interactions of the aging effect, period
effect, and cohort effect, indicating the similar socioeconomic
level of the older-old in South Korea, where unhealthy elderly
people have already passed away. However, Kim et al. [37]
evaluated the subjective health of the elderly and reported that
the higher the household income level improved the
satisfaction of subjective health. Further studies are needed to
identify factors associated with the subjective health of the
older-old with considering the age-period-cohort effects.
Furthermore, additional studies are needed to compare
prediction performance such as accuracy, sensitivity, and
specificity using data of various diseases in order to prove the
effectiveness of deep learning in epidemiological data.
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Abstract—With the increase in using computer networking,
the security risk has also increased. To protect the network from
attacks, attack graph has been used to analyze the vulnerabilies
of the network. However, properly securing networks requires
quantifying the level of security offered by these actions, as you
cannot enhance what you cannot measure. Security metrics
provide a qualitative and quantitative representation of a
system's or network's security level. However, using existing
security metrics can lead to misleading results. This work
proposed three metrics, which is the Number of Vulnerabilities
(NV), Mean Vulnerabilities on Path (MVoP), and the Weakest
Path (WP). The experiment of this work used two networks to
test the metrics. The results show the effect of these metrics on
finding the weaknesses of the network that the attacker may use.
Keywords—Attack graph; security metrics; attack path; path
analysis; attack graph uses

I.

INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, the use of network technology has increased
[1], [2]. Nonetheless, since the network is advantageous for
people to live and work in, it also carries security problems
that must not be overlooked [2]. In many key computer
systems and applications, security has been and will remain a
major concern. A comprehensive cybersecurity attack will
significantly harm the target system as well as the credibility
of the businesses or organizations that use it [3]. An attacker
may use such attacks to get access to private data, degrade
network performance, and eventually take complete control of
the targeted system. To detect or protect the network from
attacks, the researchers have used many methods [4]. One of
these methods in vulnerabilities analysis is an attack graph.
Attack graph has been used for the first time by Philips
and Swiler [5], [6]. Since then, researchers have suggested
many methods to produce an attack graph. For example,
Ammann et al. (2002) proposed the generation method based
on monotonicity [7], while Vaibhav Mehta et al. (2006)
proposed a ranking attack graph relying on graph neural
network (GNN) [8]. Furthermore, Apart from that, Yun Chen
et al. (2017) proposed an attack graph generation algorithm
relying on a supervised Kohonen neural network [9], while
HengLi et al. (2017) introduced a searching forward complete
attack graph generation algorithm depending on hypergraph
partitioning [10]. Also, Bintao Yuan et al. (2020) introduced
the network vulnerability assessment method depending on
the graph database and elaborated its efficacy in solving state
explosion and other methods [11].

An attack graph may be utilized for many reasons, with
positive or negative consequences [13]. Typically, attack
graphs are used by researchers to improve the network's
security. One of these applications is the computation of
network security metrics. Attack graphs may be employed to
generate network security metrics to analyze the target
network's overall security. These metrics may be utilized to
assess the target network's security risk. National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST) describes security metrics
as techniques that gather, analyze, and report pertinent
performance-related data to aid decision-making, maximize
performance, and increase transparency [12].
There are many security metrics proposed by researchers,
such as Shortest Path (SP) Metric, Mean of Paths Length
(MoPL) Metric, Number of Paths (NP) Metrics, etc. Some are
combined to get new metric with new features and better
results, like combining NP and MoPL to get Standard
Deviation of Path Lengths (SDPL) Metric proposed by [13].
In[14], the authors divided the attack graph-based security
metrics into two types, which are host and network-based
metrics. Host-based security measures the level of security of
individual hosts in a network. The host-based is divided into
two types, which are with and without probability.
Meanwhile, the network-based uses the structure of a network
to aggregate the network's security property. This type of
metrics is classified into two categories, which is path and
non-path metrics.
However, using these metrics sometimes gives misleading
results, failing to sufficiently account for the number of ways
an attacker violates a security policy. In this case, not only the
number of the ways but the accuracy is also responsible. For
example, the shortest path is not necessary to be the path used
by the attacker. It also does not take into account the attack
effort connected to the attack paths.
In this paper, three metrics are proposed, which are
Number of Vulnerability (NV) Metric, Mean Vulnerabilities
on Path (MVoP) Metric, and Weakest Path (WP) Metric to
reduce the misleading of the security metrics. The NV and
MVoP will view how strong the network is and indicate how
much effort the attacker needs to breach network security. On
the other hand, it will also measure how much effort is
required by the administrator to guard the network from any
attacker. Meanwhile, the WP metric views the network's
weakest path, which allows the attacker to breach the network
policy with minimum effort.
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The remainder of the paper is laid out as follows. Section 2
presents the attack graph overview, while Section 3 gives the
security metrics related work, Section 4 proposes the security
metrics, Section 5 is the experiment performed and results,
while Section 6 gives the conclusion.
II. ATTACK GRAPH BACKGROUND
The concept of attack graph has been proposed by Philips
and Swiler [15], As shown in Fig. 1. Since then, many
researchers have generated attack graphs differently using
different methods to improve the attack graph. It is a security
model denoting the chains of vulnerabilities, where exploits in
the network can be in various forms. The attack graph
representation can be organized [16] as a state-oriented,
exploit-oriented, or state-exploit-oriented attack graphs [17].
Attack graph generation helps merge low-level vulnerabilities
to display all attack paths from source to network goals. By
examining the exploited attack paths, security experts should
concentrate on patches or configuration bugs that present
greater risks. The probabilistic attack graph's risk assessments
support such decisions even more [18].
Attack graph generation has three steps which are
reachability, attack model, and core building. The attack graph
reachability explores the conditions of accessibility in the
network, defining whether two given devices could reach one
another. The most common representation of network
reachability data is a reachability matrix, in which the rows
and columns represent the network's hosts. Moreover, each
entry indicates the reachability condition between the hosts on
the corresponding row and column, respectively [20]. Various
connections between the hosts may be represented by a
reachability matrix, including transport, network, physical,
and application-level connections. Its spatial complexity is on
the order of the square of the network's number of hosts [20].
The second phase is the attack model. Attack graph
modelling deals with the modelling of attack templates,
determining attack graph structure, and modeling networks.
The attack template modelling comprises the representation of
pre- and post-conditions for the vulnerability. It also provides
a process by which information in public vulnerability and
weakness databases can be extracted from these conditions for
particular vulnerabilities [20].
The attack graph structure's determination involves
determining which node and edge types could be contained in
the attack graph. Network modelling aims to define a suitable
representation of network information [6]. The third phase is
the attack graph core building, which denotes the main
algorithm employed to develop the attack graphs. Many paths
will be pruned in this stage during creating the resulting attack
graph in this process [20]. From two different viewpoints, an
attack graph core building mechanism could be taken into
account. One is the method of evaluating the attack paths, and
the other is the method of pruning the attack paths [20].
Generating an attack graph may be utilized for various
reasons comprising negative or positive impacts. According to
[20], attack graph can be used in four prespectives as in Fig. 2.

Fig. 1. An Attack Graph Sample [19].

Fig. 2. Attack Graph uses [20].

Attack graphs can be used for recommending near optimal
security defense counter-measures. Optimal counter-measure
recommendation can also find practical usage for determining
proactive defense recommendations. It can also use the attack
graphs generated by accounting for the goal privileges
pointing to critical network resources [21].
Another use for the attack graph is network design
generation can find practical use in locating the intrusion
detection/prevention systems and firewalls optimally in the
target network. It can also be used to determine firewall and
access control rules, if necessary support for resolving
conflicting rules and processing different custom rule formats
is provided [17].
Attack graphs can be used for on-line security situational
assessment (monitoring) and detecting ongoing attack
scenarios by performing highlevel correlation and aggregation
of the intrusion alerts and system logs collected throughout the
target network. The detected attack scenarios can be used to
perform future attack predictions and determine reactive
defense measures [17].
Attack graphs also can be used to derive network security
metrics used for global security assessment of the target
network. These metrics can be used to perform security risk
analysis for the target network. Each node (generally
indicating a network state) and each edge (generally indicating
a vulnerability exploit) on the attack graph can be assigned a
probability of occurrence. A node can also be assigned a
possible damage value, if the corresponding network state for
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the node indicates the compromise of some information source
for a network host. From these probability and damage values,
the cumulative risk values are computed for each network
state on the attack graph [17]. In this paper, we will use the
attack graph to derive the security metrics.

Security Metrics

III. SECURITY METRICS

Primary
Class

Metrics, as defined by the NIST, are instruments that
gather, analyze, and report applicable performance-related
data to aid decision-making and increase performance and
transparency. Comprehensive network security and CSA
management necessitate the use of security metrics [12].
Security metrics have different categories. Based on
Nwokedi C. Idika [22], security metric can be classified into
two main classes, which are primary and secondary as in
Fig. 3. The primary security metric classes are architecturalbased security metrics and performance-based security
metrics. The difference in the two classes stems from the type
of attributes they measure. Architectural-based metrics
measure internal attributes. Performance-based metrics
measures external attributes. The secondary security metric
classes are security metrics, complexity-based security metrics
and time-based security metrics. These metrics can be applied
to internal and external attributes of a network. Most of the
primary class belong to secondary class as well but not all
metrics belong to a primary class but not necessarily a
secondary class.
Attack graph-based security metrics is a type of
architectural metric [22]. It is a value produced from
measuring the internal attributes of a network that affect IT
security or operational security. The values are derived from
generating an attack graph and subsequently deploying an
analysis over the attack graph. This analysis is the
measurement that produces the attack graph-based security
metric [22].
According to Enoch et al. (2017) attack graph security
metrics can be divided to two categories depending on the
network reachability which are Host-based and Networkbased as in Fig. 4 [23].
The host-level metrics are used to quantify the security
level of individual hosts in a network. The host based metrics
are classified to two categories which are security metrics with
probability and security metrics without probability [24]. The
classification had been done because sometimes it is infeasible
to find a probability value for an attack, and some analysis and
optimisation can be done with or without probability
assignments [20].
The network-level metrics are used the structure of a
network to aggregate the security property of the network. The
network-based security can be classified to two categories
which are security metrics path-based and security metrics non
path-based. Path based metrics use the reachability
information of a network to quantify the security level of the
network. While in non path-based metrics, the structure and
attributes of a network are not considered; instead, the security
of a network is quantified regardless of the network structure
[22]. Researchers had proposed many metrics. In this section,
some of the previous works will be explained.

Architecturalbased

Secondary
Class

Performance
-based

Probability
-based

Timebased

Complexity
-based

Fig. 3. Security Metrics Classification [22].
Attack Graph
Security Metric

Networkbased

Host-based

With
Probability

Without
Probability

Path-based

Non Pathbased

Fig. 4. Attack Graph Security Metrics Classification [23].

Phillips and Swiler (1998) proposed the Shortest Path (SP)
Metric. The shortest attack path is the one that takes an
attacker from his initial state to his desired goal state using the
shortest distance. The length function used to calculate the
distance is determined by the security engineer who conducts
the attack graph analysis. Nonetheless, this metric does not
signify the number of shortest paths in a network. Also, there
is no guarantee that the short path is the path used by the
attacker [5]. Because of the metric is depending of the length
of the path, this metric is path-based metric.
Moreover, Ortalo (1999) suggested the Number of Paths
metric (NP). The number of attack paths in a given attack
graph is expressed by this security metric. It measures how
vulnerable a network is to be attacked. A larger Number of
Paths metric suggests a more exposed network. This metric,
however, does not account for attack effort, implying that two
networks with the same number of attack paths are considered
to be of equal security [25]. This metric is path metric because
it counts the network paths.
Furthermore, Idika details the Mean of Path Lengths
metric (MPL), first introduced by Wei Li (2006) as the
Average Path Length metric [26]. It calculates the arithmetic
mean of all path lengths to reflect the typical path length. It
also estimates how much effort an attacker would impose to
break a network security policy. Since an attacker may not
have the same perspective of known vulnerabilities as a
security engineer, this metric is important. Because of this
lack of experience, the attacker may pick a path that is not the
shortest. Alternatively, an attacker may choose the other path
because the attacker believes the security engineer is using the
shortest path analysis. However, this metric cannot be applied
alone because it depends on the NP metric [13]. This metric is
considered as path metric because it calculate the average of
the path length of the network.
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These security metrics can be used to retrieve securityrelevant data, but they can also produce false results. The
Shortest Path and Mean of Path Lengths metrics do not
account for all the possible ways an attacker would break a
security policy. The attack effort related to the attack paths is
not fully accounted for by the Number of Paths metric. To
overcome these problems, this work proposes three metrics,
which is NV, MVoP, and WP explained in the next section.
IV. PROPOSED METRICS
In this section, three attack graph-based security metrics
will be proposed: Number of Vulnerabilities Metric (NV),
Mean of Vulnerabilities on Path Metric (MVoP), and Weakest
Path Metric (WP).
A. Number of Vulnerabilities (NV) Metric
The Number of Vulnerabilities (NV) Metric represents the
number of weakness in each node of the network that an
attacker can use to cross privilege boundaries in the network.
This metric aims to understand the number of disadvantages in
the network and allow the administrator to fix it and compare
the security of two networks with different size and topology.
The formalization of the NV metric is presented in equation 1:
𝑁𝑉 = ∑ 𝑉(𝑝1 , 𝑝2 , … , 𝑝𝑛 )

(1)

𝑀𝑉𝑜𝑃 =

𝑁𝑉

(2)

𝑁𝑃

where 𝑁𝑉 implies the number of vulnerabilities on the
network, while 𝑁𝑃 is the number of the network paths. The
formalization of 𝑁𝑃 is presented in equation 3:
𝑁𝑃 = |𝑝1 , 𝑝2 , … . , 𝑝𝑘 |

(3)

where 𝑝 represents the path and 𝑘 represents the number of
the path. Fig. 6 shows the NP and MVoP metrics calculation.
To calculate MVoP metric, we need to calculate NV and NP
metrics. The NV metric has been calculated above (see
Section 4.1). In this section, we will calculate the NP metric.
The calculation of NP metric is depending on the edges
between the nodes, basically each node has many edges with
other nodes, to calculate this edges, we used edges list for
each node, the we start counting the path from the source to
destination using edge list. During the calculation the source
change depending on the edge list until the source equal the
destination which is mean it is a path. After calculating the
numbe of the path, we calculate the MVoP by dividing NV on
NP. This metric is considered as path-based and without
probability metric because it calculate the vulnerabilies
number from the host and calculate the path number from the
network.

Here, 𝑉 represents the vulnerabilities, 𝑝 represents the
path, and 𝑛 denotes the number of nodes. Thus, the metrics
will calculate the vulnerabilities for each path starting from 𝑝1
to 𝑝𝑛 . The pseudocode of NV metric calculation is in Fig. 5.
Basically the input in the pseudocode is the attack graph to
select all the nodes and the vul_list which represent the
vulnerabilities list. The process is so simple is to select a node
from all the nodes in the attack graph and calculate the
number of vulnerabilities in that node and add them to the
counter. This metric is host-based and without probability
metric because this metric calculate the vulnerabilities from
the host.

Fig. 6. MVoP Metric Calculation.

Fig. 5. NV Metric Calculation.

B. Mean Vulnerabilities on Path (MVoP) Metrics
The Mean Vulnerabilities on Path (MVoP) metric
represents the average number of the path's vulnerabilities.
This metric indicates how much effort an attacker would have
to put in to break a network security policy. It also provides a
view for the defender to expect the attacker's move. The
formalization of the NV metric is presented in equation 2:

C. Weakest Path (WP) Metric
The Weakest Path (WP) Metric is similar to the shortest
path metric but in another term, which is the network's
strength. The path's strength does not depend on the NV only
but also on the score of vulnerability itself. The vulnerability
score can use the CVSS that NIST had invented. The
formalization of calculating the path score using CVSS is
presented in equation 4:
𝑉(𝑝) =

∑𝑘=𝑛
𝑘=1 𝐶𝑉𝑆𝑆(𝑣(𝑎,𝑏))
𝑛

,

(4)

where 𝑝 represents the path, 𝑣 represents the vulnerability
between node 𝑎 and 𝑏, 𝑘 denotes the number of the nodes in
the path, and 𝑛 refers to the number of the nodes. Basically,
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the equation calculates the average score of each vulnerability
in the path.
After calculating the path vulnerability score, the score
results are compared between all paths in the network to
represent the weakest path. The formalization of the WP
metric is defined in equation 5:
𝑊𝑃 = max�𝑉(𝑝1 ), 𝑉(𝑝2 ), … , 𝑉(𝑝𝑘 )�

(5)

where 𝑝 represents the path, 𝑘 represents the path number,
and 𝑉(𝑝𝑘 ) represents the summation of the path vulnerabilities
score. The calculation of the WP metric in Fig. 7.

The calculation of the weakest path is depending on the
value of each edge in the path. To calculate the edge value, we
need to find the vulnerabilities score of the edge, so the input
will be the attack graph, vulnerabilities list and vulnerability
score (CVSS). Then we calculate the edge score by finding the
maximum vulnerability score in edge.
After calculating the edge value, the path score will be
calculated. Basically, the value of the path will be the average
number of edge value in the path. The path score will be saved
to compare it with other paths score to find the weakest. The
highest path score in the paths will be the weakest path in the
network. This metric is considered as path-based metric
because it calculate the path score.

A. Network Design
In this experiment, we chose two networks to test the
effect of our proposed metrics. The network A has two
workstations, three servers, a firewall and an external attacker,
as in Fig. 8. The network connectivity in this network
topology depends on firewall rules given as follows:
• There is bidirectional connectivity between the
webserver and other machines in the network.
• The external host is the attacker located on the internet
and has access to the webserver through HTTP
protocol and HTTP port.
• The two workstations and fileserver have access to
each other through NFS protocol and NFS port.
• The two workstations and fileserver have access to the
internet through HTTP protocol and HTTP port.
• The two workstations have access to the database
server.

Fig. 8. Network a Topology.

Meanwhile, the network B has two workstations: a web
server and database server and an attacker, as in Fig. 9. The
network connectivity in this network topology depends on
firewall rules listed as follows:
• There is bidirectional connectivity between the
webserver and other machines in the network.
• The external host is the attacker located on the internet
and has access to the webserver through HTTP
protocol and HTTP port.
• Workstation 4 has access to the database server.
• All workstations have access to the internet through
HTTP protocol and HTTP port.
• All workstation has a connection with each other.

Fig. 7. WP Metric Calculation.

V. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS
In this section, the experiment of the three metrics had
been done. The experiment used two attack graphs generated
with two different networks. In the following, the network's
topology will be explained. Then, the results of applying the
metrics will be discussed.

The experiments evaluated the generating attack graph in
the following environment. The CPU is core i5 2.0 GHz with
8 GB of RAM, the operating system is windows 10, and the
coding was performed using Microsoft Visual Studio C#
2012. Also, the Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures
(CVE) and National Vulnerability Database (NVD) lists were
employed, which were provided by NIST to load the
vulnerabilities to the attack graph.
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Switch
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Workstation 4
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Fig. 9. Network B Topology.

B. Results
In this section, the findings of the experiment will be
discussed. Before explaining the results, the paths from the
started node (the attacker) to the targeted node (database
server) in both networks and list of vulnerabilities must be
identified.
The number of the paths in network A is four (4) paths,
while the network B has 14 paths, as illustrated in Table I. The
paths extracted from the networks based on the topology of
the networks.
Here, A represents the word Attacker, W represents the
word webserver, D represents the word database, and the
numbers represent the workstations. The Attacker can reach
the workstations through the webserver only. In this case the
next step for the Attacker is webserver. While the webserver
has bidirectional connection to the workstations, but the
webserver cannot reach directly to the database server which
only can be reached by both workstations in network A and
workstation 4 in network B, in this case the Attacker need to
conquest the workstations before can conquest the database
server by exploit the vulnerabilities in the network.
A vulnerability is identified by CVE as a weakness in the
computational logic (e.g., code) found in software and
hardware components. Usually, the node can have more than
one vulnerability because it depends on the applications that
installed and the hardware is used. This section will explain
some of these vulnerabilities that found in network A and
network B as in Table II.
The first vulnerability that discovered is CVE-2010-0490,
this weakness in Internet Explorer 6, 7 and 8 with the
possibility that remote intruder can execute arbitrary code on
the target machine. While CVE-2014-2510 in the outlook, this
vulnerability remote authenticated users to read arbitrary files
via an external entity declaration in conjunction with an entity
reference. The next vulnerability is CVE-2018-15983 in adobe
flash player, this vulnerability has an insecure library loading
(dll hijacking) vulnerability. Successful exploitation could
lead to privilege escalation. The CVE-2010-0483 vulnerability
discovered in VBScript, this vulnerability might allow userassisted remote attackers to execute arbitrary code via a long
string in the fourth argument (aka helpfile argument) to the
MsgBox function.

1) NV and MVoP: Upon implementing the NV metric on
both graphs, the results show that the network A has more
vulnerabilities than the network B, as displayed in Table IV.
Even the network B has more nodes than the network A, but it
has fewer vulnerabilities than the network A. The reason is
that the nodes can have more than one vulnerabilities at the
same time. Depending in this metric network B is more secure
than network A, unlike NP metric which shows than network
A is more secure than network B. The reason of the different
between two metrics which is the NV metric is depending on
the weaknesses of the network not like NP metric which
depend on the paths only.
Also, for the MVoP metric, the network A has more
vulnerabilities in each path than the network B. The reason for
that is the network A has few paths and more vulnerabilities
than the network B, as displayed in Table III. The result of
MVoP metric shows that network B is more secure than
network A, unlike MPL metric which shows network A is
more secure. The reason is MVoP depends on the average
number of the weaknesses in the path, while MPL depends on
the average length of the paths.
TABLE I.

PATHS OF THE NETWORKS

No

Network A paths

Network B paths

1

A-W-1-D

A-W-4-D

2

A-W-2-D

A-W-1-4-D

3

A-w-1-2-D

A-W-2-4-D

4

A-W-2-1-D

A-W-3-4-D

5

-

A-W-1-2-4-D

6

-

A-W-1-3-4-D

7

-

A-W-2-1-4-D

8

-

A-W-2-3-4-D

9

-

A-W-3-1-4-D

10

-

A-W-3-2-4-D

11

-

A-W-1-2-3-4-D

12

-

A-W-1-3-2-4-D

13

-

A-W-2-1-3-4-D

14

-

A-W-2-3-1-4-D

15

-

A-W-3-1-2-4-D

16

-

A-W-3-2-1-4-D
TABLE II.

EXAMPLE VULNERABILITIES

No

Vulnerability

CVSS Score

1

CVE-2010-0490

9.3

2

CVE-2014-2510

6.8

3

CVE-2018-15983

7.8

4

CVE-2010-0483

7.6
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TABLE III.

METRICS IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS

Metrics

Network A

Network B

NV

18

15

MVoP

4.5

1.07

NP

4

16

3.5

MPL

TABLE V.

5.06

The result of NP metric and MPL metric are not accurate
enough of measuring the strength of the network because they
do not see the detail of the network, while NV and MVoP
metrics are more accurate because of calculating the
weaknesses of the network.

WP METRIC SCORE FOR BOTH NETWORKS

Number

Network A
path

WP
metric

Network B
path

WP metric

1

A-W-1-D

7.6

A-W-4-D

7.9

2

A-W-2-D

8.9

A-W-1-4-D

7.95

3

A-W-1-2-D

8.15

A-W-2-4-D

7.87

4

A-W-2-1-D

8.12

A-W-3-4-D

7.8

5

-

A-W-1-2-4-D

7.28

6

-

A-W-1-3-4-D

8.1

7

-

A-W-2-1-4-D

7.5

8

-

A-W-2-3-4-D

8.2

2) WP metric: For the third metric, WP metric, the
experiment compares the path's strength between the same
network paths. To calculate the path strength, the metric takes
the highest score vulnerability in the link between two nodes
to determine the path's score. Table IV shows the score
between all links in both networks.

9

-

A-W-3-1-4-D

7.74

10

-

A-W-3-2-4-D

7.58

11

-

A-W-1-2-3-4-D

7.65

12

-

A-W-1-3-2-4-D

7.86

13

-

A-W-2-1-3-4-D

7.73

The results of the edges strength had been calculating
depends on the highest vulnerability score in the edges. There
are many vulnerabilities had been dropped in the calculation
because the score of these vulnerabilities is smaller than the
vulnerabilities that been calculated because we assumed that
the vulnerabilities that have higher score are more danger and
have a high chance to be exploit by the attacker. Based on
these edges scores, the weakest path had been calculated as in
Table V.

14

-

A-W-2-3-1-4-D

8.08

15

-

A-W-3-1-2-4-D

7.21

16

-

A-W-3-2-1-4-D

7.35

Table VI shows that path number 2 in the network A and
path number 8 in the network B has the highest number of WP
metric calculation, implying the weakest path in the network.
Comparing with SP metric, the results show that WP
metric are more specific, accurate and effective, as in
Table VI.
TABLE IV.

EDGE VULNERABILITY SCORE

No

Network A links
score

Link
Score

Network B links
score

Link
score

1

A-W, W-A

9.8

A-W, W-A

9.2

2

1-2, 2-1

7.8

1-2, 2-1

5.4

3

W-1, 1-W

6.2

1-3, 3-1

8.1

4

W-2, 2-W

8.1

1-4, 4-1

7.2

5

1-D, D-1

6.8

2-3, 3-2

8.1

6

2-D, D-2

8.8

2-4, 4-2

6.4

7

3-4, 4-3

7.8

8

W-1, 1-W

7.3

9

W-2, 2-W

7.8

10

W-3, 3-W

6.1

11

W-4, 4-W

6.4

12

D-4, 4-D

8.1

TABLE VI.

METRICS COMPARISON

Metric

Network A

Network B

WP

- A-W-2-D

A-W-2-3-4-D

SP

- A-W-1-D
- A-W-2-D

A-W-4-D

The SP metric has two paths in the network A, causing
misleading results, while the WP metric has been more
specific and gets one path only. In the network B, the SP and
WP metrics get different paths because the SP metric counts
the node number between the started and targeted node.
Simultaneously, the WP is more specific and calculates the
vulnerability score in each link, giving the easiest path for the
attacker to reach the target.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, three metrics had been proposed, which is
NV, MVoP, WP metrics. These three metrics depend on
vulnerabilities as a major factor to measure the security of the
network. The experiment had been performed in two attack
graphs generated using two different networks. The results
show that the network A has more vulnerabilities, while the
MVoP is higher than the network B, even though it has more
nodes and paths. For the last metric, the WP metric, the
network's A result shows that the shortest path is the weakest
path of the network while it was not the shortest path in the
network B.
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VII. FUTURE WORK
Further investigation and research are still required,
especially in the flowing fields:

[12]

• The work developed using the metrics and the
experiments will be performed for larger graphs.

[13]

• Also, we will attempt to combine the metrics to obtain
better results.
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Abstract—The popularity of digital games is increasing with a
global market value of RM197.6 billion. However, the game
produced locally still has no impact. One reason is that there is
no emphasis on the game design process in the game development
education program. Games designed have a problem in terms of
creativity, and there is still no specific method of training
creative thinking. This study aims to identify and validate game
design's creativity components and develop a Creativity Training
Model for Game Design (LK2RBPD Model) verified through the
Game Design Document Tool (GDD Tool) prototype. This
research has four main phases: the requirements planning,
design, development, implementation, and testing phases. In the
requirements analysis phase, the component of LK2RBPD Model
was identified. The LK2RBPD Model contains elements from
industry practices of game designing, creative and innovative
thinking skills, creativity dimensions, Sternberg Creativity, and
Cultural Activity theories. The GDD Tool prototype
implementing the model was developed and tested. The
LK2RBPD Model was evaluated using questionnaire survey,
SWOT (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats)
analysis, and verification of ideas in the GDD Tool prototype.
Evaluation using a five-point Likert scale shows that GDD Tool
prototype is effective in implementing 19 components. Expert
verification on the results of game design ideas and creativity
building using Cohen Kappa calculations is 0.94, indicating an
excellent agreement. The results show that the LK2RBPD Model
can be effectively used to train creativity in game design. This
research's contributions are LK2RBPD Model, creative game
design ideation process guideline, and GDD Tool prototype
design.
Keywords—Creativity training; game design; creative ideas;
creative thinking

I.

INTRODUCTION

Technological change is very significant, especially in
information and communication technology (ICT), which has
led to rapid development in various fields and aspects of life
[1]. Changes in ICT have been particularly noticeable when the
explosion of electronic and digital devices has dominated
today’s technology market. Digital games have also become a
large industry, generating billion dollars worldwide. Despite
the expansion, this industry is facing a number of problems [2].
The popularity of digital games is increasing, with a global
market value of RM197.6 billion. However, the game
produced locally still has no considerable impact. One reason
is that there is no emphasis on the game design process in the
game development education program.
Many digital games on various platforms have been
created, either for entertainment or for other purposes. Various
studies have shown the potential and effectiveness of
computer games for education, they are found to be more

efficient, beneficial, and of quality [3] [4] [5]. Regardless of
the purpose of the computer games, the fundamental emphasis
should be on the game design and the design process's creative
aspect.
The game design process plays a crucial role in producing
a good and creative game. According to [6], the process of
game design is divided into two main phases that need to be
emphasized, namely ideation and conceptualization. Ideation
refers to the process of generating creative and innovative
game design ideas, while conceptualization is to outline the
concept in the form of game prototypes that involve
programming, architecture, sound, and interface. According to
[6], creating an interactive and effective computer game is a
huge issue and challenge because various assumptions in the
creating of a computer game can have a significant impact on
users. This is further reinforced by [7] [8] in their studies, that
three important elements are emphasized in the construction of
computer games, namely, a creative resource involving
graphics and sound, files involving creative graphic rules, and
a game engine involving the control of every graphic and
sound. According to [9], the game design process needs to
have certain creativity based on the practice of human game
designers and an advanced analogy with creativity in science,
acceptable to computational achievements in the form of
discovery systems. In addition, [10] [11] [12] also agreed on
the need to generate game ideas that require creative strategies
in game designing. According to a recent study by [13], an
effort to create or adopt tools that increases team
communication is necessary to maintain designers and
programmers’ working in a strong collaborative atmosphere to
produce creative game designs. Thus, it can be concluded that
the computer games design needs to be emphasized in the
game development education.
Creativity is defined as a process that occurs to a human
being and a quality that is natural and learned. According to
[14] [15], creativity is the ability of those who excel in
creative endeavors, reflecting the idea of the human
imagination as an intuitive notion of skill. The author in [5]
considered creation as the process of finding sufficient facts,
problems, ideas, and solutions, with cognition, imagination,
and judgment, i.e. creative problem-solving. The author in
[14] deemed creativity as the creation for particular needs or
purposes by incorporating elements connected to form new
relationships. Issues in a game product involve issues of
creative thinking in game design and development. Creativity
and skills are among the most important aspects for a digital
game developer and designer. Eighty percent of games are
expected to fail in meeting their business objectives due to
poor designs and lack of creativity [16]. Creativity is an
essential constituent in the game design process, which
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requires creative ideas, storytelling, character design, interface
design, environmental design, and animation [17]. Also, game
design demands a continuous process which incorporates
many important aspects, including discipline and creativity
[18] [19].
Game designers still face difficulty determining players'
needs; therefore, the game design process desperately needs a
model to help solve innovation and creativity problems [20]
[18] [21]. This indicates that the gaming industry can use a
model that will help improve the game's quality. According to
[22], a software product's design requires a good planning
process and a systematic methodological guide to software
development. According to [23], innovative and creative
processes are among the essential elements of the game
business model. Furthermore, the most effective activities
toward achieving business success are innovative and creative
processes [24].
Meanwhile, the game design process requires more quality
resources for the gaming industry's creative development.
According to the Official Portal of the Multimedia
Development Corporation (MDEC 2019), despite sufficient
resources to meet demands, existing talent sources indicate
serious problems with quality and skills. Thus, a creative
thinking learning model is needed to address the talent gap
inherent in the country's creative industry and show that
everyone needs to practice creative skills.

support, which are essential to the model based on the four
dimensions of creativity (person, environment, process, and
product) [27][28], (iii) mapping of components by
determining their relationship and visualizing via diagrams,
based on the Input, Process, and Output model [29][30];
(iv) Expert verification to validate the components in the
model using the Inter Rater Reliability (IRR) technique by
four experts from the gaming industry and academia [31][32].
Fig. 2 summaries the activities performed in the design phase.
PHASE1:
REQUIREMENTS
ANALYSIS
Interviews

RESULT/ OUTPUT

Problems, issues
and needs of the
study

Document analysis
Elements for
creative skills
Observation

Literature review

II. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Elements for game
design

Fig. 1. Requirement Planning Phase.

This study uses a mixed-method design approach that
combines qualitative and quantitative study design to collect
systematic data [25] [26]. Data collection includes course
document analysis, interviews, questionnaire surveys, SWOT
analysis, and analysis of game design documents. This
research used Rapid Application Development (RAD)
methodology, which includes requirements planning, design,
development, implementation, and testing phases. The data
collected were from the activities of each phase.
A. Requirements Planning Phase
The requirements planning phase involved the collection
of the required information at the beginning of the study. In
this phase, issues and problems together with elements of the
model were identified. The phase activities include
unstructured interviews for game design practices from six
game designers and three game design lecturers, analysis of
game development course documents and program structure,
students’ final project evaluation reports, students’
observations on the game design process, and the literature
review. Fig. 1 shows a summary of the activities performed in
this phase.
B. Design Phase
In the design phase, the elements identified are grouped
and mapped into different components of the LK2RBPD
Model. The four phases of design activities are
(i) excluding/removing elements not suitable for use in
creative skills training for game design, (ii) grouping of
similar elements by categorizing them into four components
categories of designer, knowledge, skills, and technology

PHASE 2: DESIGN

RESULT/ OUTPUT

Elements exclusion

Elements grouping

Creativity Training
Model for Game
Design (LK2RBPD
Model)

Components mapping
IRR index
Expert verification

Fig. 2. Design Phase.

C. Development Phase
The development phase involves five activities. The first
activity is prototype development with implementation of the
LK2RBPD Model - the GDD Tool. Second activity is
verification of the LK2RBPD Model component in the GDD
Tool prototype, conducted by five (5) experts (Numbers (N) =
5: Male (M) = 1; Female (F) = 4) comprising of two game
industry experts and three academic specialists / lecturers of
game design and development. Semi-structured interview
method using a checklist and a low fidelity prototype were
used. The third activity is the prototype test, conducted using
Thinking Aloud Testing [33] with five students majoring in
game design. In the test’s procedure, testers would be logged
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in as system users, and they would follow the instructions
given to test the GDD Tool’s features: choosing roles,
generating ideas, brainstorming, and downloading game
design documents. Additionally, respondents would need to
provide feedback on the low prototype design of the GDD
Tool in the checklist provided. The fourth activity is the
questionnaire (instrument) development for content validation
on the implementation of the LK2RBPD Model component. A
5-point Likert’s Scale (1 = strongly disagree, 2 = strongly
disagree, 3 = neutral, 4 = agree, 5 = strongly agree)
questionnaire consisted of 83 questions has three main
sections: part A (student information), part B (question items
according to the LK2RBPD Model component), and part C
(SWOT Analysis). Five experts (N = 5: M= 1; F = 4) from
various fields of expertise validated the questionnaire. Finally,
a pilot study was conducted with 15 students for reliability
testing of the instrument. Fig. 3 summarizes the activities in
the development phase.
D. Implementation and Testing Phase
In this phase, the GDD Tool prototype was evaluated
through 45 students-perception questionnaire survey.
Descriptive mean score used three-level indicators: 0.00 - 1.67
= low, 1.68 - 3.34 = medium, and 3.35 - 5.00 = high [34] [35].
Finally, creativity and innovation was evaluated based on
observations on ideation process and the game design
documents (GDD) produced through GDD Tool. GDD were
assessed by five experts, who are game designers. The
evaluation was carried out in two sessions. The first session
was conducted without using the GDD Tool, in the form of a
regular discussion. The researcher provided the students with
instructions on the production of game design documents and
gave them some ideas on game design. The second session
required the GDD Tool, so the testing procedure was initiated
with a demonstration that provided the respondents with
instructions on how to use the GDD Tool. Fig. 4 shows a
summary of the activities in this phase.
PHASE 3: DEVELOPMENT

Prototype development

RESULT/ OUTPUT

GDD Tool interface design

Percentage of Expert
agreement
Verification component in the
prototype
Prototype interface analysis
report
Prototype testing
Prototype requirements
analysis report

Instrument development

Usability problem analysis
report

content validation & pilot
study

Reliability value

Fig. 3. Development Phase.

PHASE 4: Implementation &
Testing

RESULT/ OUTPUT

Implement prototype

Descriptive analysis of means

Model evaluation through
prototype (questionnaire &
SWOT)

Analysis SWOT questions

Idea session observation
report for game design
Evaluation of creativity and
innovation
Percentage Expert agreement
Expert approval

Fig. 4. Implementation and Testing Phase.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Results identified from requirements analysis were 19
elements essential for training creative skills in game design,
consisting of industry practices, creative and innovative
thinking skills, creativity dimensions, Sternberg’s theory of
creativity, and cultural activity theory. These elements were
grouped into four components: (1) the designer component
consists of elements (intelligence, thinking style, motivation
and personality) while (2) the knowledge component consists
of the elements (experience, game genre, environment and
storyline) next (3) the skills component consists of the
elements (linking, synthesizing, imitation, game analysis,
generating ideas, inventing and play centric) and last (4) the
technology support component that consists of elements
(goals, rules, community, and distribution of tasks), forming
the LK2RBPD Model.
The IRR approval rate for expert validation of the model is
94 percent, an acceptable level of trust agreement. IRR values
from 75 percent to 90 percent indicate acceptable levels of
agreement when using a percentage of consent [31] [32] [35].
Fig. 5 shows the LK2RBPD Model with 19 components
(intelligence, thinking style, motivation, personality,
experience, game genre, environment, storyline, correlate,
synthesis, imitation, game analysis, generate idea, invent, play
centric, goals, rules, community and task distribution. Model
construction and validation has been discussed in detail in
[36].
The model evaluation is done via the GDD Tool low
fidelity prototype. Results of the experts’ agreement on the
implementation of the LK2RBPD Model components in the
GDD Tool’s low-fidelity prototype is good (Cohen Kappa
coefficient = 0.84) [37]. However, only 17 components of the
model were identified and agreed upon by all the experts
(Table I). Table II shows the experts’ feedback on GDD Tool
prototype interface. Experts’ feedback using the provided
checklist was then used to develop the final prototype, based
on the system requirements (Table III).
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INPUT

OUTPUT

PROCESS

DESIGNER
FACTORS

CREATIVITY TRAINING IN GAME
DESIGN PROCESS

15.

Play centric

/

/

/

/

/

16.

Goal

/

/

/

/

/

17.

Rules

/

/

/

/

/

18.

Community

/

/

/

/

/

19.

Distribution of
tasks

/

/

/

/

X

INTELLIGENCE
SKILLS PROCESS

THINKING
STYLE

CORRELATE

GAME
ANALYSIS

SYNTHESIZE

GENERATE
IDEAS

IMITATION

INVENT

MOTIVATION

PERSONALITY

TABLE II.
No

EXPERT FEEDBACK ON GDD TOOL PROTOTYPE INTERFACE

Elements of Prototype
interface

Suggestion for improvement
•

CREATIVE
GAME
DESIGN

1.

Colour usage

•
•

INNOVATIVE

•

METHOD

PLAYCENTRIC

KNOWLEDGE

•
•

EXPERIENCE
TECHNOLOGY SUPPORT

•

GENRE GAME
RULES

GOAL

2.

ENVIRONMENT
COMMUNITY
STORYLINE

Text/Fonts style and
size
•

DISTRIBUTION OF
TASKS

•

Fig. 5. LK2RBPD Model.
TABLE I.

EXPERTS’ AGREEMENT ON THE IMPLEMENTATION THE
LK2RBPD MODEL COMPONENTS

No

Components

Expert1

Expert
2

Expert
3

Expert
4

Expert
5

1.

Intelligence

/

/

/

/

/

2.

Thinking style

/

/

/

/

/

3.

Motivation

X

X

X

X

X

4.

Personality

/

/

/

/

/

5.

Experience

/

/

/

/

/

6.

Game Genre

/

/

/

/

/

7.

Environment

X

X

X

X

X

8.

Storyline

/

/

/

/

/

9.

Correlate

/

/

/

/

/

10

Synthesise

/

/

/

/

/

11.

Imitation

/

X

/

/

X

12

Game analysis

/

/

/

/

/

13.

Generate ideas

/

/

/

/

/

14.

Invent

/

/

/

/

/

•
•

•
•
3.

Menus

•

•
•

4.

Sequence of Action

Change the background colour to
make it a more vibrant, engaging and
effective design.
Ensure appropriate and consistent use
of colours and combinations on each
interface.
Consistent use of colour for each
menu button on the interface.
Change text style and size for
communicating purposes,
communicating ideas and facts.
Sensitive font: for computer display.
Sans serif font types are more
commonly used because it's more
accurate for inside use of computer
resolution.
The choice of style and text size
should be more appropriate to explain
how the generated application works,
to guide the user to browse the
application, and to send information
to the designed application.
Consistent use of text size for page
title, description of words in words or
paragraphs and instructions for
operating the application.
Use of the title of each interface in
accordance with the functions and
processes that will be used by the
GDD Tool user.
Consistent use of English.
Add menu buttons to the Comment
Page and Best Ideas interface for the
purpose of providing the client with a
flow of games in the diagram (for
better understanding).
Add a critic menu button to the
Client’s Idea interface.
Add an Edit button to the Game
Design Document interface.
Use a consistent and appropriate
menu button design to ensure that
users are aware of the existence of
buttons and functions.
The menu button position is placed in
the centre of the interface.
The position of the client name is
arranged in a more organised manner
on the Client Name interface.

• The Rules interface is placed on the first
interface of the GDD Tool application
so that users can better understand the
rules when using the GDD Tool.
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TABLE III.
No

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

GDD TOOL PROTOTYPE REQUIREMENTS

TABLE IV.

Prototype
Requirements

Suggestion and improvement

Input

• The instructions should be clear for each
interface that requires text input from the user.
• Suggest options for emoticons or Likes on the
Comment Page interface.
• The Best Ideas interface reward/likes function to
enhance user motivation.

Process

• Functional enhancements to the Role Select
interface according to the MDA Framework
game design framework which is Mechanics
designer, Dynamics designer and Aesthetics
designer.
• Enhanced chat between clients.

Output

• Need to display instructions or information
about the GDD Tool on the first interface that is
represented by the Help/About/Rules button.
• Replace the rule sentence with the
illustration/flow chart/video/animation in the
Rules interface.
• Need statement or instructions for user to
download document in doc/pdf format.

Data source

• Must have a stable domain for easy access to
developed applications.

Control

• Functions added to the Game Design Document
interface - only hosts are given the functionality
to edit, update, and submit.
• Extension of time given to client on Comment
Page interface according to eureka concept.

System requirements analysis is part of the initial study to
identify system-specific problems and requirements, including
input
requirements,
process
requirements,
output
requirements, data handling, and system control resources.
System-specific requirements are specifications of what the
system will do when implemented [38]. Table III shows an
analysis of the GDD Tool prototype requirements.
Usability Testing allows users to try using a real prototype
or an application of a particular task. The goal is to find out
how well the designed application or service can be used, so
that any arising problem can be highlighted or discovered
during testing [33]. For usability testing (pilot test) of the
GDD tool prototype, five tasks were assigned to 5 users, and 8
problems were identified. The list of usability issues is shown
in Table IV.
The agreement on the prototype usability problems, the
Cohen Kappa coefficient is 0.54, which indicates a mediumscale level usability problem for the GDD Tool. This value
implied that although improvements to the usability problems
or issues should still be made, the GDD Tool prototype can be
used by the user without major complications. Many of the
problems encountered in the test were related to the
respondents’ misunderstanding the purpose of the GDD Tool
application or their inability to identify the next steps in the
application process, similar to the problems found by [39] [40]
[41] in studies done with more experienced users.
Additionally, the reliability value of the Cronbach's alpha was
0.84, indicating that the questionnaire items had reliability
[37], so can be used for final evaluation.

USABILITY PROBLEMS OF GDD TOOL PROTOTYPE

No

Tasks (T)

Code Problem
Problems
(P)

1.

Task 1:
User needs to
join the idea
brainstorming
session (T1)

P1

2.

Task 2:
User needs to
select a role in
the GDD Tool.
(T2)

3.

Task 3:
Users need to
generate ideas
in game design
(T3)

P2
P3

P4

P5

4.

Task 4:
Users need to
brainstorm and
choose
creative game
design ideas
(T4)

P6

P7

P8

5.

Task 5:
Users need to
create and
download
Game Design
Document
GDDD (T5)

User (U)

Users do not know
how to start the
application.

U1, U2,
U3, U4,
U5

Users are not clear
about their role in the
selection process.
Host is not clear
about the role of the
GDD Tool.

U1, U2,
U4

Users require more
time beyond the
allocated 15 minutes
to generate ideas.

U1, U2,
U3, U4,
U5

Users do not
understand the
instructions provided.
User shows or
expresses impatience
by clicking on the
objects that respond
slowly.
Users show a
tendency to take
actions randomly
(intentionally or
otherwise).
Button disappears
when clicked.

No issue

U5

U1, U2,
U4

U1

U1, U2
U4, U5

U1, U2,
U3, U4,
U5

The final results from questionnaire survey show
the components of the LK2RBPD Model have high
Overall, the analysis showed that 19 components
LK2RBPD Model have high mean reading scores of
4.30, as shown in Table V.

that all
ratings.
of the
4.11 to

Results of SWOT analysis of the GDD Tool prototype is
shown in Table VI. Theme analysis was used to sort out
answers based on themes of strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities, and threats.
The results of the SWOT analysis show that the prototype
has strengths and opportunities. However, some threats and
weaknesses in the areas of technology need to be improved,
such as internet accessibility, poor information sharing,
misuse of application features, and competition from social
applications.
Finally, the result of creativity and innovation evaluation
based on the ideation session process is presented in Table VII
while experts’ evaluation of the game design documents using
the GDD Tool prototype is in Table VIII.
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TABLE V.
MIN SCORES AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FROM SURVEY
QUESTIONNAIRE IMPLEMENTATION MODEL LK2RBPD
No

Opportunities

"It's accessible everywhere but it's still a one-on-one
session for developing creative ideas in game design"
"Be able to train yourself to think creatively"
“Can be used many times”
“Can easily create GDD”
“Can add other functions like audio and other”
“Allows sharing of ideas anywhere”
"Can be used by everyone"
"Students get ideas for game design"
“Final semester students will gain more and more
knowledge in game design when using the GDD Tool
“
“Can expand the use of the GDD Tool to other
students / institutions”
“Can introduce this GDD Tool to other colleges that
have gaming programs”
"Can be a training tool for train creative thinking"
"Allows many people to use it well"

Threats

"Too easy to disconnect"
"Requires a strong internet connection"
“Theft of ideas can happen”

Construct

Min Scores

Standard Deviations

1

Intelligence

4.21

0.63

2

Thinking style

4.30

0.59

3

Motivation

4.20

0.57

4

Personality

4.16

0.71

5

Experience

4.11

0.67

6

Game Genre

4.20

0.64

7

Environment

4.28

0.58

8

Storyline

4.25

0.63

9

Correlate

4.28

0.59

10

Synthesise

4.30

0.59

11

Imitation

4.23

0.67

12

Game analysis

4.33

0.58

13

Generate ideas

4.26

0.62

TABLE VII.

14

Invent

4.21

0.59

Play-centric

4.24

0.55

Discussions without using the
GDD Tool:

Discussions using the GDD Tool:

15
16

Goal

4.23

0.61

17

Rules

4.23

0.57

• There is no fixed time on when
to start the discussion.

•The discussion session is
conducted at a time that is set
and controlled by a Host.

18

Community

4.23

0.65

19

Distribution of tasks

4.32

0.54

• Discussions take long time and
waste of time without any
brainstorming activity.

• The discussion is clearly set out
in accordance with the goals and
rules set in the GDD Tool.

• Does not achieve the actual goal
of the discussion.

• Community members have the
time and platform to generate
ideas.

• All members of the community
want to talk at the same time.

• Ideas are generated based on the
keywords provided in the GDD
Tool.

• There is no platform for
channelling ideas.

• Ideas can be created creatively.

• Ideas are written on paper and
difficult to keep.

• Each member’s ideas can be
shared with other community.

• The discussion took a long time
because there was no proper
monitoring and distribution of
tasks among the members

• Using the GDD Tool can train
creative thinking for game ideas,
while game designers can
develop their imagination and
introduce new game ideas that
can be produced.

• Difficult to generate ideas.
• The situation cannot be
controlled and it is difficult to
obtain conclusion on the game
design.

• Generate formal ideas by
developing mechanics,
dynamics and aesthetics
elements in game design.

• Ideas can be produced, but not
made in a complete game
design document, instead just
drawings and notes that cannot
be referenced.

• Ideas are improved as they are
generated based on game
objectives, user targets, game levels,
and game names.

TABLE VI.

SWOT ANALYSIS

Team

Answer

Strengths

"Can play more than once anywhere"
“Able to come up with ideas and create stories
quickly”
“It really helps to come up with ideas”
“Can improve a lot of ideas”
“Lots of creative ideas”
“Being able to talk online with a group of friends to
build the best game design”
“GDD tool helps me to know more about the process
of creating game designs, game design documents”
“Being able to share ideas and stimulate creative
ideas”
“GDD Tool can improve creative thinking skills”
"I can think a lot"
“Being able to connect with friends and talk about
game design ideas”
“Each user can play their own role”
“Get lots of creative ideas”
“Developing ideas for the better

Weaknesses

“The interface can be improved to make it more
interesting”
“Needs strong internet access”
"Host role may expand"
“No rules on the voting site need complete
instructions”
“Add community members for more ideas”
“No images led to the development of game ideas”

• Each member’s ideas cannot be
shared with other community
partners.

IDEATION SESSION REPORT

• A complete and creative game
design document can be created
as soon as the GDD Tool usage
session ends.
• Game design documents can use
as a reference for the game
development phase.
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A total of nine (9) game design documents were produced
from the use of the GDD Tool session by 45 respondent focus
groups of students majoring in game design and development.
GDDs analysis produced a total of 72 data (ideas). The
experts’ agreement on the creative game design ideas is 97 per
cent. For comparison, the level of expert agreement is
calculated using Cohen Kappa formula, K: 0.94 (94%), which
signifies excellent agreement [42]. The evaluation results
confirm that the LK2RBPD Model could be used effectively
to develop and train creativity in game design. Table VIII and
Table IX show the experts agreement on game design ideas
derived from the final test of the GDD Tool prototype.
TABLE VIII. EXPERTS’ APPROVAL
Game
Design
Document
Creative
Game Design
Ideas

Expert
1

Expert
2

Expert
3

Expert
4

Expert
5

(%)

72

72

72

72

72

100

Agreement

67

70

72

72

69

70

Percent
Agreement

93

97

100

100

95

97

TABLE IX.

CALCULATION OF EXPERTS’ APPROVAL USING THE COHEN
KAPPA FORMULA

Step

Calculation

Step
1

Formula:
K= fo-fc
N-fc
fo- Agreement
fc- 50 Expectation percent agreement
N – Number of game design ideas
Calculation
Expert
1
fo =
67
fc = 36
N = 72

Step
2

K= fofc
N-fc
K=6736
72-36
K = 31
36

Expert 2

Expert
3

Expert
4

Expert 5

fo = 70
fc = 36
N = 72

fo = 72
fc = 36
N = 72

fo = 72
fc = 36
N = 72

fo = 69
fc = 36
N = 72

K= fo-fc
N-fc

K= fo-fc
N-fc

K= fofc
N-fc

K= fo-fc
N-fc

K=70-36
72-36
K = 34
36

K=72-36
72-36
K = 36
36

K = 0.94

K = 1.0

K=7236
72-36
K = 36
36

K=69-36
72-36
K = 33
36

Expert
Agreement

K = 0.86
+ 0.94 +
1.0 + 1.0
+ 0.91

5
K = 4.71
5
K = 0.94

K=
0.86

K=
1.0

K = 0.91

IV. CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATIONS
This study successfully identified 19 components of the
LK2RBPD Model and implemented them in the GDD Tool
prototype. Evaluation results of the LK2RBPD Model
components in the GDD Tool prototype, and the assessment of
creativity and innovation in the game design confirmed that
the LK2RBPD Model could be used for training the creative
skills of game design to produce game. The results of this
study successfully identified 19 components of the LK2RBPD
Model and implemented them in the GDD Tool prototype.

Evaluation result of the LK2RBPD Model components in the
GDD Tool prototype, and the assessment of creativity and
innovation in the game design confirmed that the LK2RBPD
Model could be used for training the creative skills of game
design to produce game design documents. Evaluation result
of the LK2RBPD Model components through the use of the
GDD Tool prototype indicated a rating higher than 4.0, which
means that the GDD Tool prototype can be used to train
creative skills in game design. As for the results of experts’
agreement on creativity and innovation in game design,
creative game design documents showed an excellent
agreement of 97 per cent or K: 0.94. This shows that creative
skills can be trained by involving the important and necessary
components of the LK2RBPD model in producing a creative
game design. Apart from that, technological aids/tools also
help train creative skills in game design. The results of this
study have identified three (3) guidelines that need to be in
place to generate a creative idea and can be used as a reference
for game designers in the process of generating creative game
design ideas. This study found that creative thinking can be
trained on each individual in particular, to produce a creative
game design document by following these three guidelines:
(i) ideas are generated through a selection process of some of
the best ideas, ii) the ideas produced need to be targeted such
as the target user, game name, game objectives and game level
and iii) idea generation needs to be more formal that is
according to the rules of form, characteristics and certain ways
that are acceptable and considered appropriate according to
the rules or steps necessary in a game design. The five experts
in the field of game design agreed that creative skills training
is effective in developing creativity and innovation in the
ideation phase of game design. Individuals could be trained
successfully in creative thinking, as well as to develop creative
ideas by implementing the 19 components of the LK2RBPD
Model. The results demonstrate that the objectives of the study
have been achieved and the LK2RBPD Model can help solve
some problems in this research area. However, further
research can be carried out with the use of elements involving
creativity and innovation as well as other appropriate training
and learning theories according the needs to train creative
skills in game design. In addition, the improvement of GDD
tools in various platforms with the use of more interactive
elements such as chat rooms, image uploads, videos,
animations and software functions according to the latest
trends that can be used as a communication platform to game
designers in producing a creative game design.
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Abstract—The increasing number of aging populations
worldwide versus vast developments in mobile technology creates
questions on how older adults adapt and apply mobile technology
in their daily life. This research focused on spiritual user
experience for older adult users because older adults are claimed
to be more spiritually inclined as they aged. Despite high profile
calls for research in the area of spirituality, the research
pertaining spirituality in HCI is still in infancy state. Recent
literatures discover most studies focus on design for spiritual
user experience and evaluation of spiritual application for adult
users, but fundamental of spirituality and its elements from the
view of user experience is limited. Therefore, this study employs
qualitative method approach within an interpretive paradigm to
propose a model for Spiritual User Experience from the
perspective of Islamic older adult users. The Geneva Emotional
Musical Scale (GEMS) was adopted as a theoretical lens in order
to gain deeper insights on the spirituality elements. A single case
study was conducted with the total of 11 participants to research
on the spirituality user experience elements among older adults.
The triangulation of qualitative data collection through 3E diary,
interviews and observations was conducted. All data were
analyzed verbatimly using thematic analysis. Six themes emerged
from the analysis which are effectiveness, efficiency, learnability,
satisfaction, sublimity and vitality. These themes are further
categorized into 10 attributes; effectiveness (accessibility
features), efficiency (simplicity and portability), learnability,
satisfaction
(attractiveness
and
reliability),
sublimity
(transcendence and peacefulness) and vitality (energy and joyful
activation). These are embedded into a model known as Spiritual
User Experience (iSUX) which are evaluated by the Islamic
religious experts, user experience expert and older adult’s
representatives. This model could be a reference for spiritual
model development apps among developers and provide
understanding for researchers in the HCI domain. In conclusion,
the Spiritual User Experience (iSUX) is hope to increase the
understanding of spirituality from the domain of user experience.
Keywords—Techno-spiritual;
user
experience;
human
computer interaction; Geneva emotional musical scale; 3e diary;
older people

I. INTRODUCTION
Spirituality is the most important part of life for every
people. Spirituality is the feeling of connectedness to the higher
power or consciousness and it also develop individual beliefs,
practices and rituals [1]. Nowadays, people start to use
technology in many ways to support spirituality. There are a lot
of technological applications including the ICT tools such as
email, SMS, computer software, websites and mobile
applications for supporting spirituality practices. The use of
technology in spirituality is also high, for instance, [2] reported
that there are almost 6,000 iPhone and iPad applications exist
in the market to assist human spirituality from various
perspectives. Additionally, [3] highlighted that there is an
increasing number of Islamic websites created daily on the
internet to spread teachings and services related to spirituality.
Apparently, people are searching for spiritual technologies to
support for their spiritual experiences with the help from the
technology.
Spiritual experience is a type of user experience. Spiritual
experience is a rich body of work that addresses user
experiences related to the feeling of transcendent,
connectedness to God and consciousness toward higher power
[4]. The activity of using the spiritual technology can evoke
various kind of affect and emotions. These emotions are
evoked by the interaction while engaging with spiritual
technology. Individuals will respond emotionally to these
activities because of their personal spirituality values. For
example; a user feels happy when reciting Quran using mobile
Quran application; or a user feel satisfied with achievement of
dzikir since personal dzikir informatics can keep track of their
dzikir counter. Since then, HCI has expanded in scope to move
beyond usability and focusing on this subjective spiritual
experience. There is, for example, a little work being done in
HCI on affect and emotion for spirituality [2]. Most of other
HCI studies focusing on the design element that can trigger the
spirituality feelings and emotions but did not mention
specifically the spirituality elements from the perspectives of
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user experience. Moreover, the statistics reveals that
researchers are more interested in focusing on the adults as a
target user whereas the study on older people study is way
behind [5]. Apparently, research for older people in spirituality
domain is important since a theory proves that people will
become more spiritualized as they age [6]. Therefore, this
research aims to answer the following research questions:
1) What are the spirituality elements from the context of
user experience?
2) How can the identified spirituality elements be used as a
guideline in spiritual user experience application development?
II. RESEARCH BACKGROUND
Numerous models and frameworks have been found in the
literature to explain about UX. Apparently, UX has been used
widely across many research fields such as business, social
science, medical, design and also information technology
[7],[8]. In consequence, it shows that UX is an important
element especially when it comes to product, system or
services delivery towards users. In spite of various UX model
there is one comprehensive UX model proposed by [9] which
specifies three UX core components and the relationship
among it known as Component Model of User Experience
(CUE-Model). In 2008, the model has been justified by [10]
and the enhancement of the model lead towards the new model.
The model addresses instrumental and non-instrumental quality
as well as emotions responses by user towards technology. The
instrumental quality in the model refers to usability which is
the effectiveness of a system [9] and non-instrumental quality
involves the hedonic [11] elements such as visual aesthetics
and haptic quality [9].
Music plays a great role in human everyday lives.
Obviously by listening to music could evoke human positive
and negative emotions such as happy, sad, amaze, motivated
and energetic. Many research has been done to explore on the
links between emotive states evoked by music. A study by [12]
proposes the Geneva Emotional Music Scale or GEMS which
is widely used. The GEMS scale taken from [12] can be
categorized into three major emotion components which are
the vitality, unease and sublimity. The first component which is
vitality is a positive emotions and includes emotions such as
power and joyful activation. The second component is unease
that is negative emotions which include tension and sadness
elements. And the last emotion component is sublimity which
is a positive component and includes elements such as wonder,
transcendence, tenderness, nostalgia and peacefulness.
III. METHODS
A. The Participants
Kompleks Warga Emas Seksyen 24 (Golden Citizen
Complex) located in Shah Alam, Selangor, Malaysia is being
selected as a case study of this research. This complex is a
center which gathered older adult members from within Shah
Alam city to promote beneficial programs or community
activities in addition to reduce gap between young and old
generations. This complex was chosen as the research area
because Shah Alam is the state capital of Selangor in which
Selangor has the highest population density among all states in

Malaysia [13]. Muslim older adults were chosen in this
research since Malay is the highest race composition in
Malaysia and majority of Malay is Muslims. Total of 11
Muslim older adult participants were selected based on
purposive sampling from among the participants who
volunteered to participate in the Learning Quran Bahasa
Melayu mobile application workshop using Tablet PC
conducted by researchers.
B. Model Development Process
This research comprises of five processes as depicted in
Fig. 1 which are research planning, pilot study, UX evaluation,
UX model development and expert evaluation. Detail
explanation for each processes were discussed further in the
following section.

Research
Planning

Pilot Study

UX Evaluation

UX Model
Development

Expert
Evaluation

Fig. 1. Research Design.

1) Research planning: Research planning involves steps
such as initiation of the research and also development of the
research plan. It is important in this study to first understand
the concept of spirituality in the context of user experience.
Systematic literature review involves selected journals and
proceedings from top listed HCI indexed papers listed by
google scholar metric raking is used. Review from previous
prominent scholars provides guidance to obtain definition and
identify the spirituality elements.
2) Pilot study: This pilot study aims to identify data
collection procedure and to test diary and interview
instruments to be used for the older adults.
Three types of diary design as shown in Fig. 2 were tested
with older adult participants which are daily dairy, 3E diary
and structured diary. Two older adults’ participants which is a
male, 62 years old and a female, 60 years old were selected
using snowball sampling to be interviewed and involved in a
diary study for seven consecutive days. The selected case study
is within Selangor state. From the pilot study reveals that 3E
diary design is the most suitable diary tool to explore
spirituality experience compared to the other two diaries since
3E diary allows older adults to draw facial expressions to
express emotional status furthermore encourage older adults to
explain it in their writing. For instance, in spirituality context,
the older adults may draw crying face to express the feeling of
sadness and repentance when the older adult users feel the
connection with God. Further explanation on pilot study is as
discussed in previous paper [14]. The selected tool will next be
used in the next process which is UX evaluation.
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Fig. 2. Three Types of Diary Design Tested with Participants.
Fig. 4. User Experience Evaluation Procedures

3) UX evaluation: This research implemented single case
study research strategy to obtain spiritual user experience data
from the older adult users. Fig. 3 shows the procedures
involved in user experience evaluation. The following brief
explanation is for the procedures implemented in user
experience evaluation with older adult users.

TABLE I.

LIST OF PARTICIPANTS FOR WORKSHOP I

Participant ID

Age

Gender

Employment Background

P1

68

Male

Retiree

P2

61

Female

Retiree

P3

68

Female

House wife

 Set appointment and asking for participant’s approval.
Relationship between researchers and complex
manager is good since researchers have joined several
community activities with older adults in the past.
Researchers went to the complex to meet the
management committee two weeks before the
workshop day to book for workshop room and to set
the workshop date. To create rapport, researchers also
participate in the series of Al-Quran recitation classes
at the complex.

P4

71

Female

Retiree

P5

74

Male

Retiree

P6

61

Male

Working (part time)

 Workshop I & II. During the workshops, ll participants
were seated according to their preferences. Program
started with speech from the Program Director
explaining about the objectives of the workshop. Next,
a montage and tutorial video on how to use Tablet PC
and Quran Bahasa Melayu application were presented
to all audiences. Older adult participants were then
divided into three small groups by researchers and the
division of group is made according to their gender
either male group or female group. Each group consists
of either 2 or 3 persons. Firstly, the facilitator
demonstrates the method to use the Tablet PC to
participant 1. Next, participant 1 need to teach the
other team members alternately in a small teaching
team. Teaching process is finish when every member
in the group understands all features and functions in
the Quran Bahasa Melayu application. Teaching team
procedures is as shown in Fig. 4. The following Table I
and Table II presented the demographic profile of
participants in workshop I and workshop II.

Fig. 3. User Experience Evaluation Procedures.

TABLE II.

LIST OF PARTICIPANTS FOR WORKSHOP II

Participant ID

Age

Gender

Employment Background

P7

65

Male

Working

P8

68

Female

Retiree

P9

61

Female

Retiree

P10

63

Male

Retiree

P11

67

Female

House wife

User experience evaluation workshop has been executed
twice. The reason for conducting the workshop twice is due to
the lack of participant’s number in workshop I. Since the
workshop was held on weekend, there were fewer participants
present because they had to attend the wedding feast, visit
children’s house and taking care of daughter in confinement
period. Moreover, the workshop is tentatively done in small
scale number of participants (around 10 to 15 participants
only), so that participants can learn in a conducive pace. The
second series of workshops were also conducted using the
same procedure.
 Pre-interview. After completing the teaching session,
five participants were randomly selected to be
interviewed. Interview sessions were conducted in the
workshops one by one by three facilitators. Each
interview session lasted about 30 to 40 minutes for
each participant and the conversation was audio and
video recorded for reporting purposes. The aim of this
pre-interview is to obtain participant’s background
information, participant experience in using mobile
phones and also their experiences in using any spiritual
mobile applications. This information is essential,
especially to know the level of exposure towards
spiritual mobile applications usage among older adults
in their daily lives.
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 Diary Study. The diary study was conducted based on
the method solicited from [15] which previously
studied about older adults and hospitalization
experience. After pre-interview session has completed,
all participants from the workshop session was asked
for their willingness to participate in the diary study.
Each participant was asked in advanced for their
willingness to participate in the study to prevent them
from being burdened and this is to ensure that the
collected data is reliable. Each of the older adult
participants was provided with Tablet PC set with
charger, a set of 3E diary, a pen, a user manual and a
paper bag. The Tablet PC was equipped with Quran
Bahasa Melayu application installed in it, meanwhile,
the diary set consist of seven pieces of printed 3E diary
template. User manual contains the guidance to the
participants on how to start the Tablet PC until how to
use Quran Bahasa Melayu application. The paper bag
is also provided to keep all the probe kits and bring
home for a week. Each participant’s was asked to
report their spiritual feelings in 3E dairy after each
application’s usage to capture their emotions. To keep
encourage and remind the participant about writing the
diary, researchers will contact the participants through
phone call and short message service (SMS) at about 2
to 3 times a week as suggested by [15], [16]. The diary
was collected back by researchers after a week through
collecting them at participant’ house or in complex.
Each of the diary was interpreted by researchers before
the post-interview session.
 Post-interview. Once the interpretation has completed
in approximately two weeks to a month, a postinterview question was set up with each of the
participant’s. Post-interview objectives are to clarify
the data gathered from the 3E diary and to explore
participant’s experience after using the application.
This method is also done to avoid misunderstandings
of the interpreted data by researchers. Each interview
lasted in about 1 to 2 hours where the interview was
done at participant’s house or in complex. Further
explanation on the UX evaluation tools used in this
research is as discussed in previous paper [18].
4) UX model development. Once the data from preinterview, diary, post-interview and observation were collected
from the participants, thematic analysis is used to analyze all
the data’s. Seven steps adopted from [17] were used to analyze
all data. Data were thoroughly processed step by step starting
from familiarizing with the data, generating initial codes,
searching for themes, reviewing themes, defining and naming
themes and lastly producing the report. Triangulation which
involves multiple sources of data is used to ensure the
credibility of output.
Expert evaluation session with three different roles of
informants which are the Islamic religious experts, the UX
expert and the older adult users were implemented. All three
Islamic religious experts have at least five years of experience
in the field and has minimum Master’s level of Islamic
religious education. For UX expert, a senior researcher who

currently engaging project pertaining user experience in the
field of elderly and cultural was selected. Meanwhile, all three
older adult users who have been recruited have at least five
years’ experience of using spiritual mobile applications. All
experts were either emailed or face to face interviewed to
review each of the themes and categories in the iSUX Model.
Each of the expert panels were provided a list of operational
definition for each elements in the iSUX model to understand
further on the model. Panels then interviewed to give their
opinion on each of the elements. Finally, all opinions and
comments from expert panel were evaluated thematically and
the iSUX model where then amended.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Participants Feedbacks
All 11 participant’s responses through pre-interview, diary
study, post-interview and observation were analyzed using
thematic analysis. The results were grouped into themes and
categories (sub-theme) as following:
1) Effectiveness. Effectiveness theme consist of one
category which is simplicity.
 Simplicity: is being defined as the quality or condition
of system, product or services of being easy to use or
understand. The simplicity element in HCI is widely
known especially in evaluation and cannot be
disregarded especially when designing with older adult
users [7],[8]. Quran application was reported by
participants to have simplicity element in terms of its
function, presentation, content and appearance. Using
Quran mobile application perceives as difficult at first,
however, the perception was changed after usage.
2) Efficiency. Efficiency theme consists of two categories
which are accessibility features and portability.
 Accessibility features: it provides evidence for
reporting that one of the Quran mobile application’s
strength is on the application’s function. Majority of
older adults’ participants reported in interview and 3E
diary on the advantage of using Quran application such
as the recitation audio. The audio recitation function
allows elderly users to keep listening to Quran
recitation despite doing other tasks such as doing house
chores and while in vehicle.
 Portability: Portability can be defined as the ability of
the application to be easily moved from one
environment to another environment. The result shows
that Quran spiritual mobile application is easy to be
used and carry everywhere makes it easier to recite
Quran even in car or airplane as well as in other places
such as in hospital.
3) Learnability. Learnability could be defined as of how
competent older adults’ user may use Quran mobile application
without too much effort. Result shows that some elderly users
rely on Quran mobile application to learn Quran especially on
the correct way to pronounce each of the verses. Furthermore,
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 Joyful Activation: Several participants who shared
similar positive experiences noted that the Tablet PC
encourages their curiosity to recite Quran up to long
duration. In addition, one participant stressed that it is
very happy to recite using application for it has many
good features for instance, the tajweed marker and the
translation which resulting in a better understanding of
the Quran meaning.

Quran recitation audio is very much helpful for Quran novice
in learning Quran recitation.
4) Satisfaction. Satisfaction theme consists of two
categories which are reliability and attractiveness.

 Energy: Reciting Quran application is found to be
uplifting while boosting participants’ energy.
Specifically, participants spoke about their eagerness to
use Tablet PC, which eventually motivated participants
to recite Quran often using mobile application. In fact,
one participant indicated in the diary that with reciting
Quran using application is capable to eliminate the
unwilling and laziness feeling to recite Quran.

With tablet, if we do not know, we just turn
ON the sound and follow; with the book,
right or wrong, nobody can correct it. Those
who do not know how to read can also learn

P11

Yes, sometimes I think that the Quran need to
be checked. For example, when it has been
printed, there might be a missed mark.

P11

The letters have colours…because we are old
and it catches our interest. If black and white,
its look normal...older people can be that long.

P2

If I switched it ON, it feels sad because we are
listening to people reading, feel enjoyable…
feel “high”. Feels like we are interacting with
Allah. Like we are talking to Allah. The
message is absorbed into the soul.

P5

A deep feeling. More focused, more
concentrate. By using the tablet, it feels more
close to Allah… Feel the fear to Allah,
horrified.

P4

After listening to the Quran – the heart and
soul feel calm. No negative thoughts. Only
good thinking.

Category

Theme
Effectiveness

P9

Efficiency

P4

For myself, I like to use the table when I am
outside of the house - for example in a car
while travelling. Also while relaxing. Can be
use while cooking also.

Satisfaction

P4

After Isyak prayer, ON the tablet and listen to
surah Al-Maidah. I often use a tablet while I
am in a vehicle, while appreciating its
translations.

Simplicity

P2

It is fun to use the tablet, we just listen to it
when we switched it ON. It will play and we
just listen to it… if we switched it ON we can
do other work.

Accessibility features

I never used a tablet and IT. At first I thought
it is very hard, but it is OK.

Portability

P11

Learnability

It is a good and simple application. Easy to
use and like to use it.

Sublimity

6) Vitality. Vitality theme consists of two categories which
are energy and joyful activation.

P7

Reliability

 Peacefulness: The definition of peacefulness as
according to [12] is when there happen to be a
separation of threats either in physical or psychology
with the real world. The emotional states of calmness
and feeling relaxed were reported frequently in respond
to engage Quran mobile application among elderly
participants. Reciting Quran using Quran application
offers positive emotional effect as reported by
participants in the diary where it is able to soothe their
mind while releasing stress.

Feedback

Attractiveness

 Transcendence: Majority of participants addressed on
the subjective experience related to Islamic spirituality
that meet the criteria of transcendence. Codes which
are identified as the feeling of transcendence are
centered on a sense of divine. Transcendence in this
study relates to the context of the relationship with God
or transcendent being, individual transcendence as well
as relationship with others including the nature.
Participants shared the inner feeling of connection to
God while engaging Quran Bahasa Melayu application
by addressing the servitude and remorse feelings, being
guided, feel fear of God through diary and interview.

PARTICIPANT’S FEEDBACKS

Transcendence

5) Sublimity. Sublimity theme consists of two categories
which are transcendence and peacefulness.

TABLE III.

Peacefulness

 Attractiveness: Cognitive and vision impairment
caused elderly to hardly focusing on devices for long
duration. Cognitive ability to focus in longer duration
decreased whereas vision ability like eyes sensitivity
becomes less. All these changes should be taken into
account while delivering an application for older adult
users. For instance, in the interview session, an elderly
participant did address on the importance of using
colourful text for the Quran application to avoid from
feeling boredom.

The following Table III shows several older adult users
feedbacks from the collected data. All users’ feedbacks were
analyzed thoroughly to produce meaning.

Participant’s
ID

 Reliability: The interviews and 3E diary proves that
elderly users are aware and very cautious about Quran
mobile application. Among aspect emphasized by
participants including the accuracy of Quran
application content especially on the spelling and
punctuation. It shows that the participants are very
cautious upon choosing the correct version of Quran
applications from application store.
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P2

Enjoy reading until I realize it has been quite
some time and feel tired.

P9

Fun to use, just switch it ON.

Vitality

Does not get bored using the tablet even
though already read many verses.

Joyful
Activation

P6

Energy
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Findings from the research presents ten spiritual user
experience categories identified for older adults as shown in
Fig. 5.

exist in both instrumental qualities and non-instrumental
qualities components as depicted in Fig. 5. The older adults use
spiritual mobile application with the purpose to fulfill their
spirituality needs. From the non-instrumental qualities aspect,
the activity of using the spiritual mobile applications
observably can evoke the spiritual emotions. One can
experience joy when the application is unexpectedly easy to
use or when the older adult’s successfully operating the
application. Older adults will respond emotionally especially
when they have personal spirituality values such as crying
when they listen to the verses translation pertaining the day of
judgment, heaven and hell. While from the instrumental
qualities aspect, it shows that the accessibility features of
spiritual application helps the older adults a lot in using the
technology. The portability of spiritual mobile application
makes older adults easy to recite Quran everywhere even at the
public places or while in the vehicles.
The perception of both qualities influences the third
component of UX which is the emotional user reactions. For
example, the audio recitation and text resizing function in
spiritual mobile application may affect perceived effectiveness
and lead to motivation to use the application in future. In
addition, a similarity of mobile Quran design with the original
Al-Quran may impact on transcendental and cause emotional
responses such as fear to God, calm and sense of conviction. In
conclusion, the ability of designing and developing spirituality
applications that could evokes positive experiences can be
increased by formulating spiritual value profiles in the early
stage. Therefore, the iSUX Model is proposed to discover
spiritual elements to help pave the way for a study of
spirituality in the domain of user experience in future.

Fig. 5. List of Identified Categories and Themes.

The lists of the categories are simplicity, portability,
accessibility features, learnability, reliability, attractiveness,
transcendence, peacefulness, energy and joyful activation.
These ten categories were grouped into six spiritual user
experiences themes for older adults namely; efficiency,
effectiveness, learnability, satisfaction, sublimity and vitality.
B. Spiritual User Experience (iSUX) Model
iSUX Model can be categorized into three central user
experience (UX) components as highlighted by [9] which are
the instrumental qualities, non-instrumental qualities and the
emotional reactions. The first component, which is the
instrumental qualities focused on user experience towards the
ease of use and functionality of the application. This
component is related to the usability aspects of using spiritual
applications. The second component, which is noninstrumental qualities, focus on the look and feel of the
application in which this component is related to the subjective
user experience of the applications. Non-instrumental qualities
concerns are on the affect and emotional aspects, where it talks
around the evocation of emotions while using the spiritual
applications. Finally, the third component, which is the
emotional user reactions is actually the emotional responses
from users while using the spiritual applications. Based on the
research findings, it can be concluded that spirituality elements

V. CONCLUSION
This research is hoped to provide significance
understanding to the body of knowledge by amplifying the
relatively limited research studies done on spiritual mobile
applications towards the researchers in the field of HCI. In this
research, the model for spiritual user experience was presented.
This research identifies key elements of spirituality for user
experience with based on the data gathered from the older
adults. The model namely iSUX was then developed based on
the data findings supported with expert evaluation as well as
theoretical views from the field of musical and theological.
Even though spirituality elements fall under both qualities in
iSUX model, however, the non-instrumental quality is more
prominent where it discusses more about the derivation of
emotions to the Creator. Emotional responses can result
through physical outwardities such as crying, happy, calm and
scared. Further investigation on subjective spiritual user
experience is very interesting to explore more. This iSUX
model is useful to practitioners and researchers as it provides
spiritual user experience elements that may be considered in
developing spirituality application for older adult users.
Designing the needs of older adult users is perceived designing
for all.
Indeed, this research was conducted in an emerging and
important domain, within the area that is still in infant state and
need attention from numerous HCI scholars to embark research
on spirituality. In conclusion, it is hoped that this research
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could provide significance contribution to the body of
knowledge and can act as a sound basis for further research in
spiritual user experience. Finally, it is also researcher’s hope
that this study could inspire new ideas that in turn create a
spark of more research in spirituality domain in future.
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Abstract—Histogram shifting-based Reversible Data Hiding
(RDH) is a well-explored information security domain for secure
message transmission. In this paper, we propose a novel RDH
scheme that considers the block-wise histograms of the image.
Most of the existing histogram shifting techniques will have
additional overhead information to recover the overflow and/or
the underflow pixels. In the new scheme, the meta-data that is
required for a block is embedded within the same block in such a
way that the receiver can perform image recovery and data
extraction. As per the proposed data hiding process, all the
blocks need not be used for data hiding, so we have used marker
information to distinguish between the blocks which are used to
hide data and the blocks which are not used for data hiding.
Since the marker information needs to be embedded within the
image, we have compressed the marker information using runlength encoding. The run-length encoded sequence is represented
by an Elias gamma encoding procedure. The compression on the
marker information ensures a better Embedding Rate (ER) for
the proposed scheme. The proposed RDH scheme will be useful
for secure message transmission also where we are also
concerned about the restoration of the cover image. The
proposed scheme's experimental analysis is conducted on the
USC-SIPI image dataset maintained by the University of
Southern California, and the results show that the proposed
scheme performs better than the existing schemes.
Keywords—Histogram shifting; run-length encoding; secure
message transmission; overflow; Elias gamma

I.

Fig. 1. Overview of RDH.

INTRODUCTION

Data hiding is a well-explored information security area in
which a hidden message can be safely transmitted by
embedding it in a digital media mask [1, 2]. Digital images are
often used as a cover medium for data hiding purposes. The
conventional data hiding scheme makes permanent changes to
the cover image pixel values during data hiding process and at
the receiver side, only the hidden message will be extracted
and not concerned about the cover image. The image obtained
after data hiding is termed as stego image. The sender embeds
the secret message into the cover image and communicates the
stego image and a key for extraction to the sender. If the
receiver can extract the hidden message and recover the
original image completely then the scheme is called Reversible
Data Hiding (RDH) [3]. For the past two decades, RDH
schemes are widely studied and a number of algorithms are
proposed in this domain. The overview of a RDH scheme is
graphically shown in Fig. 1.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Most of the existing RDH schemes are centered around the
idea of compressing a bit plane of image to create extra space
for the secret message [3-5]. Difference expansion techniques
[6-8] and histogram shifting based approach is discussed in [913]. There are a number of algorithms that use entirely
different approaches for data hiding are also available in the
literature [14-16].
In medical image transmission, patient records can be
securely sent along with medical images using RDH methods
which enable us to recover both the image and message
without any loss of data. The reversible watermarking schemes
are widely used for authenticating medical images in which a
watermark will be embedded in the medical image instead of a
secret message. The cloud service providers commonly use
RDH schemes to hide some additional metadata on the images
uploaded by the clients.
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In this research, we explored a histogram shifting based
RDH scheme and introduced a block-wise histogram shifting
based RDH scheme with a better embedding rate by
compressing the marker information using run-length
encoding. The marker information is additional information
that helps to distinguish the blocks which are used for data
hiding and the blocks which are not used for data hiding.

Algorithm II: Data extraction and image recovery process
Input
: Stego image S, the pixel value P used for data hiding
Output

:

Recovered image I and the extracted message D

Step 1

:

Read one pixel K from S in a predefined order. Do the
following to extract the hidden message D and recover
the original image I:

For a better understanding of the proposed scheme, the
basic histogram shifting based RDH scheme is detailed in
Section III. The proposed scheme is detailed in Section IV. The
experimental study and result analysis is detailed in Section V.
A few other alternatives that we tried along with the proposed
scheme are briefed in Section VI. The conclusion and a few
insights to future work are given in Section VII.

Case 1: K<P
Just keep K as it is in the recovered image I.
Case 2: K==P
Extract a bit 0 and append it with the secret
message D and no need to do any change for the pixel
value keep as it is in the recovered image I.

III. PRELIMINARIES

Case 3: K==P+1

In this section, we briefly discuss the basic histogram
shifting based RDH scheme [9] since we extended the same in
this manuscript. An overview of the block-wise histogram
shifting based RDH scheme introduced in [13] is also
discussed in this section for better understanding of the
proposed scheme.

Extract a bit 1 and append it with the secret
message D and to get the recovered pixel value,
decrement the pixel value by one and keep it in
recovered image I.
Case 4:K>P+1
Decrement the pixel value by one and keep
it in I to recover the original pixel value and do not
extract any secret message bit.

Algorithm I: Basic histogram shifting based RDH algorithm
Input

:

Cover image I and the secret message D

Output

:

Stego image S

Step 1

:

Find the histogram H of the cover image I

Step 2

:

Identify the peak pixel value P from the histogram
H

Step 3

:

Increment all the pixels which are greater than P by
one to get the new image S. No need to do any
changes on the pixels having intensity value P or
less than P.

Step 4

:

Read the pixels in S in a predefined order (either
row-wise linear order or in a pseudo-random order
based on a data hiding key) and if we find a pixel at
location (X, Y) with the pixel value P in which we
can hide one bit Q from the secret message D. Add
the Q value with the pixel at location (X, Y) to
perform data hiding. Note that the new pixel value
will be (P+1) if we hide the secret bit 1 and the
pixel will be unchanged if we embed secret bit 1.
Do this process to embed all the bits from secret
message to get the final stego image S.

Step 5

:

Return the stego image S

Step 2

The data extraction and image recovery process in
histogram shifting based RDH process is given in Algorithm II.
The major challenges with the basic histogram shifting
based RDH scheme are listed below:
• Embedding Rate (ER) (the number of bits that can be
embedded per pixel) is very low. For more information
please refer to section IV. a.
• Overflow is quite common when the original cover
image contains some pixel value 255.

:

Return the recovered image I and extracted secret
message D

A scheme is introduced in [17] to handle the overflow in
the histogram shifting based on RDH. A block-wise histogram
shifting based scheme is introduced by us [13] in which the
overflow handling technique is used. In addition to that, blockwise histogram shifting based approach is used to improve the
ER. The main idea is that instead of generating the histogram
of the whole image, we divided the image into fixed size
blocks and applied the histogram shifting algorithm on each
block. The embedding rate in the histogram shifting algorithm
is proportional to the peak value of a pixel, and by dividing the
image into blocks, the overall embedding rate is increased
significantly without affecting the visual quality of the stego
image. We also eliminated the need of sending a key separately
to the receiver by embedding the key, which is the peak pixel
value, within the first a few pixels of each block using the least
significant bit substitution.
A major hurdle in histogram shifting is the problem of
overflow bits. When we are shifting the pixels by one position,
the end pixel value can’t be shifted ahead. The solution we
provided is to make a marker list of all the end pixel values
before and after shifting and store this information within each
block by embedding it along with the message. On the retrieval
of the message, this marker information can be utilized to
distinguish the overflow bits and deal with them separately. To
store this marker information within a block along with a
portion of the secret message, each block’s peak value must be
greater than the number of overflow bits plus the binary size of
the key. This condition disqualifies a few blocks to be used for
data embedding. The marker information is embedded in the
first block of the image and thus the entire first block is omitted
in the rest of the algorithm.
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The scheme discussed in [13] divides the original image
into blocks of size B×B and we need to find the histogram of
each block. If the peak in the histogram of the selected block is
capable to provide a sufficient embedding rate to hide the peak
pixel value, overflow information, and at least one secret
message bit then it will be treated as a block suited for data
hiding. All the blocks will be verified at the beginning itself to
generate marker information in which 0 corresponded to a
block indicates that the block is not usable for data hiding and
1 indicates that the block can be used for data hiding.
Let us assume that the original image is of the size R×C
pixels then the original image will have N non-overlapping
blocks of size B×B where N is defined as follows:

 R  C 
N =  × 
B B

(1)

All remaining (N-1) blocks have been used for data hiding
in the current scheme except for the first block, and the size of
marker information M will be N-1. The marker bits are
embedded in the first block of the cover image by replacing the
N-1 least significant bits (LSB) from the first N-1 pixels in the
first block of the cover image. It may be noted that at the
receiver side, we must recover the original image as it is. For
this purpose, the LSBs of the first N-1 pixels are embedded in
the image itself while hiding the secret message. If there is a
possibility to reduce the number of bits in the marker
information then it will help to improve the actual embedding
rate. It should be noted that the actual embedding rate is
defined based on the number of secret message bits that we can
embed in the image without considering all the other overhead
such as embedding marker information, the embedding of
overflow information, etc.
The proposed scheme explored the possibility of reducing
the number of bits required for marker information. During the
existing scheme's experimental study, it is observed that in
most of the images most of the blocks are used for data hiding.
In such cases, the marker information will be a sequence of bits
in which very rarely a bit 0 will be present. Note that if the J th
bit is 0 in the marker information, it indicates that the Jth block
is not used to hide data.
In this manuscript, we propose an RDH scheme that
compresses the marker information using run-length encoding.
The run-length encoded sequence is encoded using a variable
length encoding scheme called Elias gamma. The run-length
encoding sequence is popularly used to compress the data
when it contains redundant information. We observed that the
marker information is always having a high amount of
redundancy (1’s are coming consequently as most of the blocks
are used for data hiding) which motivated us to use run-length
encoding to compress the marker information. The run-length
sequence should be converted into a sequence of bits and we
have used Elias gamma encoding process in the proposed
scheme. The Elias gamma is a well-known variable length
encoding scheme. For better understanding, the run-length
encoding process is briefly described here with an example.
Let us assume C is a bit sequence as follows:

C: 1000000000000000111111100000000000000000
The corresponding run-length sequence L will be
L: 1, 1, 15, 7, 17
In run-length sequence we will keep the starting bit of the C
as it is. In the above example the first bit is 1, so we kept it as it
is in the run-length sequence. The second value 1 indicates that
1 is repeating 1 time in C. The third value 15 indicates that 0 is
repeating 15 times in C. The next value 7 indicates that 1
repeats 7 times in C and so on.
The run-length encoded sequence L can be converted into
sequence of bits E by using Elias gamma encoding scheme.
The Elias gamma encoding scheme is given Algorithm III. The
input will be run-length sequence and the output will be E.
Algorithm III: Elias gamma encoding on run-length sequence
Input
: Run-length sequence L which consists of N values
Output

:

Elias gamma encoded sequence E

Step 1

:

Take the starting bit value (first value from L) and
keep it in E

Step 2

:

X=1

Step 3

:

While X<N

Step 4

:

D=L X //Xth value from L

Step 5

:

Convert D into binary, say B

Step 6

Find the number of bits K in B

Step 7

:

Append (K-1) 0’s to E then append B to E.

Step 8

:

X=X+1

Step 9

:

EndWhile

Step 10

:

Return the Elias gamma encoded sequence E

If we apply the run-length encoding procedure on the runlength sequence that we have obtained in the previous step, the
corresponding binary sequence E will be the following:
E: 11000111100111000010001
The total number of compressed data bits is 23 and we
achieved a compression ratio of 30/23=1.30.
We have used run-length encoding with Elias gamma to
compress the marker information. Run-length encoding is a
lossless compression scheme that will help us to decompress
the information without any loss.
In the next section, the proposed algorithms are given
where we have used all the basic concepts we have discussed
here.
IV. PROPOSED SCHEME
This segment addresses the proposed scheme. The
sequence of operations using the run-length encoding scheme
in the proposed block-wise histogram-shifting based RDH is
defined:
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Algorithm IV: Proposed histogram shifting based RDH using runlength encoding

Step 10

:

Step 9 should be repeated for all the blocks in the
image I to get final stego image S

Input

:

The cover image I and the secret message D

Step 11

:

Return the stego image S.

Output

:

The stego image S

Step 1

:

Divide the cover image into blocks (non-overlapping)
of size B×B pixels.

Step 2

:

Access one block at a time and check whether or not
the block is suitable for hiding data. To check this for
the Kth block, compute the histogram of the block and
find the peak intensity P K value and its
corresponding count C K .
If C K >F+8

The sender just needs to send the stego image S to the
receiver for data retrieval and image recovery during the data
hiding. The marker information about the order followed
during data hiding is embedded in stego image. In our
experimental study, we have followed row-wise linear order
during data hiding phase. The image recovery and data
extraction is possible from the stego image S. The process is
described in Algorithm V.
Algorithm V: Image recovery and data extraction from the proposed
scheme
Input
:
The stego image S

th

M K =1 //K marker bit
Else
M K =0
Where K=1, 2,…N-1 and F is the number of 255’s or
254’s in the Kth block which indicates the overflow
information required. 8 bits are needed to keep the
LSB’s of the first 8 pixels which will used to store the
peak intensity value.

Output

:

The extracted message D and the recovered image I.

Step 1

:

Divide the stego image S into blocks (nonoverlapping) of size B×B pixels.

Step 2

:

Find the number of non-overlapping blocks N in the
image S.

Step 3

:

Keep on extracting the LSB’s of the pixels from the
first block and apply the Elias gamma decoding and
run-length decoding procedure on the fly. Continue
this process until we are getting a bit sequence M
having size (N-1). This will be the actual marker
information which is used identify the blocks used for
data hiding. Let us assume that we have accessed V
number of pixels to get a bit sequence M of N-1 bits.

Step 3

:

Apply the run-length encoding process on the marker
information M to get the run-length run-length
sequence L

Step 4

:

Apply Elias gamma encoding procedure on L to get
compressed binary sequence E

Step 5

:

Find the length of E, say Z

Step 6

:

Access the first block and extract Z LSB's from the
first Z pixels, say T is the list of Z LSB's.

Step 4

:

Access the Kth block G K from stego image S and
process it if M K is 1. Otherwise just ignore it.

Step 7

:

Replace the LSB’s of first Z pixels by the bits in E
and keep the modified block as the first block of the
stego image S.

Step 5

:

Step 8

:

The secret message D should be appended at the end
of T

Step 9

:

Access the Kth block G K for data hiding purpose in
the predefined order. Find the peak pixel value from
the block G K by considering the histogram of the
image block and store the 8-bit peak pixel binary
value at the LSB position of the first 8 pixels of the
block, if and only if the block is suitable for hiding
the data. The LSBs of the first 8 pixels W, along with
the overflow information, should be embedded in the
same block itself. The overflow handling bits O are
computed by traversing the whole block one by one
and the 0 bit will be used to mark the pixels originally
with 254 and 1’s will be used to mark the pixels with
overflow (originally 255).

If the G K is used during data hiding then extract the
first 8 bits from the first 8 pixels and convert into
corresponding binary P K . Apply data extraction and
image recovery process (almost same as Algorithm II)
from the block G K (excluding first 8 pixels). The first
8 bits from the extracted message should be used to
recover the first 8 pixels by replacing the LSBs. Next
W number of bits O will be used to retrieve the pixels
having value 255. The size of the W will be nothing
but number of 255’s in the current block G K . The bit
0 in O says that the 255’s should be decremented by
one and the bit 1 in O says that the 255 should keep as
it in the recovered image. The remaining bits
extracted from this will be keep on appending with a
bit sequence D’. Repeat this process for all the blocks
in the image and store the values in I.

Step 6

:

Extract the first V number of pixels from D’ and
replace it in the LSB’s of first V pixels to recover the
first block and keep the block as the first block of I.

Step 7

:

Remove the V number of bits from D’ to get D which
will be the actual extracted message.

Step 8

:

Return extracted message D and recovered image I.

The same process that is described in Algorithm I is
used for data hiding but the only difference is that we
will be applying the same thing on a block (except
the first 8 pixels) and the bits that are going to hide
consists of LSB information of the first 8 pixels, the
overflow information and some bits from actual
secret message. The altered GK blocks will be
positioned at the corresponding position in I.

V. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY AND RESULT ANALYSIS
The experimental research and analysis of outcomes is
performed on every image from the USC-SIPI image dataset
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[18] managed by the Southern California University. Since the
dataset consists of both color images and grayscale images of
various sizes, to attain uniformity we have converted all
images into 8-bit grayscale images of size 512×512 pixels. Our
algorithm can be implemented on color images as well without
any preprocessing. In all the images we have embedded the
maximum possible number of bits as secret message. A
pseudo-random bit sequence is generated as the secret
message. The USC-SIPI image dataset has four different
categories of images: aerials, textures, sequences and
miscellaneous (misc.). The optimum block size is empirically
decided as 16×16 pixels and all the experimental study of the
proposed scheme is performed by taking this block size. We
have conducted an experimental with various block sizes such
as 128×128, 64x64, 32x32, 16x16 and 8x8 and picked the
block size which provides the maximum ER. We have
analyzed the following efficiency parameters during the study:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Embedding rate
Peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR)
Structural similarity index (SSIM)
Natural image quality evaluator (NIQE)
Blind image spatial quality evaluator (BRIQUE)

The average SSIM value for all four categories of images
from the existing schemes and the proposed scheme is given in
Table IV.
Table V contains the SSIM values from the existing
schemes and the proposed scheme for well-known images.
TABLE I.

A. Analysis of Embedding Rate
Embedding rate (ER) is defined as follows:

K
ER =
R×C

images maybe an indication of some hidden images and the
attackers may try to do steganalysis on such images to extract
the hidden messages. So the researchers are very much
concerned about the stego image quality while proposing new
RDH scheme. If the original image is exactly same as the stego
image, then PSNR will be ∞ and SSIM will be 1. But this will
not happen since we are supposed to do some alteration in the
pixels to hide the secret message and such changes will lead to
reduction in PSNR and SSIM measure. If the PSNR and SSIM
measure are high it indicates that there is low quality
degradation on the stego image due to data hiding process.
Table III presents a comparison between the PSNR for wellknown images from the existing schemes and the proposed
scheme.

(2)

where K is the maximum number of bits in the message
that can be embedded in a R×C size image. The embedding
rate is usually denoted by bits per pixel (bpp). The embedding
rate of the scheme proposed is purely dependent on the
distribution of pixels in the image. In the proposed scheme we
are utilizing some of the actual embedding possibilities to hide
the pixel recovery information. So we basically considered the
effective embedding rate by deducting all the overhead
information. Table I provides the average embedding rate
obtained from all four types of images from the proposed
scheme.
If the image consists of too much smooth regions with less
possibility of overflow then it will be capable to provide a high
embedding rate. From Table I, it can be observed that the
average ER from all four categories of images is better than the
existing schemes. Some additional overhead bits are reduced in
the proposed scheme through the use of run-length encoding
process. The embedding rate from the four well-known images
such as airplane, boat, baboon and peppers is given in Table II.
It also shows the embedding rate from the existing schemes
[9], [13].Table II shows that for all the four well-known
images, the embedding rate of the proposed scheme is better
than the embedding rate of the existing schemes mentioned in
[9] and [13].
B. Analysis of PSNR and SSIM
Two image quality measurement tests are the PSNR and
SSIM values, which help to analyze the image's quality
deterioration based on a reference image. The low quality

COMPARISON OF AVERAGE ER FROM ALL CATEGORY OF
IMAGES

Image category

Scheme in [9]

Scheme in [13]

Proposed scheme

Misc.

0.0388

0.1081

0.1089

Textures

0.0230

0.0521

0.0529

Sequences

0.0266

0.0765

0.0774

Aerials

0.0252

0.0588

0.0597

TABLE II.

COMPARISON OF ER (BPP) FOR WELL-KNOWN IMAGES

Image category

Scheme in [9]

Scheme in [13]

Proposed scheme

Baboon

0.0105

0.0201

0.0210

Peppers

0.0105

0.0438

0.0447

Boat

0.0221

0.0442

0.0451

Airplane

0.0317

0.0903

0.0912

TABLE III.

COMPARISON OF PSNR (IN DB)

Image name

Scheme in [9]

Scheme in [13]

Proposed scheme

Baboon

50.4139

50.9370

50.9405

Peppers

50.0807

51.0778

51.0815

Boat

51.9712

50.9220

50.9259

Airplane

53.9372

52.2065

52.2121

TABLE IV.

COMPARISON OF AVERAGE SSIM FROM PROPOSED SCHEME
AND EXISTING SCHEMES

Image category

Scheme in [9]

Scheme in [13]

Proposed scheme

Misc.

0.9993

0.9987

0.9987

Textures

0.9996

0.9994

0.9994

Sequences

0.9997

0.9989

0.9989

Aerials

0.9996

0.999

0.999
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TABLE V.
COMPARISON OF SSIM FROM PROPOSED SCHEME AND
EXISTING SCHEMES FOR WELL-KNOWN IMAGES
Image category

Scheme in [9]

Scheme in [13]

Proposed scheme

Baboon

0.9998

0.9996

0.9996

Peppers

0.9998

0.9989

0.9989

Boat

0.9996

0.9991

0.9991

Airplane

0.9996

0.9987

0.9987

The results shown in Table III, Table IV and Table V
indicate that from all the well-known images we are getting a
very high PSNR and SSIM measure. In general, the data hiding
schemes that can generate stego image with a PSNR of 50 dB
or more is treated as a good scheme. The SSIM values are very
close to 1 also. Two sample cover image and the corresponding
stego image obtained after data hiding process is given in
Fig. 2.

(a) Original boat image

(b) Stego boat image

Fig. 3. NIQE Measure from Original Image and Stego Image.

The BRISQUE image quality measures of original image
and stego image are given in Fig. 4. It may be noted that the
low BRISQUE measure indicates high image quality. In Fig. 4,
BRISQUE-1 is the BRISQUE measure from the original image
and BRISQUE-2 is the stego image's BRISQUE measure.

Fig. 4. BRISQUE Measure from Original Image and Stego Image.

VI. ALTERNATE APPROACHES FOR IMPROVEMENT
In addition to the Algorithms discussed in Section II, we
have attempted a few other alternatives to improve the
proposed scheme. The histogram of each block can also be leftshifted instead of the default right shift operation based on the
following considerations:

(c) Original baboon image

(d) Stego baboon image

Fig. 2. Sample Results.

C. Analysis of NIQE and BRISQUE
The NIQE and BRISQUE are two well-known no-reference
image quality measures [19, 20]. In addition to the reference
based image quality assessment techniques such as PSNR and
SSIM, we have analyzed the quality of the stego images using
no-reference image quality assessment approaches such as
NIQE and BRISQUE. .In Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, the NIQE and
BRISQUE measures of well-known images obtained from the
proposed scheme and the existing schemes are given.
In Fig. 3, NIQE-1 indicates the NIQE measure from the
original image and NIQE-2 is the NIQE measure from the
stego image. A high NIQE measure means that the image
quality is good.
The data shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 indicates that the stego
image quality is not much deviated from the quality of the
original image.

1) The number of pixel values less than the peak pixel
value is less than the number of pixels greater than the peak
value. This demands us to change fewer pixel values and thus
the stego image quality will be improved.
2) The number of underflow marker bits (0’s and 1’s) is
less than the number of overflow marker bits (255’s and
254’s). This reduces the marker bits that need to be embedded
along with the message and thus the embedding rate will
increase.
In all the methods we have proposed so far, we have
omitted the entire first block of the image for storing marker
information. Since we have compressed the number of marker
information that needs to be stored in the first block, we no
more need nearly more than half of the first block for storing
the marker bits. Hence we can also utilize the first block for
data hiding which will marginally improve the embedding rate.
We have implemented the above-mentioned techniques also
but didn’t incorporate them with the proposed algorithm as
there were only marginal and mixed improvements in results.
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VII. CONCLUSION
A block-wise histogram shifting based RDH scheme with a
high embedding rate is proposed in this manuscript. In the
proposed scheme, marker information is generated by checking
the suitability of a block for data hiding and this information is
compressed by using run-length encoding with Elias gamma
encoding procedure. In order to facilitate the data extraction
and image recovery process, the Elias gamma encoded marker
information is embedded in the first block of the cover image.
A better embedding rate without losing the visual quality of the
stego image is attained in the experimental analysis of the
proposed scheme. The visual quality of the stego images is
measured using a metric of reference image quality, such as the
peak signal to noise ratio and the structural similarity index.
Most of the stego images gave a PSNR value greater than 50
dB and SSIM values close to 1. In addition, the visual accuracy
of the stego image is measured using non-reference image
quality tests such as natural image quality evaluator and blind
image spatial quality evaluator, and the results show that the
quality of the stego image does not differ significantly from the
quality of the original image. The future works can be focused
to apply histogram shifting on the histogram of regions
generated through segmentation rather than on the nonoverlapping blocks.
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Abstract—Natural Language Processing (NLP) has
demonstrated effectiveness in many application domains. NLP
can assist software engineering by automating various activities.
This paper examines the interaction between software
requirements engineering (RE) and NLP. We reviewed the
current literature to evaluate how NLP supports RE and to
examine research developments. This literature review indicates
that NLP is being employed in all the phases of the RE domain.
This paper focuses on the phases of elicitation and the analysis of
requirements. RE communication issues are primarily associated
with the elicitation and analysis phases of the requirements.
These
issues
include
ambiguity,
inconsistency,
and
incompleteness. Many of these problems stem from a lack of
participation by the stakeholders in both phases. Thus, we
address the application of NLP during the process of
requirements elicitation and analysis. We discuss the limitations
of NLP in these two phases. Potential future directions for the
domain are examined. This paper asserts that human
involvement with knowledge about the domain and the specific
project is still needed in the RE process despite progress in the
development of NLP systems.
Keywords—Automated text understanding; natural language
processing; requirements engineering; requirements elicitation

I.

INTRODUCTION

Natural Language Processing (NLP) has a significant
functional value in many application fields. NLP is especially
useful in the requirements engineering (RE) domain. RE is a
vital part of software engineering and considered as the first
phase in the software development life cycle. It consists of
several
activities,
including
elicitation,
analysis,
documentation, validation, and management of requirements
[1]. RE is a complicated process that is both time-consuming
and error-prone, especially for large projects [2]. The RE
process defines all of the requirements that a new system
needs to complete to be successful. In addition, RE process
collects the necessary and appropriate domain knowledge that
comprises the requirements of the stakeholders (customers,
end-users, domain experts). The requirements elicitation and
requirements analysis tasks are performed incrementally and
iteratively to accomplish this goal. These tasks use both
informal natural language (NL) and formal modeling
language. Using NL helps communicate with the stakeholders.
It is the universal format language understood by end-users
and stakeholders from all involved disciplines [3]. However,
NL can be ambiguous and result in misunderstandings
concerning the definition of requirements.

NLP can improve the communication between requirement
engineers and domain experts (i.e., the users) by creating
suitable RE specification documents [3]. NLP can also
improve computer understanding of natural language text
written by humans [4].
This paper presents a survey of how NLP supports current
RE approaches. Specifically, the following research questions
are addressed:
Q1: What is the current state of the practice for elicitation
and analysis phases in RE using NLP as the platform?
Q2: What are the activities for the requirements elicitation
and analysis in RE using NLP as the platform?
Q3: Are NLP systems improving the requirements
elicitation and analysis for RE?
Q4: What are the current limitations of using NLP in
requirements elicitation and analysis?
A literature review was conducted to address these
research questions. This literature review summarized the
research reporting use of NLP to support RE activities. The
literature review was divided into data preparation, data
collection, and data analysis stages. First, the literature search
criteria were developed based on the research questions.
Second, literature searches were conducted over a predefined
collection of databases, including Springer Link, Scopus,
IEEEXplore, Google Scholar, Science Direct, and ACM
Digital Library. The literature search results were evaluated by
title and abstract for all four study questions. This literature
review was not an exhaustive review. Instead, this literature
review provides a snapshot of the state-of-the-art practices
based on the Kitchenham guidelines [5] for conducting
systematic literature reviews.
This paper provides an overview of the current state of
practices and challenges associated with the elicitation and
analysis phases of RE employing NLP techniques. This study
focused on three important aspects:
• Providing an overview of the challenges facing the
requirements elicitation and the requirements analysis
(i.e., ambiguity, inconsistency, incompleteness, and
requirements classification).
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• Providing an overview of the state-of-the-art
approaches to NLP support of current RE operations.
Precisely, this study focused on how the available NLP
tools and techniques support requirements elicitation
and requirements analysis.
• Providing an overview of the limitations of NLP use in
requirements elicitation and requirements analysis.
This paper is organized as follows. Sections II and III
provide background discussion about NLP and RE. Section IV
provides an overview of RE activities where NLP was used to
support the requirements elicitation and analysis processes.
Section V discusses current requirements elicitation and
analysis practices in NLP. Section VI discusses the current
limitations of using NLP in requirements elicitation and
analysis. Section VII provides general discussions. Finally,
Section VIII concludes the paper.
II. REQUIREMENTS ENGINEERING
The elicitation, analysis, and management of requirements
on the basis of semantics during the system development
process are difficult due to a large number of requirements for
large system engineering projects. Experts normally face
numerous constraints during the processes of elicitation and
analysis. These constraints include time restraints, insufficient
human cognitive capacity to understand the full scope of the
processes, and the volume of data to be processed [6]. These
considerations make it difficult to manage and maintain the
quality of the software requirements specification (SRS)
document.
Requirements elicitation involves understanding the
objectives and motivation for proposed system software. This
phase usually begins with fundamentally informal knowledge
and involves unfamiliar people with the processes for
developing a software system. Thus, data interpretation is
influenced by misunderstandings between the analysts and the
consumers [7]. In RE, it is essential to have an excellent
semantic understanding of the situation before beginning the
process of requirements elicitation [8]. Traditionally,
requirements were communicated to the elicitation team using
NL text to prevent misunderstandings related to variations in
terminology. However, ambiguity is a problem related to NL
[9]. The elicitation team may misinterpret or misunderstand
the stated requirements specified using NL due to the method
used to communicate these requirements. Additionally,
problems can occur that are associated with the elicitation of
functional requirements (FRs) and the numerous subcategories of the non-functional requirements (NFRs) [10].
These problems stem from differences in computer jargon and
terminology to describe the requirements between the
stakeholders and the requirements engineers [11]. The lack of
consistency in the requirements documentation process makes
the requirements classification process difficult and prone to
error [12]. Cordes and Carver (1989) [13] stated that
requirements are not created by a single human individual but
are the result of common needs from multiple communities.
These requirements can introduce uncertainty and
inconsistencies. They further state that different participants in
the requirements elicitation process have different
interpretations of the meaning of the requirements. The

participants have different opinions about the design of the
new system based on their interpretation of the requirements.
The resulting requirements will be ambiguous, contradictory,
and incomplete if the participants in an elicitation process do
not have a common semantic understanding of the
requirements.
Requirements analysis involves understanding and
assessing the documented requirements. This phase is
concerned with checking the set of elicited requirements for
qualifying conflict, omission, duplication, ambiguity, and
inconsistency criteria. Common requirements analysis
practices involve using checklists for analysis, prioritization,
and sorting of requirements, using interaction matrixes to
define differences and overlaps, and developing a risk
evaluation of the requirements [14].
Requirements elicitation and requirements analysis are
usually interlinked processes. Requirements are identified
during elicitation, and then analyses are performed. If issues
are identified, they are addressed and solved using the source
of the requirements [14]. Once a requirement has been
elicited, modeled, and analyzed, the SRS document should be
clearly and unambiguously documented [15]. The SRS is part
of a contract and must simply, accurately, and unambiguously
define the requirements of the user and the system. An SRS
that is inconsistent, unmanaged, vague, incorrect, or unclear
inevitably leads to cost overruns and missed deadlines [16],
[17] and [18]. A noteworthy research issue in RE is ambiguity
which is described as “a statement having more than one
meaning.” Ambiguities may be lexical, syntactic, semantic,
pragmatic, vague, generic, or linguistic [19].
The use of NLP in RE is critical because requirement
specifications are developed in collaboration between the
software analysts and the end users. End users, consumers,
and customers will not sign a contract if the requirements are
written in the formal language. [20].
Several projects have demonstrated that the RE process
can be automated or semi-automated by using NLP [21], [22],
and [23]. Furthermore, NLP can support requirements
elicitation and requirements analysis by automatically
eliminating the ambiguity barrier.
III. NATURAL LANGUAGE PROCESSING
NLP is technically one of the sub-fields of artificial
intelligence. NLP implements computational and linguistics
techniques to assist computer understanding. Additionally,
NLP can create human language in the form of texts and
speech/voice [24]. The processing of NL is difficult and
involves different techniques from those used in artificial
languages [25]. NLP approaches are usually based on machine
learning (ML). For NLP, the ML process is composed of two
tasks: natural language understanding (which is the task of
understanding the text) and natural language generation
(NLG) (which is the task of generating text with a syntax that
is widely used by humans) [26] and [27]. Another study [28]
identified three types of NLP technologies: NLP techniques,
NLP tools, and NLP resources. An NLP technique is a
functional method, approach, process, or procedure for
conducting a specific NLP task. NLP techniques include part-
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of-speech (PoS) tagging, parsing, and tokenization. An NLP
tool is a software system or software library that continues to
support one or more NLP techniques. Examples of NLP tools
include Stanford CoreNLP7, NLTK8, and OpenNLP9. An
NLP resource is a linguistic data resource that assists NLP
techniques or tools. An NLP resource can be a language
lexicon (i.e., dictionary) or a corpus (i.e., a collection of texts).
A lexical analysis can be included in a requirements
document to specify pre-built dictionaries, databases, and
rules. The goal of lexical analysis is to analyze the meaning of
specific words. Five key techniques can be used in a lexical
analysis: sentence splitting, PoS tagging, tokenization,
morphological analysis, and parsing. Sentence splitting
involves separating the text into different sentences. During
this process, the NL text is evaluated to determine sentence
boundaries.
Tokenization involves dividing a sentence into meaningful
components, called tokens. Depending on the form of the text,
which is partially determined by the sentence splitting, the
tokens are assigned to a category, including punctuation
marks, numbers, symbols, and words. The PoS tagging
method involves tagging each token with its grammatical
group, depending on its meaning and context. Each token is
designated with a tag, including noun, verb, adjective, or
determinant [29].
The morphological analysis is the initial stage in syntactic
analysis. The goal of syntactic analysis is to define the origin
of a compound word. Compound words are quickly stemmed
and lemmatized. Stemming is the process that reduces a
compound word into its ground form or origin. Lemmatization
is the process that searches for the ground form of a word
[29].
Parsing is a process that analyzes a sentence by taking
each word and determining its structure based on its
constituent sections. Two components are required to parse a
piece of text: a parser and a grammar. Ambiguous sentences
may require several different types of analyses in the grammar
of NLs [30]. There are two main parsing approaches:
dependency parsing and phrase structure parsing. Dependency
parsing focuses on the connections between the words in a
sentence. Phrase structure parsing involves construction of a
parse tree using probabilistic context-free grammar.
The output of a lexical analysis serves as the input for a
syntactic analysis. This method performs a sentence analysis
of the words to determine the grammatical structure of the
sentence. It requires both grammar and a parser. This level of
processing results in a representation of the sentence that
shows the structural relationship of the dependence between
words [4].
Semantic processing defines the potential meaning of a
sentence by focusing on associations between word-level
meanings in a sentence [4]. Semantic processing builds a
description of the objects and actions identified in a sentence
and include the details given by the adjectives, adverbs, and
prepositions [31].
The goal of categorization is to automatically assign new
documents to categories that are already defined [32]. In RE,

the NLP method is used to collect requirements from a text;
analyze the consistency, linkages, similarities, and ambiguities
in the text; and automatically group the text. It also classifies
requirements for specific purposes that may be useful during
software development. Work associated with the classified
requirements may be split between different software
development teams, with each team assigned a different class
of requirements [33].
IV. NLP FOR REQUIREMENTS ELICITATION AND ANALYSIS
Traditionally, requirements elicitation and requirements
analysis are manually processed, expensive, time-consuming,
and resource-demanding [17]. Researchers have applied NLP
techniques and tools to support a range of linguistic analysis
tasks performed at various phases to produce complete
requirements documents without ambiguity and inconsistency
[34]. The requirements can be illustrated for the stakeholders
in a semi-automated or automated way [35], [36], and [37].
Requirements may appear in different forms, including lists of
single words, phrases, paragraphs, short texts, and special
characters.
Generally, requirement engineering problems are primarily
caused by heavy dependence on humans use of NL [38]. NL is
syntactically ambiguous and semantically inconsistent. A
systematic analysis of literature from 1995 to 2016 indicates
that assembly of ambiguous requirements remains one of the
most critical problems in software engineering [39]. In
response, researchers have attempted to use NLP systems to
solve the ambiguity challenges of NL. NLP systems have also
been used to support the communication process between
system users and stakeholders during the development stages
of a system [15]. Communication techniques may focus on
pre-selected tools (e.g., Stanford Parser), preferred methods
(e.g., rule-based and ontological-based), or degree of
automation. The work of [40] provides a detailed discussion
about the current approaches to ambiguity in the field of
requirements. This paper evaluates empirical work on NLP
tools and techniques for dealing with different types of
requirement ambiguity [40]. These studies indicate that a
significant number of current software implementations solely
rely on ambiguity recognition. However, compensation is the
responsibility of the stakeholders.
An interesting research area is using NLP for eliciting and
analyzing domain requirements based on developed domain
ontologies. Ontologies provide a standardized means of
organizing information among stakeholders in RE. Thus,
ontologies may significantly enhance the quality of the elicited
requirements [41]. For example, [42] used a domain ontology
and meta-model requirements to generate and elicit
requirements. Similarly, [43] describes three core features of
domain ontologies ideal for elicitation requirements: explicit
relational expression, competent relationship recognition, and
explicit temporal and spatial expressions. For the creation of
certain domain ontologies, A rule-based approach is
recommended for the creation of certain domain ontologies
from NL technical documents [44]. The research [45] used
NLP to derive formal representations of the requirements
based on object-oriented designs using intermediate models.
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NLP is recognized as general assistance in analyzing
requirements for ambiguity defection [46]. NLP techniques
were used to retrieve information and synthesize models. For
example, [47] produced unified modeling language (UML)
templates (e.g., use-case, analysis class, collaboration, and
design class diagrams) from the requirements of natural
language using a collection of syntactic reconstruction rules.
In addition, [48] proposed a tool-supported approach to
promote the process of requirements analysis and the retrieval
of class diagrams from textual requirements that support NLP
and domain ontology techniques.
Emerging software paradigms, including social networks,
mobile computing, and cloud computing, has expressed a
growing interest in using NLP techniques. Additionally, NLP
techniques are being explored for extensive data analysis to
enable data-driven RE [49] and crowd-based RE [50].
Requirements articulated in user stories have been presented
as an interesting application of NLP to support agile
methodology [51].
V. CURRENT STATE OF PRACTICE OF NLP IN RE
Applying NLP to RE is an area of research and
development that implements NLP tools, techniques, and
resources to a range of requirements documentation to
facilitate various linguistic analysis activities performed at
different RE phases. These tasks include detecting language
problems, defining core domain terms, and creating
traceability links between requirements [28].
Currently, most NLP tools are used for solving problems
in the elicitation phase. NLP tools are also used to extract NL
text by the process model, based on parsers and tagging [52].
For example, [53] used 2PoS tagging for preprocessing during
the development of conceptual models. This paper proposed
an automated solution called Visual Narrator based on NLP.
Visual Narrator derives a conceptual model based on user
story requirements. In this process, the PoS tagging is used to
define the linguistic pattern of the sentence. If the PoS tagging
is determined to be a requirement, it is collected from the text
corpus and gathered for the next steps in the methodology.
The automated approach enables identifying dependencies,
redundancies, and inconsistencies between requirements based
on a comprehensive and understandable view created from
long textual requirements.
The latest trend in requirements elicitation uses NLP is to
mine accessible databases (e.g., social media, requirement
documents, or Apple Store feedback). The mining process is
carried out with the help of ML techniques, NLP, and text
mining [54]. Recently, a growing body of research has
assessed the use of NLP techniques to extract requirements
based on different types of user feedback for the requirements
elicitation process [55]. For example, [56] created a tool for
detecting ambiguous words in translated SRS.
Currently, an approach has been used to automate
requirements elicitation and classification criteria which
utilizes an intelligent conversational chatbot. For example,
[57] used ML and artificial intelligence to develop a chatbot
that interacts with stakeholders using NL and creates formal
system requirements based on conversation. This chatbot then

classifies the elicited requirements into functional and nonfunctional system requirements. Additionally, chatbots are
widely used in web applications to provide help or
information requested by users. For example, CORDULA is a
framework that uses chatbot technology to establish contact
with end-users for requirements elicitation and understand
users' needs. CORDULA guides the users to their desired
outcome with minimal effort required by the end-user [58].
Domain ontology has been widely used to improve the
elicitation and analysis of functional and NFRs. For example,
[59] used NLP to extract NFRs for natural language
documents. Furthermore, [60] used an ontology-based
approach to support the collection of knowledge to identify
possible solutions for eliciting NFRs. Additionally, NLP has
been used in similarity analyses to identify functional and
NFRs from user app reviews [61] and [62]. The study of [63]
proposed an ontology-based approach to support software
requirements traceability, which makes it possible for a
development team to effectively manage the evolution of the
requirements for a software product.
New requirements analysis tools based on NLP are
emerging. These tools should significantly reduce the cost of
fixing requirement errors by faster identification, thus freeing
domain experts from tedious, time-consuming tasks. For
example, QuARS (Quality Analyzer for Requirements
Specifications) is a tool that analyzes NL requirements in a
comprehensive and automated manner using NLP techniques.
QuARS emphasizes detecting potential linguistic weaknesses
(i.e., ambiguity) that can create issues with interpretation at
the next stage of software development [64]. This tool
partially assists with the analysis of accuracy and
completeness by grouping requirements based on specific
concerns. However, user interaction is recognized as a crucial
factor adversely affecting the performance and approval of the
entire processing. The study of [65] proposed an NLP
technique that uses a classification method to automatically
handle redundancy and inconsistency problems in a
requirement document.
An annual workshop called the NLP4RE (Natural
Language Processing for Requirements Engineering) was
established to explore interests in NLP applications related to
RE issues [66]. The goal of NLP4RE is to help requirements
analysts perform multiple linguistic analysis activities for RE
phases. This workshop has produced numerous publications
and gained broad interest from diverse cultures. About 42.7%
of NLP4RE studies focused on the analysis phase. These
analysis phase studies used detection as the core linguistic
analysis activity and requirements specifications as the
processed document type [28].
In the industrial sector, many companies have begun
developing NLP tools for RE. For example, Qualicen
developed Requirements Scout, a tool that analyses
requirement specifications, detects requirement ambiguity,
and requirement “smells.” The ThingsThinking system offers
several tools under the brand name, Semantha®. This system
includes a tool that classifies requirements and identifies the
associated risks. It also has a tool that performs document
comparison on a semantic level, which can be used for
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analysis of requirements documents created by multiple
stakeholders. QRA Corp developed QVscribe, a tool that
checks the quality and consistency of requirements
documents. OSSENO Software developed ReqSuite, which is
a tool to support the writing and review of specifications. IBM
recently developed the IBM Engineering Requirements
Quality Assistant, which is an application that leverages the
advanced NLP capabilities of IBM Watson for automated
requirements analysis and management.
VI. CURRENT LIMITATIONS OF NLP IN REQUIREMENTS
ELICITATION AND REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS
An automated means of enabling software engineers and
project managers to develop and refine their NL requirements
is needed in RE. NLP can reduce the human effort in making
NL requirements clear, consistent, unambiguous, and easy to
understand by all stakeholders before moving into modeling
and design phases. There are still numerous limitations on the
capabilities and rationales for using NLP techniques, despite
research developments on NLP for RE. Various challenges for
NLP use within requirements elicitation and analysis still
exist, including the followings:
• Coreference resolution: Coreference resolution is the
task of extracting several expressions in a sentence or
text that refer to the same entity/actor in a requirements
document. It is especially employed at the
semantic/pragmatic level when two nouns are treated
the same [67]. Coreference resolution is a key
challenge of NLP, not only in English but also for all
other languages [68].
• Emotion Detection (ED): While the use of NLP system
in requirements elicitation and feedback techniques are
well defined, there are no current state-of-the-art
techniques that combine emotionally driven features
and the capture of user feedback on these features [69].
Emotion recognition may also be used to evaluate
social media data or to spot fake news [70]. A major
challenge in ED is that the cultural affiliations of an
individual may significantly impact their expressed
feelings in a situation [69]. However, progress is being
made as several methods have been developed to solve
this problem. These methods include the use of a
knowledge-enriched transformer [71], focusing on
latent representation [72], and building new datasets
that focus on emotions [73] and [74].
• Unimodal LNP: Current NLP systems are primarily
unimodal. Thus, they are limited to process and
analysis of linguistic inputs [75]. However, humans are
multimodal. They use diverse combinations of visual,
auditory, tactile, and other inputs. Humans do not
handle each sensory model in isolation but rather
simultaneously. This process incorporates each sensory
model to enhance the quality of awareness and
understanding [76]. Therefore, from a computational
point of view, NLP needs to have these same abilities
to achieve human-level ground and understanding in a
variety of AI tasks. NLP must be assisted by
multimodal control interfaces, identification and

understanding of human behavior, and collaborative
decision-making between the system and individuals or
groups to understand the requirements of the customer
and other stakeholders [77]. Visual question answering
is a method that addresses the challenging unimodal
aspect of NLP systems [78]. Many other methods are
used to integrate multimodality into NLP structures,
including declarative learning-based programming
[79], multimodal datasets [80], procedural reasoning
networks [81], and unified attention networks [82].
• Ability to recognize requirement sentences that contain
contextual information rather than merely describing
the process steps [28]. The inherent ambiguity of NL
can lead to differing interpretations of the same
sentence [83].
• Domain ontologies approach: [43] found that
requirement analysts were more likely to misidentify
concepts and relationships when using a domain
ontologies approach. Thus, domain ontologies need to
be investigated to develop a deeper understanding of
the requirements and their respective relationships
[84].
• NLP accuracy in extracting the correct requirements
must be improved. NLP must be enhanced by other
methods (e.g., ML) to eliminate errors. Accuracy must
be substantially improved if NLP to be seriously
considered for use with RE [85].
• The algorithms for detecting ambiguity need
improvement and fine-tuning while simultaneously
avoiding over-fitting. These improvements are needed
to evaluate whether the use of domain ontologies can
lead to a deeper understanding of the requirements and
their relationships [86].
• PoS detection is generally considered a challenge that
has been resolved. However, there are still issues with
incorrect POS tags [87].
Attempting to resolve all ambiguities in a requirements
specification is a time-consuming process that cannot be fully
automated. Human interaction is needed to overcome dynamic
ambiguities that are dependent on domain knowledge.
Controlled language is helpful in identifying or avoiding
ambiguities in SRS. However, the input must be written in the
constraint language, and lexical and syntactic ambiguities
must be addressed. Furthermore, methods that use knowledgebased, ML, and ontology techniques may produce precise
outcomes by detecting semantic ambiguities in the
requirements specifications [88], [89], [90].
VII. DISCUSSION
Our research focused on a specific field and evaluated a
range of trends explained and summarized in this section. The
objective of this research was to provide a state-of-the-art
summary of NLP performed in various RE activities. This
research is intended to be an overview for domain experts and
serve as an entry point for researchers in this area. We present
results based on the conducted literature review. As previously
discussed, the literature review was not entirely systematic.
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Thus, our findings may be revised and/or expanded by future
studies within this domain.
Table I and Section IV provide answers to RQ1 (“What is
the current state of the practice for elicitation and analysis
phases in RE using NLP as the platform?”) and RQ2 (“What
are the activities for the requirements elicitation and analysis
TABLE I.

in RE using NLP as the platform?”). Twenty-five articles (i.e.,
the “Contributions” column in Table I) were closely analyzed
to assess the state-of-the-art of NLP the use NLP in RE
activities. We assume that most studies are preliminary
proposals because there are more academic research papers
than actual software projects for industrial applications. As
listed in Table I, the “NLP Tasks” and “RE Support.

CONTRIBUTIONS AND RE ACTIVITIES SUPPORTED BY NLP

N

Contribution

Publication
Year

Objective/Purpose

NLP Tasks

RE
Activities
Support

Tools +Techniques +
Resources

User
interaction

1

Shah (+)

2015

Compare NLP approaches to resolve
ambiguity

Detection

Elicitation +
Analysis

-

-

2

Omoronyia et
al., (-)

2010

Reducing the effort of building a domain
ontology for requirements elicitation by
analyzing NL text from technical standard

Extracting
semantic
graphs

Elicitation

POS tags
Sentence parser

Medium

3

Ibrahim et al.,
(*)

2010

Using NLP and domain ontology to extract
UML class diagram from informal NLP by
using the RACE tool to produce class
diagram from requirements

Extracting

Analysis

PoS tags, Open NLP
parser

Medium

4

Maalej et al.,
(*)

2015

The authors discussed how software
development organizations can employ user
feedback to identify, prioritize, and manage
requirements

Classification

Elicitation +
Prioritization

-

-

Ambiguity
Detection

-

-

-

5

Bano (+)

2015

The findings of a mapping analysis are
discussed in a collection of empirical work
from the last two decades that discuss the
concept of complexity in RE using NLP
methods and techniques

6

Robeer et al.,
(+)

2016

Extracting conceptual modules from user
stories requirements using NLP

Modeling

Analysis

spaCy tagger

Low

7

Bordignon et
al. (-)

2018

Using NLP PoS tagging and Parsing in the
first three BPM phases to extract ambiguity

Classification

Elicitation +
Analysis

PoS Tagging

Low

8

Lucassen et
al., (-)

2017

Proposing an automated approach called
Visual Narrator that is based on extraction
of conceptual models from user story
requirements

Classification
+ Clustering

Elicitation
+Analysis

PoS tagging in
order to further optimize
the results

Low

9

Groen et al.,
(*)

2015

Proposes crowd-based RE that integrates
elicitation and analysis techniques using a
crowd sourcing concept where individual
tasks are aggregated to provide a final list
of identified requirements

Clustering -

Elicitation

10

Cruz et al. (-)

2017

Proposes two approaches to identify vague
words and phrases in the requirements
document in a multilingual language

Classification

Elicitation

-

Low

11

Friesen et al.
(*)

2018

Developed a chatpot to help end-users
revise current extraction and classification
requirements

Detection

Elicitation

POS Tagging

High

12

Hollis et, al.,
(*)

2017

Proposes a method to capture verbal
discussion and translate it into a
text transcript, a real time audio-to-text
conversion software

Elicitation
and
Specification

Text mining

13

Murtazina and
Avdeenko (*)

2019

Proposes a method to convert knowledge
domain into ontology language

Classification

Traceability

-

Medium

14

Zhong, et, al.,
(+)

2019

Proposes a Knowledge Transformer (KET)
to detect emotions in a conversation

Detection +
Classification

Sentiment
analysis

-

-

15

Ernst and J.
Mylopoulos ()

2010

Eliciting FR and NFR requirements

Classification

Elicitation

-

-
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16

Hu, et, al., (*)

2016

Investigates the lack of consistency in RE
and the feasibility of using Human Error
Taxonomy to support the SRS inspection
process

17

Gnesi et, al.,
(*)

2019

Using NLP techniques with an emphasis on
detection of potential linguistic weaknesses
(ambiguity)

Classification
Clustering

Analysis

Syntax Parser

High

18

Acheampong,
at, al., (+)

2020

A survey of state of the art NLP techniques
that combines both emotionally-driven
features and the capture of user feedback on
these features

Sentiment

Analysis

-

-

19

AbdulMageed, et,
al., (-)

2017

Using Twitter information to create a large
dataset of fine-grained emotions for deep
learning purposes

Classification

Analysis

-

-

20

Kordjamshidi,
et, al., (+)

2017

Integrated multimodality into NLP
structures, including declarative learningbased programming

Classification

Analysis

-

Low

21

Van der Aa et,
al., (-)

2018

Describes an application of NLP in the
BPM context and illustrates how NLP has
the ability to maximize the advantages of
BPM activities at multiple stages

-

-

-

-

22

Dalpiaz, et,
al., (-)

2018

Proposes a visual model to detect ambiguity
in requirements that maybe triggered by the
use of different words to refer to the same
concept

Classification

Analysis

Semantic Similarity
Algorithms

Low

Low

-

Detection +
Classification

Analysis

-

Low

23

Femmer, et,
al., (-)

2018

NLP toll to detect quality findings and
checks on SRS smells in the requirements

Classification

Analysis

is Word- and Sentence
Splitting, Morphologic
analysis, Lemmatization
(and sometimes
stemming), PoS tagging,
and syntactic parsing

24

Zhao, et, al., ()

2020

Presents a comprehensive overview of the
applications of NLP in RE

-

Elicitation
Analysis

-

25

Mezghani, et,
al., (-)

2018

Proposes an approach using NLP to detect
technical business terms associated with the
requirements documents

Classification
+ Clustering

Analysis

PoS tagging + Noun
chunking

Legends: (+) improves state of the art; (*) no information related to state of the art; (-) comparable with state of the art

Activities” columns address RQ2 and describe the various
RE tasks that can be assisted by NLP techniques. These RE
tasks include traceability, ambiguity detection, and
requirements classification. The available techniques and tools
developed to support each RE task are presented (e.g., PoS,
tagging, and tokenization). The “Contributions” column in
Table I also includes a partial response to RQ 3 (“Are NLP
systems improving the requirements elicitation and analysis
for RE?”). The answer to RQ3 appears to be preliminary; as
indicated by the lack of comparison with state of the art in
Table I. Table I also include information related to the
quantity the NLP data and user expectations, emotions, and
experiences. This rich data set may be used by software
developers to assess better their product users' needs,
experiences, and sentiments. Mining NLP, especially user
opinions, can yield valuable information for product upgrades
by software development organizations. However, it is often
difficult to extract user requirements from massive amounts of
data. Opinions are often shared without regard to grammar or
style. This issue has recently caused problems with corpus
processing. As a result, we assume that the collected data are
unstructured. Software developers focus on user feedback for
requirements elicitation and analysis. However, the
trustworthiness of comments, tweets, or feedback remains a
major problem for the software development community. In

section VI, we discussed a variety of limitations in this
domain. Other challenges or limitations that the RE
community faces by using NLP as the source for eliciting user
requirements include user privacy and personalization [55].
These findings address RQ4 (“What are the current limitations
of using NLP in requirements elicitation and analysis?”).
Table I lists the NLP methods used in the articles reviewed
in this paper. Most researchers use NLP techniques for the
identification of ambiguity in RE. Furthermore, due to its wide
role in RE, the analysis process was the phase with the most
attention in the research. We observed that NLP was primarily
used in the preprocessing phase to convert data into a format
that was consumable by all stakeholders. Most of the papers in
our survey claim that the vast amount of imprecise data
generated by NL users may provide tremendous benefits to
software development organizations if processed with an NLP
system. Most of the articles also indicate that NLP use with
RE is still in its early stage; however, this research topic is
rapidly expanding. Although NLP can compensate for many
of the requirements’ ambiguity, inconsistency, and
incompleteness, there are still circumstances where interaction
with end-users is required for clarification [58]. This finding is
supported by entries in the “User Interaction” column in Table
I. Most of the papers about the use of NLP in requirements
elicitation and analysis indicate that parsing requirement texts
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and classifying the information stored in them are difficult for
humans. Thus, these activities should be automated as much
as possible.
Furthermore, we discovered that most of the analyzed
studies obtained their requirement datasets from external
sources (e.g., Twitter, or an app store) rather than from
existing documents for requirement elicitation. We found that
the current state of the art in this area indicates that the first
two phases prioritize researchers and practitioners. Table I
shows most of the NLP techniques employed parsers and
taggers to explain the tools used in text processing. This
finding is supported by the results from [53]. In that study,
NLP techniques are applied to sentence segmentation,
tokenization, PoS tagging, shallow parsing, dependency
parsing, word stemming, lemmatization, and role labeling.
Within the RE field, NLP is primarily used to analyze
requirements and schedule them for further processing. This is
primarily focused on developing models from elicited
requirements and improving the consistency of the SRS. Both
SRS and NLP share three common tasks: PoS tagging, rulebased analysis, and syntactic parsing. Two areas that lag
behind the other RE (sub-)phases in the scope are
requirements documentation (e.g., drafting of the SRS) and
requirement prioritization. We assume that the writing
requirements are supported by the NLP, including
implementation of a specific template, spell checking, and
explicitly resolving any possible ambiguities. These writing
requirements may be beneficial to requirements engineers.
However, since these tools necessitate live contact with
requirement engineers, this research is not regularly performed
than less advanced tools (e.g., solely for ambiguity checking).
Classification, model extraction, and detection seem to
have more advancement than other areas of research, based on
the number of publications and reported NLP tasks. This
assumption is also valid for ambiguity detection.

that NLP can be used in real-world applications. Future
research may produce more specialized NLP tools that can
help consolidate the domain model and serve as translators
between different RE documents and structured models.
These findings provide an understanding of the state of the
art in this field of study and are useful for developing an
analytical framework for complete systematic literature
reviews. From the standpoint of RE, it may be important to
investigate how NLP task combinations can be streamlined to
fully perform additional tasks. The same is true for NLP in
requirements management where requirements are managed
within a software system, from elicitation to implementation
to reuse. The NLP tasks described in this paper is not a
comprehensive list. A possible extension of this research may
examine NLP activities that have not yet been used in the field
and how they may be used in the future applications.
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Abstract—Digital news platforms and online newspapers have
multiplied at an unprecedented speed, making it difficult for
users to read and follow all news articles on important, relevant
topics. Numerous automatic text summarization systems have
thus been developed to address the increasing needs of users
around the world for summaries that reduce reading and
processing time. Various automatic summarization systems have
been developed and/or adapted in Arabic. The evaluation of
automatic summarization performance is as important as the
summarization process itself. Despite the importance of assessing
summarization systems to identify potential limitations and
improve their performance, very little has been done in this
respect on systems in Arabic. Therefore, this study evaluated
three text summarizers AlSummarizer, LAKHASLY, and
RESOOMER using a corpus built of 40 news articles. Only
articles written in Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) were selected
as this is the formal and working language of Arab newspapers
and news networks. Three expert examiners generated manual
summaries and examined the linguistic consistency and relevance
of the automatic summaries to the original news articles by
comparing the automatic summaries to the manual (human)
summaries. The scores for the three automatic summarizers were
very similar and indicated that their performance was not
satisfactory. In particular, the automatic summaries had serious
problems with sentence relevance, which has negative
implications for the reliability of such systems. The poor
performance of Arabic summarizers can mainly be attributed to
the unique morphological and syntactic characteristics of Arabic,
which differ in many ways from English and other Western
languages (the original language/s of automatic summarizers),
and are critical in building sentence relevance and coherence in
Arabic. Thus, summarization systems should be trained to
identify discourse markers within the texts and use these in the
generation of automatic summaries. This will have a positive
impact on the quality and reliability of text summarization
systems. Arabic summarization systems need to incorporate
semantic approaches to improve performance and construct
more coherent and meaningful summaries. This study was
limited to news articles in MSA. However, the findings of the

study and their implications can be extended to other genres,
including academic articles.
Keywords—AlSummarizer; Arabic; automatic summarization;
discourse markers; extraction; LAKHASLY; news articles;
RESOOMER; sentence relevance

I.

INTRODUCTION

The recent unprecedented growth of digital news platforms
and online newspapers has resulted in considerable changes in
terms of news production and audience reception. Compared
to traditional newspapers, digital news networks and online
newspapers are extremely fast and easily accessible. Different
reports indicate that online newspapers replaced traditional
newspapers causing them to lose much of their audience [1].
That is why, almost all daily and weekly newspapers in the
West and in the Arab world run their own websites and
publish electronic editions [2-4]. Furthermore, news websites
have now proliferated in an unprecedented manner, and
without any of the traditional restrictions. There is no need for
licenses, offices or even employees and correspondents.
Anyone can create a news website in the same way used to
create a personal website. This has the effect of producing fast
and prolific news in an unprecedented manner.
The extensive number and popularity of online newspapers
have changed the way people consume newspapers and
magazines in many ways. According to Watson [5], by 2020,
more than two-thirds of people in the United Kingdom were
reading or downloading online news, newspapers, or
magazines. In comparison to 2007, the number of online
readers had tripled. As of February 2019, the Guardian and
Mail Online were the second and third most popular websites
in the UK, respectively, as shown in Fig. 1.
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of gold standard summaries for Arabic. They add that
automatic evaluation of Arabic summarization is more
complicated due to the lack of Arabic benchmark corpora,
lexica, and machine-readable dictionaries.
To address this limitation, an evaluation of three text
summarizers AlSummarizer, LAKHASLY, and RESOOMER
is carried out hereunder. A corpus of 40 news articles was
built. The articles were randomly selected from the most
popular and digital news networks and online newspapers in
the Arab world. It was, however, considered that the selected
news articles cover different themes and subjects including
politics, business, sports, and entertainment. Only articles
written in Modern Standard Arabic were selected. The
rationale being that MSA is still the formal and working
language of the Arab newspapers and news networks.

Fig. 1. Share of Individuals Reading or Downloading Online News,
Newspapers or Magazines in Great Britain from 2007 to 2020 (Statista.com).

In the same study, Thurman [6] asserts that over recent
years online newspapers and news websites have been gaining
massive popularity and increasing in an unprecedented
manner. In the face of these developments, it is impossible for
a normal audience to follow all that is written on important
and relevant topics. It is a challenging task for individuals to
read this huge content in a limited time span, as the news
changes daily if not hourly.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows.
Section 2 is a brief survey of automatic summarization
literature in general and automatic Arabic text summarization
systems in particular. Section 3 defines the research methods
and procedures. In this part, the selected summarizers and
articles are defined. Procedures of carrying out the study are
also defined and established. Section 4 reports the results. It
evaluates the performance of the selected summarizers
regarding the news articles. Section 5 concludes the study.

Despite the availability of text summarizers in different
languages including Chinese, English, French, and Spanish
that provide good summarization services for millions of
global users, automatic summarization in Arabic is still very
limited. This can be attributed to the unique linguistic system
of Arabic where multilingual text summarizers cannot be used
with Arabic texts. It is also true that the morphological and
syntactic properties of Arabic still pose serious challenges for
different Natural Language Processing (NLP) applications,
including information retrieval, localization, machine
translation, and automatic text summarization [8, 9].

II. PREVIOUS WORK
Previously, text summarizations were carried out using
non-computational methods, using philological methods
where experts and professionals produced their summaries
based on their own evaluation of the most important concepts
in the texts under investigation. With the development of
digital technologies, computational approaches have been
integrated into text summarization for generating automatic
summaries of different text genres. It can be obviously seen
that the recent years have witnessed an increasing rate in the
development of automatic text summarizers. These have been
essentially developed to address the increasing needs of users
all over the world. Gambhir and Gupta [18] assert that it has
now become impossible for traditional or non-computational
classification methods to deal with the large amounts of data
available today. They indicate that conventional or noncomputational summarization methods are no longer effective
or reliable to deal with the prolific size of digital texts and
archives available on the internet. According to Cheng and
Lapata [19], the need to access and digest large amounts of
textual data has provided strong impetus to develop automatic
summarization systems, aiming to create shorter versions of
one or more documents, whilst preserving their information
content. Much effort in automatic summarization has been
devoted to sentence extraction, where a summary is created by
identifying and subsequently concatenating the most salient
text units in a document.

Another reason for this limitation is the lack of evaluation
studies of automatic Arabic text summarization. Evaluation is
an integral part in the automatic summarization process [1016]. According to Al Qassem, et al. [17], the evaluation
process is one of the main challenges that have adverse
impacts on the availability and reliability of automatic Arabic
text summarization systems. This can be attributed to the lack

Soni, et al. [20] agree that due to massive rate of rising
data at a on the Internet, automatic text summarization tools
have a powerful effect on today's world. The entire material is
very difficult for a person to describe and ingest. It is a very
difficult task to manually convert or summarize, hence,
automation is required. Using artificial intelligence methods,
automatic text summarization can be accomplished.

In response, numerous automatic summarization systems
have been developed over recent years to generate meaningful
summaries that can reduce reading and processing times.
Researchers have developed summarization tools and methods
that automatically summarize the content of news articles in
effective ways. It is even argued that summarization has
become an integral part of everyday life [7]. This can be seen
in the rapid developments of numerous applications and
websites including Summarize Bot, Resoomer, SMMRY,
Inshorts, and Text Summarization API (Rapid API) that
provide summarization services to news articles to millions of
users around the world.
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Nenkova and McKeown [21] add that objectivity and
consistency have always been main considerations in
automatic summarizations. The argument is that automatic
summarization is imperative for addressing the inconsistencies
and lack of objectivity that were associated with conventional
or non-computational methods of text summarization.
The first attempt of computer-based text summarization is
attributed to Hans Peter Luhn in 1958 [22-25]. In his article
‘The Automatic Creation of Literature Abstracts’, Luhn [26]
proposed an algorithm to facilitate quick and accurate
identification of the topic of published papers in a way that
saves prospective readers time and effort in finding useful
information in a given article or report. The underlying
principle of Luhn’s approach was that the salient points of an
author’s argument can be identified through the statistical
analysis of the most frequent words and phrases occurring in
texts. The hypothesis was that authors generally use important
words more frequently throughout a paper and this can be
conveniently used as a predictor for selecting the sentences
with more repetition of the keywords and extracting them to
generate an automatic summary [27-29].
Despite the development of different approaches to
automatic text summarization, extractive methods remain the
most popular summarization methods. In such methods,
automatic summarizers are trained to identify the most
important phrases and sentences, usually using statistical
methods, and generate automatic summaries based on the
extraction process of these sentences and phrases. Extractivebased summarization approaches are based on identifying and
selecting only the most important phrases and sentences in
texts under consideration. To generate an automatic summary,
automatic summarizers then incorporate all the important
phrases and sentences. In this case, therefore, every line and
word of the summary actually belongs to the original
summarized text [30].
In Arabic, over recent years, a very limited number of
automatic text summarization systems have been developed,
compared to other languages including English, Spanish, and
Chinese [16, 17, 31]. Al-Saleh and Menai [10] comment that
despite the long history of text summarization, studies of the
Arabic language in this area have only recently emerged, and
they have been negatively influenced by the lack of Arabic
gold standard summaries.
The literature indicates that automatic text summarization
systems have been largely based on extractive methods. These
extractive summarization systems are mainly based on
numerical and statistical measures [32-36]. The main
hypothesis in these approaches is the ability of training the
machine to identify the most important sentences and phrases
for building the summaries. This is usually carried out through
using different statistical measures including Principal
Components Analysis (PCA) and Term-Frequency Adverse
Document-Frequency (TD-IDF). To simplify, these weighting
methods are used as indicators for retaining only the important
information within texts and discarding information of
secondary or minor importance. Successful implementation of
these mechanisms is thus a critical factor for the success of
summarization systems [37].

Weighting methods are usually combined with other
methods that support the identification of the most important
sentences, clauses, and phrases in the texts. One popular
method is the position or location of sentences. The premise is
that the location of a sentence in a document is related to the
amount of information it contains. Other techniques involve
grouping and summarizing related texts in a process known as
multi-document summarization.
The argument is that the majority of automatic Arabic
summarization systems are based on statistical methods. One
limitation with these techniques is that automatic summaries
are based only on those sentences with the highest scores
based on statistical measures and techniques. In response,
symbolic approaches have been adopted [38-41]. Unlike the
numerical and statistical approaches, symbolic-based
extractive summarization systems are based solely on
linguistic information and indicators for identifying the most
important sentences and expressions within texts. The premise
of such approaches is that summaries should be built on a
rhetorical structure that considers the rhetorical relations
within texts. Work on symbolic-based extractive
summarization systems is still very limited.
Over recent years, work on/with automatic Arabic
summarization systems has reflected on the development of
online summarizers that provide summarization services for
users in an easy and accessible way. These summarizers are
based on the developments in automatic Arabic
summarization research and industry. One major problem,
however, is the lack of evaluation studies that can determine
the readability and reliability of these summarizers. This study
addresses this gap in the literature through an evaluation of
three Arabic summarizers, namely
AlSummarizer,
LAKHASLY, and RESOOMER.
III. METHODS AND RESULTS
This study is based on a corpus of 40 newspaper articles.
The articles were selected from nine newspapers issued
published in different Arab countries, as shown in Table 1.
The selected articles and opinions represent different
topics including politics, business, and sports as shown in
Table 2.
TABLE I.

THE SELECTED NEWSPAPERS

Selected newspapers
Newspaper Title

Country

Number of articles

Al-Ahram

Egypt

8

Al-Bayan

Emirates

4

Al-Itihad

Emirates

3

Alrai

Jordan

3

Al-Watan

Kuwait

4

Annahar

Lebanon

4

Assabah

Morocco

4

Al-Jazeera

Saudi Arabia

5

Asharq Al-Awsat

Saudi Arabia

5
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TABLE II.

TOPICS OF THE SELECTED ARTICLES

 ﺗﻮﻓﯿﺮ اﻟﺜﻘﺔ واﻟﺪﻋﻢ ﻟﻠﻤﺮاھﻘﯿﻦ ﯾﺴﺎﻋﺪھﻢ:دراﺳﺔ طﺒﯿﺔ
ﻓﻲ اﻟﺘﻐﻠﺐ ﻋﻠﻰ اﻻﻛﺘﺌﺎب

25

ETF

Al-Ahram

»اﻟﺠﺎردﯾﺎن« ﺗﺨﺘﺎر ﻣﺴﺠﺪ اﻟﺴﻠﻄﺎن ﺑﺮﻗﻮق ﻛﺄﺣﺪ
 زﯾﺎرات اﻓﺘﺮاﺿﯿﺔ ﻓﻲ اﻟﻌﺎﻟﻢ10 أﻓﻀﻞ

26

ETF

Al-Ahram

Articles topics
Category

Number of articles

Politics

8

أﻓﻼم ﻣﺨﺮﺟﯿﻦ ﺻﻨﻌﺖ اﻟﺴﯿﻨﻤﺎ

27

ETF

Business

8

ﺳﻨﻮات اﻟﺴﯿﻨﻤﺎ

28

ETF

Asharq AlAwsat
Asharq AlAwsat

Sports

8

اﻟﺴﯿﻨﻤﺎ ﺑﻌﯿﻮن أﻓﻼطﻮن

29

ETF

Al-Jazeera

Entertainment/Culture/ Family (ETF)

8

30

ETF

Al-Jazeera

Science/Technology

8

ﺗﺤﻮل اﻟﺼﺤﻒ اﻟﻮرﻗﯿﺔ إﻟﻰ إﻟﻜﺘﺮوﻧﯿﺔ ﯾﺴﯿﺮ وﺗﺤﺘﺎج
إﻟﻰ اﻟﺪﻋﻢ..
وﺛﺎﺋﻘﻲ ﺟﺪﯾﺪ ﯾﻜﺸﻒ اﻟﻮﺟﮫ اﻟﻘﺒﯿﺢ ﻟﻠﻤﺨﺮج اﻷﻣﺮﯾﻜﻲ
وودي أﻟﻦ

31

ETF

Al-Watan

For convenience, the selected articles were coded 01-40, as
shown in Table 3. The full information pertaining to the
selected articles, including transliteration and English
translations of the headlines of the selected articles is given in
Appendix No. 1.

اﻟﺤﺐ اﻟﻤﺘﺒﺎدل ﯾﻨﻤﻲ ذﻛﺎء اﻷطﻔﺎل

32

ETF

Assabah

 ﺳﻨﺔ26 ﻋﻠﻤﺎء ﯾﺒﺤﺜﻮن ﻋﻦ آﺛﺎر ﺣﯿﺎة ﻋﻠﻰ ﺑﻌﺪ
ﺿﻮﺋﯿﺔ ﻓﻘﻂ

33

S&T

Al-Itihad

" ﺗﻮﯾﺘﺮ" ﯾﺘﯿﺢ ﻣﯿﺰة ﺟﺪﯾﺪة ﻛﺎن ﯾﻄﺎﻟﺐ ﺑﮭﺎ
اﻟﻤﺴﺘﺨﺪﻣﻮن

34

S&T

Al-Bayan

واﺗﺴﺎب ﺗﻄﻠﻖ اﻟﻤﻜﺎﻟﻤﺎت اﻟﺼﻮﺗﯿﺔ واﻟﻤﺮﺋﯿﺔ ﻟﺘﻄﺒﯿﻖ
ً اﻟﻮﯾﺐ ﻗﺮﯾﺒﺎ

35

S&T

Annahar

ﻧﺘﻔﻠﯿﻜﺲ ﺗﻄﻠﻖFast Laughs اﻟﺸﺒﯿﮭﺔ ﺑﻔﯿﺪﯾﻮات
""ﺗﯿﻚ ﺗﻮك

36

S&T

Annahar

""ﺑﺎﯾﺖ داﻧﺲ" ﺗﻄﻮر ﺗﻄﺒﯿﻘًﺎ ﺷﺒﯿﮭﺎ ً ﺑـ "ﻛﻠﻮب ھﺎوس

37

S&T

Annahar

أداة ذﻛﯿﺔ ﺗﺪﻣﺞ ﺑﺎﻟﮭﺎﺗﻒ ﻟﻘﯿﺎس اﻟﺤﺮارة

38

S&T

Al-Jazeera

42TU

U42T

TABLE III.

NEWSPAPER ARTICLES AND CODES

Newspaper articles and codes
42TU

Title

U42T

Code

Category

Newspaper

ﺗﺤﺮﯾﺮ اﻷﺳﻌﺎر … وﻗﻮد اﻟﺤﺮاﺋﻖ

01

Business

Assabah

 ﺻﻨﺎﻋﺔ اﻟﺴﯿﺎﺣﺔ ﻋﻠﻰ ﻣﺴﺘﻮى اﻟﻌﺎﻟﻢ:ﻋﺘﺰ ﺻﺪﻗﻲ
«»ھﺸﺔ

02

Business

Al-Ahram

ھﯿﺎﻛﻞ روﺑﻮﺗﯿﺔ ﺧﺎرﺟﯿﺔ ﺗﺪﻋﻢ ﻗﻮة اﻟﻌﻤﻞ اﻟﺒﺸﺮﯾﺔ

39

S&T

Asharq AlAwsat

ﺗﺴﮭﯿﻼت ﺟﻤﺮﻛﯿﺔ ﻟﻠﺴﯿﺎرات اﻟﻜﮭﺮﺑﺎﺋﯿﺔ اﻟﻤﺴﺘﻌﻤﻠﺔ

03

Business

Al-Ahram

40

S&T

Al-Ahram

ﺗﺪھﻮر ﺗﺎرﯾﺨﻲ ﻟﻠﯿﺮة اﻟﺴﻮرﯾﺔ أﻣﺎم اﻟﺪوﻻر

04

Business

Al-Watan

ﺣﺴﺎم ﻣﻮاﻓﻲ ﯾﻜﺸﻒ ﻋﻦ ﺳﺒﺐ دﻗﺎت
اﻟﻘﻠﺐ اﻟﻌﺎﻟﯿﺔ

" اﻧﺘﺎج" ﺗﻨﺎﻗﺶ اﻟﺘﺤﺪﯾﺎت واﻟﻔﺮص ﻟﺘﻨﻤﯿﺔ اﻟﺼﺎدرات
اﻷردﻧﯿﺔ ﻟﺘﻜﻨﻮﻟﻮﺟﯿﺎ اﻟﻤﻌﻠﻮﻣﺎت

05

Business

Alrai

اﻟﻤﻨﺘﺪى اﻻﻗﺘﺼﺎدي اﻷردﻧﻲ ﯾﻄﺎﻟﺐ ﺑﺈﻋﺎدة
اﻟﻨﻈﺮ ﻓﻲ ﻣﻔﮭﻮم اﻟﻘﻄﺎع اﻟﻌﺎم وأھﺪاﻓﮫ وطﺮﯾﻘﺔ
اﻟﻤﺴﺎءﻟﺔ

06

Business

Alrai

 ﻧﻌﻤﻞ ﻋﻠﻰ إطﻼق ﺧﺪﻣﺔ اﻟﺘﺎﻛﺴﻲ اﻟﻄﺎﺋﺮ:أﯾﺮ أﺳﯿﺎ

07

Business

Al-Itihad

 أﻟﻒ ﺳﺠﻞ100  ﻣﻨﺢ:وزارة اﻟﺘﺠﺎرة اﻟﺴﻌﻮدﯾﺔ
2020 ﺗﺠﺎري ﻟﺴﯿﺪات ﺧﻼل

08

Business

Al-Bayan

42TU

U42T

إداﻧﺔ ﺳﺎرﻛﻮزي ﺑﺘﮭﻢ اﻟﻔﺴﺎد

09

Politics

Assabah

»اﻟﻨﻘﺪ اﻟﺪوﻟﻲ« ﯾﺪﻋﻮ اﻟﺤﻜﻮﻣﺎت ﻟﻠﻨﻈﺮ ﺑﻌﯿﻦ اﻻﻋﺘﺒﺎر
ﻟﻠﻨﺴﺎء ﻋﻨﺪ إﻋﺪاد ﻣﯿﺰاﻧﯿﺎﺗﮭﺎ

10

Politics

Al-Ahram

 ﻣﯿﻠﯿﺸﯿﺎ اﻟﺤﻮﺛﻲ ﺗﻮاﺻﻞ:وزﯾﺮ اﻹﻋﻼم اﻟﯿﻤﻨﻲ
اﻟﻤﺮاوﻏﺔ واﻟﺘﻼﻋﺐ ﺑﻤﻠﻒ ﻧﺎﻗﻠﺔ اﻟﻨﻔﻂ ﺻﺎﻓﺮ

11

Politics

Al-Ahram

زﯾﺎرة ﺑﺎﺑﺎ اﻟﻔﺎﺗﯿﻜﺎن ﻟﻠﻌﺮاق اﺳﺘﺪﻋﺎء ﻟﻘﯿﻢ اﻟﻌﯿﺶ
اﻟﻤﺸﺘﺮك

12

Politics

Al-Ahram

13

Politics

Al-Jazeera

14

Politics

Asharq AlAwsat

ﻗﻠﻖ ﺳﻌﻮدي ﻣﻦ ﺗﻨﺎﻣﻲ وﺗﯿﺮة ﺧﻄﺎب اﻟﻜﺮاھﯿﺔ ﺿﺪ
اﻟﻤﺴﻠﻤﯿﻦ
اﻟﺮﯾﺎض ﺗﻄﺎﻟﺐ ﻣﺠﻠﺲ اﻷﻣﻦ ﺑﻤﺤﺎﺳﺒﺔ اﻟﺤﻮﺛﯿﯿﻦ ﻋﻠﻰ
إرھﺎﺑﮭﻢ
إرادة اﻟﺸﻌﺐ واﻟﻤﺮاھﻘﺔ اﻟﺴﯿﺎﺳﯿﺔ

15

Politics

Al-Watan

آﻻف اﻟﺠﺰاﺋﺮﯾﯿﻦ ﯾﺘﻈﺎھﺮون ﻓﻲ اﻻﺳﺒﻮع اﻟﺜﺎﻧﻲ ﻣﻦ
اﺳﺘﺌﻨﺎف ﻣﺴﯿﺮات اﻟﺤﺮاك

16

Politics

Alrai

“ﻛﺎف” ﺗطﻠﻖ ﻋﺻﺑﺔ اﻷﺑطﺎل اﻟﻧﺳوﯾﺔ

17

Sports

Assabah

42TU

U42T

The selected articles were summarized using three Arabic
summarizers:
AlSummarizer,
LAKHASLY,
and
RESOOMER. These are currently the most popular Arabic
summarizers. All three summarizers are based on extractive
summarization methods. AlSummarizer is multilingual
software that provides summarization solutions in different
languages including Arabic, Dutch, English, Farsi, and
Turkish. LAKHASLY is an Online Summarization tool. It
provides automatic summaries for Arabic and English texts. It
is widely used all over the world for users interested in Arabic
summaries. Finally, RESOOMER is online summarizers
which provide summarization services in different languages
including Arabic, English, French, German, Italian, Polish,
and Spanish.
For evaluating the performance of the selected
summarizers, manual (human) evaluation methods were used.
Three examiners were selected to generate manual summaries
and to examine the linguistic consistency and relevance of the
automatic summaries to the original news articles.
IV. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSIONS

 اﻟﮭﺰﯾﻤﺔ أﻣﺎم ﺗﺸﯿﻠﺴﻲ ﺿﺮﺑﺔ ﻗﻮﯾﺔ:ﻛﻠﻮب

18

Sports

Asharq AlAwsat

 ﻧﺎدﯾﺎ ً ﻓﻲ اﻟﺪوري اﻟﺼﯿﻨﻲ16 اﻹﻓﻼس ﯾﻀﺮب

19

Sports

Al-Jazeera

اﻷﺳﻄﻮرة ﺑﻮﻓﻮن ﯾﻜﺸﻒ ﻣﻮﻋﺪ اﻋﺘﺰاﻟﮫ

20

Sports

Al-Watan

 وﻟﯿﻔﺮﺑﻮل ﻻﺳﺘﻌﺎدة..."درﺑﻲ" ﻣﺎﻧﺸﺴﺘﺮ ﻓﻲ اﻟﻮاﺟﮭﺔ
"ﺳﻤﻌﺘﮫ

21

Sports

Annahar

 ﻣﻮاھﺐ »أﺗﻠﻔﮭﺎ اﻟﮭﻮى..اﻟﻜﺮة اﻟﻤﺼﺮﯾﺔ

22

Sports

Al-Bayan

ﺑﺮﺷﻠﻮﻧﺔ ﯾﺘﺮﻗﺐ رﺋﯿﺴﮫ اﻟﺠﺪﯾﺪ وﺳﻂ ﺟﺎﺋﺤﺔ ﻛﻮروﻧﺎ
وﻋﺎﺻﻔﺔ ﻣﻦ اﻷزﻣﺎت

23

Sports

Al-Bayan

 »اﻟﻌﻮدة وﺷﯿﻜﺔ« إﻟﻰ ﻣﻨﺘﺨﺐ اﻟﺴﻮﯾﺪ..إﺑﺮاھﯿﻤﻮﻓﯿﺘﺶ

24

Sports

Al-Itihad

To evaluate the performance of the three selected Arabic
summarizers, the automatic summaries were compared to the
manual (human) summaries produced by the experts who
participated in the study. Results are shown in Table 4, Table
5, and Table 6.
Comparisons to the manual summaries indicate that the
scores of the three summarizers are very similar. The scores
also indicate that the performance of the three summarizers is
not satisfactory. This has negative impacts on the reliability of
these summarizers. Another problem with the three
summarizers is the lack of sentence relevance and coherence.
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SENTENCE OVERLAP IN THE AUTOMATIC SUMMARIES
GENERATED BY RESOOMER
of

Percentage
Overlap

Percentage
Overlap

TABLE VI.

Document
Code

of

41

21

36

01

53

22

31

02

33

23

33

03

37

24

37

04

36

25

43

05

38

26

45

06

49

27

37

07

51

28

36

08

47

29

44

09

39

30

47

10

42

31

37

11

41

32

36

12

35

33

33

13

42

34

37

14

44

35

36

15

49

36

48

16

37

37

37

17

38

38

40

18

33

39

41

19

43

40

35

20

BOX NO. 1. AN AUTOMATIC SUMMARY GENERATED BY
LAKHASLY

Document
Code

TABLE VII.
Original Text

أﻋﺮﺑﺖ اﻟﻤﻤﻠﻜﺔ أﻣﺲ ﻋﻦ اﻟﻘﻠﻖ اﻟﺸﺪﯾﺪ ﻣﻦ ﺗﻨﺎﻣﻲ وﺗﯿﺮة ﺧﻄﺎب اﻟﻜﺮاھﯿﺔ واﻟﺘﻌﺼﺐ ﺿﺪ اﻟﻤﺴﻠﻤﯿﻦ ﺣﻮل
ﺧﻄﺮا واﺿﺤًﺎ ﯾﮭﺪد أﻣﻦ اﻟﻤﺠﺘﻤﻌﺎت اﻟﻤﺴﺘﻘﺮة .وﻗﺎل
اﻟﻌﺎﻟﻢ ،ﺣﯿﺚ أﺻﺒﺢ اﻟﺘﻌﺼﺐ واﻹﺳﻼﻣﻮﻓﻮﺑﯿﺎ
ً
ﻣﻨﺪوب اﻟﻤﻤﻠﻜﺔ اﻟﺪاﺋﻢ ﻟﺪى اﻷﻣﻢ اﻟﻤﺘﺤﺪة ﻓﻲ ﺟﻨﯿﻒ اﻟﺪﻛﺘﻮر ﻋﺒﺪاﻟﻌﺰﯾﺰ اﻟﻮاﺻﻞ ﻓﻲ ﻛﻠﻤﺔ اﻟﻤﻤﻠﻜﺔ أﻣﺎم
ﻣﺠﻠﺲ ﺣﻘﻮق اﻹﻧﺴﺎن اﻟﻤﻨﻌﻘﺪ ﻓﻲ ﺟﻨﯿﻒ :إن اﻟﻤﻤﻠﻜﺔ اﻟﻌﺮﺑﯿﺔ اﻟﺴﻌﻮدﯾﺔ ﺗﻌﺮب ﻋﻦ اﻟﻘﻠﻖ ﻣﻦ اﺳﺘﮭﺪاف
اﻷﻗﻠﯿﺎت اﻟﺪﯾﻨﯿﺔ ﺑﺼﻮرة ﻣﺘﺰاﯾﺪة ﺑﺴﺒﺐ ﻣﻌﺘﻘﺪاﺗﮭﻢ وﻣﻦ ﺗﻨﺎﻣﻲ ﺧﻄﺎب اﻟﻜﺮاھﯿﺔ داﺧﻞ اﻷطﯿﺎف اﻟﺴﯿﺎﺳﯿﺔ
اﻟﺘﻲ ﺗﺴﺘﺨﺪم ﻣﺼﻄﻠﺤﺎت اﻹﻗﺼﺎء واﻟﺘﮭﻤﯿﺶ وﻏﯿﺮھﺎ ﻓﻲ ظﻞ وﺟﻮد ﻣﻨﺼﺎت اﻟﺘﻮاﺻﻞ اﻻﺟﺘﻤﺎﻋﻲ اﻟﺘﻲ
ﺳﮭﻠﺖ ﺑﺚ اﻟﺘﻄﺮف واﻟﻜﺮاھﯿﺔ وﺗﻌﺰﯾﺰ اﻟﺼﻮر اﻟﻨﻤﻄﯿﺔ اﻟﺴﻠﺒﯿﺔ ووﺻﻢ اﻟﻤﺴﻠﻤﯿﻦ ﻋﺒﺮ وﺳﺎﺋﻞ ﻋﺎﺑﺮة
ﻟﻠﺤﺪود .وأﻛﺪ اﻟﻮاﺻﻞ ﺧﻼل اﻟﺤﻮار اﻟﺘﻔﺎﻋﻠﻲ ﻣﻊ اﻟﻤﻘﺮر اﻷﻣﻤﻲ اﻟﻤﻌﻨﻲ ﺑﺤﺮﯾﺔ اﻟﺪﯾﻦ واﻟﻤﻌﺘﻘﺪ ،أھﻤﯿﺔ
ﺗﺮﺳﯿﺦ ﻗﯿﻢ اﻟﺘﻔﺎھﻢ واﻟﺘﺴﺎﻣﺢ واﻟﺤﻮار واﻟﺘﻌﺪدﯾﺔ واﻟﺘﻌﺎرف ﺑﯿﻦ اﻟﺸﻌﻮب واﻟﺘﻘﺎرب ﺑﯿﻦ اﻟﺜﻘﺎﻓﺎت وﻣﺤﺎرﺑﺔ
وﺗﺴﻮغ اﻟﺠﺮاﺋﻢ اﻹرھﺎﺑﯿﺔ اﻟﺘﻲ ﻻ ﯾﻤﻜﻦ ﻗﺒﻮﻟﮭﺎ ﻓﻲ أي
ﻛﻞ أﯾﺪﻟﻮﺟﯿﺔ ﺗﺪﻋﻮ ﻟﻠﻜﺮاھﯿﺔ وﺗﺤﺮض ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﻌﻨﻒ
ّ
دﯾﻦ أو ﻗﺎﻧﻮن ،داﻋﯿًﺎ إﻟﻰ أھﻤﯿﺔ وﺟﻮد إرادة دوﻟﯿﺔ وﺷﺎﻣﻠﺔ وذﻟﻚ ﻣﻦ ﺧﻼل ﻣﻜﺎﻓﺤﺔ اﻟﺨﻄﺎب اﻟﻤﺘﻄﺮف
وﺧﻄﺎب اﻟﻜﺮاھﯿﺔ وﻋﺪّ اﻟﺪﯾﻦ ﺟﺰ ًءا ﻣﻦ اﻟﺤﻞ وﻟﯿﺲ ﺳﺒﺐ اﻟﻤﺸﻜﻠﺔ .وﻟﻔﺖ اﻻﻧﺘﺒﺎه إﻟﻰ أن اﻟﻤﻤﻠﻜﺔ ﺗﻮﻟﻲ
ﺻﺎ ﺑﮭﺬا اﻟﻤﻮﺿﻮع ﺣﯿﺚ أﺳﺴﺖ ﻣﺮﻛﺰ اﻟﻤﻠﻚ ﻋﺒﺪﷲ ﺑﻦ ﻋﺒﺪاﻟﻌﺰﯾﺰ اﻟﻌﺎﻟﻤﻲ ﻟﻠﺤﻮار ﺑﯿﻦ أﺗﺒﺎع
اھﺘﻤﺎﻣﺎ ً ﺧﺎ ً
اﻷدﯾﺎن واﻟﺜﻘﺎﻓﺎت ،وﺗﺒﻨﱠﺖ ﻋﺪة ﻣﺒﺎدرات ﻟﻼﻋﺘﺪال وﻣﻜﺎﻓﺤﺔ اﻟﺘﻄﺮف ،ﻣﻨﮭﺎ ﺗﺄﺳﯿﺲ ﻣﺮﻛﺰ اﻋﺘﺪال ﻓﻲ
ﻣﺆﺧﺮا ﻣﺸﺮوﻋًﺎ ﺟﺪﯾﺪًا ﺗﺤﺖ ﻋﻨﻮان »ﺗﻔﻨﯿﺪ »ﻟﻠﺘﺼﺪي ﻟﻸﻓﻜﺎر
اﻟﻤﻤﻠﻜﺔ اﻟﻌﺮﺑﯿﺔ اﻟﺴﻌﻮدﯾﺔ اﻟﺬي أطﻠﻖ
ً
اﻟﻤﺘﻄﺮﻓﺔ ﻋﺒﺮ ﻓﻀﺎءات »اﻹﻧﺘﺮﻧﺖ« وﻣﻮاﻗﻊ اﻟﺘﻮاﺻﻞ اﻻﺟﺘﻤﺎﻋﻲ ،ﻛﻤﺎ اﺳﺘﻀﺎﻓﺖ اﻟﻤﻤﻠﻜﺔ ﻣﺆﺗﻤﺮ
ّ
راﺑﻄﺔ اﻟﻌﺎﻟﻢ اﻹﺳﻼﻣﻲ اﻟﺬي ﻋﻘﺪ ﻓﻲ ﻣﻜﺔ اﻟﻤﻜﺮﻣﺔ ﻓﻲ  2019ﺣﯿﺚ أﻗﺮ  1200ﺷﺨﺼﯿﺔ إﺳﻼﻣﯿﺔ ﻣﻦ
 139دوﻟﺔ ﯾﻤﺜﻠﻮن  27ﻣﻜﻮﻧًﺎ إﺳﻼﻣﯿًﺎ ﻣﻦ ﻣﺨﺘﻠﻒ اﻟﻤﺬاھﺐ واﻟﻄﻮاﺋﻒ» ،وﺛﯿﻘﺔ ﻣﻜﺔ اﻟﻤﻜﺮﻣﺔ« اﻟﺘﻲ
ﺗﺘﻀﻤﻦ  29ﺑﻨﺪًا ﻹرﺳﺎء ﻗﯿﻢ اﻟﺘﻌﺎﯾﺶ ﺑﯿﻦ أﺗﺒﺎع اﻷدﯾﺎن واﻟﺜﻘﺎﻓﺎت واﻷﻋﺮاق واﻟﻤﺬاھﺐ ﻓﻲ اﻟﺒﻠﺪان
اﻹﺳﻼﻣﯿﺔ وﺗﺤﻘﯿﻖ اﻟﺴﻠﻢ واﻟﻮﺋﺎم ﺑﯿﻦ ﻣﻜﻮﻧﺎت اﻟﻤﺠﺘﻤﻊ اﻹﻧﺴﺎﻧﻲ ﻛﺎﻓﺔ.
Summary
وﻗﺎل ﻣﻨﺪوب اﻟﻤﻤﻠﻜﺔ اﻟﺪاﺋﻢ ﻟﺪى اﻷﻣﻢ اﻟﻤﺘﺤﺪة ﻓﻲ ﺟﻨﯿﻒ اﻟﺪﻛﺘﻮر ﻋﺒﺪاﻟﻌﺰﯾﺰ اﻟﻮاﺻﻞ ﻓﻲ ﻛﻠﻤﺔ اﻟﻤﻤﻠﻜﺔ
أﻣﺎم ﻣﺠﻠﺲ ﺣﻘﻮق اﻹﻧﺴﺎن اﻟﻤﻨﻌﻘﺪ ﻓﻲ ﺟﻨﯿﻒ :إن اﻟﻤﻤﻠﻜﺔ اﻟﻌﺮﺑﯿﺔ اﻟﺴﻌﻮدﯾﺔ ﺗﻌﺮب ﻋﻦ اﻟﻘﻠﻖ ﻣﻦ
اﺳﺘﮭﺪاف اﻷﻗﻠﯿﺎت اﻟﺪﯾﻨﯿﺔ ﺑﺼﻮرة ﻣﺘﺰاﯾﺪة ﺑﺴﺒﺐ ﻣﻌﺘﻘﺪاﺗﮭﻢ وﻣﻦ ﺗﻨﺎﻣﻲ ﺧﻄﺎب اﻟﻜﺮاھﯿﺔ داﺧﻞ اﻷطﯿﺎف
اﻟﺴﯿﺎﺳﯿﺔ اﻟﺘﻲ ﺗﺴﺘﺨﺪم ﻣﺼﻄﻠﺤﺎت اﻹﻗﺼﺎء واﻟﺘﮭﻤﯿﺶ وﻏﯿﺮھﺎ ﻓﻲ ظﻞ وﺟﻮد ﻣﻨﺼﺎت اﻟﺘﻮاﺻﻞ
اﻻﺟﺘﻤﺎﻋﻲ اﻟﺘﻲ ﺳﮭﻠﺖ ﺑﺚ اﻟﺘﻄﺮف واﻟﻜﺮاھﯿﺔ وﺗﻌﺰﯾﺰ اﻟﺼﻮر اﻟﻨﻤﻄﯿﺔ اﻟﺴﻠﺒﯿﺔ ووﺻﻢ اﻟﻤﺴﻠﻤﯿﻦ ﻋﺒﺮ
وﺳﺎﺋﻞ ﻋﺎﺑﺮة ﻟﻠﺤﺪود .أھﻤﯿﺔ ﺗﺮﺳﯿﺦ ﻗﯿﻢ اﻟﺘﻔﺎھﻢ واﻟﺘﺴﺎﻣﺢ واﻟﺤﻮار واﻟﺘﻌﺪدﯾﺔ واﻟﺘﻌﺎرف ﺑﯿﻦ اﻟﺸﻌﻮب
وﺗﺴﻮغ اﻟﺠﺮاﺋﻢ
واﻟﺘﻘﺎرب ﺑﯿﻦ اﻟﺜﻘﺎﻓﺎت وﻣﺤﺎرﺑﺔ ﻛﻞ أﯾﺪﻟﻮﺟﯿﺔ ﺗﺪﻋﻮ ﻟﻠﻜﺮاھﯿﺔ وﺗﺤﺮض ﻋﻠﻰ اﻟﻌﻨﻒ
ّ
اﻹرھﺎﺑﯿﺔ اﻟﺘﻲ ﻻ ﯾﻤﻜﻦ ﻗﺒﻮﻟﮭﺎ ﻓﻲ أي دﯾﻦ أو ﻗﺎﻧﻮن ،وﺗﺒﻨﱠﺖ ﻋﺪة ﻣﺒﺎدرات ﻟﻼﻋﺘﺪال وﻣﻜﺎﻓﺤﺔ اﻟﺘﻄﺮف،

Omar [42] explains that if sentences and clauses in the
automatic summaries are not connected, the overall
argumentative structure of the text is not supported and the

This can be seen in the following example taken from
LAKHASLY. There is a problem with the sentence relevance.
Sentences are not well connected to one another, which has
adverse impacts on the readability and understanding what the
original text about, as shown in Box 1.
SENTENCE OVERLAP IN THE AUTOMATIC SUMMARIES
GENERATED BY ALSUMMARIZER
Percentage
Overlap

of

Document Code

of

Percentage
Overlap

TABLE IV.
Document
Code

47

21

33

01

34

22

37

02

36

23

49

24

35

25

48

26

36

27

45

28

52

29

48

30

36

03

42

04

33

05

38

06

49

07

51

08

47

09

39

10

36

31

42

11

31

32

41

12

33

33

37

34

35

13

42

14

43

35

44

15

45

36

49

16

37

37

37

17

36

38

38

18

44

39

33

19

47

40

43

20
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Percentage
Overlap

Document Code

of

Percentage
Overlap

TABLE V.

Document Code

47

21

37

01

37

22

36

02

33

23

33

03

48

24

37

04

37

25

36

05

33

26

48

06

43

27

37

07

45

28

40

08

39

29

41

09

35

30

35

10

46

31

41

11

38

32

51

12

35

33

47

13

44

34

39

14

42

35

44

15

47

36

41

16

38

37

53

17

42

38

33

18

40

39

37

19

52

40

36

20
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thematic significance of the original texts is lost. He adds that
in many cases automatic summaries generated in this fashion
are misleading for readers and users. Alami, et al. [43] agree
that one main reason for the low performance of text
summarizers in Arabic is that sentences in the extracted or
generated summaries are not relevant; therefore, the main
point of the original texts is not clear. The lack of sentence
relevance thus has negative impacts on the user’s ability to
grasp the meaning of original texts. In such a case, automatic
summaries do not provide the users with concise and relevant
information that helps them determine and assess the
importance of texts without having to read all of the texts.
The lack of sentence relevance and coherence in automatic
summarization in Arabic can be attributed to the multilingual
nature of automatic text summarizers. Many of the
summarizers are usually offered in different languages without
considering language- specificity. It is almost agreed upon,
that the unique linguistic properties of Arabic are always
associated with the low performance in different natural
language processing (NLP) applications including automatic
summarization [10, 17, 44-46]. To put it into context, the
morpho-syntactic system of Arabic is different in many ways
from English and other Western languages (the original
language/s of automatic summarizers). The morphological and
syntactic properties of Arabic are indispensable in building
sentence relevance and coherence in Arabic. According to Al
Qassem, et al. [17], the main challenge in Arabic text
summarization is in the complexity of the Arabic language
itself: 1) the meaning of a text is highly dependent on the
context; 2) there are more inherent variations within Arabic
than any other language; 3) the diacritics are usually absent in
the texts of news articles and any online content.
To improve the sentence relevance in the automatic
summarization of news articles in Arabic, this study proposes
that summarization systems should be trained to identify the
discourse markers within the texts and furthermore to use
these discourse markers in the generation of automatic
summaries. The hypothesis is that discourse markers can be
gainfully used to create cohesive texts with sentences that are
linked together and relevant to one another. In other words,
discourse markers can be used to build cohesive and coherent
texts through interrelated sentences which will have positive
impacts on the quality and reliability of text summarization
systems. Arabic summarization systems need to integrate
semantic-based methods for improving the quality of
summarization performance and generating more coherent and
meaningful summaries.
V. CONCLUSION
Digital news platforms and online newspapers have
multiplied today at an unprecedented speed, making it difficult
for users to read and follow all news articles on important
relevant topics. Numerous automatic text summarization
systems have thus been developed to address the increasing
needs of users around the world to access summaries that
reduce reading and processing time. In Arabic, different
automatic summarization systems have been developed and/or
adapted in order to address the increasing need for automatic

Arabic summaries. Evaluation of automatic summarization
performance is as important as automatic summarization itself.
Despite the importance of the evaluation and assessment of
automatic summarization systems for identifying the
limitations and for improving the summarization performance,
very little has been done on the evaluation systems of
automatic text summarization in Arabic. Therefore, an
evaluation of three text summarizers AlSummarizer,
LAKHASLY, and RESOOMER was carried out. A corpus of
forty news articles was built. Only articles written in Modern
Standard Arabic (MSA) were selected. The rationale being
that MSA is still the formal and working language of Arab
newspapers and news networks. For evaluating the
performance of the selected summarizers, manual (human)
evaluation methods were used. Three examiners were selected
to generate manual summaries and to examine the linguistic
consistency and relevance of the automatic summaries to the
original news articles. To evaluate the performance of the
three selected Arabic summarizers, the automatic summaries
were compared to the manual (human) summaries produced
by the experts who participated in the study. Results indicated
that the scores of the three summarizers were very similar.
The scores also indicate that the performance of the three
summarizers is not satisfactory. Furthermore, the automatic
summaries have a serious problem with sentence relevance
that has adverse impacts on the reliability of such systems.
It can be concluded that the poor performance of Arabic
summarizers can be mainly attributed to the unique
morphological and syntactic characteristics of Arabic. The
morphological-syntactic system of Arabic is different in many
ways from English and other Western languages (the original
language/s of automatic summarizers). The morphological and
syntactic properties of Arabic are indispensable in building
sentence relevance and coherence in Arabic. Thus, this study
proposes that summarization systems should be trained to
identify the discourse markers within the texts and
furthermore to use these discourse markers in the generation
of automatic summaries. This will have positive impacts on
the quality and reliability of text summarization systems.
Arabic summarization systems need to incorporate semantic
approaches for improving the quality of summarization
performance and building more coherent and meaningful
summaries.
This study was limited to the news articles in MSA.
However, the findings of the study and their implications can
be extended to other genres including academic articles.
Further research, however, is recommended to address the
performance of automatic Arabic text summarization in social
media language and colloquial dialects in Arabic.
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APPENDIX NO. 1: SELECTED NEWSPAPER ARTICLES AND CODES
Title

Code

Category

Newspaper

Country

01

Business

Assabah

Morocco

02

Business

Al-Ahram

Egypt

03

Business

Al-Ahram

Egypt

04

Business

Al-Watan

Kuwait

05

Business

Alrai

Jordan

06

Business

Alrai

Jordan

07

Business

Al-Itihad

Emirates

08

Business

Al-Bayan

Emirates

09

Politics

Assabah

Morocco

ﺗﺤﺮﯾﺮ اﻷﺳﻌﺎر … وﻗﻮد اﻟﺤﺮاﺋﻖ
tahrir al'asear ... waqud alharayiq
Price liberalization…Adding fuel to the fire

« ﺻﻨﺎﻋﺔ اﻟﺴﯿﺎﺣﺔ ﻋﻠﻰ ﻣﺴﺘﻮى اﻟﻌﺎﻟﻢ »ھﺸﺔ:ﻣﻌﺘﺰ ﺻﺪﻗﻲ
muetaz sdqy: sinaeat alsiyahat ealaa mustawaa alealam ‘hashah’
Moataz Sidqi: The global tourism industry is 'fragile'
ﺗﺴﮭﯿﻼت ﺟﻤﺮﻛﯿﺔ ﻟﻠﺴﯿﺎرات اﻟﻜﮭﺮﺑﺎﺋﯿﺔ اﻟﻤﺴﺘﻌﻤﻠﺔ
tashilat jumrukiat lilsayarat alkahrabayiyat almustaemala
Egypt approves new customs tax breaks for used electric cars
ﺗﺪھﻮر ﺗﺎرﯾﺨﻲ ﻟﻠﯿﺮة اﻟﺴﻮرﯾﺔ أﻣﺎم اﻟﺪوﻻر
tadahwur tarikhi liliarat alsuwriat 'amam alduwlar
Historical deterioration of the Syrian pound against the dollar
"اﻧﺘﺎج" ﺗﻨﺎﻗﺶ اﻟﺘﺤﺪﯾﺎت واﻟﻔﺮص ﻟﺘﻨﻤﯿﺔ اﻟﺼﺎدرات اﻷردﻧﯿﺔ ﻟﺘﻜﻨﻮﻟﻮﺟﯿﺎ اﻟﻤﻌﻠﻮﻣﺎت
42TU

U42T

"Intaj" tunaqash altahadiyat walfuras litanmiat alssadirat al'urduniyat litiknulujia
almaelumat
"Intaj" discusses the challenges and opportunities for developing Jordanian exports of
information technology
اﻟﻤﻨﺘﺪى اﻻﻗﺘﺼﺎدي اﻷردﻧﻲ ﯾﻄﺎﻟﺐ ﺑﺈﻋﺎدة اﻟﻨﻈﺮ ﻓﻲ ﻣﻔﮭﻮم اﻟﻘﻄﺎع اﻟﻌﺎم وأھﺪاﻓﮫ وطﺮﯾﻘﺔ اﻟﻤﺴﺎءﻟﺔ
almuntadaa alaiqtisadiu al'urduniyu yutalib bi'iieadat alnazar fi mafhum alqitae aleami
wa'ahdafah watariqat almusa'ala
The Jordanian Economic Forum calls for a review of the concept of the public sector,
its objectives, and the methods of accountability
 ﻧﻌﻤﻞ ﻋﻠﻰ إطﻼق ﺧﺪﻣﺔ اﻟﺘﺎﻛﺴﻲ اﻟﻄﺎﺋﺮ:أﯾﺮ أﺳﯿﺎ
'ayr 'asya: naemal ealaa 'iitlaq khidmat alttakisii alttayir
AirAsia: We are working on launching the Flying Taxi service
2020  أﻟﻒ ﺳﺠﻞ ﺗﺠﺎري ﻟﺴﯿﺪات ﺧﻼل100  ﻣﻨﺢ:وزارة اﻟﺘﺠﺎرة اﻟﺴﻌﻮدﯾﺔ
wizarat altijarat alsaeudiati: manh 100 'alf sajal tijariun lasaydat khilal 2020
Saudi Arabia issued over 100,000 commercial registrations for women in 2020
إداﻧﺔ ﺳﺎرﻛﻮزي ﺑﺘﮭﻢ اﻟﻔﺴﺎد
'iidanat sarkwzy bituham alfasad
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Former French President Nicolas Sarkozy Found Guilty Of Corruption
»اﻟﻨﻘﺪ اﻟﺪوﻟﻲ« ﯾﺪﻋﻮ اﻟﺤﻜﻮﻣﺎت ﻟﻠﻨﻈﺮ ﺑﻌﯿﻦ اﻻﻋﺘﺒﺎر ﻟﻠﻨﺴﺎء ﻋﻨﺪ إﻋﺪاد ﻣﯿﺰاﻧﯿﺎﺗﮭﺎ
“alnaqd alduwly” yadeu alhukumat lilnazar bieayn alaietibar lilnisa' eind 'iiedad
mizaniatiha
The International Monetary Fund calls on governments to consider women when
preparing their budgets

10

Politics

Al-Ahram

Egypt

11

Politics

Al-Ahram

Egypt

12

Politics

Al-Ahram

Egypt

13

Politics

Al-Jazeera

Saudi Arabia

14

Politics

Asharq Al-Awsat

Saudi Arabia

15

Politics

Al-Watan

Kuwait

16

Politics

Alrai

Jordan

17

Sports

Assabah

Morocco

18

Sports

Asharq Al-Awsat

Saudi Arabia

19

Sports

Al-Jazeera

Saudi Arabia

20

Sports

Al-Watan

Kuwait

21

Sports

Annahar

Lebanon

22

Sports

Al-Bayan

Emirates

 ﻣﯿﻠﯿﺸﯿﺎ اﻟﺤﻮﺛﻲ ﺗﻮاﺻﻞ اﻟﻤﺮاوﻏﺔ واﻟﺘﻼﻋﺐ ﺑﻤﻠﻒ ﻧﺎﻗﻠﺔ اﻟﻨﻔﻂ ﺻﺎﻓﺮ:وزﯾﺮ اﻹﻋﻼم اﻟﯿﻤﻨﻲ
wazir al'iielam alyamani: milishia alhawthayi tuasil almurawaghat waltalaeub bimalf
naqilat alnaft safir
Houthis spreading misleading information regarding Safer tanker: The Yemeni
Information Minister
زﯾﺎرة ﺑﺎﺑﺎ اﻟﻔﺎﺗﯿﻜﺎن ﻟﻠﻌﺮاق اﺳﺘﺪﻋﺎء ﻟﻘﯿﻢ اﻟﻌﯿﺶ اﻟﻤﺸﺘﺮك
ziarat PaPa alvatikan lileiraq aistidea' liqim aleaysh almushtara
Pope's visit to Iraq sends message of coexistence
ﻗﻠﻖ ﺳﻌﻮدي ﻣﻦ ﺗﻨﺎﻣﻲ وﺗﯿﺮة ﺧﻄﺎب اﻟﻜﺮاھﯿﺔ ﺿﺪ اﻟﻤﺴﻠﻤﯿﻦ
qalaq saeudiun min tanami watirat khitab alkirahiat dida almuslimin
Saudi concern for the growing hate speech against Muslims
اﻟﺮﯾﺎض ﺗﻄﺎﻟﺐ ﻣﺠﻠﺲ اﻷﻣﻦ ﺑﻤﺤﺎﺳﺒﺔ اﻟﺤﻮﺛﯿﯿﻦ ﻋﻠﻰ إرھﺎﺑﮭﻢ
alriyad tutalib majlis al'amn bimuhasabat alhuthiayn ealaa 'iirhabihim
Saudi Arabia calls on UN to hold Houthis accountable for terror attacks
إرادة اﻟﺸﻌﺐ واﻟﻤﺮاھﻘﺔ اﻟﺴﯿﺎﺳﯿﺔ
'iiradat alshaeb walmurahaqat alsiyasia
The will of the people and the immaturity of the politicians
آﻻف اﻟﺠﺰاﺋﺮﯾﯿﻦ ﯾﺘﻈﺎھﺮون ﻓﻲ اﻻﺳﺒﻮع اﻟﺜﺎﻧﻲ ﻣﻦ اﺳﺘﺌﻨﺎف ﻣﺴﯿﺮات اﻟﺤﺮاك
alaf aljazayiriiyn yatazaharun fi al'usbue alththani min aistinaf masirat alhirak
Thousands of Algerians demonstrate in the second week of Hirak’s recovery
“ﻛﺎف” ﺗﻄﻠﻖ ﻋﺼﺒﺔ اﻷﺑﻄﺎل اﻟﻨﺴﻮﯾﺔ
42TU

U42T

“kaf" tutliq eusbat al'abtal alnaswia
CAF launches Women’s Champions League
 اﻟﮭﺰﯾﻤﺔ أﻣﺎم ﺗﺸﯿﻠﺴﻲ ﺿﺮﺑﺔ ﻗﻮﯾﺔ:ﻛﻠﻮب
klwb: alhazimat 'amam tshylsy darbatan qawia
Jurgen Klopp admitted Liverpool's defeat against Chelsea was a massive blow
 ﻧﺎدﯾﺎ ً ﻓﻲ اﻟﺪوري اﻟﺼﯿﻨﻲ16 اﻹﻓﻼس ﯾﻀﺮب
al'iiflas yadrib 16 nadyaan fi aldawrii alsiynii
Bankruptcy hits 16 clubs in the Chinese Football League
اﻷﺳﻄﻮرة ﺑﻮﻓﻮن ﯾﻜﺸﻒ ﻣﻮﻋﺪ اﻋﺘﺰاﻟﮫ
al'usturat bufun yakshif maweid aietizalah
Buffon reveals when he wants to retire
 وﻟﯿﻔﺮﺑﻮل ﻻﺳﺘﻌﺎدة "ﺳﻤﻌﺘﮫ..."درﺑﻲ" ﻣﺎﻧﺸﺴﺘﺮ ﻓﻲ اﻟﻮاﺟﮭﺔ
"drabi" manshistar fi alwajihta... walifarbul liaistieada "smieatih
"Derby" Manchester in the forefront ... and Liverpool to restore "its reputation
 ﻣﻮاھﺐ »أﺗﻠﻔﮭﺎ اﻟﮭﻮى..اﻟﻜﺮة اﻟﻤﺼﺮﯾﺔ
alkurat almisriata.. mawahib iatalifaha alhuaa
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The Egyptian Football: Wasted football talents
ﺑﺮﺷﻠﻮﻧﺔ ﯾﺘﺮﻗﺐ رﺋﯿﺴﮫ اﻟﺠﺪﯾﺪ وﺳﻂ ﺟﺎﺋﺤﺔ ﻛﻮروﻧﺎ وﻋﺎﺻﻔﺔ ﻣﻦ اﻷزﻣﺎت
barshilunat yataraqab rayiysih aljadid wasat jayihat kwrwna waeasifatan min
al'azamat

23

Sports

24

Sports

Al-Bayan

Emirates

Al-Itihad

Emirates

Al-Ahram

Egypt

Al-Ahram

Egypt

Asharq Al-Awsat

Saudi Arabia

Asharq Al-Awsat

Saudi Arabia

Al-Jazeera

Saudi Arabia

Al-Jazeera

Saudi Arabia

Al-Watan

Kuwait

Barcelona elects new president amid Pandemic COVID-19 and a storm of crises
 »اﻟﻌﻮدة وﺷﯿﻜﺔ« إﻟﻰ ﻣﻨﺘﺨﺐ اﻟﺴﻮﯾﺪ..إﺑﺮاھﯿﻤﻮﻓﯿﺘﺶ
Iibrahymwfytsh: aleawdat wshy 'iilaa muntakhab alsuwid
Ibrahimovic’s return to the Swedish national team is imminent
 ﺗﻮﻓﯿﺮ اﻟﺜﻘﺔ واﻟﺪﻋﻢ ﻟﻠﻤﺮاھﻘﯿﻦ ﯾﺴﺎﻋﺪھﻢ ﻓﻲ اﻟﺘﻐﻠﺐ ﻋﻠﻰ اﻻﻛﺘﺌﺎب:دراﺳﺔ طﺒﯿﺔ

25

ETF

dirasat tbyt: tawfir althiqat waldem lilmurahiqin yusaeiduhum fi altaghalub ealaa
alaiktiab
Clinical Study: Providing teens with confidence and support helps them overcome
depression
 زﯾﺎرات اﻓﺘﺮاﺿﯿﺔ ﻓﻲ اﻟﻌﺎﻟﻢ10 »اﻟﺠﺎردﯾﺎن« ﺗﺨﺘﺎر ﻣﺴﺠﺪ اﻟﺴﻠﻄﺎن ﺑﺮﻗﻮق ﻛﺄﺣﺪ أﻓﻀﻞ

26

ETF

“aljardyan” takhtar masjid alsultan biruquq kahd 'afdal 10 ziarat aiftiradiatan fi alealam
The Guardian chose the Mosque-Madrassa of Sultan Barquq among the 10 virtual
tours of spectacular buildings around the world
أﻓﻼم ﻣﺨﺮﺟﯿﻦ ﺻﻨﻌﺖ اﻟﺴﯿﻨﻤﺎ

27

ETF

'aflam mukhrijin sunieat alsiynama
Debut Films of Famous Directors
ﺳﻨﻮات اﻟﺴﯿﻨﻤﺎ

28

ETF

sanawat alsiynama
Cinema years
اﻟﺴﯿﻨﻤﺎ ﺑﻌﯿﻮن أﻓﻼطﻮن

29

ETF

alsiynama bieuyun 'aflatun
Cinema through Plato’s Eyes
ﺗﺤﻮل اﻟﺼﺤﻒ اﻟﻮرﻗﯿﺔ إﻟﻰ إﻟﻜﺘﺮوﻧﯿﺔ ﯾﺴﯿﺮ وﺗﺤﺘﺎج إﻟﻰ اﻟﺪﻋﻢ..

30

ETF

tahul alsuhuf alwarqiat 'iilaa 'iiliktruniat yasir watahtaj 'iilaa alduem.
Converting traditional newspapers to electronic is easy and needs support
وﺛﺎﺋﻘﻲ ﺟﺪﯾﺪ ﯾﻜﺸﻒ اﻟﻮﺟﮫ اﻟﻘﺒﯿﺢ ﻟﻠﻤﺨﺮج اﻷﻣﺮﯾﻜﻲ وودي أﻟﻦ

31

ETF

wathayiqiin jadid yakshif alwajh alqubih lilmukhrij al'amrikii wawdi 'alan
A new documentary reveals the ugly face of American filmmaker Woody Allen
اﻟﺤﺐ اﻟﻤﺘﺒﺎدل ﯾﻨﻤﻲ ذﻛﺎء اﻷطﻔﺎل

32

ETF

Assabah

alhabu almutabadal yanmi dhaka' al'atfal

Morocco

Mutual love develops children's intelligence
 ﺳﻨﺔ ﺿﻮﺋﯿﺔ ﻓﻘﻂ26 ﻋﻠﻤﺎء ﯾﺒﺤﺜﻮن ﻋﻦ آﺛﺎر ﺣﯿﺎة ﻋﻠﻰ ﺑﻌﺪ
eulama' yabhathun ean athar hayat ealaa bued 26 sanatan dawyiyatan faqa

33

S&T

Al-Itihad

Emirates

34

S&T

Al-Bayan

Emirates

35

S&T

Annahar

Lebanon

Scientists find Earth-like planet with an atmosphere 26 light years away
"ﺗﻮﯾﺘﺮ" ﯾﺘﯿﺢ ﻣﯿﺰة ﺟﺪﯾﺪة ﻛﺎن ﯾﻄﺎﻟﺐ ﺑﮭﺎ اﻟﻤﺴﺘﺨﺪﻣﻮن
42TU

U42T

"Twitter" yutih myzt jadidatan kan yutalib biha almustakhdimun
"Twitter" provides a new feature that was demanded by users
ً واﺗﺴﺎب ﺗﻄﻠﻖ اﻟﻤﻜﺎﻟﻤﺎت اﻟﺼﻮﺗﯿﺔ واﻟﻤﺮﺋﯿﺔ ﻟﺘﻄﺒﯿﻖ اﻟﻮﯾﺐ ﻗﺮﯾﺒﺎ
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Whatsapp tutliq almukalamat alsawtiat walmaryiyat litatbiq alwayb qrybaan
WhatsApp is launching audio and video calls for the web app soon
42TU

ﻧﺘﻔﻠﯿﻜﺲ ﺗﻄﻠﻖFast Laughs"اﻟﺸﺒﯿﮭﺔ ﺑﻔﯿﺪﯾﻮات "ﺗﯿﻚ ﺗﻮك
U42T

natiflikis tutliq FAST LAUGHS alshbyht bfydywat "tyk twk"

36

S&T

37

S&T

Annahar

Lebanon

Annahar

Lebanon

Al-Jazeera

Saudi Arabia

Asharq Al-Awsat

Saudi Arabia

Al-Ahram

Egypt

Netflix launches short-form video feature similar to TikTok
""ﺑﺎﯾﺖ داﻧﺲ" ﺗﻄﻮر ﺗﻄﺒﯿﻘًﺎ ﺷﺒﯿﮭﺎ ً ﺑـ "ﻛﻠﻮب ھﺎوس
"byte dance" tatawur ttbyqana shbyhaan b "klub haws"
Byte Dance develops a clubhouse-like app
أداة ذﻛﯿﺔ ﺗﺪﻣﺞ ﺑﺎﻟﮭﺎﺗﻒ ﻟﻘﯿﺎس اﻟﺤﺮارة

38

S&T

'adat dhakiat tadmaj bialhatif liqias alharara
A smart tool integrated into the phone to measure the temperature
ھﯿﺎﻛﻞ روﺑﻮﺗﯿﺔ ﺧﺎرﺟﯿﺔ ﺗﺪﻋﻢ ﻗﻮة اﻟﻌﻤﻞ اﻟﺒﺸﺮﯾﺔ

39

S&T

hiakl rubutiat kharijiat tadeam quat aleamal albasharia
Robotic exoskeletons support the human workforce
ﺣﺴﺎم ﻣﻮاﻓﻲ ﯾﻜﺸﻒ ﻋﻦ ﺳﺒﺐ دﻗﺎت اﻟﻘﻠﺐ اﻟﻌﺎﻟﯿﺔ

40

husam mawafi yukshaf ean sbb daqqat alqalb alealia

S&T

Hussam Mowafi reveals the cause of the high heart rate
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Abstract—System identification is a very powerful tool for
determining the system model and parameters from sets of
observable input and output data. Once the system parameters
are obtained, the system dynamic behavior, including all the
system characteristics (time constant, overshoot, settling time,
etc.) can be accessed and evaluated. Despite the difficulty and
communication channel lag, online parameter estimation
outperforms offline system identification due to the ability to
remotely monitor and control the system as well as improve the
system's controller, making it more accurate and reliable. With
the extreme development in technology, the importance of
combining wireless networks with closed automatic control
systems has emerged. This connection facilitates communication
processes between the different units in the control for remotely
controlled of the output. However, there are some errors
affecting such system resulted from communication channel, A/D
and D/A conversion process, identification process, or the
existence of adaptive weight Gaussian noise. In this paper, the
errors were investigated using real system, and then a suitable
controller was tuned and optimized in order to reduce and
eliminate various errors. The results show excellent dynamic
behavior of the system under transmitting and receiving process.
Keywords—Online parameters estimation; Open Platform
Communication; OPC; communication channel; ARMAX model
(autoregressive-moving average with exogenous terms); DC-DC
Converter; chopper circuit

I.

INTRODUCTION

Since online system identification has a number of benefits,
such as estimating parameters in real time while the system is
operating as well as gaining the ability to monitor and operate
the system remotely, it also has a number of challenges. These
challenges include (1) analog system discretization with the
proper sampling time depending on the system dynamics (2)
use a communication channel to send and receive data (3)
using the regression method to find the new approximate
parameters based on the nature of the measured data (4)
deploying the identification process algorithm to determine the
new estimated parameters (5) fine-tune an appropriate
controller to reduce or remove all identification process errors,
this paper focuses on the online parameters estimation for a
DC-DC chopper circuit by applying the measured input and
output data to the identification algorithm via OPC (Open
Platform Communication) after being modeled in the form of
ARMAX
model(autoregressive-moving
average
with
exogenous terms).

II. DC-DC CHOPPER CIRCUIT MODELS
The buck-boost type of the DC-DC Converter will be
modeled in both continues and discrete domains.
Fig. 1 shows Buck/Boost converter circuit diagram.

Fig. 1. Buck-Boost Converter Circuit.

Equation 1 describes the relation between input and output
voltages which depends on the duty cycle d.
𝑑
∗𝑉
1 − 𝑑 𝑆𝑆
Mode 1: the switch is short circuit, and the diode is open
circuit.

𝑉𝑂 =

Mode 2: the switch is open circuit, and the diode is short
circuit. Assume that the switch and the diode are ideal devices
without delay [1, 2]. The state space representation matrices for
mode 1 and 2 are:
• Mode 1
𝑥̇ = 𝐴1 𝑥 + 𝐵1 𝑢 and 𝑦 = 𝐶1 𝑥 + 𝐷1
𝑅𝑅

− 𝑎
𝐿
A1 = �
0

1

0

− ∗(

C 1 = [0 1 − 𝑅𝑅
• Mode 2

𝐶

𝑅𝑅𝑏

1

𝑅𝑅𝑂 +𝑅𝑅𝑏

𝑂 +𝑅𝑅𝑏

]

�
)

1/𝐿
�
0

B1= �

D1 = 0

𝑥̇ = 𝐴2 𝑥 + 𝐵2 𝑢 and 𝑦 = 𝐶2 𝑥 + 𝐷2 𝑢
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𝑅𝑅

𝑅𝑅 ∗𝑅𝑅

𝑅𝑅

1

𝑏
−( 𝑎 + 𝑂 𝑏 )) −
+
𝐿
𝐿∗(𝑅𝑅𝑂 +𝑅𝑅𝑏
𝐿∗(𝑅𝑅𝑂 +𝑅𝑅𝑏 )
𝐿
A2 = �
�
1
𝑅𝑅𝑂
1
1
− ∗(
)
− ∗(
)

𝐶

(𝑅𝑅𝑂 ∗𝑅𝑅𝑏 )

C 2 = [− 𝑅𝑅

𝑂 +𝑅𝑅𝑏

𝑅𝑅𝑂 +𝑅𝑅𝑏

1−

𝑅𝑅𝑏

𝑅𝑅𝑂 +𝑅𝑅𝑏

]

𝐶

𝑅𝑅𝑂 +𝑅𝑅𝑏

The unilateral Z-Transform of a digital sequence 𝑥𝑛 is
given by.

0
B2= � �
0

∞

D2 = 0

Mode 1 for Buck/Boost converter is valid for 𝑑𝑇𝑆𝑆 and
mode 2 is valid for (1 − 𝑑)𝑇𝑆𝑆 , where T s is the sampling period.
After combining both modes equations using averaging
technique and divide them by sampling period 𝑇𝑆𝑆 , the system
block diagram for the Buck/Boost circuit is shown in Fig. 2
[3,4].
In order to study the effect of disturbance on the system
output, then MISO (Multi-input single output) system can be
presented as two transfer functions, first one describes the
relation between first input which is the disturbance and the
output voltage, and the other transfer function describes the
relation between the second input which is the reference
voltage, and the output voltage [5-14]. Fig. 3 shows the MISO
block diagram.
Laplace Transform is a useful tool for solving differential
equations and analyzing analog systems. It enables us to
examine stability through the use of simple pole-zero plots and
to describe frequency response of systems through
factorization. The Z Transform is a similar tool that can be
used with digital signals. It saves us a lot of time manipulating
difference equations. It will assist you in understanding the
behavior and stability of a digital system.

𝑍(𝑥𝑛 ) = 𝑋(𝑧) = � 𝑥𝑛 𝑧 −𝑛
𝑛=0

The discrete state space model is:

𝑥(𝑘 + 1) = 𝐺𝐺𝑥(𝑘) + 𝐻𝑢(𝑘)
𝑦(𝑘) = 𝐶𝑥(𝑘) + 𝐷𝑢(𝑘)

Table I shows the transformation from continuous to
discrete.
TABLE I.

TRANSFORMATION FROM CONTINUOUS TO DISCRETE

Continuous

discrete

𝐴𝑥(𝑡)
𝐵𝑢(𝑡)
C
D

𝐺𝐺𝑥(𝑘)
𝐻𝑢(𝑘)
C
D

The pulse transfer function will be obtained as following:
Y(z)
= C(zI − G)−1 H + D
U(z)

The structure of the Auto Regression Exogenous ARX
model can be written as follows:
𝐴(𝑞)𝑦(𝑡) = 𝐵(𝑞)𝑢(𝑡 − 𝑛𝑘) + 𝑒(𝑡)

Where A(q) and B(q) are defined by:

𝐴(𝑞) = 1 + 𝑎1 𝑞−1 + ⋯ + 𝑎𝑛𝑞 𝑞−𝑛𝑎

𝐵(𝑞) = 𝑏1 + 𝑏2 𝑞−1 + ⋯ + 𝑏𝑛𝑏 𝑞−𝑛𝑏+1

where, 𝑢(𝑡) and 𝑦(𝑡) are respectively, the input and the
output of the system, "t" is time unit, and q-1 represent the
delay operator, [𝑞𝑢(𝑘) = 𝑢(𝑘 − 1)].
III. HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE CONFIGURATION
THROUGH OPC COMMUNICATION CHANNELS

This section illustrates experiment and hardware as well as
the software configuration, the components of the real
experiment are: Tow computers with network interface card
(NIC), Ethernet cable cat5 with Rj45 connecters in both side
And an Ethernet switch. Tow computers have been used here
to make the identification process more realistic, the data are
being transferred from one to the other and then received again.

Fig. 2. Buck/Boost Circuit Block Diagram.
Disturbance
𝐺𝐺𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑(𝑆𝑆)
Output Voltage

Reference Voltage
𝐺𝐺𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅(𝑆𝑆)
Fig. 3. MISO Block Diagram.

OPC is a compatibility framework for transferring data
securely and reliably in the industrial automation and other
industries. It is platform that irrelevant and ensures a smooth
flow of data between devices from various manufacturers, and
OPC; it is based on the client server model as shown in Fig. 4.
[15-18].
The OPC software used in this paper is KEPSERVER, this
platform's design enables users to connect, manage, monitor,
and control various automation devices and software
applications via a single user interface [19].
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TABLE II.

Fig. 4. OPC Client and Server.

BUCK-BOOST CIRCUIT PARAMETERS

The parameter

The value

����
𝑉𝐼𝑁
L

2.85*10-3 H

C

193*10-6 F

R1

0.09 ohm

R2

0.09 ohm

RO

27.9 ohm

𝑑̅

60 HZ

40 V

2/3

Fs

All transfer functions will be converted to discrete form
depending on the sampling time Ts. Each value of Ts gives a
specific pulse transfer function, assuming Ts = 0.001second
such that:
G 1 (z) between 𝑑̂ as input and 𝑦� as the output in Z domain:

Fig. 5. Software and Hardware Topology.

Each one of the computers must be given a specific IP
address through the Ethernet switch, one of the computers will
be the OPC server “KRPSERVER” [20] and the other
computer will be the OPC client “MATLAB” Fig. 5 shows the
hardware and software topology [21].
As you can see from Fig. 5, both computers must be in
same subnet mask OPC Client - computer 1 is configured
with “192.168.1.50” IP address and OPC Server – computer 2
is configured with “192.168.1.51” IP address.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The effect of each identification factor, including sampling
time T s , regression model type, number of parameters in A(q)
and B(q), OPC communication channel effect, and the effect of
adding noise to the input disturbance signal, will be
investigated. The values of the DC-DC Buck/Boost converter
circuit parameters are shown in the Table II.

𝐺𝐺1 (𝑧) =

0.74527(𝑧 + 11.52)(𝑧 − 7.534)
(𝑧^2 + 1.613𝑧 + 0.7968)

G 2 (z) between 𝑢� as input and 𝑦� as the output in Z domain:

𝐺𝐺2 (𝑧) =

−0.1898(𝑧 + 0.8653)
(𝑧^2 + 1.613𝑧 + 0.7968)

The feedback controller pulse transfer function G FB (z):
𝑍 − 0.9689
𝑧 − 9.941𝑒 − 26
The feedforward controller pulse transfer function G FF (z):

𝐺𝐺𝐹𝐵 (𝑧) =

−0.00033
𝑧– 1
Fig. 6 shows the online identification process with all its
steps, the blue dashed line is the OPC communication channel,
while the black line indicates the MATLB system signal.
𝐺𝐺𝐹𝐹 (𝑧) =

The continuous transfer functions of the block diagram
shown in Fig. 2 become:
G 1 (s) between disturbance and Output voltage.
𝐺𝐺1 (𝑠) =

0.74527 (𝑠 + 7.5𝑒04)(𝑠 − 1616)
(𝑠 2 + 227.2𝑠 + 2.085𝑒05)

G 2 (s) between 𝑢� and 𝑦�

𝐺𝐺2 (𝑠) =

−6.995 (𝑠 + 5.757𝑒04)
+ 227.2𝑠 + 2.085𝑒05)

(𝑠 2

The feedback controller G FB (s):

𝐺𝐺𝐹𝐵 (𝑠) =

𝑆 + 1789
𝑆 + 7.757𝑒04

The feedforward controller G FF (s):

𝐺𝐺𝐹𝐹 (𝑠) =

−0.33
𝑆

Fig. 6. Identification Process System Block Diagram.
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Disturbance Voltage

𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑(𝑍𝑍)

Output Voltage

Reference Voltage

𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅(𝑍𝑍)
Fig. 7. Estemated Transfer Functions.

After the parameter’s estimation of 𝐺𝐺𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑(𝑆𝑆) and 𝐺𝐺𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅(𝑆𝑆) new
estimated transfer functions are obtained 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑(𝑍𝑍) and 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅(𝑍𝑍)
as shown in Fig. 7. Where, 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑(𝑍𝑍) describe the relation
between first input (disturbance) and output, and 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅(𝑍𝑍) ,
describe the relation between second input (disturbance) and
output.

Fig. 8. Continuous and Discrete Outputs related to 0.1 Second Sampling
Time.

Fig. 9 shows the Estimated OP(Output).

A. Sampling Time Ts
In this section, sampling time will be investigated, and the
effect of changing Ts on the identification process will be
determined, the parameters value for the DC-DC Converter
will be as in the Table II. The identification parameters are
shown in Table III.
TABLE III.

CONSTANT IDENTIFICATION FACTOR RELATED TO VARYING
TS

The parameter

The value

Regression type

ARMAX

Regression parameter

A(q)=3
B(q) = 3

OPC

Scan Rate = same as Ts
Communication remotely via ethernet
cable

Noise

No noise

Fig. 9. Estimated Output related to 0.1 Second Sampling Time.
TABLE IV.

But sampling time Ts will be varying, the examples below
will explain this methodology.
a) Example 1
In this example the sampling time will assumed to be 0.1
second, Fig. 8 shows the continues OP (output) and Discrete
OP (output).
The estimated parameters for both transfer function
𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑(𝑍𝑍) and 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅(𝑍𝑍) are shown in Table IV.

ESTIMATED PARAMETERS RELATED TO 0.1 SECOND SAMPLING
TIME
Estimated parameters in both transfer functions

q-operator
𝑞0

𝑞 −1
𝑞
𝑞

−2
−3

1

𝐴(𝑞)

𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑(𝑞)
0

𝐵(𝑞)

1

𝐴(𝑞)

𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅(𝑞)
0

𝐵(𝑞)

-9.64E-08

-2.37E-05

3.6E-04

1.001

2.2E-016

2.2E-016

2.6E-05

-3.6E-4

2.2E-016

2.2E-016

2.2E-16

-2.6E-05
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b) Example 2
In this example the sampling time will assumed to be 0.01
second, Fig. 10 shows the continues OP and Discrete OP.

Fig. 10. Continuous and Discrete Outputs related to 0.01 second Sampling
Time.

Fig. 11 shows the Estimated OP.

c) Example 3
In this example the sampling time will assumed to be .001
second Fig. 12 shows the continues OP and Discrete OP:

Fig. 12. Continuous and Discrete Outputs related to 0.001 Second Sampling
Time.

Fig.13 shows the Estimated OP.

Fig. 11. Estimated Output related to 0.01 Second Sampling Time.
Fig. 13. Estimated Output related to 0.001 second sampling Time.

The estimated parameters for both transfer function
𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑(𝑍𝑍) and 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅(𝑍𝑍) are shown in Table V.
TABLE V.

ESTIMATED PARAMETERS RELATED TO 0.01 SECOND
SAMPLING TIME

The estimated parameters for both transfer function
𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑(𝑍𝑍) and 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅(𝑍𝑍) are shown in Table VI.
TABLE VI.

ESTIMATED PARAMETERS RELATED TO 0.001 SECOND
SAMPLING TIME

Estimated parameters in both transfer functions.
Estimated parameters in both transfer functions.
q-operator

𝑞

0

1

𝐴(𝑞)

𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑(𝑞)
0

𝐵(𝑞)

1

𝐴(𝑞)

𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅(𝑞)
0

q-operator
𝐵(𝑞)

𝑞 −1

0.3443

0.048189

0.3356

0.8474

0.1861

-0.04588

0.2025

0.2453

𝑞 −3

-0.1129

-0.002297

-0.1114

0.334

𝑞 −2

𝑞0

1

𝐴(𝑞)

𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑(𝑞)
0

𝐵(𝑞)

1

𝐴(𝑞)

𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅(𝑞)
0

𝐵(𝑞)

𝑞 −1

-2.657

-0.0244

2.505

0.04952

2.434

0.01425

𝑞 −3

-0.8339

-0.02513

-0.7972

0.00864

𝑞

−2

-2.617

-0.0029
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• Discussion

TABLE VIII. CONSTANT IDENTIFICATION FACTOR RELATED TO VARYING
PARAMETERS NUMBER

The conclusion is that as the sampling time increases, the
identification error decreases and the identification process
becomes more accurate, because as the sample time increases,
more data from the system is analyzed and the identification
loop has more data to estimate the parameter. In the case of Ts
=0.001, we have 401 sets of values, which is sufficient to
accurately estimate the parameter, whereas when Ts =0.01, we
only have 41 sets of values, which is insufficient to estimate
the parameters. On the other hand, choosing Ts to be very low
will take a long time to complete the identification process, In
the worst-case scenario, Ts=0.1 second leads to poor
identification because the system completes its dynamic
behavior and reaches steady state in 0.15 second, because when
Ts=0.1 second, only two values are generated to describe the
complete system's behavior, which is insufficient. Assuming
Ts = 0.001, we have two advantages.
1) 1. provides a sufficient set of data to enable accurate
identification.
2) It takes an acceptable amount of time, not too long but
also not too fast.

The parameter

The value

Regression type

ARMAX
Ts = 0.001

Sampling Time
OPC

Scan Rate = same as Ts
Communication remotely via ethernet
cable

Noise

No noise

The identification parameters are shown in Table VIII.
But the parameters number will be varying, the examples
below will explain this methodology.
a) Example 4
In this example the parameters number will assumed to be
two in both A(q) and B(q), referring to Fig. 12 the continues
OP and Discrete OP are shown.
Fig. 14 shows the Estimated OP.

Conclusion is that assuming Ts =.001 is better for this
system, considering the response time and dynamic behavior
for our system (DC Converter circuit), Table VII compares the
sampling time with the system characteristic (overshoot,
response time... etc.), delay time, and the identification error in
general, also the ability to tune a controller to overcome the
identification error.
Table VIII shows that as much as the sampling time
increase high delay is added, extremely high identification
error and the system characteristic and be measured or obtained.
B. Number of Parameters
The effect of changing the number of parameters will be
investigated in this section, and thus the effect of changing the
number of parameters on the identification process will be
determined; the parameters value for the DC-DC Converter
will be as shown in Table II.
TABLE VII.

TS(Second)

0.1

0.01

0.001

SAMPLING TIME EFFECT TO THE IDENTIFICATION PROCESS
System
characteristics

Cannot be
obtained

Can be
obtained with
high error

Can be
obtained
highly
accurate

Identification
error

Extremely
high

Hight

Low

Controller
tuning

Delay
time

No
controller

Very
Hight
more than
0.2
second

Controller
can be
tuned but
error will
still high
Controller
can be
tuned, and
the error
will be
reduced

Hight
around
0.02
second
Low
around
0.002
second

Fig. 14. Estimated OP related to Two Parameters.

The estimated parameters for both transfer function
𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑(𝑍𝑍) and 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅(𝑍𝑍) are shown in Table IX.
TABLE IX.

ESTIMATED PARAMETERS RELATED TO TWO PARAMETERS
Estimated parameters in both transfer functions.

q-operator
𝐴(𝑞)

𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑(𝑞)

𝐵(𝑞)

𝐴(𝑞)

𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅(𝑞)

𝐵(𝑞)

𝑞0

1

-1.732

-0.02445

-1.786

-0.0029

𝑞 −2

0.9079

0.02445

0.8227

0.03975

𝑞 −1

0

1

0

b) Example 5
In this example the parameters number will assumed to be
three in both A(q) and B(q), referring to Fig. 12 the continues
OP and Discrete OP are shown.
Fig. 15 shows the Estimated OP.
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TABLE XI.

NUMBER OF PARAMETERS EFFECT TO THE IDENTIFICATION
PROCESS

Number of
parameters

System
characteristics

Identification
error

Controller
tuning

Degree of
complexity

2

Can be
obtained with
high error

high

No
controller

Low
complexity

Low

Controller
can be
tuned, and
the error
will be
reduced

Low
complexity

Can be
obtained with
low error

3
Fig. 15. Estimated OP related to Three Parameters.

Table X shows the estimated parameters in both transfer
functions.
TABLE X.

ESTIMATED PARAMETERS RELATED TO THREE PARAMETERS
Estimated parameters in both transfer functions.

q-operator
𝐴(𝑞)

𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑(𝑞)

𝐵(𝑞)

𝐴(𝑞)

𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅(𝑞)

𝐵(𝑞)

𝑞0

1

-2.657

-0.0244

-2.617

-0.0029

𝑞 −2

2.505

0.04952

2.434

0.01425

-0.8339

-0.02513

-0.7972

0.00864

𝑞 −1
𝑞

−3

0

1

0

Table XI shows that as the number of parameters increases,
good identification is obtained, but the system becomes very
complex, so choosing three parameters results in an acceptable
error and a low degree of complexity. Making a system with a
low degree of complexity is preferable to making a system
with a high degree of complexity as long as the error remains
within acceptable limits.
C. Regression Model Type
In this section, the effect of changing the regression model
will be investigated, and the effect of changing the model type
either ARMAX or ARX to the identification process will be
determined, the parameters value for the DC-DC Converter
will be as in the Table II, the identification parameters is shown
in Table XII.
TABLE XII.

• Discussion
A conclusion is reached, which is that as the number of
parameters increases, the identification error decreases and the
identification process becomes more accurate, because as the
number of parameters increases, more of the system's
properties and characteristics can be measured. When the
number of parameters is assumed to be two, thigh error is
introduced into the system, and these two parameters cannot
describe the system dynamic. However, when the number of
parameters is three, the induced error is very low and can be
ignored, resulting in good identification with all the original
system properties being obtained well. On the other hand, as
the number of parameters increases, more complexity is added
to the system, making tuning a controller to reduce
identification errors more difficult, in this case, selecting three
parameters is sufficient, and the induced error is very low.
Conclusion is that assuming number of parameters to be three
is the better choice as it leads to good identification and low
complexity.
Table XI compares the number of parameters with the
system characteristic (overshoot, response time … etc.),
Degree of complexity, the identification error in general and
the ability to tune a controller to reduce or eliminate the
identification errors.

CONSTANT IDENTIFICATION FACTOR RELATED TO VARYING
PARAMETERS NUMBER

The parameter

The value

Regression parameter

A(q)=3
B(q) = 3

Sampling Time

Ts = 0.001

OPC

Scan Rate = same as Ts
Communication remotely via ethernet
cable

Noise

No noise

But the regression model type will be varying, the
examples below will explain this methodology.
a) Example 6
This example will compare the effect of both regression
models ARMAX and ARX and the other factors as shown in
Table XIV will be constant, Fig. 12 shows the continues OP
and Discrete OP:
Fig. 16 shows the Estimated OP for ARMAX & ARX.
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TABLE XIV. CONSTANT IDENTIFICATION FACTOR RELATED TO LOCAL AND
REMOTE MODES
The parameter

The value
A(q)=3
B(q) = 3

Regression parameter

Ts = 0.001

Sampling Time
Regression Model
Noise

ARMAX
No noise

The identification error will be studied in both remote and
local mode; also the communication channel effect will be
obtained.

Fig. 16. Estimated OP for Both ARX and ARMAX.

After applying the identification algorithm for ARMAX
and ARX, both models give the same parameters in both
transfer functions 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑(𝑍𝑍) and 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅(𝑍𝑍) as shown in
Table XIII.

a) Example 7
The local mode identification process will be studied,
Fig. 12 shows the continues OP and Discrete OP, Fig. 17
shows the comparison between the Discrete OP and Estimated
OP in local mode.

TABLE XIII. ESTIMATED PARAMETERS IN BOTH ARX AND ARMAX

q-operator
𝑞0
𝑞 −1
𝑞 −2
𝑞 −3

Estimated parameters in both transfer functions
𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑(𝑞)
𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅(𝑞)
𝐴(𝑞)
𝐵(𝑞)
𝐴(𝑞)
𝐵(𝑞)
1
0
1
0
-2.657
-0.0244
-2.617
-0.0029
2.505
0.04952
2.434
0.01425
-0.8339
-0.02513
-0.7972
0.00864

• Discussion
After comparing the results of ARX and ARMAX, the
results were similar; both models give the same estimated OP
as well as the same value of the estimated parameters as shown
in Table XIII.
Results above show that either ARX or ARMAX can work
properly with low identification error, so choosing either of
them has no effect on the identification process; however, from
ARMAX concept it would work more efficiently if the system
became more complex with a large variation in the input or
output signals because it combines the advantages of both MA
(moving average) and AR (autoregressive).
D. OPC Communication Channel
In this section, the effect of the OPC communication
channel will be investigated, the identification process will be
working in two modes:
1) Local mode, where no communication channel is used
and all the data analyzing will be locally in the same computer
and in the same environment which is MATLAB 2020.
2) Remote mode, where the data is transferred and
received from one computer to the other in the private network
through the OPC communication channel via ethernet cable
cat5.
The parameters value for the DC-DC Converter will be as
in the Table II, the identification parameters are shown in
Table XIV.

Fig. 17. Estimated OP in Local Mode.

As shown in Fig. 17, the estimated OP is very close to the
discrete OP with a very low amount of error and an efficient
identification, which is caused by processing the data very
quickly with no delays because the local mode does not require
sending or receiving data from one computer to another, and no
hardwires (Ethernet cable cat5) are used.
The estimated parameters for both transfer function
𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑(𝑍𝑍) and 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅(𝑍𝑍) are shown in Table XV.
TABLE XV.

ESTIMATED PARAMETERS RELATED TO LOCAL MODE

Estimated parameters in both transfer functions
q-operator
𝑞0
𝑞 −1
𝑞 −2
𝑞 −3

𝐴(𝑞)

𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑(𝑞)

1
-2.65837542
2.508143613
-0.8365384

𝐵(𝑞)

0
-0.0244
0.0495739
-0.025169

𝐴(𝑞)

𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅(𝑞)

1
-2.6151791
2.43228732
-0.7969769

𝐵(𝑞)
0
-0.0029257
0.01426002
0.008797002

b) Example2
The remote identification process will be studied, Fig. 12
shows the continues OP and Discrete OP, Fig. 18 shows the
comparison between the Discrete OP and Estimated OP in
remote mode.
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Fig. 18. Estimated OP in Remote Mode.

Fig. 20. Communication Error.

As shown in Fig. 18, the estimated OP is very close to the
discrete OP with very amount error and an efficient
identification. Using an OPC communication channel has no
effect on the identification process because of the low error,
and the communication channel was very fast and accurate due
to the Ethernet cat5 high speed rate, high accuracy of the OPC
communication channel and high-speed processing units.
The OPC communication channel error is caused by the
delay time, as the OPC communication channel transmits the
data as a query, it collects the data and convert it to a query
then it sends it as packets over the Ethernet Cat5 cable, Due to
high processing units and using cable with very high transition
speed rate the communication channel does not add high error
but rather a very small amount of error caused by the delay
time.
Comparing the Discrete output with the received output is
the key to determining the communication channel delay error.
Fig. 19 shows MATLAB block for this comparison.
Fig. 19 shows MATLAB blocks for the comparing between
received OP and Discrete OP, Fig. 20 shows the comparing
results.
Fig. 20 shows the communication error, it clears from this
figure that there is an error caused by the OPC communication
channel.

Fig. 21. Example of a Figure Caption.

Fig. 21 shows the MATLAB block ordering to compare the
delayed Discrete OP signal with the received OP, Fig. 22
below shows the comparison result.
Fig. 22 shows that the communication channel error has
been eliminated by adding 2 millisecond delay time to the
discrete OP, as a result of this comparison, the OPC
communication channel error is just 2 millisecond delay with
neglectable noise, the noise as shown in the figure above are
two pulses with very low amplitude the value of the noise
amplitude is a power of -4 (×10−4 ) which makes it neglectable
and does not affect the identification process, the hardwire
cable is the main cause for this noise.

Because the communication channel error is a delay time
error, the best way to test the communication channel's
performance is to add the same amount of delay to the discrete
OP and then compare these signals again, as shown in Fig. 21.

Fig. 19. Discrete and Received Outputs Comparison.

Fig. 22. Delay Time Error Cancellation.
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TABLE XVI. ESTIMATED PARAMETERS RELATED TO REMOTE MODE
Estimated parameters in both transfer functions
q-operator
𝑞

𝑞
𝑞

0

−1
−2

𝑞 −3

1

𝐴(𝑞)

𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑(𝑞)
0

𝐵(𝑞)

1

𝐴(𝑞)

𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅(𝑞)
0

𝐵(𝑞)

-2.6572643

-0.024396

-2.616792

-0.0029133

2.50481665

0.0495228

2.4338879

0.01424647

-0.833855

-0.025127

-0.7971178

0.0086445

The estimated parameters for both transfer function
𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑(𝑍𝑍) and 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅(𝑍𝑍) are shown in Table XVI.
• Discussion

The remote mode, which uses an OPC communication
channel via a hardwire Ethernet cable cat5, results in a good
identification process with very low error, as long as the
transmitted signal has a short delay time, as a result of using a
high-speed rate cable with a high computer processing unit
performance, the communication channel error will be very
small, and in some cases can be ignored.
Because the remote mode provides low communication
channel error, the advantage of using it instead of the local
mode is high, due to the remote-control ability that does not
exist in the local mode. The conclusion is that using remote
mode is better than using the local mode because of the low
error presence as well as the ability to remotely control and
observe the system via the network.
E. Noisy Input Disturbance Signal
The effect of changing the noise amplitude and frequency
at the input disturbance signal will be investigated in this
section, the output signal will be noise free, as will the
reference input signal, and thus the effect of changing the noise
configuration to the identification process will be determined,
The DC-DC Converter parameters will be as shown in Table II.
The identification parameters are shown in Table XVII.
TABLE XVII. CONSTANT IDENTIFICATION FACTOR RELATED NOISY INPUT
SIGNAL
The parameter

The value

Regression parameter

A(q)=3
B(q) = 3

Sampling Time

Fig. 23. MATLAB Ordering Blocks for Noisy Input Signal.

As illustrated in Fig. 23 the input signal with adding noise
is applied to the identification algorithm, on the other hand the
output signal and the reference input signal still noise free
signals.
But the noise configuration will be varying, the examples
below will explain this methodology.
a) Example 8
In this example noise will assumed to be 0.01 Power
spectral density with 100 Hz, the following Fig. 24 shows the
Received communicated noise input signal with 0.01 PSD and
100 HZ frequency compared with the (not communicated
signal) MATLAB input signal, the input signal here is the
disturbance signal to the converter circuit and the other input
which is the reference signal will be noise free.
Fig. 25 shows the Estimated OP and the Discrete OP.
It is clear from Fig. 25 that the estimated OP deviates
greatly from the discrete OP, so that as the noise PSD and
frequency increase, the identification process efficiency
decreases, and high error is added to the system. From Fig. 25,
the system characteristics (settling time, overshoot, oscillations
number.... etc.) can be measured but with high error.
The estimated parameters for both transfer function
𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑(𝑍𝑍) and 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅(𝑍𝑍) are shown in Table XVIII.

Ts = 0.001

OPC

Scan Rate = same as Ts
Communication remotely via ethernet
cable

Regression model type

ARMAX

Fig. 23 shows the MATLAB blocks for the noisy input
signal.

Fig. 24. Noisy Input related to 0.01 PSD and 100 HZ Frequncy.
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Fig. 25. Estimated and Discrete OP related to 0.01 PSD and 100 HZ
Frequncy.

Fig. 27. Estimated and Discrete OP related to 0.03 PSD and 200 HZ
Frequncy.

TABLE XVIII. ESTIMATED PARAMETERS RELATED TO 0.01 PSD AND 100HZ
FREQUENCY

It is clear from Fig. 27 that the estimated OP deviates
greatly from the discrete OP, so that as the noise PSD and
frequency increase, the identification process efficiency
decreases, and high error is added to the system. From Fig. 36,
the system characteristics (settling time, overshoot, oscillations
number, etc.) can be measured but with even higher error from
previous example.

Estimated parameters in both transfer functions
q-operator

𝑞0

1

𝑞 −2

𝐴(𝑞)

𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑(𝑞)
0

𝐵(𝑞)

1

𝐴(𝑞)

𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅(𝑞)
0

𝐵(𝑞)

𝑞

−1

-1.80

-0.014765

-2.6169

-0.0029

1.0196

0.0173581

2.4341

0.0142

𝑞

−3

-0.0501

-0.00252

-0.7972

0.0086

b) Example 9
In this example noise will assumed to be 0.03 Power
spectral density with 200 Hz, the flowing Fig. 26 shows the
Received communicated noise input signal with 0.03 PSD and
200 HZ frequency compared with the (not communicated
signal) MATLAB input signal, the input signal here is the
disturbance signal to the converter circuit and the other input
which is the reference signal will be noise free.

The estimated parameters for both transfer function
𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑(𝑍𝑍) and 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅(𝑍𝑍) are shown in Table XIX.
TABLE XIX. ESTIMATED PARAMETERS RELATED TO 0.03 PSD AND 200HZ
FREQUENCY
Estimated parameters in both transfer functions
q-operator
𝑞0

1

𝑞 −2

𝐴(𝑞)

𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑(𝑞)
0

𝐵(𝑞)

1

𝐴(𝑞)

𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅(𝑞)
0

𝐵(𝑞)

𝑞 −1

-1.7041

-0.0023

-2.6169

-0.0029

0.8616

0.0024

2.4341

0.0142

−3

0.02905

-8.1281e05

-0.7972

0.0086

𝑞

• Discussion
From the previous examples, it is clear that as the noise
amplitude and frequency increase, so does the identification
error, the identification error caused by noise can be seen as
compression in the Y-axis; as the noise amplitude and
frequency increase, the response will compress more; however,
the system dynamic remains unchanged, so this error can be
reduced or eliminated by tuning a proper controller that makes
the identification process efficient.

Fig. 26. Noisy Input related to 0.03 PSD and 200 HZ Frequncy.

Fig. 27 shows the Estimated OP and the Discrete OP.

Also, as shown in the Table XIX it clears that the
parameters in both A(q)&B(q) change only in 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑(𝑞) but the
𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅(𝑞) remains the same in all example, the reasons of that is
coming from adding the noise to the disturbance signal only
making only the transfer 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑(𝑞) changes as this transfer
function describe the relation between the disturbance and the
output, so that it is logical to change every time the disturbance
noisy signal changes.
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On the other hand, 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅(𝑞) which describe the relation
between the reference input signal and the output voltage does
not change as the input reference signal still the same in all
examples with no noise added.
Future work can be conducted in many directions and
applications. The use of OPC communication channel would
have interesting future directions in many applications such as
power [22-25], health [26-31], communication [32-37], AI
applications [38-43], and optimization [44,45].
V. CONCLUSION
The identification process is highly dependent on the error
associated with each factor. To determine whether the
identification process is efficient or not, the effects or error
associated with each factor are investigated to determine
whether the identification process can truly provide a good
estimate or not. As a result, before proceeding to the online
detection, these factors must be optimized to produce the least
amount of error possible, ensuring that the best parameters
have been estimated.
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Abstract—Global image enhancement techniques are used to
enhance contrast in images but these techniques are found to be
under-enhanced or over-enhanced in differently illuminated
regions of the image. Local color correction methods work on
local pixel regions to optimize the color contrast enhancement
but they also have been found to show a lag while covering pixel
regions which are overexposed, compared to those which are
underexposed causing local artifacts. In this work, we overcome
the shortcomings of both the local color correction and global
color correction. This method uses local color correction in the
Hue Saturation Luminance (HSL) domain, and fuzzy
intensification operators are used to control the color fidelity of
the local color corrected images. Thus, is able to sort out the
problem of overexposed and underexposed regions and provide
optimized contrast enhancement in colored images. Several
experiments have been performed to analyze the performance of
the proposed method and feasibility as compared to existing
techniques. Performance parameters such as Mean Square Error
(MSE), Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR), Structural Similarity
Index Measurement (SSIM) and Naturalness Image Quality
Evaluator (NIQE) is evaluated and the comparison with some
existing techniques of contrast enhancement of color images is
performed. The obtained result have good contrast and approve
the better performance of the proposed method in support of the
quantitative measure of perceptual appearance of the processed
images and low computational time.
Keywords—Contrast enhancement; local color correction;
fuzzy operators; optimization

I.

INTRODUCTION

Image enhancement is one of the most important steps in
any image processing algorithm whether it is pattern
detection, image classification or biometric recognition. Most
of the computer vision based algorithms consist of image
quality enhancement steps at some stages. The image quality
is also strongly affected by the image acquisition device's
quality. A higher-resolution camera is needed for better image
quality, which can significantly increase the system's cost.
Several methods of image enhancement exist which can
improve the characteristics of the images to acceptable level
even if they have been acquired with low quality cameras.
Considering the factors like domain, environment, quality of
images etc. different mathematical arbitrations can be applied
on the images to improve their characteristics. Image
correction may include various steps such as saturation,
sharpness, denotation, tonal shift, tonal equilibrium and
contrast correction. Even from the perspective of humans, the
perceptibility of images is dependent on the contrast of the

images. Contrast generally refers to the difference between
different pixel levels based on their intensity. Compared to the
other objects and the context, the difference between visual
properties makes the parts of images distinctive. The
sensitivity to human contrast depends on the spatial frequency;
thus, when determining the contrast the spatial content of the
picture should be considered. Local contrast is defined in
accordance with the local luminance and background lights as
a function of every point in the image as well as in every
frequency band [1]. The variation in color and brightness of
the element and other items within the same field of view is
calculated to provide the visual perception of the real world.
The techniques of contrast enhancement can usually be
divided into two categories: direct and indirect. Direct
methods define a function based on the contrast whereas
indirect methods don’t define a specific contrast function. The
direct and indirect methods are categorized further as spatial
methods in which pixel level operations are performed and
frequency domain methods operating in transformation of
images [1]. Color image enhancement poses more challenges
as compared to a grayscale image enhancement because of the
presence of three color intensity levels viz. red, green and blue
as compared to a single intensity level in case of grayscale
images. Thus techniques like histogram equalization (HE)
which gives a fast image enhancement with a grayscale image
cannot be directly used for color image enhancement.
Histogram Equalization, however, is not widely used in
consumer electronics because it can lead to irregularities such
as changes in excessive brightness, vibration and saturation of
light [2]. One of the popular techniques from the family of
general histogram modification techniques are gamma
correction techniques accomplished by using a particular
adaptive parameter “γ”, defined as below [3]:
T(l) = l max (l/l max )γ
(1)
where “l max ” is the maximum intensity of the input.
The gamma curves illustrated in Fig. 1 show that “ γ >1”
has exactly the opposite effect as those generated with “γ < 1”.
Global correction methods like gamma correction suffer from
this problem of uneven distribution of pixel color intensity.
Many algorithms concentrate on improving the image
quality, but usually lead to an unnatural appearance such as
confusion and objects with light sources. Many others
therefore seek to reduce over-improvement at the cost of
accuracy [4]. Since traditional histogram algorithms can result
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in over-enhancement, several algorithms have been suggested,
including limitation of brightness and contrast. Maintaining
efficiency in applications requires the preservation of light.
The preservation of luminosity in areas of diminished
intensity, such as dark regions, is disadvantageous to detailed
enhancement in uniform illumination images [4]. An
improvement over the traditional HE is the brightness
preserving dynamic histogram equalization (BPDHE)
algorithm, which maintains mean brightness of the image by
taking the same mean brightness of the output image as that of
the input image [5].
In local enhancement techniques, transformation of image
pixels is dependent on neighboring pixel information. A small
window is moved over every pixel of the image and only
those blocks of images are enhanced, whose pixel falls under
the window. Local information is preserved and brightness is
improved for future use. Therefore contrast ratio can be
smoothly improved in all parts of the image. Global
knowledge about luminosity is missing and local objects can
be created. Compared to the global enhancement methods,
code complexities of these methods are high. Hybrid strategies
provide global and local strategies for development. Here,
adjacent pixels and global image information are taken into
account during the transformation [6].
The need to improve the image visual quality that is
produced under intense lighting conditions resulted in the
development of an overexposure and underexposure fusion of
blurred enhanced images. This can be done with the Gaussian
membership function by means of a smooth image creation
process. For further optimization, Discrete Wavelet Transform
(DWT) based fusion of these fuzzy enhanced images is
possible. The improved Fuzzy algorithm reduces noise,
preserves information and improves image contrast [7].
Nonlinear and knowledge-based fuzzy techniques are feasible,
creating a new technique for the enhancement of contrast.
In a dehazing based enhancement model suggested by
Dong et. al [8], a photometric negative of the input image
resembling hazy image has been obtained. The enhancement
is then achieved by dehazing the hazy image effects, but this
approach had issues with blocking artefacts, and the images
produced seemed artificial or sketchy.

Fig. 1. Gamma Variation.

Retinex based methods have been developed which model
human vision of color and luminance. Adaptive Multi Scale
Retinex (AMSR) achieves better illumination and tone fluency
by adding weights on the single scale retinex of the input
image [9] over the various retinex methods such as Single
Scale Retinex and, multi scale retinex.
Differential grey level histogram for Color images
(DHECI) [10], generates two differential grey level
histograms one for the intensity and the other for saturation
level. The enhanced image is obtained as a weighted sum of
these two levels controlled by a human color perception
parameter.
Retinex based methods do not consider the noise factor
while increasing the luminosity of the images. The joint
denoising and enhancement(JED) technique [11], is an
integrated approach providing both enhancement and
denoising by combining both the luminance map estimation
and the reflectance map in sequential steps, thus able to
remove noise and obtain better enhancement.
In this work, a novel framework for an optimized image
enhancement has been presented, which is modeled to include
both the properties of local enhancement as well as global
enhancement. Local color correction provides the local
contrast enhancement and then fuzzy intensification operators
are used to provide global color enhancement. The upcoming
sections consist of literature review of previous work done in
the field of color image enhancement in Section 2, description
of proposed methodology and algorithms is presented in
Section 3, results and discussion is presented in Section 4 and
conclusion is presented in Section 5.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Chun-Tsai et al. [12] suggested to use the fuzzy logic
concept and illumination analysis to correct color images of
face. The images are divided by a fuzzy logic classification
scheme into back lit, normal lit and front lit images. Lighting
has been evaluated for the distributions of image illumination,
over the input image. There are a growing array of peaks and
valleys. The properties of this piecewise linear transformation
are these peaks and valleys. The results showed that in
comparison with other available methods, the method is
efficient and effective.
The automated self-contained method for determining
contrast gain function for automatic contrast improvement was
suggested by Iyad F. Jafar et al. [13]. Contrast gain functions
abbreviated by FACE(fuzzy adaptive contrast enhancement)
adapted and modified smoothly in conjunction with the
neighbourhood characteristics of the pixels, resulting into low,
medium, and high activity gain. The Gain Function is defined
by local image statistics, Fuzzy C-means (FCM) clustering
and a Fuzzy Inference System (FIS) based on rule-based
processing on a wide spectrum of pictures. In comparison with
other methods, the process produced significantly improved
contrast images and less artifacts.
A novel fusion-based technique was introduced by Amina
Saleem et al. [14], to improve both grayscale and color
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images. The results show that the proposed algorithm is
effective in strengthening local and global contrasts, reducing
saturation and over-improvement while retaining the original
imagery. The fusion-based enhancement method is ideal for
non-real - time image processing applications that require
high-quality images.
Mohan Liu et al [15] introduced a new conceptual contrast
metric which follows the traditional background and
foreground energy model and the energy used to calculate the
technological luminance contrast instead of the maximum,
minimum, and average luminance intensities. The authors also
demonstrate that the chrominance information can also be
used to assess the contrast quality of images. The technical
measure of the luminance contrast is mapped onto a
perceptual-based measure using a human attention model.
This method yields massive enhancements relative to the
state-of-the art, but at the expense of increased complexity.
A new improvement approach to both images and videos
was introduced by Shih-Chia Huang et al [16]. In addition to
probability and statistical inferences, the histogram analysis
gives the special knowledge of a single image. The weighting
distribution in the second step is used to smooth the
fluctuating tendency and thereby avoid the creation of objects
which are unfavorable. The picture contrast automatically
improved by a smoothing curve in the third step. For multiple
frames in a video set, writers used temporal information to
reduce the computation time. The entropy model was used to
decide if the transformation curve would be modified or not
depending on the variation in the information material.
V. Magudeeswaran et al. [17] proposed the Fuzzy logical
histogram equalization method which provided, the enhanced
image contrast with the inaccuracy of gray-level values by the
use of numerically produced fuzzy data. It is an efficient way
to improve performance in comparison with classic flat
histograms. The color quality, brightness and image contrast
can also be enhanced automated. The approach suggested,
efficiently removes the washed-out and adverse objects caused
by many current approaches.
Jeyong Shin et al. [18] proposed a new histogram-based
approach of enhancing contrast, to maintain the position of the
initial histogram and to improve global contrast. The question
of optimization is introduced where the histogram
incorporates possible local conditions in order to increase the
contrast to the location. The method makes a smooth change
in comparison to different histogram profile images by
creating clearer comparing images of local histograms.
Chin Yeow Wong et al. [19] used optimized chosen
hyperbolic tangent profiles to eliminate unnecessary artifacts.
A series of experiments were conducted to improve color
image quality using qualitative evaluations and quantifiable
measures such as entropy, gradients, colorfulness and
saturation. The pipeline approach has been stressed as
increasing image quality, enhancing contrast and sharpening
color images, without losing color and saturation. The method
is easy to use and sufficient for systematic color image
preprocessing.

Zohair Al Ameen [20] developed a system using tuned
blurred intensification operators to rapidly filter bad
photographs taken in a dusty weather. The processing of
images was effective in producing appropriate colors and fine
details, as has been showed by tests on different images.
A new method to enhance image contrast based on local
histogram equalization was implemented by M. Shakeri et al
[21]. Originally, the image was divided into several subimages with a clustering of the brightness values, where
clusters are calculated using an automatic method based on
histogram analysis of the two images. Every cluster of the
image brilliance levels represented a spectrum in the
histogram which was added to each histogram segment with
the transfer feature introduced; the improved image obtained
across the segments.
Zohair Al-Ameen [22] introduced a new, flexible
stretching technique based on the concept of linear contrast to
increase the color image contrast with few calculations. The
method is tested with a variety of real low-contrast color
images compared to four technical improvement techniques
and three prominent IQA (Image quality Analysis) measures,
measure the quality of the results collected. Technique
received satisfactory results by obtaining results, as it
produced natural contrasting pictures without visible features
and by rating the highest precision, it outperformed
comparative techniques.
The perceptively controlled enhancement of contrast and
color in photographs using JND transform and color
continuity was proposed by Long Yu et al. [23]. The JND
(Just Noticeable Difference) transformation was done to
obtain a JND map representing HVS response. Perceptual
GEMs have been paired with JND transform to enhance
contrast, color reproduction and images. Experimental results
showed that the method effectively improves color and darktone low-contrast images.
The new technique of fugitive contrast enhancement,
which A. A. Salih et al. [24] suggested, is designed to improve
individual regions that use the Gaussian membership function
(GMF) as their main tool in their fluxation processes. Their
method has successfully improved low-contrast and uniform
picture lighting with the highest performing and quantitative
picture analysis.
Magudeeswaran Veluchamy et al. [25] used improved
adaptive gamma correction and histogram equalization based
image enhancement on benchmark test images with subjective
and objective measures. The method represents natural colors
more accurately and outperformed the other existing
enhancement methods in terms of entropy, colorfulness and
histogram utilization efficiency and having least annoying
artefacts.
Syed Zaheeruddin et al. [26] proposed an improvement in
contrast in uniform illumination images by the means of
homographic decomposition. The proposed method results in
better luminosity, contrast and detail, compared to other
common methods.
To reduce over enhancement and detail preservation,
Subramani, B., et al. [27] proposed quadrant dynamic clipped
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HE method with gamma correction. Author partitioned the
histogram of the input image into four sections using its mean
value and applied histogram clipping and gamma correction to
control the color enhancement rate. All clipped sub histogram
is equalized independently and then combined together which
produces an enhanced image. Experimental results shows that
proposed method performed well in terms of preserving
entropy, colorfulness, saturation, and obtaining uniform
degree enhancement.
In order to improve the lightness and contrast in colored
images G., Hazim et al. [28] introduced the Fuzzy Logic
Based-on Sigmoid Membership Function (FLBSMF). The
lightness component was covered by the algorithm only using
the YIQ color space without changing colors. The results of
the experiment showed a better color image and good average
entropy value, mean square saturation error, and lightness
order error.

effect is mitigated by limiting maximum saturation range as
well.
We find that contrast stretching loses some of the detail
information of the images during enhancement, Histogram
Equalization and its variations gives better results but it cannot
preserve the brightness of the original image. Homomorphic
filtering techniques have better response but suffers from
bleaching effects and multiplicative noise. Retinex is the
advance technique for the color image but it still suffers from
Gray level violation problem, washed out appearances and
unnatural color rendition.

Magudeeswaran Veluchamy et. al. [29] presented a Fuzzy
Dissimilarity Adaptive Histogram Equalization with Gamma
Correction (FDAHE-GC) algorithm in which a Fuzzy
Dissimilarity Histogram (FDH) is obtained from the
neighbourhood characteristics forming intensity mapping
function. Different methods for evaluating the performance of
the presented method include entropy, Colorfulness, Hue
Deviation Index, Saturating, Contrast Enhancement Factor,
and Gradient which show improved color enhancement.

Proposed model is simple, effective and solve the key
shortcomings of current models. The main concept behind the
proposed method is local color correction in the Hue
Saturation Luminance (HSL) domain and fuzzy
intensification. The RGB colorspace is first converted to the
Hue, Saturation and Luminance colorspace. Local color
correction is applied to the luminance component to optimize
the color enhancement based on neighboring pixel. Fuzzy
intensification operators are used to control the color fidelity
of the local color corrected images and thus is able to sort out
the problem of overexposed and underexposed regions and
provide optimized contrast enhancement in colored images.
Several experiments have been performed to analyze the
performance of the proposed method and feasibility as
compared to existing techniques.

Another intensity based enhancement was presented by
Krishnamurthy Mayathevar et al. [30], using fuzzy histogram
constructed using intensity of neighbourhood regions and
further improved by gamma correction in dark regions. Fading

III. PROPOSED METHOD
The proposed framework has been shown in the block
diagram in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Block Diagram of Proposed Framework.
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Algorithm 1: Color Space Conversion

Step 4: Apply Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) on Gaussian
Mask (calculated using equation 5) of Luminance, G LDFT ←
GL

Step 1: RGB image values is converted to the range 0-1.
Step 2: Obtain the maximum and minimum values from the
R,G,B values.
Step 3: Calculate the Luminance (L) value by adding the max
and min values and divide by 2.
Step 4: Calculate Saturation(S)
If L< 0.5,

M’(x,y) = (G L x I)(x,y)

(5)

Step 5: Perform Convolution of L dft &G LDFT , L conv
Step 6: Apply Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT) on
luminance convolution value L conv and calculate output color
corrected luminance, as per equation 6:
′

L out (x,y)= (L conv (x,y))2(2𝑀 (𝑥,𝑦)−1)

S = (I max -I min )/(I max +I min )

(6)

Equation (6) represents the Output Luminance L out where x
and y indicate the coordinates.

If L>0.5
S = ( I max -I min )/(2.0-I max -I min )

(2)

The color corrected luminance is combined with the
original hue and saturation to obtain the color corrected image
matrix. The fuzzy intensification operators are then applied on
this image to obtain an optimized enhancement.

Step 5: The Hue(H) formula is depending on what RGB color
channel is the max value.

In order to measure fuzzy intensification operators, two
variables are necessary. Firstly, tau(τ) is a parameter that
describes the operators threshold limits. The second parameter
is a membership function, which is necessary since the default
range between zero and one is fixed by pixels of a given
channel. Using “τ” allows the operators to filter image pixels.

where I max & I min are respectively maximum and minimum
image pixel value.

If Red is max, then
H = (G-B)/(I max -I min )
If Green is max, then

𝑓𝐼𝑟 =

H = 2.0 + (B-R)/(I max -I min )
If Blue is max, then
H = 4.0 + (R-G)/(I max -I min )

(3)

Where R,G,B represents the respective color intensity value in
the RGB space.
The Hue values are converted to degree values.
The next step is to apply Local Color Correction on the
Luminance component. A mask of luminance metric is
computed from the original luminance and a Gaussian kernel,
which guarantees that image contrast, will not be excessively
reduced along the edges is calculated. The resulting mask
indicates the corresponding regions of the image which will
become dark or light than the original image. The algorithm
for color correction is as shown below.
Algorithm 2: Local Color Correction

Step 2: Apply Fast Fourier Transform(FFT) on Luminance
component, L dft ← L
Step 3: Calculate Gaussian Mask on L, G L ← L
Gaussian Mask can be defined as:
2 𝜎 2 (𝜀 2 + 𝜀2 )
1
2

𝑓𝐼𝑏 =

(7)

[𝐼𝑔−min(𝐼𝑔)]

(8)

[𝐼𝑏−min(𝐼𝑏)]

(9)

max(𝑔)−min(𝑔)
max(𝐼𝑏)−min(𝐼𝑏)

where, fIr, fIg& fIb represent membership function value
for each channel respectively.
kI R = 2 ∗ (𝑓𝐼𝑟(𝑥, 𝑦))2 𝑖𝑓 𝑓𝐼𝑟(𝑥, 𝑦) < 𝜏𝑅
1-2 ∗ (𝑓𝐼𝑟(𝑥, 𝑦))2 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

(10)

kI G = 2 ∗ (𝑓𝐼𝑔(𝑥, 𝑦))2 𝑖𝑓 𝑓𝐼𝑔(𝑥, 𝑦) < 𝜏𝐺

1-2 ∗ (𝑓𝐼𝑔(𝑥, 𝑦))2 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

(11)

1-2 ∗ (𝑓𝐼𝑏(𝑥, 𝑦))2 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

(12)

u R = (𝑘𝐼𝑟)𝜏𝑅+𝜉

(13)

2

kI B = 2 ∗ (𝑓𝐼𝑏(𝑥, 𝑦)) 𝑖𝑓 𝑓𝐼𝑏(𝑥, 𝑦) < 𝜏𝐵

where, {τR, τG, τB} are scalars. “kIR, kIG, kIB” are the
processed channels by intensification operators. To obtain
pixels of the output following functions are utilized.

Step 1: Extract Luminance Component, L L←HSL

G L = 𝑒 −2𝜋

𝑓𝐼𝑔 =

[𝐼𝑟−min(𝐼𝑟)]

max(𝐼𝑟)−min(𝐼𝑟)

(4)

where “ξ” is the frequency of the kth sample given by, ξ=k/N,
for k= -N/2,.. N/2-1, where N is the total number of samples
and 𝜎 is the standard deviation.

u G = (𝑘𝐼𝑔)𝜏𝐺+𝜉
𝜏𝐵+𝜉

u B = (𝑘𝐼𝑏)

(14)
(15)

where “ξ” is the intensification tuning parameter which
controls the trueness of colors in the image. The complete
RGB image is obrtained by combining outputs.
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The proposed framework has been tested on CEED dataset
for contrast enhancement. The archive consists of 30 images,
which consists of collected images and other popular images
used by the other experts[31]. All images in the database are
truecolor RGB images with pixel size 512x512 height and
width respectively. The images contain various scenes of
different illuminations, taken both inside and outside as well
several benchmark images like peppers, barbara. Thus this
dataset covers an exhaustive range of different image types
and the proposed frameworks evaluation is carried on this
dataset to cover different image types. For comparison,
various existing methods have been selected viz. Histogram
Equalization [4], BPDHE [5] DHECI [10], Dong [8], AMSR
[9], and JED [11] algorithms. The visual appearnce of the
enhanced images gives a qualitative approximation of the
proposed framework. For an objective analysis of any image
processing technique, quantitative parameters have been used
in majority of research works. Some of the common
performance measures which give a quantitaive approximation
of any image processing methods are Mean Square
Error(MSE), Peak Signal Noise Ratio(PSNR), Structural
Similarity Index Measurement(SSIM) and Natural Image
Quality Evaluation(NIQE).
MSE can be defined as difference between the original
image and the output image. This difference must be very low
for a better performance.
′
2
MSE =∑𝑁
𝑖=1((𝐼(𝑥, 𝑦) − 𝐼 (𝑥, 𝑦))

(16)

Where I(x,y) and I’(x,y) represent input and output image
pixels respectively.

(a)

(e)

PSNR can be defined as the ratio between peak signal
power and noise power. The PSNR gives a measure of the
quality of reconstruction in the final image with respect to the
original image.
2552

PSNR=10 log10 �

�

(17)

Another parameter to measure perceived quality is SSIM,
which considers image degradation as perceived change in
“structural information” in contrast to MSE and PSNR which
estimate the absolute errors only ehich is an important
perceptual phenomena which include both contrast and
luminance masking terms.

SSIM=

(2µ𝑥 µ𝑦 +𝑐1)((2𝜎𝑥𝑦 +𝑐2)

(18)

(µ𝑥 2+µ𝑦 2+𝑐1)+ (𝜎𝑥 2+𝜎𝑦 2+𝑐2)

where "µ𝑥 " is mean of x,” µ𝑦 " is average of y, 𝜎𝑥 2 are
respective variance &𝜎𝑦 2 ,𝜎𝑥𝑦 is covariance. “c1” & “c2”, two
variables to stabilize the division with weak denominator.

NIQE is an image quality assessment method which uses
measurable deviations from statistical regularities observed in
natural images.
The experiment were carried out in MATLAB R2018a on
original images dataset obtained form CEED 2016 databse of
of images. Fig. 3 shows the result images which have obtained
by implementing the various existing methods and proposed
method for ‘img1’ image of CEED dataset.

Table 1 shows the experimental results of comparision of
different techniques on the basis of MSE, PSNR, SSIM and
NIQE parameter and the related graphs in Fig. 4(a), 4(b), 4(c)
and 4(c), respectively.

(b)

(f)

𝑀𝑆𝐸

(c)

(g)

(d)

(h)

Fig. 3. Results for Img1 of CEED Dataset (a) Original Image (b) Proposed Method (c) AMSR (d)BPDHE (e) DHECI (f) Dong (g) HE (h) JED.
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TABLE I.

COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT TECHNIQUES WITH PROPOSED METHOD

Method

MSE

PSNR

SSIM

NIQE

Proposed

0.0034

19.8736

0.8349

4.8460

AMSR

0.0165

13.0662

0.3880

4.3994

BPDHE

14.7533

21.2600

0.8938

5.4617

DHECI

73.1251

16.3550

0.9094

5.1752

Dong

83.4262

13.4936

0.8479

5.1147

HE

17.4953

17.3790

0.5273

5.8644

JED

84.9617

6.3707

0.3880

6.0888
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0

(c)

(d)

Fig. 4. Graphical Representation of Comparative Values of (a) MSE (b) PSNR (c) SSIM (d) NIQE.

The proposed method has been compared with the existing
techniques in terms of various quality metrics as shown in
Table I. The Mean Square Error values for the proposed
technique is lowest indicating higher correlation with the
original image. PSNR values for the img1 is also better as
compared to all other methods except the BPDHE [5], which
gives better PSNR value than the proposed method. SSIM
values obtained for the proposed method is better than AMSR
[9], HE [4] and JED [11], while lower than BPDHE [5],
DHECI [10], Dong [8] and JED [11]. NIQE values obtained
are better than all other methods except the AMSR [9].
Though, if we analyze the visual perceptibility as a qualitative
measure, we can see that the methods having better
quantitative values i.e. PSNR, SSIM or NIQE doesn’t have a
good visual perceptibility as compared to the proposed
method. Thus, it can be said that there is a tradeoff between

the performance measures and qualitative visual perceptibility
as well, as is evident from this research. Thus, based on this, it
can be said that the proposed technique achieves better
performance in terms of both qualitative measures and
quantitative metrics. Fig. 5 to Fig. 7 shows some more results
for different images.
Table II shows the computational cost by proposed and
existing methods, in terms of execution time. The execution
time of the proposed method is slightly more as compared to
AMSE, Dong and BPDHE but it is many times lower than
DHECI and ZED methods. Although HE takes much less time
to execute but its many drawbacks force to ignore the method.
The proposed algorithm thus gives an acceptable performance
in contrast optimization and performs well in terms of
execution time as well.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Fig. 5. Results for Img2 of CEED Dataset (a) Original Image (b) Proposed Method (c) AMSR (d)BPDHE (e) DHECI (f) Dong (g) HE (h) JED.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Fig. 6. Results for Img3 of CEED Dataset (a) Original Image (b) Proposed Method (c) AMSR (d) BPDHE (e) DHECI (f) Dong (g) HE (h) JED.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Fig. 7. Results for Img10 of CEED Dataset (a) Original Image (b) Proposed Method (c) AMSR (d)BPDHE (e) DHECI (f) Dong (g) HE (h) JED.
TABLE II.
Image

COMPARISON OF EXECUTION TIME

Proposed

AMSR

BPDHE

DHECI

Dong

HE

JED

1.2950

0.5717

0.4933

15.2758

0.5279

0.01295

10.2032

1.3472

0.6810

0.5736

15.1493

0.5869

0.01961

10.0039

1.1541

0.6063

0.4195

15.1940

0.4540

0.0317

9.9660

3.1674

37.8317

1.1424

16.1688

0.8648

0.5012

24.2718

1.4195

0.7262

0.4696

14.1218

0.5392

0.0347

9.9046

1.2339

0.6893

0.5416

14.5583

0.4748

0.0113

11.4457

V. CONCLUSION
In this research, a technique is proposed which takes into
account both the local minima and global maxima problems.
To overcome the problems and to present an optimal
enancment approach, the RGB colorspace is first converted to
the Hue, Saturation and Luminance colorspace. Local color
correction is applied to the HSL colorspace to optimize the
contrast of image based on neighboring pixel. Fuzzy
intensification methods is used to control the color fidelity of

the local color corrected pixels and thus the overexposed
and underexposed regions have been optimally illuminated
and obtained images are having good contrast. The methods
were implemented and tested on CEED database images,
along with the existing techniques. Proposed method provides
satisfactory results as it produced natural contrast images with
no artifacts and outperformed the other existing contrast
enhancement methods in terms of MSE, PSNR, SSIM and
NIQE image evaluation parameters.
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Abstract—The number of children from multicultural
families is increasing rapidly along with quickly increasing
multicultural families. However, there are not enough surveys
and basic researches for understanding the characteristics of
multicultural children and issues such as social discrimination.
This study discovered the machine learning model with the best
performance for predicting the social discrimination experience
of children from multicultural families by comparing the
prediction performance (accuracy) of individual prediction
models and stacking ensemble models. This study analyzed
19,431 adolescents (between 19 and 24 years old: 9,835 males and
9,596 females) among the children of marriage immigrants. This
study used random forest (RF), rotation forest, artificial neural
network (ANN), and support vector machine (SVM) for the base
model. Logistic regression algorithm was applied for the meta
model. Each machine learning model was built through 5-fold
cross-validation. Root-mean-square-error (RMSE), index of
agreement (IA), and variance of errors (Ev) were used to
evaluate the prediction performance of the developed models.
The results of this study indicated that the prediction
performance of the rotation forest-logistic regression model had
the best performance. The future studies need to explore stacking
ensemble models with the best performance through combining a
base model and a meta model by using various machine learning
algorithms such as clustering and boosting.
Keywords—Stacking ensemble; meta model; root-mean-squareerror; index of agreement; rotation forest

I.

INTRODUCTION

The number of foreigners residing in South Korea exceeded
2 million as of 2019. This accounts for 3.69% of the South
Korean population, which is not a high percentage. However, it
is recognized as a noticeable phenomenon in Korean society
because the number of immigrants has increased rapidly over
the past decade and immigrants are easily distinguishable due
to differences in appearance and language [1]. In particular, as
this issue has become linked to the marriage to men living in
rural areas or men with low-income in urban areas since 2002,
the number of multicultural families has reached 900,000 as of
2016 [2]. The number of immigrants will increase more as the
population of South Korea will decrease due to the aging and
low birth rate [3]. It has drawn more attention because the
population composition will be diversified further due to this
[3].

The multicultural family means a family made by uniting
people with different nationalities or races through
international marriage and other methods. South Korea
prepared the “Measures to Support the Social Integration for
Female Marriage Immigrant Families, Multi-racial People, and
Immigrants” in 2006 to help multicultural families settle in
South Korea stably. As the Multicultural Families Support Act
was enacted in 2008, she strengthened the support for
multicultural families at the policy level. As a result, social
security and legal status were guaranteed for marriage
immigrants.
As the number of foreigners residing in South Korea
rapidly increases, the number of children from multicultural
families (e.g., international marriage families and foreign
workers’ families) is also increasing. Furthermore, as they
attend schools, the possibility of conflict due to cultural
differences has increased according to the increased personal
and cultural contacts.
Nevertheless, in South Korea, social policies for
multicultural families have mainly focused on employment or
welfare for marriage immigrants and foreign workers [4,5].
Moreover, previous studies on multicultural families [4,6] have
been conducted to examine only limited individual aspects
such as socioeconomic characteristics, welfare level, human
rights discrimination, employment status, and policy analysis.
However, there are still not enough studies on the overall social
discrimination experiences of children from multicultural
families. Children from multicultural families (international
marriage families) can be divided into children born in South
Korea and those who have entered South Korea after being
born in other countries. Since it has been reported that children
could not adapt to South Korea well due to the unique
characteristics of multicultural families and various changes
that they experience during adolescence [7], it is necessary to
expand the social foundation that can help them adapt to South
Korea well for social integration.
In summary, the number of children from multicultural
families is increasing rapidly along with quickly increasing
multicultural families. However, there are not enough surveys
and basic researches for understanding the characteristics of
multicultural children and issues such as social discrimination.
Therefore, it is needed to identify the characteristics of
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multicultural children and seek new policies that reflect them
to prepare policies that encompass various problems including
the social adaptation of multicultural children in preparation for
a rapidly changing multicultural society.
Previous studies [8,9,10,11,12] on the adolescents from
multicultural families in South Korea reported the difficulties
in peer relations, social support, family support, and language
as factors related to discrimination experiences. Most of them
used regression analysis for a prediction algorithm. Regression
analysis is efficient for detecting individual risk factors, but it
is limited in identifying multiple risk factors [13,14]. As a way
to overcome this limitation, recent social science studies
[15,16] have used predictive modeling based on big data-based
machine learning. However, since these prediction studies are
based on individual prediction algorithms, the bias existing in
each algorithm may be reflected in the prediction results.
This study identified the predictors of social discrimination
experiences of children from multicultural families in South
Korea by using individual prediction models based on machine
learning and reduced the potential bias risk of the models by
combining them into a stacking ensemble learning model.
Moreover, this study discovered the machine learning model
with the best performance for predicting the social
discrimination experience of children from multicultural
families by comparing the prediction performance (accuracy)
of individual prediction models and stacking ensemble models.
II. METHODS AND MATERIALS
A. Data Source
The data source of this study was the “Study on the
National Survey of Multicultural Families [17]” in 2012, which
was jointly surveyed by the Ministry of Health, Welfare and
Family Affairs, the Ministry of Justice, and the Ministry of
Gender Equality and evaluated multicultural families residing
in South Korea. The Study on the National Survey of
Multicultural Families was conducted to develop policies
customized for multicultural families by identifying their living
conditions and welfare needs. The survey items consisted of
the general characteristics, employment, economic level,
marriage, health, and health care of multicultural families. The
survey targets for the national survey of multicultural families
were 154,333 families, all marriage immigrants. In addition to
marriage immigrants, this survey also evaluated the spouses
and children of marriage immigrants separately. The target
subjects were sampled based on the status of alien residents
living in 16 cities and provinces and the basic status of
multicultural families collected by the Ministry of Public
Administration and Security. Since this survey collected data
from all target samples, a sample design was not needed and
the survey was conducted from July 20 to October 31, 2012.
The multicultural families used for this study were (1) families
composed of marriage immigrants and South Korean who
obtained South Korean nationality by birth, acknowledgment,
or naturalization and (2) families composed of foreigners who
obtained South Korean nationality by acknowledgment or
naturalization and South Koreans who obtained South Korean
nationality by birth, acknowledgment, or naturalization in
accordance with the Multicultural Families Support Act. This
study analyzed 19,431 adolescents (between 19 and 24 years

old: 9,835 males and 9,596 females) among the children of
marriage immigrants.
B. Measurements and Definitions of Variables
The target variable (label) was defined as social
discrimination experience (yes or no). Features were gender,
age, residence (countryside or city), highest level of education
(elementary school graduation and below, middle school
graduation, high school graduation, or college graduation or
higher), Korean reading level (good, average, or poor), Korean
speaking level (good, average, or poor), Korean writing level
(good, average, or poor), Korean listening level (good, average,
or poor), learning support experience (yes or no), economic
activity (yes or no), the experience of using a support center for
multi-cultural families (yes or no), learning Korean (yes or no),
Korean society adaptation training (yes or no), career
counseling (yes or no), and social welfare center use (yes or
no).
C. Single Machine Learning Algorithm (base model): Support
Vector Machine (SVM)
SVM is a machine learning algorithm that finds an optimal
decision boundary, which is a linear separation that optimally
separates a hyperplane by transforming training data into a
high dimension through nonlinear mapping [18]. For example,
when A=[a,d] and B=[b,c] are non-linearly separable in 2D, it
becomes linearly separable when they are mapped in 3D.
Therefore, if an appropriate nonlinear mapping is applied to a
sufficiently large dimension, data with two classes can always
be separated in a hyperplane. The concept of SVM is presented
in Fig. 1.
D. Random Forest
Random forest is an algorithm that randomly learns a
number of decision trees. It uses a number of bootstrap
samples. After generating a decision tree for each sample, the
output value is predicted using the decision tree most
frequently used among the generated decision tree when new
data is input [20]. The concept of random forest is presented in
Fig. 2.

Fig. 1. Concept of SVM [19].
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model. Feng et al., (2020) [31] reported that it would overfit
the training data less probably. Due to this reason, the
regression algorithm has been used as a meta model of the
stacking ensemble algorithm in many recent publications
[31,32], and this study also used it as a meta model for the
same reason. The structure of the finally constructed stacking
ensemble model is presented in Fig. 5.

Fig. 2. Structure of Random Forest Algorithm [21].

E. Rotation Forest
Rotation forest is one of the random forest algorithms that
performs learning while rotating the data axis by applying
principal component analysis (PCA) to the training data.
Rotation forest generates classifier ensembles based on feature
extraction after excluding random features from the previous
feature set used for learning. Principal component analysis
(PCA) is performed on randomly divided subsets and training
is conducted by rotating the data dimension [22]. Through this
process, robust characteristics can be obtained for the input
data showing complex distribution [23]. The performance
procedure of the rotation forest is presented in Fig. 3.
F. ANN (Artificial Neural Network)
ANN is an algorithm created based on the neural network
structure of the human brain. It is composed of an input layer
that inputs the target data, a hidden layer (or hidden layers) that
is an intermediate step, and an output layer that shows the
result. Every layer consists of a number of nodes, and only
information that exceeds the threshold is passed to the next
layer through the activation function. It is possible to predict
the result in the output layer after deriving only the necessary
information through this. The concept of ANN is presented in
Fig. 4.

Fig. 3. Procedure of Rotation Forest [24].

Fig. 4.

Algorithmic Structure of a Typical ANN [25].

G. Stacking Ensemble (Meta Model)
This study predicted social discrimination experiences by
using stacking ensemble techniques. Stacking ensemble
techniques are superior in generalization and robustness to
single machine learning models and have been used for
classification and prediction in various fields [26,27,28,29]. It
is a method of creating a new model by combining different
models as if stacking them [30]. It improves the performance
of the final model by taking advantage of each model and
supplementing its weaknesses while going through the two
stages (base and meta) [30].
This study used random forest (RF), rotation forest, ANN,
and SVM for the base model. Logistic regression algorithm
was applied for the meta model. The regression algorithm is
the simplest method to increase the reliability of the base
model while maximizing the generality and stability of the

Fig. 5. The Structure of the Stacking Ensemble.
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H. Validation of the Models
Each machine learning model was built through 5-fold
cross-validation. This method validates the validity of learning
by randomly dividing the entire sample into equal-sized five
groups, validating it by using one of the groups as a validation
dataset and the other groups as training datasets, and repeating
this procedure five times. Root-mean-square-error (RMSE),
index of agreement (IA), and variance of errors (Ev) were used
to evaluate the prediction performance of the developed
models. A lower RMSE indicates the higher accuracy of a
prediction model. When IA is closer to 1 and Ev is lower, a
model is more stable.
III. RESULTS
Table I shows the general characteristics of adolescents
from multicultural families in South Korea according to the
presence of social discrimination experience. Among the all
subjects (19,431 adolescents), 15.6% (3,035 adolescents)
experienced social discrimination. The result of chi-square test
revealed that residence, gender, highest level of education, the
experience of using a support center for multi-cultural families,
Korean speaking level, Korean listening level, Korean reading
level, Korean writing level, career counseling, learning Korean,
and Korean society adaptation training were significantly
(p<0.05) different between adolescents from multicultural
families with social discrimination experience and those
without social discrimination experience.
TABLE I.
GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF ADOLESCENTS FROM
MULTICULTURAL FAMILIES IN SOUTH KOREA, N (%)
Social discrimination experience
Variables

p
Yes (n=3,035)

No (n=16,396)

Residence

<0.001

City

2,659 (16.2)

13,802 (83.8)

Countryside

375 (12.6)

2,594 (87.4)

Highest level of
education
Elementary school
graduation and below
Middle school
graduation
High school
graduation
College graduation or
higher

26 (12.9)

176 (87.1)

394 (15.9)

2,084 (84.1)

2,164 (15.3)

12,024 (84.7)

451 (17.6)

2,112 (82.4)

Gender

Korean writing level

<0.001

Good

2,033 (13.8)

12,731 (86.2)

Average

506 (18.7)

2,196 (81.3)

Poor

496 (25.2)

1,470 (74.8)

Korean listening level

<0.001

Good

2,220 (14.4)

13,165 (85.6)

Average

677 (24.1)

2,127 (75.9)

Poor

137 (11.0)

1,105 (89.0)

No

1,790 (15.7)

9,598 (84.3)

Yes

1,245 (15.5)

6,798 (84.5)

No

2,888 (15.2)

16,104 (84.8)

Yes

146 (33.3)

292 (66.7)

Economic activity

0.659

Korean society
adaptation training

Experience of career
counseling

<0.001

No

2,611 (14.3)

15,602 (85.7)

Yes

424 (34.8)

794 (65.2)

Learning support
experience

<0.001

No

2,526 (14.1)

15,336 (85.9)

Yes
Experience of using a
support center for
multi-cultural
families
Do not even know
that such center exists
Know the center but
never used it before
Not only know the
center but also have
used it before

509 (32.4)

1,060 (67.6)
<0.001

1,692 (18.8)

7,332 (81.3)

1,125 (12.1)

8,198 (87.9)

218 (20.1)

867 (79.9)

The prediction performance (i.e., RMSE, IA, and Ev) of the
eight machine learning models for predicting social
discrimination experience is presented in Fig. 6, 7, and 8,
respectively. The analysis results of this study indicated that
the prediction performance of the rotation Forst-logit
regression model (RMSE = 0.15, IA = 0.72, and Ev =0.41) had
the best performance.
<0.001

Male

1,898 (19.3)

7,938 (80.7)

Female

1,137 (11.8)

8,459 (88.2)

Korean speaking
level

<0.001

Good

2,176 (14.4)

12,939 (85.6)

Average

635 (21.4)

2,330 (78.6)

Poor

224 (16.6)

1,128 (83.4)

Good

2,117 (14.0)

13,016 (86.0)

Average

496 (19.6)

2,033 (80.4)

Poor

422 (23.8)

1,348 (76.2)

Korean reading level

<0.001

Fig. 6. RMSE Comparison of Machine Learning Models for Predicting
Social Discrimination.
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ANN=Artificial neural network; SVM=Support Vector
Machine, RF=Random forest; Rotation F=Rotation forest;
SVM-Logit reg=SVM-Logistic regression; ANN-Logit
reg=Artificial neural network-Logistic regression; RF-Logit
reg=Random forest-Logistic regression; Rotation F-Logit
reg=Rotation forest-Logistic regression.

Fig. 9. The Importance of Variables in the Prediction Model for
Discrimination Experience of Children from Multicultural Families in South
Korea (only the top 5 Variables are Presented).

MFSC=multicultural family support center
Fig. 7. IA Comparison of Machine Learning Models for Predicting Social
Discrimination.

ANN=Artificial neural network; SVM=Support Vector
Machine, RF=Random forest; Rotation F=Rotation forest;
SVM-Logit reg=SVM-Logistic regression; ANN-Logit
reg=Artificial neural network-Logistic regression; RF-Logit
reg=Random forest-Logistic regression; Rotation F-Logit
reg=Rotation forest-Logistic regression.
The normalized importance of each variable of the rotation
forest-logit regression model is presented in Fig. 9. The model
confirmed that Korean society adaptation training, learning
Korean, gender, the experience of using a multicultural family
support center, and career counseling were major variables
with high weight in the social discrimination experience of
children from multicultural families in South Korea.
Especially, Korean society adaptation training was the most
important factor in the final model.

IV. CONCLUSION
This study compared the accuracy of models for predicting
the social discrimination experience of children from
multicultural families in South Korea by using eight machine
learning algorithms, and confirmed that the rotation forest-logit
regression model based on the stacking ensemble algorithm
had the best prediction performance. In particular, the
prediction model based on the stacking ensemble had improved
accuracy (RMSE = 0.04-0.05) than other models and more
stable (IA= 0.02-0.03) than other models. The results of this
study support the possibility that the meta-model's prediction
performance can be superior to the single prediction model for
not only unstructured data such as videos and images but also
structured data such as social science data. However, Lee &
Kim (2020) [33] also reported that stacking ensemble
algorithms had a longer execution time (runtime) than single
machine learning algorithms, a limitation. Therefore, future
studies using stacking ensembles need to evaluate the
prediction performance comprehensively by comparing
execution time (runtime) as well as accuracy. It is also needed
to explore stacking ensemble models with the best performance
through combining a base model and a meta model by using
various machine learning algorithms such as clustering and
boosting.
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Abstract—Now-a-days, Cybersecurity attacks are becoming
increasingly sophisticated and presenting a growing threat to
individuals, private and public sectors, especially the Denial Of
Service attack (DOS) and its variant Distributed Denial Of
Service (DDOS). Dealing with these dangerous threats by using
traditional mitigation solutions suffers from several limits and
performance issues. To overcome these limitations, Machine
Learning (ML) has become one of the key techniques to enrich,
complement and enhance the traditional security experiences. In
this context, we focus on one of the key processes that improve
and optimize Machine Learning DOS-DDOS predicting models:
DOS-DDOS feature selection process, particularly the wrapper
process. By studying different DOS-DDOS datasets, algorithms
and results of several research projects, we have reviewed and
evaluated the impact on used wrapper strategies, number of
DOS-DDOS features, and many commonly used metrics to
evaluate DOS-DDOS prediction models based on the optimized
DOS-DDOS features. In this paper, we present three important
dashboards that are essential to understand the performance of
three wrapper strategies commonly used in DOS-DDOS ML
systems: heuristic search algorithms, meta-heuristic search and
random search methods. Based on this review and evaluation
study, we can observe some of wrapper strategies, algorithms,
DOS-DDOS features with a relevant impact can be selected to
improve the DOS-DDOS ML existing solutions.
Keywords—DOS-DDOS attacks; feature selection; wrapper
process; machine learning

I.

INTRODUCTION

With the exponential proliferation of Internet users, the
network traffic has known a massive generation of data. These
data are coming from individuals, private and public
organizations. Moreover, the hard complexity of the Internet
architecture and its interdependent suffers from different
vulnerabilities, threats and risks ([1], [2]). Consequently, the
attackers find an impressive amount of vulnerable systems [3].
Nowadays,
cybersecurity
attacks are becoming
increasingly sophisticated, particularly the infrastructure
attacks that make security analysis systems more vulnerable to
several failures [1]. One of these most famous threats is
Denial Of Service attack (DOS) and its variant Distributed
Denial Of Service (DDOS) ([4],[5]). These serious and
dangerous attacks violate the availability of information

systems, which is a pillar of information security ([6],[5]). The
attackers seek to target computer systems, network devices,
services and web applications to consume their CPU power,
bandwidth, memory and processing time ([7], [3]).
The DDOS attack has the same purpose but with the
difference of using intermediate of multiple networks between
the attacker and its target ([7],[8]). This technique allows the
attacker to amplify its attack with orchestrating a simultaneous
sending of an excessive number of unwanted computing
requests to its victim to overload its computing capacity.
To deal with these DOS-DDOS attacks, some traditional
mechanisms are deployed such as firewalls, software updates,
antivirus, Intrusion Detection Systems (IDS), etc.
However, many challenges and limits hinder these
traditional techniques [6]. To overcome these limitations and
drawbacks, Machine Learning (ML) techniques can be used as
artificial intelligence systems to enrich, complement and
enhance the traditional security experiences.
One of the key and critical pre-processing phases to
success these DOS-DDOS ML models is feature selection.
This process selects the most representatives DOS-DDOS
characteristics from the initially DOS-DDOS dataset by
eradicating those that are redundant and insignificant.
Consequently, the obtained features subset improves the
execution time, the detection rate and the accuracy of the used
DOS-DDOS models.
In this context, this investigation presents a review and
evaluation study related to DOS-DDOS attacks prediction
based on one of the effective methods to select relevant DOSDDOS features: Wrapper process.
This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we study
some traditional mitigation solutions and their limits.
Section 3 describes the interest of using machine learning
(ML) in DOS- DDOS attacks prevention. Section 4 exposes
the impact of feature selection on DOS-DDOS machine
learning projects. In Section 5 we review and we evaluate
recent and relevant feature selection results obtained by using
three commonly used wrapper strategies: heuristic search
algorithms, meta-heuristic search and random search methods.
Finally, Section 6 presents our conclusions.
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II. DEALING WITH DOS AND DDOS: TRADITIONAL
MITIGATION AND SOLUTIONS

information and are unable to detect and prevent many DOSDDOS attacks in real-time.

DOS-DDOS attacks can take many forms such as SYN
flood, SYN-ACK-ACK flood, UDP flood, ICMP flood, and so
on. To deal with these forms of threats, many traditional,
external and internal DOS-DDOS mitigation solutions are
developed such as bandwidth provisioning, software updates,
firewalls, antivirus software and Intrusion Detection Systems
(IDS), etc. In the paragraph below, we discuss briefly these
traditional solutions and their limits.

To overcome these drawbacks, Machine Learning has
become one of the key techniques to enrich and complement
these traditional security experiences. In the paragraph below
we discuss briefly the benefits that can be attained by using
ML- techniques in DOS-DDOS attacks prevention.

Generally, the use of firewall solution provides many
mitigation solutions such as filter-based forwarding at logical
interfaces, blocking of certain types of packets to reach a
routing engine and packet counter and protection of a routing
engine from DOS-DDOS attacks ([9],[10]). However, firewall
solutions suffer from many lacks of security. As an example,
the attacker can modify his DOS-DDOS attacks and make it
legitimate.

Machine Learning (ML) is an evolutionary field of
Artificial Intelligence (AI) composed of a set of rules,
methods and functions [18]. Applied to deal with many
challenges in DOS-DDOS attacks, ML algorithms can learn
from DOS-DDOS datasets and discover hidden knowledge
from them [19].

The software updates keep the software up to date to avoid
DOS-DDOS attacks on the application layer (the highest
abstraction layer of the TCP/IP model) [11]. However, the
irregularity of these updates creates a gateway to the attackers
to modify the contents of memories (buffer overflow).
The Intrusion Detection System IDS (Hardware/Software
solutions) is a complemented security for the firewall
solutions. This solution is a common way often used to
analyze and detect DOS-DDOS attacks [12]. IDS techniques
are used in the aims to detect, classify and respond to DOSDDOS actions that affect the integrity, the confidentiality or
the availability of any network resources [13]. These systems
are mainly based on two detection methods [14]: Misuse
Detection (MD) and Anomaly Detection (AD).
The Misuse Detection is also known as Signature
Detection, Pattern Detection, Knowledge-Based or Rule-based
detection. This technique is one of the most common methods
of Antivirus. It filters malicious packet of the known attacks
thanks to its signature database of known attacks. It detects
efficiently known attacks with low false positive.
Nevertheless, it shows limits on detecting new forms of threats
and many variants of known attacks.

III. THE USE OF MACHINE LEARNING IN DOS-DDOS
ATTACKS PREVENTION

By finding interesting DOS-DDOS patterns from training
DOS-DDOS data, ML algorithms allow preventing and
predicting many recent forms of DOS-DDOS behaviors.
Contrary to the traditional security solutions, ML models
are powerful tools that can analyze in real time high
dimensional DOS-DDOS traffic [20], classify the behavior of
the DOS-DDOS traffic to determine the normal one from the
abnormal and predict with high accuracy DOS-DDOS attacks
before they happen.
Based on DOS-DDOS security modeling process (Fig. 1)
and many common algorithms like K-Nearest Neighbors
Algorithm (KNN), Support Vector Machines (SVM), Random
Forest (RF) as well as Naïve Bayes (NB), etc. many recent
research projects have shown other important preventing
benefits of ML algorithms compared to the existing traditional
solutions ([1], [12], [21]).
Feature selection is one of the critical pre-processing
process to succeed and to improve the benefits mentioned
above. In the paragraph below, we summarize the benefits of
this process.

The Anomaly Detection supervises the behavior of
network traffic. It alerts the system at the slightest changes
compared to the normal behavior. This method can detect new
forms of attacks but generates high false positives and doesn’t
give clear information about the malicious events in some
forms of attacks. Moreover, it is not feasible to IDS to
manipulate high dimensional variables. Consequently, this
technique can affect the efficiency and the velocity in
detecting intrusions ([15],[16], [17]).
In addition to the limitations and drawbacks mentioned
above, traditional techniques are hindered by many others
challenges [6]. As an example, many traditional strategies of
security are not sufficient to protect information systems
against the new forms of DOS-DDOS attacks, need extrastorage and computational resources due to the high level of
network traffic, suffer from a lack of source attacks

Fig. 1. Machine Learning DOS-DDOS Security Modeling Process
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IV. IMPACT OF FEATURE SELECTION PROCESS DOS-DDOS
MACHINE LEARNING PROJECTS
Feature selection is one of the most critical pre-processing
process in building DOS-DDOS Machine Learning (ML)
models. This process is the first and crucial phase to improve
the prediction accuracy, the detection rate and to reduce the
execution time of DOS-DDOS models [22].
According to Bindra et al. [23], feature selection methods
allow the DOS-DDOS security systems to distinguish DOSDDOS attacks by using a minimum number of the most
important features from network streams.
Applied to DOS-DDOS ML algorithms, feature selection
is focused on selecting small and concise DOS-DDOS sets of
characteristics describing the ML models [24]. It avoids the
used features to contain redundant (correlation with other
features) and noisier information of DOS-DDOS attacks
without losing any piece of information. Consequently, it
reduces the high memory requirements of security systems
based on ML models ([25], [26], [27]).
Generally, the existing DOS-DDOS ML security systems
use three commonly main categories of feature selection
approaches: Filter, Wrapper and Hybrid methods [28].

In this context, we decided to focus our attention on the
assessment of the performance of many DOS-DDOS
experiments based on wrapper strategies and machine learning
algorithms.
By studying different DOS-DDOS datasets, algorithms
and recent results of several research projects, we review and
we assess the impact of many recent wrapper strategies
applied to predicting DOS-DDOS attacks. We have taken a
more focused look at the impact of these strategies on number
of DOS-DDOS features, detection rates, execution times and
accuracies of DOS-DDOS attacks prediction.
We present four dashboards that are essential to
understand the performances of three wrapper strategies
commonly used in DOS-DDOS ML systems: heuristic search
algorithms, meta-heuristic search and random search methods.
B. Review and Evaluation Study of Feature Selection
Methods based on Wrapper Process
1) Used Datasets: To evaluate the performance of the
wrapper strategies used in DOS-DDOS machine learning
models, we start our review by studying relevant DOS-DDOS
datasets commonly used by several DOS-DDOS research
projects. These datasets are cited below:

The Filter methods are based on statistical methods which
evaluate the relevance of DOS-DDOS features independently
of any machine learning algorithms [27]. As a faster solution
that computationally costs less, these methods are often used
in high dimensional DOS-DDOS traffic ([29],[30]). However,
the evaluation of individual information cannot take into
consideration the correlation between the DOS-DDOS
features. Consequently, the final DOS-DDOS subset can
contain redundancy because some DOS-DDOS features can
have the same ranking.

The Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining (KDD’99)
dataset was built based on the synthetic data captured in
DARPA’98. This dataset is mainly composed of redundant
records. Moreover, this configuration forces ML algorithms to
learn less about infrequent records than the redundant ones.
The inequality of attacks distribution between training and
testing phase made the cross-validation more complicated.

The wrapper strategies use a predetermined algorithm and
its performance to assess the optimal DOS-DDOS subset
features [31]. It executed in an iterative process, and at each
iteration a new subset of DOS-DDOS features is generated to
be evaluated by the classification algorithm [32]. The criterion
of selection is principally based on the cross-validation
accuracy during the DOS-DDOS training data [33].

The NSL_KDD was created to overcome the limits of the
KDD’99 [35]. However, the main disadvantage of the
NSL_KDD dataset, it does not include the modern low
footprint attacks scenarios like the KDD’99.

The Hybrid method is a combination between filter
method followed by wrapper approach, which offers the
advantages of the two previous methods. It exploits their
different criteria in different search stages [34].
V. RELATED WORK
A. Objective of the Study
To detect and prevent DOS-DDOS attacks accurately,
wrapper methods one of the most effective strategies to
identify informative DOS-DDOS feature subsets from many
high-dimensional DOS-DDOS network streams. This
approach of feature selection is often addressed in many
security solutions based on ML tasks. Indeed, increasing
number of research projects have shown that many wrapper
strategies can have an important impact on Accuracy,
Detection Rate and time execution of existing DOS-DDOS
ML systems.

This dataset is composed of four main families of attacks
and forty one features.

The UNSW_NB15 is composed of nine family attacks and
forty nine features. It includes a hybrid of the real modern
normal behaviors and the synthetic attack activities [35].
Cyber Range Lab of the Australian Centre for Cyber
Security (ACCS) is a dataset mainly composed of hybrid
modern normal activities and attacks behaviors. It is
composed of forty-seven features[36].
2) Use model evaluation metrics: To evaluate the
reviewed DOS-DDOS Wrapper strategies, we have selected
different metrics [37]. These metrics namely are:
Classification Accuracy (Acc), Detection Rate (DR), Recall
(Re), Precision (Pr), Specificity (Sp), Sensitivity (Sen), FMeasure (FM), False Alert Rate (FAR), False Negative (FN)
and Time model execution (T).
The formulas associated with these metrics are listed above:
(1)
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(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
Where: TP is True Positive: correct positive prediction.
TN is True Negative: correct negative prediction. FN is False
Negative: incorrect negative prediction and FP is False
Positive: incorrect positive prediction.
3) Impact of used DOS-DDOS datasets and algorithms on
the wrapper process: Generally, the performance of DOSDDOS prediction models based on the Wrapper process
depends strongly on the used ML algorithms and datasets. As
shown in Table I, many algorithms performed well in
detecting DOS-DDOS attacks compared to others. The
accuracy can range from Acc=62.5% by using KDD’99
dataset and SVM algorithm to Acc=99.92% with Decision
Tree J.48 algorithm and KDD’99 dataset. Indeed, according to
the experiment of Jalill et al. (2010) [38] based on the
KDD’99 dataset, the Support Vector Machine (SVM)
algorithm has a serious problem in accurately detecting DOSDDOS attacks compared to the Decision Tree J.48 algorithm
which shows high prediction accuracy that exceed 99%.
TABLE I.

Reference
Jalill et al.
[38]

Katkar and
Kulkarni.
[40]

Bellouch et al.
[39]

IMPACT OF USED DOS-DDOS DATASETS AND ALGORITHMS
ON THE WRAPPER PROCESS

Dataset
KDD’99

KDD’99

Algorithm

Accuracy(%)

SVM

62.5

J.48

99.7

J.48

99.92

REPTree

99.56

NB

87.50

BN

99.68

Sequential
Minimal
Optimization
(SMO)

99.72

REPTree + J48
+BN

99.94

SVM

92.28

NB

74.19

C4.5

95.82

RF

97.49

UNSW_NB15

The experiments based on the NB, C4.5, RF algorithms
and UNSW_NB15 dataset realized by Bellouch et al. (2018)
[39], has shown that the prediction accuracy obtained by RF
(Acc_RF = 99.94%) is better than C4.5 (Acc_C4..5 = 95.82%)
and SVM (Acc_SVM = 92.28%). The NB algorithm shows less
accuracy (Acc_NB = 74. 19 %) compared to RF, C4.5 and
SVM.
The Bayesian Network (BN) algorithm used in the
experiment of Katkar and Kulkarni [40] achieved good
accuracy (Acc_BN = 99.68%) in detecting DOS-DDOS attacks
thanks to its capacity of detecting anomalies in a multi-class
[41].
By comparing the experiments carried out by Jalill et
al.[38] and Katkar and Kulkarni [40], we have observed that
SVM algorithm predict DOS-DDOS more accurately on the
dataset UNSW_NB15 compared to the KDD’99 dataset
(Acc_SVM_UNSW_NB = 92.28% > Acc_SVM_KDD = 62.5 %). This
important difference according to W. Xingzhu [42] is caused
by the redundant records on the KDD’99 dataset and SVM has
slower training on high dimensional datasets.
4) DOS-DDOS feature selection based on wrapper
process and heuristic search algorithms: Based on heuristic
functions or cost measures, wrapper strategies using heuristic
search algorithms optimize and iteratively improve the process
of DOS-DDOS feature selection [43].
Many heuristic searches such as SFS (Sequential Forward
search), SBS (Sequential Backward search), LRS (Plus L
Minus R Selection), RELR (Random Effect Logistic
Regression), and GFR (Gradually feature removal method)
have been used by many recent important research projects to
solve accurately the problem of DOS-DDOS feature selection.
We discuss these projects in the paragraph below. At the
end of this subsection, we present our first dashboard
(Tables IIA, IIB, IIC) to summarize and to compare the
performances of these strategies.
As an example of wrapper strategies based on heuristic
search algorithms, we can cite the important investigation of
Kavitha and Chrita (2010) [44]. In this study, the authors used
the Best First Search (BFS) method. They selected two subsets
composed simultaneously of seven and fourteen DOS-DDOS
features. They applied four classifying algorithms: ID3, J48,
NB and One R. These experiments have shown that ID3 and
J.48 using a subset composed of fourteen DOS-DDOS
features has the highest accuracy (Acc = 99%). One R and NB
performed well in execution time (T=0.5s) with only seven
features. The NB classifier achieved the highest specificity
with Sp_NB = 99% by using seven features and Sp_NB =100%
by using fourteen features.
Mok et al. (2010) [45] used Random Effect Logistic
Regression (RELR) with a fixed Logistic regression (LR).
This method selected five DOS-DDOS features by using the
Stepwise Variable Selection Search (SVSS) strategy based on
the KDD’99 dataset. The method achieved an accuracy equal
to 98.74%.
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TABLE II.
DOS-DDOS
feature selection
projects based on
wrapper methods

Kavitha, and Chitra
(2010) [44]

DOS- DDOS
used dataset

KDD’99

Used
wrapper
strategy

BFS

(A): WRAPPER METHOD BASED ON HEURISTIC SEARCH (HS)
Number of
DOS DDOS
features

7

Used classifier

Used
Metrics

Metrics
Values
with FS

ID3

Accuracy
Sensitivity
Specifity
Time (s)

97%
97%
97%
1.49

99%
100%
98%
4.01

99%
98%
100%
NA

J48

Accuracy
Sensitivity
Specifity
Time (s)

97%
97%
97%
1.20

99%
99.5%
97.5%
1. 86

99.9%
97.8%
99.9%
NA

NB

Accuracy
Sensitivity
Specifity
Time (s)

96%
92%
99%
0.05

97%
94%
100%
0.09

99%
98%
100%
NA

OneR

Accuracy
Sensitivity
Specifity
Time (s)

86%
74%
99%
0.05

97%
72%
92%
0.16

99.5%
98%
99.7%
NA

14

Metrics
Values
without FS

Mok et al. (2010)
[45]

KDD’99

Stepwise

5

RLER

Accuracy

98.74%

NA

Ahmad et al. (2011)
[46]

KDD’99

PCA-GA

12

MLP

Accuracy
Time (h)

99%
72

NA

Yinhui et al. [47]

KDD’99

SBS-GFR

19

SVM

Accuracy
Time(s)

98.62%
2.37

98.67%
3.97

TABLE II- (B): WRAPPER METHOD BASED ON HEURISTIC SEARCH (HS)
DOS-DDOS
feature selection
projects based on
wrapper methods

DOS- DDOS
used dataset

Used
wrapper
strategy

Number of
DOS DDOS
features

Used classifier

Used
Metrics

Metrics
Values
with FS

Metrics
Values
without FS

Zhang and Wang
(2013)
[48]

NSL_KDD

SBS-BN

11

BN

Accuracy
Time(s)

98.98%
4.73

95.7%
18.94

Al-Jarrah et
al.(2014) [49]

KDD’99

FSR-RF

15
RF

Accuracy

BER-RF

14

Lee et al. (2017)
[50]

NSL_KDD

SFFS-RF

10

FDR + PLR

20

FDR +SFS

25

FDR +SBS

40

Harish and Manju
(2018)
[51]

Houseini Soodeh
and Mehrdad
(2019)
[52]

KDD’99

NSL_KDD

Forward
Feature
Selection

99.90%
99.89%
99.88%
C4.5

40
KNN

Accuracy
Detection Rate
FAR
Time(s)
Accuracy
Time(s)

99.89%
99.9%
0.1
0.18
98.5%
17.98

NA
NA
1.07
NA

Accuracy
Time(s)

98.27
17.74

NA

Accuracy
Time(s)

98.78%
32.18

NA
NA

99.0%
32.95

NA

12

NB

Accuracy
Precision
Recall
F-measure

93.1%
93.6%
87.3%
92.7%

NA

14

RF

Accuracy
Precision
Recall
F-measure

98.9%
99.6%
99.8%
99.7%

NA

10

DT

Accuracy
Precision
Recall
F-measure

98.2%
99.4%
99.8%
99.6%

NA
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20

11

Malhotra and
Sharma (2019) [53]

Wang et al.(2020)
[54]

NSL_KDD

NSL_KDD

CfsSubsetEval
+ BestFirst

SBS-MLP

Their Dataset
composed of
12 Features

96.1%
93.4%
91.8%
94.9%

NA

KNN

Accuracy
Precision
Recall
F-measure

97.7%
99.8%
99.8%
99.8%

NA

RF

Accuracy
Time (s)

99,41%
66.82

99,91%
191.06

Bagging

Accuracy
Time (s)

99,35%
17,7

99,84%
109.9%

PART

Accuracy
Time (s)

99,37%
8.07

99,83%
99.1

J48

Accuracy
Time (s)

99,78%
7.95

99,78%
61.68

MLP

Accuracy
Detection Rate
FAR

97.66%
94.88%
0.62%

97.61%
94.78%
0.63%

SVM

Accuracy
Sensitivity
Specificity
Precision
F_measure

92.15%
90.20%
97.26%
90.23%
90.21%

92.11%
88.71%
96.93%
91.42%
89.91%

KNN

Accuracy
Sensitivity
Specificity
Precision
F_measure

98.30%
97.73%
99.45%
97.72%
97.70%

95.67%
93.87%
98.01%
97.05%
95.30%

6

31

10
Polat, and Cetin
(2020)
[55]

MLP

Accuracy
Precision
Recall
F-measure

SFFS
6

TABLE II-(C): WRAPPER METHOD BASED ON HEURISTIC SEARCH (HS)
DOS-DDOS feature
selection projects
based on wrapper
methods

DOS- DDOS used dataset

Used
wrapper
strategy

Number
of DOS
-DDOS
features

6
Polat, and Cetin
(2020)
[55]

Their Dataset composed of
12 Features

Umar et al. (2020)
[56]

NSL_KDD

UNSW_NB15

Used
Metrics

Metrics
Values
with FS

Metrics
Values
without FS

ANN

Accuracy
Sensitivity
Specificity
Precision
F_measure

91.44%
87.82%
97.31%
88.11%
87.89%

91.07%
87.27%
96.58%
89.89%
88.45%

NB

Accuracy
Sensitivity
Specificity
Precision
F_measure

94.87%
92.05%
98.43%
93.29%
92.01%

94.48%
91.77%
98.29%
92.94%
91.79%

RePTree

Accuracy
Time(s)

99,44%
5,76

99,83%
3.59

Logiboost

Accuracy
Time(s)

94,15%
9,96

97,1%
18.3

RBF

Accuracy
Time(s)

90,6%
45.91

97,95%
81.01

BayesNet

Accuracy
Time(s)

96,26%
5.64

97,17%
4.69

SMO

Accuracy
Time(s)

89,09%
514.7

97,4%
1137.71

NBTree

Accuracy
Time(s)

99,46%
14.23

99,87%
213.18

ANN

Accuracy
Detection Rate
FAR
Time(s)

82.08%
97.94%
37.36%
240

86.00%
98.62%
29.45%
660

SFFS
8

Alabdulwahab
and Moon
(2020) [31]

Used
classifier

CfsSubsetEval
+ BestFirst

Best First
Forward-DT

6

19
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SVM

Accuracy
Detection Rate
FAR
Time(s)

79.11%
99.31%
45.64%
15540

81.6%
99.64%
40.51
10860

KNN

Accuracy
Detection Rate
FAR
Time(s)

83.21%
96.44%
33.01%
600

84.78%
96.46%
29.53%
1020

RF

Accuracy
Detection Rate
FAR
Time(s)

86.41%
97.95%
27.73%
37.8

86.82%
98.7%
27.74%
44.4

NB

Accuracy
Detection Rate
FAR
Time(s)

55.61%
19.38%
0.01%
2.86

55.61%
19.39%
0.01%
4.64

ANN

Accuracy
Detection Rate
FAR
Time(s)

94.32%
98.48%
14.56%
325

98.9%
99.0%
1.11%
123

94.62%
97.54%
11.64%
348

99.6%
99.6%
0.23%
94

Accuracy
Detection Rate
FAR
Time(s)

93.56%
99.54%
19.19%
10236.6

98.0%
97.1%
1.17%
921.6

93.67%
99.63%
19.14%
5213.4

98.5%
98.1%
1.08%
972.6

Accuracy
Detection Rate
FAR
Time(s)

95.8%
97.28%
7.36%
502.8

99.1%
99.2%
0.97%
331.2

93.81%
96.24%
11.42%
747.6

99.5%
99.4%
0.36%
563.4

Accuracy
Detection Rate
FAR
Time(s)

98.51%
99.17%
2.89%
33.6

99.7%
99.7%
0.22%
13.2

95.74%
97.84%
8.77%
32.4

98.8%
99.7%
0.1%
15

SVM
Umar and Chen
(2020) [57]

UNSW_NB15

NSL_KDD

Best First DT

20
KNN

RF

Ahmad et al. (2011) [46] used Principal Components
Analysis (PCA) to reduce the features and to choose the
highest eighteen values. Genetic Algorithm (GA) was applied
as wrapper method to the reduce space. This method selected
twelve DOS-DDOS features. By using the Multi Layer
Perceptron (MLP) as classifier on the output of GA and the
KDD’99 dataset, this model has shown high accuracy
(Acc_MLP = 99%) by using a minimum of features equal to 12
and the time of execution equal to 72 h.
L. Yinhui et al. (2012) [47] applied Gradually Feature
Removal method (GFR) which selected nineteen best DOSDDOS features. This strategy was based on SBS as search
strategy and SVM as classifier. The accuracy of this model
has been slightly reduced (Acc_(19 features) = 98.62% < Acc_(42
features) = 98.67%) by using a wrapper step. The execution time
has been reduced from T _(42 features) = 18.94s to T_(19 features) =
3.73 s.
Zhang and Wang (2013) [48] adopted SBS-BN and
Bayesian network approach as a wrapper strategy. This
experiment selected three best DOS-DDOS features and
achieved good accuracy (Acc_(3 features) = 98.98% > Acc_(42
features) = 95.7%) with an interesting time of execution (T_(3
features) = 2.37s < T_(42 features) = 3.97s).
Al-Jarrah et al. (2014) [49] proposed a set of RF algorithm
with forward and backward elimination ranking features
selection techniques. This experiment demonstrated that FSRRF outperforms with fifteen best features, BER-RF with
fourteen features and RF with all used DOS-DDOS features:

(Acc_(15 features) = 99.98% > Acc_(14 features) = 99.88 %) and
(Acc_(15 features) = 99.98% > Acc_(42 features) = 99.89%).
J. Lee et al. (2017) [50] proposed SFFS-RFC to generate
DOS-DDOS features subset and to measure the performance
of each subset. This experiment has shown that SFFS-RFS
improved the performance of the accuracy and the detection
rate of attacks classification with only ten DOS-DDOS
(Acc_(10 features) = 99.89% and DR_(10 features ) = 99.9%). It
realized a fewer FAR (FAR_(10 features) = 0.1% < FAR_(41 features)
= 1.7%) compared to the existing methods using the classifier
C4.5 and reduced the execution time (T_(10 features) = 0.18 s).
Harish and Manju (2018) [51] combined the Fisher Ratio
Discrimination (FRD) with three different search strategies:
SFS, SBS and LRS. They concluded that FDR using LRS,
KNN and twenty DOS-DDOS features outperformed other
methods. Thanks to its capacity to remove non-performing
DOS-DDOS features from the initial subset, this strategy
achieved a better accuracy with twenty features (Acc_(20 features)
= 98.87% > Acc_SFS_(25 features) = 98.27%) compared to FDRSFS which selected 25 features. However, the execution time
of FDR-SFS is less than FDR-LRS (T_SFS_(25 features) = 17.74 s <
T_SFS_(20 features) = 17.98 s). On the other side the FDR-LRS
with forty features showed a good accuracy compared to the
accuracy of FDR-SBS with the same number of features
(Acc_LRS_(40 features) = 99.09% > Acc_SBS_(40 features) = 98.78%).
However the execution time of FDR-SBS is better compared
to FDR-LRS (T_SBS_(40 features) = 32.18s < T_LRS_(40 features) =
32.95s).
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Soodeh and Mehrdad (2019) [52] proposed a new
framework composed of a hybridization of different
algorithms. The objective of this framework is to handle new
types of attacks better than other existing frameworks based
on Forward Feature Selection (FFS). By using NSL_KDD
dataset, this framework has shown that RF outperformed other
algorithms with only thirteen features in attack detection
accuracy (Acc_(13 features) = 98.9%). In the case of DOS-DDOS
attacks, the KNN classifier has achieved the highest precision
with eleven features (Pr_(11 features)= 99.8%). The classifiers RF,
DT and KNN achieved the highest Recall value (Re = 99.8
%), and the highest F-measure (FM_RF_(14 features) = 99.7%,
FM_DT_(10 features) = 99.6%, and FM_KNN_(11 features) = 99.8%). The
classifier NB showed the lowest measured values of all these
metrics: Acc_NB = 93.10%, Pr_NB = 93.6%, Re = 87.3%,
FM_NB = 92.7%.
Malhotra and Sharma (2019) [53] used CfsSubsetEval and
Best First as wrapper method. Based on NSL_KDD dataset
and RF Bagging, PART and J.48 algorithms, this strategy
selected eight best DOS-DDOS features. It increased slightly
the accuracy and decreased significantly the execution time
for all the classifiers. The accuracy of J.48 is 99.78% by using
6 and 42 features. However, this strategy decreased the
execution time (T_J.48_(42 features) = 61.68s > T_J.48_(6 features) =
7.95s). The RF model decreased slightly the accuracy
(Acc_RF_(6 features) = 99.41% < Acc_RF_(42 features) = 99.91%), and
decreased drastically the execution time (T_RF_(6 features) =
66.82s < T_RF_(42 features) = 191.06 s).
M. Wang et al. (2020) [54] combined SBS with Multi
Layer Perceptron (MLP) to select the optimal DOS-DDOS
features by using NSL_KDD dataset. This experiment showed
that SBS-MLP can find an optimal DOS-DDOS feature subset
and performed better accuracy than the full DOS-DDOS
feature set among all the MLP-based detection methods
(Acc_(31 features) = 97.66% > Acc_(42 features)= 97.61%). It
enhanced the detection rate (DR_(31 features) = 94.88 %> DR_(42
features) = 94.78%). It decreased the FAR value (FAR_(31 features) =
0.62% < FAR_(42 features) = 0.63%).
Polat et al. (2020) [55] evaluated the classifiers SVM,
KNN, ANN and NB on their dataset initially composed of
twelve features. This experiment used SFFS as a wrapper
approach. They evaluated the performance of this approach by
calculating many metrics: accuracy, sensitivity, specificity,
precision and F-measure. By using a wrapper step and only
selected DOS-DDOS features instead of all features, these
different models increased the accuracy (Acc_ANN_(6 features) =
91.44% > Acc_ANN_(42 features) = 91.07%) < (Acc_SVM_(10 features) =
92.15% > Acc_SVM_(42 features) = 92.11%) < (Acc_NB_(8 features) =
94.87% > Acc_NB_(42 features) = 94.48%) < (Acc_KNN_(8 features)=
98.30% > Acc_KNN_(42 features)= 95.67. However, the precision
of SVM and KNN is slightly decreased by integrating the
feature selection process compared to the initial set with all
features (Pr_SVM_(10 features) = 90.23% < Pr_SVM_(42 features) =
91.42%), (Pr_ANN_(6 features) = 88.11% < Pr_ANN_(42 features) =
89.89%). The specificity is enhanced for all the used models,
particularly by using a KNN model (Sp_SVM_(10 features) =
97.26%, Sp_ANN_(6 features) = 97.31%, Sp_NB_(8 features) = 98.43% ,
Sp_KNN_(6 features) = 99.45%).

Alabdulwahab and Moon (2020) [31] used the NSL_KDD
dataset to evaluate different algorithms based on
CfsSubsetEval and Best First as wrapper strategy. They tested
CfsSubsetEval with six supervised classifiers: Logiboost,
RBF, BayesNet, SMO and RepTree. By using six most
relevant DOS-DDOS features, this experiment has shown an
important improvement of the execution time (T_NBTree_(6
features) = 14.23s < T_NBTree_(42 features) = 213.18s, T_Logiboost_(6
features) = 9.96s < T_Logiboost_(42 features) = 18.3s. However, the
accuracy was better without using the wrapper process
(Acc_NBTre_(6 features) = 99.46 % < Acc_NBTree_(42 features) =
99.87%). However, the RepTree algorithm decreased the
accuracy and increased the execution time (Acc_RepTree_(6 features)
= 99.44% < Acc_RepTree_(42 features) = 99.83%, T_RepTree_(6 features) =
5.76s > T_RepTree_(42 features) = 3.59 s).
Umar et al. (2020) [56] applied Best First Forward as
search strategy and DT to evaluate the performance of their
detecting attacks model. This strategy selected nineteen best
features by using UNSW_NB15 dataset. The assessment of
this experiment was based on five metrics: Acc, DR, FAR and
T. This method has shown that the execution time has overall
decreased for different used classifiers (T_ANN_(19 features) = 240s
< T_ANN_(42 features)=660s, RF (T_RF_(19 features) =37.8s < T_RF_(19
features)= 44.4s), NB (T_NB_(19 features) = 2.86 s < T_NB_(42 features) =
4.64 s).
By using nineteen DOS-DDOS features, the five metrics
values of ANN, RF and SVM models are slightly the same as
the baseline model.
The NB model achieved the worst detection rate
(DR_NB_(19 features) = 19.38%) and the same FAR value as the
baseline model (FAR_NB_(19 features) = FAR_NB_(42 features) =
0.01%).
The same performance was observed by the RF model
(FAR_RF (19 features) = 27.73% = FAR_RF_(42 features)=27.74%).
However, the classifiers KNN, SVM, ANN and RF
increased the FAR value (FAR_ANN_(19 features) = 37.36% >
FAR_ANN_(42 features) = 29.45%,
FAR_SVM_(19
40.51%).

features)

= 45.64% > FAR_SVM_(42

features)

=

Umar and Chen (2020) [57] used Best First as search
strategy and DT as evaluator of their wrapper process. Based
on UNSW_NB15, NSL_KDD datasets and four classifiers
(ANN, SVM, KNN and RF), this process has selected twenty
best DOS-DDOS features. The authors used five metrics to
evaluate their models: Acc, DR, FAR and T. As results of this
experiment, the RF algorithm outperformed the other used
classifiers. By using the NSL_KDD dataset, the used wrapper
process enhanced the accuracy and reduced the execution time
(Acc_RF_(20 features) = 99.7 % > Acc_RF_(42 features) = 98.8 %,
T_RF_(20 features) = 13.2s < T_RF_(42 features) = 15s). The use of
UNSW_NB15 dataset and the wrapper step enhanced the RF
accuracy and slightly increased the execution time due to the
unnormalized data (Acc_RF_(20 features) = 98.51% > Acc_RF_(42
features) = 95.74%, T_RF_(20 features) = 33.6s > T_RF_(42 features) =
32.4s).
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The performances of KNN, SVM and ANN were slightly
lower by using twenty features, UNSW_NB15 and NSL_KDD
datasets.

5) DOS-DDOS based on wrapper process and metaheuristics search: Meta-heuristics are new optimization
methods used in DOS-DDOS feature selection problems to
provide near-optimal solution [34]. These methods are based
on two main search strategies [58]. The first strategy is used to
guarantee a global and efficient search to find a solution of
DOS-DDOS feature selection. The second strategy is used to
improve feature selection solutions.

However, the SVM model increased drastically the
execution time (T_SVM_(20 features) = 10236.6s > T_SVM_(42 features)
= 5213.4s) by using the UNSW_NB15 and NSL_KDD
datasets. The KNN and RF classifiers decreased the FAR
value on the UNSW_NB15 dataset: (FAR_KNN (20 features) =
7.36% < FAR_RF_(42 features)= 11.42 %, FAR_RF_(20 features) = 2.89
% < FAR_RF_(42 features) = 8.77%).

Important research projects have applied meta-heuristic
strategies to solve the problem of DOS-DDOS feature
selection. In the paragraph below we discuss the important
results of these investigations. At the end of this subsection,
we present our second dashboard (Tables IIIA, IIIB, IIIC) to
summarize and to compare the performances of these
strategies.

However, the SVM model increased drastically the
execution time (T_SVM_(20 features) = 10236.6s > T_SVM_(42 features)
= 5213.4s) by using the UNSW_NB15 and NSL_KDD
datasets. The KNN and RF classifiers decreased the FAR
value on the UNSW_NB15 dataset: (FAR_KNN_(20 features) =
7.36% < FAR_RF_(42 features)= 11.42 %, FAR_RF_(20 features) = 2.89
% < FAR_RF_(42 features) = 8.77%).
TABLE III.

(A): WRAPPER METHODS BASED ON META-HEURISTIC SEARCH (MHS)

DOS-DDOS feature
selection projects
based on wrapper
methods

DOS- DDOS
used dataset

Used
wrapper
strategies

Number of
DOS -DDOS
features

Used
classifier

Used Metrics

Values metrics
with FS

Values metrics
without FS

Jun,et al. (2010)[59]

KDD’99

ABC

5

SVM

Accuracy
Time (s)

99.92%
12.20

NA

Alomari and A. Othman
(2012) [60]

KDD’99

BA

6

SVM

Accuracy
Detection Rate
FAR

93.36%
90.22%
4.56%

NA

De la Hoz et al. (2014)
[61]

NSL_KDD

NGHA-II

25

GHSOM

Accuracy

99.5%

96.02%

Senthilnayaki, et al.
(2015) [62]

KDD’99

GA

10

SVM

Accuracy

99.15%

82.45%

Bagging
(PART)

Accuracy
Time (s)

99.71%
1589

NA

PART

Accuracy
Time (s)

77.79%
274

NA

Bagging
(C4.5)

Accuracy
Time (s)

77.86%
1795

NA

Gaikwad and Thool
(2015) [63]

NSL_KDD

GA

15

TABLE III-(B): WRAPPER METHODS BASED ON META-HEURISTIC SEARCH (MHS)
DOS-DDOS feature
selection projects
based on wrapper
methods

DOS- DDOS
used dataset

Used
wrapper
strategies

Number of
DOS -DDOS
features

Used
classifier

Used Metrics

Values metrics
with FS

Values metrics
without FS

Gaikwad and Thool
(2015) [63]

NSL_KDD

GA

15

C4.5

Accuracy
Time (s)

79.08%
176.05

NA

Wang Xingzhu (2015)
[42]

KDD’99

ACO

10

SVM

Detection Rate
Time(s)

97.09%
17.99

92.71%
23.51

Eesa et al. (2015) [64]

KDD’99

CFA

10

ID3

Accuracy
Detection Rate
FAR

92,83%
92.05%
3.9%

73,26%
71.08%
17.685%

Kang and Kim (2016)
[65]

NSL_KDD

LSA- Kmeans

25

MLP

Accuracy
Detection Rate
FAR

99.37%
99.42%
0.66%

96.93%
93.38%
0.96%

Hosseinzadeh and
Kabiri (2016) [66]

KDD’99

ACO

4

NN

Precision
Recall
F-measure

81.66%
99.78%
89.82%

87.86%
80.02%
83.76%
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Khammassi and
Krichen (2017) [26]

Enache et al. (2017)
[67]

Yin Chunyong et al.
(2017) [68]

KDD’99

18

RF

Precision
Recall

99.97%
99.98%

NA

20

C4.5

Precision
Recall

36.09%
4.11%

NA

21

SVM

Detection Rate
FAR

97.17%
1.6%

89.64%
6.88%

20

NB

Detection Rate
FAR

89.85%
5.34%

90.53%
6.66%

20

C4.5

Detection Rate
FAR

96.66%
2.62%

95.67%
3.02%

21

KNN

Accuracy
FAR

99.5%
0.1%

-

KNN

Accuracy
Detection Rate
Time (s)

96.04%
94.9%
52

93.9%
91.9%
291

SVM

Accuracy
Detection Rate
Time (s)

96.02%
92.3%
309

91.4%
89.9%
722

KNN

Accuracy
Detection Rate
Time (s)

98.13%
97.2%
67

93.9%
91.9%
291

SVM

Accuracy
Detection Rate
Time (s)

95.6%
93%
142

91.4%
89.9%
722

KNN

Accuracy
Detection Rate
Time (s)

98.9%
98.7%
53

93.9%
91.9%
291

SVM

Accuracy
Detection Rate
Time (s)

97.1%
93.9%
341

91.4%
89.9%
722

Accuracy
Specificity
Sensitivity
Time(s)

99.12%
91.76%
93.46%
1.32

85.56%
NA
NA
NA

GA-LR
UNSW_NB15

NSL_KDD

PSO

KDD’99

ICSA

PSO

NSL_KDD

ACO

11

7

Khorram and Baykan
(2018) [69]

7
ABC

UNSW_NB15

15

TABLE III-(C): WRAPPER METHODS BASED ON META-HEURISTIC SEARCH (MHS)
DOS-DDOS feature
selection projects
based on wrapper
methods

DOS- DDOS
used dataset

Used
wrapper
strategies

Number of
DOS -DDOS
features

Used
classifier

Used Metrics

Values metrics
with FS

Values metrics
without FS

Mazini et al. (2019)[70]

NSL_KDD

ABC

25

AdaBoost

Accuracy
Detection Rate
FAR

98.90%
99.61%
0.01%

NA
NA
NA

12

Accuracy
Specificity
Sensitivity
Time(s)

99.73%
99.67%
99.87%
2.90

97.99%
NA
NA
NA

16

Accuracy
Specificity
Sensitivity
Time(s)

99.31%
97.10%
99.24%
1.50

99.31%
NA
NA
NA

Accuracy
Specificity
Sensitivity
Time(s)

99.12%
91.76%
93.46%
1.32

85.56%
NA
NA
NA

KDD

Samadi Bonab et al.
[58]

NSL_KDD

UNSW_NB15

FFA-ALO

DT

15

As an example of relevant research projects based on
wrapper process and meta-heuristic search, we can cite the
important investigation of Jun Wang et al. [59]. In this study,
the ABC-SVM approach was adopted as wrapper feature
selection process. This wrapper strategy selected five DOSDDOS best features from the KDD’99 dataset and found the

best parameter to the SVM classifier. This method achieved
good accuracy (Acc_SVM_(5 features) = 99.92%) and improved the
time of execution (T_SVM_(5 features) = 12.20 s).
Alomari and Ali Othman (2012) [60] used an approach
based on the Bees Algorithm (BA) as a wrapper feature
method by using the classifier SVM. This experiment selected
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six DOS-DDOS features collected from the KDD'99 data set.
They compared BA-SVM with other methods and concluded
that their method achieved high detection rate and accuracy
(DR_SVM_(6 features) = 90.22%, Acc_SVM_(6 features) = 93.36%) on
detecting attacks with a low FAR (FAR_SVM_(6 features) =
4.56%).
De La Hoz et al. (2014) [61] used a multi-objective
procedure based on NSGA-II algorithm as wrapper feature
selection to reduce the complexity of Growing Hierarchical
Self-Organising Maps (GHSOM) algorithm. This wrapper
method selected twenty-five representative features. As one of
the multiple-objective based on the NSGA-II, the Jaccard
index is evaluated after training the GHSOM. Their
proposition improved the accuracy compared to the baseline
model (Acc_(25 features) = 99.5% > Acc_(42 features) = 96.02%).
Senthilnayaki et al. (2015) [62] combined Genetic
Algorithm (GA) with SVM. This study achieved high
accuracy (Acc_(10 features) = 99.15%) with only ten best DOSDDOS features compared to the baseline model (Acc_(42
features) = 82.45%).
Gaikwad and Thool (2015) [63] used Genetic Algorithm as
wrapper feature selection which selected fifteen features. The
authors used two classifiers Partial Decision Tree (PART) and
C4.5, and they employed the Bagging on the two previous
classifiers. This experiment has shown that using PART with
the bagged classifier enhanced the accuracy and increased the
execution time (Acc_Bagging_PART = 99.71% > Acc_PART =
77.79%, T_Bagging_PART = 1589s > T_PART = 274s ). On the other
side, using C4.5 with Bagging decreased the accuracy and
increased drastically the execution time (Acc_Bagging_C4.5
=77.86% < Acc_C4.5 = 79.08%, T_Bagging_C4.5 = 1795s > T_C4.5 =
176.05s).

= 93.38 %, FAR_(25 features) = 0.66% < FAR_(42 features) =
0.96%).
features)

Hosseinzadeh Aghdam and Kabiri (2016) [66] build an
intrusion detection system based on ACO (Ant Colony
Optimization) feature selection method. This method
converges faster to the optimal DOS-DDOS subset composed
of four DOS-DDOS features. This strategy has increased the
Recall and the F-measure values (Re_(4 features) = 99.78% >
Re_(42 features) = 80.02 %, FM_(4 features) = 89.82% > FM_(42 features)
= 83.76%). However, the precision is slightly decreased
compared to the baseline model (Pr_(4 features) = 81.66 % < Pr_(42
features) = 87.86 %).
Khammassi and Krichen (2017) [26] combined Genetic
Algorithm with Logistic Regression (LR) as Wrapper feature
selection method. This experiment based on different decision
tree classifiers (C4.5, RF, and NBTree) has maximized the
accuracy by using the KDD’99 and UNSW_NB15 datasets
with eighteen and twenty DOS-DDOS best features. The LRRF strategy has achieved a high precision and Recall values
(Pr_(18 features) = 99.97%, Re_(18 features ) = 99.98%).
By using UNSW_NB15 dataset with twenty DOS-DDOS
features, the LR-C4.5 process has achieved the worst Recall
and precision values (Re_(20 features) = 4.11 %, Pr_(20 features) =
36.09%).
Enache et al. (2017) [67] conducted their experiment on
the NSL_KDD dataset with many wrapper approaches
(Algorithm (BA) ad Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)). To
evaluate these strategies they used the classifiers C4.5, SVM
and BN.

Wang Xingzhu (2015) [42] combined ACO feature
weighting SVM. This wrapper strategy selected ten most
important DOS.

The PSO-SVM process outperformed the other classifiers
with only twenty-one features. It enhanced the detection rate
and decreased the FAR value (DR_(21features) = 97.17 > DR_(42
features) = 89.64 %, FAR_(21 features) = 1.6 % < FAR_(42 features) =
6.88 %).

DDOS features which achieved high detection rate and
reduced the execution time (DR_(10 features) = 97.09% > DR_(42
features) features) = 92.71 %, T_(42 features) = 23.51s > T_(10 features) =
17.99s ).

By using eighteens selected features, the process BA-C4.5
achieved an interesting detection rate and increased slightly
the FAR value (DR_(18 features) = 96.01 % > DR_(42 features) = 95.67
%, FAR_(18 features) = 3.20 % > FAR_(42 features) = 3.02 %).

Eesa et al. (2015) [64] modified the Cuttle Fish Algorithm
(CFA) and used it as wrapper feature selection method. They
applied the classifier ID3 to detect attacks by using the
KDD’99 dataset with ten best features. The process showed a
real improvement of accuracy and detection rate compared to
all used features (Acc_(10 features) = 92.83% > Acc_(42 features) =
73.26%, DR_(10 features) = 92.05% > DR_(42 features) = 71.08%).
Moreover, the FAR value decreased from FAR_(42 features) =
17.68% to FAR_(10 features) = 3.9 %.

Yin Chunyong et al. (2017) [68] used an artificial immune
system as wrapper method which improved the Clonal
Selection Algorithm (ICSA). This method based on the theory
of biological immune system learning process selected
twenty-one features from the KDD’99 dataset.

Kang and Kim (2016) [65] employed Local Search
Algorithm (LSA) and K-means to find the optimal DOSDDOS subset features, to reduce the training time and to avoid
the over-fitting problem. This experiment evaluated the
performance of twenty five selected DOS-DDOS features. The
result has shown that using LSA-K-means as wrapper feature
step with MLP enhanced the accuracy, increased the detection
rate and reduced the FAR value (Acc_(25 features) = 99.37% >
Acc_(42 features) = 96.93%, DR_(25 features) = 99.42% > DR_(42

This subset realized a good accuracy and low FAR value
(Acc_(21 features) = 99.5%, FAR_(21 features) = 0.1%).
Khorram and Baykan (2018) [69] tested and compared the
performances of three wrapper feature selection methods by
using two classifiers: SVM and KNN. The used wrapper
methods are Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), Ant Colony
Optimization (ACO) and Artificial Bee Colony (ABC).
This experiment showed that ABC-KNN strategy with
seven features outperformed the use of all features (T_ABCKNN_(7 features) = 53s < T_KNN_(42 features) = 291s, Acc_ABC-KNN_(7
features) = 98.9 % > Acc_KNN_(42 features) = 93.9%,
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DR_ABC-KNN_(7

= 91.9

the problem region. These stochastic methods are mainly used
to solve the global problem optimizations [71].

Mazini et al. (2019) [70] employed ABC as wrapper
process to optimize their IDS by using NSL_KDD dataset, the
classifier AdaBoost and the parameters regulation method.

To optimize the DOS-DDOS feature subsets, many
important research projects have used wrapper process and
random search methods to solve this problem. We discuss
these projects in the paragraph below. At the end of this
subsection, we present our third dashboard (Table IV) to
summarize and to compare the performances of these
strategies.

features)

=98.7 % > DR_KNN_(42

features)

%).

This strategy selected twenty-five DOS-DDOS features
and achieved a high accuracy, detection rate and low FAR
values (Acc_(25 features) = 98.90%, DR_(25 features) = 99.61%,
FAR_(25 features) = 0.01%).
Samadi Bonab et al. [58] proposed an improved version of
IDS based on the hybrid method Fruit-Flu algorithm (FFA)
and the Lion Optimizer algorithm (ALO) as wrapper
approach. This strategy based on the datasets KDD’99,
NSL_KDD and UNSW_NB15 reduced the used features from
41 to 12 on KDD’99, from 41 to 16 on NSL_KDD and from
48 to 15 on UNSW_NB15. It applied the DT algorithm as a
classifier on these different datasets. The performances are
evaluated by using five metrics: Acc, Sp, Sen and T. This
experiment has shown an enhanced accuracy and reduced the
execution time on KDD’99 and UNSW_NB15 datasets (Acc_
KDD’99_(12 features) = 99.73% > Acc_ KDD’99_(42 features) = 97.99%,
Acc_UNSW_NB15_(15 features) = 99.12% > Acc_UNSW_NB15_(42 features) =
85.56%). On the NSL_KDD dataset the use of this wrapper
process didn’t change the accuracy (Acc_NSL_KDD_(16 features) =
Acc_NSL_KDD_(42 features) =93%). However, the specificity was
lower on UNSW_NB15 and NSL_KDD compared to KDD’99
(Sp_UNSW_NB = 91.76 % < Sp_NSL_KDD = 97.10% < Sp_KDD=
99.67%).

As an example of these important investigations, we can
cite the important study of Lin et al. (2012) [72] which
combined Simulated Annealing (SA) with SVM algorithm to
get the best feature subset. This experiment selected twenty
three best DOS-DDOS features which evaluated by SA as
random search and C4.5 decision tree as classifier. Compared
to the initial set of features, the selected subset achieved a high
accuracy equal to 99.96%.

The Tables IIIA, IIIB, IIIC summarize and compare the
performances of all wrapper process and meta-heuristic
strategies discuss above.

Hasan Md El Mehedi et al. (2016) [73] adapted the
Random Forest algorithm (RF) to select twenty-five best
features by using the KDD’99 dataset. The performances
evaluation is based on 3 metrics: accuracy, precision and
FAR. Compared to the initial used dataset with all features,
this wrapper strategy increased the accuracy, the precision and
decreased the FAR value (Acc_(25 features) = 91.90% > Acc_(42
features) = 91.41%, Pr_(25 features) = 98.94% > Pr_(42 features) =
98.91%, FAR_(25 features) = 5.82% < FAR_(42 features) = 7.52%).

6) DOS-DDOS feature selection based on wrapper
process and Random search methods: Random search
methods applied DOS-DDOS feature selection projects to
evaluate the DOS-DDOS features on random sampling around

TABLE IV.

Chowdhury et al. (2016) [36] used a wrapper feature
selection method based on SA as random search and the
ACCS dataset. This strategy selected three best features to
detect attacks.
By applying the SVM algorithm with SA, this experiment
has showed better accuracy, low FAR and FN values
compared to all used features (Acc_ SVM_(3 features) = 98.76% >
Acc_SVM_(42 features) = 88.03%, FAR_SVM_(3 features) = 0.09% <
FAR_SVM_(42 features) = 4.2%, FN_SVM_(3 features) = 1.15% <
FN_SVM_(42 features) = 7.77 %).

WRAPPER METHOD BASED ON RANDOM METHODS

DOS-DDOS feature
selection projects
based on wrapper
methods

DOS- DDOS
used dataset

Used
wrapper
strategies

Number of
DOS -DDOS
features

Used
classifier

Used Metrics

Values metrics
with FS

Values metrics
without FS

Lin et al. [72]

KDD’99

SA-SVM

23

SA-DT

Accuracy

99.96%

NA

98.76%
0.09%
1.15%

88.03%
4.2%
7.77%

Chowdhury et al. [36]

ACCS

SA

3

SVM

Accuracy
FAR
FN

Hasan Md El Mehedi
et al. [73]

KDD’99

RF

25

RF

Accuracy
Precision
FAR

91.90%
98.94%
5.82%

91.41%
98.91%
7.52%

Najeeb and Dhannoon
(2018) [74]

NSL_KDD

BFA

15

NB

Accuracy

94.83%

89.9%

Almasoudy et al.
(2019) [75]

NSL_KDD

DE

9

ELM

Detection Rate
Precision
F_measure

91.5%
81.18%
86.03%

79.55%
94.90%
80.44%
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Najeeb and Dhannoon (2018) [74] proposed an IDS model
that combined the Binary Firefly (BFA) method with the
Naïve Bayes (NB) classifier by using the NSL_KDD dataset.
The BFA is initialized by a binary sequence contrary to the
Firefly (FA) algorithm. This model was iterated two hundred
times with fifteen selected features and achieved better
accuracy compared to all used features (Acc_(25 features) =
94.83% > Acc_(42 features) = 89.9%).
Almasoudy et al. (2019) [75] has realized an IDS
experiment based on Differential Evolution (DE) as wrapper
based approach by using the NSL_KDD dataset. Nine
candidate features are randomly selected. The Extreme
Learning Machine (ELM) is used as classifier to compute the
accuracy of DOS-DDOS features until it achieved high
accuracy. Applied to DOS-DDOS attacks predicting, this
method achieved high detection rate, high F-measure and
decreased slightly the precision (DR_(9 features) = 91.5% > DR_(42
features) = 79.55%, FM_(9 features) = 86.03 % > FM_(42 features) =
80.84%, Pr_(42 features) = 94.90 % > Pr_(9 features) = 81.18%).

study and related research, for their patience, motivation, and
immense knowledge.
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VI. CONCLUSION
Nowadays, cybersecurity attacks grow over time,
especially the Denial of Service attack (DOS) and its variant
Distributed Denial of Service (DDOS). These famous attacks
continue to threaten private and public activities everywhere.
Dealing with these threats by using Machine Learning
(ML) models can hold a great promise in DOS-DDOS security
systems. By learning from and identifying a large amount of
network traffic, these predictive models can efficiently handle
the DOS-DDOS threats and overcome several limits and
performance issues of the traditional security solutions.

[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]

One of the key preprocessing phases to success and
optimize these DOS-DDOS cybersecurity intelligence models
is feature selection step, particularly the feature selection
method based on the Wrapper strategies.

[12]

Using Wrapper techniques improved significantly the
selection of the relevant DOS-DDOS features and enhanced
the performance of many existing ML solutions.

[13]

In this paper, we have advanced the development of this
previous work by studying different DOS-DDOS datasets,
algorithms and the results of several research projects. We
have reviewed and evaluated the impact of many important
wrapper strategies used by many existing DOS-DDOS
security systems.
We have summarized the findings in three dashboards that
are essential to understand the performance of three wrapper
strategies commonly used in DOS-DDOS ML models:
heuristic search algorithms, meta-heuristic search and random
search methods.
This study shows that many wrapper strategies,
algorithms, DOS-DDOS features with a relevant impact can
be selected to improve the DOS-DDOS ML existing solutions.
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Abstract—Internet of Things (IoT) is a technology that can
connect everything to the Internet. IoT can be used in a wide
range of applications which includes remote applications like
Underwater networks. Remote applications involve the
deployment of several low-power, low-cost interconnected sensor
nodes in the specific region. With a massive amount of devices
connected to the IoT and the considerable amount of data
associated with it, there remain concerns about data
management. Also, the amount of data generated in an extensive
IoT-based remote sensing network is usually enormous for the
servers to process, and many times data generated are
redundant. Hence there is a need for designing a framework that
addresses both aggregations of data and security-related issues at
various aggregation points. In this paper, we are proposing an
intelligent data aggregation mechanism for IoT-based remote
sensing networks. This method avoids redundant data
transmission by adapting spatial aggregation techniques. The
proposed method was tested through simulations, and the results
prove the efficiency of the proposed work.
Keywords—Wireless sensor networks; Internet of Things;
intelligent boundary determination; sensor nodes; data aggregation

I.

INTRODUCTION

Internet of Things refers to connecting various things to the
internet. IoT can be used in a wide range of applications. IoT
applications include remote applications also. Remote IoT
applications include military applications such as surveillance,
battlefield monitoring, underwater applications such as oil spill
detection, analysis of aquatic animals lifecycle, smart farming,
forest applications such as fire monitoring, etc. Remote IoT
applications use resource-constrained networks. It includes
deploying several low-cost and low-power sensor nodes that
can sense, process, and communicate the data. Each sensor
node has a limited transmission range, limited energy, limited
processing capabilities, and limited memory.
As sensor nodes are resource-constrained devices, several
sensor nodes will be deployed in a smaller region. This leads to
the generation of redundant data. Transmitting redundant data
will leads to the wastage of energy and other resources.
Redundant data transmission can be controlled by data
aggregation techniques. There are different data aggregation
techniques such as In-network data aggregation, Tree-based
data aggregation, cluster-based data aggregation, Grid-based
data aggregation, and hybrid data aggregation. There can be
single-level or multiple levels of data aggregation. Data
aggregation can be performed in homogeneous networks or in

heterogeneous networks. Homogeneous networks include
nodes with similar configurations and capabilities in the entire
network. Heterogeneous networks include nodes with different
configurations and capabilities organized in the multiple levels
of hierarchy [15][17].
Data aggregation involves just combining the data from
multiple sources into a single packet and forwarding it to the
next node or destination. Traditional approaches always
aggregate the data based on the count, average, sum, etc. The
reduction of redundant data is not that significant through
normal data aggregation techniques. Hence there is a need for
adding some intelligence to nodes to decide whether to
transmit the data or not [16]. In the constrained remote IoT
applications where we have limited resources, communication
consumes more energy than compared to processing. In this
paper, we are proposing an intelligent data aggregation
technique, which aggregates the data as well as provides
intelligence to nodes to detect whether to send the data or not.
Also, our present work adds features to detect the boundary of
certain event occurrences in event-driven networks.
The paper is organized as follows: Related work is given in
Section 2, Section 3 describes proposed work, Section 4
describes the simulation and results, the conclusion is provided
in Section5.
II. RELATED WORK
There are different traditional data aggregation
mechanisms; they are flat-based [1][2][3] and hierarchicalbased techniques.
In a flat network, the base station transmits a query
message requesting data from the sensor nodes within the
network. The nodes which have data relevant to the query sent
will respond with the requested data. In this method, the base
station performs excessive communications and computations.
Because of this, if the base station fails, then the network
connection will be lost with the outer world.
Under hierarchical data aggregation, many approaches have
been proposed for energy efficiency and scalability. There exist
four different types of hierarchical data aggregation they are
the cluster-based data aggregation [4][5], tree-based data
aggregation [9], grid-based data aggregation [8]., and chainbased data aggregation [6][7].
These traditional data aggregation schemes will just
combine the data from multiple sources and forward it to the
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next node. In the majority of applications, normal data
aggregation is not sufficient. We need to add some intelligence
to the data aggregation and data transmission process within
the limits of constrained resources.
J. Chen, S. Kher, and A. Somani, et al. proposed a scheme
in [9], which involves Majority Voting. This approach is a data
outlier detection method based on spatial correlation. Here if a
reading of the local sensor node is different from the majority
of its neighboring nodes, then it will be classified as abnormal.
Y. Sun, H. Luo, and S. K. Das et al. Proposed a scheme in
[10]. Here according to the trustworthiness ranked by
comparison with historical data and neighbor data, Weight will
be assigned to every sensor data. Then weighted mean value
will be calculated at the aggregator. This will be considered as
the aggregated data.
S. Din, A. Ahmad, et al. Proposed a scheme in [11], where
the nodes closer to the sink node performs direct
communication and remains unclustered; the nodes which are
one-hop away from the sink node perform multi-hop
communication and remains clustered.
Bo Yin et al. in [12] specified a Tree-based scheme that
involves the construction of an aggregation tree for complex
queries. This ensures minimum communication cost.
Xiong Li et al. proposed a scheme in [13] where there will
be three participants, they are edge server, terminal device, and
public cloud center. The data from the terminal devices is
encrypted and communicated to the edge server, then the edge
server performs data aggregation of the data from terminal
devices and forwards the aggregated data to the public cloud
center. The aggregated plaintext data can be recovered by
public cloud center through its private key.
S. Kumar and V. K. Chaurasiya et al. in [14] proposes a
scheme, where data mining techniques are used to generate
more accurate, consistent, and useful information than that
generated by any individual sensor node.
III. PROPOSED WORK
A. Assumptions and Architectural Setup
Following are the assumptions made in deployment of
nodes in the WSN test bench.
1) Grid based deployment of nodes: nodes are deployed on
a crisscross grid, to specifically determine location of each
individual node. This assumption is both safe and valid as,
there is a commercially available underwater robot capable of
deploying nodes at specific coordinates of latitude and
longitude. Such a deployment is also helpful in making
intelligent inferences based on which nodes are communicating
sensed data.

2) Number of nodes per grid is fixed: this assumption helps
us compute statistically significant results after data collection
is done and analysis is to be performed.
3) Node density is uniform: non-uniform node deployment
does not allow implementation of intelligence.
4) Each node in a grid represents a single unit of area:
data collected is representative of a fixed area under
surveillance.
5) Unit squares (Grids) form a Level -1 cell: this logical
rule imposed on grid helps in aggregation of data across levels
of nodal deployment.
6) Every level-1 cell has a level-1 cell aggregator node:
this is an architectural requirement of WSNs. aggregator nodes
act as data aggregator for sensed data before being forwarded
to upper layers.
7) Four level-1 cells combine to form a level 2-cell:
multiple layers in the architecture will always help in
implementation of an additional second layer of intelligence
and additional aggregation.
8) One of the unit cell’s cell-sink also works as a sink for
four adjacent level-2 cells: this is strictly based on energy
levels of nodes, suitable cell-sink is elected as the sink of
adjacent cells based solely on this criteria.
9) All level-2 cells combine to form the region under
observation: this is the highest level of aggregation
implemented under our framework.
B. Node Deployment Phase and Network Establishment
1) Four different levels of nodes are deployed.
a) Ground Level Sensor Nodes: They are low power
sensor nodes with capability to sense and forward the data to
next level.
b) Grid Head: They are high power nodes. They can
aggregate the data and also sense the information.
c) Level -1 Aggregator: They act like second level grid
head. They gather the data from multiple grids and transfer it
to Level-2 Aggregator after processing.
d) Level-2 Aggregator: They are at the top level of
hierarchy, they can provide minor conclusions about the
sensed information.
2) These nodes are deployed at the required locations.
3) The area of interest is divided into equal sized grids.
Ground level nodes and Grid heads are deployed at each grid.
High power node will be the grid head of that particular grid.
4) Each High power node broadcast a beacon message to
the ground level sensor node to indicate its presence in the grid.
5) Each ground level nodes respond back to their grid
heads by sending the beacon response. Same Procedure is
followed between grid heads and anchor nodes, Anchor nodes
and surface buoyant nodes.
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Boundary value aggregation: region under observation has
a Level -2 Aggregators that acts as a data aggregator. Radial
survey is made periodically at three lengths of radii- minimum,
nominal and maximum. Minimum is close to the Level -2
Aggregators, maximum is distance from Level -2 Aggregators
to boundary of region under observation, and nominal is an
intermediate distance.

Fig. 1. Network Architecture.

Fig. 1 shows the proposed network architecture. The
network is divided into smaller grid. Grids are combined to
form level-1 Cell. Level-1 Cells are combined to form level -2
Cells. There will be sink node at the border of area of interest.
Sink node forwards the data to server through internet
connection.
C. Data Aggregation
Tier- 1Local aggregation (level 1):
Spatial aggregation: this primary level of aggregation is
based on the percentage of area generating similar readings.
Each grid has a designated grid head. The grid head
communicates reading only if number of nodes reporting
similar readings are greater than threshold percentage.
Spatial Aggregation is adapted in Grid as well as level-1
Cell by Grid head and Level-1 Aggregator.

Algorithm 1: Sensing at Ground Level
1. For each ti i=1,2,3….
2.

S senses the data

3.

Prepare the packet Ps

4.

Send Ps to its G

5. End
Algorithm 2: Level-1 Aggregation at Grid Level
1. For each ti, i=1,2,3…..
2. G: Compare the Ps received by all S under G and
compute Ns
3.

Tier-2 Aggregation (level 2)
TABLE I.

Algorithm 1 shows how sensor senses and sends the data.
Algorithm 2 and 3 depicts the level-1 aggregation techniques
(Spatial aggregation). Level -2 aggregation is given in
Algorithm 4. Table I describes the symbol used in the
algorithm.

SYMBOLS USED IN THE ALGORITHM

If Ns >= Ts

4.

Aggregate the data

5.

Prepare the packet Pg

6.

Send Pg to L1

Symbol

Description

S

Ground Level Sensor Node

G

Grid Head

L1

Level 1 Aggregator

8.

L2

Level 2 Aggregator

9. End

SI

Sink Node

Ts

Threshold Percentage used by G for Level 1 Aggregation

Tg

Threshold Percentage used by L1 for Level 1 Aggregation

R1

Threshold Radius 1 for level 2 Aggregation

R2

Threshold Radius 2 for level 2 Aggregation

ti

Time interval, i=1,2,3….

3.

Ns

No. of Sensor Nodes which has sent similar readings

4.

Aggregate the data

Ng

No. of Grid Heads which has sent similar readings

5.

Prepare the packet PL1

Ps

Packet sent by sensor node

6.

Send PL1 to L2

Pg

Packet sent by Grid Head

7.

PL1

Packet sent by Level-1 Aggregator

8.

PL2

Packet sent by Level-2 Aggregator

D

Distance between L2 and L1

Dist

List of D computed in 1 time interval

7.

Else
Discard the data

Algorithm 3: Level-1 Aggregation at Level-1 Cell Level
1. For each ti, i=1,2,3…..
2. L1: Compare the Pg received by all G under L1 and
compute Ng
If Ng >= Tg

Else
Discard the data

9. End
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Algorithm 4: Level 2 Aggregation at Level-2 Cell level
1. Consider coordinates of L2: (XL2 , YL2) as centre point.
2. Let (XL1, YL2) be the coordinates of L1

requires a lesser number of packet transmissions compared to
without aggregation deployment, traditional in-network
architecture, and cluster-based approach. It is clear that the
proposed work reduces redundant data transmission
significantly.

3. For each L1 which has sent data to L2
4.

Find distance between the L1 and L2

5.

D = Sqrt( (XL2 – XL1 )2 – (YL2 – YL1 )2 )

6.

Add D to list Dist

TABLE II.

7. End
8. Find largest D in Dist
9. If largest Di is within radius R1
10. Radial_survey = minimum: Event spread in shorter
region
11. Prepare PL2 with a field Radial_survey

SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Parameter Type

Parameter Value

Area of application region

800 X 800 m2

Grid range

100 m

Number of Ground level node in each grid

4

Number of High power nodes in each grids

2 (1Grid Head)

Number of Level-1 Aggregators in each group
of Level-1 Cell

1

Number of Level-2 Aggregators in each group
of Level-2 Cell

1

Simulation Time

150sec

12. Send PL2 to Sink

Payload length

512 Bytes

13. Else if Largest Di is between radius R1 and R2

Parameters of Ground level sensor node
Initial Energy

4J

Transmission range

20m

15. Prepare PL2 with a field Radial_survey

Data rate

4kbps

16. Send PL2 to Sink

Parameters of High power node/Grid Head

17. Else if Largest Di is greater than R2

Initial Energy

7J

Transmission range

25m

Data rate

6kbps

14. Radial_survey = nominal: Event spread in Moderate
region

18. Radial_survey = maximum: Event spread in longer
region

Parameters of Level-1 Aggregator

19. Prepare PL2 with a field Radial_survey
20. Send PL2 to Sink
IV. SIMULATION AND RESULTS
In the proposed research work, we have used MATLAB as
the simulation tool to check the efficiency of our proposed
work. Initially, we considered the area of the application region
with dimensions 800m (length) x 800m (breadth). Then the
area under consideration is divided into equal-sized grids of
size 100m each at ground level. Table II shows the various
parameters used in the simulation. Fig. 2 depicts the topology
created through simulation. Here blue color nodes represent
sensor nodes deployed at ground level. Red color nodes
represent the grid head; the magenta color nodes indicate nodes
that are Level-1 Aggregators, Black color represents Level-2
Aggregators, and Green color indicates sink node.

Initial Energy

10J

Transmission range

30m

Data rate

8kbps

Parameters of Level-2 Aggregator
Initial Energy

14J

Transmission range

35m

Data rate

12kbps

Fig. 3 shows the amount of time required to detect the
boundary of the event spread through Level-2 aggregation. In
certain remote IoT applications detecting the spreading rate of
a certain event is very important to take immediate measures.
For Ex: the spread of fire in the forest, oil leakage in the ocean,
etc.
Fig. 4 helps us to understand that the number of redundant
transmissions in various techniques compared with our work. It
is evident that redundant data transmission is significantly
dropped compared to other traditional approaches. Our method

Fig. 2. Topology Setup.
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Fig. 5 shows the number of the packet transmitted to sink.
In this result also it is clear that our proposed method is better
compared to others. The proposed method involves very little
data transmission.
Fig. 6 shows the comparison of the proposed method with
other traditional methods in terms of energy consumption.
Result clearly shows that the proposed method consumes lesser
energy compared to other techniques.

Fig. 6. Energy Consumed Per Round in Various Approaches.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Fig. 3. Time Required for Detecting the Boundary of Event.

Controlling redundant data transmission is a significant
challenge in Constrained IoT Remote applications. In this
proposed research work, Data Aggregation is addressed
through spatial and boundary value aggregation, which is the
novel scheme. The aggregation technique adapted reduces the
number of redundant transmissions significantly. The
efficiency of the proposed approach is compared with existing
methods through simulation.
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Abstract—Deep learning is one of the most remarkable
artificial intelligence trends. It remains behind numerous recent
achievements in various domains, such as speech processing, and
computer vision, to mention a few. Likewise, these achievements
have sparked great attention in utilizing deep learning for
dimension reduction. It is known that the deep learning
algorithms built on neural networks contain number of hidden
layers, activation function and optimizer, which make the
computation of deep neural network challenging and, sometimes,
complex. The reason for this complexity is that obtaining an
outstanding and consistent result from such deep architecture
requires identifying number of hidden layers and suitable
activation function for dimension reduction. To investigate the
aforementioned issues linear and non-linear activation functions
are chosen for dimension reduction using Stacked Autoencoder
(SAE) when applied to Network Intrusion Detection Systems
(NIDS). To conduct experiments for this study various activation
functions like linear, Leaky ReLU, ELU, Tanh, sigmoid and
softplus have been identified for the hidden and output layers.
Adam optimizer and Mean Square Error loss functions are
adopted for optimizing the learning process. The SVM-RBF
classifier is applied to assess the classification accuracies of these
activation functions by using CICIDS2017 dataset because it
contains contemporary attacks on cloud environment. The
performance metrics such as accuracy, precision, recall and Fmeasure are evaluated along with theses classification time is
being considered as an important metric. Finally it is concluded
that ELU is performed with low computational overhead with
negligible difference of accuracy that is 97.33% when compared
to other activation functions.
Keywords—Auto-encoder; cloud computing; dimension
reduction; intrusion detection system; machine leaning

I.

INTRODUCTION

The Cloud services availability to the individuals,
organizations, and Governments connected through webenabled devices across the world on pay-as-you-go premise [1]
have become very common. The security and privacy problems
get magnified as new type of attacks when internet
environment migrate to Cloud [2]. Among these types of
malicious activities Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS)
attacks are easily invoked by the attackers basically with
malicious intent of denying the Cloud services.

This type of attacks causes the interruption of cloud
services to legitimate users by inordinate resource consumption
which would automatically results in Service Level Agreement
(SLA) violation. Most of the Cloud services are inherently
elastic so the DDoS attacks are damaging the cloud service
provider (CSP) economically but not its physical system or
server assets [3]. This phenomenon is known as Economic
Denial of Sustainability (EDoS) EDoS attack.
Due to increase in migration to the cloud the security and
privacy problems are also increased in cloud environment with
new types of malicious activity penetrated by professionals
with cutting edge technologies with malicious intent. Over the
last three decades the problems related to security and privacy
are major research problems and addressed by several
researchers with the evaluation of Network Intrusion Detection
Systems (NIDS). It is a necessity to improve the NIDS to
mitigate the new type of attacks on cloud because several users
are getting migrated to cloud environment. It is a necessary to
improve the NIDS to mitigate the attacks on cloud environment
and this problem is addressed by several researchers. They
have identified significant measures to detect and mitigate such
types of attacks using statistical, Machine Learning (ML)
techniques and knowledge based approaches. The NIDS needs
to be more robust to increase the users trust in adoption of
cloud computing in future. Therefore Network traffic analysis
of cloud is necessary to identify the patterns inorder to
discriminate malicious users and legitimate users. ML
approaches offer great strength and diversity in research for
anomaly detection in NIDS using classification task [4].
Lot of significant research work is going on over the past
two decades on dimension reduction using Wrapper methods,
Filter based Approaches, etc. to address the curse of
dimensionality [5]. One of the advantages of NIDS is the
availability of huge collection of network data related to cloud
environment on which machine learning algorithms can be
applied to detect attacks. Such a complex and huge data may
disgrace the performance metrics of classifiers [6].
Dimensionality reduction or feature learning is one of the
stages in classification which helps to extract the relevant
information from the original data to reduce the computational
time without compromising the other performance metrics.
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Recently Deep learning methods from the family of
Machine Learning approaches are successfully applied to
extract good feature representation automatically [7]. Due to its
capability for extracting valuable and useful information from
large data yields better classification process and lower
complexity.
The chosen activation function plays an important role in
deep learning models to improve the accuracy rate and reduce
computational complexity [8]. Activation function is one of the
principal factors which will affect the performance of the
neural networks [9]. Activation functions are basically divided
into linear or non-linear relying upon the function it represents.
Activation functions are leveraged to transfer and control the
outputs of neural networks, across various domains from object
recognition and classification.
This research work proposes a comprehensive investigative
study intended to identify suitable activation function of SAE.
By implementing this activation function an attempt is made to
extract an optimized feature subset. The SAE extracts key
features from the CICDS2017 which is exposed to lot of
vulnerabilities as it is on Internet. Then a SVM classifier stage
is used to classify the attacks and distinguish between normal
and anomalous traffic.
After examining the contemporary studies the SAE model
is identified as one of the best model for dimension reduction
of various types of bigdata analytical content like image, text
and network intrusion detection. There is a need to identify the
proper activation function that will be more effective in the
process of dimension reduction using SAE by satisfying the
criteria like high classification accuracy and minimum
classification time.
In view of the above the problem is selected to identify
suitable activation function of SAE for dimension reduction
and evaluate the classification accuracies. To achieve this
objective the study is carried out with following contributions.
• Sharp decisions are needed within a stipulated time
which plays an important role for NIDS. So to suggest a
novel framework for better NIDS with suitable
activation function and classifier.
• To compare the different activation functions of SAE
using SVM classifier with RBF kernel.
• To evaluate the performance metrics and computational
time with adoption of CICIDS2017 dataset.
• Finally identified the effective activation function based
on experimental results.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: the related
previous work is outlined in Section 2 and Section 3 is explains
the description of the CICIDS2017 dataset. The methodology
and experimental setup of the proposed model is depicted in
Section 4. The results and discussions are presented in
Section 5. Finally conclusions and future scope of this work are
given in Section 6.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW
An IDS has been studied for the last two decades using
various machine learning approaches. This section will discuss
some of the approaches proposed by researchers to analyze the
effect of activation functions for IDS as well as for feature
selection.
In [10], Investigated the performance of different types of
rectified activation functions using Convolutional neural
network. The standard rectified activation functions of rectified
linear unit (ReLU), leaky rectified linear unit (Leaky ReLU),
parametric rectified linear unit (PReLU) and a new randomized
leaky rectified linear unit (RReLU) are evaluated with three
different dataset NDSB, CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100.
Observations are discussed based on the exploratory results.
However, this study is limited to different types of rectified
activation functions and not pertaining to large datasets.
In [11], studied the effect of Activation functions on
classification accuracy using Deep Artificial Neural Networks
(ANN). The ANN is used to classify real multi-spectral
Landsat 7 satellite images and therefore the accuracy of the
classification was evaluated with twelve different activation
functions. The accuracy of classifier can be improved by
selecting good activation function. However, the activation
functions sigmoid and bipolar activation functions are
recommended to specific field of remote sensing.
It is Observed and stated in [12] that activation functions
play pivotal role in understanding neural network. “DBN
suffers from vanishing gradient problem due to the saturation
characteristic of activation function. Therefore, the selection of
activation function in DBN is critical to reduce the network
complexity and to improve the performance of pattern
recognition”. DBN based classification with different types of
activation functions like Sigmoid, Hyperbolic Tangent, MSAF,
ReLU and LReLU can be used to examine their performance
with MNIST dataset. Besides that, the randomization of
training samples would significantly improve the performance
of DBN. The experimental results showed that hyperbolic
tangent activation function achieved the lowest error rate which
is 1.99% on MNIST handwritten digit dataset.
Kunang, Y. N et al. in [13] presented a deep learning based
dimension reduction approach in the first step using stacked
autoencoder. The input neurons 120 were reduced to 8 neurons
with seven activation functions i.e., linear, sigmoid, ReLU,
SoftMax, Softplus, Softsign and tanh and couple of loss
functions like Mean Squared error and cross entropy to seek
out the suitable activation function. In the second step reduced
data is fed as input to supervised classifier SVM with RBF
kernel to evaluate the output of first step. Based on the results
it’s shown that the ReLU and linear activation functions with
cross entropy yields better results over the other combinations.
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The authors in [14] compared non-linear activation
functions alternative to sigmoid in deep neural networks on
Image Dataset, and also different weight initialization methods
Gaussian distribution, uniform distribution, learning rate from
0.01 to 0.2, batch size 50 and 100 epochs and effect of hidden
layers were tested. Based on the experimental results it was
noticed that the accuracies of ReLU and its variants are higher
than the sigmoid activation function and the learning rate is
faster in ELU and SELU compared to the ReLU and Leaky
ReLU. However, this study did not pay attention to
computational complexity.

feature selection was performed to lessen the size of NSLKDD dataset. The experiments were conducted with different
activation functions by fixing one function from the above said
four activation functions in input and hidden layers .Then the
remaining are used at output layer respectively for each
experiment. DCNN yields better results with sigmoid as output
layer activation function with any of the activation function in
input/hidden layers. The performance of SVM and DCNN are
analyzed and concluded that the DCNN performed well
compared to SVM classifier in terms of accuracy. This study
focused on binary classification.

In [15] fast activation function adaptive Linear Function
(ALF) is proposed for anomaly detection to increase the speed
and accuracy of the deep leaning structure for real-time
applications. Deep Belief Network with new activation
function ALF and Sigmoid, Tanh, and ReLU are used for
classification on four datasets namely NSL KDD, Kyoto,
KDDCUP’99 and CSIC 2010. The experiments were
conducted with a combination of each dataset using all four
activation functions. Exploratory results have shown that
learning structure using the fast ALF activation function
outperforms the state-of-the-art network Stacked Sparse
AutoEncoder Based Extreme Learning Machine (SSAELM) in
accuracy and convergence time. However, the proposed
approach needs to be evaluated on contemporary datasets.

Le, T. T. H. et al. explored six non-linear Activation
functions i.e., Softplus, ReLU, Tanh, Sigmoid, ELU and Leaky
ReLU in [18] and additionally the impact of those activation
functions was analyzed with Recurrent Neural Network (RNN)
model to find the best activation function for intrusion
detection. The KDD cup dataset was employed to conduct
experiments. Among the employed activation functions Leaky
ReLU the best results in terms of performance metrics
accuracy, precision, recall and False Alarm Rate (FAR). The
study is associated with performance metrics but does not
concentrate on time complexity.

Another research work [16] built IDS model with a blend
of two models, autoencoder and deep artificial neural network.
In the first stage Stacked autoencoder based dimension
reduction with sigmoid activation function in input/hidden
layer/output layer using 4 hidden layers and reconstruction
error is calculated with mean squared loss function performed.
In the next stage deep artificial neural network model was built
utilizing different activation functions like hard sigmoid, relu,
sigmoid, softplus and tanh to further classify the network
traffic. Conclusions are drawn based on F1-score which is best
with relu activation function in comparison to other activation
functions. However, this study is limited to binary
classification and need to, be tested on multi-class
classification.
Feng, J., & Lu, S in [9] studied the characteristics of linear
and non-linear activation functions Sigmoid, Tanh, ReLU,
LeakyReLU, PReLU, RReLU, and ELU are compared.
Activation functions advantages and disadvantages in Artificial
Neural Network are also discussed and concluded that
choosing of suitable activation function depends on our aim
and network structure.
A Novel method was proposed by [17] to test SVM
classifier with different kernels and Deep Convolutional Neural
Network (DCNN) method for classification with different
activation functions ReLU, Sigmoid, SoftMax, and Tanh.
Before performing the intrusion detection chi-square based

Most of the above mentioned studies focused mainly on
comparing the various activation functions in evaluation of
classifying the performance of neural network models and
dimension reduction carried out with autoencoders. They
considered the image datasets. In my knowledge and opinion
very few studies are carried out by the researchers on network
intrusion detection as well as autoencoders being used for
dimension reduction on outdated datasets like KDD Cup ' 99
and NSL-KDD etc. To fulfill these research gaps the present
research is carried out with adoption of CICIDS2017 dataset as
it contains modern type of attacks and generated on cloud
environment.
III. DESCRIPTION OF CICIDS2017 DATASET
The CICIDS2017 dataset generated by [19] is chosen to
train the model, which contains benign and the up-to-date
common attacks, which resembles the real world data. It
includes the network traffic from 09:00 on Monday, July 3rd
and continuously ran for an exact duration of 5 days, ending at
17:00 on Friday July 7th. Network data is extracted using CIC
Flow Meter, 2017 with labeled flows based on the time stamp,
source, and destination IPs, source and destination ports,
protocols and attack (CSV files). The dataset is publicly
available in PCAP files1. In the current study only Wednesday
data is considered for intrusion detection. It consists of
6,92,703 instances and 85 feature columns including a label
with 6 classes such as Benign, DoS GoldenEye, DoS Hulk,
DoS Slowhttptest, DoS slowloris, Heartbleed. The distribution
of records label wise is shown in below Table I.
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The feature names and the Attacks distribution of the
CICIDS2017 dataset are available in [20].
TABLE I.

LABEL WISE DISTRIBUTION OF CICIDS2017 DATASET

Category

Class

Number of Records

DoS GoldenEye

10,293

DoS Hulk

231,073

DoS Slowhttptest

5,499

DoS slowloris

5,796

Heartbleed

11

Total Anomaly data

---

252,672

Normal

Benign

440,031

Anomaly

Total

PSH Flags, Fwd URG Flags, Bwd URG Flags, CWE Flag
Count, Fwd Avg Bytes, Fwd Avg Packets, Fwd Avg Bulk
Rate, Bwd Avg Bytes, Bwd Avg Packets, Bwd Avg Bulk Rate
are null in the dataset. These columns are also deleted from
dataset because they potentially don’t have any contribution
towards classification.

692,703

IV. METHODOLOGY
A novel framework is developed for analyzing the
performance of various activation functions of SAE for
dimension reduction. For evaluation of the performance of
these dimension reduction models SVM-RBF classifier is
chosen. For this purpose CICIDS2017 dataset is used for
conducting experiments. This methodology consists of three
phases: A) Data pre-processing, B) Dimension Reduction, and
C) SVM-RBF classification. The flow of the proposed
framework is depicted in Fig. 1.
A. Data Preprocessings
In the first phase data cleaning and normalization
operations are carried out.
Data cleaning: It involves finding the null records as
Machine Learning algorithms cannot build a model or test
them. Since the percentage of null records associated with each
class is small so these records are deleted from the dataset.
Based on the statistical measures of the dataset given in
Table II, such as maximum, minimum, standard deviation of
each feature it is observed that all the values of attributes Bwd
TABLE II.

Fig. 1. Novel Framework for Comparison of Activation Functions for NIDS.

STATISTICAL MEASURES OF FEATURES WITH ZERO VALUES

Bwd PSH
Flags

Fwd
URG
Flags

count

692703

692703

692703

692703

692703

692703

692703

692703

692703

692703

mean

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Std

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

min

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

25%

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

50%

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

75%

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

max

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Bwd URG
Flags

CWE
Flag
Count

Fwd Avg
Bytes/
Bulk

Fwd Avg
Packets/Bulk

Fwd Avg
Bulk Rate

Bwd Avg
Bytes/Bulk

Bwd Avg
Packets/Bulk

Bwd Avg
Bulk Rate
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TABLE III.
Category

LABEL WISE DISTRIBUTION OF CICIDS2017 DATASET AFTER
DATA CLEANING
Class

Number of Records

DoS GoldenEye

10293

DoS Hulk

2,30,124

DoS Slowhttptest

5,499

DoS slowloris

5,796

Heartbleed

11

Total Anomaly
data

---

2,51,723

Normal

Benign

4,39,972

Anomaly

Total

---

6,91,695

Additionally two features Byte/s and Flow Packet/s have
infinity/NaN values in very few records which are replaced
with zeros to avoid difficulties in applying the ML algorithms.
After performing data cleaning operation the distribution of the
remaining dataset is given Table III.
Normalization: 1By nature the features of the dataset are
quantitative. Several features of the dataset lie in a wide range
mostly between the highest possible value and lowest possible
value.

adjust the proper weights for minimizing the loss between
input and output. Using SAE for dimension reduction the
chosen of activation function is a crucial problem.
Among the three the first one plays a crucial role for
optimizing the feature subset. So this study considers to find
the impact of the first criterion and the remaining are fixed at
number of hidden layers are 3 and Mean Square Error as a loss
function. The main focus of this study is to compare various
prominent activation functions that are used in SAE for NIDS
and evaluate them through the SVM classifier. Proper
activation function also affects the classification time along
with classification accuracy [11]. For this purpose six
activation functions are chosen. The following Fig. 3 depicts
the typical structure of the SAE which consists of input and
output layers with three hidden layers, the same is being
considered for conducting experiments.
0.352941, 0.000319,0, 3.67E-06, 4.90E-06, 9.57E-09, 0.000242,
0.002906, 0.001293, 0, 0.000307, 0.003026, 0.001373, 0,
0.005764, 0.40001, 0.000319,0, 0.000319, 0.000319,0,0,0,0,
6.67E-08,0,0,0,0,0,0, 7.23E-06, 3.67E-06, 8.70E-06, 1.31E-05,
0.004144, 0.000242, 0.002632,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,0, 0.023256,
0.003446, 0.001293, 0.001373, 7.23E-06,0, 4.90E-06, 3.67E-06,
9.57E-09, 0.003906, 0.01445,0, 0.344262,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0
Fig. 2. Resulting One Sample Record after Normalization.

The features with higher values may dominate the features
with low values. To avoid this, features to be normalized to
eliminate such dominance before applying ML algorithms.
Normalization is a scaling technique in which values are
transformed and rescaled so that they fall in specific range [0,
1]. In this paper features are scaled using min-max
normalization. The feature f values with a range between
fmin and fmax , then the normalization is defined by the
equation of fnor= (fi - fmin)/(fmax-fmin), Where fnor is a
normalized value of the ith value of feature f. An illustrative
example of normalization for one record is given in Fig. 2.
B. Dimension Reduction using SAE
This section explores the impact of the different activation
functions of SAE with specified hyper parameters as given
below for feature dimensionality reduction.
The performance of NIDS using neural networks for
dimension reduction as well as classification is dependent on
three criteria. They are i) to identify suitable activation
function, ii) the number of hidden layers to be used and iii) to

1

Fig. 3. Typical Structure of Stacked Autoencoder.

http:1//www.unb.ca/cic/datasets/IDS2017.html.
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The below SAE has 68 neurons in both input and output
layers which are equal to the features of normalized train and
test dataset. The numbers of neurons in three hidden layers are
50, 30 and 50 respectively. The role of activation function in
neural network is to facilitate the transfer of data from input
layer neurons to output layer neurons [18]. The chosen six
activation functions are being applied.
Several different kinds of optimizers are used by different
researchers even though their common purpose is minimizing
the loss in learning process. Among those Adaptive Moment
Estimation (Adam) is chosen for this study [21]. The following
function is adopted for reconstruction error computation [22].
The mean square error function is calculated for the samples of
x i and reconstructed samples x� i as shown in equation 1. To
find the optimal structure of SAE for dimension reduction with
afore mentioned optimizer and loss function used. The
unlabeled normalized train and test datasets of CICIDS2017
are taken as input datasets, because SAE is an unsupervised
dimension reduction approach.
1

d (𝑥 , 𝑥� )= ∑𝑁
�𝑖 ||2 ,
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𝑁

(1)

where N is the number of input samples.
The following algorithms takes various hyper parameters
weight vector W, bias vector, batch_size, epochs, number of
layers (L), learning rate α and neurons_structure in each layer
are assigned `to initial values. The training procedure of
unsupervised SAE model for dimension reduction is given in
Algorithm1 and Algorithm2. The input to Algorithm1 is
number of SAE structures, number of hidden layers in each
structure. Step3 inputs the number of neurons in each hidden
layer. Followed by in step4 compute_MSE ( ) is invoked for
each structure to setup the corresponding SAE architecture and
iterated for all epochs with given activation function then
returns the MSE error which is stored in loss. Input to
Algorithm2 are train and test datasets {x1, x2… x68} where
sample X∈R where, structures of SAE and the number of
neurons in each structures. For each layer l the parameters are
initialized to zero. In each iteration the hidden representation
vector of layer l is computed based on the previous layer. After
that the loss is calculated equation (4) in step 2.2.2, Next step is
to update θ´ based on loss and completes all iterations
similarly. Finally mean of all the epochs MSE loss is calculated
and returned. Once the MSE losses of different structures are
calculated then the minimum loss is identified and the
corresponding structure is selected as optimized SAE structure
for dimension reduction. All the above steps are repeated for
each activation function.

Algorithm1: The training procedure to identify optimal
SAE structure for dimension reduction is given in Algorithm1
Algorithm1:
reduction

Optimized

SAE

model

for

dimension

Input: S
// number of SAE structures
L
// number of layers in structure
neurons_structure [ ] [ ] // array of SAE structures
Output: Optimized SAE structure
Step 1: // Initialization
S=0, neurons_structure [ ] [ ] <- 0, loss [ ]
Step 2: read S //Total Number of Structures
Step 3: for I in 1 to S do // for each structure I
Step 3.1: read L [I] // Number of Layers in the
structure
Step 3.2: for J in 1 to L [I] do
Step 3.2.1: read N // number
of neurons in Layer J
of structure I
Step 3.2.2: store neurons_structure
[I] [J] =N
end for
end for
Step 4: for s in 1 to S do
loss[s] = compute_MSE(s, neurons_structure [I],
L [I], bias[I])
end for
Step 5: betsvalidation_loss= loss [1]
Step 5.1 for k in 2 to S
Step 5.1.1 if (bestvalidation_loss > loss[k])
then
bestvalidation_loss=loss[k]
location = k
end if
end for
Step 6: optimal structure= neurons_structure [location] [ ]
As a part of initiation towards optimization various
structures of neural networks are used to reduce the MSE as
per equation7. In the lines of [13] several experiments were
conducted for the number of features and the corresponding
MSEs are listed in Table IV. It is observed from the above
table.
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Algorithm2: The training procedure of unsupervised SAE model for dimension reduction is given in Algorithm2
Algorithm2: Compute_MSE (s, neurons_structure [ ], L) // Training SAE and calculate MSE
Input: Unlabeled normalized train dataset (UNTR) and test dataset (UNTS), UNTR & UNTS ⊆ R &
UNTR ∩ UNTS=∅, data sample X ∈R where {x 1 , x 2 … x 68 }
Output: Z
// Mean Square Error
Step 1: /*Initialization
h [ ][]<- 0 // output of each neurons of each hidden layer
𝑥�𝑖 [ ][ ] <- 0 //reconstructed data
batch_size =256 // number of samples per each iteration
bias [ ] // bias vector of each hidden layer
epoch=10 // number of passes to execute learning algorithm for entire dataset
learning_rate =0.001 // weight adjusting control variable w.r.t gradient
mse_sum=0, mean_loss=0
Step 2: create and configure the stacked autoencoder network with Adam optimizer
Step 2.2: for e ∈ 1 to epoch do
Step 2.2.1: for b ∈ 1 to b do
n=neurons_structure [1]; // number of neurons for the first layer
W = 0 // weight vector W= {w 1 , w 2 ...,w n }
define h[1] [ ] = f (WX +bias) // First hidden layer
for l in 2 to L do
n=neurons_structure[l];
W= 0 // weight vector W= {w 1 , w 2 ...w n }
bias =1 // bias value
h[l][ ]= f (W * h l-1 +bias) // compute h l from h l-1 of both
encoder and decoder
end for
end for
Step 2.2.2 𝑥�𝑖 [ ][ ]=h[l][ ]
for I in 1 to x� i do
1
Z <- ∑N
||xi − 𝑥�𝑖 [ ][ ]||2
N i=1
sum = mse_sum + Z
end for
update layer parameters θ´l = (W, B) s. t Z is minimum
end for
Step 4: mean_loss =

mse_sum

Step 5: return mean_loss

e

It is observed from the above table that the optimized MSE
for majority of the activation functions is w.r.t to neurons
structure 68-50-30-50-68. Hence this neurons structure is
considered to reduce the dimensionality to 30.Once better
optimized structure is identified then series of experiments are
conducted for dimension reduction on training and testing data.

The inner most hidden layer i.e. last layer of encoder provides
the richer representation of CICIDS2017 i.e. 30 features with
reduction of 44% of data. Evaluation of the classification
efficiency of various activation functions used for dimension
reduction are evaluated with SVM-RBF classification model.
The next section explores the classification evaluation model.
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TABLE IV.

MEAN SQUARE ERRORS FOR SOME OF THE STRUCTURES OUT OF THE CONDUCTED EXPERIMENTS

Neurons Structure\ Activation function

Leaky ReLU

Tanh

Linear

ELU

Sigmoid

Softplus

SAE(68-34-17)

0.00007

0.000139

0.000173

0.000072

0.000217

0.000123

SAE(68-50-40-30-10-5)

0.000324

0.0003

0.003887

0.000208

0.002995

0.000851

SAE(68-50-35-20)

0.000373

0.000082

9.52548E-05

0.000039

0.00083

0.000091

SAE(68-50-40-30-20)

0.00028

0.000083

0.000096

0.000039

0.002366

0.000498

SAE(68-34-17-8)

0.000276

0.000284

0.001656

0.000166

0.001296

0.000249

SAE(68-50-40-30)

0.001802

0.000053

2.07121E-05

0.000031

0.00051

0.000208

SAE(68-40-20)

0.000052

0.000091

0.071884

0.000042

0.000224

0.000114

SAE(68-50-30)

0.000042

0.000048

0.00002014

0.000121

0.000136

0.000091

C. SVM-RBF Classification Model
In this module SVM classifier with RBF kernel is used for
multi–class classification. Initially SVM-RBF base model is
trained and tested with default values of c and gamma. From
the existing literature it has been found that the usage of SVMRBF model in the context of multiclass classification is more
suitable than any other existing classifier. Complete dataset
which contains 68 features after due preprocessing has been
given as an input to the python program with scikit library
intended for dimension reduction. Later SVM-RBF classifier is
trained with derived reduced datasets of six different SAE
models using different activation functions which would serve
as a thorough evaluation of the activation functions along with
the corresponding confusion matrices. Further the standard
performance metrics vis-a-vis accuracy, precision, recall and Fmeasure are calculated. These experiments were conducted on
an experimental setup, Intel core i5 with 1.80 GHz processor
with 8GB RAM, windows 10.

Fig. 4. Effect of the Accuracy of Training and Testing for different
Activation Functions.

V. E XPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This section discusses about the effect of six activation
functions pertaining to SAE with the adoption of MSE as a loss
function for dimension reduction. Further comparison of
different classification metrics which are derived through
SVM-RBF classifier is done. The experimental results w.r.t
various performance metrics and computational time are given
in below Tables V to VII as well as from Fig. 4 to 8.
TABLE V.

Activation
Function

VARIATION OF ACCURACY IN TRAINING AND TESTING FOR
DIFFERENT ACTIVATION FUNCTIONS
Training
Accuracy

Testing
Accuracy

Average of
Training and
Testing
Accuracy

Fig. 5. Effect of Average Computational Time of Training and Testing Time
for different Activation Functions.

Without Feature
Selection

96.15

96.2

96.175

Leaky ReLU

96.89

96.96

96.925

It is observed that from Fig. 4 and 5:

tanh

96.98

97.05

97.015

Linear

97.19

97.26

97.225

• The six activation functions exhibits similar behavior
for both training and testing.

ELU

97.26

97.33

97.295

Sigmoid

97.36

97.38

97.37

Softplus

97.33

97.4

97.365

• Amongst the six softplus gives better accuracy.
• Sigmoid and ELU follows softplus with a minor
difference of 0.02 and 0.07, respectively.
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TABLE VI. VARIATION OF COMPUTATIONAL TIME IN TRAINING AND
TESTING FOR DIFFERENT ACTIVATION FUNCTIONS
Activation
Function

Training
Time(Sec.)

Testing Time
(Sec.)

Average of
Training and
Testing(Sec.)

Without
Feature
Selection

24690.515

1123.724

12907.12

Leaky ReLU

4948.109

393.355

2670.732

tanh

7254.742

401.517

3828.1295

Linear

7587.699

302.599

3945.149

ELU

3115.355

306.596

1710.9755

Sigmoid

9128.278

364.093

4746.1855

Softplus

3837.29

338.254

2087.772

function is minimum when compared to remaining activation
functions. The activation function sigmoid takes highest total
execution time. The other two activation functions tanh and
linear exhibit more or less same computation time. Therefore
ELU activation function must be the choice of researchers to
reduce total training time and testing of SVM-RBF classifier
using CICIDS2017 dataset.
The experimental results for metrics Precision, Recall, Fmeasure are presented in Table VII and Fig. 8. In case of
precision linear and ELU activation functions exhibits highest
performance with a value 0.97 and remaining all four
activation function Leaky ReLU, tanh, Sigmoid and Softplus
are on the lower side with a value of 0.96. The recall value of
linear and ELU activation functions are higher and equal
compared to other methods with a value of 0.95. The activation
function linear shows next highest value with 0.95 followed by
Sigmoid and Softplus which show with an equal value of 0.94.
The activation functions linear and ELU obtained best measure
results compared to other activation functions. It can be
observed that the remaining activation functions are
performing more or less equally with a minor difference
ranging between 0.1 and 0.5.
TABLE VII. VARIATION OF PRECISION, RECALL AND F-MEASURE
ACCURACY IN TRAINING AND TESTING FOR DIFFERENT ACTIVATION
FUNCTIONS

Fig. 6. Effect of the Computational Time of Training and Testing Time for
different Activation Functions.

Activation Function

Precision

Recall

F-measure

Without Feature Selection

0.79

0.68

0.72

Leaky ReLU

0.96

0.88

0.91

tanh

0.96

0.93

0.95

Linear

0.97

0.95

0.96

ELU

0.97

0.95

0.96

Sigmoid

0.96

0.94

0.95

Softplus

0.96

0.94

0.95

Fig. 7. Effect of Average Computational Time of Training and Testing Time
for different Activation Functions.

The computational time of different methods of activation
functions are presented in Table VI and Fig. 6 and 7. It is
observed that the training and testing time of ELU activation

Fig. 8. Effect of Precision, Recall and F-Measure for different Activation
Functions.
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[9]

VI. CONCLUSION
This paper is intended to evaluate the SAE model for
dimension reduction through six activation functions. The
Experimental results exhibit that the activation function ELU
gives better performance in terms of computational time. In the
context of precision, recall and F-measure ELU and linear
activation functions leads other functions. When classification
accuracies are compared the Softplus yields marginal
performance. From these experimental results it is observed
that ELU is a better activation function with respect to
computational time. Whereas ELU and linear provides better
performance with respect to other performance metrics. To
consider both computational time and classification
performance the ELU is better with compromising of
negligible difference of accuracy. Finally it is concluded that
this comparative study will be of great help to the defenders to
design suitable framework for NIDs on cloud environment to
defend the intruders within a stipulated time. The extension for
this study could be to compare the performance evaluation of
different kernel functions of SVM with conducting of more
experiments. As an enhancement of this study one can think
about evaluating the performance metrics on a real time
environment.
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Abstract—Covid-19 pandemic has forced the teaching and
learning activity into real time and real-world education
meetings. The traditional physical and face-to-face meetings are
avoided in accordance to reducing the close physical contacts
among individuals. Thus, a new paradigm shift towards teaching
and learning needs to be highly enforced. Teaching and learning
on medical field especially require for real world anatomy
against human or living things body. In response to providing the
facility for medical teachers and learners, Gross Anatomy
Augmented Reality (GAAR) is introduced. GAAR is an android
mobile Augmented Reality (AR) learning tool to assist the
educators and learners in internalizing 3D human anatomy with
more fun and interactivity. The AR methodology is implied to
attract the personal impacts and feelings towards operating of
close to ‘real’ organ during anatomy practices. Traditional
learning methods are changed with AR technology through small
digital device. This application may be able to show the students
the actual form of human gross anatomy and assist the teachers
or educators’ in explaining the sciences behind human body in
more interactive and interesting. Furthermore, this application
uses a 3-dimensional object, video and interactive info so that
students are interested in using this application. The AR for
education and learning is vital in bridging the digital divide
among all generations through the conversion of static pictures
into real-like 3D animation. The implementation results show
that, through the real visualization, small to adult learners can
imitate the real truth on human organ and how this can motivate
them to take care of their bodies that would lead to a healthier
living styles as well as easy memorizing of the subject contents.

technology that could build for a full interest among educators
and learners.

Keywords—Augmented reality; gross anatomy; learning tool;
android mobile application; 3D human anatomy

I.

INTRODUCTION

Augmented reality (AR) is a technology of putting the
static object into real and dynamic object. In AR, each object is
enhanced to become a real physical world that is achieved
through the use of digital visual elements, sound, or other
sensory stimuli. The augmented technology aims to be an
alternative method for educators and learners that offer for
interactivity as compared to traditional methods. In response to
Covid19 pandemic where the education and learning is
conducted through virtual, the education sectors especially is
facing greatest challenge in delivering the contents of any
subject matters to all learners and key persons. Thus, some
domain fields such as engineering, medical, pure sciences that
requires total theory and practice are in demand for the

Hence, Gross Anatomy Augmented Reality (GAAR) is
developed as a touch-up and a complimentary tool as a
combination of gross anatomy study into augmented reality (or
close to reality) during early education level. This mobile AR
application aims to enhance teacher’s ability to educate
students, drives their interest and help them to internalize
through visual implicitly in the field of science and human
anatomy. The environment of first, learning the theory, second
make it visualize in real into their small and handy gadgets (i.e.
smartphone device) could assist the implementation of GAAR
to be run at all school.
The ultimate objective of this project is to design an
application that include 3D models of anatomy such as liver,
heart, kidney, stomach and skeleton system that have been
developed during creation of mobile application environment
combined with AR for the study of basic human anatomy. To
achieve this objective, the following purpose hypothesis are
tested: The development of GAAR mobile application specific
purpose is for the field of human anatomy in three dimension
(3D) in combination of AR is feasible and achievable, in order
to be used as an educational tool for the student in primary and
secondary schools. This acts as an alternative or replacement of
a traditional teaching method and a description course on
human anatomy.
Prior to the development of a good working prototype of
the application, the next hypothesis is it usability. The
developed GAAR serves as an alternative mechanism in
teaching and learning human gross anatomy. The real
implementation on the feasibility for the infrastructure and to
evaluate errors in the model (human organ) and overall “lookand-feel” of the application is depending upon the feedback of
future users of GAAR. This initiative aims to fulfill the
successful run of operating scenarios of use as well as user
satisfaction. The rest section of the study is organized as
follows: Section 2 reviews on the related works and tools used
for modeling and AR, Section 3 discusses on the methodology
undertaken, Section 4 illustrates the experimentation of GAAR.
Discussion is outlined in Section 5 and Section 6 summarizes
the conclusion and future work of GAAR.
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II. RELATED WORKS
A. Reviews of AR Apps
Teaching and learning demands for a best-fit approach for a
sustainable long-life learning environment [1]. Especially in
Medical Schools [2], medication practitioners practice the use
of recorded videos [3] and podcasts [4] for virtual learning and
during the online learning process [5]. The traditional method
for an anatomy curriculum during 1980s demands for an
improvements [6] and many technological advances in
educational sectors has been proposed with the introduction of
innovations such as virtual anatomy courses and dissections
[7], three-dimensional (3D) atlas as initiated in [8] and
"mARble" application that embeds augmented reality (AR)
feature for iPhone users [9]. The use of AR applications in
medical empower each user experiences and describes the
appearance of a digital element generated with a computer
[10]. The AR generates a fascinating output since the user can
see in 360 angle degree from the human body until its anatomy
[11]. Besides, an application that uses AR which called ROAR
Augmented Reality created by Roar Interactive on 13 March
2016. BARETA [12] is an AR tool that combines AR and 3D
modeling objects to provide simulation for touching as well as
sighting.
As reported in School of Medicine of the Aristotle
University of Thessaloniki, Greece, indicates the educational
innovations in for teaching anatomy is being stigmatized with
Andrea Vesalius paradigm [13]. This could be the facts
towards dissection in anatomy. The actual intention of AR is
not to replace anatomy dissection activity, but it tries to offer
the alternative efforts to supplement the traditional curriculum
[14-15]. Wikitude for instance, is coupled with its SDK7 that
includes simultaneous localizing and mapping for recognition
and tracking in 3D objects, image recognizing and tracking,
cloud recognition, location-based services, smart glasses as
well as external plugin integration in Unity [16].
B. Reviews of AR Platforms
1) Android OS: The Android Operating System is meant
for the mobile device platform that underlies the Linux kernel.
It was initiated by Open Handset Alliance on November 2007
using Java programming language [17]. Android is dedicated
for open expansion platform where it offers upgrades across
various versions. When Android starts releasing its source
code, anyone can change it according to individual interests.
The project uses the Android Software Developer Kit (SDK),
that comes together with the tools and APIs. We integrate the
SDK into a graphical user IDE (Integrated Development
Environment). The novice can also use App Inventor
application to develop an Android-based applications that can
be browsed through online.
2) iOS: The iOS is Apple-mobile operating system (OS)
for any Apple-manufactured devices includes Apple iPhone,
Apple iPad, Apple iPod Touch and Apple TV. These products
are popular with the niche style of identity recognition by
gestures for instance the gestures to swipe, tap and also pinch.
These gestures movement are performed on multi-touch
capacities on screen touching displays that provides instant

response actions and identify the fingers and pen that act as
input.
C. Reviews of AR SDK
1) Vuforia: Vuforia is an augmented reality software
development kit (SDK) that has been developed for mobile
devices. It enables the creation of augmented reality
applications. It uses computer vision technology to recognize
and track planar images and 3D objects in real time. Vuforia
acts as the first batch of AR environment for an AR
application development that comes with a broad set of
features. The Vuforia SDK for AR features comprises of a
multi-objects recognition for objects like cylinders and boxes
as well as the 3D objects like images, recognition for text of
approximately 100,000 words in its vocabulary, the ability to
customize the VuMarks, some form of high quality objects
than any typical QR-code, feature for 3D geometric map of
any environment using Smart terrain, feature to turn static
image into full motion video, feature for Unity Plugin and
lastly support for cloud and local storage. The Vuforia is
supported in iOS, Android, Universal Window Pattern and
Unity.
2) ARToolkit: An open-ended source tool for developing
an AR application. Equipped with rich set of features for
tracking, which include Unity3D and OpenSceneGraph that
includes the facility for both single and dual camera, an apps
with featuring object based on location such as GPS and
compass support. Also added with the feature to create realtime AR Application, can be integrated with smart glasses,
support for multiple language and automatic camera
calibration. The ARToolkit supports for Android, iOS, Linux,
Window, Mac OS and Smart Glasses and since it is an open
source, it is free to use.
3) Wikitude: Wikitude and its SDK7 are included for
parallel localizing and mapping. Offers for 3D image
recognizing and tracking, recognized within cloud
environment with location-based services and integrated with
smart glasses and external plugins include Unity. The
Wikitude is supported in Android, iOS and smart glasses
platform.
The main scope of this article is to describe and
demonstrate that development of a free educational mobile
application that, with the use of AR, could also help teacher
and students interact with each other and provide the user with
basic anatomical knowledge for the human internal organs and
skeleton system. The breakthrough aim of this application is to
introduce the new technological techniques and tools that may
reinforces and embarks Malaysia education processes when
involving anatomy subject in primary or secondary schools.
III. METHODOLOGY
The research methodology is depicted in Fig. 1. There are
four phases i.e. Phase 1: Creation of 3D Models, Phase 2:
Development of Augmented Reality (AR), Phase 3:
Combination of 3D Models and AR and final phase, Phase 4:
Development of GAAR Mobile Apps.
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Fig. 3. GAAR Content Structure.
Fig. 1. GAAR Methodology.

IV. EXPERIMENTATION
To embark the teaching and learning approach with
interactivity, the conceptual model of GAAR is outlined as in
Fig. 2. The AR technology is to bridge the gap between the
real-world surroundings (physical area) and the digital area.
The teaching and learning activities are done with
interactivities via a tool where there is only need to scan and
doing anatomy exercises and see references from the resources
provided in GAAR library. The specific content of GAAR is
shown in Fig. 3. The traditional textbooks such as Nota Sains
Sukan Tahap 1, Skim Persijilan Kejurulatihan Kebangsaan
(SPKK) [18] and Augmented Reality for the Study of Human
Heart Anatomy [19] are used to evaluate the 3D model of
human anatomy such as heart, lung, kidney, human skeleton
and liver to design for GAAR content structure.

A. Development
The interactive AR mobile application is only for Android
mobile platform use only. Many external code libraries were
used: Wikitude SDK, Android SDK, for the 3D models and the
Autodesk Maya program for a 3D modelling and animation
software. C# programming is used for creating mobile
application using Unity3D. The GAAR mobile application
used the concept of marker-less which mean that this mobile
application does not required any medium or special paper to
interact as marker. The only requirement for GAAR mobile
application to work functionally need mobile phone with
camera, android version 7.0 above and a flat surrounding to
display the models. Using English language, the main menu of
the mobile application is divided in seven categories i.e. Book
Section, Quiz Game, Anatomy AR, About App, Option, Guide,
Exit App. The main features which crucial for GAAR
implementation which are anatomy AR, book anatomy and
quiz game about anatomy to allow for better understanding
about the structure of human skeleton and several main organs
including their main function which suitable for young students
to understands more about human science anatomy by
providing 3D model which resemble to the actual organ and
skeleton. Follows are the steps taken during development in
Phase 1 of GAAR methodology.
Step 1: choose the correct marker-less Wikitude SDK for
Unity as in Fig. 4.

Fig. 2. GAAR Conceptual Model.

Fig. 4. Choosing Marker-less Wikitude SDK.
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Step 2: 3D modeling of human body using Autodesk Maya
as in Fig. 5.

Step 5: Building 3D model of human counterpart by
importing into Unity3D software as in Fig. 8.

Fig. 5. Modelling in 3D.

Fig. 8. Building 3D Model into Unity 3D.

Step 3: 3D model texturing in Autodesk Maya. Texturing is
a process of making the surface model to look like real-world
counterpart as in Fig. 6.

Phase 2 is the programming or GAAR while Phase 3 is the
combination of 3D models with AR where the apk files are
created. Then in the last phase, the coding and programming
are performed for GAAR mobile application.
B. Interfaces
Fig. 9 shows the home menu of the GAAR mobile
application. When user first using the application, they will go
to this home menu which consists seven buttons for user to
explore. Fig. 10 shows the guide button feature. When user
click on this button, they show the guide on what do each
button state. As such, user can see which button that they need
to know and be notify in early stage. These buttons guide with
the symbol of boy reading manual, book section with the book
symbol, quiz game with the symbol star. The middle button
which is called Anatomy AR button which contain eight model
of anatomy. The next three buttons is about application, option
button and exit button.

Fig. 6. Texturing.

Step 4: 3D model can be animated by rigging on a
character as in Fig. 7. Rigging or skeletal animation means
taking a static mesh to create an internal digital skeleton, and
creating relationships between the mesh and the skeleton. This
process also called as skinning, enveloping or binding process
and adding a set of controls that the animator can use to push
and pull the character around.

Fig. 7. Rigging.

Fig. 11 indicates the book section which contains seven
buttons that indicated the several information about heart, lung,
kidney, stomach, brain, liver and skeleton. Some model such as
heart and lung have been provided with sound and animations.
All the button give user the 3D model of anatomy and produce
four main information about each button that suitable for
young students and children. On the top, we have two button
which are home button and Anatomy AR button. For the main
part of GAAR mobile application is Anatomy AR button.
Fig. 12 illustrates the interface of Anatomy AR. In this figure,
the interface provides an information for start-up button which
is used to explain the step that user needs to know before using
Gross Anatomy AR. Then, once clicking on the initialize
button, user will be directed with eight different icons which
represent the 3D model organs. The GAAR contains eight
different 3d models which are heart with animation, lung with
animation, skeleton system, liver, kidney, brain, stomach and
intestines (refer to Fig. 13). User also be notice with guides
when using Anatomy AR as shown in Fig. 14. This small guide
informs them on what user should do if user want to zoom,
move, and rotate the 3d object. If the screen is full of 3d
models, they can easily reset it all by pressing Reset button
above go to Home page.
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In Fig. 15, a 3D skeleton system model is displayed on the
screen without any marker. The model also displays the name
of bones and description about it. For each model, user have
privileges to rotate using arrow provided or zoom by using two
finger or move the model to another location. Next is Quiz
game as stated in Fig. 16. The GAAR mobile apps provides
simple questions which can test user memory based on the
information that book section. Based on the figure above, there
are nine multiple answer questions. Each question has its own
countdown with test user capabilities to answer questions with
at short timing. Next button act as submit answer after user
pick an answer or not that allows user and audience know
either the answer is true or false.
After finish answering those nine questions, the game
shows the score and notify them the highest score of the
previous challenge. If user want to try again, user can do this
by pressing play again button or go to homepage at the home
button below high score (see Fig. 17). Fig. 18 shows the
graphic and game volume for GAAR mobile application. As
for the graphic, it provided user low, medium and high
resolution of pictures in the app. Game volume can be adjust
either high or low depends on user. Hit apply button to set the
options or hit back button to go to home menu. Lastly, the exit
button used for user to check out from GAAR mobile
application. In the button, it gives user the privilege for user to
exit from using the app or stay using it (see Fig. 19).

Fig. 11. Book Section.

Fig. 12. Guide to use GAAR.

Fig. 9. Main Menu.
Fig. 13. GAAR Anatomy.

Fig. 10. Guide Buttons.

Fig. 14. Guide in Anatomy AR.
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Fig. 19. Exit.
Fig. 15. AR Skeleton.

V. DISCUSSION
The advantage of a virtual human anatomy is that the gross
appearance of the human anatomy drives user to explore for
more since user can easily see the model in 360 degree from
any angle and observe the shape and where it is located inside
a human body. The color, shape, animation and sound give
user a real-life experience that they explore human body in
reality. Based on the results of our research an interactive
mobile application can be created to supplement the traditional
descriptive course. This form of application has the advantage
that the student can access it from home. Factors such as the
resolution of the camera, or the mobile phone have an impact
on the in full color appearance but they do not cause
deformation of the virtual object.
Fig. 16. Quiz and Game Interface.

Fig. 17. Score.

Fig. 18. Setting/Options.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RECOMMENDATIONS
With this application, the medical lectures, laboratory
exercises and the anatomical models, the targets of medical
curriculum are accomplished. Because anatomical models and
academic lessons is tough to study by oneself, perhaps with
GAAR, they are capable of using their own mobile device to
interact with 3D model. This GAAR is a mechanism to build
interest in human anatomy with immersion. There are a few
suggestions that can be used to upgrade GAAR mobile
application to be more efficient in future. Our recommendation
is to use a paid license version of Wikitude SDK to get rid of
the trial watermark in AR camera. Others would be to add
more sound to give impact to user when using the application
when studying, to improve with a consistent layout of each
scene in GAAR mobile app to make it more appeal to user
experience, to add more games or interesting activities that can
increase user understanding and allow them to memorize the
info through game and fun activity. Also, this GAAR could
provide more unusual and unseen info but remains a crucial
fact about human internal and external body.
The use of AR in education is regards to bridge the digital
divide and to provide the static pictures into real-like 3D
animation. Through the real visualization, small to adult
learners can imitate the real truth on human organ and how this
can motivate them to take care of their bodies that would lead
to a healthier living styles as well as easy memorizing of the
subject contents [20-21]. The GAAR is a mobile application
that is useful for all generations of students as well as teachers
which give more interactions to explore human body by using
smartphone in real environment. Student does not need to
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understand something about human anatomy since they can
now use the current textbook and explore it using GAAR. This
not only help students to increase their knowledge but also help
teacher explain more about human anatomy in their science
subject. It is anticipated that by using GAAR, young student
can achieve more knowledge and see much more than just
using textbook only.
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Abstract—In this era of pandemic especially with COVID-19,
many hospitals and care structures are at full capacity regarding
availability of beds. This problem leads to ensure giving specific
cares to people in need either in illness or disability in their own
homes. Home Health Care (HHC) proposes this kind of services
for patients demanding it. These services have to be done at the
request of the patient which appears to be the client in a way that
gives satisfaction to the requester of the service. Often, these
demands are bound by a specific time that the workforce
(caregivers) are obligated to respect in addition to the precedence
(priority) constraint. The main purpose of the HHC structures is
to provide a service that is good in term of quality, minimize the
overall costs and shorten the losses. To reduce the costs of these
HHC structures, it is mandatory to find comprehensible and
logical ways to do it, for it is not permissible to touch the
caregiver salary, HHC structures find themselves in the
obligation to optimize by other means such as reducing the travel
cost. Note that these structures give cares in one's home, which
means that the travel aspect is important and is considered the
core spending charges of the institution. Another fact is the
satisfaction of the patients toward caregivers; this is an essential
element to optimize in order to obtain a good quality service, to
give a realistic aspect for the problem the lunch break of
caregivers is introduced as a parameter. For those arguments, a
conception of an efficient planning of caregivers involves using
decision tools and optimization methods. A caregiver (vehicle) is
attributed to a patient (customer) to do a number of cares with
several options in accordance to the customer wishes like time
windows requirement often specified by the client, the priority or
precedence constraints are usually performed if a care have to be
performed before another and could need the intervention of
more than one caregiver and must have at least one lunch break
a day and it is not always taken at a set time of the day and must
be versatile to optimize customer demand satisfaction. To resolve
this issue which is called VRPTW-SPLB, a mathematical model
of the problem is proposed and explained as a Mixed Integer
Linear Programming (MILP) and a greedy heuristic based on a
Greedy Randomized Adaptive Procedure (GRASP) is proposed,
two strategies based on local search and two metaheuristics, and
a metaheuristic resultant of an hybridization of the two
metaheuristics. At the end of the paper, results are shown on a
benchmark extracted from the literature.
Keywords—Optimization; VRP; home health care; ILS; tabu
search; metaheuristics

I.

INTRODUCTION

The world nowadays know a considerable increase in
growing rate of population along with the several diseases that
emerges day by day leading to a decrease in the number of
beds in hospital per person. This situation arises many
problems such offering adequate cares to needy people
without delay. The Home Health Care services (HHC)
becomes more complex and must adapt and evolve to cover all
this variables by applying decisions in operational research
context. To identify the source of the problem and its solution,
defining the major actors is essential, these services are made
essentially for disabled/elderly people that request many needs
like medical care, hygienic care, assistance... In order to fulfill
these demands, HHC structures offer the opportunity to
perform such care in patient's homes along with the adequate
and necessary equipment and resources may be caregivers or
devices and gives the patient's the feeling that they are treated
like if they receive treatment in a traditional hospital. This
overall situation obligate to create a fine and good
collaboration and coordination between human and material
resources in order to establish a good and optimized planning
that increases the quality of services offered by home health
care with a controlled and reduced generated costs.
In this study, a generalization of the classical problem
known as vehicle routing problem is proposed to deal with
special and particular aspects linked to HHC. The problem
studied in this paper consists of generating a set of routes
executed by a group of vehicles (qualified caregivers) in order
to visit a number of dispatched clients (patients) while
satisfying a set of preferences aspired by the patients towards
caregivers so that the operation is done in the most effective
way. To enrich this study, the cares (2 or more) are of two
categories according to the synchronization aspect, either
simultaneously (at the same time) or in a given
order(precedence), this case need the coordination of a high
level of caregivers. To give the problem a realistic aspect that
most of the studies neglect in their work is by considering the
lunch break of caregivers which are operated only after the
termination of a care by a caregiver.
To summarize what is being said, the problem studied is
called the Vehicle Routing Problem with Time Windows,
Synchronization, Precedence and Lunch Break constraints
(VRPTW-SPLB). The constraints applied in this
generalization of the VRP is appropriate to the maximum as it
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is in real life where most of patients have a preferred time to
not precede or exceed, two or more cares can be done by more
than one caregiver according to the skills of this latter, the
cares can be one after another according to the priority of care
and finally caregivers need the replenish their energy to
continue the cares in the most efficient way thus the need to
have a lunch break granted to the caregiver.
The next sections of this article are structured as follows: a
section is devoted to the literature review of past works
dealing with the vehicle routing problem in the home health
care sector, the next section is dedicated to the problem
definition, afterward a mathematical formulation is proposed
in Section 4, next the explanation and components of the
different metaheuristics used to solve the problem. Section 6
illustrates the computational results, while Section 7 is mainly
for the discussion. Finally a conclusion and future
perspectives are displayed.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
The vehicle routing problem is regarded as an NP-Hard
problem and considered within the field of Operational
Research as one of the most studied in the last two decade. In
order to assimilate a valid and explicit explanation of the
vehicle routing problem as proposed by [1] is to build a route
delivery with the least possible cost from a center (depot) to a
series of distributed locations (customers) in accordance to a
set of constraints that need to be respected. Both exact and
approximate methods or approaches are considered as solution
to the problem, only that metaheuristics methods are plainly
approved to be effective as illustrated in [2] which is up to
find a solution up to 26 variants of the VRP. The main body of
this study is to plan and allocate several resources such as
vehicles (caregivers), material... to a set of demanding
requests made by a group of clients (patients) dispatched in a
geographical region to achieve a predefined and specific
services. From that perspective, the arousal of many
constraints seem natural such as fixed time windows
determined by the patient, preferences of patients toward
caregivers, synchronization of services either simultaneously
or not, lunch break of caregivers... Many approaches set by
many authors such as [3-7] have realized and confirmed that
the best methods to solve this problem is by using heuristics
and metaheuristics. These authors experimented their
approaches on qualified and known benchmark of the
literature offered by [8,9]. Putting all this aside, it is obligatory
to search and evaluate the most common objectives (cost,
preferences, waiting time...) considered in those studies.
Considering the HHC context, the vehicle routing problem
offers as a problem many objectives to optimize; the total
travelled distance by vehicles, the number of vehicles
required, the total travelled time, patient's preferences toward
caregivers are the most studied as objectives to optimize and
frequently studied separately, thus these objectives can be
considered on together but very rarely.
The idea supported in transportation in the home care as a
logistical issue can be clustered into two broad categories,
allocation and planning issues and pickup and delivery issues.
In this paper, the rest of the literature proposed in this
study will be separated in three subsections, studies and works

illustrated in the past talking on the subject of vehicle routing
problem in home health care sector are shown in first, the
second is an extension of contribution linked to the aspect
synchronization and precedence in the vehicle routing
problem and the last section is a highlights of the current
contribution.
A. VRP in HHC
The logistics factor was first demonstrated in the field of
Health Services by [10-12] on door-to-door transportation to
support the elderly and/or disabled. The increasing rate of
elderly people worldwide has prompted the authorities to
introduce a scheme called DARP that translates to Dial-ARide in order to assist people with disabilities of any type.
From this perspective, [13,14] have established a particular
version of DARP that seeks to deploy a special team with
appropriate and specific expertise to the home of the patient to
assist them with any support they request (bath, dress, help to
move...) until the resource that is responsible for transporting
them to the hospital or a treatment structure arrives. This
scenario has prompted researchers to integrate constraints
such as synchronization constraints to ensure that priority
between visits is respected, in order to ensure the effectiveness
of this procedure, fine teamwork is expected by medical
assistants and transporters. In the same category, a new
constraint emerges for patient requirements that allow them to
select a time window in which they are prepared to receive the
care staff in their homes. The author in [15] suggests and
incorporates this feature of time windows in the DARP for
improved planning, but does not take into account the state of
emergency and is instead concerned with minimizing the cost
of transporting patients. The Dial-A-Ride problem has been
expanded into the HHCP (Home Health Care Problem)
conducted by a study well known in the literature [16] in
which the key concept is to delegate caregiver staff to provide
a certain amount of care needed by clients (patients) in their
homes. The study shows two methods of resolution, the first
of which was an exact method by suggesting a mathematical
model with inter mixed variables (MILP) and the other one is
a heuristic method. As for applying these methods on real
instances, 10 patients and 4 nurses were considered to do the
test, this will be the initial step to various and many papers
addressing the same study but by using and testing various
optimization resources and tools.
The optimization context in the home health care sector
considers many aspects. The logistical aspect as concerned
with this study contains two main categories that can be
illuminated regarding other categories such as planning and
allocation issues and pickup and delivery issues which are
considered to be the most illustrated aspect on this field. For
this study to be comprehensive and for the sake of
simplification of the problem, generally a patient asking for a
required care service is allocated a caregiver according to
adequate skill and qualification for doing and fulfilling the
service. Those skills and qualification are medical
qualification, age, gender, language, specialty... The caregiver
has a begin time and an end time throughout the day. As for
the service required, it is characterized by a duration, skill and
time window.
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The dilemma of attributing visits to personal caregivers
and the preparation of visits was studied in[17], where a MILP
methodology and a Tabu search method were implemented to
solve the problem and deliver fair and high quality solutions.
In the same line, [18] proposed the same approach but
considered as a partitioning problem which goal is to
maximize the satisfaction of the patients and to minimize the
transportation duration. There are studies in the literature that
considers a single objective optimization such as [19] where
the time windows constraint was introduced therefore the
problem became VRPTW (Vehicle Routing Problem with
Time Windows) and proposed a metaheuristics based on VNS
and a mathematical formulation (MILP) in order to shorten the
time that nurses consume in their movements and to maximize
and increase the ratio nurses/patients of satisfaction. Another
study [20] aims to solve the vehicle routing problem with time
windows but this time with another approach and another
implementation by introducing the Particle Swarm
Optimization (PSO) so that the total travelled distance by
nurses and caregivers is reduced with respect of constraints of
time windows and vehicle's capacity. The multi-objective
optimization is another variant of dealing with optimization in
HHC, considering two functions to optimize at the same time
leading to a high complexity of the problem.
The study in [21] deals with this multi-objective
optimization by applying two metaheuristics based on ACO
(Ant colony Optimization) which is an algorithm based on
population, a mathematical formulation for the linear
optimization and a multi-objective genetic approach.
Coordination of visits between nurses and/or caregivers is
considered in the study of [22,23]. This coordination is either
simultaneously or in a given order. The authors proposed a
Branch and Bound method in order to reduce the travel cost of
caregivers and to increase and maximize the satisfaction of
patients toward nurses/caregivers. As for waiting time, which
is a significant matter to consider was addressed by [24] for
the sake of planning and scheduling visits to patients and
giving tasks and mission to nurses/caregivers. First the
mathematical formulation was established. Some authors
tackled this problem by solving it in stages and not fully at
once. This was done by [25,26] where a set of routes were
generated initially before assigning routes to caregivers then
enforce synchronization constraints in order to reach feasible
and concrete solutions. A problem of node duplication was
addressed by [27] where to run away from this duplication of
nodes, an Iterated Local Search (ILS) was implemented and
applied on relatively small instances of the literature. As for
[28], maximizing the satisfaction of patients was prioritized
along with the reduction of the cost of travel by using a
Variable Neighborhood Search (VNS).
Synchronization constraints are really important to
highlight the VRPTW problem in its totality where a set of
request made by patients can have multiple visits and require
the intervention of one or several caregivers either
simultaneously or in a predefined order. In [7], work on this
by formulating at first a mathematical skull of the problem, a
GRASP and several metaheuristics for the sake of optimizing
the total travel cost and increase the satisfaction of patients.

The pick-up and delivery aspect is studied and highlighted
as well in many papers where a patient is to be picked up from
a place or dropped off in a place. This was highlighted by
[13]. This aspect of picking up and delivering is flexible to the
points that authors in [4] proposed a system in order to deliver
meals to patient's homes. To do so, patients were clustered and
partitioned in zones according to the care structures policy.
Meanwhile caregivers were also grouped in teams.
Before jumping on the constraints used in general,
detailing synchronization constraints on the home health care
sector is significant to the continuity of this study. As for our
knowledge, the synchronization aspect dealing with the home
care services are either considered in a simultaneous way
likewise [27]. Other authors considered both simultaneous and
precedence (in a given order) in separate, this is clearly shown
in [23] and [14] where [7] and [29] illustrated the
synchronization in the same model. In our study, we will
consider both synchronization aspect in addition to a set of
constraints that were not combined in the same study before.
Table II shows the overall constraints of paper found in
literature meanwhile Table I expresses the constraints that are
the most common.
TABLE I.

CONSTRAINTS COMMONLY USED IN HHC

Abbreviation

Description

TW

Time Windows

Simu

Simultaneous synchronization

Prec

Precedence synchronization

SS

Specific Service

LB

Lunch Break
TABLE II.

Category

Planning &
Scheduling

Pick-up &
Dekiveries

Both
categories

CONSTRAINTS IN THE LITERATURE

Article
[17]
[18]

TW

Simu

X

X

[20]

X

[23]

X

[29]

X

[25]

X

X

[27]

X

X

[30]
[31]
[16]
[15]

X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X

[32]

X

X

X

[33]

X

[34]

X

[14]

X

X

Prec

SS
X
X

LB

X
X

X

X
X
X

X
X
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[35]
Our paper

X
X

X

X

X
X

X

As shown in Table II, the temporal aspect is what most of
the authors are interested in for the aim to get a better quality
of services. In the other hand, the constraints that give a
realistic aspect to the problem are neglected in the most of the
works such as lunch break of caregivers, precedence
constraints and synchronization constraints.
B. VRP with Synchronization Constraints in HHC
When talking about timing and temporal constraints in the
vehicle routing problem especially in the home health care
sector, it is very needy to point at very important notion that
enforce the realistic aspect of the problem overall. the study in
[36] point in his classification that there is a dependence that
takes place in the route taken by caregivers in order to get to
patient's homes requesting cares, he defines it as
synchronization. This starting point encourage other authors
such as [27] to group and cluster this so-called
synchronization into two main part, one for the simultaneous
synchronization which is a two or more than one care is done
at the same time, this type of synchronization require the
intervention of more than one caregivers and is given a special
attention (like transporting a patient from one place to another,
bathing of a disabled patient...), the second type is more a
synchronization that prioritize a care over another which
means that two or more cares cannot be done simultaneously
but need to be successive in a predefined order.
As for the literature and past works dealing with
synchronization, we must cite [37] where he made the aircraft
routing problem a simultaneous synchronization problem that
ensure that a flight possessing an Id have to depart and take
off in the same time at the same place. This resulted in an
approach based on a decomposition called Dantzig-Wolfe
decomposition.
Synchronization constraints proposed by [36] in the
operation of collecting raw milk from farms consisted in a
problem called Vehicle Routing Problem with Trailer and
Transshipment (VRPTT). The problem is decomposed and
constituted of two main vehicles trucks that can operate alone
(autonomous) and trailers that can operate only with the help
of a truck (non-autonomous). The authors conceived a
mathematical formulation of the VRPTT and a simple
heuristic. The synchronization used in this paper is a
precedence one.
Precedence constraints in the home health care problems
were addressed by multiple authors such as [38] where in the
context of waste collection of a household the minimization of
the overall travel duration is tackled. To ensure the fluidity of
the work, vehicles were separated into two types, small ones
called satellites that can drive on any type of road where the
second one is large or compactors that have strict and known
road to drive on. A local search procedure was used in order to
find feasible solution of this problem.
C. Contribution Highlights
In this paper, the points addressed in the literature do not
handle a majority of constraints in an efficient manner, where
most of the authors push the search area of solutions to grow

considerably by duplicating nodes. The second point that
found its limitations as the instances grows is the use of
models that are based on MILP (Mixed Integer Linear
Programming) where only small instances give satisfactory
solutions in the contrary of large instances. Authors decided
then to use metaheuristic to work on larger instances, but fail
in catching the optimal solutions and are trapped in local
optimum because most of them don't use local search
procedure in their work in order to avoid being trapped in a
local optimum. For all these points, this paper aims to
contribute in:
• Put a model that engage both simultaneous and
precedence constraints, caregiver lunch breaks and
time windows in the same design. Afterwards solve
this model with a linear solver such as Cplex.
• Manage to work with multiples and several constraints
such as time windows of patients, synchronization
constraints
with
their
two
type
(simultaneous/precedence), caregivers skills and
qualification, caregivers lunch break and the preference
of patients in regard of caregivers. It is very rare to find
authors that handle more than three constraints at the
same time in their work.
• Propose a hybrid algorithm in order to find feasible
solutions of instances considered large on existing
benchmark of literatures.
III. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION AND MATHEMATICAL
FORMULATION
The vehicle routing problem is a problem that considers
the determination of routes that must be taken by vehicles
from a point i to a point j. The variant of the VRP considered
in this study can be considered as a vehicle routing problem
with time windows, synchronization, precedence and lunch
break constraints (VRPTW-SPLB).
Consider G= (V, E) a graph where N = {1… n} is a set of
clients (patients) and V= NUD a set of nodes. c is the initial
depot and f the final one where D = {c, f}. Routes are linked
by a set of points where m = [i, j] a margin, Cij is the cost
linked to the path ij and Tij the duration travel. A health
structure offers multiple services S = {1…s} to a set of
patients where a patient i require a subset of services to the
health structure Si = {s ∊ S: eis = 1} . A duration dis is
assigned to each service asked by a patient along with a time
windows [ai , bi ] wherre a service cannot begin before ai and
cannot terminate afterbi . The set of vehicles required to ensure
the task of providing services to patients is denoted by K
where each vehicle k ∊ K have a time windows of availability
specified by αk , βk . Prfik a number ensuring the preference of
each vehicle k, this number defines the non-preferences of
patient i in regard of the caregiver k.
P describes the lunch break of caregivers and nurses and L
is the duration and [wp , zp ] is the time window as defined by
[16]. g ik is 1 if the caregiver consumes his/her break at patient
i before service termination and 0 otherwise, g′ik is 1 if the
caregiver consumes his/her break at patient i after service
termination, 0 otherwise. st ik is the service start time of
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caregiver k at patient i and st pk is the lunch break time start of
the caregiver k. For the sake of simplicity, we write k ∊ K s if
yks =1 and s ∊ Si if eis = 1.

For the simplification and generalization of this study, we
suppose that k ∊ K accomplishes a unique service s. yks equals
1 if vehicle k offers the service s, 0 otherwise (∀ k ∊ K, ∀ s ∊
S).

For customers (patients) whom are demanding more than
one service either in a specific order or simultaneously, we
define for each patient i ∊ N a slot isr as the time separating
the time start of service s and service r demanded by patient i
where services s and r have to be provided in a given order
(service s before service r).

Just to note that lunch breaks are not depending entirely on
the time duration of the route, and a lunch break can be taken
and utilized if the duration of the route outpaces and exceeds
αp . It is also permissible to take a lunch break at the end of a
route even if the time window of the lunch break is not yet
covered.
This problem formulation considers the minimization of
the sum of non-preferences of patients towards caregivers and
total travelling time by shortening to the maximum the total
travelled distance overall.
To generalize the constraints of time in this formulation,
we presume that all the requested services by patients are
asked independently from the initial depot (center) c and their
duration is 0 (Dcs = 0, ∀ s ∊ S ).
The Mixed Integer Linear Programming corresponding to
our formulation is as follows:
min �

� � Cij xijk

(1)

iϵV\{f} jϵV\{c} kϵK

Subject to:

+ � � � Prfik xijk

(3)

∀k ∈ K , � xifk = 1
jϵN

∀h ∈ N , ∀k ∈ K, ∑iϵV\{f} xihk =
∑jϵV\{c} xhjk

(4)

∀i, j ∈ V, ∀s ∈ S: s ∈ Si ∪ Sj , ∀k ∈ K s , st ik +
�Tij + Dis �xijk ≤ st jk + bi �1 − xijk �

(6)

∀k ∈ K, αk ≤ st ck ≤ βk

(8)

∀i ∈ N , ∀s ∈ S, ∑jϵV\{c}

∑kϵKs xijk = eis

∀i ∈ N, ∀s ∈ Si , ∀k ∈ K s , ai ∑j∈N xijk ≤
st ik ≤ bi ∑j∈N xijk
∀k ∈ K, αk ≤ st fk ≤ βk

∀i ∈ V, ∀k ∈ K, st ik ∈ {0,1}

(12)

∀i ∈ V, ∀k ∈ K, g ik , g ′ ik ∈ {0,1}

(11)

The objective function (1) is to minimize the total
travelling time and the sum of non-preferences. Constraints
(2) and (3) ensure that each vehicle have to leave the initial
depot and return to it. Constraint (4) guarantees the continuity
and constancy of the routes while constraint (5) guarantees
that the demands of customers (patients) are provided and
executed. Scheduling and planning permitting the consistency
between the durations of visits is maintained by constraint (6).
Constraints (7), (8), (9) guarantee the respect of patients,
caregivers time windows. Constraints (10), (11) and (12)
define the nature of the decision variables.

Just to cite that the caregivers' lunch breaks are not entirely
related to the time duration of the route taken, and a lunch
break can be used on the condition that the duration of the
route outpaces and exceeds αp . It is also permitted to take a
lunch break at the end of a route even if the time window of
the lunch break is not yet covered.
IV. RESOLUTION APPROACH
A metaheuristic is developed due to the challenge of
solving large instances in an acceptable amount of time even
though the proposed model decreases the graph size in
comparison of prior formulations. The metaheuristic proposed
is a hybridization of GRASP and ILS.
The GRASP method was firstly presented and dealt with
by [39] for a covering set problem. The GRASP method was
effective for construction routing problem, when [40] utilize it
in order to solve a tour design problem with time windows to
minimize the vehicle number used.

• Construct a feasible solution by the means of a greedy
randomized heuristic.
(2)

jϵN

(10)

The GRASP method consists of iteration which produces
in each iteration a new solution in two phases:

iϵN jϵV\{c} kϵK

∀k ∈ K , � xcjk = 1

∀i, j ∈ V, ∀k ∈ K, xijk ∈ {0,1}

(5)

(7)

• Improve the solution with the help a local search
procedure by the iterative exploration of search space
in order to improve the current solution.
The Iterated Local Search (ILS) belongs to a class of
metaheuristic based on the exploration of a neighboring of
near local optimum. The local optimum according to [41] is
grouped in a cluster of search space. ILS initiates its search
from a starting solution called initial solution of a good
quality. This initial solution is created by the help of a greedy
heuristic, and then improved by a local search to find a first
local optimum. In the contrary of the GRASP, then a
perturbation procedure is done on the current solution in each
iteration in the hope to escape from the local optimum. When
the solution is perturbed and improved by the local search,
then this time the new solution becomes another local
optimum. This cycle composed of perturbation and local
search will not stop until a stopping criterion is met.

(9)
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In the hybrid version, the ILS procedure replaces the local
search of the GRASP method. The general structure of the
GRASP combined with ILS is proposed to solve the VRPTWSPLB is illustrated in the algorithm 1. Even tough, the
algorithm is simple; its capacity to solve multiple combinatory
problems is proven such as [42] for the localization routing in
two echelon and [43] for the periodic vehicle routing problem
with time windows.
The principle loop in the algorithm 1 (line 3-32) defines
the hybrid method GRASP*ILS composed of a construction
phase and an improvement phase done by the iterated local
search (ILS). The first solution Sol1 is generated by a parallel
randomized constructive heuristic (PCH). In each iteration of
the ILS algorithm (line10-25) calls the perturbation procedure
(PP), then the random local search updates the last solution
encountered (Sol1 ) when this latter is improved. In order to
stop the algorithm, stop conditions must be met such as the
maximum number of iteration IterMaxG is met. The second
stop condition is when an inferior margin LM after a number
of iteration maxFailure counted by the variable NImp where
there is no improvement of the current solution or just after a
maximum number of iteration IterMaxL .

Algorithm: GRASP combined with ILS
1: F*  +∞
2: 𝐼𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐺 = 0
3: While ((𝐼𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐺 < 𝐼𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑀𝑎𝑥𝐺 ) and (F* > LM ) Do
4:
𝑆𝑜𝑙1  PCH(𝑆𝑜𝑙1 )
5:
If (𝑆𝑜𝑙1 𝑖𝑠 𝑓𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑖𝑏𝑙𝑒) Then
6:
𝐼𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐺 = 𝐼𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐺 + 1
7:
𝐼𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐿 = 0
8:
NImp = 0
9:
𝑆𝑜𝑙1  LocalSearch(𝑆𝑜𝑙1 )
10:
While (( 𝐼𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐿 < 𝐼𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑀𝑎𝑥𝐿 ) and (NImp <
𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐹𝑎𝑖𝑙𝑢𝑟𝑒 ) Do
11:
Sol  𝑆𝑜𝑙1
12:
Sol  PP(Sol)
13:
If (Sol is feasible) Then
14:
𝐼𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐿 = 𝐼𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐿 +1
15:
Sol  LocalSearch (Sol)
16:
If (F(Sol) < F(𝑆𝑜𝑙1 )) Then
17:
𝑆𝑜𝑙1  Sol
18:
𝐼𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐿  0
19:
Else
20:
NImp = NImp + 1
21:
End If
22:
Else
23:
NImp = NImp + 1
24:
End If
25:
End While
26:
If (F(𝑆𝑜𝑙1 ) < F*) Then
27:
S*  𝑆𝑜𝑙1
28:
F*  F(𝑆𝑜𝑙1 )
29:
𝐼𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐺  0
30:
End If
31: End While
32: Return Sol*

Just to note that F(Sol) corresponds to the cost of the
solution Sol.
V. NUMERICAL EVALUATION
A. Instances and Implementation
The metaheuristics proposed in this paper were coded in
Python3.8 and were executed and tested on a machine with a
processor Core i7-5500 CPU with 8GB of RAM, functioning
under Windows 10 Home as for the mathematical model, the
test was done with CPLEX Studio version 12.10.
The benchmark used as instances are from [23], which is
known for its features that includes all aspect studies in this
paper such as: Time Windows, Synchronization and
Preferences.
This benchmark contains three parameters; the number of
customers is equivalent to patients in our case, the number of
vehicles equivalent to caregivers and are grouped according to
this scheme:
• 18 clients (patients) with the use of 4 vehicles
(caregivers),
• 45 clients (patients) with the use of 10 vehicles
(caregivers),
• 80 clients (patients) with the use of 16 vehicles
(caregivers),
To incorporate the notion of synchronization, a range
number linked to synchronization from two to four is
determined, for the sake of generalization lunch break is
always taken after performing successfully a service s. Time
windows are grouped by small, medium and large. In this
study, a limit was put to not exceed at most two requested
services.
B. Algorithms Parameters
The main goal for setting parameters is to obtain the best
performances by testing a limited number of parameters
combination. For the sake of this study, the logical practice for
choosing parameters is to parameter each algorithm used
separately according to its suitability. For the hybrid method
GRASP*ILS, parameters set to ensure the best testing possible
are the number of restart IterMaxG , the iteration number
without success Maxfail , the call number of ILS IterMaxL and
finally the perturbation procedure parameter pert max related
to the number of patients to remove. The average number of
local search executed in order to obtain the best solution for
the hybrid version is restored and will be given as a stop
condition for the hybrid method GRASP*ILS, all this is done
by adding a counting variable that is incremented in each call
of the local search procedure (AVD). The metaheuristics
proposed in this paper are executed a number of 10 times and
the best solution along with the average solution are given in
comparison. The Table III states the parameters used for
testing, each parameter is given a range value of testing and
the best value is taken as a fixed parameter.
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TABLE III.

by (Tsecaverage ), as for the optimal solutions, we denote it
(Tsecoptimal ).

PARAMETERS FOR GRASP*ILS

Parameters

Test values
Range

Value

𝐼𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑀𝑎𝑥𝐺

[10 .. 100]

45

𝐼𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑀𝑎𝑥𝐿

[10 .. 100]

45

𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑙 ,

[5 .. 50]

35

𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑚𝑎𝑥

[1 .. 6]

3

Notation

Number of restart
Iteration number of ILS
Number of solution without
improvement
Perturbation level

In the next tables, note that the results subject to the
CPLEX solver which is there are no feasible solution are not
included (Max time of execution is 1 hour).

Note that Ref=GRASP*ILS and X= Total cost of the
objective function.
The CPLEX studio solver permitted to solve up to 23
optimal solution of the 37 instances tested. Meanwhile the
hybrid method has solved all instances in a more reduced time
(23,93 seconds for the GRASP*ILS compared to 609,53 for
CPLEX).

C. Results and Interpretation
The results of experimentation of the 37 instances of each
metaheuristic are found in the end of the paper, as for the
summary results, they are given in Table IV and Table V. In
order to have a better analysis of the obtained results, four
comparisons are highlighted, one comparison for the
metaheuristic GRASP*ILS with the CPLEX results, the
second comparing the results of GRASP with the results of the
ILS, the third comparing the GRASP with the CPLEX and
finally the ILS with CPLEX. As for the representation of the
results, the results are given for each group of instances
( Gins1 , Gins2 , Gins3 ). For CPLEX, instances that give
feasible solution are denoted by (Gcf ) and for all instances
(Gall ).

In general, the overall results obtained show that the
GRASP*ILS method is way better than CPLEX results with
an average gain of 2,10%, That means that this method attain
an average gap of 3,19% for the lower bound in 162,24
seconds. This gap is reduced more than 1% in comparison
with the CPLEX results (4,47% of gap in 1414,51 seconds) in
a computational time considerably small.
The efficiency of the hybrid method GRASP*ILS is
confirmed by observing the results of the third instance group
( Gins3 ) where the hybrid method improve by 12,95% in
1186,43 seconds compared to the upper bounds of the CPLEX
where the gap is nearly 23% in 3600 seconds.

To understand the Table IV, the first part are the results
obtained by the CPLEX solver, then the second part of the
Table IV and the two parts of Table V highlight the results of
the proposed methods. The performance indicators used to
compare the different results are the average gap percentage of
the best found solution of the GRASP*ILS method for the
lower bound (IndLB ), the upper bound (IndUB ) along with
each criteria separately (IndMoving ) and (IndPref ). Afterwards,
an exposition in seconds of the time required to obtain the best
solution ( Tsecmin ). The average solution of the different
executions are compared with the best solution of the results
obtained by the GRASP*ILS method (CObjRef , CMoving Ref )
and CPrefRef ). Finally, the average computational time needed
to obtain the average solutions is exposed in seconds denoted
TABLE IV.

Overall, the solutions presented by the hybrid method
GRASP*ILS are better than the upper bound given by the
CPLEX solver in 3600 seconds. In addition, the nature of the
problem being NP-Hard make the CPLEX solver incapacity of
producing feasible solution in a reasonable time nearly
impossible for instances of more than 45 patients. In the other
hand, GRASP*ILS work perfectly on larger instances.
After summarizing and analyzing the results given by the
CPLEX solver and the hybrid method, an evaluation of the
efficiency of the GRASP*ILS method is highlighted and
compared to both the GRASP method and the ILS method.

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS FOR THE 37 INSTANCES OF MILP AND GRASP*ILS

MILP
Indicators
𝐼𝑛𝑑𝐿𝐵

𝑮𝒊𝒏𝒔𝟏

GRASP*ILS
𝑮𝒊𝒏𝒔𝟐

𝑮𝒊𝒏𝒔𝟑

𝑮𝒄𝒇

𝑮𝒂𝒍𝒍

𝑮𝒊𝒏𝒔𝟏

𝑮𝒊𝒏𝒔𝟐

𝑮𝒊𝒏𝒔𝟑

𝑮𝒄𝒇

𝑮𝒂𝒍𝒍

0,00

2,25

22,90

4,47

4,47

0,00

2,01

11,87

3,19

3,90

𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑈𝐵

-

-

-

-

-

0,00

-0,31

-12,95

-2,10

-2,10

-

-

-

-

-

0,00

-0,48

-3,13

-0,36

-0,36

𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑓

-

-

-

-

-

0,00

0,15

-5,11

-0,84

-0,84

86,81

2002,85

3601,96

1414,51

1480,80

1,78

66,41

1186,43

162,24

344,67

𝐶𝑋𝑅𝑒𝑓

-

-

-

-

-

0,03

3,03

2,73

1,93

343,12

𝐶𝑀𝑜𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔𝑅𝑒𝑓

-

-

-

-

-

0,04

-0,38

0,49

0,04

0,04

𝐶𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑅𝑒𝑓

-

-

-

-

-

-0,11

0,57

0,64

0,32

0,33

𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑙

-

-

-

-

-

0,48

102,8

981,71

165,92

302,33

86,81

1287,59

-

609,53

609,53

0,39

57,39

-

23,93

23,93

𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑀𝑜𝑣𝑖𝑛𝑔
𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝑇𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑙
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TABLE V.
Indicators

PERFORMANCE INDICATORS FOR THE 37 INSTANCES OF ILS AND GRASP

MILP
𝑮𝒊𝒏𝒔𝟏

GRASP*ILS
𝑮𝒊𝒏𝒔𝟐

𝑮𝒊𝒏𝒔𝟑

𝑮𝒄𝒇

𝑮𝒂𝒍𝒍

𝑮𝒊𝒏𝒔𝟏

𝑮𝒊𝒏𝒔𝟐

𝑮𝒊𝒏𝒔𝟑

𝑮𝒄𝒇

𝑮𝒂𝒍𝒍

IndLB
IndUB
IndMoving

0,39
0,39

6,19
3,87

9,83
-15,33

4,74
-0,65

4,98
-0,65

0,00
0,00

4,94
2,68

17,28
-3,35

5,53
0,59

6,43
0,59

0,23

-0,08

-4,69

-0,67

-0,67

0,00

1,22

-1,53

0,28

0,28

IndPref

-0,04

0,67

-1,18

0,02

0,02

0,00

-0,29

0,70

-0,03

-0,03

IndX Ref

0,39

4,13

-2,39

1,44

0,95

0,00

2,93

6,17

2,51

2,72

IndMoving Ref

0,23

0,33

-0,57

-0,95

0,00

0,00

1,68

2,73

-0,04

1,35

IndPrefRef

-0,04

0,47

-0,06

0,82

0,15

0,00

-0,50

1,55

0,74

0,26

Tsecmin

0,18

64,33

465,32

106,94

148,98

0,21

260,49

1361,91

173,46

460,24

CX Ref

19,78

14,27

2,17

14,93

13,08

0,97

8,73

8,30

5,76

5,68

CMoving Ref

3,05

0,12

1,02

0,67

1,47

0,15

0,89

4,03

-0,07

1,46

CPrefRef

1,76

2,38

7,22

4,39

3,45

0,45

1,15

1,62

1,60

1,01

Tsecoptimal

0,27

75,30

479,96

113,85

156,83

0,28

282,10

1331,94

181,53

459,76

By comparing the results of the two methods GRASP and
ILS with the CPLEX results, it is clear that ILS is better than
GRASP where ILS show a gap of 4,74% on the lower bound
in merely 106,94 seconds where the GRASP is only 5,53% in
173,46 seconds. Thus, ILS improve the upper bound of the
CPLEX by 0,65%, meanwhile GRASP only obtain a gap of
0,59%.
When comparing the best solutions obtained by the hybrid
method GRASP*ILS (considered as references), the results
show that the GRASP metaheuristic is less efficient with an
approximate average gap of 2,51%. On the other hand, ILS
seems more efficient than GRASP with an approximate
average gap of 1,44% from the method of reference. By seeing
the ILS results, the difference is not that much with the hybrid
method considering the overall execution (0,85% of gap
considering all instances).
To summarize, the results obtained lead us to say that the
hybrid method is more efficient and stable than the standard
version of ILS, where ILS is better than GRASP for a given
number of local search calls. Finally, the last conclusion for
this paper is that GRASP*ILS is better than ILS which is
better than GRASP.

CPLEX solver, but compared to the lower bounds given by
CPLEX, the GRASP method seems less efficient than ILS,
this can be explained by the iterations independency realized
by GRASP, for this reason the execution times are longer than
ILS, but still reasonable for such a problem which is known to
be NP-Hard. The combination of these two methods which
result in GRASP*ILS method demonstrated that it is better in
term of computational time and the quality of the results
obtained. In order to complete this study as future research is
to conduct statistical tests in order to establish which method
is more stable and gives better results. The limitation found in
this study are frequent in this problem such as ensuring the
satisfaction of the patient by assigning to him a specific
caregiver can lead to an increase in the overall cost which is
very degrading in term of optimizing either resources and
time. In order to escape from this, a multi-objective approach
can aid to solve this matter. As a continuity of this study, a
multi-objective approach of the same problem which is
VRPTW-SPLB in home health care with genetic algorithms in
order to optimize the overall movement costs and patient's
satisfaction simultaneously will be conducted in a future
paper.
[1]

VI. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES
In this paper, three metaheuristics for the VRPTW-SPLB
are proposed. A GRASP method and an ILS method which
use a constructive heuristic inspired by the nearest neighbor
method and a local search which explore in an organized
manner all the neighboring in order to find feasible solution
optimally. Firstly, an investigation and overview of the
problem of the vehicle routing problem with time windows,
synchronization, precedence and lunch break constraints in the
sector of home health care is presented. Then a mathematical
formulation of the problem is proposed by the aid of the
mixed integer programming language (MILP). After
introducing the algorithms used to solve the problem, a
numerical results section along with its analysis is
foreshadowed to know which algorithm gives the better
solution. By the outcome, it is clear that the GRASP and ILS
method gives better results for larger instances than the
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Abstract—This study aims to develop a novel web-based
decision support system for diabetic retinopathy screening and
classification of eye fundus images for medical officers. The
research delivers diabetic retinopathy information with a webbased environment according to the needs of the users. The
proposed research also intends to evaluate the developed system
usability to the target users. The complex characteristics of
diabetic retinopathy signs contribute to the difficulty in detecting
diabetic retinopathy. Therefore, professional and skilled retinal
screeners are required to produce accurate diabetic retinopathy
detection and diagnosis. The proposed system assists the
communication and consultation among the medical experts in
the hospital and the primary health cares located at the health
clinics. The agile software development model is the methodology
used for the development of this research project. The project
collaborates with the Department of Ophthalmology, Hospital
Melaka, Malaysia for the medical content expertise and testing.
Representative medical officers from Hospital Melaka and all the
public health clinics in Melaka were involved in the preliminary
study and system testing. This research study consists of a web
development producing an interactive web-based application of
diabetic retinopathy consultation which comprises image
processing and editing features as a core of the system. It is
envisaged that this research project will contribute to the
management of diabetic retinopathy screening among medical
officers.

diagnosis of DR. Moreover, this system involves image
processing and image editing features to enhance the visibility
of fundus images captured by primary health cares. The built
web-based system aims to create a new web application to
provide online users with innovative services or solutions.
Therefore, an enhancement web-based system based on online
consultation to overcome the weaknesses of the current method
such as many-to-many communication, image upload, image
editing and image processing.
In this paper, basic information of DR and related works
will be stated in the next section, a brief explanation on
research materials and method used will be shown in the third
section that includes the image processing and image editing
features, while the fourth section will discuss the results of this
research.

Keywords—Consultation; diabetic retinopathy; eye screening;
image editing; image processing; web development; testing

Fig. 1. Fundus Retinal Image with Lesions [1].

I.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

INTRODUCTION

Diabetic retinopathy (DR) is a type of eye disease due to a
diabetic condition that damages the retina, leading to blindness
or vision loss. In Malaysia, diabetes in the eye is the most
common cause of vision loss in working age adults. Therefore,
screening of DR is important for early detection and early
treatment. A precise retinal screening is required to help retinal
screeners to distinguish the retinal images efficiently. This
study aims to develop a web-based decision support system to
screen and diagnose DR in eye fundus images. Furthermore,
the study would examine the information on DR, including
screening and diagnosis. This research also aims to determine
the usability and needs demand by the target users of the
developed system. The detection of DR is challenging due to
the complex characteristics of the DR features as illustrated in
Fig. 1 which emphasizes the need for highly qualified and
experienced retinal screeners to ensure accurate detection and

DR is a diabetic complication caused by elevated blood
glucose levels. In order to diagnose DR symptoms, an eye
screening is required. Microaneurysms, retinal haemorrhages,
hard exudates, abnormal new vessels, cotton wool spots, and
venous beadings are some of the signs that must be discovered
throughout the DR screening process. Thus, it's essential to
have a thorough consultation platform that allows primary
health care to identify and classify the DR risk factors based on
the patient's fundus image, since the vision impairment due to
DR is increasing. Early detection and diagnosis of DR are vital
for saving the vision of diabetic persons.
Globally, at least 2.2 billion people experience vision
impairment, and of these, at least 1 billion people have vision
impairment that could have been prevented or is yet to be
addressed [2]. It is revealed that globally, 146 million (34.6%)
were diagnosed as DR in 2014 for adults aged over 18 years
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with diabetes [2]. The largest number of blind and visually
impaired people reside in the Asian region, namely, South
Asia, followed by East Asia and Southeast Asia [3]. DR caused
1.1% of all cases of blindness and 1.3% of all visual
impairment in 2015. The percentage of blindness caused by
DR varied in the Asia-Pacific, ranging from less than 1% in
South Asia (0.16%), Oceania (0.32%), East Asia (0.51%), and
Southeast Asia (0.59%) to more than 3% in Central Asia
(3.60%), high-income Asia-Pacific countries (3.87%), and
Australasia (4.48%). Prevalence of blindness and visual
impairment due to DR decreased between 1990 and 2015 in
Oceania and Central and Eastern Europe, yet increased in highincome regions of Asia-Pacific, North America, Australasia,
and Asian regions [3].
Malaysia also has the largest number of people with visual
impairments, namely, from Kedah, Perlis, Johor, and Perak as
studied by the Malaysian [4] as shown in Fig. 2 [5]. The result
shows the prevalence of all states in Malaysia. Kedah
demonstrates the highest percentage of people with diabetes
with a difference of 4.8% in Perlis while a percentage
difference of 0.8% in Johor. It is also shown that Johor has a
difference of 0.4% of diabetic prevalence with Perak.
Fig. 3 shows the results by the [6] regarding the prevalence
of diabetes mellitus in Malaysia with an age group above 30
years old. The percentage of diabetes mellitus in Malaysia is
increasing from 1986 to 2011. It increased by about 2% from
1986 to 1996 within the range of 10 years. In 2006, it increased
by 6.6% from 1996 which is also within 10 years. It shows that
the prevalence between 1996 and 2006 increased by 4.3%
higher than from 1986 to 1996. From 2006 to 2011, the
percentage of the prevalence is increasing by 5.9% which is
lower by 0.7% than between 1996 and 2006. Overall, it shows
that the prevalence of this disease is gradually increasing.

The proposed research project is a guideline in the
development of a system. Several systems for detection and
diagnosis of DR are reported in the literature which are
development focused and proposed techniques for detecting
certain features of DR. For instance, the existing system of
automated DR screening detection as proposed by [7] and [8]
that assist in diabetic retinopathy detection. Another existing
related system is the teleophthalmology screening system
developed by [9] which integrates multiple tools into
ForusCare such as software platform where the system secures
the image analysis module and stored and forwarded into the
Amazon cloud. In addition, there are additional system features
such as system installation and workflow that enhance
communication and assures quality photos. [10] have
developed a mobile system called mTEH that enables
employees operating from different remote locations to be
connected, securely stores all eye-screening participant data,
and encourages improved decision-making of participants on
eye health. An online teleophthalmology screening
conferencing system was developed by [11] known as TeleOph
as the virtual channel for DR screening. Telemedicine is a
correlation between medicine and the technology available
[12]. Recently, [13] proposed a telemedicine system that offers
communication using 5G uRLLC and mMTC. Furthermore,
another similar telemedicine that has made tremendous strides
and successfully interacts with patients and doctors is HEMAN
which is an IoT-based e-health care system for remote
telemedicine [14].
III. MATERIALS AND METHODS
The developed web-system is built using these
programming languages and scripting; HTML5, PHP7,
JavaScript, jQuery, CSS3, and SQL, with the CMS WordPress
platform. These programming languages are chosen since these
languages are able to perform responsively in any types of
gadgets such as laptop, tab, and mobile [15]. This system also
uses cPanel as the web hosting platform to publish the system
online. Adobe Dreamweaver CC 2020 is another tool used in
writing the codes and designing the interface and theme of the
system. PHP7 performs many functions that need to connect to
the database such as fundus image upload and retrieve. Other
than that, jQuery language plays a big role in running the
image editing and image processing plugin.
This section outlines the research process to accomplish the
objectives of this research. Overall, the five phases cover in
this research are analysis, design, development, testing, and
evaluation; the methodology of this research to achieve the
objectives of the research study. Fig. 4 presents the graphical
illustration of the Agile model.

Fig. 2. Prevalence of Diabetes by States [5].

Fig. 3. Prevalence of Diabetes Mellitus in Malaysia (>30 Years Age Group)
[6].

Fig. 4. Web Application Development Process.
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A. Analysis
An online survey was created to collect data as the input for
developing the system. The survey has been distributed to 202
primary health cares from Hospital Melaka and 32 health
clinics around Melaka. This survey covered four main parts
which are demographic, computer literacy/skills, current DR
screening practice, and expected outcome. The details of the
online survey are summarized in Table I. The online survey
result clearly indicates that most of the respondents agreed to
the development of the system. Moreover, this online survey
helps analyze the problems, limitations, suggestions, and
expected outcome of the system. Thus, it can be concluded that
the proposed web-based consultation system is highly needed
by primary health cares to conduct the DR screening process.
TABLE I.

SUMMARY OF THE PRELIMINARY ONLINE STUDY

Date/Duration

23/6/2020 – 2/9/2020 (10 weeks)

Type of survey

Online questionnaire via Google Form

No. of respondents

202 respondents

No. of workplace

1 hospital, 32 health clinics

Type of respondents

Consultant, Specialist, Medical Officer and
House Officer

No. of survey parts

4 sections
- Demographic
- Computer Literacy/Skills
- Current DR Screening Practice
- Expected Outcome

accessed through this link; http://drcs.com.my/ which has four
types of users which are: Admin, Specialist, Primary Health
Care, and Public. Admin is allowed to handle the user and
hospital and health clinic data. The specialists can view the list
of DR cases uploaded by the primary health cares and
specialists can give feedback on the DR cases while using
image processing and image editing features in the system.
Primary health cares are allowed to fill up DR case form
including uploading fundus images from both right and left
eyes, view the list of DR cases uploaded by other primary
health cares, and view the feedback from the specialists and
reply to the feedback given. Besides that, the public type of
user can gain information on the DR and DR screening, view
an example of DR fundus images, and gain knowledge on the
signs of DR from the fundus images. and gain knowledge on
the signs of DR from the fundus images. Table II shows the list
of the system users and their accessibility.
Fig. 6 depicts the flow of the development of the DRCS.
The system development began with the basic functions which
were Create, Read, Update, and Delete (CRUD) function for
the user, hospital and health clinic, and diabetic retinopathy’s
case details using PHP and MySQLi.
The image processing plugin which includes image color
conversion and image filtering was developed. Subsequently,
the development of image editing plugin that allows to crop,
scale, and annotate the fundus image takes place. A forum area
for specialists to review and comment on the DR cases with the
primary health cares was provided in the system.

B. Design
In the design phase, considerations such as software needs,
how the output of the system will look, what database will be
used, and the timeline of development were identified. Fig. 5
shows the flow of the system process. The design phase for this
system began with designing the web environment since the
primary health cares required an online platform for the
system. Therefore, this system needs to have a web domain and
hosting for the system to be published and viewed on the web
browser.
The next task was to design a database for the system.
Designing a database requires the list of functions of the
system and information needed to derive from the system to
determine the possible tables and fields need to create in the
database. Microsoft Visio software was used to design the
Entity Relational Diagram and phpMyAdmin to create the
database of the system. After the database was designed,
creating web interactivity starts with the connection of the
system to the database and triggering the buttons in the system.
Ensuring that the connection of the database and trigger
buttons are working fine will ease the next step which was
designing the web-based interface with the bootstrap theme
plugin. Once the system was completed with the design of web
environment, database, interactivity and interface, the system
proceeded to the development process.
C. Development
Once all the requirements and designs were documented,
the development phase took place. There are four features that
are the core function of the system. This system is able to be

Fig. 5. Flow of the System Design Phase.
TABLE II.

SUMMARY OF USER ACCESSIBILITY

Type of User

Accessibility

Admin

User and hospital/health clinic data

Specialist

DR case, discussion area

Primary Health Care

DR case, discussion area

Public

Information on DR and DR screening
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based on the DR practice mentioned by the primary health
cares during the preliminary study. Each DR case form
includes the patient’s detail consists of name, identification
number, and age as shown in Fig. 7(a). It also has patient’s eye
details that include the Diabetes Mellitus (DM) Type, duration
of DM, HbA1C, visual acuity, ocular complaint, provisional
diagnosis, and types of co-morbids that are visualized in
Fig. 7(b). Fig. 7(c) to Fig. 7(e) show the fundus image section
required in the DR case form which needs to be uploaded by
primary health cares containing both sides of fundus image
uploading form and the date of the photo taken. In order to
ensure the primary health cares insert the correct image format
into the file form, the error function is created if the primary
health cares inserted files other than the image file format listed
such as .jpeg (or .jpg), .png or .tiff file format as shown in Fig.
7(c) and Fig. 7(d). This is to prevent primary health cares from
inserting unnecessary file format such as .pdf, .gif or any other
file formats.
a) Patient details
Fig. 6. Flow of the System Development Phase.

1) Create, Read, Update, Delete: CRUD is the acronym
for create, read, update, and delete which are the four basic
types of functionality for constructing a web application. This
system development includes inserting user, hospital or health
clinic, and DR's case data. Create function will be called when
new data need to be added into the database. The new entry is
assigned a unique ID (identity document), which can be used
to access the data later. Read or view function will view all the
data currently exist in the database when it is called. The
system will show the list of all the DR’s data in a form as
shown in Fig. 7. The update function will be called when no
data need to be altered. Furthermore, the data will display all
information from the selected row and users are able to edit
data in each column at once. After the function is called, the
corresponding data will be updated into new data. The delete
function is also needed in this system to remove data that are
no longer needed in the database.
The admin user is only allowed to handle user and hospital
and health clinic details. In this system, only the admin can
handle the registration of the new system user since the access
and data are strictly confidential. Besides that, the admin is
able to view the details of the users, such as username,
password, email, full name, doctors’ level, and workplace. As
for hospital and health clinic details, the admin can add, view,
edit and delete the details including the type of organization
either hospitals or health clinics, name, address, region
postcode, phone number, fax number, email, and status of the
organization. Any changes in the details can be made by the
admin only for security purposes. For instance, changes in
phone and fax numbers can only be done by the admin of the
system.

b) Patient’s eye details

c) Right section for insert fundus
image

As for DR case form, primary health cares need to insert
two fundus images from the right side and another two fundus
images from the left side. Two views need to be captured for
each side of the eye, which are macula center and optic disc
center. These requirements for inserting fundus images area are

d) Left section for insert fundus
image

e) Date of fundus image taken

Fig. 7. DR Case Form.
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2) Image processing: Image processing performs some
operations on an image to produce an enhanced image and is
useful in extracting useful information from it. Image
preprocessing techniques involved in the proposed work
include color image conversion, contrast enhancement,
filtering and segmentation among others. Current fundus
images might not be so clear due to the noise during the image
capture process. Therefore, this system includes image
processing techniques which is important to help in processing
the fundus image into a clearer version and able to help the
primary health cares to detect the signs precisely. This plugin
includes color image conversion such as grayscale, black and
white as shown in Fig. 8(a) and Fig. 8(b), respectively. This
plugin includes image filtering such as thresholding and edge
detection as presented in Fig. 8(c) and Fig. 8(d). Thus, these
image processing features help specialists view and locate the
complex signs of DR such as microaneurysms and
neovascularization.
a) Grayscale

b) Black and White

(c) Thresholding

(d) Edge Detection

Fig. 9. Example of Applying Annotation Feature of Image Editing on the
Fundus Images (Fundus Image Taken from the [4]).
TABLE III.

LIST OF ANNOTATION TOOLS

Annotation
tools
Undo

Function

Box

Circle

Text

Arrow

Draw

Redo

4) Forum: Based on the previous preliminary survey
conducted, primary health cares mentioned that one-to-one
conversation is a limitation in the current communication
method. Therefore, developing a platform for discussion
would be beneficial for primary health cares to share and learn
by discussing with the specialist. In this system, the discussion
area is mainly for the consultants and specialists to give their
comments and verification to the data provided by the primary
health cares in the DR case form. Fig. 10 shows an example of
the discussion area of the case details where Fig. 10(a) is a
form for the specialist or the primary health care to write the
review and Fig. 10(b) is the listed review and comments done
by the specialist.
Discussion Form

Fig. 8. Example of Image Processing Plugin.

3) Image editing: Image or photo editor plugin was
implemented to support basic editing on the image uploaded
such as adding text, crop, and scale. Fig. 9 shows an example
of an image editing feature which is annotation of the eye
image which could help the specialist to review or respond to
the DR case submitted by the primary health cares effectively.
This annotation feature is important to facilitate the specialist
to label the signs of DR on the fundus image since the
specialists are expert in detecting the critical signs of DR.
Therefore, specialists are able to use any suitable tools of
annotation listed in Table III by labelling or drawings on the
fundus images that later can be viewed by the primary health
cares. Several annotation styles were provided to the
specialists to annotate the fundus image such as adding box,
circle, adding text for notes, arrow, and draw. Each annotation
tool is effective in labelling the signs of DR which ease the
specialist to point out the critical signs for the primary health
cares’ view. At the same time, primary health cares are also
able to see the label created by the specialist clearly. This
annotation tool also provides the undo and redo button to erase
the last change done to the fundus image.

Discussion list by the specialist with the primary health care

Fig. 10. Discussion Area for the Primary Health Cares.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Alpha testing has been conducted to evaluate the usability
of the system prototype. This testing was done by the
consultants, specialists, and primary health cares from the
Department of Ophthalmology, Hospital Melaka. The testing
covers the functionality of the features available in the system.
Table IV summarizes the alpha testing conducted. There are
three different users in this system which are admin, specialist,
and primary health care which give different perspectives for
each user. Therefore, three different results are reported based
on each type of user. Moreover, these results are important for
this study to identify the effectiveness of the features for DR
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screening consultation. This section is divided into three types
of user which are admin, specialist, and primary health care.
The first part of the questionnaire; demographic
information of the respondents, aims to provide an overview of
the general details of the respondents such as gender, age, level
of work, current workplace, and years of work experience.
These data are useful for strategic planning for consultation
web-system. Based on the result summarized in Table V, the
respondents are mostly female between 40 and 50 years old.
The result also shows that the respondents are currently
working in Hospital Melaka with more than 10 years of
working experience in the medical sector.
A. Admin
1) Functionality of DRCS: The functionality of the system
in the admin site covers the functions of CRUD in user,
hospital, and health clinic details. The results of this
functionality testing are detailed in Table XI. Based on the
overall result for admin site, most of the respondents
successfully used the functions in the system which are the
basic CRUD functions for user details, hospital, and health
clinic details.
TABLE IV.

SUMMARY OF THE ALPHA TESTING CONDUCTED

Date/Duration

11/12/2020 (3 hours)

Type of survey

Online questionnaire via Google Forms

No. of respondents

10 respondents

No. of workplace

Hospital Melaka

Type of respondents

Consultant, Specialist, Primary Health Care

No. of survey parts

4 sections
Demographic
System Functionality
System Usability
Suggestion for Improvement
TABLE V.

DEMOGRAPHIC

Doctor’s Level
Specialist

Primary
Health
Care

Total

Consultant
Gender
• Male
• Female

1
1

2
6
8

1
1

2
8
10

Age
• Less than 20 years old
• 20-30 years old
• 30-40 years old
• 40-50 years old
• More than 50 years old

1
1

6
2
8

1
1

0
0
7
2
1
10

Current Workplace
• Hospital
• Health Clinic
Working Years
• Less than 3 year
• 3-5 years
• 6-8 years
• 8-10 years
• More than 10 years

1
1

8
8

1
1

10
0
10

1
1

1
7
8

1
1

0
0
1
1
8
10

2) Usability of DRCS: The usability of the system in
admin site was evaluated based on how easy the system is
used. From this section, respondents were able to find the
design flaws in terms of error messages during the input of
data, confirmation message before the data were deleted, and
whether the functions applied in fundus images work as it
supposed. Results of the system usability for admin are shown
in Table VI. Overall, the results from this testing show that the
respondents are satisfied and at ease with the design and
performance of the system.
3) Suggestion for improvement: Based on the alpha
testing with the doctors, the respondents suggested sending an
auto-mail to the registered users including the username and
password. They also suggested having a mobile-friendly view
of the system for a compatible platform of the system.
B. Specialist
1) Functionality of DRCS: The functionality testing for
the specialist site covers the functionality of the DR cases and
image editing. Table VII shows the results of the testing.
Based on the overall result for the specialist site, most of the
respondents successfully use the functions in the system which
are the DR cases view, functionality of the annotation tools,
and image editing tools.
2) Usability of DRCS: In the specialist site, usability is
evaluated based on the friendliness of the system to the users.
The result of this usability testing is shown in Table VIII.
Overall, the results from this testing show that most of the
respondents agree with the friendliness of the system design
except for information finding, where the result mostly shows
disagreement due to the unavailability of the searching
function.
3) Suggestion for improvement: Several suggestions were
given by the respondents regarding the specialist site. For
instance, it is suggested to provide a full scale for viewing the
fundus image such as the zooming tool. Besides that, it is
better to include the security function for patients and doctors’
privacy. Regarding the case form of diabetic retinopathy, the
respondents suggested a better arrangement of the data in the
form containing the demographic information of the patients.
For the discussion area, the respondents suggested that the
specialist or primary health cares who are assigned to handle
the case can only edit and delete the discussion. It is also
suggested to disable the discussion area once the diabetic
retinopathy case is completed to avoid any changes in the
data.
C. Primary Health Care
1) Functionality of DRCS: In the Primary Health Care
site, various parts are available in the system such as DR case
details, fundus images processing, and discussion area for the
primary health care, and specialist. This section provides the
evaluation results on the functionality of the DR case details,
fundus images, image processing, and image editing. Based on
the overall result, most of the respondents have successfully
used the functions, as presented in Table IX.
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2) Usability of DRCS: The usability of the system for the
primary health care’s site was evaluated based on the easiness
and efficiency of the system. Table X shows the result of the
usability testing of the primary health care’s site. Overall, the
results from this testing show that the respondents mostly
agree with the design and performance of the system, except
for the information finding where respondents found it is
difficult to search for the information of DR case or patients
TABLE VI.
Ease of use

details when there are many DR cases listed in the system.
This is due to the lack of searching feature in the system.
3) Suggestion for improvement: The alpha testing for
primary health cares revealed that the respondents suggested
more security for patients’ details since the data are
confidential. In addition, respondents suggested for the
primary health cares’ discussion area to be anonymous or
semi-private.

ADMIN TESTING ON USABILITY

Ease to learn using the system

5
4
3
2
1
0

4
3
1
0

0

0

3

3

1

1
0

TABLE VII.
List of DR cases submitted by
other Primary Health Cares
able to view
10
0

Yes
No

Scale

4

Crop

2

0

10

20

0

1

0

1

1

0

1

0

Satisfied with overall system

3

3

3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0

1

0

0

3

3

1
0

0

0

FUNCTIONALITY TESTING ON SPECIALIST SITE

10
0

Successfully comment on
DR case details
Yes
No

9
1

Image editing buttons are
working fine

Annotation style required

Arrow
Draw
Text
Round
Box

10

0

2

Successfully view DR case
details
Yes
No

Image editing style required

Annotate

0

3

3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0

2

0

2
0

7

8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

4

Expectation functions and capabilities included
in the system

Ease in information finding

3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0

4

5
4
3
2
1
0

2

System gives error messages

Annotation tool working
fine
Yes
No

10
0

Image editing features
offered are suitable

Requiring the
annotation tool
10
0

Yes
No

Image editing features
offered sufficient

10
9
9
9

Yes
No

9
1

8
0

5

10

Yes
No

8
2

Yes
No, need
magnifiers

8
2

15
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TABLE VIII. SPECIALIST TESTING ON USABILITY
Simple usage of the system
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0

System effectively diagnose the signs of DR
3

3

3

1
0

0

0

4
3
2
1
0

0

0

Expectation functions and capabilities included
in the system
5
4
3
2
1
0

4
2

2
1

0

0

6

5
4
3
2
1
0

3
0

0

0

1

0

System gives error messages

Ease learning to use the system
5
4
3
2
1
0

7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

1

3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0

5
4
3
2
1
0

2
1

1

1

1

Ability to consult primary health care on DR
through the system
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0

3
2

2

2

1
0

4
3

0

0

0

3

0

Ease in information finding

3

1

Annotation features able to use on the fundus
efficiently

0

4
2

2
1

0

1

0

Communication medium among specialist and
primary health cares can be done in the system
5
4
3
2
1
0

4

4
2

0

0

0

0

Satisfied with overall system
4.5
4
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0

4
3
2
1
0

0

0
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TABLE IX.
Ability to view DR case
details list submitted by
Primary health cares

Successfully add new DR
case details

10
0

Yes
No

Image processing buttons
work fine

Black and White
0

Annotation tool works fine

Requiring annotation tool

Offering sufficient image processing features

Yes

10

15

0

Image editing style required

2

4

Draw
10
0

10
10
10
10

10
Round

2

10
0

Yes
No

Crop

1
0

5

10

Box

15

9
8.5

Image editing buttons are working fine

Image editing features offered are suitable

10
0

Yes
No

TABLE X.
Simple usage of the system
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0

3

3

1
0

0

Ease learning to use the system
5
4
3
2
1
0

3
2
1
0

0

0

9.5

10

10.5

Image editing features offered sufficient
9
1

PRIMARY HEALTH CARE TESTING ON USABILITY

7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

6
3
0

0

0

1

0

System gives error messages
4

9

Yes
No, need magnifiers

System effectively diagnose the signs of DR
3

0

10
0

Yes
No

6

Annotation style required

Annotate
Yes
No

5

3

1
1

Full scala photo
5

10
0

Yes
No

10

0
0
0

Successfully delete
fundus image

9
1

Yes
No

7
3

Yes
No

Successfully change/reupload
another fundus image

10
0

Edge Detection

Successfully delete DR
details

8
2

Yes
No

Required image processing features

9
1

Yes
No

10
0

Yes
No

Offered suitable image
processing features

9
1

Successfully edit DR case
details

Able to view a fundus image

9
1

Yes
No

Successfully view DR case
details
Yes
No

Successfully upload
fundus images

10
0

Yes
No

10
0

Yes
No

Successfully comment on
DR case details
Yes
No

FUNCTIONALITY TESTING ON PRIMARY HEALTH CARE SITE

3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0

2
1

5
4
3
2
1
0

4
3

0

0

0

3

0

Ease in information finding

3

1

Annotation features able to use on the fundus
efficiently

1

1

1

4.5
4
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0

4
2

2
1

0

1

0
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Expectation functions and capabilities included in the system
5
4
3
2
1
0

3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0

4
2
1
0

2

1
0

TABLE XI.
Ability to view user details list
Yes
No

10
0

10
0

10
0

2

2

2

1
0

0

Successfully edit user details
10
0

Yes
No

Successfully add new hospital / health
clinic details
Yes
No

3

FUNCTIONALITY TESTING ON ADMIN SITE

Successfully add new user details
Yes
No

Ability to view hospital / health
clinic details list
Yes
No

Ability to consult primary health care on DR through the system

10
0

V. DISCUSSION
In summary, a total of 10 respondents from Hospital
Melaka have participated in the alpha testing of the system.
The results of this testing enable a further review and
evaluation of the functionality and usability of the developed
system. Throughout the development of the system, it can be
concluded that the system is able to overcome the problems
and challenges of DR screening with the existence of the image
processing and image editing plugins in the web-based
environment. The image processing approach provides image
filtering features and other image processing techniques which
produce the image improvement and enhancement of several
image characteristics or features for the next stage of
processing. As for image editing, the annotation feature allows
the primary health cares to draw or write on the fundus image,
where the specialist is required to scribble some comments on
the fundus image. Moreover, with the discussion area provided
in the system, it allows the specialist to provide opinions and
verify the content of the case details. This function also allows
discussion and knowledge sharing of DR signs with other
primary health cares through an online platform.
VI. CONCLUSION

10
0

8
2

Successfully delete hospital / health
clinic details
Yes
No

8
2

in treating eye diseases. This project would be a point of
reference or benchmark for other eye disorders such as
radiology, cornea, skin and hypertensive retinopathy.
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The newly proposed system integrates image processing
and image editing in a web-based method for DR screening. It
improves the communication channel between the specialist
and primary health cares. Furthermore, the proposed image
processing and editing features reduce the burden in detecting
the complex signs of DR in fundus image and create a sharing
platform to discuss the DR cases among the users. This paper
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technology that is useful through this application. The findings
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Abstract—Internet of Things (IoT) is a leading technology
which can interlink anything to Internet and makes everything to
intelligent and smart. IoT is not just a single technology. IoT is a
combination of various technologies like communication, data
analytics, sensors and actuators, cloud computing, artificial
intelligence, machine learning, etc. Applications of IoT are
spread across various domains. IoT is most suitable for remote
applications like underwater networks. One such application is
oil spill detection in ocean. Oil spill in an ocean is a critical
challenge that causes damages to marine ecosystem. Detection of
oil spills in a real time manner helps to resolve the problem
quickly to minimize the damage. IoT can be used to detect the oil
spill by making use of sensors deployed at various locations of
ocean. With a massive amount of sensors deployed and the huge
amount of data associated with it, there remain concerns about
the data management. Also amount of data generated in IoT
based remote sensing network is usually enormous for the
servers to process and many times data generated are redundant.
Hence there is a need for designing a framework which addresses
both aggregation of data and security related issues at various
aggregation points. In this paper we are proposing a secure data
transmission framework for detecting oil spill through IoT,
which avoids redundant data transmission through data
aggregation and ensures secure data transmission through
authentication and light weight encryption.
Keywords—Internet of things; wireless sensor networks; sensor
nodes; data aggregation; authentication; light weight cryptography

I.

INTRODUCTION

Internet of Things refers to connecting various things to the
internet. IoT can be used in wide range of applications. IoT
applications include remote applications also. Remote IoT
applications include military applications such as surveillance,
battle field monitoring etc. Underwater applications such as oil
spill detection, analysis of aquatic animals lifecycle, etc. smart
farming, forest applications such as fire monitoring etc.
The Application considered in this paper is oil spill
detection. Oil spills are caused due to accidents in the ocean,
leakage of oil, crude oil or gasoline pipelines. Oil spills are also
caused due to negligence of offshore refineries or crude oil
rigs. Irrespective of the cause of spill or slick, their effects are
the same. Oil forms a separate film on the surface of water and
stays there unless physically removed. The oil film causes
harm to flora and fauna of the ocean. Detection of leakage in
pipes or spillage of oil in accidents takes time and combating

the pollution takes even longer time. The longer the film of oil
stays on water surface, the greater is the damage caused to
aquatic eco system. Due to the vastness of oceanic surface,
application of Internet of Things to sense oil spills is a very
practical technological solution. There are underwater robotic
submarines available that can be used to deploy sensor nodes at
specific locations. Buoyant nodes sense surface conditions and
communicate observations to middle level nodes that in turn
communicate to nodes on the bed. Levels of hierarchical node
deployment allow us to implement intelligent communication
of sensed data. Just knowing that oil spill has occurred is of
little practical use. Instead if we also know the extent of
damage, area of region polluted, some corrective combating
tasks can be initialized.
Oil Spill detection is a remote IoT application, which uses
resource constrained networks [22]. It includes deployment of
many low cost, low power sensing nodes which has
capabilities to sense, process and communicate the data. Each
sensor nodes has limited transmission range, limited energy,
limited processing capabilities and limited memory.
As Sensor nodes are resource constrained devices many
nodes are deployed in shorter region. This leads to the sensing
of redundant information. Transmitting redundant data will
leads to the wastage of energy and other resources. Redundant
data transmission can be controlled by data aggregation
techniques. There are different data aggregation approaches:
In-network data aggregation, Tree based data aggregation,
cluster based data aggregation, Grid based data aggregation
and hybrid data aggregation. There can be single level or
multiple levels of data aggregation [21].
Along with data aggregation we need to consider the
importance of secured data transmission. As Oil spill detection
uses wireless communication, there remains concern about
security. Fault alarm causes lot of damages as oil spill needs to
be addressed in real time manner. There is need for simple and
strong authentication scheme to identify the nodes identity.
Also there is a need of light weight encryption algorithm to be
used to secure the data transmission [19].
In this paper we are proposing a secure data transmission
framework for oil spill detection applications which involves
intelligent data aggregation technique and security mechanism.
Proposed approach aggregates the data as well as provides
intelligence to nodes to detect whether to send the data or not.
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Also our present work add features to detect the boundary of
oil spill which helps in identifying intensity of damage. In this
paper we are adding simple ID based authentication
mechanism to prove the nodes identity. We can use any of the
existing lightweight cryptographic algorithm to secure the data
communication.
The paper is organized as follows: Related work is given in
Section 2, proposed approach is described in Section 3, Section
4 describes the simulation and results, conclusion is provided
in Section 5.
II. RELATED WORK
A lot of work has been carried out in detection of oil spills.
Pangilinan et.al, have focused on determining the thickness of
oil spill. Their hypothesis is that thicker the spill graver the
effects of the pollution. They have determined the pixel
intensity concerned with many competing parameters [1].
Reem Alattas has also worked on image analysis in oil spill
detection. A threshold method is suggested to detect oil spill.
SAR image processing is applied based on minimum crossentropy with gamma distribution. A major drawback of the
work is its intrinsic time lapse involved in data analysis. Oil
spill like pollution must be combated as quickly as possible.
Real time detection, if possible is most suitable for such
problems. Additionally, the method proposed in [2] works with
bi-modal images that have two classes of pixels only.
A.Gasul et.al [3] have proposed and tested a new method
for SAR image analysis to detect oil spills. Their method works
well with low resolution and distorted images as well. In spite
of multi stages analysis algorithm implemented, ensuring error
free end result is still difficult.
Kruti Vyas et.al in [4] have applied feature extraction of
SAR images in oil spill detection. They have recognized three
independent features for this purpose. They have performed a
battery of experiments while considering types of images.
Mario Monteiro et.al, have made an extensive study of
various aspects and challenges of detection of oil spills. Their
work is particularly in connection with the seagull project.
Their contribution is specifically in application of camera fitted
unmanned aerial vehicles in combating water pollution. The
author in [5] documents various challenges involved in
detection of spills, with emphasis on time lapse between actual
spill and its detection.
Unmanned surface vehicle is developed and analysed for
performance in [6] by Deqing Liu et.al. Their work
concentrates on frequent oil spills that happen at harbors, oil
rigs and drilling platforms. They have designed a fluorosensor
laser detector to achieve this aim. A feasibility analysis is also
carried out by the authors.
Md. Shafi.K.T, et.al have developed a simple resonance
based application to detect oil spill using planar microwave [7].
Proposed sensor is developed, deployed and tested in their
work. The sensor designed is capable of detecting pollution
beyond 5%.

There are different traditional data aggregation
mechanisms, they are flat based [8][9][10] and hierarchical
approaches.
In flat approach, the base station transmits a query
requesting for a data from the sensing nodes within the area.
The nodes which have relevant sensed information to the query
sent will respond back. In this method base station performs
excessive computations and communications. Because of this,
if the base station fails, then network connection will be lost
with the outer world.
Under hierarchical approach, many techniques have been
proposed for energy efficiency and scalability. There are four
types of hierarchical approach they are the cluster based data
aggregation [11][12], tree based data aggregation [13], the grid
based data aggregation [14]., and the chain based data
aggregation [15][16].
These traditional data aggregation schemes will just
combine the data from multiple sources and forward it to next
node. In majority of applications normal data aggregation is
not sufficient. We need to add some intelligence to the data
aggregation and data transmission process within the limits of
constrained resources.
J. Chen, S. Kher, and A. Somani, et al. proposed a scheme
in [15] which involves Majority Voting. This approach is a
data outlier detection method based on spatial correlation. Here
if a reading of local sensor node is different from majority of
its neighbouring nodes, then it will be classified as abnormal.
Y. Sun, H. Luo, and S. K. Das et al. proposed a scheme in
[16]. Here according to the trustworthiness ranked by
comparison with historical data and neighbour data, Weight
will be assigned to every sensor data. Then weighted mean
value will be calculated at the aggregator. This will be
considered as the aggregated data.
S. Din, A. Ahmad, et al. proposed a scheme in [17], where
the nodes closer to sink node performs direct communication
and remains unclustered, the nodes which are one-hop away
from the sink node perform multi-hop communication, and
remains clustered.
Bo Yin et. al. in [18] specified a Tree based scheme which
Involves construction of aggregation tree for complex queries.
This ensures minimum communication cost.
S. Kumar and V. K. Chaurasiya et all in [20] proposes a
scheme, where data Mining techniques are used to generate
more accurate, consistent and useful information than that
generated by any individual sensor node.
There exists different lightweight cryptographic techniques
like AES [23], HEIGHT [24], PRESENT [25], DESLX [26],
RSA [27] etc.
III. PROPOSED WORK
A. Architectural Setup and Assumptions
Following are the assumptions made in deployment of
nodes in the test bed.
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1) Grid based deployment of nodes: to specifically
determine location of each individual node. This assumption is
safe and valid as, there is a commercially available underwater
robot capable of deploying nodes at specific coordinates of
latitude and longitude.
2) Number of nodes per grid is fixed: this assumption
helps us compute statistically significant results after data
collection are done and analysis is to be performed.
3) Node density is uniform: non-uniform node deployment
does not allow implementation of intelligence.
4) Each node in a grid represents a single unit area: data
collected is representative of a fixed area under surveillance.
5) 4 unit squares form a cell: helps in aggregation of data
across levels of nodal deployment.
6) Every cell has a cell-sink node: this is an architectural
requirement of WSN.
7) Four cells combine to form a level 2-cell: helps
implement the second layer of intelligence and additional
aggregation.
8) One of the unit cell’s cell-sink also works as a sink for
four adjacent level-2 cells: based on energy levels, s suitable
cell-sink is elected as the sink of adjacent cells.
9) All level-2 cells combine to form the region under
observation: highest level of aggregation implemented under
our scheme.
10) Each node will communicate the observation only if the
quantity observed is above a fixed threshold.
B. Node Deployment Phase and Network Establishment
1) Four different levels of nodes are deployed.
• Ground level sensor nodes: They are capable of sensing
the oil density at the preliminary level and intensity of
light.
• High power node at the ground level: They acts like
grid head they can also sense the information.
• Anchor nodes at middle level: They act like second
level grid head. They gather the data from multiple
grids and transfer it to surface buoyant node.
• Surface buoyant node: They are at the surface level,
they can sense the PH level of the water.
2) These nodes are deployed at the required locations
using an underwater automatic vehicle (UWAV).
3) The area of interest is divided into equal sized grids.
Ground level nodes and high power nodes are deployed at each
grid. High power node will be the grid head of that particular
grid.
4) Each High power node broadcast a beacon message to
the ground level sensor node to indicate its presence in the grid.
5) Each ground level nodes respond back to their grid
heads by sending the response beacon. Same Procedure is
followed between grid heads and anchor nodes, Anchor nodes
and surface buoyant nodes.

Fig. 1 shows the network architecture used in the proposed
scheme.

Fig. 1.

Network Architecture.

C. Routing and Aggregation Phase
1) All the ground level sensor nodes sense the data and
send the sensed data to its Grid head. Grid head aggregates the
received data.
2) Grid Head adopts Spatial aggregation: based on the
percentage of area generating similar readings. Each unit cell
has a designated high power node acting as cell-sink.
Communicate reading only if at least three out of four nodes
report similar readings.
3) Grid Head sends data to Anchor node. Anchor node
aggregates the data. Anchor node also adopts spatial
Aggregation.
4) Anchor nodes send the aggregated data to surface
buoyant node. Surface buoyant node aggregates and sends the
data received as well as PH information to sink.
5) Surface buoyant node adopts Boundary value
aggregation: region under observation has a sink node that acts
as a data aggregator. Radial survey is made periodically at
three lengths of radii- minimum, nominal and maximum.
Minimum is close to the sink, maximum is distance from sink
to boundary of region under observation, and nominal is an
intermediate distance.
D. Boundary Detection
In the proposed system, a coordinate table is created. This
table is a list data structure that stores coordinates of each node
in the IOT infrastructure. Each entry consists of x, y and x
coordinate values stored in an indexed linear linked list. An
additional field stored data communicated from the sensor
node.
Aggregation as well as intelligence is applied at middle
level nodes and at bed nodes respectively. Boundary
determination is implemented in the following steps:
1) Search the list of nodes and segregate nodes that have
updated sensed data.
2) Perform a sequential search among the segregated
nodes to determine nodes with maximum positive and negative
coordinates of x, y and x.
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3) Step 2 gives probable boundary nodes, compare their
observed data with neighbor nodes to determine actual
boundary nodes.
4) Communicate boundary coordinates.
5) Rate of spread is determined by calculating (a2-a1)/t,
where a2 is the new area of oil spill after elapse of time unit t,
a1 is the previously computed area of oil spread, i.e. before the
elapse of time t.

Authentication Scheme:
Sender Side:
Fig. 3 shows the authentication and encryption procedure
adopted by sender node.

E. Security
Assumptions
1) Grid Head, Anchor node, Surface buoyant nodes are
considered as aggregator nodes.
2) Ground level sensor nodes are subordinate nodes for
Grid heads, Grid heads are subordinate nodes for anchor node
and anchor nodes are subordinate nodes for surface buoyant
nodes.
3) Every ground level sensor node and other subordinate
nodes maintains the following in its memory.
a) A pre shared Secret key shared with its aggregator
node (Grid Head, Anchor node, Surface buoyant node).
b) A pre shared secret information (used for
Authentication) shared with aggregator node.
4) Every aggregator node maintains the following in its
memory.
a) Subordinate node ID.
b) Pre Shared Secret Key for encryption and decryption.
c) Pre shared Secret Info for authentication.
Table I shows the Secret information repository format
maintained by nodes. Fig. 2 shows the security architectural
setup followed in the network.
TABLE I.
Node ID

Fig. 3.

Sender Side Authentication Procedure.

Pre shared secret info A will be prefixed to the data.
Secret Info and the Data will be encrypted using pre shared
secret key.
Receiver Side:
Fig. 4 shows the authentication and encryption procedure
adopted by receiver node.

SECRET INFORMATION REPOSITORY

Key (Secret key shared
with subordinate node)

Secret Info (Pre Shared Secret
Information used for authentication)
Fig. 4.

Receiver Side Authentication Procedure.

Received packet will be decrypted using Pre share secret
key.
Secret information A will be taken from the header
Node ID and Secret information will be compared with the
key repository stored at the aggregator node to prove the
authenticity.
Encryption Scheme:

Fig. 2.

Security Architectural Setup.

Any Light weight cryptographic scheme can be used to
encrypt the data and secret Info at sender side. The list of
popular light weight cryptographic algorithms and its
comparisons are given in Table II [28]:
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TABLE II.
Light weight
Cryptographic
scheme
AES

LIGHT WEIGHT CRYPTOGRAPHY TECHNIQUES

No. of
Rounds

Block Size
(bits)

Key Size
(bits)

Structure

10/ 12/ 14

128

128/192/256

SPN

HEIGHT

32

64

128

GFS

PRESENT

31

64

80/128

SPN

LEA

24/28/32

128

128/192/256

Feistel

TEA

64

64

128

Feistel

RC5

1-255

32/64/128

0-2040

Feistel

DESL

16

64

54

Feistel

Hummingbird

4

16

256

SPN

IV. SIMULATION AND RESULTS
MATLAB is used as the simulation tool to check the
efficiency of proposed work. Initially area of interest with
dimensions 800m (length) x 800m (breadth) x 800m (depth) is
considered. Then the volume under consideration is divided
into equal sized grids of size 50m each at ground level.
Table III shows the various parameters used in simulation.
Fig. 5 depicts the 3 dimension test bed created through
simulation and Fig. 6 shows Grid layout in 2 Dimension. Here
blue color nodes represent nodes deployed at ground level. Red
color nodes represent anchor nodes and the magenta color
nodes indicate nodes that are buoyant on oceanic surface.
TABLE III.

Fig. 5.

3-Dimension Test Bed.

SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Parameter Type

Parameter Value

Area of application region

800 X 800 m2

Sea Depth

800 m

Grid range

100 m

Number of Ground level node in each grid

4

Number of High power nodes in each grids

2

Number of Anchor node in each group of grids

1

Number of Surface buoyant nodes in each group of
grids

1

Simulation Time

150sec

Payload length

512 Bytes

Parameters of Ground level node
Initial Energy

4J

Transmission range

20m

Data rate

4kbps

Parameters of High power node
Initial Energy

7J

Transmission range

25m

Data rate

6kbps

Parameters of Anchor node
Initial Energy

10J

Transmission range

30m

Data rate

8kbps

Parameters of Surface buoyant node
Initial Energy

14J

Transmission range

35m

Data rate

12kbps

Fig. 6.

Grid Layout.

Fig. 7 shows amount of time required to detect the oil spill
versus the oil spread area. Time required to detect spills of
larger area is evidently greater. From this we can analyse the
spreading rate of oil in the water and intensity of oil leakage.
As underwater communication is slower than normal
environment redundant information transmission can be
reduced to ensure the timely delivery of information and to
avoid collision in the network Figure 8 helps us understand that
the number of redundant transmission in various techniques
compared with proposed work are much greater. Proposed
method requires lesser number of packet transmissions
compared to without aggregation deployment, in-network
architecture and cluster based approach. It is clear that
proposed work reduces redundant data transmission
significantly.
The performance of various lightweight cryptographic
techniques is shown in Table IV. Based on this suitable
technique can be adopted [28].
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existing light weight cryptography techniques. Adding
intelligence to sensor nodes to make decision on oil spill can be
considered for future enhancement.
[1]

[2]

[3]

Fig. 7.

[4]

Time Required for Detecting the Spreading of Oil Leakage.

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]
Fig. 8.

Number of Redundant Transmission in Various Approaches.

TABLE IV.
Light weight
Cryptographic
scheme
AES

PERFORMANCE OF VARIOUS LIGHT WEIGHT CRYPTOGRAPHY
TECHNIQUES

[10]
[11]

Flash Memory
(in Bytes)

Cycles
(Encryption)

Cycles
(Decryption)

3410

3766

4558

HEIGHT

5672

2449

2449

TEA

1140

6271

6299

DESL

3098

8365

7885

[12]

[13]

[14]

V. CONCLUSION
Adding intelligence to oil spill detection makes detection
real-time and provides insight in to combating the pollution in
the future. Collecting raw data triggered by an event gives
minimal insight into crucial facts like thickness of oil film,
expanse of oil spill and also reduces number of redundant
transmissions. By detecting the boundary of oil spill we can
easily predict the intensity of oil spread in the sea. This enables
faster remedial actions. Also proposed methods eliminate the
redundant data transmission through the spatial and boundary
value aggregation. Proposed method secures the data
transmission by adopting simple ID based authentication and

[15]

[16]

[17]
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Abstract—Aspect-based opinion mining is one among the
thought-provoking research field which focuses on the extraction
of vivacious aspects from opinionated texts and polarity value
associated with these. The principal aim here is to identify user
sentiments about specific features of a product or service rather
than overall polarity. This fine-grained polarity identification
about myriad aspects of an entity is highly beneficial for
individuals or business organizations. Extricating these implicit
or explicit aspects can be very challenging and this paper
elaborates copious aspect extraction techniques, which is decisive
for aspect-based sentiment analysis. This paper presents a novel
idea of combining several approaches like Part of Speech tagging,
dependency parsing, word embedding, and deep learning to
enrich the aspect-based sentiment analysis specially designed for
Twitter data. The results show that combining deep learning with
traditional techniques can produce excellent results than lexiconbased methods.
Keywords—Aspect-based sentiment analysis; dependency
parsing; long short-term memory (LSTM); part of speech (POS)
tagging; term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF)

I. INTRODUCTION
The past decade is undoubtedly dominated by data and its
analytics. Now, anyone with an immense amount of data
related to a domain and with the right tools to mine this
colossal mountain of data is considered powerful. Surveys
(either offline or online) are obsolete now as now more and
more user is giving their opinions about myriad products and
services on various social networking websites like Facebook,
Instagram, LinkedIn, QQ, Telegram, Twitter, WhatsApp,
WeChat, etc.[1]. All these social media platforms have been
quite popular for exchanging opinions and sentiments and
hence provide much-needed feedback about the specific
products, services, vital events, organizations, or persons with
the active participation of users. A lot of time, effort, and
money has been put into analyzing user sentiments from a
plethora of social sites especially Twitter due to the reason
that tweets are limited to 140 characters[2]. This character
limitation makes Twitter an easy and efficient tool for
sentiment analysis, which can be pretty useful for
organizations, who want to analyze related documents and
make optimum changes to better suit their targeted customers.
However, the sentiment analysis generally determines the
overall opinion and hence may not be able to extract the
precise essence needed to review that particular product or
service.

This could be easily understood by the following example
from a review about Cars: “Ford Mustang is awesome to
drive, but the price is too high”. This particular sentence
basically talks about two different features of the subject (Ford
Mustang) here i.e., “Driving Comfort” and “Price”. Another
notable point to comprehend is that a sentence may contain
more than one aspect and the polarity of each aspect can be
diverse. In the example shown above, “Driving comfort” is an
undoubtedly positive polarity aspect while the “Price” aspect
is declined more towards negative polarization. Hence to
properly analyze the available data, a more detailed-level
approach is needed, which is stated as the aspect-centered
sentiment analysis. This methodology provides better insight
for mining user opinions about the data under review. Overall,
the sentiment analysis can be done at manifold stages that are
document level, sentence phase, and aspect level[3]. Thus, in a
nutshell, it can be stated that aspect-based sentiment analysis
produces more fine-grained data analysis of user data.
In this research, an aspect-based sentiment mining problem
is discussed on Twitter data and an efficient hybrid approach
for the same has been proposed. The rest of this paper is
organized as follows: Section II describes the numerous
techniques used for aspect terms extraction. Section III gives
an understanding of the projected framework. Section IV
presents the outcomes of the proposed framework and
evaluates them. Finally, Section V entails the conclusion and
future work in the same direction.
II. ASPECT EXTRACTION TECHNIQUES
Sentiment analysis is usually defined as the computational
study of a person’s opinions or emotions or views about a
particular entity. Nevertheless, an entity has certain features
associated with it, which must be considered with utmost
precaution as these characteristics define opinions at the
atomic level. Aspects can be briefly stated as the attributes or
traits of a product or service [4]. An Aspect extraction is a
primary process of identifying these significant attributes and
a considerate argument here is that aspect extraction aiming at
no particular aspect or target is of circumscribed usage [5].
Hence aspect extraction is the most imperative step for
pulverized opinion mining. There are two sorts of aspects,
namely: implicit and explicit aspects. The explicit aspects are
mentioned overtly in the opinionated sentence whereas the
implicit aspects are expressed indirectly and that is why more
challenging to discover. For example: “Mustang is a classic
car from Ford, renowned as being the muscle car”. In the
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above sentence, “Ford” as the “brand” of the car is an explicit
aspect, while “muscle car” refers to the implicit aspect
“performance”. The subsequent step to aspect extraction is
finding the sentiment polarity of recognized features; like in
the above example “brand” aspect is neutral and the
“performance” aspect is positive.
Some of the key techniques employed for finding aspects
are shown in Fig. 1.
1) Frequency-based approaches: Considered as the most
traditional approach, it chiefly employees tracing out the most
commonly occurring words. One such technique is Part-ofSpeech (POS) tagging which basically finds out the
classification of words based on the grammar within a text like
a noun, pronoun, verb, adjective or adverb, etc. POS tagging is
not only the simplified syntactically tagging taught in school
education, but it also tries to find the relationship between the
word under consideration and the adjacent words. Thus, POS
tagging is not generic but depends upon the sentence to
sentence and finally, it can be said that it tries to extract
speech tags based on the sentence context. Also, an imperative
point is that POS tagging does not actually do the Natural
Language Processing (NLP), but it is the precondition to
handle a lot of NLP tasks. The main characteristic of POS
tagging is that it finds the recurrent noun and noun phrases
from the reviews as they are usually the aspects [7]. POS
tagging on a review is demonstrated in Fig. 2.
However, it must be understood that some of the aspects
identified by this approach may not be the key aspects and
must be rendered. Another frequency-based tactic is Pointwise
Mutual Information (PMI), which is figured as the variance of
the common information between the feature and the related
word [8]. Last but not the least is Term Frequency-Inverse
Document Frequency (TF-IDF) methodology which evaluates
how significant a word is to a document in a group of the
corpus by calculating two terms. The first term (TF) is the
frequency of a word appearing in a document, divided by the
overall words’ tally in that document. The second term (IDF)
is computed as the logarithm of the whole documents in the
corpus divided by the number of documents where the
particular word appears [9]. In simple words, TF-IDF is the
statistical tool that keenly discovers the most vital words in the
articles. An important feature of TF-IDF is that some words
seem noteworthy due to their huge frequency in the text, but
actually, they are insignificant like the, this, that, etc. [8].
Hence, TF-IDF can be described as the amalgamation of two
algorithms that diminishes the weight of stopwords and
recognizes the high opinionated words, which actually
influence the sentiments contained in the documents.

words and targets back and forth. This method comes under
the semi-supervised category as it takes opinion word as the
seed to start the process [11].
3) Supervised machine learning: The two most prominent
aspect mining techniques Hidden Markov Model (HMM) and
Conditional Random Fields (CRF) come under this category.
HMM are a set of probabilistic visualization model that allows
forecasting a sequence of hidden variables from a set of
perceived variables. It is a great approach for tracing the
aspects like it may predict the type of weather by observing
the type of clothes worn by a person [12], as depicted in
Fig. 3.
On the other hand, CRF is a discriminative model
employed for predicting sequences where multiple variables
are dependent on each other by imputing contextual
information from previous labels [14]. Its main applications
are in POS tagging and Named Entity Recognition (NER).

Fig. 1. Various Aspect-Extraction Approaches [6].

2) Relation-based approaches: These techniques are
based on discovering relations between features and the
opinion words to identify aspects clearly. One such approach
is Dependency Parsing – which is based on extracting the
grammatical (or syntactic) structure of a sentence and finding
the relation between vital words and the words which modify
these vital words [10]. The second practice is called Double
Propagation, which disseminates information among opinion

Fig. 2. POS Tagging Output.
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Fig. 3. Working of Hidden Markov Model [13].

4) Topic modeling: As the name suggests, it is a category
of techniques used to automatically detect topics present in the
text corpus. It comes under unsupervised learning for
observing topics (a group of words) in a colossal amount of
text clusters. Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) is used to
categorize text in a document to a certain topic by using Bagof-Word (BOW) approach[15]. The prime objective of LDA is
to match all the documents to the topics such that words in
every document are customarily classified by those imagined
topics. The next approach is Joint Sentiment Topic (JST) is
the exquisite unsupervised technique that detects sentiments as
well as the topics simultaneously from the text corpora by
considering their mutual relations[16]. The next methodology
categorized under topic modeling is the Aspect and Sentiment
Unification (ASUM) model which automatically determines
aspects and different sentiments towards these recognized
aspects in one go. This model ascertains aspect-sentiment pair
called ‘senti-aspects’ in an unsupervised way, explaining how
much a particular word is related to aspect and sentiment [17].
III. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK
The focal emphasis is to conduct an exploration of aspectbased sentiment analysis conducted on Twitter data. The
planned work consists of the following steps:
1) Data collection from Twitter.
2) Data pre-processing and preparation.
3) Aspect extraction from the data.
4) Aspect selection & polarity detection.
5) Tweet level Sentiment classification & Performance
evaluation.
The first and foremost step is collecting data from Twitter,
which is a social media networking site. There are numerous
ways to extract data from Twitter; among which the most
popular one is Twitter API Search, which allows us to retrieve
the latest tweets about any topic. For doing so, a Twitter
development account must be created first. Earlier, this
method had a limitation on the number of tweets and also on
the number of requests received per hour from a particular IP
address [18].

After the data collection process from Twitter, the next
work is to prepare the data for analysis and this process
involves cleaning and pre-processing of data. The data from
Twitter is not in a particular format and it must be cleansed
beforehand like removing the links, emoticons without clear
sentiment, new lines, hashtags and symbols like @,
punctuation marks, etc. For effective aspect discovery, tweets,
users who tweeted them, followers of users, count of retweets,
date of the tweet, etc. are chosen from the whole data. After
data collection and pruning, the next step is to pre-process it.
The data pre-processing starts with the removal of stopwords
i.e. removing the commonly occurring words like a, an, the,
and, or, is, etc. as these words do not convey meaningful
opinions. Then, all the words in the corpus are changed to
lowercase for enhanced understanding and investigation.
Afterward, the corpus is subjected to stemming and
lemmatization i.e., words are reduced to their basic or root
form. It is a highly recommended part because it reduces
derivationally related forms of a word. For example:
“programmable” is changed to “program” and “running” is
converted to “run”. One example of text before and after preprocessing is shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. The Output obtained after Applying Pre-processing on Data.

Now, the data is ready for opinion mining and the
foremost thing to do is finding aspects in these tweets. It can
also be done in myriad ways as discussed in the above section.
The aspect-extraction followed here is a hybrid one as
multiple methodologies are combined for doing so including
POS tagging, Dependency, etc. POS tagging is used to find
the frequent nouns and noun phrases which tend to be the
explicit aspects, while depending on parsing is brilliant for
finding the implicit tags. For bigrams and trigrams, tokens are
identified by checking words on the left side for ‘proper
Nouns’ identified earlier. If the dependency is a compound or
adjective modifier, then it is regarded as the aspect term. If the
token is an ‘adjective’ or ‘verb’, the words on both sides (left
and right) are examined for adverbial modifiers, open-clausal
components, and ‘auxiliary’ dependencies and if it happens,
they are regarded as aspect terms. For negation modification,
words to the left of verbs and words on both left and right are
diagnosed for adjectives and auxiliaries and in this case, the
polarity of aspect is changed. Thus an ensemble of techniques
is employed here to give the best output and providing every
key aspect from the text corpora obtained after data
preprocessing. The aspects can be ranked in decreasing order
of frequency and selected on this basis. The next phase is
detecting the polarity of each aspect and there are three types
of polarities: positive, negative, and neutral. Positive polarity
refers to the constructive and affirmative comments about the
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aspect under consideration while negative polarity denotes the
adverse and undesirable user views regarding that precise
aspect and if the opinions do not fall under any of the above
categories, it is considered as neutral polarity. Also, an
imperative deliberation is that if an aspect has an equal
number of positive and negative opinions, then it can be
ignored. The algorithm for aspect-terms extraction can be
described as the following:
1) Apply Tokenization first.
2) Prepare a list of stopwords, so that aspects, if identified
on the stopword list, can be ignored.
3) Apply POS tagging for finding aspects.
4) The prime candidates for aspects are ‘Nouns’ or
‘Proper Nouns’ individually or in pair with Verbs/ Adverbs or
Adjectives (explicit aspects).
5) For finding implicit aspects, dependency parsing is
employed, along with bigrams and trigrams:
a) For a noun, check its dependency on its L.H.S. and if
it is found to be ‘compound’, with an adjective or adjective
modifier, then it should be an aspect-term.
b) For an adjective, check its dependency parsing on
both L.H.S & R.H.S., if its dependency is auxiliary on L.H.S
and ‘negation modifier’ on R.H.S, then is also identified as an
aspect-term.
c) For a verb, if an adjective appears to its left or right
and their dependency is ‘adverbial modifier’, then also it
should be an aspect. Also, if an adjective appears on its L.H.S
and dependency relation is negation modifier, the aspect is
recognized.
Finally, the tweet level sentiments are analyzed using
Vader Sentiment and Recurrent Neural Networks, and the
results determined are verified in regard to state-of-art
technologies. The overall process can be described by the
Fig. 5 underneath.

IV. RESULTS AND EVALUATION
The ensemble methodology for aspect-based sentiment
analysis is a novel approach that does excellent work for up to
49493 tweets data corpus. However, more data means more
training and better results. The new algorithm is also
employed on ‘Scraped_Car_Review_ford.csv’, which can be
downloaded from Kaggle for verification. This dataset has
49493 reviews about ford cars. Fig. 6 shows the first five
tweets downloaded from the Twitter site.
The above image Fig. 7 shows the comparison between
tweet frequency and the number of followers for verified
Twitter users. The data downloaded from Twitter is preprocessed as discussed in the above section and sample output
is shown in Fig. 4 above. After pre-processing of data
including tokenization and stemming, POS tagging is applied.
After obtaining POS tags for each token, some special words
with peculiar tags are selected and these are Nouns, Noun
Phrases (like NNP, NNS & NNPS), Adjectives, and Adverbs
because these tags are extremely helpful while identifying
aspects.
The wordcloud is primarily an innovative tool that
generates an aesthetic amalgamation of frequently occurring
words. It puts together recurrent textual data into a beguiling
visual representation and shows them in bigger and bolder
fonts according to their frequency [19]. Fig. 8 shows the
potential aspects identified by POS tagging and frequency
distribution:
Fig. 9 demonstrates the top 20 frequent words occurring in
the tweets according to their frequencies arranged in
descending order.
While Noun and Noun phrases are the potential aspects,
adjectives and adverbs support their claim when the
dependency is checked between them. This is identified by
applying dependency parsing between them, as illustrated
below in Fig. 10.
After all the aspects are extracted, their polarity needs to
be checked and for that Sentiwordnet can be used to check the
opinion sentiment for all the mined aspects according to the
tweets they are appearing in. Finally, the overall sentiment
classification can be calculated using Vader Sentiment, which
is a proficient tool for mining the sentiments. Fig. 11 shows
the overall sentiment distribution of the downloaded tweets.

Fig. 5. Aspect-Based Sentiment Analysis Process.

Fig. 6. Sample of Tweets Downloaded from Twitter.
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Fig. 7. No. of Statuses vs. No. of Followers.

Fig. 10. Dependency Graph Example.
Fig. 8. Wordcloud Showing Potential Aspects.

Fig. 9. Frequency Distribution of Potential Aspects.

Fig. 11. Overall Sentiment Distribution.
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An alternate sentiment categorization can be done using
deep neural networks with the aid of TensorFlow and Keras.
The model proposed in this paper is quite simple and contains
three layers: embedding layer, a layer with LSTM
functionality, and last but not least an output layer. The
embedding layer will learn word embeddings for each, and
every word contained in the corpus through pre-trained word
embeddings provided by Google’s word2vec. The second
layer is of Long Short-Term Memory Networks (LSTM),
which is an exceptional branch of Recurrent Neural Networks
that are skilled in finding and learning relationships between
features of an input sequence. An LSTM layer with 100
memory units is engaged in the model. Lastly, the dense layer
provides uses a sigmoid activation function as it needs to
classify the polarity of a tweet as either positive or negative.
The summary of LSTM model used in this study is displayed
in the Fig. 12.

Fig. 13. Validation Accuracy of Proposed Model.

The model once built, must be tested for accuracy to check
if it is doing the intended work with efficacy or not. Table I
lists the results of the proposed model, primarily the model
score and its accuracy on the train and test data.
The validation loss and validation accuracy can also be
identified for checking the model’s performance. As evident
from the Fig. 13, the model gave the best output till 5 epochs
and then its performance decreases abruptly till 15 epochs.
Hence, the epochs can be decreased to give a superior result.
As apparent from Fig. 14 beneath, the validation loss is
quite high and hence the model overfits.
To conclude, the proposed model is evaluated for train and
test data. The model shows 82% accuracy for training data but
99% for test data, which shows overfitting of the model.
Fig. 14. Validation Loss of Proposed Model.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Fig. 12. Proposed Model’s Summary.
TABLE I.

RESULTS OF MODEL EVALUATION

Model Score

1.014088016230464

Model Accuracy (Train Data)

82.11%

Model Accuracy (Test Data)

99.95%

The opinion mining of user reviews about a specific
product or service has been under the researcher’s hammer for
quite a long time now. Most of the work revolves around
finding sentence-level sentiment analysis, which gives a
bigger but not so clear picture of user’s opinions. Hence a
fine-grained approach that focuses more on the aspect-level
sentiment classification is needed. This paper proposes an
ensemble aspect extraction methodology based on POS
tagging, dependency parsing, and dense neural networks
which yields better outputs for sentiment analysis instead of
using solo traditional methods. This research will be valuable
for the individuals or commercial entities that may employ it
for fine graining the existing users’ opinion about specific
features of their product or service and also targeting the
potential customers. On the flip side, the model overfits the
Twitter dataset under consideration. The future work of this
research will be manifold.
Firstly, some parameters of the model must be modified to
avoid overfitting. Secondly, several machine learning and
deep learning classifiers can be employed for enhanced
sentiment analysis. Finally, the most important prospect will
be deploying it for more human languages like French,
Spanish, Hindi or Tamil, etc.
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Abstract—Recently, image encryption has taken an
importance especially after the dramatic evolution of the internet
and network communication. The importance of securing the
images contents is due to the simplicity of capturing and
transferring of digital images in various communication media.
Although there are many approaches for image encryptions,
chaos-based image encryption approach is considered one of the
most appropriate approaches because of its simplicity, security,
and sensitivity to the input parameter. This research paper
presents a new technique for encrypting RGB image components
using nonlinear chaotic function and DNA sequence. A new
image with the same dimensions of the plain-image is used as a
key for confusions and diffusion process for each RGB
components of plain-image. Experimental results show the
efficiency of the proposed technique, simplicity, and high level of
resistant against several cryptanalyst.
Keywords—Chaos-based; image encryption; confusion;
diffusion; color image; RGB components; DNA sequence

I.

INTRODUCTION

Images are the most common and popular multimedia data
type now a days, due to the simple and easy way of capturing
and transmitting [1]. The demand to transfer these images in a
secure manner has also increased, and encryption is the
preferred method to securely transfer image data. In addition,
there are several drawbacks and weakness such as the
requirement for powerful computing system and highly
computational time, thus the implementation of these
techniques cause low level of efficiency and it cannot
guarantee data confidentiality and security [2]. Encrypting
images that are sent over various communications channels
has become one of the most important processes of most of
the current applications and fields, such as military,
educational, medical, industrial and social media [3], [4].
Image encryption can be defined as the use of set of process
called algorithm to convert the plain image into a ciphered
image in such a way that no one can recover it except for the
sender and the intended recipient [2] [5]. A numerous image
encryption techniques have been proposed, one of the most
efficient techniques is the Chaos-based encryption [6]. Chaosbased encryption methods first introduced by Fridrich [7], [8],
these methods
are popular due to their randomness,
This project was funded by the Deanship of Scientific Research (DSR)
under grant no. G- 526-611-1431.
The authors, therefore, acknowledge with thanks to DSR’s technical and
financial support representations Methodology

unpredictability, sensitivity and topological transitivity.
Fridrich suggested two processes for chaos-based image
encryption: confusion and diffusion. The most important
stages in image encryption is confusion which is considered
about pixels position in plain image. Many efforts tried to kill
the pixels neighbors’ dependence by exchange the positions
under certain condition to maintain the correlation of the
pixels and the predictive of new pixels position [9]. We list in
this section some of the related works starting with Choi et al.
who proposed a framework by the using addition, rotation and
XOR to achieve confusion and diffusion for the plain image.
In the proposed framework the confusion-diffusion process is
done by implement the rotation and XOR operation with
chaotic sequences which are generated by the using of two
logistic maps [10]. Another study by Bashir et al. proposed
image encryption framework, this framework a 4-D chaotic
image encryption technique based on a mechanism of dynamic
state variables to increase the security and effectiveness of the
chaos-based image encryption methods [11]. Kulsoom et al.
proposed algorithm that is based on stream cryptography and
it use DNA complementary rules in addition to one
dimensional chaotic maps [12]. Kar et al. proposed bit-plane
image encryption method chaotic, cubic, and quadratic maps.
The proposed method is based on permutation, diffusion, and
pixel randomization process, at first the proposed method
generates chaotic two sequences by the using of the quadratic
and the cubic map, then the generated two sequences will be
used to shuffle the plain image. the shuffled image will
decomposed into its bit-plain components to be encrypted later
by the using of confusion and diffusion process [13]. Gu et al.
proposed encryption algorithm for JPEG2000 images. The
method suggested the use of bitwise XOR and cyclic rotation
operation for 2-byte block encryption process also the
repeating of encryption process is adopted to avoid an
unwanted encryption marker code. The repeating of
encryption process can neglect unnecessary computations
[14]. Enayatifar et al. proposed a method for image encryption
that is based on chaotic map and deoxyribonucleic acid
(DNA). The process is started by convert two dimensional
plain image into one dimensional array, then the process of
pixel permutation is implemented by the using of chaotic map
and deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) while the diffusion is
implemented by the using of DNA sequence and DNA
operator both of permutation and diffusion of image pixels are
done at the same time to reduce the sending time [15]. The
remaining part of this article is structured as it follows:
Section 2 introduces the background of image cryptography;
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Section 3 introduces the proposed image encryption scheme
with the key space. Section 4 describes the experimental
results. Section 5 introduces the security resistance and the
ultra key space of the proposed encryption scheme. Lastly,
Section 6 draws the conclusion and future work.
II. IMAGE CRYPTOGRAPHY
Image encryption like the encryption of any other kind of
digital data, it goes through the encryption process using
specific encryption algorithm and a key [1]. Steganography is
one of the encryptions methods that have been used in image
cryptography in the last two (2) decades and in particular on
watermarking [16]. The classical image encryption such as
Data Encryption Standard (DES), RSA, and ADS are
designed with good confusion and diffusion [17], but it has the
weakness of low-level of efficiency because of the huge size
and noticeable redundancy of image data [3],[18]. Due to the
big size of image data, the implementation of images
cryptosystems is carried out in spatial domain, frequency
domain or hybrid domains of the plain images. Each of these
domains has its own methodology. For example, in spatial
domain, the pixel value and location in plain image can be
directly encrypted using the general encryption function as
shown in Equation 1.
)

[ (

)]

The operations needed in encryption processes are
confusion and diffusions as in. Both confusion and diffusion
processes will be executed only one time for the purpose of
reducing the computational time with the grantee of high level
of security. Fig. 2 shows the general framework diagram of
the proposed chaotic encryption algorithm. Stage (1), the
plain-image and key image are gone through preparation
process. The preparation process is responsible for analyse the
chosen plain image and key image before passing them to the
confusion process. The first check will be the size of plain
image and key image, the key image should be equal or
greater than the plain image, otherwise the process will fail.
The second check will look for the plain image and key image,
if they are in 8-bit grayscale the process will run and will deal
with the images directly, while in 24-bits RGB images a new
mechanism to extract the images (plain and key) RGB
channels should be implemented to deal with each channel
separately.

(1)

Where E(x,y) is the output encrypted pixel Ci in the
ciphered image, I(x,y) is the input plain pixel Pi in the plain
image, and f is the encryption function. In frequency domain,
image is analyzed mathematically to series of frequencies,
each of these frequencies has two main components which are
the amplitude and the phase shift [1]. Any changes in spatial
domain image produce indirect change on its frequency
domain representation. The information of frequency domain
divided into two main components, and these components are
high frequency components which represent sharp edges and
noise of the plain image while the low frequency component
corresponds to the smooth area [1]. In our proposed
encryption scheme, we concentrate on spatial domain,
frequency domain is out of the scope of our work. Classical
and modern ciphers algorithms have all been developed for
the simplest form of multimedia data. Chaos-based image
encryption scheme is one of the encryption algorithms that
works on spatial domain and that have suggested an efficient
way to deal with fast and highly secure image encryption [18].
Encrypting images, using chaos-based image encryption
scheme, considers the image as 2-dimensional array of pixels
[5].

Fig. 1. Fridrich Image Encryption Scheme [8].

Plain
image

Key
image

Image preprocessing

(

except the chosen key, in our proposed scheme the key is
considered as another image (or on another say, a matrix of
random values) with the same dimension (or bigger) the plain
image.

Confusion
process

Diffusion process
with DNA sequence

Ciphered
image

Fig. 2. Proposed Framework of Image Encryption Scheme.

III. PROPOSED IMAGE ENCRYPTION SCHEME
The proposed image encryption algorithm in this research
work is based on chaos-based image encryption scheme that
has been proposed first by Fridrich [7], [8]. The scheme of the
chaos-based image encryption is depicted in Fig. 1, as it is
shown in Fig. 1 the plain image goes through two processes,
namely, confusion process and diffusion process. At each
stage there is a key input which is a single value starts with a
seed value (easy to be predicted by cryptanalyst) and from this
value the confusion key and key diffusion are created. In
contrast, our proposed scheme follows Fridrich’s scheme

Fig. 3. 24-bit RGB Image Channels Extractions.
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The extraction of the RGB channels of the plain and key
images will store each image channel in a single 8-bits matrix
with dimension equal to the dimension of the original image.
Fig. 3 illustrate the extraction process that produces three
channels image for plain and key image and each of these
channels is 8-bit image. In the next subsections each process
will be explained in detail.
A. Confusion Process
Confusion process goes through two processes, the RGB
channels extraction (of both the plain image and the key
image) and the confusion function that will be applied to each
corresponding pixel in plain and key image as shown in Fig. 4.
In confusion process, firstly, the chosen key image should be
larger or of the same size of the plain image. Secondly, the
confusion function which can be defined as any arithmetic,
geometric, or bitwise function that will be performed on the
corresponding pixels in RGB channels of the plain and key
image as shown in Fig. 4. The chosen function should be
strictly monotonically function (reversible function) [19], i.e.,
the encrypted pixel can be recovered back in the decryption
process. For clarity, let RGB channels of the plain image
represented by PR, PG, and PB respectively. And for the key
image, the RGB channels represented by KR, KG, and KB
respectively. For a plain image and key image with
dimension, there are
pixels, for simplicity we assume
, therefore number of pixels are . In the confusion
process, as explained previously, the corresponding pixels in
plain and key images are operated by the confusion function
( ) and result (an intermediate) new RGB channels with the
same dimension of the original plain image.
Let us name these new channels as CR, CG, and CB. The
equations 2, 3, and 4 illustrate the operations for getting these
channels (ciphered RGB), such that i and j are the indexes of
the pixels and it ranges form
and
. The
function (f) is considered a bitwise XOR binary function in
this study.
(

)

(

(

)

(

))

(2)

(

)

(

(

)

(

))

(3)

(

)

(

(

)

(

))

(4)

f

Confused image
RGB channels

f

key image
RGB channels

Plain image
RGB channels

f

Confusion process is responsible for reducing the
correlation between adjacent pixels by dissolving the pixels
[9]. The method for dissolve this correlation is by applying
confusion function of pixels in plain image and key image [3].
The output of this process is the RGB channels that will be
input into the diffusion process.
B. Diffusion Process with DNA Sequence
Diffusion process starts at the end of confusion process
and the output of confusion process will be the input of
diffusion process. In this operation the output of confusion
process will be encoded using DNA sequence computing as it
will be explained in this section. DNA computing becomes
important in many fields of research in the last four decades,
in this research paper we employ DNA computing for the
diffusion process. DNA sequence can be encoded and stored
as a binary code of four pairs of two bits. The four chemical
bases Adenine, Cytosine, Guanine, and Thymine are pair up
with each other, A with T and C with G, each base-pair are the
complement of each other. If we assume the binary coding of
A is 00 therefore the binary coding of T is 11, and if the
binary coding of C is 01 therefore the binary coding of G is
10. Therefore, for each pixel in the RGB channels (which
come from confusion process) a new coding can be applied,
for example, the pixel with binary 00101101 can be encoded
using DNA sequence as AGTC as done in some related works
[17], [20], [21]. The key image also will be encoded using the
DNA sequence. The RGB channels which are the output of
the confusion process will be operated with the RGB channels
of the original key image using the logical addition and
subtraction of the chemical bases as shown in Table I. The
logical addition in this research work is employed for
encryption process, the reverse operation which is the
subtraction operation is employed in the decryption operation
with the rules shown in in Table II.
As shown in Table II below the subtraction operation is
reverse function of the addition function, therefore using one
logical operation for encryption process enforces us to use the
other operation for decryption.
TABLE I.

DNA LOGICAL ADDITION OPERATION

+

A

C

G

T

A

A

C

G

T

C

C

G

T

A

G

G

T

A

C

T

T

A

C

G

TABLE II.

DNA LOGICAL SUBTRACTION OPERATION

-

A

C

G

T

A

A

T

G

C

C

C

A

T

G

G

G

C

A

T

T

T

G

C

A

Fig. 4. Confusion Process for 24-Bit RGB Channels.
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(a) Plain Image

E
(c) Ciphered Image

(b) Key Image
Fig. 6. Encryption Process for Lena Image (225x227), (a) Plian Image, (b)
key Image, (c) the Encrypted Image.
Fig. 5. The Encryption and Decryption of the Chemical bases Adenine,
Cytosine, Guanine, and Thymine using Logical Addtion and Subtraction
Operations.

he four chemical bases for DNA sequence that are using in
the diffusion are operated using logical addition for encryption
and logical subtraction for decryption. Fig. 5 depicts the 16
possible scenarios for additions and the 16 possible scenarios
for subtractions [15].

(a) Plain image

E

Finally, the Encryption and Decryption techniques are
reverse to each other, therefore the last operation in encryption
will be the first operation in decryption.

(c) Ciphered image

IV. RESULT ANALYSIS

(b) Key image

In this section, the detailed results to verify the efficiency,
robustness, and high level of security of the proposed
encryption scheme are outlined. A standard Lena image with
256 x 256 gray scale and a key image of the same size was
used to verify the proposed methods performance as shown in
Fig. 6. The experiment has been performed using visual studio
package and implemented in windows environment. The first
step the key image in Fig. 6(b) is prepared using the same
proposed encryption scheme, second step2, the prepared key
image together with the plain image (Lena image) in Fig. 6(a)
are input to the encryption process, the result ciphered image
is shown in Fig. 6(c). The Lena image is loaded to the
encryption software, the key image is prepared using the same
encryption algorithm to add more noise to the key image (any
image can be used as a key without encrypt it) and to improve
the encryption of the original image and the pixels
distributions of the encrypted image that returns noisy images
as shown in Fig. 6(c). These aspects indicate high level of
security against the attacks.
The second experiment has been performed for Firise’s
image (293x203) as shown in Fig. 7. The chosen encrypted
key image is in the same dimension (293x203) as the plain
image. The same experiment with this image is performed in
the previous studies with the contradiction that in our study we
have less computation time and high performance. The same
process for encrypting Lena image is applied for Firise image,
whereas Fig. 7(a) represent the plain image, Fig. 7(b)
represents the encrypted key-image, and Fig. 7(c) represents
the encrypted (ciphered) image.

Fig. 7. Encryption Process for Firise Image (293x203), (a) Plian Image, (b)
Key Image, (c) the Encrypteds Image.

The same methodology for image encryption using chaosbased approach has been conducted in our previous work [3].
Fig. 8 shows some of the experiments for encryption and
decryption process for Lena image with 225x227 gray scale.
The encryption process shown in Fig. 8 follows the same
approach for conducting the proposed encryption scheme.

(a) Plain Image

E
(c) Ciphered Image

(b) Key Image
Fig. 8. Chaos-based Image Encryption Scheme[3], (a) Plian Image, (b) Key
Image, (c) the Encrypted Image.
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(a) Ciphered Image

D
(c) Decrypted Image

(b) Key Image
Fig. 9. Chaos-based Image Decryption Scheme [3], Lena Image (225x227),
(a) Ciphered Image, (b) Key Image, (c) the Decrypted Image.

The reverse operation for image encryption is the
decryption process. Fig. 9 shows the decrypted Lena image
using the correct key image. Choosing wrong key image will
not produce the correct plain image. For the key sensitivity
and security analysis, next section investigates these issues.
V. SECURITY ANALYSIS
The proposed chaos-based image encryption scheme with
DNA sequence coding has satisfied high-level of security,
robustness, and efficiency, these features due to the high
domain space of the key as well as the chaos features [22]. In
this research work as well as our previous work, in [3], we use
a key as an image for the encryption/decryption process in
order to prevent the encrypted image against brute-force
attack, statistical attack, known-plaintext attack and select plain
text attack, these attacks are well known attacks listed in [3]. In
the proposed cryptosystem, a confusion process is run, and the
output goes to the diffusion process. If we assume we have M
× N-sized plain image, for simplicity put M = N therefore the
plain image will be N2-sized image. For the encryption and
based on the methodology of our encryption scheme the same
key image dimension should be utilized i.e., we will need N2sized key image. Since the encryption process is working in
bitwise therefore for gray scale image with 8 bits in each
pixel, we will have 8*N2-sized key image with binary values 0
and 1. The possible combinations of a matrixes with 8*N2
binary values are in the domain
, which increase
exponentially as N increases. For the RGB channels the key
space became ultra, since we will have 3 matrixes for R
channel, G channel, and B channel, respectively and the key
space become in
. For example, a
plain image of size 225x227 gray scale and key image with
the same size, the brute-force attack needs to search the key in
which is a very (ultra) large key space
domain. This is the key point of our proposed algorithm,
impossible for the key image to be predicated.
VI. CONCLUSION
The proposed study shows that the achieving of ideal
secrecy system in cryptography can be performed with
existence of confusion and diffusion processes. Despite the
differential analysis is very interested attack but the proposed
framework resolves this issue by the proposing of new

technique for choosing key method. In general the proposed
encryption framework consists of two processes (confusion
and diffusion with DNA sequence) and one round of the two
operations is grantee to produce high level of image security
instead of having (n) rounds for confusion and (m) round in
diffusion as in the conventional image encryption frameworks
[7], [17], [23], [24]. This feature will reduce the computational
time and the system complexity. The proposed confusion
process (using confusion function) is responsible on the
breach of high correlations of the adjacent pixels, while the
diffusion process with DNA sequence logical operations
increases withstanding against attack. Comparing to the
several studies in literature our proposed algorithm’s
distinguished in terms of choosing the key as an image
(instead of having single value) that contribute to high level of
resistance of all kinds of attacks due to ultra-key space domain
which is in the range of
in the gray scale domain and
in the RGB channels.
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Abstract—This study has implemented a rule-based approach
on grammar checkers by integrating a spell-checker with a
morphological analyzer to improve the Afaan Oromo grammar
checker. A corpus containing about 300,000 words has been
prepared to be used for spell-checker. About 300 grammar rules
are constructed to detect the grammar error within the Afaan
Oromo text and to suggest the possible grammar correction. The
developed frameworks have experimented on the document
having pairs of 100 correct and incorrect sentences. The
experimental result for checking the spelling errors has scored
73% of recall, 76% precision, and 75% of F-measure. The score
for suggesting the correct spelling is 78% of recall, 62%
precision, and 70% precision F-measure while the evaluation
result for detecting the grammar errors has 47% recall, 90%
precision and 68% f-measure score. For suggesting the possible
correct grammar on the detected error, the system has scored
61% recall, 71% precision and 66% f-measure. The overall
performance of the developed system has a good performance.
However, there is still a need to conduct further research to
improve the Afaan Oromo grammar checker.
Keywords—Grammar checker; spell checker; part-of-speech
tag; error detection; syntactic analysis; semantic analysis;
morphological analyzer; NLP

I.

INTRODUCTION

For communication, a natural language is a language used
by humans. Natural language processing (NLP) is a field of
study mainly concerned with the communications between
human languages and the computer. During a written
communication, people may make an error which can be a
spelling error and/or a grammar error. A spelling error is an
error if the given the word does not exist in the language's
vocabulary, whereas a grammatical error occurs when the
written sentence is not as per the grammar rule of a given
language [1].
With globalization, many individuals work on National and
International languages for everyday communications. But it is
difficult for many to write various contents using correct
spelling and grammar, whether professional communication or
a regular discussion, which makes grammar checking one
important tool in the word processing software. Grammar
checking has significance for having a good flow of ideas,
exactness and quality of the expressed written content [1].
Grammar checking is one of the activities in the natural
language's written communication and NLP application.

Grammar checking checks the grammatical errors in text and
suggests possible corrections in many cases. This is one of the
most frequently used tools in language engineering.
One of the main challenges in the application of grammar
checking for natural language is it is language-specific. Due to
this, the grammar checker that works for one language may not
work for another language. Therefore, it's necessary to design a
grammar checker for each language as per the grammatical rule
of a particular language.
Afaan Oromo is one of the most widely spoken languages
in east Africa, which accounts for about 40 million speakers in
Ethiopia; it is also spoken in neighboring Ethiopian countries
like Kenya, Somalia, Djibouti and Egypt [2].
Today, Afaan Oromo is an official working language of
Oromia national, regional, and educational languages for
primary school (1-8) students in the Oromia region. As a result,
many works for official and/or personal purposes use Afaan
Oromo for interpersonal communication. Most of the time,
while preparing various reports, peoples are vulnerable to make
a grammatically wrong statement unintentionally or
unknowingly. Some languages, such as English, French, etc.,
have a tool to catch and make corrections on these problems.
However, Afaan Oromo is one of the under-resourced
languages. Due to this, there are no tools that can assist the
users in catching and making corrections on the grammatically
wrong statements. Therefore, it is required to develop and
implement the Afaan Oromo grammar checker to eliminate
these problems. Developing a grammar checker for Afaan
Oromo is significant for non-writers and nontechnical peoples
to have accurate and quality written content. This study is
intended to design and develop an integrated model to develop
a grammar checker for Afaan Oromo using morphological
analysis – A Rule-Based Approach.
II. GRAMMAR CHECKER APPROACHES
There are three widely used approaches by various
researchers like Syntax-based approach, statistical-based
approach and rule-based checking [3].
• Syntax-based approach: In this approach, text parsing is
used by assigning a tree structure to the sentence. If the
text parsing mismatches, the statement is labeled as a
grammatically wrong sentence; otherwise, it is
considered correct.
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• Statistical-based approach: In this approach, a corpus
annotated with its part of the speech tag is prepared and
used to build a sequence of parts of the speech tag list.
If the frequency of the tagged text is less than with the
already trained model, this text is considered incorrect
otherwise it's it is considered correct.
• A rule-based approach: In this approach, a set of
grammar rules has been manually prepared to match
against a text. If the text matches the crafted rules, it is
considered a correct otherwise wrong sentence.
III. RELATED WORKS
Various studies have been conducted on natural language
processing for the Afaan Oromo language. For instance, [4]
have designed a spell checker for non-word Afaan Oromo spell
checker. This work is focused on checking misspelled words
and use the proposed algorithm to observe if the right word is
generated under suggestion. But authors are not considering the
context of the statement in their work.
The author in [5] attempted to design a grammar checker
for Afaan Oromo using a rule-based approach. The author
constructed about 123 rules for the detection of the Afaan
Oromo grammar error. The rules are constructed depending on
the language rule of affixation. However, false alarms in the
developed framework lead the system to become challenged to
catch the grammar error correctly. The author in [5] has
mentioned some of the reasons for the problem that occurred.
These are some words root and affix are identified wrongly by
the stammer, a wrongly assigned part-of-speech tag and
incompleteness of the rules. However, there are many reasons
for the problems with [5] framework in addition to the reasons
mentioned. Rules ranging from 81-86 were constructed to
catch the error of past perfect tense. But this system may
falsely alarm the correct grammar as wrong due to incorrect
rules. Let's have a look at the following example, which tests
his rule. One of the rules which are crafted by [5] says, "If the
subject of the sentence is third-person singular masculine, so
the verb must end with the suffix -ee, and the sentence must
end with ture.”
Example: Callisee Bira dabruu yaalee ture. (He tried to pass
in silence).
But the above rule may flag other correct statements as a
grammatically wrong sentence. Because, in Afaan Oromo, if
the subject of the sentence is third-person singular masculine,
but the verb may end with the suffix other than -ee and also it's
not necessary for the sentence to end with ‘ture’.”
Example: Callisee Bira dabruu yaalus hin milkoofne. (He
tried to pass in silence, but he did not).
The author in [6] has developed the Afaan Oromo grammar
checker by using a statistical approach. The author has
implemented two statistical approaches: the token n-gram
frequency whose probability of sequence is calculated and the
tag n-gram frequency whose POS tag is assigned to all tokens,
and the probability of the tag sequence is calculated for training
and testing the checker. However, [6] didn't incorporate the
checking of spelling errors in his work which is fundamental to
the work of grammar checkers. The corpus used for training

contains only 10000 words due to this POS tagger, and the
Morphological analyzer has become inaccurate. Additionally,
the article didn't highlight constructing a rule that will be used
for training the model and improving the model performance.
As a result of the factors mentioned, the work proposed in the
paper has to be improved by incorporating spell checking along
with a good morphological analyzer.
Even if few works have been done on grammar checkers
for the Afaan Oromo language, there is still a gap in
developing a good grammar corrector that can help to fix
common spelling errors, instances of the passive voice, clunky
and hard to understand language.
IV. MATERIAL AND METHODS
A. Material Used
Various development tools have been used to design the
Afaan Oromo grammar checker. Python is one of the tools that
were used to develop the prototype. Python is used because it's
easy to work with, learn and adaptable scripting language,
making it attractive for development [7]. HORN MORPHO 2.5
is used for POS tagging activity. It is a program that analyzes
Amharic, AO, and Tigrinya words into their constituent
morphemes (meaningful parts) and generates words, given a
root or stem and a representation of the word's grammatical
structure [8]. The proposed research has also used the Hunspell
dictionary to store the required grammar correction rules and
integrate the developed framework into Apache OpenOffice.
B. Design Approach
There are quite a lot of ways in which diverse approaches
to grammar checking can be illustrated. This study intended to
develop a grammar checker for Afaan Oromo using a rulebased approach by integrating with spell-checker and
morphological analyzer. The dictionary containing about
300,000 unique words is constructed that can help to detect
spelling errors. For grammar checking, a set of grammar rules
has been constructed, which accounts for about 250 rules that
check the errors in the grammar.
To perform the grammar checking, the developed system
will find a word from the sentence. Then the tag of the word is
checked against the developed grammar rules to detect various
errors such as style problems, agreement in gender, number,
word order, etc. If the sentence contains an error, the
suggestion to the error will be displayed. The designed
framework has two components, namely the spell-checker
component and grammar checker component.
1) Spell-checker
components:
The
spell-checker
components have a set of words and affix rules of Afaan
Oromo languages. This component helps to catch the spelling
errors from the texts and suggests the possible correction to
the wrong words depending on the morphological rules of the
Afaan Oromo languages.
2) Grammar checker components: This module consists
of a set of grammatical rules of the Afaan Oromo languages.
This component works by checking the arrangements of
words in a given sentence. The crafted rules check the syntactic
agreement features in the statement, i.e., the agreement in the
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gender (Masculine or Feminine), number (Singular or Plural), a
person (1st/2nd/3rd person singular, 1st/2nd/3rd person plural) and
proofreading (punctuation). In Fig. 1, some of the sample rules
are constructed.

The developed framework has been implemented to
perform spelling checking, correction, grammar error detection
and suggestion.
a) Spell-Checker Implementation: At this phase, the
system is implemented to detect the wrongly spelled words
and suggest possible corrections. Fig. 4 shows the
implementation of the spell-checker.

Fig. 4. Spell-Checker Implementation Sample Screenshot.

Fig. 1. Sample Rules.

V. IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION
1) Implementation: The developed framework has been
implemented using a Libreoffice text/document writer.
LibreOffice is one of the document writer software supporting
the integration of the Afaan Oromo spelling and grammar
checker. Fig. 2 shows a list of extensions already in the
Libreoffice software before installing the Afaan Oromo
spelling and grammar checker.
As shown in Fig. 2, installing the developed framework as
an extension of writing aids, there is no indicator of the Afaan
Oromo language. However, after installing the Afaan Oromo
spelling and grammar checker, the writer started to indicate an
icon showing the language extension for grammar and spellchecking is installed. As shown in Fig. 3, the layout for the
language extension is highlighted with a red color.

To indicate the wrongly spelled word in a sentence, all
wrongly spelled words are underlined with a red flag. But if the
word has no spelling error, no sign is displayed. As shown in
Fig. 4, the wrongly written words are flagged with a red color
underscore. When these wrongly written words are rightclicked, the possible suggestion is shown.
b) Grammar-Checker: This implementation was done to
determine the wrongly written statements and extract the
grammatically wrong statements within the text by the system.
The prepared corpus (doc1 and doc2) is used alternatively for
error detection and false alarm identification in this
implementation. Fig. 5 is the screenshot of the implementation
of detection and correction of the grammar of the proposed
framework.
Fig. 5 shows how the system detects the grammar error and
suggests the possible correction.
The statement that has a grammar error will be flagged with
a blue underscore to make the user alerted and take proper
action. The grammar suggestion will be shown when rightclicked on the flagged text. However, those statements written
with a correct grammar rule will not be flagged.

Fig. 2. Layout before Installing the Afaan Oromo Spelling and Grammar
Checker.
Fig. 5. Detection and Correction of Grammar Errors.

Fig. 3. Layout after Installing the Afaan Oromo Spelling and Grammar
Checker.

2) Evaluation: The developed system is evaluated to
check whether the objectives of the research are achieved or
not. To evaluate the performance of the systems, two
documents named doc1 and doc2 are prepared. These
documents are used for testing and evaluation purposes, where
each document contains about 500 sentences. All of the words
and sentences within the first document (doc1) are
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grammatically correct, whereas the second document (doc2)
contains the possible wrong spelling and grammar of doc1.
The evaluation task is done in two phases, and the first phase
evaluation is applied to test the detection and suggestion
capability of the system for the spelling error within a
sentence. The second phase is evaluated to check the system's
performance for grammar error detection and correction
suggestions made to the identified error.
a) Evaluation of Phase 1: The performance of the
system for spelling checking has been evaluated at this phase.
The document with 50 words has been prepared, and of these,
25 words were wrongly spelled while the rest 25 correctly
spelled. The system is expected to suggest at least three
correctly spelled words related to the detected spelling error.
b) Evaluation of Phase 2
• Grammar Error Detection: The framework is tested
against doc1 to identify the grammatically wrong
statements within the text, whereas doc2 is used to
handle false alarms.

TABLE I.

PERFORMANCE MEASURE DESCRIPTION

S. No.

Evaluation Parameters

TP

FP

FN

TN

1

Have a Spelling Error

19

5

7

6

2

Spell-Checker Correction
Suggestion

56

15

16

35

3

Have a Grammar Error

86

4

96

10

4

Predicted Correction Suggestion

122

28

78

50

• Correction Suggestions: The correction suggestions
evaluation has been done to evaluate the system's
performance for suggesting the possible correct
grammar of the detected errors. The system is tested by
using the document containing the wrong grammar
statements (doc1). Depending on the error detected, the
number of correction suggestions may vary. However,
the system is evaluated to suggest a minimum of two
correct suggestions per error.

Fig. 6. Have a Spelling Error.

3) Confusion matrix: To demonstrate the performance of
the proposed system, a confusion matrix has been used. The
confusion matrix is a commonly used technique to describe
the classifier's performance based on test data [9]. Table I
shown below, describes the confusion matrix result for the
system performance.
The performance measure shows the detailed description
for the activities of the systems such as; checking the spelling
error, suggesting the correction for the spelling error, grammar
checking and correction are shown in the Fig. 6, 7, 8 and 9.
Evaluation matrix performance can also be explained using
f-measure, precision and recall values. Following are the
formulas used for these calculations.
"𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =
"𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 =

Fig. 7. Spell-Checker Correction Suggestion.

𝑇𝑃
"
(𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃)

𝑇𝑃
"
(𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁)

"𝐹 − 𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 =

(2 ∗ 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 ∗ 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙)
"
(𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 + 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙)

Table II is focused on the results of the evaluations.

Fig. 8. Have a Grammar Error.
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evaluation performance for the task of grammar error detection
within a statement scored lower performance. The problem
with the task of error detection happened as a result of
uncovered cases within the rule. Within a given statement, if
the grammar problem is a semantic error, it will not be detected
and/or corrected by checking only the sentence structures. To
find and/or correct the semantic errors of the statement, it is
must to analyze the semantic structure of the sentence.
Therefore, it's possible to solve a challenge to detecting
grammar errors due to the dynamic occurrences of the error.
VII. CONCLUSION
This study has developed an integrated model to develop a
grammar checker for Afaan Oromo using a rule-based.
Approach integrated a spell-checker along with a
morphological analysis on Afaan Oromo grammar checker to
improve its performance. Data has been collected from various
sources such as Oromia Broadcasting Network, BBC Afaan
Oromo and other sources used for designing and
implementation purposes.

Fig. 9. Predicted Correction Suggestion.
TABLE II.

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION MATRIX
Evaluation Result

S. No.

Parameters Used

1
2

Recall

Precision

F-Measure

Checking Spelling Errors

0.73

0.76

0.75

Suggesting Correction

0.78

0.62

0.70

3

Checking Grammar Errors

0.47

0.90

0.68

4

Suggesting Correct
Grammar

0.61

0.71

0.66

The experimentation was done in two phases: spellchecking & correction phase and grammar-error detection &
correction phase. The system is evaluated on detecting wrong
spelling and grammar from the text and the possible suggestion
made to the error. As a result, the evaluation result for
detecting grammar errors in a statement has a low score than
other activities. One of the main reasons is due to the
uncovered cases within the rule for detecting the error.

VI. DISCUSSION

VIII. RECOMMENDATION

The developed system has been evaluated on four basic
tasks: checking spelling errors within the text, suggesting the
correct spelling for the detected error, checking grammar
errors, and suggesting the correct grammar for the identified
grammar errors. Accordingly, the confusion matrix result for
checking the spelling error has scored 51.35% TP, 13.51% FP,
18.92% FN, and 16.22% TN, whereas spell-checker correction
suggestion 45.90% TP, 12.30% FP, 13.11% FN and 28.69%
TN score. But, for checking the grammar error and suggesting
the possible correct grammar, the system has scored 43.88%
TP, 2.04% FP, 48.98% FN and 5.10% TN result of confusion
matrix measurement.
The performance evaluation result of the system, which is
evaluated by the confusion matrix measurement, is described
by using the f-measure, precision and recall values. So, for
checking the spelling errors, the score is 73% recall, 76%
precision and 75% f-measure. To suggest the correct spelling
for the detected error, it has scored 78% recall, 62% precision
and 70% f-measure. For checking grammar errors, the system
has scored recall 47%, precision 90% and f-measure 68%,
whereas, for the task of suggesting the correct grammar for
identified error, it has 61% recall, 71% precision and 66% fmeasure.
According to the experimental result presented, the
framework has performed well for handling false alarm issues
than error detection. The main reason that false alarm handling
tasks scored higher than error detection tasks is that the written
rules are primarily focused only on the common errors that
mislead the meaning or make the statement meaningless. The

The designed prototype for improving the Afaan Oromo
grammar checker has a promising result. Even if the model
performance showed a good result, there is still work that
needs to be done to improve the performance. The following
are recommended as a future research direction.
• The grammar error can be syntactic, related to the
structure of a sentence and/or semantic, which is related
to the meaning of the sentences. But this work
attempted to solve the grammars having only syntactic
errors. Therefore, further research work has to be done
on the Afaan Oromo Grammar checker that can check
the semantic analysis of the sentences.
• Since it is difficult to catch all of the grammar errors
using only a set of rules, it must implement another
method. Therefore, machine learning methods
combined with a rule-based approach may improve the
performance of the Afaan Oromo grammar checker.
[1]

[2]

[3]
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Abstract—Internet of Things (IoT) Soil Monitoring based on
Low Range (LoRa) Module for Palm Oil Plantation is a
prototype that sends data from the sender to the receiver by
using LoRa technology. This realises the implementation of
Industrial Revolution 4.0 in the agriculture sector. Also, this
prototype uses the TTGO development board for Arduino with
built-in ESP32 and LoRa, pH sensor and moisture level sensor as
main components. The prototype utilises the LoRa
communication between the sender and the receiver. The sensors
will detect soil pH along with the moisture level. The data then
will be sent to the receiver, where it will be displayed in the
Organic Light-Emitting Diodes (OLED) display. At the same
time, the data will be uploaded to the database named
ThingSpeak by using wireless communication. Users can monitor
the data collected by accessing ThingSpeak's website using
smartphones or laptops. The prototype is easy to set up and use
to help users monitor the pH level and moisture level percentage.
For future enhancement, the project can be enhanced by
combining temperature and tilt sensors to get comprehensive
data about the soil’s condition.
Keywords—Internet of Things (IoT); Low Range (LoRa);
Organic Light-Emitting Diodes (OLED); ThingSpeak; Arduino

I.

INTRODUCTION

This project concerns an Internet of Things (IoT) soil
monitoring system using Arduino based on LoRa (Low
Range) technology. The project is created for future
technology “Industry 4.0” to boost efficiency in palm oil
plantation by adopting the IoT in the agriculture sector [1].
Most of the oil palm plantations are in a rural and secluded
area where the internet is scarce. Hence, LoRa introduces a
new method to realise IoT in the agriculture sector. This is the
contribution of this paper. Up to now, palm oil workers
manually check and monitor every crop, covering a vast area
measuring thousands of hectares [2]. This can be less efficient
to monitor each crop for the soil moisture level because oil
palm is challenging to grow.
Moreover, after they harvest the crops, they will chop off
the old crops to plant new crops. This practice leads to many
problems, such as boycotts from climate activists. With the
existence of this project, it can reduce the frequency of
replanting when monitoring alerts you exactly as soon as it is
due for replanting. Oil palm has already been a staple crop,
with thousands of hectares being planted and manually
monitored by the workers, but it is not the most efficient way
to implement it. The workers need to manually check and

maintain the appropriate soil moisture level throughout the
year. The farmers mostly rely on the little knowledge they
gain from experience or by observing crops with naked eyes.
This leads to misjudgment, causing devastation to the crops. If
a sufficient level of moisture is not maintained, it can be
damaging to the crops. For example, maintaining the water
supply is crucial to the crops [3-7]. With LoRa and a few
sensors, the moisture readings can be viewed easily while also
saves time. The design of the monitoring system is utilising
the sensor module comprising of temperature sensor and
moisture level sensor positioned in the soil that will capture
the data taken from the soil. The data then will be transferred
to the Arduino development board using the LoRa module.
LoRa is an important part of this project because the
plantation lacks internet access and cellular coverage. LoRa
was first introduced in the previous work in [8], where the
LoRaWAN platform had shown the potential to replace the
use of IoT infrastructure on the existing 802.11 Wireless
Standard. In [9], an animal movement tracker prototype that
used LoRaWAN as a medium to transfer the GPS location of
the farmed animals had been built to support smart agriculture.
Hence, using LoRa will help to cover the wide radius of the
plantation. Unlike the prototype in [10], where the IoT soil
monitoring prototype used wireless connectivity as the
medium, the LoRa module will act as a network connection to
connect to Arduino by using radiofrequency. After that, the
data will be kept in the database to be monitored by the
plantation workers using mobile devices or laptops.
The scope of this project is to develop an IoT project with
the implementation of the LoRa module as the main network
connectivity. Using LoRa, the system will have the benefit of
low power consumption. Besides, it supports a longer range of
coverage area. For measuring data, a pH sensor is needed to
measure acidity or alkalinity with a range from 0 to 14.
Another sensor is a moisture sensor, which is needed to detect
moisture level in the soil and manage irrigation systems (the
system will turn on when moisture level falls below a certain
predefined threshold value) if available. A mobile application
will be developed as well to present the data for the workers.
In summary, this project is created to provide a solution to
overcome the manual monitoring system used by the workers
for a very long time. The IoT monitoring system will ensure to
increase productivity and efficiency of the planter at the tip of
their finger.
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This paper will discuss the methodology of the project, the
hardware and software development, the results and
discussion and the conclusion.
II. METHODOLOGY
The research methodology section provides a step by step
guideline to complete the project. A suitable methodology for
this monitoring system can ensure the success of the project.
In this section, the explanation of the chosen methodology as
shown in Fig. 1, along with the description of how it is applied
in developing a prototype, will be discussed. The result will
also be discussed to gather as much information as possible
about soil monitoring using the LoRa module. Fig. 2 is the
flowchart of the project.

achieved. LoRa module was tested to ensure the connectivity
between the transmitter and the receiver. ThinkSpeak was able
to store the correct pH and moisture level readings.
F. Maintenance
In this phase, a maintenance phase was conducted to
correct any errors discovered during the product development
phases. This ensures developers always improve
implementation and enhance the functionalities of the system.

A. Feasibility Study
A feasibility study is an analysis or evaluation for the
project proposed, either it is feasible to be implemented. Thus,
the feasibility study consists of the problems statement,
objectives, and phases to complete the project. The developer
must have various strategies or mitigate planning if something
wrong happens in terms of resources required, such as the cost
of development and the development time.

Fig. 1. Iterative Waterfall Model.

B. Requirement Analysis
In this phase, all of the possible requirements and
information regarding the project was collected and
documented. The important thing to do in this phase is to
identify the project's objectives, requirements, and
specifications to proceed to the next phase.
C. System Design
In the design phase, the prototype was designed. The
design must meet the requirements stated in Table I. It will
have TTGO ESP32 with a built-in LoRa module, pH sensor,
and moisture sensor on the transmitter side. For the receiver
part, it will be designed to have TTGO ESP32 with a built-in
LoRa module. ThinkSpeak will act as a database to store the
data.
D. Coding
In the coding phase, the transmitter sent data; the receiver
must receive the data. The transmitter (client) hardware
consists of a pH sensor and a moisture sensor; both were fixed
to the soil, while both the sensor and LoRa module will be
installed to the TTGO ESP32. On the other hand, the receiver
side consists of Arduino UNO and installed with the LoRa
module to receive data from the transmitter. A database was
configured with ThingSpeak to store the data. A mobile
application was installed in the receiver to view the data. The
TTGO ESP32 was configured by using the Arduino IDE from
a laptop. The connectivity enables the data to be sent and
received by using the LoRa module.
E. Testing
The project was tested to identify any defects in the
system. Each of the connected sensors was tested whether it is
working properly. Any defects found in the system were fixed
and tested again to ensure that the defects were fixed. The test
was conducted by using natural material (soil) to ensure the
correct data was collected. This ensures the objectives are

Fig. 2. Project Flowchart.
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III. HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
In this project, the hardware, as shown in Table I, is
necessary for development. This step explains the project's
purposes, requirements, and specification, including tooling
and software. This phase is important for gathering project
information to progress to the next phase.
A. TTGO LoRa SX1278 with ESP32
TTGO LoRa SX1278, shown in Fig. 3, is the main
component for both the transmitter and the receiver. This
board is built-in together with LoRa SX1278 and ESP32.
Thus, the board is working on LoRa and WiFi
communication. The device was used in both the transmitter
and the receiver to act as a medium to transmit and receive the
data over LoRa communication.
B. Analogue pH Sensor
Based on Fig. 4, pH sensors are connected to the board
TTGO LoRa. There were three pins involved to connect the
pH sensor to the TTGO LoRa board.
 VCC = +5.5V pin

Fig. 4. pH Sensor by DFRobot.

C. Moisture Sensor
Based on Fig. 5, this sensor has three pins: VCC, GND,
and Analog Output, to connect the sensor to the TTGO board.

 GND = GND pin

 VCC = +5.5V pin

 GPIO = 35

 GND = GND pin

This sensor can be used to detect the pH value from soil
and water. An example can be seen in Fig. 4. The test was
made to test the pH value from the distilled water.
TABLE I.

Hardware

Software

HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE

Item

Unit

pH sensor

1

Moisture sensor

1

TTGO LoRa SX1278 ESP32 (OLED)

1

TTGO LoRa SX1278 ESP32

1

Jumper cable

1

Arduino IDE

-

Laptop

-

ThinkSpeak

-

 GPIO = 32
This sensor can be used to detect the moisture of water.
The sensor will be read in the form of voltage. From the
voltage, the higher reading can be interpreted as a high level
of moisture. To facilitate reading, the data will be converted
into a percentage.
D. ThingSpeak
A database is needed to ensure the data received can be
collected and processed, and ThingSpeak, as shown in Fig. 6,
is the best choice for this. The user accessed the ThingSpeak
website to register and create a database channel.
Simple coding, as shown in Fig. 7, was needed at the
receiver to ensure the data received was properly sent to the
ThingSpeak database. The “apiKey” can be found from the
channel. “MY_SSID” & “MY_PWD” were set up based on
the network that connected to the internet.

Fig. 5. Moisture Sensor.

Fig. 3. TTGO ESP32 Build-in LoRa Module.
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Fig. 6. Project Channel at ThingSpeak.

Fig. 7. Code for ThingSpeak.

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Fig. 8 shows the results retrieved from the sensor, stored in
the channel’s database. In Fig. 8, there were four columns.
The first column is to show the exact time when the data was
collected. The second was the "entry_id", which was the
sequence of data collected. The third was the "field1", the data
retrieved from the pH sensor. The last column was "field2",
which was the data from the moisture sensor. All of the data
was retrieved together in a packet.
A. Results
Fig. 9 shows the data from the pH sensor, which was
plotted to a line graph along with the numeric value. For the
line graph, the x-axis is the date as per data being collected,
while the y-axis is a range of numbers of the pH readings,
which ranged from zero to 14. The line graph will show us the
flow of data collected through the duration setup. The graph
was set up to show the latest ten collected data. The numeric
value will show the latest data retrieved to make it easier to
read.

Fig. 9. pH Graph.

In Fig. 10, the data from the moisture sensor was plotted to
a line graph, and a numeric value was also displayed.
Referring to the line graph, the x-axis is the date as per data
being collected, while the y-axis was the range of numbers
from zero to 100, which corresponded to percentages of the
moisture level. The graph was set up to show the latest ten
collected readings. The numeric value showed the latest data
retrieved for ease of reading.
Fig. 11 showed the database could be accessed via
smartphones. It has a similar interface as the PC browser
interface, which consisted of a line graph and a digital reading
of pH and moisture level. Thus, the users can understand and
view the data from their smartphone.

Fig. 10. Moisture Graph.

Fig. 8. Database Table.
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Fig. 12. Soil pH Database.

Fig. 13. Soil Moisture Database.

Fig. 11. ThingSpeak via Smartphone view.

B. Analysis
1) Recommended soil pH: Fig. 12 shows the soil pH
readings from the ThinkSpeak database in tabular form. The
ideal recommended soil pH for oil palm is between 4.3 to 6.5
[6], which is more acidic. Other readings, aside from the
recommended values, will be harmful to the crops. From the
table, the entry_id readings between 471 and 481 are ideal.
When the readings are between this range, the worker doesn’t
have to do anything. The worker only takes action if the
reading from the sensor is outside the recommended value.
2) Recommended soil moisture: Fig. 13 shows the soil
moisture reading from the ThinkSpeak database in tabular
form. 80% [7] soil moisture level is the recommended reading
for oil palm. Taking the data from the table as an example, the
readings of entry_id between 490 and 494 were sufficient,
while the readings between 485 and 489 were insufficient, as
this meant that the soil was so dry and can cause the crops to
die due to lack of water. Thus, the worker needs to water the
plant to moist the soil to the recommended moisture level.
3) LoRa signal analysis: Fig. 14 shows the map of the
checkpoints for the testing sites. For this test, there were six
different locations to test out the LoRa connectivity. The test
sites were located around the residential area and high-rise
buildings.

Fig. 14. Checkpoint Test Location.

Table II shows that the distance for each checkpoint, A
through G. It showed that maximum LoRa connection was
available up to 500 meters, and the connection was lost at
checkpoint G. This might be due to interferences coming from
cars, motorcycles, trees or might be due to the loss of Line of
Sight (LOS). Next, for the received signal strength indicator
(RSSI) measurements, the signal was much better as the signal
value neared 0 dBm. At checkpoint A, the RSSI reading is -79
dBm, while at another checkpoint, RSSI's was greater than 100 dBm. When the signal is -100 dBm, and below, the signal
strength is not good as the better signal strength readings
should be closer to 0 dBm.
TABLE II.

LORA CONNECTIVITY RESULT

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

Distance (m)

5

100

200

300

400

500

700

Connectivity













x

RSSI

-79

-114

-117

-116

-110

-116

x
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Palm oil production is vital for the Malaysian economy,
which is the world's second-largest producer of the
commodity, after Indonesia. Thus, the implementation of IoT
in this agriculture sector will greatly increase the profit to the
country. As internet connectivity is scarce in rural area, where
most agriculture sectors are located, Lora had been identified
as the solution for data transmission. Using this project, we
can monitor every aspect of oil palm management and
plantation. With the increasing application of IoT in the
sector, the efficiency and productivity will be increased and
the profit margin of the palm oil industry. Workers can view
and monitor real-time soil condition along with various other
agriculture variables via apps or websites. This is because of
the sensors installed in the plantation; with the telemetry, all
of the data can be displayed on the screen ready to be
analysed, and solution can be searched for should there be any
problem with the data obtained. Also, unnecessary and
troublesome travels across the plantation to monitor the
condition of the crop can be minimised. Adding more sensors
such as tilt and temperature sensors such as in [11] will result
in a more comprehensive prototype that can test the soil's
condition more accurately.
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Abstract—Many algorithms were developed to perform visual
localization and mapping (SLAM) for robotic applications. These
algorithms used monocular or stereovision systems to solve
constraints related to the navigation in unknown or dynamic
environment. The requirement of SLAM systems in terms of
processing time and precision is a factor that limits their use in
many embedded applications like UAVs or autonomous vehicles.
Meanwhile, trends towards low-cost and low-power processing
require massive parallelism on hardware architectures. The
emergence of recent heterogeneous embedded architectures
should help design embedded systems dedicated to Visual SLAM
applications. It was demonstrated in a previous work that bioinspired algorithms are competitive compared to classical
methods based on image processing and environment perception.
This paper is a study of a bio-inspired SLAM algorithm with the
aim of making it suitable for an implementation on a
heterogeneous architecture dedicated for embedded applications.
An algorithm-architecture adequation approach is used to
achieve a workload partitioning on CPU-GPU architecture and
hence speeding up processing tasks.
Keywords—Simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM);
Bio-inspired algorithms; CPU-GPU workload partitioning;
embedded systems; visual acuity (VA); hardware/software codesign

I. INTRODUCTION
The robot navigation is not always possible in some special
circumstances, due to the unavailability of a map or because
the environment keeps changing. Hence, for its localization,
the robot needs to know its pose accurately which is not
possible without a map, which brings us back to the initial
issue. The dilemma of what should come first the map, or the
pose is complex to solve, because it needs to calculate the pose
and construct the map at the same time. A solution to this
navigation problem is a Visual Simultaneous Localization and
Mapping system also called V-SLAM [1]. The implemented
algorithms use data inputs from different sensors mounted on
the mobile robot, like cameras since they provide much more
information about the environment.
To run a Visual SLAM algorithm, the minimum hardware
requirement is a CPU based architecture and a monocular
camera. Usually, as depth cannot be observed with one camera,
most of systems use multi-view techniques to allow map
reconstruction. Camera data is used to perform the scene
photogrammetry and rebuild the trajectory map. This sensor

presents several advantages (price, availability of a high
amount of information) compared to other sensors it also has
constraints such as the need for calibration, and sensitivity to
light changes and intensity.
Bio-inspired approaches are based on learning concepts
from nature and applying them to design an enhanced real time
SLAM system. Hence most of these algorithms are aiming to
simulate the biological retina and brain-based methods for
features detection and description, which make the model
complex and also its parallelization a real challenge.
Eyes represented by cameras are used to provide inputs
data for front-end operations, but images are processed in a
different way compared to classic methods. It can be
categorized into simple eyes with one concave photoreceptor
lens like for humans, and compound eyes like for some insects
with multiple lenses [2]. This study is limited to simple eyes
because it is the most feasible to be simulated in a mobile
robot. Binocular and stereo vision systems can be then
considered as a reference.
Simple eyes are grouped into two known categories based
on their photoreceptor's cellular construction. Therefore,
human and rodent were selected because they are both on the
top of each group, since they are representing the best visual
acuity (VA) [3].
In previous studies [4 - 5], bio-inspired approaches were
proved to be very competitive methods, in term of accuracy
and execution time compared to classic ones. This paper is
sharping these results by studding two different models: the
retina model HOOFR-SLAM [6] and hippocampal model for
rodent RAT-SLAM [7].
The contribution is:
 an efficient partitioning model of a bio-inspired
algorithm on a heterogeneous CPU-GPU architecture to
improve the processing time performance.
 the evaluation of this model on a dedicated architecture
based embedded application.
The aim is to be able to determine if bio-inspired V-SLAM
methods can be used on a real-time application, despite their
algorithmic complexity.
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The reported resulting values are given based on the mean
of 20 run results for at least 1000 timestamps. Datasets used are
from the well-known KITTI benchmark [8] and Oxford New
college opensource dataset [9]. Calibration and other algorithm
parameters were adapted accordingly to each dataset to always
have the maximum performance.
II. BACKGROUND
One of the advantages of Rat-SLAM navigation system is
its ability to run in dynamic environment using cheap camera
sensor, due to the nature of Rat retina that has a low Visual
acuity (VA) compared to the human one [3]. From another
hand the use of odometrical data in this algorithm is mandatory
in order to combine visual scene matching and a semi-metric
topological map representation. The used image model is a
simulation of a biological rat retina perception. HOOFRSLAM doesn’t need any odometrical data and can rely only on
inputs provided by a well calibrated camera.
Human vision is trichromatic because it has three types of
color cones: long-wavelength “red”, middle-wavelength
“green”, and short-wavelength “blue”. Rat's vision is
dichromatic because, they have only two wavelengths: a
shorter blue wavelength than human but shifted toward and
middle "green". Therefore, rats can see into the ultraviolet, this
doesn’t mean that they are color blind, they just have different
color perception compared to human.
It is very important to understand how images are seen by
each bio-inspired system. So, based on above, RAT-SLAM
have to spend less time to convert images to gray scale than
HOOFR-SLAM, with better adaptation to lower light
environment, but accuracy is also lower, since human Visual
Acuity (VA) is higher, this is why the use of an additional
sensor (odometer) is needed.
Since Rats have eyes on both sides of the head, the vision is
binocular, the field is large and panoramic. So, a representation
in a simple flat screen will distort the image, since computer
screens are flat and adapted to human forward-facing eyes
which have a smaller visual field and more binocular vision.
Due to these facts, running the same dataset on HOOFRSLAM and RAT-SLAM will be a real challenge due to the
difference in image perception and cameras position, and must
be converted and adapted to each bio-inspired system before
use, also the dataset will never have the same length, making a
direct comparison simply not possible.

map, also used to facilitate the exploration. This technic is used
in robotic when the human intervention is not or low needed.
This navigation system has two goals, short term goals using a
local obstacle map, and long-term goals relaying on experience
map, with the aim to reach the desired destination. These two
steps can be resumed to Matching [10] and mapping processes,
if compared to HOOFR-SLAM as per Fig. 1.
The RAT-SLAM algorithm uses two different sensors, as a
main data input source; a camera and an odometer. If a robot
operating system (ROS) is used, both inputs will be then
received as ROS messages. Also, for simulations reasons, both
inputs camera and odometrical messages derived from the
mobile robot wheels encoders are provided together in a
dataset file (*.bag file), therefore in this case a visual odometry
functional block will not be used, this data is included in the
opensource dataset benchmark from [9].
Cameras are placed on both sides of the robot to simulate
rat eyes position, the vison is binocular, so the depth is
calculated using information on head direction, calibration,
functional regions of the hippocampus and surrounding areas.
The camera motion is limited to the translational and rotational
speed and it is estimated via an image comparison process,
more details on how it is done are provided by [11].
The rotational velocity estimation is done by minimizing
horizontal offset of two consecutive scanline profiles that are
generated by summing the images in the vertical direction
represented by f as follows:
1

𝑓(𝑆, 𝐼𝑗 , 𝐼𝑘 ) = 𝑤−|𝑠| (∑

𝑤−|𝑠|
𝑛=1

𝑗
𝐾
|𝐼𝑛+max(𝑠,0)
|)
− 𝐼𝑛+min(𝑠,0)

(1)

where S is the profile shift, Ij and Ik are the scanline
intensity profiles to be compared, and w is the image width.
The pixel shift 𝑆𝑚 in consecutive images Ij and Ik is the value of
s that minimizes f for those two profiles.
𝑆𝑚 =

argmin 𝑓(𝑆, 𝐼𝑗 , 𝐼𝑘 )

(2)

𝑠 𝜖|𝜌−𝑤,𝑤−𝜌|

Now, after standing up on all the differences related to
visual performance and image perception, the next sections are
describing the Rat-SLAM and HOOFR-SLAM algorithm
concept and the details of each model front end, back-end,
kernels and evaluate their algorithmic complexity.
Finally, a parallelization and an implementation on a single
CPU, multi-cores CPU and CPU-GPU on laptop, then a Jetson
TX1 system on ship (SoC) architecture.
III. THE RAT-SLAM
A. Algorithm Inputs
The Rat-SLAM system as defined by [7] use a self-motion
sensor data to create a representation known as experience

Fig. 1. Rat-SLAM Vision System Diagram with Inputs and Outputs Related
to each Functional Block (FB), Local view Cells and Pose Cells are the Fontend and can be Considered as the Tracking Process, using Camera Image Data
Plus Odometry as Inputs to Extract Features (Neural Approach) and Provide
Actions as Output to the Experience Map. The Mapping Process uses Both
Pose Cells Cumulated Odometry Outputs and Links to Avoid Infinity and to
Close the Loop.
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where ρ is the offset that ensures that there is enough
overlap between the profiles. The translational velocity
estimation is limited to a maximum value to prevent large
changes in illumination and done by multiplying the minimum
difference by a scaling factor. Two ROS message are then
provided to the system: sensor_msgs::CompressedImage and
nav_msgs:Odometry.
B. Main Functional Blocks
RAT-SLAM is a robust bio-inspired navigation algorithm,
used when dependence on human assistance is not or low
needed, based on sensor inputs message data described above.
The algorithm has three main functional blocks and subfunctional blocks as per Fig. 2. They are identified as follows:
Local view cells: This node uses image data from camera,
to make a matching process, by using a comparison technique
in order to determine if the visualized scene is familiar or
novel. The block algorithm sequence is the following:
Local view cells algorithm:
Image Conversion, Cropping, sizing and Matching (FB1)
{
Convert image to gray scale ()
/* For Rat-SLAM the input image is already converted Remove
visually bland features like roads */
Cropping image ()
Convert_view_to_view_template ()
/* cropping to specified region of the original camera image */
Do patch normalization ()
Create_template ()
/* Calculate the sum of absolute difference between current view
template that represents the current camera image, and all
previously learnt templates*/
Compare ()
}

Pose Cells: as per Fig. 1, it uses the odometric data, visual
template from local view cell, to provide actions to make
decisions used by experience map node. This node has two
inputs and one output that are processed as follows:
 Template: is the output of the local view cell image
comparison process, if the templates already exist it is
directly injected into associated location in the pose
cells, if not a new a local ID is associated to the pose
cell network. Also, in case of a successive detection of
the same template for a long period of time, it could be
understood as the robot is not moving.
 Odometric: inputs are processed in Pose Cells; the
functional block algorithm sequence is described as
follow:
Pose Cells Algorithm:
Check templates and update template database (FB2)
{
if (New Template)

create_view_template ()
else (Template exist)
give a local template ID ()
}
Local and global excitation, path integration, action and energy
management (FB3)
{
Local excitation ()
/*Add energy around each active pose cell */
Local inhibition ()
/*Remove energy from around each inactive pose cell */
Global inhibition ()
/*Remove energy from all active pose cells above zero */
Network energy normalization ()
Path integration using odometrical information ()
Get_current_exp_id ()
/* Identify the centroid of the dominant activity packet in the
network */
Get_action ()
Update_scene ()
}

Experience Map: Manage based on both local view and
pose Cells outputs, the graph building, relaxation and path
planning. This block has three main outputs:
1) A path message with information on the trajectory to
the goal.
2) A list of nodes and edges that makes a representation of
the experience map.
3) The robot poses in the experience map.
4) Get the goal way point
The experience map algorithm is the following:
Experience Map algorithm:
Update experience map get new target (FB4)
{
Update Experience map ()
/* update the current position of the experience map since the last
experience*/
Calculate_path_to_goal ()
Get_goal_waypoint ()
}
Map Converging, add new goal (FB5)
{
CREATE_NODE
CREATE_EDGE
SET_NODE
iterate ()
/* iterate the experience map. Perform a graph relaxing algorithm
to allow the map to partially converge */
Set_goal_pose_callback ()
Add_goal ()
/* Setting and handling goals */
}

According above description, RAT-SLAM software
architecture allows a multithread processing; therefore it can be
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parallelized in an heterogenous System on chip (Soc).
However, the proposal is to proceed with the code profiling
first, to stand on every function block use rate, calculate
accurately the number of times each function is called and get
an overview on the memory usage for each block.
C. Code Profiling and Workload Identification
In order to have better understanding about how the
algorithm is behaving once run on a CPU, the source code has
been profiled using a profiling tool to measure the processing
time of the functional blocks, the parameters dependencies and
hence the functional blocks that could be parallelized.
Profilers are designed tools for analyzing and improving
performance of code execution. They allow analyzing the
algorithm, to measure, while the code is running, how long a
routine takes to execute, how often it is called, where it is
called from and how much of total time at some spot is spent
executing that routine.
By using the opensource Callgrind profiling tool [12],
which is considered as a binary instrumentation profiler, the
call history could be recorded among functions for every main
functional block. Data collected and represented in Table I,
correspond to the CPU and memory workloads using an Intel®
core i7 @1.8 GHZ CPU with 8 GB RAM. Also, the cache
memory usage for reading and writing operations is given. This
information is important because it reveals about congestion in
different memory buses.
A fast information is then given about the algorithm
behavior, to target where the code parallelization can be more
efficient, of course an adequation architecture algorithm
analysis is mandatory to have a deeper understanding and make
the maximum optimizations that can be done.
TABLE I.

RAT-SLAM C++ WORKLOAD ON A CPU

FB

CPU
workload %

Cache memory
reads %

% Cache memory
writes %

Pose cells

28.98

28.30

29.99

Local View Cells

41.61

42.77

39.70

Experience Map

29.41

28.93

30.31

D. CPU-GPU Parallelization
Computing architectures have known the generalization of
the concept of parallelism thanks to their significant
technological evolution in recent years. Parallelization has
spread to the level of processor architectures, notably with
multicore processors and superscalar computers. In this
context, founders and manufacturers of graphics processors
have developed their architectures to be able to use them in
applications with generic processing by designing GPGPU
(General Purpose Graphic Processing Unit). Development
languages like CUDA, OpenCL or OpenGL have been
designed to use the potential of these processors for massively
parallel computing purposes.

The interest here is to explore hybrid architectures based on
CPU-GPU for the implementation and parallelization of a bioinspired SLAM algorithm. A first challenge lays in the
complex data structure which results in the nature of the
studied algorithm. Another interest lies in the specificity of the
parallelization and programming of CPU-GPU architectures,
which differs from conventional methods of parallel
programming requiring mapping optimization and processing
synchronizing with different coprocessors and shared
memories.
Hence, the RAT-SLAM algorithm was divided into blocks
with well-defined inputs and outputs (in number, type and size
of data). An algorithm consists of a processing description, so
it is the same for the blocks composing it.
The modeling in this work is based on a graph
representation that illustrates the dependencies between the
different blocks of the algorithm.
In the case of a heterogeneous architecture, the execution
time of each functional block and therefore of the algorithm
strongly depends on the mapping, otherwise on the way in
which the functional blocks are distributed between the
different processing units. The goal of the mapping
optimization is to find one or more implementations allowing
to reach defined constraints of real-time.
Given the results about the workload of each functional
block, knowing the cache memory number of read/write
accesses, measuring the execution time of each block and subfunctions, and taking into consideration the algorithmic
complexity analysis, the nature of interaction between
functional blocks can be understood. So, functions that needs
to be sent to GPGPU for a parallel processing are separated
from the ones that need to remain on the host, because
processing them on CPU will be adequate due to the sequential
processing and to make benefit from the higher frequency of
CPU.
So, based on the above, this study propose an optimized
parallelization targeting a CPU-GPGPU heterogenous
architecture, where all time-consuming functional blocks
related to image processing, visual template generation,
intermediate map creation, pose cell experience and matching,
have been transferred to the GPGPU device as explained in
Fig. 2. The CPU is then managing the sequential processes and
acting as a host.
As per Fig. 2, the selected functions for a parallel
computing were converted to CUDA. Also, for evaluation
purposes, the algorithm is executed first on a laptop (see
Table II for hardware specifications), then on a Jetson TX1
which is often used in automotive applications due its better
performance compared to its predecessor TK1 (see Table III
for Jetson Tegra X1 hardware specifications).

To our knowledge, in the state of the art, there is no study
on the performance evaluation of a bio-inspired SLAM
algorithm on GPU-based architectures.
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Where G(x,y) is a Gaussian 2D distribution and 𝜎 is the
standard deviation of the distribution.
Because the human retina has a better visual acuity, the
rotation estimation is done based on the sum of gradients over
a selected pair, by using long pairs to compute the global
orientation, whereas select pairs are mainly with symmetric
receptive fields with respect to the center, as per Fig. 3.
The set of selected pairs is done according to the following
equation 5:
1

𝑂 =𝑀∑
𝑃0 ∊𝐺

𝑟

𝑟

(𝐼(𝑃0 1 ) − 𝐼(𝑃0 2 ))

𝑟

𝑟

𝑃0 1 − 𝑃0 2

(5)

𝑟
𝑟
‖𝑃0 1 − 𝑃0 2 ‖

where M is the number of pairs in G and P is the 2D vector
of the spatial coordinates of the center of receptive field.
However, compared to classical binary descriptor (like
BRISK), HOOFR retinal pattern has more error in the
orientation due to a larger receptive field allowing more
estimation error, but this issue is solved by discretizing the
space of orientations in much bigger steps, leading to more
than 5 times smaller memory load (about 7 MB against 40
MB), and therefore a smaller execution time.
Fig. 2. Rat SLAM Algorithm flow Diagram: Interactions between main
Functional Blocks and Sub-functions. Odometric Data and Image Inputs are
Consecutively given by an IMU and a Camera from [9]. Buses in Red
Represents the Bottleneck in Terms of Data Transfer. Bidirectional Arrows
Represent Data Transferred between CPU and GPU.
TABLE II.

HARDWARE SPECIFICATIONS OF THE CPU-GPU LAPTOP

CPU: Intel® core i7 @1.8 GHZ
GPU: NVIDIA GeForce MX110
RAM: 8035640 KB
TABLE III.

HARDWARE SPECIFICATIONS OF JETSONTX1

CPU: Quad-Core ARM® Cortex®-A57 MP Core
GPU: 256-core NVIDIA Maxwell™ GPU
Memory: 4GB 64-bit LPDDR4 Memory

IV. HOOFR-SLAM
HOOFR is a bio-inspired binary detector, inspired from
human retina. As introduced by Nguyan et al. [6], it is a novel
model inspired from Hessian ORB - Overlapped FREAK
(HOOFR) and based on the combination of the ORB detector
[13-14] and the FREAK bio-inspired descriptor [15]. HOOFR
use a similar method as ORB except that for filtering features it
uses, instead of Harris filter, a Hessian Matrix represented by
equation 3, together with Gaussian represented by equation 4
for smoothing.
𝜕2𝐼

𝜕2𝐼

𝜕𝑥²

𝜕𝑥𝜕𝑦

𝐻 = [ 𝜕2𝐼

𝜕2𝐼

𝜕𝑥𝜕𝑦

]

The main difference between Rat-SLAM and HOOFRSLAM matching method, is that the first algorithm is
comparing the template image against the source image by
sliding it, then a sum of square is calculated to give the
movement direction, so this method is operating directly on the
pixel value, while HOOFR, from the other hand, use a feature
matching method. In general, for this kind of techniques, the
accuracy and efficiency are strongly dependent on the used
detector and descriptor. An evaluation has been done in [4-5]
show the impact of execution time and accuracy by using
different feature detectors/descriptors combination. Fig. 4 is
schematizing the flow of each algorithm front-end process.
Unlike RAT-SLAM, HOOFR-SLAM has been parallelized
in a previous work [16] and implemented in different
heterogenous architectures, so it is re-evaluated on a laptop, in
order to determine the acceleration rate in a the same hardware
architectures, and to have a fear comparison with results
obtained for Rat-SLAM.
Since both bio-inspired algorithms has different images
perception and since the camera position in HOOFR is frontal
but lateral for RAT, any comparison using the same dataset
will not be equitable, even after a modification, because the
number of evaluated templates will not be the same. Therefore,
a corresponding dataset is used for each algorithm in order to
get time spent per iteration, images examples are given by
Fig. 5.

(3)

𝜕𝑦²

Where I is the pixel intensity and 𝜕𝑥, 𝜕𝑦 are the derivative
in x and y direction, respectively.
𝐺(𝑥, 𝑦) =

1
2𝜋𝜎²

𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−

𝑥 2 +𝑦²
2𝜎²

)

(4)

Fig. 3. Illustration of the Pairs Selected to Compute the Orientation.
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TABLE IV. AVERAGE PROCESSING TIME (MS) EVALUATION FOR RATSLAM WITH PARALLEL IMPLEMENTATION ON A MULTI-CORE CPU, AND A
CPU-GPGPU LAPTOP

Local
View

Intel® core
i7

NVIDIA GeForce
MX110

Multi Core
CPU

CPU-GPGPU

FB1

183.17

31.93

82.57

FB2

0.75

0.22

70.67

FB3

38.49

22.32

42.01

FB4

133.93

84.81

36.68

FB5

0.16

0.08

50.00

Acceleratio
n%

Pose cells
Experience
Map

TABLE V.
AVERAGE PROCESSING TIME (MS) EVALUATION FOR RATSLAM WITH PARALLEL IMPLEMENTATION ON AN ARM CPU, AND CPU-GPGPU USING ARM-NVIDIA TX1
ARM®Cortex
-A57

NVIDIA
Maxwell™

Multi Core
CPU

CPU-GPGPU

FB1

111.76

32.24

71.15

FB2

0.75

0.29

61.33

FB3

26.59

20.94

21.25

FB4

113.82

86.86

23.68

FB5

0.13

0.09

30.73

Fig. 4. Front End Process flow Diagram Showing differences between
HOOFR-SLAM Feature Matching (Right) and RAT-SALM Template based
Matching Method (Left).
Local View

Acceleratio
n%

Pose cells
Experience
Map

(a)

(a)

(b)

(b)

(a)

(a)

(b)

(b)

Fig. 5. Left and Right Images taken at different Lighting Conditions, by a
RealSense Stereo Camera System, Simulating Rat Eyes and Placed in Lateral
Position to have Similar Visual Perception as for a Rat. Right (a) and Left (b)
Images used for RAT-SLAM, Images are Panoramic and May Appear
Distorted to Human Eyes.

The evaluation was based on outdoor sequences where
different lighting conditions are applied for better
performances check.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A first evaluation for both selected bio-inspired algorithms
is done based on a Multi-core Intel CPU and an NVIDIA
GPGPU with a high-end 64-bit implementation. This
configuration shown previously in Table II, allows the
evaluation of different run modes on a CPU, multi-cores CPU
and CPU-GPGPU combined. All presented results are the
mean values of 20 runs.
Tables IV and V gives the processing times per iteration
when the functional blocks are transferred to GPGPU as shown
in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. Simplified Schematic Representation of Functional Blocks Sent to
GPU and the One Remaining on CPU for Rat-SLAM.

The evaluation was achieved using the well-known opensource dataset Oxford New College, 2008 [9], settings and
camera calibration parameters are shared by the same source.
Images are panoramic and were converted to gray scale to
match the most the rodent eyes perception to comply with the
template matching process requirement.
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Based on above results, the processing time of the most
time-consuming functional blocks is drastically reduced using
a parallel implementation by 36.68% on the laptop and 23.68%
for TX1, this is due to the higher GPU performance and
number of cores on the laptop compared to TX1, Fig. 7 is a
graphical representation of the total execution time speed up
for the algorithm on GPGPU.

FB4

FB3

TX1

FB2

Laptop

FB1
0

20

40

60

80

100

Acceleration %
(a)
CPU-GPGPU TX1

788.28

Multi Core CPU TX1

7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
0

1001.01

CPU-GPGPU workstation

633.83

Multi Core CPU workstation

999.98
0

200

400

600

800

1000

Total Eecution Time (ms)
(b)
Fig. 7. Comparison of Acceleration (A) and Total Execution time (B) for
Oxford New College [9] on Laptop and on TX1 Hardware.

Below, graphs in Fig. 8, 9 and 10 represent the average
execution timing measurement related to NVIDIA GeForce
MX110 GPGPU and on ARM Cortex-A57 on TX1, also the
power consumption in Watts for both Laptop CPU and GPU.

200

400

600

Time (s)
CPU-GPU

CPU

Fig. 10. The CPU-GPGPU Power Comsumption is Calcuted only for
RATSLAM Algorithm when the Power Resulting form Operating System is
not Considered.

As per above graphs , the CPU workload has been reduced
by an average of 20% when running the RatSLAM algorithm,
by running parallel functional blocks on GPGPU, but due to
the nature of the algorithm some blocks cannot run on GPU
because they are sequential and therefore are kept on CPU.
As expected the temperature will also increase on the CPU
in the same way as per below Fig. 11, which can be considered
as a week point for implementation of Rat SLAM in an
embedded architecture where the use of a cooling system is not
always possible.
An evaluation of HOOFR-SALM using KITTI-07 open
source dataset, gives the results shown in Tables VI and VII.
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Fig. 9. Average Workload Evolution for RatSLAM on Laptop Intel Core i7
CPU, the Workload Everage is Variating between 20% and 60% during
Execution of the Selected Dataset [9].
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Fig. 8. Average Workload Evolution for RatSLAM on Laptop NVIDIA
GeForce MX110 GPU, the Workload Everage is around 20% during the Total
Execution Time of the Selected Dataset [9].

CPU_Temperature

Fig. 11. Temperature Profile for Laptop CPU and GPU, it Increases Over
Time Due to the Amount of Input Data.
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TABLE VI. AVERAGE PROCESSING TIME (MS) EVALUATION FOR HOOFRSLAM WITH PARALLEL IMPLEMENTATION ON MULTI-CORE CPU, CPUGPGPU ON I NTEL® CORE I7 / NVIDIA GEFORCE MX110
Intel® core i7 / NVIDIA GeForce MX110
CPU
(ms)

Multi
Core
CPU
(ms)

Acceleration
%

CPUGPU
(ms)

Acceleration
%

Extraction

8.6

8.6

0.00

8.6

0.01

Mapping

52.79

52.76

0.06

27.88

47.15

Loop detection

15.38

15.34

0.26

8.05

47.52

Map Processing

0.48

0.45

6.25

0.19

58.85

TABLE VII. AVERAGE PROCESSING TIME (MS) EVALUATION FOR HOOFRSLAM FOR PARALLEL IMPLEMENTATION ON MULTI-CORE CPU, CPUGPGPU ON TX1 ARM®CORTEX-A57 NVIDIA MAXWELL™
ARM®Cortex-A57 NVIDIA Maxwell™

remain practically the same for all iterations and therefore the
parallelization is more efficient.
These two studies covering the exploration of hybrid
architectures based on GPU-CPU for the implementation and
parallelization of bio-inspired SLAM applications, allowed to
draw conclusions about the challenges to be met related to the
complexity, the structure of data and the nature of the
algorithms studied. The results presented in this paper confirm
that future heterogeneous architectures will represent potential
candidates to embed complex algorithms such as those of bioinspired SLAM applications.
Future work will focus on the implementation of selected
functional blocks on FPGA architectures in order to bring
defined processing closer to the sensor and hence allow image
processing on the fly and reserve the GPU for massively
parallel processing.
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Multi Core
CPU

CPU-GPU

Acceleration %

Extraction

16.78

16.73

0.31

Mapping

21.92

16.47
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Loop detection
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Abstract—The Scientific Cultural Heritage (SCH) of the
Drâa-Tafilalet region in south-eastern Morocco is a rich source of
data testifying to the ingenuity of an older generation that has
shaped the past of the region. These data must be preserved for
future generations, particularly with new technologies and the
semantic web. Recommendation systems (RS) are intended to
assist prospective users in recommending the most suitable
services based on their profile and expectations. The
collaborative filtering (CF), content filtering (CB) or hybrid
filtering (CF) RS has shown promising results in order to explore
the problems experienced especially in CH. However, there are
some limitations to be resolved, mostly due to the ability of these
methods to build a stable and complete framework, which can
provide a complete image of the user profile and suggest the most
appropriate offers. This paper presents a hybrid recommender
system for SCH data; a field little explored despite its historical
importance and the value it generates. The results presented in
this paper belong to the data collected from the region of DrâaTafilalet in southern Morocco.
Keywords—Cultural heritage; CIDOC-CRM; ontologies; OWL;
recommender system; semantic web; RDF

I.

INTRODUCTION

Given the many features and applications developed in the
Big Data age, a Recommender System (RS) is an essential and
effective user support tool. The user loses a considerable
amount of time because the access to relevant information is
difficult and the value of the services offered is challenged. An
RS is a data filtering method that defines a collection of
resources that are important to a particular user. There are three
different forms of RS to think about. Content-driven SRs
monitor user behavior and make suggestions for new items
based on the user’s interests. The guiding forces behind this
work are the need to protect the Drâa-Tafilalet heritage. A
region with a rare richness and diversity in its tangible and
intangible cultural heritage, the use of which was restricted to a
few a number of projects, without noticeable effects, by some
public institutions. Using emerging technology will help make
this heritage known, preserve it and make it a valuable added
vector for a country with practically non-existent economic
activities. Technologies for semantic web, Linked Data, for
example, will go a long way toward resolving some of the
issues that have arisen in several applications of this type.

In particular, the lack and dispersion of data sources and the
redundancy of information available on the web in data
sources held by the public sector and private organizations.
Using link tools, we can expect to have a single complete
Moroccan Heritage data source utilizing multiple data sources.
As a result, the stored data is automatically processed to
extract useful information for the end-user, adding a significant
dimension to the proposed system’s architecture [1].
This document is structured as follows: Section II provides
a synopsis of how SRS works for CH. Section III deals
with some terminologies on Drâa-Tafilalet’s unique and rich
SCH. Section IV describes the architecture of the proposed
system
and presents some results obtained, while Section V presents a
conclusion and some future directions.
II. RELATED WORKS
The literature includes a limited number of works discussed
by machine learning (ML) [13] algorithms for the issue of SCH
conservation. This study focuses on the creation and testing of
a SCH recommendation framework based on ML algorithms
and semantic data through the use of a CIDOC CRM-reference
model. The use of SRS in CH has been widely debated by
researchers. In view of the great demand displayed, especially
for cultural tourism, many players, especially in the last 10
years, continue to express their interest. In the semantic
integration of the Draa-Tafilalet area CH data from a generic
Big Data architecture a complete analysis was carried out and
applied [2]. It is the primary motivation for this work as well as
a rich source of data for the future works. The authors in [4]
propose a novel methodology for implementing a route planner
within cultural sites such as museums by combining
recommendation facilities with agent-based planning
techniques. No clear idea is provided on the data collected and
its nature. The PCS data is not illustrated in this case. The
authors present INTHELEX, an application of a first-order
logic incremental learning system that allows learning the
automatic identification rules of a wide range of essential
document classes and their related components in [5]. When
the set of documents is constantly expanded, incrementally
plays a critical role. The Folksonomy-based Item
Recommender System (FIRST) [24] is a CHAT-developed
content-based recommender system. The goal is to propose a
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method for adaptive exploitation of digital libraries based on a
flexible architecture that allows the recommendation of
artworks located in the Vatican Picture Gallery (Pinacoteca
Vaticana), providing users with a personalized tour of the
museum based on their preferences.
CHAT-Bot [9] is a chatbot that recommends adaptive
tourist itineraries with points of interest and associated services
based on the tourist’s profile and contextual factors. The
authors of [10] present a Big Data architecture
supporting popular applications for CH (query, content
analysis, navigation). The objective is to propose a new user
focused approach to suggest different cultural artifacts.
SMARTMUSEUM [17] is a mobile application that offers
customized, contextual knowledge and content suggestions to
museum
visitors
using
geo-location,
Near
Field
Communication (NFC), and Radio Frequency Identification
(RFID) techniques. In most of the works reviewed, CH is dealt
with in a general manner or, alternatively, by taking into
account a case study concerning a particular object that may be
part of the tangible or intangible heritage. Processing of SCH
objects such as zawyas, khizanas and oulamas is almost absent
or in the majority of the cases treated from its historical and
cultural side. This is devalorizing given its importance in the
history and civilization of a generation that has tried so hard to
make this heritage known. The use of new technologies of the
semantic web such as RDF graphs and ontologies will surely
allow attributing to the SCH data an interesting semantic side
and therefore benefiting from all the advantages and advances
that these technologies offer.
In this work, we focus on the SCH data. The number of
objects belonging to this type of data and the dimension of
each object are two important factors. This justifies the choice
to focus on the objects: Medersas, Zawyas and Oulamas. Each
Zawya may contain a Khizana or library containing documents
of several types (books, manuscripts, documents, maps...)
The SCH objects processed can be classified according to
the structure given in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. The Different Forms of the Moroccan SCH Considered.

III. TERMINOLOGY AND BASIC FUNCTIONALITIES
A. Scientific Cultural Heritage
Drâa-Tafilalet region in Morocco has a diverse and rich
SCH. This heritage includes objects, buildings, and monuments
from various periods and architectural styles, including
religious architecture, funerary architecture, military
architecture, and domestic architecture.
1) Zawya: Zawya is a Moroccan term that refers to the
location where Sufi disciples congregate in the presence of
Sufi sheikhs to “purify the soul and refine behavior.” The
Zawya is a scientific, social and religious entity that has
received special attention because of a historical relationship
between Morocco’s rulers and the Zawya’s sheikhs, who
played an important role in the country’s political stability and
spiritual security. In general, every Zawya has a library with
its name. The library contains books, old manuscripts and
documents that reflect the country’s history and culture. There
are dozens of Zawyas in the region, many of which are still
active and have been for centuries. Some of them still keep
their extensive libraries.
2) Oulamas: The Oulamas are Muslim scientists who
have worked in a variety of fields, including science,
literature, and law. They have left an indelible mark on
Moroccan history, as well as the history of all Islamic
countries throughout history. Ultimately, the goal of this
research is to identify the Oulamas associated with the
Tafilalet region who lived within its walls, refine their talents
and abilities, and improve their knowledge and achievements
in Shari’ah and related sciences. It is therefore another type of
CH of the diversity of the Drâa- Tafilalet region.
3) Medersa: A “medersa”, “Madrassa” or Koranic school
is a Muslim theological school operated by a religious
foundation known as “waqf”. The Merinid medersa of
Morocco, located in Fez, is the most notable among them,
with impressive architecture. In addition, those from the DrâaTafilalet region, who is main function is to teach the Koran
and the Hadith. Semantic web references such as RDF/RDFS
and Owl are used to represent the region’s collected scientific
heritage data. Several knowledge bases are included to enrich
the information presented to the end user and ensure semantic
consideration of user queries, regardless of formalism or
language used. Table I illustrates a semantic representation of
some SCH concepts.
These semantic equivalences are exploited to provide rich
and optimized content since some descriptions of some
commonly used cultural objects will derive from reference
knowledge bases such as DBpedia. In Fig. 2, an overview of
the representation of the Zawya NASSIRIYA library in
Tamegroute is illustrated.
B. Basic Functionalities
In general, a SRS integrates the following main
functionalities:
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TABLE I.

EXAMPLES OF SOME CONCEPTS AND THEIR SYNONYMS USED
IN THE SCH

Concept

related terms

DBpedia source

Khizana

bibliotheque
Maktaba

https://dbpedia.org/page/Library

Medersa

School
Koranic school
Madrassa

https://dbpedia.org/page/Madrasa

Book

Livre
Kitab

https://dbpedia.org/page/Book

Manuscript

Manuscrit
Makhtout
Makhtouta

https://dbpedia.org/page/Manuscript

1) Acquisition/learning: Acquisition and learning are the
first step of every SRS. It is a delicate and necessary step since
any system’s output depends on the quality and volume of
input data, and it consumes the majority of the time spent on a
project. The geographical dimension and constraints
associated with the region of study, as well as the nature of the
data collected, are also important considerations.
2) Creation of the user profile: The development of a user
profile takes place according to the previous stage and the
interactions an actor has in the system, particularly if the SRS
is of hybrid type as in the study. One of SRS’s most difficult
challenges is the cold start problem, where the machine does
not have details about the actor who is supposed to use it. This
issue is addressed by assigning a default profile to each new
user based on the semantic average of what is visited and what
is most desired by other users, owing to the semantically close
relationship between the objects manipulated by the system.
3) Extracting objects of interest: The next step is to
extract the most interesting things for the user. Several
techniques are used in SRS to ensure the semantic side of
extracting the items of interest, which is dependent on the
capacity of the system to interpret and understand user
interactions (ontologies, RDF graphs, SPARQL queries, etc.).
CIDOC-CRM standard was used for the integration of CH
data of the study area. CIDOC CRM is the most widely used
ontology and offers several advantages, which make it a
reference, justifying its use in our case. The use of ontology
aims to identify objects that are semantically linked to the
user’s interest items in order to ensure as rich as content as
possible. The actor may be interested in the historical aspect
of a KHIZANA from the area. However, he may be more
interested in this one’s content, which is rich in historical and
cultural data.
4) Classification: The classification helps for the
organization of the extracted objects based on their
continuously modified profile and their importance to the end
user. A number of algorithms were used in the literature to
accomplish this mission, based on expected features and
performance. The advantages of ML and DL technologies
have been demonstrated in a wide range of fields, especially in
CH (CNN, Naive-Bays, SVM, CNN, etc.) (Fig. 3).

5) Recommendation: A list of items that can interest the
end user is produced in the recommendation process. This list
is typically presented in the order of relevance based on the
user’s created profile. Based on the user’s interactions with the
system, this profile is constantly updated. A semantic link
depth is defined to prevent the end-user from becoming lost
in the massive amount of data presented to him. The best
depth is currently defined by what is observed practically
through user interactions, but it will be the subject of a much
more in-depth study based on what is observed.
In this paper, we represent each object O 1 by a set of n
features (f 1 ; f 2 . . .; f n ). We note d the distance function used
to compare objects. if D is a Database (relational DB and
Knowledge base) of objects, the k-nearset neighbor of an
object noted q can be described by :
𝑠 ∈ 𝐷\∀ 𝑟 ∈ 𝐷 𝑑(𝑞, 𝑟) ≥ 𝑑(𝑞, 𝑠) 𝑖𝑓 𝑘 = 1
𝑁𝑁(𝑘, 𝑞, 𝐷) = �
𝑁𝑁(𝑘 − 1, 𝑞, 𝐷\𝑁𝑁(𝑘 − 1, 𝑞, 𝐷) 𝑖𝑓 𝑘 ≥ 2

The user through his interactions with the system identifies
the inputs. The new connections are automatically assigned a
set of concepts extracted from his profile or a generic profile.
This algorithm is of the KNN type, and the number of k closest
neighbors shown in the output adapts to the display device
used by the end user. The depth is limited to three levels of
semantic links extracted from the SCH concept semantic
representation, as shown in Fig. 2. This restriction was
imposed following a series of experiments and tests. The
semantic distance is calculated for each extracted concept, and
if it is less than a certain threshold, the item is added to the
output list.

Algorithm 1 : Best item recommendation
Inputs

Target User : U
Set of Concepts : C
Number of items to recommend 𝑛 ∈ ℕ
𝑝 ⟵ 3 (link depth)

Outputs
foreach 𝑥 ∈ 𝐶 do
𝑝𝑟 ⟵ 𝑑𝑒𝑝𝑡ℎ (𝑥, 𝑈)
If 𝑝𝑟 ≤ 3 then
𝑑 ⟵ 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒(𝑥, 𝑈)
If 𝑑 ≤ 𝜖 then
R.add(x)
end
end
end
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Fig. 2. Semantic Graph Representing the Khizana of Zawya NASSIRIYA in Tamegroute.

C. Algorithms of ML for CH
A preliminary study was carried out on the various ML
algorithms used to process cultural heritage data (rule-based
algorithms, genetic algorithms, SVM, KNN, etc.). The goal of
this part is to find the most efficient algorithms to use for the
CH of the study region and to increase the performance of the
proposed system. This paper describes nine ML algorithms,
which are as follows:
• SVMs (Support Vector Machines) [21]: This is a set of
supervised learning algorithms that are frequently used
for regression or classification. SVM is an algorithm
based on statistical learning. These algorithms search
for all data points similar to those in the other classes.
These data points, known as support vectors, are used
for the classification task, the others data points are
ignored. The best dividing line, known as the decision
boundary, is then defined.
• Naive Bayes (NB): This is a statistical approach
founded on the theorem of the probabilities of Bayes.
NB employs statistical functions to determine the
likelihood that input is relevant for a specific
predefined class. This algorithm returns the most likely
class.
• Decision Tree (DT) [15, 19]: As a logic-based
algorithm, DT models data sets in hierarchical
structures using a series of if/else statement
comparisons. Each node in the tree is made up of either
decision nodes that contain terms (or objects that are
more complex) or leaves that contain class label
predictions. The weight of each word or object is
labeled on the branches.
• KNN (K-Nearest Neighbors)[6, 19, 21, 22, 30]: this is
a statistical method for predicting new input by
calculating the similarity between the test data and the
new instance by locating the closest data points (or
data objects) in the training dataset based on certain

distance functions. K denotes the number of closest
data points (i.e., neighbors). The value of K is
frequently determined using experimental test data.
• Rule-Based (RB) [5] classifications are algorithms in
which collections of rules represent the data set. In
contrast to DTs, which use a strictly hierarchical
approach, RB classifiers allow for overlaps in the
decision space. These rules are divided into two
sections: the left side is made up of conditions, and the
right side is made up of classes. The dataset is used to
generate these rules.
• CNN (Convolutional Neural Networks) [20, 21, 23, 25,
30, 31] are widely used for image or video processing,
including
image
classification.
The
term
“convolutional network” refers to a mathematical
concept known as the convolution product. In simple
terms, we apply a filter to the input image, and the
parameters of the filter are learned as we go. Following
that, a learned filter will be used to recognize and
classify a more complex image or object. To classify
architectural heritage images, the authors propose and
implement a pre-trained CNN such as GoogLeNet,
resnet18, and resnet50 in [31]. The goal is to improve
image database management and make it easier to
search for a specific element, thereby facilitating the
study and analysis of the relevant heritage object.
• Genetic-Based (GB) [6, 7]: GB algorithms are a subset
of evolutionary algorithms. The goal is to use an
optimization mechanism to approximate the solution to
an NP-complete problem. The GB Algorithm begins
with a population of candidate solutions known as
individuals, which evolves from generation to
generation until the first one contains the best
solutions. Each individual has unique characteristics
that can be influenced by genetic mutations (mutation,
crossing, etc.). Each individual is evaluated, and its
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fitness value is used as a criterion for survival from
generation to generation.
• Conditional Random Fields (CRF) [19] are statistical
modeling techniques used in machine learning. A
classifier predicts a single sample label without taking
into account the context, whereas a CRF can. The
prediction is represented as a graphical model, the type
of which depends on the application, and it
incorporates dependencies between predictions.
• Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) [18,19] are
probabilistic models that distribute points into different
groups using the flexible clustering approach. GMMs
assume a large number of Gaussian distributions, each
of which represents a cluster. As a result, a Gaussian
mixture model tends to cluster data points that belong
to the same distribution.
In comparison to generic quadratic programming (QP)
algorithms, Sequential Minimum Optimization (SMO) [19, 21]
is a simple and efficient algorithm used to solve the learning
problem in SVMs vectors. At each step, SMO decomposes the
global QP problem into QP sub-problems and solves the minor
possible optimization problem. Fig. 3 describes a summary of
the outcomes obtained by distinguishing between tangible and
intangible heritage objects. SRS is a type of semantic
information filtering that has benefited greatly from the

significant progress made in the semantic web world
(ontologies, RDF/RDFS, OWL, etc.). A study was carried out
in order to gain a clear picture of the most recent advances and
technologies used in SRS for CH and its algorithms. Table II
summarizes the findings.
The following are the most relevant comparison criteria
that have been identified in terms of the basic functionality that
any SRS for CH must provide:
• The objects of CH used: Cultural places, Tripes,
Museum, painting, events, etc.
• The form of CH: Tangible (TCH) or intangible (ICH)
• Methods and Algorithms used: Artificial Intelligence
(AI), Machine Learning (ML), Deep Learning (DL),
Semantic Web (SW), etc.
• Type
of
Recommendation:
Collaborative-Based, Hybrid, etc.

Context-Based,

• Proposed GUI: Web, mobile, etc.
• Date: Date of start or publication of the first works and
prototypes.
This will provide an idea of the historical side of the
system.

Fig. 3. Most used Classification Algorithms in the Field of Cultural Heritage.
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the final user. The activation of one of these contents
will help to enrich the profile already created.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The developed system offers two options for support: a
mobile application for Android systems and a web application.
The end-user can access the rich content via a simple graphical
interface, which provides relevant information on the
KHIZANAS of the study region (Libraries). Each KHIZANA
contains a number of documents (manuscripts, books, maps,
geometric drawings, etc.). The user can also operate a query on
the available data. Following that, three functions are carried
out: Acquisition to extract keywords from a query and then
detect important concepts implemented to feed the user profile
or, if necessary, create a new profile. Several data sources are
queried based on the entries of the users (database, knowledge
base, .etc.). Based on the CIDOC CRM repository, an ontology
was created at the start of this project to represent the SCH of
the study region. The goals of this ontology are as follows:
• Integrate the semantic aspect to the system to guarantee
complete handling of the user request.
• Have a controlled vocabulary for all the concepts used
and their semantic links.
• Extract concepts semantically linked to those extracted
from the user query (according to a predefined link
depth) to provide more prosperous and more relevant
content.
• Once this task is completed, the system provides
adaptive content as recommendations that may interest
TABLE II.
System

Date

The proposed system’s architecture (Fig. 4) allows a user to
interact by formulating queries and collecting the responses
directly as SCH articles. It also makes recommendations based
on the user’s previous activities and, if necessary, the history of
visits by other users if no profile has yet been created, reducing
the cold start problem that any SRS must deal with. This is
because SCH data is already semantically close, and the
recommended objects have a high likelihood of being accepted
by the current user. A particular work is done in the
background to ensure the consistency of the recommendations
provided. The back-end is primarily made up of algorithms that
allow for the extraction of relevant concepts, their
classification,
and
recommendation
algorithms
by
implementing knowledge bases that allow for a semantic
representation of the items related to the SCH and the various
data collected, as well as the various records stored in various
formats. The system administrator creates profile prototypes
that correspond to the developed system preferences and
functionalities and have a close relationship with the various
SCH’s forms that have already been introduced. The main
problem that recommender systems face is the cold start
problem. This is solved by creating a default profile (SCH) for
each new user. This profile is increasingly customized to
provide more targeted and relevant recommendations and
services based on its interactions (and the history of other
users) with the system (requests, consultation of proposed
assets, comments, etc.).

COMPARISON OF SOME SEMANTIC RS

Objects used

Type of
CH

Algorithms & techniques
used

Type of RS

Artifact, movies, books,
music (songs & artists)

TCH

Linked Open Data techniques

Hybrid

CH Documents

TCH

Graphs, Object identity, ML

CF

Web app
-

Proposed GUI

[27],
[28]

-

[5]

INTHELEX

[4]

-

Museum objects

TCH

multi-agent systems

Hybrid

[17]

SMARTMUSEUM

Museum

TCH

Geopositioning and
NFC/RFID techniques

CF

[11]

EventAware

2018

Events

ICH

Tags extraction, profile
learning, Tag-based filtering

Hybrid

Mobile app

[9]

CHATBot

2020

Cultural sites

TCH

Text analysis

Hybrid

Mobile app

[16]

-

Painting and Sculptures

TCH

Social affinity graph

CF

[14]

Ifar

Castles (The graz castle)

TCH

Serious games, AR, VR

CF

[24]

FIRSt (CHAT
project)

Museum objects, movies,
music, books,…etc.

TCH
(Digital
libraries)

Semantic analysis( Tags), ML

Profiling and
CF

[8]

-

Cultural places

TCH

ML algorithms

[26]

Apollo

Museum

TCH

Minimax approach, ML, AI

[12]

Père

Places & services

General

Semantic web technologies
(RDF/OWL, SPARQL)

[10]

CHIS

Cultural places

General

Big Data algorithms

CB

Mobile + web portal

[29]

-

AI algorithms

Hybrid

Mobile app

2004

2018

2018

Trips, attraction places

Mobile app

Mobile app
Hybrid
Web app
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Fig. 4. The Architecture of the Proposed System.

Fig. 5 shows the results of integrating several semantic
levels in the case of users interested in Books, resulting in a
recommendation of objects with the same level of semantic
depth (Books in this case) or higher levels (Manuscripts in this
case) based on the semantic knowledge base already
developed. Fig. 6 shows an example of a recommendation

based on a user’s interactions with objects of type: Khizana
(Libraries), in this case, the Khizana Nassiriya, one of the
world’s oldest Khizana and houses to incomparable historical
documents. In this case, the user will see recommended
Khizana from the same category; it is the case where the
semantic depth leads to objects from the same category.

Fig. 5. Example of Results of the Approach Adopted for a Book Recommendation.
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Fig. 6. Example of Results of the Approach Adopted for Khizana Recommendation.

V. CONCLUSION
Until now, very few works in the literature have focused on
the valorization of the SCH of a region very rich in heritage
data that has remained ignored. The added value of this work
consists largely in the exploitation of some ML algorithms for
the realization of an intelligent system allowing the
recommendation of SCH objects. This will allow the
preservation of this heritage and make it recognized by a
maximum of actors. In this perspective, a Semantic RS for
SCH has been implemented and tested for Drâa-Tafilalet
region. The process of creating and assigning profiles considers
end-user preferences. The process enables semi-supervised
(content based) profiling, which is then refined using other
available profiles (based on user collaboration (history of other
users)). The system automatically adjusts the content to the
user’s terminal (mobile or web). The proposed system will
enable the valorization of a little-known CH despite its
significant potential in several fields of the economy of a
region whose primary source of income is tourism. The
majority of the functions described in this paper are already
operational, and test data was used to validate the final
prototype. The next step is to incorporate this component into
the overall system in order to achieve the primary goal of this
study: to have a comprehensive system for preserving and
presenting the CH of the study region. Another point to raise,
which will serve as the foundation for future work, is the
incorporation of an interface that will allow cultural heritage

specialists in the region to validate available data before it is
explored via the platform.
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Abstract—The Internet of Things (IoT) is a widely used
technology in the last decade in different applications. The
Internet of things is wirelessly or wired to communicate, store,
compute and track various real-time scenarios. This survey
mainly discussed the core problems of Internet of things security
and access control to unauthorized users and security
requirements for IoT. The Internet of things is a heterogeneous
device and has low memory, less processing power because of the
small sizes. Nowadays, IoT systems are not sure and powerless to
protect themselves against cyber attacks. It is mainly due to
inadequate space in IoT gadgets, immature standards, and the
lack of protected hardware and software design, development,
and deployment. To meet IoT requirements, the authors discussed
the limitations of traditional access control. Then the authors
examined the potential to spread access control by implementing
the safe architecture accommodated by the Blockchain. The
authors also addressed how to use the Blockchain to work with
and resolve some of the standards relevant to IoT security issues.
In the end, an analysis of this survey shows future, open-ended
problems, and challenges. It offers how the Blockchain potentially
ensures reliable, scalable, and more efficient security solutions for
IoT and further research work.
Keywords—Blockchain; Internet of Things; IoT; access
control; access control management

I.

INTRODUCTION

Internet of Things (IoT) is an infrastructure of smart things
that exchange information over the Internet. In a different
world, the Internet of things is used to obtain data, and certain
events are triggered. The linked IoT devices are expected to be
50 billion in late 2020, according to CISCO. As the entire
world population grows, the advancement of IoT devices is
rapidly evolving. There seem to be enormous data produced by
IoT devices. The infinite interlinking between physical and
virtual objects notably stimulates processing, storage, and data
exchange on the IoT. It is a primary base for rendering services
in critical areas such as hospitals, cars, bridges, schools, retail
outlets, public constructions, communities, and even within
human bodies in the form of wearable devices. The foremost
issues are how can efficiently handle services and data
collected by IoT devices because they can contain personal
information or even save people's lives. There are many
difficulties in implementing IoT. In numerous IoT
implementations,
uniformity,
interoperability,
data
management, processing, user authentication, identity,
confidentiality, completeness, affordability, protection, and

privacy are among the several open challenges. One of the
famous approaches for data protection and privacy is making
sure only validated and accredited users can see that data [1].
Data is coming massively from these devices, storing data to
make sure it is secured and protected from hackers, and
authenticating the user who wants to access that data is the
correct user on the server. The authenticated user must have
limited access to limited data.
Access control is a collection of rules and policies that
enable a nominated user to be enabled or not accessed by users,
services, procedures, or other approved mechanisms to access
or limit access to an information system's resources. It decides
whether or not the requirement for access to the related order is
allowed [2]. Various concepts, like access control policy,
layout, and method, have established a basis for developing an
access control system. The access control policies form the
basis for access arrangements implemented through the
mechanisms for access control. The essential parts of the
access control system are the object, subject, and owner of the
thing. The current element is a subject that requests access to
objects. The object is a receptive element in a system that is
petitioned by the subject. The connection to an object
determines access to documents, areas, directories, programs,
and network nodes to its information. The network is also
recognized as objects-related devices, including smart devices,
routers, and mechanical elements. The owner of each entity
defines access policies and supplies the necessary
authorizations.
In IoT access control systems, certain restrictions are
imposed because they have a complex and clustered
infrastructure that does not meet the wide variety of IoT
gadgets and the versatility situation in which nodes can connect
and drop the network. IoT devices often need a lightweight
low-latency access control system for CPUs, memory, and
battery life [3]. Numerous literature attempts to create a
distributed IoT control monitor utilizing edge paradigms such
as Adhoc Web Cloud and Fog Computing by reducing the
mentioned problems. However, due to the absence of trusted
entities working to provide arbitrary services, the security
problem persists. For example, a group of vehicles can
accommodate road security assistance to other transports under
traffic networks.
Blockchain is a Peer-to-Peer (P2P) distributed and
decentralized public ledger over the network [4, 5]. It is used to
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store transactions, events, and smart contracts. The smart
contract includes a programable code that any customer can
create and publish in the Blockchain as a transaction [6]. It has
a specific number assigned by Blockchain. The contract is
executed when the Blockchain user or smart contract calls it,
and the smart contracts can communicate, among others. The
first Blockchain scenario is a shared P2P digital currency. It is
a service for high-security distributed applications with the
introduction of a smart contract framework. Therefore, to make
a distributed IoT access control, this paper can exploit the latest
use of Blockchain as a distributed and decentralized
infrastructure.
The rest of the paper is organized as in Section 2; related
research work based on Blockchain in IoT access control like
problems and limitations of traditional access models are
identified. The security requirements for IoT are described in
Section 3. Analysis and discussion of the entire survey are
summarized in Section 4. Future research directions and open
challenges are described in Section 5. The paper concludes
with a conclusion of the work done in Section 6.
II. RELATED RESEARCH WORK ON BLOCKCHAIN-BASED
ACCESS CONTROL FOR IOT
A. Access Control and IoT
Reference [7] provides a full detailed review of various IoT
access control solutions. The study shows that the new access
control method employed in IoT and claims that Internet
protocols widely used cannot be extended to compelled
environments. Based on its comprehensive review of the
literature, [7] Identify and Lines of 3 access control and
decentralized authorization solutions: the IBM Adept
(Autonomous Decentralized P2P Telemetry) [8] framework,
DOAuth (Decentralized Open Authentication), and FairAccess
[9, 10]. However, in these references, the author explained the
OAuth-based access control solutions are the heavy mechanism
for IoT situations because of their low processing overhead and
communications. Lastly, IBM Adept offers a collaboration and
file storage system to develop IoT apps without creating a
process for access control. Further, [7] passed over the work
has done in the IETF called CoAP Management Interface
(CoMI) [11], and the result is done by the Open Mobile
Alliance (OMA) called LWM2M [12] CoMI and LWM2M are
primary mechanisms in a centralized environment for IoT
device management.
B. Blockchain and IoT
This paper identified two main access control patterns
using Blockchain, access control depending on the transaction
and access control depending on the smart contract. Their pros
and cons are summarized in Table I.
1) Access control depending on the transaction:
Conoscenti et al. [13] performed systematic literature on the
new technology Blockchain for the IoT. The study mentioned
many articles that handle the data gathered from IoT devices.
For example, [14] shows a method for verifying the status of
the data, and [15] reports the procedure for maintaining the
data holding of IoT gadgets. None of the mentioned research
articles suggest an architecture. The administrators can control

the entire IoT life cycle access policies rather than their roots
or location. The best of experience, the old work relevant to
Blockchain access control for IoT, is [9] that shows a
cryptocurrency Blockchain access control structure called
FairAccess. Nevertheless, Access Control Policies describe
the creation of transactions for that Smart Contract by creating
various Smart Contracts for the Access Control Policy of each
source request pair that are not suitable for the IoT
environment.
The authors in [16] suggested a new method of
Authentication of access control and a user to make IoT secure
and safe for illegal users and get open access to information.
The proposed system is based on the following: i) Registration
Authority (RA), and ii). Home Registration Authority (HRA).
The RA was created to simplify the authentication system for
IoT gadgets. Each device should be registered with the RA.
The authors in [17, 18] suggest a multi-tier Blockchain base
system for sharing data between communities and individuals
for users and IoT gadgets. The mentioned design has three key
components: data management protocol, data storage
mechanism, and message services. The data management
system offers a structure for the data manager, data requestor,
or correspondence channel. The messaging tool used in this
context increases device scalability by publishing / subscribing
patterns. In the end, Blockchain uses data storage systems to
store data anonymously.
In [19], The author proposed the Blockchain base design to
enforce the access control mechanism based on the attribute.
The policies are formulated by XACML and processed in
Blockchain as compressed transactions. The smart contract
codes all the elements needed for policy assessment. Authors
design storage and maintenance feature by utilizing innovative
contracts. It reflects self-assessment procedures pursued
straightforwardly and transparently when the user is requesting
access. This method merges smart contract and transaction
structures to create an access control system that allows users
to understand the policies that affect their access requests. It
offers a centralized audit system and identifies sections that are
fraudulently modifying the rights given by executable policies.
Proof of the concept (PoS) implemented in the above method
by using the Ethereum Blockchain to show and verify the
proposal's validity.
2) Access control depending on smart contract: In the
Alphand, Amoretti [20] architecture based in Blockchain, the
authors propose secure management of access resources from
end to end, named IoT Chain. Resources servers of resource
owners hold their resources through a proxy server in an
encrypted and signed format [21]. The third party who
requests access to protected resources is the customer. It calls
for a critical server decryption key, which checks that a
blockchain is allowed to contain. The approval process works
in the following way: the resource owner establishes and
publishes an intelligent contract for customers in the
Blockchain. If certain conditions are met, the customer calls
the relevant, intelligent contract to produce an access token.
The permission tokens are not sent to the customer but stored
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in the permanent memory of the transaction. The Client must
seek the appropriate key to decrypt resources of the critical
server, a node Blockchain, and hold a duplicate file of the
Blockchain ledger once a token has been stored in an internal
Contract database. At this point, the critical server tests that
the Client has a token and transfers the key using a DTLS
mode on Blockchain's smart contract system. The Client then
installs and decrypts the encrypted device from the proxy
server—this approach is primarily designed to replace a
trusted ACE request system with a secure Blockchain permit.
In [22], the authors: described the main issues in the IoT
access management system. The first is due to the core
architecture, and the second is because access policies are
handled dynamically. If the data is satisfied by the requester's
access policies, the control contract is executed automatically,
and a token of authorization is created and allocated to the
requester. The input information relates to trust and reputation
safety parameters to assists the resource owner in dynamically
develop or change security policies. Order in verifying its
validity; however, the model proposed requires evidence of
description.
In [23] proposed the machine learning algorithms, and
Smart contract access management checks the efficiency of
multiple user access to a shared resource by maintaining
sophisticated access control. The network architecture is made
up of a single Judge Contract (JC), multiple Access Contracts
(ACCs), and one Register Agreement (RC). Per ACC describes
a subject-resource pair access control system and applies to
update access control rules. A record of misconduct is
maintained in the ACC smart contract for each property. It
describes the actions of the subject matter of this platform, with
several requests being identified in a short time and the
TABLE I.
Ref.

Pros
The authors highlighted how each solution produced various
security specifications. They declared that centralized and
distributed methods could complement each other.

[16]

IoT safe and secure for unauthorized users and open access
This approach is secure for a man-in-the-middle attack

[17]

Keep data privately Decentralized, open, and accessible data
collected from data storage and architecture elements

[20]

[23]

[24]

The author in [24] performed an access control and smart
contract verification to tackle an IoT device security scalability
problem. In reality, one or more IoT devices are operated by a
customer, and each device needs its credentials. In this
instance, however, the user should authenticate independently
on each unit. This approach results in overhead verification and
is challenging to measure. The main reason for using a smart
contract is the validation of the user and IoT. The user signs up
for the smart contract, verifying device identity by using the
Ethereum wallet address. It is performed and examined in the
blockchain environment of Ethereum. [25] introduces the
Blockchain-enabled fog nodes for user authentication and
authorization. The fog nodes manage and validating the
authenticity of access to IoT devices on the Ethereum network
interface. The system manager uses a smart contract to map all
of the registered fog nodes and their associated IoT devices.
Besides, it consists of the collection and permissions for entry
to registered users. The arrangement includes the
functionalities of registration, Authentication, and access
control IoT device user link with a contract to verify the
validity of the user. A token with access parameters is created
if Authentication is successful. The next step is to sign the
token and send it to the fog node to monitor the resource. The
signature and token specifications are verified, and user access
to the IoT gadgets is then granted or denied. A safe SSL
connection between the user and the IoT device will be
established for data exchange.

PROS AND CONS OF REFERRED ACCESS CONTROL SOLUTIONS

[7]

[19]

decision of the Judge Contract (JC) penalty. The ACC is
performed once an individual has been appointed to obtain
access, and the ACC reports to the JC contract if the
misconduct is detected. Based on an incorrect evaluation
method, the contract for JC shows the appropriate penalty as a
temporary blocking of subject access.

Self-assessment policies continued in a straightforward and
transparent way
This model connects transactions and smart contract structures to
create an access control system.
Blockchain-focused IoTChain with ACE and OSCAR (IoT Object
Security Architecture) authority. The suspect method to handle
approval when OSCAR uses the public registry to create
multidisciplinary groups for authorized customers.
To carry out centralized, secure access management for IoT
networks, the author proposed a smart contract-based architecture
composed of different access control contracts, an authority
contract, and a registered agreement.
In a smart contract, users are authenticated, and an IoT token is
issued. The contract decides whether the user will access the
services and transmits tokens to the consumer and the required IoT
computer.

Cons
Access Control Policies describe the creation of
transactions for that Smart Contract by creating various
Smart Contract to assign different Access Control Policy of
each resource-request pair that are not suitable for the IoT
environment.
Critical scalability: The need for every device to have a RA
and, similarly, for every user to have HRA could be a
constraint for scalability
Simple to do, but not feasible in all situations, as a large
amount of computer power is needed for every node.
It sends to the "Server," which decrypts an encrypted
version of the info.

Security
Measures

Implemented

VL

NA

M

NO

H

YES

It offers a centralized audit system and identifies sections
that are fraudulently modifying the rights granted by
enforceable policies

VL

NO

Difficult to preserving the availability of the IoT

M

YES

A large amount of contract requirements for a massive
crowd is a daunting task.

M

YES

For large IoT networks, this method suffers from the
scalability problems associated with Blockchain. Ethereum
smart contracts have the biggest drawback of fluctuating
Ethereum rates, which is a problem for the consumers.

H

YES
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III. SECURITY REQUIREMENTS FOR IOT
Various mechanisms and parameters must be considered, as
listed below, for a secure IoT deployment.
A. Data Integrity, Privacy, and Confidentiality
When IoT data move across multiple hops throughout the
network, a conventional encryption process is needed to
guarantee data confidentiality [26]. Since systems, frameworks,
and networks are configured differently, data held on a device
are susceptible to protection and privacy infringement by
disturbing live IoT network nodes. Attack vulnerable IoT
devices may enable an intruder to contact data integrity by
malicious data handling.
B. Accounting, Authentication, and Authorization
Authentication is needed for two parties to interact with
each other to secure communication in IoT. Applications must
be encrypted for exclusive access to services. The variation of
IoT authentication procedure lives primarily because of
different heterogeneous architectures and environments that
help IoT gadgets. Such conditions pose a complexity in
defining the standard global IoT authentication protocol [27].
Same as the authorization mechanisms guarantee that
authorized persons have access to the systems or information.
Usual authorization and authentication results are implemented
in a stable environment that guarantees a protected
communication environment. Moreover, accounting for the use
of resources, reporting, and auditing produces a secure network
security system.
C. Available for Services
Attacks on IoT devices will avoid general denial of service
attacks involving utilities. Different tactics have led to IoT's
consumers, including sinkhole assaults, jamming rivals, or
replay attacks use IoT components on various levels to
deteriorate the level of service (QoS) [28, 29].
D. Trustworthy
To maintain the end-to-end integrity of data gathered and
related communications, the IoT applications require trust
mechanisms that cover these scales. In addition to the capacity
to evaluate these processes and interactions, the transparency
of data collection systems and relevant experiences are the key
to satisfying these criteria [30]. Both the requirements of clarity
and auditing drive Blockchain to create trust in IoT.
E. Energy Efficiency and Cost-Effective
IoT gadgets are generally restricted to resources and have a
lower capacity to store data. The author in [31] attacks on IoT
systems may result in improved electricity consumption by
intravenous or false service inquiries and by exhausting IoT
resources.
F. Single Points of Server Failure
A significant number of single points of vulnerability That
may depreciate service provisioned by IoT may be exposed by
the ongoing development of heterogeneous IoT connectivity
networks [32]. It includes designing a strategic framework for
a broad category of IoT gadgets and implementing new
methods for utilizing a network of fault tolerance.

IV. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
Based on the literature analysis and survey, Blockchain
technology may be seen as a new bearing in IoT access control.
The incentive to use the Blockchain is to help its stable and
secure distributed nature that solves many IoT access
requirements. In this survey, the authors also defined two ways
of access control for Blockchain in IoT perspectives.
The first one consists of the transaction system to request,
receive, assign, and revoke connections. In essence, the
transaction is used to make a connection between the asset
owner and the subject. Connection decisions may be made
directly by the owner of the asset. If this is not the case, the
access request shall be transferred to the external entity
responsible for assessing the appeal, making the decision, and
returning it to the asset owner, as stated in [33, 34]. In this
case, Blockchain's primary aim is to securely transfer the
access token by defining individuals' access rights and
guaranteeing to check and trace all access transactions. The
power delegate is often an essential method in the collaboration
framework, which can be delegated to the new topic from the
current issue in a verifiable manner depending on the
transaction. It implies the freedom of a subject to pass partly or
entirely the right to access another individual. The delegated
receiver is then allowed to carry out the delegating customer's
activities. To restore the transaction-based access regulation,
unified access token management can fix the dual cost issue
and guarantee the trackability of all transactions. However, The
recognition of an entry is rendered by a single person who may
be the property owner or another agency identified by the
Access Control Model application. The model can be called
hybrid and not distributed.
The second approach evaluates a user control demand using
a smart contract definition. It takes an access option depending
upon the rules defined by the property owner and applied in the
agreement. The contract is executed until the customer
requirement is met with the access agreement, and the effect is
a consumer consent authority token. Ultimately, the token is
sent to the permission applicant utilizing a particular operation.
The principal objective of this strategy is to return a single
permission server with a distributed smart contract to construct
a distributed permission network [20]. All-access control
functions may be executed on the authenticated and recorded
contract in the registry of Blockchain. Blockchain nodes can
establish a mutual copy and carry out a contract without a
mediator. Distributed smart contract ownership per the delivery
and implementation by Blockchain will solve a single point of
server failure in a centralized access control manner.
In comparison, the corresponding studies investigate the
feasibility of producing dynamic access control evaluation by
smart contracts that incorporate a machine-readable algorithm
to find and detect behavioral subjects [22]. However, there is
no approved smart contract access control paradigm validated
and examined in specific application domains such as
Intelligent Transport System or Smart Cities to prove its
viability. Most of the proposed approaches show that they are
applied using one of the Blockchain platforms, such as Bitcoin
and Ethereumare, not evaluated in real environments.
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For future access control, the Blockchain would be the
essential engine. It has new dynamics and technologies that
solve big systems problems. This is only the start, and
approaches to measure their success should be tested. The goal
is to build a transparent access control platform built on
Blockchain, which will enable the future generation of the
distributed network.
V. FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS AND OPEN
CHALLENGES
This segment explains the proposed issues for the efficient
implementation of IoT security.
A. Limitations of Resources
IoT's resource-restricted nature had been a significant
obstacle to identifying a reliable security mechanism.
Cryptographic algorithms can only operate under these powers,
unlike normal ones. By [35] ensure efficient implementation of
IoT security and communication protocols over the network,
any communications or multicasts needed to transfer the key or
certificate, storage and resources must be dealt with it. It means
that these protocols are optimized to be lightweight and
energy-efficient, given the need for sophisticated computation
and advanced energy harvesting techniques.
B. Heterogeneous Devices
A multi-layer security structure must be discussed, as with
heterogeneous sensors, exceptionally compact, high-end
servers, and low-power sensor systems. The structure will first
adjust to new resources and selections on the collection of IoT
layer security mechanisms even before services are granted to
end-users [36]. Such a flexible and compact structure requires
information that is dependent on the uniformity of IoT
architectural tools.
C. Single Points of Server Failure
For heterogeneous systems, structures, and protocols, the
IoT standard is risky to single-point-of-server-failure than any
other system. There needs to be more research work required to
ensure appropriate IoT elements, especially in mission-critical
applications. It would need devices and guidelines to perform
continuity in mind the trade-off among values and the
functionality of the entire infrastructure.
D. Interoperability of Security Protocols
Protocols intended at various layers require interoperation
within the requirement of translation mechanisms to regulate
the global security structure for IoT [37]. The active synthesis
of safety measures on each layer can then be determined in the
worldwide system framework, taking into account architectural
limitations.
E. Trusted Updates and Management
Scalable and reliable software management and upgrades to
millions of IoT gadgets lead to open issues for future research.
Besides, problems associated with the safe and trusted IoT
device supply chain, ownership, and data privacy are the main
research concerns that need to be tackled by the researchers to
raise significant and broad IoT acceptance [38]. These IoT
security solutions are also available in Blockchain technology.
However, blockchain technology itself claims to face problems

in scalability, accuracy, arbitration/regulation, and essential
collisions.
F. Hardware/Firmware Culnerabilities
The IoT structure becomes vulnerable to hardware flaws
when the low-cost and low-performance system is traditional.
It is not just a physical malfunction, but it must be verified
before IoT deployment to implement security algorithms in
hardware, routing, and packet processing operations [39].
Some Security flaws exposed since launch have displayed
challenging to identify and mitigate. The regular confirmation
protocol is, consequently, a requirement for the use of IoT
security.
G. Blockchain Vulnerabilities
Despite affording robust solutions to IoT security,
blockchain systems are also exposed [40]. The consensus
mechanism based on the hacking capacity can be violated to
enable the attacker to handle the private database keys with
minimal randomness that may also be used for blockchain
accounts negotiation [41, 42]. There is still a need to develop
efficient mechanisms to protect transactions' privacy and
prevent race attacks, resulting in duplication of transaction
costs.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this survey, the authors first study the various security
problems and challenges in IoT applications and access control
for authorized and unauthorized users. Secondly, the authors
have deep dive into previous research to figure out their
solutions and existing problems. From the survey, it was found
that some of the research has been already done in IoT access
control by using Blockchain, and found that IoT systems are
vulnerable and powerless to defend themselves. Due to
insufficient resources in IoT gadgets, immature standards, and
the lack of reliable software and hardware development,
design, and deployment, as well as trusted updates and
managements. The authors have acknowledged the restrictions
of old access control to reply to IoT demands and investigated
the ability to use the secure Blockchain system to manage
access control. The authors demonstrate how the Blockchain
can address and resolve some of the fundamental IoT security
problems. The article also explains and recognizes future issues
and challenges that the researchers need to provide reliable,
effective, and scalable IoT security solutions.
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Abstract—Cloud computing offers several services, such as
storage, software, networking, and other computing services.
Cloud storage is a boon for big data and big data owners.
Although big data owners can easily avail cloud storage without
spending much on infrastructure and software to manage their
data, security is a big issue, and protecting the outsourced big
data is challenging and ongoing research. Cloud service
providers use the attribute-based access control model to detect
malicious intruders and address the security requirements of
today’s new computing technologies. Anomalies in security
policies are removed to improve the efficiency of the access
control model. This paper implements a novel clustering
approach to cluster security policies. Our proposed approach
uses a rule-specific cluster merging technique that compares the
rule with the clusters where the probability of similarity is high.
Hence this technique reduces the cost, time, and complexity of
clustering. Rather than verifying all rules, detecting and
removing anomalies in every cluster of rules improve the
performance of the intrusion detection system. Our novel
clustering approach is useful for the researchers and
practitioners in the ABAC policy validation.

which user can get what types of accesses for a shared
resource. It manages all access-rights and access-conflicts
over the shared resources [10]. The term object refers to the
shared resources in a distributed environment. The access
control models use the term subject to refer to the process
being executed for a single user or an organization, which
requests access for the object. Fig. 1 shows the working
mechanism of the access control model. Many access control
models are developed, and each is good in some situations and
gives performance up to their level [11]. In this paper we
described the major four access control models Discretionary
Access Control (DAC), Mandatory Access Control (MAC),
Role Based Access Control (RBAC), and Attribute Based
Access Control (ABAC) models.

Keywords—Anomalies; attribute-based access control model;
big data; cloud storage; clustering; intrusion detection system;
security policy

I.

INTRODUCTION

Cloud storage is one of the most beneficial services to
leverage and manage big data efficiently [1]. Large-scale
enterprises, governments, and commercial organizations use
the cloud to store and manage their big data without spending
much on implementing infrastructure. Data privacy and
security are essential, and securing the shared big data is a real
challenge in today’s emerging computing technologies [2] [3].
We have surveyed about challenges, security issues, and
existing methodologies for addressing the security
requirements [4]. Data breaches, data loss, account hijacking,
denial of services, and malicious insiders are some attacks,
and various encryption techniques are used to protect the data
in the distributed cloud storage [5] [6]. Cloud service
providers use various access control models to implement the
Intrusion Detection System [7] [8]. The access control model
is a function that identifies whether a requested operation on a
shared object(resource) is legal or not [9]. In other words, the
access control model is a protection technique that categorizes
the authorized and unauthorized users and protects the shared
resources based on the Access Control List (ACL) or security
policies. The access control models use rules to determine

Fig. 1 A Working Mechanism of Access Control Model.

Discretionary Access Control (DAC) allows the owner of
the object to specify the access rights of the user for their
object. Thus the resource-owner decides and determines the
security policies directly and explicitly unlike nondiscretionary access control models. In non-discretionary
access control models, rather than the resource-owner, the
administrator determines the security policies [12]. DAC
creates and maintains ACL for every individual resource to
determine the access privileges of the user for that resource.
ACL of each resource is a table of records and each record
specifies the information about the user(or group of users) and
the access rights [2]. The process of specifying ACL in DAC
is very flexible, easily updatable, and reduces the
administrator’s work but the level of security is less[6]. The
operating systems WINDOWS, LINUX use DAC. DAC meets
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the security requirements when the number of resources and
users are limited but it fails to address the security
requirements of today’s computing technologies. The
delegation feature of DAC has even more benefits like
offering cooperation between users and the resource-owner
[8]. But it leads to loss of confidentiality, integrity, and
availability of resources if any user made a wrong decision
while granting access to other users. As DAC requires a
resource-owner for each object to determine the access rights,
fulfilling this requirement is difficult in new computing
technologies like cloud and fog computing [9][10].
Mandatory Access Control (MAC) is a central authority
system where the administrator or the authorized person only
can set access rights. The access rights cannot be specified or
updated by the user like DAC. MAC uses a security label for
each resource and subject. There are two pieces of information
in a security label. The first piece of information called
classification-segment determines the nature (public or
private) of the resource or subject. The second segment
category specifies the information about the process or
application. MAC allows the requested operation on the object
if the security labels of the object and subject match. The
administrator only can determine the characteristics or
attributes of the subject and object. Even the allowed users
cannot specify or change the attributes. While DAC fails to
give security on sensitive and confidential data, MAC meets
these security requirements of the business and government
organization. MAC is capable of managing trojan horses to
protect the shared resources. Unlike DAC, the integrity and
confidentiality of the resource are preserved by MAC. The
feature reference monitor of MAC stores all security labels
and policies in the database and monitors the access rights of
every request for the object. The operating system SecurityEnhanced Linux implements MAC to protect the objects. If
the communication between the subject and object is high,
then managing security labels and policies is a challenging
issue. DAC and MAC are efficient when the size of data and
the number of users are small [11]. MAC increases the
complexity in managing security policies for large
applications [2].
RBAC introduces a new concept of assigning roles
between users and resources. RBAC (Role-Based Access
Control) uses the permission-role and role-subject association
to protect shared resources, whereas ABAC(Attribute-Based
Access Control) uses security policies [13]. RBAC meets the
security requirements of large applications. RBAC determines
TABLE I.
Access control
model

the security policies or access rights based on the role or job of
the subject. Thus this access control model specifies the
possible access rights (permissions) to the role. The subject
can get access to an object based on his role or job. RBAC
performs two assignments thus it first assigns all permissions
required for a particular job or role for an object and second it
assigns a role to the user or subjects. RBAC provides two
efficient features least privilege and separation. The feature
least privilege means RBAC assigns access rights or
permissions required only for the role or task being processed
on the object. As no additional access rights can be availed by
the role, it prevents unauthorized access and preserves the
integrity of the data. Another feature separation of duties
distributes the process into various roles or duties and assigns
the duty to the subject. As the subject can perform his/its
assigned role only, RBAC prevents the entry of fraud intruders
[14]. Hence no subject can perform all permissions or access
rights of the shared object rather than the central authority
(administrator). It increases the security level and RBAC has
the capacity of ensuring whether the end-users can do their
permitted transactions. Using the feature of grouping rules
reduces the complexity of the administrator’s work.
Government sectors, military, and private organizations use
RBAC to protect databases, web services, and all shared
resources [15].
As RBAC performs constant or permanent associations
(permission-role and role-subject), it fails to address the
security needs of the computing technology that requires the
dynamic associations and role-independent security policies.
ABAC addresses this issue and is capable of performing
dynamic relationships and generating role-independent
security policies. ABAC security policies are generated with
the attributes of the categories subject (who requests the
operation of a resource), object (resource is shared in a
distributed environment), and environment (time, the
importance of the request, etc.). Both RBAC and ABAC
address the security needs of large-scale applications or
organizations, but ABAC fulfills the complex security
requirements of today’s computing technologies [9]. It gives
better security even if the communication between the subjects
and objects is increasing exponentially [16]. It has many
features fine and coarse-grained access, dynamic mapping
(subject-object), and flexibility. With the properties efficiency,
flexibility, granularity, and security-level [17]. We gave a
summarized analysis of the above-described access control
models in Table I.

ANALYSIS OF ACCESS CONTROL MODELS

Granularity
(accuracy level of the model)

Flexibility
(how the security
policies are generated,
expressed, and updated )

Efficiency
( how quickly and correctly a
decision is performed on the
subject’s request )

Security level
( how the shared
resources are
protected )

DAC

Good at small scale applications

Good

Poor

Low

MAC

Good at small scale applications

Good

Poor

Better than DAC

RBAC

Good at large scale applications

Good

Good

Good

ABAC

Good at today's computing technologies and big data

Good

Good

Good
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Most of today's computing technologies cloud, fog, edge,
and IoT use ABAC to meet the security requirements. But the
anomalies in the ABAC security policies dilute the reliability
and efficiency of the mechanism [18]. Detection and
elimination of all possible anomalies in security policies or
rules improve the efficiency and accuracy of security. We can
improve the performance of the detection mechanism by
detecting anomalies in every cluster of similar rules, instead of
detecting in every rule. This paper implemented a new
approach to cluster similar ABAC security rules. The scopes
of our approach are:
• Tool to generate ABAC Policies.
• Ability to measure the similarity of rules.
• Reduces the generation of more clusters.
• Avoids avoidable-redundancy (the same rule is
contained in many clusters).
• Avoids the conflict clusters (not all rules in clusters are
similar).
• Less time-complexity.
• Ease of implementation.
We use Section II to describe some clustering approaches
already used in various research works, and Section III
presents the fundamental concepts of the ABAC model and
our proposed clustering approach. We use Section IV to
describe the system architecture of our implementation. We
analyzed output and discussion about the outcome of our
approach in Section V. Finally, we concluded in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
Bhatia and Vandana surveyed Nearest Neighbor
techniques (NN). NN technique is simple, effective, and
robust to noise. This approach generates clusters of nearest
neighbors where the nearest neighbor is identified by some
calculated value. The KNN(K-Nearest Neighbor) is an
unsupervised clustering technique and determines the nearest
neighbor based on the k-value. They categorized the NN
techniques into two groups; Structure less NN techniques and
structure-based NN techniques. Structure less NN determines
the nearest neighbor from the training and sample data. In
structure-based NN, the nearest neighbors are determined
based on the structure of data such as top-down or bottom-up
like a k-d tree or bell tree. Both categories are the extended or
improved version KNN techniques. They conclude that

researchers can improvise the NN technique based on their
research [19]. Ahalya and Pandey analyzed various clustering
algorithms such as the K-means algorithm, Hierarchical
algorithm, self-organizing map (SoM) algorithm, and
expectation maximization(EM) algorithm. They described
some tools used to implement the clustering algorithms. They
compared and analyzed the above algorithms based on the
type and size of the data set, the number of clusters,
implementation tools, and accuracy. They reported that kmeans and EM give better performance than other approaches
and the SoM algorithm gives more accuracy than others [20].
MaryemAit El Hadj, Mohammed Erradi, and their team
proposed an approach to cluster the security policies and
additionally used the information of access log to detect the
fraud intruders. They used the KNN algorithm to cluster the
security rules and applied the rule-sub-module-reduction
technique to minimize the count of rules in each cluster [21].
MaryemAit El Hadj and his team proposed a clustering
approach to cluster XACML (eXtensible Access Control
Markup Language ) policies. XACML is an efficient markup
language to express ABAC policies. They cluster the rules
based on their similarity. Every pair of rules is clustered if the
similarity value of the pair or rules is greater than the
threshold value of 0.8 [23]. This method ensures that each rule
must be clustered once, and the same rule may be contained in
more than one cluster. There must be non-empty clusters only.
The above approach may produce a maximum number of
clusters and clusters with a maximum number of rules [22]. In
contrary to the above research, we proposed and implemented
a novel approach that our approach uses the basic technique of
hierarchical clustering algorithm [24]. Rather than using the
distance between the new rule (data point) and the cluster
center, we use the similarity value of the new rule and the
existing rules in the previous cluster. We use a rule-specificcluster-merging approach instead of using the rule-submodule-reduction method. Thus if the similarity value of two
rules Rule-1 and Rule-2 is above the threshold value, then we
create a new cluster if and only if Rule-1 and Rule-2 are new
rules that are not yet clustered. If Rule-1 (or Rule-2) is already
clustered and Rule-2 (or Rule-1) is not clustered and matched
with all rules of the existing cluster, which contains Rule-1 (or
Rule-2), then Rule-2 (or Rule-1) is merged with that existing
cluster. Our enhanced approach reduces the generation of
more clusters, redundancy (the same rule is contained in many
clusters), and avoids the conflict-clusters (not all rules in a
clusters are similar). Table II summarizes our approach and
the researches done in previously.
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TABLE II.

SUMMARIZATION OF PREVIOUS RESEARCHES TOWARDS CLUSTERING INCLUDING THIS PAPER

References

Proposed work

[19]

Surveyed Nearest Neighbor (NN) clustering techniques. The nearest neighbor is identified by the calculated value. Concluded that the NN
technique is efficient, simple and robustness and researchers can use and improvise the NN techniques based on their research.

[20]

Compared and analyzed various clustering algorithms such as the K-means algorithm, Hierarchical algorithm, self-organizing map (SoM)
algorithm, and expectation maximization(EM) algorithm based on the type and size of the data set, the number of clusters, implementation tools,
and accuracy. Reported that k-means and EM give better performance than other approaches and the SoM algorithm gives more accuracy than
others.

[21]

Proposed an approach to cluster the security policies using the KNN algorithm and additionally used the information of access log to detect the
fraud intruders. Applied rule-sub-module-reduction technique to minimize the count of rules in each cluster.

[22]

Proposed a clustering approach to cluster XACML (eXtensible Access Control Markup Language ) policies based on the similarity value. Pair of
rules are clustered if they are similar rules. This approach generates an increased number of clusters and also the cluster contains an increased
number of rules. A rule may be contained in more than one cluster (redundancy) and not all the rules in a cluster are similar (conflict-cluster).

This paper

Proposed novel approach that uses the basic technique of hierarchical clustering algorithm. We use a rule-specific-cluster-merging approach
instead of using the rule-sub-module-reduction method. Our enhanced approach reduces the generation of more clusters, avoidable redundancy
(the same rule is contained in many clusters), and avoids the conflict clusters (not all rules in clusters are similar).
Users/Organizations

III. PRELIMINARIES

Security Policy

The fundamental concept of the ABAC model is described
in this section. This also section describes how the ABAC
rules are expressed and how the similarity value of pair of
rules is calculated.
A. ABAC Model
This section describes the basic concepts of the ABAC
model and the simple authentication process. The common
simple authentication process is making a decision (allow or
deny) by using the information like username and password of
the subject or user for the request to access the shared
resources such as files, databases, software. This simple
process of checking the identity of the subject is not sufficient
to meet the security needs of today's emerging computing
technologies. RBAC and ABAC are the models used to
address the complex security requirements of new computing
technologies like cloud and fog computing. While RBAC fails
to generate dynamic mappings between subject and object and
also it is a role-independent model, ABAC or the combined
features of RBAC and ABAC can be used for the protection of
shares resources [25]. In this paper, we use the ABAC model
and we aim to detect and eliminate the anomalies in ABAC
security policies. This paper proposes an enhanced approach
for clustering the security policies to simplify the process of
detection and removal of anomalies. Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 show
the simple standard authentication system and the ABAC
model.

Fig. 2 Traditional Authentication System.

Rules

Resources
(File,Databas
e Software

Request
Subject
Attributes,
Object
Attributes,
Environment
Attributes,
Priority-level

Subject

Object

Fig. 3 The Architecture of ABAC Moel.

ABAC model has a set of determined security policies
where each security policy consists of security rules. In
general, the security rule of the ABAC model is expressed
with the decision (allow or deny), operations (read, write,
print, etc.), and the attributes of subject (who requests the
access), object (shared resources), and environment conditions
(time, the importance of the operation, etc.). The decision
either allowing or denying the subject’s request is made based
on the attributes of the subject, object, and environmental
conditions specified in the rules. In our research work
additionally, we added one parameter Priority-level to each
security rule to avoid the demand on a single object. The
priority level is assigned based on the subject’s attributes and
the importance of the operation on the object. The most
common jargons used in the ABAC model are:
1) Subject and its attributes: The term subject refers to a
single or group of users or organizations or the process that
requests the resource. The attributes of subjects are the
important credential information about the subject like name
of user or process, designation, department, affiliation, etc.
2) Object and its attributes: Shared resources (operating
system, network, file, software, and database) are named as
objects. The information like name, type, owner, and date of
creation are the attributes of objects.
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3) Operation: The task (read, write, etc.) on the object is
requested.
4) Environmental conditions: Other information such as
date of request, current time, waiting period, etc.
5) Rule and decision: Constructed with the above three
categories subject, object, and environmental conditions. In
our proposed approach, we included the additional parameter
priority-level assigned based on the attributes of the subject.
The rule takes the decision (allow or deny) based on the
attributes of the subject, object, and environmental conditions.
6) Policy: It is a set of rules established for the protection
of objects in an organization.
B. Expression of ABAC Security Policy
The security policies of ABAC are constructed with a set
of rules. Every rule contains the attributes of the subject,
objects, and environment. The decision (allow or deny) is
made based on the values of the attributes specified in the rule
[26]. We added one additional parameter priority-level in
every rule to avoid the anomaly conflict-demand. Thus more
requests on a limited object are referred to as conflict-demand.
The parameter priority-level is a non-negative integer. The
demand for a limited object is handled based on the value of
the priority level. Thus the rule or request which has the
highest priority value will be allowed to get access. The pair
of rules is not clustered if the priority-level of the two rules are
not equal. The security policy set of the ABAC model is
expressed by JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) as follows:
Policy: <policyID>,
Rules: [{
<ruleID>,

</Operation>
<Subject>
<Department>urology</Department>
<Designation>surgeon<Designation>
</Subject>
<Object>
<ResourceName>
PatID_005_Urine_Culture_Report
</ ResourceName >
</Object>
<EnvironmentalCondition>
<Duration>8:18</Duration>
</EnvironmentalCondition>
</Rule> ………// more rules can be specified
</Policy> ………// more policies can be specified
</PolicySet>

Rule 1 = {Allow read | Designation = {duty-doctor, surgeon},
Department = { hematology},
File-Name =
{pat_007_blood_report}, Time= {8:18}, PriorityLevel=2}

Action: <actionName>,
Operation :<operationName>,

= {Allow read | Designation = {head-nurse},
Rule 2
Department
=
{hematology},
File-Name
=
{
pat_007_blood_report }, Time= {8:18}, PriorityLevel=1}

Subject: <subjectID>,
Resource: <resourceName>
Environmental :<environmentID>},
}]
}]
Extensible Access Control Markup Language (XACML) is
the most common acceptable and widely used language to
express the security policies. Each attribute is expressed with
the pair key and value using a markup language. Key is the
attribute name (eg. Department) specified as the tag and value
(eg. Urology ) is the value of the attribute name specified
within the key-tag. The ABAC policy set can be expressed by
XACML as follows:
<Policy PolicyID=”P 1 ”>

<Operation-2>write</Operation-2>

In the above example, rule R1 states that security policy
allows the surgeon in the department of urology to read and
write the file ‘PatID_005_Urine_Culture_Report’ during the
time 8:18 hours. The following standard is usually used to
write the rules.

Policy-Set: [ {

<PolicySet>

<Operation-1>read</Operation-1>

The above rules Rule 1 and Rule 2 are security rules
represented including the parameter PriorityLevel. The
attributes Designation and Department are the categories of
subject, File-Name is the attribute of category object, and the
attribute Time is the category of environment. The rules state
that the file ‘pat_007_blood_report’ can be read by the users
‘duty doctor, ‘surgeon’ and ‘head nurse’ belong to the
department ‘hematology’. When all these three subjects are
trying to get access to the file, ‘duty doctor, ‘surgeon’ will get
access first due to the highest priority. The relationship
diagram of security policy and working principle of ABAC
model is shown in Fig. 4. This security system provides two
stages of authorization. The first stage performs the common
traditional authorization process where the second stage
completes the ABAC mechanism to increase the level of
protection.

<Rule RuleID=”R 1 ” Decision=”Allow” >
<Operation>
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C (Subject, Object, and Environment) is measured using the
formula-2.
S C (R 1 , R 2 ) = ∑

atr € {ATS (R1) ∩ ATS (R2)}

P atr S atr (R 1 , R 2 )

(2)

where ATS(R 1 ) and ATS(R 2 ) are a set of attributes of R 1
and R 2, respectively. ‘P atr’ is the probability of the attribute
(P atr =1/number of the common attribute in both R1 and R2).
The variable ‘atr’ is the set of attributes that appeared in both
R1 and R2 under the category C. The similarity-value (S) of
the pair of the rule is measured by the formula-3.
S (R 1 , R 2 ) = P subject S subject (R 1 , R 2 ) + P object S object (R 1 ,R 2 )+
P environment S environment (R 1 ,R 2 )

(3)

The variable P is the probability of the category (subject,
object, and environment). As equal probability is applied, the
probability of each category is 1/3. The similarity value of the
above-mentioned rules Rule 1 and Rule 2 is calculated as,

Fig. 4 The Security System Provides Two Stages of Authorization.

C. Measurement of Similarity Value
We used the following formulae to measure the similarity
value of the pair of rules[27]. The similarity value (S) of the
pair of rules R 1 and R 2 for an attribute ‘atr’ is calculated using
formula-1.

S(Rule1,Rule2)
1
3

1

=

3

Sobject(R1,R2)+

1

1
3

Ssubject (R1,

R2)

+

Senvironment(R1,R2)
1

1

= × (0 25+ 0 5) + ×1+ ×1

𝑁𝑆𝑉

S atr (R 1 , R 2 ) =
𝑁𝐷𝑉
(1)

IV. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Where NSV (Number of Same Values) is the number of
the same values of the attribute ‘reappeared in both the rules
R 1 and R 2. The variable NDV (Number of Distinct Values) is
the number of distinct values of the attribute ‘atr’ in the rules
R 1 and R 2 . The similarity-value (S) of two rules for category

Fig. 5 shows the system architecture of our proposed
method. It contains the rules-clusters storage and management
module, rule generation module, and rule clustering module.
The functional operation, task, requirements of each module,
and relationship among the modules are described in the
following sections.

Fig. 5 The System Architecture of Our Approach.
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Fig. 6 Schema Diagram of Specification of ABAC Policies and Clusters.

A. Rules-Clusters Storage and Management Module
(RCSMM)
We created relations (tables) in Oracle11 (Oracle 12c is for
an in-memory database environment). The schema diagram of
RCSMM is shown in Fig. 6. The relation ‘Subject’ is used to
store and manage the attributes and values of the subject.
Likely the relation ‘Object’ and the relation ‘Environment’
store and manage the attributes of the resources and the
environmental conditions respectively. The generated security
policies are stored and maintained in the table ‘Rules’. The
information about the request of operation for a resource is
maintained in the relation ‘Operations’. The generated security
rules are clustered and stored in the relation ‘Clusters’.
Table III, Table IV, Table V, Table VI show the sample
records of the relations Subject, Object, Environment, and
Clusters.
Table VI illustrates that rules 1 and 2 are clustered in
cluster-1 and cluster-11 consists of rules 32 and 33. We
created a relation for each category (Subject, Object, and
Environmental Conditions) to store and manage the value of
all attributes. We have written stored functions to measure the
similarity value of pair of rules for an attribute (e.g.
Department), the similarity value of pair of rules for each
category (e.g. Subject) and finally to measure the similarity
value of pair of rules.
TABLE III.

ATTRIBUTES OF SUBJECT

Relation: Subject
RULENO

RULENO

RULENO

9

9

9

35

35

35

501

501

501

720

720

720

TABLE IV.

ATTRIBUTES OF OBJECT

Relation: Object
RULENO

RESOURCENAME

9

Pat00005_blood_report

35

Pat00007_urine_report

501

Pat00008_thyroid_report

720

Pat00039_blood_report
TABLE V.

ATTRIBUTES OF ENVIRONMENT

Relation: Environment
RULENO

TIMEFROM

TIMETO

9

8

18

35

6

14

501

8

18

720

7

19

TABLE VI.

CLUSTERS OF RULES

Relation: Clusters
RULENO

CLUSTERLABEL

1

1

2

1

32

11

33

11
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The above-stored function measures the similarity value of
pair of rules for the attribute Department. The stored function
call nsv_department(r1,r2) returns the number of values that
are the same for the attribute ‘Department’ in both r1 and r2.
The stored function call ndv_department(r1,r2) returns the
number of distinct values for the attribute ‘Department’ in
both r1 and r2.
________________________________________________
Stored function sv_department(r1 number,r2 number)
________________________________________________
create or replace function sv_department(r1 number, r2
number)
1. return float is
2. sv float;
3. nsv number(3);
4. ndv number(3);
5. begin
6. nsv:=nsv_department(r1,r2);
7. ndv:=ndv_department(r1,r2);
8. if nsv=0 or ndv=0 then
9. sv:=0;
10. else
11. sv:=nsv/ndv;
12. end if;
13. return sv;
14. end sv_department;
______________________________________________________

We have created stored functions to measure the similarity
values of all attributes. The stored function sv_rules(r1,r2)
measures the final similarity value of two rules r1 and r2. In
this procedure p is the probability where we use equal
probability of all the categories (Subject, Object, and
Environment) and sv_subject(r1,r2), sv_object(r1,r2),
sv_environment(r1,r2) are the similarity values of Subject,
Object and Environment.

________________________________________________
Stored procedure function sv_rulet(r1 number,r2
number)
__________________________________________________
1. create or replace function sv_rule(r1 number,r2 number)
2. return float is
3. sv float;
4. p float;
5. sv1 float;
6. sv2 float;
7. sv3 float;
8. begin
9. p:=1/3;
10. sv1:=sv_subject(r1,r2);
11. sv2:=sv_object(r1,r2);
12. sv3:=sv_environment(r1,r2);
13. sv:=(p*sv1)+(p*sv2)+(p*sv3);
14. return sv;
15. end sv_rule;
__________________________________________________

B. Rule Generation Module (RGM)
We designed the module RGM in java for automated rule
generation. RGM is an admin interface in java to generate or
specify the security policies for all shared resources. The
admin can easily set the rules for a resource with the attributes
of the categories Subject, Object, and Environment. This
module is flexible for the admin to update the rules easily.
This module allows the admin to create, or delete or update
the entities of the subject, object, and environmental
conditions. The priority of the rule is determined based on the
role of the subject. The subject-attribute ‘grade’ is assigned
with the value (low or high or middle) based on the attribute
designation. The priority of the rule or request is determined
based on the attribute ‘grade’. We have written a rule
generation procedure in Java to generate ABAC rules.
Fig. 7 shows the interface of rule generation. The
generated policies are stored in the relations Rules, Subject,
Object, Environment, and Operations. Fig. 8 shows the sample
of generated rules.

Fig. 7 ABAC Rule Generation Tool.
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Fig. 8 Sample Generated Rules.

C. Rule Clustering Module (RCM)
We implemented our enhanced clustering algorithm in
java to cluster the security policies. In our previous work [28]
[29], we applied a direct clustering approach that every rule R i
( from top to bottom) is paired with the rule R j (from the next
successive rule of Ri to the last rule in the database). The pair
of rules are clustered if the similarity value of the pair of rules
is above the threshold value and the difference between the
priority-level of those rules is zero (priority-level of two rules
are equal). The introduction of the parameter priority-level
reduces the size of the clusters [30].
Although the previous approach clusters the rules
efficiently, it produces more clusters, and the same rule is
clustered in multiple clusters. In our enhanced approach, we
follow the top-to-bottom approach thus we start from the first
rule to last (1,2,3,..,n) and for each rule R i we made the
pairing of the rule R i with every R j (j=i+1,i+2,..,n}. If two
rules R i and R j are similar rules based on the condition
(similarity-value(R i , R j )>0.8 and priority-level(R i ) is equal to
priority-level(R j ) ), then we follow the following criteria to
cluster the pair of rules R i and R j.
• The rules R i and R j are stored in a new cluster if R i is
not yet clustered. (first similar rule of R i )
• In the case of the rule, R i is already clustered in C k,
and R j is not clustered: (rule-specific-cluster-merging
technique)
o

the rule R j is merged with the cluster C k if R j is
similar to all the rules in the cluster C k,

o

otherwise, R j and R i are stored in a new cluster.

• Every rule should be clustered, and any cluster should
not be empty.
The enhanced clustering algorithm is written as follows:

______________________________________________________
Algorithm: Rule-Specific-Cluster-Merging Approach (RSCA)
______________________________________________________
Input : Security rules R 1 , R 2 ,…, R n , // n is number of rules
Output: Cluster of Rules C 1 , C 2 ,.., C k // k is the number of clusters
1. K=0; // K is the number of clusters
2. T={R 1 , R 2 ,……R n } /* T is the table of records and each record
R i contains information of single rule */
3. For each rule r 1 in R 1 to R n loop //form first record to last
record
4.
For each rule r 2 in R i+1 to R n loop
5.
Compute Similarity-value(r 1 , r 2 )
6.
If Similarity-value (r 1 , r 2 )>0.8 and priority-level(r 1 ) =
priority-level(r 2 ) then
7.
If r 1 is not yet clustered then
8.
K=K+1; C k ={ r 1, r 2 }
9.
Else if r 1 is already clustered and r 2 is not clustered
then
10.
Found the cluster C F such that r 2 is similar to
all the rules in C F where r 1 is the member of
this cluster
11.
If such cluster C F is found then
12.
C F = C F U {r 2 }
// is merged with the existing cluster.
13.
Else If such cluster C F is not found then
14.
K=K+1;C k ={ r 1, r 2 }
// new cluster is created to store r 1 and r 2
15.
End If
16.
End If
17.
End If
18.
End Loop
19.
If r 1 is not yet clustered then
// none of the rules is similar to r 1
20.
K=K+1;C k ={ r 1 } // r 1 is clustered in a new cluster
21.
End If
22. End Loop
23. End
______________________________________________________

The implementation of our enhanced clustering approach
clusters the given set of rules. Fig. 9 shows the results of our
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implementation. We managed six tables Rules, Operations,
Subject, Object, Environment, and Clusters to store the detail
of rules, operations on objects, subjects, objects,
environments, and clusters respectively. The creation of an
individual table for every entity avoids the redundancy of data
and null values.

considers each rule as a cluster. At each iteration, every cluster
is compared with other clusters and the similar clusters are
merged. This is a continuous process while there are
comparable clusters. Let we consider.

Rule clustering module (RCM) proposes an approach to
cluster ABAC Policies before policy validation to improve the
performance of the model (Resolving the policy errors in
every rule is a time-consuming and complex process). We
used only the basic technique of the hierarchical clustering
algorithm. We introduce a novel clustering (rule-specificcluster-merging) and resolved the two major problems of
clustering: avoidable-redundancy (the same rule is contained
in many clusters), and avoids the conflict clusters (not all rules
in clusters are similar). The scopes of our approach are:

k is the number of current clusters,

• We used a rule-specific-cluster-merging approach (
instead of using the rule-sub-module-reduction method
or cluster-merging method ). (time complexity is low).
• If two rules are already clustered, our approach will not
entertain the clustering once again (reduces the number
of clusters and a rule is not stored in multiple clusters
unnecessarily).
• If a pair of rules are similar and anyone rule is already
clustered, then we are seeking to cluster the next one
with the specific clusters where the clustered rule is a
member. ( improves the performance of the process).
• A rule is merged with the existing cluster if all the rules
of the existing clusters are similar only (avoids
conflict-clusters-not all rules in a cluster are similar).

C is the cluster to be compared,

k-1 is the number of clusters excluding C,
r1 is the number of rules in the ith cluster (1≤ i≤ k-1) and
r2 is the number of rules in C.
The comparison of every cluster C, this approach performs
k-1 × r1 × r2 iterations. Thus each cluster is compared with all
other clusters at every iteration and similar clusters are only
merged. The clusters {R1} and {R2} are merged. The cluster
{R3} and {R6} are not similar with all other clusters. The
clusters {R1} and {R4} are merged. The clusters {R5}, {R7}
and {R8} are merged in a cluster. The generated clusters are
{R1,R2}, {R3}, {R1,R4}, {R5,R7,R8}, and {R6}.
Fig. 11 illustrates the same example of clustering eight
rules with our proposed approach. In the first step of our
approach, we compare every rule R i (1≤i≤n-1, n is the number
of rules) with Rj (i+1 ≤ j ≤ n). At each iteration, the unclustered rule is compared only with the specific clusters, not
all the clusters. Thus if R1 and R2 are similar rules, R1 is
clustered and R2 is yet to clustered, then R2 is compared with
the clusters that contain R1. If k is the number of specific
clusters (where the feasibility of similarity occurs for the unclustered rule) and t is the number of rules in the kth cluster,
then our approach requires k×t comparisons only. Hence our
approach reduces the number of comparisons and consumes
less time than the other approaches. For the discussion of our
proposed approach, we took five rules as a sample (listed in
Table VII) to make the discussion easy and understandable.

Fig. 9 Sample Result of Clustering.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We described and compared our approach with the
hierarchical clustering algorithm. Fig. 10 illustrates the
example of the hierarchical clustering algorithm.

Fig. 10 Example of the Hierarchical Clustering Approach.

We took eight rules {R1,R2,R3,R4,R5,R6,R7,R8} for
clustering. In the first step, the hierarchical algorithm
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shows that our proposed approach consumes less time and
increases the performance of the clustering technique and this
helps to improve the efficiency of the ABAC model. Fig. 13
gives the comparative analysis of the existing approaches with
our proposed approach based on the time complexity (Time is
represented as Nanoseconds).
Table IX shows the qualitative analysis of clustering
approaches. We used rule-redundancy-clusters (the same rule
is clustered in multiple clusters), conflict-clusters (not all the
rules in a cluster are similar), high-cluster-generation (more
number of clusters are generated), and less time-consuming
(measured based on the number of comparisons and iterations)
to perform this qualitative analysis.

Fig. 11 Example of Our Proposed Clustering Approach.

The similarity value of each pair of rules are (1,2)= 0.83,
(1,3)= 0.33, (1,4)= 0.33, (2,3)= 0.33, (2,4)=0.83, (2,5)=0.83,
(3,4)=0.33, (3,5)=0.33, (4,5)=1. The workflow and result of
the above sample rules are described in Table VIII. Our novel
clustering
approach
produces
three
clusters
C1={2,5,4}C2={1,2} C3={3} for the above five rules. In our
proposed approach, all rules in every cluster are similar. Thus
a rule is merged if it is similar to all the rules already exist in
that cluster. In some previous researches, the number of
clusters is very high. Also, only minimum rules are similar in
a cluster, and this leads to complexities in detecting and
removing anomalies [22]. Unlike the rule-sub-modulereduction method [21], we merge the cluster at the time of the
creation of the cluster itself, which increases the performance
of the approach. In our previous work [28], we introduced the
parameter priority-level to avoid the anomaly conflict-demand
and reduce the more number of clusters. Although our
previous research reduced the number of clusters, this
enhanced cluster with the cluster-merging technique decreases
the creation of more clusters and also maintains the constraints
that all rules in a cluster are similar only.
Fig. 12 illustrates the comparison of our novel rulespecific clustering approach (RSCA) with the previous
approaches ‘Cluster-based approach’ (CBA) and ‘Log-based
clustering approach’ ( LBCA) [21][22] (Maryem Ait El Hadj,
Mohammed Erradi). CBA generates more clusters than LBCA
and RSCA. Comparing to the hierarchical clustering
algorithm(HCA) and other discussed previous approaches, our
proposed clustering approach reduces the generation of more
clusters and the number of comparisons, hence this result

Fig. 12 A Comparative Study based on the Size and Number of Clusters.

Fig. 13 A Comparative Study based on Time Complexity.
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TABLE VII.
RuleNo

Decision

2

allow read

3
5

PriorityLevel

SAMPLE ABAC RULES

Designation

Department

ResourceName

Time

1

db_admin, typist,
sys_asst, duty_doctor

diabetic, hematology

james_blood_report

8:18

allow read

0

Office assistant

medicine_3

james_blood_report

7:19

allow read

1

typist

diabetic

james_blood_report

8:18

1

allow read

1

sys_asst, db_admin

hematology

james_blood_report,

8:18

4

allow read

1

typist, duty_doctor

diabetic

james_blood_report

8:18

TABLE VIII. RESULT OF OUR PROPOSED CLUSTERING APPROACH WITH A SAMPLE OF THE ABOVE FIVE SECURITY RULES
Pair of rules

Clusters generated

(2,3) (2,5) (2,1)
(2,4)

C1={2,5}
C2={2,1}
C1={2,4,5}

Discussion
(2, 3) is not similar. (2,5) is similar and clustered in C1. (2,1) is similar and tried to merge with
the existing clusters (C1) where rule 2 is a member. But the rule 1 is not similar to all the rules in
C1, so (2,1) is stored in a new cluster C2={2,1}. As (2,4) is similar and matched with all the rules
in the existing cluster C1where rule 2 is a member, and rule 4 is merged with C1. C1={2,5,4}

(2,3) (2,4) (2,5)

C1={2,5,4} C2={1,2}

(2, 3) is not similar. (2,4) and (2,5) are similar pairs but already both are clustered

(3,4) (3,5)

C1={2,5,4}C2={1,2} C3={3}

(3,4) and (3,4) are not similar pairs. Hence 3 is clustered in new cluster C3={3}

(4,5)

C1={2,5,4}C2={1,2} C3={3}

(4,5) is similar but already it is clustered.

TABLE IX.

QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS OF EXISTING ABAC POLICIES CLUSTERING AND OUR APPROACH

References

Technique

Reduces ruleredundancy-clusters

Avoids Conflictclusters

Reduces high clustergeneration

Less time-consuming

M. A. El Hadj et al.
[22]

A rule is clustered with all similar
rules, comparable clusters are
merged.

No

No

Yes

No

M. A. El Hadj et al.
[21]

Enhanced approach and used rulemerge sub-module clustering

No

No

Yes

No

Hierarchical
Clustering [24]

No centroid. All elements are
considered clusters. At each cycle,
comparable clusters are merged

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Our approach

Rule-specific-cluster-merging
approach

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

VI. CONCLUSION
Cloud service providers use many access control models in
the implementation of the intrusion detection system to secure
big data and other shared resources in the distributed
environment. ABAC model meets the security requirements of
advanced computing technologies like cloud computing, fog
computing, and the Internet of Things (IoT). Detection and
Removal of Anomalies (DRA) in the policies improve the
efficiency and reliability of the model. Applying DRA in
every cluster of rules rather than in every rule enhances the
performance of the approach highly. Existing DRA
approaches have the inability to prove the efficiency of the
model, due to applying the poor clustering approach or the
approach which not properly detect and resolve all
considerable anomalies. Our research contribution consists of
three modules: 1) developing a tool to generate ABAC
policies; 2) Storing and managing ABAC policies in the
database; 3) applying a novel rule-specific-cluster-merging
algorithm to cluster ABAC policies. In previous researches,
clustering methods produce more clusters and cluster a rule in
multiple clusters. The previous approaches generate conflict
clusters thus not all the rules in a cluster are similar, which
results that in increases the complexity of the approach and

degrades the performance too. Our novel approach with the
rule-specific-cluster-merging technique reduces the generation
of more clusters, avoids the clustering of the same rule in
multiple clusters and conflict clusters. With our RSCA
algorithm, we decrease the number of comparisons. Hence our
approach gives high performance and reduces the complexity
in applying DRA. The additional parameter priority-level in
every rule avoids the anomaly conflict-demand. This is only
our part of research towards improving the performance and
efficiency of the ABAC model. Our future work is to detect
and resolve the rule redundancy at the time of clustering to
decrease the complexity in the clustering mechanism. In the
future, we will propose an approach to detect and resolve all
considerable policy errors to improve the efficiency of the
ABAC model and intrusion detection system.
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Abstract—One of the most important challenge in Robotic
Flexible Manufacturing Systems (RFMS) is how to develop a
Multi-Robot based control system in which the robot is able to
take intelligent decision to a changing environment. The
problematic is how to ensure the flexibility with the proposed
multi-robot based control system based on triggering strategies.
The flexibility of the whole system is expanded by the capacity of
the flexible robots to effectively ensure tasks assigned to it.
Through this paper, three contributions can be presented: (i) the
RFMS based Control Architecture by presenting in details the
main components and methods, (ii) the planning model, and
(iii) the different levels of flexibility in RFMS.
Keywords—Robotic Flexible Manufacturing Systems (RFMS);
multi-robot based control system; RFMS control architecture;
planning model; flexibility

I.

INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, Flexible Manufacturing Systems (FMS) are
facing widely frequent market changes determined by worldwide competition, new customers’ requirements, continuous
evolution of software and hardware, and the rapid introduction
of new products [1]. Flexible Manufacturing Systems must
ensure high quality products at acceptable costs and react
rapidly to new market and products changes [2]. FMS can meet
product changes, but they cannot respond to structural changes.
In fact, the manufacturing systems are not able to face the
dynamic changing environment due to their static control
structure [3-5]. To react rapidly to the quickly changing
environment, Robotic Flexible Manufacturing Systems
(RFMS) based on multi-robot control system is considered as a
good solution having the properties such as adaptability and
flexibility [6]. Multi-robot based control system is an emerging
solution which is becoming more and more popular as it helps
to decentralize the decision in the control system [7].
Nowadays, there is a huge number of research activities that
has been approved in this sense [8-10]. It is basic for Robotic
Flexible Manufacturing Systems to have capacities such as
autonomy, flexibility and adaptability. The RFMS framework
based on Multi-Robot based control is intended to meet these
criteria. A flexible manufacturing system can be applied either
on static or dynamic system [11]. Robotic Flexible
Manufacturing Systems can be used in many fields such as:
medicine [12, 13], thermodynamic domain [14], optimal
numerisation [15], motion [16], assembly system [17],
automotive [18], fuzzy system [19].

The Robotic Flexible Manufacturing Systems can be based
on either customisation or design. Robotic Flexible
Manufacturing Systems based on customisation means satisfy
the customers’ needs during the design process of
manufacturing systems leading to more time and effort before
completing it [20].
Robotic Flexible Manufacturing Systems based on design
means the ability of the change to obtain new robotic
manufacturing systems based on existing ones as required,
simply and economically [21]. The flexibility in design permits
generating new manufacturing systems effortlessly by ensuring
the required modifications from the existing ones, and the
development cost can be significantly decreased [22].
In this paper, the architecture as well as the behaviour of
intelligent flexible robots are presented. Therefore, the
contributions are based on the following operations: (1) Firstly,
design of flexible software architecture especially for a flexible
robot. (2) Secondly, specification of the planning model
ensured by the flexible robot. (3) Thirdly, the different levels of
flexibility in Robotic Flexible Manufacturing System. To
approve these contributions, the proposed methodology is
applied to a benchmarking system.
Step 1: Define the high-level architecture of the RFMS.
On the basis of the control and flexibility objectives, the
multi-robot control system is designed till the single controlled
device and the related automation tasks. It is important for the
system to be designed in a way ensuring capabilities such as
flexibility. To do so, the multi-robot control system is
conceived to incorporate several self-flexible levels to respond
quickly to any changes occurring in the environment.
Step 2: Define the planning ability.
In the Multi-Robot Based Control System, the planning
ability is considered as a very important point to study that’s
why it is defined how it is implemented. In fact, a plan is
considered as a state-transition model.
Step 3: Define the flexibility ability.
In the Multi-Robot Based Control System, a Flexible Robot
is defined what means. After that, a study on how the Flexible
Robot ensures the flexibility. In order to cover a wide range of
the production policies, the flexible robot must ensure several
flexibility levels that can be categorized in the following ways:
the product family, the product variant, the plan, the task, the
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skill, the failure, the production control, the adaptation and the
configuration. These different levels of flexibility will be
detailed later in the paper.

strengths as well as weaknesses of the two approaches, thus
why we focus on how to balance the two approaches in this
paper.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 introduces the state of art. Section 3 presents the
production system benchmark used as running example.
Section 4 describes the Multi-Robot based Control
Architecture. Section 5 defines the planning model. The
Section 6 presents the different levels of flexibility in RFMS.
Finally, the conclusion and future work are summarized in the
last section.

III. PRODUCTION SYSTEM BENCHMARK
As much as possible, the contribution will be illustrated
with a simple current example called RARM [34]. It is
described informally, but it will be used as an example of the
various formalisms presented in this article. The production
system benchmark RARM is depicted in Fig. 1.
3

C1

MC

A p1

C3

A

The reactive architecture (called also bottom-up, behaviourbased architecture or implicit-based approach) is based on a
mapping between perception (provided by sensors) and action.
The reactive architecture is considered as horizontal
architecture where the different behaviors can be executed in
parallel [32].
The hybrid architecture is more commonly used especially
to control robot as the reactive aspect permits to take action in
real-time to the perception of the dynamic environment and the
deliberative aspect enables to plan future actions to satisfy a
goal [33].
Each architecture has its own strengths and weaknesses.
The deliberative architecture is likely to have higher
computational cost than the reactive approach due to data sent
between vertical layers. In addition, the deliberative approach
is more complicated due to a complete knowledge has to be
provided. However, the reactive architecture is less flexible
than the deliberative one because behaviors cannot be modified
as much as in the deliberative architecture (although it is
considered easy to implement). Therefore, purely deliberative
and reactive architecture are not considered suitable for a
complex system. In this context, the hybrid architecture gets
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p5
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The second classification is based on Knowledge Design.
The intelligent robot can be represented through a defined
architecture that can be deliberative, reactive or hybrid. The
deliberative architecture (called also hierarchal architecture,
top-down, knowledge-based approach, or explicit-based
approach) is the most used in the artificial intelligence [31].
The deliberative architecture consists of vertical layers where
each layer is based on the data sent by the previous one. In
general, a robot senses the environment, plans and executes to
achieve a goal.
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To define well a robot control system, a special attention is
given to its architecture. A huge number of research papers was
presented to define it. The first classification is based on
Knowledge Utilisation based on the way the robot uses its
knowledge to perform action. In this first classification, there
are Competitive approach and Collective approach. The
competitive approach is based on the use of a single criterion to
take decision [23]. The Collective approach enables to take in
consideration many criteria to make decision [24]. The
competitive approach can be categorized into five types,
namely lookup-based [25], finite state machine [26-27],
priority-based or hierarchical-based [28], goal-based [29] and
utility-based competitive approaches [30].
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Fig. 1. The Production System Benchmark RARM.

The whole manufacturing system is divided into two main
parts (Fig. 1): Assembly Line (AL) and Manufacturing Cell
(MC). The Manufacturing Cell named as MC1, MC2, MC3
and MC4 are connected through the Assembly Line (AL) to
enable the flexible robots moving from one MC to another.
Each Working Place contains three conveyors (C1, C2 and
C3), a processing–assembling unit (machine M), a flexible
robot R and additional sensors. Workpieces to be treated as
they come irregularly one by one. The workpieces of Type A
are carried via the conveyor C1, and the workpieces of Type B,
via the conveyor C2. Only one workpiece can be on the input
conveyor. The flexible robot is used to load and unload
workpieces between the processing–assembling unit and the
storage equipment (Input/Output). Firstly, the flexible robot
carries a workpiece from the Input storage to the processing–
assembling unit, which is processed by the machine M. After
processing, the flexible robot transports the finished workpiece
to the Output storage.
IV. HIGH-LEVEL ROBOT-BASED CONTROL ARCHITECTURE
The traditional methodology in designing robots has been
to design the hardware and the software according to what it
should do. Traditional robots can execute specific tasks, but
they are not flexible, and therefore applications assigned to
them depend on their physical structure and their controller
abilities. Creating Flexible Robotic Manufacturing System is
facing hardware and software challenges.
While existing survey papers on Flexible Robotic
Manufacturing System have studied the architecture and
hardware feature of robots, in this paper, a special attention is
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given to the challenging issues emerged when developing
flexible robots. Thus, the main problem to resolve is arising
when the flexible robot perform tasks through some flexibility
abilities.
To react rapidly to the quickly changing environment, it is
basic for the framework to have such capacities as adaptability
and flexibility. The Multi-Robot based control framework is
designed to meet these needs. To ease the system flexibility,
robots would be itself flexible. To do so, every Flexible Robot
belonging to the Multi-Robot system has its own Goal to
achieve and can generate a plan associated to this goal. This
policy helps the Flexible Robot to select an appropriate plan of
tasks to be executed.
In Fig. 2, a Flexible Manufacturing System Meta-Model is
presented. Each Product is assumed to have its own Family. A
Product_Variant is considered as a specific case of
Product_Family. To ensure a Product_Variant, a list of Plan
has to be executed and is composed of Task_Manager. Each
Task_Manager has some inputs which are Events and uses
some Resources, perceive data through Receptors and execute
commands by Effectors. The flexible robot needs to have some
specific Skill_Manager to execute well a task.

publishSkill()
unpublishSkill()
addSkill()
removeSkill()
modifySkill()

initialize()
getProductFamilyID()
describeProductFamily()
requirementProductFamily()
listProductVariant()

Required

Task_Manager

Product_Variant
initialize()
getProductVariantID()
describeProductVariant()
requirementProductVariant()
listProduct()
getPlan()
setPlan()
getStateExecution()

Choose

getEvent()
setEvent()
publishTask()
unpublishTask()
subscribeTask()
unsubscribeTask()
getUtility()
isConsistentWith()
setPriority()
executeTask()
scheduleTask()
removeTask()

Event
input

registerEvent()
unregisterEvent()
updateEvents()
checkEvent()
createTask()

Plan
Allocate

listTask()
getTask()
selectTask()
getUtility()
isConsistentWith()

Task
setTaskID()
getTaskID()
execute()
getUtility()
isConsistentWith()

Resource
getResourceID()
getName()
getLocation()
getType()
getProperties()

Execute

Effector
Done()
Execute()

Perceive

Receptors
getData()
setData()

Fig. 2. Conceptual Meta-Model for a Flexible Manufacturing System.

Where

Running example: In the benchmarking production
system, two types of product families are defined: product
family type and product family type. It is possible to process
the two potential product families simultaneously. The product
family type is treated firstly by RMC1 and then by RMC2. The
product family type is handled firstly by RMC2 and then by
RMC3. As for RMC1 (resp. RMC2, RMC3), it consists of a
drilling machine (resp. milling machine, assembling machine).
The buffer can store the finished workpieces and workpieces
waiting to be processed.
• Product_Variant: is the same product but having
different size, color, materials.

Skill_Manager

Product_Family

• Product_Family: It is a set of similar products having
common tasks. In the production system RARM, it is
possible to produce two potential product families
simultaneously. To produce these product families,
three types of machines need to be installed: Drill,
Load, and Assembly. All of these machine types have a
modular structure that allows adding/removing services.
Based on these services, each machine type can have
different configurations with different abilities and/or
skills. Therefore, the flexible robot chooses the right
machine configuration and decides the best production
policy based on the machine availability and their cost
structures.

Running example: For the product family type , there are
three possible product variant (i) the first production variant
consists of inserting an A-work piece (through the conveyor
C1) into the processing center M to be treated, then it is
evacuated by the robot to the output conveyor C3; (ii) the
second production variant consists of inserting a B-work piece
(through the conveyor C2) into the processing center M to be
treated, then it is evacuated by the robot to the output conveyor
C3; (iii) the third production variant consists of inserting an Awork piece into the processing center M to be treated, then a Bwork piece is added in the center and the two work pieces are
finally assembled.
• Plan: The Flexible robot may have many tasks which
are inconsistent. Therefore, the plan is composed of
consistent tasks. The plan is composed of a set of tasks
for a given product variant that can be either fixed or
variable. The aim is to regroup as much as possible of
tasks to be included in the same plan. Thus, the
selectTask method is used to add a task in the Plan and
the getTask method permits to return all the tasks
related to the same Plan. Similar to Task, the
isConsistentWith method is used to verify the
consistency between two plans and the getUtility
method enables to choose a plan among many
concurrent existing Plans. If a plan has been chosen, the
commitGoal method is used to create a new Goal
instance.
• Task: In general the task objects are associated to the
event object. There is a relation one-to-many between
task and event. The methods setEvent and getEvent are
used to set a link between task and associated events.
To check the consistency between two tasks, the
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isConsistentWith method is used. The Flexible robot
has to choose between several tasks existing at the same
time (which some of them can be inconsistent) based on
the task’s utility through the getUtility method. In some
circumstance, the Flexible robot decides to select one or
several consistent tasks to constitute a Plan with the use
of selectAsPlan method. For each task, all exceptions
are enumerated and trigger events are determined.
Running example: The set of actions is {Ci1_left,
Ci1_right, Ri1_left, Ri1_right, Ci2_left, Ci2_right, Ri2_left,
Ri2_right, Ci3_left, Ci3_right, Ri3_left, Ri3_right, takei1,
takei2, takei3, loadi1, loadi2, loadi3, puti1, puti2, puti3,
processi1, processi2}
Where:
• Ci1_left (resp. Ci1_right) means a workpiece of type A
is moved to the left of conveyor Ci1 from position p1
(resp. p2) to position p2 (resp. p1).
• Ri1_left (resp. Ri1_right) means the Robot ri taking a
workpiece of type A
is moving to the left (resp.
to the right)
from the position p2 of conveyor
Ci1 (resp. the processing unit Mi) to the processing unit
Mi (resp. the position} p2 of conveyor Ci1).
• takei1 (resp. takei2, takei3) means the Robot ri is
currently taking a workpiece of type A (resp. B , AB).
• loadi1 (resp. loadi2, loadi3) meansthe fact of loading a
workpiece of type A (resp. B , AB).

Running example
• The sensor sens1 (respectively sens2) is used to verify if
there is a workpiece at the position p1 (respectively the
position p2) on the conveyor C1;
• The sensor sens3 (respectively sens4) checks for the
existence of a workpiece at the position p3 (respectively
the position p4) on the conveyor C2.
• Effector: the flexible robot can execute the task using
the effector. For each effector, a behavior is proposed to
judge the requests to it.
Running example
• The effector act1 (respectively act2, act3) ensures the
movement of the conveyor C1 (respectively C2, C3);
• The effector act4 rotates a robotic agent;
• The effector act5 elevates the robotic agent arm
vertically.
V. PLANNING MODEL
The planning model means how the flexible robot should
act to decompose the problems into subproblems to obtain the
whole solution that the flexible robot must apply. The planning
model of the flexible robot leads to a very huge number of
possibilities which the flexible robot will have to take in
consideration again in order to retain only the valid
possibilities that should be kept.

• puti1 (resp. puti2, puti3) means the Robot ri is currently
putting the workpiece of type A (resp. B , AB).
• processi1 (resp. processi2) means the fact of processing
a workpiece of type A (resp. B).
• Event: the Flexible robot can update its knowledge
about the environment through sensors. The Flexible
robot can register to a specific event (this is done by the
registerEvent method) or unregister (through the
unregisterEvent method). The events associated to the
robot are considered independent. Whenever the
Flexible robot receives a new event, it checks firstly if
there is a need to create a new task (this is done by the
checkEvent method). If the condition is satisfied, a new
task is created (this is ensured by the createTask
method). All tasks arise from the Flexible robot’s
perception.
• Resource: Each manufacturing system is composed of a
set of resources (e.g., machines, tools, grippers,
conveyors, transport devices, etc.). Each resource
performs a distinct function. It is possible to find a pool
of more than one resource that has the same function.

Planning Model
Flexible Robot
controlling the system

Executing Plan

Receptors

Effectors

Conveyor
C1

or

ey
nv 3
C

Co

A

A

B

The world in which
the robot navigates

• Receptor: the flexible robot knows its environment
through sensors. Thus, the data provided by the sensors
present the robot’s vision of its environment. The
perception parameters have to be defined and the robot
must know how to interpret the data.

Conveyor

C2
B
Processing
unit M

Fig. 3. The Conceptual Planning Model.
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The planning model is based on two necessary elements:
the receptors (i.e. a set of sensors to get data about the external
environment in which the flexible robot is existing) and the
effectors (i.e. a set of actuators to realize the flexible robot’s
tasks) [35]. Fig. 3 shows a conceptual model of the flexible
robot including two components: the planning model, and the
executing plan [36, 37]).
To be more specific, the planning model is based on statetransition model where Σ representing the world is a finite
state-transition system, i.e., a triple Σ = (S; A; γ ), where S is
a finite set of states, A is a finite set of actions, γ : S × A

→ 2S is a state-transition function. If (s, a) = ∅ ; then it is
said that a is not applicable to s or not executable in s.
Given a state transition system Σ , the aim of planning is
to determine which actions to execute to which states in order
to realize some objectives when starting from a given situation.
A plan is a solution that determines the appropriate actions to
reach the goal. The objective can be specified by a goal state s g
or a set of goal states Sg. The objective can be obtained by any
sequence of state transitions that ends at one of the goal states.
The planning model necessitates the descriptions of , the initial
state before applying the plan, and the desired objectives (e.g.,
to reach a set of states that satisfies a given goal condition).
Therefore, the planning model's objective is to produce a plan
(i.e., an ordered finite sequence of actions) that puts Σ into
any one of some finite set of states Sg.
More formally, the plan π is any sequence of actions
= ( a1 , … , ak), where k ≥ 0.

π

The length of the plan is | π | = k is equal to the the
number of actions. If π 1 = ( a1 , … , ak) and π 2 = (a'1, … ,
a'j) are plans, then their concatenation is the plan π 1. π 2 = (
a1 , … , ak, a'1, … ,a'j). The state produced by applying π to
a state s is the state that is produced by applying the actions of
π in the order given.
The plan π is executable in a state s0 if there is a
sequence of states (s0; s1; … ; sn) such that for i = 1; … ; n,
s i = γ (s i-1 , a 2 ). In this case it is said that (s0; s1; … ; sn) is
π 's execution trace from s0, and γ (s 0 , π ) = s n is defined. If
sn satisfies the goal g, then it is said that π is a solution for
the planning problem P = (O; s0; g).
The quality of a plan is measured by length, where the
shorter of two plans is better under the same satisfaction
degrees.
An action or a plan posts a set of goals G = {g1; g2; ...;
gn}. This invokes the following process:
1) Loop over each goal gi:
a) Determine the set of plans filling the goal gi.
b) Keep only the plans which pre-conditions are
satisfied.
c) For each remaining plan, check its mandatory
resources.
2) Order the different goals gi according to its priority.

3) For every goal gi in order of priority.
a) If only one plan P realizes gi
then apply P
else // several plans
b) order each plan achieving the goal gi based on the
length of the plan and how many resources it uses.
c) Choose the plan having the highest scoring.
Running example
Giving (S, A, Gs) where S = {si , i=1...n } is a set of states,
A= {Ci1_left, Ci1_right, Ri1_left, Ri1_right,
Ci2_left,
Ci2_right, Ri2_left, Ri2_right, Ci3_left, Ci3_right, Ri3_left,
Ri3_right, takei1, takei2, takei3, loadi1, loadi2, loadi3, puti1,
puti2, puti3, processi1, processi2 i=1...n } is a set of actions,
and Gs is the problem goal.
If the goal g = {workpiece in the processing unit} and the
robot is at the initial position s1. Let:
•

π 0 = (Ci1_left, takei1).

•

π 1 = (load_i1, put_i1, process_i1, Ci1_right).

•

π 2 = (Ci1_left, take_i1, load_i1, put_i1, process_i1,
Ci1_right).

Then

π 0 is not considered as a solution because the final state is
not a goal state;
π 1 is not a solution because it is not applicable to s1;
π 3 is the only solution because it is applicable to s1 and
the final state is a goal state.
VI. HOW DOES THE RFMS ENSURE FLEXIBILITY?
The flexible robot controls the system through an eventtriggering policy which means whenever an event related to the
system (for example a resource failure), the flexible robot
decides to take the right decision. In order to cover a wide
range of the production policies, the flexible robot must ensure
several flexibility levels that can be categorized in the
following ways:
• Product Family flexibility means that the flexible robot
is able to change-over production families to produce a
new Product family which is feasible in terms of
requirements (that means manufacturing facility
procedure to ensure the production of each product
family). In fact, Flexible Manufacturing Systems are
designed to achieve several operations on many
products grouped in families according to their
operational requirements.
As it is illustrated in Fig. 4, each Flexible Robot has some
Product to achieve. To do so, it determines the appropriate
production plan and the tasks that can be executed. The internal
behaviour of the Robot is defined as follow: firstly, the
Flexible Robot evaluates the feasibility of the new product. If it
is not feasible, then the Flexible Robot generates error, else it
determines the list of tasks to be executed. Each task needs
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some resources. If the Flexible Robot fails in achieving this
task due to some missing resources, it can ask help from other
robots able to provide the requested resources which are
considered as Helping Robots.

• Product Variant flexibility means that the flexible robot
is capable to define the different possible configurations
for the same product family (i.e. alternative
configurations for each product family).

Running example the flexible robot can switch from the
product family type α to the product family type β .

Running example the flexible robot can switch from the
first production variant to the second product variant in case of
shortage of workpiece A.

In [38], the authors present a methodology to group
products into families depending on similarities through a
modified Jaccard similarity index.

Sij =

∑∑ S
m∈i n∈ j

mn

(1)

Ni N j
families,

m (resp. n)
Sij

products of family i (respectively j)

degree of similarity between families i and j

Smn

=
S mn

a
, 0 ≤ S mn ≤ 1
a+b+c

(2)

Where a represents the number of common machines used
to produce both the products m and n; b defines the number of
machines used to produce the product m; and c represents the
number of machines used to produce the product n.

Where
i,j

To measure the similarity degree between two products m
and n, the Jaccard similarity coefficient Smn [38] is used which
is defined.

degree of similarity between products m and

n
Ni (resp. Nj) number of products in the family i (resp. j)
Market Demand: New
Product Family

• Plan flexibility means that the flexible robot is able to
define the order of execution of the tasks to ensure the
same plan.
Running example the flexible robot can switch from the
following plan {C2 left, take2, load2, process2} to a new plan
{load1, put1, process1, C1 right}. The following algorithm
obtains a valid plan constituted by a task sequence (T1, .., Ti,
Tj, .., Tn) where Ti.post-condition = Tj.pre-condition.
Algorithm Graph_generation()

Feasability study

No

Is Feasible?

Input: Node t(acti, pre-condi, post-condi), Precedence
Graph G = (T, R)
Refuse

Output: Precedence Graph G = (T, R)
Yes

Add t into T
Determine the
Product variant

For j in 1 to length(T) do
If (post-condj = post-condi )

Precise the
production plan

Add r = (actj , acti) into R
End if

Execute the
following task

End for
No

Is Plan
finished?

Yes

• Task flexibility means that the flexible robot has the
ability to manage the task switching with minimal
effort.

Is task
executed?

Yes
No

Missing
resource?

No

Yes

Asking help from
other Robots

No

Getting help

Yes

A Task Precedence Graph G = (T, R) is used to provide a
simple visual representation of a complex system by modelling
the interactions and precedence relations among the different
tasks where T is the set of tasks and R is the relationship
between Tasks (precedence order).
Fig. 5 shows Task Precedence Graph composed of night
Tasks (from T1 to T9), and illustrates how is the final
production system configuration.

Fig. 4. Flexible Robot Behavior.
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Running Example. The flexible Robot controlling the
production system RARM consider many scenario in case of
faults happen to physical components such as actuators,
conveyors or machines.

T7

T4

T2

T8

T9

T1

• The second scenario involves a single conveyor C2 that
transports B-work pieces to be processed by the
machine unit.

T5

T3

• The first scenario involves a single conveyor C1 that
transports A-work pieces to be processed by the
machine unit.

• The third scenario involves two conveyors C1 and C2
that transports A and B-work pieces to be processed by
the machine unit.

T6

Fig. 5. Task Precedence Graph.

The list of tasks that can be executed is determined through
the following algorithm.
Algorithm Task_Choice()
Input: Precedence Graph G = (T, R)

If the conveyor C1 is broken in the RARM Production
System, then the flexible Robot has to apply the second
scenario. If the conveyor C2 is broken in the RARM
Production System, then the flexible Robot has to follow the
first scenario. If the conveyor C1 and C2 are functioning well,
then the flexible robot can apply the third scenario (Fig. 6).
¬C1 & C2

// T is the whole tasks

C2

C1
1

2

¬C2 & C1

Output: set of tasks can be executed by end actuators

C2

2

¬C

C1

1&

2&

If (indegree(t)=0) & (t. actuator = available) then

C1

&C

¬C

For each t in T do

&C

C1

Repeat

2

// R is the relationship between Tasks (precedence order)

Return t
End if

3

End for
C1 & C2

If (t.state = executed) then

Fig. 6. Flexible Robot Behaviour in Case of Failure.

t.actuator  available
T  T – {t}

Key
C1: conveyor C1 is working
C2: conveyor C2 is working
¬C1: conveyor C1 is broken
¬C2: conveyor C2 is broken

//Remove t from the whole tasks T

R  R – t.outgoingEdge //remove its outgoing edges
from R
End if
Until all tasks are executed
• Skill flexibility means that the flexible robot has the
ability to change its different skills i.e. adding new
skills, removing others, and modifying of several
services composition, e.g., redesigning the services by
adding a new one and eliminate others to be more
flexible with the environment evolution.
Running example the flexible robot has the moving skill
(forward/backward), it is possible to add on it the new skill
turning (left/right).
• Failure flexibility describes the aptitude of flexible
robot to deal with breakdowns and consequently
guaranteeing continuation of production.

• Adaptation flexibility: Fig. 7(a), represents the normal
case where there are: (i) two flexible robots, each one is
existing in a station, (ii) Robot repository to help other
robot facing problems and (iii) Gripper repository
which permit robot to accommodate the product family
(depending on the form and the geometry of the
workpiece to be handled). This normal case is
considered as the starting point upon which all
adaptation scenarios are based.
In Fig. 7(b), rather than stopping the manufacturing system
to repair the broken robot, the robot facing a problem can be
substituted by another one. In Fig. 7(c), if the robot is broken
and there is no other available robot, then the workpiece can be
transferred to the second workstation to be processed.
In Fig. 7(d), a new suitable gripper is used to be convenient
with the form of workpiece. The use of new grippers for the
transfer of the workpiece facilitates the adaptation flexibility.
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Product
variant 1

Task 1
P3

Plan 1

(a) Normal case

Task 2

Task 3

P3

P3

P2

Available

Task 1

Robot
repository

Gripper
repository

Workstation 1

Workstation 2

Plan 2

Product
variant 2

Possible

Task 2

P3
P2

Not available

(b) Robot broken
X

Product Family 1

Product
variant 3

Gripper
Robot
repository repository

Workstation 1

Workstation 2

R1

Not possible
Robot

Gripper
repository

Workstation 1

Workstation 2

Product Family 2
R1

Robot
repository

X

(c) Robot broken
And workpiece
moved to the
next work
station

Fig. 8. Intelligent Robot Control Decision Making..

(d) Gripper
changed

The total number of alternative solutions for each
intelligent robot can be represented as:

R = ∏∏∏∏∏ ∑ Ri , s , j ,a , p ,t
Robot
repository

Gripper
repository

i

Workstation 1

s

j

a

p

(3)

t

Workstation 2

Where

Fig. 7. Adaptation Scenarios.

• Configuration flexibility: Fig. 8 illustrates a decision
graph representing all the set of possible configurations
that can be executed by the flexible robot. It comprises
six levels: (i) the first level represents the different
product families (for example here, there are only two);
(ii) the second level defines whether the Product Family
is possible or not, (for each product family, there are
two alternatives Possible or Not Possible); (iii) the third
level specifies the different product variants that can be
executed related to a specific Product Family if it is
possible of course; (iv) the fourth level defines the
availability to execute a product variant (for each
product variant, the input indicates if is available or
not); (v) the fifth level represents the different plans that
can be executed for each product variant if it is
available; (vi) the sixth level represents the different
tasks to be executed for each plan. Each node of the tree
graph is a decision point.

• R is the total number of possible configurations for the
intelligent robot,
• i, is the product family index,
• s, Boolean parameter to indicate if the product family is
possible (true or false),
• j, is the product variant index,
• a, Boolean parameter to indicate if the product variant is
available (true or false),
• p, is the product variant plan,
• t, is the task index.
• Ri,s,j,a,p,t, is the complete configuration that the
intelligent robot can choose. Based on the above
analysis for each Product family, Product variant, Plan
and the identification of suitable tasks to be executed in
order.
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VII. CONCLUSION
Robotic Flexible Manufacturing Systems (RFMS) is a
suitable solution to accommodate changes and meet customers’
needs such as autonomous decision, control, and flexibility to
react rapidly to the quickly changing environment.
Through this paper, we consider the challenge how to
implement RFMS, the proposed approach presents the
following contributions: (i) firstly, the general approach is
designed to define the basic architecture of RFMS by
presenting in details the main components and methods,
(ii) secondly, the control robot is defined how to deal with the
planning, (iii) thirdly, the different manners in which the
flexible robot can adapt the system are proposed. The robots
behave more like they are thinking, by making a decision about
action selection and predicting the effects of actions. Therefore,
the problem is divided into three parts: the robot-based
architecture, the planning model and the flexible robot
behaviour.
The future work will be as the following. The methodology
can be expended to include human-computer interaction. The
Multi-Robot based control system can be ameliorated to allow
robots to participate in multiple collaboration at the same time.
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Abstract—The Internet-of-Things consists of heterogeneous
smart appliances connected by global network with selfconfiguring capabilities requiring interoperable communication
schemes while performing inter-domain routing. A review of
existing interoperable approaches shows that there is still a large
scope of improving IoT interoperability. The proposed system
introduces Interoperable Communication System (ICS) by
developing a novel inter-domain routing in IoT using two
schemes. Preemptive and Non-Preemptive Communication
scheme targets mainly emergency-based routing, which demands
faster transmission, and dedicated transmission, demanding
accountability in communication. A simulation study carried out
for the proposed system shows that it offers approximately 90%
reduced delay, 57% increased packet delivery ratio, and 98%
faster processing time when compared with existing approaches
to accomplish interoperability in IoT.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

The term Internet-of-Things (IoT) refers to technological
advancement, which connects various virtual and physical
things using the internet's existing infrastructure [1]. It consists
of network infrastructure globally-connected, characterized by
self-configuring capabilities considering interoperable
communication systems [2]. IoT devices are generally
considered smart appliances integrated with different platforms
to assist in operating various applications, e.g., transportation,
utilities, agriculture, healthcare, commerce, and industrial
buildings [3]. In this aspect, the concept of interoperability is a
much-discussed topic under the roof of research and
development in IoT. If two IoT platforms are incompatible,
then an application's operational features cannot be fully
established [4]. The concept of IoT interoperability is
perceived in the form of a platform, semantic, syntactic,
networking, and device interoperability [5]. In the present time,
the state of interoperability in IoT is managed using different
approaches. The primary approach is to work on gateways and
adapters that mechanizes intermediate software and tools to
bridge the communication among the IoT devices with respect
to different standards and data [6]. Existing gateway protocol
in IoT offers one gateway to communicate with others. Still, it
suffers from significant scalability issues, especially in multiple
and massive smart appliances, which results in higher design
complexity. The second approach uses overlay-based
techniques to integrate the actuators/sensors with other IPbased objects to carry out seamless operation [7]. It can also be
carried out using a virtual networking system that permits

device-based communication with an end-to-end approach;
however, it also suffers from scalability issues. The third
approach uses different networking technologies using IPbased approaches, Software-defined approaches, network
function virtualization, fog computing, etc. [8]-[10]. The fourth
approach uses service-oriented architecture to offer syntactic
interoperability among all smart appliances [11]. The fifth
approach is to make use of semantic web technologies [12].
Apart from this, various other research work is being carried
out to investigate interoperability issues in IoT. It is still in
progress, and no definitive solution has yet arrived. There are
various problems associated with interoperability from existing
research trends which are as follows: i) existing trends of the
solution is more inclined towards considering specific case
study which is somewhat unpractical from practical IoT
deployment, ii) in the presence of a large number of smart
appliances, it is eventual that the communication has to be
carried out using the application-domain approach, which is
not considered much in existing trends of research,
iii) although, all the major investigation towards
interoperability of gateway node, they have ignored the
consideration of amending the search and data translational
services when gateway communicates with multiple
application domains.
Existing studies in IoT towards interoperability focuses on
specific communication environment without considering
capabilities of devices included in it. This is a significant
limitation of existing system. Therefore, this paper introduces a
simple yet efficient inter-domain routing scheme in IoT that
emphasizes achieving interoperability. The investigation
contributes to evolving a new methodology where
heterogeneous communication systems are considered while
performing inter-domain routing. This paper's contribution is
mainly to introduce a simplified framework that can support
interoperability of communication systems in IoT, not current
times. The organization of the paper is as follows: Section II
discusses existing research approaches towards interoperability
in IoT, Section III discusses identified research problems,
Section IV discusses proposed research methodologies,
Section V discusses system design along with algorithm
discussion. Result analysis is carried out in Section VI, while
the paper's conclusive remarks are provided in Section VII and
future work description in Section VIII.
II. EXISTING APPROACHES
At present, various approaches have been implemented to
address multiple ranges of issues in IoT [13]. This section
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specifically discusses the issues about interoperability in IoT.
The recent work carried out by Xu et al. [14] has presented a
technique for improving throughput performance, specifically
concerning industrial IoT systems using cognitive networks.
The study has used a convex optimization process in order to
address resource allocation issues in industrial IoT. The
technique also considers scheduling of IoT devices in order to
achieve better fairness control. A similar direction of study
towards resource provisioning to achieve interoperability in
IoT is also presented by Zhou et al. [15]. This approach makes
use of the Lyapunov optimization scheme with delay
awareness. Without having any form of dependencies towards
predefined information of statistical data of cloud system, this
technique reports provisioning of IoT application of different
types. The approach finally claims a cost-effective operation
considering practical world traces of traffic information. The
current study also emphasizes security and interoperable
conditions in IoT where signcryption is used for the multireceiver system over the mobile system in IoT (Qiu et al. [16).
Another study carried out by Behera et al. [17] has
developed an enhanced communication scheme focusing on
the heterogeneous network in IoT. Considering the wireless
sensor network case study, this implementation mainly deals
with selecting cluster-head for performing data aggregation in
the heterogeneous network in IoT. However, the scheme is
restricted to addressing issues associated with energy
efficiency only in IoT. Considering the case study of healthcare
in IoT, the work carried out by Ray et al. [18] has used broker
services for message queueing in order to perform service
provisioning. A unique gateway testbed has been constructed,
which includes various wireless networks for usage in
translational services. The complete study has been carried out
in prototyping form using real-time sensors. The work carried
out by Diez et al. [19] has presented a validation framework in
order to assess the fact of proper alignment of data with
standards of the data model. It has also been seen that
messaging protocols play an essential role in interoperability in
IoT. Al-Masri [20] has discussed the dependency of multiple
messaging protocols to establish proper communication among
heterogeneous devices in IoT.
There is also dedicated research being carried out towards
assessing the testbed of IoT. One such research work is carried
out by Lanza et al. [21] where experimentation in the form of
services has been presented for IoT. Existing studies have also
been carried out towards assessing the trustworthiness of
gateway systems in IoT, as seen in the work of Fraile et al.
[22]. The approach discusses security architecture for device
drivers along with faster visibility of the node. Yang et al. [23]
have presented an optimization scheme towards industrial IoT
operation where the Poisson process is used for developing the
work distribution in IoT. The adoption of convex optimization
principle is used for performing analysis. A combined study
towards network security and quality of service is carried out
by Sood et al. [24] in order to enhance the heterogeneity in the
serviced rendered by Software Defined Network in IoT. The
technique also performs transformation of the controllers of
heterogeneous form to the homogeneous form using
mathematical modelling. Heterogeneity is also studied with
respect to security over physical layers in IoT as seen in work

of Wang et al. [25]. The work carried out by Leu et al. [26]
have emphasized over achieving stability in messaging services
in IoT in order to enhance the heterogeneity in ServiceOriented Architecture. The technique makes use of shortest
processing time in order to carry out scheduling of the IoT
messages in web-based services.
Study carried out by Nguyen et al. [27] has used network
codes in order to investigate the impact of energy consumption
over IoT performance. In this study, the author has investigated
the use of random linear network coding targeting to improve
the throughput performance in IoT. A unique study presented
by Wu et al. [28] discusses the use of tree concept in presenting
sensor network over IoT considering case study of healthcare
assessment. In this work, a unique tree structured is developed
with indexing policies where a neural network is applied in
order to perform feature engineering for facilitating
interoperable operation in IoT. Such learning based approaches
towards heterogeneous network are also witnessed in work of
Yang et al. [29]. This approach makes use of radio frequency
in order to cater up the QoS requirement using Markov
decision process. The study also uses reinforcement learning
scheme for further optimizing the outcome. Adoption of swarm
intelligence is also reported to carry out optimization operation
in IoT. Work of Ni et al. [30] have used dragonfly algorithm in
order to plan the communication path considering multiple
robotic system of heterogeneous form. An indepth
investigation towards various optimization algorithm towards
improving hardware architecture for heterogeneous IoT is
carried out by Krishnamoorthy et al. [31]. Noori et al. [32]
have carried out investigation towards slotted ALOHA
protocol for improving the communication performance in
heterogeneous IoT. Finally, Asad et al. [33] have improved the
quality of service using provisioning of quality of service over
multiple radio access technology using game theory concept.
The idea is to offer a seamless access among heterogeneous
devices in IoT.
Hence, it is seen that existing system mainly make use of
heterogeneity concept in order to achieve better interoperability
in IoT. Heterogeneity doesn’t necessarily address
interoperability issues in IoT. A closer look into existing
system shows beneficial approaches and outcome when it
comes to addresses considered problem. However, all the
essential problems are not considered in generalized
environment of IoT. The next section discusses about research
problem.
III. LIMITATION OF EXISTING STUDIES
After reviewing the existing approaches of interoperability
in IoT, following research problems has been noticed:
• Although, there are certain degree of work being
carried out towards addressing interoperability problem
in IoT, but they are very much specific to singular
environment of communication. However, practical
application in IoT demands more towards inter-domain
communication scheme, which unfortunately is very
less. Existing solution are highly inclined towards
either network layer or device level. This is not
sufficient to deal with various emergency
communication systems in IoT.
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• The third challenge explored in existing studies is that
they consider single of two platform in the form of
application domain. In the practical concept of large
scale scenario of IoT deployment, there are
possibilities of multiple number of application domain
and IoT nodes within this domain are required to
establish communication process dynamically. A better
and effective approach should be highly practical with
facilitation of scalable operation over the multiple
number of application domains. Adding of new domain
should not affect the scalable performance of the
gateway node.
• There are various routing scheme in IoT; however all
the existing protocols suffers from the challenges
associated with fault tolerance, context awareness,
presence of multiple network standards, node
deployment, intermittent connectivity, multihop
communication scheme. Apart from this issue, existing
routing scheme cannot actually differentiate dynamic
demands of the large scale distributed communication
system. It works in similar way for all kinds of
communication demands. Interoperability is achieved
by a predefined environment in IoT which is
impractical.
Hence, the statement of problem is "It is challenging to
develop scalable, interoperable routing scheme which justifies
all forms of traffic demands in unbiased fashion in large scale
IoT environment."
IV. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The proposed system adopts an analytical research
methodology where the idea is to construct a framework which
can jointly address the both preemptive and non-preemptive
communication system in IoT. The novelty of the proposed
methodology is that it offers higher degree of flexibility to
achieve interoperability in achieving communication in IoT.
The prime aim of the proposed study is to offer a significant
range of interoperability among the heterogeneous smart
appliances, also called as IoT nodes. It is a continuation of our
prior implementation where scalability factor has been
achieved [34]. Fig. 1 highlights the architecture implemented

for this purpose to develop Interoperable Communication
System (ICS).
Domain Specific Routing

• Existing system offers minimal emphasis over
capabilities of smart appliances or IoT devices while
working on interoperability. There is a need of
evolving up with standard of communication over IoT
which are not present at this moment in order to cater
up the demands of communication associated with the
low end devices in IoT. It is essential to understand
that a practical form of solution for interoperability
should not be purely dependent on available network
entity. Another biggest challenge is also associated
with the existing gateway system in IoT which is not
compatible with the changes when a new smart
appliance is added or new services are edited. Apart
from this, there is an emergent need of flexible
interoperability within the gateway system for boosting
up machine-to-machine communication system with
higher range of scalability.

Communication Model

Preemptive Communication
Communication
Model

Beacon Processing
Non Preemptive
Communication

Data Translation

Node Sharing

Interoperable Communication System

Evaluation Attributes

Delay

Packet
Msg Processing
Delivery Ratio
Time

Fig. 1. Architecture of ICS.

Fig.1 highlights the composition of prominent block of
operation of ICS. The first block of IoT Topology mainly
incorporates IoT environment with presence of IoT nodes
deployed in the form of group. The second block of
Application Domain clusters all the IoT nodes within the IoT
environment. The common block of IoT Routing considers the
deployment of any communication protocol within application
domain. Each domain is assumed to execute discrete IoT local
routing. The next important block of operations is preemptive
and non-preemptive communication scheme. The former
scheme is used for processing emergency transmission while
the later scheme is used for dedicated transmission in IoT. The
idea is to develop a framework which can cater up
communication demands of maximum situation in IoT. The
next block of operation is Gateway Node Management which
is mainly used for translational services for facilitating
interoperability in the system. In case of preemptive approach,
the gateway node performs data translation while in case of
non-preemptive approach; addresses of the node are shared.
The study outcome is finally. The further discussion of
methodology of proposed system is illustrated in next section
with respect to system design.
V. SYSTEM DESIGN
This part of the study illustrates about the system design as
well as implementation being carried out towards developing
Interoperable Communication System (ICS) in IoT. The
complete implementation is carried out considering the
practical environmental scenario of using different forms of
smart appliances deployed in IoT environment. The study
considers heterogeneity in the devices being connected where
achieving interoperability in communication system is still an
open-end problem. For this purpose, the complete ICS is
designed considering two states of communication demands
i.e. preemptive and non-preemptive stage. This section
elaborates about the system design deployed for this purpose.
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A. Preemptive Communication Scheme
The prime purpose of the preemptive communication
scheme is to offer instantaneous communication establishment
during any form of emergency circumstances (Fig. 2). It is
based on the hypothesis that when a large number of
heterogeneous smart appliances are connected in an IoT, either
in small and large scale, achieving faster communication is
quite a challenging aspect. Hence there is a need of preemptive
mechanism which can ensure that an emergency
communication always takes place irrespective of any situation
of some of the IoT nodes owing to any reason. This scheme
also considers that only few IoT nodes could possibly exhibit
degradation in its performance of data forwarding either due to
resource depletion or due to any miscellaneous reasons. Apart
from this, it should also offer supportability of mobility
condition of IoT nodes.

Algorithm for Preemptive Communication Scheme
Input: n, γ, β, Cv, f
Output: d
Start
1. For i=1:n
2. Formulate α=1: m
3. α i =[ α 1 , α 2 , …. α m | m<n]
4. alloc n i α m , γα
5. For α=1:m
6.
n 1i forwards msg(C v1 )
7.
C v1 forwards msg(γ(α))
8.
γ(α i )msg 1 (γ(α i+1 ))
9.
γ(α i+1 )f(C v2 )(d)n 2j
10. End
11. End

Application Domain-1
(ICS)gnode
Gateway-1

Node-1

4. Gateway_RREQ

3. RREQ

1. RREQ

Comm Prot (C1)

2. RREQ

Comm Prot (C1)

Application Domain-2

Application Domain-1
(ICS)gnode
Gateway-1

Comm Prot (C1)

1. Gateway_RREQ

(ICS)gnode
Gateway-2

Node-4

2.
Gateway_RREQ

Comm Prot (C2)

Comm Prot (C2)

Fig. 2. Preemptive Routing Scheme in IoT.

Fig. 2 highlights a practical implementation environment
where a smart appliance node 1 is a part of application domain
α 1 which sensed an event-data and now it is required to
transmit this data to node 4 that is part of different application
domain α 2 . The environment also considers usage of two
different communication scheme β 1 and β 2 followed by all IoT
nodes in domain α 1 and α 2 respectively. The transmitting node 1
broadcast the beacon for route discovery first considering the
presence of an IoT gateway node γ. It should be noted that the
study considers a single gateway node in one deployment zone
γ which offers translation services for two application domain
by offering two discrete sub-gateway services i.e. γ=( γ 1 , γ 2 ).
This gateway node carries the addresses associated with
identity and position of their respective registered smart
appliances followed by establishment of connection. The
proposed system constructs an algorithm which initiates
processing of the request of data forwarding where gateway
protocols assists in establishing preemptive routing. The
algorithm implemented for this purpose is shown as follows:

The above mentioned algorithm takes the input of n
(number of smart appliances), γ (gateway node), α (application
domain), Cv (Communication vector), and f (function for data
translation), which after processing leads to generation of d
(transmitted data). The algorithm considers all the sensor nodes
(Line-1) and formulates m number of application domain α
(Line-2 and Line-3). It should be noted that number of
application domain m is considerably less compare to number
of IoT nodes. The algorithm further allocates specific number
of sensors n i to all m number of application domain (Line-4).
Considering all the number of available application domain α
(Line-5), the IoT node initially forwards the message in the
form of communication vector C v (Line-6). The variable msg
will mean control message or beacon used for route discovery
process (Line-6). This is carried out in the form of broadcasting
and this information is then passed on primary gateway node γ
of the parent application domain (Line-7). The parent domain
accesses the information from the message to find out the
location of the destination node within different application
domain (Line-8). The implementation considers the fact that
each application domain exercises a unique routing scheme
where the gateway node assists in data translational services in
cross-application domains. It is also assumed that each gateway
node possess information of its respective IoT nodes.
Therefore, when a request to forward data to a specific node
arrives for a gateway node from different gateway node, there
are two further possibilities viz. i) if the destination node is
present than the data d is subjected to data translation using
function f(x) (Line-9) and finally data is forwarded, and ii) if
the destination node is not present than the gateway node
passes the route request message to the next gateway node and
this search continues until and unless the destination node is
found. It should be also noted that all the gateway nodes
performs an exchange of their information after a certain
interval of time. This will reduce the search time as updated
information will be always available.
B. Non-Preemptive Communication Scheme
This is another alternative of the routing scheme where the
circumstances demands dedicated routing of the data among
heterogeneous IoT devices.
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Algorithm for Non-Preemptive Communication Scheme
Input: n, γ, α, C v , λ, τ.
Output: d
Start
1. For i=1:n
2. Formulate α=1: m
3. α i =[ α 1 , α 2 , …. α m | m<n]
4. alloc n i α m , γα
5. For α=1:m
6.
n 1i forwards msg(C v1 )
7.
response of C v1 is forwarded to n 1i .
8.
C v1  τ(γ(α i ))
9.
γ(α i )τ 1 (τ (γ(α i )))
10. γ(α i )λ(C v2 )
11. C v2  τ(n 1i )
12. transmit d
13. End
14. End
The algorithm takes the input of n (IoT nodes), γ (gateway
node), α (application domain), C v (Communication vector), λ
(process of sharing address), and τ (information of address),
which after processing yields an outcome of the d (transmitted
data). The unique aspect of this routing scheme is that it
mechanizes a method which performs embedding of the
routing information to the IoT devices present in the network.
In order to facilitate a dedicated communication path, the
proposed algorithm ensures that each communicating nodes
should have an access to the address information of all the
nodes involved in path establishment via different gateways.
The gateway node is responsible for sharing the address
information among each other. Therefore the non-preemptive
process of communication differs from preemptive
communication scheme by facilitating the gateway node to
carry out mutual exchanging of positional information among
each other. The preliminary steps of operation are nearly

Application Domain-2

Application Domain-1
(ICS)gnode
Gateway-1

Node-1

3. Addr_Data Exchange

(ICS)gnode
Gateway-2

2. Addr_data

The algorithm responsible for this purpose is as follow:

equivalent to preemptive operation. Considering all the IoT
nodes and application domain involved in it (Line-1 and Line2), the proposed system initiates it process when node i in
domain α i attempts to communicate with node j in application
domain α j . The IoT node nodei transmit its control message
using communication vector C v (Line-6). The respective
response is forwarded to node node i and instantly transmits the
information about the address along with it to node i via the
gateway node γ i in application domain α i . The request for
routing is not forwarded to the application domain but they
only share information of its addresses. The gateway node
associated with the α j share its own information as well as
adjacent IoT devices after it receives the information of address
for the node i in the form of response. Once this information
about address is received, the gateway node share the
equivalent information with an assistance of communication
vector C v that make use of method of sharing address which is
further forwarded to transmitting IoT node. One of the
significant characteristic of this algorithm is that it is capable of
generating maximum number of addresses of all connected IoT
nodes with the gateway node. Therefore, there are minimal
utilization of the network resources as well as there are lesser
dependencies in processing this algorithm in contrast to
preemptive routing scheme. Another potential contribution of
this algorithm is that it facilitates inter-domain routing specific
to those nodes which are registered under established entries in
more secured manner. The proposed system also performs
specific way to exchange the message. The proposed approach
carries out forwarding of the beacon for collecting the
associated information of the IoT nodes followed by sharing of
the control message along with the gateway nodes. In this
process, the sequence number as well as address of IoT node is
used for formulating the structure of beacon used in proposed
study. The proposed system considers IP address as the address
of the IoT nodes while freshness of data is represented by the
sequence number.

1. RREQ
Comm Prot (C1)
Comm Prot (C1)

Comm Prot (C2)

Application Domain-2

Application Domain-1
(ICS)gnode
Gateway-1

Node-1

1. Addr_Data Exchange

(ICS)gnode
Gateway-2

2. Addr_data

This part of the implementation considers exactly the
similar deployment of application domain, gateway node, and
IoT devices. According to the representation shown in Fig. 3,
the transmitting node node 1 transmits the control message for
the purpose of route discovery process. When the parent
gateway node receives this request, it is forwarded to
neighboring gateway node of different application domain.
This is done if the primary gateway node is located far from
destination gateway node which has destination node. If the
target gateway node is located near to primary gateway node
than the message is forwarded directly to the destination
gateway node. Different from preemptive communication
scheme, this scheme basically emphasizes on the address
information of all the nodes involved in communication
process in order to offer more accountability in communication
process. Another uniqueness of this technique is that it offers
bidirectionality of the communication process. Apart from this,
the study also contributes towards assisting in exchanging
routing table information between the transmitting and
destination node located in different application domain. This
makes the process of updating routing operation quite faster.

3. Exchange
of addr
Comm Prot (C1)

Comm Prot (C1)

Comm Prot (C2)

Fig. 3. Non-Preemptive Communication Scheme.
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VI. RESULT ANALYSIS
This section discusses about the outcome obtained after
implementing the proposed ICS. The implementation of the
proposed system is carried out considering 500 IoT nodes
deployed in 1000 x 1000 m2 simulation area where the
transmission range is considered as 200m with assessment
period of 1000s of iteration. As the proposed system mainly
presents a modelling for communication scheme; therefore, it
considers the equivalent standard performance parameters of
delay, packet delivery ratio, and overall processing time. In
order to perform a measurable assessment, the outcome of the
proposed system is compared with the existing standards which
are related to IoT. The first existing standard considered for
processing is RFC 3221 which is responsible for performing
inter-domain routing in IoT [35]. The second existing standards
which are related to IoT is RFC 8352 which is responsible for
implementing gateway scheme in IoT [36]. This section
illustrates all outcome achieved.
A. Outcome of Delay
Delay is one of the prominent performance parameters to
signify the communication effectiveness. Communication
carried out in large scale scenario in presence of gateway and
uneven traffic can significantly increase delay. Hence, the
assessment of delay is carried out by forwarding 2500 bytes as
experimental data. Fig. 4 highlights that the proposed system
excels better outcome in contrast to existing approaches. The
prime reason behind this is the underlying mechanism of
message control in proposed ICS with availability of both the
schemes. Presence of preemptive scheme always results in
lower delay but at the same time, non-preemptive scheme too
assists in reducing delay as once the path is set via accessing
addresses, then data transmission becomes almost seamless in
this dedicated path of inter-domain routing.
It is to be noted that the gateway node of proposed system
contributes towards collecting individual address of the IoT
devices and it performs periodic exchange of information with
its adjacent gateway node. Therefore, proposed system can
ascertain routing of maximum quantity of data over shorter
range of time. Apart from this, the duration for obtaining
information of communication vector from other IoT devices is
also reduced. There is no potential overhead in the gateway as
it only permits the exchange of the address information of IoT
device. On the other hand, RFC 3221 offers overhead control
in IoT, but there is no updating process towards the routing
information in the memory of routing table. Apart from this, no
information is shared with its adjacent nodes. The existing
approach of RFC 8352 assists in performing gateway protocol
implementation standard by opting for highly stabilized
communication channel which is carried out using index of
mobility criterion. It should be noted that gateway node is
tracked via index of mobility to find out if they resides within
the coverage of network. This calls for increasing search
process which further increases the delay to a higher value.
Therefore, the proposed system offers approximately 90%
improved delay reduction when compared with existing
standards of interdomain routing in IoT for targeting better
interoperability.

Fig. 4. Analyzed Outcome of Delay.

B. Outcome of Packet Delivery Ratio
Packet delivery ratio is considered another performance
parameter which is assessed by considering amount of data
which is already being forwarded to the amount of the data
received by the recipient. Fig. 5 highlights that proposed
system offers approximately 57% of improved packet delivery
ratio in contrast to existing system of inter-domain routing. The
prime reason behind this outcome is that it offers better form of
data processing over the gateway node which makes the system
characterized by higher interoperability. The routing tables are
generated as well as updated by proposed data translational
services into multiple structured which has solution to all the
possible alternative communication path between transmitting
and receiving IoT nodes.
Apart from this, preemptive scheme assists in node-bynode communication system where data is instantly forwarded
to next node during route discovery process itself. Hence, it
constructs a stabilized path whereas the path stability increases
multifold when non-preemptive communication scheme is
applied. However, no such operation takes place in existing
system resulting in inferior packet delivery ratio.
C. Outcome of Processing Time
Processing time is one of the essential performance
parameter to measure the computational complexity as well as
to assess the overall response time of the system. It gives a fair
idea of effectiveness of proposed model over practical network
environment. The proposed evaluation considers processing
time as the cumulative amount of time needed for the gateway
node in order to perform processing of the data transmission
from source node of one application domain to destination
node of another application domain. Hence, there is higher
feasibility of different ranges of processing time for different
set of communicating IoT nodes. Considering multiple rounds
of simulation, the assessment of the processing time is carried
out to evaluate the effect of various traffic behaviour, its load,
and variable data over the processing time.
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research community is that proposed system offers 90%
reduced delay performance, 57% of more packet delivery ratio,
and 98% of reduced processing time in comparison to existing
system.
VIII. FUTURE WORK
The present research work will be continued towards
achieving secure communication in data transmission in IoT in
compliance of scalability and interoperability aspects too. It is
necessary as the proposed system is capable of connecting a
vast set of network with another network via a gateway system
and hence massive number of data as well as services are
exchanged. Hence, future work could be carried out using
trust-based data integrity scheme along with privacy
preservation.

Fig. 5. Analyzed Outcome of Packet Delivery Ratio.
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Fig. 6. Analyzed Outcome of Processing Time.

Fig.6 showcase that the proposed system accomplishes
approximately 98% of reduced processing time in comparison
to existing system. The justification behind this outcome is that
the developed gateway system of ICS can cater up the demands
of any form of dynamic environment. The proposed ICS solve
the problem associated with intermittent breakage of link in
dynamic topology of IoT. This is made possible when there is
communication exchange between gateway nodes of different
application domain. However, such forms of route
management is not taken care of by existing standards in IoT.
Another essential contribution of proposed system is that IoT
nodes are freed from any form of duty towards strengthening
the connectivity of IoT devices that is also the reason for faster
response time.
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper presents a discussion about a novel framework
of facilitating an inter-domain routing in IoT with core
emphasis to accomplish full-fledge interoperability. The study
uses an analytical approach where an IoT environment is
deployed in such a way that the device-to-device
(heterogeneous) communication is carried out using gateway.
The protocol implemented is executed on gateway node where
it facilities two forms of routing scheme apart from its data
translation services. Preemptive scheme assists in emergency
communication while non-preemptive scheme assists in
offering dedicated line of communication in IoT. The study
outcome shows better communication performance in contrast
to existing schemes deployed in achieving interoperability. The
definitive findings of the measure of its significance in the
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Abstract—The Internet of Things (IoT) has garnered
significant attention from people with growing changes in human
life over the last few years. IoT is a network of a group of smart
devices that use sensors to collect information and conduct events
in their environments. The information can then be shared on the
Internet. IoT uses a range of technologies and finds various
applications such as smart homes, environmental monitoring,
and healthcare. In this paper, we conducted a comparative study
to analyze the difference between two technologies—Wireless
Sensor Networks (WSNs) and Radio Frequency Identification
(RFID). It is pertinent to note that these technologies would not
be effective without incorporating security aspects due to a
potential number of threats and attacks on the network. This
paper provides a comprehensive review of the recent approaches
to securing RFID and WSNs. We have carefully chosen most of
these studies to investigate only the recent technique from 2017 to
2020. The paper also highlights common attacks on RFID and
WSNs and the secure authentication mechanisms on these
technologies. It further provides a different way of detecting
varying attacks in RFID and WSNs.
Keywords—Security; IoT; WSN; RFID

I.

INTRODUCTION

The Internet of Things (IoT) is a network of a group of
smart devices that use sensors to collect information and
conduct events in their environments. The information can
then be shared on the Internet. IoT has witnessed rapid growth
recently; Cisco reported a remarkable increase in the number
of IoT devices to nearly 50 billion in 2020 [1]. IoT is used in
several areas such as industrial automation (Industrial IoT),
sensing applications in smart homes, traffic control, and other
applications that deal less with sensors and more with data
analysis. Industrial IoT and smart homes deal more with
sensors and less with data analysis. The IoT that focuses more
on data analysis is used in the transformation of business
processes (BPs) such as banking, organizational operations,
and healthcare optimization [2][3].

Fig. 1. IoT Technologies.

II. RADIO FREQUENCY IDENTIFICATION
RFID can be defined as the nonlinear network system that
replaces barcodes and QR codes for a rapid response and
relies on radio waves to capture and disseminate information
[5]. It was first designed in 1948 and took many years to
mature and become affordable and reliable for widespread use.
Some considered RFID as the most widespread computing
technology in history [6]. Today, it has become an important
and integral part of current technologies such as computing
and IoT [7], [8]. RFID is composed of four parts: tag, an
antenna and transceiver tag processor, a database, and a
backend. Tags are connected to items to store their
information, the RFID reader reads the data coming from the
tag and writes it to the transponder, and the backend database
links that data with records. See Fig. 2 [6], [5], [9].
Active tags include a battery that allows automatic data
transfer to the readers. On the other hand, passive tags are
triggered by the electromagnetic waves of the reader.

IoT uses a wide range of technologies such as Wireless
Sensor Networks (WSNs), Radio Frequency Identification
(RFID), and Near Field Communication (NFC), as shown in
Fig. 1 [4].
Among these technologies, WSNs and RFID are mainly
used and have become the two main pillars [4].

Fig. 2. Components of RFID.
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These tags are more commonly used than their active
counterparts on the account of their low cost and infinite life.
Tags contain read-only memory (ROM), that stores data
classified as security data, system ID, and OS instructions and
volatile read/write or random access memory (RAM) that
stores data during transmission and response [6], [5]. They are
used in various applications such as transportation, logistics,
manufacturing, healthcare/pharmaceutical industry, processing,
and security [9], [7]. With the advent of IoT technology and
the development of signal processing technology and
distributed network technology for IoT nodes to acquire
signals, a model has been established to acquire radio
frequency signals within an IoT environment to add more
features that are important in many fields [10].
III. WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORKS
WSNs have been becoming the area of interest for various
researchers due to the rapid development of wireless
technology and embedded electronics. WSN contains node
sensors – small devices used to sense their current
environment [11]. It is a distinct type of network containing
small distributed devices called sensor nodes. They are
considered low-power devices that communicate with each
other without infrastructure and used for sensing and
collecting data through wireless communication [12]. The
basic components of sensor nodes include microcontrollers
that perform data processing and control other components to
perform their functions [13]. Transmitter and receiver use
radio waves to send and receive data over wireless networks.
Wireless sensors are powered by batteries or a power source.
The choice of power source depends on the deployment
environment and energy availability of the applications [14].
As provided in Fig. 3, EEPROM or Flash memory [15] are
also the key components of sensor nodes.

WSNs are the eyes and ears of IoT; they convert physical
phenomena into digital signals and transmit these signals for
processing and analysis [18]. Today, there is a myriad of
applications that depend on WSN and IoT technology, such as
patient monitoring (measuring blood pressure, heart rate, and
oxygen concentration) [19] and smart homes and buildings
[17]. With the tremendous growth of IoT devices with high
connectivity, there has been an increasing concern about their
security and the data they store and transmit across various
devices. Moreover, there has been an increase in the number
of attacks on these devices. The current security challenges of
IoT devices are generally due to their limited capacity,
processing power, and battery life [20]. These limitations have
made IoT devices a target for attackers such as hackers,
hacktivists, and cybercriminals. Cybersecurity is therefore
important to secure IoT and ensure protection from malicious
activities such as data theft, modification, unauthorized access
attempt, or network attack [20].
RFID and WSN technologies are widely used in many
applications, such as in the scientific or medical fields and
even in our home life, so achieving security in them is very
important because they may deal with very sensitive data.
Therefore, security became sour main motivation in this paper,
we discussed the security requirements and how to achieve
them, the common attacks based on current research also
discussed protection and detection mechanisms suggested by
other researchers. Our research paper is one of the few that
discusses both RFID and WSN in terms of security
requirements and common attacks.
This paper is divided into nine sections: Section IV
introduces the required security applied in RFID and WSNs.
The common threats and attacks on RFID and WSNs are
presented in Section V. The following Sections VI and VII,
respectively focus on the security of RFID followed by WSNs
for achieving secure authentication, ensuring confidentiality,
and detecting common attacks on both. In Section VIII we
discussed the papers mentioned in our paper from various
aspects. Lastly, we mentioned our future work on RFID and
WSNs in Section IX.
IV. SECURITY REQUIREMENTS OF INTERNET OF THINGS
To secure IoT deployment, we classified IoT security into
three categories as listed in Fig. 4.

Fig. 3. Basic Components of WSN Node.

IoT model enables computers to access data about objects
and the environment without human interaction [10]. Such
model involves the integration of ‘physical things’ and IT
infrastructure to transfer and collect data through a wireless
network. It further allows to understand, interpret,
communicate, and exchange data without any communication
units and human participation [16], [10]. WSN plays an
important role in IoT applications [17], as it provides IoT
applications with high sensing and operational capabilities.

Fig. 4. Security Requirements of IoT.
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A. Data Security (Privacy, Confidentiality, and Integrity)
Privacy includes the ability to hide personal information
and control the use of that information [21]. There are several
techniques to deal with data privacy, such as pseudo-random
number generators, block and stream cipher, and
anonymization [22]. Confidentiality, on the other hand, means
that the communication between the sender and receiver must
be protected from any malicious or unauthenticated users [23].
The integrity of data stored on remote servers must be
protected on the IoT framework that preserves stored data,
ensures its correctness, and provides protection from any loss
or tampering. Many protocols were designed to achieve data
integrity by using either encryption or anonymization
techniques [24].
B. Communication Security (Authentication, Access Control,
and Non-repudiation)
Authentication before communication is the key to the
success of IoT and an important component of any security
model [25]. The two parties must authenticate their
communication [26]. It ensures the identification of these
parties before making any contact [25]. Identity verification is
carried out using several methods such as passwords, digital
certificates, lightweight cryptography algorithms, or biometric
identification [27]. IoT authentication is a complex process as
it involves heterogeneous network authentication. Before
joining a network, identification and authentication must be
applied to all objects or sensors. It is imperative to note that
IoT requires a unique code (UID) to identify each entity in the
network [28]. Access control involves the authorization of
users. A system administrator specifies access privileges for
different users with which they can only access the relevant
parts of system resources to protect their resources and
information [29]. Access control algorithms can be divided
into five types [22]:
1) Task-based Access Control (RBAC): RBAC manages
all user-assigned access to roles and grants multiple user
permissions to roles. For more efficiency, roles can be
organized into a hierarchy, allowing some roles to inherit
permissions from others. RBAC is generally used to simplify
access control. It reduces complex protection management and
endorses the analysis of user-assigned permissions [30].
2) Organization-based Access Control (OrBAC): An
improved version of the RBAC model. However, it has a time
limitation and supports the periodic activation of roles [31].
3) Capability-based Access Control (CapBAC): CapBAC
gives each user a capability – a key that gives access rights.
The admin then decides if the user can access the network by
checking the validity of the key [32].
4) Attribute-based Access Control (ABAC): Depending on
the characteristics of the requester and resource, users do not
need to know the resources before they submit the request.
ABAC has become significant recently, particularly in web
service applications [33].
5) Trust-based Access Control (TBAC): It gives users a
high level of trust to support dynamically changing
permissions assigned to them [34]. Non-repudiation refers to a

situation where data must be checked in a way that a sender
has sent a message and it can be rejected or a receiver cannot
refuse receipt of the message [35]. It can be achieved using
Public Key Cryptography (PKC) and Digital signature [36].
C. Device Security (Trust and Availability)
Trust is critical to achieving security in an IoT system.
Additionally, IoT devices must be trusted to prevent unwanted
actions by malicious nodes [37]. The stages of trust-building
start from the establishment stage to the operational and
transmission stages of IoT. This trust is formed by two
mechanisms – key generation and token. A key generated by
the entitlement system is allocated to each new unit and
introduced by a consumer device. Token, on the other hand, is
generated by the owner or producer and coupled with an RFID
indication of the device. [38]. In IoT, the availability of
hardware and software remains essential. Hardware
availability implies to the availability of devices for IoT
applications at all times. Software availability is the ability to
provide services at any place and time [39]. Moreover, in IoT
devices, all data should be available to users whenever they
need it. The devices and services must also be available and
reachable whenever the users need them at the right time to
achieve IoT expectations [38].
V. ATTACKS ON RADIO FREQUENCY IDENTIFICATION AND
WIRELESS SESNSOR NETWORK
In this section, we highlight some of the common attacks
on RFID and WSNs.
A. Security Threats and Attacks on Radio Frequency
Identification
The author in [40] summarized several threats directed
towards RFIDs. A key reason behind most of these attacks is
the security of the communication channel between the user
and tags. A group of famous attacks on RFID is revealed
below:
1) Action threat: In this type of threat, the tags possessed
by an individual are monitored and predicted for his future
intentions and actions.
2) Association threat: Electronic Product Code (EPC) tag
is a unique number for each product. When a consumer
purchases a product, a link between the consumer’s identity
and the product is created.
3) Location threat: By tracking the tags associated with a
user’s site, an attacker could obtain the exact location of the
user.
4) Preference threat: It is possible to obtain consumer
preferences illegally by tracking unique EPC tags for each
product that identify company name and product type.
5) Constellation threat: It is one of the threats where the
illegal parties track transactions between users.
6) Breadcrumb threat: Also known as electronic
breadcrumbs, this threat occurs when a consumer buys a
product that creates a link between his/her identity and EPC
tag product number. Consequently, when the consumer gets
rid of this product, the link is not broken and can be used.
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Some common attacks on RFID systems mentioned in paper
[41] are summarized in Table I.
TABLE I.

SUMMARY OF SECURITY ATTACKS ON RFID TECHNOLOGY

Attacks

Descriptions

Temporariy
disabling tags

The signs may be unintended – any event due to natural
factors or interference of frequencies. They may also be
intentional, such as Passive Interference and Active
Jamming.

Removal or
destruction of
RFID readers

Because of its small pilgrimage, an RFID reader is
vulnerable to attackers who use it to obtain data or modify
it.

Relay attacks

Also known as MITMA; the intruder intercepts the radio
signal between the sender and receiver and may modify it.

Attacks on the
tags

Making a copy of the tag (Cloning) or impersonating the
tag (Spoofing).

Reader attacks

Impersonating a legitimate reader (Impersonation) or
recording the legitimate RFID tags (Eavesdropping).

Unauthorized
tag reading

Since authentication protocol RFID tags are not supported,
an attacker can read the contents of the RFID tags.

Tag
modification

The data on RFID tags can be modified or deleted by the
attacker.

Middleware
attacks

The attacker uses RFID tags to either cause an attack
(Buffer Overflows or end RFID middleware) or spread
malicious code with an attack (Malicious Code Injection)

Covert channels

Using RFID tags, an attacker could create unauthorized
channels for transmitting data.

DoS

The attacker blocks or disconnects RFID tags service from
users.

Traffic analysis

Attacks by monitoring and analyzing traffic patterns

Crypto

Uses encryption methods to break encryption algorithms
and access data

Side-channel

Leverages the physical application of encryption
algorithms

B. Security attacks and challenges of Wireless Sensor
Networks.
Fig. 5 [42] generally demonstrates the classification of the
common security threats and attacks in WSNs.

Fig. 5. Security Attacks in General.

The author in [43] notes Sybil attacks as the most common
attacks observed in WSN, followed by wormhole and DoS
attacks. DDoS attacks are relatively less on this type of
network. The authors of paper [42] mentioned some common
attacks on WSN systems, as shown in Table II.
TABLE II.

SUMMARY OF SECURITY ATTACKS ON WSNS

Attacks

Descriptions

DoS

The attacker tries to sabotage the data and disable the system
that reduces network efficiency

Sybil

In WSN networks, there are several sub-tasks such as
duplicating information that you do not perform and
assigning it to one node This node is attacked by Sybil
Attacks, targeting the schemes of fault tolerance.

Blackhole

It is more severe than a Sally attack, as the attacker offers a
shorter path to the nodes, acts as a black hole, and completely
captures the data traffic. The attacker can also affect the data
traffic.

HELLO
Flood

This attack occurs in the network layer where the attacker
fabricates hello, sends it to convince the sensor in WSN, and
then changes the scenario

Wormhole

A common attack that occurs in two separate nodes carrying
important parts of the message when a low-latency bandwidth
is directed to them

VI. SECURITY IN RADIO FREQUENCY IDENTIFICATION
TECHNOLOGY
This section includes an overview of previous works on
RFID network security divided into several sections:
A. Authentication Protocols for Radio Frequency
Identification
In [8], the authors introduced a new authentication
protocol that offers an acceptable level of protection. It is also
resistant to the risks reported in the article and evaluates the
security of mutual authentication suggested by Wang and Ma.
This review demonstrates the key security pitfalls of the
protocol. Firstly, they presented two methods used by an
opponent to make valid readers believe that they are dealing
with a valid database. Next, they demonstrated how an
adversary can turn an RFID reader into a legal database and
introduced a new adversary model. Finally, they implemented
an improved server method named ISMAP and demonstrated
that this protocol provides sufficient protection against
different types of attacks including the current adversary
model discussed in the article. Additionally, the authors in
[44] introduced a new lightweight RFID security
authentication protocol (LRSAS). They analyzed the security
properties of the protocol, containing data confidentiality and
integrity (DCI), replay attack (RA), desynchronization attack
(DA), impersonation attack (IA), tracking attack (TA), denial
of service attack (DoS), and forward security (FS). Finally,
they compared the LRSAS protocol with other protocols in
terms of communications, computation, and storage. The
authors also showed that the protocol is efficient in terms of
security and cost requirements.
In [45], the authors presented two lightweight RFID
protocols that provide security, identity authentication, and
privacy and have multiple tag groups. They used a filtering
process to decrease collision between tags, sleep activation
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mechanism, RFID system, and computing load. They also
used a pseudorandom number generator (PRNG) and hash
function to encrypt all sessions between the reader and tags.
These protocols can resist eavesdropping, replay, and
desynchronized attacks.
In [46], the authors introduced a group-based
authentication protocol for the RFID system. It uses only mod
operation and bitwise XOR. Additionally, two standard
measures were used to measure the privacy of the system,
resulting in anonymity when the opponent conducts numerous
operations. Experimental results showed that their scheme
maintains a high level of privacy when some tags are
compromised. After the analysis, the authors proved that their
protocol is safe and effective for a reduced RFID system.
B. Security Communication in Radio Frequency
Identification to Ensure Confidentiality
In [47], the authors studied elliptical curve coding (ECC)
protocol based on RFID security protocol, as it has several
important features such as high strength ECC encryption that
provides high security for communication and access to tag
memory data. The new protocol relies on simple calculations
such as XOR and bitwise AND which reduces complex
calculations for low-cost tags. The authors analyzed their
protocol for security and performance by using BAN logic.
The analysis demonstrated that the protocol can provide
mutual authentication of the tags and reader at the same time.
C. Detection Mechanisms in Radio Frequency Identification
In [48], the authors presented new effective research to
preserve the privacy of cloning, as it is relevant and effective
to preserve the privacy to explore cloning for all supplies that
support RFID technology. They analyzed and evaluated the
proposed mechanism through simulations which proved to be
effective under various conditions. They then designed and
implemented Multilateral Secure Computing (SMC) protocols
to implement private-preserving for clone estimate that shows
changes in efficiency regarding similar programs inside the
existing SMC system. In [49], the authors discussed important
problems associated with tag detection in RFID systems,
including reader collision avoidance, optimal tag reporting,
and optimal tag coverage problems. These issues occur due to
the inability of collision intrusion detection and RFID readers
that transmit packets created by other readers and poor access
to resources in RFID tags on the account of severe limitations.
In [50], the authors presented an approach that implements
MAC, routing, and application layer outlier detection
processes in three different regions. Multiple invigilator
regions executed internal or external detections after data
collection. The proposed system has consequently been found
to be efficient in terms of performance indicators. These
indicators may be internal or external based on service quality.
Various internal indicators used to measure the stability of
structures are DI, RMSSDI, RSI, SI, CHI, and DBI.
Additionally, various external indicators used to measure the
stability of structures are FI, NMII, PI, and EI. Both internal
and external indicators confirm the formation of structure and
external detection processes. Furthermore, two indicators
based on QoS (productivity and jitter) are used in this work.

The authors in [51] presented an efficient hash-based
RFID authentication protocol that provides miss-tag detection.
They presumed that for each user, an authentication system
would validate large quantities with RFID tags inside its
ranges. Their protocol can detect and reset lost tags if the
missing tag can rejoin the system. After analyzing the protocol
in terms of security, they proved that it can provide adequate
security guarantees, resist various attacks, and offer better
performance. Moreover, the protocol achieves both security
and performance characteristics. See the summary of security
in RFID technology in Table III.
TABLE III.
Paper

DIFFERENT SECURITY TECHNIQUES ON RFID

Year

Techniques

2020

GNY Logic
and Scyther

The authors introduced a modern
authentication protocol that offers an
acceptable level of protection and is
immune to security risks.

2020

Hash function,
PRG, SKINNY
encryption
algorithm

The authors introduced a new
lightweight RFID security
authentication protocol (LRSAS).
They analyzed security properties of
the protocol that contain Data
Confidentiality and Integrity (DCI),
Replay Attack (RA),
Desynchronization Attack (DA),
Impersonation Attack (IA), Tracking
Attack (TA), Denial of Service Attack
(DoS), and Forward Security (FS).

[45]

2020

Hash function,
PRG, activatesleep
mechanism,and
filtering process

The authors presented two lightweight
RFID protocols that provide security,
identity authentication, and privacy.

[46]

2020

XOR operation

The authors introduced a group-based
authentication protocol for the RFID
system.

[47]

2016

XOR and bit wise
AND

The authors studied elliptical curve
coding (ECC) protocol based on RFID
security protocol as it has several
important features

[48]

2010

Algamal
encryption system

The authors presented a novel
efficient, private information
mechanism to detect clones for RFIDenabled supply chain operations.

Tree flow
algorithm

The authors discussed many important
problems associated with tag detection
in RFID systems, such as reader
collision avoidance, optimal tag
reporting, and optimal tag coverage
problems.

DI, RMSSDI, RSI,
SI, CHI, DBI, FI,
NMII, PI, and EI

The authors presented an approach
that implements MAC, routing, and
application layer outlier detection
processes in three different regions.
The multiple invigilator region
executes internal or external
detections.

Hash function

The authors presented an efficient
hash-based RFID authentication
protocol that provides miss-tag
detection.

[8]

[44]

[49]

[50]

[51]

2009

2019

2018

Contribution
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VII. SECURITY IN WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORKS
In this section, many papers written on the security of
WSNs have been compiled and divided into several sections
as shown in the following:
A. Authentication Protocols for Wireless Sensor Networks
In [52], the authors mentioned weaknesses in traditional
authentication methods found in IoT and suggested the use of
a system based on WSN identity authentication and
blockchain technology. Blockchain is a book of accounts that
cannot be modified or tampered with and where transactions
or data are generally recorded. They integrated blockchain
decentralization with the nodes that formed the IoT structure.
In a public blockchain, several private blockchains are
connected and each private blockchain is connected between
the cluster heads of a WSN. In the end, we have a hybrid
blockchain for the whole network. The authors also created a
model where the identification data was recorded between
cluster head nodes and ordinary nodes. Finally, a connection
authentication is done between these nodes. After analyzing
the model, it became clear that the system has a greater and
more efficient level of safety.
The researchers in [53] submitted a proposal to make the
use of authentication protocols in WSN more secure and
focused on reducing the cost as compared to other
conventional protocols. They used the Altera DE2 demo board
and implemented several corresponding device structures such
as the Altera Cyclone II field-programmable gate array.
Finally, they showed the waves produced from this process –
16702A – a logic analysis device. Additionally, the process
XOR was used for encoding the key. The results showed the
effectiveness of the experiment.
Paper [54] also mentioned many concerns about the
difficulty of preventing smartcard stolen and off-line guessing
attacks. To prevent these attacks, the paper suggested using a
protocol that uses honey-list technology and relies on threefactor authentication. As the sensor performance is limited, the
protocol also encodes the elliptic curve that relies on the
public key and uses only hash functions. The authors
performed a formal security analysis using the real-or-random
(ROR) and Burrows Abadi Needham (BAN) models. For
verification, they used simulation software called Automated
Validation of Internet Security Protocols and Applications
(AVISPA) that resulted as a safe protocol.

messages in WSN. The password is updated and changed for
the message verifier and connected to the dynamic node on the
network. The authors concluded that this method
outperformed previous methods. Subsequently, paper [57]
used a scheme based on additive homomorphic encryption
algorithm in WSN, whereby a symmetric-key homomorphic is
used to provide more protection for the confidentiality of data.
This key also combines the data with a homomorphic
signature to achieve integrity. After decoding, the data is
classified according to various symmetric-key homomorphic.
Furthermore, after analyzing the results, it became clear that
using this method is effective in reducing cost and increasing
effectiveness in terms of protecting the data from any
tampering during its transmission and ensuring the accuracy of
its collection.
The author in [58] suggested the use of hybrid technology
from Diffie-Hellman key exchange and Elliptic Curve
cryptography. The combination of these two technologies
allowed for increased security of data traffic, confidentiality,
authentication, and time savings. These techniques are
simulated, applied to a Java platform, and implemented in a
WSN environment. The authors of [59] directed their efforts
towards solving the security problems of sensitive data, as it
traveled through WSN for various applications, by applying
new technologies. They integrated discrete chaotic map and
genetic cryptography as 2DES and 3DES for WSN, which
increased the security regardless of limited resources. For a
text and visual data, Henon map encryption was used due to
its strong encryption. They encoded these processes under the
Arduino microcontroller and determined that the attacker
might need time depending on the speed of his device. They
concluded that using random numbers increases the robustness
of the system and prevents attacks. They preserve the
confidentiality of data from unauthorized disclosure and
collect it with high accuracy, as shown in Fig. 6.
To increase security and make IoT devices more
independent, the authors in the paper [60] suggested the use of
blockchain security features such as availability to users, data
integrity, and various cryptographic tools. The model was
applied to the WSNs that were used to measure moisture and
temperature. It was found that the transmission of information
between the nodes became more secure, independent, and less
vulnerable to various types of attacks such a DoS and MITM
attacks.

The author in [55] focused on lightweight and cost as the
two main features; the authors saw that WSN devices need
strong and light authentication protocols that can withstand
any difficult environment. They proposed a model that uses
XOR and hash functions. This model was effective in terms of
reducing the use of resources and speed while maintaining
data security.
B. Secure Communication in Wireless Sensor Networks to
Ensure Confidentiality
There has been a growing need to guarantee the high
security of WSNs used in various applications such as home,
industrial, and healthcare. Therefore, paper [56] proposed a
protocol that improves the security of WSN by distributing the
main keys, identifying the node, and verifying the identity of

Fig. 6. General Block Diagram of Henon Map.
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C. Detection Mechanisms in Wireless Sensor Networks
DoS jamming attack is one of the common attacks on
WSN, as discussed in [61]. It aimed at sending many signals
to jam the main signal. A denial of service occurred
consequently and caused disruption of functions in the WSN
nodes.

In the first session, a large discrepancy in node values makes
them a harmful contract for WSN. For the second session, the
results of the regression of the artificial neural network for
both packet delivery ratio (PDR) and energy consumption
variables were analyzed. It was observed that ANN-based
PDR is stronger and quicker than ANN-based energy usage.
However, the results for both were good.

The authors in [61] proposed an exponentially weighted
moving average (EWMA). They deployed an exponential
moving variable that detects any change occurring in the
traffic. The authors concluded that this model can accurately
detect different jamming attacks and be used in situations
where sensitive instantaneous information is transmitted.

In the survey paper [63], a part of its objectives was to
provide a comparison of different intrusion detection protocols
of each WSN and IoT. It mentions the uses and efficiency of
each type.

Due to the sensitivity of information transmitted through
WSN, a solution has been proposed in [62] to discover the
unauthorized and intentional sequences of WSN. The
sequence detection methodology in this paper relied on the use
of MATLAB Simulink that uses an artificial neural network.
TABLE IV.

The authors in [65] aimed at using a new system that
detects the sequence and has a longer residence time by
adding a low-power resistance and survival continuity to IDS.
The paper showed that nodes continue to work efficiently on
algorithm strength, mobile nodes, and attack strength. See the
summary of security in WSNs in Table IV.

DIFFERENT SECURITY TECHNIQUES ON WSNS.

Paper

Year

Techniques used

Contribution

[52]

2020

Hybrid blockchain

The authors mentioned weaknesses in the traditional authentication methods of IoT and suggested the
use of a system based on many WSN identity authentication with blockchain.

[53]

2015

XOR arithmetic

The researchers submitted a proposal to make the use of authentication protocols in WSN more secure
and focused on reducing the cost as compared to other conventional protocols.

[54]

2020

Honey-list, three-factor
authentication

The paper suggested using a protocol that uses honey-list technology and relies on three-factor
authentication for preventing smartcard stolen and off-line guessing attacks.

[55]

2020

XOR and hash functions

The authors saw that WSN devices need strong and light authentication protocols and that can
withstand any difficult environment.

[56]

2017

The protocol distributing the main
keys, identifying the node and
verifying the identity

The paper proposed a protocol that increases the security of the WSN by distributing the main keys,
identifying the node also verifying the identity of the messages in the WSN.

[5]

2015

Symmetric-key homomorphic,
homomorphic signature

The authors proposed a scheme based on an additive homomorphic encryption algorithm in WSN for
the confidentiality of data.

[58]

2018

Diffie-Hellman,
Elliptic Curve

Suggested the use of hybrid technology from Diffie-Hellman key exchange and Elliptic Curve
cryptography. The combination of these two technologies allowed for increased security of data traffic,
confidentiality, authentication, and time savings.

[59]

2020

Discrete chaotic map, genetic
cryptography, Henon map

Solving the security problems of sensitive data, as it traveled through WSN for various applications, by
applying new technologies. The authors integrated discrete chaotic map and genetic cryptography as
2DES and 3DES for WSN which increased security regardless of limited resources.

[60]

2020

Blockchain

To improve security and make IoT devices more independent, the authors suggested the use of
blockchain security features such as availability to users, data integrity, and various cryptographic tools.

[61]

2018

Exponentially weighted moving
average (EWMA)

The authors proposed an exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA). They deployed an
exponential moving variable that detects any change occurring in the traffic. It can accurately detect
different jamming attacks.

[62]

2020

Artificial neural network, MATLAB
Simulink

Due to the sensitivity of information transmitted through WSN, a solution has been proposed by
researchers to discover the unauthorized and intentional sequences of WSN. They relied on the use of
MATLAB Simulink which uses an artificial neural network.

[63]

2019

Survey (e.g. Intrusion detection by
cluster head, Hybrid anomaly
detection..)

The paper provides a survey comparison of various intrusion detection protocols in both WSN and IoT.
It mentions the uses and efficiency of each type.

[64]

2015

Low-power resistance and survival
continuity to IDS

The paper aimed at using a new system that detects the sequence and has a longer residence time

VIII. DISCUSSION
This part focuses on discussing the above-mentioned
recent techniques for protection and detection mechanisms.
The discussion section has been divided into two parts:

A. Critical Review of Radio Frequency Identification Security
This section discusses the most important recent
approaches which aim to secure an RFID environment. These
approaches are selected as the most relevant and have novelty.
For example, many research papers have discussed
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authentication and their protocols are distinguished using
lightweight encryption algorithms. They consume fewer
resources during calculation and are more efficient compared
to traditional encryption algorithms. They are also suitable for
devices with limited computing power such as RFID. The
authors in papers [8] took a few measures to overcome some
of the flaws and introduced an improved protocol using
Scyther and GNY Logic. These are two excellent ways to
assess security for the protocol of cryptography. However, the
protocol has a drawback – it does not take into account multiserver or multi-reader environments. In two other researches
[44] [45], the authors used hashing function to encrypt all
session between tags and reader that ensures data integrity.
They also used a pseudo-random number process to strengthen
the encryption, making it difficult for the attacker to guess the
key used. Both protocols proved effective in protecting against
many types of attacks such as restart attack (RA), trace attack
(TA), denial of service attack (DoS), and security forwarding
(FS). The difference between the two papers is that the authors
in [45] used the SKINNY encryption algorithm for the data
used by the tag and reader to achieve mutual authentication. In
our opinion, their protocol was good because it balanced
security requirements and costs. Additionally, the use of
SKINNY was well-suited for a scenario where the server is
connected to numerous lightweight devices. In [44], we liked
that they used the activate-sleep mechanism efficiently and
filtering process which reduced collision on the tags. In the
paper [46], the authors not only used a pseudo system that
provides a feature on the side of the tag but also used that
feature in the reader to generate the nonce. Their protocol only
uses bit-wise XOR operation in the authentication stage along
with symmetric encryption and decryption. It was an excellent
protocol, as it uses fewer resources in the tags to achieve
arithmetic work and store data. Moreover, it maintains a high
level of privacy when attacking some tags.
In the next section, we discussed RFID security
communication to ensure confidentiality. The authors in [47]
presented a protocol based on an elliptical curve for coding.
From our point of view, their protocol has several advantages.
It provides mutual authentication for the tag and reader and is
good at resisting some of the common attacks related to RFID
technology. Additionally, their protocol only relies on a few
simple operations such as XOR and bitwise AND which
reduces the complexity of computation in low-cost tags. In the
following section, we discussed several research papers
regarding detection mechanisms in RFID. The researchers in
the [48] presented a novel, reliable, privacy-preserving
mechanism for detecting clones for RFID-enabled supply
chain operations. They used the Algamal encryption system,
which is an asymmetric encryption system, in their protocol
that achieved both authentication and confidentiality. Their
protocol has been effective at detecting RFID supply chain
clones. However, from our point of view, their protocol has
many weaknesses such as the need for more robust hardware.
They also need to reduce the security level to n/2 to improve
the performance of their protocols. The authors in [49] provide
a distributed and localized algorithm. They used a tree flow
algorithm centered on the recursive direction of the binary tree
for tag identifiers and the problem of tag collision where the
reader initially sends a broadcast including the string of "0".

The ID of all these tags in the interrogation space starts with a
"0" bit. When an answer is received or a collision of the tag is
observed, the reader will iterate on both sub-trees "0" rooted at
"00" and "01" However, if there is no answer, the reader
assumes that there is no "0"-tags preceded in their
interrogation region and sends a question "1" afterward. For
the reader, the difficulty of TWA is proportional to the
number of tags in TWA. The researchers introduced in [51]
the protocol for dealing with lost tags. Their protocol depends
on lightweight cryptographic techniques and the key size is
taken into account. In their protocol, RFID tags and key size
are the two main factors that affect the entire group
authentication process. From our perspective, their protocol is
unique because they considered the effect of key size on
authentication efficiency, assuming the presence of a large
number of RFID tags. They also proved their protocol
efficient, as it requires less time to authenticate the tag,
provides resistance to a replay attack, and all the tags are
independently verified. In another in research [50], the authors
suggested a scheme. It was found to be effective in terms of
performance indicators. These indicators can be internal,
external, or QoS-based. Internal indicators that have been used
to measure structural stability are DI, RMSSDI, RSI, SI, CHI,
and DBI. External indicators that were used to measure the
stability of structures are FI, NMII, PI, and EI. Two additional
indicators were also used based on service quality
(productivity and jitter). One of the advantages of their model
is that it observed an improvement of 0.15% in minimum and
14.9% in maximum in the case of network instability without
outliers compared to that of the network with outliers. It has
further proven high efficiency.
B. A Critical Review of Wireless Sensor Networks Security
After addressing the security requirements of WSN, we are
reviewing various scientific papers focusing on their security.
It was noted that in terms of authentication, blockchain
technology is considered one of the leading modern
techniques. Some researchers [52] used the technology in
several ways; some used it as a blockchain structure linked to
the head node. It is followed by the blockchain linked to subnodes that formed a structure distinguished by its effectiveness
in the authentication. However, it can take more time in the
case of a large number of nodes and become immune to the
attacks of concurrent guessing against IDs and passwords.
Some [60] have applied this technique to other ways on the
IoT, but its effectiveness cannot be confirmed when applied to
WSN, except through experience. It was also noticeable that
the AVISPA tool was used [54], which aims to analyze the
Internet safety protocols on a large scale and increases the
strength of the experiment results. The authors were also
focused on making security protocols that are lightweight,
affordable, and offer high security in return. However,
lightweight protocols may not be able to detect harmful nodes
in WSN. Concerning secure communication in WSN, one of
the research papers [57] suggested the use of homomorphic
encryption. However, this type of encryption is known to be
vulnerable to compromise attacks. To solve this dilemma, you
can attempt to split the data into pieces and send them to
different aggregators. Another type of encryption was also
mentioned in one of the papers [58] that merges DiffieHellman key exchange and Elliptic Curve cryptography. It
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was an effective method in terms of time-saving, data security,
and authentication. Another paper [59] proposed encryption
based on data clutter that uses Hénon map to generate random
numbers. However, it can break after several attempts,
depending on the ability of the attacker. One work [51]
mentioned updating the key periodically without the need for
any sync, but the work did not mention time and efficiency
factors. In the algorithms for the detection of attacks,
Exponentially Weighted Moving Average (EWMA) [61] was
used and the results were accurate, indicating the superiority
of this method. Sequence attacks were detected in one work
using algorithms [62] and in another work [64] using
resistances placed on nodes. Both the studies gave positive
results. We noticed a difference between RFID and WSN; in
terms of security techniques, most of the references we
discussed on RFID used a simple approach to achieve security,
as the RFID tag has a short reading range from 5 meters (ideal
conditions) to less than 1 meter (not ideal conditions). In
contrast, a more sophisticated approach was used in most of
the literature we discussed on WSNs. It is observed that
authentication is different in these two technologies the reason
behind that the different capabilities of them e.g., we can
apply only lightweight approaches on RFID while we can
apply the complex algorithms on WSN. This paper provides a
comprehensive review of the recent approaches for securing
RFID and WSNs.
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[10]

[11]

[12]

[13]

[14]

[15]

IX. CONCLUSION
IoT technology has become an essential part of our era. It
is defined as the set of devices connected for collecting and
analyzing data from their environments. The types of
technologies that use IoT are bifurcated. In this paper, we have
highlighted the security and attacks of both WSNs and RFID
since they are parts of the IoTs environments. The goal of
providing a comprehensive study and investigate the recent
research related to the security of WSN and RFID
technologies in terms of security requirements, detection
techniques, and prevention of attacks against them are
accomplished. Thus the comprehensive discussion of these
technologies of research observed in terms of efficiency,
comparison of protocol security, cost, and weight is included.
In the future, we will keep up with the new approaches,
further investigate, and compare the performance and security
mechanisms of RFID and WSN.
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Abstract—As an important asset in software testing,
measuring quality attributes of the test suite is important to
describe the quality of software. This research proposes a method
to measure the test suite quality attributes for white-box testing.
The attributes are usability, efficiency, reliability, functionality,
portability, and maintainability that are selected from 28
attributes in software quality. By using the proposed method, the
test suite quality attributes are calculated with various results of
level of quality. The result of test suite quality attribute
measurement then proves the validity of its result by the
reliability analysis. It is used Cohen’s kappa coefficient to
validating the result of test suite quality attributes measurement
based on the level of agreement between the result of
measurement and expert assessment. Reliability analysis on test
suite quality attribute finds the attribute that strongly related
based on the minimum percentage of level of agreement value are
usability, reliability and functionality. Hence, our proposed
method is useful to measure test suite quality attributes.

quality approaches to control the program before its delivery
or installation at the user with an acceptable level of quality.
Various software quality attributes have been used on software
quality models to define the degree of quality. Software
quality attributes are multipurpose attributes that mean any
area of software development process can use the attributes.
Examining code programs by using the test suite is one of the
methods to assure their quality. Test suite quality
measurement is necessary to gain information on the test suite
performance.

Keywords—Test case; test suite quality attributes; white-box
testing; reliability analysis; software quality

The objective of this research is to find and propose the
test suite quality attributes measurement and then validate its
measurement by the reliability analysis. The research concern
with quality attributes for test suite in white-box testing. The
research provides a questionnaire for the expert to assess the
test suite quality attribute based on their experience. The
reliability analysis uses Cohen’s kappa coefficient approach.
Cohen’s kappa coefficient is used to analyze the reliability of
test suite quality from test suite quality attributes measurement
result and expert assessment. The level of agreement is
presenting the reliability of the test suite quality attributes
measurement with the expert assessment. This research uses
only the test suite for white-box testing. The results of the
reliability analysis are the test suite quality attributes that have
strongly agreed to the quality of the test suite.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The quality of software is confirmed by systematically
exercising the software in carefully controlled circumstances
especially in testing phase[1]. During the testing, test suite
which contains several test cases play a very important role to
check various aspects of the software such as actual program
structure and the software functions as per the
specification[2]. The test cases are usually developed by a set
of inputs, execution preconditions, and expected outcomes for
a specific objective. Testing in software development is one of
the ways to ensure quality of the software.
The main activity of software testing is verification and
validation[3]. In software development life cycle, verification
and validation aim is to help the software development build
software with good quality. Verification ensures the specific
function of the software is correctly implemented. Validation
ensures the software are suitable to customer requirement.
One of the software testing approaches is white-box. The
white-box testing approach aims to ensure that the program is
successfully tested based on the internal structures of the
software[4].
Software quality is defined as the whole of features and
characteristics of a product or service that able to satisfy stated
or implied user needs[1]. As an important asset in software
testing, measuring the quality of a test suite is important to
describe quality of the software. Software testing is one of the

The big problem with quality attributes is uncertainty
attributes and their measurement for informing the degree of
test suite quality. Currently, measuring the attributes of test
suite quality is one of the interesting problems in software
testing. The aim of test suite quality attributes measurement to
provide useful information about the degree of test suite
quality.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describe the highlight work done by others that somehow ties
in with this research. Section 3 describes the principle and
formula to measure test suite quality attributes. Section 4
describes the reliability analysis of test suite quality attribute
by using Cohen’s kappa coefficient. Section 5 describes the
research methodology to validate the test suite quality
attributes by using the level of agreement between the result of
the measurement and expert assessment. Section 6 describes
for experimental activity and its result. Section 7 explains the
result of the questionnaire to test suite quality attributes
measurement. Section 8 describes the conclusion and future
work of the research.
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II. RELATED WORKS
Test suite consists of a set of test scripts or test procedures
known as test case to be executed in a specific test run[2]. Test
script in test suite is related to the test case that consists of
expected results based on the inputs. The difficulties in
software testing quality especially in white-box testing
approach vary depending on the size and complexity of the
program being tested[5]. It was a great idea to measuring the
degree of test suite quality by using the attributes from
software quality. Several studies have been reported in the
scope of quality attributes of test case that focus on increasing
the testing effectiveness consider to mutation testing[6]. The
usability especially identification error with effective and
efficient is important to enhance software quality[7][8].
Efficiency of test suite is related to number of redundant test
cases in the test suite and reducing redundant test cases
possible to improve the efficiency in testing[9]. Reliability is
considered to number of mutants because the result on
mutants coverage could be used to find the true reliability of a
program[10][11]. Functionality in the testing approach is to
ensure the method in the program satisfies functional
requirements and assesses the quality itself[12]. The study on
test suite reusability is related to portability has been reported
that in the test suite reuse effective at discovering and
repairing bugs inserted during pragmatic reuse[13]. Reducing
number of test cases and ability of the test cases reused to
examine another object should be considered to improve the
maintainability[14][15].
With respect to previous work, this research analyzes the
quality attributes for test suite to ensure the quality of the test
suite. As we already introduced, this proposal a method to
measure the test suite quality attributes is adopted the quality
attributes from software quality which related to test suite,
especially in white-box testing approach.
III. TEST SUITE QUALITY ATTRIBUTES
Software quality defines as the degree of software,
component, or process to establish the customer requirement
under specific conditions[2]. Successful software testing
activity is achieved by collaborative activity between testing
activity and quality assurance activities[16]. One of the
important assets in testing activity is test suite. Software
quality has many approaches such as McCall’s Model (1977),
Boehm’s Quality Model (1978), ISO 9126 Standard Quality
Model (1986), FURPS (1987), FURPS+ (2000), Capability
Maturity Model (CMM 1991), Ghezzi Model (1991), IEEE
Model (1993), Dromey’s Quality Model (1995), SATC’s
Quality Model (1996), Bansiya’s QMOOD Model (2002),
Aspect-Oriented Software Quality Model (2006), Componentbased Software development Quality Model (2008),
DEQUALITE Model (2009), Sehra S. K Model (2011) and
SQuaRE’s Model (2011)[17].
Software quality attributes are multipurpose attributes that
mean any area of software development process can use the
attributes. Examining code programs by using the test suite is
one of the methods to assure their quality. The most used
attributes on the software quality model are usability,
efficiency, reliability, functionality, portability, and
maintainability that selected from 28 attributes. The principle

of test suite quality attributes on white-box testing in this
research is related to the software quality principle. The
research proposes the following formula and definition for test
suite quality attributes. To simplify the formula, the research
uses the following notation.
• SRTC

: Successful Reused Test Cases

• DCC

: Distinct Code Coverage

• OT

: Objects Tested

• NOLOC : Number of Original Line of code
• NOTC

: Number of Test Cases

• NOMut

: Number of Mutants

• NOMutK : Number of Mutants Killed
• NOR

: Number of Redundant Test Cases

• NOMet

: Number of Method

• NOMetExec

: Number of Method Executed

The parameters for measuring the test suite quality
attributes are gathering from the test suite examination that
enhances the accuracy of test suite quality measurement. The
result of test suite quality attribute measurement is numerical
which ranges from 0 to 1. The experiment assumes that the
test suite quality attribute has three levels of quality such as
low, medium, and high. The result of test suite quality
attributes divided into those three levels which begin from 0 –
0.33 for low quality, 0.34 – 0.66 for medium quality, and 0.67
– 1 for high quality. One of the criteria of good test cases in
the test suite related to white box testing is that the test cases
can achieve 100% code coverage. The test suite quality
attribute measurement additionally considers code coverage
on its measurement.
1) Usability as test suite quality attribute: Usability
defines as the degree of a program able to be used by specified
users to achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency,
and satisfaction in a specified context of use[18]. The research
assumes that the test suite usability should consider for the
effectiveness and efficiency related to previous definition. In
other words, test suite usability defines as the extent to test
suite is successfully examine program by the software tester to
guarantee that all statements have been exercised at least once
and validate the internal data structure with effectiveness and
efficiency. By using the notation, the formula for test suite
usability as follows.
𝑇𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑆𝑢𝑖𝑡𝑒 𝑈𝑠𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 =

�1−(NOR/NOTC)�+(𝐷𝐶𝐶/𝑁𝑂𝐿𝑂𝐶)
2

(1)

2) Efficiency as test suite quality attribute: Efficiency
defines as the capability of the software product to provide
appropriate performance, relative to the number of resources
used under stated conditions[2]. Number of resources in the
case of test suite is related to number of test cases. Redundant
test cases in the test suite are one of the problems that can
reduce efficiency value. The previous research conducted the
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identification and elimination process of redundant test cases
in the test suite[19]. The efficiency in this research is related
to the degree of redundancy of test cases on the test suite. The
test suite efficiency defines as the level of test suite
redundancy to complete a certain task. The redundant test
cases exist when both of the two test cases are executed in the
same lines of code. By using the notation, the formula for test
suite efficiency as follows.
𝑇𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑆𝑢𝑖𝑡𝑒 𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 = �1 − (𝑁𝑂𝑅/𝑁𝑂𝑇𝐶)�

(2)

3) Reliability as test suite quality attribute: Reliability
defines as the ability of the software to operating required
functions in specific conditions and time, or number of
operations[2]. One of the causes of the inability of the
software product to perform a required function is mutant.
Mutants define as changed/mutated statements of the source
code. The capability of the test cases kills the mutants to
ensure the quality of test cases in terms of reliability. Test
suite reliability is defined as the probability of test cases in the
test suite killed the mutants in testing that consider to its
coverage. By using the notation, the formula for test suite
reliability as follows.
𝑇𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑆𝑢𝑖𝑡𝑒 𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 =

𝑁𝑂𝑀𝑢𝑡

𝑁𝑂𝑀𝑢𝑡𝐾

(3)

4) Functionality as test suite quality attribute: The
functionality defines as the capability of the software to
perform functions that are related to user requirements with
specific conditions[2]. The research analyzes the terms
function in Java program related to the white-box testing is a
method that also considers the coverage of the test suite. The
test suite functionality is defined as the capability of test cases
on the test suite to performs the behavior of the program. The
test suite has performed the behavior of the java program
when a high number of the method examines by the test suite.
The formula for test suite functionality measurement as
follows.
𝑇𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑆𝑢𝑖𝑡𝑒 𝐹𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 =

𝑁𝑂𝑀𝑒𝑡𝐸𝑥𝑒𝑐
𝑁𝑂𝑀𝑒𝑡

(4)

5) Portability as Test Suite Quality Attribute: Portability
defines as the capability of software that can be reused from
one hardware or software environment to another[2]. Test
suite portability is defined as the capability of the test cases in
the test suite to run on a new program without change.
Portability is related to the degree of reusability of test suite.
The test suite reusability defines as the capability of test cases
in the test suite to examine several or all paths of method that
should be tested on diverse objects.
This research uses the clones of Banker's Algorithm with
code clones type 1, 2, 3, and 4 [20][21]. The test suite
portability measurement is applied on code clones because the
portability of the test cases in the test suite needs to use the
same characteristic of input for the program. Code clone type
1 (exact clones) are identical clones with no differences with
original code. Code clone type 2 which the differences from

the original code are renamed identifiers, literals, types,
layout, and comments but the structurally and syntactically are
similar. Code clones type 3 are modified the statement such as
statement insertions/deletions in addition to changes in
identifiers, literals, types, and layouts. Code clone type 4 has
been modified on code fragments to perform the same
objective but different syntactic variants. By using the
notation, the formula for test suite reusability as follows.
𝑇𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑆𝑢𝑖𝑡𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 = (∑

∑ 𝑆𝑅𝑇𝐶+∑ 𝐷𝐶𝐶

(5)

𝑂𝑇×∑ 𝑇𝐶)+∑ 𝑁𝑂𝐿𝑂𝐶

6) Maintainability as test suite quality attribute:
Maintainability defines as the capability of software to be
modified for correct defects, meet new requirements, make
future maintenance easier, or adapted to a changing
environment with less effort to maintain[2]. Test suite
maintainability is related to the capability of the test suite that
suitable to test another program with less effort to maintain by
avoiding redundant test cases. The maintainability considers to
reusability and efficiency(non-redundant test cases) of the test
suite. By using the notation, the formula for test suite
maintainability as follows.
𝑇𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑆𝑢𝑖𝑡𝑒 𝑀𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦

∑ 𝑆 𝑅𝑇𝐶 + ∑ 𝐷 𝐶𝐶
1 − (𝑁𝑂𝑅/𝑁𝑂𝑇𝐶) + �
�
(∑ 𝑂 𝑇 × ∑ 𝑇 𝐶) + ∑ 𝑁 𝑂𝐿𝑂𝐶
=
2

(6)

IV. RELIABILITY ANALYSIS

Reliability analysis in this research is to validate the
formulas of test suite quality attributes measurement.
Validation of those formulas is to observe the result with the
real condition based on the expert assessment. Reliability
analysis objective is to validate the level of agreement from
the result of measurement to the expert [22]. The validation
refers more speciﬁcally to the consistency of measurement
that involves the expert.
Cohen’s kappa coefficient is generally for assessing
agreement between raters. Cohen defined the coefficient as
“the proportion of chance-expected disagreements which do
not occur, or the proportion of agreement after chance
agreement is removed from consideration”[23]. Cohen’s
Kappa has used a quantitative measurement of reliability for
two raters that are rating the same thing, corrected for how
often that the raters may agree by chance. The formula for
Cohen’s kappa coefficient as follows.
𝑘 =

𝑝0 −𝑝𝑐
1 − 𝑝𝑐

(7)

where,

p 0 = the proportion of units for which the judges agreed
(relative observed agreement among raters)
p c = the proportion of units for which agreement is
expected by chance (chance-expected agreement)
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TABLE I.

COHEN’S KAPPA CONTINGENCY MATRIX
Rater 1
Category 1

Category 2

Category
1

a: number of
agreements on category
1
P(a) = a/N

b: number of
disagreements (judge 1
and category 2, and
judge 2 and category 1)
P(b) = b/N

Category
2

c: number of
disagreements (judge 1
and category 1, and
judge 2 and category 2)
P(c) = c/N

d: number of agreements
on category 2
P(d) = d/N

Rater 2

TABLE II.

COHEN’S KAPPA INTERPRETATION

Kappa Statistic

Strength of Agreement

<0.00

Poor

0.00 – 0.20

Slight

0.21 – 0.40

Fair

0.41 – 0.60

Moderate

0.61 – 0.80

Substantial

0.81 – 1.0

Almost Perfect

Fig. 1. Test Suite Quality Attributes Measurement and Validation Activity.

Distribution of the frequency for two raters on Cohen’s
kappa coefficient is represented by the contingency matrix as
shown in Table I [23]. Based on Cohen’s kappa contingency
matrix, p 𝑜𝑜 and p c are calculated as follows:
p o =P(a)+P(d)

P category1 =(P(a)+P(c))*(P(a)+P(b))

p c =P category1 +P category2

P category2 =(P(b)+P(d))∗(P(c)+P(d))

The value of Cohen’s kappa coefficient is positive when
the value greater-than-chance agreement and negative when
less-than-chance agreement. The maximum value for Cohen’s
kappa coefficient is +1.0. Its value related to the strength of
agreement as shown in Table II.
V. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
This section explains the research methodology to measure
the test suite quality attributes and then validate the result by
using the reliability analysis. The reliability analysis is used
Cohen’s kappa coefficient to validate the result of test suite
quality measurement based on the level of agreement from the
result of measurement and expert assessment. Fig. 1 shows the
test suite quality attributes measurement and validation
activity that consists of two main activities such as test suite
profiling for test suite quality measurement and expert
assessment for validating the result of measurement.
A. Proposed Test Suite Quality Measurement Activity
The objective of test suite profiling is to collect the
important and useful information of the test cases in the test
suite for the test suite quality attributes measurement in whitebox testing. Test suite profiling uses the Java program and
given test suites then running the test suite which has been
implemented on Junit to test the Java program and the result is
test suite information. The test suite information contains such
as follow.

a) Number lines of code,
b) Number lines code executed,
c) Number of test cases,
d) Distinct lines of code executed,
e) Number of mutants
f) Number of mutants killed by the test suite
g) Number of methods
h) Number of method executed.
Test suite information uses to calculate test suite quality
attributes. Test suite quality attributes calculated in this
research is usability, efficiency, reliability, functionality,
portability, and maintainability. The result of the calculation is
the score and level for test suite quality attributes.
B. Validation
Validation aims to prove the validity of test suite quality
attributes measurement results with expert assessment. The
expert assessment activity objective is to assess the quality of
the test suite based on the experience from the expert. The
questionnaire contains information and question that should
answer by the expert such as how long the experience in
software engineering and his work. The questionnaire
provides information such as the explanation for test suite
quality attributes, Java program and given test suites, and the
result of test suite examination. The expert answers the
question of test suite quality attributes assessment based on
their experience, and knowledge. The expert assesses the
quality of the test suite by choosing the level of quality such as
low, medium, and high quality.
The level of test suite quality attribute from the test suite
quality attributes measurement and expert assessment then
analyze the reliability by using Cohen’s kappa coefficient. The
profiling and expert assessment for test suite quality attributes
are used the same dataset. Cohen’s Kappa coefficient and
percentage of agreement are used to measure the level of
agreement for test suite quality attributes. The result of
measurement is the value of Cohen’s kappa coefficient and
percentage of agreement from test suite quality attributes
measurement and expert assessment.
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VI. THE EXPERIMENT
The purpose of the experiment is to collect the test suite
information for test suite quality attributes measurement for
white-box testing. The result of measurement then validates
the level of agreement from the result of measurement by
using the result of expert assessment.
A. Dataset
The experiment uses Banker’s Algorithm Java program as
shown in Fig. 2 and given two test suites for the dataset as
shown in Table III that contains the number of test case (TC),
input data, and expected output. Banker’s Algorithm is
developed by Dijkstra for resource allocation and deadlock
avoidance algorithm[11], [24]. The number of test cases is
seven for each test suite. The test suites are implemented on
Junit to examine the Banker’s Algorithm. The test suite
mutants information gains by using PIT mutation testing
tool[25] and Junit for code coverage information.
B. Experiment Works
The Banker’s Algorithm java program is examined by the
given test suites in which test cases implemented in Junit. The
test suite examination result is code coverage information and
mutation coverage for profiling the test suite. The code
coverage information for each test suite is collected by
executing the Junit in Eclipse IDE that presents the
information of lines of code executed by the test case in the
test suite and percentage of code coverage.

The test suite mutants information is collected by using
PIT mutation testing tool. PIT mutation testing tool are greatly
manipulated bytecode to generates mutants and examine the
test suite or test case to know the capability of the test suite to
kill the mutants[25]. The mutants are killed by the test case in
the test suite by showing different behaviour, and live when
they are not. The ratio of mutants in the test suite is calculated
in PIT mutation testing tool. The ratio of mutants is calculated
by the mutants killed over the total number of mutants. The
mutation score is used in test suite reliability measurement by
combining with code coverage. Test suite quality attributes
such as usability, efficiency, reliability, functionality,
portability, and maintainability are calculated by using the
formula that explains in Section 2.
The experiment uses the questionnaire to gathering the test
suite quality attributes information from the expert
assessment. The questionnaire contains the introduction and
aims of the test suite quality attribute assessment, dataset,
result of the test suites execution, and summary of the test
suites examination. The question is focused on assessing an
aspect of the level of test suite quality attributes from an
expert view with seven questions. They are designed from the
definition of test suite quality attributes and the result of all
test suites examination. An example of the question is as
follows.

public class Banker {
private final int need[][], allocate[][], max[][], avail[][], np, nr;
public Banker(int[][] need, int[][] allocate, int[][] max, int[][] avail, int np, int nr) {
if (need.length != np || allocate.length != np || max.length != np || avail.length != 1|| need[0].length != nr ||
allocate[0].length != nr || max[0].length != nr || avail[0].length != nr) {
throw new IllegalArgumentException("The matrices should have \"np\" rows and \"nr\" columns. \"avail\" should have only one
row.");}
this.need = need;
this.allocate = allocate;
this.max = max;
this.avail = avail;
this.np = np;
this.nr = nr;}
private int[][] calc_need() {
for (int i = 0; i < np; i++) {
for (int j = 0; j < nr; j++) {
need[i][j] = max[i][j] - allocate[i][j];}
}
return need;}
private boolean check(int i) {
for (int j = 0; j < nr; j++) {
if (avail[0][j] < need[i][j]) {
return false;}
}
return true;}
public boolean isSafe() {
calc_need();
boolean done[] = new boolean[np];
int j = 0;
while (j < np) {
boolean allocated = false;
for (int i = 0; i < np; i++) {
if (!done[i] && check(i)) {
for (int k = 0; k < nr; k++) {
avail[0][k] = avail[0][k] - need[i][k] + max[i][k];}
System.out.println("Allocated process : " + i);
allocated = done[i] = true;
j++;}
}
if (!allocated) {
break;}
}
return j == np;}
}

Fig. 2. Java Program for Banker’s Algorithm.
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TABLE III.

Input data
TC-1

TEST SUITES OF BANKER’S ALGORITHM

int[][] intArray0 = new int[1][1];
int[][] intArray1 = new int[1][1];
int[] intArray2 = new int[1];
intArray2[0] = 1;
intArray1[0] = intArray2;

Expected Output

True or false for method isSafe()

Input data

int[][] intArray0 = new int[1][1];
int[] intArray1 = new int[1];
intArray1[0] = 1;
intArray0[0] = intArray1;

TC-2
Expected Output

True or false for method isSafe()

Input data

int[][] intArray0 = new int[1][6];

Input data
TC-1

Expected Output

Input data
TC-2
Expected Output
Input data

TC-3

Test Suite-1

TC-3
Expected Output

True or false for method isSafe()

Input data

Banker banker0 = null;

TC-4

Expected Output
Input data
Test Suite-2

Expected Output

True or false for method isSafe()

Input data

int[][] intArray0 = new int[0][6];
int[][] intArray1 = new int[1][0];

TC-5
Expected Output

True or false for method isSafe()

Input data

int[][] intArray0 = new int[1][1];
int[][] intArray1 = new int[1][1];
int[] intArray2 = new int[1];
intArray2[0] = 1;
intArray0[0] = intArray2;

TC-6

TC-4
Expected Output
Input data
TC-5
Expected Output

int[][] intArray0 = new int[1][1];
int[][] intArray1 = new int[1][6];

fail("Expecting exception:
IllegalArgumentException")
int[][] intArray0 = new int[1][1];
int[][] intArray1 = new int[1][1];
int[] intArray2 = new int[9];
intArray1[0] = intArray2;
fail("Expecting exception:
IllegalArgumentException")
int[][] intArray0 = new int[0][6];
fail("Expecting exception:
IllegalArgumentException")
int[][] intArray0 = new int[1][6];
int[][] intArray1 = new int[3][0];
fail("Expecting exception:
IllegalArgumentException")
int[][] intArray0 = new int[0][6];
int[][] intArray1 = new int[1][0];
int[][] intArray1 = new int[1][0];
fail("Expecting exception:
IllegalArgumentException")

Input data

int[][] intArray0 = new int[1][6];

TC-6

Expected Output

True or false for method isSafe()

Expected Output

fail("Expecting exception:
IllegalArgumentException")

Input data

int[][] intArray0 = new int[1][1];
int[][] intArray1 = new int[1][1];
int[] intArray2 = new int[9];
intArray1[0] = intArray2;

Input data

int[][] intArray0 = new int[11][6];

Expected Output

fail("Expecting exception:
IllegalArgumentException")

Expected Output

fail("Expecting exception:
IllegalArgumentException")

TC-7

“The efficiency of test suite usability in this research is
related to the degree of redundancy of test cases on the test
suite. The test suite efficiency defines as the level of test suite
redundancy to complete a certain task. The redundant test
cases exist when both of the two test cases are executed in the
same lines of code.
Based on the definition and the summary of test suites
examination, what is the degree of test suite efficiency for test
suite 1 and test suite 2?”.
The expert will choose one answer such as low, medium,
high for each test suite. The questionnaire collects the personal
information of the expert like name, kind of experience in
software engineering. Result of the questionnaire is presenting
the level of each test suite quality attributes of every test suite.

TC-7

TABLE IV.

RESULT OF TEST SUITE INFORMATION

Test Suite Information

Test
Suite-1

Test
Suite-2

Number lines of code

33

33

Distinct lines of code executed

33

3

Number of test cases

7

7

Number of mutants

41

41

Number of mutants killed

32

3

Number of methods

4

4

Number of methods executed

4

1

Number of object reused test suite(test cases)

4

4

Number of successful reused test cases for all
object tested

28

28

Number of redundant test cases

3

6
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TABLE V.

The percentage of agreement is calculated based on
comparison data from the result of the level of test suite
quality attributes measurement and expert assessment. Criteria
of the match agreement if the result from the expert is the
same as the measurement. The result from Cohen’s kappa
coefficient and percentage of agreement is to enrich the
analysis of reliability in test suite quality attributes.

RESULT OF TEST SUITE QUALITY ATTRIBUTES MEASUREMENT
Test Suite-1

Test Suite-2

Test Suite
Quality
Attributes

Score

Test Suite
Quality
Attribute Level

Score

Test Suite
Quality
Attributes Level

Usability

0.79

High

0.12

Low

Efficiency

0.57

Medium

0.14

Low

Reliability

0.78

High

0.07

Low

Functionality

1.00

High

0.25

Low

Portability

1.00

High

0.51

Medium

Maintainability

0.79

High

0.33

Low

C. Experiment Result
The dataset from Banker’s Algorithm and given test suites
then examines by using Junit and PIT mutation testing tool,
the result of test suite information is shown in Table IV. The
test suite information consists of the number of lines of code,
number of lines executed by the test case, distinct number of
lines executed, number of methods, and number of method
executed. Table V shows the result of test suite quality
attributes measurement for usability, efficiency, reliability,
functionality, portability, and maintainability by using the
formula in Section 2 and their quality level.
The level of agreement is analyzing by Cohen’s kappa
coefficient and percentage of agreement. The Cohen’s kappa
coefficient in this research is to present the degree of
agreement. The percentage of agreement is to enhance
detailed information about the percentage of test suite quality
attributes agreement. The number of experts is ten with
different year experiences as shown in Fig. 3. Most of the
experts have experience 3-5 years in software engineering.
Time experience in software engineering from the expert helps
to answer the question.

Fig. 3. Expert Time Experiences in Software Engineering.

The result of level test suite quality attributes and expert
assessment is used to calculate the level of agreement by using
Cohen’s kappa coefficient and percentage of agreement. The
contingency matrix for Cohen’s kappa coefficient contains
several conditions. True positive condition is the total number
of instances that both raters said correct. False positive
condition is the total number of instances that the result of test
suite quality attribute measurement said incorrect, but experts
said correct. False negative condition is the total number of
instances that the result of test suite quality attribute
measurement said correct, but the experts said incorrect. True
negative condition is the total number of instances that both
the result of test suite quality attribute measurement and the
experts said incorrect. The value in the contingency matrix is
used to calculate Cohen’s kappa.
TABLE VI.

Calculation of Cohen’s kappa coefficient uses the value of
true positive, false positive, false negative, and true negative
on contingency matrix from the result of the questionnaire as
shown in Table VI. The percentage of agreement is measured
with the proportion of experts who respond that identical or
similar, lower or higher than the result of test suite quality
attributes measurement as shown in Table VII. Similar terms
in Table VII means that the result from the expert is the same
as the measurement result, lower means that the result from
the expert is lower than the measurement result, and higher
means that the result from the expert is higher than the
measurement result.

CONTINGENCY MATRIX FOR ALL TEST SUITE AND EACH TEST SUITE

Cohen’s Kappa Coefficient
Test Suite -1

All Test Suite
Expert

Test Suite-2
Expert

Expert

Measurement

Yes

No

Total

Measurement

Yes

No

Total

Measurement

Yes

No

Total

Yes
No
Total
Po
Pc

31
29
60
0.425
0.5

40
20
60

71
49
120

Yes
No
Total
Po
Pc

28
20
48
0.586
0.533

4
6
10

32
26
58

Yes
No
Total
Po
Pc

4
1
5
0.377
0.356

37
19
56

41
20
61

Kappa

-0.15

Kappa

0.112

Slight Agreement

Kappa

0.032

Slight Agreement

Less than Chance
Agreement
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TABLE VII.
Quality Attributes
Usability
Efficiency
Reliability
Functionality
Portability
Maintainability
All Attributes

RESULT OF PERCENTAGE OF AGREEMENT FOR ALL TEST SUITE AND EACH TEST SUITE

Similar
Total
11
6
10
13
8
4
52

Lower
Total
6
1
3
2
7
7
26

Percentage
55%
30%
50%
65%
40%
20%
43%

VII. DISCUSSION
This section provides implications from the result of the
questionnaire to test suite quality attributes measurement. The
Cohen’s kappa coefficient result for all test suites is – 0.15
which means less than chance agreement or no agreement as
shown in Table VI. Negative value of Cohen’s kappa
coefficient is represented great disagreement between
measurement and experts. Disagreement means that the
observed agreement is less than chance agreement. There is no
strict lower value for the kappa coefficient and its meaning.
The weakness for a negative value of kappa has no fixed
threshold for a lower value that difficult to have suitable
interpretation from the assessment especially on the level of
agreement.
The kappa coefficient is measured for each test suite.
Table VI shows the result of kappa coefficient is 0.112 for test
suite 1 and 0.032 for test suite 2 which has similar meaning is
slight agreement. The slight agreement means that condition is
needed to consider the result from the experts and
measurements. Interpretation of the kappa coefficient for
indicated the good agreement is not easy because in the terms
of accuracy from a single kappa analysis itself.
The research analyzes that level of agreement by kappa
coefficient is incompleted to represent the level of agreement
between test suite quality attributes measurement and expert
assessment. This research uses the percentage of agreement to
complete the analysis. The percentage of agreement has
improved the result of positive value of kappa coefficient.
Table VII shows the percentage of agreement for all and each
test suite quality attribute.
The result from all quality attributes measurement and the
expert shows that 46% are similar to the test suite quality
attributes measurement which means that the expert 46%
agree with the principle of test suite quality attributes
measurement. The highest attribute which similar is reliability
with a percentage of 70%. The lowest attribute which similar
is maintainability with a percentage of 20%.
The result of test suite quality attributes measurement for
each test suite and expert assessment are confirmed for slight
agreement. This result is approved by the result of the
percentage of agreement. The research assumes that the level
of agreement is strongly agreed when the percentage of the
agreement greater than or equal to 50%. The result shows that
usability with 55%, reliability with 50%, and functionality
65% which means that strongly agreed.

Percentage
30%
5%
15%
10%
35%
35%
22%

Higher
Total
3
7
7
5
9
9
40

Percentage
15%
35%
35%
25%
45%
45%
33%

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This research investigated the quality attributes for test
suite based on the attributes of software quality. The attributes
are usability, efficiency, reliability, functionality, portability,
and maintainability that are selected from 28 attributes in
software quality. The test suite quality attributes measurement
uses the result of test suite examination as parameters and
input. The experiment uses the Banker’s Algorithm by using
given two test suites. The result of test suite quality attributes
measurement is presented by score and level of quality as the
degree of test suite quality.
The experiment uses reliability analysis to prove the
validity of test suite quality attributes measurement. The
reliability analysis uses Cohen’s kappa coefficient and
percentage of agreement. Cohen’s kappa coefficient analyzes
the reliability of test suite quality based on test suite quality
attributes measurement result and expert assessment. The
result of Cohen’s kappa coefficient measurement is – 0.15 for
all test suites, 0.112 for test suite 1, and 0.032 for test suite 2.
The result of test suite quality attributes measurement for each
test suite is confirmed for slight agreement. This result is
approved by using the result of the percentage of agreement.
The research assumes that the level of agreement is strongly
agreed when the percentage of the agreement greater than or
equal to 50%. The result shows that usability with 55%,
reliability with 50%, and functionality 65% which means that
strongly agreed. Hence, our proposed method is useful to
measure test suite quality attributes.
Our approach is a method to measure test suite quality
attributes for white box testing which is specifically contained
usability, efficiency, reliability, functionality, portability, and
maintainability as attributes. In the future, it's important to
consider the weight of each test suite quality attribute to define
a formula that can measure test suite quality more accurately.
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Abstract—People with motor disabilities face problems such
as being able to move around independently, as well as having
difficulties to take advantage of the technological tools developed
for their rehabilitation. This research is based on computer
vision and robotics, and was carried out with the objective of
generating displacement orders using smoothed and binarized
algorithms to assist the displacement of disabled people. The
intelligent software for people with disabilities or motor
deficiencies generates movement commands for an acceptable
time through visual commands made by the person, by means of
communication between the camera and the software, constantly
capturing images. The results obtained for the scene (image) is
cropped according to the face scene, then the view scene is
cropped according to the face scene, and by means of necessary
algorithms the pupil must be found; The complexity lies not only
in locating the pupil, but also in identifying when a command is
being sent and when it is not. Finally, the unit processes the
movement command (left and right) to turn the LEDs on and off.
Keywords—Displacement; motor disability; pupil; computer
vision of images

I.

INTRODUCTION

According to the UN and WHO [1]–[3], around the world,
more than 1 billion people have disabilities, about 15% of the
world's population, of whom more than 200 million suffer from
motor difficulties, being 3.8% considered to be severely
disabled. According to Hawking [3], who has suffered from
motor neuropathy since adulthood, he states that this motor
disability has not been an obstacle to achieve his goals, being
technology his support to lead a normal life.
In Peru [4], there are different types of diseases that prevent
people with disabilities from carrying out their activities
normally, representing 59.2% of the total population with
disabilities, preventing them from moving from one place to
another, climbing stairs, going down stairs, etc. In everyday
life, orders or actions are performed by different means, such
as voice, for example, to activate the cell phone, open/close the
door of the house, etc., and all that the world of home
automation has to offer. But little in eye tracking is to give the
same orders as voice, hand, etc.
Motor difficulty (movements in the hands, feet, etc.) also
called as coordination disorder which prevents the generation
of movement commands to the body due to chronic
neurological impairment [5], [6]. There are different options to
be able to capture the brain's orders, one of which is by means
of nerve impulses, brain waves where physiological orders can

be carried out by means of these [7], [8], another option is to
use eye movements by means of visual perception.
The interaction between the brain and the computer allows
the patient with motor disabilities to increase their cognitive
abilities and self-sufficiency; however, accuracy problems are
often encountered [7]. To solve these problems we propose the
use of eye movements translated by the computer into
physiological movements by training algorithms for greater
accuracy and for the efficient operation of external devices
such as wheelchairs.
Taking the last mentioned, the present project is intended to
cover 02 areas of Artificial Intelligence (digital image
processing [9] and robotics [10]), two problems were
encountered to carry out the orders by means of the view, the
first one is to be able to discriminate the orders of those that are
not, considering that at a certain moment it can be visualizing a
landscape, but not generating an order, therefore it is desired to
find the recognition of orders, and second problem encountered
is that the orders of displacement carried out are correct,
carrying out the action in the indicated direction.
As a background to the study, the following studies have
been considered, an important contribution presented in
Panama, is the SOLCA software [11], which supports people
with disabilities in the use of hands, for this purpose is agency
of sight to be able to manipulate a computer. Another relevant
contribution presented in USA [12], is the design of a virtual
environment used as a simulator contributing to be a support
tool in the rehabilitation of people with some degree of motor
disability, based on virtual reality. It was obtained that
increased confidence in patients.
In research [13], a drawing interface for human-computer
interaction was realized where image processing was used,
interface control was developed by tracking the patient's nose.
As a result, it was found that young patients found the system
easy to use, but in adult patients there was a lack of familiarity
with the software.
Although there have been several previous investigations
on the case, carried out with a variety of methods with the aim
of helping the patient in his rehabilitation, it has been identified
that most of the patients show some difficulty in adaptation,
this is due to the lack of familiarity of the patient, to the
unfriendly environments of the interfaces that cause the
disabled person to make some physical effort.
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The present research aims to provide a trained algorithm
from which a digital image processing was performed, typical
of artificial intelligence, where information has to be extracted
from a scene, in order to be implemented in the future to a
wheelchair. It also has an applicative justification since it
works with hardware that is used for people with motor
disabilities, as valuation we have that it can be scalable and can
be used by a greater number of people and also has a social
justification, since this research is born from a problematic
reality for the support of people with motor deficiency
providing a non-invasive and easy to use support for the
patient.
II. METHODOLOGY
The main functions to be performed are to locate the eyes
and analyze the position of the pupil within the central position
of the eye by listening to the left (i) and right (d) commands, to
subsequently switch on the LED defined for the left and right
position and start processing the scene and improving the
captured image, finally identifying the commands.

1) Data Collection Before using the Intelligent Software
a) Indicador 1: Rate of recognition of travel orders.
Data collection before using smart software for the travel
order recognition rate indicator (see Table I). Correctly
Generated Visual Commands (CGCOs).
b) Indicator 2: Orders performed correctly. Data
collection before using smart software for indicator correct
orders made (see Table II).
TABLE I.

Test
case

B. Techniques and Instruments for Data Collection and
Analysis
1) Data collection
a) Transfer technique: It consists of recording the data
that are obtained in the instruments called files, which are duly
prepared and organized and contain most of the information
collected in a research, and therefore constitute a valuable
auxiliary instrument in this task [15].
b) Record card: Evaluation card of visual displacement
orders generated and evaluated according to their result.
c) Validity: The degree to which an instrument actually
measures the variable it intends to measure.
d) Data analysis: Applied research refers to scientific
study that seeks to solve practical problems [16]. It is used to
find solutions to everyday problems, cure diseases and
develop innovative technologies.
C. Procedure
For the present investigation, two techniques will be taken
into account: Observation and Record Card, considered for the
acquisition of data, as shown in the data table, where the data
obtained from the attempts to generate visual orders are
observed, identifying which of them have really been visual
orders.

Attempts

Total
Attempts

CGCO

Recognition
Rate

Recognition
Rate (%)

Attempts
left

10

6

0.60

60%

Attempts
right

10

4

0.40

40%

Attempts
left

10

6

0.60

60%

10

7

0.70

70%

10

6

0.60

60%

10

4

0.40

40%

10

7

0.70

70%

10

7

0.70

70%

10

8

0.80

80%

10

6

0.60

60%

10

7

0.70

70%

10

4

0.40

40%

10

7

0.70

70%

10

4

0.40

40%

10

7

0.70

70%

10

8

0.85

85%

10

8

0.80

80%

10

4

0.40

40%

10

4

0.40

40%

10

6

0.60

60%

200

48

Person
1

The research conducted is of a pre-experimental type,
which allows to optimally administer the treatment to a group
[14], applying a stimulus (intelligent software) for the
resolution of the problem.
A. Population and Sample (Materials, Instruments and
Methods)
The population is made up of 100 realized visual orders, as
trials the orders are left and right. Therefore, the object of study
is given by the visual orders. To obtain these visual orders, 5
attempts of order of each side are considered, performed to 10
persons, therefore 10 attempts x 2 sides x 10 persons, in total
200 orders of displacement, which will be submitted to
evaluation of the certainty.

PRE-TEST DATA OF THE TRAVEL ORDER RECOGNITION INDEX
INDICATOR

Person
2

Person
3

Person
4

Person
5

Person
6

Person
7

Person
8

Person
9

Person
10

Attempts
right
Attempts
left
Attempts
right
Attempts
left
Attempts
right
Attempts
left
Attempts
right
Attempts
left
Attempts
right
Attempts
left
Attempts
right
Attempts
left
Attempts
right
Attempts
left
Attempts
right
Attempts
left
Attempts
right

TOTAL(TO)
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TABLE II.

Measure
ment

PRE-TEST DATA FOR THE NUMBER OF CORRECT ORDERS
RECOGNIZED INDICATOR

Attempts

Attempts
left
Attempts
right
Attempts
left
Person 2
Attempts
right
Attempts
left
Person 3
Attempts
right
Attempts
left
Person 4
Attempts
right
Attempts
left
Person 5
Attempts
right
Attempts
left
Person 6
Attempts
right
Attempts
left
Person 7
Attempts
right
Attempts
left
Person 8
Attempts
right
Attempts
left
Person 9
Attempts
right
Attempts
left
Person 10
Attempts
right
TOTAL(OTR)

Total
Attempts

C
O

Visual
Orders

Correct
Visual
Commands
(%)

6

2

0.3

30%

4

1

0.3

30%

6

3

0.5

50%

7

2

0.3

30%

6

5

0.8

80%

4

1

0.3

30%

7

2

0.3

30%

7

3

0.4

40%

8

3

0.4

40%

6

3

0.5

50%

7

4

0.6

60%

4

0

0.0

0%

7

2

0.3

30%

4

0

0.0

0%

7

0

0.0

0%

8

3

0.4

40%

8

2

0.3

30%

4

0

0.0

0%

4

0

0.0

0%

6

2

0.3

30%

120

38

Person 1

Fig. 1. Process of Capturing the Scene of the Face.

• Interface for software operation: Interface shows the
capture of the scene by the camera, to process the
image, to find the face, the eye and the pupil. Fig. 2
shows the precise moment when the command is given
to the left side. Note that the left side is with respect to
the screen, but not to the person.

Fig. 2. Scene Interface as it Generates Visual Order.

• Fig. 3 shows the diagram of the hardware device made
for this project.

2) Development of the intelligent software methodology
This section describes the phases to develop a visual
command generator system, using computer vision and digital
image processing with Python software and Arduino hardware
making use of algorithms and functions from the OpenCV
library. This research project is developed under the cascading
life cycle [17], through the following stages:
a) Analysis: To identify the visual commands, an
analysis of pupil movement was performed, using digital
image processing to locate the eyes on the face and fix a pupil
position within the central position of the eye, as well as to
generate visual commands.
b) Design: In this phase the methods and techniques are
determined in the different phases of image processing for the
generation of visual orders.
3) Scene capture: An 18 Megapixel camera was used to
capture the scene. The process is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 3. Arduino Hardware Developed for the Project.

4) Processing: A flow chart was made to explain the
process to send an order captured by the camera. (see Fig. 4)
5) Segmentation: It allows to highlight the scene in gray
tone, necessary to be able to analyze the position of the pupil,
in Fig. 6, it can be seen at the end of the process as the RGB
graph changed to gray tone. The following Python source code
was used for this purpose:
𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑦 = 𝑐𝑣2. 𝑐𝑣𝑡𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟(𝑖𝑚𝑔, 𝑐𝑣2. 𝐶𝑂𝐿𝑂𝑅_𝐵𝐺𝑅2𝐺𝑅𝐴𝑌)
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Fig. 5. Diagram of Visual Order Identification.

Considering the values of the orders of the slopes generated
by the line of the white shades, to consider an order it is
necessary to have a statistic of them.
• Order classification using digital image processing: To
recognize the visual order it is necessary to consider
the amount of gray tone data that are blank in order to
identify them, then use the variance method for the
amount of orders.
2
∑𝑁
𝑖=1(𝑋𝑖 − 𝑥̅ )
𝑁−1
Being X1, X2,...,Xn, the set of N data, and x is the mean of
these data. It is analyzed if S is 0, therefore, there is no
variance, this implies that there is an intention to give an order,
but if the data are different from 0 it implies that it has different
types of orders, therefore, it does not generate an established
order; this may be because it is looking at one side and then the
other, etc.

𝑆𝑋2 =

Fig. 4. Flow Chart of the Order Generation Process.

6) Description: Feature extraction technique. This is
necessary to identify which is the necessary technique for the
extraction of particular characteristics in a scene, and by
means of it to locate the object in question helping to make a
decision, for it is supported by the hough model and thus to be
able to find the pupil.
First the image was obtained in gray tone, then the search
was performed by the circular shape of the pupil (Hough filter)
for this a morphological operation was used to extract the pupil
from the environment, the amount of white tones at the ends of
the pupil was counted. Finally, a slope line was generated to
give order (+,-,0) = (d,i,e), this process is shown graphically in
Fig. 10 and 11.
7) Visual order recognition: For the identification of
movement orders (see process in Fig. 5), the number of pixels
obtained as a gray tone (previously binarized) must be taken
into account, therefore, it can be counted by means of the
number of gray tones 1 (or 255) and 0 (or 0), for each column
of the image, which in turn can be represented by the
statistical method of dispersion, finding the line that represents
that set of statistical values and thus finding the slope of that
line created.

Fig. 6 shows that the first step is to analyze whether there is
a "Face" in the scene, for this it is necessary to locate and cut
the scene in its position and size. Then it is necessary to reduce
the scene to locate the eyes and detect the order that is
performing, we proceed to the segmentation of the face, from
the middle of the face upwards. In the third step of the process,
the eyes are extracted in their position and size. Then the cut is
made to perform the analysis. Finally, the pupil is identified to
see its position and size, then it is changed to gray tone and the
order is processed.
8) Implementation: For the implementation of the system
based on digital image processing for the generation of visual
orders, the following was considered:
a) Applied Technologies: Python 3.7.5 and OpenCV
b) Tests: The tests have been performed by means of the
black box to measure the results of the application, detailing
below with an example of test performed specified in Fig. 10
and 11.
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Fig. 9. Listening to Orders.

• Case assessed to person 1:
TABLE III.

Fig. 6. Architecture for the Identification of the Visual Order.

EVALUATION OF THE GENERATION OF LEFT-HAND
MOVEMENTS

Measurement

Attempts made

Correct action

Person 1

Attempt left

Attempt left

Fig. 7, 8 and 9 detail the process for obtaining the evidence
after the order is sent.

Fig. 10. Result Obtained by Performing the Test to Generate Visual Order to
the Left.
Fig. 7. Capturing the Scene of the Face - Initial Part.

• Case assessed to person 2:
TABLE IV.

Fig. 8. Switching on the LED in Order.

EVALUATION OF THE GENERATION OF RIGHT-HAND
MOVEMENTS

Measurement

Attempts made

Correct action

Person 2

Attempt right

Attempt right

Fig. 11. Result obtained by Performing the Test of Generating Visual Order
to the Right.
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Regarding the slope (m), its inclination is evaluated, and for
the different experiments it is considered that the value of -0.2
or less indicates that it will perform the order to go to the right,
values greater than 0.1 indicate that it will perform orders to
the left, for any other case, it indicates that it will not perform
any order.
9) Data collection after using the intelligent software:
a) Indicator 1: Index of recognition of travel orders.
Data collection after using the intelligent software for the
indicator travel order recognition index specified in Table V.
TABLE V.

Test
case

Person
1

Person
2

Person
3

Person
4

Person
5

Person
6

Person
7

Person
8

Person
9

Person
10

POST-TEST DATA FOR THE TRAVEL ORDER RECOGNITION
INDEX INDICATOR

Total
Attempts

CGCO

Attempts
left

10

Attempts
right

10

Attempts

Attempts
left

Recognition
Rate

Recognition
Rate (%)

9

0.9

90%

8

0.8

80%

10

9

0.9

𝐶𝐺𝐶𝑂
169
𝑥100 =
= 0.85
𝑇𝑂
200
IRO: Index of Recognition of Travel Orders

𝐼𝑅𝑂 =

CGCO: Correctly Generated Visual Commands.
TO: Total orders
• For the indicator: Correct visual orders carried out.
𝐶𝑂
145
=
= 0.85
𝑇𝑂𝑃 169
CVC: Correct visual orders.

𝐶𝑉𝐶 =

TABLE VI.

90%
Person 1

10

9

0.9

90%

Attempts
left

10

9

0.9

90%

TOTAL(TO)

• For indicator: Travel Order Recognition Rate

Test
case

Attempts
right

Attempts
right
Attempts
left
Attempts
right
Attempts
left
Attempts
right
Attempts
left
Attempts
right
Attempts
left
Attempts
right
Attempts
left
Attempts
right
Attempts
left
Attempts
right
Attempts
left
Attempts
right

b) Indicator 2: Orders placed correctly. Data collection
after using the intelligent software for the indicator of correct
orders placed specified in Table VI.
Finally, calculations were made based on the formulas of
the indicators.

10

8

0.8

Person 2

80%
Person 3

10

9

0.9

90%

10

8

0.8

80%

10

10

1

100%

10

8

0.8

80%

10

8

0.8

80%

10

6

0.6

60%

10

8

0.8

80%

10

6

0.6

60%

10

8

0.8

80%

10

10

1

100%

10

10

1

100%

10

8

0.8

80%

10

9

0.9

90%

10

9

0.9

90%

200

169

Person 4

Person 5

Person 6

Person 7

Person 8

Person 9

Person
10

POST-TEST DATA FOR CORRECT VISUAL ORDERS INDICATOR

Attempts
Attempts
left
Attempts
right
Attempts
left
Attempts
right
Attempts
left
Attempts
right
Attempts
left
Attempts
right
Attempts
left
Attempts
right
Attempts
left
Attempts
right
Attempts
left
Attempts
right
Attempts
left
Attempts
right
Attempts
left
Attempts
right
Attempts
left
Attempts
right

TOTAL(TO)

Total
Attempts

CGCO

Recognition
Rate

Recognition
Rate (%)

9

8

0.9

90%

8

8

1.0

100%

9

8

0.9

90%

9

5

0.6

60%

9

9

1.0

100%

8

6

0.8

80%

9

8

0.9

90%

8

6

0.8

80%

10

9

0.9

90%

8

6

0.8

80%

8

8

1.0

100%

6

4

0.7

70%

8

8

1.0

100%

6

5

0.8

80%

8

8

1.0

100%

10

8

0.8

80%

10

6

0.6

60%

8

8

1.0

100%

9

8

0.9

90%

9

9

1.0

100%

169

145
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TOP: Total orders placed.
CO: Correct Orders
III. RESULTS
A. Descriptive Analysis
In the study, an intelligent software (Independent Variable)
was applied to evaluate the order recognition index and the
correct orders carried out for the displacement order
(Dependent Variable); for this purpose, a Pre-Test was applied
to know the initial conditions of the indicator; subsequently,
the intelligent software was implemented and the order
recognition index and the correct orders carried out for the
displacement order were recorded again.
1) Order recognition index indicator: The descriptive
results of the order recognition index. In the pre-test a value of
60.25% was obtained, while in the post-test it was 84.5% as
shown in Fig. 14; this indicates a great difference before and
after the implementation of the intelligent software (see
Fig. 12).

Fig. 13. Number of Correct Orders Placed, Pretest and Posttest.

B. Order Recognition Index
The order recognition index according to the data in
Table V and Table III is shown in Fig. 14.

Regarding the dispersion of the order recognition index, in
the pre-test there was a variability of 0.15; however, in the
post-test there was a value of 0.11.
2) Indicator - Number of correct orders placed: The
descriptive results of the number of correct realized orders. In
the case of the number of correct orders to generate
displacement orders, in the pre-test a value of 29% was
obtained, while in the post-test it was 86% as shown in
Fig. 15; this indicates a great difference before and after the
implementation of the intelligent software (see Fig. 13).
Regarding the dispersion of the number of correct orders, in
the pre-test there was a variability of 0.21; however, in the
post-test there was a value of 0.13.
Fig. 14. Measurement of the Visual Command Recognition Indicator.

1) Indicator of correct visual orders: The number of
orders recognized according to the data in Tables VI and IV is
shown in Fig. 15.

Fig. 12. Displacement Order Recognition Index - Pretest and Posttest.
Fig. 15. Measurement of Order Recognition Rate.
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IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The influence of intelligent software on the intelligence
degree dimension of visual command recognition for people
with disabilities according to the visual command recognition
rate of 169 correct recognitions out of 200; therefore, using the
appropriate model and algorithms results in a visual command
recognition rate of 0.85. The influence of intelligent software
on the visual order dimension of recognizing the correct orders
was demonstrated for people with disabilities according to the
rate of recognition of correct visual commands obtained in the
tests, which were 145 correct recognitions out of 169;
therefore, it is obtained with respect to the rate of generation of
correct visual commands of 0.86.
Based on the results obtained, we can infer that the solution
can be applied to another person with a disability. Based on the
results obtained, we can infer that the solution can be applied to
another person with a disability. In addition, the intelligent
software had a positive influence on the recognition of
movement commands from movements.
This prototype serves as a basis for new knowledge
concerning digital image processing and external devices such
as sensors.
RECOMMENDATIONS

It is recommended to use a general model to be applied in
software for anyone who wants to use it, regardless of whether
they have a motor disability, as well as using devices such as
Raspberry Pi, to try to become independent with a portable
hardware.

[2]

[3]

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]

[12]

The present research can be used as a background to find
the order recognition rate taking as a reference an effectiveness
rate of 0.845 and a rate of correct orders placed of 0.858
plotted.

[1]
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Abstract—The world’s growing population leads the
government of Pakistan to increase the supply of food for the
coming years in a well-organized manner. Feasible agriculture
plays a vital role for sustain food production and preserves the
environment from any unnecessary chemicals by the use of
technology for good management. This research presents the
design and development of a multi-spectral imaging system for
precision agriculture tasks. This imaging system includes an
RGB camera and Pi NoIR camera controlled by a raspberry pi in
a drone. The images are captured by Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
(UAV) and then send images to the Java application. Images are
processed to sharp, resize by application. The Normalized
Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) is calculated to determine
the crop health status based on real-time data. The Deep
Learning (DL) technique is used to recognize the onion crop
growth stage using the captured dataset. We express how to
implement a progressive model for the deep neural network to
recognize the onion crop growth stage. The performance
accuracy of the system for batch size 16 is 96.10% and for batch
size 32 is 93.80%.
Keywords—UAV; deep neural networks; onion crop; NDVI;
crop monitoring; VGG16

I.

INTRODUCTION

In all homes around all the year, Onion is one of the
essential condiments broadly used. Recent research has
recommended that in the diet, onions may play a part in
avoiding heart disease and other illnesses. Onion is one of the
essential crops in all continents with worldwide production of
about 25 million tons. In Pakistan, there has been a progressive
growth in the area and production of onion and is
commercially grown with a production of 1.8 million tons on
an area of 131.4 thousand hectares. The major onion growing
districts are Hyderabad, Badin, Mirpurkhas, Nawabshah,
Sanghar, Shikarpur, Nosharo Feroze, Ghotki and Dadu in
Sindh; Kasur and Vehari, in Punjab; Chaghi, Kalat, Killa
Saifullah, Nasirabad, Mastung, Khuzdar, Kharan, Turbat, and
Jaffarabad in Balochistan and Swat and Dir in Khyber Pakhtun
Khuwa [1, 2]. The general objective of the Agriculture
Division is to grow farm yield and guarantee increased
incomes for the farmers, particularly smallholders. With the
predictable growth in the country’s population and per capita
income, marketing is usual to play an important role in
guaranteeing that clients obtain food at reasonable costs and
what is the food quality.
Remote sensing can be described as the obtaining of
information about an object through sensors without

approaching in to direct interaction with it [3]. Since the last
part of the 1980s, incredible advancement has been made in
remote sensing in precision agriculture [4]. Precision
agriculture can be measured as a management methodology of
temporal and spatial inconsistency in fields utilizing
communication and information technologies [5] with the
means to improve sustainability agro-environmental services.
In this respect, expanding the accessibility of technological
solutions are obtainable to remotely fetch and transfer
environmental parameters [6, 7]. Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
(UAV), usually identified as a drone, is an aircraft without a
human pilot on panel. UAVs are a module of an unmanned
aircraft system (UAS), which consists of a UAV, a groundbased controller, and a method of communications between
both. The airlift of UAVs may function with several grades of
autonomy: either control by a human with help of remote
control or automatically with help of onboard computers
denoted as an autopilot [8]. In previous years, a variety of
UAV models running on military and civilian applications [9].
The essential fact related to UAV technology is, it has been
probably 75% of UAVs like drones from 2016 to 2024 will be
used in applications related to the precision of agriculture.
Reliable and fast information of crop fields by capturing
Images through UAV. The “Fig. 1” shows the drone which is
used in this research to capture images with help of RGB and
Raspberry Pi NoIR Camera and both cameras are embedded
with Raspberry Pi 4.
Now a day, Farming is done in the traditional ways in
Pakistan. The reality is that our farmers are mostly nontechnical persons or poor persons and they have lack of
appropriate information that makes it more unreliable. A big
part of farming activities is depending on the guesses and these
guesses mostly fail on time. Therefore, we come with an idea
of crop monitoring via UAV. We consider that this idea
becomes standard in the agri-business cause of its reliability
and remote monitoring. With the help of this idea, we try to
digitalize agricultural activities and farming, and farmers can
test on necessities of the crop and perfectly calculate the
growth of the crop. We believe that our idea will confidently
speed up their business to reach new heights and it will be
more profitable. The implementation is mostly based on
awareness among farmers, which will be produced due to its
various benefits. In precision agriculture applications, the use
of UAV [10] has been increased in the last three years. This is
primarily due to UAV ability is to deliver the farmers essential
information regard crop condition (health) for good input
management.
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Sequoia Parrot (R-G-RedEdge-NIR). The results of the
analysis of the three datasets showed a high correlation of
Green Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (GNDVI) and
NDVI with Soil-Adjusted Vegetation Index (SAVI). The use
of a higher resolution sensor might probably have partly solved
these problems.
Kim et al. [13] proposed Machine vision-based automatic
disease symptom detection of onion downy mildew aim to train
the Deep Neural Network (DNN) model for detection of
disease symptoms using Pan, Tilt, Zoom (PTZ) camera,
wireless transceiver, a motor system, and image logging
module. They achieved an accuracy of 90.7%.

Fig. 1.

UAV used in this Research.

VGG16 is a variant of Visual Geometry Group (VGG) [11]
with 16 convolution layers and is very attractive because of its
very unvarying architecture. It is presently the most preferred
choice in public for extracting features from pictures. The
weight formation of the VGGNet is widely accessible and has
been utilized in several other applications and challenges as a
baseline feature extractor. Instead of having a big number of
hyper-parameter, they concentrated on having convolution
layers of 3 X 3 filter with a stride 1 and every time utilized
comparable padding & maxpool layer of 2 X 2 filter of stride 2
and this is the most inimitable thing about VGG16. It follows
this procedure of convolution & maxpool layers regularly
through the entire model. At last, it has 2 Fully Controlled (FC)
layers tailed by a softmax for results.
Considerable damage is done to onion crops by using high
or low quantities of fertilizers and water. Farmers are facing
difficulties in the crop monitoring field at a bigger scale,
therefore the use of UAV will allow farmers to constantly
monitor their crop. This research aims to design UAV-based
application to improve the health and production of onion
crops. One of the major goals of this research was to achieve a
state of the art classifying results using widely helpful data and
models, with transfer learning to speed up training processes &
balances the limited sample size so that the latest hardware can
deliver sensible outcomes. This paper shows monitoring of
onion crop, through the use of Near-Infrared (NIR) & RGB
imagery captured by Unmanned Aerial Vehicle.
II. RELATED WORK
A brief overview of a few significant contributions from the
existing literature is provided in this section.
A. Montes, et al. [8] proposed a Low-cost multispectral
imaging system for crop monitoring. The author used digital &
NIR cameras to calculate orthomosaics images from NIR &
RGB images using built-in software FIJI. The limitation of this
system is the use of JPEG format images which makes final
NDVI representation lower as compared to the TIFF format.
Gaetano Messina et al. [12] proposed Monitoring Onion
Crops Using Multispectral Imagery from UAV. The author
used a fixed-wing UAV, fitted out with Multispectral Camera

Chauhan, S. et al. [14] proposed Wheat lodging assessment.
This study’s main object was to analyze spectral changeability
of the features derived for UAV data and their capability to
differentiate between dissimilar grades of lodging severity.
Using an object-based segmentation result, the nearest
neighborhood classification was executed with an overall
accuracy of 90%.
Raeva, Paulina Lyubenova, Jaroslav Šedina, and Adam
Dlesk [15] proposed monitoring of Corn, Barley crop fields.
The author used multispectral and thermal cameras to monitor
these crop fields. 3 vegetation indices were determined.
Furthermore, 2 thermal maps are existed to show the relation
between vegetation and soil temperature. The conclusion is that
the values vegetation indices obey with definite growth of
crops as known from certainty. It means that thermal &
multispectral imagery has great potential in agriculture.
Biao Jia et al. [16] proposed “Use of Digital Camera to
Monitor the Growth and Nitrogen Status of Cotton”. The
objective of this study was to develop a non-destructive
technique for monitoring the growth and nitrogen status of
cotton crops using an RGB camera. The use of digital cameras
as a tool for near-ground remote sensing in precision
agriculture is a new field of research.
C Y N Norasma et al. [17] proposed Rice crop monitoring
using multi-rotor UAV and RGB digital camera at the early
stage of growth. The paper's objective is to monitor rice crops
by using UAV and RGB digital camera in Kelantan.
Shan et al. [18] purpose to predict Covid-19 in Computed
Tomography (CT) scan by utilizing the deep learning model
named VB-Net. They used 250 images for training, and 300
pictures for validation. A precision of 91.6% they achieved.
III. MATERIALS AND METHOD
In this section, we have discussed in detail our proposed
methodology. The “Fig. 2” shows the Overall System
Architecture based on the two phases. In the 1st phase, a UAV
is used to capture images of the onion crop using both
Raspberry Pi NoIR and RGB camera from the field and send
these images to the application for further processing. The 2nd
phase is to develop an application that monitors onion crop
health and recognizes the onion crop growth stage. The dataset
is also collected from different fields of onion crops with
different growth stages. Images captured by the UAV are
further processed in the application where an image sharpen
filter is applied and resize the image to get more accurate
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results. After that application provides two features, NDVI &
recognizes the onion crop growth stage.
To calculate NDVI (Normalized Difference Vegetation
Indices) values of the captured images of onion crop using the
application. The NDVI is computed as following expressions:
𝑁𝐷𝑉𝐼 =

𝑁𝐼𝑅−𝑅𝐸𝐷

(1)

𝑁𝐼𝑅+𝑅𝐸𝐷

Where NIR resembles to the Near-Infrared’s reflectance
values and RED correspond to Red radiations imitated by
plants. Images containing NIR and RED radiations from
vegetation are mandatory to obtain NDVI.
To recognize the onion crop growth stage, we use the deep
neural networks method (VGG16) consisting of a convolution
layer, maxpool layer, fully connected (hidden layer), and an
output layer. The “Fig. 3” gives details of the VGG16 model.
A. Input Layer
The input layer is responsible for fetching a pre-handled
onion crop picture dataset. It carries primary data into the
system for additional processing by following layers of deep
learning. The input layer is the very starting layer of the
workflow of Deep Learning (DL) [19].
B. Convolution Layer
This layer will perform most computations that why this is
the critical layer in our proposed DL model. Convolution
layers are the significant building blocks utilized in deep
learning. Convolution is the basic application of a filter to an
input that outcomes in an activation. This layer's main purpose
is to recuperate features from the dataset of images and to
preserve the spatial relationship between pixels.

E. Fully Connected / Hidden Layer
All activation functions of the previous layer are associated
with the neurons of this layer. The principal assignment of this
layer is to order the gathered features in the predefined classes
from the image data sets.
F. Softmax Layer
This layer is purely used to deliberate the conceivable
values of the preceding layer activation function. The values
can be taken in four sets of 'Initial Stage', 'Middle Stage', ‘More
than Middle Stage’, and ‘Final Stage’ in the recognition case.
G. Output Layer
The output / final layer of the DL model can be categorized
with outcomes of previous layers. It results in the recognition
of the onion crop growth stage, for example, Initial Stage,
Middle Stage, More than Middle Stage, and Final Stage.
The “Fig. 3” shows the VGG-16 architecture of the RGB
images. Convolutions are used to expand the 3rd dimension but
1st and 2nd dimensions are regularly remains untouched.
Pooling layers are used to reduce (dividing with 2) 1st and 2nd
dimensions (Height X Width) & left 3rd dimension unaffected.
VGG-16 has convolution kernels of uniform size 3 X 3 with
stride as 1 just applies them several times. Using equation (2),
it’s not difficult to obtain comparable values.
𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑀𝑎𝑡 =

𝑂𝑟𝑖𝑀𝑎𝑡+2∗𝑃−𝐹
𝑆

(2)

C. Max Pool Layer
Max pooling is a pooling process that chooses the most
extreme component from the locale of the feature map covered
by the filter. Accordingly, the outcome after the max-pooling
layer would be a feature map having the most noticeable
features of the past feature map.
D. ReLU Layer
This layer generates the non-linearity plan of the DNN
features. The aim is to put the negative values of a pixel with 0
in the convolved features.

Fig. 3.

Fig. 2.

Overall System Architecture.

VGG16 Model to Recognize Onion Crop Growth Stage.
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Where ConvMat is convolutional matrix dimensions,
OriMat is the original matrix, P is the padding number, S is the
striding number of positions and F is the filter dimensions.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We demonstrate and discuss the outcomes of our system
developed and tested under preset conditions in this section.
This study was conducted in an onion field located in Hala
New, Sindh, Pakistan. The total field acreage was 6 acres with
a well-organized plot.
A. Flight Plan and Image Pre-processing
The UAV takes a flight of 2 minutes with an altitude of 7
feet and captures the images with Raspberry Pi NoIR camera
for NDVI calculation with a 10-second interval in an acre of
field and after that, it reduces altitude to 3 feet and again starts
capturing the images from 3 feet altitude with RGB camera for
Crop Growth Stage and send these images to the application.
After sending images to the application the image sharpens
filter is applied, resize the image and then process the images
for NDVI calculation & Onion Stage recognition.
The “Fig. 4(a)” is the original image captured by the RGB
camera and then the RGB image is sharped and resized to
process and recognize the crop growth stage by application.
We have the sharper image, as shown in “Fig. 4(b)”, the edges
are visible to recognize the image correctly and results will be
accurate. We have also sharper the NIR images to compute
NDVI results accurately because the images are taken from 7
feet height with UAV. The “Fig. 5(a)” is the original image
capture by the Raspberry Pi NoIR camera and “Fig. 5(b)”
shows the sharper image by using the image sharpening
technique through the application.
B. Compute NDVI
The NDVI computation outcomes range from -1.0 to 1.0.
Negative values relate to regions with rocks, manmade
structures, snow, water surfaces; simple soil typically comes in
between 0.1 to 0.2 ranges, and plants will constantly have
positive values 0.2 - 1.0. Healthy plants should be above 0.5,
and damages and unhealthy plants will most likely come in
between 0.2 to 0.5.

Fig. 4.

Fig. 5.

NIR Image Processing.

The “Fig. 6” shows that we take the near-infrared image,
process it using the NDVI calculation algorithm, and then we
calculate the NDVI of the processed image. The system shows
NDVI of 0.78 – Onion Crop is very healthy.
C. Onion Crop Growth Stage Recognition
In our dataset, the total number of 4000 images of the onion
crop stored. 798 are classified as Initial Stage, 1022 are
classified as Middle Stage, 1209 are classified as more than
Middle Stage and 971 are classified as Final Stage. The images
stored in the dataset have the same size of 1024x768.
Brightness, Contrast, and subject finding are all very inconstant
in the dataset. The dataset used in this research for recognition
of the onion crop growth stage is shown in “Fig. 7”.
The RGB images are processed to recognize the onion crop
growth stage. Computer Vision problems tend to be difficult to
resolve with an incredible improvement of deep learning.
Neural Networks (NN) are attempting to learn profoundly
complex functions as much as possible, like image recognition
or image object detection.

Fig. 6.

RGB Image Processing.

Computed NDVI.
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Fig. 7.

Dataset of Different Growth Stages of Onion Crop.

It is one of the motives of the NN. We have a cluster of
pixel values, and from that point; we might want to sort out
what is in the image, so this is an unpredictable issue. We are
reusing previously successful architecture by decreasing the
required time for selecting alternate neural hidden layers,
convolution layers, and other configuration parameters, for
example, learning rate. We used java deep learning to train our
system that system is capable to recognize the onion crop
growth stage. For use on distributed GPUs & CPUs, Deep
Learning for Java (DL4J) fetches Artificial Intelligence (AI) to
business environments. By creating a java application, the
methodology was established. The execution was GPU
defined. All trials were done on an HP Elite Book AMD PRO
A10-8700B R6, 10 Compute Cores 4 CPU + 6 GPU of 1.8
GHz, 12 GB of RAM. All research trials were carried out with
80% of the data-set for training while 15% of the dataset for
testing the leftover 5% is for validation.
Now we train our system with java DNN because DNNs
capability is to achieve record-breaking accuracy. The “Fig. 8”
shows the feature extraction with help of the convolution layer.
VGG-16 is capable to predict 1000 classes of images, while we
require only 4 classes that are Initial Stage of Crop, Middle
Stage of Crop, More than Middle Stage of Crop, and Final
Stage of Crop. We have slightly modified this model to results
in only four classes instead of 1000. The “Fig. 8” shows the
feature extraction from images by inserting some convolutions
and pooling layers that are utilized to train a big neural network
with FC / hidden and Softmax layer to recognize the output
from the image. A batch size of 16 & 3 epochs we are using. 1
epoch is a complete traversal throughout data and one loop is
one forward and one backward propagation on batch size (16
images). This model trains with small strides of 16 images and
each time get smarter and more intelligent. As we know every
Machine Learning (ML) [20, 21] issue begins with the data.
For the performance of the system, the quantity and nature of
the data are very crucial and most of the time; it needs
excessive deal exertions and resources.

equation 3, the accuracy of the model computed. The model
provides an accuracy of 96.10% for batch size 16 and 93.80%
for batch size 32.
1) Accuracy: The important metric for the results of Deep
Learning classifiers, as stated in equation (3). It’s the sum of
true positive and true negative divided by the total values.
𝑇𝑃𝑜𝑠+𝑇𝑁𝑒𝑔

𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =

𝑇𝑃𝑜𝑠+𝐹𝑃𝑜𝑠+𝑇𝑁𝑒𝑔+𝐹𝑁𝑒𝑔

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =

𝑇𝑃𝑜𝑠+𝐹𝑃𝑜𝑠

(3)

2) Precision: To provide the relationship between the
TPos estimated values and total positive estimated values as
denoted in equation (4).
𝑇𝑃𝑜𝑠

(4)

3) Recall: is the segment between the true positive values
of prediction and the sum of probable TPos & FNeg values as
shown in equation (5).

𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 =

𝑇𝑃𝑜𝑠

(5)

𝑇𝑃𝑜𝑠+𝐹𝑁𝑒𝑔

4) F1-score: As denoted in equation (6), F1-score is a
total degree of correctness that chains the precision and recall.
F1-score is the twice of the fraction between the multiplication
to the sum of recall and precision metrics.
𝐹1 − 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 = 2 𝑋

Testing accuracy is a prediction that demonstrates the
precision and accuracy of any selected deep learning model.
The outcome of the testing and training model is shown below.
“Fig. 9(a)” shows the accuracy with batch size 16 &
“Fig. 9(b)” shows the accuracy with batch size 32. Using

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑋 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛+ 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙

Fig. 8.

(6)

Feature Extraction.
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Fig. 9.

Results of Onion Stage Recognition.

Table I gives the information about the performance of the
model in terms of accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-scores
respectively.

[1]
[2]

TABLE I.

PERFORMANCE OF THE MODEL

Batch Size

Accuracy

Precision

Recall

F1-Score

16

96.10%

98.31%

98.05%

96.88%

32

93.80%

97.64%

96.93%

98.06%

VGG-16 has a total number of 138 million parameters. The
significant point is that all convolutional kernels are of fixed
size 3 X 3 and max-pool kernels are of size 2 X 2 with a stride
of two. VGG-16 [22] has a fixed size of convolutions that’s
why it takes less training time & predicts high accuracy.
V. CONCLUSION

[3]
[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

A full imaging system has been established to get NDVI &
Growth Stage information of the onion crop using an
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle. A pair of cameras is used, one of
both has been modified to capture NIR images and the other
captures the RGB images. If images taken are not corrected,
then so image sharpening techniques have been used to clarify
the image and we have got accurate results. In upcoming years,
it is probably expected to use a fixed-wing aircraft in place of a
UAV to cover the large areas of the crop fields. Also, another
camera could be used to capture red edge radiation and
calculate the Normalized Difference Red Edge (NDRE).
Different outcomes are achieved as shown in Table I, due to
variation of some parameters. From the present research, the
interpretations accomplished verified that the recommended
method is capable and can be more applied to the multi-step on
the estimate of a various group of disease factors of the onion
crop.
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Abstract—Classification
method
with
combined
nonparametric and parametric classifications which depends on
the normality of Probability Density Function of training samples
is proposed. The proposed classification method is also based on
spatial information for high spatial resolution of satellite based
optical sensor images is proposed. Also, a classification method
which takes into account not only spectral but also spatial
features for LANDSAT-4 and 5 Thematic Mapper (TM) data is
proposed. Treatment of the spatial-spectral variability existing
within a region is more important for such high spatial resolution
of satellite imagery data. Standard deviations in small cells, such
as 2x2, 3x3 and 4x4 pixels, were used as measures to represent
the spatial-spectral variabilities. This information can be used
together with conventional spectral features in a unified way, for
the traditional classifier such as the pixelwise Maximum
Likelihood Decision Rule (MLHDR). The classification
performance of new clear cuts and alpine meadows which are
very close in spectral space characteristics and difficult to
distinguish them by conventional methods are focused. Through
experiments, it is found that there is a substantial improvement
in overall classification accuracy for TM forestry data. The
Probability of Correct Classification (PCC) for the new clear cuts
and the alpine meadows classes rose by 7% to 97% correct. The
confusion between alpine meadows and new clear cuts was
reduced from 9% to 3%.
Keywords—Spectral
information;
spatial
information;
maximum likelihood decision rule; satellite image; image
classification; classification performance; instantaneous field of
view

I.

INTRODUCTION

Maximum Likelihood Decision Rule-based classification
method: MLHDR is widely used for satellite imagery data
classification. There are some assumptions of the MLHDR,
such as (1) there is no correlation among the pixels,
(2) Probability Density Function: PDF of the training samples
is normal distribution, and so on. These assumptions, however,
are not always true. There are pixel-to-pixel correlations and
spatial information which can be extracted from the satellite
imagery data and can be used for image classification are
followed by non-normal distribution. The proposed image
classification method uses not only spectral but also spatial
information and allows classification with non-normal
distribution of PDF of the training samples.

Spatial resolution of spaceborne based optical sensors is
improved remarkably. Classification performance is getting
down because the variances of the specified class categories
are getting large in accordance with spatial resolution which
results in increasing overlapped areas among the class
categories in the feature space for classification. It might be
possible to improve classification performance by including
spatial information into classification (Spatial information is
getting large in accordance with spatial resolution).
Due to the increased spatial resolution of TM (30m
compared with 80m for Multi Spectral Scanner: MSS), the
number of ground cover spectral classes which are included in
the Instantaneous Field of View (IFOV), decreases
comparatively. This implies that spatial spectral variability for
TM data increases in comparison to MSS. With the increase of
the number of spectral bands and quantization bits of Landsat
Thematic Mapper: TM (30 m of Instantaneous Field of View:
IFOV (spatial resolution) of optical sensor), the discrimination
ability or classification accuracy of the surface observation
object improved [1], [2], [3]. However, improvement in spatial
resolution does not always have a favorable effect on
classification accuracy. The spatial frequency components of
the object to be observed are widely distributed. The spatial
frequency components are integrated with an area
corresponding to the spatial resolution and sampled to obtain
image data. At this time, the variance of the data increases as
the spatial resolution increases.
Therefore, with the improvement of spatial resolution, the
class variance in the feature space increases, and the
classification accuracy tends to deteriorate [4]. Each institution
has proposed a method that can cope with this [5]-[14], but
here the author proposes a method that also uses the spatial
information that has been increased together with the spectral
information as the spatial resolution improves.
Spatial information can be roughly divided into (1) Context
and (2) Texture, both of which use feature values defined
within a relatively large window area. This is because the size
of the feature quantity depends on the size of the window area,
and a large window is required for the spatial resolution of the
MSS. However, in the TM image, the spatial information is
increased, so that even a small window is effective, and the
physical meaning of the variation or difference in the spectral
information between the surrounding pixels and the immediate
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pixel is clear. Furthermore, the definition of spatial information
that has already been proposed and its application to
classification methods are often complex, and require a lot of
processing time.
Based on the above, this paper defines the standard
deviation of pixel values in a small window (cell consisting of
several pixels) as spatial information, adds it to the dimension
of the spectral information in the feature space, and uses the
maximum likelihood classification. The author proposes a
method to do it. Although the standard deviation within this
cell was proposed by Strahler et al [15], the basis for using the
standard deviation was not clear [16], and the consideration of
the optimal cell size, the probability density function, its
normality, etc., was lacking [17]. In this paper, the author
clarifies these and mention the effect and practicality of this
method based on statistical features [18].
In the following section, related research works and
research background including motivation of the research are
described. Then, the proposed context classification method is
described followed by experimental method together with
experimental results. After that concluding remarks and some
discussions are described.
II. RELATED RESEARCH WORKS
Classification by re-estimating statistical parameters based
on auto-regressive model is proposed for purification of
training samples [19]. Meanwhile, multi-temporal texture
analysis in TM classification is proposed for high spatial
resolution of optical sensor images [20]. On the other hand,
Maximum Likelihood (MLH) TM classification taking into
account pixel-to-pixel correlation is proposed [21].
Supervised TM classification with a purification of training
samples is proposed [22] together with TM classification using
local spectral variability is proposed [23]. A classification
method with spatial spectral variability is also proposed [24]
together with TM classification using local spectral variability
[25].
Application of inversion theory for image analysis and
classification is proposed [26]. Meanwhile, polarimetric SAR
image classification with maximum curvature of the trajectory
in eigen space domain on the polarization signature is proposed
[27]. On the other hand, a hybrid supervised classification
method for multi-dimensional images using color and textural
features is proposed [28].
Polarimetric SAR image classification with high frequency
component derived from wavelet multi resolution analysis:
MRA is proposed [29]. Comparative study of polarimetric
SAR classification methods including proposed method with
maximum curvature of trajectory of backscattering cross
section in ellipticity and orientation angle space is conducted
and well reported [30].
Comparative study on discrimination methods for
identifying dangerous red tide species based on wavelet
utilized classification methods is conducted [31]. On the other
hand, multi spectral image classification method with selection
of independent spectral features through correlation analysis is
proposed [32]. Image retrieval and classification method based

on Euclidian distance between normalized features including
wavelet descriptor is proposed [33].
Image classification considering probability density
function based on Simplified beta distribution is proposed and
evaluated its performance [34]. Meanwhile, maximum
likelihood classification based on classified result of boundary
mixed pixels for high spatial resolution of satellite images is
proposed [35]. Also, context classification based on mixing
ratio estimation by means of inversion theory is proposed [36].
Optimum spatial resolution of satellite-based optical sensors
for Maximizing Classification: MLH performance is discussed
[37].
III. RESEARCH BACKGROUND
A. Problems in Classifying High Spatial Decomposition
Images
When the class defined for the Multi Spectral Scanner:
MSS (80 m of IFOV of optical sensor onboard the same
satellite of Landsat) image is directly applied to the TM image,
for example, if the same training area is set for both data
obtained by observing the same object at the same time, the
TM image has a larger class variance. This is due to the high
radial and spatial resolution of TM. Both data can be obtained
by sampling and quantizing the observation object that is
continuous both spatially and radiometrically. However, when
the sampling frequency and the number of quantization bits
increase, the variance of the observation value increases.
However, the class variance also increases, leading to a
decrease in the degree of separation between classes, and as a
result, the classification accuracy decreases. On the other hand,
the spatial information included in the image increases as the
sampling frequency and the number of quantization bits
increase. Therefore, an improvement in accuracy can be
expected by considering spatial information in the
classification of high-resolution images.
B. Classification Method in Concern
Image classification methods can be divided into the
following four categories.
1) Supervised / Unsupervised.
2) Use / do not use spatial information.
3) Assuming probability density function (parametric) /
not assuming (non-parametric).
4) Image unit (pixel-wise) / cell unit (cell-wise).
In this paper, the author examined the supervised maximum
likelihood method per plane element which was effective for
Landsat MSS data for the following reasons.
1) Unsupervised classification is difficult to interpret the
physical meaning of the class after classification, and is
suitable as a preliminary classification. However,
correspondence with classes according to purpose of use such
as wheat fields, paddy fields, soybean fields in agricultural
areas is difficult.
2) Since the radiometric resolution of TM is improved
compared to MSS, the spectrally homogeneous spatial region
is narrowed, and cell-based classification is not effective.
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3) Nonparametric methods generally require more
computation time and storage capacity than parametric
methods.
On the other hand, when applying the maximum likelihood
method using only the spectrum information per plane element
to the TM image, the following points need to be considered.
1) Definition of spatial information and its application to
classification methods.
2) Multidimensional normality of probability density
function of observation vector.
3) Furthermore, surface element correlation in spectrally
homogeneous regions.
In this paper, especially for (1), the author proposes a
method that defines the standard deviation in the cell as spatial
information and uses it as one dimension of the feature space.
IV. PROPOSED METHOD
A. Process Flow of the Proposed Classification Method
The proposed method is based on MLHDR which is based
on multi variate normal distribution of probability density
function [16] which is expressed with equation (1) and (2).
∞

𝐷𝑖𝑗 = ∫−∞ 𝑙𝑜𝑔 �
𝑝(𝑥|𝑤𝑖 ) =

𝑝(𝑥|𝑤𝑗 )
𝑝(𝑥|𝑤𝑖 )
1

(2𝜋)𝑝/2 |Σ𝑖 |

� �𝑝(𝑥|𝑤𝑖 ) − 𝑝(𝑥|𝑤𝑗 )�𝑑𝑥

(1)
Fig. 1. Flowchart for the Proposed Classifier.

1

𝑡
−1
(𝑥 − 𝜇𝑖 )� (2)
1/2 𝑒𝑥𝑝 �− (𝑥 − 𝜇𝑖 ) |Σ𝑖 |
2

where Dij denote separability between class i and j and p is
the number of dimensions, Σi is the covariance matrix of the
class, x is the observation vector, μi is the mean vector of class
i, and t, -1 are the transposed matrix and the inverse matrix,
respectively.
The degree of separation between classes is tested using
only spectral information, and the following method is applied
only to classes that do not show a satisfactory value (for
example, divergence of 500 or more). That is, by selecting the
spectral band exhibiting the largest variance and examining the
spatial frequency components of the class, the optimal cell size
is determined, and the standard deviation within the cell is
calculated by moving the cell by one pixel. The leverage result
is added to the spectrum space as a new dimension (this is
called an integrated feature space). After that, the
multidimensional normality in the integrated feature space is
tested again to confirm the degree of separation, and then the
result of classification is applied by applying the maximum
likelihood classification to this result, and the final
classification image is obtained.
Fig. 1 shows process flow of the proposed classification
method.
B. Standard Deviation in the Cell in Concern as a Texture
Information
The variance of pixel values in a cell is essentially equal to
"contrast" c, one of the well-known texture measures, with a
constant multiple.

𝜎𝑐2 = ∑𝑖 ∑𝑗(𝑥𝑖𝑗 − 𝑥̅ )2 /𝑁

𝑐 = ∑𝑖,𝑗 ∑𝑘,𝑙(𝑥𝑖𝑗 − 𝑥𝑘𝑙 )2 /𝑁𝑝

(3)
(4)

where i and j are the pixels and line numbers, N is the
number of pixels in the cell, Nρ is the number of pixel pairs in
the cell, x ij is the value at pixel position ij, and} {is the average
value in the cell. is there.
According to Percival's theorem, the following equation
holds between the power spectrum and σ c 2.
∞

∞

∫−∞ |𝑓(𝑥)|2 𝑑𝑥 = ∫−∞ |𝐹(𝑠)|2 𝑑𝑠 = 𝜎𝑐2 + 𝑥̿ 2

(5)

where, f (x) is a value at a pixel position x, and F(s) is a
function obtained by performing Fourier transform in a
frequency domain. Eq. (5) shows that the variance of the pixel
values in the cell is closely related to the power spectrum and
the contrast as texture information.
C. Probability Density Function of Standard Deviation and
Variance in the Cell in Concern
Assuming now that the observed value population follows
the multidimensional normal distribution, the probability
density function of the sample variance and sample standard
deviation in the cell is obtained, and each normality is tested.
Fig. 2 shows an example of calculating each probability
density function (see Reference [17]) for a population variance
𝑆𝑝2 of 10 to 60, using the cell size n as a parameter. Here,
assuming a square cell, n = 4 (2 × 2) and 16 (4 × 4) were
selected as parameters.
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(a) PDF of Sample Variance.

Fig. 3. Forest Polygon Overlay (Dark Blue) on the Landsat-5 TM Data.
Spruce-Balsam Polygons have been Extracted and used as a Mask to Cluster
the TM Data.

(b) PDF of Sample Standard Deviation.
Fig. 2. Comparison between Probability Density Functions of Sample
Standard Deviation s and Variance s2 where n: Sample Size (Cell Size), s p 2 :
the Population Variance.

The normality improves as this approach infinity. From the
viewpoint of normality, it is known that the standard deviation
(square root transformation) is superior to the variance, and
that the cubic root transformation is optimal. (On the other
hand, since the tendency tends to be the opposite from the
viewpoint of spatial information, if normality is satisfied, it is
better to use the flat-root transformation and the variance itself
than the cubic root transformation. Standard deviation was
used, and the normality of a single variable was judged to be
satisfied if the χ2 value was less than 5 in the χ2 test.
V. EXPERIMENT
A. Data used
The data used for analysis is TM data acquired by Landsat
5 on August 15, 1984, and an image processing system
maintained at the Canada Center for Remote Sensing: CCRS;
radiometric and geometric corrected, Geocoded data by
MOSAICS system. Geocoded Data is proposed for the first
time in Canada and has pixel intervals determined so that it can
be easily combined with not only heterogeneous sensor data
(aircraft, satellites, etc.) but also topographic maps and
administrative information. This is the corrected map reference
data.
The analysis area is a forested area at Spruce-Balsam in
Cranbrook, British Columbia, Canada. These include logging
areas, alpine meadows, rocks, rivers, small lakes, etc., in
addition to forests. Fig. 3 shows a forest polygon overlay (dark
blue) on the Landsat-5 TM data. Spruce-Balsam polygons have
been extracted and used as a mask to cluster the TM data. The
inhomogeneity of the polygons is demonstrated by the multiple
classes (red, yellow, white, blue) found inside the polygons
(arrow).

Logging areas are further divided into two types: those that
are less than 5 years after logging and those that are 5 to 40
years later. The former is called the new logging area, and the
latter is called the old logging area. The former consists of
topsoil, grassland, stumps, clumps of cut down trees, roads,
young trees with low height, etc. The latter consists of young
trees with relatively high heights, grassland, roads, etc.
Therefore, four classes were set up here: (1) new logging area,
(2) old logging area, (3) alpine grassland and (4) forest.
B. Separability between Classes
From the components and their ratios, the spectral
characteristics of the new cutting area and the alpine meadows
are expected to be very close. Fig. 4(a) shows the class
distribution in the feature space of TM bands 4 and 5 (TM-9, 5),
confirming the above prediction. Here, the size of the training
field of each class is 956, 270, 435, and 1377 pixels for the new
logging area, old logging area, alpine meadows, and forests,
respectively.
The contour in the figure corresponds to twice the standard
deviation of the two-dimensional normal distribution. From
this figure, it can be seen that the freshly cut area and the alpine
meadows are short in distance and the dispersion is relatively
large, so the degree of separation is low.

Fig. 4. An Example of the Scatterogram showing the difficulty of
Distinction between New Clear Cuts and Alpine Meadows Classes. (a) is for
the Original Data Set, (b) is the Scatterogram between TM-4 and Sample
Standard Deviation of 2 x 2 Cells for TM-4. The Classes are: 1) New Clear
cuts, 2) Old Clear Cuts, 3) Alpine Meadows and 4) Forest.
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Fig. 4(b) shows the distribution of each class in the space
between the TM-4 and the standard deviation of the pixel
values in the 2x2 cell of the TM-4 image. It suggests that the
degree could be improved.
Fig. 5 shows a typical 16 × 16 pixels window in the
training field of each class, and the power spectrum is
displayed by removing the DC component in the TM-4
window from each pixel value is there.
The display method makes it easy to see the difference in
spectrum between each class by subtracting the D.C.
component of the dominant power spectrum. Table I shows the
average and standard deviation of TM-4 and power spectrum.
From the above, it can be seen that it is difficult to separate
classes between the newly harvested area and the alpine
meadows using only spectral information, but it is possible to
improve the degree of separation by adding spatial information
to this information. Here, the standard deviation is obtained by
normalizing the minimum / maximum value in an image
composed of 512 × 512 pixels to data of 0 to 255 (8 bits).

C. Improvement of Percent Correct Classification: PCC
Fig. 6 shows the case where only the spectral information
of TM-1 to TM-5 and 7 is used, and the case where the
information indicating the standardized standard deviation
within 2 × 2 cells for TM-4 is added 3 shows a maximum
likelihood classification image.
Table II shows the discrimination efficiency matrices for
both data sets. The average discrimination efficiency can be
improved by about 3.7% from 94.81% to 9828% by adding the
information of the standard deviation, and the misclassification
rate between the new cutting area and alpine meadows can be
reduced from 9% to 3% understood.
When spectral information was limited to TM-4 and 5, the
discrimination efficiency * for newly felled areas and alpine
meadows was 65.3% and 87.1%. When the standard deviation
was added, it became 83.2% and 91.4%, and it was found that
the discrimination efficiency of 27.4% and 4.9% was improved.
The discrimination efficiency is an element of the
discrimination efficiency matrix (confusion matrix), and is a
percentage ratio of the pixels in the set training region and the
region set for the discrimination efficiency evaluation in each
class.

(a) Original TM Image.

Fig. 5. Power Spectrum of the Typical Sample Area for Each Class,
Subtracted Mean Value from Original Image (TM-4 of B.C. forest). Spatial
Variability for the Class of Alpine Meadows is Larger than those for the Other
Classes. The x and y Axes Correspond to the Wave Numbers for the
Horizontal and Vertical Axes in the Frequency Domain and the Z Axis
Corresponds to the Power Spectrum of the Image with the Mean Value
Subtracted from the Original Image.
TABLE I.
MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION (S.D.) OF THE EXTRACTED
SUB-IMAGE FOR EACH CLASS, MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE
POWER SPECTRUM (P.S.) OF THE IMAGE WITH MEAN VALUE SUBTRACTED FOR
TM-4 IN THE 16X16 WINDOW
TM-4

PS
(b) Combined Image of Original TM and of Standard Deviation of 4x4 Pixels
Windows of TM.

Class

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

New Clear-cut

66.15

22.2

0.26

2.37

Old Clear-cut

39.8

22.42

0.26

2.95

Alpine Meadow

60.52

58.7

1.79

25.04

Forest

27.48

12.06

0.08

0.48

Fig. 6. Examples of the Classified Images with Original and Combined Data
Sets. Clear Cuts Areas which are Located at Upper Left around the Center of
this Image Tend to Classify to the Alpine Meadows Class for the Original
Data Set, but the Classified Image with the Combined Data Set Shows the
Improvement on the Distinction between Alpine Meadows and New Clear
Cuts.
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TABLE II.

CONFUSION MATRICES FOR THE ORIGINAL AND THE
COMBINED DATA SETS

(A) CONFUSION MATRIX OF ORIGINAL TM IMAGE (PCC=94.81%)
Class

New Clearcut

Old Clearcut

Alpine
Meadow

Fores
t

New Clear-cut

92.98

2.22

8.82

0

Old Clear-cut

0

95.56

0

0

Alpine
Meadow

4.97

2.22

90.69

0

Forest

0

0

0

100

Unassigned

2.05

0

0.49

0

(B) COMBINED DATA OF ORIGINAL TM AND STANDARD DEVIATION OF 4X4
PIXELS OF TM IMAGE (PCC=98.28%)
Class

New Clear-cut

Old Clear-cut

Alpine Meadow

Forest

New Clear-cut

96.06

0

2.94

0

Old Clear-cut

0

100

0

0

Alpine Meadow

3.42

0

97.06

0

Forest

0

0

0

100

Unassigned

0.51

0

0

0

D. Effect of Cell Size
The standard deviation within a cell increases with cell size.
Therefore, if the region is limited to a region having the same
spectrum, the discrimination efficiency of each class
monotonically increases as shown by the solid line in Fig. 7.
However, if a cell exists at the boundary between classes, the
spatial information is not class specific. Therefore, the
discrimination efficiency of the area within the range of the cell
size from the boundary is affected by this.

This effect depends on the difference between the spatial
information of adjacent class questions, the boundary shape,
and the like, and can be reduced by reducing the cell size. If the
area is set to include the boundary and the relationship between
the cell size and the discrimination efficiency is determined,
the result is as shown by the broken line in Fig. 6. By size,
discrimination efficiency shows a peak. For this reason, a 2 × 2
cell size is set as the optimum value here, but the optimum cell
size is generally determined based on the spatial frequency
components of the class to be classified.
VI. CONCLUSION
The proposed method using the spectral information and
the standard deviation of the pixel values in a small cell has the
following features:
1) The spectral characteristics are very similar, and are
effective for classes with different spatial information,
respectively.
2) Unlike the other texture measures, the standard
deviation of the pixel value in the cell is relatively close to a
normal distribution, so that it can be simply used together with
spectral information.
3) Therefore, compared with the classification method
using other spatial information, it does not require
complicated processing and is practical.
Also, the proposed image classification method allows
classify images whose PDF is not followed by normal
distribution because it supports nonparametric classification.
VII. FUTURE RESEARCH WORKS
The proposed method is adopted in the real earth
observation satellite imagery data, and it is a future subject to
realize a more usable classification method.
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Abstract—The article examines the application, methods, and
trends in online training of health care and medical professionals
in Bulgaria. Attention is paid to modern methods for the effective
application of online training and the extent to which online
training can replace traditional training. The article presents the
results of a survey for online training conducted in April 2021 at
universities in Bulgaria Health Care professional field, specialty
Nurse and Midwife. The results of the survey can serve to
improve online education in Bulgaria by including in it
educational resources recommended by respondents. The
creation of new web-based educational resources (video
materials, serious games, virtual simulations, video presentations,
webinars, etc.) can complement the traditional methods of
training in the students in the Health Care professional field,
specialties Nurse and Midwives in Bulgaria.
Keywords—Health care; medical education;
educational games; nurse; midwife; online training

I.

serious

INTRODUCTION

In today's technological age, new diverse methods of online
learning are increasingly being integrated into higher health
care and medical education. the questions about which are the
most effective methods for online training, which technologies
would be most suitable for students of the specialties Midwife
and Nurse (Health Care professional field) are to be studied.
Online learning of students today is influenced by the
development and application of modern communication
information technologies in all spheres of life, by advances in
medical sciences in the detection and treatment of diseases, and
by the improvement of the quality of health services.
An important issue in online learning is the implementation
of learning strategies based on classical real learning, modern
online learning, and practical training, which in the field of
training of medical professionals can not be completely
replaced by online innovation. The assessment of online
learning can be made based on the degree of satisfaction of the
learner (from the learning objectives and content, format, and
effectiveness of learning resources), the learning outcomes
(assessment of knowledge and skills of learners), improving
the effectiveness of learning (improvement of practical skills)
and the real health results when working with patients (changes
in the behavior of patients and improvement of their health
indicators as a result of the practical skills of the learners).
Online learning [1, 2] is learning mediated by the World
Wide Web, intranet, and multimedia computer applications.

Central to online learning is the online learning resources used
by students: illustrations, videos, medical images, virtual
patients, and others. Medical and health care universities are
looking for effective approaches to optimize online learning,
which will become more widespread.
The purpose of this report is to give an idea of the online
training of health care students in the academic year 2019/2020
and 2020/2021 (until April 2021) in higher universities in
Bulgaria, professional field of Health Care, specialty
Midwives, and Nurse. The results shown were obtained by
conducting an online survey of students in these specialties at
the following medical universities: Varna, Plovdiv, Sofia,
Pleven, Stara Zagora in Bulgaria; University “Angel Kanchev”
in Ruse, Southwestern University "Neofit Rilski" Blagoevgrad, Burgas University “Asen Zlatarov” (these three
universities are not medical, but are accredited to teach in
Health Care professional field).
The results of the study provide an opportunity for practical
planning of future online training of health care students at
universities. The differences between the theoretical views on
online learning and its practical results can be correctly
assessed by surveying the opinions of the students involved in
online learning.
The rest of the paper is summarized as follows: Literature
survey is shown in Section II. The use of serious games in
medical and health care education is presented in Section III.
The survey results are shown in Section IV. The conclusion is
presented in Section V.
II. TRENDS IN THE ENTRY OF ONLINE TRAINING IN
MEDICAL EDUCATION
Online medical and health care education uses the advances
of information and communication technologies to transmit
knowledge at a distance. In the field of medicine, teaching and
acquiring practical professional skills and habits cannot be
completely replaced by online learning. It can be used as
complementary training, such as a lecture or demonstration
complemented by an online lesson. The use of serious games in
the form of quizzes for testing students' progress, the use of
serious simulation games in order to consolidate theoretical
knowledge and improve students' practical skills through
training of real manipulations in an artificial environment is
applicable. Digitized learning resources, digital libraries, and
databases with learning resources are available on the web.
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In Bulgaria from March 2020 to April 2021 (when the
survey was conducted), in connection with the emerging
epidemiological situation, much has been done to enter and
improve the quality of online education in health care
education. Online learning is integrated into the curricula and a
blended learning strategy is created. Many digital repositories
of e-learning materials are being set up around the world, some
of which are peer-reviewed, where instructors or developers
can submit materials for widespread use.
Study [3] of the Liaison Committee on Medical Education
in the U.S. shows an increase in the use of educational software
products in medical education, as well as an increase in the
number of websites that use integrated online learning. There is
an increase in the effectiveness of training [4] using web-based
knowledge and an increase in consumer satisfaction with
online learning.
Initiatives are being created [1] to create a digital repository
for peer-reviewed electronic resources for public distribution.
It is proposed to create a mechanism for sharing quality
resources for online learning between individual educational
institutions and stimulating the work of teachers through peer
review processes. Providing learning materials in various
formats - using video, audio, other technologies, or software in
the form of serious educational games [5] – these are tools that
can make learning more interesting and also allow students to
improve the quality of their learning.
As a professional, the health care and medical specialist
must contribute to [6]:
• promoting healthy habits;
• carrying out disease prevention;
• treatment of patients;
• to work for the rehabilitation of the recovered patients;
• to conduct a constant process of learning everything
new.
The main principles of medical and health care education
are the acquisition of education leading to the first professional
degree; clinical education, which is preparation for a general
medical and health care practice or specialty and obligatory
continuous, lifelong training of every higher specialist.
According to [7] continuing medical education is a very
important requirement for the development of medical
professionals.
Internet technologies enable the distribution and use of
digital content among many users simultaneously at any time
and from anywhere in the world. For employed medical
professionals [8], the ability to learn when they can or need
information is highly desirable. The educational needs in the
field of medicine are diverse: providing easy, fast, and timely
access to textual content or photos; inclusion of serious games
in the form of virtual reality systems, virtual learning
techniques, and virtual patient care in health care and medical
education.

Research reported in [9, 10] shows that effective learning
can be achieved by combining traditional learning with
distance learning.
There is a continuous growth in knowledge of the structure
and function of the human body. In many areas of application,
there is a simultaneous rapid growth of various innovative
methods. Today, many factors in higher education make
teaching and learning difficult. This includes a shorter hospital
stay for critically ill patients and limited time for medical
professionals to work with each patient. There is a shift from
traditional practical medical actions to computer-based
manipulations or images due to the modernization of
technology.
According to [11] free access to medical education sites,
online medical journals, textbooks, and the latest information
on medical innovation, the use of serious games also
encourages learning and research.
The development of clinical informatics [12] aims to
improve patient care through the use of modern technologies
and increase the efficiency of both patient care and safety.
E-learning began to be used about 20 years ago. From then
until today, it has undergone significant development - from its
original idea to the modern experience in an electronic or webbased application. E-learning enters all stages of education and
then continues in the form of lifelong learning. At the
beginning of the creation of the web, e-learning included a
virtual learning environment (Virtual Learning Environment),
expensive software, work plan, and tested. At this earlier stage
of development, e-learning is oriented to the interests and goals
of the educational institution.
The development of e-learning in the coming years is
already oriented to the needs of the learners themselves, who
become active participants in this bilateral process. Learners
share ideas, offer solutions to problems, collectively use
different sources, and can participate in the creation of new
knowledge. In this way a learning community is already
created, the aim is to support the interaction not only between
the teacher and the students but also between the students
themselves. According to [13] upgrading on the already
acquired knowledge of the learners, stimulating creativity,
creative thinking, spontaneous reaction, and working on
breaking the traditional education by introducing an element of
fun. The role of the teacher and the trainer is expanded and
enriched, the qualitative characteristics of the education are put
in the foreground, new methods for increasing the motivation
of the students are sought.
The study, conducted in [14], aims to examine the extent to
which online resources are used by medical graduates and
ways to increase interest in them. The authors point out as a
conclusion the need to integrate information technology into
traditional education, change the curriculum, transition to
structured computer training of medical students.
III. SERIOUS GAMES AS A METHOD FOR EFFECTIVE
LEARNING
Computer games, which, unlike games created for
entertainment, serve to achieve certain useful goals, supporting
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the formation of professional knowledge, skills, and
competencies, and are called serious games [15, 16]. Serious
educational games differ from entertainment games mainly in
the presence of pre-set pedagogical goals. According to [17],
the serious game is “an interactive computer application, with
or without a significant hardware component, that has a
challenging goal, is fun to play with, incorporates some
concept of scoring, and imparts in the user a skill, knowledge
or attitude which can be applied in the real world”. Serious
games are gradually becoming a popular modern development
[18], due to the support they provide to educational processes,
attracting and retaining attention to the learning material and
provoking useful behavior in students. Along with the
acquisition of knowledge, learners develop problem-solving
skills, cooperation, communication, and interaction in a
competitive environment, lead to improved creativity and
strengthen their participation in the learning process.
Traditional lecture-based teaching [19] emphasizes the
transmission of information and the use of memory to achieve
educational effects. Serious learning games are attractive to
their users because they are not based on the traditional
teaching methods that are boring for learners today. Traditional
learning is increasingly perceived by learners as ineffective and
cannot hold their attention. The games confront students with a
problem that engages their attention and interest and offer
possible ways to explore the problem situation. In this way,
students have the opportunity to upgrade their knowledge.
Game design elements are designed to attract students'
attention [20] and challenge them to solve problems.
Looking to the near future we can note the implementation
of Gamification in education, which can be defined as a
learning platform [21] that aims to give additional motivation
to learners, provide feedback and use as incentive rewards
(points, badges, boards for leaders, progress lanes, etc.). In
gamification [22], the whole learning process becomes a game
in order to motivate and interact students through game
mechanics and game elements. Unlike gamification, gamebased learning uses games only as part of the learning process.
To the goals of gamification can be added the achievement of
an attractive learning process, provided by performing fun
activities, gaining a modern learning experience.
The authors of [19] in 2019 conducted a study of the use
and impact of serious games scientific education, using mixed
qualitative and quantitative data. The opinions of students and
parents about the influence of serious educational games were
studied. The obtained results show positive results on the
motivation of students in the learning process.
Today, web technologies are influential factors in students'
lives and learning. Interaction in online and offline media,
which offer a modern educational environment, creates
significant changes in students [23]. Online educational
platforms play a key role in changing students' values, beliefs
and behavior.
Modernization of technologies leads to mandatory
integration of technology with education and educational
systems need to be constantly changed and improved. This
leads [24] to the emergence of new approaches to learning and
teaching.

According to [25], any serious game must have the
following characteristics: a method of communication between
the person and the game; assessment by the number of correct
answers; conflict (challenge); the ability of users to change the
game (controllability); environment; history or fiction;
interaction between users; immersion in the game; rules and
goals of the game provided to the user.
In the training of health care and medical professionals, it is
essential that students be able to enhance their practical skills
through the use of games involving virtual simulations of real
activities [26] performed on patients. Thus, the trial and error
method has no negative consequences on the patients
themselves.
Despite the entry of serious games into training [27], game
developers do not pay enough attention to validating the effect
of using serious games.
Works [28, 29] examined the barriers in web space and the
accessibility of serious training games for students with visual
impairments.
IV. RESULTS OF THE STUDY ON THE ONLINE TRAINING AND
SERIOUS GAMES IN CLINICAL TRAINING
A survey on the issues of online training education and
serious games in clinical training in Bulgaria was conducted in
April 2021 with students learning in the specialties nurses and
midwives at health care and medical Universities in Bulgaria.
Teachers' and students' views on virtual methods were
surveyed using a survey created using the Google Forms
application. The survey includes 486 respondents, health care
students in Bulgaria. The online survey was conducted on a
voluntary and anonymous basis. The survey was conducted
among respondents from the Faculties of Public Health and
Health Care of Universities in the Republic of Bulgaria, that
train specialists in the professional field of Health Care, such as
Ruse University “Angel Kanchev”, Southwestern University
"Neofit Rilski" - Blagoevgrad, Burgas University “Asen
Zlatarov”, Varna Medical University (and its branches in the
country), Universities in Plovdiv, Sofia, Pleven, Stara Zagora.
The questions in the survey are 15 in number.
Table I presents the characteristics of the respondents
according to their training course. The survey was conducted
among students who in April 2021 are studying in the 1st, 2nd,
3rd, and 4th year at higher universities in Bulgaria. The 1st and
3rd year students were the most active in filling in the
questionnaire.
Regarding the degree of satisfaction of students with the
online training conducted in the academic year 2019/2020 and
2020/2021, 51.4% believe that they like online training
completely. 24.3% think that they are not satisfied enough and
expected more, and 22.2% cannot give a clear assessment.
According to other students who indicated an open answer,
online learning cannot replace face-to-face learning (0.8%),
0.6% say they are satisfied with online learning but prefer to
learn face-to-face. Several students point out the importance of
attending the internship and exercises during the online
training. Overall, 67.5% (238) of the students indicated that
they preferred the present form of education to online learning.
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TABLE I.

COURSE OF TRAINING

Course

1

2

3

4

% (Number of
participants)

32,9 %
(160)

23% (112)

32,5%
(158)

11,5%
(56)

The study of what students liked the most in online learning
is presented in Fig. 1. The question allows you to choose
several answers. According to 294 (60.5%) respondents, the
biggest advantage of online learning is the created opportunity
for Accessibility to learning materials (platforms, online
resources, presentations, video materials, etc.). This shows the
desire of students to use web educational resources. This
opportunity can be for them provided and through real training
and lead to an increase in its quality. The opportunity to learn
from home is essential for 246 participants, which is more than
half of the surveyed students. Respondents point to the
advantages of greater independence and flexibility in learning
and the ability to use modern technologies.
The study on the shortcomings of online learning according
to students is presented in Fig. 2. The question allows you to
choose several answers. According to the respondents, the
biggest shortcomings are: the lack of direct contact with their
teachers (according to 61.7%); the lack of a real hospital
environment in which to learn skills for manipulations
(according to 56.8%); in training in higher health care
specialties, real training is necessary and very important
(according to 53.5%); the lack of daily direct contact with
fellow students is essential for 51% of respondents.

Fig. 3. Studying the Speed of the Transition to Online Learning.

Fig. 4 presents the means of communication through which
students connected with their teachers during online learning.
According to respondents, the most commonly used means of
exchanging information is e-mail (63%), followed by Google
Classroom (37%), Viber (74%), and Phone (35.8%).
Fig. 5 shows the degree to which students coped during the
online training in mastering the material and practical health
care manipulations. 41.6% of the respondents state that they
have not encountered problems with online learning, 36.6%
declared that they had difficulties at the beginning of online
training, which they then coped with, according to 11.1% of
students online learning creates difficulties in mastering the
health care procedures that require real clinical practice.

Fig. 3 shows the degree of response of the respective
university in its transition to online learning. According to
48.6% of the respondents, their university immediately
switched to online education, while 44% of the students stated
that the transition was gradual. 7% of students say that in their
higher university there was a distance form of education even
before the pandemic.

Fig. 4. Means of Communication.

Fig. 1. Exploring the Benefits of Online Learning.

Fig. 5. Degree of Coping in Online Learning.
Fig. 2. The Studying the Shortcomings of Online Learning.
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Fig. 6 presents the useful learning tools that can be used in
future online learning according to the respondents. The largest
part (68.7%) of the surveyed students believe that the video
materials on the respective medical disciplines will be of great
help to them in the online training. According to 56.4% of the
respondents, video presentations prepared on the lecture
material will be of great benefit in their training. 44.4% of the
respondents indicate the websites with educational resources
uploaded on them as a useful tool in mastering the study
material. 24.28% of respondents point to serious games as a
modern learning tool.

Future plans and recommendations for the future
development of the education of health care and medical
students. One of the most important conclusions made as a
result of the research is that the real education of health care
students cannot be replaced by sufficient quality online
education. This shows that the training program for health care
students must be carefully considered and include all
opportunities for real involvement of students in clinical
practice, where they can gain real experience in working with
patients.
The results of the study also indicate the positive aspects of
the introduction of technology in the education of Health Care
students and the application of online learning. The creation of
new web-based educational resources (video materials, serious
games, virtual simulations, video presentations, webinars, etc.)
can complement traditional teaching methods and make higher
education in medicine in Bulgaria high quality, modern,
effective and attractive for future health care and medical
professionals.
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Fig. 6. Useful Tools for Future Online Training.

Regarding the device with which they conducted their
training, 65% (316 participants) indicated a telephone, 90.1%
(438 participants) used a laptop, 9.9% (48 participants) used a
computer, 9.1% (44 participants) used a tablet. The
questionnaire allows you to choose more than 1 answer to this
question.
According to the survey, 17.3% of students report that they
have had problems with the Internet connection, 63% believe
that sometimes the connection has been interrupted, and 19.8%
of the respondents, the connection has always been good.
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V. CONCLUSION
In today's technological society, the inclusion of innovative
interactive digital tools in the process of training in medical
specialties is imperative and undoubtedly contributes to
improving the quality of teaching. In periods requiring online
learning as the only method, it is necessary to use the Internet
effectively with all its advantages: access to digitized online
learning resources, creation and use of appropriate videos,
presentations, webinars, serious educational games, video
simulations, and much more.
The results of the survey conducted among students trained
in specialties Midwife and Nurse show that higher universities
in Bulgaria have done well in the periods of compulsory online
training in 2020 and 2021 (until April, when the survey was
conducted) and have offered effective, quality training to their
students.
The results of the survey can be a tool for assessing and
improving the quality of online learning and serve as a
corrective in the next periods of online learning in higher
universities in Bulgaria.
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Abstract—Today, we live in the Big Data age. Social networks,
online shopping, mobile data are main sources generating huge
text data by users. This "text data" will provide companies with
useful insight on how customers view their brand and encourage
them to make business strategies actively in order to maintain
their trade. Hence, it is essential for the enterprises to analyse the
sentiments of social media big data to make predictions. Because
of the variety and existence of data, the study of sentiment on
broad data has become difficult. However, it includes opensource Big Data platforms and machine learning techniques to
process large text information in real-time. The advancement in
fields including Big Data and Deep Learning technology has
influenced and overcome the traditional restrictions of
distributed computing. The primary aim is to perform sentiment
analysis on the pipelined architecture of Apache Spark ML to
speed upward the computations and improve machine efficiency
in different environments. Therefore, the Hybrid CNN-SVM
model is designed and developed. Here, CNN is pipeline with
SVM for sentiment feature extraction and classification in ML to
improve the accuracy. It is more flexible, fast and scalable. In
addition, Naive Bayes, Support Vector Machines (SVM),
Random Forest, Logistic Regression classifiers have been used to
measure the efficiency of the proposed system on multi-node
environment. The experimental results demonstrate that in terms
of different evaluation metrics, the hybrid sentiment analysis
model outperforms the conventional models. The proposed
method makes it convenient for effective handling of big
sentiment datasets. It would be more beneficial for corporations,
government and individuals to improve their great value.
Keywords—Big data; sentiment analysis; machine learning;
apache spark; ML pipeline

I.

INTRODUCTION

The success of Smart devices' makes people's daily lives
more focused to mobile services. People use mobile devices to
collect information about firms, products, deals and
recommendations. Online consumer reviews for a wide variety
of goods and services are widely accessible and evaluating the
sentiment in customer feedback has become greatly useful for
business, where companies can monitor positive and negative
feedback about the brand which allow themselves to assess its
over-all success and can also perform a major role in
evaluating sales and optimizing business marketing
approaches. Reviews from customers are one of the massive

amounts of information. Since it includes millions of reviews
from different websites, and the number of reviews is rising
every day. This vast amount of data that increases every
moment is known as big data, which involves modern
technologies and architectures to capture and evaluate process
to derive value from it [1]. Big data analytics is essential for
the purposes of business and society. Big data requires strong
machine learning methods, and environments to accurately
analyses the data. A large amount of data cannot be processed
by conventional methods, so to handle the huge amount of
information, a new computing platform for big data, such as
Apache Hadoop and Apache Spark, are intended to
incorporate machine learning systems to attain high
performance [2], [3]. Apache Spark, established in 2009 at
University of California, is an open-source processing system.
It has been one of the main frameworks in the world for largescale data processing and analytics, achieving high efficiency
for both batch and stream data. It is an API that is simple to
use and run-on large datasets. For large-scale data processing,
Spark is 100 times faster than Hadoop by utilizing memory
computing and other optimizations. Sentiment Analysis of
huge volume of data has become more and more significant
and drawn many researchers. Sentiment Analysis, also
referred like opinion mining, is characterized as a task to
identify the views of authors on specific entities [4].
Sentimental analysis is used in various places, for example: To
analyse the reviews of a product whether they are positive or
negative, If a political party strategy has been successful or
not, evaluate the ratings of a film and analyse information of
tweets or another social media data [5]. Sentiment analysis is
all about having people's real voice of a particular product,
programs, organization, movies, news, events, problems and
their characteristics. Social media monitoring apps in
businesses rely primarily on sentiment analysis using machine
learning to help them gain insights into mentions, brands and
goods [6]. The machine learning is a subset of AI [7]. It trains
the computers to learn and behave like human beings with the
assistance of algorithms and data [8]. Machine learning is the
science of preparing a system to learn and act from data [9].
Machine learning is being used by wide variety of
applications, and the trend is rising every day and often
denoted to as fixing the model with knowledge is the method
of training the model. Fig. 1 depicts two sub-sections of
machine learning algorithms.
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II. RELATED WORK

Fig. 1. Machine Learning Algorithms.

Supervised machine learning refers to working with a set
of labelled training data to learn [7]. Every observation has a
collection of features and label in the training dataset.
Algorithms for supervised machine learning can be classified
into regression, classification and recommendation engines.
Unsupervised machine learning has been used when a dataset
is un-labelled, means when a model does not require labelled
data that is referred to unsupervised learning. These types of
models try to learn or discovering hidden structures in unlabelled data or reduce the data down to its most important
features [9]. With unsupervised learning there is no right or
wrong answer [7]. They are commonly used during clustering,
detection of anomalies and reduction of dimensionality.
Sentiment analysis is recognized as a problem of classification
and it can also be solved by the method of machine learning
techniques [10]. In this work, MLlib by Spark, that is the
machine learning libraries developed on top most layer of
Spark to provide great-quality and high-speed machines.
MLlib utilized Java, Scala, and Python, so that this may
incorporate it into full workflows [8] that can be used for data
analysis of large scale and since Spark's MLlib is a recent
library developed in 2014. According the limited awareness of
researchers, A small number of researches have been carried
out to measure the sentiment of large-volume data using
Spark's MLlib, so more analytical work is necessary for this
field. The purpose of this study is to have new sentiment
classification experiments on large volume of data by the
Spark ML and DL with TensorFlow by implementing deeplearning models and evaluating their performance with
existing algorithm. The rest of this paper is laid out as follows.
In Section 2, we begin with a related work by Apache Spark
ML. The core components of Apache Spark architecture are
then introduced in Section 3. Section 4 introduces Apache
Spark's machine learning library and computation. The ML
pipelines for machine learning in Spark are discussed in
Section 5. Then, for the suggested solution in Section 6, we
move on to custom DL pipelines. Following that, Section 7
discusses some of the ML classifiers. The proposed
methodology for sentiment analysis through big data analytics
using hybrid CNN-SVM with spark DL is implemented in
Section 8. Dataset, pro-processing, and word embedding are
all discussed in Sections 9, 10, and 11. Section 12 and 13
describes the experimental setup, results, and discussions.
Finally, summary and conclusions of this paper is presented.

There is also a large amount of research on distributed
systems for solving big data problems, particularly
using Apache Spark. Sentiment analysis is the most ongoing
research field in recent years that researchers have
concentrated on, and several researchers have used various
methods to perform sentiment analysis. The enormous interest
in the field of sentiment analysis is largely dependent on
availability of information and the developments in the
internet. Advances in new techniques and algorithms have
shown that combining sentiment analysis with machine
learning can provide greater potential to predict the success of
newly released products. Baltas et al. [8] implemented a
Twitter data sentiment analysis system that used Spark MLlib
for classification. On real Twitter info, three algorithms were
used: decision tree, Naïve Bayes and logistic regression with
binary and ternary classifications were evaluated. The Preprocessing of data is handled to maximize performance. The
framework was tested on various sizes of datasets and various
features. The authors suggested Naïve Bayes is superior than
other classifiers and then the size of the dataset could
influence the output of the classifiers. Sayed and et al [11]
discovered in their paper that the Spark ML has an attraction
over Spark MLlib in the performance and accuracy of big data
analytics problems. Al-Saqqa and et al [12] examined about
sentiment classification of big data using Spark's MLlib. In
terms of efficiency, they find that the SVM is higher than
other classifiers. AL-barznji and et al [13] addressed sentiment
analysis using algorithms such as Naïve Bayes and SVM to
evaluate the text with Apache Spark's aids. They discovered
that in all situations, the SVM is more specific. Some recent
works on deep learning models using Apache Spark as
follows. The authors in [16] used a deep learning approach to
detect the sentiment of Arabic tweets. Their approach relies on
the utilization of pre-trained word vector representations. In
[14], The ensemble model that combines both Convolutional
Neural Network (CNN) and Long Short-Term Memory
(LSTM) models. LSTM is a special type of RNN which can
learn long-term dependencies. LSTM was developed to
prevent the long-term dependency problem that exists in
standard RNNs. The results show good improvements in the
accuracy and f1-score measurements over some other flat
approaches. Alsheikh et al. [17] proposed a deep learning
model for mobile big data analytics using Apache Spark. This
model suggested the deep model parallelization by slicing the
MBD into several partitions in spark RDD. The results
illustrated the achievement of a better implementation using
deep learning models through the Spark system compared to
traditional lighter models. Various methods discussed in this
paper for sentiment analysis are mainly based on results
regardless of time complexity. If the size of the information is
small, the analysis will be finished within the time limit. But
time is a significant constraint when analyzing broad corpus,
so the proposed structure would decrease the time required for
sentiment analysis. This approach is much simpler and fully
utilizes the capabilities of Spark ML framework. It is the
Spark-based large-scale approach to sentiment analysis of
product review data set without the need to build a sentiment
lexicon or proceed with any manual data transcription.
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III. APACHE SPARK ARCHITECTURE FOR BIGDATA
Apache Spark is a platform for bigdata analytics that can
offer an enhanced substitution to the Map Reduce model. In
contrast to map reduce model, Spark does not push the data to
a disk for every step. The data is gathered in the memory till it
is fully stored. If the memory is full then the data flows over to
the hard drive. Therefore, the advantage of in-memory
processing applied in Spark can make its processing very fast.
The architectural layout of Spark is described in Fig. 2.

machine learning has several predictions to measure and it is
highly important. It provides some of the big data tool
attempts to break down each machine learning section can
also be used by the distributed architecture to decrease the
total running time.

Fig. 3. Spark MLlib.

Integration is an additional benefit of Spark MLlib, this
means that MLlib benefits from many software components
accessible in the Spark ecosystem. It includes Spark GraphX,
SQL, Spark Streaming and large spectrum of highly organized
documents are freely accessible to the machine learning
community. The basic machine learning utilities offered by
spark MLlib are shown in Fig. 3. Spark Machine Learning
Libraries provide executions of many algorithms and it is used
for basic machine learning methods includes classification,
regression, clustering, reduction of dimensionality, extraction
and transformation of features, regular mining of patterns, and
recommendations.
V. SPARK ML PIPELINES
Fig. 2. Spark Architecture.

The Spark System utilizes a master/worker layout in which
the master node handles the worker nodes. If the spark is
mounted on the cluster, the executors mostly in worker nodes
are automatically constructed and then the task is executed
according to the instructions provided by the cluster manager.
In the context of the Spark Session, the driver serves as the
user interface from which the user transmits and receive the
instructions. The Spark Session serves as the primary gateway
for all communication. Spark operates at the centre on the
basis of RDD idea. RDD’s include applications like
distributed data processing, the ability to use multiple data
sources, fault tolerance and parallelism. Spark conducts two
fundamental activities, i.e., transformations and actions. The
transformations perform the RDD work, which transforms the
input data using activities such as mapping, joining and key
reduction to return the final output to RDD's and actions
received the data from RDD’s.
IV. SPARK MACHINE LEARNING LIBRARY
Apache Spark is a very powerful tool for analytics of big
data and presents excellent performance in terms with running
time. MLlib is the first library supplied with Spark for
machine learning shown in Fig. 3. Unlike single node machine
learning frameworks, it is much efficient and scalable. MLlib
also offers distributed processing options through parallel
processing as well as facilitates the use of distributed
architectures for big data analytics. This criterion would
reduce the processing time needed but, at same time, control
the duration to evaluate analytical results. If the role of

Apache Spark ML is open-source platform for fast
processing of large-scale data. Here Spark ML offers highlevel APIs made on top of Data Frames for scalable data
processing. In order to extract and predict the features, Spark
uses the ML Pipeline to pass the data via transformers and
estimator to implement the model.
Transformer: It is an algorithm to converts one Data Frame
into next Data Format. Transformers are used here to convert
text data with a feature vector.
Estimator: It is an algorithm to fit for the Data Frame to
generate transformer. Estimators are used to train the model,
which can convert input data to do the predictions.
Pipeline: The pipeline connects several transformers with
estimators together to describe the ML workflow and it
provides the mechanisms to build, evaluate and fine tune
pipelines.
ML pipeline consisting of a set of pipeline stages to make
it simpler using multiple algorithms to be merged into a single
pipeline or workflow to be operated in a particular order.
Spark is completely consistent with applications based on
Java, as it uses Scala which runs on Java Virtual Machine.
Using PySpark, it can work with RDD in Python
programming language also. Further, Spark MLlib contain
RDD format-based implementation of machine learning
algorithms. Spark ML is based on datasets and enables us to
use Spark SQL with it.
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Fig. 4. Spark ML.

Feature extraction and manipulation tasks are very simple,
as Spark SQL queries can now handle a lot. Typically, Dataset
is in an extremely raw text, and this data usually goes through
a loop or workflow where it is pre-processed, transmuted, and
transformed until it is consumed for model training. The
complete work flow of data transformation and its stages are
fully encapsulated with the concept of ML Pipeline shown in
Fig. 4. The ML libraries provide high-level API for
implementation and fine-tuning of various machine learning
pipeline models. It also allows us to save and load machine
learning algorithms, trained models and pipelines so that it
could reuse the results of previous steps to generate new
results without the need to start the whole process from
scratch.
VI. APACHE SPARK CUSTOM DL PIPELINES
The Deep Learning Pipelines is a high-level framework,
which is applicable through Apache Spark MLlib. It facilitates
the implementation of popular deep learning workflows.
Furthermore, Databricks is an establishment started by the
originators of Apache Spark provided the open-source library
called DL pipelines and it support to develop deep learning
models using python. It is a large-scale API integrate with the
power of deep learning libraries such as TensorFlow and
Keras. Both ML and DL provide a consistent collection of
high-level APIs assembled on top of Data Frames to help
users to build and tune functional pipelines for machine
learning and deep learning models. To achieve the best
outcomes in deep learning, experimenting with different
training parameter values is an essential step called
hyperparameter optimization. Since deep learning pipelines
allow the exposure of deep learning training to Spark machine
learning pipelines as a step, users can also rely on the
integrated tuning work for hyperparameters.
VII. SPARK ML CLASSIFIER
A. Naive Bayes (NB)
Naive Bayes algorithms are mostly used in sentiment
analysis, spam filtering, and recommendation systems. They
are quick and simple to implement. This is a basic multiclass
classification algorithm based on Bayes' theorem. The
conditional probability from each class function is calculated
first and then the theorem of Bayes is employed to predict an
instance's class label. Naïve Bayes is highly suitable for large
dataset. Usually, the accuracy of NBC is increased when the
data size increase.

B. Support Vector Machine (SVM)
It is a supervised algorithm for classification. The SVM is
an efficient classifier that has been successfully used in all
aspects of text classification. Documents of text are denoted
by a vector. The classification is achieved via defining the
hyperplane that raises the margin among two categories, and
the support vectors are the vectors that describe the
hyperplane. Based on the mined features of the training
dataset, the model seeks to find the hyperplane defined by
vectors that divide the positive and negative training vectors
with largest probability.
C. Logistic Regression (LR)
Logistic regression is a model of regression where one
value out of specific number of values can be taken by the
dependent variable. It determines the relationship between the
instance class and the extracted input features using the
logistic function, while it is commonly used for binary
classification, it can also be used to solve problems with
multiple classes.
D. Random Forest (RF)
This supervised algorithm is also known as random
decision forest and is commonly used for classification,
regression, and other tasks. A forest is described as a grouping
of trees. It consists of a large number of separate decision trees
that work together to form an ensemble. All tree in the random
forest is given a class prediction, and the model prediction is
made using the class with the most votes. Random decision
forest has been considered a robust and reliable classifier due
to the principle of bagging and bootstrapping.
VIII. PROPOSED CNN-SVM USING SPARK DL
CNN is an artificial neural network that shares their
weight. This creates CNN more analogous to the Network of
biological neurons and decreases the complexity of both the
weight and the network model. A fully connected soft-max
layer is utilized as the classification layer for sentence level
sentiment classification in CNN proposed by Kim [11]. This
classification layer, however, has become too simple for the
task of classifying sentiments. Fortunately, the CNN pooling
layer output values are considered as function vectors of the
input word. They may use as the input of some other
classifiers. In this article, we propose an SVM classifier based
on CNN that considers CNN as an automated feature learner
and SVM as the classifier of sentiment. CNN outputs, the
distributed function illustrations of the input terms, are
considered to be features of SVM shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. Proposed Hybrid CNN_SVM Pipeline.
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The CNN consists of four layers, namely the input,
convolution, pooling and fully connected layer. To create
feature map in the convolutional layer, all the available
windows of words in the sentence are included. A max-overtime pooling operation is introduced to the function map
following the convolution operation. This operation represents
the pooling layer and gets a function vector of the mdimension where the filter size is m. This operation establishes
the layer of pooling and gets a vector of m-dimensional
feature, where n is the total number of filters. Multiple filters
of various window sizes are used in the CNN model. Then
these features are moved to the last sheet, such as the fully
connected layer, the output of which is the distribution of
probability between labels. The pre-trained word embedding is
fine-tuned throughout the training processing of the CNN by
back propagation. Fine-tuning helps them to learn quite
detailed word representations. If the terms may not exist in the
embedding of pre-trained words, they are arbitrarily prepared.
The vectors of the completely linked CNN layer are
considered to be representations of the distributed sentence
function, and then these representations of sentences are
considered to be feature vectors of SVM classifier. The SVM
classifier is trained using the feature vectors labelled with this
sentiment. When this method is established for sentiment
classification, the incoming sentences are converted to
distributed feature representations, which are then fed into the
SVM classifier for classification. It is predicted that such a
pipeline model will join the benefits of CNN and SVM.
IX. DATASET
The Amazon online product review of about 100,000
reviews is used as data set for this study. This dataset contains
products reviews of various domains like electronics, home
appliances and books collected from amazon.com websites.
To estimate the generalization error, the datasets is divided
into two parts: training and testing data. After loading the
datasets into the system, before applying and evaluating
models the datasets are split into 80 % train dataset and 20 %
test dataset randomly. In which, the training dataset is used to
build a model, that is used for training the models to get
predictions or recommendations. But testing dataset is
independent of the training dataset, which is not used in the
process of the building a model. The test dataset is to
determine the efficiency of the proposed model.
X. PRE-PROCESSING
The pre-processing of the data is the most key step. The
purpose of the steps is to make data more machine-readable.
Hence, uncertainty is reduced in feature extraction. In
addition, to convert the streaming input to a data frame in
order to run a pre-processing pipeline that includes the
following steps:
Removing null reviews: This involves deleting any
reviews with a null value.
Tokenization: The text is subdivided in to smaller tokens
based on separator characters like white space, comma, tab,
and so on in this phase.
Noise removal: This step involves removing any irrelevant
information from the text that could affect the classifier's

performance, including such numbers, punctuation marks,
URL links, and special characters.
Stop-words removal: Non-descriptive words that can be
displaced within the bag-of-words approach are known as stop
words. Articles, prepositions, conjunctions, and pronouns are
removed because they are not semantically necessary to
characterize the viewpoint.
XI. WORD EMBEDDING
The interesting properties inside the data which you can
use to make predictions are known as features. The process of
converting raw data into inputs for a machine learning
algorithm is known as feature engineering. For use in Spark
machine learning algorithms, Features must be translated into
feature vectors, which are numerical values that represent each
feature's value. But for deep learning model, a neural network
is a collection of neuron layers with the output of one layer
being fed into the next layer. Each layer passes on the
modified version of data to the next layer to promote more
informative features further. Neural networks can't process
direct terms; instead, they operate with word embeddings, or
more precisely, feature vectors that represent certain words
[15]. Neural networks can apply to any domain while learning
features from the task at hand. Word2Vec is a predictive
model for learning word embeddings from unstructured text
that is computationally efficient. The first layer of CNN is the
embedding layer converts words into real-valued feature
vectors (embeddings) that take morphological, syntactical and
semantic information of the words. the CNN use word
embeddings feature as an input for the system. Each and every
word was thus encoded as a 300-dimensional word vector that
was supplied to the network. Word2vec is for word level
embedding. Word level embedding is expected to obtain
syntactic and semantic details, and character level embedding
is projected to grab type and morphologic details. Data source
on Google News (approximately words of 100 billion) is used
to train the vectors in the proposed technique.
XII. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Spark ML and DL have been used (open-source Bigdata
tool) as development environment for performing the
experiments. SparkFlow will take advantage of Spark ML's
most important machine learning feature, which is the ability
to combine deep learning pipelines with TensorFlow.
SparkFlow allows users to train deep learning models in Spark
and then link the trained model to a pipeline for smooth raw
data predictions. The CNN models have been developed using
TFLearn (a deep learning library) and it is pipeline with SVM
using Spark ML pipeline.
Fig. 6 represents the major stages of this approach. The
proposed method starts with data pre-processing and feature
extraction, followed by the use of machine learning classifiers,
Naïve Bayes, Support vector machine and logistic regression
separately under Spark ML and proposed CNN-SVM using
Spark DL environment. Finally, different metrics are used to
measure the results. The PySpark library is built with the
necessary Python API to run applications on top of the Spark.
In order to estimate the efficiency of the proposed model, a
series of tests were carried out, specifically, in terms of
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running time and classification results. There are five models
are utilized for classification such as Naive Bayes, Logistic
Regression, SVM and Random Forest and proposed hybrid
CNN-SVM. Hyper parameter tuning is a technique for
deciding the best parameters for achieving the highest degree
of precision for the proposed model. Grid-Search with 5-fold
cross validation has been applied on training data. The
scalability and speed of the method is investigated in this
experiment. The experiment is run four times: 1000, 2000,
4000, and 8000 reviews to see how easily Apache Spark can
process data using the algorithm.

Table IV and Fig. 7 display the experimental outcomes.
First, the computational efficiency of Spark is rising as the
number of nodes in the computing cluster increases, and the
subsequent experimental results indicate that the running time
decreases. Secondly, the improvement of computational
performance is stronger when this method is adopted to larger
data. The results indicate that our proposed system performed
well both in accuracy and running time.
TABLE I.

PROCESSING TIME VS NO OF REVIEWS ON SINGLE NODE
Time taken for no. of Reviews (seconds)

Algorithm
1000

2000

4000

8000

Naive Bayes

21s

29s

36s

50s

Logistic Regression

17s

18s

20s

22s

Random Forest

16s

16s

17s

19s

SVM

15s

15s

15s

16s

Proposed CNN-SVM

10s

10s

11s

11s

TABLE II.

ACCURACY OF VARIOUS MODELS ON SINGLE NODE
Average
Accuracy

Accuracy for no. of Reviews
Algorithm

Fig. 6. Hybrid CNN_SVM using Spark DL Pipeline.

1000

2000

4000

8000

Naive Bayes

0.73

0.76

0.77

0.76

0.75

Logistic Regression

0.68

0.69

0.70

0.71

0.69

Random Forest

0.75

0.76

0.77

0.77

0.76

SVM

0.89

0.88

0.90

0.91

0.89

Proposed CNN-SVM

0.94

0.95

0.96

0.96

0.95

XIII. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

TABLE III.

The results obtained based on processing time in Table I
illustrate that in comparison to other sentiment analysis
models, the proposed CNN-SVM has the fastest speed. Each
algorithm's execution time is registered. There is a positive
relationship between the amount of review data and
processing time as it increases.
The classification accuracy of the models' performances is
assessed using the random split method. Assuming that
accuracy is influenced by a variety of factors, Table II
displays average results of 5 algorithms based on assessment
parameters such as average. For single-node systems, the
values are taken into account. The model created with the
CNN-SVM classifiers outshines the other classifiers. The
outputs produced through this hybrid CNN_SVM Pipelined
technique show higher rates of accuracy. Spark MLlib is a
versatile method for analysing big data as evidenced by the
findings of this research.
It presents spectacular performance in terms of running
time and sentiment analysis of domain independent datasets
shown in Table III. It is predictable that much greater
performance is achieved in multi-node start-up configurations,
as it is evaluated in ten node environments with much larger
data sets. It also compared running time on growing number
of nodes with varying size of data.

EVALUATION METRICS FOR VARIOUS DOMAINS
Performance Metrics

Domain
Precision

Recall

F-Score

Accuracy

Electronics

0.95

0.94

0.96

0.95

Kitchen Appliances

0.94

0.95

0.96

0.96

Books

0.94

0.93

0.94

0.94

TABLE IV.

NUMBER OF NODES VS RUNNING TIME

Nodes

Running time in seconds
(50,000 Reviews)

Running time in seconds
(1,00,000 Reviews)

(1)

240

461

(2)

148

266

(3)

110

180

(4)

89

154

(5)

61

102

(6)

52

84

(7)

45

72

(8)

42

63

(9)

40

55

(10)

35

50
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Reviews
100,000
Reviews

461

[3]
[4]

240

266
148

1

2

180
110

3

[5]

154
89 102 84
61 52

72
45

63
42

55
40

50
35

4

7

8

9

10

5

6

Number of Nodes

[6]

[7]

Fig. 7. Number of Nodes vs Running Time.

[8]

XIV. CONCLUSION
The main focus in this study was on rapidly implementing
sentiment analysis on the Big Data sets. Spark MLlib has been
used for handling a large volume of data as it is scalable. This
paper offered new studies to classify sentiment on large
amounts of data using Spark's MLlib with TensorFlow by
implemented the proposed deep learning CNN-SVM model
and the performance of this model is compared with different
machine learning classification algorithms. Four classifiers
were compared with our proposed model in terms of accuracy.
The evaluation result shows that the proposed model has
improved performance over the other classifiers. This work
was implemented on multi node configuration with larger
dataset. As part with our role in the future, we are working to
perform an experimental evaluation of Spark MLlib in a
number of programming languages (e.g., Python and R), and
Software configurations that use a collection of large datasets
with a range of data characteristics. In addition, we will
develop a better deep learning model to extract optimized
features in order to boost performance against other
classification methods at a faster rate under large data
volumes. The accuracy could be pointed for further
development in future.
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Abstract—With the exponential increase in connected devices
and its accompanying complexities in network management,
dynamic Traffic Engineering (TE) solutions in Software-Defined
Networking (SDN) using Reinforcement Learning (RL)
techniques has emerged in recent times. The SDN architecture
empowers network operators to monitor network traffic with
agility, flexibility, robustness and centralized control. The
separation of the control and the forwarding plane in SDN has
enabled the integration of RL agents in the networking
architecture to enforce changes in traffic patterns during
network congestions. This paper surveys major RL techniques
adopted for efficient TE in SDN. We reviewed the use of RL
agents in modelling TE policies for SDNs, with agents’ actions on
the environment guided by future rewards and a new state. We
further looked at the SARL and MARL algorithms the RL
agents deploy in forming policies for the environment. The paper
finally looked at agents design architecture in SDN and possible
research gaps.
Keywords—Software defined networking;
learning; machine learning; traffic engineering

reinforcement

I. INTRODUCTION
The emergence of fifth generation (5G) networks has
propelled the growth of Internet of Things (IoT) in recent
times. IoT is a rapid evolving technology that connects billions
of devices to the internet [1]. With 5G, the rapid deployment of
new and smart IoT applications are expected to reach 22.3
billion by 2024 and generate about 163 zettabyes (ZB) of data
by 2025 [2] [3]. These new and dynamic applications are
expected to benefit from the services 5G networks will
provide: ultra-reliable and low latency communication
(URLLC) [4], enhanced mobile broadband (eMBB) [5] and
massive machine type communication, massive MIMO [6].
As shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, the dynamic nature and
requirements of IoT devices has necessitated a network
deployment shift from the traditional networking architecture
which are difficult to configure and manage to a more flexible
programmable domain [7]. Software-Defined Networking
(SDN) is a new networking paradigm that separates the data
plane from the control plane [8] [9]. This separation makes the
network more agile with centralized responsibility given to the
controller [10]. The controller communicates with the
application plane via the northbound APIs and the forwarding
devices via the southbound APIs (OpenFlow). The automation
and programmability of the SDN architecture helps to
configure, secure, and optimize network resources [11] quickly

Department of Telecommunications Engineering
Kwame Nkrumah University of Science and Technology
Kumasi, Ghana
whiles maintaining a good Quality of Service (QoS) [12] and
Quality of Experience (QoE) [13].
Traffic Engineering (TE) in SDN involves the analysis of
the networks state by the SDN controller to act on flow data
through the rapid change in flow table information for
forwarding devices [14]. Rerouting flows periodically to
balance the loads on the network minimizes congestion and
improves the overall network performance. A network
experiences two kinds of traffic flows: elephant flows and mice
flows [15]. The elephant flows are heavy traffic flows that
requires more network resources whiles the rapid aggregation
of the mice flows can equally degrade the network. These
traffic flows continuously needs dynamic resource allocation
for the efficient utilization of scarce network resources through
TE.
With the advent of machine learning, port-based [16] and
payload-based [17] flow classification techniques have become
ineffective due to the dynamic port usage of IoT devices. The
negative impact of packet out of order and packet loss in
traditional TE techniques even worsens the case for the
network operator.

Fig. 1. Traditional Networking Architecture [7].

Fig. 2. Software-Defined Networking (SDN) Architecture [7].
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Fig. 3. TE using RL in SDN – Review Outline

Currently for TE, machine learning algorithms are adopted
for intelligent flow re-routing with an efficient feature selection
criterion [18] [19] in network flow analysis. Deploying these
machine learning algorithms in the SDN controller will
efficiently allocate network resources and formulate policies
for optimal network performance with low overheads.
In this survey as outlined in Fig. 3, we reviewed popular
Reinforcement Learning (RL) techniques used in SDN
architecture for Traffic Engineering with limitations on
parameters chosen and approaches for future research. The rest
of the paper is organized as follows: Section II discusses the
justification of RL for TE; Section III analysed the TE
architecture integration in SDN based on policies and
performance. Finally, Section IV looked at the research gaps
identified from the survey.
II. MACHINE LEARNING WITH REINFORCEMENT
ALGORITHMS
With the advent of Machine Learning [101] where
automation modelling using data remains relevant, traditional
algorithms [102][103][104] used in solving SDN-IoT related
task is unfeasible. In supervised learning [103] agents are
trained with a labeled dataset and later tasked to make
predictions out of the learned data. Increased complexity in a
dynamic environment with new IoT devices and variance in
data will negatively affect the accuracy of supervised learning
algorithms and predictions. Even worse is the time factor in
retraining and relabeling of new data variance in an attempt to
still adopt classification algorithms. With unsupervised
learning [104] that uses unlabeled dataset, there is no guidance

regarding the accuracy of the clustered dataset. Clustering
algorithms alone is inefficient in an SDN-IoT environment that
requires efficiency in diverse IoT applications. Reinforcement
Learning (RL) defines the true automation of agents in an
environment [20][105] with rewards as guidance on how well
the agent is performing. Though complex, RL agents adapts to
changing conditions in the environment by learning to solve
tasks through trial-and-error approach. As the episodes
progresses, agents adapt to successful actions through
exploration and exploitation [106][107] on the stochastic
environment. With the recent success of DeepMinds AlphaGo
RL agent [108] that defeated the Go champion in 2016, the
application dimensions of RL have become enormous. The
only way packets can be routed intelligently in a network with
varying and emerging IoT devices is to deploy RL agents to
learn varying network state patterns with no exclusive data
labels but with policies and actions.
III. TE USING REINFORECEMENT LEARNING IN SDN
Reinforcement Learning (RL) is an area of machine
learning where an agent is modeled to take sequence of actions
informed by policies [20]. As shown in Fig. 4, the agent learns
in an interactive environment and receives a reward through its
actions [21, 22]. The set of actions presents a new state with
corresponding reward to the agent. Unlike supervised learning
[23] where a set of correct actions are provided as feedback to
the agent, RL uses rewards and punishment as signals for
positive and negative decisions. The goal is to use trial and
error methods in getting positive rewards or build a suitable
model that will maximize cumulative rewards for the RL agent.
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Action Space
Reward Function

Fig. 4. Reinforcement Learning.

SDN provides centralised control with a unique advantage
for intelligent TE framework implementation using RL.
Network policies can easily be generated from the centralized
control with corresponding TE rules to forwarding devices.
With RL, the modelling of the agent’s action on the
environment with rewards fits into the network architecture of
SDN and this expedites network control and management.
A. RL Agents Design
This section details the mathematical modelling of the state
space with respect to actions and rewards. Agent design
requires the environment to be monitored.
An agent based on the monitored metrics takes actions
informed by policy decisions with a new state and a
corresponding reward in guiding the next policy.
1) Action-State-Reward: RL agents are implemented in
RL frameworks and modelled in SDN to learn critical network
packet flow policies and provide routing solutions to
forwarding devices. The agent takes an action on the
environment and evaluates the actions based on rewards.
Using its policy π , the agent performs an action a, which
alters the environment state s to s'[24]. Based on the reward r,
the agents policy is updated. In arriving at optimal policy, RL
agents use Markov Decision Process (MDP) [25] to model
actions on the environment with corresponding rewards. MDP
is an intuitive and fundamental formalism for decisiontheoretic planning (DTP) [26] and RL in stochastic domains.
The MDPs have become the de facto standard formalism for
learning sequential decision control problems [27].
An MDP is a 5-tuple (𝑆, 𝐴, 𝑃, 𝑅, 𝛾), where;
𝑆
is a set of states

(3)

The CFR-RL agent resides in the controller of the SDN
architecture. The RL agent uses a traffic matrix that contains
the traffic demand of each flow as state. The objective is to
avoid packet link congestion. As shown in equations 1 - 3, the
CFR-RL agent samples K critical flows for a given stage
𝑠𝑡 within N nodes. The CFR-RL agent then reroutes these
critical flows and obtains maximum value in link utilization U
as reward.
Q-DATA RL agent [29]
State Space

𝑆𝑖 ≜ {(𝑓𝑖 , ∆𝑓𝑖 ) ∶ 0 < 𝑓𝑖 ≤ 𝑓𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑖 ; −𝑓𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑖 ≤ ∆𝑓𝑖
≤ 𝑓𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑖 }

(4)

𝐴𝑖 ≜ {𝑎 ∶ 𝑎 ∈ ℱ}

(5)

Action Space

𝑖
∑𝑓𝑥=1
𝛩𝑥

Reward Function

{

𝑓𝑖

, 0 < 𝑓𝑖 < 𝑓𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑖 ,

0,

(6)

𝑓𝑖 = 𝑓𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑖 ,

The Q-DATA agent resides in the application plane of
SDN. As shown in equations 4 - 6, the Q-DATA RL agent has
a defined state space where 𝑓𝑖 is the current total number of
flow entries in switch i; ∆𝑓𝑖 is the number of flow entry
changes between two consecutive observations and 𝑓𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑖 is the
maximum number of flow entries in switch i. (𝑓𝑖 , ∆𝑓𝑖 )
represents the state of an SDN switch i, as a tuple. For its
action space, a represents a traffic flow matching scheme
change related to a destination host and ℱ denotes a list of all
feasible match field combinations. With the reward function, 𝑓𝑖
is the current total number of flow entries in the switch i; and
𝛩𝑥 is an integer number representing the number of enabled
match fields in flow entry x. An action has no reward if that
action leads to the total number of current flow entries in the
SDN switch i reaching the limit 𝑓𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑖 .
Mu [30]
𝑠𝑖 = (𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤_𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑖 , 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤_𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖 )

(7)

𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑒
𝑎𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤_𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞
= (𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞 𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑒 , 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑖 )
𝑖

(8)

State Space
Action Space

𝑖

𝑟𝑡 = 𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑒(
Reward Function

Algorithm 1 Markov Decision Process (MDP)

(2)

𝑟 = 1⁄𝑈

𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 , 𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑡 )

(9)

For TE in SDN, RL agents are implemented differently
based on the agents policy and the metrics for measuring TE
success. The actions of the agents on the environment are rated
by the rewards associated with it as the episode progresses.

In [30], the RL agent resides in the controller of the SDN.
As shown in equations 7-9, 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤_𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑖 represents the
frequency of matched flows and 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤_𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖 , an
indication of flow duration in the memory of the switch. These
are defined for the state space. The action space denotes an
increase action on the flow frequency parameters. With the
reward function the 𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 denotes the current
best network control overhead obtained. A configuration with
less overhead returns a positive reward, 1 to the RL agent
otherwise a negative value -1 is returned. If
𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 and 𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑡 are equal, a reward value
of 0 is given.

CFR-RL agent [28]

Huang [31]

𝐴 is a set of actions
𝑃 (𝑠, 𝑎, 𝑠 ′) is the probability that action 𝑎 in state 𝑠 at time 𝑡
will lead to state 𝑠 ′ at time 𝑡 + 1
𝑅 (𝑠, 𝑎, 𝑠 ′) is the immediate reward received after a transition
from state 𝑠 to 𝑠 ′ , due to action 𝑎
𝛾 is the discounted factor which is used to generate a discounted
reward

State Space

𝑠𝑡 = 𝑇𝑀𝑡

(1)

State Space

𝑠𝑓 = (𝑏𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ𝑓 , 𝑗𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑓 , 𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡_𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠_𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑓 )

(10)
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𝑎𝑠 =

Action Space
Reward Function

𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔_𝑝𝑎𝑡ℎ
𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑏𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ𝑓

𝑟𝑠 = {𝑀𝑂𝑆𝑐𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑟 , 𝑄𝑜𝐸𝑐𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑟 }

(11)
(12)

With [31], the objective of the RL agent is to maximize the
cumulative QoE of customers by dynamically allocation traffic
in a multimedia environment. The RL agent resides in the
controller of the SDN architecture. As shown in equations 10 –
12, the state of the environment refers to the state of flows and
covers the following metrics: allocated bandwidth, the delay,
the jitter and the packet loss rate of flows. The action includes:
the path chosen (routing path) and the bandwidth adaptation of
flows. The mean opinion score (MOS) [32] used to evaluate
the QoE represents the reward function. A multi-layer deep
neural network (DNN) is used to map the network and
application metrics to the MOS.
Choi [59]
State Space

𝑠𝑖 = (𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔_𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑𝑖 )
𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑒

Action Space
Reward Function

= ( 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔_𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑒 )

1,
𝑟𝑡 = { 0,
−1,

ℎ𝑖𝑡_𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑡−1 < ℎ𝑖𝑡_𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑡
ℎ𝑖𝑡_𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑡−1 = ℎ𝑖𝑡_𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑡
ℎ𝑖𝑡_𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑡−1 > ℎ𝑖𝑡_𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑡

(13)
(14)
(15)

In [59] RL framework is modelled to minimize the number
of overflow occurrences. As shown in equations 13 - 15, the
state space represents the size of the sampling period with a
unit size of 500 ms. This ranges to 5,000 ms with a total of 10
states. The action space has three options: (i) increase sample
period by unit size; (ii) decrease sampling period by unit size;
(iii) maintain the sample period. Based on the percentage of
table hits, three rewards are given. A reward of 1 is given when
the measured hit rate is higher than the hit rate pre-action. If
low, a reward of -1 is assigned. A reward of 0 is assigned if
there is no change in the hit rate.
Fu [71]
State Space

𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑒 = {𝑠 = [𝐹𝑇𝑠𝑤𝑖,𝑡𝑗 , 𝑃𝑆𝑝𝑘,𝑠𝑤𝑖,𝑡𝑗 ]| 𝑖 ∈
[1, 𝑛], 𝑗 ∈ [1, 𝑚], 𝑘 ∈ [1, 𝑧]}

Action Space

𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = {𝑎𝑝1 , 𝑎𝑝2 , . .. 𝑎𝑝𝑘 . . . 𝑎𝑝𝑁 }
𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑡 = 𝛼 ∗ (1 − 𝑃𝐿𝑅) + 𝛽 ∗ 𝑇𝑃

Reward Function

𝑅𝑚𝑖𝑐𝑒 = 𝜆 ∗ (1 − 𝑃𝐿𝑅2) + µ ∗ (1 − 𝐷𝐿)

(16)
(17)
(18)

In [71], flow table state and port state are responsible for
collecting network statistics. The channels of the network
represent the flow table utilization and its respective port rate
of switches at current and previous states. For the state space
modelling n, m and z respectively identifies the number of
switches, moments and ports of a single switch. 𝐹𝑇𝑠𝑤𝑖 ,𝑡𝑗
represents the flow table utilization rate of switch i at the
moment 𝑡𝑗 and ranges from 0 to 1. 𝑃𝑆𝑝𝑘,𝑠𝑤𝑖 ,𝑡𝑗 represents the
port rate of port k in switch i at the moment 𝑡𝑗 . The action
space comprises of 𝑝1 𝑡𝑜 𝑝𝑁 which indicates all paths in the
network, 𝑎𝑝𝑘 ∈ {0, 1}. If 𝑎𝑝𝑘 = 1, the current flow is assigned
to path k else 𝑎𝑝𝑘 = 0. For the reward function, the elephantflows 𝑃𝐿𝑅, represents the average packet loss rate of elephantflows in the network, TP is the average throughput of elephantflows after processing. 𝛼 and 𝛽 are the weights of the 𝑃𝐿𝑅 and

TP respectively. With the mice-flows, 𝑃𝐿𝑅2 indicates the
average packet loss rate of mice-flows and DL represents the
normalized average delay. 𝜆 and µ identifies the weight of the
𝑃𝐿𝑅2 and DL , respectively.
Zhang [86]
State Space

𝑠 = (𝑛𝑐, 𝑠𝑟𝑐, 𝑑𝑠𝑡, 𝑎𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑙)

(19)

Action Space

𝑎 = (𝑎1 , , 𝑎𝑖 … , 𝑎𝑗 , 𝑝𝑎𝑡ℎ)

(20)

𝑟=
Reward Function

𝐿
1
𝑏𝑙
∑ (2
− 1)
𝐿
𝑏𝑤𝑙
𝑙=1

2
− β arctan(𝜎) + 1
𝜋

(21)

In [86] the state comprises of four components; name of the
requested content, source, destination and available link
bandwidth.
With the action, 𝑎𝑖 denotes the ith destination node split
ratio and relates to the content request sent to that destination
node using selected transmission links. The reward is meant to
1
𝑏𝑙
improve load balance and throughput. The ∑𝐿𝑙=1(2
− 1)
𝐿
𝑏𝑤𝑙
reveals throughput impact in relation to available normalized
2
bandwidth. The - (𝜋 )arctan(𝜎) + 1 indicates the load balance
with normalized variance of available bandwidth. A value
close to 1 signals a preferred action with a reverse value close
to -1, a penalty. β = 1 is a factor used to balance the throughput
and the load balance.
B. RL Algorithms
In this section, we reviewed the algorithms the RL agents
use to formulate policies that informs the action taken by the
agent on the environment as the episode progresses. For
effective TE and policy enforcement on the environment, RL
agents learns to take the best actions for traffic optimization in
respect to cumulative future rewards. RL algorithms are
distinguished into two main classes: the model-free (direct) and
model-based (indirect) methods [33, 34, 35].
1) Model-based RL methods: Model-based RL algorithms
utilizes a model when the RL agent interacts with the
environment. The model keeps track of transition dynamics of
the network to derive optimal actions and rewards [35]. When
the model is referenced, the RL agent can make predictions
about the next state and reward before an action is taken.
Model-based RL methods are data efficient but struggles to
achieve asymptotic performance for real-world applications
[36]. For model-based RL methods, the interaction between
the RL agent and the environment is modeled as a discretetime Markov Decision Process (MDP) ℳ and defined by the
tuple [36]:
(𝑆, 𝘈, 𝑝, 𝑟, 𝛾, 𝑝0 , 𝐻) . Where 𝑆 is the set of states, 𝘈 the
action space, 𝑝(𝑠𝑡+1 | 𝑠𝑡 , 𝑎𝑡 ) the transition distribution, 𝑟 ∶ 𝑆 ×
𝘈 → ℝ as a reward function, 𝑝0 : 𝑆 → ℝ+ represents the initial
state distribution, 𝛾 the discount factor, and 𝐻 the horizon of
the process. The return function is defined as the sum of
rewards
𝑟 (𝑠𝑡 , 𝑎𝑡 )
along
a
trajectory
τ:
=
(𝑠0 , 𝑎0 , … , 𝑠𝐻−1 , 𝑎𝐻−1 , 𝑠𝐻 ). The goal of the reinforcement
learning is to find a policy π: 𝑆 × 𝘈 → ℝ+ that maximizes the
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expected return. The model-based learns the transition
distribution from the observed transitions using parametric
approximator ṕø (𝑠′|𝑠, 𝑎) . The parameter ø of the dynamic
model are optimized to maximize the log-likelihood of the state
transition distribution. Though model-based RL methods are
data efficient, they have high computational complexity and
the degree of potential error in maximizing a reward is
compounded..
2) Model-free RL methods: Model-free RL algorithms do
not utilize a model and thus the rewards and the optimal
actions are derived through trial-and-error approach with the
environment [37]. These set of algorithms operate over an
unordered list of actions, with a positive or negative reward
value. The RL agents that utilizes model-free algorithms
increases the value associated with a positive action which
helps the agent to learn from direct experience. Agents in
model-free RL are represented with policy optimization and
Q-learning approaches [38]. With policy optimization, the
agents learns directly the policy function that maps state to
action without a value function. The Q-learning approach

learns the action-value function 𝑄(𝑠, 𝑎); how good to take an
action at a particular state. A scalar value is assigned over an
action a, given the state s [39]. Model-free RL methods have
low computational complexity but more data dependent. For
TE, model-free RL methods are frequently used for RL agent
sequencing and to implement policies on the environment.
3) Single Agent Reinforcement Learning (SARL): In a
SARL, there is only one agent that interacts with the
environment to maximize rewards. The SARL implementation
is suitable for simple network management with slower
convergence and learning experience. The SARL
implemented algorithms are either value-based, policy-based
or both [48]. As shown in Fig. 5, the SARL through the SDN
controller collects information from the environment through
the forwarding devices.
The agent upon receiving the state information performs a
set of actions on the environment through the SDN controller.
These actions are guided by policy algorithms. The episode
results in a new state and rewards.

Fig. 5. SARL.
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a) Q-learning Algorithm: Q-learning [40] is an offpolicy, value-based algorithm that takes a random actions
based on the 𝜖 − 𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑦 policy, where the probability of a
random decision is determined by the value of epsilon 𝜖 .
During the learning phase, the Q-learning agent initializes the
Q-table for all state-action pairs and updates it using:
𝒬_(𝑡 + 1) (𝑠_𝑡, 𝑎_𝑡 ) = 𝒬(𝑠_𝑡, 𝑎_𝑡 ) + 𝛼[ ℛ_𝑖 (𝑠_𝑡, 𝑎_𝑡 )
+ 𝛾𝑚𝑎𝑥𝒬_𝑡 (𝑠_(𝑡 + 1), 𝑎 )
− 𝒬_𝑡 (𝑠_𝑡, 𝑎_𝑡 )]

(22)

The Q-learning agent generates the optimal policy 𝜋 ∗ (𝑠)
for a state s representing an action a that needs to be taken to
maximize the value of the 𝒬∗ (𝑠, 𝑎) function, 𝜋 ∗ (𝑠) =
𝑎𝑟𝑔 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑎 𝒬∗ (𝑠, 𝑎) .
Algorithm 2 Q-learning [40]

2:
3:

𝐈𝐧𝐩𝐮𝐭𝐬: ℱ; for a state-action pair (𝑠, 𝑎) ∀𝑠 ∈ 𝑆𝑖 , 𝑎 ∈ 𝒜𝑖 ,
initialize a Q-table entry arbitrarily; initialize values of α, 𝛾 and 𝜖,
respectively.
loop
Current state 𝑠𝑡 .

4:

Executive action 𝑎𝑡 according to an exploratory policy (𝜖).

5:

Obtain a new state 𝑠𝑡+1 and an immediate reward ℛ𝑖 .

6:

Update the Q-table entry for 𝒬(𝑠𝑡 , 𝑎𝑡 ).

1:

7:
8:
9:

Update 𝑠𝑡 ⟵ 𝑠𝑡+1.
end loop
Outputs 𝜋 ∗ (𝑠) = arg 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑎 𝒬∗ (𝑠, 𝑎).

Phan et al. [29] proposed the Q-learning algorithm in
maximizing traffic flow monitoring in SDN switches. It
embeds a Support Vector Machine (SVM) [49] algorithm in
the application plane of the SDN architecture to predict the
performance degradation of the switches as the episode
progresses. To reduce the long-term control plane overhead
capacity limitation of Ternary Content Addressable Memory
(TCAM) in OpenFlow switches, [30] proposed a Q-learning
algorithm for SDN flow entry management. The framework
determines the forwarding rules that remains in the flow table
of the SDN switches and those processed by the controller in
case of a table-miss on the switches. In [50] a Q-learning
algorithm is proposed to reduce the latencies and improve the
bandwidth utilization in the UbuntuNet Alliance National
Research and Education Network (NRENs) SDN switches. The
proposed framework adapts forwarding devices by learning
from experience using multipath propagation. In dealing with
bandwidth overhead caused by Dijkstra’s shortest path first
module [51] in an OpenDayLight (ODL) architecture meant for
efficient packets delivery, [52] proposed a congestion
prevention mechanism using Q-learning in SDN. With [52],
the set threshold values are defined in SDN controllers to
enable threshold bandwidth detections. The optimal path
chosen is delivered to the OpenVSwtiches (OVS) after Qrouting by the controller during network congestion. To
balance the network load in SDN, [53] proposed a Q-learning
approach to reduce the number of unsatisfied users in a 5G
network architecture. The researchers used a flow admission
control technique with a fairness function to enhance the perflow resource allocation in the network. In [54] a load
balancing architecture is proposed for SDN networks that uses
supervised Bayesian Network (BN) to solve the problem of Q

value local maximum [55] in a Q-learning RL algorithm. The
combination of the BN in Q-learning helps the controller select
the most optimal strategy for network load balancing during
congestion. For TE load balancing optimization in master
controllers, [56] proposed a dynamic switch migration
algorithm to slave controllers using Q-learning in SDN. The
switch migration problem (SMP) is modeled and used to
redefine the Q-learning parameters. The Q-learning is then
used to learn the current status of SDN to select the best
switches for load migration. For an efficient path selection
technique in load balancing, [57] proposed a Q-learning
algorithm for path selection and flow forecasting [58]. It has an
integrated centre that uses Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) to
process uncertain network traffic and uses Q-learning to
resolve the optimal path based on the results of the DNN. The
DNN path selection are obtained from the bandwidth
utilization ratio, packet loss rate and transmission latency
which forms the inputs to the DNN. The output which is fed
into the Q-learning is derived from the corresponding link
score. For timely eviction of inactive flow entries and to avoid
overflows in the memory of SDN switches, [59] proposed a Qlearning User Datagram Protocol (UDP) [60] flow eviction
strategy for UDP flows. The Q-learning is used to dynamically
resize the sampling period as the most critical parameter in the
RL architecture. This advertently maximizes the table hit rates
of the UDP flows in the SDN.
b) State-Action-Reward-State-Action (SARSA): SARSA
[61] is an on-policy algorithm which uses the action
performed by the current policy to learn the Q-value. As
shown in Eq. 23 [61] and Eq. 24 [40], the update rule for
SARSA varies from that of Q-learning algorithm in the
execution of actions. In SARSA, update estimates are based
on the same action taken whiles in Q-learning, the update
estimates are based on the number of possible actions that
maximizes the post-state Q function, 𝒬(𝑠𝑡+1 , 𝑎′ ).
𝒬(𝑠𝑡 , 𝑎𝑡 ) ⟵ 𝒬(𝑠𝑡 , 𝑎𝑡 ) + α[𝑟𝑡+1 + 𝛾𝒬(𝑠𝑡+1, 𝑎𝑡+1)
− 𝒬(𝑠𝑡 , 𝑎𝑡 )]

(23)

𝒬(𝑠𝑡 , 𝑎𝑡 ) ⟵ 𝒬(𝑠𝑡 , 𝑎𝑡 ) + α[𝑟𝑡+1 + 𝛾𝑚𝑎𝑥𝒬(𝑠𝑡+1, 𝑎′ )
− 𝒬(𝑠𝑡 , 𝑎𝑡 )]

(24)

For dynamic load balancing in multiple controllers due to
switch migration conflicts, [62] proposed a SARSA-Bayesian
RL algorithm for a multi-controller cluster design in SDN.
With knowledge of the real-time load and controller’s
communication consumption, a request response model using
the Bayesian [63] algorithm is combined with the SARSA RL
mini-framework in a switch migration technique to the lighter
controller. For a multi-layer hierarchical SDN to be effective in
handling traffic, [64] proposed the SARSA algorithm for QoS
provisioning. With each pre-flow, the switch contacts the SDN
controller. The controller uses the SARSA algorithm to
implicitly detect the QoS requirement of each flow and
computes the corresponding optimum traffic path based on the
needed QoS requirement. The next hop in the switch forms the
basis for the next action from the source to the destination
switch. To convey a massive IoT data through a limited
bandwidth efficiently [65] proposed a SARSA algorithm for
resource allocation through cognitive communications in the
SDN-enabled environment. The SARSA agent communication
is modelled with a buffer metric that manages the aggregator’s
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output queue transmissions and reflects dynamically in the IoT
data demands. This modification targeted at Publish/Subscribe
(Pub/Sub) paradigms preserves the Pub/Sub bandwidth with
less computational resources. In order to adapt VS-routing [67]
optimization to SDN networks, [66] proposed a network hop
count technique to improve the reward function of SARSA
algorithm. The VS-routing introduces an 𝜀 − 𝐺𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑦 function
in the network hop count which is calculated to select the
optimal route and avoid the long package queue of network
links in the SDN architecture.
c) Deep Q-Network Algorithm (DQN): With the advent
of Artificial Neural Networks, (ANNs) a class of RL agents
that utilizes Q-learning with Deep Neural Networks (DNNs)
[41] in discrete domains for TE has emerged. DQN uses
feedforward neural networks with three components:
(i) Neurons that are interconnected using direct links to form a
network, (ii) Weights associated with each connection,
(iii) Layers consisting of a number of neurons and multiple
hidden layers.
Algorithm 3 Deep Q-Network Algorithm [41]
Pre-condition:
Initialize experience memory 𝑀
Initialize action-value pair Q with random weights
Initialize state 𝑠𝑡
Initialize goal 
Procedure:
1:
improvement = 0
2:
repeat
3:
for (step = 0; step < learning_iteration; step++)
4:
Get action 𝑎𝑡 from 𝑠𝑡 using 𝜖 − 𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑦 policy
5:
Get parameter 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑡 from 𝑠𝑡 using 𝜖 − 𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑦 policy
6:
𝜖 = 𝜖 − (step / learning_iteration)* 𝜖
7:
Take action 𝑎𝑡 on 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑡 and receive reward r, control
overhead 𝑐𝑡
8:
Observe new state 𝑠𝑡+1
9:
Store experienced memory (𝑠, 𝑎, 𝑟, 𝑠𝑡+1 ) into 𝑀
10:
Sample 𝑛 random transitions (𝑠′, 𝑎′, 𝑟′, 𝑠″ ) from 𝑀
11:
Update 𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑡𝑡 ⟵ 𝑟′ + 𝛾 ∗ max( 𝑠 ″ − 𝑎″ )
12:
Update the 𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑡 of 𝜃𝑖
13:
Train the Q network using 𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 = (𝑡𝑡 − 𝑄(𝑠 ′ , 𝑎′ ))2
14:
𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 = get_improvement ( 𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑡 , 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑠𝑡𝑡 )
15:
end for
16:
until improvement > 

The DQN has an experience memory for storing
experienced transitions (𝑠, 𝑎, 𝑟, 𝑠′) unlike the Q-learning. The
discount factor 𝛾 and the state of the Q-Network in the ith
iteration, 𝜃𝑖 are used to update the experienced transitions with
a training principle using a loss function. The 𝜖 − 𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑦
policy helps select the action based on the highest Q-value
associated with that action after the training. For the RL agent
to choose random actions, the 𝜖 value is set to 1 at the start of
the learning process but decreased over time in order to
maintain a fixed exploration rate. The DQN keeps track of the
chosen parameter corresponding to the Q-value of each action
with a terminal, ..

In [28], the DQN is used to learn a policy to select critical
flows based on a given traffic matrix. The Critical Flow Rerouting-Reinforcement Learning (CFR-RL) agent then reroutes
the selected flows for a balanced link utilization using Linear
Programming (LP). For an efficient SDN flow entry level
management with a TCAM enabled OpenFlow switches [30]
proposed a DQN algorithm to obtain the flow entries and
reduce the long-term control plane overhead between the SDN
switch and the controller. The DQN agent automatically finds
the values of decision parameters that effectively selects the
candidates rule in the switch’s flow table for a higher table-hit
rate. For flexible network management through TE, [68]
proposed a DQN based dynamic controller placement caused
by flow fluctuations in SDN. The D4CPP agent in [68]
integrates historical network data into the controller
deployment. The real-time switch-controller mapping decisions
is then triggered with inherent adaptation to the dynamic flow
fluctuations in the network. For effective TE among distributed
controllers in SDN, [69] proposed a DQN based switch and
controller selection scheme for switch migration and switchaware reinforcement learning-based load balancing (SAR-LB).
The SAR-LB adopts the utilization ratio of diverse resource
types in both controllers and switches as inputs to the neural
network for a dynamic load distribution among the controllers
in the network. Yao et al. [70] proposed a DQN-based energyefficient routing solution for full load software-defined data
centers. The optimization is for the DQN to find energyefficient routing paths and load-balancing between controllers
in reducing energy consumption in the network. The enhanced
DQN-based energy-efficient routing (DQN-EER) algorithm
learns directly from experience. At the same coordinated time,
it selects the arriving flows and the energy-saving control path
at the in-band control mode whiles detecting the energy-saving
routes for the data center. Fu et al. [71] proposed the detection
of mice and elephant flows in an SDN-enabled data center
using two DQNs. The DQNs are built and trained to generate
efficient routing strategies using convolutional neural networks
(CNNs) [72][73] to avoid possible network congestion. For
efficient latency management in SDN, [74] proposed a DQN
agent that inherently predicts optimal traffic paths and future
traffic demands through the SDN switches. Whiles formulating
the flow rules placement policy as an Integer Linear Program
(ILP), [74] used a traffic prediction module with a long shortterm memory (LSTM) [75][76] neural networks algorithm. To
further minimize network delay, a proposed DQN-TP (traffic
prediction)-based heuristics defect-tolerant routing (DTR) [77]
algorithm interacts dynamically with the DQN agent module in
the controller of the SDN architecture.
d) Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient (DDPG): In
combining policy gradient and Q-learning, Deep Deterministic
Policy Gradient (DDPG) [42][79] is used as an off-policy,
actor-critic technique consisting of two modes; actor and critic
as shown in Fig. 6. The actor is the policy network and the
critic, the Q-value for training the actor network.
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Algorithm 4 Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient (DDPG) Algorithm [42]
1:
2:

Input: Initial policy parameters 𝜃, Q-function parameters , empty
replay buffer Ɗ
Set target parameters equal to main parameters 𝜃𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔 ⟵ 𝜃, 𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔 ⟵

∇

𝑠∈𝐵

15:

Update target networks with
𝜃targ ⟵ 𝜌targ + (1 −


3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:

13:

repeat
Observe state 𝑠 and select action 𝑎 = clip (  𝜃 (𝑠) + 𝜖, 𝑎𝐿𝑜𝑤 , 𝑎𝐻𝑖𝑔ℎ ),
where 𝜖 ~𝒩
Executive 𝑎 in the environment
Observe next state 𝑠′ , reward 𝑟 , and done signal 𝑑 to indicate
whether 𝑠′ is terminal
Store (𝑠, 𝑎, 𝑟, 𝑠 ′ , 𝑑) in replay buffer Ɗ
If 𝑠 ′ is terminal, reset environment state
if it’s time to update then
for however many updates do
Randomly sample a batch of transitions, 𝐵 =
{((𝑠, 𝑎, 𝑟, 𝑠 ′ , 𝑑)} from Ɗ
Compute targets
𝑦(𝑟, 𝑠 ′ , 𝑑) = 𝑟 +
𝛾(1 − 𝑑)𝑄targ ( 𝑠 ′ ,  𝜃targ (𝑠 ′))
Update Q-function by one step of gradient descent using
∇

14:

1
|B|

∑(𝑠,𝑎,𝑟,𝑠′,𝑑)∈𝐵(𝑄 (𝑠, 𝑎) − 𝑦 (𝑟 𝑠 ′ , 𝑑)) 2

Update policy by one step of gradient ascent using

1
∑(𝑄 (𝑠,  𝜃 (𝑠))
|B|

𝜌)
𝜃targ ⟵ 𝜌𝜃targ + (1 −
𝜌)𝜃
16:
17:
18:

end for
end if
until convergence

DDPG uses DQNs replay buffer to gather offline unrelated
experiences obtained by the agents whiles performing actions
on the environment. At each time step, the actor and the critic
are updated by uniformly sampling a minibatch from the replay
buffer. DDPG uses soft target, 𝜃targ updates rather than
directly copying the weights to the target network. DDPG
further utilizes batch normalization which helps normalize each
dimension across the samples in a mini-batch to have unit
mean and variance. DDPG algorithm is suitable for continuous
action space and state representations.

Fig. 6. Actor-Critic Model of DDPG [31].
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In [31], the DDPG algorithm is used for multimedia traffic
control with the objective of maximizing cumulative Quality of
Experience (QoE) for network users. The DDPG agent
enforces bandwidth adaptation and path chosen actions for all
multimedia flows in the SDN-enabled environment. To
maximize the QoE for users, a multi-layer deep neural network
is used to map the network and application metrics to the mean
opinion score (MOS) [78] obtained from users. Stampa et al.
[80] proposed a DDPG agent for dynamic routing in SDN. The
architecture embeds an integrated fully-connected feed-forward
neural network (FFNN) [81] in the framework to re-define the
feature extraction of the actor-critic network. To improve the
learning rate of DDPG for effective routing optimization, [82]
proposed a dynamic planning of the experience pool capacity
with respect to the current iteration number. This accelerates
the growth rate of the previous pool by reducing its capacity in
affecting subsequent learning rates. In [83] a deepreinforcement-learning-based quality-of-service (QoS)-aware
secure routing protocol (DQSP) is proposed using DDPG
algorithm. The DQSP adds an intelligent layer above the
control layer which generates the routing policy and evaluates
the network performance through the rewards obtained by the
DDPG policy. The DQSP protocol guards against gray hole
attack [84] and DDoS [85] whiles ensuring an efficient routing
planning through the environment-aware module of the control
layer. Zhang et al. [86] proposed a DDPG-based intelligent
content-aware TE (iTE) which leverages on information centric
networking (ICN) [87] to optimize traffic distribution in SDN.
The DDPG agent together with other TE algorithms are
embedded in a parallel decision-making (PDM) module in the
controller. This module receives the cache information and the
link bandwidth from the switches to activate and update its
neural networks with a reward feedback. In [88] a DDPG-

based network scheduler for deadline-specific SDN
heterogenous networks is proposed. The DDPG agent receives
a deadline-ware data transfers from the SDN switches and
schedules the flows by initializing a pacing rate at the source of
the deadline flows. The actor-critic model in the DDPG agent
handles larger and a more generalized scheduling problem that
maximizes and assigns the aggregated utility value to each
flow if the deadline is met. For intelligent routing in softwaredefined data-centers (SD-DCN), [89] proposed a deep
reinforcement learning based routing (DRL-R) consisting of
DDPG-DQN agent to perform a reasonable routing adapted to
the network state. DRL-R agent efficiently allocates cache and
bandwidth in the network to improve routing performance by
delay reduction. This is done through the quantification of the
overall contribution score in the network and a change in the
routing metric from a single link state to the resourcecombined state.
4) Multi-Agent Reinforcement Learning (MARL): In
MARL systems, multiple agents collectively learn and
collaborate in a deterministic or a stochastic environment [90,
91, 92]. Multi-agent systems are seen in domain applications
including: network resource management, computer games,
distributed networking, cloud computing and intrusion
detection systems. Experience sharing and faster convergence
has necessitated a shift in research direction from SARL to
MARL in recent times. With a coordinated policy, multiagents learn and optimize towards an accumulated global
reward [93, 94] in the network framework. As a result, the
dynamics in state transitions in MARL are dependent on the
joint action of all active agents as shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7. MARL
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Fig. 8. MADDPG.

a) Multi-Agent Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient
(MADDPG): MADDPG [95, 96, 97] is an actor-critic multiagent extension of DDPG where the critic network is
augmented with information from other agents in a
decentralized
execution.
In
MADDPG
actor-critic
architecture, each agent has its own actor and critic network.
The critic network of each agent has full visibility of the
actions and observation of other agents.
The actor network on the other hand only executes the
action for its local agent given the state. In Fig. 8, the actor 𝜋𝑛
takes an observation, 𝑜 as state to give an action, 𝑎 whiles the
critic network, 𝑄𝑛 takes an observation and the action of the
actor, to train the actor. The critic has dependent view from
other critic networks whiles training the actor network.
Algorithm 5 Multi-Agent Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient (MADDPG)
[97]
1:
for episode = 1 to 𝑀 do
2:
Initialize a random process 𝒩 for action exploration
3:
Receive initial state 𝑥
4:
for 𝑡 = 1 to max-episode-length do
5:
for each agent 𝑖 , select action 𝑎𝑖 =  𝜃 (𝑜𝑖 ) + 𝒩𝑡 𝑤. 𝑟. 𝑡. the
𝑖
current policy and exploration
6:
Executive actions 𝑎 = (𝑎1 , . . . . , 𝑎𝑁 and observe reward 𝑟 and
new state 𝑥′
7:
Store 𝑥, 𝑎, 𝑟, 𝑥′ in replay buffer Ɗ
8:
𝑥 ⟵ 𝑥′
9:
for agent 𝑖 = 1 to 𝑁 do
10:
Sample a random minibatch of 𝑆 samples 𝑥 𝑗 , 𝑎 𝑗 , 𝑟 𝑗 , 𝑥′ 𝑗 )
from Ɗ
′
𝑗
𝑗
11:
Set 𝑦 𝑗 = 𝑟𝑖 + 𝛾𝑄𝑖 (𝑥 ′ 𝑗 , 𝑎′1 , . . . . , 𝑎′ 𝑁 )|𝑎′ 𝑘 =  ′𝑘 (𝑜𝑘 )
1
12:
Update critic by minimizing the loss ℒ(𝜃𝑖 ) = ∑𝑗 (𝑦 𝑗 −
𝜇

13:

14:
15:

16:
17:

𝑗

𝑗

𝑆

𝑄𝑖 (𝑥 𝑗 , 𝑎1 , . . . . , 𝑎𝑁 )) 2
Update actor using the sampled policy gradient:
∇𝜃𝑖 𝐽 ≈
1
∑𝑗 ∇𝜃𝑖 𝜇𝑖 (𝑜𝑖𝑗 )∇𝑎𝑖 𝑄𝑖𝜇 (𝑥 𝑗 , 𝑎1𝑗 , . . . . , 𝑎𝑁𝑗 )|𝑎𝑖 = 𝜇𝑖 (𝑜𝑖𝑠)
𝑆
end for
Update target network parameters for each agent 𝑖
𝜃′𝑖 ⟵ 𝜏𝜃𝑖 + (1 −
𝜏)𝜃′𝑖
end for
end for

In [98], a MADDPG-based traffic control and multichannel reassignment (TCCA-MADDPG) algorithm is

proposed for the core backbone network in SDN-IoT. The
TCCA-MADDPG algorithm reduces the channel interference
between links by considering the policies of other
neighbouring agents using a cooperative multi-agent strategy.
To maximize network throughput and minimize packet loss
rate and time delay, the TCCA-MADDPG uses a joint traffic
control mechanism modelled with a partially observable
markov decision process (POMDP) to optimize traffic
performance. Yuan et al., [99] proposed a dynamic controller
assignment using MADDPG for effective TE in Software
Defined Internet of Vehicles (SD-IoV) [100]. For controllers to
make local decision in coordination with neighboring
controllers, a real-time distributed cooperative assignment
approach is used via the actor-critic model of the MADDPG.
To get a faster MARL global convergence whiles minimizing
delay, a centralized training approach using global information
to attain optimal local assignment is adopted in the model
development.
C. TE Architecture in SDN
In this section, we looked at the design placement of the RL
agents in the SDN architecture and the communication
principles adopted with the controller. The architecture of RL
systems varies based on the RL agent policy algorithms, the
actions selected and the environment. The agent frameworks
are designed to enhance positive rewards and proactively
prevent network performance degradation through forwarding
devices. Different components of the RL agents design in SDN
are situated in the application plane, control plane and the data
plane.
1) RL agent in control plane: For easier policy
formulation and faster communication between the controller
and
RL
agent,
most
TE
SDN
designs
[28][30][31][52][54][57][70][86][89] situate the RL agent in
the control plane of the SDN architecture. In [28], the CFRRL agent resides in the controller and uses a neural network
trained with reinforcement algorithm [43] to map a traffic
matrix to a combination of critical flows. After training, the
CFR-RL applies the critical flow selection policy to each real
time traffic matrix provided by the controller. The SDN
controller then reroutes the selected critical flows by installing
and updating flow entries of the switches whiles the remaining
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flows continue the normal route using Equal-Cost Multi-Path
(ECMP) [44] TE technique by default. In [30], the RL agent is
deployed in the controller and utilizes the flow match
frequency and the flow duration to determine the flow entries
that should be kept on the switch. To maximize the long term
reward, the RL agent lowers the configuration overhead and
the number of table-miss events. To achieve the expected
reward, the RL agent splits the pool of flow entries into two
parts: the local switch entries and the remote controller entries.
This will reduce the control plane overhead given the Ternary
Content-Addressable Memory (TCAM) [45] size of the SDN
switches. With [31] the RL agent is the controller and serves
as the centralized control to collect stats, make decision and
take actions. The state reflects the situation in the environment
and covers metrics: allocation of bandwidth, delay, jitter and
the packet loss rate of flows. The action involves the path
chosen and the bandwidth adaption for multimedia flows. The
reward is the QoE received from the environment. To evaluate
the QoE, the multi-layer deep neural network is used to map
the network and application metrics to MOS [46]. [52] also
proposed the controller is the RL agent and programmed with
the Q-learning algorithm to detect network congestion and
find optimal path to be delivered to the OpenVSwitch (OVS).
In [57] the control layer has an intelligent center connected to
the SDN controller. For efficient load balancing, the
intelligent center uses the Q-learning algorithm to find optimal
paths and returns aggregated path routing decisions to the
controller. The DQN-EER architecture [70] has the RL agent
programmed in the SDN controller using the DQN algorithm.
The DQN is modified with deep convolutional neural
networks (CNNs), empirical replay to train the agent and
independent target networks to train the primary critic
network. In [86] the intelligent content-aware traffic
engineering (iTE) RL agent is deployed in the controller of the
SDN architecture. It received cache information from the
ICN-enabled switches and uses parallel execution module
TABLE I.
TE in SDN

Agent
Algorithm

embedded with multiple DRL-based TE algorithms to
determine the best routing paths for the flows in the network.
2) RL agent in Application Plane: For easier system
failure checks in SDN, [29] [71][83] TE frameworks situate
the RL agent in the application plane. The Q-DATA [29]
framework architecture has a built-in forwarding application
located in the control plane and a Q-DATA application
residing in the SDN application plane. Initially, the built-in
forwarding application module is instructed by the Q-DATA
application through a REST API to apply the Full Matching
Scheme (FMS) strategy at the switches. The Q-DATA
application has a statistics collector module which periodically
collects raw information about traffic flows at the SDN
switches from the SDN controller. The statistics is then
forwarded to a statistics extractor and distributor module for
extraction and distribution to other modules. The SVM based
performance degradation prediction module anticipates the
performance degradation of the SDN switches before it occurs
and provides the prediction results to the Q-learning based
traffic flow matching policy creation module and the MAC
matching only scheme control module. The MAC matching
only scheme control module monitors and checks conditions
for a traffic flow matching scheme change to FMS in the SDN
switches. In [71] the AI Plane is used as the Application Plane
in the SDN architecture. The RL agent is embedded in the AI
Plane and uses the DQN to learn the best optimal routing
paths for the mice and elephant flows by obtaining the flow
type, network state information and network performance
evaluation from the control plane of the SDN architecture. In
[83], the DQSP architecture has an agent layer that is
embedded in the application layer of the SDN architecture.
The DQSP agent through the controller is aware of the
underlying network environment and generates routing
policies for the controller to executive. It receives the reward
evaluation and adjusts policy parameters until optimal routing
strategy is achieved.

TE IN SDN USING RL – SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

Main Contribution

MDP

Limitations

Plane

[29]

Q-learning,
Support Vector
Machine

The authors proposed an enhanced
traffic flow monitoring in SDN using Qlearning and Support Vector Supervised
Machine Learning Algorithm

Yes

The statistics tracker should have
factored in control link and data link
capacity utilization of the SD Networks

Application

[30]

Q-learning,
Deep Q-Network
(DQN)

The authors addressed the TCAM
capacity issue in OpenFlow switches by
determining which forwarding rules
remains in the flow table and those
processed by the SDN controller

Yes

The 𝜖 − 𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑦 policy should have
given more value for exploration to balance
the dynamics of the action taken.

Controller

No

Since MDP was not used to
mathematically define the network
parameters, the measuring metrics for
success is not well defined.

Not stated

No

Since MDP was not used to
mathematically define the network
parameters, the measuring metrics for
success is not well defined.

Controller

[50]

Q-learning

The authors improved bandwidth
utilization and reduced flow latencies –
NRENs case study network

[52]

Q-learning

The authors addressed network
congestion in SDN by reselecting flow
paths and changing flow table using
predefined threshold
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[53]

Q-learning

The authors introduced fairness
function in SDN for load-balancing in
peak traffic conditions

Yes

One type of user that should not be
ignored is a compromised user with network
intrusions.

Not stated

[54]

Q-learning,
Bayesian
Network

The authors used the Bayesian
network to predict the degree of
congestion and Q-learning for optimal
action decision in SDN load-balancing
framework

Yes

The rate of packet-in messages from the
switches is enough parameter to predict the
load congestion to the controller. Using the
Bayesian Network will impede the idea of
Reinforcement Learning

Controller

[56]

Q-learning

The authors proposed a dynamic
switch migration algorithm with Qlearning in scaling the load on SDN
controllers

Yes

No reward graph per episode to define
the training and validation accuracy of the
agent.

Not stated

[57]

Q-learning

The authors used an integrated DNN
in Q-learning for load-balancing in SDN
through flow forecasting

No

Since MDP was not used to
mathematically define the network
parameters, the measuring metrics for
success is not well defined.

Controller

Q-learning

The authors maximized table hit rates
in a UDP flow entry eviction strategy in
SDN by dynamically resizing sampling
periods of critical parameters.

Yes

The scope of the state space definition is
limited. Aside the size of the sampling
period, the state of flows in the network will
be an added metrics since UDP operates at
the transport layer.

Not stated

SARSA,
Bayesian
Network

The authors proposed a switch
migration prediction method based on
Bayesian network and used with SARSA
algorithm for overload-lighter load
controller migration.

Yes

Comparing the modified SARSA
algorithm to Q-learning in the research will
have given a more comparative insight into
the results of the research.

Not stated

[64]

SARSA

The authors proposed a QoS-aware
adaptive routing scheme using SARSA to
provide fast convergence in QoS
provisioning in SDN

Yes

The reward function of the MDP is not
well defined. Secondary, comparing the
results with other known algorithms will
have given more credence to the 𝛼, 𝛾 values

Not stated

[65]

SARSA

The authors proposed a resource
allocation technique in massive IoT
through cognitive communication in
SDN-enabled environment

No

Since MDP was not used to
mathematically define the network
parameters, the measuring metrics for
success is not well defined.

Not stated

[66]

SARSA

The authors proposed a network hop
count technique in SDN to improve VSrouting through 𝜀 − 𝐺𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑑𝑦 function

No

Since MDP was not used to
mathematically define the network
parameters, the measuring metrics for
success is not well defined.

Not stated

[68]

DQN

The authors proposed a flexible
network management through dynamic
controller placement technique in SDN

No

Since MDP was not used to
mathematically define the network
parameters, the measuring metrics for
success is not well defined.

Not stated

[69]

DQN

The authors used a DQN based
switch and controller selection scheme for
switch migration in distributed SDN
controllers

No

Since MDP was not used to
mathematically define the network
parameters, the measuring metrics for
success is not well defined.

Not stated

[70]

DQN

The authors used DQN to find
energy-efficient routing paths and loadbalancing between SDN controllers

Yes

Though energy-saving and load
balancing are metrices defined in this
research, the extent of a controller’s ability
to balance the load can be added to the
reward functionality.

Controller

[71]

DQN

The authors used two DQN agents to
detect mice and elephant flows in an
SDN-enabled data center

Yes

A comparative analysis using packet-in
and packet-out messages in defining the
state-action-reward pair will have added
higher scope to the research.

Application

[74]

DQN

The authors proposed a DQN agent
that predicts optimal traffic paths and
future traffic demands using LSTM neural
networks.

No

Since MDP was not used to
mathematically define the network
parameters, the measuring metrics for
success is not well defined.

Not stated

DDPG

The authors proposed an SDN
architecture to maximize QoE using
DDPG agent to enforce bandwidth
adaption and path chosen for all
multimedia flows

Yes

There is little mathematical modelling
of the DDPG algorithm used in this research.
The pseudocode is not stated mathematically
for this research. The parameters for
simulation set up was not well defined in this

Controller

[59]

[62]

[31]
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research

[80]

DDPG

The authors adopted the DDPG agent
for dynamic routing in feature extraction
with FFNN in the actor-critic network of
the agent.

No

Since MDP was not used to
mathematically define the network
parameters, the measuring metrics for
success is not well defined.

Not stated

[82]

DDPG

The authors proposed a DDPG-EREP
algorithm with dynamic planning of the
experience pool capacity using the current
iteration number of the sampling size

No

Since MDP was not used to
mathematically define the network
parameters, the measuring metrics for
success is not well defined.

Not stated

[83]

DDPG

The authors proposed a DQSP using
DDPG algorithm with added intelligent
layer above the control layer for routing
policy optimization in SDN

No

Since MDP was not used to
mathematically define the network
parameters, the measuring metrics for
success is not well defined.

Application

[86]

DDPG

The authors proposed an iTE which
leverages on ICN to optimize traffic
distribution in SDN through the PDM
module in the controller

Yes

The action space definition should have
included the flow path selection procedure
aside the split ratio for the i-th destination
node.

Controller

[88]

DDPG

The authors used a DDPG agent to
receive a deadline-aware data transfers
from SDN switches and schedules
subsequent flows by initiating a pacing
rate at the source of the flows

Yes

This research can be extended to multipath routing using AOMDV protocol

No stated

[89]

DQN,
DDPG

The authors proposed a DRL-R based
on DDPG-DQN agent to allocate cache
and bandwidth in the SDN to improve
routing performance

No

Since MDP was not used to
mathematically define the network
parameters, the measuring metrics for
success is not well defined.

Controller

MADDPG

The authors proposed TCCAMADDPG algorithm to reduce the
channel interference between links by
considering the policies of neighbouring
agents using multi-agent strategy

Yes

The TCCA-MADDPG should have
been compared with DDPG and not DQN
since both TCCA-MADDPG and DDPG
work in continuous environment.

Not stated

MADDPG

The authors proposed a MADDPG
for effective traffic load engineering in
SDN-IoV using a real-time distributed
cooperative assignment approach via the
Actor-Critic network

No

Since MDP was not used to
mathematically define the network
parameters, the measuring metrics for
success is not well defined.

No stated

[98]

[99]

IV. OPEN RESEARCH ISSUES
In this section, we looked at the research gaps identified
after the review. From the review summary shown in Table I, it
is conclusive that, SDN-based TE solutions using RL agents
has the potential to eliminate completely network degradation
and provide a network recommender system for end users.
From this review, some future research issues exist.
A. RL Agent Implementation
From the review RL agents are designed and situated at the
control or application plane of the SDN architecture. For a
more efficient and pro-active TE solutions, new SDN design
architectures can situate the RL agent as mini-embedded
applications adapted to dedicated forwarding devices with
oversight from the SDN controller. With performance
comparison based on end-to-end delay and response time [47],
data plane based RL agents will enable a faster network
congestion detection and prevention since the agents are closer
to the forwarding devices.
B. RL Agent Algorithm
For TE, most RL agents use model-free based algorithms
for policy enforcement and rewards. Though model-based
algorithms have high computational complexities, a hybrid
architecture that enables the RL agent to select either algorithm
based on reward has a research value. Using trial-or-error and

referencing a model will give more intelligence to the RL
agent. The agent will have the capacity to decide the algorithm
to activate based on network complexity and the priority of
applications.
C. Multi-Agent Reinforcement Learning
For faster convergence and collaborative learning, MARL
solutions in TE though complex is the future in solving
network related routing and load-balancing in SDN
architecture. The advent of connected devices will only
increase with time. MARL agents from review have limited
research [98][99] TE solutions in SDN. MARL when proposed
efficiently can segment the network into smaller units with
multi-agent capabilities.
V. CONCLUSION
Software-Defined Networks (SDN) has emerged to give
more control in network management by separating the control
layer from the forwarding devices. This separation has given a
centralized programmable supervisory role to the controller
and a flexible management of network flows in forwarding
devices. In regulating the behaviour of data transmitted over
the network, we discussed the relevance of Reinforcement
Learning in SDN for Traffic Engineering. This paper explained
major reviews using RL techniques in network traffic
management and the action of agents on the environment for
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rewards and new states. The review further detailed the
mathematical modelling of agents and environment using the
Markov Decision Process (MDP). We illustrated with diagrams
SARL and MARL agents and detailed their importance in
regards to TE.
With Reinforcement Learning, agents are modelled in a
controlled loop to take sequence of actions on the environment
to receive future rewards and a new state. The agent must
exploit and explore the stochastic environment through
determined actions that will lead to a faster convergence. From
the review, the paper offers future research options for optimal
Traffic Engineering solutions in SDN.
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Abstract—Among
disruptive
technologies,
Artificial
Intelligence (AI), Robotic Process Automation (RPA) and
Machine Learning (ML) play a very important role in Businesses
Transformation and continues to show great promise for creating
new sources of wealth and new business models. The reality of AI
in the company is not reduced to a simple process optimization.
In fact, AI introduces new organizational schemes, new ways of
working, new optimization niches, new services, other ways of
thinking about interactions with customers and therefore a new
way of doing business. It thus reshuffles competitive data and
imagine innovative processes to create new business models,
offering new opportunities not only for IT solution providers but
also for innovators, investors and business owners. Even if the
contribution of Artificial Intelligence is not to be proved, many
companies face difficulties in adopting this technology, mainly
due to the lack of a pragmatic approach highlighting the roles
and responsibilities of the various stakeholders, especially IT
professionals and business owners and the key steps to follow to
make this experience a real success. This research aims to answer
fundamental questions, in particular: What will bring the
implementation of this technology to the business of the
company? How to prepare for this adoption? and if the decision
to go is confirmed, what kind of adoption approach should
companies follow? and finally how can Enterprises monitor this
shift to the Intelligent edge.
Keywords—Artificial intelligence; machine learning; RPA;
business transformation; AI adoption

I.

INTRODUCTION

Artificial Intelligence was certainly born several decades
ago, but its rhythm of adoption has clearly accelerated in
recent years. Indeed, this technology is no longer reserved
only for the scientific world and its rich, varied and innovative
applications are a delight for many companies.
This acceleration was primarily driven by the explosion in
the amount of data and the digital transformation, and also by
the company's enthusiasm to adopt disruptive technologies in
their growth strategy. Indeed, many companies, in order to
remain competitive, have been forced to rethink the way they
operate by integrating technological innovation into the daily
process as an enabler for creating value.
Artificial Intelligence fully expresses its potential through
various functionalities: it optimizes existing processes,
automates routine tasks, allows assisted monitoring, detects
abnormal phenomena, predicts future actions, and interacts
more and more "naturally" with humans, thanks to recent
developments in natural language processing.

This article aims to illustrate how AI can bring a tangible
value to the enterprise by answering pragmatic questions. It
shows, in a pragmatic approach, how companies can meet the
challenges and takes benefits of adopting this technology by
making the most of its contributions while minimizing the
associated risks.
II. ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE IN BUSINESS: FOR WHAT
PURPOSES?
The development of Artificial Intelligence (AI) technology
widens the limits of business practice for companies, thus
promoting the transformation of information technology to
optimize decision-making and operations. Recent research
findings [1][2] presents several main developmental trends of
the technology and the resulting challenges and show how
dynamic AI capabilities can improve operational efficiency
and business performance.
AI is definitively not a technological subject. It’s, at the
first level, a business matter aiming to improve the business
performances and capabilities. Fig. 1 shows the main
expectations of business managers towards the adoption of AI.
Artificial Intelligence can support three important major
business needs: processes automation, cognitive signals, and
cognitive engagement [4].
A. Process Automation
Robotic Process Automation paradigms (RPA) bring the
opportunity to integrate robots inside the enterprise chain of
value. RPA is not aiming to replace human, it’s mainly
designed to increase human productivity by automating
repetitively and costly tasks [5]. Basically, RPA robots
correspond to software programs acting as a digital worker
and ensuring many kinds of tasks including:
• Automating customer relationship management and
ensuring clear and comprehensive customer data
collection and structuring.
• Ensuring that multiple data are correctly updating
different systems, for example, blocking immediately
customer identity in case of ID lost reclamation by
customers.
• Verifying the integrity of data manipulated in different
systems to ensure the authenticity of information
managed in different business lines, for example,
verifying automatically inside the billing system, the
amount of a settlement check provided inside the
supplier bills.
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understand human language through Machine Learning
capabilities, they enable the following opportunities:
• Intelligent agents [8] ensuring customer assistance
every day by supporting simple to complex queries via
quick and concise responses.
• The product offering is enhanced by learning from the
various customer questions addressed to chatbots,
allowing the company to anticipate customer demands
and to differentiate itself from the competition.
Fig. 1. Reasons for Adopting AI [3].

RPA is usually considered as the least expensive and
easiest to implement module of the cognitive technologies and
typically brings a quick and high return on investment.
Some enterprises launched RPA pilots in accounts
payable, automatic settlement check controlling and
validation, automation of IT daily tasks by avoiding manual
operations and minimizing human intervention.

• Internally, the distance between the company and its
employees is reduced by setting up intelligent channels
of exchange and support for daily queries (e.g.,
Administrative HR assistance, IT help desk,…).
Fig. 2 shows the different types of AI adoption within
Companies. It gives a clear visibility on the current use and
forecasts of the future uses of the intelligent technologies on
which the AI is based to transform the business processes.

In all cases, RPA is not a Human predator [6]. It’s a new
way to let Human making valuable tasks and being supported
by robots to do well and correctly daily tasks. The cost killing
objective is usually forecasted by enterprises beside the use or
not of the RPA. For this reason, the outsourcing/offshoring
sector will be challenged by this paradigm and maybe the job
losses impact can be felt more in those areas [7].
B. Cognitive Signals
Cognitive signals can detect patterns in vast volumes of
data and interpret their meaning (e.g., predicting purchasing
habits, identifying credit card frauds, determining trends,
qualifying data quality,..).
Cognitive signals provided by Machine Learning are
stronger and more sophisticated than those provided by
analytics for those three principal reasons:
• The huge amount of data.
• The ability for Machine Learning-based systems to
learn from the data collected.
• The prediction capabilities to anticipate features.
It should also be noted that Machine Learning bring new
capabilities and features like text and voice recognition. In the
past, a lot of efforts had to be made to collect and to
manipulate structured data. Today, Machine learning brings a
significant contribution to do these tasks more intelligently for
both structured and unstructured data thanks to the important
developments in computing power.
Cognitive signal applications are typically used to improve
performance on jobs and tasks only machines can do, so we
can therefore imagine a fruitful collaboration between humans
and machines.
C. Cognitive Engagement
Smart assistants are revolutionizing the daily lives of
individuals and businesses. With their ability to interpret and

Fig. 2. AI Adoption by Type [9].

III. CHALLENGES FACING AI INTEGRATION AND ADOPTION
Companies must put in place the necessary prerequisites
for the success of its AI integration projects, which are related,
in particular, to technological, financial, organizational and
human aspects.
It should be noted that once the technology adoption
process is successful, the impact on the business can be very
important. For example, in the retail industry, a lot of
champions made a significative growth by adopting IA like
Amazon and Walmart [10].
A. Understanding the Technologies
Before going in depth and embarking on AI adventures,
companies must ensure that they have a thorough
understanding of the technology and be able to make a
distinction between different paradigms and their potential for
value creation. For example, RPA offers no ability intelligence
or learning, it automates the cumbersome and repetitive tasks,
unlike the deep learning where there is a strong element of
intelligence. In all cases, AI-driven companies will have the
potential to compete by looking beyond the initial product or
service to the full potential of the technology available [11].
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From talent management perspective, companies must
prepare task forces which are necessary to manage these AI
projects. From Data Scientist to AI Architect, each role has a
specific mission to leverage one or multiple sides of the
technology in order to succeed in AI projects. Unfortunately,
this is not enough. The construction of an ecosystem made up
of experts and industrialized product offerings is considered as
a fundamental pillar in the mastery of technology and a
guarantee to ensure its viability.
B. Financial Effort
Experimentation of the Machine Learning and Data
Intelligence subjects require a significant financial effort
which must be justified from the point of view of viability. In
fact, to make this successful, companies are called upon to
mobilize a lot of expertise which requires large expenses. The
whole challenge lies in the adequacy between the expenditure
and the return on investment which is generally difficult to
ensure given the high level of uncertainty that characterizes a
large number of AI projects.
Also, thanks to the learning techniques offered by AI (e.g.
supervised, unsupervised, by reinforcement) [12] [13], many
opportunities are now available to companies to create new
business models and offer a new form of value. In this
context, the predictive aspect remains an undoubtedly
promising axis for designing intelligent systems capable of
reasoning, analyzing and perhaps making decisions.
Some questions will arise in terms of risk management
accompanying this revolution, but from a business point of
view, several possibilities arise for switching approaches from
classic IT solutions towards intelligent and augmented
solutions.
Faced with increased competition, IT Departments will
find themselves at the center of all interests and will transform
from a support unit to a profit unit because in the era of
intelligence, there mission will not be to support the trades but
to transform the whole operational model of the company by
making intelligence an axis of wealth. In this perspective, IT
teams will find themselves in a new management style of
collaborative work and agile implementation with a record
speed of change and transformation and also with a drastic
impact on the product development methodology and the
implementation of intelligent journeys.
It is almost certain that the “Augmented CIO (Chief
Information Officer)” is a CIO who will use “intelligence” as
a workhorse to enhance its contribution to the company's
strategy.
C. Organization Challenges: Internal and External
Dependencies
Faced with the diversity of profiles and the complexity of
AI subjects, many organizational challenges will be the object
of challenge. Some companies have adopted the Chief AI
Officer (CAIO) function as an unifying role to create synergy
between business, IT and statisticians and make teamwork
more fluid and more constructive.

Most AI topics are expert and advanced computing topics
which require the collaboration of several profiles from
different structures, whether internal to the company or
located in its ecosystem (e.g. service providers, partners, IT
experts). In this situation, managing relationships between
different teams is almost considered as a daily challenge. For
example, in terms of big player dependencies, many suppliers
are positioning themselves in this segment without necessarily
having a solid foundation with commercial promises that are
not necessarily tenable. For this reason, many companies
consider that Open source-based solutions are an issue that
will not depend on the big players, but at the same time it
requires the loyalty of internal experts which is not at all an
easy task. In this perspective, the real challenge will consist in
finding a balance between business ambition, technological
capacity and a better organization to co-construct intelligent
value.
D. Thinking Platforms
AI is drastically transforming the technological DNA of
the company. In fact, the rate of dependence on experts and IT
giants remains too high. In this sense, the company must adopt
a new approach. The first one is based on internal Labs to
develop and retain its own internal experts by associating
them with the company's businesses. The second point
concerns the implementation approach and methodology. In
fact, supplying the process of creating AI products is totally
different from traditional IT products, hence from a technical
standpoint, the company must adopt a reasoning based on
platforms and not on isolated solutions. These platforms will
aim to industrialize the entire chain from data collection to the
operationalization of machine learning models with the
possibility of mixing between the private cloud and the public
cloud to optimize production capacities and have a very
significative return on investment.
E. Skills and Task Forces
Companies that want to win the race for a successful AI
adoption need to be truly convinced that this victory comes
first and foremost through the provision of skills,
competencies and talents. Furthermore, developing and
maintaining smart talents is a very difficult HR subject
because it’s about innovation in HR management practices to
create suitable policies to smart task forces highly targeted by
competitors. Enterprise should protect their internal skills by
supporting them and rewarding their efforts.
The availability of qualified resources is a precondition for
a successful leap towards the era of intelligence. Different
modes of organization are possible such as internal
competence centers and Tech accelerators. The intangible
capital of the company represented in its human wealth is
definitely a sure catalyst for success.
The sheer diversity and complexity of AI projects
combined with a requirement for rapid time to production
create the need to find key AI roles to achieve successful AI
projects. Fig. 3 shows main AI specialist’s roles and
responsibilities [14].
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Basically, the use cases must be proposed and especially
well defined in feasibility term correlated to the expected
value. The result of this work will offer the company a
measured trajectory to appropriate the technology and move
slowly but surely towards the intelligent enterprise.
C. Selecting Tools and the Technology
One of the major challenges to be faced is to properly
identify the right technology through which intelligence will
be showcased.

Fig. 3. AI’s Core Roles and Responsibilities.

F. Ethics
A question that comes up quite often in AI implementation
projects concerns the limitation of ethical responsibilities for
decisions that might be made by an algorithm based on
machine intelligence [15].
For example, administrative, social or financial decisions
can be subject to a complaint. Indeed, the decisions taken by
human can consider emotional et behaviors factors, even
subjective in some cases, that a machine cannot necessarily
make. All the effort therefore remains to clearly define the
tolerance thresholds and to delimit responsibilities between
human and machines.
IV. AI INITIATIVES AND PROJECTS: THE WAY OF SUCCESS
The success of an initiative based on AI begins with the
identification of opportunities, the determination of the use
cases to better achieve these opportunities and finally the
choice of the right technology and solutions to meet the
expected results.
A. Creating a Portfolio of Projects and Identifying
Opportunities
AI programs [16] are becoming more and more present in
companies' IT portfolios. These programs consist of a several
use cases and projects generated, most of the time, after an
experimentation phase. This structuring approach helps the
company to choose and prioritize AI initiatives and projects
according to business needs, market opportunities and needs,
team capacity and also taking in account prioritization of
intelligence technologies according to the context and
providers maturity. The management of these programs allows
top management to continuously monitor the evolution of the
company's intelligence quotient.
B. Targeting the use Cases
To approach AI projects, companies must start with an
exploration phase which consists in identifying concrete use
cases where intelligence is essential and also which constitute
a real axis of improvement and wealth creation.
These use cases will be essentially inspired by the strategy
of the company, its operational objectives, the market
opportunities and, above all, the trajectories identified to
ensure growth.

For example, chatbots or digital assistants can be used in
certain contexts where the company must be very close to its
customers and respond in record time to their requests. As for
facial recognition, which is very data-intensive, it is of interest
to use in contexts of identification or detection of abnormal
behavior. In all cases, AI architects must use the right channel
to better achieve the desired impact.
V. THREE STEPS TO INTEGRATE AI IN ENTERPRISE
BUSINESS APPLICATIONS
Once AI-based initiatives are successful, companies can
move up to integrate these use cases into their process. To
achieve this objective, companies must first launch pilot
projects to clearly identify all aspects related to the
implementation of the technology (technical prerequisites,
financial impacts, risks, organizational aspects, Human
Resources, impact on the Ecosystem,..). The second step
relates to the optimization, review and redesign of the
processes. The third and last phase obviously relates to the
full-scale generalization.
A. Setting up Pilot Projets
The creative appetite for intelligent products and services
is always faced with the contradiction between promises and
real creative capabilities. For this reason, companies from the
Test & learn perspective, must test as part of Proof of
Concepts (PoCs) the Business impact on a reduced scope
before any full-scale realization.
The SENSE-THINK-ACT [17] model can be a suitable
tool to challenge AI PoCs, by preparing Data, designing
products and creating AI powered solutions.
The phase of testing and validating the added value of the
technology on the business processes remains a key stage in
AI adoption. Companies must in no case derail the rule under
the pretext of submitting to external pressure or simply
following the fashion effect.
B. Redesigning Processes
The implementation of any projects based on Artificial
Intelligence does not mean necessarily the fact that the
company should automates its processes in an iso functional
way. To get the most out of the technology, companies must
think about reshaping their way of doing things (thinking out
of the box), so that machines and Humans can perform in
perfect harmony, because, at the end, each actor should
compensate the weaknesses of the other.
Hironori Takeuchia and Shuichiro Yamamoto [18] worked
on a Generic business–AI alignment model giving the capacity
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to integrate AI within the Enterprise architecture and giving a
strong and didactic way to facilitate AI integration with
business processes.
Today, every business realizes the drastic impact of
enterprise architecture on the leap to intelligent enterprise.
This integration is illustrated in Fig. 4 according to the
Enterprise AI Canvas [19].

VI. CONCLUSION
Today, no one can deny the importance and the
contribution of Artificial Intelligence in the transformation of
our way of acting, driving our processes and especially of
creating value. To take maximum benefits from this
technology, companies must prepare the prerequisites for a
successful adoption, in terms of understanding the technology,
coordinating initiatives, making data available and
implementing innovative use cases.
In that way, to make the implementation of AI projects a
happy story, company faces many challenges and it is brought
to change management issues due to the massive adoption of
disruptive technologies, the use of structured and unstructured
data and the transformation in the ways of doing business.
Our work aims to implement a Model of AI adoption
inside the Enterprise. We call it 2PS Model (Pilot, Project and
Scale) giving the opportunity to leverage AI adoption by
implementing holistic approach. Each step must be well
prepared and well executed to ensure success.

Fig. 4. Enterprise AI Canvas.

Working in a common framework under solid governance
is far from being a choice. Indeed, the orchestration of flows
and the orchestration of exchanges is necessary to successfully
integrate AI into the company and ensure that all professionals
and AI engineers work in perfect synergy.
C. Scaling Up
Several experiences have shown that many companies
having passed “successfully” proof of concepts stage, have
unfortunately failed to make it a real use case, because the
mastery of technology and IT talents cannot be considered as
the only factors guaranteeing success [20].
Indeed, before any generalization of an experimentation,
companies must put in place the necessary prerequisites for its
success, in particular: a perfect synergy and convergence of
point of view and vision between the business owners and the
IT professionals, an adequate governance framework and a
solid change management to allow the appropriate use of the
future system.
The Scaling up approach is a mix between the AI adoption
degree and the knowledge of the technology as shown in
Fig. 5:

Within this study, we tried to answer a couple of questions
regarding enterprise readiness to Adopt AI. At this stage,
aspect concerning Explainable AI and Trust AI are not
discussed in this paper. In future publication we will challenge
those aspects as perspective and evolution of our thinking
about this problematic.
Our approach can be compared with some frameworks like
Google AI readiness framework which deal with AI adoption
from Learn, Lead & Access perspective by challenging
tactical, strategic and transformation aspects. We deal with the
AI adoption from strategic point of view to give the core
capacities to enterprise to deal with AI disruption. The Google
framework supposes that enterprise is smart enough to go
further in its AI journey. In that way, our work aims to prepare
the enterprise to be able to leverage frameworks (like google
or other) to create maximum value for user experience and a
better contribution for enterprise growth.
Finally, AI platforms are basically based on Data, Machine
Learning and Models Operations. So, as another perspective
of this research, we aim to analyze how to leverage those
capabilities to give a strong enabler for AI adoption through
the implementation of a case study to illustrate the disruptive
impact of the AI on business process. We aim within the
future work demonstrate the power of this technology,
particularly these aspects related to Data Science and Machine
Learning, on improving both the internal performance of the
company and its interactions with its eco-system.
[1]

[2]

[3]

[4]
Fig. 5. Blueprint for AI Scaling up.
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Abstract—Augmented reality is one of the key issues in the
area of improving visual thinking in science courses such as
Mathematics. Augmented reality also offers a significant and
effective role in the educational process. The current study aimed
to investigate the effect of augmented reality in improving visual
thinking of 10th-grade students in mathematics in Jordan. To
achieve the objectives of the study, the methodology used
includes the application of the semi-experimental approach and
augmented reality technology. The methodology used also
includes preparing a test to measure visual thinking comprising
(20) multiple-choice items used as a pre-and post-test, and its
validity and reliability are verified. The study sample consists of
(57) female students purposefully selected from the 10th-grade
students at the Jerash Model Schools for the first semester of
2020/2021. The study sample is divided into two groups as
follows: one is an experimental group consisting of (28) female
students taught by the augmented reality technology, and the
second is a control group consisting of (29) female students
taught in the traditional method. The results of the study show
that there are statistically significant differences at the level of (α
= 0.05) in the development of visual thinking in favor of the
experimental group students taught by the augmented reality
technology. The study also shows that there are differences in the
performance of the experimental group students in each skill of
visual thinking.
Keywords—Augmented reality technology; visual thinking
development; 10th grade; mathematics

I.

INTRODUCTION

Augmented reality offers a significant and effective role in
the educational process because it is one of the up-to-theminute and developed technological innovations that depend
on smartphones. Augmented reality enables the student to deal
with an imaginary or near-reality environment based on
simulation between the student and a third-dimensional
electronic environment because education is one of the areas
strongly affected by technology and digitization.
At present, school and university students no longer want to
learn by reading books and copying texts, but rather wish to
exploit the advantages of technology for use in the classroom.
Therefore, augmented reality has emerged as a development of
virtual reality that requires special tools and professionalism
for third-dimensional design programs. The augmented reality
can be attained by less professional programs, or by using

online libraries that contain a lot of previously designed third
shapes. Moreover, augmented reality in the classroom
contributes to making students busier with the curriculum,
learning more deeply, and interacting and cooperating better. It
is indicated that augmented reality furnishes the learners with
multiple options in representing information dynamically and
quickly, helping to increase learners’ motivation, and
developing their academic achievement [1]. Augmented reality
is a form of technology that enhances the real world by
merging the textbook with technology, especially a mobile
phone. From the viewpoint of emphasizing the educational
theories in the domain of educational technology on the
significance of using visual thinking and its various tools such
as images, shapes, graphs, and diagrams in the education
process, this study investigates the possibility of the effect of
augmented reality technology in the development of visual
thinking among students during the educational learning
process.
Augmented reality has always provided a significant and
effective role in the educational process because it is one of the
contemporary and developed technological innovations that
depend on smartphones. With that, an investigation is
conducted by the researchers to explore how to address the
poor achievement of 10th-grade students in mathematics by
interviewing several teachers. The results of the investigation
show that the reason for the poor achievement of 10th-grade
students is the stagnation that characterizes mathematics and is
reflected in the difficulty faced by students in understanding
and recognizing the content, and this is evidenced by their low
achievement and motivation towards learning in general and
learning mathematics in particular. Accordingly, it is necessary
to move towards learning that simplifies the presentation of
scientific content and lessons in a manner that meets their
desires and takes into account their differences, so augmented
reality is the choice from the researchers' point of view because
it does not require effort, time, and cost to enhance, enrich, and
support the environment of the educational learning process. In
light of the recommendations of the study, it is noted that
augmented reality motivates students to conduct interactive
experiments and develops their visual thinking [2]. Also, it is
maintained that augmented reality is used in Japan and Austria
in the museums of mathematics and science to develop
remembering and prediction among learners [3]. It is also
recommended that augmented reality contributes to achieving
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happiness among students in the primary stage, which
increases their motivation and ability to learn and read [4].
Based on the investigative process carried out by the
researchers, the study problem of the study lies in investigating
the effect of augmented reality in improving the visual thinking
of 10th-grade students in mathematics in Jordan.
Due to the problem of the study, the following questions
are articulated: What is the effect of augmented reality on
developing visual thinking in mathematics among 10th-grade
students in the Jerash governorate? The second question: What
is the effect of augmented reality on the development of each
of the visual thinking skills (visual reading skill, visual
discrimination skill, scientific deduction skill, the skill of
analyzing and interpreting the visual shape) in mathematics
among 10th-grade students in Jerash governorate?
With that, the following objectives formatted to answer the
questions of the study: Explore the effect of augmented reality
on developing visual thinking in mathematics among 10thgrade students in Jordan and examine the effect of augmented
reality on the development of each of the visual thinking skills
(visual reading skill, visual discrimination skill, scientific
deduction skill, the skill of analyzing and interpreting the
visual shape) in mathematics among 10th-grade students in
Jordan.
Given the significance of augmented reality technology in
developing visual thinking among students who have learned
to use it, the significance of this study lies in the scarcity of
Arab and foreign studies that have investigated the
effectiveness of augmented reality technology in visual
thinking. Importantly, this study is the first at the level of
Jordan and the third at the regional level investigating the
increasing knowledge in the area of augmented reality and
visual thinking and its effect on students. Accordingly, this
paper presents an analysis of the effect of augmented reality in
improving visual thinking in mathematics of 10th-grade
students in Jordan.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
In light of the nature of the study, it is necessary to
demarcate the literature review into four parts as follows: use
of augmented reality technology, visual thinking, visual
thinking skills, and visual thinking tools.
A. Use of Augmented Reality Arachnology
Augmented reality technology is considered the product of
the development of virtual reality, which is the integration of
real reality with augmented information, whether it is still
images, videos, or texts taking into account that real reality
(RR) cannot be ignored to enhance the perception to develop
visual thinking of the learner in mathematics. Augmented
reality technology is distinguished from virtual reality in that
augmented reality is the cutting-edge, easiest, and latest
technology used in the educational learning process. Among its
key characteristics are providing clear, flawless, and accurate
information, the possibility of entering information easily and
effectively, the ability to interact between the teacher and the
learner in a positive, flexible, and less expensive manner. As
put by [5], augmented reality provides an interactive
environment that the real world does not offer.

Augmented reality also employs multimedia as digital
content augmented with 2D and 3D animations or videos.
Moreover, it is indicated that augmented reality takes into
account individual differences among learners and is a safe
way for children while the impact of learning with the learner's
sense of fun [6]. This is confirmed by [4] that the animation
used in augmented reality contributes to achieving educational
objectives and furnished children with fun and happiness and
that the appearance of 3-dimensional models while learning
increases their motivation towards learning.
Augmented reality is characterized by the complementarity
between the media based on this type of education, which aims
to enhance and enrich the real world. The media-based
augmented reality such as icons, printed images, and
interactive videos contributes to raising the efficacy of
academic achievement, allows students to control the
presentation, and repeats the scenes that embody the
information, ensuring the realization of the principle of visual
analysis by controlling the speed of presentation [7]. The
augmented reality contributes to achieving the highest degree
of interaction between the scientific content and the learner,
which is difficult to achieve in traditional learning, especially
in learning abstract scientific concepts in mathematics, which
are difficult for the learner to understand and perceive, as
augmented reality contributes to the survival of the learning
effect and the achievement of self-learning [8].
The concept of augmented reality is one of the up-to-date
concepts and indicates that augmented reality has expanded in
real reality by adding layers of computer-generated information
to the real environment, and this information may be texts,
videos, or static and animated graphics [9]. Likewise, it is
asserted that augmented reality combines the virtual
environment and the real environment in a 3-dimensional
image for the user to see as a real-world [10]. Moreover, it is
believed that augmented reality is a system that allows the
integration between the real and the virtual world in the same
place, where they interact together at the same time, as students
use computers to attain rich environments and meaningful
multi-media content related to the context of the educational
content [11]. As specified by [12], the fundamental point is the
difference between virtual augmented reality and augmented
reality is immersion, as virtual augmented reality uses masks
and special glasses that immerse the learners in learning and try
to convince them that they are inside a real reality, so it is a
reasonably convincing illusion, while augmented reality does
not ignore the real world but uses a computer to improve it.
Augmented reality technology is distinguished from virtual
reality in that augmented reality is the cutting-edge, easiest,
and latest technology used in the educational learning process
[13]. Among its key characteristics are providing clear,
flawless, and accurate information, the possibility of entering
information easily and effectively, the ability to interact
between the teacher and the learner in a positive, flexible, and
less expensive manner. As put by [5], augmented reality
provides an interactive environment that the real world has not
provided.
Importantly, augmented reality provides an opportunity for
students to interact with the educational content in general and
in teaching and learning mathematics in particular because it
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includes abstract and complex scientific concepts, where
augmented reality can simulate these concepts and embody the
information and this is reflected in the development of thinking
skills, especially visual thinking, which is one of the most
complex types of thinking. This useful and practical aspect of
augmented reality has been confirmed by previous studies,
including [14] and [15]. Therefore, the development of
thinking is one of the most important points that educational
institutions focus on to achieve it among students by
harnessing all their capabilities in developing thinking of
students, which is reflected in students in the conscious and
appropriate interaction with life and the circumstances
surrounding it. Visual thinking is one of the types of thinking
that is no less important than other types of thinking because it
depends on the five senses that connect the person with the
world around him and we cannot express it in writing [16]. As
defined by [17], it is the merging of the senses with thinking to
help in explaining a situation, and it is the greatest method of
perception and has a direct impact on developing skills and
acquiring competencies in teaching and learning. However, it
is shown the effectiveness of augmented reality based on
mobile learning in developing academic achievement and
motivation in science subjects for fourth-grade students is on
the rise [6]. As for the study [18], it evaluates student’s
achievement and motivation during a high school augmented
reality math activity that focuses on dimensional analysis. The
use of augmented reality in mathematics and a combination of
print and augmented reality also known as interactive printing
are demonstrated. Participants in the quasi-experimental study
are 61 students and the study instruments are pre and postachievement tests. The results of the study have supported
claims that the use of technology in a mathematics lesson and
augmented reality increase student’s achievement and enhance
the student’s motivation to learn mathematics and that the
impact of technologies on the conceptual use of mathematics
demonstrates the need for continued exploration to determine
the impact of technologies not only on overall mathematical
achievement but also on the specific type of conceptual
mathematical activity.
The study aimed to benefit from the ability of virtual reality
and augmented reality to visualize 3-dimensional shapes in
mathematics where the study has investigated the possibility of
using virtual reality and augmented reality techniques to teach
the lesson of engineering solids to primary school children
[19]. A 30-student sample randomly selected from fourth, fifth,
and sixth grades is divided into three groups comprising a
control group and two experimental groups. The results show
that applying new technologies in teaching virtual and
augmented reality improves interaction and students' interest in
teaching mathematics, which contributes to increasing learning
efficacy and understanding mathematical concepts when
compared to traditional teaching methods.
This study identified the effect of augmented reality
technology on the achievement of high school students in a
unit in the science subject and their attitudes towards teaching
the science subject [20]. To achieve the objectives of the study,
the quasi-experimental approach is used, and the study is
applied to a sample divided into two groups; an experimental
group taught using augmented reality technology and a control

group taught using the traditional method. The results show
that students of the experimental group are more positive and
happy about learning and want to continue to use augmented
reality applications in the future. The results also conclude that
the students show no signs of anxiety when using augmented
reality applications. The trends of secondary school learners in
Turkey towards augmented reality applications have been
explored [21]. The study has also identified the relationship
between the trend towards augmented reality and achievement
in the solar system unit using augmented reality technology for
4 weeks. The results show that learners have positive trends
towards augmented reality technology. They also show that
there is a statistically significant relationship between the trend
towards augmented reality and achievement. An analytical
study of the results of (50) research papers in three databases,
namely: Web of Science, Link Scopus, and Springer during
2008-2018 [22]. Factors such as the advantages, uses,
challenges, and scope of augmented reality in the educational
domain, and the positive or negative effects of its use in
learning are analyzed to include students at various educational
levels. After analyzing the results, it is concluded that the use
of augmented reality for comprehensive education in
mathematics is the area in which most studies have been
conducted. The study recommends the necessity of conducting
pieces of research in other areas of the importance of
augmented reality in education.
B. Visual Thinking
Visual thinking is defined as one of the types of thinking
that results from what we see around us, whether intentional or
unintentional and it is the one that depends on the sense of
sight because it is the means of communication that captures
images and sends them to the mind and interacts with them,
either by distinguishing, analyzing, interpreting or deducting.
Visual thinking is constructed on experimental research into
the way of thinking of learners by focusing on developing their
abilities in changing and translating the visual language carried
by the visual shape into verbal, written, or spoken language.
This means that the relationship between the cognitive
structure and the cognitive representation is a reciprocal
relationship based on the influence and effect from the inside
through which knowledge is strongly represented because
visual representation supports visual thinking in terms of the
ability to see the internal relationships of the presented shape
and reveal the relative relationships in the dimensions of the
shape and the development of inference skills [23].
In the same vein, the impact of augmented reality
technology on teaching concepts related to the relationship
between the earth and the sun to university students-majoring
in geography has been identified [24]. The researchers have
used the experimental approach on a 30-student sample from
the University of Washington, where models designed with
augmented reality technology are presented for the concepts
under study. They have also employed worksheets as study
instruments to evaluate the development of concepts among
students applied pre and post the same group. The study shows
that the students’ understanding of realistic concepts related to
the relationship between the earth and the sun greatly improves
due to the effectiveness of models designed with augmented
reality technology. Also, the study shows that the use of this
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technology contributes to replacing false
perceptions of concepts with correct concepts.

alternative

The effect of augmented reality and its ability to facilitate
the learning of chemistry for students has been revealed so that
they can understand abstract concepts [25]. The study has
employed the semi-experimental approach on a 96-student
sample majoring in organic chemistry at the University of
Washington, where they are divided into three groups: (26)
students taught through books only, (26) students taught
through augmented reality only, and (22) students taught
through augmented reality in cooperative pairs. The study
instruments are represented in the questionnaire, a chemistry
self-efficacy measure, and an achievement test. The study
concludes that the performance of a group of students taught
using augmented reality only does much better than students
taught without using augmented reality, and other students
taught using augmented reality in cooperative pairs. The study
recommends the need to support education with augmented
reality technology in various educational stages other than the
university stage.
C. Visual Thinking Skills
There is a multiplicity of visual thinking skills and differs
from one study to another according to the nature of the
educational situation, as the skills of visual thinking are
demonstrated in the following: the skill of visual reading, the
skill of visual discrimination, the skill of perceiving spatial
relations, and the skill of visual closure [26]. It is asserted that
the skills of visual thinking can be summarized as follows: the
skill of describing and recognizing the shape, the skill of
analyzing and interpreting the shape, the skill of correlating
relationships in the shape, the skill of perceiving and clarifying
ambiguity, and the skill of inferring meanings [27]. Abd AlReda and Fadel (2019) also maintain that the skills of visual
thinking are demarcated into the skill of visual reading which is
the ability to determine the dimensions and nature of the shape
or image presented [28]. It is also the lowest skill of visual
thinking skills, the skill of visual discrimination which is the
ability to recognize the shapes or images and distinguish them
from other shapes or images, the skill of scientific deduction
which is the ability to attain new meanings and arrive at
scientific concepts and principles through the presented shape,
image, or map, and the skill of analyzing and interpreting the
visual shape which is the ability of the individual to focus on
minute details, pay attention to macro and microdata, and
clarify the meanings of shapes, words, symbols, signs and
figures, and approximate relations among them.
D. Visual Thinking Tools
At a time when the visual thinking skills are numerous,
their tools are also numerous, as the modern digital tools that
supported it help and work to capture ideas and organize
information, as elucidated by the study of [29]. Visual symbols
are likened to three tools: pictures which are one of the most
accurate tools in communication, and they are a visual
symbolic component of ideas and reality, symbols which are
the most widely used and widespread tools in communication,
and they are all indications of something and its proxy, and
diagrams of shapes which illustrate an idea, are expressed in
simple shapes or expressed in lines and include drawings

related to pictures, concepts, and comics. Visual thinking is
constructed on experimental research in the way of thinking of
learners by focusing on developing their capabilities in
changing and translating the visual language carried by the
visual shape into a verbal language, written or spoken to
develop communication skills and creative and logical thinking
skills that achieve the learner's confidence in dealing with
complex, ambiguous, and diverse opinions. Likewise, these
skills enhance perception through discussions that take place
across its processes to develop aesthetic practice [30].
Additionally, the ability to think visually overlaps with the
skill of critical thinking that helps in solving problems and
comprehend concepts, and at long last, visual thinking is seen
as a more complex mental activity than the rest of the levels of
thinking, as it depends on the representation of the displayed
figure with symbols, diagrams, and pictures. Thus, visual
thinking is one of the most important matters in the educational
learning process as specified by [31] indicating the importance
of teaching visual thinking skills to the learner because it works
to raise the level of the learner's ability to communicate with
others and increase mental ability. Visual thinking skills are
regarded as a key to different types of thinking, including
innovative thinking and critical thinking. The role of visual
thinking skills in raising the level of motivation among the
learners is unforgettable, and this is what encourages learners
to teach and learn, works to develop science processes such as
observation, interpretation, and analysis, helps them to selflearning that takes into account the individual differences
between them and also assists to achieve objectives of science
such as interpretation and prediction.
Both [28] indicate that there is great importance for visual
thinking and its effect on the educational process, as it has
replaced a lot of verbal information in pictures and visual
shapes, the most important of which is the learner’s ability to
develop visual language skills and comprehend all visual
messages surrounding individuals inside the classroom, which
indicates the scientific and technological development. Also, it
can be emphasized that visual thinking is of great importance
for people in general and for learners in particular in expanding
their perceptions of understanding and imagination, and this
helps them speed up the process of understanding and
validating the information and facilitating its retrieval [32].
The educational theories in the area of educational
technology have emphasized the importance of using visual
thinking and its various tools such as images, shapes, diagrams,
and graphs in the education process as the most important
theory that focuses on the importance of using graphics in the
education process is the theory of information processing. As
put by [33] based on the learning styles used by the learner,
thinking is classified into (Visual-Aural-Kinesthetic Model)
which is auditory thinking, emotional thinking, and visual
thinking. Visual thinking in the previous classification
mentioned by [33], explained in detail by [34], and graphically
represented by [35] helps in transferring the information to the
human brain and processing inside it, and then expressing it in
various methods. It turns out that the sense of sight controls the
largest amount of information transferred to the brain, which
indicates that thinking that depends on the sense of sight and is
called visual thinking is the most used and the most important
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among the thinking styles in this classification. As defined by
[36], visual thinking is an individual's skill to visualize and
present an idea or information using pictures and drawings
instead of the much stuffing and redundant wordiness used in
communication.

female students randomly distributed into two sections: one of
them is experimental taught using augmented reality
technology and consists of (28) male and female students, and
the second is the control group taught by the traditional method
and consists of (29) male and female students.

Visual thinking skills are considered three main skills,
namely vision, visualization, and drawing, where sub-skills
branch out of these three main skills, and this is what [37]
emphasized, as the three main skills are the origin of all skills
and sub-skills change according to the types of sciences that
belong to them. The visual sub-skills of computer science, for
example, are different from the visual sub-skills of
mathematics. Among the studies examining augmented reality
and its effect on visual thinking is [38], which has investigated
the effectiveness of a program based on augmented reality
technology in developing visual thinking skills in science
subjects for 9th-grade students in Gaza. Due to the nature of
the study, the experimental method has been used. The study
instrument is a one-group design with a pre-post measurement,
where the study population consists of all the 6894 9th-grade
students in schools of the Ministry of Education in the Gaza
Strip. The Yarmouk Basic School (A) for boys in Gaza
Governorate is randomly selected, and one class is also
randomly selected, as the study sample consists of (43)
students from the 9th-grade school. The study shows that there
are statistically significant differences at the level of (α = 0.01)
between the average scores of the students in the pre and post
applications on the visual thinking test. The study also shows
that the employment of the program based on augmented
reality technology achieves high effectiveness (Black's
Modified Gain Ratio = 1.2) in developing visual thinking
skills.

B. Study Instrument, Validity and Reliability
The study instrument comprises a visual thinking test
consisting of (20) items of a multiple choice of geometry unit
in mathematics for the 10th grade of the academic year
(2020/2021). This test is prepared and developed by
researchers of the paper, where four skills are identified: visual
reading skill, visual discrimination skill, scientific deduction
skill, the skill of analyzing and interpreting the visual shape. A
specification table is prepared and illustrated in Table I.

Against this, based on the importance of the primary stage
among the stages of the educational process, the use of
augmented reality technology has an effective effect on
expanding the students’ perceptions of visualization and visual
thinking. Therefore, the basic 10th-grade students are selected
to teach them mathematics because this subject is the closest to
reality, needs sensory experiences, and focuses on developing
students’ thinking skills in general and visual thinking in
particular. Intending to investigate the effect of augmented
reality technology on visual thinking, augmented reality
hopefully has great importance and effectiveness in the
development of the educational learning process, as it is
expected to provide an interactive learning environment filled
with vitality, positivity, and excitement.
III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Due to the nature of the study, the quasi-experimental
approach is used for its suitability for the study. The
independent variable (augmented reality technology) is
subjected to test and its effect on the dependent variable (visual
thinking) is measured for the students of the experimental
group.
A. Study Sample
The study sample is purposefully selected from Jerash
Model Schools of the Education Directorate of Jerash
Governorate. The study sample consists of (57) male and

TABLE I.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE VISUAL THINKING TEST

Skill

Number of
Questions

Percentage (%)

Reading skill

5

25%

Visual discrimination skill

6

30%

Scientific deduction skill

5

25%

Skill of analyzing and interpreting
the visual shape

4

20%

Total

20

100%

To verify the validity of the test (apparent and content), it is
presented in its initial form to a group of 10 experienced and
specialized validators, and their observations are strongly
considered. Also, the reliability of the test is verified by
applying the test to the reliability sample outside the study
sample, consisting of (31) male and female students through
the calculation of the Kuder-Richardson 20 (KR-20) reliability
coefficient, and the Test-Retest Reliability coefficient, and the
results of the analysis are shown in the table.
Table II shows that all the values of reliability coefficients
are high, enhancing the accuracy of the instrument and its
suitability for application to achieve the purposes of the study.
TABLE II.

RESULTS OF RELIABILITY COEFFICIENTS ANALYSIS
Calculated Reliability Coefficient

Study Instrument
Kuder-Richardson 20 (KR-20)

Test-Retest

Achievement Test

0.923

0.931

Visual Thinking Test

0.961

0.934

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Results and discussion of the first question of the study
“What is the effect of augmented reality on developing visual
thinking in mathematics among 10th-grade students in Jerash
governorate?”
To answer the first study question, the values of the
arithmetic means and standard deviations of the performance
of the two groups (experimental and control) in the pre and
post-performance are calculated. Table III shows the results of
the analysis.
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Table III show that there is a noticeable convergence
between the two groups in the pre-performance of visual
thinking skills, while there are apparent differences between
the two groups in the post-performance of visual thinking
skills, as it is noticed that the value of the post arithmetic
means of the performance of the experimental group students is
(18.50) which is the highest compared to the post arithmetic
mean of the performance of the control group students which is
(11.50).
This result is due to the effect of augmented reality
technology in developing visual thinking in the teaching of the
geometry unit for several reasons, including the technology's
ability to display the model and check it from all directions and
its movement, which has helped students attain the
approximate sense of realism. This technology also assists to
attract students' attention, as it is accompanied by sounds,
videos, colors, and 3-dimensional images enhanced with
information and concepts related to pictures, which helps in
developing visual thinking skills, allowing interaction with the
application individually or collectively and giving them
sufficient opportunity for visual thinking, and positively
increasing their interaction. Importantly, the application helps
in providing images of geometric shapes that are unavailable in
the 10th-grade textbook, which broadens the perceptions of
thinking in general among the students. The positive result of
the current study in bringing about diversity and a paradigm
shift in favor of the use of augmented reality technology in
visual thinking is consistent with the results of many studies,
including the studies of [24], [25], and [39] that have
investigated the effectiveness of a program based on
augmented reality technology in developing the students’
achievement.
Results and discussion of the second question of the study
“What is the effect of augmented reality on the development of
each of the visual thinking skills (visual reading skill, visual
discrimination skill, scientific deduction skill, the skill of
analyzing and interpreting the visual shape) in mathematics
among 10th-grade students in Jerash governorate?”
TABLE III.

It is evident from the results of the analysis of Table IV that
the values of the arithmetic means of the performance of the
members of the experimental group in the post-test are high
(4.00 -5.20) in all skills compared to their performance in the
pretest. The visual discrimination skill is ranked first with an
arithmetic mean of (5.20) and a standard deviation of (0.76),
while the visual reading skill is ranked second with an
arithmetic mean of (4.73) and a standard deviation of (0.52).
Also, the scientific deduction skill is ranked third with an
arithmetic mean of (4.57) and a standard deviation of (0.50).
As for the last rank, it is the skill of analyzing and interpreting
the visual shape with an arithmetic mean of (4.00) and a
standard deviation of (0.00).
To find out the indications of the differences between the
arithmetic means of skills, the Analysis of Covariance
(ANCOVA) is used as illustrated in Table V.
The results mentioned in Table V show that there is a
difference in the post-performance between the two groups,
where all the values of (F) are statistically significant at the
level of (α = 0.05). In detail, the difference is in favor of the
experimental group, as the arithmetic means of their
performance in the visual thinking skills test are higher
compared to the arithmetic mean of the performance of the
control group. The value of the practical significance of the
combined visual thinking skills is (0.674). This indicates that
(67.4%) of the variance between the two groups is due to the
effect of the experiment. This result is to the fact that visual
thinking is a mental capacity associated with the visual
perceptual aspects, where it occurs when there is mutual
harmony between what the learner sees in terms of shapes,
drawings, and relationships, and what happens in terms of
linking and mental output based on seeing the presented
drawing and this is what the augmented reality technology
focuses on, and this is what is confirmed by [23] and [26].

VALUES OF THE ARITHMETIC MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF THE PERFORMANCE OF THE TWO GROUPS IN THE PRE- AND POSTPERFORMANCE

Visual Thinking Skills

Group

Number of
Items

Sample Size

Experimental

30

Control

30

Total Performance

TABLE IV.

Table IV shows the values of the arithmetic means and
standard deviations of the performance of the members of the
experimental group in the pre-and post-test according to each
skill.

Pre-Performance

Post-Performance

AM

SD

AM

SD

11.43

7.30

18.50

1.43

11.07

7.09

11.50

3.25

20

VALUES OF THE ARITHMETIC MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS ARRANGED IN DESCENDING ORDER DUE TO THE ARITHMETIC MEANS
Pre-Performance

Post-Performance
Evaluation

Visual thinking skills

AM

SD

AM

SD

Visual discrimination skill

1.43

0.86

5.20

0.76

High

Visual reading skill

1.70

1.49

4.73

0.52

High

Scientific deduction skill

1.50

0.78

4.57

0.50

High

The skill of analyzing and interpreting the
visual shape

1.83

1.05

4.00

0.00

High

Total Performance

11.07

7.09

18.50

1.43

High
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TABLE V.
Source of Variance

Visual Reading Skill

Visual Discrimination Skill

Scientific Deduction Skill

The skill of analyzing and
interpreting the visual
shape

Total Performance

RESULTS OF THE ASSOCIATED ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE (ANCOVA)

Sum of Squares

Degree of Freedom

Average of Squares

Value of F

0.067

1

0.067

0.074

117.544

1

117.544

129.679

51.666

57

0.906

169.333

59

1.328

1

1.328

1.203

104.495

1

104.495

94.636

62.939

57

1.104

170.933

59

0.699

1

0.699

1.052

69.952

1

69.952

105.294

37.868

57

0.664

108.983

59

1.569

1

1.569

3.019

38.4

1

38.4

73.869

29.631

57

0.52

69.6

59

11.957

1

11.957

1.931

729.659

1

729.659

117.806

353.043

57

6.194

1100.000

59

Level of Sig.

0.000*

0.000*

0.000*

0.000*

*0.000

Eta=Squared

0.695

0.624

0.649

0.564

0.674

* means a statistically significant function at the level of statistical significance (α = 0.05).

The way of thinking of students who have learned with
augmented reality focuses on developing their abilities in
translating the visual language embedded in the visual shapes
presented in the lessons into verbal written or spoken language,
developing communication skills that achieve the learner's
confidence in dealing with complexity, ambiguity, and
diversity of opinions, as well as increasing and enhancing
perception through discussions that take place across their
operations to develop aesthetic practice, and this will help in
developing the visual thinking skills, and this is confirmed by
[38] and [39]. The information offered in the study unit
(geometry) in the textbook of the 10th grade has helped to
develop the visual reading skill among the students of the
experimental group represented by the ability to determine the
dimensions and nature of this shape on the one hand. On the
other hand, it has helped students to perceive the shape and
distinguish it from other shapes and this represents the
development of the visual discrimination skill, and this is
confirmed by [17]. The development of the scientific deduction
skill is represented by the ability of students to attain new
meanings and scientific concepts and principles through the
shape. Students learn, through this technology, to focus on the
minute details, pay attention to geometric shapes and the
subject of the study unit, and get geometric properties through
their shapes. The augmented reality technology has its effect
on the visual representation of ideas from shapes and drawings
as an incentive for students to discover the meaning of the
presented contents in the front of them, and this leads to better
thinking, a progressive development towards creativity, and an
indication of the conceptual developmental structure. Reading
the visual shape aims to understand the meaning and includes

understanding in reading the shape, linking, symbol, meaning,
and organizing the read ideas. Reading the visual shape is a set
of activities that allow the analysis of the information given in
the form of conceptual connections in the presented shape, that
is, a set of activities linking new information with previously
acquired data stored in memory as these understanding models
are closely related to the representation of the presented shape
and or drawing.
V. CONCLUSION
The current study investigates the effect of augmented
reality in improving visual thinking of 10th-grade students in
mathematics in Jordan. In light of the results of the study, the
objectives of the study, i.e. exploring the effect of augmented
reality on developing visual thinking in mathematics among
10th-grade students in Jordan and examining the effect of
augmented reality on the development of each of the visual
thinking skills (visual reading skill, visual discrimination skill,
scientific deduction skill, the skill of analyzing and interpreting
the visual shape) in mathematics among 10th-grade students in
Jordan have been achieved. Thus, the current study
recommends using augmented reality technology in education
in general, and in mathematics education in particular,
organizing the content of mathematics curricula in line with
augmented reality technology, which helps in developing
visual thinking skills, paying attention to designing electronic
lessons in mathematics and producing them using augmented
reality applications, and holding training courses for
mathematics teachers and encouraging them to learn how to
integrate technology with education and develop visual
thinking.
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VI. FUTURE WORKS
The area of augmented reality needs to be extended in other
current works, with new approaches in the future work. This
domain can be applied in other scientific areas such as physics
or other detailed issues in mathematics.
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Abstract—Medical applications increasingly require complex
calculations with constraints of accelerated processing time.
These applications are therefore oriented towards the integration
of high-performance embedded architectures. In this context, the
detection of cardiac abnormalities is a task that remains a high
priority in emergency medicine. ECG analysis is a complex task
that requires significant computing time since a large amount of
information must be analyzed in parallel with high frequencies.
Real-time processing is the biggest challenge for researchers,
when talking about applications that require time constraints like
that of cardiac activity monitoring. This work evaluates the
Adaptive Dual Threshold Filter (ADTF) algorithm dedicated to
ECG signal filtering using various embedded architectures: A
Raspberry 3B+ and Odroid XU4. The implementation has been
based on C/C++ and OpenMP to exploit the parallelism in the
used architectures. The evaluation was validated using several
ECG signals proposed in MIT-BIH Arrhythmia database with a
sampling frequency of 360 Hz. Based on an algorithmic
complexity study and a parallelization of the functional blocks
which present significant workloads, the evaluation results show
a mean execution time of 7.5 ms on the Raspberry 3B+ and 0.34
ms on the Odroid XU4. With an efficient parallelization on the
Odroid XU4 architecture, real-time performance can be
achieved.
Keywords—ECG signal denoising; ADTF algorithm; OpenMP
programming; embedded architectures

I. INTRODUCTION
ECG is an essential element in the diagnosis and the
detection of cardiovascular disease or also in the monitoring of

patients [1]. However, it is often correlated with different types
of noise, which generates a distortion of the signal and a loss of
valuable information. To simplify the interpretation task,
several processing and filtering algorithms are proposed in the
literature [2-6]. Digital Filters (FIR and IIR), Empirical Mode
Decomposition (EMD), Wavelet Transform denoising
techniques as Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) and the
Adaptive Dual Threshold Filter (ADTF) [7-8].
Using digital filters, some useful information in the signal
can be affected, particularly the R wave [3,9]. The EMD and
the DWT give satisfying results, but they are characterized by
their algorithmic complexity that requires more hardware
resources and important computation time [10-11]. The ADTF
proposed by W. Jenkal et al. in [7] has a great denoising
capacity, especially when the signal is mixed with the highfrequency noises. The advantage of this technique is the very
low complexity. Hardware implementation of this algorithm on
FPGAs is presented in [8] using Hardware Description
Language (VHDL). The author divided the algorithm into 3
main blocks: The first consists of Real-time data loading
module with an acquisition frequency of 360 Hz as he uses
signals from MIT-BIH database. The second is used for ADTF
features calculation. The third is for Test and Assignment. To
respect real-time processing, a frequency of 3.6 kHz is used in
the second and third blocks, which is ten times greater than the
acquisition frequency. This implementation indeed respects
real-time, but this is related to the processing frequency which
is fixed by the author not given by the architecture.

Abbreviations

IIR: Infinite Impulse Response

ADTF: Adaptive Dual Threshold Filter

IMF : Intrinsic Mode Functions

DWT: Discrete Wavelet Transform

LA : Left Atria

DT-WT: Dual‑Tree Wavelet Transform

Lt: Lower Threshold

ECG : Electrocardiogram

LV:

EMD : Empirical Mode Decomposition

MSE: Mean Square Errors
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This work deals particularly with the real-time ECG
denoising. Real-time systems differ from others by considering
time constraints and compliance, which is as important as the
result's accuracy. In other words, the system should not just
deliver exact results; it should also provide them within a set
timeframe. This notion takes on its importance when it comes
to human health. So, the design of processing algorithms that
meet these constraints is therefore essential. In this context, the
processing system is considered a real-time system. It must
make the necessary correction for sample n before the arrival
of sample (n + 1). This constraint implies rigorous
requirements in terms of performance and speed. In this work,
different signals from the Physionet MIT-BIH arrhythmia
database are used, with 360 Hz of sampling frequency to test
the reliability of the algorithm. This means that the time
constraint is of the order of 2.77 ms. The Matlab simulation
gives a processing time average of 150ms for one sample,
which is too far from being in real-time.
In order to ensure real-time processing, OpenMP parallel
programming is used, which gives excellent results compared
to C/C++ naive implementation and Matlab implementation.
So, for Desktop with OpenMP programming, just 0.34 ms is
needed to process one sample. But desktop is not always a
good solution in biomedical monitoring because of its size,
weight, and power consumption, especially when the objective
is the home monitoring to facilitate access to care for the
elderly or in regions lacking medical personnel, prevent
hospitalizations and improve patient control and quality of life.
We opted to use Low-cost embedded architectures such as
XU4 and Raspberry. The given results show that the optimal
choice is the XU4 board with an average processing time of
2.34ms instead of 7.5 ms in the case of Raspberry 3B, which
greatly satisfies the time and energy consumption constraints.
The paper is formulated as follow:
1) The first section exposes an overview of ECG signal
denoising techniques and related work.
2) The second section depicts a detailed evaluation of the
ADTF algorithm and describes its implementation.
3) The third section puts on view the results and discussion
of the processing performance of the embedded
implementations on different embedded architectures.
4) Lastly, conclusion and future work are the objects of the
fourth section.
II. ECG SIGNAL PROCESSING: AN OVERVIEW
A. ECG Signal Processing
The ECG signal or electrocardiogram is a widely used
exam in cardiology field. It describes the electrical activity of
the human heart and has a high clinical value for diagnosing
cardiac arrhythmias. From the ECG signal processing, several
parameters can be extracted. As a rule, different waves'
durations and shapes can indicate some cardiac abnormalities
[3]. Fig. 1 represents the formation of the ECG signal, which
reflects the different deflections and contractions of the heart
muscles, making it possible to diagnose a patient's cardiac
state. As shown in the Fig. 1, RA, LA, RV, and LV represent
respectively the right and left Atria and ventricle.

Fig. 1. ECG Signal Formation.

To make the best use of ECG data in large quantities,
intelligent diagnostic systems have appeared. These systems
can improve the quality of the signal; extract useful
information, and offer a diagnosis that can help doctors make
the right decisions.
The biomedical engineering revolution forces researchers
to enhance the automatic diagnosis by optimization of ECG
processing algorithms in order to ensure real-time monitoring
of cardiac data [12-16]; and their implementation on embedded
systems as recent technological resources [8,17-19].
The ECG signal is characterized by low frequency and a
small amplitude. So, it is often affected by various kinds of
noise as interference due to electrical appliances, highfrequency noises produced by muscles activity, and lowfrequency noises of body movements in relation with
respiration, which distorts its morphology, resulting a wrong
diagnostic of the heart state of the patients [5,20]. To overcome
this problem, the ECG signal must first go through a precise
and effective preprocessing step.
The preprocessing step aims to remove or reduce the
different noises. In this context, many methods are used such
as Digital Filters (FIR/IIR) [21-22], Empirical Mode
Decomposition (EMD) and Ensemble EMD (EEMD) based
techniques [10, 23-25], Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT)
[26-27, 3], Dual‑Tree Wavelet Transform (DT-WT) [28] and
Adaptive Filtering [29,8].
B. Related Works based ECG Denoising
Digital filters are represented by Finite Impulse Response
(FIR) and Infinite Impulse Response (IIR). They are used to
denoise ECG signals. Their names are originally linked to the
mathematical definition, and their expressions are given
respectively by (1) and (2):
𝑌(𝑛) = ∑𝑁−1
𝑘=0 b(q)X(n − q)

(1)

𝑁
𝑦(𝑛) = ∑𝑀
𝑘=1 𝑎𝑘 𝑦(𝑛 − 𝑘) + ∑𝑘=0 𝑏𝑘 𝑥(𝑛 − 𝑘)

(2)

The implementation of FIR filters can be done without
feedback as it is shown in Fig. 2 where X(n) presents the input
signal, Y(n) is the filtered signal, Z-1 operator is a delay in the
Z transformation, N is the filter order, and bq are the
coefficients of the filter transfer function. Various windowing
techniques are used, as example: Rectangular window, Kaiser
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window, Hamming window, Hanning window and Blackman
window. IIR filters are designed using filters as Chebyshev
filter, Butterworth filter, Inverse Chebyshev filter [30]. The
major difference between them is that FIR filters are stable for
any input signal. However, IIR filters can alter to unstable due
to the feedback as shown in Fig. 3. Where an and bm are the
filter transfer function coefficients.

related to other parameters not only the size of the signal, we
are talking about the wavelet mother's coefficients, the number
of decomposition's level and also the thresholding technique
[38].
In the next section, a detailed study of the ADTF is
presented as well as simulation results.

Most of the works used FIR or IIR filters by selecting a
bandwidth related to the utile data from the ECG signal. From
different papers, it can be deduced that that FIR filter with
Kaiser Window eliminates noises from ECG signal with less
alteration in the waveform [4,20]. FIR filters’ problem is the
high computational due to the number of coefficients needed to
achieve excellent denoising result and a group of delay in
response, which is the main challenge in real-time systems [4].

Fig. 2. FIR Filter Conception.

Wavelet methods have proven to be more common and
effective than FIR/IIR filters [31]. Wavelet methods
simultaneously characterize time and frequency information.
They decompose the signal to different resolutions using low
pass filters (H[n]) to get the approximations (A) and high pass
filters (g[n]) to get the details (D) as it’s explained in Fig. 4.
The ECG signals are denoised using thresholding techniques.
But they have some limitations since they reduce the signal
amplitude, which can affect the R waves.
To overcome this limitation, methods based on EMD are
used, the signal is disintegrated into a sequence of intrinsic
mode functions (IMFs), and noisy IMFs are removed, but this
technique can remove some useful information when
eliminating the noisy IMFs. EEMD is used to overcome this
problem by removing the mode-mixing [32].

Fig. 3. IIR Filter Conception.

To deal with the problems of complexity in ECG denoising,
W. Jenkal et al. developed a new approach inspired from image
denoising [33]. This approach is an adaptive dual threshold
filter which is dedicated to removing high-frequency noises
[34-35]. This method aims to compute three elements for a
selecting window (the average of the window, the higher
threshold, and the lower threshold) and then the correction of
the window’s median value using the thresholding. The process
is explained in the following block diagram shown in Fig. 5.
The performance evaluation of this method is made in [8]
based on the SNRimp result comparison between the ADTF
and techniques based on EEMD. This evaluation shows that
the ADTF gives very good results compared to the EEMD
denoising algorithm presented in [36] and a competitive
SNRimp results to the enhanced EEMD method ( EEMD-GA)
published in [37].
The main characteristic of the ADTF algorithm is its low
complexity compared to the cited methods. The ADTF
presents a linear complexity C(n) depending just on the signal
size n. A comparative study of the complexity between the
EMD, the EEMD, and the ADTF methods is presented in [8].
The conclusion of this study shows that ADTF presents a low
complexity, unlike EMD and EEMD, which is related to
various parameters, namely, the length of the signal, the
number of the noisy signals, the number of IMFs, as well as the
number of sifting processes. Comparing with the DWT, it also
has linear complexity, in the manner of EMD/EEMD, it's

Fig. 4. DWT Decomposition.

Fig. 5. ADTF Algorithm Overview.
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C. The ADTF Technique
As described above, the ADTF algorithm aims to compute
the average of the selected window (µ), the lower threshold
(Lt), and the higher threshold (Ht). Hereinafter, they are
presented respectively by (3), (4), and (5).
µ=

1
W

∑n+W
i=n Input(i)

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

(3)

Lt = µ − [(µ − Min) ∗ α]

(4)

Ht = µ + [(Max − µ) ∗ α]

(5)

Where the window size is W, Input (i) is the noisy signal,
and n presents the signal length. Min is the minimum value of
the window, Max is the maximum value of the window, and α
is the thresholding coefficient with:
0<𝛼<1
α is essentially used to adapt the thresholding. According to
the filtering process, α varies between 0% and 100%, lower
values are recommended for a high concentration of noise, and
higher values are tolerated in the opposite case [7].
The window selection is not arbitrary; it’s used to compare
the median sample to his left and right regions, as stated in [7],
a window of five samples gives the best results in terms of
MSE and SNRinput.
Fig. 6 shows the result of the ADTF filtering applied on the
signal n° 234 from the MIT-BIH Arrhythmia database
corelated with white Gaussian noises of 5 dB, using a window
of 5 samples, an α coefficient of 5%. The compilation is done
using Matlab R2019a.
The algorithm validation is done using Matlab coding [7],
but this remains a functional validation, while in biomedical
engineering, Real-time processing is required in most cases,
especially ECG signal processing. The time constraint is
related to the sampling frequency of the used signals. In the
MIT-BIH Arrhythmia database, the signals are sampled 360 Hz
which leads to an interval of 2.7 ms between the samples.
Using Matlab coding, 150 ms is needed to process and correct
each sample. Thusly, with Matlab implementation, the system
is too far from being in real-time.

Fig. 6. The Denoising Results of the Signal n°234 of the MIT-BIH
Arrhythmia Database Correlated with 5 dB of the WGN.

We have opted for C/C++ optimization using OpenMP
parallelization in order to optimize the code. As follows a
comparative study of the obtained results using Matlab, C/C++
non-optimized algorithm and OpenMP optimized algorithm on
different architectures.

A. System Specification
In this paper, ECG signals from MIT-BIH Arrhythmia, the
international database Physionet, which incorporates 48 halfhour records are used. These signals are converted to numerical
values at 360 Hz with a resolution of 11-bits. Different signals
with additive White Gaussian Noise (WGN) at SNR levels of
10dB and 20dB are used. Table I presents the used signals for
both the Matlab and the C/C++ validation.
The validation of the algorithm was performed using
Matlab. In order to ensure a reliable and accurate real-time
processing, OpenMP programming is used in the
implementation to ensure parallel programming on a shared
memory multiprocessor system. The parallelism is achieved by
creating a set of threads; these treads execute independently
and simultaneously the appointed tasks. Using OpenMP, the
program could be optimized to evaluate processing times using
three different architectures.
The work is based on Raspberry 3B and XU4 architectures;
the choice of these architectures was based on the low energy
consumption and also a low weight for embedded application.
Despite the desktop giving excellent processing time results,
but it's not a good solution for biomedical monitoring because
of its size and portability in the real case. Good results can also
be given using TX1, TX2, and AGX Xavier boards; notably,
with GPU part, we can decrease the processing time [39]. But
the major problems are their cost and power consumption.
Raspberry and XU4 present a low-cost embedded system with
low power computation [40]. The rest of this study will allow
to make the right decision by comparing the found processing
times for the two architectures. Table II presents the used
architectures specifications.
TABLE I.

ECG SIGNAL RECORDS

Signal number

The corresponding Signal from
MIT-BIH

1

Record n° 100

2

Record n° 100 + 10 dB of WGN

3

Record n° 100 + 20 dB of WGN

4

Record n° 101

5

Record n° 101 + 10 dB of WGN

6

Record n° 101 + 20 dB of WGN

7

Record n° 103

8

Record n° 103 + 10 dB of WGN

9

Record n° 103 + 20 dB of WGN

10

Record n° 113

11

Record n° 113 + 10 dB of WGN

12

Record n° 113 + 20 dB of WGN
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TABLE II.

DESKTOP , RASPBERRY AND XU4 SPECIFICATIONS

Type

Desktop

Raspberry

XU4

Processor

Intel® Core™
i5-4200M

Broadcom
BCM2837B
0

Exynos 5422 big.
LITTLE

Cores

Quad

Quad

Octa

I5 4200M

ARM
Cortex-A53
(ARMv8)

ARM Cortex A15/A7

GPU

HD Graphics
4600 /AMD Radeo
n R5 M230

Broadcom
VideocoreIV

Advanced Mali

Support
Language

C/C++/OpenCL/
OpenGL

C/C++

Frequency

2.50 GHz

1.4GHz

2GHz/1.4GHz

Weight

2.6 kg

50 g

60 g

Energy

90 w

15.5 w

5W

Dimension
s

377 x 250 x 34
mm

85 x 56 x 17
mm

82 × 58 × 22 mm

CPU

C/C++/OpenCL/Open
GL
Fig. 8. SNRout Results Comparison of Denoised Signals using Matlab and
C/C++.

B. Experimental Results
To evaluate the denoising performance of the C/C++ code
of the ADTF algorithm, Mean Square Errors (MSE),
Percentage Root-mean-square Difference parameter (PRD),
and Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) are computed for 12 records
of ECG of 10s from the MIT-BIH arrythmia database. Their
expressions are presented respectively by (6), (7), and (8).
1

𝑀𝑆𝐸 = 𝑁 ∑𝑁
𝑖=1(𝐼𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡(𝑖) − 𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡(𝑖))²

(6)
Fig. 9. PRD Comparison of Denoised Signals using Matlab and C/C++.

2

𝑆𝑁𝑅𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 10 × 𝑙𝑜𝑔10 (
𝑃𝑅𝐷 = √

∑𝑁
𝑖=1(𝐼𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡(𝑖))

2

∑𝑁
𝑖=1(𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡(𝑖)−𝐼𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡(𝑖))

∑𝑁
𝑖=1(𝐼𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡(𝑖)−𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡(𝑖))²
∑𝑁
𝑖=1(𝐼𝑛𝑝𝑢𝑡(𝑖))²

× 100

)

(7)
(8)

Where input(i) represents each input sample and output (i)
the filtered sample, N is the size of signal.
The experimental results in Fig. 7, 8, and 9 show that the
C/C++ program provides concrete denoising than the Matlab
code in terms of good SNR with less MSE and PRD.

As shown, the C/C++ gives better performance in noise
reduction. As follows, a comparison study of the execution
time on Desktop is presented in Table III. It presents the
needed time to process each sample of the signal based on nine
iterations of time average calculation. The obtained results
show that using OpenMP on the desktop, the results showed a
×4 speed-up compared to the time obtained with the naive
C/C++ implementation. In Fig. 10, the execution time of
Matlab is added to visualize the interest of parallel
programming in this case.
TABLE III.
C++

Fig. 7. MSE Comparison of Denoised Signals using Matlab and C/C++.

EXECUTION TIME IN DESKTOP
Open MP

Iteration

Time (ms)

Iteration

Time (ms)

1

1.21

1

0.25

2

2.01

2

0.4

3

0.9

3

0.133

4

1.47

4

0.36

5

1.85

5

0.41

6

1.81

6

0.408

7

2.04

7

0.405

8

1.81

8

0.365

9

0.94

9

0.405

Average

1.56

Average

0.348
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Fig. 10. Processing Times on Desktop using different Tools.

Fig. 11. Min and Max Processing Times using different Architectures.

C. Performance Evaluation using Embedded Architectures
Performance
evaluation
implementing
embedded
architectures is the main of this work. After proving the
algorithm performance in noise reduction, a reliable real-time
implementation is necessary.

The first step is to determine the optimal size that can give
a divisible value over the number of threads. Thereafter, we set
the input and output signals that will be written in the output
file. This output file will be plotted subsequently using Matlab
in order to display the errors and compute the different
evaluation metrics.

The Matlab implementation was used for the algorithm
validation and results interpretation, but the very high
execution times lead us to exclude any software optimization in
order to speed up processing in this implementation. Then we
opted for C/C++ programming. The implementation is done, as
cited above using a Desktop, a Raspberry 3B and XU4 boards.
The C/C++ implementations results are too much better than
those given by Matlab implementation, but they stay a little far
from the real-time as it appears in Fig. 11, with 1.56 ms for
Desktop, 9.2ms for Raspberry and 6.8 ms for XU4.
The block diagram of the parallelized algorithm is
presented in Fig. 12. The first block is the ECG signal
acquisition which is not the subject of this paper. The second
aims to divide to the input signal by the thread number (A).
Here a test is done; if the number of signal samples is not
divisible on A the system searches for the optimal signal size
by adding a few samples at the end of the signal. The added
samples can be calculated using the values of the last window
of the signal, an average of the window can be calculated to
replace missing samples. The third block consists of memory
allocation and parameters initialization as the α coefficient and
the window size.
Block 4 is the core of this work; it aims to execute the
denoising procedure. This is where the parallelism is applied,
ECG signal is divided by the number of threads, each thread
runs the denoising program on a portion of the signal instead of
the whole signal. The last blocks present the denoised signal's
exploitation step either for additional processing, storage,
display, or transmission.
To optimize the given execution times, OpenMP is used.
Fig. 13 depicts the pseudo code of the OpenMP-based parallel
computation algorithm.

Fig. 12. The Algorithm Block Diagram.
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TABLE IV.

ALGORITHM
#define NUMTHREADS
#define NAME_FILE "INPU_ECG"
#define NOM_SORTIE1 "OUTPUT_Signal"
#define Alpha
Input: ECG Signal.txt
Find the optimal signal size
X(i) <= Input(i)
i=1;
α, W Initialisation
Threads = NUMTHREADS
#pragma omp parallel for shared (Min, Max,
µ, Ht, Lt,) num_threads (threads)
for i=1 to N-W
Compute Min, Max, µ, Ht and Lt
If X (i+W/2) > Ht Output (i+W/2) =Ht;
If X (i+W/2) < Lt Output (i+W/2) =Lt;
Else
Output(i+W/2) = Input(i+W/2)
i= i+1;
End for
Output(N-1) = X(N-1)
Output(N) = X(N)
End.

DIFFERENT EXECUTING TIMES

Executing time (ms)

Desktop

XU4

Raspberry

C/C++

1.56

6.8

9.2

C/C++ - OpenMP

0.34

2.34

7.5

Fig. 13. Pseudo Program of the Algorithm using OpenMP.

Fig. 14 shows processing time using OpenMP
implementation. A time of 7.5 ms is achieved for one sample
processing using Raspberry architecture, 2.34 ms using XU4
architecture, and 0.34 ms using the desktop. The time
constraint posed by the acquisition system forced us to process
each sample with a delay less than 1/360Hz, which implies
trying to process each sample within 2.77ms. The results
allowed to eliminate the choice of raspberry due to the
processing times, which exceed 2.77ms. Despite their low
energy consumption and weight, the time evaluation has shown
that this architecture cannot process the algorithm in real-time.
The desktop gave a very low processing time, 0.34ms, which
shows the desktop's high performance, but the drawback here
is the high-power consumption, which makes this type of
system does not meet the reliability requirement. On the other
hand, the XU4 architecture met the time constraint, making it
the best choice for this application. In addition, its low power
consumption and low weight confirm the choice.

Fig. 15. Mean Processing Times (MS) based on different Architectures.

Table IV and Fig. 15 shows a comparison of all processing
times using the different architectures and both C/C++ and
OpenMP parallel implementation.
The optimization of the algorithm on the XU4 architecture
proves to be very efficient and makes it possible to speed up
processing and achieve real-time processing times in addition
to its power consumption advantage.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a complex algorithm-based ECG signals
processing is studied in order to meet the requirements of
monitoring applications in terms of real time and portability on
a low power architecture.
The evaluation of the algorithm using Matlab allowed
validation of the algorithm and the evaluation of the different
metrics (MSE, PRD, and SNR errors).
The approach followed by the algorithm parallelization on
an adequate architecture is effective to process signals at
2.34ms/samples using a 360 Hz frequency acquisition.
This study opens up research perspectives to design a
system integrating sensors and a SoC whose architecture is
similar to that of the XU4 and which integrates an FPGA in
order to carry out on-the-fly signal processing without data
storage.
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Abstract—Realistic real-time rain streaks rendering has been
treated as a very difficult problem because of various natural
phenomena. Also, for creating and managing many particles in a
rain streak, many resources had to be used. This paper propose
am efficient real-time rain streaks simulation algorithm by
generating view-dependent rain particles, which can express a
large amount of rain streaks even with a small number of
particles. By creating a ‘constrained view frustum’ depending on
the camera moving in real time, particles are rendered only in
that space. Accordingly, particles rendered well even if the
camera keep moving or rotating rapidly. And a small number of
particles are used, since the simulation is performed in a userviewed limited space, an effect of simulation many particles can
be obtained. This enables very efficient real-time simulation of
rain streaks.

presented for modeling realistic raindrops based on the
physical properties [1]. This enables realistic rain simulation as
well as raindrop modeling. Also, they could present various
phenomena including collision detection between raindrops
and objects but gave the disadvantage of inefficiency because
calculations related to raindrops became heavy due to
unnecessary invisible rendering on the screen [2]. To fix it,
various studies have been proposed such as defining and
rendering only specific region for efficient simulation, but
when the camera is moving outside of the region, there are
awkward discontinuities where raindrops are not visible or
rendered outside of the space [3, 4, 5].

Keywords—View-dependent
simulation; view frustum
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rendering;
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real-time

INTRODUCTION

When a digital content is produced for a specific weather
from among various weather conditions, the audience or user
who encounters the medium can immerge to the content more
easily. There are many types of weather conditions such as
sunny, cloudy, rainy, and snowy days. There are two main
methods of rendering them: off-line rendering and on-line
rendering. In the case of movies, since it is a medium that does
not communicate with the audience in real-time, so even if it
takes a lot of time, it pursues realistic rendering results so that
the results naturally melt into the filming scene. On the
contrary, in content such as games, even if the factual point is
relatively less important, it emphasizes real-time, so it pursues
somewhat lower quality rendering results compared to that of
movies.
This paper proposes a real-time simulation algorithm for
rainy scene. When it rains, complicated and diverse
phenomena should be considered, such as droplets, splashes,
rainbows, and clouds. Although the graphics hardware has
been improved drastically in recent years, real-time simulation
of rains is still very difficult problem considering the various
conditions and the governing physical law to simulate them.
Moreover, considering the physical properties of raindrops or
water, the entire simulation process becomes very complicated.
Therefore, most of real-time rain simulation focuses only on
specific phenomena among various phenomena in rainy
weather, and many different technical methods have been
proposed to obtain real-time simulation performance by
approximating the required parameters. Many of them have

This paper proposes an algorithm that complements the
aforementioned shortcomings by mapping rain streaks textures
to particles and creating a particle system that depends on the
position and FOV (field of view) of the camera. Also present a
method of interaction between rain and light sources, which is
a simple light scattering technique for changing color of rain
streaks. In this work, the particles are rendered even when the
camera is moving and rotating. Therefore, it can avoid
awkward rendering where rain can be rendered only in certain
spaces, which requires only a small number of particles, but
appearing to be rendered in very large quantities. This enables
more efficient real-time rain-streaks simulation in a 3D space.
II. RELATED WORK
Many research methods have been proposed in realistic rain
simulation, and most of them focus on certain parts of the
phenomenon of rain. There are two main types of rain
simulation: rendering rain streaks with translucent white quads.
The other method is to map precomputed rain streak textures to
quads. The rain streaks texture rendering model proposed by
Garg et al. presents a vibration model for raindrops. The rain
streaks texture rendering model proposed by Garg et al.
presents a vibration model for raindrops. As a result, they made
a database of high-quality renders for many values of the
illumination parameters [1]. Then, they used simple imagebased algorithms from the depth map, camera parameters, and
user input for viewpoints to synthesize the final images. This
method showed the performance of 10 sec/frame, which was
unsuitable for real-time simulation. This study used their
database but implement rain simulation in real-time. Also, for
randomness of the rain streaks, hundreds of textures are used to
randomly map to the particles.
Weber et al. focused on the relationship between raindrops
and trees. In their techniques, through-fall simulation is
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analyzed phenomenologically, and rendering is done based on
the amount of water stored in the tree canopy and leaves [2].
Furthermore, in the study of Nanko et al., the distribution of
dripping through-fall was considered temporally and spatially
[6]. The through-fall was largely divided into two different
water. The first water was the raindrops in the natural state.
This was a free through-falling without hitting anything other
objects. The second one was the water splashes stored by
hitting the canopy and leaves and then re-appeared in
phenomenological and hydrological condition. In their study,
through-fall was implemented very similar to the actual
phenomenon. But there was no explanation for the calculation
of raindrops occurring outside the camera‟s FOV.
Rousseau et al. proposed a model representing the
refraction of light occurring inside the raindrop [7]. For
completion, the reflections should also have been considered
when designing raindrops. However, since they thought the
reflection was negligible enough, they implemented only
refraction [8]. In their approach, rain streak textures extracted
from the video were modified to match the camera of a scene
and then blended into the image to make the artist‟s intention
for the scene more effective. But, real-time performance was
not guaranteed. In addition to this, dynamic scenes were not
suitable for these methods because the texture must be
transformed to fit the resulting screen.
Tariq further simplified Garg‟s rain textures and map them
to the quads [3]. This processing was done on the GPU using
DirectX, and each particle was rendered using a geometric
shader at each frame over times. Tariq also made lights glow to
show more realistic simulation of rain under the lights, but the
relationship with the light source and rains was not described
mathematically, therefore rain was not rendered properly as the
camera moved or rotated.
Puig-Centelles et al. proposed a new real-time rain
simulation technique in which a rain area was defined as an
ellipse and all rain simulation was limited to a semi-cylindrical
sub-volume [4]. Due to observer‟s movement, the update of
new particle position was forced to inside the sub-volume,
while their density was adapted to reduce the number of
particles needed. Furthermore, they separated the close rain and
far rain and added a transition area in between for a natural and
realistic change [9]. The switch was made depending on
whether the observer is in a rain area or not. If the camera is
located in the rainy area from a very long distance, awkward
scene could be rendered, with certain area raining and others
not raining.
Unlike the above studies, the model proposed in this paper
checks the position of the camera and then create a rain space
for the camera in which particles are generated inside. This
ensures that even if the camera keep moving or rotating rapidly,
it makes illusion that rain is rendering over the entire scene.
Other benefit is that can use only small number of particles to
create heavy raining, which improves the rendering
performance. On the top of that, this study presents a model for
the interaction between particles and the light source, which
can represent the light scattering effect.
Fig. 1 is a captured scene of the proposed model. The four
red lines indicate the volume of view-frustum, and the

intersection point where four lines meet together represents the
actual camera position. In the Fig. 1, particles are generated
only in the frustum of the FOV and when the camera rotates or
moves, the location where the particles are generated is also
moved according to the camera.

Fig. 1. Particles Rendered only in the Constrained Area.

III. ALGORITHM
In this study, we propose a real-time rain simulation
method that creates a constrained rain space depending on the
current camera so that particles representing the rain streaks are
generated only in the camera frustum. Because of this, even
when a small number of particles are used, suggested algorithm
is able to synthesize seemingly heavy rain for users.
This chapter describes the detailed algorithm of the
proposed model. The overall algorithm is briefly described in
Fig. 2. Each procedure is as follows:
1) Scene configuration: Compose the overall scene such
as background and model loading(street lamp, plane).
2) Particles initialize and configuration: In this model,
the KTX(Khronos Texture) format is applied. More details in
in Sec. 3.D, and the particle system was constructed using
transform feedback from openGL [10, 11].
3) Create constrained rain area: Under the perspective
projection, to make area for the rain fall, this method compute
the 8 vertex positions of the truncated pyramid shape of the
view frustum and the normal vectors of 6 faces. At the same
time, it creates a virtual sphere in the frustum for enforcing a
constraint to limit the area for generating particles.
4) Set the initial particle positions in the rain area: Set
the initial positions of the particles in a constrained rain area.
Particles are updated in position from top to bottom(-y).
5) Set the rain streak colors by calculating the scattering
of particles with the light source: Depending on the relative
position between particles and light soruce, the method of
handling scattering from particles is different. In this paper,
only spotlight is considered among the types of light sources.
6) Real-time simulation: Particles are created and
rendered in constrained rain area. Calculating the rain space is
handled by the CPU, but scattering and calculation of particle
is handled by the shader.
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Fig. 2. Algorithm Overview of Proposed Model.

First, explain the frustum and rain area, apply texture to
particles generated only in space. After that, this paper
discusses methods for light scattering in this section.
A. Create view-dependent Rain Area
To create the rain area from the camera‟s frustum, this
method first need to calculate the height, width, center point of
the far and near planes of the frustum. If the distance from the
camera to the far plane increases, the size of the frustum
increases as well. Therefore, the density of the particle created
in the frustum is very low. In this case, it is different from what
we wanted because algorithm has to make lots of particles to
increase the density. Also, particles generated near to the far
plane are rendered too small or almost invisible. Therefore, the
distance from the camera to the far plane for a particle should
be set as small as possible. In this paper, it was set to 50.0.
After that, we need to find the positions of the 8 vertices that
make up the frustum, which can be got from following formula:
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where, is the center point of far and near face,
is the
height and width of each face. ⃗ is up vector of camera, and ⃗
is direction of camera. Also, ⃗ is a cross product and
normalized vector of ⃗ and ⃗ . Each vertex is described in
Fig. 3.
Using the 8 vertices, this paper can find the normalized
vectors for the four faces of the frustum, excluding the near and
far plane. This is given subsequent formula:
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Where ̂ , ̂ , ̂ , ̂ is a normal vector for the right, left,
bottom and top faces, respectively, and each vector is
normalized. Each face is also described in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Vertex and Faces of the view Frustum.
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B. Virtual Sphere Setting
To constrained create space where particles will be
generated, we need to create a virtual sphere that overlaps the
frustum. So, we need to set the center point
=( ,
, )
and radius
of the sphere. The
of the sphere is the
midpoint of the distance between the near and far faces, so that
the sphere and the frustum overlap as much as possible.
As a result, as much space as possible can be defined as
rain space on the frustum. Since the
the midpoint between
the near and far face, the radius of virtual sphere is defined as
half the distance between two faces.
Now, algorithm need to decide the initial position
=
(
) where a particle is created. Particle must be
created inside a constrained rain space where the frustum and
virtual sphere overlapped. To find this location, we first use the
equation for converting from the spherical coordinate system to
Cartesian coordinate system to create particles in sphere.
Before this, we should get the and for coordinate system
conversion. means azimuthal angle of spherical coordinate
and means polar angle of spherical coordinate. This is shown
in as follow:
(

)
(

(

(3)
)

)

Where
( ) is a function that return on
random number between a to b. And now, we can get the
and equation is as follow:
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By checking whether the 4 scalar values resulting from (5)
are greater than or less than 0 or not, it is possible to know that
the position of the particle is inside of the frustum. If the
particles are generated inside the frustum as we wish, the
algorithm keeps the position unadjusted and only updates
.
Conversely, if it is created outside of the frustum, then the
position of the particle is moved before rendering so that it is
created inside the frustum.
C. Spotlight Scattering
In order to render the rain more realistically under the
various light condition, we propose a simple light scattering
model between particles and lights. In our approach, we
consider only spotlight because it is the type of light that
affects the rain streak color significantly. For example, a
spotlight such as streetlight can be found easily in real life.
Other lights such as direction light and point lights are hardly
seen in rainy days. Thus, this paper did not consider those
lights in our study.
Fig. 4 shows three different cases when the rain streaks
interact with light source. When we calculate the light
scattering, the position of the particle must be decided as
follows:
 Particles are located above the light source.
 Particles are under the light source but are not affected
by the light.

Because of coordinate system conversion, the particles take
the form of a virtual sphere. In other words, the particle is
randomly set the initial position inside the virtual sphere.
So, now we need to limit the position where the particles
are generated to the space where the frustum and the sphere
overlap, that is, the rain area. First, select 2 of the 8 vertices of
the frustum. Then, two normal vector value are got with the
position of the particle as the starting point and the selected
vertex as the endpoint. This normal vector is a normal vector
later value to determine whether the current position of the
particle is inside or outside the frustum. It is obtained as follow:
̂

̂

 Particles are under the light source and are affected by
the light.
Since the range that the spotlight affects has a shape of a
cone, we consider particles that are inside the cone and ignore
all other particles outside. To improve the physical accuracy,
both 1) and 2) cases must be considered because lights may be
reflected from other objects or raindrops, but since this is very
insignificant and unnoticeable by the human eye, so those
cases are not considered in this paper.

(5)

̂
In this paper, algorithm used nll (near lower left) and nur
(near upper right) vertex.
Using results of (5), calculate the dot product of two normal
vectors in (5) and the four faces normal vector of the frustum
besides near and far faces. Note that
of ̂ is the
bottom left vertex of near face. So, this normal vector should
be calculated with ̂ and ̂ vectors. Similarly, the normal
vector ̂ works ̂ and ̂ . This is shown in (5) as
follow:

Fig. 4. Conditions between Particle and Light Source.
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1) Particles above the light source: Equation (7) is the
equation for calculating a scalar value
which is the dot
product of the normal vector ̂ , which is the normalized
vector from the particle to light source, and normal vector ̂
representing the direction of the light source.
̂ ̂

(7)

The
is the value that determines whether the
particle‟s current position is above or below the light source. If
this value is higher than the height of spotlight, it means that
the position of the particle is above the light source. So, the
particle is not affected at all. Therefore, there is no change in
particles at this case.
2) Particles under the light source: When the current
particle position is under the light source, there are two cases
as shown 2) and 3) in Fig. 4. Most spotlights have a cone
shape. A cone is a collection of smaller or lager circles based
on a point on an axis. In other words, it can be seen as a
collection of circles that gradually getting smaller from the
radius of the base. If the particles are in circles, they are
scattered under the influence of light source. On the contrary,
if particles are outside the circles, they are not affected. For
this, the radius
of the cone at the current position of the
particle along the axis can be obtained using
, which
is the result of (7), and
, which is height of the cone. It
can be expressed as the following (8), where
is
the base radius of the cone:
(

) (

)

(8)

And we can get the orthogonal distance
from the
axis of cone to the
.
, along with
, is an
important to know whether a particle is inside or outside the
cone. To obtain
is expressed as (9), where
()
is a function that return the size of a vector as a parameter.
*(

)

̂+

(9)

Now, we can compare
and
to determine
whether the
is inside or outside the cone. If
is a
larger than
, the particle is inside the cone, which is
the case as 3) in Fig. 4. And this case, the color of the particle
becomes the same as the color of the light source. Also,
because it is affected by light, the color of the particle appears
more clearer as the intensity of the light increases.
Contrary,
is larger, it is the same as 2) in Fig. 4.
This case, the particle does not change. The process can be
expressed as the following (10) and the contents of each
variable expressed in the Fig. 5.
(

)

(

(10)

)

Fig. 5. Structure of Cone (Spotlight Area).

D. Texture Mapping
Garg and Nayer released their rain streaks textures as a
PNG files [12]. Since this study used many textures, these files
were put into one KTX file invented by the Khronos group,
and then the Texture Array was used in OpenGL graphics API
[13]. When we use the Texture Array, each texture corresponds
to a single layer of the array. Therefore, when initializing
particles, many particles are created, and they are allocated a
layer for each particle. The condition for assigning a layer is
random.
IV. EXPERIMENT
The proposed view-dependent rain model calculates the
camera position and various parameters continuously. The
experiment compares the performance of proposed model with
other models after generating random numbers with a seed
number. The CPU for the computer in which the experiment
was conducted is Intel i7-8700, and the memory size is DDR4
16Gb * 2, a total of 32Gb. Also, the graphics card uses GTX
GeForce 1080ti. All experiments were conducted in the same
environment.
This study compared our proposed method with two
existing models that Creus and Patow-Tariq proposed. Both
models used Garg‟s rain streaks textures in a same way as the
proposed model [3, 5]. Although the details of each algorithm
may be different, it is enough to compare their FPS because
three models used same rain textures. Two other models and
proposed model in this paper were tested in the same
environment. The changes of FPS according to the number of
particles for three models are shown Fig. 7.
The proposed model in this paper, as the number of
particles increased, decrease its framerate compared to the
other two models. However, in the proposed model, even when
a small number of particles was used, since particles were
generated only in rain space within the camera's field of view,
they were seemingly more than the actual number.
When we compare our result with two other method, the
visual results are obvious as shown in Fig. 6. Although all three
models have a fixed number of particles of 10,000, the
proposed model looked to render larger number of particles
than other models. This means that even with a small number
of particles, we can express a large number of particles.
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Fig. 6.

(a) The Proposed Model (b) Tariq‟s Model (c) Crues and Patow „s Model. Three Models have the Same Number of Particles.

there are a lot of changes in the camera, particles are still
generating in front of the camera. This improves the visual
quality of simulation.
Fig. 11 shows that the color and location of light source are
fixed, and the number of particles is different. The case of (a)
and (b), rendered particles are small, but it seems more than
actual number. In the case of (c), rendered particles are 10,500
and it gives a feeling that it is raining quite a bit. In (d), the
number of particles is the highest, 49500, and it shows that
seems like it is raining a lot.

Fig. 7. Graph of Frame Change according to Particle Number.

Tariq‟s model showed very stable performance in terms of
FPS even when we increase the number of particles. In
addition, a very realistic simulation result was obtained
because the glow effect of the light source was considered as
shown in Fig. 8(a). However, when the camera was
continuously moving, at some point, particles were disappeared
as shown in red circle Fig. 8(b).

(a) Before Camera Moving.

(b) After Camera Moving.

Fig. 8. Tariq‟s Rendering Results.

The algorithm proposed by Creus and Patow, on the other
hand, the FPS drops relatively in stable manner as the number
of particles increases. Although not shown in the graph in
Fig. 7, even when the number of particles was exceeded
10,500, real time performance was still maintained. However,
as shown in Fig. 9, there were empty space in the environment
where no rain was rendered when the camera is moving
around. In addition, particles are keep generating and collisions
are still checked even when the camera is not looking at, which
degrades the overall performance.
The proposed model in this paper, as shown in the graph of
Fig. 6, the FPS looks to drop higher than other two algorithms.
This was caused by heavy computation on updating the
position of constrained rain space, the frustum, the virtual
sphere, and the particle position.
However, as shown in Fig. 10, because our algorithm
makes the constrained rain space depend on the camera, even if

Fig. 9. Creus and Patow‟s Rendering Result.
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(a) Camera Zoom in.

(b) Camera Zoom Out.

(c) Camera Zoom Out More.

Fig. 10. Proposed Model Rendering Results as Camera Zoom In and Out.

(a) Number of Particles = 3000.

(b) Number of Particles = 10000.

(c) Number of Particles = 20000.

(b) Number of Particles = 40000.

Fig. 11. Rendering Results of Proposed Model according to the Number of Particles.

VI. FUTURE WORK

V. CONCLUSION
As seen in previous experiment chapter, the proposed
algorithm is somewhat inferior to other algorithms in terms of
performance. However, in other researches, when the camera
position is changing, the particle positions are rarely moving
along the camera. Therefore, a very large number of particles
are required and should be managed, thereby can waste the
computer hardware resources. This study, however, creates a
camera-dependent rain space that allows particles to be
rendered only where the camera is rendered. In addition, it is
possible to obtain the effect of making a large amount of rain
falling even with a small number of particles.

Some limitations remain in our method, though. Particle
system made with transform feedback is not intuitive to
manage individual particles. Compute shader or GPGPU such
as CUDA would provide much more flexibility in managing
GPU threads [14, 15].
Another limitation is the way of using rain streaks textures.
In our implementation, the textures did not choose according to
the particular angle of light and camera conditions, although
the texture database does have a lot of textures according to
such parameters. Instead, this study randomly assigned one
texture layer to one particle. Suggested algorithm ignored them
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because it turned out that it did not make a big different in
terms of visual quality, though physical accuracy may be
downgraded.
As future works, we have a plan to use GPGPU APIs to
solve the problem of particle system and heavy computation
[15, 16]. This allows us to take advantage of the flexibility of
the GPU and improve the performance. Also, particle systems
will be more intuitive and easier to manage. In addition, next
study will consider the angle of light and camera conditions
when chose the streak textures. We believe that rain simulation
will be more physically accurated, realistic and effeicent.
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Urban Environment Monitoring," aims to overcome these
challenges and limitations. Therefore, this research study aims
to design a standard architecture of WSN that provides a
generalized architecture to comply with the "4S for UEM"
requirements. The rationale behind arriving at a classic WSN
for various 4S-UEM applications is overcoming the
bottlenecks of the limitations of the suitability of one
application-specific architecture to another. Typically, the data
acquisition and analysis of many environmental parameters
that include: temperature, humidity, traffic density on the road,
vibration exerted on public infrastructure, pH-values in water,
and many more parameters which leads to building smart
control system for smart home, transportation, the safety of
building & bridges, and water quality management, etc. as an
actual application required for the smart city projects. Fig. 1
provides a snap-view of "4S-UEM" based applications and the
intrinsic requirement.
As seen in Fig. 1, the intelligent system based on the
architecture of the 4S-UEM requires four essential
characteristics to be met by the suitable design of the 4S-UEM,
and those characteristics are: {Lifetime, Accuracy, Coverage,
Reliability}. Another additional requirement apart from these
four is secure communication so that the realization of the 4SUEM applications becomes possible in a real-time context.
This paper proposes analytical modeling of the design of
secure transmission through 4S-UEM to ensure accurate,
reliable, and secure communication with optimal coverage.
Pollution Control

Keywords—Wireless sensor network (WSN); sensors; smart city
security; secure communication process

INTRODUCTION

Urban environment monitoring (UEM) is an essential
requirement for smart city projects [1] [2] [3] for various
control mechanism applications. All these applications require
a Smart Sensor Surveillance System abbreviated as '4S'. There
exist multiple technologies for setting up surveillance systems
for acquiring the data of importance. The analytics of these
data correlates with the environmental changes [4]. Such
technologies include surveillance camera systems and ambientbased monitoring technologies that suffer scalability,
reliability, and the efficient correlation among spatial-temporal
information [5]. The use of wireless sensor networks (WSN)
as: "4S for UEM," i e., "Smart Sensor Surveillance System for

Intelligent System

I.

Reliability
Disaster Management
Public Safety
Electricity Grid
Infrastructure Health
Water-Supply & Waste Water

Performance Metric

Abstract—Wireless Sensor Network has been increasingly
used for remote monitoring system and its adoption in increasing
exponentially for larger application too. However, there are
various challenges associated with both resource management
and security that roots up when the deployment scale goes
massive and distributed in order. The proposed system considers
a case study of smart city management where the problems
associated with data transmission and security has been
addressed. This is carried out using the provisioning of urban
environment monitoring system that is an essential system for
smart city projects to assure the citizens' better-quality wellbeing. The scalable and effective urban environment monitoring
system requires a seamless transmission of the data from the
sensor nodes to the analytics engine. The existing architectures
are more designed to suit very specifically the use-cases. As a
contribution, the proposed system introduces a cost-effective
architecture for environmental monitoring in urban zones of
smart city named as a Smart Sensor Surveillance System (4SUEM). The core idea of the proposed system is to offer a balance
between resource efficiency and resilience secure communication
in large scale deployment of WSN considering smart city as
deployment and assessment area. The proposed system makes
use of urban geographical clustering process in order to develop
an organized structure of sensor nodes. Different from any
existing studies, the proposed system introduces data analytical
engine followed by secure routing using gateway. The design of
the proposed system is carried out using layered architecture of
the communication model targeting towards a cost-effective,
energy optimal, and secure data transmission to the analytics
engine.

Coverage

Accuracy

Transportation

Lifetime

Smart Sensor Surveillance System for Urban Environment
Monitoring (4S-UEM)
Fig. 1. 4S-UEM based Applications.
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II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Data Analytic Engine

This section describes various related work of design and
development of the WSN based applications for assessing the
methodological briefing of existing urban environment
monitoring system (UEMS). The scope of the discussion is
only limited to various resource optimization scheme which are
considered as best scheme for resource management. It is
because if the resource management is enhanced, eventually
security scheme will be positively affected. The typical
challenge in the UEMS faced is the issue of the optimal
deployment of the sensor nodes that ensure maximum coverage
and another is the secure communication. To provide a
connecting link for transmission, a network of wireless sensor
nodes is formed where a hierarchy of nodes as hop nodes, local
and global sink nodes are the integral part of the WSN as static
or dynamic WSN [6] depending upon the mobility of nodes
and application requirements.
It is essential to consider a better network performance
while designing the network deployment strategy with optimal
coverage and connectivity [7]. The problem of the optimal
coverage is formulated either as a greedy algorithm [8] or an
integer optimization problem [9], which resembles the
localization or placement problem of the facilities [10]. The
sensor nodes' optimal numbers are computed using various
methods like disk model, sector model, and geometry pattern
model [11]. Whereas if the localization is known, then the
problem of the optimal deployment in the Urban area of
monitoring and deployment of WSN prefer an integer
programming where popular method like i) divide-andconquer, ii) simulated annealing, and iii) Genetic Algorithm,
but these methods pose additional overhead of time complexity
[12]. Irrespective of these methods, there exist some unique
challenges for the deployment of the WSN for UEMS. Another
important observation is that in most of the deployment, the
base station's position is always fixed, which does not provide
an optimal network performance [13].
There is no doubt that there are many research work being
carried out towards secure routing in WSN with evolution of
different methodologies and techniques. The existing methods
are found to offer highly specific issue addressing scheme
overlooking different challenges associated with the addressed
issues. For an example, secure scheme cannot be only
addressed using encryption but it equally demands resource
management. Existing studies witness few direction of work
aim like this integrated issue. Hence, the prominent research
gap explored is that there are few studies which have linked
practical energy retention with cost effective secure data
aggregation in WSN considering challenging distributed and
large scale area.
III. SYSTEM MODEL FOR UEM
To monitor the urban environment, changes concerning
temperature (T), pollution (CO2), and environmental
parameters are significant for the meteorological department.
The applications ranging from dairy farm monitoring to traffic
management can be built on a generalized architecture: 4SUEM, as in Fig. 2.

Local Gateway
Sensor Node
Local Gateway

Fig. 2. Generalized Architecture 4S-UEM.

A. Sensor Node and Data Analytics Engine Deployment
An essential parameter in this part of implementation is
basically number of sensors and simulation area. Introducing a
data analytic engine is another contribution of proposed system
which processes and analyzes the aggregated data unlike any
existing clustering approach. The sensor nodes (Sn) are
uniformly randomly distributed across a geographical area (A=
L x L) of deployment in the region to monitor urban locality.
An explicit algorithm-1 ensures the optimal coverage and
connectivity while deploying the sensor nodes (Sn), local
gateway (Lg), and data analytics engine (DaE) as intrinsic units
of 4S-UEM. The Sn's deployment is modeled as a graph: G(V),
where V is the vertex or a point that represents a Sensor node
Sn.
Algorithm-1: Intrinsic unit deployment of 4S-UEM
Input: n, L,DaE
Output: G(V)
Process:
Start
for Snk n
[Sn.x,Sn.y]frand(n) x L
G(V1)f([Sn.x,Sn.y])
Initialize, {DaE.x, DaE.y}
G(V2)f({DaE.x, DaE.y})
G(V)G(V1) G(V2)
End
The WSN typically consists of 'n' number of sensor nodes
(Sn) so that any sensor node ('Sn')k n, s.t
n, where n ℕ
as a positive integer.
The model takes 'n' and
'L'andDaEasindependent variablesto get G(V) as the dependent
variable, i.e., G(V)f(n,L,DaE). The adjustment of
connectivity and coverage of Sn and DaE for optimization
takes place with variations in its localization coordinates of Sn
and DaEas([Sn.x,Sn.y])and {DaE.x, DaE.y} respectively. The
normalization of a logical layer of the architecture of the 4SUEM is as in the Fig. 3, while the model imitates the process of
deployment.
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number of urban clustering, which is taken as a set: nC = {m2},
where m a positive integer number. The nC is finally decided
based onthenode with energy and a probabilistic approach,
where the boundary constraint ⃗ . To compute Bc, initially, the
difference of number of local gateways (nLg) and nCas ⃗ Is
computed as in equation 1.
⃗

Fig. 3. Normalized Model Imitation for G(V) Containing Sensor Node and
Data Analytics Engine.

B. Urban Geographical Clustering
In the smart city projects, the 4S-UEM synchronizes with
the many sensor nodes deployed across the city or urban region
by introducing an algorithm for Urban Geographical Clustering
(UGC) to meet layer-wise communication that distance of
communication is reduced. The prominent parameter of this
part of implementation is local gateway which is responsible
for performing translation services. The very basic requirement
of UGC is to select a randomized local gateway (Lg) such that
Lg {Sn}. A probabilistic approach considering the node's
energy and the boundary conflict to avoid overlapping of
spatial data overload is considered for the designing of UGC
and selection of Lg. A straightforward process for the UGC is
as in the algorithm 2. This approach establishes the
communication between the lower layer of the sensor nodes or
actuator with the local gateway.
Algorithm-2: Urban Clustering for 4S-UEM
Input:G(V)
Output:Cid, Lg
Process:
Start
Initialize, nC{m2}, where m
⃗
|
|
⃗
[Vmin, Id]
⃗ fbound(id, L)
nCId2
= 1 to nC with step 1
freshape( ,
.
)
for membership of Sn into an urban-Cluster
if
(Sn)i.x ≥ ⃗ i^ (Sn)i.x< ⃗ i+1 ^ (Sn)i.y
(Sn)i.y< ⃗ i+1
update: Cid for Sn
end
visualize the urban clustering
Call algorithm for selection of Lg
Update: Lg in each communication cycle
End

|



|



Then, the index (Id) and minimum value (Vmin) from ⃗
along with area component L goes to an explicit function to
define the boundary as ⃗ , which is a linearly spaced vector of
L into Id+1 component, and the nC assigns as Id2.Further, a
series as 1 to nC reshaped to the number of row and number
of columns as
, say if nC = 16, then the is as below:
[

]





To get the membership of Sn into a specific urban
cluster, the localization of each (Sn)i n is taken as basic
parameters to define its class membership with the respective
urban cluster based on the condition with the boundary
constraints ⃗ as in equation 3.
 ⃗  ⃗  ⃗  ⃗ 
The corresponding identity to all the Sn is designated as
cluster-id (Cid), with a potential of equal probability to be a
Lg, and in this way, the urban clustering of all sensor nodes
takes place, as seen in Fig. 4.
Section C describes the procedure for Lg selection along
with the secure routing process as in Algorithm 3.
C. Secure Routing through Selected Local Gateway to the
DaEin 4S-UEM
The very objective of the optimality of the architecture of
the 4S-UEM is to meet the energy balance of the nodes as well
as the network with the consideration of the optimal routing in
the least consumption of energy as well the mitigation capacity
for the data integrity against any kind of attacks which ensure
the reliability of the data delivery for the analytics engine to
provide the correct analysis on the real-time basis.

≥

⃗

i

^

The very basic assumption made while designing the
architecture of 4S-UEM is that the number of local gateways
(Lg) is as equal to the number of zones in the city or urban
geographical region under monitoring i.e. Lg = nC, where nC =

Fig. 4. Membership to each Sensor Node of 4S-UEM into an Urban Cluster.
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Algorithm-3: Local Gateway selection in the Cluster of 4SUEMand Secure Routing
Input:nC
Output:Lg
Process:
Start
Initialize the values of each in set:
P: {Pl, cPl, Etx, ERx, Efs, Eamp, Ea,}
Setup process:
Initialize Pn
Po Rn1 x Pn
PkcRn2 x Pn
Generation of CG
[CG1, CG2]farbitary (Pn, ID)
Lg Selection process:
Initialize Sn P(Sn | Lg  p %)
Update: Sn with energy in each communication cycle
ASn( nSn – nDSn)
LgG(ASn) based on Th
Th
( )

Call data authentication process (Algorithm -4)
Transfer the packets after integrity authentication to DaE
End
The system models take a set of parameters as independent
variables, P={Pl, cPl, Etx, ERx, Efs, Eamp, Ea,}, where: Pl =
size of the data packet , cPl = size of the control packet, Etx
and ERx are energy required for transmission and receiving
respectively. Here Efs and Eamp are the respective
amplification energy in case of free space communication or
dense network deployment, whichever is the case. In many of
the current work, it is found that, while designing the
architecture of the communication over wireless sensor
network, only a basic first radio model is considered with the
transmission and amplification energy into consideration [14].
Whereas the system model of 4S-UEMalso considers the
energy required for the data to be aggregated or fused at the
respective Lg ∈ uC(urban cluster) in the set of P, the
performance resembles to the real-time constraints or context.
The characteristic of the sensor nodes (Sn) is a low capacity
of computation and memory; thus, a lightweight security
mechanism is proposed in the architecture of the 4S-UEM for
the data authentication process in line with customized
elliptical curve cryptography (ECC), while layer-wise
communication. The first stage of this procedure is the setup
stages as below:
 Setup process: In this process, the prominent parameter
is a prime number (Pn) initiates to get the value of a
primal Po as a product of a random number (Rn1) and
the Pn and a public key center (Pkc) as Rn2 x Pn,
where Rn2 is another random number. An explicit
function:farbitary()is designed to take the Pnand the ID
as an input argument to get the cyclic group. This
operation's very basic function is to produce two cyclic
groups (CG): {G1 , G2} with a single element Pn such
that it produces a set of the invertible values with a
single binary operation of property associative. The

second stage of the system is the selection process of
the Lg.
 Local Gateway Selection Process:IntheLg section's
typical process, the Sn's energy plays a predominant
role. The model validations occur with the varying
probability of being Lg such that for Sn having P(Sn
| Lg  p %). Further, the cluster-id (uCId) for uC
and the Sn whose energy(E) < 0 is marked as a node as
fault or dead node ID as (DSn) and the total number of
such dead nodes = nDSn = ∑DSn. Therefore, the
sensor nodes Sn in each cycle of communications to be
considered as the nodes with some energy as (ASn) =
nSn – nDSn is only considered to be set of the eligible
Lg: Lg: {ASn}. The selection of the Lg from the set
of {ASn} takes place based on a threshold node (Th) as
in equation (4):
( )







If the Th < a random number between '0' and '1', the Sn
ASn is treated as Lg from a group of G(Sn). In the equation 4,
p = probability % of the ASn to be Lg, Cc = current
communication iteration, G(Sn) =
Sn ASn that has not
been chosen as Lg in the last (1/p) communication iteration.
This threshold (Th) is considered in the state of artwork for
hierarchical communication LEACH and its variance [15][16].
Unlike any another traditional approach, the rest of the Sn
receives the broadcasted cPl and decides to be part of this Lg
based on the energy-based signal strength. The communication
process further in the 4S-UEM communication process goes
for the data authentication, aggregation then transmission to the
DaE as described into the algorithm -4. Fig. 5 illustrates the
current stage as Sn, DaE, and urban clustering and selection of
the Lg.
It is essential to integrate a data-authentication process in
communication to ensure the correctness of the data reaching
the DaE, so that correct analysis of the data of the
environments records provides accurate input or instructions to
the control systems. However, the trade-off here is to handle
the timely delivery in optimal energy way as the sensor data
collected from the various uC takes some amount of energy
that influence the overall network lifetime.

Fig. 5. Selection of Local Gateway (Lg) in the Urban Cluster(uC) of 4SUEM Architecture.
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The unique characteristics of the proposed communication
process in the layer-wise approach of data from the individual
sensors to the respective Lg and the aggregated or fused data
transmission to the DaE in the optimal energy way even if the
data gets authenticated by a very lightweight hashing
mechanism of data integrity check within the sleep schedule
cycle of the Sn, Lg, and DaE to avoid any kind of the collision,
which is our future research direction to design an optimal treebased routing for the channel resource allocation, which is
beyond the scope of this stage of the architecture design. The
details of the algorithm-4 are as below:
Algorithm-4: Data authentication, Aggregation, and
transmission to the DaE as 4S-UEMSecure Routing procedure
Input:nC
Output:Lg
Process:
Start
Initialize, Id of Lg, and Id of ASn
ASn uC, record messages as dP
qfhash-1( Id-ASn, Pn)
[q, Pk] fkeygen(Id-ASn, Rn1 )
Initialize, Signing operation
Generate a Rn3
P1 = Rn3 x Pn
q1fhash-2( P1, Id-ASN, dP)
u1∑
Update: Signature
Sig {P1,u1,Id-ASn, dP}
sAm∑ mT x ∑ u1
CG Lg: mark Lg  1 based on Th
Aggregation Verification:
Call SPR
End

For ASn uC, the respective data packet (dP) depends
upon the application used in a signing process. An explicit
function fkg( ) takes the Id of ASn and Rn1 as used while
creating the cyclic group in algorithm 3. The process of
message authentication uses hashing algorithm in the key
generation based on Id of ASn and Rn1, where fhash-1( IdASn)  q, where q = Pn x Id-ASn, which finally provides
corresponding private key (Pk) for ASn using Pk = Rn1 x
qusing an explicit function fkeygen( ). The next operation is the
Signing operation, which takes {Id-ASn, dP, Pn, Pk}.
Initially, a random number Rn3 is generated in the signing
process, which gives a first P1 as P1 = Rn3 x Pn, which passes
into fhash-2( ), along with Id-ASN and dP, which gives a new
hash value q1 as q1 = dP x Id-ASn x P1. Another, primal u1 is
computed as in equation 5.




Finally, the signature set includes {P1, u1, Id-ASn, dP} and
each intermediate computation stores in message-term (mT) as
u1 x Pkc, where Pkc comes from algorithm 3. Finally, ∑ mT x
∑ u1 assigns as a signature for aggregate messages at Lg
(sAm).
The cyclic group values of for
Lg which do not
participate in the selection, and the flag is set to zero for all Lg,
and the process continues with the comparison of a random
number between 0-1 and the Th as in equation 4. Finally, the
aggregation verification occurs, and the system calls for the
shortest path routing either from Lg to DaE or as inter Lg
routing. Fig. 6 illustrates the data transmission process of the
proposed 4S-UEM.

In this process, the Id of Lg gets initialized, and for each
uC, Initially, the Id of Sn respective Lg is used for finding
the ASn, and further, ∑(ASn) participates in transmitting their
data to the Lg for the aggregation process of the data packets.
The secure aggregation process includes Lg selection, Sn data
generation, signature verification, and routing simultaneously.

∑

Fig. 6. The Transmission Process of Messages from uC through Lg to DaE
of 4S-UEM.



Fig. 6 clearly illustrates two layers of data transmission as
proposed in 4S-UEM. The first layer of transmission takes
place between sensor nodes (Sn) to the Local gateway (Lg) and
the second layer of transmission takes place between the Lg to
the data analytics engine (DaE). In Section 4, observations of
energy variation and the network life are described to
understand the model's behavior while imitating in a sequential
numerical computation platform.
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
There are two scenarios to validate the model, and these
scenarios are 1) Traditional [6]-[13] and proposed approach of
data communication without the data aggregation process and
2) Traditional and proposed approach of data communication
with data aggregation process. Fig. 7 to 11 represents the
graphical representation of numerical outcomes in Tables I to
V with an intention towards assessing scalability. The
outcomes are represented in the form of energy parameters on
y-axis with increasing number of sensors to represents the
influence of performance parameters. The outcome shows
proposed system with better energy compared to existing
approach.
TABLE I.
No.of Nodes/ M
100
200
300
400
500

FIRST NODE DEATH AT NUMBER OF URBAN CLUSTERS = 4
M1
245
259
269
260
284

M2
204
242
245
221
218

M3
264
311
320
316
327

M4
274
313
301
293
313
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Fig. 9. First Node Death at Number of Urban Clusters = 16.

Fig. 7. First Node Death at Several Urban Clusters = 4.
TABLE II.

FIRST NODE DEATH AT NUMBER OF URBAN CLUSTERS = 9

No.of Nodes/
M

M1

M2

M3

M4

100
200
300
400
500

106
240
250
262
261

123
119
142
151
142

117
259
289
309
312

170
225
224
203
209

TABLE IV.
No.of Nodes/
M

M1

M2

M3

M4

100
200
300
400

80
103
85
167

39
99
110
118

80
82
150
228

82
69
107
100

500

210

110

246

104

Fig. 10. First Node Death at Number of Urban Clusters = 25.

Fig. 8. First Node Death at Number of Urban Clusters = 9.
TABLE III.

FIRST NODE DEATH AT NUMBER OF URBAN CLUSTERS = 16

FIRST NODE DEATH AT NUMBER OF URBAN CLUSTERS = 25

TABLE V.

FIRST NODE DEATH AT NUMBER OF URBAN CLUSTERS = 36

No.of Nodes/
M

M1

M2

M3

M4

No.of Nodes/
M

M1

M2

M3

M4

100
200
300
400
500

81
131
210
237
249

39
99
110
118
110

86
190
242
272
285

60
108
137
145
149

100
200
300
400
500

79
80
86
144
178

23
35
52
37
60

80
83
88
131
156

29
44
59
73
72
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[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

Fig. 11. First Node Death at Several Urban Clusters = 36.
[8]

V. CONCLUSION
The unified architecture proposed in this paper is named
4S-UEM, keeping in mind that to deploy a smart monitoring
system for the urban environment monitoring purpose, the
entire region of the urban zone is divided into the urban
clusters where a local gateway is chosen smartly and
intelligently. The local gateway collects the data and sends the
data either directly or through inter-local gateway routing with
the data verification provisioning. The important findings of
this paper are i) proposed system offers approximately 47-58%
of energy conservation over a large network of smart city,
ii) The clustering model suits well with the public key
encryption mechanism implemented unlike any existing
methods, iii) the study offers no iterative scheme towards
optimizing resources and hence it is highly cost effective. The
4S-UEM model provides a consistent result in terms of the
network lifetime with a varying number of node density and
the cluster. This work's future direction is to evolve a routing
model so that priority-based routing takes place with further
energy optimization during the channel allocation and
avoidance of the collision of the packets utilizing optimal time
slot scheduling of the radio.
[1]

[2]

[3]
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Abstract—In this era of digital and competitive market, every
business entity is trying to adopt a digital marketing strategy to
get global business benefits. To get such competitive advantages,
it is necessary for E-commerce business organizations to
understand the feelings, thinking and seasons of their customers
regarding their products and services. The major objective of
this study is to investigate customers’ buying behavior and
consumer behavior to enable the customer to evaluate an online
available product in various perspectives like variety,
convenience, trust and time. It performs data analysis on the Ecommerce customer data which is collected through intelligent
agents (automated scripts) or web scrapping techniques to enable
the customers to quickly understand the product in given
perspectives through other customers’ opinion at a glance. This is
qualitative and quantitative e-commerce content analysis in using
various methods like data crawling, manual annotation, text
processing, feature engineering and text classification. We have
employed got manually annotated data from e-commerce experts
and employed BOW and N-Gram techniques for Feature
Engineering and KNN, Naïve Bays and VSM classifiers with
different features extraction combinations are applied to get
better results. This study also incorporates data mining and data
analytics results evaluation and validation techniques like
precision, recall and F1-score.
Keywords—Customer comments;
mining; machine learning
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behavior

mining;

data

INTRODUCTION

A. Motivation
This study emphasis on need to develop some mechanism
which ensures to get advantages form E-commerce users’
generated data. A general approach reveals that to get opinion
of other people before buying any product is common in online
and offline shopping. But in this digital era, each customer has
hundred or sometimes thousands of people readily available to
provide valuable opinion and largely effect the decisionmaking process of new customers. Each customer looks for
best product in lowest possible price. Actually, each customer
tries to find the best commodity within his/her financial range
along with surety of the justifiable quality attributes. Therefore,
it is a normal practice to get neutral and genuine opinion of
general public that is not generated by selling organization also
not tempered by anyone else [1][2][3].
B. Consumer
A customer is an entity or person having an ability or will
to buy the products and offered ventures available for purchase

by advertising organization so that it may fulfil needs or want
of an individual, family or a particular group of similar
interests. A famous definition of consumer done by Mahatma
Gandhi says, “A consumer is the most important visitor on our
premises. He is not dependent on us. We are dependent on him.
He is not an outsider to our business. He is part of it. We are
not doing him a fulfil by serving him. He is doing us a fulfil by
giving us an opportunity to do so” [4][5].
C. Consumer Behavior
Consumer behavior is characterized as “psychological,
physical and social acts of potential clients as they have made
their minds to access, assess, purchase and inform others about
any item and its attributes”. Consumer behavior is the study of
single buyer, a group or organization about their course of
selection, buying, utilization and disposing of commodities,
services, ideas or experiences to satisfy his/her needs and also
impacts of such process on the consumers and whole society.
Consumer behavior varies from individual to the groups (like
class students in school or college wear same
uniform/dressing) and from group to firms (various groups at
same place working together horizontally and vertically and
decides collectively whether a product must be user by the firm
or not) [6][7]. The customer opinion is often very important for
advertising agency/marketer because it influences the market
position as well as consumption of the product. Consumer
behavior involves services and ideas as well as tangible
products.
D. Internet Marketing
Internet marketing is utilization of internet as a medium to
assess the showcasing and potential sale of merchandise. It has
been proved highly beneficial by apply standard fundamental
promotion systems on e-commerce applications [8]. Contrary
to physical business strategies, online promotion and
advertisement strategies have been proved far better with little
hazards comparatively. Web showcasing process not only
convenient for business community it also supports green
solutions across the globe [9].
E. Purchase Decision
Buying decisions are defined as: "Several stages carried out
by consumers before making a purchase decision on a product"
[10]. According to the [11] buying behavior means activities of
an individual who is involved in exchange of money for goods
or services and also it involves some decision-making process
to determine those activities. Consumer’s decisions in buying a
product involves physical and mental activities. The former
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refers to the direct activities for decisions making process
while later involves assessment of product using some
particular criteria.
F. Data Mining and E-commerce
It is a substantial undertaking to build a system which take
advantages from mined knowledge. Studies revealed that some
applications of data mining techniques on e-commerce data is
comparatively less challenging as compared to other sort of
data. For example, we can develop data mining system in Ecommerce with much convenience rather than translating and
correcting the data to make it suitable for data mining purpose.
As data set is not collected manually or by survey but accessed
electronically so it comparatively less noisy or sometimes
contains no noise. Moreover, data set contains variety of vast
and varied information as shown in “Fig. 1” [12] 1[3].
It has been analyzed that public information over Ecommerce platforms play a vital role in success of regression
models due to justifiable quantity of varied information.
Therefore, E-commerce platforms provide very useful data and
its inferences to produce a platform that is trustworthy for Ecommerce customers [14]. They have discussed various
applications of clustering and fuzzy set theory to determine
issues in E-commerce platform through data mining
application.
G. Consumer Behavior Mining
Consumer behavior mining is deals with web content
mining which is concerned with valuable information
extraction regarding users/customers opinion. Consumer
behavior mining is almost a new subject in field of data mining
as part of web mining and growth of E-commerce business has
accelerated its growth significantly across the E-commerce
applications, blogs and forums [15][16]. Consumer behavior
towards online shopping instead of physical visiting markets
and shops has been changed due to growth and profitability of
E-commerce business. So along with online shopping habits,
many people also prefer to get knowledge about public opinion
regarding a particular merchandise before placing online order.

Fig. 1. Social Commerce as Sub Set of E-commerce and Social Media.

Consumer behavior is highly affected by public opinion but
at same time availability of desired, accurate and quick
information is a problem. Finding thousands of reviews
regarding a product is not a big problem but finding summary
of user opinion which is true reflection of customers’ thought is
a still a challenge across the E-commerce platforms [15].
Consumer opinion mining is not only useful at consumer end
but also useful for manufacturing and advertisement companies
the former get support about decision of transaction while the
later are able to use opinions as customer feedback to improve
their product accordingly while advertising agencies can easily
find about individual customer opinion and post advertisements
on his/her pages according to his/her choice [16].
H. Research Problem
Research objective is to identify the Consumer Behavior
relevant elements related data in online E-commerce platforms.
Validate Consumer Behavior relevant elements’ related data
with respect to customer opinions. To identity suitable text
preprocessing techniques and selection of most relevant
features for each Consumer Behavior relevant element.
Develop a supervised machine learning based system which
extract, classify into major predefined categories and preserve
Consumer Behavior related knowledge in order to make this
knowledge extensive, versatile, verified, easy to use and up to
date.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
A. Consumer Behavior
Customer experience is very important for every business
organization where numerous products and vendors/brands are
available. Customer experience optimizes and improves the
online shopping experience of people which has been
extensively increase after outbreak of pandemic Coid-19 across
the world [18]. E-commerce companies and organization has
experienced business prosperity due to increase in online
demand of merchandise. Each business organization is string
hard to improve their marketing by better understanding of
customers’ needs and priorities through analyzing customer
buying behaviors[19][20]. Each organization trying its level
best to retain their customers by offering the best shopping
choices so that customers do not switch brands and shopping
platforms. Organizations are also focusing to identify their
potential customers segments by tracking their priorities,
selections and expectations regarding products over the time
[12]. It is necessary for business organizations to track, collect
and organize consumer behavior possible data to develop
business and analysis insight to take appropriate actions [13].
Recent studies revealed that enormous research has been
conducted and a lot much more is underway to understand
consumer behavior or to understand changes in customer
activities over the time. Analysis of customer behavior is now
an integral part of customer relations management strategies
[17]. Data mining methods, tools and techniques are being
incorporated to discover useful patterns using large amount of
data collected by organizations. There is a variety of data
mining models like clustering, association, classification,
forecasting, regression, sequence discovery, visualization and
machine learning models for data mining models like
association rule mining, Logistic Regression, K-nearest
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neighbor, Neural Networks, Decision Trees, etc. E-commerce
and other business organizations are collecting massive amount
of data on daily basis in form of sale purchase transactions,
customers profiles, cart management and product search data
[21]. Such large data owner organizations are keen to unleash
the potential behind this data and are also interested in mining
the association among different data segments as shown in
“Fig. 2”. These organization have firm believe that proper
analysis of this large customer data can yield useful knowledge
to get insight about consumer behavior [15]. They have
proposed a customer segmentation system to discover and
analyze frequent items searched by customers and their change
over time. Authors employed association rule mining to
discover useful and meaningful data patterns using database
containing customers transactions records [22]. They also
devised a strategy to automatically detect changes using
customer profile and sales data of a particular period. The
authors also proposed three types of changes in customer
behavior: Unexpected Changes, Emerging Changes and
Add/Perished Rule [19].
B. Consumer Behavior Mining
Big data technologies and their implementations are
becoming cause of an immensely increasing information
nowadays. Banking and insurance sector is seeking benefits of
big data analytics and data mining to detect defaults and
potential risks. In [23], the authors collected 22745 data
samples and 14 attributes from Turkish Statistical Institution.
This targeted to find the selection of best algorithm for
classification to identify risk because of personal
characteristics [24]. They incorporated and evaluated the
several classification algorithms like Naïve Bayes, J48,
Logistic Regression, Random Forest and Multilayer Perceptron
were selected and their accuracies were evaluated using several
evaluation techniques like Precision, Recall Roc Curve, etc.
and most of them were found suitable to deal such type of data.
Weka, a renown data mining tools was used to perform
experimental methodologies as shown in “Fig. 3”. Data mining
is extensively being used in field of medicines to predict
various diseases using patient medical records especially
detection and prevention of Diabetes Mellitus as it has
deteriorated human, social and economic fabrics due its
boosting penetration in all societies across the globe. traditional
data mining techniques have been integrated with clinical
research to advertise adverse effects of various diseases like
Diabetes Mellitus, cancer and other diseases. These researches
generally incorporate plain combinations or single classifiers.
There are many comprehensive efforts are conducted to
enhance the accuracy of systems with combination of multiple
classifiers. [25][26] classified the diabetes mellitus in
individual patients by using a set of risk factors and applied
Bagging techniques of natural language processing with
Adaboost, Decision Tree as a baseline experiment. The
experiment was carried with Canadian Primary Care Sentinel
Surveillance and three different adult teams. The Adaboost
outperformed the bagging techniques an individual Decision
Tree J48. Anarkali [27] have enlisted number of data mining
application fields which are popular in recent times.
Knowledge Driven Databases (KDD) and data mining are
being employed in numerous fields to collect and analysis large
chunks of information.

Fig. 2. Social Commerce as Sub Set of E-commerce and Social Media.

Information
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Web Mining

Web Usage
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Web Content
Mining

Information
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Opinion
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Structure
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Fig. 3. Information Retrieval using Web Mining.

Integration of big data techniques in E-commerce web
applications has also make it easier to collect structured, wide
and large volumes of data regarding internal business process,
marketing, supplier, venders and shipment. Therefore, big data
analytics has open new avenues of opportunities for business
companies related to E-commerce [28]. [29] presents many
clustering, association and prediction techniques which are
highly useful for E-commerce business. Sales forecasting,
customer relationship management, customer retention
management and basket analysis are common data mining
models in E-commerce business. Major objective of this study
is to review, implement and evaluate classification data mining
techniques on user comments to classify them into different
categories to assist online customer in decision making
process.
C. Perceived Benefits
There are numerous benefits of internet shopping or online
shopping but it there are also some risks involved which affect
the consumer behavior towards online shopping [10]. The
perceived benefits related to consumer satisfaction and belief
that online shopping offers following benefits as compared to
combinational shopping.
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Convenience: Internet has made our life easier due to
easy and quick access to the large number of desired products
within seconds so we can buy almost everything with
convenience. Seiders, Berry and Gresham (2000) says that
convenience offers four benefits in buying process: search,
access, possession and transaction as convenience is frontline
attribute of online shopping which incites the consumer to go
for online shopping. Furthermore, it is major predictor which
prompts the consumer to go for online shopping. It also
creates online buying willingness among customers. In online
shopping, consumer does not need to leave his home/job or
business and visit market personally for buying anything and
consumer is not bound to keep cash in pocket for shopping for
24 hours [30].
Trust: Online shopping is characterized by time saving
in terms of travelling to shops and then selection by visiting
shops one by one. Therefore, online shopping saves time of
customer but this statement does not stand true all the times
due to late shipment of product. Generally, delivery time is
often mentioned with the order and online customer confirms
the order after verification of product delivery time [30].
Time: The time as perception of consumer that the
vendor or seller will provide the best commodity in terms of
price, quality, utilization and satisfactions. Most of people
lack of trust in online shopping due to cheating and
misconduct of e-commerce sellers. As there is lack of Ecommerce cybercrime and needful legislation therefore it is
sole responsibility of the seller to establish an environment of
trust among people. Uncertainty in customers regarding reality
of online shopping is one of the major obstacles in success of
online business [30].
Trust: Online shopping is characterized by time saving
in terms of travelling to shops and then selection by visiting
shops one by one. Therefore, online shopping saves time of
customer but this statement does not stand true all the times
due to late shipment of product. Generally, delivery time is
often mentioned with the order and online customer confirms
the order after verification of product delivery time. But
sometimes, due to disaster, natural calamity, power break
down, strikes or transportation issues order does not arrive on
time. Late delivery of product harms to trust of customer so
timely arrival of product boost up customer confidence.
Therefore there is strong relationship between time and online
shopping but there must be some more attributes to better
understand this relationship [30].
III. METHODOLOGY
This research aims to develop an E-commerce customer
comments knowledge classification system based on consumer
behavior attributes (listed as Convenience, Variety, Time and
Trust), which depends upon tasks to be customers’ comments
given under any product on any E-commerce platform. We
have targeted the social E-commerce platforms of online
shopping to acquire data set where versatile people post variety
of comments and answer each other’s comments. One cannot
only easily find type of his comments and discussion activity

by using scrolling on web applications. By using proposed
classification system, one can find the consumer behavior
(Convenience, Variety, Time and Trust) relevant data and its
overall status. Moreover, proposed system is not confine to
classify all consumer behavior related comments, rather it is
also ready to perform classification of other e-commerce
customer comments under the umbrella of other classes or
categories.
This study strives to build up an E-commerce customer
comment data classification/categorization framework which
heavily rely on the customer behavior attributes (listed as
Convenience, Variety, Time and Trust). The propose system is
developed by incorporating data mining and supervised
machine learning text classification methods. This study
employs various kinds of machine learning models like K
Nearest Neighbor, Support Vector Machine, Naïve Bays,
Character Based BOW and N-Gram on the state-of-the-art
available data set.
A. Dataset Collection
First of all, data set is collected from E-commerce
platforms using web agents or automated scripts by apply X
query scripts using XML X paths. It requires up to mark
professional expertise to extract exactly required and
contextual data from large data dumps. E-commerce platforms
contains
large
quantity
of
consumer
behavior
knowledge/comments and it can be utilized for consumer
behavior mining (reference). Data set regarding consumer
reviews about products which ranges across period from 2018
to 2020 contains almost thousands of comments about single
product. But as per research requirement only 2000 total and
500 posts of each activity were included in the experiment.
B. Manual Annotation
E-commerce platforms or knowledge sharing communities
and forums provide platform to fresh, experienced and
professional online buyers/people to share their knowledge
with people of their domain across the world and round the
clock without any barrier of distance, language and level of
expertise. All the members of an E-commerce platform cannot
tag their post/comment with a specific category according to
the chart mentioned above. If they do so then it will help the
people to easily identify each comment under the umbrella of
consumer behavior. By doing so, classification of each new
comment will be started and data search and segregation will
become easy for people who want to learn about opinions of
other customers who have already utilized the product from the
same platform. To visualize the comments data and better
understanding of data set, it is categorized into 4 major
categories and each category contain associated attributes
related to consumer behavior. Every comment in selected data
set is manually annotated and verified by E-commerce experts.
C. Attributes Associated with Each Class
Convenience: Convenience, Best, Appropriate, Easy,
Great, Perfect, Useful, Functionality, Effective, Desire.
Variety: Variety, Forever, Compatible, Collection,
Intended, Different, Diversity, Pack 3-1, Specific, Warranty.
Time: Recommend, Comfortable, Reliable, Excellent,
Complains, Described, Quality, Satisfaction, Honest.
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Trust: Time, Period, Delivered, Received, Pair, Come
up with, Duration, Deal, Successfully.
D. Text Preprocessing
Customer comments classification process is actually
started with data collection from E-commerce platform and
then the most important function of data mining is performed
that is called preprocessing of data. Data preprocessing is
important because machine learning models are very sensitive
to the features in each document. So pure and more relevant
feature can be extracted by feeding the data set to some
programming application. Before providing data to machine
learning models, it is preprocessed and in case if data set is
obtained from social media or E-commerce platform then it
contains useless and noisy data which is mandatory to remove
to get good results from machine learning classification
models. This noisy data includes hashtags, symbols, domain
terminologies, trends, smilies, web link, social media
promotions, etc. so such noisy material is mandatory to remove
to make the training data set clean. Preprocessing of Ecommerce data set that has been manually annotated is made
free form punctuations, semicolons, quotes, notations and the
above said useless elements of language [31][32].
Tokenization: Tokenization process splits the data set
text into the single elements or tokens by using a specify
delimiter like space as shown in Table I. In this study we have
used space in words as delimiter. As a text document is
composed of linguistics elements and structures called as
sentences and each sentence is further made up of
grammatical units which are separated from each using space,
full stop, hyphen, comma, slash. etc. Tokenization is first step
in text preprocessing in which grammatical unit is converted
into the tokens using some delimiter and output of this process
is tokenized document [33].
Stop words removal: Stop words removal is next step
to the tokenization. When all the text data set has been
converted into individual tokens then unimportant words are
removed because in a text data set, all the words are not
important with respect to the document or class context. There
are numerous words in the input text document which are less
or least informative for the machine learning model [34].
Many words occurs multiple times in the document and such
repeating words are also included in the noisy data. These less
informative and repeating word are call stop words. Stop
words removal is an important step in text preprocessing
because stop words affect the features set extraction and
ultimately efficiency of machine learning model.
As mentioned above, stop words gives little meaning of a
word or context and are not helpful to the machine learning
models. Stop words removal reduces the data set volume by
removing useless or less important token or elements.
Ultimately it reduces the computations coat and time. This
technique is simple in use and helpful in increasing
classification accuracy. Example of these words are ‘The’, ‘is’,
‘also’ etc which are frequently used in textual data. We remove
all stop words in English language by using standard list of
stop-words.

Identification of hash tags: Hash tags are also part and
parcel of social media and E-commerce comments data set.
Hash tags are commonly known a trends and it has specialty
that it is stated with special symbol and it does not contains
any kind of separator like space, comma or full stop. Hash
tags are not dictionary words and also do not have any
particular meaning so it is a good approach to remove Hash
Tags to get useful and meaningful words which are easily
recognized by dictionary or Word Net in Natural Language
Processing.
Spell checking and correction: E-commerce text data
set in form of comments or discussion in natural language
contains multiple words which are not part of language
dictionary but are understandable by the people belong to
some specific domain. These words are not recognized by
search engine optimization and also natural language
processing techniques are confused of such words. Majority of
such words is set of words which are not properly written and
contain spelling mistakes. This problem of such words can be
resolved up to some extent using regular expressions or
mutually annotated data.
Stemming: Words are used in various forms in the
English language text. It base might have different forms or
behavior when it is used in different sentence structures like
present, past, future tenses, singular, plural, adjectives,
pronouns, etc [35][36]. English language has different laws for
all these situations of a root word. No doubt each words comes
from its root word of dictionary but it is used in different
styles in the sentences. If we take an example of a word “Go”
then we will come to know that it is used as “go”, “went”,
“gone”, “going”, “goes”, etc. But dictionary has a single root
word for all these words that is “Go”. These words have
different posters or shapes but have same meaning as base
word. To check the real frequency of each word in the
document, stemming is applied. Stemming converts each word
to its root word and so actual frequency of each word is
calculated as shown in Table II. Stemming is a natural
language processing based approach that is used in search
engine optimization and information retrieval system. There
are many stemming algorithms which can be used but in our
study as E-commerce process activities are reported in English
language by filling summary and description fields, we use
Porter stemming technique to converts all tokens to their base
stems.
TABLE I.

EXAMPLES OF E-COMMERCE COMMERNTS

E-commerce Customers Comments
I got product in given time period
They promised me to send this in a duration of 2 months and they sent me
TABLE II.

COMMENTS DATA AFTER STEMMING

Comments After Stemming
Get Product give time period
Promise send during month send
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E. Feature Engineering
Feature selection and extraction that is collectively known
as feature engineering employs multiple techniques to extract
useful features from a given text document [37]. This study
incorporates Bag of Words (BOW) and N-Gram (1 - 4) for the
purpose of feature selection.
N-Gram: A text document is a connected sequence of n
number of words/token/items/elements [40]. These items refer
to some symbols, letters, and pairs of words so n-grams are
combination of words patterns. Sequence of words to make a
sense in a document is called N-gram where N is number of
words in a pattern. Uni-gram describes single word, Bi-gram
represents two, Tri-gram shows a sequence of three words and
so on. Let’s consider example of E-commerce comment: “this
is a beautiful camera”. Uni-grams of this text are ‘this’, ‘is’,
‘a’, ‘beautiful’, ‘camera’. Bi-grams produced from this
comment are ‘this is’, ‘is a, ‘a beautiful’, ‘beautiful camera’
post. Tri-grams of this text piece are ‘this is a, ‘a beautiful
camera as shown in Table III.
TABLE III.

EXAMPLE OF CONVERTING TOKENS TO B I-GRAM, TRI-GRAM
AND QUAD-GRAM

Tokens

I got product in given time period

Bi-grams

I got, got product, product in, in given, given time, time
period

Tri-grams

I got product, got product in, product in given, in given time,
given time period

Quad-grams

I got product in, got product in given, product in given time,
in given time period

Bog of words: The Bag of Words (BOW) is also a
features engineering model that counts all the useful feature
without giving them weight with respect to document as well
class corpora [38][39]. It counts the word number times it
occur in the document and also does not accounts the
sequence and order of words in the document. Each word in
the Bag of Word model is independent of the next and
previous words. Let’s consider an example to understand the
Bog of Words feature selection and extraction technique of
Natural Language Processing. The cat is better than the dog
and: The weather is better than yesterday.
F. Experimental Setup
All the above mentioned experiment are conducted on the
same platform and IDE. Same text preprocessing techniques
are applied on the whole data set prior experiment execution.
Each experiment took 2400 customer comments as training
input data set and 1600 customer comments as testing data et.
Four classes (convenience, Variety, Time and Trust) were used
to label the data set. Each class comprises of 1000 E-commerce
customer comments which is further divided into 600 training
and 400 testing instances/document/comment.
Preprocessing techniques are applied on the 70% of the
data set and also have employed multiple preprocessing
methods like tokenization, stop-words removal, word

completion and spell checking, stemming are applied to each
document of training data.
Initially, our data set was in form of raw comments which
were obtained from E-commerce online shopping platforms.
We applied tokenization as first step of preprocessing using
natural language processing. To implement tokenization, we
used ‘space’ between two words a delimiter. Following the
tokenization, removal of stop words and noisy data is removed
to sanitize our data set. At end of stop words removal,
stemming is applied to get root words of each lingual element.
For stemming, standard stemmers are used because each
comment contains valid words after former preprocessing
steps.
Machine learning model development and implementation
steps are followed by preprocessing steps. Supervised machine
learning algorithms are trained on the training data set which
has undergone from text preprocessing steps. Feature selection
and extraction is an important step which is characterized by
the selection of most important and meaningful elements from
each document with respect to each class. As we have
mentioned in literature review and other sections that in
supervised machine learning, algorithms are mostly learned on
the probabilities. Unique words are selected and extracted from
preprocessed training data etc. Frequency of each word is
calculated using BOW model. This probability matrix
measures the probability of each unique word in any class.
Probability for each word is then calculated from training data.
Square root of each probability is computed by calculate square
root of each value.
Experiment 1: The first experiment is performed using
Bag of Word Model feature extraction technique. The major
goal behind performing the experiment using BOW model
approach to illustrate the classification efficiency and
accuracy of supervised machine learning model. The
experiment is carried out using preprocessed training data set
from which features are extracted Bow approach and
algorithms are trained on BOW features. The hash map
produced from this experiment is given in the following Table
IV.
TABLE IV.

RESULT OF EXPERIMENT 1 WITH BOW MODEL

Features

No. of Features

Naïve Bayes

SVN

KNN

Bag of
Words

2317

71.52

72.23

68.95

Experiment 2: Experiment 2 is extension of experiment
1 and it yields better results by combining the token by N
where N >= 1 & N = <4. The major objective of this
experiment is to clearly demonstrate the difference of
accuracy of supervise machine learning models from the
experiment 1 by incorporating N-Gram technique with BOW
approach. This experiment brings into use same data set as
used in the previous experiment. In this experiment, the whole
programming environment remain same as in previous
experiment. It also brings into use preprocessed data set as
discussed in previous section. Words with highest frequency
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carry less information for a class as compared to least
frequency. Supervised machine learning model is trained
using training data set of 2400 comments and on the basis of
this training, unlabeled and unseen comment (testing data set)
is classified. Same features along with threshold value are
applied as in last experiment. In feature extraction phase,
different N-gram patterns are applied. We used N-Gram where
value of N ranges from 1 to 4.
 Unigram pattern: consist of one word for extracting
semantic information.
 Bigram pattern: consist of two word for extracting
semantic information.
 Trigram pattern: consist of three word for extracting
semantic information.
 Quad gram pattern: consist of four word for extracting
semantic information.
Following the preparation of N-gram pattern matrix is used
to compute the score of each individual class which is
computed by total number of words in corpus divided by their
individual frequencies as shown in Table V. Training model is
generated and each classifier used in the experiment.
TABLE V.

RESULT OF EXPERIMENT 2 WITH BOW AND N-GRAM MODEL

set authentications. We have divided our dataset into 10 folds
(f1, f2, f3 . . . . f10) of equal size. We trained all the classifiers
one by one to f1 to f9 folds and then from f1 to f8 and tested
for f9 fold and so on.
The overall performance of all three algorithms are
compared and their comparison report is given in the graph
below. The Support Vector Machine which has been proved
the best algorithm in our text classification system and it has
better values for confusion matrix as compared to the KNN and
Naïve Bays as shown in Table IX.
TABLE VI.

RESULTS EVALUATION FOR NAÏVE BAYS ALGORITHM

Class – Naïve Bayes

Precision

Recall

f1-score

Analysis

0.76

0.75

0.76

Synthesis

0.81

0.66

0.75

Evaluation

0.72

0.57

0.82

Implementation

0.70

0.80

0.40

TABLE VII.

RESULTS EVALUATION FOR SVM ALGORITHM

Class – SVM

Precision

Recall

f1-score

Analysis

0.61

0.76

0.69

Synthesis

0.74

0.71

0.10

Evaluation

0.75

0.69

0.51

Implementation

0.62

0.80

0.82

Features

No. of
Features

Naïve
Bayes

SVN

KNN

Unigram

2317

64.33

71.11

62.02

Bigram

13957

73.68

82.32

71.25

Class – KNN

Precision

Recall

f1-score

Trigram

11695

57.12

53.78

53.39

Analysis

0.78

0.73

0.75

Quad Gram

17658

43.98

40.35

48.61

Synthesis

0.81

0.76

0.74

Evaluation

0.80

0.65

0.83

Implementation

0.72

0.68

0.39

TABLE VIII. RESULTS EVALUATION FOR KNN ALGORITHM

G. Comparison of Accuracies of Data Mining Techniques
Followed in Experiment
Performance of the proposed classification system in terms
of accuracy measures is depicted in Table V. It is showing
accuracy measures of all the classifiers along with their NGram values. There are three classifiers employed with
different N-Gram values from N=1 to N=4. Results reveal that
Support Vector Machine (SVM) has outperformed with the
best accuracy. SVM gives 71.11% and 82.32% accuracy with
uni-gram and bi-gram respectively while KNN is better with
tri-gram whereas the over performance of KNN is less than
SVM. Naïve Bays stands between SVM and KNN in
performance as shown in Tables VI, VII, and VIII.

TABLE IX.
Features

Class –
Naïve
Bayes

Precision

Recall

f1-score

Unigram

Naïve
Bayes

0.71

0.72

0.71

SVM

0.82

0.66

0.72

KNN

0.75

0.68

0.64

Naïve
Bayes

0.88

0.82

0.84

SVM

0.67

0.69

0.68

KNN

0.68

0.68

0.62

Naïve
Bayes

0.54

0.66

0.60

SVM

0.48

0.54

0.51

KNN

0.46

0.48

0.53

Bigram

H. Comparison of Precision and Recall Scores
Precision, recall and F1-score measures for all given
algorithms using Uni-gram, Bi-gram, Tri-gram and Quadgram. All three algorithms are applied one by one on the same
data set to get accuracy, precision, recall and F1-score.

RESULTS EVALUATION FOR N-GRAM MODEL

Trigram

We have also performed K-fold (where k = 10) cross
validation mechanism to validate the confusion matrix and data
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IV. DISCUSSION
This study incorporate data mining and machine learining
technqiues along with NLP to develop an automated system to
categrorize the products w.r.t given classes. We have used Ngrams, BOW and TF-IDF technqies for features extratcion.
There could be feature engineering tecniques which might
improve the system relaibality. Our proposed system is good
with proper grammar and well spelled words but in case of
slangs in data set might confuse the system. The most
important thig to discuss is that this is an initial approach to
classify consumer comments under the given classes to assist
both, seller and buyer. Therefore, we don’t have any
benchmark to compare our results.
V. CONCLUSION
This study has evaluated the proposed machine learning
model with various data analytics techniques as mentioned in
literature like accuracy, precision, recall and F1-score. Briefly,
SVM algorithm along BOW and bi-gram features engineering
techniques is proved winning classifier in the proposed Ecommerce customer comment classifier. This work opens new
avenues to E-commerce customers and sellers to get a quick
status of customer opinion in four important contexts which
helps many customers to decide the about purchase of product.
At the same it assist sellers to improve their product or services
in the given four context (convenience, variety, time and trust)
using data mining and machine learning and Natural Language
Processing. This wok not only demonstrates the usefulness of
machine learning and data mining in E-commerce business
development and customer assistance but also identify
preprocessing techniques and the important features
engineering methods.
VI. FUTURE WORK
This work is concerned to classification of E-commerce
comments data using supervised machine learning model by
incorporating BOW and N-gram feature engineering methods.
Currently we have selected/preferred those words/features with
highest value to its respective class. In future work, we shall
employ semantic and syntactic features engineering techniques
to select features with contextual relevance. In this way, we
will get the improved percentage accuracy i.e. to consider
different dimensions of vectors in E-commerce customer’s
comments classification and other aspects of E-commerce
related text classification.
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Abstract—Spoken language identification is a field of research
that is already being done by many people. There are many
techniques proposed for doing speech processing, such as
Support Vector Machines, Gaussian Mixture Models, Decision
Trees, and others. This paper will use the system using the MelFrequency Cepstral Coefficient (MFCC) features of speech input
signal, use Random Forest (RF), Gaussian Mixture Model
(GMM), and K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) as a classifier, use the
3s, 10s, and 30s as scoring method, and use dataset that consists
of Javanese, Sundanese, and Minang languages which are
traditional languages from Indonesia. K-Nearest Neighbor has
98.88% of accuracy for 30s of speech and followed by Random
Forest that has 95.55% of accuracy for 30s of speech, GMM has
82.24% of accuracy.
Keywords—Gaussian mixture model; random forest; K-Nearest
Neighbor; spoken language recognition; MFCC; GMM; KNN

I.

INTRODUCTION

Indonesia is an archipelago in the Southeast Asia region.
Indonesia consists of large islands and small islands spread
from Sabang to Merauke, so that the Indonesian State is
dubbed the Archipelago State. Indonesia is recorded as having
17.504 islands, therefore, the State of Indonesia has a variety of
ethnicities, races, religions and cultures. Because of this
diversity, Indonesia has a wide variety of languages, ranging
from Javanese, Sundanese, Bahasa Batak, and many more.
Therefore, some of regional languages in Indonesia are also
extinct because the language is not widely used in the regions
anymore. To prevent it from extinction, by collecting the
dataset of regional languages to be studied, it can help to
prevent extinction of regional languages, because when
building a classification technique, a large scale of dataset is
needed and by developing the SLI, the application can be used
as a leading component of applications such as translators used
to classify regional languages, which later can be used in
speech-based information systems, speech-based translate, and
others.
Referring to the problems above, the need for information
technology solutions in the field of Spoken Language
Identification is getting higher. Due to the Spoken Language
Identification technology, Indonesian citizens who do not
understand regional languages when visiting other areas or
when tourists come to an area where residents do not
understand Indonesian, can be helped by this technology.
In spoken language identification it takes several steps to
identify a language, starting from the sound extraction such as
MFCC [8] method to techniques for classifying language.
Several techniques are used to classify languages, including

deep neural networks [1], Gaussian mixture models [2][5][8],
support vector machines [3], Random Forest [3], and others.
Random Forest, KNN and GMM are technique that is quite
widely used for classification, this technique has some
parameter that can be tuned, which is very useful to increase
accuracy. There has been a lot of research on spoken language
identification, but no one has done research on spoken
language identification that uses segmented speech. In this
study, Random Forest, KNN and GMM will be used for
classification techniques, the accuracy will be obtained from
segmented speech in 3 seconds, 10 seconds, and 30 seconds.
This study will examine spoken language identification using
the techniques mentioned above and using the GMM technique
which is often used in spoken language identification which is
segmented at 3 seconds, 10 seconds, and 30 seconds as the
baseline.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Spoken Language Identification (LID) [4] is a process for
determining the identity of the language spoken. LID [4] is
based on the linguistic properties of language obtained from
the results of speech extraction. The performance of an LID
system depends on the amount and reliability of information
and how efficiently it is integrated into the system.
The sound structure of a language can be categorized into
acoustic-phonetic, phonotactic, and prosodic. Acousticphonetic is one of the structures of the sound which is related
to the analysis of the physical properties of the sound being
spoken. While phonotactic is a sound structure related to the
syllable structure of a language, for example Languages such
as Dutch, English, and German allow a large number of
consonants at the beginning and at the end of the syllable. In
contrast, Maori, which is spoken in New Zealand, only allows
syllables consisting of a vowel, two vowels, or a consonant
plus a vowel. Prosody is a structure of sound related to rhythm,
intonation, and stress of sound, for example, Mandarin has the
same letter but has a different intonation, for example the word
“ma” with high intonation means mother, while “ma” word
with intonation drops later to ride means horse.
In [6], the authors discussed about spoken language
identification using Shifted Delta Coefficient and Shifted Delta
MLP as feature extraction and using Gaussian Mixture Model
and Support vector Machine as classification technique.
In [2], the authors discussed about spoken language
identification using Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients as
feature extraction and using Gaussian Mixture Model as
classification technique. In his research, to improve the
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performance of the Gaussian mixture model in his research, the
total mixture was gradually added to get optimal results. In his
research it was also explained that Tamil and Telugu languages
have good performance by using mixture values between 128
to 512. Starting with 32 mixtures which produced low
accuracy, namely 70% for Tamil and 85% for Telugu. Then the
mixture components are increased little by little to get the
desired results. When the mixture was increased to 128, the
resulting accuracy was almost 100% for Tamil, while for
Telugu, it got 100% accuracy. Then the mixture component is
increased again to 512 which is the best point for the
classification of the two languages, when the accuracy rate of
both reaches 100%. If seen from the results above, it can be
concluded that by gradually increasing the mixture component,
it can improve performance in language identification. Despite
of that, research that conducted by [7], discussed that by
increasing the mixture component, the performance of the
technique will increase, but the higher the mixture component
will increase the computation cost or increase the time in
computing.
In [3], the classification methods used are Support Vector
Machine and Random Forest and for the feature extraction
used are MFCC, LPC, and a combination of the two
techniques, to find out which technique provides the best
accuracy. To conduct an evaluation, [3] used the IIIT-H dataset
which contains 5000 samples, consisting of 6 languages,
namely Hindi, Telugu, Bengali, Marathi, Tamil, and
Malayalam. Then 300 samples were taken randomly from the
IIIT-H dataset using a 16kHz sound signal. The evaluation was
carried out in 2 phases, the first phase was carried out using the
MFCC feature with Support Vector Machine and Random
Forest. Meanwhile, for the Random Forest technique, the
resulting accuracy is 75.9% and 74.3% for the SVM technique.
The second phase is carried out using the LPC feature with the
same classification technique. The Random Forest technique
used produces an accuracy of 61.5% and 67.16% for the SVM
technique. In [3] is not stated why total trees of 300 has the
best performance compared to the lower total of trees.
In [9], the study was conducted using a Gaussian mixture
model as a technique for classifying languages which will be
used to compare feature extraction. For feature extraction,
MFCC, SDC, and a combination of both are used. In his
research, the database used is the Arunachali Language Speech
Database (ALS-DB), which consists of 6 languages, namely
Adi, Apatani, Galo, Nyishi, Hindi and English. The experiment
was carried out using the GMM with total of 1024 mixture
component, MFCC features with 12 cepstral coefficient
numbers.
Research conducted by Gupta et al. (2017) using Support
Vector Machine and Random Forest. In his research, it is stated
that by combining Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients
(MFCCs) and Linear Predictive Coding (LPC) will increase the
accuracy of the language identification. In [3], it is not
explained why Gupta et al choose total trees of 300 compared
to the lower total trees. In [3], only the total accuracy of the
features extracted from the frame is explained, it is not
explained how the accuracy from classification using 3s of
speech, 10s of speech, and 30s of speech. Therefore, this paper
will use MFCC and Random Forest to see the effect of the total

trees on the accuracy and expanding the testing method by
segment the duration of the test from frame to 3s speech, 10s
speech, 30s speech and briefly discusses the performance of
computation time when conducting model training using three
traditional language from Indonesia. This paper will use KNN
as a rarely use technique in language identification to see if its
fits as classifier for spoken language identification and use
GMM that widely use in language identification as baseline.
III. PROPOSED METHOD
A. Dataset
At the data collection stage, speech data collection will be
collected both from the internet and from native speakers of the
local language. In order to get the correct acoustic of the
language, native speakers who are fluent in the regional
language are needed. The dataset obtained will be divided into
2 datasets, the first is for the training dataset and the second is
the test dataset. With a ratio of 70:15:15 , that is, 70% of the
dataset will be used for training the dataset, 15% of the dataset
will be used for validation dataset, and the other 15% of the
dataset will be used for test dataset. The distribution of the
dataset can be seen in Table I below.
The Javanese and Sundanese dataset will be obtained from
openslr and Minang dataset language will be collected from
youtube and recorded Speech.
B. Pre-Processing
After the data is collected, the Javanese and Sundanese
language dataset will be sorted again. After that, the speech
that obtained from YouTube will be processed again.
For Javanese and Sundanese dataset, each dataset will be
combined into 80 minutes long. As for dataset that obtained
from youtube, the first step is to remove the noise, song,
background song, and unnecessary item from the recording.
Same as Javanese and Sundanese dataset, Minang dataset will
be combined or cut to achieve 80 minutes long of training
dataset.
For test dataset, each language will have 20 minutes of
speech data, the speech data will be divided into 3s, 10s, and
30s of speech data. After the recording is cut, the recorded file
will be changed to wav format, because the compressed data
produced by wav has a sound quality that is almost the same as
the original sound. The sound will be resampled to 44.1 kHz
and use a bit rate of 32 kbps.
TABLE I.

TOTAL DURATION FOR EACH LANGUAGE

Language

Total
Duration

Training
Dataset
Duration

Validation
Dataset
Duration

Testing
Dataset
Duration

Sundanese

200 Minutes

140 minutes

30 minutes

30 minutes

Minang

200 Minutes

140 minutes

30 minutes

30 minutes

Javanese

200 Minutes

140 minutes

30 minutes

30 minutes

C. Model Development
Every speech has its own characteristics, to get the
characteristics of the speech, feature extraction will be
executed. This study will use MFCC feature, the MFCC feature
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will be extracted from the pre-processed input signal. The
MFCC feature will be presented using vector c, which a set of
vector C has the value of C₁, C₂, C₃, C₄, C₅, C₆…Cₙ. In vector
C, n represent the total coefficient will be extracted from the
speech every frame. This study will use python and library
provided from librosa to extract the MFCC feature. Total
coefficient that will be used in the experiment is 13 and the
total length of the frame is 25 milliseconds.
After extracting the features from the testing data and
training data, a model development will be carried out. The
model will be developed using random forest, Gaussian
mixture model, and K-Nearest Neighbor. Random forest is a
classification algorithm consisting of many decisions’ trees. It
uses bagging and feature randomness when building each
individual tree to try to create an uncorrelated forest of trees
whose prediction by committee is more accurate than that of
any individual tree. This study will use the random forest,
Gaussian mixture model, and K-Nearest Neighbor and the
library is provided by sklearn. Before using this model, the
best parameter was determined for each method.
The Random Forest technique, there are several parameters
will be tuned, such as n_estimator, criterion, max_depth, and
max_sample_leaf. N_estimator is used to determine the total
trees to be used, the random forest that used in [3] will be used
as baseline. This total tress parameter will be used to compare
the best n_estimator for this dataset. Criterion is used to
measure the impurity of a node. Max_depth represents
the depth of each tree in the forest. The deeper the tree, the
more splits it has, and the more it captures more information
about the data. The parameter for KNN will be tuned are the
type of weight, total leaf size and number of neighbors and the
last classifier is GMM that widely used for LID [2], [7], and
[9].
D. Evaluation
In this study, the total percentage of accuracy will be
measured. After the experimental process is complete, the
evaluation results will be entered into a table for further
observation. From table below, method column used to list the
method that used, and the duration row is used to classify the
average accuracy based on the duration of the speech.
The experiment flow can be seen from Fig. 1 below.

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The experiment is focused on comparing performance
between three classifier techniques on three segmented
duration. Classification was performed on three different
language. Once the models are trained and the feature are
extracted, the classifier was used to classify the dataset. The
accuracy score of classification between three languages are
reported in terms of percentage of accuracy. Tuning the min
sample leaf parameter for random forest using validation
dataset are recorded on Table II.
From Table II, the result shows us that there is no
significant accuracy difference between each parameter, so
min_sameple leaf will be set to the default value, the default
value is 5.
From Table III, the result shows us that the higher
max_depth number, the better accuray it has. The accuracy
increases periodically as total max depth value increased and
reach its peak at total max depth of 50, but from 50 to 100,
there is no significant increase between 50 and 100, the score
almost similar, so total max_depth of 50 will be used for this
parameter.
From Table IV, the result shows us that there is no
significant difference between criterion gini and entropy, but
Entropy is more computationally heavy than gini, so it will
increase the time computation, so gini will be used for this
parameter.
TABLE II.

FINDING BEST PARAMETER FOR MIN_SAMPLE_LEAF.

Parameters

Accuracy

Min
sample
leaf

N_estimator

N_jobs

3s

10 s

30 s

5

100

16

87.44%

90.18%

94.72%

10

100

16

87.11%

89.90%

94.44%

15

100

16

86.78%

89.35%

94.16%

25

100

16

86.47%

89.07%

93.88%

TABLE III.

FINDING BEST PARAMETER FOR MAX_DEPTH

Parameters

Accuracy

Max
Depth

N_estimator

N_jobs

3s

10 s

30 s

10

100

16

83.47%

83.99%

84.44%

15

100

16

85.16%

86.11%

88.61%

25

100

16

86.44%

88.25%

92.49%

50

100

16

88.05%

91.29%

96.11%

100

100

16

87.88%

91.57%

96.38%

TABLE IV.

FINDING BEST PARAMETER FOR CRITERION

Parameters
Criterion
N_estimator
Gini
100
Entropy
100

N_jobs
16
16

Accuracy
3s
10 s
88.00%
91.48%
87.78%
90.83%

30 s
96.38%
96.11%

Fig. 1. Experiment Flow.
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From Table V, the result shows us that there is no
significant difference between 100 to 250 totals of trees, so
total trees of 100 will be used in this experiment, gini as
criterion parameter, min_sample_leaf of 5, and max_depth of
50 for this technique; fFor GMM, the search of the best
parameter for number and mixture and covariance type.
In Table VI, full covariance type has the best score rather
than the other covariance type. Next, the best parameter for
GMM total mixture was tuned. [2] GMM accuracy was used as
baseline.
In Table VII, by increasing total number of mixtures, the
accuracy increased that is stated in [2]. Despite of that, there is
a significant decrease from 128 to 256. In order to confirm that
there are no errors in the code, the test was run 3 times and still
has the same score, so the test is stopped at 256 and is decided
that the total mixture of 128 has the best score for this dataset.
Next, KNN is widely used on machine learning, but it is rarely
used in language identification, so in this paper, KNN
technique was used to determine if KNN is suitable for
language identification or not. There are several parameters
that will be used, such as K, weight, and size of leaf.
TABLE V.

From Tables VIII and IX, there is not any significant
difference from each parameter, each parameter has similar
score, so the default value will be used for type of weight from
the library which is uniform and total leaf of 20 because total
leaf of 20 has the best better accuracy than 30 and 40, and it
has less computation time. Next, the best parameter for K will
be tuned for this dataset; the result can be seen from Table X.
From the table above, it can be concluded that by
increasing the total of K, it will increase the score. Total k of
10 and 20 has the best accuracy, there is a slight difference
between two of them, but the computation time and complexity
must be considered, because by increasing the total K, the
computation time and complexity will be increased. So, for this
technique, total K of 10 will be used to get the accuracy from
testing dataset. After getting the best parameter for each
technique, each technique will be tested using dataset to get the
accuracy result for each technique with tuned parameter.
In Table XI represents performance of feature with
different classifier. The KNN classifier gives the highest score
from 3 second of speech until 30 second of speech. RF gives
almost similar score to KNN. GMM gives the lowest score in
language identification from 3 sec, 10 sec, and 30 sec.

FINDING BEST PARAMETER FOR N_ESTIMATOR
TABLE VIII. FINDING BEST PARAMETER FOR WEIGHT

Parameters

Accuracy
Parameters

N_estimato
r

Min_sam
-ple_leaf

Max
Dept
h

criterio
n

3s

10 s

100

5

50

Gini

87.52
%

150

5

250

50

5

50

TABLE VI.

30 s

K

N_jobs

3s

10 s

30 s

90.92
%

95.27
%

uniform

5

16

86.91%

91.01%

96.11%

distance

5

16

86.63%

90.64%

95.83%

Gini

87.63
%

90.27
%

94.72
%

Gini

87.62
%

90.09
%

94.72
%

FINDING BEST PARAMETER FOR COVARIANCE TYPE

Parameters

FINDING BEST PARAMETER FOR SIZE OF LEAF

Parameters

Accuracy

Size of
Leaf

K

N_jobs

3s

10 s

30 s

20

5

16

86.91%

91.01%

96.11%

30

5

16

88.91%

90.01%

94.11%

40

5

16

87.91%

92.01%

93.11%

GMM
Mixture

N_jobs

3s

10 s

30 s

Full

128

16

71.77%

77.77%

82.77%

Tied

128

16

61.86%

66.20%

70.00%

Diag

128

16

64.33%

70.92%

80.27%

spherical

128

16

62.19%

64.90%

64.16%

FINDING BEST PARAMETER FOR NUMBER OF MIXTURE

Parameters

TABLE IX.

Accuracy

Covariance
Type

TABLE VII.

Accuracy

Type of
Weight

Accuracy

Covariance
Type

GMM
Mixture

N_jobs

3s

10 s

30 s

Full

16

16

45.45%

44.35%

57.77%

Full

32

16

56.25%

53.05%

63.88%

Full

64

16

75.61%

79.72%

75.55%

Full

128

16

76.55%

80.09%

81.38%

Full

256

16

46.27%

45.09%

48.33%

TABLE X.

FINDING BEST PARAMETER FOR K

Parameters

Accuracy

Size of
Leaf

Type of
Weight

Total
K

N_jobs

3s

10 s

30 s

30

uniform

5

16

86.36%

90.74%

95.83%

30

uniform

10

16

88.18%

93.61%

98.88%

30

uniform

15

16

85.38%

88.51%

91.38%

30

uniform

20

16

87.83%

91.12%

96.11%

TABLE XI.
Technique

MODELS ACCURACY
Accuracy
3s

10 s

30 s

MFCC + KNN

88.19%

93.61%

98.88%

MFCC + GMM

72.35%

80.59%

82.24%

MFCC + RF

87.66%

90.64%

95.55%
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V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, this paper compares the widely use technique
in language identification which is GMM and rarely use
technique, which is KNN, and another technique called random
forest to see if its good in segmentation speech or not.
From Table XI, KNN has the highest accuracy in each
segment, with a score of 88.19% for 3s, 93.61% for 10s, and
98.88% for 30s, then followed by RF which has an accuracy
score of 87.66% for 3s, 90.64% for 10s, and 95.55% for 30s.
And GMM has the lowest score for each segmentation.
However, when doing training and testing model for each
technique, KNN use longer computation time when compared
to Random Forest because KNN is called the lazy learner.

[1]

[2]

[3]

[4]

It can be concluded that KNN and RF is better than GMM
and has the best accuracy for Javanese, Sundanese, and
Minang.

[5]

Suggestion for the future research is to get more Minang
dataset variation, such as high pitch speech, low pitch speech,
and the other and using another feature extraction technique to
see if there is a better feature extraction technique for KNN and
RF.

[6]

[7]

[8]
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Abstract—Recent advancements in technologies enabled the
development of smart cities to be more effective and possible.
Smart cities depend on intelligent systems, artificial intelligence,
the internet of things, control system, and many more advanced
technologies. Sustainability challenges and problems worldwide,
with smart and sustainability concepts, reflect almost mutual
goals. It includes improving and providing the essential life
services for all people efficiently while depending on sustainable,
clean, and renewable energy with considerations of different
economic, educational, health, social and environmental aspects
in the city. In this research, a cost analysis process has been
implemented to ease the implementation and resource utilization
of smart and sustainable cities in Africa. The challenges and
difficulties of those implementations are summarized.

definition relies on Information and Communication
Technology (ICT) and the advanced immerging technologies
like AI, IoT, etc.
On the other hand, implementing these technologies in
underdeveloped countries is heading towards urbanization and
industrialization.
This
implementation
requires
an
understanding of smart city elements and how they are applied
across various industries in the cities. This paper introduces a
proposed framework and architecture in underdeveloped
countries that can emphasize the use of new technologies and
their performance to improve the quality of life in these
inhabitants.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Keywords—Smart cities; sustainable energy; renewable energy;
internet of things; artificial intelligence

I.

INTRODUCTION

Now-a-days, over three-quarters of the world‟s population
lives in urban areas. It is noticed that the population growth in
urban areas is higher than in rural areas. As such, cities are
struggling with an overpopulation crisis triggering a shortage in
capital resulting in issues across the society due to social and
economic imbalance [1]. As technology is evolving, the
concept of developing smart communities is becoming more
desirable as the use of technologies like Artificial Intelligence
(AI) and the Internet of Things (IoT) can help in solving a
variety of problems in coexisting societies. For instance, IoT
provides new ways for cities to utilize data to control traffic,
reduce emissions, and allow better resources to provide people
with a safe and clean smart environment. Smartness is a
dynamic term that can be expressed as 'green technology.' The
term “Smart City” is not just referring to a digital city; it also
highlights the need for talented people and residents who are
attentive to the priorities of having a smart, prosperous, and
resilient city. It also refers to combining intelligence, political
strategy, and infrastructure to create holistic urban services.
Several aspects can aid in developing a Smart City, some of
these aspects are: “Smart Mobility”, “Smart Living”, “Smart
Economy” and many more that, when combined and
strategized, can translate the practical meaning of having
environmentally friendly, sustainable and smart city [2]. In
general, no definitive or conclusive method can determine
whether a city is smart or not. The significant primary

During the 2000s, cities worldwide radically changed,
where the concentration turned to the vast development in
digital technologies, knowledge, and the increase in
environmental awareness and concern. Along with this
development, new concept and model for the cities have been
introduced. Over the last decades, these connected issues
related to digital development started to initiate a new heading
towards Smart Sustainable Cities.
According to [2], smart cities arise due to the intelligent use
of technologies in different ar, such as the education field,
health sector, transportation, and energy use.
Sustainability and sustainable city's urban development
concept brings awareness of the production and use of
available resources required in industrial areas, transportation,
education, health, business, and investments.
Sustainable urban concept collaborates in increasing
environmental awareness in naturally available resources in
smart cities [3].
The author in [4] demonstrates that evaluating a smart city
should be based on different factors like encompassing
sustainability and quality of life and the collaboration of
technological elements.
The concept of sustainable cities became popular in the
1990s [5]. It refers to the relationship between the conversion
of resources exploitation to be consistent with the present and
future requirements and the development of countries'
economic and environmental sustainability aspects.
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Considering all the aspects, sustainable urban development
can be defined as the combination of urban modernization to
be smart with the use and protection of available sustainable
resources.
The energy system for smart cities requires a significant
share of renewable energy in the different aspects of the city.
The energy system becomes more diverse, and it could be
integrated into other areas with a crucial impact on the cities'
development process.
There are several examples of smart and sustainable cities
worldwide on different continents, as illustrated in Fig. 1 [6].
Africa
Asia

4%
22%

35%

5%
6%
7%

21%

Australia
Central and
South America
North America
Middle East
Europe

Fig. 1. The Total Sustainable and Smart Cities from Arcadis's.

Although Europe seems to lead the transformation of
traditional cities to smart and sustainable cities, around 35% of
the total cities engaged in sustainable and smart cities, 65% of
the cities are moving forward steps to convoy the technology
advancement and development. For example, a city like Dubai
in the Middle East has a problem with the dramatic increase of
the population, leading to a significant increase in
environmental pollution. That is why Dubai is integrating an
energy strategy action plan to depend on renewable energy and
reduce energy demand and waste by 30% by 2030. But what
about the underdeveloped countries in Asia and Africa?. Do
they have the ability to be transformed into smart cities? Could
technological advancement provide optimal solutions to
develop the cities' urban?. Do underdeveloped countries
modernize their infrastructure and work based on an intelligent
system?.
Building cities' innovative transformation requires applying
the most effective, advanced, and developed information and
communication technologies. In addition, artificial intelligence
and the internet of things are also needed. The underdeveloped
overpopulated countries have significant challenges when
providing innovative transformation technologies.
A future smart city in the population urban in India is
dramatically increasing. Around 50% of the population is
expected to be in cities by 2030. This has a significant
challenge for the government because of the wasted resources
and the weak infrastructure. Based on global studies in [7], one
in eight people lives in slums, while in India, one in six people

live in slums where they lack access to safe drinking water,
food, and homes. The Indian government aims to build 100
smart cities to provide essential services for inhabitants.
Moreover, many cities worldwide cannot supply the city's
infrastructure with artificial intelligence and internet of things
technologies. The cities aim to be innovative by providing
essential services to the people depending on the available
resources.
III. MATERIAL AND METHODS
Building smart and sustainable cities in underdeveloped
countries require significant effort to extract and set a strategic
plan for efficient use of available resources so that these
resources can be used to develop intelligent systems that
provide the essential services for people.
The sustainable resources are different in each country. For
example, Africa holds 65 percent of the world‟s arable land,
and over 70 percent of people depend on forests and
woodlands. Thus Africa can use the wood with the help of
solar energy as a renewable resource to build a sustainable and
intelligent system. Examples of countries in Africa are Egypt
and Sudan, located geographically on the AL-Nile River,
which is the longest river in Africa. It could be an efficient
resource to transform the cities to be smart.
Several countries in Africa lack electricity and internet
services, and electricity is only provided for essential life
services. Thus those countries cannot provide electrical energy
to build intelligent systems or implement Internet of things
technologies in the cities, as using these technologies requires a
considerable budget. These countries can benefit from utilizing
their different available resources to provide power for
intelligent systems.
Let‟s set one of Egypt‟s cities as an intelligent city target.
Egypt‟s population is over 100 million in 2020, where this
considerable population percentage indicates the availability of
various resources, a high ratio of traffic jams and accidents
exists. Taking these indications, Egypt can utilize its resources
to build a smart city efficiently.
For example, Egypt can utilize the water in the Al-Neil
River to generate electrical energy. The requirements are a
hydraulic turbine to convert flowing water into mechanical
energy and a hydroelectric generator to convert the mechanical
energy into electrical energy. Still, the pressure on the available
water in the Al-Neil river is severed, that‟s why we need to
utilize more resources to produce electricity. Now the question
is, how can Egyptian cities become smarter with the help of the
population?. The human body contains a massive quantity of
energy. This energy works as a fuel for our everyday activities,
but how can we generate electrical energy from the human
body‟s movement?. The movement of human bodies generates
kinetic energy that can be converted to power that can be later
used to power electrical devices. The conversion of energy can
be achieved via using piezoelectric sensors, electromagnetic,
and electrostatic effects [8], thus adding these sensors in
different ways to crowded places like streets, airports, malls,
gyms, hospitals, schools, etc., can help in producing a
sufficient amount of electricity.
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Moreover, solar energy cannot be ignored where it is
proofed that the sun is a powerful, sustainable resource to
generate power.
Integrating Internet-of-things and artificial intelligence
technologies in cities means that the city infrastructure,
including many different objects, will be connected. Artificial
and machine learning techniques, including advanced sensors
and controllers, are utilized in smart cities to create smart and
connected buildings, autonomous vehicles, connected vehicles,
smart education, smart health framework, and smart
industries [9].
IV. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK FOR SMART AND SUSTAINABLE
CITY
A. Smart and Sustainable Transportation System
The intelligent transportation system in smart cities focuses
on autonomous vehicles and connected vehicles that are
extensive research. Many big companies built autonomous cars
with different features and implemented advanced
technologies. Autonomous vehicles have many significant
features, such as mobility for disabled and older people to drive
safely for long distances. Also, autonomous vehicles are
charged electrically, which makes them eco-friendly.
Accordingly, implementing an innovative, sustainable, and
connected transportation system requires strong internet
connections and sufficient electrical energy to be charged.
Thus, sustainable resources play a vital role in converting the
transportation system to a smart system. But here, two
questions arise, how to generate electricity to charge the cars
and power the internet connectivity? And how to implement an
intelligent transportation system in Egypt?
There are many ways to charge cars and build a connected
transportation system. Let us assume that all the vehicles in
Egypt, whether public or private cars, taxis, or buses, are
transformed into smart autonomous and electrical vehicles.
They can be charged by adding a solar panel above the vehicle
connected to the battery. It can help in reducing the need to set
it in an electrical charging station. Still, we need to provide
different options for charging, for example, adding a
piezoelectric sensor which is a sensor that converts the pressure
of the cars on the street to electrical energy. This electrical
energy can be consumed in recharging the electric vehicles,
turning street lights on or supplying the internet service
provider to strengthen internet connectivity. Additionally, the
connectivity between vehicles that are usually implemented via
the internet connection, the connection method could be
changed by making the vehicles that are close to each other for
a specific distance connected, and they can communicate with
each other via Bluetooth connectivity. The connected vehicles
can communicate in case of an emergency situation, car
accidents, bad weather conditions, or any different unexpected
situation. In addition, sharing between vehicles can help
exchange information about the other vehicle positions, speeds,
routes, stopping, and decided to change lanes. It can be
implemented using advanced machine learning algorithms and
the internet of things technologies. Still, to ensure the
efficiency of the connectivity, the communication also could be
implemented through a mobile application installed in each

driver phone; in this case, the energy consumption to provide
robust internet connectivity is reduced [10].
B. Smart Connected and Sustainable Infrastructure
Smart and connected buildings are a new component
introduced in smart cities where smart buildings contain many
advanced and various embedded devices for proper control.
Smart building concept means providing a safe and
comfortable environment for people. Thus smart buildings will
have different components and objects that maintain the
comfort level for people who require less time and effort,
including efficient and interconnected heat, ventilation, and
cooling systems for individual floors in the buildings or other
areas in the building and the smart metering of electricity, gas,
and water, occupancy monitoring systems and hybrid vehicle
charging technology.
Moreover, automation and wireless technology are
essential in smart buildings. People communicate with the
building‟s components like doors, windows, lights, machines
via different control options like mobile application, voice, and
radio frequency identification, which can help in reducing the
percentage of diseases that could be transmitted by touch.
A question arises here, how to supply these buildings with
electricity and internet connectivity consistently?
According to previous research [11], global energy
consumption in commercial and residential buildings has
steadily increased between 20% and 40% in developed
countries. Moreover, as the population grows, the higher the
percentage of power consumption, governments, especially in
undeveloped countries, should follow different strategies to
provide electrical energy for buildings.
There are many different ways for generating consistently
electrical energy in buildings, such as adding solar panels on
the roof of the facility connected with batteries to be used later.
In addition, depending on the kinetic energy generated from
human body movement to be converted to electrical energy
could be a good solution. Generating electrical energy from a
human could be implemented in several ways. For example,
they are adding a piezoelectric sensor in the shoes, where shoes
now can convert the kinetic energy into electrical energy stored
in a portable battery to be used later in charging the smart
devices like phones or watches. Accordingly, this will reduce
the power consumptions used in charging smart devices.
Furthermore, a piezoelectric sensor could be added to mats in
the entrance and the exit buildings where this generated energy
could be used later in controlling the intelligent doors,
windows, lights, and so on.
In addition, some buildings can specify space for people to
do their sports. This space can be utilized sufficiently if a
piezoelectric sensor provided the specific space to produce
electricity while people are running or using doing their daily
workouts. Also, there is an additional energy source, where a
generator can be connected to bicycles to gain benefits from
the mechanical energy generated by humans to be converted to
electrical energy that can be used in the smart buildings [12].
Moreover, a simple, sustainable, intelligent system could be
implemented in Egypt, connecting solar panels and light
sensors to the streets' light. Thus the light will be charged from
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the solar panels, and it will be turned on and off based on the
sunlight availability so that the lights will be off during the
morning and afternoon time, and it will be on at the evening
time.
All these options can be implemented to power the
intelligent systems that will control the essential services in the
building, whether the building is a mall, gym, park, school,
hospital, or home.
C. Smart and Sustainable Health Framework
Smart hospitals are applying extensive use of new
intelligent systems and technologies to improve healthcare
quality at less cost.
Concentrating on and implementing new technologies like
artificial intelligence, robotics, 3d printing, augmented and
virtual reality, and telemedicine plays a vital role in immediate
requirements like reducing cost and high efficiency and longterm goals like greater precisions, fewer errors, and better
outcomes.
The healthcare framework is changing due to the increasing
number of today‟s patients because of vital viruses who require
healthcare services.
The change in healthcare framework to be smart includes
embedding many new technologies into hospitals' design and
operations to improve patients‟ experience, embedding new
technologies to improve healthcare, and create an
interconnected system between all hospitals. A question arises
here: how to integrate new technologies in Egypt where
electricity is not consistently available, thus using renewable
and sustainable resources and green practices could be
challenging.
Several suggestions that could convert the hospital
nowadays in Egypt to smart and sustainable hospitals such as
hospitals can implement the same intelligent system in smart
homes: the HVAC system and patient record to control room's
temperature. When the room in the hospital is empty, the
system is adjusted to the minimum ventilation settings. When
the patient is in the room, he can control the temperature via
remote control or voice. Although hospitals‟ HVAC systems
help in electricity consumption reduction, at the same time, this
system helps in reducing the injuries percentage by patients
who are in need to leave the bed to adjust the room
temperature.
Moreover, as the hospitals and medical centers are usually
crowded places, thus converting the kinetic energy of people
who are entering the hospitals to electrical energy could help in
reducing the electrical energy consumption in the hospitals.
Moreover, hospital buildings can include the same feature as
smart buildings, solar panels, fuel cells, and an underground
water system.
But what about the intelligent healthcare system?. In
addition to the use of generated electricity from different
resources to power the smart devices used in intelligent
systems, a part of the healthcare system can be converted to a
virtual system and gain benefit from telemedicine technology,

where there will be an artificial intelligence virtual health
assistant persist in a mobile application that can talk and
respond to people questions and situations, if it is a simple
health problem that the virtual assistant could solve, then the
problem could be easily solved. Otherwise, a human assistant
will be presented to aid in suggesting the patient‟s problem.
Furthermore, in medicine, artificial intelligence-based analytics
for supporting the decision-making process is required, that is
why an example of an artificially intelligent algorithm recently
developed to rapidly detect Covid-19 by combining patient‟s
chest scan with clinical information like age, blood report and
contact information, the system can help in evaluating the
infected patients [13]. Moreover, intelligent systems can assist
in work management like scheduling and planning clinical staff
working time and allowing the clerk desk laborers to reduce
their intensive tasks by replacing their work with automation
and artificial intelligence algorithms.
D. Smart Education System
Intelligent systems and the internet of things can provide
significant communication between virtual and physical
objects, thus implementing artificial intelligence and internet of
things technologies in the education system plays an effective
role in converting the traditional education systems into a smart
system for both teaching and learning process.
Transforming the education system means integrating new
technologies like artificial intelligence, simulation, and virtual
and augmented reality. A smart education system enables
customized learning, which means students get a learning plan
based on their skills, strengths, and interests to upgrade
students' learning capacity for knowledge. Smart learning
system includes many software and hardware tool like online
resources, analytical tools, smart devices, interactive
whiteboard, e-books, and e-bag.
Additionally, a smart education framework means
converting the learning environment to be smart, including
classrooms, schools, universities, etc.
The author in [14] explains some applied examples of
smart learning, such as smart classrooms, including electronic
and smart devices like internet connectivity, smart whiteboard,
tablets, e-books, and a projector. While smart laboratories
should have special smart devices like virtual reality glasses
and computers to simulate different subject topics and
requirements, for example, simulating the global wars in
history subject could be in a very interesting way in virtual
reality simulator, or simulating human heart with all its parts
using augmented reality. Also, in university, virtual reality and
simulation can positively affect university students by
converting all the theory parts to either simulated or practically
applied in labs which assist in a better understanding of their
major. Using these technologies in schools, students will be
more satisfied with understanding lectures, doing
presentations, and conversing with others. At the same time,
teachers will be more confident and comfortable while giving
the lessons and explaining the new concepts and ideas.
Moreover, some applications transform the education system to
smart such as:
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 Smart surveillance system: this system could be applied
in schools or universities to collect information from
daily classes by using a camera, microphone and
artificial intelligence algorithm to extract the
information from the retrieved records from cameras to
be then stored in the cloud for future use and for absents
students to attend the classes through his/her smart
device.
 Smart attendance system: collecting the attendance
information in school or university requires time,
especially in big classrooms or universities, that is why
a smart attendance was developed that work based on
RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) system where
an RFID reader will be in each classroom and an RFID
card with each student, thus the students need to pass
their cards on the RFID reader to be recorded as
attending. Also, the attendance system can be
implemented
through
NFC
(Near
Field
Communication), where NFC will be embedded in each
student‟s phone, and an NFC scanner is placed in each
classroom. Thus the attendance is recorded by scanning
the NFC in each phone to store the information later in
a specific server.
Implementing these systems requires a consistent amount
of electricity to power the systems. The school building can be
provided with the same sustainable techniques and ways to use
smart buildings like solar panels and human energy harvesting.
Converting students' energy to electricity would generate a
good amount of energy.
After the text edit has been completed, the paper is ready
for the template. Duplicate the template file by using the Save
As command and use the naming convention prescribed by
your conference for the name of your paper. In this newly
created file, highlight all of the contents and import your
prepared text file. You are now ready to style your paper; use
the scroll-down window on the MS Word Formatting toolbar's
left.
E. Smart Industry
The industry sector in smart cities had an incredible
revolution that made changes in manufacturing. Many new
concepts have been introduced, such as industry 4.0, which is
the outcome of the shift of digitalization and automation in the
manufactory sector. These concepts enabled self-optimization,
cognition, and customization in the industry field, where
communication with machines and computers is possible. It is
implemented through the internet of things, machine learning,
autonomous robots, the internet of services, big data
management, and cloud computing.

Moreover, big data management and analysis play a vital
role in the revolution of the industry sector, where a vast
amount of data and information are produced daily in the
industry. Big data management and analysis are used through
utilizing new technologies to make analyses that can be further
used in the development process of the produced products.
Furthermore, robotics automation is the technology that has
dramatically changed the world, where robots, machines, and
automation reduced the employers‟ number, effort, and time
with high proficiency and accuracy.
On the other hand, developing the industry field in Egypt
with implementing these technologies requires a good amount
of energy consistently. It is something that is not easy to be
provided. That is why a new adaptive way of generating
electricity is required, as solar panels or human energy
harvesting is not enough to power on giant machines during the
manufacturing process!
Commonly, in countries worldwide, the manufacturers are
built far away from the residential areas. Thus in Egypt, the
populations are the most near to Al-Nile river where the
government is producing the majority of electrical power from
the water of Al-Neil, but how the manufactories will be
provided with a sustainable resource of electricity far away
from the Al-Nile river?
As the significant area of Egypt is desert, a good amount of
electricity could be produced from the sand. According to [15],
and is used to generate and store energy in Italy, where the
plant is supposed to be as a concentrated solar panel that
focuses sunlight on heating sound. The hot sand produces
around 500 kilowatts of energy with one turbine added which
is enough to power a small village, and more turbines can be
added to increase the power, in this case, a reduction is made in
the unsustainable electricity consumption, where the city can
develop the smart industry sector without huge consumption of
electricity.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
After introducing the five essential parts of smart cities and
the way, they are developed in underdeveloped countries, and
create a relationship between developing these parts and
sustainability. The author in [16] explains the smart city
architecture as illustrated in Fig. 2.

The internet of things is an essential component in the
industry field in smart cities. It enables systems connectivity,
communication between different objects and machines and
can be accomplished by controlling other parts in the industry
like controlling temperature, light, devices, and remote control.
In contrast, the internet of service (IoS) is presented as the
“service vendors” which provide digital services through the
internet according to the business type.

Fig. 2. The Smart City Architecture.
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The smart city architecture includes four different layers:
Layer 1: Natural resources in the environment include the
renewable resources available in the city, such as water,
sunlight, fuel, and wind.
Layer 2: Physical infrastructures and services that are
existed in the city. These physical infrastructures do not depend
entirely on technology in their daily operations, such as
transportation modes like cars, trains and buses or buildings,
schools, offices, hospitals, etc.
Layer 3: Physical infrastructures and services that are
technology-based and depend on technology to perform daily
operations, such as communication networks, sensors, security
cameras, etc.

Thus, we need to consider the lifetime for different sectors
for implementing a smart transportation system as the
transportation system is related to the seven sectors mentioned
in Table I.
B. Cost-Benefit Analysis Process
The cost-benefit analysis concept is used to evaluate the
efficiency of the proposed solutions within the smart cities. The
CBA is a general platform that constructs many questions and
answers to provide the basic information for the construction
and formulation of smart solutions. Fig. 3 illustrates the
primary analytical framework of a simple CBA model
designed to determine the efficiency of the solutions.

Layer 4: The new smart services and applications
developed based on the latest and advanced technologies and
are used daily, such as smart transportation systems, smart
health systems, smart energy systems, etc.
Layer 5: Soft infrastructures are individuals and
communities living in urban areas such as stakeholders,
companies, and other people utilizing smart applications and
services.
Developing smart cities and implementing the smart city
architecture with smart applications and services require
performing a cost-benefit analysis (CBA) that is used to
estimate the value of the cost and the benefits of developing
and implementing a project. We can finalize whether the
project is worthwhile or not.
Cost-benefit analysis is a systematic quantitative method of
assessing the desirability of new projects or policies that are
important for the long term and might have future effects on
society.
The cost-benefit analysis is essential for stakeholders as it
provides a comprehensive overview of the cost and benefit of
a project. The cost-benefit research includes the following:
A. Project Lifetime
The project lifetime varies for different projects and
depends on whether the project is private or public. The
project's lifetime usually changes if the project is continually
improved and modified, such as cars, buildings, highways, etc.
When the cost-benefit analysis is applied to investments in
transportation systems, the project lifetime assumptions should
consider that the transportation system project should have an
infinite lifetime [17].
There are some examples shown in Table I of public
projects' lifetime.
As illustrated in Table I, the energy and environment
sectors have more life than the industry sector projects. The
energy and environment sectors depend on renewable
resources; thus, it can last for a long time, but for the industries
that rely on systems or machines like telecommunication and
industry sectors, the improvements for the project can aid in
increasing the project lifetime limited period.

Fig. 3. The Primary Analytical Framework of Cost-benefit Analysis for a
Smart Solution in a Smart City.
TABLE I.

THE PROJECT LIFETIME FOR DIFFERENT INFRASTRUCTURE
SECTORS

Infrastructure sector

Project lifetime (years)

Energy

25

Environment

30

Railways

30

Roads

25

Ports and airports

25

Telecommunications

15

Industry

10
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Using the primary analysis of the CBA, several questions
arise such as:
1) What are the areas that the smart solutions will be
applied in?
2) Is the solutions technical could be applied in Egypt?
3) Are there any other alternatives for the solution to be
considered?
4) What are the possible ways of implementing the
solution? Specify all the input requirements, costs, and
stakeholders.
5) Will it be necessary to cover the operating costs in the
upcoming years? And what are the direct benefits in the
coming years? If yes, what are the lifetime (years) of the
solution and the number of users that the services will
concern?
6) What are the annual interest rate and the annual
indirect, direct cost yearly?
For example, let us suppose that a smart transportation
system will be applied in a smart city in Egypt; what are the
cost and benefits of the project, and how to evaluate the
efficiency of the project?
According to [18], Egypt is planning to build smart cities
on the cusp of the nation's sustainable development strategy in
2030.
Suppose we suppose that a smart city will be placed in
Great Cairo city, the largest urban city in Africa, the Middle
East, and the Arab world. A plan has been set to develop the
urban in the city where there is a study performed to illustrate
the major indicators of the Greater Cairo Region in 2022,
shown in Table II.
TABLE II.

MAJOR INDICATORS OF GREATER CAIRO REGION IN 2022

Socio-Economic Indicators

2022

Population (Million)

20.7

Motorization (Million Vehicles)

2.50

Trip Generation (Million Trips)

25.1

The development plan includes:
 Improvement in the road network and urban expressway
network.
 For the public transport: extending the metro lines,
satellite cities corridors, super tram system, network
improvements, and optimized route structure.
To evaluate the development plan, the variables in
implementing the project should be specified: the cost and the
benefits of a smart transportation system.
The cost of the smart transportation system includes the
following:
1) Capital cost: the capital cost means the initial cost of
planning, designing, and implementing a project. The capital
cost includes the design cost for roads, cars and systems,
construction cost, electrical and electronic engineering cost,

programmer cost, labor cost, and equipment purchasing cost in
the smart transportation system.
2) Maintenance cost: Maintaining the technical parts for
proper working conditions is required.
3) Operating cost: it is the cost of the advertisements, rent
payments, and license fees needed annually.
4) Other costs: in addition to the operation and
maintenance costs, more costs are to be considered.
Specifically, there is additional cost related to smart solutions,
technologies, cybersecurity, control and intelligent systems,
and power generation systems.
That means the total cost of a smart transportation system
in Egypt =
The benefit is the revenue of the investments in a project,
many benefits come from the smart transportation system in a
smart city such as:
Travel time and cost reduction: The goal of any project is to
gain the maximum benefit and pay less cost and efforts, thus
the smart transportation system help in reducing the cost of
traveling by lowering the payment amount for fuel
consumptions, at the same time, the time of travel is reduced
due to the connected cars' systems that are designed to reduce
the traffic congestion time and reduce the traffic accidents as
much as possible. According to the cost-benefit analysis, the
financial value of the travel time reduction for different
transportation modes can be expressed as:
∑
Where

(1)

is the reduction in the travel time of each mode i.

Fuel and energy consumption: The primary challenge of
developing a smart city in Egypt is providing the required
energy to power the proposed intelligent systems. Thus we
want to generate the maximum amount of renewable energy
and reduce the consumed amount of fuel which is something
difficult to be implemented especially for the transportation
systems that depends on fuel for its daily operation, but
converting the transportation system in Egypt to be sustainable
system and replacing the mechanical cars with smart electrical
cars means the fuel consumptions should be reduced,
especially if a renewable resources generate the electrical
energy.
For the smart transportation systems, the annual cost of the
reduction in energy and fuel consumption is illustrated in this
equation:
(2)
Where
the

is the amount reduced of fuel every year and
is the average price of fuel.

Reduce the gas emission: According to [19] the annual
percentage of the energy-related carbon emission will be 10%
higher than the percentage of emissions in 2014, but with the
advancement in hybrid and electrical cars, the percentage will
be decreased in 2030, as there are more concerns about the
energy efficiency spreads and carbon reduction policies.
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The author in [20] evaluates the development plan in the
transportation system in Cairo by comparing cost-benefit
analysis of the transportation system in 2001, committed
project 2022, and the optimum result in 2022. It has been found
that the development plan will help in recovering the average
trip speed to around 18 kilometers per hour with the increase in
the transport demand in 2022, with road congestion around 1.0.
Moreover, the passenger of public transport in 2022 will be
around 20.3 million per day compared to 18.2 million per day
in 2001. In comparison, the carbon emission will be reduced by
15% compared to the percentage of emission in 2001.

depending on the sustainable and smart energy systems, thus
we can figure out that, the result of the capital cost calculation
in Egypt is reliable.
TABLE III.

THE COST ANALYSIS FOR THE DEVELOPMENT PLAN OF
GREATER CAIRO

Scenario

The
transporta
tion system
in 2001

Committed
transportation
system project
2022

The optimum
scenario of the
developed
transportation
system

The development plan and the CBA in Table III in Cairo
transportation system does not cover the intelligent systems
and the internet of things techniques and the smart energy
generator systems, also the CBA ignores the future prices,
population, requirements and improvements.

Cost (LE billion)

-

18.2

59.8

Benefit-Cost
Ratio

-

-

1.77

Trip speed
(Km/hr)

19.0

11.6

18.0

Where the smart and intelligent transportation system
determines to install advanced and modern cameras, sensors,
solar panels and internet connectivity.

Sharing
percentage of
public transport

70.9

61.7

57.9

Table IV shows the actual price of sensors and cameras
used in smart cars and smart transportation systems collected
from different online shops.

Number of public
transport
passengers
(million / day)

13.3

18.2

20.3

Vehiclekilometer (
million pcukm/day)

62.8

127.3

139.7

Volume
/Capacity Ratio

0.74

1.11

1.00

Population within
800m of Public
transport
(million)

2.04

3.09

8.20

Employment
within 800m of
public transport
(million)

1.11

1.70

4.20

Students within
800m of public
transport
(million)

0.74

1.08

2.70

Carbon emission
(million ton)

12.2

15.9

13.6

To reduce the cost of implementing an intelligent
transportation system in Egypt, we must consider that not all
the citizens can replace their car with a new smart electrical car
which cost around 10,000 USD to 20,000 USD for small cars
such as TESLA cars according to their prices online, but if the
government announces clearly that, all citizens who live or
work in new Cairo smart city must drive an electrical smart
car, the citizens will either buy a new smart electrical car or
transform their cars by installing an electric motor which cost
around 6000 USD and adding large batteries about 1000 USD
– 3000 USD, then installing sensors and cameras are required
to be a smart car as well which costs around 1000 USD to 1500
USD based on the prices in Table III, thus the cost of
transforming the cars or buying a new smart electrical car will
cost almost the same.
Thus, based on the number of motorization in new Cairo in
Table II, and based on the cost of transforming or buying new
smart electrical cars, the cost of the system will be around 26
billion dollars, which is the capital cost for an intelligent
transportation system in the high population new Cairo city.
Also, the development of the city cost will be added to the cost
of the intelligent transportation system according to Table III is
59.8 billion.

TABLE IV. THE ACTUAL PRICE OF SENSORS AND CAMERAS USED IN
SMART CARS AND SMART TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS
Sensors

Actual price

Furthermore, the cost of renewable energy resources which
will be used in the cars, roads and in generating electricity from
water or wind to be used later in charging the electrical cars
such as the solar panels, wind turbine generator, Hydro
generators and piezo electric sensor are shown in Table V.

Ultrasonic sensor x4

16 USD to 40 USD

Automotive mono-camera

100 USD to 1000 USD

According to Tables III, IV and V, the capital cost of
developing smart sustainable transportation system in new
Cairo will exceed 100 billion USD. Comparing the capital cost
of the intelligent transportation system in Egypt 2022 with the
capital cost for a smart transportation system in United States
with lower population in Newark city 2015 [21] which is a
developed city, where the capital cost was 100 billion without

Power generators

Actual price

Solar panels

200 USD to 300 USD

Hydroelectric generator

3,000 USD to 80,000 USD

Wind turbine generator

2,000 USD to 4,000 USD

Piezo electric sensor

40 USD to 60 USD

TABLE V.

PRICES OF RENEWABLE POWER GENERATORS
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VI. CHALLENGES FOR SMART AND SUSTAINABLE CITIES
It is widely known that to implement smart city projects,
we have to combine information technology with internetconnected technologies. This case is especially true for
underdeveloped countries that this paper focuses on. Smart city
projects combine several technologies and applications that
help improve management like waste management and smart
grids [22]. Suppose smart cities became the „modern standard‟.
In that case, decision-makers might need to navigate through
different fields like connectivity, infrastructure, data, and
security as cost and development are challenging. With
technology and standards continually changing and quickly
evolving, municipalities will need to avoid being trapped in
using integrated solutions from a single provider, which
ultimately leads to information and resources silos, making it
even harder to exchange data with other municipalities. Thus,
understanding that building a smart city goes beyond
automating internal systems and introducing new applications.
Implementing the concept of smart and sustainable cities in a
country comes with various obstacles, including specific city
criteria, variation of technologies, connecting infrastructures
and conserving resources.
A. Infrastructure Modernization
The term “city infrastructure” includes housing, sanitation,
water, and sewer supply, waste management, transport, energy
supply, and distribution. The difference between smart and
conventional infrastructure is the ability of smart infrastructure
to adapt intelligently to changes in the environment without
disregarding user needs to achieve improved performance.
Smart city infrastructure provides the basis for all smart city
themes, including transportation, economy, government,
environment, and citizens. The smart infrastructure design
depends on how modernized or developed a country is.
For a city in an underdeveloped country, developing a
smart infrastructure will require considering cost, space and
other factors to promote better management and development
of resources. For example, to create smart transportation
infrastructure, a massive amount of data must be gathered to
redesign the transportation network and build new applications.
Thus, requiring a large amount of capital from a country that is
moving to develop and could not afford high costs. These
countries can maintain the city‟s current infrastructure and
focus on optimizing existing infrastructure resources and
monitor performance. For example, establishing renewable
energy infrastructure to the existing one to manage natural
resources like water and utilize wind and solar energy to
improve waste management. However, in both developing and
developed countries, the primary reason behind smart
infrastructure applications is adapting to society's demands for
sustainable growth. Table VI summarizes some of the
sustainable challenges and smart infrastructure solutions
proposed for modernization.
B. Security and Privacy
Data is a core component of Smart Cities. Sensor networks,
smart meters, cell phones and IoT devices all produce massive
quantities of data. These generated data could be converted by
the city government to create new insights that could be
monetized and shared with various stakeholders. Smart urban

infrastructure components pose risks and safety issues, as smart
infrastructure may be vulnerable to hacking and unauthorized
access. The problem of protecting people's privacy is also a
significant concern in this regard. Many of the widely
mentioned risks include stealing users' data and implementing
ransomware. Of course, the hazard level grows as IoT systems
become more controllable and more autonomous. In these
latter situations, cybercriminals can exploit vulnerabilities to
remotely control IoT devices to alter sensor or system actions,
sabotage these devices, or even cause physical damage to the
surrounding environment [23]. Such activities result in cyber
hackers having more access to confidential data that expose
customer behavior trends. We might also see more mobile
device robberies, as more can now have physical access to
homes and workplaces. As IoT ecosystems are built and often
include several stakeholders and vendors, and customers, it is
necessary to be aware of possible compliance problems if
either confidential data is hacked or these sensors and devices
are themselves regulated by cyber criminals [23].
Organizations and municipalities must identify and explicitly
recognize each other's positions, obligations, and standards in
terms of data protection and even in the event of data breaches
within IoT ecosystems. To expand current cybersecurity
strategies, a risk control policy should be developed so that
both organizations in the public sector obtaining these systems
and in the private sector developing them will need to be take
into consideration the ramification of developing and obtaining
these technologies and the data protection and AI threats that
will need to be resolved by effective governance steps [24].
TABLE VI.

CHALLENGES WITH INFRASTRUCTURE MODERNIZATION

Sustainable
Challenges

Proposed Smart
Infrastructure

Description

Improving
Energy
infrastructure

Smart Meter

Monitor behavior regarding
electric energy and measure
consumption

Smart Grids

Manage variable renewable
power supply

Affordable,
good quality
connectivity

High-Speed Internet

Cellular and Low Power Wide
Area (LPWA) technologies

Environmental
Performance

Environment Sensor
Network

Health and
Education

Telemedicine, Remote
healthcare, and Online
Education

Collect data regarding
environmental condition and
level of pollutants
Services and products to access
education and health services
remotely

C. Internet Connectivity
Introducing smart city technologies requires a robust and
efficient broadband network. This shows the need to continue
bridging the digital gap to utilize and take advantage of smart
applications (apps). Mobile broadband networks play a key
role in a shortage of fixed networks. Smartphones
revolutionized smart cities as several “apps” were developed to
ease users in handling several facilities like road and
transportations, health and fitness, and electricity and water.
Due to increased sensor and data used, robust and high
connectivity is needed to maintain and accommodate it. This is
where 5G shines and provides the essential structure, capability
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and service that provide cases underpinned by technological
features like high bandwidth, absolute reliability, wide
availability, and responsive connectivity. Such utilization of
technology is limited to a city‟s budget, which is the case with
underdeveloped countries [25].
D. Funding and Financing
Conceptualizing smart cities provides a digital layer on any
capital asset, opening the way to unparalleled possibilities,
technological improvements, and increased profitability. One
significant factor that can make a smart city design productive
is the consistent path to steady revenue (its revenue model). A
reliable funding source is particularly important if the project is
pursuing private financing. When planning the project, it is
important to be mindful of the difference between the terms
“Financing” and “Funding”. The government provides
particular money for specific reasons with free charges and no
interests in terms of funding. In comparison, the term financing
refers to financial/private institutes that grant a project a certain
amount of “funding” as equity to be returned later with
interests. For underdeveloped countries in Africa, it is crucial
to think about revenue and cash flow, how funds can be
recovered from the overall revenue, the value created, and how
to monetize it. That‟s why it is important to strategize a plan to
secure funds and finances from different investors, as some
might focus on infrastructures like roads and transportation
while others might focus on different sectors and themes.

continent leap urban revolution. We finalized that in smart city
projects, sustainability becomes interwoven with various
objectives and priorities, all of which interfere and influence
each other, generating potential feedback loops and
unforeseeable results.
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]

[5]

[6]
[7]
[8]

[9]

[10]

E. Energy Management
Cities that have high population densities in a country like
Egypt generally require a huge power source. Once these cities
are developed as smart cities, renewable energy resources will
be integrated with the city's electrical infrastructure to support
the economy and life-quality growth. Smart cities can help
sustain energy and environmental challenges that produce a
proportion of carbon emissions. It is generally known that
cities play an increasingly decisive role in addressing climate
and environmental challenges. Cities are naturally able to grow
to face the world's many energy and environmental problems.
Human and intellectual capital, along with economic and
political influence, can fuel the increased use of renewable
energy. The primary constraints that might be faced make these
cities hubs for technical and social creativity to drive change
globally. Energy and environmental considerations are key that
drives (and limit) all facets of urban planning [26].

[11]
[12]
[13]
[14]
[15]
[16]
[17]
[18]

[19]

VII. CONCLUSION
This research claim that implementing the smart city model
could provide an opportunity for underdeveloped countries to
handle the effects of rapid urbanization, including their
economic and environmental implications and the decrease in
quality of life. Achievement of sustainability and enhancement
of quality of life in underdeveloped cities varies from one
country to the other. According to the findings, no standard
criteria determine a city's smartness, and analysis must be
performed before settling on smart projects and systems. This
research analyzed the cost and benefits of making New Cairo,
Egypt into a smart city. Also, this research discussed how
utilizing the rich resources in Africa and investing in smart
technologies makes the underdeveloped countries across the

[20]

[21]
[22]
[23]
[24]
[25]
[26]
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Abstract—In the guild of guitarists, it is common to work with
guitar synthesizers because the emulation of a great variety of
sounds that are produced by different musical instruments,
starting from just playing the guitar, which means, a piece of
music is played with a guitar, but other musical instruments are
actually heard such as, a saxophone, a violin, a piano or
percussions, depending on the instrument that has been selected.
The problem that arises in this article is that synthesizers are
expensive and due to their size, the transportation of the
equipment is often impractical. As mentioned, the development
of a mobile application that has the function of a monophonic
synthesizer is proposed as a solution. In this way, the cost is
greatly reduced, and additionally, the user is able to install the
application on a mobile device with Android operating system
and connect it to an electric or electro-acoustic guitar through an
audio interface; obtaining as a result, a functional technological
instrument by offering guitarists an alternative with respect to
conventional synthesizers. The construction of this application
used the Fast Fourier Transform Radix-2 as a signal recognition
algorithm, which allowed obtaining the fundamental frequencies
generated by the guitar, which were transformed into MIDI
notation and later used in sound emulation.
Keywords—Monophonic synthesizer; guitar; sound emulation;
mobile application

I.

INTRODUCTION

The advent of tablets and smart cell phones has opened a
range of possibilities in all areas of knowledge. In the field of
music, technological development has occupied a privileged
place by having mobile applications that help in tuning musical
instruments, in measuring time to practice, in recording and
editing music, among other aspects.
The rise of technology has allowed the creation of tools in
order to support musicians in a vast diversity of ways. The tool
that is interesting to highlight in this article is related to the
emulation of monophonic sounds of musical instruments or
other types of sounds, which is obtained through the use of
synthesizers. The Royal Academy of the Spanish Language
defines synthesizer as: "Electronic musical instrument capable
of producing sounds of any frequency and intensity and
combining them with harmonics, thus providing sounds of any
known instrument, or sound effects that do not correspond to
any conventional instrument" [1]. Synthesizers are very useful
devices because when connected to the guitar, are able to
provide a great variety of sounds, increasing the possibilities of
musical interpretation of the guitarist.
Two of the problems that arise are its portability and its
high cost; Due to the mentioned, based on computer science

Rosaura Palma Orozco3
Lorena Chavarría Báez4
Instituto Politécnico Nacional.
ESCOM, Mexico City, Mexico

and mathematics, it was decided to develop a monophonic
synthesizer, using a mobile application, which allows the
guitarist to use a synthesizer through a mobile device such as a
smart cell phone or a tablet, which can be transported easily,
without having to make an additional expense.
Music can be classified into two main categories:
monophonic and polyphonic. Monophonic music is made up of
a single melodic line, which means, only one musical note
sounds at a certain time, while polyphonic music is made up of
more than one melodic line, which means, two or more musical
notes sound at the same time [2]. The present study focuses on
monophonic music.
The guitar is a musical instrument that allows its player to
express musical notes in different ways. The guitar, like other
instruments such as the piano or the violin, generates analog
sounds, which need to be converted to digital sounds in order
to be read by the computer. From this digitization, it is possible
to apply signal recognition techniques for different purposes
and in this case, to detect the fundamental frequencies
generated by the guitar. A transformation was applied to these
frequencies using the notation mentioned in the Musical
Instrument Digital Interface (MIDI), to obtain a discrete
representation of the musical notes, which are defined in an
interval that goes from 0 to 127, where each number
corresponds to a musical note.
The overall objective of this study was to develop a
portable tool that allows the guitarist to emulate monophonic
sounds of other musical instruments or other types of sounds
using the guitar, all this through computational and
mathematical techniques. For this purpose, the following
specific objectives were proposed:
• Recognize frequencies generated by guitars making use
of hardware and software resources of mobile devices.
• Transform frequencies generated by guitars to MIDI
notation.
• Emulate monophonic sounds of musical instruments or
other sounds based on the obtained MIDI notes.
This article is divided into 4 sections. The second section
shows some synthesizers available on the market, as well as
some application programming interfaces that have been
developed in order to recognize signals and to support the
execution of MIDI sounds. The third section deals with the
theoretical references about the recognition of monophonic
sounds and the transformation of frequency to MIDI notation.
The fourth section shows the methodology used for the
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development of the monophonic synthesizer following the
stages of the incremental Software Engineering model.
Subsequently, the results obtained from the tests carried out are
shown and finalized with the conclusions.
II. RELATED WORK
At present, there are independent synthesizers for guitar,
which means, mounted on electronic circuits, some of them
are: MEL9 [3], SY-300 [4], GR-55 [5], among others;
However, when it comes to mobile applications that perform
the function of a guitar synthesizer on the Android operating
system, there are no formal alternatives to it.

B. Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
Fast Fourier Transform is an efficient mathematical
implementation of the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT),
which is a particular case of the Fourier Transform for
sequences of finite length in which the spectrum is evaluated
only in a few specific frequencies, and therefore, a discrete
spectrum is obtained [10, 11].
Over time, several FFT algorithms have been developed
such as: prime factor, split radix, vector radix, split vector
radix, Winograd Fourier transform, etc. [12].

III. THEORETICAL ASPECTS
In this section, reference is made to the techniques used to
recognize monophonic sounds and, on the other hand, the
digital interface of musical instruments (MIDI) is presented,
which shows a notation that serves to discretize frequencies.

The FFT algorithm used to develop the mobile application
of the monophonic synthesizer is the Radix-2. The Radix-2
algorithm is considered the most used for the FFT calculation,
it works when the number of data samples is a power of 2, in
case the number of samples does not satisfy this criterion, the
missing spaces are filled with value 0, this does not alter the
calculated frequency spectrum. The input and output of an FFT
are expressed in complex numbers, in this case, for its
implementation, two arrangements are accepted to store the
real and imaginary components in them, when using the
recording tools of mobile devices, all the bytes of audio
information are obtained, which are used within the real
components, while the imaginary components are always filled
with zeros, the output of the algorithm is contained in two other
arrays, one corresponding to each type of component, where
the frequency spectra are stored, since only the actual samples
are used for input, only the first half of the components need to
be analyzed. Each component of the frequency spectrum is
related to the previous component, since it is the sampling
frequency divided by the number of samples of the FFT [8].

A. Monophonic Sound Recognition
Due to in this article the monophonic sounds generated by
the guitar are taken as a basis, some algorithms that can be
used for the recognition of monophonic sounds are specifically
mentioned.

In order to recognize monophonic sounds, the power or
amplitude spectrum (Xp) is analyzed, selecting the frequency f
with the greatest amplitude, which is calculated through the
sum of the squares of its real (Xreal) and imaginary (Ximag)
components, as shown in (1),

There are mainly two approaches that are used to perform
monophonic sound recognition. One of them consists in
analyzing the signal samples in the time domain, and the other
in analyzing them in the frequency domain. A widely used
method in the time domain is autocorrelation, which compares
a signal with delayed versions of itself at successive intervals
to find the highest amplitudes within the signal and measure
the distances between them. Through these distances the period
of the wave can be inferred, and with it, the present frequency
of the monophonic sound can be detected. On the other hand,
there is the analysis of signals in the frequency domain, where
algorithmic implementations of the Discrete Fourier Transform
are used, with which a set of frequency intervals and their
amplitudes are obtained. A simple way to detect the frequency
of the monophonic sound present quickly is to select the
frequency with the greatest amplitude [9].

Xp = Xreal(f)2 + Ximag(f)2

On the other hand, there are some application programming
interfaces (APIs) aimed at the Android operating system,
which can be useful for the construction of a synthesizer, for
example, those that serve to perform frequency recognition and
those that serve to execute MIDI sounds, some of these
interfaces are: TarsosDSP [6] and MIDI Driver [7]
respectively.
In the present mobile application, it was chosen the
frequency recognition through the Fast Fourier Transform
Radix-2 algorithm, according to [8], making use of the native
Java development kit, while for the execution of MIDI sounds,
the model that was done in [7] was retaken.

In this article, the signals in the frequency domain are
analyzed, so some algorithms that can be used to recognize the
monophonic sounds generated by the guitar in that domain are
specifically mentioned.

(1)

The FFT algorithm used to develop the mobile application
is Radix-2, which means that it must work on a group of
samples whose number is a power of two [8].
C. MIDI
Musical Instrument Digital Interface (MIDI) is a music
notation system that allows computers to communicate with
musical synthesizers. MIDI files contain instructions to create
the pitch, volume and duration of the notes, this based on a
sequence of events called: note_on and note_off [13].
Musical notes are not encoded by their names, instead
numbers from 0 to 127 are assigned as shown in Table I. For
example, the number 57 corresponds to a musical note A with
a frequency of 220 Hertz (Hz).
Equation (2) shows the transformation of frequency in Hz
to MIDI note,
MIDINote = round(69 + 12 × log 2 (f / 440))

(2)
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MIDI NOTES ASSOCIATED WITH ITS NAME AND FREQUENCY IN HZ [15]

Name

MIDI note

Frequency (Hz)

Name

MIDI note

Frequency (Hz)

D

38

73.42

F♯/G♭

66

369.99

D♯/E♭

39

77.78

G

67

392.00

E

40

82.41

G♯/A♭

68

415.30

F

41

87.31

A

69

440.00

F♯/G♭

42

92.50

A♯/B♭

70

466.16

G

43

98.00

B

71

493.88

G♯/A♭

44

103.83

C

72

523.25

A

45

110.00

C♯/D♭

73

554.37

A♯/B♭

46

116.54

D

74

587.33

B

47

123.47

D♯/E♭

75

622.25

C

48

130.81

E

76

659.26

C♯/D♭

49

138.59

F

77

698.46

D

50

146.83

F♯/G♭

78

739.99

D♯/E♭

51

155.56

G

79

783.99

E

52

164.81

G♯/A♭

80

830.61

F

53

174.61

A

81

880.00

F♯/G♭

54

185.00

A♯/B♭

82

932.33

G

55

196.00

B

83

987.77

G♯/A♭

56

207.65

C

84

1046.50

A

57

220.00

C♯/D♭

85

1108.73

A♯/B♭

58

233.08

D

86

1174.66

B

59

246.94

D♯/E♭

87

1244.51

C

60

261.63

E

88

1318.51

C♯/D♭

61

277.18

F

89

1396.91

D

62

293.66

F♯/G♭

90

1479.98

D♯/E♭

63

311.13

G

91

1567.98

E

64

329.63

G♯/A♭

92

1661.22

F

65

349.23

A

93

1760.00

Where round is a function of rounding to one digit, factor
12 is the resulting linear pitch space per octave, factor 69 is
note A (440 Hz), which is taken as reference, log 2 is used
according to the logarithmic pitch perception in humans and
the variable f is the input frequency that will be converted to a
MIDI note [14].
General MIDI is a standardized specification for electronic
musical instruments that respond to MIDI messages. General
MIDI was developed by the American MIDI Manufacturers

Association (MMA) and the Japan MIDI Standards Committee
(JMSC) and first published in 1991 [16].
Within the general MIDI specification 128 sounds of
musical instruments or other types of sounds are included, and
these are divided in sections such as: Piano, Chromatic
Percussion, Organ, Guitar, Bass, Strings, Ensemble, Brass,
Reed, Pipe, Synth Lead, Synth Pad, Synth Effects, Ethnic,
Percussive and Sound Effects which are used in this mobile
application and are shown in Table II.
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TABLE II.

SOUNDS OF THE GENERAL MIDI SPECIFICATION [16]

00 - Acoustic Grand Piano

32 - Acoustic Bass

64 - Soprano Sax

96 - FX 1 (rain)

01 - Bright Acoustic Piano

33 - Electric Bass (finger)

65 - Alto Sax

97 - FX 2 (soundtrack)

02 - Electric Grand Piano

34 - Electric Bass (pick)

66 - Tenor Sax

98 - FX 3 (crystal)

03 - Honky-tonk Piano

35 - Fretless Bass

67 - Baritone Sax

99 - FX 4 (atmosphere)

04 - Electric Piano 1

36 - Slap Bass 1

68 – Oboe

100 - FX 5 (brightness)

05 - Electric Piano 2

37 - Slap Bass 2

69 - English Horn

101 - FX 6 (goblins)

06 - Harpsichord

38 - Synth Bass 1

70 – Bassoon

102 - FX 7 (echoes)

07 - Clavi

39 - Synth Bass 2

71 – Clarinet

103 - FX 8 (sci-fi)

08 - Celesta

40 - Violin

72 – Piccolo

104 - Sitar

09 - Glockenspiel

41 - Viola

73 – Flute

105 - Banjo

10 - Music Box

42 - Cello

74 – Recorder

106 - Shamisen

11 - Vibraphone

43 - Contrabass

75 - Pan Flute

107 - Koto

12 - Marimba

44 - Tremolo Strings

76 - Blown Bottle

108 - Kalimba

13 - Xylophone

45 - Pizzicato Strings

77 – Shakuhachi

109 - Bag pipe

14 - Tubular Bells

46 - Orchestral Harp

78 – Whistle

110 - Fiddle

15 - Dulcimer

47 - Timpani

79 – Ocarina

111 - Shanai

16 - Drawbar Organ

48 - String Ensemble 1

80 - Lead 1 (square)

112 - Tinkle Bell

17 - Percussive Organ

49 - String Ensemble 2

81 - Lead 2 (sawtooth)

113 - Agogô

18 - Rock Organ

50 - Synth Strings 1

82 - Lead 3 (calliope)

114 - Steel Drums

19 - Church Organ

51 - Synth Strings 2

83 - Lead 4 (chiff)

115 - Woodblock

20 - Reed Organ

52 - Choir Aahs

84 - Lead 5 (charang)

116 - Taiko Drum

21 - Accordion

53 - Voice Oohs

85 - Lead 6 (voice)

117 - Melodic Tom

22 - Harmonica

54 - Synth Voice

86 - Lead 7 (fifths)

118 - Synth Drum

23 - Tango Accordion

55 - Orchestra Hit

87 - Lead 8 (bass + lead)

119 - Reverse Cymbal

24 - Acoustic Guitar (nylon)

56 - Trumpet

88 - Pad 1 (new age)

120 - Guitar Fret Noise

25 - Acoustic Guitar (steel)

57 - Trombone

89 - Pad 2 (warm)

121 - Breath Noise

26 - Electric Guitar (jazz)

58 – Tuba

90 - Pad 3 (polysynth)

122 - Seashore

27 - Electric Guitar (clean)

59 - Muted Trumpet

91 - Pad 4 (choir)

123 - Bird Tweet

28 - Electric Guitar (muted)

60 - French Horn

92 - Pad 5 (bowed)

124 - Telephone Ring

29 - Overdriven Guitar

61 - Brass Section

93 - Pad 6 (metallic)

125 - Helicopter

30 - Distortion Guitar

62 - Synth Brass 1

94 - Pad 7 (halo)

126 - Applause

31 - Guitar harmonics

63 - Synth Brass 2

95 - Pad 8 (sweep)

127 - Gunshot

IV. METHODOLOGY
The mobile application was developed using the phases of
the incremental Software Engineering model, which applies
linear sequences in a staggered manner as the calendar of
activities progresses. Each linear sequence produces
deliverable software increments [17]. The diagram in Fig. 1
describes the stages used for this development.
According to what Mall [18] points out, first of all a simple
system is built and delivered which implements only a few
basic characteristics. During a few successive iterations,
improved versions are deployed and delivered, until the desired
system is finally realized.

The software requirements are first divided into several
modules or features that can be built and delivered
incrementally. This is graphically represented in Fig. 2.
Returning to what Pressman and Mall [17, 18] point out, 3
modules were created as part of the development of the mobile
application.
In the first module, the recognition of the frequencies
generated by the guitar was carried out, for which the Fast
Fourier Transform Radix-2 algorithm was applied, making use
of the hardware and software resources of mobile devices.
When playing a musical note with the guitar, the fundamental
frequency corresponding to said musical note was obtained in
real time, showing it on the mobile application interface.
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Fig. 1. Diagram of the Incremental Model.

example, a saxophone, a trumpet, a violin, among others;
whereas when there is an absence of sound, the note_off event
was activated to keep the mobile application silent.
For the construction of all these modules, the Java
programming language was used together with the Android
Development Kit (SDK).

Fig. 2. Incremental Software Development.

In the second module, the transformation of frequencies to
MIDI notes was carried out, for which equation 1 shown in the
MIDI section was applied, obtaining as a result, discrete values
of frequencies within a range from 0 to 127, showing the
aforementioned transformation together with at the
fundamental frequency in the mobile application interface.
The third module allowed to emulate the monophonic
sounds of musical instruments or other types of sounds, based
on the MIDI notes obtained. The note_on and note_off events
of the digital interface of musical instruments were used to
execute and stop the MIDI notes. Consequently, the moment
the user plays a musical note with the guitar, the note_on event
is activated, with which the sound chosen by the user within
the 128 included in the mobile application must be heard; for

A. Logical Block Diagram of the Structure of the Mobile
Application
Fig. 3 shows the block diagram of the mobile application.
As can be seen, an audio input is required, which goes through
a sampling process to obtain the discretized signal, making use
of the audio recording tools offered by the Android operating
system. Subsequently, the filter allows to eliminate the peaks
of the signal, which means, it eliminates the unwanted noise,
and then to apply the Fast Fourier Transform and thus obtain
the fundamental frequencies. From these fundamental
frequencies, the transformation to MIDI notation is carried out.
From this moment, the sound chosen by the user can be
emulated through the execution of the note_on and note_off
events.
B. Operation of the Mobile Application
Fig. 4 represents the operation of the mobile application. In
order to use it, it is necessary to connect it to an electric or
electroacoustic guitar through an audio interface, the last one is
connected to an audio output device such as an amplifier.

Fig. 3. Block Diagram of the Mobile Application.
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Fig. 4. Mobile Application Operation.

V. RESULTS
The mobile application has been developed using the Java
programming language in order to run on mobile devices with
the Android operating system. The tests were carried out on a
device from the Motorola brand, a Moto G7 Plus model with
64 GB of storage and 4 GB of RAM, with the Android 10
(Android Q) operating system installed.
The work was carried out with a sample of three guitarists
to carry out the tests of the operation of the mobile application.
Two of the guitarists used an electric guitar and the remaining
guitarist used an electro-acoustic guitar. The musical
instruments were connected to the mobile application through
an iRig 2 audio interface. The guitarists selected in the list of
the main interface of the mobile application, several of the 128
sounds that were available to be emulated and they played the
guitar obtaining the sound expected. Additionally, they were
able to observe the frequency of the note played, as well as its
transformation to a MIDI note in real time.

Fig. 5. Example of the Execution of a Musical Note a 440 Hz with the
Guitar using the Alto Saxophone Sound through the Mobile Application.

The mobile application was subjectively evaluated with the
feedback obtained from the guitarists, who pointed out the
great usefulness of this mobile application because it broadens
their possibilities of interpretation with their musical
instrument, without requiring more than their mobile device
and an audio interface. On the other hand, they mentioned that
they noticed a slight latency between the moment they played
the guitar and the emulation of the chosen sound, which could
be reduced using a low-level programming language. Two
examples of the mobile application in operation are shown in
Fig. 5 and Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. Example of Playing a Musical Note a 440 Hz with the Guitar using
the Acoustic Grand Piano Sound through the Mobile Application.
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VI. DISCUSSION
The mobile application was developed with the Java
programming language. Due to Java uses a virtual machine
(Java Virtual Machine, JVM), which processes the instructions
before being executed [19], a considerable latency was
obtained in the results. To those who want to return to this
article for their research, they are advised to use a lower-level
programming language such as C or C++, with which the
latency would be reduced considerably and obtain better
results, because the instructions are executed directly. Guitar
effects pedals commonly use recommended programming
languages [20].

[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]

[5]

[6]
[7]

VII. CONCLUSION
The development of mobile applications has acquired great
relevance due to the variety of areas where they can be used.
As mentioned, there are applications that allow communication
between people, planning travel routes, requesting food
delivery and entertainment, to name a few examples.
Additionally, the applications have allowed people to count
with tools that provide the opportunity to explore, grow and
develop in other areas such as music, which contributes to their
comprehensive training. The mobile application presented in
this work benefits this aspect because the user has a synthesizer
in the palm of his hand that is capable of emulating
monophonic sounds of different musical instruments or other
types of sounds with a guitar. This synthesizer, unlike the ones
available on the market, is affordable, easily transportable and
usable anytime, anywhere. Applications as the one described
above allow the practice of music to be accessible to huge
number of people.
It has been considered as future work, to make this mobile
application a polyphonic synthesizer, where to obtain the
polyphony generated by the guitar, the frequency spectrum
obtained by the FFT Radix-2 algorithm will be taken up, and
search and decision mechanisms will be used. It is also planned
to adapt the mobile application to a lower-level programming
language like C++ for lower latency.
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Abstract—Predicting sales is one way to get company profits.
Tokopedia Indonesia is one of the marketplaces that is included
in the type of e-commerce customer to customer (C2C). This
research was conducted in order to help sellers in the Tokopedia
Indonesia marketplace to predict the sales of their merchandise,
so that sellers can prepare or stock items that are predicted to
increase in sales by implementing Artificial Neural Networks.
Artificial neural networks can help predict future sales values.
The data is divided into training data and testing data. The
results of the analysis of this study indicate that the network
model obtained reaches an accuracy rate of 95%.
Keywords—Forecasting;
artificial neural network
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e-commerce;

backpropagation;

INTRODUCTION

Sales data and information are very important to company
to plan sales to be come, for example: customer data, number
of vehicles, price cars, spare parts, types of vehicles and those
that are not inferior its importance is deep government policy
provide vehicle taxes as well as fuel subsidies vehicle [1,2].
The report of the research company said that in early 2017, it
increased 51% from 2016 internet users which recorded
around 132.7 million internet users [3]. From this data it is
known that 24.74 million internet users have shopped online.
It is recorded that from 2016 to 2017 internet users spent
around IDR 74.6 trillion to shop on various e-commerce
(Aditya, 2017). Rebecca (2016) there are six types of ecommerce with different characteristics, namely business to
business (B2B), Business to customer (B2C), Customer to
Customer (C2C), customer to business (C2B), Business to
administration (B2A), and online to offline (OZO) [4]. The
C2C e-commerce type model will be the author's focus in this
study. Rebecca (2016) state that Tokopedia Indonesia is one of
the marketplaces that is included in the C2C type of ecommerce that allows anyone and anywhere to be a seller or a
buyer. Tokopedia Indonesia provides various tradable items
such as electronic devices, baby equipment, men's and
women's clothing, cellphone accessories, laptops, computers,
and others. Based on www.alexa.com, it is known that
Tokopedia is in the first place for this type of marketplace
after the 8th Top Sites on the Alexa Rank [5].
In the Tokopedia marketplace, there is information on the
number of items that have been sold, the number of people
who have seen the item's page, how long it will take for the
goods to be sent to the courier, the number of customers, the
description of the goods, the number of people who favor the

item and so on [6]. The prediction of the number of sales is an
important factor that determines the smooth running business
of a company. This prediction is very useful for determining
how much goods to be ordered in the following month.
Common problems faced by a company is how to predict or
forecast sales of goods in the future based on previous sales
data. The prediction is very influential to determine sales
targets that must be achieved. Planning that effective both in
the long term and in the short term depending on the forecast
demand for products to be sold [7].
Forecasting techniques are widely used for the planning
process and decision making, a prediction trying to predict
what will happens and that will be needed. There are artificial
neural networks forecasting technique that is often used
namely Backpropagation. This technique usually used in
multilayer networks with the aim of minimizing error in the
output generated by network [8]. Not all items that are seen or
favored by many people will experience high demand, but
sometimes high enthusiasts are not only seen or favored by
many people so that there is an out of stock of goods. To solve
this problem, information is needed to those who sell goods
and services on Tokopedia by making an analysis that can
provide information related to the sales volume for a product
or service being promoted. So that with this information,
parties who sell goods and services on Tokopedia can provide
stock that matches the predicted interest of an item being
promoted. One method of overcoming this problem is by
designing an artificial neural network architecture or
commonly referred to as an artificial neural network. One type
of algorithm for this artificial neural network is
backpropagation [9]. Backpropagation is an artificial neural
network model that is often used and in great demand as a
multi-year learning algorithm related to identification,
prediction, pattern recognition and so on. The
backpropagation algorithm is a type of supervised learning
algorithm where the output of the network is compared with
the target output so that an error is obtained. Then the error
will be propagated back to modify or improve the weight of a
network in order to minimize errors. Based on this
background, the authors are interested in applying the artificial
neural network method with the backpropagation algorithm to
predict sales volume on Tokopedia [10].
II. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
The research entitled analysis of the backpropagation
method and radial basis function to predict rainfall with
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artificial neural networks was carried out by Vincent Rinda
Resi (2014). This study discusses the very high rainfall
prediction model. The prediction model will be used for
various things, one of which is flood prevention. The results
obtained from the two methods found that the
backpropagation method was able to provide better accuracy,
namely 99% than the radial basis function method [11].
[12,13] in their research discusses the prediction of members'
interest in a cooperative product. Today's cooperatives,
especially the PTPN VII Musi Landas Cooperative, are very
much needed by the community because they play an
important role in their daily life. The constraints faced by the
cooperative are in determining the products that are of interest
to its members. If the cooperative can predict this, it will
reduce losses and will increase sales which will have an
impact on cooperative income. So this research applies a data
mining which can predict the interest of members in a product.
The data mining technique applied is classification using the
decision tree method with the C4.5 and DTREG algorithms.
Based on this research, several conclusions were obtained, one
of which was to produce information about product categories
that were of interest to the members of the PTPN VII Musi
Landas Cooperative.
Further research related to artificial neural networks with
backpropagation algorithms is a study conducted by [14,15]
discuss the backpropagation application discussed to predict
the movement pattern of earthquake points in Indonesia from
January 2015 to April 2015. The data used is daily data from
the Meteorology, Climatology and Geophysics Agency. The
conclusion is that the network with momentum and adaptive
learning of 0.9813 shows pretty good results with an MSE
value of 0.047735 on the 104th iteration/epoch with a
maximum of epoch = 10000, learning rate = 0.3, and mc = 0.8.
The results of the mapping of the predicted position of the
earthquake point are at latitude 0.0405 LU, longitude
124.4015 LS and magnitude 3.26 SR which are in one zone
with earthquakes that occur on the same day and date, namely
latitude 0.84, LU longitude 126.28 latitude and magnitude 4.8.
[16,17] Discusses how to predict the stock prices of Bank
Central Asia, Gudang Garam and Indofood. In this study, it
was concluded that the artificial neural network parameters
obtained MSE with the smallest value obtained with window
size 10, hidden neurons 10, and 10000 iterations for all test
cases data PT Bank Central Asia Tbk, PT Gudang Garam Tbk
and PT Indofood Sukses Makmur Tbk. The results of each test
produce MSE 0.002708159 for BBCA data test cases,
0.001074818 for GGRM data test cases and 0.002440852 for
INDOFOOD data test cases [22]. Further research is related to
the comparison of methods conducted by [18,19] discuss the
performance of the three methods in predicting the price of
gold because gold is an item that can be used for investment,
so an understanding of the shifting of gold prices is needed in
order to be able to get a profit. Of the three methods,
backpropagation is the best algorithm for predicting gold
prices with an accuracy of 95% [20].
III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The target population used in this study is all data on the
Tokopedia Indonesia website. Then the researchers took
randomly from one of the categories of goods in Tokopedia

Indonesia, namely the computer accessories category. From
the data obtained, three types of computer accessories
categories will be analyzed by researchers, namely mouse,
speaker & sound, and bag & case. The data is obtained by
opening the goods web page one by one, then by means of
scraping, the researcher selects the features that are considered
to affect the variable (Y), namely the number of items that
have been sold. The selected features will be used as the
supporting variables (X) needed, namely the type of item, the
price of the item, the number of people who saw the item, the
time of delivery of the goods to the courier, customers from
the goods shop, the number of people who have favored the
rating. This scraped data is an item that has been advertised on
Tokopedia until February 11, 2021. The data analysis method
used in this study is an Artificial Neural Network with a
backpropagation algorithm to predict buyer interest patterns
on the Tokopedia Indonesia website, especially in the
computer accessories category. Software used by researchers
to analyze the data using Microsoft Excel and RStudio.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Preprocessing data is the first step in an analysis to check
and correct when there are missing values before starting the
learning process [21]. When there is information that is not
available on one or more object variables or certain cases, data
correction will be carried out. The researcher examined the
missing data, can be seen in Table I, as follow:
In Table I, it can be seen that all variables do not have
missing data, which means that the next steps can be taken,
namely data transformation and data sharing.
Data sharing is intended to divide data into two parts,
namely training data and testing data which have their
respective functions. The training data is used to train the
learning algorithm during the training process. This data
distribution is not divided equally, but the percentage for
training data is greater than the test data. The following
Table II is related to the percentage of data sharing used.
TABLE I.

CHECKING MISSING DATA

Variable

Valid

Missing

Percentage Valid

Sold

281

0

100%

Type

281

0

100%

Price

281

0

100%

Seen

281

0

100%

Time Send

281

0

100%

Customer

281

0

100%

Favorite

281

0

100%

TABLE II.

DATA PARTITION
Percentage

Total

Training data

80%

224

Test data

20%

57

Total

100%

281
Source: processed data
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Table II above can be seen that the percentage of training
data is greater than the test data because the learning algorithm
while carrying out the training process works optimally.
The determination of input and output patterns is based on
the formulation of this research problem. So that there are
seven variables as input that are considered influencing the
target (output). Determining Network Architecture and
Parameters Artificial Neural Network has an architecture
consisting of the number of layers and the number of neurons
in each layer, as for the case of backpropagation using multi
layers consisting of input, hidden, and output. The number of
hidden layers 1 alone is sufficient to produce output that
matches the target [23,24]. So that the network architecture
designed for this research is 3 layers (input, hidden, and
output) with 7 neurons for the input layer, 3 neurons for the
hidden layer, and 1 neuron for the output layer [29].
Initialization of weights and bias is given before carrying
out the training process of an existing network system in an
artificial neural network. This initial initialization weight is
given to each neuron that is interconnected. This weight factor
defines the relationship between neurons with one another,
where the greater the weight value of a relationship between
neurons, the more important the relationship between the two
neurons. Initialization of initial weights and bias is done
randomly. Table III show the initial weights and bias of the
input layer against the hidden layer and Table IV show initial
weights and bias on the hidden layer to the output layer
[25,26].
TABLE III.

INITIAL WEIGHTS AND BIAS ON THE INPUT LAYER AGAINST
THE HIDDEN LAYER

0

1

2

3

-0.53544204

1.256897569

-0.135689723
1.1365698754

X1

1

0.054219104

0.772365469

X2

2

0.617251692

0.678952432

2.5326546321

0.145236548

0.865321469

0.6987563212
0.4659879464

X3

3

X4

4

-1.534256987

0.598756975

X5

5

0.568795643

0.123646897

X6

6

1.285695467

0.256458976

-1.856987965

X7

7

0.789653217

0.256987795

2.3698575426
Source: processed data

TABLE IV.
W

[j,]

After the hidden layer receives a weighted input signal
(Table V) including the bias, the output signal will be
calculated in the hidden layer from the input signal using the
activation function. The following is the output signal on the
Hidden Layer.
Then the output signal in the hidden layer in Table VI will
play a role as an input signal in the output layer. The input
signal will be forwarded to the output layer with the weights
and bias hidden in the hidden layer against the output layer for
each output unit.
After the output layer receives the input signal (Table VII)
from the hidden layer, the input signal will be activated using
the activation function. Table VIII shows output signals at the
output layer.
Once activated in the output layer, the output will be
distributed to all units in the output layer.

Variable

Bias

Training with the backpropagation algorithm is an
algorithm with a supervised learning process. After obtaining
the initial initialization weight and bias, a training process will
be carried out on a network that has been designed for
architecture and the parameters that have been determined
using the training data that has been determined; the
percentage is 80% of the total data. There are three phases of
the training process for the backpropagation algorithm,
namely feedforward, backpropagation, and
weight
modification. Feed forward (feedforward) at this stage, an
error will be searched for the output in the forward direction
(forward). Each input unit Xi (i: 1, ..., n) will receive the input
signal xi then pass it to the hidden unit. Then all the weighted
input signals will be calculated including the bias in each
hidden unit Zj (h: 1, ..., p). The following is the input signal to
the weighted hidden layer, including its bias.

INITIAL WEIGHTS AND BIAS ON THE HIDDEN LAYER TO THE
OUTPUT LAYER

TABLE V.

INPUT SIGNALS FROM INPUT LAYER TO HIDDEN LAYER

Z

Z netj

1

0.116563201

2

0.623654261

3

3.133356987
TABLE VI.

OUTPUT SIGNALS ON HIDDEN LAYER

Z

Z netj

1

0.116563201

2

0.623654261

3

3.133356987

W [,k]
TABLE VII.

1
0

1.3564795645

1

1.8563256987

2

0.2356489976

3

1.1698756975

INPUT SIGNAL FROM HIDDEN LAYER TO OUTPUT LAYER

Z

Y net k

1

3.523657952
Source: processed data

Source: processed data
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TABLE VIII. OUTPUT SIGNALS AT THE OUTPUT LAYER
Y

Yk

1

0.92361236

Source: processed data

TABLE XII.
∆V [i.]

∆V [.j]
1
-0.00010032
-5.006E-05
-1.7369E-05
-1.0852E-05
-1.0016E-05
-1.0865E-05
-1.093E-05

Source: processed data

To calculate the error between the input target and the
output generated by the network with the result of the error
factor () of -0.022507221. The error factor will be used to
correct the weight (Wjk) and bias (W0k) in the lower layer
(hidden layer) with the learning rate (α). The results of the
weight improvements in the hidden layer to the output layer
are as follows. Table IX show correction of weights and bias
in the hidden layer ot the output layer.
Each hidden unit Zj accepts input delta weights and bias
from the layer above it (output layer). The weight and bias
delta input will be used to find the error factor in each hidden
unit. Table X is the result of calculating the error factor in
each hidden unit.
Input from the error factor in the hidden unit such as
Table XI will be activated using the activation function with
the following results.
After obtaining the error factor that has been activated
with the activation function, the error factor will be used to
correct or correct the weights and biases in the lower layer,
namely the input layer to the hidden layer with calculations as
in equation 16. Table XII shows correction of weights and
bias in the input layer against the hidden layer, as follows.
TABLE IX.

CORRECTION OF WEIGHTS AND BIAS IN THE HIDDEN LAYER OF
THE OUTPUT LAYER

∆W [j.]

∆W [.k]
1

0

-0.00021456

1

-0.00012341

2

-0.00019457

3

-0.00030123

0
1
2
3
4
5
6

2
-6.06865E-06
-3.56987E-06
-1.08658E-06
-6.06523E-07
-6.86523E-07
-7.36563E-07
-6.69852E-07

This training process will continue as long as the
conditions are not met. Training will stop when an optimal
error has been obtained, so that the final weight and bias for
each layer is obtained. The final weights and biases with one
step obtained from the artificial neural network with the
backpropagation algorithm that has been designed using
training data [27]. Table XIII show weights and final bias on
the input layer against the hidden layer, as follows:
TABLE XIII. WEIGHTS AND FINAL BIAS ON THE INPUT LAYER AGAINST THE
HIDDEN LAYER
Variable
Bias
X1
X2
X3
X4
X5
X6
X7

V [i.]
0
1
2
3
4
5
6

V [.j]
1
-1.43256
-0.45628
0.569863
0.063595
-1.73658
0.563985
1.569758

2
1.569857
-0.55698
0.896423
-0.25697
0.869545
-0.5879
-0.13995

3
-0.22568
1.196520
2.756982
-0.89652
2.698656
0.756982
-1.65327

The artificial neural network predicts sales volume in the
Tokopedia Indonesia marketplace with training data first to
find out the accuracy of the network before testing the
network. The prediction results using an artificial neural
network model obtained using training data.
TABLE XIV. PREDICTION RESULTS OF THE NETWORK MODEL

RESULT OF CALCULATING THE ERROR FACTOR IN EACH
HIDDEN UNIT
No

Data To

Actual

Predictions

Time Range
(Month)

1

56

78

78

32

2

166

62

61

9

§ net j

Zj

3
-9.1251E-06
-4.9658E-06
-1.5968E-06
-1.4236E-06
-9.1236E-07
-1.0563E-06
-1.2354E-06

Source: processed data

Source: processed data

TABLE X.

CORRECTION OF WEIGHTS AND BIAS IN THE INPUT LAYER
AGAINST THE HIDDEN LAYER

1

-0.03265

2

-0.00365

3

218

45

61

13

-0.02456

4

90

73

62

33

5

90

73

63

8

243

28

38

39

17

244

13

87

74

9

245

231

70

64

15

3

Source: processed data

TABLE XI.

INPUT FROM THE ERROR FACTOR IN THE HIDDEN UNIT

.
.

Zj

§j

1

-0.01299

2

-0.00055

3

-0.00068

.
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The results of the training data prediction using the
network model obtained as shown in Table XIV above in
predicting sales volume in the Tokopedia Indonesia
marketplace with a span of time in months. Obtained is an
accuracy rate of 95.75%. Testing of artificial neural networks
with the backpropagation algorithm obtained after calculating
the weight until it reaches optimal then testing the network
obtained will be carried out. The network will be applied to
the test data to determine the network's performance in
predicting sales volume on the Tokopedia Indonesia's
marketplace. The percentage of test data was 20% of the total
data used, namely as many as 57 test data. The following are
some of the results of the prediction of sales volume on the
Tokopedia Indonesia marketplace using the network obtained
[28].
TABLE XV.

form the network model include the learning rate with a value
of 0.02 and the activation function used is binary sigmoid
(logistic).
4) The resulting level of accuracy when testing the
obtained network reaches an accuracy rate of 95.75%.
5) The sales forecasting process is to enter the estimated
future sales data, to be processed using the backpropagation
neural network to produce the desired data.
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[1]

PREDICTION RESULTS OF TESTING DATA USING A NETWORK
MODEL

No

Data To

Actual

Predictions

Time Range (Month)

1

1

77

71

29

2

6

101

56

24

3

75

79

78

14

4

76

56

61

11

5

159

68

79

16

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

46

175

69

62

29

47

229

62

63

31

48

269

49

63

22

[2]

[3]

[4]
[5]

[6]

[7]

The prediction results from network testing using this test
data show the network performance obtained. From the results
of the prediction of sales volume in the Tokopedia
marketplace with a span of time in months using test data, an
accuracy rate of 95.75% is obtained. The network model
obtained with the optimal level of accuracy is found when
testing the network, so it can be said that the resulting network
performance is very good. Regarding the sales volume
prediction made, the seller at Tokopedia can provide stock
according to the predictions obtained with the time span listed
in Table XV, so that the seller can minimize the occurrence of
losses and will increase their income [18, 29].

[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]

V. CONCLUSION
Based on phenomenon, research question, result and
discussion the conclusion as follows:
1) The results of this study indicate that Backpropagation
has a good level of accuracy in predicting sales.
2) The Artificial Neural Network method has an adaptive
nature, namely the network tries to achieve data stability to
achieve the expected output value.
3) The resulting artificial neural network architecture
design results consist of three layers which include six
neurons in the input layer, three neurons in the hidden layer,
and one neuron in the output layer. The parameters used to
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Abstract—Technological developments can encourage
children to learn easily and help solve problems that often arise
in the learning process. Sunday School students need learning
media to make it easier to understand Christian Education. The
method used in Sunday Schools still uses conventional methods
which include face-to-face teaching and learning in class. This
method often faces various challenges such as student's lack of
focus. One of the solutions that are proposed in this paper is to
design an Android-based learning application that will support
the learning process. Application User Interface and User
Experience (UI/UX) design will be built based on the Elements of
User Experience methodology. The Elements of User Experience
method will be used in the analysis and design process to
maximize the usability and engagement level of the application.
The learning materials will be designed based on Attention,
Relevance, Confidence, and Satisfaction (ARCS) framework.
ARCS will help the material design process to ensure the clarity
and appropriateness of the material. The application will be
implemented and tested on students to measure its effectiveness.
The application trial has shown a promising improvement
especially in student's engagement toward the materials.
Keywords—Christian education; Sunday school; element of
user experience; ARCS; android application

I.

INTRODUCTION

Christian Education nowadays is built on several objectives
such as increasing student's religious knowledge and
understanding of the Bible's contents and applying Christian
values in their daily life [1]. Christian Education is
implemented in many Christian churches through Sunday
Schools. Sunday School is a Christian religious education
activity intended for children aged 5-15 years and is usually
held once a week every Sunday. Christian character is the
concern of Christian parents in shaping the character of their
children. The standard of Christian character to be achieved is
a standard based on the Bible, not based on world philosophy
[2]. Sunday school service is usually held in conjunction with
the Public Service and is divided into several classes according
to age ranges. The purpose of this class division is to adapt the
material provided to suit the psychological age of each child.
The teaching system in Sunday Schools also faces several
problems. In modern and digital times, the teaching methods
and media in many Sunday schools are considered to be
lagging behind. Most students who are familiar with digital
communication media such as cell phones and electronic
tablets are more interested in accessing the internet and playing
online games than in attending classes and activities in Sunday
School. The teaching methods in most Sunday schools still use

conventional methods. Teaching and learning activities include
the teacher giving and presenting the material in front of the
class. Teaching materials are given in written form on
whiteboard in front of the class. As a result, many of the
children did not pay attention to what the teacher gave because
they were considered less attractive and the teachers also did
not involve each child to contribute in the teaching and
learning process. Sunday Schools are expected to be able to
innovate so that the material taught becomes more interesting
and relevant for children.
One of the innovations that want to be applied to overcome
this problem is through designing a learning application for
Sunday School using the Elements of User Experience
methodology. The Elements of User Experience is a
methodology used to develop a user interface and user
experience (UI/UX) system which is divided into 5 stages,
including Strategy, Scope, Structure, Skeleton, and Surface [3].
After the application is implemented, the next step is to
measure the level of usability of the application and how
effective it supports the learning process in Sunday Schools.
This research is expected to provide solutions to overcome the
problems faced in the learning process in most Sunday schools.
Several studies have been conducted in the application
development process using the Elements of User Experience
methodology. Most of the existing studies focus more on
general-purpose applications and very few focus on
educational applications especially for Christian Religious
Education for Children. This research is expected to contribute
in particular to combining application development methods
with educational methods for children.
II. PREVIOUS STUDY
Several studies have been conducted based on the Elements
of User Experience methodology. This method can be applied
in web and mobile-based applications and several studies have
tried to apply it. Ecelbarger, Hamlin, and McMcGrath have
done this in the case of a web-based scheduling application [4].
Tong, Cui, and Chen have applied it to a more interactive
mobile application like museum simulations [5]. Both studies
have reported better results in terms of user experience.
However, the application of this method is still very limited for
educational-purpose applications. The biggest challenge in
designing education-based applications is how to ensure that
the applications made can increase the engagement of the
learning process being carried out. Similar research was
conducted by Nurul and Norasykin to develop a computer-
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programming learning application but it is more aimed at an
adult audience with a simple and minimalistic user interface
[6].
This research has its challenges because it has an audience
of children aged 5-10 years who have a different application
development approach to the adult audience. Several phases
have to be modified to make a better approach to the problem.
One of the main modifications is to combine the ARCS
methodology at the phase of determining the application
structure [7]. ARCS serves to ensure that the teaching materials
provided are suitable for the intended learning abilities of the
students.
III. METHODOLOGY
A. Elements of User Experience
The Elements of User Experience consists of five stages
and starts from the lowest stage, Strategy stage. This stage is
used to collect data related to system development that will be
carried out to get product objectives and user needs. This stage
determines the purpose of the application being made and the
specific needs of Sunday School children in order to be able to
design an appropriate system and suitable to user needs.
The second stage, Scope stage aims to determine the scope
of the system you want to build and clearly define the system
requirements. The strategy to be used is to design system
requirements in accordance with the results of the
questionnaire that was implemented in the previous stage.
The Structure stage contains a systematic design for how
the system will run and how the system responds to users. The
method used to describe interactions with users is to use a usecase diagram to explain in detail how users interact with the
system being built, and for the information storage process, ER
Diagram is used as an explanation of how the information will
be stored.

Fig. 1. Research Methodology.

The Skeleton stage is the stage for designing a system
prototype to provide an overview of how the system works.
The method will use mockups to explain how the existing
display in the application will be developed.
The Surface stage is the final stage for designing the final
result of the application being built. The entire process can be
seen in Fig. 1.
B. Design Process
The stage of making the application structure provides
functional description of how the system works. The functional
description of the system is manifested in the form of a simple
interface design of an application mockup. Mockups are
structured models or replicas that describe the appearance of
the application and the flow of application functions. An
example of the application mockup can be seen in Fig. 2.
C. Implementation Process
At the implementation stage, mockups that were developed
in the previous stage will begin to be built using the selected
technology, React Native and MySQL database. React Native
is a framework that allows mobile application development
using the JavaScript programming language [8].

Fig. 2. Application Mockup.

User interface implementation is the final stage of The
Elements of User Experience methodology. The mockup
created in the previous process will be manifested as a user
interface and becomes the blueprint of the actual application
display development process. The existing application is
designed to be as simple and attractive as possible, with
relatively bright colors, considering the relatively young age
range of users. An example of a user interface that has been
developed can be seen in Fig. 3.
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After the user has filled in, the method for calculating the
SUS score is as follows:
• For each odd question, the score given by the user must
be reduced by 1 (formula: X-1).
• For each even question, subtract the value given by the
user from 5 (formula: 5-X).
• The value obtained from each question is then added
and multiplied by 2.5.
• The result is a SUS score and should be in the 0-100
range General guidelines on the interpretation of SUS
scores can be seen in Table II.
TABLE II.

SUS GUIDELINES

SUS Score

Grade

Predicate

> 80,3

A

Excellent

68 – 80,3

B

Good

68

C

Okay

51 – 68

D

Poor

< 51

E

Awful

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Fig. 3. Application user Interface.

D. Testing Process
This test was carried out at the Toraja Church in
Samarinda, East Kalimantan. Tests will be carried out on
students of the Toraja Church Sunday School who are in the
age range of 5-10 years. Sunday School students will also be
accompanied by teachers during the testing process. The
method used in testing is the System Usability Scale (SUS) [9].
SUS is a method of testing the usability of an application
containing 10 questions with an assessment range between 1
and 5 [10]. The SUS list of questions contains questions to
determine whether the application is easy enough to use by its
designated users, especially children. A list of SUS questions
can be seen in Table I.
TABLE I.

SUS QUESTIONS

After the application design process, the application was
tested on 24 user respondents. The trial was carried out for 30
minutes for each respondent where 20-25 minutes was the
application trial stage and 5-10 minutes was used to fill out the
questionnaire. The questionnaire was designed based on the
System Usability Scale (SUS) method which has 10 questions.
Each respondent was also accompanied by a Sunday School
teacher to assist in the testing process and filling out the
questionnaire. The results of the application trial can be seen in
Table III.
TABLE III.

SUS GUIDELINES

QUESTIONS

Score Given by User
Respondents
1

2

3

4

5

I think I will use this application often

1

1

2

16

4

16

3

2

1

Questions

I think this application is too complicated but
can be simplified

2

No
1

I think I will use this application often

I think this application is easy to use

0

4

1

17

2

2

I think this application is too complicated but can be simplified

3

15

5

1

0

3

I think this application is easy to use

I think I need help from a technical person to
be able to use this application

I think I need help from a technical person to be able to use this
application

I found that there are various features that are
well integrated in this application

0

1

1

16

6

4

I found that there are various features that are well integrated in this
application

I think there are many things that are
inconsistent with this application

2

16

6

0

0

5

1

2

16

5

I think there are many things that are inconsistent with this application

I think the majority of users will be able to
learn this application quickly

0

7

I think the majority of users will be able to learn this application
quickly

I find this application very impractical to use

4

17

2

1

0

8

I really believe that I can use this application

0

2

2

16

4

9

I find this application very impractical to use

17

2

2

0

I really believe that I can use this application

I have to learn many things first before I can
use this application

3

10
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The trial results were then calculated to obtain a score for
each question. For odd questions, the formula used is X-1
where X is the score given by the user. The sum is then divided
by 24 (according to the number of respondents). On the other
hand, for even questions, the formula used is 5-X. The sum is
then divided by 24. The SUS Calculation Results can be seen
in Table IV.
TABLE IV.

SUS CALCULATION RESULTS
SUS Calculations

Questions

especially students in the age range of 5 to 10 years old. The
testing result using the System Usability Scale (SUS) method
produces a final value of 72.19. Based on the SUS score
guidelines, the score shows a good result that indicates an
increase in the ease of the learning process.
These results also show that the Element of User
Experience method can be applied to the development of
mobile-based applications for educational purposes. This
method will increase the usability of the application which is a
major factor for its designated users.

Score
1

2

3

4

5

I think I will use this application often

0

1

4

48

16

2,88

I think this application is too
complicated but can be simplified

8

48

6

2

0

2,67

I think this application is easy to use

0

4

2

51

8

2,71

I think I need help from a technical
person to be able to use this application

12

45

10

1

0

2,83

I found that there are various features
that are well integrated in this
application

0

1

2

48

24

3,13

I think there are many things that are
inconsistent with this application

8

48

12

0

0

2,83

I think the majority of users will be
able to learn this application quickly

0

1

4

48

20

3,04

I find this application very impractical
to use

16

51

4

1

0

3,00

I really believe that I can use this
application

0

2

4

48

16

2,92

I have to learn many things first before
I can use this application

12

51

4

2

0

2,88

Further research can be carried out using the same method
but in different cases and age ranges. This study is focused on
target users with an age range between 5-10 years old.
Research at different age ranges will provide useful
information on how effective this method is at younger or older
ages.
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Final SUS Score (Total score x 2.5)

72,19

The score obtained from each question is then added and
multiplied by the constant 2.5 and the final SUS score is 72.19.
The score based on Table II shows an outcome with a good
predicate. A good SUS score indicates an increase in the ease
of the learning process.
V. CONCLUSION
The Elements of User Experience allows the development
of an Android-based application that suits the needs of users,
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Abstract—This study proposed a new method in gait
acquisition and analysis for autistic children based on the
markerless technique versus the gold standard marker-based
technique. Here, the gait acquisition stage is conducted using a
depth camera with a customizable skeleton tracking function that
is the Microsoft Kinect sensor for recording the walking gait
trials of the 23 children with autism spectrum disorder (ASD)
and 30 typically healthy developing (TD) children. Next, the
Kinect depth sensor outputs information is translated into
kinematic gait features. Further, analysis and evaluation are
done specifically the kinematic angles of the hip, knee, and ankle
in analyzing and visualizing the pattern of the plots versus the
kinematic plots acquired from the marker-based that is the
Vicon motion system gait technique. In addition, these kinematic
angles are also validated using the statistical method namely the
Analysis of Variance (ANOVA). Results showed that the ρ-values
are insignificant for all angles upon computing both the intragroup and inter-group normalization. Hence, these findings have
proven that the proposed markerless-based gait technique is
indeed apt to be used as a new alternative markerless method for
gait analysis of ASD children.
Keywords—Autism spectrum disorder (ASD);
marker-based; markerless-based; gait analysis

I.

kinematic;

INTRODUCTION

Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) is a development
disorder that can be characterized by several difficulties such
as in the learning process, communication, as well as social
skills [1]. Note that the deficiency can be seen in early
childhood, for instance as early as two years old [2] & [3].
Recently, there has been a growth in the literature regarding
unbalanced and sensory disturbances, especially during
walking for the ASD children [4], [5] & [6]. Due to the sensory
conflicts, researchers face challenges in performing gait
assessments to further provide suitable care and treatment [7].
On top of that, ASD children are found to face more challenges
in receiving both the treatment and care as compared to other
children with developmental delays, especially the requirement
for these children to be examined in an unfamiliar testing
environment [7], [8] & [9]. Here, gait analysis involving ASD
children is indeed vital. This is because reliable gait
information will help determine the level of deficit specificity
as the evaluation tools [5].

II. RELATED WORK
There are two categories of gait techniques namely the
marker-based technique and markerless-based technique. The
marker-based technique includes an optoelectronic system with
synchronization between the camera(s) and the system. This
system works by tracking the movement through an optical
sensor (infrared camera) by identifying the position of the
markers attached to the body or object followed by postprocessing via specialized software [10]. This technique also
offered an accurate three-dimensional (3D) model and is
normally performed inside the laboratory [10] & [11].
Moreover, the position of the markers must properly adhere
according to the system's template to produce accurate gait data
and analysis [12]. For example, Hasan et al. [13] has placed 35
retro-reflective markers on the ASD and typically healthy
developing (TD) subject’s body to analyze the gait pattern
from two groups whilst, Eggleston et al. [14] used 19 retroreflective markers to perform analysis of gait symmetry
specifically at the lower body during the over-ground walking
for the ASD children.
On the other hand, researchers attempt to overcome the
limitation from the marker-based techniques with marker-free
or markerless gait techniques and thus giving greater freedom
of movement to the users [15]. This technique offers a low-cost
system as compared to the marker-based technique [16]. The
analysis for marker-less technique is based on the movement
analysis specifically the subject’s silhouette in contrast to the
background [17]. Thus, markerless requires post-processing
analysis to enhance the appearance of the silhouette or to
translate the movements into a three-dimensional (3D)
coordinate point that can be mapped by the computer [17] &
[18]. For example, Vilensky et al. [19] used two high-speed
cameras, with one camera was placed perpendicularly with the
walking track while the other camera was facing the track to
measure gait disturbance between the normal and autistic
children at the hip, knee, and ankle joints. Meanwhile, Zakaria
et al. [20] performed ASD gait classification based on the
calculated distance between joints captured by the depth
camera.
In another study, Al-Jubouri et al. [21] classify full-body
movement of the ASD and normal children based on the fourstage approaches which are augmentation, feature extraction,
dimension reduction, and rough set. Based on previous
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researches, it was found that there are not many studies
conducted related to the gait features using the markerlessbased technique as reported in [22] & [23]. On top of that,
there is a need to validate and evaluate the markerless-based
features to provide an accurate analysis and evaluation method
[24] that further can be used as the evaluation tools for ASD
[5]. Earlier, the validity of the Kinect sensor was compared
with the Vicon system as reported by Abiddin et al. [25]. The
validity has been measured for the assessment of postural
control based on several different types of movements. Here,
selected body points from Kinect were imposed with the
marker trajectories from Vicon to measure the outcome of
anatomical landmark displacements or changes in angle
relative to the ground [26]. Based on the Pearson correlation,
the r-values obtained were greater than 0.90 for the majority of
measurements as reported in [26]. In a different study, the
intra-class (ICC) and Pearson analysis (r-value) of the vertical
displacement of the knee marker for Parkinson Disease (PD)
patients obtained using the Vicon system and Kinect sensor
were compared and it was found that both techniques achieved
ICC and r greater than 0.9 for walking on the same spot [27].
On the other hand, Cocchi et al. [28] have estimated the sagittal
joints kinematics of children with cerebral palsy as well. In this
study, the validity of the marker-less kinematic features was
verified by comparing the markerless gait features with the
marker-based gait features and results showed that the
differences were heavily affected by the presence of the offset
attained at the mean values of the joint kinematics. However,
upon removing the angular offsets, the Pearson correlation
specifically the r-values obtained were between 0.8 and 1,
which indicated a good result [28]. To the extent of our
knowledge and based on findings from previous studies, there
is no formal study that has been done related to evaluation and
validation for ASD using the markerless gait feature.
Therefore, this study aims to evaluate and validate the
kinematic gait features of both ASD and TD groups using a
viable method like the Kinect sensor and the gold standard
Vicon gait system. The use of the markerless-based gait
technique can be of benefit to ASD children since most of
these children often confront physical challenges such as lack
of focus and anxiety during the laboratory gait trials acquisition
and experiment.

For the laboratory layout, the HMGA Laboratory has an
8.3-meter wooden walkway with two force plates embedded at
the center of the walkway as depicted in Fig. 1. Two digital
video cameras which are installed on tripods were placed
perpendicularly to one another for recording the walking trials
from the side and front views as the subject walk along the
walkway. In addition, all the infrared (IR) cameras of the
Vicon System were wall-mounted approximately 2.5 meters
above the floor level to ensure that the capability of the volume
area to be captured at the center of the lab based on the length,
width, and height of 4 meters, 3 meters, and 2 meters
respectively. Meanwhile, the Kinect sensor is placed on a stand
located 0.5 meters in height from the floor and is facing the
walking direction, with a working range between 1.2 and 3.5
meters view from the camera at 57° horizontal wide and a
vertical view of 43°. For this laboratory setup, the walking
direction started at the point “A” and finished at the point
marked as “B”.
A. Data Acquisition
For the data acquisition stage, a depth camera namely the
Microsoft Kinect camera is used as a motion-sensing device for
the markerless-based gait technique. The camera is equipped
with a depth sensor, Red-Green-Blue (RGB) camera,
microphones, and a tilt motor to provide full-body motion
sensing for 20 primary body landmarks or coordinates. In
addition, this device works at a frequency of 30 Hz. The IR
depth sensor gives the Kinect its depth measuring capabilities.
The emitter emits infrared light beams and the depth sensor
reads the IR beams reflected to the sensor. The reflected beams
are converted into depth information measuring the distance
between the body and the sensor within its capture volume
with a resolution of 640×480 to acquire the skeletal data. On
the other hand, Vicon Motion System is used as a motionsensing for the marker-based gait technique and also as the
gold standard to establish the accuracy of the Kinect. Refer to
Fig. 1, the Vicon system is equipped with eight optical cameras
labeled as C1 – C8 (MX T-Series camera), wall-mounted, and
operated at 100Hz. This Vicon system is also integrated with
two force plates, a host computer is installed with the Vicon
Nexus 1.8.5 software, and two digital video cameras namely
DV1 and DV2.

III. METHODOLOGY

TABLE I.

This section elaborated in detail the method used and the
overall process methodology in this study. The experiment was
conducted in the Human Motion and Gait Analysis (HMGA)
Premier Laboratory of Universiti Teknologi MARA (UiTM),
Shah Alam, Selangor. In this study, data acquisition consists of
23 ASD and 30 TD children. Prior to this study, parents were
given an information sheet that needs to be completed in the
Consent Form based on recommendation and approval by
UiTM Shah Alam Ethics Committee.
The mean and standard deviation (SD) of the subjects is
tabulated as in Table I. The ASD children have a mean age,
height, and body mass of 8.391 (0.396) years, 1.267 (0.028) m,
and 32.957 (3.485) kg accordingly. Meanwhile, the TD
children have a mean age, height, and body mass of 9.021
(0.319) years, 1.316 (0.025) m, and 32.493 (1.991) kg,
respectively.

SUBJECTS DISTRIBUTIONS

Mean (SD)
Items
ASD Group

TD Group

Gender

21 Male &
2 Female

14 Male &
16 Female

Age (year)

8.391 (0.396)

9.021 (0.319)

Height (m)

1.267 (0.028)

1.316 (0.025)

Weight (kg)

32.957 (3.485)

32.493 (1.991)

BMI (kg/m²)

19.509 (1.297)

18.206 (0.644)
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Fig. 1. Schematic Lab Layout.

B. Procedure
For the Vicon system, the subject’s preparation was done
before the experiment started. A total of 35 retro-reflective
markers were attached to the subject‘s body based on the plugin-gait full-body marker set that further produced the skeleton
output or stick-figure model. Here, subjects need to perform a
T-pose stand with the complete sets of markers so that the
system can recognized and able to create the model based on
the markers as in Fig. 2(a) [29]. On the other hand, a skeleton
function was used to create the model from the Kinect device
as shown in Fig. 2(b) [30].
Further, each subject performed walking trials while being
concurrently monitored and captured using both the Kinect
sensor and Vicon system. Refer to Fig. 2(c), for the walking
task, subjects were required to walk freely barefooted with
their comfortable normal speed to ensure their walking
behavior is natural, without any assistant or walking aid. The
walking task was carried out and repeated several times until
all the ten successful trials per subject were completed. A
successful trial is defined once the subject can successfully
walk from point A to point B as in Fig. 1, without stopping or
pausing during the walking trial or assisted by the caretakers.
During the experimental, a walking trial is captured and saved
simultaneously by both Kinect and Vicon systems.
C. Data Analysis
Data from the systems were screened and timesynchronized visually before data extraction. At this stage, a
single gait cycle for the same walking trial session was
acquired to represent each subject's walking pattern from both
systems. For the data acquired via the Kinect sensor, the angles
were derived using the cosine rule. As for the Vicon system,
the output angles of the gait were extracted. Further, the
kinematic angles from both systems were computed and
analyzed.

Fig. 2. Example of Stick-Figure Model from (a) Vicon System, (b) Kinect
Depth Camera and (c) Subject Performed Walking Trial.

In order to analyze, evaluate and validate the walking gait
among these subjects, the interpolation technique is used to
standardize the number of frames that is fixed at 30 frames for
all trials and further is expressed as the percentage of the gait
cycle. Additionally, two types of normalization techniques are
implemented before the evaluation of the gait data. Firstly, the
intra-group normalization, x intra was calculated to eliminate the
influence of the subject‘s gait patterns which are different for
each person and are expressed as in Equation (1) [31]. On the
other hand, the inter-group normalization, x inter was computed
in minimizing the effect of gait patterns among the group as
given in Equation (2) [31].
𝑥𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎 =
𝑥𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 =

𝑥𝑖

(1)

𝑥𝑖

(2)

𝑥max(𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎 𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠)
𝑥max(𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠)

Further, the kinematic plots for the hip, knee, and ankle
angles from both Kinect and Vicon systems are visualized
based on the plot pattern. The F-statistic was used to assess the
quality of variances by computing the ratio of variation
between the sample means and variation within the sample
means. Then, the Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) test set as
the significant value, ρ is less than 0.05 (ρ < 0.05) with the null
hypothesis as the mean values of the kinematic plots are
similar for both systems was used to test any mean differences
in all angles. Here, the mean differences indicated that the plot
is not similar in terms of its form or magnitude.
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This section presents the results of the evaluation and
validation of the gait data from both the gait techniques utilized
in comparing the kinematic plots of the markerless-based gait
technique that is from the Kinect sensor and the marker-based
gait technique which is from the Vicon system. Fig. 3 showed
the kinematic plots of the hip, knee, and ankle angles for the
original, intra-group, and inter-group normalization gait data
for both the ASD and TD children. The green color line
represents the markerless method specifically the Kinect sensor
while the magenta color line is for the Vicon system that is the
marker-based technique. Further, the ANOVA results for all
the kinematic plots of Fig. 3 are tabulated in Table II.
Firstly, the plots based on the original gait data similar
shapes are visualized for the knee angles of the walking gait
generated from both techniques in the ASD as well as the TD
group. As for the plots for the hip angle, the plots are also
similar however the amplitude values between the two gait
techniques differ for both groups. The same goes for the ankle
angle plots which are not similar using both techniques for the
ASD and TD groups. Based on the original gait data, the
differences in the knee angles and ankle angles of the
kinematic plots are supported by the statistical results
computed as tabulated in Table II. For the ASD group, the
ANOVA value for F is 577.55 with ρ equals to 0.00 for the hip
angles whilst the TD group with F=375.09. As for the ankle
angles, the computed F values are 84.450 and 81.70
respectively for both the ASD and TD groups. These values
resembled significant differences for the knee and ankle angles
using the markerless and marker-based techniques for both the
ASD and TD groups and matched results of the visualized
plots. This showed that the hip and ankle angles owned large
group means relative to the within-group variability as
compared to the knee angle. Next, for the knee angles with
F=1.443 and ρ is equal to 0.23 for the ASD group and with
F=1.26 and ρ=0.23 which is larger than 0.05 resembled that
there is no significant difference between both techniques for
the ASD and TD groups. These values supported and proved
that the visualization of both plots also showed similar patterns.
Recall that this study is to prove that there are no significant
differences amongst the kinematic features with the ρ-values
must be greater than 0.05 since similar plots showed that the
proposed markerless-based technique is similar to the gold
standard which is the marker-based gait technique utilized.
Furthermore, the intra-group and inter-group normalization
were computed to analyze and eliminate data redundancy thus
maintains the same information that adheres to a common
standard approach for datasets. All three angles of the hip,
knee, and ankle of the kinematic plots are as plotted in Fig. 3

for both intra-group and inter-group normalization. As
explained earlier, for the hip angle the magnitude gaps differ,
however upon normalization, the differences between the
magnitudes are significantly reduced especially towards the
end of the gait cycle in both the ASD and TD groups. Next, the
plots revealed that the knee flexion during the swing phase
(60% to 100% of the gait cycle) has improved. However, there
is a difference in flexion and extension that existed during
initial contact (0% of the gait cycle) between the ASD and TD
groups for the knee angle using the proposed markerless-based
approach. As for the ankle angle plots, the normalization
process failed to enhance or improve the plots. The only
improvement based on the visualization of these plots is the
similar shapes of the ankle dorsiflexion and ankle
plantarflexion during the stance phase that is between 0% to
60% of the gait cycle and towards the end of the gait cycle. The
ANOVA results for the intra-group and inter-group
normalization showed that the mean of the hip, knee, and ankle
angles for both gait techniques is similar for both groups,
which means that there are no significant differences in the
mean for the respective angles. The F-statistic revealed a small
ratio for the hip, knee and ankle angles with F=0.00
respectively. Once again, the small F-value indicates that the
group means are similar with minimal variability. Also, the ρvalue that evaluated the mean differences showed that there
were no significant mean differences for the hip, knee, and
ankle angles since the ρ-value was greater than 0.05.
TABLE II.
ANOVA RESULTS USING THE MARKER-BASED TECHNIQUE
VERSUS THE PROPOSED MARKERLESS-BASED FOR BOTH ASD AND TD
GROUPS USING THE ORIGINAL GAIT FEATURES, INTRA-GROUP AND INTERGROUP NORMALIZATION
Item

Original
Gait Data

Intra-Group
Normalization

Inter-Group
Normalization

Kinematic
Gait
Parameters
Hip

ASD

TD

F

ρ

F

577.55

0.00

375.09

0.00

Knee

1.443

0.23

1.26

0.26

Ankle

84.45

0.00

81.70

0.00

Hip

0.00

1.00

0.00

1.00

Knee

0.00

1.00

0.00

1.00

Ankle

0.00

1.00

0.00

1.00

Hip

0.00

1.00

0.00

1.00

Knee

0.00

1.00

0.00

1.00

Ankle

0.00

1.00

0.00

1.00

ρ
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Original Kinematic Gait Data

Intra-Group Normalization

Inter-Group Normalization
Hip Angle ASD

Hip Angle ASD

Hip Angle ASD
45

2.5

2

Marker-based

40

Marker-based

Marker-based

Proposed Approach

Proposed Approach

Proposed Approach

2

1.5

1

0.5

35

1.5

30

1

20

15

Ext/Flex (°)

Ext/Flex (°)

Hip

Ext/Flex (°)

25

0.5

10

0

0

-0.5

-1

-1.5

5
-1

-0.5

0

-5
0

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

10

0

100

20

40

30

50

70

60

80

90

100

0

20

30

40

50

Gait Cycle (%)

Gait Cycle (%)

Knee Angle ASD

Knee Angle ASD

55

2

60

70

80

90

100

60

70

80

90

100

90

100

2

Marker-based

50

10

Gait Cycle (%)

Knee Angle ASD

Marker-based

Marker-based

Proposed Approach

Proposed Approach

Proposed Approach

1.5

1.5

45

40
1

1

30

25

Ext/Flex (°)

Knee

Ext/Flex (°)

ASD

Ext/Flex (°)

35

0.5

0.5

0

0
20

15
-0.5

-0.5
10

-1

-1

5
0

10

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

10

0

20

40

30

Gait Cycle (%)

50

70

60

80

90

0

100

10

20

30

Ankle Angle ASD

50

Ankle Angle ASD

Ankle Angle ASD

10

40

Gait Cycle (%)

Gait Cycle (%)

1.5

1
Marker-based

Marker-based

5

Proposed Approach

Proposed Approach

1

0.5

0

-5
0.5

0

-15

-20

Plan/Dors (°)

Plan/Dors (°)

Ankle

Plan/Dors (°)
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Fig. 3. Visualization of the Plot Pattern of the Kinematic Gait Angels using the Marker-based Technique (Magenta Color Line) Versus the Proposed Markerlessbased Technique (Green Color Line) for both ASD and TD Groups using the Original Gait Features, Intra-Group, and Inter-Group Normalization.
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[7]

VI. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, an evaluation and validation of gait data
from the Vicon system versus the proposed markerless-based
model are analyzed. Kinematic features namely the hip, knee,
and ankle angles are evaluated based on visualization of the
angles plots as further verified based on ANOVA. From the
plots, the hip, and ankle angles showed differences between the
two gait techniques for both ASD and TD groups. Further, the
ANOVA test was performed to measure the significance of
these angles between the marker-based and the proposed
markerless approach.
The ANOVA results showed that there are significant
differences for both the hip and ankle angles and these findings
are in accordance based on the visualization of these plots.
Further, the intra-group and inter-group normalizations are
performed to minimize the data redundancy as well as
maintaining similar information of the kinematic plots for both
the marker-based and the proposed markerless technique. Upon
normalization, the kinematic plots for the hip, knee, and ankle
angles of both techniques showed similar shapes. With the ρ
equals 1, hence these confirmed that there are no significant
differences between these plots of gait features upon
normalization. This showed that the proposed markerless-based
gait technique is indeed suitable and potentially can be used as
gait analysis for ASD children. The proposed markerless
method is easy to set up, non-intrusive and portable as well.
The next stage of work will include the use of the proposed
markerless-based technique for Parkinson’s disease (PD) or
cerebral palsy (CP). This new proposed markerless gait
approach could further assist in developing more suitable gait
analysis intervention programs for autistic children and offer
great research opportunities related to pathological gait.
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Abstract—The robustness of the security algorithm is one of
the most important properties that determines how difficult it is
to break it. Increasing the robustness of the algorithm directly
affects the degree of secrecy when it is used for confidential
transmission. The paper analyzes the steganographic algorithm
Least Significant Bit, represents a method of counteracting the
algorithm of the "visual attack" and statistical methods used
against stego-containers generated using the LSB algorithm. To
prove the increase in resistance, the study used the PSNR index,
Chi-square test. The proposed technique involves the use of a
uniform distribution and compression method. The paper
presents the results of computer experiments demonstrating the
effectiveness of the proposed technique.
Keywords—Steganography; steganalysis; visual attack; least
significant bit

I.

INTRODUCTION

Steganography is the science of methods of transferring
information or storing it, in which the fact of transfer or storage
is hidden [1]. Currently, such directions as digital
steganography (hiding information in digital objects) and
network steganography (hiding information using the features
of network protocols) are developing. Modern steganographic
systems use steganography and cryptography algorithms
together in order to not only encrypt and protect a message [24], but also to transmit it secretly.
Some steganographic algorithms have become widespread,
such as algorithms for applying digital watermarks, which used
to embed an image into an image and provide protection
against illegal copying or dissemination of information [5]. The
most famous and simple steganography algorithms have
obvious drawbacks, for example, replacing the color of the
hidden message with the background color, such a substitution
is easy to notice and reveal the hidden data [6-7]. The book
cipher (or its modifications, for example, the book cipher of
Aeneas), in which each character of the secret message is
replaced by a pointer (for example, the number of a row,
column or table), has several significant disadvantages:
transmission of small volumes of a secret message; storage and
transmission of the key, which can be used to collect a
"scattered" message from the so-called stego-container, weak
degree of security [8]. Methods of hiding secret information in
special fields of attributes of files of various formats or in
service fields of network packets are also popular, but these
methods have a significant limitation on the amount of
information transmitted per unit of time [9-10]. Along with

these methods, steganography includes various algorithms are
based on distortion (introduction of changes into the structure
of a digital object), statistical methods of concealment [11] and
structural methods.
Specialized attacks are carried out on steganographic
algorithms, the main purpose of which is to reveal the presence
of an embedded secret message. The statistical method has
become widespread, which makes it possible to determine the
characteristic distortions both in the file structure and in the
semantic information of a digital object [12]. Attacks are
usually directed against specific vulnerabilities of a particular
steganographic algorithm [13]. When hiding information in the
service part of files or transmitted packets, an attacker can
compare with reference values or empty containers to identify
potential corruption [14-15]. In modern steganalysis, separate
areas of investigation to identify hidden messages have been
formed.
Reliable masking algorithms are being developing to
counter attacks, for example, one of them hides secret
information during a "handshake" when using the TCP data
transfer protocol in a response packet [16], but this method is
describing theoretically, is implementing only as part of the
study and has small bandwidth.
Within the framework of this work, a technique makes it
possible to reduce the efficiency of steganalysis methods of the
"visual attack" type. The Least Significant Bit (LSB) method
[17-18] was chosen as the most illustrative example of a
steganographic algorithm. LSB is an efficient algorithm used to
embed information into container files [19-20]. A hypothesis
was put forward, according to which the algorithm can become
more resistant to the mentioned types of attacks if the modified
bytes are uniformly distributed in the container image.
However, when using a uniform distribution of a large number
of bytes, a large number of zones with a high density of
modified bytes will inevitably appear [21-22]. Lossless
compression methods are using to reduce the number of
modified bytes.
II. STEGANOGRAPHIC ALGORITHM LEAST SIGNIFICANT BIT
LSB (Least Significant Bit) is a method of embedding a
secret message into an image. The algorithm includes the
following steps:
• Conversion of secret message into a binary code,
followed by splitting into separate bits or into blocks of
two bits.
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• Replacing the last bit or two bits in the bytes of the
container image with the corresponding number of bits
of the transmitted secret message.
For example, the binary form of the secret message looks
like this: 101101. We form groups of two bits: 10, 11, 01. We
get three groups, the number of modified image bytes is equal
to the number of groups, and therefore, the last two bits in the
three bytes will be replaced in the container image. Suppose
the bytes of the container image look like this: ... 10111010
11010001 10000011 ..., the last two bits in the given bytes will
be replaced with bits from the previously received groups. The
transformation will look like this: the set 10111010 11010001
10000011 goes to 10111010 11010011 10000001. This
transformation leads to changes that a person does not perceive
during normal visual observation.
Such conversions can be carried out with graphic file
formats that do not compress data (BMP, PNG), otherwise the
hidden information will be lost. The algorithm described above
is also applicable to the WAV format [23], similar conversions
can be performed with video clips and sound files.
For containers, either a unique digital object is often used,
or images and sound files that are distributed over the network
in a variety of ways. If you select objects that are in the public
domain in the most common variant, then an attacker will be
able to compare the source file with the container and reveal
secret information.
III. METHODS OF DETECTING THE FACT OF TRANSFER OF
INFORMATION
There are a number of attacks on image containers that
reveal the presence of a hidden message. One of the common
attack methods is "visual attack" [24-25]. The essence of the
attack is the formation of new images from the low-order bits
of the original image with amplification of values
(maximization), an example of an image without hiding is

shown in Fig. 1(a). At the same time, areas with a high data
density usually appear on the images that are generated on the
basis of stego-container files with an existing hidden message,
as can be seen in Fig. 1(b). The embedded message is located
in the areas of visual distortion.
When using a small container image (242 976 bytes), the
result of a visual attack is more apparent. For example, when
the container is filled by 30% (Fig. 2(b)), one can see a
characteristic difference from the result of a visual attack on
the original image (Fig. 2(a)).
To identify hidden information usually use method that
named the Chi-square statistical test [26]. In steganalysis, the
use of the criterion, which based on the fact that two
neighboring colors (colors are adjacent if they are different
only in the least significant bits) differ significantly in the
number of points relative to the untransformed image [27].
Fig. 3(a) shows a chi-square rendering of an original container
image. The clear difference between the rendering results of
the original image and the image processed with classical LSB
is shown in Fig. 3(b).
Because both steganalytical methods are based on
identifying dependencies throughout the digital object, the
research was aimed at finding modifications to the algorithm
that would allow disguising the introduction of distortions
when placing a steganographic message under random
distortions or noise. To do this, it was necessary to achieve two
parameters of the algorithm: to increase the coverage of the
involved parts of the container, but at the same time to reduce
the total number of modified bits. To increase the coverage of
the involved areas of the container, a uniform distribution of
modified bytes in the container image was used (Fig. 3(c)).
This solution only partially improves the overall picture when
performing visual attacks, as well as Chi-square analysis. To
reduce the number of modified bytes, it was decided to use
lossless compression methods.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. The Result of a Visual Attack on Images: (a) – Original Image; (b) – Image Filled with Standard LSB Method.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. The Result of a Visual Attack on Small Image: (а) – Original Image; (b) – Image Filled with Standard LSB Method.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 3. Chi-Square Visualization: (a) – The Result of the Analysis of the Original Image; (b) – The Result of the Analysis of the Standard LSB; (c) - is the Result
of LSB Analysis using a Substitution Table.

Studies have shown that for small messages, the size of the
container has practically no effect on the result of the attacks
described above. In other words, the attacks themselves are
ineffective in finding low-capacity messages. The study of the
results of the modified steganographic algorithm was tested on
examples of hiding medium and large messages in the
corresponding containers.

IV. ANALYSIS OF COMPRESSION ALGORITHMS
To solve the problem of compression, several methods,
which perform lossless data compression [28], have been
considered. All the considered compression algorithms were
implemented in the C ++ programming language and tested on
several samples of medium and large texts.
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Run-length encoding (RLE) [29]: An easy-to-implement
algorithm with the best, average and worst compression ratios
equal to 1/32, 1/2, 2/1. Test #1 results: text 608 characters long
and 1115 bytes in size was converted to 1135 bytes. Test #2
results: a text of 3040 characters long and 5575 bytes in size
was converted to 5669 bytes. Test #3 results: text 9120
characters long and 16725 bytes in size was converted to
17028 bytes. The increase in volume is due to the construction
of key-value pairs. With a small number of repetitive
sequences, the size of the original file will grow. This
algorithm shows satisfactory results with texts containing
repetitive sequences.
Compression of information based on binary coding trees
(Huffman compression) [30]. Test #1 results: text 608
characters long and 1115 bytes in size was converted to 1321
bytes. Test #2 results: a text of 3040 characters long and 5575
bytes in size was converted to 3499 bytes. Test #3 results: text
9120 characters long and 16725 bytes in size were converted to
8944 bytes. With an increase in the volume of text, the
compression ratio increases, but the work of the algorithm with
medium-sized texts does not give positive results. This
specificity is due to the implementation of the algorithm based
on binary trees.
Sliding window compression (LZ77) [31]. Test #1 results:
text 608 characters long and 1115 bytes in size were converted
to 704 bytes. Test #2 results: text 3040 characters long and
5575 bytes in size were converted to 792 bytes. Test #3 results:
text 9120 characters long and 16725 bytes in size were
converted to 1009 bytes.
According to the results of the analysis (Table I) and testing
of the methods, the LZ77 method is the most optimal for
solving the problem of compressing medium and large texts.

TABLE I.

COMPARISON OF THE RESULTS OF THE COMPRESSION
ALGORITHMS

Compression
algorithms

Text No. 1
608 characters,
1115 bytes

Text No. 2
3040 characters,
5575 bytes

Text No. 3
9120
characters,
16725 bytes

RLE

1135 bytes

5669 bytes

17028 bytes

Huffman
compression

1321 bytes

3499 bytes

8944 bytes

LZ77

704 bytes

792 bytes

1009 bytes

V. KEY-GENERATED REPLACEMENT TABLE
The use of a uniform distribution of compressed data does
not sufficiently improve the robustness of the steganographic
algorithm, since any steganographic algorithm has the property
of symmetry, in other words, it is possible to extract hidden
information performing the reverse actions of hiding. To solve
this problem, an analogue of the secret key was introduced. A
byte replacement table in the container image is formed based
on this key. The number of elements in the table is equal to the
number of groups of two bits formed from the binary
representation of the compressed bytes of the secret message.
The replacement table forms a uniform distribution of the
modified bytes in the container image (Fig. 4(b), 5(b)), due to
which the embedded compressed message is similar to the
noise that occurs in the image when it is projected in different
channels. The important thing is that the receiver and the
sender generate the table independently of each other, using
only a shared secret key that both parties know. In this case, the
replacement table for both sides is generated the same. This
property is very important because transferring and storing
such a large table is difficult, and the key is easy to use.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. Visual Attack on Images: (a) – Original Image; (b) – Image Filled with Improved LSB Method.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. Visual Attack on Small Images: (a) – Original Image; (b) – Image Filled with Improved LSB Method.

VI. RESULTS OF A COMPUTER EXPERIMENT
A program that implements an improved version of the
LSB hiding method was written in the Python programming
language as part of the study. The results of testing this
program are shown below. For comparison, the result of
executing the original LSB algorithm will be shown. The
comparison will be carried out on the same compressed data
(the original text is 150 474 characters long, the text size is 150
948 bytes; the compressed text is 58 364 bytes).
VII. THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE DEVELOPED METHOD
For an objective assessment of the improvement of the
algorithm, it was decided to use the PSNR (Peak Signal to
Noise Ratio) index [32]. The index value indicates the
similarity between the two images, and therefore, the higher
the value, the more the similarity. When calculating the index,
you need to calculate the mean square error (MSE) between the
images.
𝑀𝑆𝐸 =

MAX is the maximum value that the pixel color can take,
equal to 255.
During the study, the index between the original image
(Fig. 1(a)) and the image processed with the standard LSB
(Fig. 1b) was calculated, which is 57.72449648521831. The
index between the original image and the image processed by
the
improved
LSB
algorithm
(Fig.
4(b))
is
61.39096278660813, which indicates a greater similarity with
the original image. There is a slight improvement when
calculating the index between the smaller images. So the index
between the original image (Fig. 2(a)) and the image processed
with the standard LSB (Fig. 2(b)) is - 49.47831069914614. The
index between the original image and the image processed by
the improved LSB algorithm (Fig. 5(b)) is 50.5708622069228.
A brief comparison of the results of the computer experiment is
presented in the Table II.
TABLE II.

𝑁

1
�(𝑋𝑖 − 𝑌𝑖 )2
N
𝑖=1

X and Y are equal to the values of the original image and
the container image, N is the number of pixels in the image.

𝑃𝑆𝑁𝑅 = 20 log10

𝑀𝐴𝑋
𝑀𝑆𝐸

COMPARISON OF PSNR INDICES

Standard LSB
algorithm

Improved LSB
algorithm

Large volume of
hidden message,
medium container
volume

49.47831069914614

50. 5708622069228

Large volume of
hidden message,
large container
volume

57.72449648521831

61.39096278660813
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VIII. CONCLUSION
The study compared two aspects: PSNR index and security.
Based on the results of calculations and comparison of
visualizations of various types of attacks on images processed
by the standard LSB method and images processed by the
improved LSB method, we can conclude that the use of a
substitution table with a uniform distribution gives a structural
result similar to the original container image. Distortion areas
are minimized, and fragments with a high data density have
disappeared, from which it is possible to calculate the fact of
information transfer, an analogue of a secret key has been
added, without which an attacker will not be able to extract
useful information from the container image. The PSNR index
when using the improved algorithm increases by ~ 5.9% in the
best case and by ~ 2.16% in the worst case. In addition,
visualization of the result of the improved LSB algorithm by
the Chi-square criterion also indicates an increase in
steganographic resistance. Computer experiments have shown
that the improved LSB algorithm is more resistant to visual
attacks and the use of statistical analysis methods.
The improved algorithm can be applied to process a large
number of images, for example, the covert transmission of
information in social networks and services for storing and
transmitting images.
In the future it will be analyzed the applicability of various
distributions to increase the PSNR index and adapt the
algorithm to other data formats, including video file formats.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

In recent, several Artificial Intelligence (AI) [1] techniques
are worn in NLP for many purposes like, sentiment analysis,
question and answering system and so on [2]. The major reason
of using NLP in big data is to reduce the time complexity.
Moreover, the big data is applicable in all online application
[3], so to handle the big data is the great deal. In this, the
sentiment analysis is a key topic to evaluate sentiment values in
customer suggestion in online application [4].Thus the
sentiment analysis are processed in three levels that are
document, sentence and feature level. Here the advanced level
of sentiment analysis is feature level [5], which is proved in all
research implementation, because it achieved high accuracy
than document as well as sentence level [6]. In that, one of the
broad social networking sites is twitter, a person uses the
twitter for short message communication called tweets [7].
Twitter is defined as the online platform where publics can
develop the messages, post, read, and update the text, which is
called tweets. Moreover, the sentiment investigation based on
the twitter statistics is mentioned as the scientific study of the
tweets semantic parts. Subsequently, the sentiment analysis is
the method of attaining data from numerous sources that are
classified based on the sentiments. Generally, the tweets are
reflecting the opinion from public based on the particular data
about product, or any topic.

The public opinion is normally categorized into positive,
negative and neutral tweets. However, the categorizations of
tweets are very difficult for large quantity of data. In addition,
if any one continuously following your tweets then your
message is liked or attracted by the particular person [8], the
twitter analysis is shown in Fig. 1. Even it has lot of facilities,
the analyses of data in twitter is challenging task because of
large volume of data [9]. This reason turned the interest of
researchers towards this area [10]. Thus several researchers
found much solution but it is not applicable for long time due
to data complexity [11]. Also, in NLP text summarization is
one of the schemes to identify the uniqueness of each
document [12]. So, in NLP text summarization frame work is
elaborated in better way: several machine learning techniques
and vector based word embedding models were studied for the
better classification [13, 30]. But for the complicated data these
approaches are misbehave because the error removing model is
not available in all machine learning model [14].
So, it failed to prune the error, this cause the difficulties to
specify the sentiment value of data. The computer does not
know the people language [15], so to make the human machine
interaction machine learning is the advanced topic. In addition,
the data can train the system in the form of 0 or 1 [16]. Because
the machine only knows the binary value 0’s and 1’s, so the
classification of sentiment value is in the form of decision
making [17]. The sentiment analysis using the large quantity of
data is done through the machine learning approaches [18].
Several machine learning approaches are found but still the
issues are not end [19]. Thus, the present research work aimed
to develop an efficient machine learning model to classify
tweets data based on their sentiment values.
tweet

Twitter
database
Which data they
liked

liked

Abstract—In recent years, the sentiment analysis using
Twitter data is the most prevalent theme in Natural Language
Processing (NLP). However, the existing sentiment analysis
approaches are having lower performance and accuracy for
classification due to the inadequate labeled data and failure to
analyze the complex sentences. So, this research develops the
novel hybrid machine learning model as Catboost Recurrent
Neural Framework (CRNF) with an error pruning mechanism to
analyze the Twitter data based on user opinion. Initially, the
twitter-based dataset is collected that tweets based on the
coronavirus COVID-19 vaccine, which are pre-processed and
trained to the system. Furthermore, the proposed CRNF model
classifies the sentiments as positive, negative, or neutral.
Moreover, the process of sentiment analysis is done through
Python and the parameters are calculated. Finally, the attained
results in the performance parameters like precision, recall,
accuracy and error rate are validated with existing methods.

Fig. 1.

Is this tweet is positive,
negative or neutral

Twitter Data Analysis.
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This research work is organised as follows. The recent
literature works based on sentiment analysis using twitter data
is detailed in section 2. Also, the system model and problem
statement is mentioned in section 3. Moreover, the developed
methodology is elaborated in section 4 and the attained
outcome of the proposed work is declared in section 5. Thus,
section 6 detailed the end of the entire research.
II. RELATED WORKS
Several literature works correlated to the twitter data
analysis is summarized below and detailed in Table I.
Ruz et al [21] introduced the bayes aspect manner to
produce high real network. When comparing to the random
forests and vector support in machine it gives competitive
sentiment prediction result. However, approach cannot able to
differentiate it behave in Spanish or English in RF and SVM.
Finally conclude that, this network also allow to determine
relation in the words, historically it gives interested quality data
and catch socially the main headline of the dynamic act,
accuracy in result and also reduce the exposure of
misinformation.
Prediction of visiting next location using machine leaning
by utilizing twitter information developed ensemble classified
approach (ESA) has proposed by Kumar et al [22]. Moreover,
this proposed work is utilized the twitter data for predicting the
next visiting location of the user. Also, the developed ESA
model attained the outcome of the prediction based on various
classification models. For this prediction model, the voting
technique is adopted to enhance the accurate sentiment
calculation. This approach predicts accurate result with high
desirable but it lack in security.
In recent, to assign a text for an emotion in classes
automatically based on soft classified approach Hasan et al
[23] developed a learning framework. That includes two tasks
i.e., online and offline task. The result shows that the 90% of
correct emotion of text can be created for real time. Finally, it
gives best performance comparing to other approaches and also
it doesn’t depend on other system. However, it attained high
error rate.
TABLE I.
Author and year

SUMMARY OF LITERATURE SURVEY
Technique

Merits

Demerits

Ruz et al [21], 2020

Bayes aspect

Better
information
recall

It takes more
time

Kumar et al [22],
2019

Ensemble
classification
approach

Accurate
prediction

It attained Less
privacy rate.

Hasan et al [23],
2019

Soft
classification
approach

Maximum
Probability

High error rate

Barker, J. L. P., and
Christopher JA
Macleod [24], 2019

Prototype
social geodata

Awareness
during flood

Some time it
lack in signal
to predict the
rain fall rate

Li al [25], 2019

patent analysis
and twitter
data mining

It required less
time to process
the mechanism

More complex

Barker, J. L. P., and Christopher JA Macleod [24] created
prototype based social geo data from twitter to make the people
aware from flood or huge disaster. Also, the decision
mechanism is used to specify the rain fall and flood based data.
Also, this model establishes the sentiment analysis using the
twitter data based on pipeline extract tweets that involves
420000 tweets. Moreover, this supports a people lot to get
aware about flooding.
Analysing the data is important in big data, Li et al [25]
proposed patent analysis to determine the trends change in
perovskite solar tech, and to identify response, expectation and
sense is monitor using information from twitter mining.
Finally, the comparison is made to identify the development of
trends how the twitter users interested, this offer better in
understanding and also it helps to find the development of
trends in future but it may weak in capturing signals.
The key metrics of the proposed model is mentioned as
follows,
• Initially, the twitter data based on the user opinion about
COVID-19 is collected and trained to the system.
• Moreover, the novel CatBoost Recurrent Neural
Framework (CRNF) is developed for analysing the
sentiment value of twitter data.
• Subsequently, the developed CRNF model is utilized to
remove the error while removing the leaf node layer
that has increased the classification rate.
• Thus, the proposed approach effectively classifies the
sentiments as positive, negative, or neutral.
• Additionally, the performance metrics such as recall, Fmeasure, accuracy, precision, and error rate are
calculated and validated using existing approaches.
III. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM DEFINATION
Normally, the sentiment analysis or data analysis in natural
language processing is done over big data dataset such as
Facebook, twitter, etc. Moreover, sentiment analysis for large
volume of data is some more difficult as because of its
complexity and part of speech classification [20]. In addition,
the sentence which contains positive words may also end with
negative sentence. Thus the opinion or sentiment classification
is one of the important tasks in NLP, which is mostly helpful
for online service because the success of online business is
based up on the customer review. Moreover, the process of
sentiment analysis using twitter data is explained in Fig. 2.
Also to predict the uniqueness of each sentence, thus the
classification of sentiment measure is more important. This
motivate this research to find the scientific solution to enhance
twitter data analytics using sentiment analysis in Natural
Language Processing to reduce all kinds of issues
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A. Dataset Description
The proposed approach utilized the Twitter data for
analysing the sentiments. Here, the twitter data based on
COVID-19 vaccine tweets are collected from the kaggle.com
that is processed in this research. The utilized dataset details
about the 38460 numbers of tweets that involves the user name,
location, description, friends, followers, favourites, text, tweet
date, hashtags, and so on. In this, the collected tweets are based
on the category of positive reviews, negative reviews and
neutral reviews. Moreover, the collected dataset is given to the
developed CRNF model for further processing.

Twitter dataset

Collected tweets

Pre-processing the
tweets for cleaning
the data

Feature extraction

Positive tweets
Neutral tweets
Negative tweets

Fig. 2.

Sentiment analysis

Classified results

System Model for Sentiment Analysis using Twitter Data.

IV. PROPOSED CRNF METHODOLOGY
In general, the sentiment analysis is one of the predictive
modeling tasks that are trained with sentiments or textual data.
However, the sentiment analysis using large data is the difficult
task that provided lower efficiency for classifying the
sentiments. In this research, the novel CatBoost Recurrent
Neural Framework (CRNF) is developed for analysing the
sentiments using twitter data. Here, the tweets are collected
based on the COVID-19 vaccine from twitter that is utilized for
training.
Moreover, the procedure of the developed CRNF approach
is detailed in Fig. 3. Also, the developed CRNF approach is
pre-processed the trained dataset and finally classifies the
sentiment while removing the error. Thus, the proposed CRNF
model is to remove the leaf node layer using pre-processing
function and to enhance sentiment classification rate.

B. CRNF Process for Sentiment Analysis
The proposed CRNF approach is processed on the twitter
dataset for analyzing sentiments. Here, the developed catboost
recurrent neural framework can reduce the error in the dataset,
which is utilized for enhancing the classification accuracy [26,
27]. Here, the developed model performs the functions are preprocessing, feature extraction, and classification. The proposed
CRNF model is the neural architecture that can reduce the
training error, which is utilized to classify the sentiments in an
effective manner. Furthermore the occurrence of CatBoost in
the recurrent neural model can attain the enhanced
classification accuracy as well as precision rate. Primarily, the
dataset is initiated in the input layer of the network that is
mentioned in eqn.(1),

d T = {(Pk )}, k = 1,2,..., N

(1)

th
Where, Pk denotes the N quantity of tweets in the dataset

d T that involves positive, negative and neutral tweets. In this
work, the dataset training process is done in the input layer.
k
Here, Pk is the input and the output of the input layer is h that
is given to the next layer. Moreover, the attained dataset having
several errors or noise that should remove for attaining better
results. So, the proposed model performing the pre-processing
function.
• Pre-processing

Proposed Catboost
Recurrent neural
framework (CRNF)

Twitter data
(COVID-19
tweets)

Classification using
CRNF

Positive

Negative

Neutral

Preprocessing

Feature
extraction

This process is carried on the next layer of the network that
is necessary for the dataset to remove the unnecessary data by
cleaning the tweets, which involves the functions such as
normalization, stop words removal and tokenization. Here,
normalization process is utilized to remove the special
characters, URLs, and emojis from the dataset. Also, the stop
word deletion is processed to split the tweets that are compared
using the stop words library, which involves the words not
affects the original meaning the utilized sentences. Moreover,
the raw is fragmented into the sentences or words with the use
of tokenization process, which is employed to understanding
the original meaning of text. Thus, the training errors in the

(k = 1,2,3,...., N ) are mentioned as H k −1 using
k −1
k
+ αh k
additive manner that is represented by H = H
k
through the step size α and h utility removed the mistakes

tweets

Performance
metrics

Fig. 3.

that is mentioned in eqn.(2),

Proposed CRNF Methodology.
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(

)

h k = d T arg min R k −1 + rk 
 h∈H


Algorithm: CRNF for sentiment analysis

(2)

(R
Where, the errors are mentioned as

)

k −1

+ rk the repeated
k
words rk and the value of h is removed the errors and repeated
words in a sentence, which are done in the hidden layer.
Qk

Q1

Q2

QN

Pk1

P11

P21

Pn1

Pk 2

P12

PkN

H0

Pk Input layer

.
.
.

H2

.
.
.

P1N

P2 N

PnN

P1

P2

PN

Output: classified output
//where,
Start

Initialize the dataset
Import the dataset

dT

// COVID-19 Vaccine Tweets

Preprocessing()
Hn

d

For all T do
Remove error, repeated words, noise, urls, numbers, special
characters, stop words
If misspelled (word) then

QkOutput layer

Fig. 4.

Pt -positive, Nt -negative, and Nl -neutral

{

H 0 Hidden layer

Pk

(Pt , Nt , Nl )

Initialization ()

Pn 2

P22
H1

.
.
.

.
.
.

=

.
.
.

Input: COVID-19 Tweets from Twitter data

Replace the word by correct word

Process of CRNF Network Model.

End if

The dataset is given to the input layer of the proposed
CRNF network that can be processed through the system.
Moreover, the pre-processing and feature extraction function
are done in the hidden layer of the network. Thus, the errors in
the sentences are removed in the pre-processing process that is
removed the leaf node layer. Additionally, the classification
layer is utilized for classify the sentiments and finally, the
output is obtained from the output layer of the network, which
are represented in Fig. 4.

End for
Feature extraction()

d

For all T do
Extract the features of the words
End for
Classification()
Mentioned the aspect terms

• Feature extraction

If

AW (Pt , N t )

AW (Pt ) > AW (N t ) then

Sentiment ← Pt

The pre-processed dataset is processed the feature
extraction method that is done using the layer of the CRNF
model. Here, the feature extraction is utilized for extracting the
features from the dataset. Moreover, these features are utilized
to identify the polarity of the sentences. In this approach, the
feature extraction process is done using the factor ϕ k and the

Else if

activation function tanh that calculation is mentioned in
eqn.(3),

Sentiment ← N l

//(+1) positive tweet

AW (N t ) > AW (Pt ) then

Sentiment ← N t

//(-1) negative tweet

Otherwise
// (0) neutral tweet

End if
N

f k = tanh min ∑ {(Pk ϕ k )}
k =1

Classified sentiments

(3)

Thus, the leaf node layer is removed while completing the
pre-processing and feature extraction process. Moreover, the
attained output is given to the classification layer that is
performed the sentiment analysis process.
• Classification
The proposed method classifies the tweets like positive
tweets Pt , negative tweets N t , and neutral tweets N l . The
proposed model CRNF classifies the sentiments using the
aspect terms in the sentences. Finally, the classification of
sentiments is done using eqn.(4),
N

Qk = d T → ∑ Pk ( AW (Pt , N t ))
k =1

}
Stop

In this, the positive and negative aspect terms are saved in
the layer that words are utilized to analyze the sentences. If the
sentence having positive aspects then it is the positive tweet
and if the sentence has negative aspects then it is negative
tweets otherwise that sentence is considered neutral tweets.
Finally, the results are attained from the output layer of the
proposed network. Moreover, the positive tweets are
represented as (+1), negative tweets are represented as (-1), and
neutral tweets are represented as (0).
Thus, the sentiments have classified by the proposed
catboost recurrent neural framework. The complete procedure
of the proposed CRNF technique is detailed in the algorithm 1
and the flow chart is represented in Fig. 5.

(4)
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TABLE II.

Start
// COVID 19 tweets from twitter
data

CLASSIFIED RESULTS FOR TWITTER DATASET ABOUT COVID19

Initialize the dataset

S.No

Text about COVID-19

Positive

Negative

Neutral

1

There are presently more
than fifty COVID-19
vaccine contenders in the
trials.

+1

-

-

2

The developed vaccine
may cause the various
side effects, which is
related to the symptoms
and signs of COVID-19.

-

-1

-

3

The Vaccine about
COVID-19 is
manufactured in
Australia, which is
supplied to the citizens at
no cost. AFP quotes
Prime Minister

+1

-

-

4

Got my CovidVaccine
today. Ready to end this
pandemic Protect your
families.

+1

-

-

5

Got my covid vaccine!
Tired, mild headache work those antibodies,
immune system

-

-1

-

6

Presently more than 50
numbers of COVID-19
vaccine candidates in
trials.

+1

-

-

7

COVID-19 affected
people develop mild to
moderate disorder and
recover without
hospitalization.

-

-

0

8

Third stage of Russia's
Covid-19 vaccine may
initiate in seven to ten
days

+1

-

-

9

COVID-19 is easily
spread from one person
to another like friends,
family, and surrounding
peoples.

-

-1

-

10

Masks are used to protect
the people from COVID19.

-

-

0

Perform the preprocessing process
// Remove error, repeated words, noise, urls,
numbers, special characters, stop words
For all tweets do
No
Pre-processed output data
Yes
Perform the feature extraction process
Analyze the Aspects for
every sentence

If

AW (Pt ) > AW ( N t )

// extract the features of each
sentence

// classification

If

No

No

AW ( N t ) > AW (Pt )
Yes

Yes
(+1) positive
tweet

(0) neutral
tweet

(-1) negative
tweet

Classified sentiments

Stop

Fig. 5.

Flow Chart for CRNF Model.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this work, the developed CRNF approach is simulated
with the use of Python; moreover, the efficiency of the
proposed strategy is evaluated with prevailing manners. Here,
the comparison is carried out in the performance metrics like
accuracy, recall, F-measure, precision, and error rate. In this,
the developed is effectively classifies the sentiments using the
proposed CRNF approach.
A. Case Study
In this paper, the sentiment analysis is done using the
twitter data. Here, the tweets for COVID-19 are collected and
processed using the proposed CRNF model. Several samples
are for COVID-19 tweet and the classified results are
mentioned in Table II. Here, the utilized dataset is initially preprocessed and feature extracted in the layers of the proposed
CRNF network.
Subsequently, the positive and negative aspects are
mentioned for classifying the sentiments. For example,
vaccine, immunity, protect, etc., are considered as the positive
aspects and sick, side effects, death, spread, etc., are considered
as the negative aspects. Based on the considered aspects, each
sentences are classified as positive tweet (+1), negative tweet (1), and neutral tweet (0).
B. Performance Matrics
This research work performed the sentiment analysis using
the developed CRNF approach, which is implemented using
Python. Moreover, the performance metrics are calculated that
are compared using existing methods for identifying the
efficiency of the developed approach. Thus, the parameters like
accuracy, precision, and error rate of the proposed model is
validated with prevailing methods like Tree Augmented Naive
Bayes (TAN) [21], Bag of words using machine learning
(BOW-ML) [28], and Attention using Bidirectional CNN-RNN
Deep Method (ABCDM) [29].

1) Accuracy: validation is utilized for determining the
efficiency of the proposed framework. Also, it is identified the
effectiveness of the developed model for classifying the
sentiments, which is computed using eqn.(5),


TP + TN
Acc = 
 TP + FP + FN + TN





(5)

Where, TP represents the true positive that is the calculation
for the total quantity of properly classified positive tweets, TN
is the true negative that represents the total quantity of properly
classified negative tweets, FP is the false positive that
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symbolizes the total quantity of improperly classified positive
tweets, and FN is the false negative that represents the total
quantity of improperly classified negative tweets.
The accuracy calculation of the proposed CRNF model is
compared with existing methods like TAN, BOW-ML, and
ABCDM that are mentioned in Table III. The existing
approaches TAN and BOW-ML approaches are attained lower
accuracy as 80.8% and 85%.
Also, the ABCDM approach achieved nearly 93%
accuracy. Thus, the proposed CRNF approach has attained
high accuracy as 99.34% than other models while considering
tweets data from twitter, which is represented in Fig. 6.

COMPARISON OF PRECISION

TABLE IV.
No. of
tweets
taken

Precision (%)
TAN

BOW-ML

ABCDM

CRNF [proposed]

100

90.6

83.6

95.70

98.38

200

88.04

82.87

93.78

97

300

85.58

80.96

93.27

96.78

400

83.47

79.67

92.09

96.07

500

82.97

77.86

90.83

95.36

2) Precision: The calculation of precision is utilized for
identifying the effectiveness of the proposed classifier. Here,
the lower precision value denotes the high false positives and
high precision rate denotes the less number of false positives.
Moreover, the precision value of the proposed model is
calculated using eqn. (6),

 TP
P = 
 TP + FP





(6)

The precision value of the proposed CRNF model is
validated with existing methods and the values based on the
quantity of tweets are mentioned in Table IV.
TABLE III.

COMPARISION OF ACCURACY
Fig. 7.

No. of
tweets
taken

Accuracy (%)
TAN

BOW-ML

ABCDM

CRNF [proposed]

100

80.8

85.1

93.40

99.34

200

79.96

84.87

92.68

98.65

300

76.48

84.05

91.97

97.89

400

75

83.79

89.63

95.76

500

73.27

83.27

87.67

93.56

Comparison of Precision.

Also, the existing BOW-ML model attained lower
precision as 83.6%, TAN approach achieved 90.6% precision,
and ABCDM model attained 95.7% precision value. Hence,
the proposed CRNF model has achieved high precision rate as
98.38% than other methods that is represented in Fig. 7.
3) Recall: The calculation of recall is utilized for
identifying the sensitivity or the completeness of the proposed
classifier. In this, the lower recall value denotes the high false
negatives and high recall rate denotes the less number of false
negatives. Moreover, the recall value of the proposed model is
calculated using eqn.(8),

 TP
R = 
 TP + FN





(7)

The recall value of the proposed CRNF model is validated
with existing methods and the values based on the quantity of
tweets are mentioned in Table V.
Also, the existing BOW-ML model attained lower recall as
88%, TAN approach achieved 85.4% recall, and ABCDM
model attained 90.88% recall value. Therefore, the proposed
CRNF model has achieved high recall rate as 97.45% than
other methods that is represented in Fig. 8.
Fig. 6.

Comparison of Accuracy.
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TABLE VI.

Fig. 8.
TABLE V.

COMPARISON OF F1-MEASURE

No. of
tweets
taken

F1-measure (%)
TAN

BOW-ML

ABCDM

CRNF [proposed]

100

87.9

85.8

93.22

97.91

200

86.35

84.08

92.76

96.88

300

87.39

82.78

92.94

96.23

400

85.28

83.49

91.67

94.65

500

84.37

82.08

91.06

94.20

Comparison of Recall.
COMPARISON OF RECALL

No. of
tweets
taken
100

TAN

BOW-ML

ABCDM

CRNF [proposed]

85.4

88

90.88

97.45

200

83.9

87.43

88.04

96.78

300

82.57

86.28

85.47

95.69

400

81.96

85

84.30

93.29

500

80.48

84.07

82.45

93.08

Recall (%)

Fig. 9.

4) F1-measure: The calculation of F1-score is defined the
combination of the calculated precision and recall values,
which is computed using eqn.(8),

 P*R 
F1 − score =  2

 P+R

(8)

The F1-measure value of the proposed CRNF model is
validated with existing methods and the values based on the
quantity of tweets are mentioned in Table VI.

TABLE VII.

Comparison of F1-Measure.
COMPARISON OF ERROR RATE

No. of
tweets
taken

Error rate (%)
TAN

BOW-ML

ABCDM

CRNF [proposed]

100

19.2

14.9

6.6

0.66

200

20.04

15.13

7.32

1.35

300

23.52

15.95

8.03

2.11

400

25

16.21

10.37

4.24

500

26.73

16.73

12.33

6.44

Also, the existing TAN approach achieved 87.9% F1measure value, BOW-ML model attained lower F1-measure
value as 85.8%, and ABCDM model attained 92.22% lower
F1-measure value. Moreover, the proposed CRNF model has
achieved high F1-measure value as 97.91% than other
prevailing approaches that are characterized in Fig. 9.
5) Error Rate: This calculation is utilized to identify the
classification error of the proposed model, which is computed
using eqn.(9).


FP + FN
Error _ rate = 
 TP + TN + FP + FN





(9)

The error rate value of the proposed CRNF model is
validated with existing methods and the values based on the
quantity of tweets are mentioned in Table VII. These
prevailing methods are attained higher error rate for classifying
sentiments using twitter data.

Fig. 10. Comparison of Error Rate.
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Also, the existing TAN approach achieved 19.2% high
error rate value, BOW-ML model attained 14.9% error rate
value, and ABCDM model attained 6.6% error rate value. The
comparison of the error rate value is characterized in Fig. 10.
Moreover, the proposed CRNF model has achieved lower error
rate value as 0.66% than other existing methods for classifying
the sentiments using twitter data for COVID 19.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this research, the novel Catboost Recurrent Neural
Framework (CRNF) is developed for performing sentiment
analysis in the twitter dataset. Here, the tweets about COVID19 are considered as the dataset that is utilized for classifying
the sentiments as positive tweets, negative tweets, and neutral
tweets. The noise, error, url, repeated words, stop words,
numbers, special characters are removed by the pre-processing
process. Also, the feature extraction method is utilized to
extract the characteristics of each sentence. Subsequently, the
classification of sentiments is done in the layer of the proposed
CRNF model using the aspects words. Hence, the proposed
model has achieved high accuracy as 99.34% with lower error
rate as 0.66% than other existing approaches.
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Abstract—Agriculture on earth is the biggest need for human
sustenance. Over years, many farming methods and components
have become computerized to guarantee quicker production with
higher quality. Because of the enlarged demand in the farming
industry, agricultural produce must be cultivated using an
efficient process. Onion (Allium cepa L.) is an economically
valuable crop and is the second-largest vegetable crop in the
world. The spread of various diseases highly affected the
production of the onion crop. One of the serious and most
common diseases of onion worldwide is purple blotch. To
compensate for a limited amount of training dataset of healthy
and infected onion crops, the proposed method employs a pretrained enhanced InceptionV3 model. The proposed model
detects onion disease (purple blotch) from images by recognizing
the abnormalities caused by the disease. The suggested approach
achieves a classification accuracy of 85.47% in recognizing the
disease. This research investigates a novel approach for the rapid
and accurate diagnosis of plant/crop diseases, laying the
theoretical foundation for the use of deep learning in agricultural
information.
Keywords—Disease detection; disease classification; artificial
intelligence; inceptionv3; deep convolutional neural network

I.

INTRODUCTION

Farming production is the utmost important sector in many
countries for contributing to domestic incomes [1]. It plays a
significant role in stimulating the economy of agricultural
countries like India, Bangladesh, Indonesia, Iran, Turkey,
Afghanistan, and Pakistan which depend heavily on crop
quality and growth [2]. Productivity in agriculture is the
backbone of a country's economy. With a population of more
than 220 million people, Pakistan is the sixth most populated
country on earth. Approximately 64% of the population,
around 140.8 million lives in rural areas [3]. Agriculture plays
a crucial role to guarantee food safety for a relatively
enormous and increasing population. In the agriculture
market, vegetables are of prime importance. The share of
vegetable production in Punjab is 95.4% for potatoes, 19.9%
for onions, 21.1% for chilies, and 15.9% for tomatoes [4].
Punjab is by far the largest province for the farming industry
in Pakistan. The total area under agriculture in Punjab is 40.55
million acres, which makes 71.53% of Pakistan's total
agricultural area [5, 6]. Sindh, in particular for tomatoes,
chilies [7], and bananas [8], is the second most important
province for agricultural production. Onion prices have been
falling in the global market in 2020 since February, as
logistical problems from covid19 [9] hampered trade and

demand in major producing countries, India and China
remained lukewarm. Though demand in America has
improved, the recent onion outbreak may have an impact on
the United State (US) and Mexico export situation. Mexico's
onion harvest is divided into two seasons, the spring season
lasts from March to June and the fall season from August to
January. The volume of onion exports to the US, its main
importing destination has increased significantly over past
years with a nearly 80% increase from April to July compared
to the same period last year. Since the outbreak began demand
for onion in the US has been stable with the bulk of it coming
from retailers. Onion cultivation in the US appears to be quite
consistent with no weather anomalies. According to the onion
business the coronavirus had little influence on US onion
shipments to Asian countries because the season extends from
August to January the remaining seasons are supplied by New
Zealand. With the increasing cargo charges moving the
product across the country could be difficult but the
foodservice business is warily hopeful about reopening which
might handle the onion that began packing in August. During
the early stages of covid19, trade flows were restricted due to
logistical issues that made it difficult to export Chinese goods
and lockdowns in Asian countries that slowed down exports.
However, the trade situation has now returned to normal.
In Pakistan, a brief overview of the main crops is
highlighted in Table I. Onion (Allium cepa L.) is the world's
second-largest vegetable crop with an international supply of
approximately 74.25 million tons [10] and is commercially the
most important crop of the Alliaceae family [11]. Onion is the
main relish commonly used throughout the year in all homes
[12]. Recent research has shown that dietary onions can help
prevent heatstroke and other disorders [13]. The onion bulb
[14] is abundant in carbohydrates, calcium, and phosphorus.
Table II indicates the composition of the onion bulb. Food
historians agree that onion originated in central Asia 5000
years ago, some suggest onion was initially grown in Iran and
West Pakistan [15, 16]. Since onion has grown wild in
different areas it has probably been eaten for multiple years all
over the world [17]. Onion may be one of the initially
cultivated crops since they were simple to harvest, less fragile,
transportable, grown in a diversity of climates and soils than
other crops [18] as shown in Fig. 1.
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TABLE I.

TABLE IV.

CASH CROPS OF PAKISTAN

Major Crops

Area
(HA)

Production
(Tons)

Global Ranking
(Value)

Cotton seed

2805700

4071400

3rd

Sugarcane

1128800

63749900

5th

Mangoes, Guavas

171289

1658562

6th

Wheat

8686602

24211400

8th

Onions

125900

1660800

8th

Rice

2789200

6798100

13th

Maize

1168490

4944210

22nd

TABLE II.

COMPOSITION OF ONION BULB

Carbohydrates

11g

Calcium

0.2g

Moisture

87 g

Vitamin C

11 mg

Protein

1.3 g

Phosphorus

0.05 µg

Thiamine

80 µg

Riboflavin

0.01 mg

Fiber

0.65 g

Iron

0.8 mg

Minerals

0.45 g

Nicotinic acid

0.4 mg

Fig. 1. Fresh Onion.

Besides, onion was beneficial for human life to be
sustained. Onion avoided thirst when food gets scarce could
be dried and stored for later consumption. Onion helps lower
blood pressure [19], lessen the occurrence of cancer [20],
insect bite antiseptic, anti-diabetic, anti-aging, and stimulate
hair regrowth [21]. The total world production of onions is
742.5 million tons with Pakistan ranked 7th [22] as presented
in Table III.
TABLE III.

WORLD TOTAL ONION PRODUCTION

S No.

Countries

Million tons

1

China

205.08

2

India

133.72

3

USA

33.22

4

Egypt

22.09

5

Iran

19.24

6

Turkey

19.01

7

Pakistan

17.02

8

Brazil

15.57

9

Russia

15.37

10

Republic of Korea

14.12

STATUS OF ONION (PROVINCE-WISE) 2006-07

Province

Area
(HA)

%
share

Production
(Tones)

%
share

Average
Yield t/ha

Punjab

35.6

27

315.7

17

8.9

KPK

12.0

9

206.1

11

17.2

Sindh

45.6

35

593.1

33

13.0

Balochistan

38.2

29

701.6

39

18.4

Pakistan

131.4

1816.5

13.8

Onions are generally grown in the field with a 10-12 cm
seedling gap and 25-30 cm out in flatbed rows. To generate
huge bulbs, space the crops 10-15 cm out in a row. Maintain
onion weeds free by hoeing and shallow cultivation. Planting
seeds directly in the field where the crop will mature, planting
in a seedbed from which the plants will be moved
subsequently to the field, and planting sets are the three most
distinct techniques of planting onion. These sets can be bought
or cultivated from seed by the grower. For early production,
the transplanting approach is widely used. Onion is grown
commercially on an area of 131.4 thousand hectares,
producing 1.8 million tons [23]. The onion status (provincewise) for 2006-07 is shown in Table IV.
22 districts account for over 77% of Pakistan's total onion
production [24]. In the world 66 syndromes including 38
fungal, 10 bacterial, 3 biological, 6 nematodes, 1 sponging
plant, and 1 phytoplasmal ailment, 7 various infections and
ailments are affecting onion. Numerous serious infections
such as soil-borne ailments are becoming extensive and
sufficiently extreme to restrict onion production worldwide.
Fungi and bacteria can cause a variety of diseases in onion.
Crop rotations, climate, storage, drying conditions, and
disease control measures disease intensity. Botrytis blight,
botrytis neck rot, black mold rot, pink root, botrytis bulb rot,
bacterial soft rot, iris yellow spot virus, fusarium basal rot,
purple blotch, translucent scale, and downy mildew are onion
diseases worldwide [25]. Many onion diseases start on crops
in the field and progress to the bulbs during transportation and
storage. Understanding that postharvest diseases arise in the
field is the first step toward effective control. Controlling
onion diseases require suitable cultural practices such as
removal of contaminated onion, crop rotations, culls, debris,
and cultivar range [26]. Some common onion crop diseases
found worldwide are presented in Table V and Fig. 2.
Following are the main contributions of this paper:
1) We demonstrated the feasibility of our approach by
creating a dataset of 1000 images of onion crops.
2) Proposed an enhanced InceptionV3 classification
model, which is used to identify purple blotch affected onion
based on their images.
3) To improve classification accuracy, various preprocessing and training techniques are used.
4) The proposed model is created to aid in more accurate
and efficient detection of onion disease (purple blotch).
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TABLE V.

COMMON DISEASES OF ONION CROP FOUND WORLDWIDE

Diseases

Caused By

Pathogen

Botrytis Blight

Fungus

Botrytis Squamosa

Botrytis Neck Rot

Fungus

Botrytis Allii

Purple Blotch

Spores Of The Fungus

Alternaria Porri

Fusarium Basal
Rot

Fungus

Fusarium Oxysporum
F. Sp. Cepae

Translucent Scale

Regular High Relative
Humidity, and High
Temperature (i.e. >90 F)

Downy Mildew

Fungus

Peronospora Destructor

a) Circumstances for Disease Expansion: In leaf debris
and cull piles the fungus survives the winter as mycelium.
During humid nights leaf wetness cycles exceed more than 12
hours spores are developed. When the morning dew
evaporates spores become airborne and spread to vulnerable
onion tissues. It takes 1-4 days for signs to appear after
infection. During extended periods of leaf wetness, disease
production is at its peak.
b) Overcome: A broad-spectrum protection fungicide
spray program can provide good protection before infection.
Reduce disease growth by reducing leaf wetness using surface
irrigation rather than sprinkler irrigation, good field drainage,
and proper plant spacing. Rotating onions to unrelated crops
for many years can also help to minimize disease.
III. RELATED WORK

Fig. 2. Common Onion Crop Diseases (a) Botrytis Blight (b) Botrytis Neck
Rot (c) Purple Blotch (d) Fusarium Basal Rot (e) Translucent Scale (f) Downy
Mildew.

The remaining article is arranged as follows: Sections II
describes onion disease (purple blotch). Section III presents
and summarizes related work. The state of art models for
disease detection is discussed in Section IV. Section V
explains what knowledge is needed to analyze the proposed
model. Section VI gives a dataset description. The
implementation
details,
performance
metrics,
and
experimental results are described in Section VII. Lastly,
Section VIII presents the outlines of the article's findings.
II. PURPLE BLOTCH DISEASE
Younger leaves are more vulnerable than older leaves.
Water-soaked lesions with a white center are the first signs of
the disease. Lesions edges turn brown to purple the leaves
above and below the lesions turn yellow. Dark brown to black
concentric rings form over time inside the lesions. The fungus
sporulates in these regions. Lesions can girdle the leaf as the
disease progresses causing it to collapse and die as shown in
Fig. 3. Seed stalks exhibit similar symptoms and infected
stalks may collapse resulting in shriveled seed growth. The
most common route for bulb infection is through the neck. If
the fungus infects the bulb the infected area appears bright
yellow at first, but then turns a distinctive red wine color.

Nihar et al. [28] suggested a neural network-based system
for detecting plant disease that will aid in the development of
the agricultural system which can properly determine whether
a plant is infected or healthy and has a 97.7% accuracy. This
technology enables the user to detect diseases faster allowing
them to take acceptable precautionary steps and save crops.
Sangeetha et al. [29] compare different methods of image
processing (K-mean clustering, artificial neural network
(ANN), support vector machine (SVM), and fuzzy logic) then
examine and summarize crop disease types. This
study provides a thorough explanation of the machine learning
(ML) models that were used to identify various agricultural
diseases.
Liu et al. [30] presented a kiwi RGB-NIR-D dataset
containing multi-modality associated images of kiwi fruits in
farms. They suggested a unique method for using RGB-D
sensors to combine associated near-infrared reflectance (NIR)
and RGB images with deep learning (DL) techniques for fruit
recognition. Using two modalities of aligned RGB and NIR
images from the dataset faster region-based CNN is designed
and deployed for kiwi fruit recognition.
Kim et al. [31] have proposed an image-built automated
field monitoring method. Based on a weekly supervised
learning approach the deep learning model was trained to
identify crop disease. Using the field monitoring method the
model was trained using captured onion crop field images, 6
groups including the sign of the disease were classified. As an
ideal disease symptom localization threshold, 60% of the
extreme value in the class activation map was calculated. The
efficiency of recognizing disease symptoms was evaluated by
intersection over union (IoU) using the mean average
precision (mAP) metric.
Sharma et al. [32] enhanced decision-making with
convolutional neural network (CNN) for various paddy crop
diseases to prevent disease at initial stages and avoidance of
mass loss in yield productivity. Paddy crop conditions are very
fatal and can have serious effects on crops if initial treatment
is not taken into account.

Fig. 3. Onion Disease (Purple Blotch) [27].

Karthik et al. [33] have used two distinct profound
architectures to diagnose tomato leaf infection. To learn
essential characteristics for classification the first architecture
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relates to residual learning. On top of the residual deep
network (RDN) the second architecture applies an attention
function. Experiments were carried out over 3 diseases namely
leaf mold, late blight, and early blight from the plant village
dataset. Using the attention mechanism, the suggested work
exploited the features acquired by CNN at different handling
hierarchies and accomplished a whole accuracy of 98% in the
5-fold cross-validation on the validation sets.
Pattnaik et al. [34] suggested a transfer learning system for
the classification of pests in tomato plants based on an existing
deep CNN structure. The database for the analysis was
obtained from 859 images in 10 groups from online sources. A
comprehensive contrast of the performance of 15 existing
CNN models has been offered. The test results showed that
88.83% of the maximum classification accuracy was achieved
with the DenseNet169 model.
Francis et al. [35] offered a detailed summary of the
prevalent applications of DL and computer vision (CV)
techniques in the field of farming demonstrating the need to
recognize and classify diseases using a dataset of leaf images.
It is proposed to clarify its working principle with a novel
classification system. A new collection containing gradient
images is created using the multi-space image reconstruction
input. Through the original and reconstructed images, highlevel semantic structures are mined by convolutional layers
that are convolutional and depth-wise separable. Finally, for
classification SoftMax was used. The hyper-parameters and
the expense of computation are calculated mathematically
providing researchers with an insight innovation. The output
of the system is compared and estimated with the related
works on the openly accessible dataset of apple leaf images.
In this article, we have presented a methodology to detect
onion disease (purple blotch) by using CNN classification.
The feasibility of our approach has been demonstrated by
using a dataset of 1000 images for healthy and infected onion
crops. Two different types of experiments were taken using an
improved InceptionV3 for classification with different batch
sizes. Experiment trials used 70% of the dataset for training,
25% of the dataset for testing, and 5% of the dataset for
validation. The proposed method recognizes the disease with a
classification accuracy of 77.05% and 85.47% for different
batch sizes.

IV. THE PROPOSED METHOD
The proposed method uses CNN to classify purple blotch
disease in an onion crop. Finding an optimal architecture for
CNN is one of the main challenges. Therefore we have used
transfer learning where a model established for a mission is
reprocessed as the beginning point for another task [36]. We
have used a pre-trained CNN for recognition. This model is a
functional model with multiple layers. The architecture of this
model is shown in Fig. 4. This model is used to analyze the
images and reliably detect them.
A. Input Layer
In image processing, it usually represents the image's pixel
matrix. The parameter determines the dimension of the image
(244×244×3) and due to data limitations, we augment our
dataset by randomly generating images, adjusting the zoom
and shear parameters of the original images. All images are
duplicated five times. These copies are then fed into a pretrained model, which is described further down.
B. Conv2D + ReLU Layer
Convolution is a linear procedure consisting of the
multiplication between a two-dimensional (2D) weight array
(filters) and an input data array of a weight set. We have 3
layers in the suggested design with zero padding and a filter of
size 3×3. ReLU is abbreviated as a rectified linear unit that
relates to the feature of non-saturating activation. It eliminates
unwanted values from an activation map efficiently by setting
them to nil. Without influencing the receptive fields of the
convolution layer it rises the nonlinear assets of the resolution
function and the whole network as specified in equation (1).
ReLU : f(x) = max(0; x)

(1)

C. Pooling Layer
The pooling layer performs down-sampling feature maps
by summarizing the presence of characteristics in the feature
map patches. There are two kinds of pooling approaches max
pooling and average pooling. We have used average pooling
in the suggested design to determine the extreme value for
each function map in each patch. The pooling average is set to
2×2 with 2 strides.

Fig. 4. CNN Architecture.
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D. Flattening Layer
Flattening reduces file size by combining all apparent
layers into the ground layer or transforms the data into a 1dimensional array that is passed to the fully connected layer.
To create a particular long feature vector we have dense the
output of the convolutional layers.
E. Batch Normalization Layer
The batch normalization layer allows each layer to learn
more individually. Learning becomes more rapid when batch
normalization is utilized it can also be employed as a
regularization to prevent model over-fitting. To standardize
the outputs/ inputs, the layer is added to the model.
F. Dense + SoftMax Layer
The dense layer enhances an exciting non-linearity property,
so any math function can be modeled. Though, they are
always restricted in the logic that we still get the same output
vector for the same input vector. On similar data, they can't
identify recurrence in time or generate dissimilar responses.
SoftMax layer is used to deliberate the feasible values of the
preceding layer activation function. The values can be
represented in two classes '0' and '1'. The logistic regression
model is typically used for binary classification, although the
SoftMax classification method is used for multi-classification.
The classifier SoftMax is essentially an exponential
normalized function as shown in equation (2).
(2)

∑

Where

= Standard input vector exponential function
K = Number of multi-class classifier classes
= Standard output vector exponential function
G. Output Layer
The output layer manages of generating the result. In a
neural network, there must always be one output layer. The
output layer receives the inputs from the layers above it
executes the calculations using its neurons and then computes
the output.
V. MODEL CONSIDERATION
One of the main goals of this research is to achieve state of
art classification results using diverse transfer learning (DTL)
models to both compensate for the small size of the trial data
and to speed up the training procedure so that on modest
hardware this can be achieved practically. These prototypes
are all conveniently accessible as part of the Keras API and
individually support TL in the form of support for preapplication to the model of the ImageNet weight.
A. Densenet201
DenseNet201 (dense convolutional network) is a 201
layers deep CNN that accepts an image input size of 224×224

[37]. DenseNet201 is a ResNet enhancement that requires
dense connections between layers. In a feed-forward fashion,
it ties each layer to every other layer. DensNet201 has
straight connections unlike typical CNN with L layers that
have L connections. DenseNet has been able to boost
efficiency compared to conventional networks by raising the
necessity for computing, dropping the number of parameters,
facilitating the reuse of features, and improving the
propagation of features.
B. Inception-ResNet-V2
Inception-ResNet-V2 is a trained CNN on over a million
ImageNet dataset images [38]. It is a cross procedure that
incorporates the structure of residual connection and
inception. The model takes a 299×299 dimension image and a
list of approximate class probabilities in its output. The
benefits of Inception-Resnet-V2 are the conversion of
inception units to residual inception chunks and the adding of
a new inception unit (Inception-A) to the stem module.
C. VGG16 and VGG19
VGG16 and VGG19 [39] are CNN architectures aimed to
attain high accuracy in significant image identification
applications with very narrow convolution filters (3×3). The
depth [40] of the max-pooling, convolution, and fully
connected layers vary between two implementations: 16 layers
in VGG16 and 19 layers in VGG19.
D. MobileNet-V2
MobileNetV2 is an enhanced version of MobileNetV1 [41]
it is consists of 54 layers and has an image input size of
224×224×3. Its key feature is that it uses two 1D convolutions
with 2 kernels rather than having a single kernel 2D
convolution. This implies that less storage, parameters, small
and efficient model are needed for training. Two types of
blocks can be distinguished: the first is a residual block with a
stride of 1 and the other is blocked with a stride of 2 for
downscaling. There are layers for each block: the first layer is
ReLU6 1×1 convolution, the second layer is the deep
convolution and another 1×1 convolution is the third layer but
deprived of any non-linearity.
E. ResNet50
The ResNet was developed by executing a method of skip
connections among layers known as residual learning to avoid
the disappearing gradient problem characteristic in deep
neural networks [42]. This design results in a network that
trains extra effectively enable the design of deeper networks
that have a positive effect on the accuracy of the model.
ResNet50 is such a system implementing residual learning
with 50 layers.
F. InceptionV3
The goal of InceptionV3 was to maximize the usage of
computing assets within the network by raising the network's
depth and width while retaining constant computing
operations [43]. To define an enhanced network structure with
avoided connections that are used as a building block the
designers of this network coined the word 'Inception modules'.
By assembling with max-pooling layers, [44] this initial
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module is spatially repeated to minimize dimensionality to a
reasonable smooth for calculation.
G. Xception
The "extreme" type of Inception model was developed by
Google Inc [45]. Xception is consisting of 71 deep layers.
Only depthwise detachable convolution layers are used in the
Xception architecture.
VI. DATASET DESCRIPTION
On our image dataset, we applied our offerings for
instinctive binary classification. The following section gives
the steps of our contribution in detail.
A. Dataset
This present work introduces an image dataset that
contains onion crop images. Under the guidance of Dr. Imtiaz
A. Nizamani, Department of Plant Protection, Sindh
Agriculture University, Tandojam, Pakistan images of onion
crops were gathered from Tandojam, Sindh onion fields for
this study. In this case, there are a total of 1000 images (png
and jpeg format) with 600 images of healthy crops and 400
images of infected crops with 'purple blotch disease' which
affects onion. However, when evaluating the onion crop will
only reveal whether it is healthy or unhealthy. When it is
unhealthy the onion crop will display four stages (low,
medium, high, and fully infected). The crop becomes highly
unstable, leaf length diminishes, flower excision occurs, and
so on. To protect the land the sick crop should be separated
from the healthy crop. Fig. 5 illustrates an example of the
dataset used in this research where (a) shows infected onion
images (b) shows healthy onion images. For splitting of data,
we used in this experiment 70% of the dataset for training,
25% of the dataset for testing, and 5% of the dataset for
validation. We guarantee that the images selected for
validation are not used throughout training to accomplish the
binary classification task. Furthermore, we perceived that our
database is unprovoked certainly 40% of the images represent
the infected onion class. To overwhelmed this issue by using
data augmentation we re-sampled our dataset. We produced
two new images with various augmentation techniques from
each single input image. The total quantity of images was
therefore increased by two times in the healthy and infected
onion classes.
B. Data Augmentation
After dataset splitting, and pre-processing for the training
process data augmentation is used it helps to prevent the
possibility of over-fitting. The image of the onion was resized
to 224×224. To prevent distortion the black background of
224×224 pixels was applied to the images with various pixel
ratios to accomplish a comprehensive transformation. Lowcontrast images of the whole onion crop were omitted. To
make the requisite variety to help CNN's generalization
competencies, data augmentation is mandatory. In particular,
the images are arbitrarily rotated by a maximum of 10o and
randomly moved vertically or horizontally in either direction
by an all-out of 20 pixels. In this way, CNN acquires to be
flexible in the variation of position and orientation alteration.
Besides, geometric transformations such as rotations, re-

scaling, shears, shifts, flips, zooms are the methods we have
used, shown in Table VI.
TABLE VI.

DATA AUGMENTATION

Argument

Explanation

Rescaling

Rescaling images from integers 0-255 to float 0-1

Rotation

Degree variety of the arbitrary rotation

Shift

Shifts vertically or horizontally by (10%) and is the fraction of
given dimension

Shear

Permit being sheared the angle in an anti-clockwise

Zoom

Permits the image to be “zoom-in” or “zoom-out”

Flip

Permitted the input to be flipped vertically or horizontally
throughout the training procedure

Fill

The neighboring pixel value is repeated and chosen for all the
vacant values

C. Data Limitation
Some drawbacks are faced by the dataset which has to be
listed. Infected onion crops are incorporated into a relatively
small sample. Moreover, the onion field with severe
symptoms may be used to generate this sample analysis which
is required. In the existing dataset crops with minor symptoms
are absent which is due to the strategy of people with onion
fields who have slight disease indications.
D. Classification and Training Dataset
When data pre-processing, data augmentation, and data
splitting techniques are done our training onion dataset size is
increased and arranged for the feature extraction phase with
the model proposed to extract the necessary and applicable
features. To construct vectorized feature maps the features
extracted from the suggested model are compressed together.
To classify the image into the corresponding groups the
generated feature vector is transferred to a multi-layer
perceptron. Lastly, on test images using the training model the
efficiency of the proposed method is assessed. Each
experiment is replicated three times and we report the average
performance.
VII. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Our experiments have been carried out based on the
following criteria for automatic binary classification
established on our image dataset. All images in the dataset
have been redimensioned to 224×224 pixels. We have set the
batch size 8 and 16, the epochs are 500 to train our model. The
samples are 155 and 90 respectively, for the training and
validation. For optimization adam β1=0.89, β2=0.98, and
learning rates are set at 10-5 and reduced to 10-6. Besides, we
used decay weight to reduce our model over-fitting. The
regularizers are supplied from Keras. The performance was
specific to GPUs. Dell Inspiron Core(TM) i5-8250U CPU (8
CPU's) of 1.6 GHz, 16 GB Ram running on a Microsoft
Windows 10 Professional (64-bit) is used in the
implementation of the proposed model. The authors used
Anaconda Navigator (Jupyter Notebook) version 3.7.4 to
perform their research Keras, TensorFlow, OpenCV, NumPy,
sklearrn are used for simulation as a backend for deep
learning.
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Fig. 5. Sample of Images used in Research (a) Infected Onion, (b) Healthy Onion.

A. Performance Metrics
The evaluation metrics that were used to measure the
model's classification efficiency are explained in this section.
For this, we use confusion matrix-based metrics [46].
Accuracy, recall, precision, F1-score, specificity, and
sensitivity are examples of these metrics. We require the count
of the following quantities to evaluate these measures: true
positive, false positive, true negative, and false negative.
1) Accuracy: The ratio of correctly predicted predictions
to the total number of predictions shown in equation (3).
(3)
2) Precision: The ratio of true positive prediction
compared to overall positive predictions shown in equation
(4).
(4)
3) Recall: The ratio of a true positive prediction made by
the suggested model to the total number of predictions made
shown in equation (5).
(5)
4) F1-Score: The harmonic mean of recall and precision
is shown in equation (6).
(6)
5) Sensitivity: Measure the fraction of true positives
correctly recognized shown in equation (7).
(7)
6) Specificity: (Also called TN rate) trials are performed
on the fraction of true negatives properly-recognized shown in
equation (8).
(8)

7) Confusion matrix: It is the evaluation of the model's
results. It contrasts the true and predicted values in terms of
true positive, false positive, true negative, and false negative
shown in equation (9).
[

]

(9)

 True Positive (TP): True positive predictions are those
that were initially positive and were also predicted to
be positive by the AI model.
 False Positive (FP): False positive predictions are those
that were initially negative but were predicted as
positive by the AI model.
 True Negative (TN): True negative predictions are
those that were initially negative and were predicted as
negative by the AI model.
 False Negative (FN): False-negative predictions are
those that were initially positive but were predicted as
negative by the AI model.
B. Experimental Results
Our research aimed to classify purple blotch disease from
onion crop images using an improved InceptionV3 classifier
we present the result for the binary classification in this
section. Besides, several experiments are carried out on the
onion crop disease (purple blotch) dataset to verify the
efficiency and robustness of the suggested model. The
findings are shown separately in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 using the
accuracy, loss, and receiver operating characteristic (ROC)
curve of training and validation. The experiment is detailed
described in Table VII. It indicates the overall outcome of the
first trial batch size 8 and 500 Epochs. Accuracy and loss are
calculated each after 100 epochs. We present the two most
used parameters of computer vision and deep learning before
discussing these results: Train curve is considered from the
training dataset that gives an idea of how well the model is
learning, while the validation curve is considered from a holdout validation dataset that gives an idea of how well the model
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is generalizing. Besides, the loss of validation and training is
defined as a summing up of the errors made in the training sets
of each case. The loss is not a fraction in comparison to
accuracy. To summarize, the model that simplifies well, this is
neither under-fitting nor over-fitting. The confusion matrix
also displays a comprehensive illustration of what occurs to
images later classification. We have observed that the
accuracy increases until the value is 83.48% for the train and
test accuracy from epoch 0 to epoch 7. The accuracy begins to
be stable after epoch 10 were 87.01% and 84.42% for training
and testing data respectively. In either the fast-growing
interval from epoch 0 to epoch 32 where the loss is 2.98% or
in the other interval where the decrease is slow and converges
to 1.76% a good fit can be found for the loss curve of train
results. As shown in the confusion matrix in Table IX, the
model was able to classify 80 images as infected and 1 image
as healthy for the infected onion class. The model with an
improved InceptionV3 could predict 14 images as healthy and
27 images as infected for the healthy onion class. Similarly,
Table VIII shows the overall result of the second trial with
batch size 16 and 500 epochs. Likewise, accuracy and loss are

calculated each after 100 epochs. We have observed that the
accuracy improves until the value is 88.98% for the training
and testing from 0 epoch to 45 epoch. The accuracy is stable
at epoch 38 where it is equivalent to 87.79% for training data
and 86.87% for testing data. The loss curve of train data can
be seen as a good match in the steadily rising interval between
0 and 100 epoch where the loss is 1.388% at the other time the
decrease is gradual and converges to 1.14% at the end
converges to 0.756%. As illustrated, confusion matrix in
Table IX. The model can classify 78 images as infected and 1
image as healthy for the infected onion class. It can be shown
that the InceptionV3 model was capable of predicting 22
images as healthy and 16 images as infected for the healthy
onion class.
In the last, a comparison is made between batch sizes 8
and 16 as shown in Table IX predicted results are shown in
Fig. 8. Generally, the outcomes of this trial show that the
model pays complete courtesy to the features of the spot
disease and achieves excellent onion disease recognition
efficiency and it is very clear that batch size 16 provides
approximate results.

Fig. 6. CNN Model with Batch Size 8 (a) Accuracy, (b) Loss, (c) ROC Curve.

Fig. 7. CNN Model with Batch Size 16 (a) Accuracy, (b) Loss, (c) ROC Curve.
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TABLE VII.

VIII. CONCLUSION

RESULTS OF EXPERIMENT NO. 1

After

Accuracy/Loss

100 epochs

78.68% / 0.6275

200 epochs

81.15% / 0.4401

300 epochs

82.79% / 0.5441

400 epochs

78.68% / 0.5717

500 epochs

77.05% / 0.5197
TABLE VIII. RESULTS OF EXPERIMENT NO. 2

After

Accuracy/Loss

100 epochs

85.47% / 0.4114

200 epochs

87.18% / 0.4993

300 epochs

84.62% / 0.3868

400 epochs

84.62% / 0.6148

500 epochs

85.47% / 0.4337

TABLE IX.
Batch Size

COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT BATCH SIZES
8

16

[[14 27]

[[22 16]

[ 1 80]]

[ 1 78]]

Train Accuracy

79.38%

87.31%

Accuracy

77.05%

85.47%

Specificity

34.14%

57.89%

Sensitivity

98.76%

98.73%

Precision

74.76%

82.97%

Recall

98.76%

98.737%

F1-score

85.106

90.17

Confusion Matrix

Alternaria porri is the fungus that causes purple blotch on
onion crops. Leek, garlic, and chives are also affected by this
fungus. On onion crops, spores germinate and create a thin
water-soaked spot that turns brown. On several other crops,
the oval-shaped lesion enlarges turns purplish, and forms the
target spot appearance that Alternaria is known for (like early
tomato blight). A yellow zone could encircle the margin.
During wet weather, the surface of the lesion may be coated in
brown to black masses of fungal spores. Infections in plants
are a significant risk to worldwide food supplies. Extreme
diseases in plants result in annual agricultural yield losses. The
identification of diseases in plants at an initial stage is
therefore very necessary for the avoidance of such dramatic
losses in the future. This paper demonstrates the technical
probability of deep learning to allow automatic infection
analysis by image classification using the CNN approach. A
new approach was discussed in this paper to use deep learning
methods to spontaneously identify and detect crop disease
from an image. The model established was able to
differentiate between healthy and infected crops which can be
diagnosed visually. The complete process was defined from
the selection of images used for validation and training to the
augmentation of images lastly, the deep CNN training
procedure. We summarized the final results and concluded
that through deep learning detection, segmentation, and
classification our improved InceptionV3 achieves the highest
precision as well as accuracy, F1-score, and recall. A deep
CNN is accomplished to identify onion crops with a
classification accuracy of 77.05% for batch size 8 and 85.47%
for batch size 16 using our dataset of onion crops. Ongoing
work aims to create a complete framework for crop
monitoring. Besides, the performance can be improved by
using a large dataset for biomedical image segmentation more
advanced feature extraction techniques based on deep learning
will be developed.

Fig. 8. Predicted Results from (a) Batch Size 8, (b) Batch Size 16.
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IX. FUTURE DIRECTIONS
1) Diseases and pests manifest themselves in different
ways at different stages of growth. As a result pest and disease
images should be differentiated with greater caution diseases,
and pests of the same class should be divided according to the
growth cycle as a rule. The division of the dataset will be
improved in the future.
2) The next step will be to collect a huge number of highquality images of diverse types of diseases and pests refine
and adapt the model and extend it to other crops/plants to
improve the practicability.
3) The disease detection efficiency of the enhanced
InceptionV3 model will be improved even further. The goal of
early diagnosis and detection of onion diseases can be
accomplished by capturing lesions in real-time detection.
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Abstract—Recently, the best antenna structures have
considered microstrip patch antenna due to their simple
construction, low cost, minimum weight, and the fact that
they can be effortlessly integrated with circuits. To achieve multiband operation an antenna is designed with an etching rectangle
and circle slot on the surface of the patch to achieve multi-band
frequency capabilities in mid-band 5G applications. Inset-fed
structure type of fed of all antenna printed and fabricated on the
brow of the Rogers RT5880 substrate. Then, prototype structures
of the microstrip patch antenna were acquired during the design
process until achieving the desired antennas. The antenna_1
achieved tri-band characteristics covering the WiMAX band
including 2.51 – 2.55 GHz, WLAN, and S-band including 3.80 –
3.87 GHz and C-and X-band including 6.19 – 6.60 GHz. The
antenna_2 gives dual-band characteristics covering C-band and
X-band including (6.72 – 7.92 GHz) with a peak under -45 dB
suitable for mid-band 5G applications. High impedance
bandwidth increases between (70 MHz-1.25 GHz) for wireless
applications. The proposed microstrip patch antennas were
simulated using CST MWS-2015 and were experimentally tested
to verify the fundamental characteristics of the proposed design,
it offers multiple-band operation with high stable gain and good
directional radiation characteristics results.
Keywords—Band-width; microstrip; multi-band; notch slot;
rectangle slot; 5 G

I.

INTRODUCTION

Generally, the microstrip patch antenna is an important
component of communication systems that require
characteristics such as compact size, lightweight, easy process
of fabrication, and wide bandwidth. The microstrip patch
antenna is primarily made of copper material or a perfect
electric conductor (PEC). There are various types of
geometries like a circular, rectangular, triangular, elliptical,
square, ring, cone, etc. Nevertheless, the most commonly used
shapes are rectangular and circular. The size of the patch
antenna depends upon the substrate constant dielectric
material (Ɛr). A Higher substrate dielectric constant leads to
the lower size of the antenna [1][2]. The 1G /2G/3G/4G and
Five generations (5G) introduce faster data rates, density
connection higher, low latency [3]. Compact patch feeds
square microstrip with right-angled isosceles Koch fractal
antenna geometry on the edges is suitable for U-wide
frequency band applications. The antenna is put on FR4epoxy, (Ɛr = 4.4) substrate with dimensions 60 x 55 x 1.59
mm3. The antenna works at 4.3, 5.0, 6.1, 7.4, 8.9, and 9.2
GHz, this design is limited in bandwidth and gain, therefore

required to strive to improve them [4]. Propose the patch
antenna in the form of a Sierpinski fractal antenna, which can
work in multi-band frequency, this design is limited in
bandwidth and gain, therefore required to strive to improve
them [5]. The designed microstrip antenna using CPW feeding
technique, the microstrip antenna operates resonates at this is
bands 0.45 GHz for GSM, 1.35, 1.92, 2.57 GHz for, WLAN,
WiMAX, Walkie-Talkie. The antenna dimension is
46.32×25×1.6 mm3, substrate type is FR4 with Ɛr=4.3. The
design is limited in bandwidth and gain, therefore required to
strive to improve them [6]. The proposed microstrip is
fabricated using an FR-4, the height of the substrate is 1.6
mm, and Ɛr =4.4. The ground plane and substrate dimension
are the same, i.e. (70×60 mm2), the proposed microstrip
antenna operates at desired frequencies 5.73, 1.8, 3.6, and 4.53
GHz, which can be used for many applications of the wireless
[7]. Design patch antenna for satellite applications and
operating frequency at 15 GHz with diverse slots cutting on
microstrip antenna. The antenna achieving bandwidth
frequency at 1.14 GHz, with S11 of -30.6 dB. The gain and
directivity are 3.488, and 3.544 dB respectively. The RT
duroid material size 9.5 x 8 x 1.6 mm3 to design microstrip
antenna with Ɛr =2.2 have loss tangent 0.0009 [8]. The
microstrip patch is fabricated and tested on substrate FR-4
with size 70×70×1.6mm3, Ɛr= 4.4. The choice bands are
designed at 2.478, 2.313, and 2.396 GHz, and they have −10
dB impedance bandwidths of 2.42, 2.14, and 2.50%,
respectively [9]. The microstrip patch antenna in the shape of
the rectangle there is an array of L-slots and inverted them slot
for multiband frequency is considered. The microstrip was
designed for TM010 mode of frequency operation at 2.1 GHz.
The configuration produced the best results at Penta frequency
bands:1.48, 1.25, 1.8, 2.25, and 2.9 GHz. And they have -10
dB impedance bandwidth 3.4%, 3.2%, 3.33%, 4.3%, and
3.1%, respectively [10] All the design there is limited in
bandwidth and gain, therefore required to strive to improve
them. Design a simple microstrip antenna (UWB) for the
wireless satellite. The design process is achieved in three
steps. Firstly, a conventional antenna for 2.4 GHz FR4
substrate with Ɛr = 4.4 has been defined with dimensions of 50
× 55 × 1.6 mm3. Bandwidth is achieving between (2- 9.7
GHz) for different wireless applications [11]. Design
microstrip a slotted pentagonal for multi-band applications.
Designed on substrate material textile type with a dielectric
constant is 4.4. Dimension size is 50 × 50 mm2 and thickness
(h= 1 mm). The resonate frequency at 4 GHz with S11 is 31.84 dB. The antenna is achieved more directivity of 2.932
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dBi and bandwidth from 2.85 to 9.30 GHz [12]. Simulated and
fabricated a rectangular patch is introduce designed for 915
MHz band applications includes ZigBee and Bluetooth. A
printed antenna on FR-4 epoxy substrate with a small size 60
× 30 × 1.6 mm3, with Ɛr =4.4. Achieving bandwidth from 902
MHz to 925 MHz for the ZigBee band applications. The
results of the simulation are radiation pattern directivity is
2.83 dBm, the gain is 2.73 dBm, and return loss is -35 dB
[13]. Design a novel broadband microstrip antenna printed on
the FR-4 substrate with Ɛr =4.4. The simulated result of the
patch gives four resonance frequencies at 1.59, 1.71, 1.81, and
1.986 GHz respectively, achieve a bandwidth of 29.6 % [14].
The microstrip U patch antennas on substrate Alumina 60 × 60
× 12.5 mm3 with dielectric constant Ɛr = 9.6 for wireless
communication. The improvement in antenna bandwidth is
recorded at 20 MHz, and efficiency 99.6%. The antenna
operating frequency of the antenna is 3.8 GHz (3.06 –5 GHz),
the antenna operates at single-band [15]. Design of a two-band
patch using substrate PTFE, with a thickness of 0.8 mm, the
dielectric constancy is 2.55. The patch antenna works at dualband 9.96 GHz –12.84 GHz and the bandwidth of the antenna
is 270 and 550 MHz respectively. The simulation result gives
less value of S11 at f1 = 9.96 GHz and f2 = 12.84 is -33.6 and
-39.1dB respectively. The bandwidth of the patch is 9.83 GHz
and 12.57 GHz respectively [16]. Design of packaging of
single antenna fed asymmetric slot-loaded triple-band patch
antenna with LHCP and RHCP at two bands at (1.77645 GHz)
for GPS L5 and (SDARS) at (2.320-2.345 GHz). The
dimensions of the designed antenna 51 × 52 × 1.6 mm3 with
substrate FR-4 material, and Ɛr = 4.4 [17]. Design a monopole
antenna and implement them to operate at multi-band for 5G
wireless communications and service. The antenna substrate
dimension is 43 × 38 ×1.588 mm3 with dielectric constancy
4.4. The S11 parameter of the patch antenna is high than -20
dB, and VSWR is < 2 [18]. The design of the microstrip
antenna is based on substrate RT/Duroid 5880 material with
relative permittivity Ɛr =2.2. The patch designed and
fabricated to operate in X-band is (8-12 GHz) and 60 GHz
frequencies. The microstrip antenna was printed on two
substrate heights (0.75- 1.57 mm) operate at 10 GHz and,
(0.127 - 0.254 mm) for frequency band 60 GHz. Designing
approach satisfied wideband and high gain antenna The
antenna work at dual-band, but required to improve in
bandwidth and achieve best reflection coefficient (S11) [19].
The microstrip patch was put on Duroid 5870 substrate h=
1.575 mm, a Ɛr of 2.33, and a dielectric loss of 0.0012, dualband to cover K-band applications [20]. Design patch antenna
printed on Rogers RT5870 with Ɛr = 2.2, and operate at 2.4
GHz. The thickness of 0.787 mm for applications such as
IEEE 802.15.1 Bluetooth, ZigBee, WiFi, wireless USB.
Bandwidth achieved 25.5 MHz with return loss -22.5 dB. The
design is limited in operating at single band, bandwidth, and
gain, therefore required to strive to improve them [21].

rectangle slots antenna (antenna_1), and notch rectangle patch
etching circle slot (antenna_2). All these antennas are
fabricated on Roger RT5880 substrate and they are built the
model and analyzed by using the tool of the CST MWS
simulator [22]. The CST simulated result exposes that the
proposed microstrip antennas are designed to guarantee the
best performance results. In terms of resonant frequency bands
and directional patterns as well as high gains, improvement
impedance bandwidth, and total radiations efficiencies. The
rest content of this work is orderly as follows. In section II,
discussion the configurations of the proposed patch and the
analysis process for designing these microstrip patches are
offered in detail. Section III and IV are review discussion the
performance of the experimental and simulated results along
with the features of the designed patch antennas and
parametric study. Conclusions and future work are drawn in
Section V and VI.

In this work, a new design approach is objective to realize
tri-band and dual-band MPAs appropriate for 5G wireless
applications. Two Compressed simple microstrip patch
antennas (MPAs) have been designed to cover multiple
frequency bands for wireless applications. The design idea of
these microstrip patch antennas is almost based on rectangular
patch antenna and are namely rectangular patch etching two

The width of the microstrip patch antenna ( wP ) is given

II. PROPOSED PATCH ANTENNA DESIGN AND
CONFIGURATION
The simulation models of the two proposed
design microstrip antenna structures are in Fig. 1(b) and Fig.
2(b), this is antennas, called the rectangular antenna etching
two rectangle slots (antenna_1) etching on the reference
(conventional) antenna (RA), and notch rectangle antenna
with circle slot (antenna_2) by etching rectangle notch on
corner of reference antenna and cutting circle slot on the
middle of the patch antenna. The slot on the microstrip
antenna is analyzed. The slot on the microstrip patch can be
firm by using a duplicity relationship between the dipole and
the slot [23] [24] [25]. The fabricated antennas are printed on
the front side of the Roger RT5880 substrate. The height hs of
3.18 mm, relative permittivity Ɛr=2.2. The constant Ɛr of
microstrip material should be between 2.2 and 12 for antenna
designing [1]. The height of the substrate, h ˂˂ λ0 (where, λ0
equal operating wavelength) [1]. The resonant frequency
fr=2.4 GHz. The total substrate size (Ws x Ls) of all antennas
is (94 × 78mm2). Each patch structure of these antennas size
of patch (Wp) x length (Lp) of (47 × 38 mm2). The inset
feeding type is used for the design because of its ease of
fabrication in the PCB form, and easy matching with the
existing system. The proposed microstrip antennas are
configured to improve impedance bandwidth outcomes due to
changes in substrate height and dielectric constancy. If the
substrate height is increased the bandwidth of the antenna is
also increased. This is because the bandwidth of the antenna is
directly proportional to the substrate height. The feed width wf
and length Lf, while the characteristic impedance is 50 Ω. A
full ground plane is on the backside of the substrate material.
Copper is used as the conducting material for patches and
ground. The dimensions of the proposed microstrip
antenna are calculated by using the well-known microstrip
patch antenna formulas using this equation from (1) -(5) [1].
by the following equation [1].

w

P

c

=
2

f

ε
r

r
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Sub. Ɛ r =2.2, c=3x108m/sec, f r = 2.45GHz

TABLE I.

The effective dielectric constant Ɛ reff :
−1

ε reff

h 2
ε + 1 ε r − 1 
1 + 12 
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+
w p 
2
2 

DIMENSIONS OF PROPOSED ANTENNAS
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1.0
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Effective length due to fringing effects:
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Fig. 1. The Proposed Microstrip Patch Structures, (a) AR (b) Antenna_1.
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The actual length of the patch:
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To determine the ground plane dimensions length (
width of the ground plane (

L
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w
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g

Fig. 2. The Proposed Microstrip Antenna Structures, (a) RA (b) Antenna_2.

) and

)

= 6h + l p

(6)

= 6h + w p

(7)

Fig. 3. S 11 Plot and Radiation Pattern for the Reference Antenna.

Where W p the width of the microstrip patch, f r = 2.45GHz
is the resonant frequency, Ɛ r =2.2 is the dielectric constant of
the substrate material, h s =3.18 mm is the height of substrate
material. The patch antenna L p = 38 is the length of the patch
and w p = 47 mm is the width of the patch. After many series of
optimization by using CST simulator, then, the final
parameters and the optimized value of the parameters are
illustrated in Table I.
Reign successively conventional patch antenna (MPA) was
designed founded and based on the equations (1) -(5) for
resonating frequency at the proposed frequency. Initially,
MPA is designed with the same geometrical parameters. The
obtained CST simulated reflection coefficient(S 11 ) and
radiation pattern realized gain of reference antenna (RA)
shown in Fig. 1(a) or 2(a) and 3, an antenna is resonating at f r
= 2.45 GHz with -10 dB S 11 impedance bandwidth 70 MHz
ranging from (2.43 – 2.50 GHz) for (WiFi), return loss is -23
dB, and radiation pattern of the antenna. It is demonstrated
from observations in Fig. 4 that the RA inset-feeding
technique with a full ground plane has a better gain of 7.31 dB
and, a boresight directional radiation pattern suitable for
wireless communication application.

(a)

b
Fig. 4. Far-field Realized Gain Radiation Pattern of RA at 2.45 GHz. (a) 3D.
(b) 2D in yz- and xz-plane.
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TABLE II.

MICROSTRIP PATCH ANTENNA (MPA) PERFORMANCE
PARAMETERS

Parameter

Inset-feed with full ground plane

f r (GHz)

2.45

f L (GHz)

2.43

f H (GHz)

2.5

BW(MHz)

70

Gain(dB)

7.31

Table II summarizes the main performance parameters of
this reference antenna, lower and higher-frequencies,
resonance frequency, bandwidth, and gain.

Fig. 5. Simulated Return Losses S 11 Curves for Antenna_1 at 2.53, 3.86 and
6.45 GHz.

III. DISCUSSION OF SIMULATION RESULTS
After that, the procedure for microstrip patch antenna
structures in the previous section is suggested for the proposed
antennas for operating in the wireless communication WLAN,
WiMAX, C- band, and -X band frequency ranges for midband 5G wireless applications [27]. The proposed design
concept will be Verified by the main performance parameter
results concluded to gain, reflection coefficient (S 11 ), and
current distribution on the patch as well as the radiation
pattern directivity and realized gain.
A. Reflection Coefficient
The proposed microstrip patch antenna structures are
realized in simulated of the CST Microwave Studio ver. 2015.
Its time-domain solver is used to obtain these results. The
reflection coefficient (S 11 ) for the proposed microstrip
antennas, antenna_1 and antenna_2 is discussed and
investigated in detail. The results of the return loss of the
whole prototype proposed antenna structures have been
recapped in Fig. 5 and 6, shows the S 11 plot for intermediate
antennas that belong to each type of the two proposed
antennas. Observed that the antenna_1 covers tri-band
characteristics, whereas the antenna_2 gives dual-band. The
frequency bands of the proposed antennas can be summarized
as follows:
1) Antenna_1: Cover WiMAX band 2.53 GHz (2.51 –
2.55 GHz, 1.5%) and WLAN/C-band and S band 3.86 GHz
(3.80 – 3.87 GHz, 2%). C-band 6.45 GHz (6.19 – 6.60 GHz,
6%) for 5G application [26].
2) Antenna_2: Cover C band and X band for mid-band 5G
service [27], 6.92 and 7.707 GHz (6.72 – 7.92 GHz, 17.5%).
Thus, these microstrip antennas cover the helpful
frequency bands that useful for wireless communication.
VSWR results proposed microstrip antenna have been
shown in Fig. 7. Their quantitative analysis in terms of f r , f l ,
and f h , between RA and their proposed antennas, is listed in
Table III. The realized gain respect to frequency for the
proposed microstrip patch antennas at desired frequency bands
is observed in the experimental result in section 3. Then the
gain of antenna_1 at the lower frequency band is the less one
whereas it is the greater one in the high band.

Fig. 6. Simulate Return Loss S Curve for Antenna_2 at 6.93 GHz and
11

7.707 GHz.

Fig. 7. Simulation VSWR for the Proposed Antennas
TABLE III. THE PROPOSED ANTENNAS TO RA COMPARISON FROM THE
BANDWIDTH, (FL- FH), FR PERSPECTIVE IN (GHZ)
Antenna

Band 1

Band _2

Band 3

B.W
(MHz)

RA

(2.43– 2.50),
2.45 GHz

------

-------

70

antenna_1
(Tri-band)

(2.51–2.55 ),
2.53 GHz

(3.80 3 .87),
3.86 GHz

(6.19-6.60 ),
6.45 GHz

50,70,410

antenna_2
(Dual-band)

------

(6.75-7.92 ),
6.92 GHz

(6.71-7.94 ),
7.707 GHz

1250

B. 2-D and 3-D Radiation Pattern
Fig. 8 shows the 2-D radiation pattern in terms of E- or yzplane and H-or xz -plane at band 1, band 2, and band 3
observed at Table III. It is observed from this figure that all
antennas have a directive radiation pattern in H-plane and Eplane at the lower band (2.53 GHz), and near to
omnidirectional at all other middle and higher frequencies
(3.86 GHz & 6.45 GHz) bands. The radiation pattern in E-plan
shown in Fig. 8(a) at 2.53 GHz shows close to bidirectional
nature with angular width (3) of 75.0 deg., and main lob
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directional 1.0 deg. Whereas, the radiation pattern at 3.87,
6.45 GHz shown in Fig. 8(b) and Fig. 8(c) shows close to
omnidirectional nature with greater angular widths 59.2 and
31.6 degrees respectively. Besides, the main lob directional
4.0 and -5.0 degrees respectively. Therefore, the radiation
pattern is changed from bidirectional to omnidirectional when
the angular width is reduced.
Fig. 9 shows the 3-D radiation pattern for tri-band
frequency (a) for 2.53 GHz, (b) 3.86 GHz, (c) 6.45 GHz.
Fig. 10 shows the 3-D radiation pattern for dual-band
frequency (a) for 6.92 GHz, (b) 7.707 GHz.
The simulated results verified that the proposed antennas
are achieved multi-band antennas. Table IV shows the
simulation results of proposed antennas that have a good
radiating element antenna, return loss less than -20 dB, good
realized gain, VSWR is less than 2, and good impedance
bandwidth.

(b)

(a)

(c)

Fig. 8. Simulated E and H-plane for Antenna_1 at (a) 2.53 GHz, (b) 3.87
and (c) 6.45 GHz.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 9. 3D Radiation Pattern Gains of Proposed Antenna_1at (a) 2.53 GHz,
(b) 3.86 GHz, (c) 6.45 GHz.

(b)

(a)

Fig. 10. 3D Radiation Patterns Gain of the Proposed Antenna_2 at (a) 6.92
GHz, (b) 7.707 GHz.
TABLE IV. SIMULATED MULTIBAND ANTENNAS -10 DB BANDWIDTH,
GAIN, VSWR, DIRECTIVITY AND IMPEDANCE BANDWIDTH
Results

antenna_1

Frequency
f r (GHz)

antenna_2

2.53

3.86

6.45

6.92

7.707

S 11
dB

-13.38

-23.86

-24.26

-16.92

-55

VSWR

1.4

1.1

1.1

1.3

1.4

Dir
(dBi)

8.34

8.22

10.73

6.38

7.28

Gain
dB

8.18

7.97

10.6

5.56

6.22

B/W MHz

50

70

410

1250

C. Surface Current
To analyze the effectiveness, of the proposed microstrip
patch antenna, the higher modes make nulls and some side
effects lobes this is due to the effect of the vertical and
horizontal distributions current on the surface slotted
microstrip antenna, as the operating band frequency increases.
The surface current of antenna_1 shows in Fig. 11, and
analyzed at frequency band in Fig. 11(a) shows the surface
current distributed have mainly flowed throw feed line part
and in a horizontal line on the patch at a lower frequency.
However, the path and the direction of the density are entirely
changed with the insertion of two rectangle slots. As shown in
Fig. 11(b) the current distribution along with two rectangle
slot more concentrated interior slot and exterior of two
rectangle slot, mainly flows along feed line part. Thus, two
rectangle slots modify the surface current distribution to
generate resonance at 3.86 GHz. Fig. 11(c) shows the
distribution mainly on the feed line part and inside two
rectangle slots of the patch in relatively higher frequency (6.45
GHz). From Fig. 11(d), it can be observed the surface current
distribution the path, and the direction of the current are
entirely changed with the insert of the circle slots. The current
distributed concentrated throw feed line under an arc of the
circle and its below. The current distributed interior edge of
the circle and outside of circle slot, and less current density
throw the notch.
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(a)

(c)

(b)

Fig. 13. Simulated S 11 for Antenna_1 with Variation of l1=16 -18 MM.
TABLE V.

Return
loss (dB)

Triple
resonant
freq. (GHz)

Bandwidth
MHz

-14.13
-35.29
-27.19

2.53
3.81
6.41

(2.50-2.55 GHz) is 50 MHz
(3.77-3.83 GHz) is 60 MHz
(6.17-6.61GHz) is 440 MHz

l 1 =17.2

-14.13
-17.97
-24.93

2.53
3.87
6.44

(2.50-2.55GHz) is 50 MHz
(3.82-3.91GHz) is 90 MHz
(6.25-6.61GHz) is 360 MHz

l 1 =16

-14.13
-11.63
-22.87

2.53
3.94
6.49

(2.50-2.55GHz) is 50 MHz
(3.90-3.91GHz) is 100 MHz
(6.35-6.63GHz) is 280 MHz

l 1 (mm)
l 1 =18
(d)
Fig. 11. Simulated the Current Distribution on Antenna_1 at, (a) 2.53 GHz, (b)
3.86 GHz, (c) 6.45 GHz (d) The Surface Current on Antena_2 at 7.707 GHz.

D. Parametric Study
To reach up with a final design of acceptable performance
worked at in-demand frequencies; dense simulations to test the
insight of each antenna dimension and slots on its
performance have been done using parametric sweep –timedomain solver CST simulator. The antenna_1 is optimized to
operate at triple-frequency bands.
Fig. 12 shows the effects of variation on S 11
characteristics, it indicates that the second resonant at 3.86
GHz is the most affected resonant, and its value increased 29.30 dB as w 1 increased. While the first and third resonance
for the patch itself; is not nearly affected. The rectangle
length-shaped slot of antenna_1 is l1 changed in two rectangle
slots to find its effect on antenna_1.
Fig. 13 shows the effects of variation in l 1 on S 11
characteristics. The center frequency of the second resonance
is increased return loss is -35.29 dB at 3.86 GHz as l 1
increased while decreasing when the value l 1 decreases and
the center frequency of the third frequency varies to change
according to change the value of l 1 . But first band resonance
for the patch itself; is not nearly affected.

COMPARATIVE RESULTS OF ANTENNA_1 VARIED LENGTH L1=
16 - 18 MM

From Fig. 14, it can be observed the circle slot parameter
sweep has also its influences on the antenna_2 performances.
The radius slot of the circle (r = D/2) is selected to be
presented the effects of variation in r on S 11 shown in Fig. 14.
The first frequency band at 6.92 and 7.707 GHz resonances
are which respond to any change in the dimensions of the slots
by shifting up/down or degrading/ improving the return losses.
The analysis reveals that as the radius of a circle (r =9.2 and
9.25 mm), the wideband characteristic of the antenna
represents dual-band at 6.933 and 7.707 GHz the fractional
bandwidth increases. While radius value (r = 8.5 and 10 mm)
the bandwidth decreases. The maximum bandwidth (1.25
GHz) of 16% (from 6.72 – 7.94 GHz) resonating frequency at
7.707 GHz, given reflection confections, return loss of -55 dB
is obtained when r = 9.2 mm and -16.92 dB at 6.93 GHz. After
the optimization, the parameter of the proposed antennas has
the best bandwidth and return loss for a radius value of r = 9.2
mm. The effects of variation in r on impedance bandwidth and
S 11 are tabulated in Table VI.

It can be observed that the impedance fractional bandwidth
is wider for the third frequency band at a different value of l 1 .
Bandwidth 440 MHz (6.17 - 6.61GHz, 6.87%) is resonating at
6.45 GHz achieving a return loss of −27.19 dB is obtained
when (l 1 = 18 mm). The effects result of variation in l 1 for
impedance bandwidth and S 11 are tabulated in Table V.

Fig. 14. Simulated S 11 for Antenna_ 2 for Variation of r.
Fig. 12. Simulated S 11 for Antenna_1 with Variation of width of slot (w 1 ).
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TABLE VI.

COMPARATIVE RESULTS OF THE RADIUS OF A CIRCLE(R) FOR
ANTENNA_2

Radius of circle

Return
loss(dB)

Resonant
freq.(GHz)

Bandwidth(MHz), %

r= 8.5 mm

-18.60
-12

7.68
6.83

450 MHz, 6%
260 MHz, 5%

r =9.2 mm

-55
-16.92

7.707
6.93

1250 MHz, 16%

r=9.25 mm

-39.60
-16.92

7.69
6.933

1170 MHz, 16%

r= 10 mm

-23.72
-25.50

2.99
4.53

50 MHz, 2%
50 MHz, 2%

design. Reference [8-21] in this works antenna operates in
single-band therefore, bandwidth, gain and reflection
coefficient (S 11 ) less than comparing with multiband
frequency proposed antenna. The design recorded in [19] the
patch operates in dual-band compared with proposed multiband antenna. The objective of this work to design a
microstrip patch antenna that operates at multi-band realized
high gain and enhanced bandwidth for wireless applications.

Continue to study the effected of reflection coefficient
(S 11 ) concerning frequency for proposed microstrip patch
antennas with the different substrate material will be shown in
Fig. 15. Observed from this figure, the return loss vs
frequency response is verified by applied different substrate
materials Roger RT5880, FR-4, and Roger RT5870, without
changing the dimensions of slots. Whereas, after optimization
and from a results acts comparison between them, it is that
Roger RT5880 material realized best results of reflection
coefficient (dB) and better wider impedance bandwidth
respect to these of the other substrate materials used.

(a)

E. Comparison with other Studies
From Table VII, it can be observed analysis comparison
between the proposed multiband rectangular microstrip patch
and other rectangular antenna structures over previous
multiband patch antenna design, such as [4], [5], [6], [7], [8],
[9], [10], [15], [19] and [21]. The design recorded in [4-5-6-79-10] the patch antenna work in multi-band frequency, but
band-width and gain less than compared with the proposed

(b)

TABLE VII.
Ref.

No. of bands

Fig. 15. Simulated S 11 for Various Substrate Materials for given Microstrip
Antennas (a) Antenna_1, (b) Antenna_2.

A COMPARISON BETWEEN THE PROPOSED ANTENNAS WITH OTHER REFERENCE ANTENNAS
Sizes(mm)

Resonant frequency(GHz)

Bandwidth (MHZ)

Gain (dB)
1.08, 3.23, 3.36, 2.77, 3.07,
4.87

[4]

Multi-band

60 × 55 ×1.59

4.3, 5.0, 6.1, 7.4, 8.9, 9.2

68.6, 126.7, 132, 124.3,
191.2, 530.6

[5]

Multi-band

70×70×1.58

1.75, 3.65, 4.12, 5.55, 6.5,
7.77

170, 60, 110, 120, 140

7.2, 11.2, 11.3, 7,

[6]

Multi-band

46.32×25×1.6

0.45, 1.35, 1.92, 2.57

185, 151, 77, 218

4.484, 2.59, 3.27, 4.39

[7]

Multi-band

70×60×1.6

1.81, 3.6, 4.53, 5.73

70, 290, 680

5.71, 5.54, 5.01, 5.32

[8]

Single-band

9.5 × 8 × 1.6

15

1140

3.44

[9]

Multi-band

70×70×1.6

2.313, 2.396, 2.478

50, 60, 60

1,1.2,0.7
1.1, 1.12, 1.15, 1.39, 1.4

[10]

Multi-band

33.7×33.7×1.6

1.25, 1.48, 1.8, 2.25, 2.9

3.2%, 3.4%, 3.33%, 4.5%,
3.1%

[15]

Single-band

60×50× 5

3.8

UWB

---------------

[19]

Dual-band

29.52×34.35×1.57

10 , 60

384

13.5, 13

[21]

Single-band

47×39×0.787

2.4

25.5

6.65

47×38×3.18

2.45, 2.53, 3.86, 6.45
6.93, 7.707

70, 60, 70, 410
1420

7.31, 8.18, 7.97, 10.6, 5.56,
6.22

Proposed
antennas

Multi-band
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The fabricated prototype of two proposed antennas, the
first antenna has a tri-band and the second has dual-band
frequencies. The proposed patch antennas are fabricated and
measured to verify the performance of the proposed multiband microstrip antenna printed on the dielectric constant of
2.2 of Rogers RT5880 substrate with a loss tangent of 0.025
and a 3.18 mm thickness. a copper layer thick of 0.07mm on
each side for the patch and ground plane for the proposed
microstrip antennas. The front side view and measurement of
the proposed antennas are shown in Fig. 16.

Also, S 11 levels are accredited to tolerance during the
fabricated and measurement steps.

Top view

(a) Back view
i

Top view (b)

Back view

The prototype model structure is fabricated at the national
telecommunication institute (NTI) Cairo Egypt, while the
experimental verification of the S 11 results and the far-field
measurements are carried out using the anechoic chamber at
Microwave lab, Ain-Shams University, Cairo Egypt.
The measured return loss(S 11 ), VSWR, realized gain,
directivity, and far-field results of antenna_1 and antenna_2
are realized in good agreement with simulation results
illustrated in Fig. 17. Fig. 17(a) shows the measured return
loss(S 11 ) exhibits good tri-band frequency response, and
experimental results verified multi-band frequency. The
measured S 11 and impedance bandwidth is shown in
Table VIII.

(d)

(c)

Fig. 16. Fabrication and Measurement for Proposed Microstrip Patch
Antennas, (a) Fabricated Antenna_1 (b) Fabricated Antenna_2 (c) The
Proposed Microstrip Patch Antennas Measurement on Network Analyzer (d)
Experimental Test which was set up of Proposed Antennas in an Anechoic
Chamber.

The measured impedance bandwidths for antenna_1 are
shown in Fig. 17 (a) as (2.36 -2.477 GHz, 5%) at the 2.402
GHz, (6.32-6.63 GHz, 4%) at the 6.55 GHz band, and (7.0777.387 GHz, 4.5%) at the 7.25 GHz band.
Fig. 17(b) shows S 11 of antenna_2 which exhibits a good
dual-band frequency response. The measured S 11 impedance
bandwidth is 1.42 GHz (6.518-7.949 GHz, 20%) at 7.707
GHz, which is better than the simulated bandwidth (1.25 GHz)
valid for C-band and X-band for 4G, and suitable for midband 5G wireless applications. The measured results and
simulated S 11 microstrip are comparisons presented in
Table VIII.
The experimental results return loss (S 11 ) is in close with
its simulation result. However, there, exist some slight
discrepancies caused during the implementation of the
microstrip patch antenna precision and interface deviation due
to loss material, Rogers RT5880 plate for the manufacture of
the antenna prototype which is not typical in each country.
The fabricated method and measurement techniques generate
the differences between simulated and measurement results.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 17. Measured and Simulated of Reflection Coefficient S 11 for (a)
antenna_1, (b) antenna_2.

TABLE VIII. THE EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENT AND SIMULATED COMPARISON RESULTS, TRI-BAND OF ANTENNA_1, AND A DUAL-BAND OF ANTENNA_2
antenna_1

Resonant
freq.
(GHz)

Directivity
(dBi)

Realized
Gain (dB)

Bandwidth
(MHz)

antenna_2

Resonant
freq. (GHz)

Directivity
(dBi)

Realized
Gain (dB)

Bandwidth
(MHz)

Measured

7.25
6.45
2.40

12
8.5
8.9

9
6.5
7.2

310
240
50

Measured

7.44
6.80

8.5
6.9

6.5
5

1420

6.45
3.86
2.53

10.62
8.22
8.34

10.5
7.97
8.18

410
70
50

7.707

7

6.22

Simulated

Simulated
6.93

6.9

5.56

1250
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Illustrates the performance of measured VSWR from Fig.
18, for the proposed patch antennas, which verified value less
than 1.5 at all resonant frequencies compared with simulated
results. At all frequencies, minimum reflected power is
inferior to -20 dB. The conclusion derived from the analysis of
both Fig. 17 and 18, measured results of return loss and
VSWR respectively, confirms that the designed multi-band
microstrip patch antenna ensures obtaining good performance.

(a)

From Fig. 19, it can be observed realized gain plots vs
frequency measured and simulated for the antenna_1 and
antenna_2. The simulated gain is 10.6 dB at high frequency
(6.45 GHz) and 8 dB at low frequency (2.53 GHz). The
measured gain of 7.2 dB at 2.402 GHz frequency, while 6.5
dB at 6.55 GHz frequency is shown in Fig. 19(a).
Fig. 19(b) shows the experimental and simulated result
realized gain of antenna_2. The measured gain is 5 dB at 6.8
GHz, 5.6 dB at 7.44 GHz, while the simulated realized gain is
5.56, and 6.22 dB at 6.93, 7.707 GHz, respectively.
Fig. 20 shows the measured and simulated directivity
against frequency for the antenna_1 and antenna_2.

(b)
Fig. 20. Measured and Simulated Directivity for (a) Antenna_1, and (b)
Antenna_2.

The realized gain, directivity, and impedance bandwidth of
proposed antennas are tabulated in Table VIII.
Fig. 21(a), (b) display the experimental measurement and
simulation radiation patterns for the antenna_1 along with two
elevation cuts (xz and yz planes) exhibit dual-polarization, E
and H-plane co and cross-polarization at frequency bands 2.53
and 6.45 GHz.
Fig. 22 displays the experimental measurement and
simulated radiation patterns for an antenna_2 along with two
elevation cuts (xz and yz planes) exhibits dual-polarization, E
and H-plane co, and cross-polarization at 7.707 GHz. The
deviation of the measured results from the simulated results
may be attributed to fabrication imprecision and measurement
errors. Besides, the dielectric slab will be cause-effect, with
little differences in the side lobes of the radiation patterns
between measurements and simulation results.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 18. VSWR Measured and Simulated for (a) Antenna_1 (b) Antenna_2.

From Fig. 21 and 22 discussions of co-polarization and
cross-polarization between measurement and simulated for
proposed antennas. Co-polarization is defined as the
polarization the antenna was intended to radiate, while Cross
its perpendicular pair [1].
The cross-polar and co-polar in E and H-plane for
antenna_1 have been shown in Fig. 21(a) and Fig. 21(b) at
2.53, 6.45 GHz respectively, which is close to omnidirectional
nature. Fig. 21(a) has shown radiation pattern in E-plane,
simulated co-polar radiation angular width 27.3 deg. has been
measured with an angular width (3) of 25.3 degrees at 6.5
GHz. But simulated cross-polar 39.7 deg. and measured 35.5
deg. at 6.5 GHz. While the measured co-polar in E-plane
angular width of 68.8 degrees at 2.5 GHz and simulated
angular width of 75.0 GHz at 2.53 GHz. But radiation pattern
in E-plane the measured cross-polar angular width about 58.8
degrees at 2.5 GHz and simulated 76.2 degrees at 2.53 GHz.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 19. Measured and Simulated Realized Gain of (a) for Antenna_1, and (b)
for antenna_2.

Fig. 21(b) shows simulated co-polar in H-plane of 68.5
degrees and measured 75.2 degrees at 2.53 GHz whereas, the
simulated cross-polar in H-plane angular width 68.8 degrees at
2.5 GHz, and measured angular width of 63.4 degrees at 2.5
GHz.
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H-plane at 2.5 GHz

E-plane at 2.5 GHz

E-plane at 6.45

H-plane at 6.45 GHz

Fig. 21. Measured and Simulated Co-polar and Cross-polar of Antenna_1 at 2.5 and 6.45 GHz.

The simulated cross-polar in H-plane angular width of
58.0 degrees at 6.45 GHz and measured 59.8 degrees at 6.5
GHz. Whereas, simulated co-polar in H-plane of 41.8 degrees
at 6.45 GHz and measured of 58.3 degrees at 6.5 GHz. It is
possible to omission the far-field radiation in E-plane,
compared to H-plane at frequency band 2.53 GHz, whereas, it
is noted that the cross-polarization of the E-plane is lower than
the cross-polar in the H-plane. Similarly, the cross-polar in
far-field at 6.45 GHz band in the E-plane is lower than the
cross-polar in H-plane. Therefore, the angular-width is
reduced when the far-field radiation pattern is changed from
Omni-to-bidirectional.
Fig. 22 has shown co-polar and cross-polar in the H-and E
plane. Fig. 22(a) illustrated measured a co-polar 74.5 degree
and simulated 70.1 degrees at 7.707 GHz. Also, a measured
cross-polar angular width of 49.7 degrees and simulated
angular width of 51.0 degrees at 7.707 GHz has been shown.
Fig. 22(b) shows measured co-polar in H-plane angular
width of 54.8 degrees and simulated 58.3 degrees. Also, the
cross-polar angular width of 35.2 and 38.3 degrees was
measured and simulated respectively at 7.707 GHz.

V. CONCLUSION
In this work, we design and fabricate two proposed
microstrip antenna covers multi-band microstrip patch
antennas. These proposed antennas cover the useful frequency
band of modern wireless communication systems. Antenna_1
covers tri-band frequency, for WiMAX band 2.53 GHz (2.51 –
2.55 GHz), WLAN/C-band band 3.86 GHz (3.80 – 3.87 GHz),
and C-band 6.45 GHz (6.19 – 6.60 GHz) which has potential
for C- band in 5G services. Antenna_2 covers dual-band for
C- band, and X-band 6.92/ 7.707 GHz (6.72 – 7.92 GHz, 1420
MHz) which is serving for C- band and suitable for mid-band
5G application. The proposed design of microstrip patch
antennas is characterized as simple structures to be
manufactured (94 × 76 × 3.18 mm3). Besides, Experimental
results verified good conformity with simulation results such
as return loss, gain, bandwidth, and radiation pattern of these
antennas.
VI. FUTURE WORK
Simulation the antenna on another simulator and compare
the simulation results obtained with two simulators:
Improvement the bandwidth and radiation pattern; Fabricated
microstrip antennas with other material is low cost.
[1]
[2]

[3]
[4]
(a)

(b)

Fig. 22. Measured and Simulated Co-polar and Cross-polar for Microstrip
Antenna_2 at 7.707 GHz, (a) E-plane, (b) H-plane.

[5]
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Abstract—Parkinson’s disease (PD) is a neurological
progressive disorder and is most common among people who are
above 60 years old. It affects the brain nerve cells due to the
deficiency of dopamine secretion. Dopamine acts as a
neurotransmitter and helps in the movement of the body parts.
Once brain cells/neurons start dying due to aging, then it will
lead to a decrease in dopamine levels. The symptoms of
Parkinson’s are difficultly in doing regular/habitual movements,
uncontrollable shaking of hands and limbs may encounter
memory loss, stiff muscles, sudden temporary loss of control, etc.
The severity of the disease will be worse if not diagnosed and
treated at the early stages. This paper concentrates on developing
Parkinson’s disease diagnosing system using machine learning
techniques and algorithms. Machine Learning is an integral part
of artificial intelligence it takes huge data as input and train by
making use of existing algorithms to understand the pattern of
the data. Based on the recognized pattern, the machine will act
accordingly without any human intervention. In this work, two
major approaches have been employed to diagnose PD. Initially,
26 vocal data of PD affected and healthy individual datasets are
obtained from the UCI Machine Learning data repository, are
taken as initial raw data/features. In pre-processing, the mRMR
feature selection algorithm is employed to minimize the feature
count and increase the accuracy rate. The selected features will
further be extracted using the Stacked Autoencoder technique to
improve and increase the accuracy rate and quality of
classification with reduced run time. K-fold cross-validation is
used to evaluate the predictive capability of the model and the
effectiveness of the extracted features. Artificial Immune
Recognition System – Parallel (AIRS-P), an immune inspired
algorithm is employed to classify the data from the extracted
features. The proposed system attained 97% accuracy,
outperforms the benchmarked algorithms and proved its
significance on PD classification.
Keywords—Immune algorithms; Parkinson’s disease; stacked
autoencoder; airs-parallel; machine learning

I.

INTRODUCTION

Parkinson's disease is a complex neuro-related disorder,
having more prevalence among elderly people around the
world. It is essential to diagnose it early to treat it accordingly.
Although it has several treatments, medications, and surgery, it
is always better to recognize the symptoms at the early stages.
So, it helps in better recovery of the PD affected patients.

Medication plays an important role in controlling the
symptoms of PD. Medications include Dopamine Promoter,
Anti-depressant; Anti-tremor can help in overcoming the
effects of PD. The most prescribed medicine is L-dopa
(Levodopa) combined with Carbidopa. The medicine will be
converted into dopamine by the brain cells and thus it balances
the level of dopamine needed for the motor actions of the
nervous system. However, recognizing the symptoms of PD
and early diagnosis helps to control the severity before it gets
worse.
The genetic mutations and environmental factors may be
the genesis for Parkinson’s disease. The usage of herbicides,
fungicides, and pesticides is the emergence of acquiring
Parkinson’s disease. The related studies unveiled the 70% of
the people affected by the PD due to the excessive usage of the
pesticides. There are several transformations obtain in the brain
of Parkinson’s Disease afflicted people includes, including the
clumps of some certain element in the interior of brain cells
called Lewy bodies. Lewy bodies retain the key value to
identify the genesis of the PD. Despite the possibility of many
elements present in the Lewy bodies from the elements the
vital protein termed asalpha-synuclein (a-synuclein). Alphasynuclein is encountered in Lewy bodies in a clustered form,
the cells in the clumped formcould not be decomposed.Various
genes are decisively linked up with the Parkinson’s disease
such as LRRK2, DJ-1, PRKN (Parkin), PINK1, GBA
(Glucocerebrosidase – beta) and SNCA. Parkinson's disease is
closely similar to other diseases such as Progressive
supranuclear palsy (PSP), Corticobasal degeneration (CBD),
and Multiple System Astrophys (MSA). The above three can
be described as the name of Parkinson’s plus Disease.
Attributable to Parkinson’s plus disease, it is challenging to
diagnose Parkinson’s disease from Parkinson’s plus diseases.
PD diagnosis is elicited from either neurological examination,
lab tests, or scans of the brain. As a consequence of not having
the proper treatment to treat the PD, surgery, or medication is
the possible one to improve the health of PD affected people.
Several medications procedures are followed. Surgery will be
prescribed when the medications are no longer good enough.
Deep Brain Stimulation is the type of surgery used presently.
In the future, some potential treatments will explore the areas
in particularly neural (cell) transplantation, Gene therapy, and
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Immunotherapy. In Neural Transplantation, displace the
affected and dead brain cells with the new cells. The new cells
can develop and increased. The outcome of the research holds
the partial result, some peoples are getting improvement in the
health and some of not. Gene therapy is another research area;
this technique is also having some complications to implement
effectively. Research is still on the horizon to cure Parkinson’s
disease entirely [1].
Computer-Aided Diagnosis (CAD) is rapidly emerging in
these days to help people to check the early symptoms on their
own with needed reports and data. This paper is one such
diagnosis system developed using Artificial Intelligence,
Machine Learning, and neural network schemes. For, we
employ Stacked Autoencoder and AIRS parallel to extract the
raw features and classify PD affected persons from healthy
individuals by applying the feature vectors.
The upcoming part of the work is compiled in the following
manner. Section 1 of the paper is Introduction has already been
discussed. Section 2 discusses the existing works that inspired
this paper. Materials and methods will be Section 3 as it mainly
concentrates on the technical aspects of the proposed work and
employed algorithms. Results, Simulation, and Comparison are
done on Section 4 of the paper. Section 5 concludes with the
summarization, significance, and importance of the work based
on the results and existing works.
II. LITERATURE SURVEY
In this part, the prevailing literature is conducting and
preforming review and on it. The associated works mainly
explore diverse feature extraction methods and classification
algorithms on the healthy data.James Parkinson who wrote the
initial medical depiction for Parkinson’s disease in 1817. But it
was further processed by Jean-Martin Charcot Parkinson's
disease. Jean-Martin dissociated Parkinson's disease from other
disorders and is characterized by tremors. It is a neurological
progressive disorder. The person whose age is more than 60,
Parkinson’s disease is common to them. It mainly affects the
brain nerve cells due to the deficiency of dopamine secretion.
Dopamine acts as a neurotransmitter and helps in the
movement of the body parts. Because of aging, the human
brain cells start to perish, it will lead to a decrease of dopamine
levels. The major symptoms of Parkinson’s are difficultly in
doing regular/habitual movements, uncontrollable shaking of
hands and limbs may encounter memory loss, stiff muscles,
sudden temporary loss of control and facial expression changes
are recognized. The severity of the disease will be worse if not
diagnosed and treated at the early stages.To diagnose the PD,
there is a limited diagnostic test are an avail.
To diagnose the motor disorders of PDDaTscan is the only
way out. To make the diagnosis ineffective way, machine
learning provides an efficient way. In this paper, the voice
dataset is used for diagnosing the PD by the use of supervised
learning. The dataset found from the UCI machine learning
repository. The overall dataset consists of 195 vowel voice
records. Among the dataset, 48 voice records from healthy
people and 147 from affected persons. 22 features are selected
for preprocessing. 10 features are selected based on the FilterBased Feature Selection algorithm from 22 features. The
specific algorithm used was the Pearson Correlation scoring

method is implemented to correlate the features with the label.
K-fold cross-validation is used to perform training and testing
on all data to increase the efficiency of the outcome.The
dataset employs the following models Averaged Perceptron,
Bayes Point Machine, Decision Forests, Locally-Deep
SVM,Boosted Decision Tree Logistic Regression,Boosted
Decision Tree, Neural Networks, and SVM. From these
models Boosted Decision Tree provide the most accurate result
when compared to other models. This paper concludes the
voice recordings are feasible to diagnose Parkinson’s disease.
Artificial Immune Recognition System is a modern
supervised learning algorithm, inspired by the immune system.
AIRS provides the best outcome for classification problems.
AIRS is the fusion of artificial intelligence and biological
inspired computation evolved from the metaphor and the
heuristic knowledge of the biological immune system [2--6].
The AIRS is the first AIS procedure used to solve the
classification problems. AIRS has somespecialized
characteristics such as Self – Regulation, Generalization,
Performance, and Parameter Stability. AIRS has many
biological terms such as antigens, B-cells, T-cells, clonal
selection, etc., the implementation level of AIRS is a very
complicated one. The procedure of the AIRS algorithm is
needed to prepare a collection of memory cells. Those memory
cells are needed to train the data. The developmental process of
the AIRS algorithm has the following steps: 1) Construct the
data for the training process and the data should be normalized,
use Euclidean distance measures for calculating the affinity
measures, then select the antigens randomly for memory pool.
2) Training the memory cells by antigens. 3) From the selected
memory cells are mutated clones, such clones are moved to
ARB (Artificial Recognition Ball). 4) Competing for the
limited resources 4. Selecting the memory cells. 5) The
classification has to be done by implementing the k nearest
neighbor method. The above life cycle of AIRS produces better
accuracy in diagnosing the disease early. This paperconcludes,
the AIRS has provideda good accurate result when compared
to the rest of the classifiers [2].
This paper describes the Parallel AIRS. Parallel AIRS is
one of the AIRS algorithms. AIRS 1 and AIRS 2 are the serial
versions of the AIRS algorithm[7-9]. Both algorithms relying
on a single processor to train the memory cells. But Parallel
AIRS has multiple processors, so more than one processor can
perform their task-parallel. AIRS 1 and AIRS 2 algorithm have
the nine steps [10-13] worked in a single processor. The
following steps are done by the parallel AIRS. Step1: From the
root read the training data Step 2: Distribute the training the
data to np (number of processes). Step 3: Each processor
executes from step 1 to step 9 based on the serial processuntil
the training data obtained. Now each processor holds the
trained memory cells. Step 4: Collect the memory cells from
each processor and the memory cells are merged and back to
the root (initial stage). Speed up is achieved without any loss of
accuracy in the classification. The efficiency of Parallel
processor can be stated as E(P) = T(1) / P * P(T), where P is
the total number of processors, T(1) is the time for AIRS 1 and
AIRS 2, T(P) is the time for the algorithm of a parallel version.
The AIRS algorithms (AIRS 1, AIRS 2, and Parallel AIRS)
implemented on datasets in the WEKA platform [14]. The
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classification accuracy of Parallel AIRS shows the best when
compared to the other AIRS algorithms.
Autoencoder is one of the unsupervised machine learning
algorithmsin a deep neural network. The output values should
be equal to input values. It is used to deplete the size of our
inputs as a compressed form, by performing the reconstruction
the original data is evolved. The architecture of the
Autoencoder is of three parts, encoder, hidden layer, and
decoder. The encoder compresses the input data into latent
space representation [15-20]. It reduces the original dimension
of the data. Hidden layers refer to code it holds the compressed
input and the decoder, it reconstructs the code from latent
space representation to produce the output. The autoencoder is
used to extract some specific features from the data and
produce the output. So, the autoencoder used as feature
extraction. Stacked Autoencoder consists of various sparse
encoder layers. Each is placed one after another like a
hierarchical format. Each input of successive bottleneck
(hidden or internal) layer connected to each bottleneck layer of
output [21-22]. The algorithm of stacked autoencoder mainly
follows three steps: First, obtained the trained data from the
autoencoder. Second, trained data of the previous layer is used
as an input to the successive layer, this process will continue
until the training should be completed on all input data. Finally,
after the completion of training in all internal layers, finetuning is attained. This paper employs Stacked Autoencoder to
diagnose Alzheimer’s disease (AD), mild cognitive impairment
(MCI). By training the data employing the Stacked
Autoencoder improves the level of accuracy.
III. MATERIALS AND METHODS
This segment discusses the process implemented in the
paper to discern the best classifier for PD. It explains the
dataset, feature extraction algorithms, k – fold cross-validation,
and AIRS - Parallel classification algorithm. Fig. 1 represents
the complete workflow of the proposed model.
A. Dataset Information
The examining work is started with acquiring the samples
of voice recordings of PD affected peoples and healthy peoples
from the UCI repository. The dataset is taken from the
University of California and the Irvine Machine Learning
repository. It contains 20 patient details with healthy people
has 20 samples with 10 females and 10 males and the affected
people 16 females and 14 males. The finalized version of the
dataset holds 1040 instances and 26 attributes. The details
about the dataset are given in Table I.
B. Feature Selection
In pre-processing, feature selection is the first step, where
the raw data will be analyzed by a particular algorithm and the
features will be further reduced based on the quality and clarity
of the data. mRMR is the feature selection algorithm used in
this work. For comparative analysis, two further feature
selection algorithms called Correlation Feature Selection and
Genetic Algorithm were employed. In general, the feature
selection technique with the least number of features selected
will mostly be considered as an optimized one [22-25].
Table III shows the numbers of features by this technique.

Fig. 1. Workflow of the Proposed System.
TABLE I.
Dataset Source

DATASET DESCRIPTION
Department of Neurology, Istanbul University

Disease Type

Parkinson's Disease

Total Number of Samples

1040

Total Number of Features

26

Classes

Binary Value 0 - Not PD, Value 1 – PD

Dataset Characteristics

Multivariate

Minimum Redundancy - Maximum Relevance (mRMR) is
a technique, here used to select the optimum feature subsets.
The core mechanism of the algorithms is; it selects the features
highly relevant to the necessary classification yet features are
mutually having less relevance it implies minimizing
redundancy between the feature data. This technique fetches
high accuracy with mutually unrelated features having more
details about the problem. It helps in the precise classification
of the data. The final subset S is identified based on the
following equation.
1

𝑚𝑅𝑀𝑅 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐹𝑖 ∉𝑆 [𝑀(𝐹𝑖 ; 𝑡) − |𝑆| ∑𝐹𝑗 ∈𝑆 𝑀 (𝐹𝑗 ; 𝐹𝑖 )]

(1)

C. Feature Extraction
When the input data is too large to process if it is repetitive
it can be manipulated into a compressed set of features called
feature extraction. Some of the feature extraction techniques
are Latent semantic analysis, Partial least squares, principal
component analysis, Multifactor dimensionality reduction.
Autoencoder is one of feature extraction, it produces the output
by eliminating unnecessary interruptions or noise. A stacked
autoencoder is one of the methods of the autoencoder. In this
paper, stack autoencoder is used as a feature extraction method.
The stacked autoencoder receives the input as a voice signal
from the big data source. The input is compressed by applying
encoder layer this can be done by several layers and stored the
values in the hidden layer, In the hidden layer, the data has to
be trainedonce the training is done with it the output is then
reconstructed from the hidden layer making use of decoder
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layer and it produces the output, the output should be equal to
the input. Here, the number of feature 22 is given as an input
and it performs the compression and it extracts the output with
8 features, here the remaining 14 features are considered as a
noisy signal and eliminate those signals. This autoencoder
model employs a cross-entropy loss function, and it suits well
for this binary classification task. The parameters of the SAE
are given in Table II. The general equation of the cross-entropy
is represented below.
𝐿 (𝑥, 𝑥̅ ) = - ∑𝑑𝑖=1[𝑥𝑖 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑥�𝚤 + (1 − 𝑥𝑖 ) log(1 − 𝑥̅𝑖 )]

(2)

D. K- Fold Cross-Validation
K fold Cross Validation is also known as Rotation
Estimation. It is one of the statistical methods used in machine
learning to evaluate the skill of the particular model. This
method holds a single variable “k”. k refers to the total number
of the groups the data has to be split for validation purposes. It
has a simple procedure to work with k fold cross-validation. It
randomly shuffles the input dataset, then it split into 10 groups
(if k=10). Acquire one group for testing the data, the remaining
group is undergone training the data by applying the model on
it. Once it is trained then the group moves to test the data. After
the completion of the test data, evaluate the score of the test
data set. The evaluated score has been reserved and eliminate
the models. Based on the value of the score, the model skills
have to be analyzed.
TABLE II.

Algorithm: Stacked Autoencoder
Input: S i = Signal data, f sam = Factor Sampling, n = Total
number of Autoencoder, Target signal (T s) = f sam sample
signals, w= Weight, I n = Internal node, H e = High Epchos,
SR = Sparsity Regularization
I n = Choose the number of SAE layers
H e = Choose the number of SAE layers
w= Choose the number of SAE layers
SR= Choose the number of SAE layers
Train the Stack Autoencoder
Autoren = trainAutoencoder(2- n) /* Train the Autoendcoder
of n */
Test the input vs output
(a) Test the input signal (S) against Target Signal
(b) Calculate the error from the predicted output as a Target
Signal
if |err| ≥ level of tolerance
repeat step 15
else
Finish training
Output:
Compressed Vectors

PARAMETERS OF STACKED DENOISING AUTOENCODER

TABLE III.

NUMBER OF FEATURES SELECTED BY EACH FEATURE
SELECTION TECHNIQUE

Parameters

Values

Epochs

100

Raw Feature Count

mRMR

GA

CFS

Learning Rate

0.05

26

13

17

20

Momentum

0.40

Activation Function

Sigmoid

Reconstruction Error

Cross-Entropy Measure

TABLE IV.

E. AIRS-Parallel
In this system, AIRS Parallel is used as a classifier to
diagnose the disease effectively. It is one of the AIRS methods.
The training data set has to be given as an input to the AIRS
Parallel after the completion of k fold cross-validation runs. It
divides the dataset into many processors. Each processor holds
some dataset randomly. Each processor performs the serial
version of the AIRS process on the dataset. After the process
completion on each processor, it gathers memory cells from
each processor. Performing the merging operation on the
memory cells into a single pool of memory cells. The memory
cells in the pool are further divided into classes. In each class,
an affinity pairwise calculation has been performed between
the memory cells. If the affinity is less between the two
memory cells then the affinity threshold scalar is a product by
affinity threshold (aff(mc1, mc2) < afft * affts). As a result,
only one of the memory cells is retained in the last pool. The
outcome of this algorithm provides better accuracy to diagnose
Parkinson’s disease. The model skills have to be analyzed. In
Table IV, the parameters of the artificial immune algorithm
AIRS is given.

PARAMETERS OF AIRS-PARALLEL ALGORITHM

Parameters

Values

Affinity Threshold Scalar Factor

0.2

Pool Size (Initial value)

1

Clonal Rate

10

Hyper Mutation Rate

2

Initial Pool Size

1

Stimulation Value

0.9

Iteration Number

1000

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, the classification performance of the
proposed combination will be evaluated and compared with the
existing techniques. In summary, initially, the training dataset
contains 26 featured vocal datasets obtained from 20 PD
affected patients and 20 healthy individuals. It contains various
kinds of 26 sound recordings of the voluntary individuals, in
turn, forms 1040 overall voice recordings. The sound recording
consists of sustained vowels, words, numbers, and small
sentences. The test dataset consists of 6 voice samples that
have been recorded from 28 PD affected patients. These 6
voice samples contain only sustained vowels ‘a’ and ‘o’ every
three times and it has a total of 168 voice recordings. The
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dataset is obtained from the UCI Machine Learning repository.
To narrow down the dataset for more accurate prediction and
with comparatively reduced run time, the dataset will be preprocessed before the classification stage. In, pre-processing of
the feature dataset, the 26 features have been reduced to 13
feature subsets. Furthermore, the selected 13 feature subset has
been reduced to eight feature vectors deploying stacked
autoencoder by performing compression and dimensionality
reduction mechanisms. The extracted features have been
estimated through the K-fold cross-validation technique to
evaluate its predictive accuracy utilizing the existing dataset
[26]. Here 5 folds were used to test and train the model to
predict the accuracy. Fig. 2 represents the number of features
selected by different feature selection methods.
For comparison of the proposed with the existing
techniques, quality metrics need to be employed to determine
the accurate performance analysis of the proposed work and its
significance. For the reason that 4 major metrics were used to
evaluate the proposed Stacked Auto encoder-AIRS Parallel
technique. The main goal is to attain better disease
classification accuracy to prove the importance of this work.
The metrics are accuracy, specificity, sensitivity, and the
confusion matrix plot. The parameters of the AIRS Parallel
algorithm for Parkinson’s disease need to be disclosed earlier.
Table I represents the parameters used in the proposed
algorithm with values
A. Performance Evaluation
Also referred to as an error matrix, it contains a table used
to express the performance of the classifier on a test dataset for
true known values. A confusion matrix has actual information
and predicted information has been classified by applying the
classification algorithm [27]. Based on the available data in the
matrix, the performance of the model will be analyzed. The
following table represents the confusion matrix for a binary
classifier and the next table represents the outcome confusion
matrix of the proposed work.
True Positive (TP): Detected as a patient diagnosed with
PD by medical experts.
True Negative (TN): Detected as normal and categorized as
healthy by medical experts.
False Positive (FP): Detected as patient and categorized as
healthy by the medical experts.
False Negative (FN): Detected as normal who diagnosed
with PD by medical experts.
Accuracy decides the overall performance of the system by
classifying the PD affected individuals from the healthy ones
and the accuracy was determined in percentage, higher the
percentage, higher the accuracy [28-30]. The classification
accuracy for the datasets of this study was calculated using the
below equation.

Acc =

TP + TN
TP + TN + FP + FN

(3)

Fig. 2. Number of Features Selected by different Methods.

The sensitivity (sen) and specificity (spec) are calculated
from the following equations.

Sen =

TP
TP + FN

Spec =

(4)

TN
TN + FP

(5)

The overall significance and importance of the model will
be exposed only by comparing the results with the existing
model's performances. Seeing, AIRS, and AIRS 2 algorithm
with stacked auto encoder’s performances will be taken to
compare the results with the proposed combination. The results
of AIRS – Stacked Autoencoder, AIRS 2 – Stacked
Autoencoder, and the proposed AIRS Parallel –Stacked
Autoencoder were presented as the Table V for comparison.
From the results given in Table V, it is evident thatthe
proposed model outperforms the compared combinations in
terms of Classification Accuracy, Specificity, and Sensitivity.
Also, the proposed model can be further compared with the
previous work, CFS-ACO with SVM classifier. Table VI
shows the comparison values.
In Fig. 3, the scores of different validation metrics attained
by different immune algorithms on the selected features is
plotted. It is visible the proposed work comparatively classifies
the disease better than CFS-ACO- SVM combination [31].
Insensitivity, the previous work seems to perform better than
the proposed work but it gives a better percentage of results in
terms of accuracy and specificity. This section highlighted the
peculiarity of the work and from the experimentation results;
the numbers in percentage clearly show the need for the work
for better progress in the future.
TABLE V.

COMPARISON OF RESULTS ATTAINED UNDER DIFFERENT AIRS
ALGORITHMS (%)

Classifiers

Acc

Sen

Spec

AIRS

0.85

0.82

0.87

AIRS 2

0.9

0.86

0.92

AIRS Parallel

0.97

0.94

0.99
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TABLE VII.

PERFORMANCE OF AIRS-PARALLEL UNDER DIFFERENT
FEATURE SELECTION TECHNIQUES (%)

FS Techniques

Acc

Sen

Spec

CFS-SAE

0.88

0.87

0.89

GA-SAE

0.92

0.93

0.92

Proposed

0.97

0.94

0.99

Fig. 3. Performance of Classifiers under different Evaluation Metrics.
TABLE VI.

COMPARISON OF RESULTS FROM EXISTING STUDIES AND
PROPOSED WORK (%)

Classifiers

Acc

Sen

Spec

CFS - ACO – SVM

0.95

0.96

0.98

Proposed

0.97

0.94

0.99

V. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF FEATURE SELECTION
TECHNIQUES BASED ON QUALITY METRICS
To benchmark, the performance of the proposed mRMRSAE model, two other feature selection methods have been
employed over mRMR. The performance is tested with SAE
having the same configuration of the proposed algorithm. The
techniques are shortly briefed below.
A. Correlation-based Feature Selection
Correlation-based Feature Selection (CFS) evaluates and
selects the feature subsets from the given data using a unique
selection process. The feature selection was done based on
acquiring an effective feature subset, it having more correlation
with the classification and less or uncorrelated to the existing
features [32].
B. Genetic Algorithm
Genetic Algorithm (GA) is a nature-inspired, search based
selection technique derived from Charles Darwin’s evolution
theory. GA resembles the ideology of nature by selecting the
fittest individuals for procreation of the forthcoming
generation. GA has five main phases for a successful selection
process. They are Initial Population, Fitness Function,
Selection, Crossover, and Mutation. Each phase plays a
significant role in GA for an optimal selection, thus resulting in
healthy offspring reproduction. The performance of CFS and
GA with stacked autoencoder is represented in Table VII and
the accuracy of feature selection methods on AIRS-P is given
in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Accuracy of Feature Selection Methods under different Classifiers.

VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the voice and speech recordings of PD
affected and healthy individuals are analyzed with different
statistical feature selection methods and neural network
models. The 26 feature instances are pre-processed by
deployingmRMR and Stacked Autoencoder - a neural networkbased auto encoder technique used to reduce the noise in the
data and compress the information of the data to reduce the
number of attributes present in the original dataset. After
dimensionality reduction of the dataset, the classification
ability of the compressed vectors was evaluated with the Kfold cross-validation technique. Finally, the 8 feature vectors
will be classified by the AIRS Parallel algorithm. The result of
the proposed work was compared with AIRS, AIRS 2, and
CFS-ACO-SVM combination. From the comparison, we can
visibly conclude, the proposed AIRS Parallel with Stacked
Autoencoder technique comparatively outperforms the
employed techniques in all given quality metrics with 97%
accuracy. It denotes the importance of this classification
system for PD. Any Artificially Intelligence machine learning
system will not be able to attain a 100% classification accuracy
rate. But, the run time and other aspects of the system can be
improvised in the future works. As the next step to this
diagnosis/classification model, a Computer-Aided Diagnosis
system can be developed, inspired by this proposed model to
get a better classification accuracy rate with less run time and
memory space usage.
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Abstract—This paper provides a review of the current state of
the gender gap in computer science and highlights how
immersive games can mitigate this issue. Game-based learning
(GBL) applications have been shown to successfully incite
motivation in students and increase learning efficiency in both
formal and non-formal educational settings. With the rise of
GBL, researchers have also used virtual reality to provide pupils
with a more immersive learning experience. Both GBL and
virtual reality techniques are also used for computer
programming education. However, there is a paucity of
applications that utilize these techniques to incite interest in
computer science from a female perspective. This is a cause for
concern as immersive games have been proven to be capable of
inciting affective motivation and fostering positive attitudes
towards specific subjects. Hence, this review summarises the
benefits and limitations of GBL and virtual reality; how males
and females respond to certain game elements; and suggestions
to aid in the development of immersive games to increase female
participation in the field of computer science.
Keywords—Computer science education; game-based learning;
gender; virtual reality

I.

INTRODUCTION

The projected number of degrees awarded to females was
estimated to increase from 39 percent in 1966 to 61 percent in
2019 [1]. Despite the increasing number of degrees awarded to
females, only about 35 percent of them are enrolled in Science,
Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) courses
[2]. To make matters worse, the dropout rate for female
students is 23 percent higher than for males in STEM courses
[3]. The gender gap is most prominent in the field of computer
science, where estimates of the ratio of male to female
enrolment at tertiary level are approximately 70:30 as of 2019
[4]. This may be attributed to the gender gap in computer
science advance placements (AP) test-takers where there were
52,574 males to just 17,111 females in 2019 [5]. Collectively,
all this data means that females make deliberate decisions
when it comes to not pursuing a career in the computer science
field. Although there are several contributing reasons for this,
the main factor stems from stereotypical representations of
STEM-related fields that implicitly deter females and give
them an incorrect perception of what the field is made of [6].
Due to low female enrolment rates in computer science,
there is a lack of diversity in the computing workforce.
According to data provided by the United States Department of

Labour’s Bureau of Labour Statistics (BLS), computer-related
jobs are projected to rise by 12.5 per cent from 2014 to 2024
[7]. However, there is still a substantial difference between the
number of female employees and the number of male
employees in computing professions, with approximately
1,226,000 females compared to 3,578,000 males [8]. This is
also prevalent in the field of academia, where only 15 per cent
of professorial computing positions are held by females [8].
Ultimately, this implies that the consequences of low female
enrolment rates in computing courses reflect upon the
workforce. This is a cause for concern as diversity is crucial to
stimulate and trigger innovative solutions to problems in the
field.
II. RELATED WORKS
In recent years, the game-based learning (GBL) technique
is widely used in educational contexts to foster knowledge
acquisition, skill acquisition, and engagement in students [9].
To further enhance student participation in the learning
process, GBL is also frequently combined with virtual reality
and augmented reality. Previous reviews ( [10], [11], [12] )
have covered the benefits of the use of games for programming
education. There have also been reviews ( [13], [14]) that
highlighted the use of virtual reality in education. More
recently, there are also reviews ( [15], [16] ) that discussed the
prevalent gender gap in computer science and virtual realitybased research. However, there is a relative paucity of reviews
that explored the possibility of utilizing immersive games to
increase female participation in the field of computer science.
Therefore, this review aims to foster more research in the
development of immersive learning applications to reduce
gender gaps in computing. Fig. 1 provides an overview of the
topics discussed in this review, starting with why diversity is
important in computing and factors that influence female
participation in computing. Other major topics can be found in
the “Results” section in this review where GBL and virtual
reality are explored concerning their application in education
and computer programming education to determine if the
utilization of these techniques may aid in increasing female
participation in the field of computer science. Furthermore, an
overview of how males and females perceive game elements
are also discussed to further aid in promoting the development
of more female-centric immersive games on computing
education.
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for the interest of female students in the field of computer
science, this creates a never-ending cycle [24]. The lack of
female representation also accelerates the lack of interest in
females to pursue computer science. In a study conducted by
Hussain et al, female role models can help remove the negative
consensus related to computer science [25].

Fig. 1. Overview of the Review Paper.

III. IMPORTANCE OF GENDER DIVERSITY IN COMPUTING
With technological advancements in recent years, more
jobs in the field of computing are expected. With 598,700 job
openings annually from 2018 to 2028, compared to 290,200
jobs for non-computing STEM subjects, the demand for
computing graduates has increased and will continue to grow
for several years to come [17]. Since this is the case, the
enrolment rates for computing courses have also increased by
5.4 percent in 2019 since the previous year [18]. Even so, just
27 percent of females are working in computer-related careers
[19]. The gap is more significant in academia, where it is
estimated that it would take about 118 years to close the gender
gap between authorships and publications related to computer
science [20]. This is a cause for concern because diversity will
bring different perspectives to the table in terms of
understanding and designing solutions for a wide variety of
individuals. Take car crash dummies, for example, that are
modelled based on a man’s body. According to a study by the
University of Virginia [21], females have a 47 percent greater
chance of facing serious injuries compared to males due to the
inaccurate representation of the female body through the
dummies. This issue persists in technology where females are
more likely to suffer from virtual reality headset-induced
motion sickness at 77 percent compared to 33 percent for
males [22]. The authors conclude that this is due to the
difference in physiological structure of both genders and
suggest that manufacturers address aspects of design that are
related to one’s ability to stabilize their bodies. Ultimately, if
these issues continue to persist, the accessibility of new and
upcoming technology will only be limited to only part of the
population, further perpetuating the already wide gender gap in
the field of computer science.
IV. FACTORS AFFECTING FEMALE PARTICIPATION IN
COMPUTER SCIENCE
Throughout history, the field of computer science has been
inherently dominated by males. This is largely due to
traditional perceptions of how certain genders are deemed
more “suitable” for the pursuit of certain fields. For example,
the fields designed to be better suited for females include
nursing, teaching, and homemaking. Undoubtedly, this propels
them to pursue the previously mentioned careers as parental
approval directly influences one’s career choices [23]. This, in
turn, increases the gender gap and further decreases the sense
of belonging of female students in the field of computer
science. Because the sense of belonging is a strong motivator

Furthermore, how computer science classes are conducted
can also be unappealing to females. In a study conducted by
Giannakos et al, poor teaching, excessive workload, and boring
classes also contributed to high dropout rates [26]. Syllabi that
include real-world problems instead of abstract ones are crucial
in making the class seem more interesting [27]. This can be
achieved by addressing relevant topics of interest to females,
such as developing applications, that may help people or
animals. Other than that, grouping strategies that foster
cooperation and discussion can also be effective [28]. This is
because females prefer to work in groups and have a lower
level of confidence in themselves and their abilities [29]. As
for their male counterparts who have a higher level of
confidence in their skills, they often prefer to work on their
own [29]. However, because there are often more males than
females in computer classes, collaboration can also be an issue.
In combination with stereotypical perceptions, females may
feel shunned and are therefore unable to participate in class
[30]. According to Hoegh and Moskal, the most likely step in
eliminating the declining numbers in computer science
enrolment is to understand the students’ attitude to the field
[31]. Despite having equal access to computers as their
counterparts, females generally have a negative attitude
towards computing and are found to be less concerned about
anything that involves computing [32]. Consequently, Jo
Tondeur et al found that females also have a less positive
attitude compared to males towards computers in general [33].
The societal perceptions of computing-related careers can also
increase cynicism in females. For example, students are made
to believe that those with computing careers have to face
computers all day long and that it will make them seem
unsocial [34]. This problem stems mainly from a lack of
understanding on what professionals do in different fields of
computing. Researchers at Carnegie Mellon University found
that many students picture computer science students to be
intense hackers, which can also be unappealing to those that
have aspirations to do more than technical work [35]. In
response to this, changes were introduced in the curriculum to
emphasize that there is more to computer science than just
being a “hacker”. Since then, from just seven female students
from a total of 95 students in 1995, it was reported that 105
female students were enrolled into the computer science course
from a total of 211 students in 2018 [36].
Lastly, the lack of exposure at an early age also contributes
to the gender gap issue. Most computer games and early
educational software have been developed and designed
predominantly with boys in mind [37]. This, in turn, could
explain why males today are more familiar with computers and
seem to have a head start in classes. This, coupled with the
stereotyping that has been mentioned, may intimidate females
and lead to early termination of the computer science class or
course in higher levels of education. This can also cause a
decrease in the confidence of one’s technical skills and
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abilities, which in turn, further inhibits female participation in
the field of computer science. However, in a study conducted
by Chen, although males had more motivation than females
due to prior experience, males were outperformed during the
performance evaluation [38]. This means that given the right
instructional simulations, even learners without computing
experience can outperform those with computing experience
effectively. Consequently, according to LaBouliere et al,
females may also face a dip in confidence if they are unable to
observe their finished product [39]. Hence, to address these
concerns, immersive games can be developed to foster interest
as well as motivation in computing.
V. SURVEY METHODOLOGY
Now as we understand the importance of diversity in
computing and the factors that affect female participation in
computing, the aim of this review which is “to foster more
research in the development of immersive learning applications
to reduce gender gaps in computing” becomes more important.
To support the aim of this review, the following research
questions were constructed.
RQ1: What are the benefits of GBL and VR on computing
education and how can this reduce the gender gap in
computing?
RQ2: What are proposed game elements that can be
employed in immersive learning applications to reduce the
gender gap in computing?

C. Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
In this review, literature was also analysed through specific
inclusion and exclusion criteria as listed below.
Inclusion criteria
• Literature relevant to keywords specified.
• Literature that is written in the English language only.
Exclusion criteria
• Literature that is duplicated.
• Literature with an abstract only.
Moreover, to ensure that the sources were relevant and
suitable for this review, literature was also further analysed
through the steps detailed below:
• Analysis of title and abstract.
• Analysis of introduction and conclusion.
• Analysis of entire article.
VI. RESULTS
Fig. 2 below shows the breakdown of the number of studies
selected for each research question during each step of the
screening process. Articles that were found to have satisfied all
the criteria are discussed in the sections below.

To answer the research questions posed above, this review
will be conducted systematically according to the steps as
detailed in sections IV A to C.
A. Definition of Keywords
To determine how GBL and VR can promote female
participation (RQ1), keywords and search terms such as
“Game-based learning AND Education” and “Virtual reality
AND Education” were first used to first identify how
immersive techniques affect learning in general. Keywords
such as “Game-based learning AND Computer education” and
“Virtual reality AND Computer education” are then used to
identify how both GBL and VR affect computing education.
Furthermore, to determine elements that should be employed in
immersive learning applications in promoting female
participation (RQ2), the keyword “Gender AND Games” were
used.
B. Literature Sources
The search for literature is done through Google Scholar to
ensure that there are no biases towards certain databases. It is
estimated that almost sixty percent of systematic reviews
published fail to retrieve ninety-five percent of available and
relevant literature [40]. Hence, the use of a search engine such
as Google Scholar would ensure the review includes a more
comprehensive sample of literature. To ensure that only the
most relevant literature is collected, searches were limited to
twenty pages deep and were sorted by relevancy.

Fig. 2. Article Screening Overview.

A. Game-based Learning in Education
Contrary to more conventional forms of teaching, those
who use educational games or simulations for learning have
exhibited positive feedback on knowledge acquisition [41].
Educational games are considered a more organic way of
learning because those engaged in gaming from an early age
acquire cooperation and thinking skills [42], [43]. For instance,
Li et al [44] developed a quiz game resembling “Who wants to
be a millionaire” to engage students to learn the Chinese
language. The feedback from elementary school students who
played the game is mostly positive since students have enjoyed
learning through games. Consequently, Yan and Tam [45] also
observed the same results after employing a game based on
Chinese history. About 81 percent of the participants liked to
learn through games and 70 percent conveyed that they gained
knowledge from the game. Hence, by using educational games
in a classroom environment, students can be more engaged and
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encouraged to actively participate in lessons because GBL
focuses on students instead of teachers [46]. This, in turn, will
improve students’ success from a learning perspective [47],
[48], [49], [50].
Apart from engaging students, inciting motivation is also
important to ensure that students continue to enquire and
participate in the learning process. Cezar et al [51] proposed a
Role-Playing Game (RPG) in which participants are required
to solve calculus problems to advance through the game. About
83.3 percent of the participants felt motivated to finish the
game. Similarly, according to a survey conducted by Yong et
al [52] on the feasibility of digital games in mathematics
education, 51 percent agreed that mathematics could be more
interesting with the use of games. Furthermore, 48 percent
agreed that digital games could help with the learning process.
Consequently, Lo and Lin [53] proposed a digital board game
where the player is allowed to move forward if the
mathematical question raised to them is answered correctly.
The findings from this study showed a significant difference in
attitude before and after the games were played. By
incorporating games into the learning process, students will be
exposed to interactive learning experiences, increasing interests
towards a particular subject matter.
The use of games in the learning process can also be used
for the achievement of motor, spatial and cognitive skills.
Hogle et al [54] found that those who were trained using a
laparoscopic simulator showed an improvement in operative
performance and depth perception compared to those who did
not use the simulator. Similarly, Stefanidis et al [55] also
showed positive results in which participants achieved suture
proficiency by using a simulator. In the case of secondary
tasks, longer training times are needed to achieve higher
proficiency. Furthermore, research done by Green and Bavelier
[56] has shown that frequent gamers are more proficient when
it comes to tracking simultaneously two more items than those
who often don’t play. This is also seen in another experiment
conducted by Feng et al [57], where the results have shown
that when female players were exposed to an action game, both
spatial and attentional skills were increased. Barlett et al [58]
found that cognitive skills such as memory and auditory
perception can also be improved despite playing for a short
time only. This fact is supported by Piaget [59] who states that
play is integral and evolves with the different stages of
cognitive development.
B. Disadvantages of Game-based Learning
The advantages of GBL, however, depend very much on
the design of the game itself [60]. The game must be designed
in such a way as to force the player to achieve learning
objectives while not being bogged down by the objectives of
the game itself. Simply put, this is a contradiction that is
difficult to overcome, considering that games are played only
for fun, while GBL requires the players to accomplish external
goals that are not “fun” [61]. Another limitation to GBL is that
players can get bogged down with the idea of the game itself
that they cannot think about what they’ve learnt [62]. For
example, students may tend to focus on how their scores
compare to that of their classmates rather than the learning
objectives that are set for them to achieve. Other than that,
GBL applications are usually infused with narratives to engage

users. However, this can lead to confusion on the part of the
user, as it is often difficult to distinguish between fiction and
non-fiction. This phenomenon is prevalent in the results of the
research conducted by Huizenga et al [63], in which pupils
participate in a game to learn the history of medieval
Amsterdam. The team incorporates fictitious narratives to
further engage the pupils. This resulted in some confusion as to
the actual historical facts and fictional elements of the game.
C. Virtual Reality in Education
Virtual reality is also prominent in tertiary education, where
it is used in a variety of fields. Dinis et al [64] proposed a
software program that allows students to design their threedimensional virtual environment. By doing so students would
be able to explore and apply what they have built up in civil
Engineering situations. Likewise, Kharvari and Hohl [65] used
virtual reality methods for reproducing the virtual form of a
building for architecture students to study the precedents of a
particular structure without the need for a field visit. The fact
that virtual reality is capable of replicating how lightning
behaves in a room also favours lightning education as proposed
by Boyles et al [66]. Students would be able to interact with
different lightning scenarios that are unlikely to exist in the real
world.
Furthermore, intending to increase the engagement of
students in the field of history, Zhang et al [67] suggested the
use of the popular building game, “Minecraft” to build exact
replicas of historical monuments. With this, students would be
able to map the virtual experience to the knowledge they have
gained in a traditional classroom setting. Hence, with the
ability to directly interact with the virtual environment,
students would be more willing to participate in lessons. By the
same token, Lugrin et al [68] developed a virtual reality-based
museum where visitors can experience interactive exhibitions
without the need to travel to the actual museum. Since virtual
reality is capable of effectively reproducing real-life scenarios,
Caluya and Santos [69] proposed an authoring tool to study
clouds for weather reporting purposes. Depending on the
behaviour and appearance of the clouds, the participants in this
study are exposed to different sky conditions and how these
two factors relate to each other.
Moreover, virtual reality technology is widely used in
medical training where live biomedical samples are not always
available for training purposes. For instance, Seo et al [70]
developed a virtual experience focusing on canine skeletal
systems in which participants were able to freely observe and
assemble the corresponding limbs. Similarly, de Mauro et al
[71] proposed a simulated neurosurgical microscope to train
and educate brain surgeons. The simulation focuses mainly on
surgical procedures, as well as brain tissue-mimicking to help
surgeons determine normal and low-grade glioma tissues.
Comparably, Rajeswaran et al [72] developed a virtual
experience to instruct medical professionals on endotracheal
intubation surgery. Dong et al [73] proposed the integration of
virtual reality and haptic feedback to simulate the preparation
of cryogenic samples. With haptic feedback, biomedical
professionals would be able to learn the best way to handle
samples, as the equipment involved in Cryo-Electron
Microscopy is expensive and delicate.
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In summary, virtual environments can be developed to
provide access to inaccessible places and tools for educational
purposes. The utilisation of virtual reality in education also
makes the learning process more interactive, which can
increase student participation.
D. Disadvantages of Virtual Reality Utilisation in Education
Despite its advantages, the use of virtual reality in the
context of education also has limitations. According to Mathur
[74], despite being able to provide access to inaccessible
medical resources, specialised virtual reality systems in the
medical field are still prohibitively expensive for widespread
adoption. To counteract this, low-poly graphics could be used
to build an application because they require less processing
power and can make the game run smoothly. This is especially
essential for virtual reality games developed for education, so
as not to deteriorate the learning experience. Furthermore,
because virtual reality applications use Head Mounted Device
(HMD) conventional input devices, such as mouse and
keyboard, are no longer usable and are instead replaced by
controllers. This can be seen in a virtual experience designed
by Lei Wei et al [75] that uses Microsoft Kinect controllers.
The controllers have been reported to be inaccurate and
counter-intuitive, which has undermined the experience of the
participants. Virtual reality education systems may also not be
sufficiently engaging for users to continue to use them. For
example, applications developed by Hsiao et al [76] and Hsieh
et al [77], who developed a virtual campus for educators to
teach online and a virtual museum respectively, reported a lack
of engagement from participants.
E. Game-based Learning for Computer Programming
Education
To make programming more engaging and improve
learning, GBL is also often integrated into programming
lessons. For instance, Mathrani et al [78] employed the
“LightBot” game which required participants to control an
animated robot to the end of a maze with the use of blocks
representing commands that are similar to code. With a total of
twenty participants, the consensus regarding the game was
positive in which they found the game to be interesting, fun,
and ranked the game as effective in instilling programming
concepts like conditionals, functions, and recursion. Olsson
and Mozelius [79] tested a memory game that involves
matching values to particular data types and a syntax error
“bombing” game on sixty-five total participants. Results from
the study indicated that both games were successful in
effectively helping students practice data types and Python
syntax. More specifically, a total of forty-nine students found
the games helpful for learning.
Wong and Yatim [80] developed a game called “The
Odyssey of Phoenix” to aid in the learning of Object-Oriented
Programming (OOP) concepts. This is done by mapping game
processes to concepts. For example, the concept of inheritance
is mapped to the crafting element in the game where resources
required by both the main and nose gear can be shared since
they both belong to the gear category. To measure the
effectiveness of the game, pre and post-tests results were
compared and analysed from 214 first-year students. Results
from the study showed improvements in terms of learning

effectiveness, leading to the conclusion that GBL is a great tool
for knowledge acquisition. Papadakis and Kalogiannakis [81]
developed a quiz platform based on multiplayer online roleplaying games (MMORPG) where students can complete
programming-based quests and challenges. By conducting
surveys on thirty participants from a high school in Greece, the
study concluded that the participants were engaged and
motivated when completing the challenges presented to them.
The authors concluded that GBL is useful in promoting
learning outcomes for typically strenuous and difficult subjects.
Furthermore, Oyelere et al [82] developed a “MobileEdupuzzle” game for programming education. The game works by
making students arranging misarranged lines of code. Over
fifty-one students who participated in the study, seventy
percent expressed that they were able to effectively learn
programming with the experience.
These findings make GBL an ideal tool to motivate and
increase participation when it comes to learning how to
program. According to Santos et al [83], students appreciate
the challenges that come with programming-based games as
well as the achievement system to keep them motivated.
Furthermore, Taylor et al [84] found that the development of
computational thinking skills can also be enhanced by
incorporating
block-based
programming
into
GBL
applications. However, students with prior programming
experience have found games with increasing difficulty levels
to be tiring. It is therefore important to consider the
participants’ knowledge of programming when developing a
programming-based game. Various approaches discussed in
this section are summarised in Table I.
TABLE I.

SUMMARY OF GAME-BASED LEARNING APPLICATIONS FOR
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING EDUCATION

Author(s)

Methodology

Outcome

Mathrani et al [78]

Programming a robot
with command blocks

Improved learning
effectiveness and
engagement

Olsson and
Mozelius [79]

Memory game to teach
data types

Improved learning
effectiveness

Wong and Yatim
[80]

Mapping OOP concepts
to in-game activities

Improved learning
effectiveness

Kalogiannakis [81]

Programming based quiz
game

Improved learning
effectiveness and
engagement

Oyelere et al [82]

Programming based
puzzle game

Improved learning
effectiveness

F. Virtual Reality for Computer Programming Education
Alternatively, virtual reality can also be used to make
programming classes more immersive and efficient. Pears et al
[85] argued that visualisation is necessary to reduce the
distance between the programming language and the student’s
mental models. For example, Vincur et al [86] combined both
VR and game elements with block-based programming to
introduce basic programming concepts called “Cubely”.
Cubely consists of cubes that represent programming concepts
that can be arranged to form blocks of code. In other words,
students must build code from code blocks to control the
character to overcome challenges. Results from this study
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showed that over nineteen participants, eighteen preferred
using Cubely due to the ease of use over typical code
bootcamps available online.
Tanielu et al [87] developed a VR experience called
“OOPVR” to reduce the abstractness of OOP concepts with
analogies. To help students better understand the relationship
between classes and objects, OOPVR uses a blueprint of a
house to represent a class where many houses can be built from
the same blueprint, signifying that multiple objects can be
instantiated from a class. Various analogies were done in a
similar manner throughout OOPVR to represent concepts like
encapsulation, methods, and instances. To evaluate if the house
analogy was effective in visualizing OOP concepts, the authors
analysed results from a total of seventeen participants.
Compared to the pre-questionnaires, post-questionnaires
revealed that the participants showed higher confidence when
it comes to visualizing OOP concepts. Bouali et al [88]
developed a VR game called “Imikode” to help students
familiarise themselves with OOP concepts. The system allows
students to create virtual worlds with code. For instance, to
instantiate an object, the command “fox = new Fox()” is used,
creating a fox in the virtual world. The authors, however, have
not yet done tests to determine the effectiveness of the system.
Consequently, Chen et al [89] developed a VR game that
allows students to create levels to challenge their peers. Before
starting the game, the student playing the role of the level
creator will write codes in the virtual environment to place
robot characters around the environment that will act as
obstacles. Students who then play the game are required to
acquire hints scattered around the virtual environment while
overcoming the obstacles set up by the previous student. In a
sense, students will be able to judge the effectiveness of their
own code depending on how the system reacts. The authors
claim that students of age nine to thirteen who tried the game
have provided positive feedback in terms of engagement and
learning effectiveness. Segura et al [90] developed a VR game
called “VR-OCKS” that requires students to use code functions
represented with blocks in the game to complete puzzles. To
test the effectiveness of the system, twenty participants that
have played VR-OCKS and another twenty participants who
didn’t play the game were recruited. Each group of twenty
participants was further halved to complete challenges
synonymous with the puzzles presented in VR-OCKS in
“Kodu” and “Blockly”, two popular systems that utilise visual
programming to help students learn programming. Results
indicated that those who played VR-OCKS before were able to
complete twenty-five percent more levels than those who
didn’t. A summary of the approaches discussed in this section
is shown in Table II.
G. Gender and Games
Throughout the years, many studies have been carried out
regarding games and gender. The results of these studies have
shown that gender preferences are a key motivator when it
comes to playing specific game types [91], [92]. Considering
how GBL has proven to be an effective tool for education,
gender preference considerations are important in ensuring
equal participation. Thus, the purpose of this section is to shed
light on factors that appeal to a specific gender when it comes
to games, specifically digital games. Lastly, game

characteristics that are disliked by females will also be
presented in this section.
To determine the preferred game design characteristics of
different genders, Spieler and Slany [93] compiled programs
developed by participants on the Pocket Code platform using a
visual programming environment. In terms of game genre and
themes, it is found that both females and males used the
adventure genre in their games. However, males prefer the
space theme whereas females prefer the nature-based themes.
As for game mechanics, both genders used experience points
as rewards and challenges in the form of missions in which
there is an achievement system. The presence of leaderboards
in male-created games is a key difference between the genders.
This fact is supported by Hassouneh and Brengman [94] who
argued that males value achievement more than females.
Consequently, although challenges in games remain the main
motivator for both genders, young men are more motivated by
games that engage players to reach higher levels as well as
beating the game [95]. When it comes to game aesthetics, the
narrative, sensation, and fantasy elements are used by both
genders but are more apparent in female-created games. The
exploration element is, however, exclusive to games created by
female pupils, where challenges of the game will lead to the
discovery of new parts of the virtual world. This statement also
coincides with the argument of Zhou et al [96], where games
that include exploration and experimentation elements are
generally preferred by female players.
TABLE II.

SUMMARY OF VIRTUAL REALITY APPLICATIONS FOR
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING EDUCATION

Author(s)

Methodology

Outcome

Vincur et al
[86]

Code blocks to solve
challenges

Users preferred this approach
over traditional online
bootcamps

Tanielu et al
[87]

Mapping OOP concepts
to in-game activities

Users showed higher confidence
in understanding OOP concepts

Bouali et al
[88]

Forming worlds virtually
with code

No findings

Chen et al
[89]

Level creation with code

Improved learning effectiveness
and engagement

Segura et al
[90]

Solving challenges with
programming blocks

Improved learning effectiveness

TABLE III.

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS REGARDING GENDER AND GAMES

Author(s)

Findings

Spieler and Slany [93]

Space and nature themes preferred by male and
females correspondingly.

Hassouneh and
Brengman [94]

Males value achievement more than females.

Lucas and Sherry [95]

Males focuses on reaching higher levels and
beating the game.

Zhou et al [96]

Females prefer exploration and
experimentation.

DeCamp [97]

Violence is preferred by males.

Hanh [98]

Females do not appreciate negative portrayals of
female characters.
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Most games portray female characters as weak individuals
who are often rescued by males to attract players. As a result,
females do not enjoy or avoid games because they do not
appreciate the negative portrayals of female characters [97].
Similarly, violence in games is also one of the main factors
contributing to a low number of female gamers. Whereas males
are more interested in violence in games, females are less
interested in violence [98]. In essence, the low rate of female
participation in computer science means that there are more
male game developers, who in turn, design and develop games
that mainly attract males. This, in turn, lowers the number of
female gamers that creates a negative cycle. Table III shows a
summary of all the findings from the studies mentioned.
VII. DISCUSSION
Inaccurate stereotypes that are instilled by society regarding
computing have negatively affected females in many ways.
Stereotypical depictions of computing foster negative attitudes
towards the field, perpetuating the already large gender gap.
This issue also affects females who are already in the field
where they are often deemed as less capable compared to their
male peers. This lowers their confidence levels and sense of
belonging which often leads to student dropouts. Ultimately,
this is the root of the issue that must be immediately resolved.
Furthermore, it is worth discussing how the use of GBL
and virtual reality or combinations of both techniques can help
solve issues related to the gender gap in computing (RQ1). In
section VI A, it is seen that the utilisation of games in
education is capable of increasing student motivation. When
lessons are presented in the form of games, students are more
willing to participate in lessons. As seen in section VI C,
virtual reality enables students to experience unconventional
situations that may be inaccessible in real life due to costs and
safety reasons. Compared to learning from a textbook, the
unconventional presentation of lessons in the virtual
environment can also lead to increased participation. It is also
important to note that the combination of both GBL and virtual
reality techniques may solve some limitations related to one or
both approaches. For example, some virtual learning
experiences ([76] and [77]) were reported to be non-engaging.
Considering that game-based applications are capable of
engaging students, this problem can potentially be fixed by
employing game elements into the virtual experience.
Moreover, both GBL and virtual reality applications
specifically developed for computing education have reported
outcomes such as increased learners’ satisfaction and general
improvements to the learning process (Table I and Table II).
Seeing how females often lose interest in computing due to
boring and abstract lessons, the use of immersive games can be
used to simulate how code can be used to solve real-world
problems that are more interesting. Immersive games can also
foster cooperation with multiplayer modes that are beneficial in
increasing the sense of belonging of females in computing.
Thus, this makes GBL and virtual reality or the combination of
both techniques suitable for increasing female participation in
the field of computer science.
Unfortunately, outcomes such as increasing female
participation remain scarce in immersive programming gamesbased research. Existing applications highlighted in this review

are mainly focused on learning syntax and programming
concepts. While existing solutions are effective in retaining
those, who are already enrolled in computing-based courses, it
does not provide the necessary “appeal” to initiate female
interest towards the field. Hence, we require solutions that are
specially catered to increasing female participation as it is
found that females are more likely to play games that are
designed with them in mind [99]. To aid in fostering more
research in this area, the “Gender and games” section aims to
help future researchers employ game elements that are more
appealing to a female audience (RQ2). As seen in Table III,
some of the game elements that should be implemented to
foster female interests when developing immersive games
pertaining to computing education include implementing
exploration, experimentation, space, and nature themes. Other
than that, the application developed should not feature any
violence, negative portrayals of female characters and should
not focus too much on achievements.
VIII. SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
There are multiple takeaways from the literature reviewed
in this paper. To increase the sense of belonging of females in
the field of computing, immersive games developed especially
for this purpose should focus on promoting confidence. Since
the relationship between confidence and sense of belonging is
directly proportional, future work should be done by keeping
this fact in mind [100]. This may be done by accessing
potential factors that demote confidence and using elements of
immersive games to mitigate the issue. For example, [39]
observed that females face a dip in confidence when they are
unable to immediately observe the results of their work. A
potential solution for this is to develop a system that allows
users to instantly see the effects of their code writing as seen in
Fig. 3. In both game and virtual environments, this can be
achievable by changing or slightly altering in-game
environments to match user-written code.
To ensure female students do not lose motivation when
learning computer programming, retention is important. Hence,
it would be worthwhile to develop frameworks that can
effectively balance the “fun” and “learning” components of
game-based applications. This is important in educational
contexts as the system should be able to foster motivation to
learn without being too distracting to users. In other words, ingame goals should not overpower learning outcomes. Fig. 4
shows a general flow diagram of how to determine the game
elements that motivate but do not distract users to balance the
“fun” and “learning” elements mentioned previously.
Essentially, researchers should use the flowchart depicted in
Fig. 4 to determine, first, if a specific game element incites
motivation, then to determine whether that element is also nondistracting before deciding to implement that element in their
system. As far as virtual reality is concerned, future works
should be aimed at developing experiences for the masses.
Regarding software, the use of low-poly graphics should be
explored in such a way as to allow accessibility for those with
lower-end peripherals. This is necessary to ensure that female
students would be able to utilise these tools, regardless of their
socio-economic backgrounds.
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to determine how males and females react to a high scoreboard
in an educational immersive game. Consequently, it is also
possible to find out how the high score board impacts the
confidence levels in both genders. By doing so, it will be
possible to decide whether to include certain elements when
developing the system. Specifically, this is useful for
developing educational systems for fields of study with large
gender gaps, as in the case of females in computing.
IX. CONCLUSION
This paper provides a review that highlights reasons
affecting female participation in computing with a focus on
how stereotypical perceptions of computers prevent females
from seeking careers in computer science. Additionally, the
advantages of GBL, such as the ability to foster intrinsic
motivation and knowledge acquisition, are also discussed in
detail, along with their disadvantages in educational settings.
Existing game-based applications for computer education are
also highlighted, looking at how they work and how they
compare to each other. This review also sheds some light on
existing virtual-game-based applications and how virtual
reality is used in education, specifically in the computing field.
Lastly, a summary of how males and females respond to
different game elements and their preferences is also discussed.

Fig. 3. Flowchart of a System that Allows for Instant Feedback.

Along with this, discussions and several suggestions have
been made regarding further research that can be done.
Suggestions include a flow-chart to increase female selfefficacy and sense of belonging to the use of computing
immersive games, developing frameworks that balance “fun”
and “learning” elements in immersive games, identifying how
students struggle with understanding programming concepts
and analysing how different genders react to certain game
elements. The purpose of this review is to encourage more
research in the development of immersive learning applications
to reduce gender gaps in computing.
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[2]
Fig. 4. Decision Flowchart Determines whether Game Elements are Capable
of Inciting Motivation without being Distracting.

To aid female students who do not have prior programming
knowledge, further research can be done to identify the issues
faced by students when learning introductory programming.
Specifically, determining why it is difficult for students to
understand the concepts of variables, arrays, loops, and if
statements. As it stands, most research concerns factors such as
lack of intrinsic motivation, perception, and socio-economic
backgrounds as a reason for students not to do well in
computer programming. Hence, a deeper insight into how
students perceive programming concepts without the use of
immersive games is necessary to develop appropriate solutions.
Finally, to further increase female participation in the field
of computer science, more research should be done to
determine how different genders respond to the elements of the
game in an educational context. For example, one can continue
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Abstract—In the current fast paced and constantly changing
environment, companies should ensure that their way of
interacting with user is both relevant and highly adaptive. In
order to stay competitive, companies should invest in state-ofthe-art technologies that optimize the relationship with the user
using increasingly available data. The most popular applications
used to develop user relationship are Recommender Systems.
The vast majority of the traditional recommender system
considers recommendation as a static procedure and focus on a
specific type of recommendation, being not very agile in adapting
to new situations. Also, when implementing a Recommender
System there is the need to ensure fairness in the way decisions
are made upon customer data. In this paper, it is proposed a
novel Reinforcement Learning-based recommender system that
is highly adaptive to changes in customer behavior and focuses
on ensuring both producer and consumer fairness, Fairness
Embedded Adaptive Recommender System (FEARS). The
approach overcomes Reinforcement Learning’s main drawback
in recommendation area by using a small, but meaningful action
space. Also, there are presented two fairness metrics, their
calculation and adaptation for usage with Reinforcement
Learning, this way ensuring that the system gets to the optimal
trade-off between personalization and fairness.
Keywords—Algorithmic fairness; reinforcement
recommender systems; system adaptability

I.

learning;

INTRODUCTION

In the current constantly changing business environment,
companies are required to respond appropriately to challenges
that appear and adapt quickly to customers new needs and
expectations in order to stay “top of mind” with prospects and
clients. In retailing, a family of applications called
Recommender Systems (RecSys) can help businesses stay
relevant to their customers by leveraging the existing data
about users and/or different items in order to help users find
the right item for them [1]. One disadvantage of the current
approaches of RecSys like Collaborative filtering or Contentbased recommendations is that these strategies consider only
the two elements, users and items when delivering
recommendations, making impossible to detect important
patterns that include other elements and to adapt it to the
context or changing environment. Also, each of the
recommendation approaches has its own limitations. Items
recommended through Content-based filtering are always
similar to the items previously bought or consumed by the
user [2], while Collaborative filtering provides a good solution
only under static scenarios when there are many users that
bought or consumed the same product [3]. Hybrid

recommender systems combine two or more recommendation
strategies in different ways to benefit from their
complementary advantages [4] and overcome the limitations
of individual components. Another limitation of RecSys,
regardless of strategy is the assumption that user’s underlying
preferences remains unchanged, thus the recommendation
procedure is a static process [5, 6].
One of the best-known approaches that allows to include
adaptability in a system is Reinforcement Learning (RL) [7-9].
There is a series of publications that explore the usage of RL
in the area of RecSys. Out of which there are those that focus
on user-item interaction sequence or user’s browsing history
and use it to create a state that later is fed to the RL model
[10-15]. A different approach is to use user and item sets
which are obtained from bi-clustering as environmental states
[6]. An earlier paper is using both user information and item
information vectors and refers to it as context [16]. Important
work on integrating negative influence of irrelevant
recommendations is done by using negative rewards [12, 13,
15, 17].
Machine Learning technologies are increasing their
presence in our daily lives and have serious implication and
influence in a lot of areas. Because these systems are used in
many sensitive situations and can lead to life-changing, high
stake decisions, it is crucial that algorithms’ outputs do not
reflect discriminatory behavior. Which is why, alongside with
developing new ML use-cases, researchers have done efforts
to formalize fairness and sources of bias in ML [18-27],
propose fairness evaluation metrics [18, 19, 28-33] and
processing methods to mitigate undesirable biases in relation
to the proposed definitions [19, 28, 31, 34-37].
It is worth noting that based on literature review, there are
no works as per knowledge of the author that explore
simultaneously the following elements of an efficient and fair
recommender system: 1) focus on customer relationship
development 2) adaptability to new situations 3) optimization
for long term customer engagement using negative rewards
where appropriate and 4) awareness of both consumer and
provider fairness.
Thus, in this paper, it is presented the design of a Fairness
Embedded Adaptive Recommender System (FEARS) that has
its main aim the development of customer relationship. The
conceptual framework is combining multiple recommendation
strategies through leveraging extensive information about
user, items and context. The recommendation strategies are
combined and used as the action space by a RL Agent. This
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way, the system has the ability to automatically learn the
optimal policy through trial-and-error; by recommending and
receiving reinforcements from user’s feedback. This will
allow the system to quickly adapt to the changing needs of the
customers and will try to come up with a more long-term
recommendation strategy to build a fruitful relationship with
the client. Not least, the rewards of the RL engine are defined
in such a way that both consumer and provider fairness is
being ensured.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, firstly it is described the basic problem of
Recommender Systems. Next, each of the recommender
strategies specifics, latest advances and limitation are
presented. Then, it is introduced the Reinforcement Learning
practice and an analysis of it’s to date usage and limitations in
the recommendation area.
Also, an exploration of the different fairness
formalizations for ML and recommendation systems is done in
order to give an overview on how these definitions are
translated into implementation.
A. Recommender Systems (RecSys)
In the human decision-making process, obtaining
recommendations from trusted sources is a critical component.
Usually, this role is played my family, friends or subjectmatter experts. The goal of a recommender system is to create
and give relevant recommendations of items or products to
users. Depending on the structure of the learning system,
traditionally there are distinguished following types of
systems[4]:
• Collaborative Filtering: In this type of systems, a user
is recommended items based on the previous ratings of
the users that bought/ used the product.
• Content-based Filtering: These systems recommend
items that are similar to items the user has liked in the
past.
• Hybrid approaches: These methods try to combine both
collaborative and content-based approaches into one in
order to overcome the individual limitations of each of
the approaches.
Currently, the architecture of RecSys and their evaluation
on real-world problems is an active area of research.
B. Collaborative Filtering
Collaborative filtering (CF) systems collect user feedback
in the form of ratings or ranks and makes recommendations to
the active user based on items that other users with similar
preferences liked in the past [38].
The aim of any recommendation system is to suggest
elements that are relevant to users by extracting latent
variables [39-42].
Latest advances in the field include using graph encoding,
Stochastic Shared Embeddings, large-scale Pairwise
Collaborative Ranking, Sequential Recommendation Via
Personalized Transformer [43] that mainly solve the problem
of scaling to massive datasets, learn user and item embeddings

and think about the problem as a sequence of actions, not oneshot recommendations. The user and items embeddings are
mainly a different way to refer to latent variables and a series
of work leverage the power of Neural Networks to try and
learn them [44-46].
C. Content-Based Filtering
The intuition behind a content-based recommendation is to
suggest to a customer a product similar to those the user has
previously purchased. Method tries to extract similar objects.
There are two main types of measures used to estimate this
relationship: measures of distance and measures of similarity
between objects [47].
Most of the advances in the content-based
recommendation area is based on finding best ways to
represent an item through a vector, or, in other words, get their
embeddings [48-53].
D. Recommendation of Complementary Products
When recommending complementary products, the system
tries to leverage the transactions history of customers [54, 55]
through Association Methods like APRIORI.
The APRIORI algorithm remained essentially unchanged
since its introduction to the research community, although
there are sporadic efforts to extend it [56, 57].
E. Reinforcement Learning (RL)
Reinforcement Learning is an area of machine learning
that has been inspired by behavioural psychology. The field
focuses on how a software agent (hereinafter agent) should
take actions and how to interact with an environment so as to
maximize a total reward function.
An agent can interact with the environment and learn
through trial and error, just like humans and animals. Every
action that the agent performs in an environment influences
the future state of the agent. Also, each action is rewarded
with a reward, and this is the only response the learner
receives [58]. The mechanism that generates the reward and
the transition from one state of the agent to another refers to
the dynamics of the environment [47].
The agent's goal is to maximize his total long-term reward
in the way he responds to his environment. This can happen if
an agent explores the environment and tries to learn its
dynamics.
Formally, the environment is a mathematical model known
as the Markov Decision Process (MDP) encountered primarily
in dynamic programming. The difference between the
classical methods of dynamic control and RL is that the latter
does not know the MDP model and can be used if these
processes are very complex and other methods are unfeasible
[59]. The basic MDP model contains the following
components:
• A set of environmental states S1, ..., Sn ∈ S: These
can refer to the inherent characteristics of the agent or
objects that surround and interact with it.
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• A set of actions that the agent can take, A1, ..., Am ∈
A: These refer to all possible actions that the agent
controls.
• Transition function from one state to another: Being a
Markov process, the next state of the system depends
only on its previous state and the action taken, not on
the whole history.
• The reward function represents the value of the reward
obtained after acting with At in St.
An agent is a computer program that is able to observe and
interact with the environment defined by the MDP. The agent
perceives the environment as a set of observations that define
a state. The agent interacts with the environment in a feedback
loop pattern by following the steps below:
1) The agent observes the characteristics of the
environment that define the current state, St.
2) The agent chooses an action from the set of possible
actions, At, with which it responds to the environment in the
current state St.
3) The agent enters a waiting state until the characteristics
of the environment change with the St + 1 state and the agent
receives the Rt+1 reward.
4) Steps 1-3 are then repeated.
The agent's behaviour or the way he interacts with the
environment is described by a function called action policy or
simply policy [60]. It specifies the actions to be taken when
the agent is in a certain state. The agent's learning goal is to
find a policy that maximizes the total reward.
F. Recommender Systems using Reinforcement Learning
As previously mentioned, in the literature there are already
RecSys that include an RL engine. It is useful to formalize the
problem of RL in the RecSys area and see the differences in
the approach of the different research.
As mentioned above, formally, the RL problem can be
defined as a mathematical MDP model. For that it is needed to
specify the States, Actions and Rewards.
States are defined in different ways in the existing
literature. They can reflect a mapping of previous user-item
interactions into a hidden state [15], user’s recommendation
and ad browsing history [13], previous items that a user
clicked [12], the sequence of visited and recommended items
[10] or a more detailed interaction sequence that contains
clicking, purchasing, or skipping, leaving [14]. An interesting
approach is to define states as the cluster resulted from the coclustering or biclustering of users and items [6] or to extend
the state to include user demographics [5]. Efforts are as well
invested in how to best represent the state in a RL RecSys
[61]. Currently, and as to the knowledge of the author, in the
current literature there is no approach where the
recommendation context, user demographics, behavioral
patterns and recent browsing/interaction history is taken into
account in the state definition.
Actions are mostly defined as selecting an item to be
recommended from the whole discrete action space which

contains the candidate items [12, 14, 15] or even whether to
give a recommendation or not, and if yes, what would be the
item to recommend [13]. There are authors that consider
recommending a list of items [5, 11, 61]. One of the most
different approaches it to recommend items from neighboring
clusters to the user-items one [6]. As mentioned in multiple
articles [62, 63], RL in RecSys has a common issue of
efficiency that comes from the fact that the action space is too
large, consisting of all candidate items, and thus huge amount
of interaction data is required for learning an optimal policy.
The reward function is heavily dependent on user feedback
and actions he takes, for example user can click or purchase a
recommended item and receive a positive reward or to skip it
and get a different reward value [10-13, 15]. Reward can
consist of immediate user feedback, but as well as a longerterm objective [14]. Most of the rewards are not deterministic
and depend very much on how the user is reacting, but there
are also formulations when this is seen deterministically as the
Jaccard distance between the user vectors of the time t and t+1
state [6].
It is important to note the research direction as well
towards using negative rewards. This can help the learning
agent into searching for a policy that would be appropriate for
overcoming the information fatigue [12, 13, 15, 17].
G. Fairness in Machine Learning
In the same way as people, algorithms are vulnerable to
biases that exist in data and can lead to an unfair decision or
outcome. More than 20 types of biases in ML were extracted,
categorized and explained by researchers [24, 26] in order to
motivate and accelerate the process of mitigating them.
Putted simple, in the context of high stakes decisionmaking, fairness is the absence of any prejudice or favoritism
towards an individual or a group based on their inherent or
acquired characteristics that are considered sensitive variables.
Thus, a fair algorithm is one whose decisions are not skewed
towards a particular group of people. GDPR, UK Equality
Act, Fair Housing Act and Equal Credit Opportunity Act
define protected classes such as race, gender, age or disability
and state the fairness and equality principles [64].
The most simple and straightforward definition of fairness
is “fairness through unawareness”: “A ML model is said to
achieve fairness through unawareness if protected attributes
are not explicitly used in the prediction process”.
Although these variables are not used in developing the
ML model, this doesn’t mean that the information cannot be
retrieved from other variables. Chiappa & Isaac [65]
emphasize that fairness should be expressed both in terms of
sensitive variables, but also considering corelated or proxy
variables. Not considering these proxy variables has been
shown to increase the risk of discrimination [27].
Mehrabi et al. [66] distinguish three different types of
fairness definitions: 1) Individual Fairness where the system
should give similar outputs to similar individuals, 2) Group
Fairness where ML system treats different groups equally and
3) Subgroup Fairness which intends to obtain the best
properties of the group and individual notions of fairness.
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Group fairness equal treatment can be in turn defined
through [66, 37]: 1) Equal Opportunity where the probability
of a person from a positive outcome class of being assigned a
positive outcome should be equal for both protected and
unprotected group members, 2) Demographic Parity where the
likelihood of a positive outcome should be the same regardless
of whether the person is in the protected group or not, 3)
Disparate Impact considers the ratio between unprivileged and
privileged groups likelihood of a positive outcome. Disparate
impact uses the “not less than 80%” rule to define if a process
has disparate impact or not.
Main approaches for tackling unfairness are differentiated
into three groups: 1) pre-processing, 2) in-processing and 3)
post-processing [37]. Pre-processing methods are extracting
representations from the data in order to remove undesired
biases [27]. Then, this unbiased data is used for model
development. Some of the methods in this family are
adversarial learning, causal methods, relabeling, perturbations,
resampling, reweighing, transformation and variable blinding
[27]. The in-processing methods are constraining a model to
produce fair outputs by including fairness into the learning
mechanism like adversarial learning, bandits, constraint
optimization, regularization or reweighing [27]. The postprocessing methods are working with model outputs to make
them fair using calibration, thresholding and transformation
approaches [27].
H. Fairness in Recommender Systems
As presented in a previous section, RecSys make
recommendations to support decision making by studying user
behavior and historical patterns. Because it is widely applied
in various fields like recommending music, books, people to
hire or jobs, an impartial view of the system towards any of
the involved sides can be detrimental [67, 68].
Since these systems use past data, they are also inheriting
the 1) Historical Bias, which is the already existing bias in the
world [26], 2) Representation Bias when the used sample from
a population is not representative for the whole population
[26] and 3) Social Bias when other people’s actions or
generated content affect another person’s opinions [69].
Alongside with these biases, the system itself displays: 1)
Popularity Bias when items that are more popular tend to be
exposed more [70], 2) Algorithmic Bias when the bias is not
present in the input data and is added later by the algorithm in
the way it works [69], 3) Presentation Bias when the way
items are presented impacts the attraction those items get (e.g.,
users can click only what they see, thus, items presented more
often will get more clicks) [69] and 4) Ranking Bias when top
ranked items are perceived as more interesting and thus,
receive more traffic [71]. In Fig. 1 it is shown how different
types of biases feed each other in a RecSys.
Considerations of fairness have been actively studied in
the context of recommender systems. Burke [72] introduced
the multisided view of fairness in recommender systems. In
the case of recommendations, the system is facilitating a
transaction between parties [73]. Fairness towards all the
involved parties is important and a balanced point should be
found. Burke et al. [74] divide stakeholders of any given
recommender system into three categories: 1) Consumers are

the individuals that receive recommendations 2) Providers are
those that stay behind the recommended items or products and
gain from consumer’s choices and 3) System is the platform
itself that tries to match providers with consumers and by
doing this in a successful way is gaining benefits.

Fig. 1. Different Types of Biases that Appear in a Recommender System.
Source: Adaptation after Fig. 2 [115].

Recommender system’s objective for a consumer is to give
the best items for his needs, through personalization, in such a
way that these items are not constraining him in getting a
higher overall utility compared to people from other groups,
thus in a fair way. For a provider, recommender system needs
to ensure that his items get sufficient exposure and that items
are shown to the consumers that have the highest probability
of buying or consuming them, thus in a relevant way.
Platform’s utility is also important, because this is the initial
motivation of having the recommender system in place. A key
issue that arises in recommender systems is the tension
between a personalized view of recommendation delivery and
fairness objectives [74, 75].
Provider’s fairness in recommender systems is typically
defined for the objects or subjects to be ranked. It has been
explored and formalized as:
1) the bound of the number of items related to each of the
protected attributes that are allowed to appear in the top k
positions of the ranking [76],
2) a sufficient presence of items belonging to different
groups [77],
3) a consistent treatment of similar items [77],
4) a proper representation of items from both protected
and unprotected groups [77].
5) exposure, disparate exposure and group fairness
disparity; all three proportional to the merit of the item defined
as relevance to the query [78],
6) pairwise fairness that expresses the likelihood of a
clicked item being ranked above another relevant unclicked
item is the same across both groups [79],
7) pairwise statistical parity represents that if two
candidates from different groups are compared, then on
average each group has an equal chance of being top ranked
[79],
8) set-based fairness at discrete points in the ranking with
logarithmic discount that emphasize the fact that fairness at
top ranks is more important than at lower ranks [80],
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9) difference in acceptance rates measures whether a
relevant item from the advantaged and disadvantaged class are
accepted at the same rates [81].

type of systems is proposed. Next, it is described how fairness
dimension can be introduced into the RL engine and how the
personalization-fairness trade-off can be solved.

In the area of consumer fairness, there are the following
metrics that can be used:

A. Fairness Embedded Adaptive Recommender System
In the present paper, the objective is to create a conceptual
design of a recommender system that holds a series of
requirements:

1) value unfairness which occurs when one group of users
is consistently given higher or lower predictions than their true
preferences [82]. Value unfairness becomes large when
predictions for one group are consistently overestimated and
predictions for the other group are underestimated.
2) absolute unfairness, which measures inconsistency in
absolute estimation error across different user groups [82].
This means that the advantaged group has the unfair
advantage of good recommendations, while the other groups
have poor recommendations.
3) non-parity unfairness is computed as the absolute
difference between the overall average ratings of
disadvantaged users and those of advantaged users for
recommended items [82].
4) balanced neighborhood that expresses the fact that
recommendations for all users are generated from
neighborhoods that are balanced with respect to the protected
and unprotected classes [74].
5) disparate impact of recommendation [74, 37].
Overall, the consumer fairness is less represented in the
literature.
There are efforts in the area of mitigating bias and
ensuring fairness in recommender systems by using
regularization terms [82, 83, 84], reinforcement learning [78,
85] and neighborhood balancing [74].
Although the literature of methods is rich in methods to
mitigate unfairness, not all of them are applicable to the
dynamic nature of recommender systems. Ge et al. [85] show
that by enforcing fair decisions through static fairness criteria
metrics, the system leads to unexpected unfairness in the long
run and that fairness cannot be defined in a static setting
without considering the long-term impact and evolution. Same
as with the need to bring adaptability into the recommender
system results, the need to have a dynamic view over fairness
can be solved by using reinforcement learning.
The practice of using Reinforcement Learning to ensure
fairness is an emerging research area [27]. In terms of
implementation, fairness dimension can be given to the RL
agent as a reward that can be positive in the case of fair
outputs and negative otherwise [86, 87]. Other approaches
construct the problem as a Constrained Markov Decision
Process [85].
III. PROPOSED APPROACH
In this section, it is proposed a conceptual framework for
the Fairness Embedded Adaptive Recommender System that
aims to balance between personalization and fairness for longterm customer engagement. Firstly, the objectives of the
recommendation system are introduced with possible
solutions. Then, based on this, a novel architecture for this

• System is focusing
development.

on

customer

relationship

• System is incorporating an adaptivity functionality.
• System is optimizing for long term customer
engagement.
• System is ensuring consumer and provider fairness.
• System is using a small action and state space in the
RL engine.
• System is solving the personalization and fairness
trade-off.
B. System Overview
Once converted, the relationship with a new customer
must be developed for it to become profitable. In simple
terms, this means understanding and covering client's needs.
The objective of the application is to extract consumer
preferences and use this knowledge to find the most
appropriate products and / or content that will be
recommended through communication and interaction with
the customer. Same time, the recommended content should
bring to user the maximum utility and give him equal
opportunities compared to people from other social groups.
C. System Components
The framework used follows next steps: 1) Database
creation 2) Preprocessing 3) Recommendations generation 4)
Recommendation’s combination 5) Reinforcement Learning
Engine 6) User Recommendation 7) User Feedback
incorporation.
1) Database creation: The application starts by setting up
data sources (Fig. 2, 1). The information considered
mandatory in a recommender system application is
a) consumer data, b) their past interactions, c) data on
provider’s items characteristics, d) items’ reviews and
e) metadata about the current browsing session.
2) Preprocessing: The next step is to prepare the tables in
the form in which they will be used in different
recommendation components. This means that a series of
tables having different structures will be created: a) The
Customer-Item Matrix Table contains information about the
items purchased or consumed by a consumer during the
analysis period b) The Transaction-Item matrix is typically
stored in transactional format where a transaction contains
several rows, c) The items characteristics table contains all the
tangible and intangible characteristics of an item as well as
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statistics about how many times it was recommended, clicked,
bought from recommendation lists etc.
3) Recommendation Components: Once all the main
tables are prepared (Fig. 2, 2), three recommendation
components are developed, and their results are merged and
combined to create the action space for the RL Engine (Fig. 2,
3-4).
4) User-oriented collaborative filtering recommendation
(Fig. 2, 3.1): The method starts from the assumption that
similar users have similar preferences [88] and reflects the real
situation when recommendations from friends are more
effective. Model tries to explain the Customer-Item Matrix
Table using a set of latent factors. Latent structures are
automatically deduced from the matrix, as long as the number
of factors is specified [88]. Once the factors are discovered,
the model associates the belonging of an item to a factor and
the user's inclination towards the same factor. For each
customer, the model will recommend products that have
values close to “1” in the reconstructed matrix and have not
been purchased in the past.
5) Content-based recommendation (Fig. 2, 3.2): In the
case of new users or items, because of no prior history, the
recommendation strategy is using the Items characteristics
table. For example, one can use all available information
about the tangible and intangible properties of the item,
including embeddings extracted from unstructured data.
6) Complementary item recommendation (Fig. 2, 3.3): In
this step, rule sets are extracted from transactions using
association algorithms. This is extremely useful as it
emphasizes the context of using/consuming the initial item.
This as well brings completeness to customer’s need by saying
“if you want to use this, do not forget about that”.

Following these recommendation strategies, the outcomes
are combined between them in order to create the action space
for the RL model (Fig. 2, 4). As it can be seen, there is also
the “Random Recommendation” component (Fig. 2, 3.4) and
“No Recommendation “(Fig. 2, 3.5) that will bring exploration
and novelty into the recommendation landscape as well as will
keep the system from harming stakeholders through unfair
decisions.
7) Reinforcement Learning Engine: The next task of the
system is to choose the most appropriate action for a particular
use. In other words, the question that needs to be answered is:
“For this user, what is the best action to take?
Recommendation of a product that corresponds to the latent
structures of the user? An item similar to what user
consumed/liked before or a complementary item?”. The
answer can be as well that the best action is no action.
The solution that could combine user information, past
behavior and interaction in order to choose the best action is to
use a RL engine (Fig. 2, 5). RL problem is defined as a MDP
system.
The set of environmental states is represented by the finite
clusters over the vector space extracted from the
characteristics of the environment:
• The socio-demographic characteristics of the user.
• User past behavior and interaction with focus on
indicators like diversification, appetite for novelty,
previously liked items.
• The details of the period in which the browsing and
recommendation is made. This can include time of the
day or year, browsing device, browsing session time
etc.

Fig. 2. Design of a Fairness Embedded Adaptive Recommender System.
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The set of actions represents all possible actions that the
recommendation system controls. As defined before, the set of
actions is represented by the individual recommendations or
combinations of them (Fig. 2, 4).
The advantages of formulizing the actions like this are: 1)
the low complexity given by action space: instead of having
all the candidate items, 2) keep the personalization as a key
focus, 3) include novelty for consumer and fairness for
provider (random product action and no recommendation
action).
The reward function is conditioned by the user’s response
to the recommendation received (Fig. 2, 6-7), but also by
fairness rewards of the system.
The reward value at time t+1, Rt+1, after the agent takes
At in St is compounded out of three terms:
• Reward coming from user response
• Reward coming from fairness value towards consumer
• Reward coming from fairness value towards provider
Next, the individual terms are defined, because they are
the key for embedding fairness and consumer relationship in
the system.
User response rewards are linked to the action that user is
taking after seeing the recommended item. There can be
distinguished the following actions that a user is taking in
response, each with a different associated reward. The
associated reward will be decreasing as per user feedback
reaching a negative value if user ends the communication with
company:
• User clicks on the recommended product, and
buys/consumes it.
• User clicks on the recommended product, but does not
buy/consume it.
• User is adding the
latter/favorites lists.

item

into

wish

list/buy

• User marks the recommendation as inappropriate.
• User closes the recommendation/searching session
without taking any other action.
Consumer fairness reward is linked to a particular item
recommended and is known in advance; thus, it is
deterministic. Consumer fairness reward is calculated for each
item based on Disparate Impact formula as defined in [37].
This particular formula was used because it is easy to adapt
and integrate as a reward into the system. Also, the metric
encodes the demographical parity idea in a RL workable
manner. But the main reason why this particular metric was
chosen out of all presented previously is its unique advantage
of being deterministic, thus known before taking any action.
Considering the act of recommending a particular item being a
treatment, this means that the ratio between the likelihood of a
positive outcome (presentation of an item) for different groups
should ideally be close to 1:

𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝐼𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑡(𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚)
=

=

𝑃(𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑑 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚=1 | 𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝=𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝)

(1)

𝑃(𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑑 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚=1 | 𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝=𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝)

(1)

𝑃(𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑑 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚=1 | 𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝=𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑙𝑒𝑔𝑒𝑑 𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝)
𝑃(𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑑 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚=1 | 𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝=𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑙𝑒𝑔𝑒𝑑 𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝)

The Disparate Impact for an item is updated every time an
item is being recommended using equation 1, and although it
is item linked, is actually expressing the consumer fairness.
By integrating this metric, it is ensured that individuals with
different backgrounds are treated the same, thus they receive
same type of items and content recommendation. A good
example of a situation that was not fair towards consumer is
the study that shows that female users of Google had a lower
chance of being recommended and presented hiring ads for
high-paying executive jobs [67].
In order to integrate the Disparate Impact into the RL
engine, first is needed to adapt it to express the undesirable
practice of having either positive or negative bias. Although
most of the metrics are focusing on supporting the
unprivileged group, this can lead to a turn of the situation,
such that the focus here is on not having any type of bias and
treating individuals from different groups equally. The
equation of calculating the consumer reward is given by
equation 2.
𝑅𝑡+1 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑟 𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 (𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚) =
−|𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝐼𝑚𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑡(𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚) − 1|

(2)

For the provider fairness, it is desired to ensure that
exposure is a function of relevance. For this purpose,
difference in acceptance rates is being used (DAR) [81] and is
calculated as the pairwise difference of the ratio of true
positives divided by the predicted positives for each class. The
latest is also called Precision in binary classification
evaluation [47] and reflects the fraction of relevant cases. The
reason why it was decided to go with this particular metric, is
the fact that it is the only metric out of the presented ones that
can be used in other recommendation settings besides ranking.

By incorporating DAR into the RL engine there will be
ensured that items are presented proportionally to how
relevant they are.
𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 (𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚) = 𝑃(𝑦 = 1 |𝑦� = 1)

(3)

In order to actually use DAR as rewards, for each item, the
relevance as defined in equation 3 is calculated. The updated
relevance is simulating the situation on recommending an
item, while it will not be clicked on. Secondly, DAR (equation
4) is calculated using the newly updated relevance for the
item, while maintaining the relevancies for other items ceteris
paribus. There will be a DAR value associated with each of
the items that can potentially be recommended. Finally, this
value is taken with a negative sign (equation 5) in order to
count for provider fairness. If there are big differences
between items relevance, they will sum up and bring to a high
negative reward, thus the agent will try to choose an item that
leads to a smaller DAR. The overall reward function is given
by the equation 6.
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𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠 (𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚) =

∑𝐼𝑖=0 ∑𝐼𝑗=0,𝑗 ≠𝑖 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡�𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒(𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑖 ),𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒�𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑗 ��
𝐼(𝐼−1)

𝑅𝑡+1 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑣𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑟 𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 (𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚) =
−|𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑝𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠(𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚)|

(4)
(5)

(𝑆𝑡 , 𝐴𝑡 ) = 𝑃(𝑅𝑡+1 𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑟 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒| 𝑆𝑡 , 𝐴𝑡 = 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚)
+ 𝑅𝑡+1 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑣𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑟 𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠(𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚)
+ 𝑅𝑡+1 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑟 𝑓𝑎𝑖𝑟𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠(𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚)
𝑅: 𝑆 𝑥 𝐴 → 𝑅

(6)

For solving this problem formulation and extracting the
optimal policy, one can use Temporal Difference Methods
[89] as they are appropriate for continuous tasks having
discrete state and action spaces or Deep Q-Learning Networks
[90] if one wants to include the reward values into the state.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In the current paper, it was presented the design of a
Fairness Embedded Adaptive Recommender System (FEARS)
which allows to create a fruitful relationship with the client by
optimizing for long-term goals while making sure to keep both
the consumer and provider fairness.
The gaps in the current conceptual practice were presented
in the related work chapter. The desired functionalities of the
system were stated in the proposed approach section and in the
Table I it is shown how requirements were translated into
implementation solutions along with potential issues and
limitations that should take the form of further work.
The system was designed to use holistic user information
including his socio-demographics and past buying behavior
patterns. This was integrated into the system by encoding it
into the state of the RL MDP model. As per author
knowledge, this is a novel addition to the RecSys using RL
approach. Another important detail is the inclusion of the
recommendation context expressed through browsing time
metadata (ex. time of the year, hour of the day). The way
states are used in the RL engine, by clustering the initial
TABLE I.

vectors, allows overcoming the most common RL limitation
of non-efficiency and non-convergence.
Another way to ensure optimal policy convergence is to
take control over action state space. This was stated as a clear
problem in the literature reviewed and by using an elegant
approach of defining actions as recommendation strategies
and combination of those, the action space is downside from
the number of all items to a maximum of 11 actions.
Although the individual recommendation components are
traditional and straightforward, together they are covering the
whole scene of consumer interest: similar, complementary,
high interest or random products. The way these strategies are
combined, namely through an RL engine, brings both
adaptivity and ensures reaching long term objectives into the
system. A detail that emphasizes the customer relationship
health and importance is the practice of using negative
rewards into RL component. This means that system will try
to optimize for users to be recommended products that they
are likely to buy but also play quite safe and not causing
information fatigue that can lead to termination of
relationship. Another addition is the fair view both towards
consumer, but also with respect to items providers. Stated as a
clear problem in the reviewed literature, the conflict between
personalization, consumer fairness and exploration is solved
by introducing not only consumer satisfaction rewards, but
also fairness specific rewards.
In this paper, it was presented a conceptual framework that
can be adapted to a large range of use cases, from e-commerce
companies to both news, article and media items
recommendation. Another set of application area may consist
of those where the decisions and recommendations are linked
to life-changing, high stake situations like hiring, job
recommendation or financial lending.
The approach tries to overcome limitations of both
individual traditional recommendation systems as well as RL
usage in the RecSys by having an integrated view over
consumer, a focus on the long-term engagement and a strong
enforcing of a sustainable and fair recommendation practice.

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS AND IMPLEMENTATION SOLUTIONS

System Requirements

Functionality Implementation

Potential issues/ limitations with the solution

System is focusing on customer
relationship development

Usage of an RL engine that has the reward function linked to
customer relationship goals.

The reward function is not reflecting accurately
the desired objective.

System is incorporating an adaptivity
functionality

Usage of a RL engine that takes complex states in account when
recommending an item.

High complexity and search space that comes with
all the additional information.

System is optimizing for long term
customer engagement

RL engine is using negative rewards where appropriate in order to
decrease information fatigue and optimize for long term objectives.

Negative rewards are too small in comparison
with positive rewards affecting their efficiency

System is ensuring consumer and
provider fairness

RL engine reward function is containing fairness metrics and
outputs a higher reward in case of fair recommendations.
Action space is represented by individual or combinations of
recommendation strategies.
State space is discretized by using clustering techniques.
Reward function contains both recommendation relevance metrics
and fairness metrics.

System is using a small action and
state space in the RL engine
System is solving the personalization
and fairness trade-off

N/A
Oversimplification of the action and state spaces
that could lead to pattern loss
Inappropriate balance between the two objectives
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Future research should involve implementing the approach
and use it in real-world situations for evaluating the degree in
which it reaches its multisided objectives. Also, different
streams of work linked to potential issues presented in Table I
should be carried.

[9]

[10]

V. CONCLUSIONS
Major contributions of this paper are presented as follows:

[11]

• A reinforcement learning based framework FEARS for
better recommendations that focus on both revenues
and relationship with the customer was introduced.

[12]

• The framework has a holistic view over customer and
recommendation landscape ensuring a highly
personalized, relevant and positive user interaction.

[13]

• Two relevant, adapted fairness metrics are defined and
a way to compute them is presented.

[14]

• The relevant fairness metrics are embedded into the
system as corresponding rewards.
• A RL problem definition was given that overcomes the
common RL in RecSys issue of non-efficiency by
using a limited, but relevant action space and
discretized and clustered state space.
Overall, the system has all the necessary levers to
overcome limitations of individual components, solve the
personalization-fairness conflict, ensure long-term customer
engagement and avoid the typical RL issue.
Same time, the framework should be tested in real-world
situations or simulated data and appropriate design changes
should be made. This is a conceptual starting point for
developing FEARS.
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Abstract—Because of Covid-19, many countries shutdown
schools in order to prevent spreading the virus in their
communities. Therefore, schools have opted to use online
learning technologies that support distance learning for students.
As consequences, Ministry of Higher Education and Scientific
Research encourages higher education institutes to adopt
blended learning in their programs. However, different students
react in different ways to online learning. Some students were
able to make productive use of online learning strategies more
than others. A conceptual model based on 15 variables was
constructed based on UTAUT2, TAM, and other models to
investigate and to study the factors that affect students’
acceptance of online learning. 29 hypotheses were investigated to
study the relationships among the variables that affect online
learning acceptance and online learning community building in
Al-Ahliyya Amman University. The collected responses were
analyzed using a structural equation modeling (SEM) approach.
SPSS and AMOS were used to analyze the data.
Keywords—Online learning; technology acceptance; learning
assistance; learning community building assistance

I.

INTRODUCTION

Since Covid-19 (Coronavirus) started spreading, many
countries decided to shutdown schools and move to online
learning solutions [1, 2]. Moving to distance learning because
of the virus became necessary in order to keep providing
education to students. Different distance learning paradigms
were implemented to support distance learning such as livestreaming lectures [3], the use of Massive Open Online
Courses (MOOC) [4], and the use of worksheets and
animations [5]. Additionally, some educational gamification [6,
7] websites and computer applications were adapted to support
online learning. Unfortunately, not all students accept the
online learning in place of face-to-face classes.
Based on the online learning feedback during Covid-19,
Ministry of Higher Education and Scientific Research
developed a plan to adopt online and blended learning in the
higher education institutes. As consequences a three-year
action plan (2021-2023) was developed to manage adapting
synchronized and asynchronized online learning to be blended
in higher education. The plan included training faculty
members from private and public university. However, moving
from traditional lecture-led classes to online learning would
cause to move from lecture-centric to learning-centric

paradigms. Therefore, students need also to be training and to
adapt to the new learning paradigms.
Although the members of Generation Z, who are familiar
with various technologies accessing the internet, are the
majority of students, it is very important to study the factors
that affect their intention to use their technical knowledge in
digital learning [8]. It is very important to know the factors that
are affecting users’ adoption of technologies in order to
achieve the objectives of the proposed technology. Many
models, such as the Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of
Technology (UTAUT) [9, 10], were proposed to explain users’
behavior in utilizing technologies. However, the factors that
affect the use of a technology are vary based on the
environment [11].
In this research, a model is constructed using 15 variables
to investigate its effects on the online learning in Al-Ahliyya
Amman University. The model was developed based on
UTAUT2 [10], the conceptual TAM (Technology Acceptance
Model) [12-15], and a conceptual model proposed by Vululleh
[16]. Based on the defined variables, the research model was
constructed, and 29 hypotheses were investigated and analyzed
using a structural equation modeling (SEM) approach in SPSS
and AMOS.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
One of the widely applied models to study the factors that
affect using a technology is UTAUT [9]. It was developed by
investigating eight different models. The eight models are the
model of PC utilization (MPCU) [17], social cognitive theory
(SCT) [18], Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) [19],
innovation diffusion theory (IDT) [20], the combined theory of
planned behavior/technology acceptance model (C–TPB–
TAM) [21], and the motivational model (MM) [22]. As a
result, UTAUT was formulated based on four factors:
performance expectancy (PE), effort expectancy (EE), social
influence (SI), and facilitating conditions (FC). Also, UTAUT
considered four moderators: gender, age, experience, and
voluntariness of use. In 2012, UTAUT was extended to
UTAUT2 [10] by adding hedonic motivation, price value, and
habit factors to the model. Later, the Values-Enhanced
Technology Adoption (VETA) model [23] extended UTAUT2
by adding new variables to UTAUT2 variables. Although
UTAUT and UTAUT2 are widely used to study the acceptance
of technology, they need to be adapted to the context of
eLearning.
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Islam [13] investigates the effects of learning management
systems (LMS) on achieving learning outcomes by developing
a model based on TAM. The model suggests that LMS may
assist students in learning and building a collaborative network
in hybrid courses which combine both face-to-face education
and online learning. Learning assistance and perceived
community building assistance were added to TAM. The
model was formulated using five factors: Perceived
Usefulness, Perceived Ease of Use, e-Learning Use, Perceived
Learning Assistance, and Perceived Community Building
Assistance. The model did not consider the design of online
courses nor the factors which can affect the learner community
building.
Since online learning is usually web browser-based or
based in mobile applications, a model developed by Liu, et al.
[12] added new variables that may affect the acceptance of
online learning to TAM. The new variables are related to the
technology design and the user experience with technology.
The model used the following constructs: Perceived
Usefulness, Perceived Ease of Use, and Intension to Use (from
TAM). The following constructs were developed: Online
Course Design, User-Interface Design, Previous Online
Learning Experience, and Perceived Interaction. The model
integrates the effects of online course design and interface
design with TAM. However, the model did not consider the
effects of the variables such as hedonic motivation, price value,
community building and habit factors.
Vululleh [16] studied students’ acceptance of e-learning
technology in Liberia. The research model was based on TAM,
which proposes that users’ Behavioral Intention to adopt a
technology is controlled by their beliefs of Perceived
Usefulness (PU) and Perceived Ease of Use (PEOU).
Additionally, the model extended TAM by adding two factors,
Social Influence (SI) and Quality of Life (QL). Therefore, the
conceptual model studied the effects of four factors: PU,
PEOU, SI, and QL on the Behavior Intention (BI) to use elearning. Like Liu, et al. [12] and Islam [13], Vululleh [16]
proposed a model based on TAM. Factors such as design,
interface and community building were not considered.
Some models studied the differences of acceptance in
different environment. For instance, Lee [14] examines the
difference between Korean and American students’ perceptions
of online education. The model was based on TAM using the
two factors Perceived Usefulness (PU) and Perceived Ease of
Use (PEOU), and adding the two factors Perception of Online
Learning Acceptance and Student Satisfaction (OLAS) and
Online Education Support Service Quality (PSQ). The model
found that the (PSQ) directly influenced behavioral intention
toward online learning acceptance and student satisfaction.
However, the impact of service quality on the behavioral
intension toward e-learning in different cultures was limited.
The model investigates the direct and indirect effects of PSQ
on PLAS; however, more variables such as design, interface
and community building need to be considered.
The model proposed by Ratna and Mehra [15] examines
the behavioral intention of the university students in India for
using e-learning. The model was based on TAM using the

factors of Gender, Student Major, and Monthly Family Income.
It examines the applicability of TAM among university
students in India and found that Perceived Ease of Use (PEOU)
has a significant effect on Perceived Usefulness (PU), Attitude
(ATT), Behavioral Intention (BI) and Actual Use (AU). Also,
PU has a significant effect on ATT, BI, and AU. Moreover,
ATT has a significant effect on Intention to Use (INT). Finally,
this model found that BI has a significant effect on AU. Like
the aforementioned models, this model is also based on TAM
and limited to study the effects of four variables only.
III. MODEL DEVELOPMENT
The proposed model is based on 15 variables that were
utilized in several studies [9, 10, 12-16, 19, 24, 25] to
investigate the factors that affect the adoption of technologies:
1) Performance Expectancy is how technology benefits
users to perform certain activities [10], and Perceived Learning
Assistance (PLA) is how an online learning component can
help the individual’s learning [13]. Therefore, in our research
model, these two factors are combined into one factor.
2) Perceived Community Building Assistance (PCBA)
refers how the online learning helps individuals to have social
interactions with others [13]. Liu, et al. [12] defines Perceived
Interaction as interpersonal interaction and human-system
interaction. The interpersonal interactions include interactions
with peers and instructors. In our conceptual model, we opt to
include Perceived Community Building Assistance and
interpersonal interaction into one factor.
3) Online Course Design (OCD) refers to the types and
quality of the materials that can be included in the online
course [12]. Since the online course is web browser-based or
based in a mobile application, it can include different types of
material such as images, animation, and video. Therefore, the
quality of these materials can have great impact on users.
4) When developing software, User-Interface Design
(UID) plays crucial role in the success of the software. In
online course, User-Interface Design refers the organization
and arrangement of the online course content and visual design
[12].
5) Effort Expectancy is how ease the use of the technology
affects users [10]. Effort Expectancy is also called by other
researchers such as Liu, et al. [12] as Perceived Ease of Use.
Hence, only one of them (PEU) is included in our conceptual
model to find the effects of ease of use of e-learning
technology on the intention to use it.
6) Social Influence (SI) is how other people, such as
family and friends, influence users’ decisions to adopt the
technology [10].
7) Facilitating Conditions are the resources and the support
that are available to the user to use the technology [9]. These
include both physical and environmental factors [26] that help
students to learn using online resources. In our model, the
Perceived Service Quality (PSQ) variable represents all the
factors that help the students to use the online resources.
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8) Hedonic Motivation (HM) is defined as the fun,
enjoyment, or pleasure that the users of a technology can have
[10]. This variable was not in UTAUT [9], but it was added to
UTAUT2 [10] and was considered the most important added
variable to UTAUT2 [27].
9) Quality of Life (QoL) is how online learning processes
can affect the students’ faith [26]. This includes saving time
and costs when using or downloading the online learning
materials.
10) Price Value (PV) is the monetary costs assigned with
the use of the technology [10].
11) Habit and Experience (Habit) is the user’s ability to use
the technology without the need for training because of
learning and previous experience [10].
12) Behavioral Intention (BI) measures students’
acceptance of online courses in the present and in the future
[26].
13) Technological Experience (EXP) represents the skills
that students need to use online courses. Martinho, et al. [24]
classify Technological Experience into two external variables:
Base Technological Experience and Advanced Technological
Experience. However, since basic computer skills are taught in
schools starting from the elementary grades, we opt in the
proposed model not to distinguish between Base Technological
Experience and Advanced Technological Experience.
14) Perceived Usefulness (PU) is the degree to which
students believe that online learning will enhance their job
performance [13]. This variable was introduced in TAM [19].
15) Previous Online Learning Experience (OLE) [12]
including using technology, internet, and online learning
resources can affect learners’ intentions to use online learning.
Based on the aforementioned variables, the following
hypotheses were proposed.
H1: OLE will positively affect students’ BI to use online
courses.
H2: OLE will positively affect students’ PU of online
courses.
H3: OLE will positively affect students’ PEU of online
courses.
H4: OCD will positively affect students’ PU of online
courses.
H5: OCD will positively affect students’ PEU of online
courses.
H6: OCD will positively affect students’ PCBA of online
courses.
H7: PSQ will positively affect students’ PU of online
courses.
H8: PSQ will positively affect students’ BI to use online
courses.
H9: PSQ will positively affect students’ PEU of online
courses.

H10: UID will positively affect students’ PEU of online
courses.
H11: UID will positively affect students’ PCBA of online
courses.
H12: PU of online courses will positively affect students’
BI to use online courses.
H13: PU of online courses will positively affect students’
PLA to use online courses.
H14: PU of online courses will positively affect students’
PCBA of online courses.
H15: EXP will positively affect students’ PU of online
courses.
H16: EXP will positively affect students’ PEU of online
courses.
H17: PEU of online courses will positively affect students’
PU of online courses.
H18: PEU of online courses will positively affect students’
BI to use online courses.
H19: PEU of online courses will positively affect students’
PLA to use online courses.
H20: PEU of online courses will positively affect students’
PCBA of online courses.
H21: SI will positively affect students’ PU of online
courses.
H22: SI will positively affect students’ BI to use online
courses.
H23: BI to use online courses will positively affect
students’ PLA to use online courses.
H24: BI to use online courses will positively affect
students’ PCBA of online courses.
H25: QoL will positively affect students’ BI to use online
courses.
H26: HM will positively affect students’ BI to use online
courses.
H27: PV will positively affect students’ BI to use online
courses.
H28: Habit will positively affect students’ BI to use online
courses.
H29: PCBA will positively affect students’ PLA to use
online courses.
IV. METHODOLOGY
Quantitative methods were utilized, in the form of nonstructured survey questionnaires with closed questions using a
5-point Likert-type scale where 1 is highly disagree and 5 is
highly agree. The questionnaire was constructed of 15
variables and 69 items in total. The items included in the
questionnaire were collected from prior studies. Prior to the
survey, a pilot study was conducted to assure the reliability and
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validity of the questionnaire. The entire instrument
demonstrated acceptable reliability; Cronbach's alpha was
0.962. The questionnaire was randomly distributed to AlAhliyya Amman University students. The final accepted
questionnaires for analysis were 462 out of 517 from the
submitted responses. The data were analyzed using SPSS
version 25 and AMOS version 23.
A. Data Analysis
There are nine colleges in Al-Ahliyya Amman University:
Faculty of Information Technology, Faculty of Pharmacy,
Faculty of Architecture & Design, Faculty of Allied Medical
Sciences, Faculty of Arts & Sciences, Faculty of Engineering,
Business School, Faculty of Law, and Faculty of Nursing. The
responses, which were used in the analysis according to the
colleges, was as followings: Faculty of Information
Technology (36%), Business School (22.7%), Faculty of
Pharmacy (19%), and the other colleges (22.3%) (see Table 1).
Faculty of Engineering and Faculty of Pharmacy are fiveyear colleges, while the other colleges are four-year colleges.
The responses that were used spanned the following student
levels: First Year (24%), Second Year (25.8%), Third Year
(21.6%), Fourth Year (17.7%), and Fifth Year (10.8%) (see
Table 2).
Table 3 illustrates the previous student experience with
online courses. 60 students (13%) had never ever studied with
any online course, while 402 (87%) students had studied using
some online courses. 205 students studied one or two online
courses. 165 students studied 3 to 5 online courses. 32 students
studied 6 or more online courses.
TABLE I.

STUDENT DISTRIBUTION OVER COLLEGES

TABLE III.

STUDENT EXPERIENCE WITH ONLINE COURSES

Online Course

Frequency

Percent

Never studied online course

60

13.0

studied 1-2 online courses

205

44.4

studied 3-5 online courses

165

35.7

Studied more than 6 online courses

32

6.9

Total

462

100.0

B. Hypotheses Testing
The model is consisted of 15 variables that were measrured
in a questionnare of 69 items. The variable averages (ranging
from 3.5 to 3.9) and standard deviations (ranging from 1 to 1.3)
are listed in Table 4. The variables Cronbach's Alpha if Item
Deleted was ranged from 0.958 and 0.962. Since total variable
Cronbach's Alpha is 0.962, all variables were included in the
model and none of them need to be dropped. Many indexes
were measured to test the model fitness (see Table 5). Since all
the minimum values of the indexes were achieved, the model
fits enough to measure the hypotheses. All factor loadings were
above 0.6; therefore, all items were used in the analysis.
TABLE IV.

THE MODEL VARIABLES

Variable

Mean

Std. Deviation

Cronbach's Alpha if
Item Deleted

PU

3.4654

1.04352

.959

PEU

3.4802

1.04912

.959

PLA

3.5415

1.13455

.959

PSQ

3.5584

1.12182

.958

EXP

3.9446

1.24697

.960

3.5361

1.10217

.958

College

Frequency

Percent

PCBA

Faculty of Information Technology

167

36.1

OCD

3.5000

1.16716

.958

Faculty of Pharmacy

88

19.0

UID

3.5260

1.24651

.958

3.6075

1.25583

.959

Faculty of Architecture & Design

21

4.5

OLE

Faculty of Allied Medical Sciences

13

2.8

SI

3.5216

1.14455

.958

3.5628

1.18976

.958

Faculty of Arts & Sciences

24

5.2

QoL

Faculty of Engineering

19

4.1

BIs

3.6129

1.17900

.958

Business School

105

22.7

PV

3.4726

1.19596

.962

3.5476

1.07761

.959

3.5440

1.29309

.960

Faculty of Law

18

3.9

Habit

Faculty of Nursing

7

1.5

HM

Total

462

100.0

TABLE II.
Level

STUDENT LEVELS

Frequency

Percent

First Year

111

24.0

Second Year

119

25.8

Third Year

100

21.6

Fourth Year

82

17.7

Fifth Year

50

10.8

Total

462

100.0

TABLE V.

MODEL FIT RESULTS

Index

Value

Recommended values

Degrees of freedom

2203

> 0 [17]

Discrepancy Chi-Squared

4031

> .05 [17]

Relative Chi-Squared

1.83

< 5.0 [18]

Comparative Fit Index

0.915

≥ 0.9 [18, 19]

Tucker Lewis Index

0.909

≥ 0.9 [17, 20]

Incremental Fit Index

0.915

≥ 0.9 [17, 20]

Root Mean Square of Error
Approximation

0.042

≤ 0.08 [17]
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The 29 hypotheses were tested using AMOS. 15 hypothses
were supported while 14 hypothese were rejected. The result is
illustrated in Table 6. H17, which states that Perceived Ease of
Use of online courses will positively affect students’ Perceived
Usefulness of online courses, has high impacts; if Perceived
Ease of Use goes up by 1 unit, Perceived Usefulness of online
courses goes up by 1.204. In addition, if Perceived Ease of Use
goes up by 1 unit, PLA goes up by 0.839 unit. Therefore,
Perceived Ease of Use is considered a very important factor in
online learning.
On the other hand, the effects of the factors in H7, H14, and
H18 have negative effects. In H18, Perceived Ease of Use will
negatively affect Behavioral Intentions. When Perceived Ease
TABLE VI.
Hypotheses

Estimated

of Use goes up one-unit, Behavioral Intentions goes down by
0.822. Thus, when the students feel that online courses are too
easy to use, they will use them less. In short, H7, H14, and H18
will be stated as following:
H7: Perceived Service Quality negatively affects students’
Perceived Usefulness of online courses.
H14: Perceived Usefulness of online courses negatively
affects students’ Community Building Assistance of online
courses.
H18: Perceived Ease of Use of online courses negatively
affects students’ Behavior Intention to use online.

HYPOTHESES TESTING
S.E.

C.R.

P

Comments

H1

BI

←

OLE

-0.076

0.089

-0.858

0.391

Not Supported

H2

PU

←

OLE

0.041

0.074

0.559

0.576

Not Supported

H3

PEU

←

OLE

0.003

0.055

0.054

0.957

Not Supported

H4

PU

←

OCD

0.25

0.096

2.595

0.009

Supported*

H5

PEU

←

OCD

0.332

0.109

3.057

0.002

Supported*

H6

PCBA

←

OCD

0.684

0.169

4.034

***

Supported***

H7

PU

←

PSQ

-0.368

0.143

-2.582

0.01

Supported**

H8

BI

←

PSQ

0.362

0.193

1.87

0.062

Not Supported

H9

PEU

←

PSQ

0.63

0.09

6.969

***

Supported***

H10

PEU

←

UID

-0.12

0.086

-1.404

0.16

Not Supported

H11

PCBA

←

UID

-0.162

0.109

-1.484

0.138

Not Supported

H12

BI

←

PU

0.565

0.243

2.33

0.02

Supported*

H13

PLA

←

PU

0.034

0.137

0.248

0.804

Not Supported

H14

PCBA

←

PU

-0.286

0.141

-2.025

0.043

Supported*

H15

PU

←

EXP

-0.013

0.045

-0.286

0.775

Not Supported

H16

PEU

←

EXP

-0.012

0.043

-0.278

0.781

Not Supported

H17

PU

←

PEU

1.204

0.18

6.674

***

Supported***

H18

BI

←

PEU

-0.822

0.401

-2.052

0.04

Supported*

H19

PLA

←

PEU

0.839

0.183

4.586

***

Supported***

H20

PCBA

←

PEU

0.653

0.165

3.963

***

Supported***

H21

PU

←

SI

-0.142

0.095

-1.497

0.134

Not Supported

H22

BI

←

SI

0.377

0.122

3.095

0.002

Supported**

H23

PLA

←

BI

0.222

0.052

4.273

***

Supported***

H24

PCBA

←

BI

0.059

0.066

0.892

0.373

Not Supported

H25

BI

←

QoL

0.388

0.085

4.589

***

Supported***

H26

BI

←

HM

0.023

0.048

0.48

0.631

Not Supported

H27

BI

←

PV

-0.073

0.046

-1.605

0.109

Not Supported

H28

BI

←

Habit

0.315

0.076

4.165

***

Supported***

H29

PLA

←

PCBA

-0.041

0.082

-0.496

0.62

Not Supported

*** Significant p ≤ 0.001, ** Significant p ≤ 0.01, * Significant p ≤ 0.05
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V. LIMITATION AND CONCLUSION
The study was conducted in a private university, AlAhliyya Amman University. Online learning has become a
necessity after the spread of Covid-19. Therefore, this study
can be extended to include responses from students in different
educational institutions, including public and private
institutions and K-12 institutions. All responses were collected
from students. The study can be extended to collect responses
from instructors as well. Finally, the moderator affects, such as
age, gender, and experience, were not considered in this study
because there studies such as Liao, et al. [21] and Kharma [22]
found that there were no significant effects of these moderators
in online learning models. However, when extending the study
to include different categories of educational institutions, there
might be impacts of these moderators on the relations in the
model.
The study proposed a theoretical model to investigate the
effects of 15 variables on online learning acceptance. Based on
these 15 variables, 29 hypotheses were tested. Only 14
hypotheses were supported. The final model is shown in Fig 1.

Four variables: Perceived Usefulness, Social Influence, Quality
of Life, and Habit had positive effects on Behavioral Intention
to use the online course. The highest estimated beta value of
these was of Perceived Usefulness. In other words, in order to
increase students’ behavioral intention to use an online course,
they should know the importance of the online courses in
learning. The role of academic advising can help in increasing
students’ awareness of the usefulness of online learning and
how it can affect the learning process by accessing the online
material at anytime and anywhere.
Moreover, the study found that the course design and ease
of use of the course affect the online collaborative learning.
Therefore, in order to enhance peer-learning and grouplearning, the online courses should include in the design simple
and easy features that allow students to communicate with their
classmates. Additionally, ease of use positively affects
students’ perceptions of online learning. Hence, the ease of use
of online learning components and environment is crucial to
increasing students’ intent to learn from online learning
components and to cooperate with their classmates.

Fig. 1. Final Model.
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Three relations had negative effects in the model. The first
one is that the more assistance in using the online course, and
more physical requirements to access the online course, the
less usefulness the online course has. The second is that the
more assistance in using the online course and more physical
requirements to access the online course, the less collaboration
there is with others. Finally, if the students feel that the online
course is too easy, they won’t be as interested in the online
course. Therefore, the physical requirements and the technical
assistance should be minimized. For instance, online courses
should use good compression to minimize the usage of internet
bandwidth and hardware requirements. Additionally, online
courses should not be too easy. The students like some
challenges in the learning process.
Finally, the effects of Hedonic Motivation were not
supported. This finding agrees with Mehta, et al. [23]. Collegelevel students do not use online learning for fun. However,
further investigation is needed to study the effects of Hedonic
Motivation in different educational system levels, such as K-12
schools.
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Abstract—Capital Markets are one of the most important
pillars of worldwide economy. They gather skilled finance and IT
professionals as well as economists in order to take the best
investment decisions and choose the most suitable funding
solutions every time. Data analytics projects in Capital Markets
can definitely be very beneficial as all optimizations and
innovations would have a financial impact, but can also be very
challenging as the field itself has always incorporated a research
component, thus finding out what could really be of an added
value might be a tricky task. Based on a comprehensive literature
review, this paper aims to structure the thoughts around data
analytics in investment banks, and puts forward a classification
of relevant data analytics use cases. Lastly, it also discusses how
transforming to a data-driven enterprise is the real change
investment banks should aim to achieve, and discusses some of
the challenges that they might encounter when engaging in this
transformation process.
Keywords—Capital markets; data analytics; data analytics use
cases; data-driven transformation; investment banks

I.

INTRODUCTION

Capital markets are one of the most important and
complex fields in worldwide economy that involves multiple
stakeholders, among which investment banks are the main
actor. These later play the role of the mediator between
enterprises looking for funding and others willing to invest.
They advise their clients on the best approaches to collect
funds and manage their investments, thanks to a very thorough
understanding of the client profile, but also the ups and downs
of the markets and the economy.
Faced with troubled economic times, investment banks,
like all other financial actors, have been pushed, more than
ever, to rethink their products and services and improve their
quality by analyzing further all the available data on clients
and markets [1]. The interest towards data analytics comes
therefore naturally as this is where magic happens with the
data. Through the different types of analytics possible, the
algorithms and techniques developed, there is opportunity for
investment banks to improve their relationship with their
clients and enhance their overall revenues.
Nevertheless, starting data analytics projects can be a
challenging step as these are usually initiatives where the
output is not known from the beginning and the return on
investment not determined. Thus, it is important to do
thorough research beforehand to identify the types of analytics
that could be of interest to the organization, as well as find out
similar success stories in order to define the scope and get
inspired before starting the experimentation.

Research on data analytics in investment banks have
continuously focused on specific use cases’ implementations,
but the topic has never been addressed from a broader
perspective. For the financial services sector, no
comprehensive guides are available to help investment banks
in approaching data transformation from the beginning, by
identifying the problems they can resolve and the types of
analytics they can implement in order to choose use cases
from.
This paper aims therefore to provide a classification of
relevant data analytics use cases for investment banks,
and discusses the importance of engaging in a data-driven
transformation and some of the challenges that could be faced
in this process. The rest of this paper will be organized as
follows: Section II presents capital markets and investment
banks, Section III outlines the motivations behind adopting
data analytics in investment banks and Section IV proposes a
classification of the most relevant use cases that can be
deployed in this sector based on a review of the literature. In
the last section, a discussion is initiated about some of the
challenges that investment banks may encounter when
initiating the data-driven transformation, in order to provide
better guidelines for investment banks in this process.
II. INTRODUCTION TO CAPITAL MARKETS AND
INVESTMENT BANKS
Capital markets are markets where demand and supply for
funding based on different instruments are organized. These
instruments are grouped in different asset classes and quoted
in different markets [2].
The main objectives of Capital Markets are to secure
funding for national economy, structure liquidity and savings,
enable firm restructuring, mergers and acquisitions, cover
multiple kinds of risks and provide and represent the main
references for all asset values [3].
Out of all the activities performed in capital markets,
portfolio management is one of the most important ones. It
focuses on decision making with regards to investments for
individuals or institutions, taking into account the investment
policy, objectives, asset allocation, risk and performance [4].
The science behind it enables measuring performance, and
consequently making consistent improvements based on
continuous learning, controlling risk and ensuring consistency
and discipline throughout the process and the portfolio
lifecycle.
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In order for the different stakeholders in the Capital
Markets to decide on the strategies they will work with and
manage their portfolios appropriately, they also rely greatly on
different economic indicators which represent some of the
most important signals and raw data influencing the capital
markets’ activities. That is because it is these same indicators
that explain the motivation behind the need for funding,
investing or restructuring among others. These indicators
could be of the following three types: (1) Supply indicators,
(2) Demand indicators and (3) Inflation, Money and financial
indicators [5].
Modeling and predicting how changes in the values of
economic indicators impact the investment strategies adopted
and how the change in the prices of the different instruments
due to economic variations affect the value of the investment
portfolio and its risk vulnerability is how Capital Markets
function on a daily basis.
In capital markets, investment banks play a very important
role. In fact, they are the main intermediary between large
corporations or governments that need funding, and the
market investors. Based on the financial challenges of each,
investment banks advise their clients on the best approaches to
raise capital taking into account the current investment climate
as well as the client’s needs [6]. This also applies to mergers
and acquisitions’ scenarios where businesses are often looking
to restructure by purchasing their competitors.
As such, the main departments of an investment bank are
mainly [6]:
• Trading and Sales: the department in charge of
executing deals on behalf of the clients, but also the
one responsible of trading the bank’s own money on
the different financial instruments.
• Asset Management: referring to portfolio management
for large institutions, insurance companies or pension
funds.
• Wealth Management: the function of advising wealthy
families and individuals in ways to fulfill their
financial long-term objectives and needs by investing
in capital markets.
• Securities Services: the department responsible for all
services related to assets held or issued by the clients.
These services include custody, clearing, settlement
and fund administration among others.
• Research: the function of collecting all kinds of
information about the market and the different
corporations in order to generate recommendation
reports on some stock buy or sell.
• In addition to the risk management, internal controls,
accounting and IT functions among others.
Given their very diverse missions, investment banks’
departments often have opposite views on market trends, look
for different opportunities, offer various services to the same
clients, and thus collect distinct data inputs as well as analyze
and process them differently.

III. DATA ANALYTICS IN INVESTMENT BANKS
Analytics is a buzz word. It is used almost everywhere and
in very different contexts. There are even many research
papers which only aimed at finding the right definition to
analytics. One of the best descriptions one could find in the
literature regarding analytics is the one provided by CETIS
(the Center for Educational Technology and Interoperability
Standards) which defines “Analytics [as] the process of
developing actionable insights through problem definition and
the application of statistical models and analysis against
existing and/or simulated future data” [7].
Actionable insights shed the light on the importance of
action in analytics. Analytics’ results should go beyond
reporting or descriptions to opportunities and conclusions that
prompts users for action. That’s actually the main difference
between Analytics and Analysis, which are the most confused
concepts in this regard. Indeed, while “Analytics aim to
project the future based on past performance, analysis rather
presents a historical overview of past data” which is
equivalent to what descriptive or diagnostic analytics could
render [8]. An example of an actionable insight is the outcome
that goes with A/B testing initiatives of E-commerce websites
(such as Amazon or eBay) in which they test variations of
their websites in samples of users in order to analyze their
sentiments and reactions to the changes made.
The literature distinguishes four types of analytics [9]:
• Descriptive analytics: which answers questions such as:
what is happening? What is it about? What does it
mean? What are its attributes? About the data and
content being analyzed.
• Diagnostic analytics: are answers to the following
questions: why did it happen? What are the triggering
events? What are the preliminary conditions for each
context?
• Predictive analytics: are more focused about the future,
thus answering questions like: what is likely to
happen? What happened in similar situations
throughout the past? What could be the results of such
actions or decisions?
• Prescriptive analytics: come after predictive analytics
to discuss and suggest potential alternatives fix
problems or capitalize on opportunities. Questions
answered in prescriptive analytics include: what should
I do about it? What can I do prevent it? How can I best
exploit it?
The capital markets, and investment banks more
particularly, have been one of the first and most important
users of data analytics. That is not a surprising finding as the
field does not manufacture any physical product and data is
really its main asset [10]. In fact, statistics in 2016 have even
showed that the field is the number 1 consumer of data
services with a share of 13% of the global data analytics use
cases implemented [11], and that is because data is used and
generated tremendously every second of the day in this field,
and that analytics could definitely help making sense of data
that could never be processed exhaustively.
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In addition, the interest in Data Analytics within
investment banks is also the result of a tight conjuncture
which led to weak returns compared to earlier times. Indeed,
according to a study by Accenture, the financial sector and
capital markets more specifically, has witnessed since a few
years a stagnation of revenues given the fall of margins and
the rising complexity of regulations. Also, the Fixed Income,
Currencies and Commodities business, which has historically
filled the largest share of revenues, witnessed an important
share shrinking for the same reasons. Last, new bank
competitors have arisen, making the pressure on old banks
even tighter [1].
Data has therefore made it at the center of the banks’
analytics projects because it promises [12]:
• A better risk management: investment banking is the
sector where resources are heavily invested in risk
because the consequences of a bad risk assessment
could be devastating. The 2008 financial crisis and its
impact on the global economy is the best example to
illustrate the high importance of this business line. This
applies to all types of risks, whether it be related to [1]:
(1) Fraud detection: where big data could be leveraged
in order to identify patterns of fraudulent transactions
or atypical operations and alert the appropriate
personnel in order to investigate further. (2) Liquidity:
where analytics could be used to keep track of the
short- and long-term liquidity every time, assess the
impact of transactions on liquidity in real time and run
simulations and stress tests regularly in order to make
sure that the necessary funds for banks to function
correctly are always available. (3) Credit risk: where
internal data about clients and counterparties is
enriched with external data from the web, social media
and the news in order to get an exhaustive feel of their
financial situation and ensure that the hazards are well
managed and known if any.
• A pleased and Loyal Customer: this is where sentiment
analysis comes to play in order to better understand the
needs of the customers and address them correctly.
Thanks to all the data available in the web, including
the news, social media, research reports and corporate
websites, it is now possible to anticipate what the client
might or might not appreciate, and direct them to the
most suitable products (cross and up selling) at the
right time. This not only enables an improved customer
loyalty, but also makes attracting prospects a more
successful process.
• A secure ecosystem: Analytics enables a very large and
thorough monitoring where patterns of incidents and
problems are identified through machine learning
algorithms, thus making their handling and resolution a
much straightforward process.
Since it is usually very expensive to start collecting all
relevant data for the bank before making any use of it, all
organizations, whether they are in financial services or in
another industry, usually proceed in a different way.
Companies start by defining a business objective linked to a
strategic goal they want to reach thanks to analytics, and then

reverse the process to identify the data to capture in order to
achieve the goal. This specific application of data analytics is
what a use case refers to, and it is the most common approach
to address analytics as it offers a scope and a project
perspective to the data application and enables the association
of KPIs and governance that are very important to the
monitoring of data analytics initiatives.
Despite these promising benefits, there are unfortunately
fewer Analytics initiatives deployed in the capital markets
sector, and especially in investment banks. That is because the
challenge of finding interesting use cases is real, and the
technical complexity that comes along the execution of these
use cases is also more pronounced and different from the
challenges that could be faced in other environments. So, what
business problems could Data Analytics fix or optimize in
investment banks? And what problems could be faced when
implementing them?
In fact, based on the literature review of the use of
analytics in investment banking, it came out that a
brainstorming around business use cases of data analytics in
investment banking is actually missing. As much as there is a
lot of material when it comes to fields like retail banking,
insurance or even industry, there is significantly less work in
the investment banking sector given its business complexity
and specific characteristics.
The focus of the remainder of this section is to describe
data analytics use cases that can be of interest to investment
banks, based on a review of research papers, of data analytics
use cases worldwide as well as the authors’ professional
experience. These papers will be discussed following a
proposed classification, which puts each use case in one of the
7 categories described below (from A to G) and indicates
whether it is a deployed solution or is still the object of
ongoing research. The research papers included in this study
are the authors’ selection of the most relevant papers in each
category, based on the assessment of their added value
according to the authors’ financial expertise. Last, throughout
this section, both internal bank data and external economic
data will be proven to be equally important in implementing
data analytics in investment banks, and the methods and data
processing techniques that can be used to generate insight
from this data will also be discussed.
A. Prediction of Financial Market Patterns
The investment banking sector is very tied to market data
and economic indicators. It is based on this data that traders
and portfolio managers decide each day whether to buy or sell.
Therefore, predicting the market shifts and movements is a
very valuable information for the actors to anticipate their
investment strategies and act accordingly.
Predicting market patterns can be done based on the
history of transactions, current and historical market data as
well as indicators of the economic sector. The idea behind this
use case is to identify if the current scheme is somehow
similar to an old one in order to learn from the mistakes made
by then and make the most out of it. This use case can be
implemented by labeling the dataset based on sets of
conditions and feature engineering in order to output the
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knowledge needed. Then techniques like clustering to group
alike data together or game theory to evaluate how each
variable in the dataset influences the model positively or
negatively can be used [13].
Another method to predict the patterns of financial markets
is to build models which, based on input financial indicators,
predict values of the output ones. An example of this approach
is the article “Big Data Analytics for Financial Market
Volatility Forecast based on Support Vector Machine” [14]
which zooms on high frequency data or real time data, which
is data that is generated on a very high velocity. This type of
data has been proved to be very rich in terms of information,
but its treatment has always been difficult given the high
number of problems that must be fixed beforehand. In this
article, the focus was put on volatility as an important
indicator of high frequency data on financial markets, and it
suggests predicting the short-term volatility via a model of the
jump volatility. The technique used for this purpose is Support
Vector Machine. It takes eight input indicators in order to
model the price and predict the next day’s price, and thus its
short-term volatility. It also applies several kernel functions,
which happen to have different prediction results on different
markets.
On this category of use cases, JPMorgan Chase has been
able to deploy a NLP project for equity investing. Indeed, in
order to improve the research capabilities of their portfolio
managers on equity, JPMorgan launched a Natural Language
Processing project specialized on equity investing. The tool is
fed with news articles on equity markets and generates
insights on the data such as identifying enterprises which have
new products to launch or the ones currently in difficulty.
According to JPMorgan, the investments based on this tool
have outperformed those based on the NASDAQ50 index
[15].
B. Detection of Crisis Situations
Detecting crisis situations is technically a very similar use
case to the prediction of market patterns. Indeed, it just
focuses on a specific label of the data which is the crisis or the
most alarming ones. The how-to is therefore the same, and the
only difference consists in shedding light on the weak signals
only in order to anticipate any future challenges or problems
that may occur and set a backup plan in advance. This use
case can be particularly of interest to the risk teams who need
to anticipate and adjust their measures in case of problems or
disasters.
An example of use cases in crisis detection is the paper
“Monitoring Banking System Connectedness with Big Data”
[16], where the authors came up with a solution to model
connectedness between individual firms based on firm-level
information in order to ensure better supervision and
monitoring of financial stability since connectedness between
economic agents has become one of the most addressed topics
in the sector. The methodology applied for this purpose is a
decomposition of the outcome measure into multiple
components, and then a network construction based on
indicators of connectedness in the US banking system. The

first step is simply based on linear regression of CAPM
framework using the French-Fama model, and the second step
is about network construction and analysis. This latter is done
through many measures in order to provide the best insight
possible to the banking system stability state.
C. Client Risk Profiling
In portfolio management, there are two main inputs which
define how the investment strategy should be: The first is the
performance level wanted and the second is the risk appetite.
Determining how much risk the client is willing to take is yet
another challenging task that portfolio managers have to
realize. Indeed, a portfolio manager could find cases where a
client is unable to evaluate their risk appetite or one who
underestimates his willingness to take risks or vice versa.
For such problems, there are multiple solutions. Scoring
algorithms can be used which, based on questionnaires,
determine the weights and risk scores to assign to every
question and answer. An example of algorithms that does so is
the self-organizing map, which belongs to the artificial neural
network family and is based on unsupervised learning for
model training. Another solution to the risk profiling use case
is to apply classification models to the client data in order to
put them on a risk group based on a set of attributes. Here,
algorithms like KNN, Decision Trees or SVM can be used.
And last, clustering can also be used on the historical
transactions authorized by the client in order to actually find
out what other clients they are similar to and adjust their risk
profile accordingly [17].
One paper that addressed this topic in a different way is
“The value of big data for credit scoring: Enhancing financial
inclusion using mobile phone data and social network
analytics” [18]. This paper comes up with a new approach to
estimate credit scores, which is based on mobile call records
and social data. In fact, the paper suggests that the use of
mobile data just like social media data can have an interesting
impact on the clients' credit scores. The data is modeled as a
network where nodes represent people in the log. Labels as
well as other information are extracted from by using linkbased features as well as a personalized page rank. The
methodology is then evaluated statistically and economically.
In fact, the tests proved that the combination of call network
data with conventional data has given better results in credit
scoring. The data by itself (without conventional data) has
even rendered satisfying outputs. The paper claims that this
methodology is especially interesting in developing countries
where historical financial data is rare or inexistent. The only
limitation to this approach is the availability of data, especially
given the tight regulations in place in many developed
countries.
On this family of use cases, CitiBank has been able to
deploy a Credit-Sentiment Monitor from news media. This
tool, which name is CitiVelocity, is based on the news articles
published in Thomson Reuters. The objective behind such a
tool is to provide Citi staff with insights on the companies that
are mentioned positively and negatively in the press. This
information would then be used to evaluate indices of Credit
Default Swaps in which these companies are included [19].
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D. Product Recommendation for Clients and Prospects
Investments banks, at the opposite of retail banks, do not
have huge numbers of clients as the business is mainly B2B
(Business To Business), thus a thorough understanding of the
client needs and profile is required to maintain a good and
continuous relationship with the client, especially for the
senior bankers and the client relationship management team,
who represent the front interface of the bank with its clients.
For that, a 360º vision of the client is necessary. This latter
should be composed of the client history, which consists of all
client transactions and exchange logs with the bank, its risk
profile and its strategic orientations. These could be deduced
from the sentiment analysis of the client activity on their
website or social media accounts or its interaction with the
bank’s website.
Recommendation systems in such case are based on
collaborative filtering algorithms, and the model used could be
matrix factorization, neural matrix factorization or singular
value decomposition among others. The rationale behind is to
give an implicit score to all products for every client, such that
the higher the score, the higher are the chances that the client
will be satisfied from the recommendation [20].
The paper “an investment portfolio recommendation
system for individual e-commerce users” has come with a new
recommendation system implementation, where aside of the
investor’s risk preference, parameters such as gender,
education or location are taken into consideration. The system
is built based on the collaborative filtering algorithm and the
VaR (Value at Risk) method for risk measurement. The
particularity of the recommendation system used is based on
the rapprochement with the behavior of other e-commerce
investors with similar preferences [21].
Among investment banks, UBS has succeeded in
providing a free investment consulting service based on
recommendation engines. They implemented a tool called
SmartWealth based on machine-learning algorithms which is
meant to provide prospects with a free advisory service on
online investment in order to increase their chances of
becoming clients. In order to realize such a service, UBS asks
the client to answer a set of questions, and then the algorithm
assigns the client a risk segment and invests its money in an
adequate fund [22].
Goldman Sachs had also transformed its whole approach
of identifying investment opportunities for the clients based on
three aspects: (1) Momentum, where techniques of industry
sentiment are applied in order to identify correlations between
businesses in the same sector; (2) value, which takes into
consideration sector information in addition to financial data
in order to define the intrinsic value of the firm; and last (3)
profit, which concerns e-commerce companies and enables to
evaluate them based on the patterns of web traffic [23].
E. Client Satisfaction follow up
Client satisfaction is also an important brick of the bank
client relationship, but also a difficult one as it is not
straightforward to evaluate the client satisfaction from the
bank services. There are three main sources from which client
satisfaction could be inferred: the bank portal, where client

complaints are processed, emails and phone calls exchanged
with the client and their online posts and articles or interaction
with the bank’s social media accounts.
Determining whether the client feedback is positive or
negative is processed using machine learning and sentiment
analysis, where after cleaning the data extracted from the
identified sources, embedding is performed, then model
training is realized through algorithms like decision trees,
neural networks or naïve bayes among others. Such insights
could be of interest to all the bank departments, but to the
senior bankers more especially who can use the lessons learnt
from the client satisfaction measures to better approach them
and handle their inquiries.
The fanciest way to follow up on client satisfaction today
is to have chatbots. The role of the chatbot is to answer client
questions automatically or to log and route their complaints to
the relevant staff. The paper “AI-Based chatbot service for
financial industry” has suggested an approach based on
machine learning in order to automate the communication
between the bank and the client regarding product sales or
customer support, such that the robot agent keeps
accumulating knowledge throughout the process [23].
On the same application of chatbots, J.P.Morgan and
Morgan Stanley have all implemented chatbots for their
production environments. The beginning is not easy, but the
result is worth it. Indeed, thanks to conversational agents,
Morgan Stanley for instance, has been able to answer many of
the Research-related questions of their clients (analyst profile,
research coverage, etc) thanks to well-trained agents who
answer efficiently all the questions [25].
F. Simulation and Recommendation of Market Trades and
Investment Strategies
For their daily activities, traders and portfolio managers
are always handling the trade-off between their stock and the
changes in market data and economic indicators. Market data
being on movement in real time, it is just a matter of seconds
before a good buy is not anymore or the opposite. That is why,
the main struggle in such a use case is to constantly have at
hand data that is enriched by market data, transformed taking
into consideration all the market and economic changes and
customized by filtering the economic indicators that have an
impact on the positions on hand.
For that purpose, applications for real-time computations
of risk metrics, limits or price predictions are all interesting.
Machine learning models like K-means for clustering are a
good fit to select assets while taking portfolio diversification
into consideration. Reinforced learning or deep learning can
also be used to control the dynamics of the system in an
optimized way [26]. Last, recommendation systems can be
applied, such that based on historical transactions, returns and
economic factors, recommendations of new operations can be
made based on techniques like matrix factorization [27]. A
paper that has also worked on the topic is “An equity fund
recommendation system by combining transfer learning and
the utility function of the prospect theory”. Actual transaction
data is used to test the technique suggested, and the result is to
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answer the main question “what to buy?” given inputs of the
operations and the market [28].
On the side of investment banks, MAN Group has also
used artificial intelligence algorithms in order to define the
best investment strategies on her AI-Managed funds. Based on
millions of data points including transactional data, the tool
developed by MAN identifies patterns to improve and adapt to
the market changes. According to Bloomberg, this algorithm
is behind more than 50% of MAN profit on its biggest funds
[29].
G. Optimization of Internal and Support Processes
Finally, besides all the benefits that the main business lines
can realize, the support functions can also make huge gains
out of business analytics. Audit and Internal Control
departments can get their controls automated, IT can have
their system and technical incidents and problems
automatically detected and resolved, and compliance and legal
teams can make use of better fraud detection models among
others. And for this family of use cases, all kinds of
techniques could be used depending on the problem at hand.
One paper that handled a similar use case is “Automatic
Detection of Relationships between Banking Operations using
Machine Learning” [30], which solved the problem of
matching operations in different systems. In fact, because
there are different contexts in which the banks make use of the
TABLE I.

same operation (such as accounting, risk, internal control),
banks end up having the same operation in different formats in
multiple systems, and it is impossible for humans to figure out
which transactions actually point out to the same operation.
The contribution of this article is therefore a framework that
enables operation matching thanks to machine learning
mechanisms. The framework proposed is divided into 4
stages: Stage 1 is pre-processing, which consists of preparing
the data from the data lake by selecting candidate operations,
identifying possible records, merging and filtering. Stage 2 is
machine learning based on ANN algorithms, and stage 3 is
post-processing where a summary and combination of all
results of the classifiers is performed in order to generate an
exhaustive report of all matching operations. In order to test
this framework, the authors applied it to 3 different scenarios,
and they all ended up with at least 99,58% accuracy.
BNP Paribas Securities Services automatic trade matcher
is definitely one of the best illustrations of this use cases’
category. In fact, BNP Paribas built a tool named Smart
Chaser in order to match trades between the Clients and
Brokers. The tool, based on predictive analysis, has allowed
BNP Paribas to identify patterns of mismatches in order to
avoid them beforehand, thus reducing manual intervention on
the trades [31].
Table I summarizes all the research and enterprise use
cases discussed within this paper:

DATA ANALYTICS USE CASES IN INVESTMENT BANKS

Use Case

Problem

Technique Used

In production or
ongoing research?

Big data analytics for financial Market volatility
forecast based on support vector machine [14]

Analytics on highfrequency data

Support Vector Machine

Ongoing research

NLP project for equity investing – JP Morgan Chase
[15]

Research in equity
investing

Natural Language
Processing

In production

Monitoring Banking System Connectedness with Big
Data [16]
The value of big data for credit scoring: Enhancing
financial inclusion using mobile phone data and
social network analytics [18]

Monitoring of firm
connectedness

Linear Regression and
Network Construction

Ongoing research

Credit scores’ estimation

Network modeling

Ongoing research

CitiVelocity – CitiBank [19]

Credit-sentiment monitor
from news media

Sentiment Analysis

In production

An investment portfolio recommendation system for
individual e-commerce users [20]

Investment portfolio
recommendation

Collaborative filtering
algorithm

Ongoing research

SmartWealth – UBS [22]

Product recommendation
for prospects

Machine learning
algorithm

In production

Investment opportunities approach – Goldman Sachs
[23]

Investment opportunities
definition for clients

Sentiment Analysis

In production

Client satisfaction
follow-up

AI-Based chatbot service for financial industry [24]

Customer support

Machine Learning

Ongoing research

Conversational agents – Morgan Stanley [25]

Client research questions

Machine Learning

In production

Simulation and
Recommendation of
market trades and
investment
strategies

An equity fund recommendation system by
combining transfer learning and the utility function of
the prospect theory [28]

Asset recommendation

Transfer Learning and
Utility Function

Ongoing research

AI-Managed funds – MAN Group [29]

Fund management

Artificial Intelligence

In production

Automatic Detection of Relationships between
Banking Operations using Machine Learning [30]

Operation matching in
different systems

Machine learning (ANN
algorithms)

Ongoing research

Smart Chaser – BNP Paribas Securities Services [31]

Automatic trade
matching

Predictive analysis

In production

Use Case Family
Prediction of
financial market
patterns
Detection of crisis
situations

Client risk profiling

Product
recommendation for
clients and
prospects

Optimization of
internal and support
processes
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Based on this summary, the most important dimensions for
an investment bank transformation emerge and structure the
business and strategic objectives behind the data analytics. In
fact, from a high-level perspective, one can isolate the external
environment from the internal one within the bank; and within
each environment, another detailed partitioning can be made.
On one hand, the external environment includes market and
economic data in addition to client information, whether it be
their financial results or their perception of their relationship
with the bank. On the other hand, in the internal environment
side, one can distinguish between three main components: the
product, the transaction and the risk metrics. All these
dimensions combined give a 360° view of the investment
bank’s processes and enable a transformation impacting all the
key factors. It is then up to each bank and depending on its
context and pain points that the focus can be put on one or
some of the use case families instead of all of them.
This being said, data today has become the backbone of all
innovative and successful banking projects and the key
element in order to take advantage of any of the use cases
previously mentioned is to switch the whole decision-making
process to one that is based primarily on figures and facts
generated through analytics. As such, information technology
projects within the bank should be strategically aligned with
the business objectives, and all means and technological
capabilities to achieve this cross-disciplinary cooperation
should be deployed. In other words, the turning point for
investment banks would rather be to transform to data-driven
enterprises where data lies at the core of any process and is the
most crucial factor in all business choices. This transformation
is the only genuine change that can guarantee that all data
sources, whether they are structured or unstructured, are being
used and combined in order to create rich and insightful input
data, and that analytics are achieving the best possible outputs
in a timely manner through very fast and efficient data
processing. However, this transformation does not come easily
as there are various challenges to overcome, some of which
will be discussed briefly in the next section.
IV. CHALLENGES OF BECOMING A DATA-DRIVEN
INVESTMENT BANK
A. Use Case Prioritization
One of the first challenges investment banks face when
starting analytics use cases is how to prioritize them. In fact,
as illustrated by the use cases listed in the above section, there
are so many inter-dependencies between the use cases because
they mostly rely on the same data: a mix of internal deals and
operations with market and economic data. Thus, deciding on
what use cases should go first is not only a matter of business
priorities but also a matter of technical constraints, mainly
related to data availability.
B. Data Availability
This first point leads to the second concern of data
analytics projects in the field, which is ensuring that all data is
accessible. In fact, all the magic of analytics in capital markets
lies in the correct combination of internal and external data,
which is not always available in internal databases, and is
rather found in data providers’ platforms, social networks and

websites of regulatory entities, ministries, national agencies
and clients.
C. Cloud Integration
Besides, given the large amounts of data investment banks
may end up processing due to the broad scope of external data
needed for analytics, the nature of the data repository / data
lake used can also be a difficult decision to make, and one that
significantly impacts the long-run and cost of the analytics
initiatives. There is an important trade-off to make between
the strict regulations on investment banking and data
confidentiality they require, and the big data volumes to
process, in which a big chunk is mainly public and already
available to everyone on the net.
D. Data Architecture
Another problem to consider is the technical and
technological architecture of the environment hosting data
analytics use cases. In fact, the peculiarity of the external data
needed for investment banks is that it is mostly presented in
numerous files (pdf, word or excel) of small or medium sizes,
since every publication comes in a separate document. The
block storage, that is mostly used in data analytics in all other
domains, is not necessarily the best or most straightforward
option as it is not initially designed for the storage of small
files.
E. Event Sourcing
Last, when it comes to internal data, reproducing and
replaying historical events is a must for analytics projects.
However, the investment banks mostly rely in their IT
departments on vendor software which are developed based on
architectures that do not enable such options. Therefore, in
order to get the most out of internal data too, a lot of work has
to be done on the data within the IT systems in order to
transform it to fit into an event-driven architecture, which is
the only architecture that can answer all the analytics needs.
III. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper describes why, now more than ever, launching
analytics initiatives is important in investment banks. It
presents also use cases that could be of interest to them and
the processing techniques used by these use cases. It is meant
to be a first-hand guideline for investment banks that are
willing to engage in the process of data-driven transformation,
and raises the challenges and problems they might face in this
process, especially in terms of use case prioritization, data
availability, cloud integration, data architecture and event
sourcing.
As a future work, a deeper investigation of investment
banks’ data driven transformation will be performed by
shedding light on its principles and key aspects and proposing
solutions to the different challenges raised in order to
complete the guideline. On the challenges’ part, a special
attention will be given to use case prioritization as it should
serve all types of investment banks (those who are willing to
transform to data-driven enterprises or those who are just
looking for data analytics use cases to implement). This will
be done by defining the most significant criteria to consider in
this process depending on the bank’s profile and strategic
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orientations and building a model to sort the different
alternatives accordingly.
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Abstract—Plant diseases enormously affect the agricultural
crop production and quality with huge economic losses to the
farmers and the country. This in turn increases the market price
of crops and food, which increase the purchase burden of
customers. Therefore, early identification and diagnosis of plant
diseases at every stage of plant life cycle is a very critical
approach to protect and increase the crop yield. In this paper
using a deep-learning model, we present a classification system
based on real-time images for early identification of plant
infection prior of onset of severe disease symptoms at different
life stages of a tomato plant infected with Tomato Mosaic Virus
(TMV). The proposed classification was applied on each stage of
the plant separately to obtain the largest data set and
manifestation of each disease stage. The plant stages named in
relation to disease stage as healthy (uninfected), early infection,
and diseased (late infection). Classification was designed using
the Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) model and the
accuracy rate was 97%. Using Generative Adversarial Networks
(GANs) to increase the number of real-time images and then
apply CNN on these new images and the accuracy rate was 98%.
Keywords—Plants diseases; deep learning; early detection;
convolutional neural network; generative adversarial networks

I.

INTRODUCTION

Quality crop production is an essential feature of any
country's economic growth. The agricultural sector provides
jobs for many people; in addition, it accounts for a large part
of the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) in many countries
around the world [1]. For example, it is clear that there is a
rapid and wide agricultural development and land reclamation
in Egypt, with increased application of technological
advances. There has been remarkable increase made in
agricultural sector, such as the 1.5 million Acres Project, the
El-Alamein project, and the lake and Fayoum projects. The
use of modern methods and technologies in agriculture,
significantly increase crop production and yield, and increase
protection of plants from insect pest infestation and disease
infections at all stages of planting, harvesting, and postharvesting till successful marketing [2]. In a fast-growing
world population, although there are many improvements in
large production and access to food, food security is
threatened by a different set of factors such as a decreased
fertility of soil and lands, decreased plant pollination
efficiency, insect and other arthropod pests, and plant
diseases. Plant diseases are classified as follows: bacterial

diseases (bacterial speck, bacterial spot, bacterial canker) [3],
fungal diseases (early blight, late blight, sectorial leaf spot,
and Anthracnose fruit rot) [4], and viral diseases Tomato
Mosaic Virus (TMV) [5]. The early detection and accurate
diagnosis of plant diseases at every stage of the plant life cycle
and the extent of infection until reaching the most infectious
stage or appearnce of severe disease symptoms, and easily
classifying them is very important, as shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. The Age Stages of the Plant and the Stages of Infection.

Our Deep Learning (DL) model uses leaf images to detect
diseases in plants by CNN to extract features from images,
such as horizontal edges, vertical edges, Red Green Blue
values, etc. A plant disease diagnosis system that uses
machine learning techniques can correctly identify diseases
plants healthy or unhealthy only [6]. Automatic detection of
plant diseases at every age is an important research, analytical,
and applied topic because it can help in monitoring large fields
of crops in short time with high accuracy. Therefore, disease
detection can discover symptoms visually and mechanically in
the earliest time they appear on the leaves or other parts of the
plant [6], as reported in numerous research publications and
reports. CNN is believed to be the best DL neural network for
extracting visual features [7]. The CNN-based network can be
trained to discover diseases in plants by providing a large
number of real-time images. In the case of lacking enough and
good quality data or number of images, other techniques such
as GANs can be used to generate the needed data for analysis
and comparison with real-time data collected from the field.
Both healthy and diseased plants and a future training model
can be used to predict diseases in plants using plant leaf
images [8].
II. RELATED WORK
Recent advances in agricultural technology have led to a
demand for a new set of automated, non-destructive methods
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for detecting plant diseases. Hence, several methods have
turned to computer visual and machine learning (ML)
techniques to create a rapid method for detecting plant
diseases when symptoms appear [9]. Classifying plant
diseases can be a very complex task because it depends mainly
on published and used classification systems and also by
experience of farmers and researchers.
Developing a reliable system that can be applied to many
plant classes is a difficult task. To date, most automatic plant
disease classification methods have depended on ML
algorithms and basic feature engineering. These methods
usually focus on specific environments and are suitable for a
smaller number of categories, as some small changes in the
system can lead to a severe drop in resolution. Recently,
CNNs have shown impressive results in many image
classification tasks that have allowed researchers to improve
the classification of agriculture and plant diseases [10]. CNN
is a technology that mixes artificial neural networks (ANNs)
and up to date DL strategies [11].
In deep learning, CNN is at the center of spectacular
advances. This ANN has been applied to several image
recognition tasks for decades and has attracted the eye of the
researchers of many countries in recent years; as CNN has
shown promising performances in several computer visual and
ML tasks [12]. This paper describes the underlying
architecture and different applications of the CNN.
In Y. Kawasaki, ET. al. [13], the authors introduce a novel
plant disease detection system based on CNN. Using only
training images, CNN can automatically acquire the requisite
features for classification and achieve high classification
performance. A total of 800 cucumber leaf images are used to
train CNN using the proposed techniques. Under the 4-fold
cross-validation strategy, the proposed CNN-based system
(which also extends the training dataset by generating
additional images) achieves an average accuracy of 94.9 % in
classifying cucumbers into two typical disease classes and a
non-diseased class. In this study, the authors proposed a novel
plant viral disease detection system using CNN and confirmed
its effectiveness. They also asserted that the strategy for
training CNN has significantly improved the accuracy of its
classification. This work will free system users from paying
extra attention to the details of plant shooting conditions.
In Y. Kawasaki, et. al. [13], future the system makes a
large contribution in the agricultural field. Data augmentation
is an essential part of the training process applied to DL
models. The motivation is that a robust training process for
DL models depends on large annotated datasets, which are
expensive to be acquired, stored and processed. Therefore, a
reasonable alternative is to be able to automatically generate
new annotated training samples using a process known as data
augmentation [14]. A GAN model consists of two important
factors: the discriminator (D), and the generator (G). The
generator and discriminator have opposite objectives during
training. The discriminator is trained toward distinguishing
between synthesized and real-time data while the generator is
trained to fool the discriminator with synthesized data, as
shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. GANs Architecture.

In D. Farm. [15], the authors propose a synthetic sampling
solution is presented at the data level to identify them from
small and unbalanced data sets using GANs. The reason for
using GANs is the challenges in different fields as they deal
with small data sets and volatile amounts of samples per
category [16]. As a result, GANs offer an approach that can
improve learning regarding data distributions, reduce bias
resulting from class imbalance, and change classification.
Resolution limits towards more accurate results. The method
of [16] was trained on a small dataset of 2789 images of
highly perishable tomato plant diseases with a class imbalance
in 9 disease categories. Moreover, they evaluated their results
in terms of different measures and compared the quality of
these results for stratified excellence. GANs are an exciting
and quickly changing field, delivering on the deal of
generative models in their capacity to generate realistic
examples across a range of problem domains. In 2014,
conditional GANs was extended to a conditional model if both
the generator and discriminator are conditioned on some extra
data. They can perform the conditioning by data feeding into
both the discriminator and generator as additional input layer
[17].
In 2016, the Auxiliary Classifier GAN (AC-GAN) has
received much interest due to easy and extensibility to
different applications. AC-GAN integrates the conditional
information (label) by training the GAN discriminator with an
additional classification loss. AC-GAN is able to generate
high-quality images and has been extended to different
learning problems. However, the difference between the
generated samples by AC-GAN going to decrease as the
number of classes increases; hence limiting its power on largescale data [18].
In 2016, the Information Maximizing GAN (Info-GAN)
integrated the output of the generator to a component of its
input called the hidden codes. Uncovering some successful
and unsuccessful configurations for generating images using
Info-GAN [19] are shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Types of GANs.
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• To increase the data set apply the discriminator on this
data and extract the global polling and hidden layer to
get extra real data.

III. METHODOLOGY
This methodology works on three steps:
First step: divide the plants into three class’s generation
(G1–G2–G3) with respect to the age stage.
Second step: each generation contains three Phases (Pi) of
plants according to its pre-symptoms (uninfected P1 - early
infection P2 – late infection P3).
Third step: Prediction and early detection of diseases to
apply it to each generation, as shown in Fig. 4.

• Global polling layer is inserted in front of the
discriminator network’s output layer to extract
representative features with 512 dimensions.
• The discriminator input is (X and G (z)) and they are
compared until get the output discriminator.
• The final output of the discriminator is real/fake
images.
• When data is fake, the discriminator and generator are
trained alternatively. For the training process of the
generator, the synthetic samples G (z) is taken into the
discriminator and the produced loss value loss G is
transmitted back to the generator one more time.
• When the data is real, it is entered into the data
augment repository and then after that it is transferred
to the CNN structure.
• The final model output is the data augmentation as a
shape class to using in CNN mode.
The following results were collected from the use of these
images on the CNN, as shown in Table I.
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

Fig. 4. The Model of Plants Generation/Phases.

In this section, the study concludes the Experimental setup
for our synthetic task generates data to detect diseases early:

Description of the model of plant generation/phases:
• 𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 Represents all data set.

• Sample a noise set and a real-data set that includes
classes (G1, G2, G3), each with size m.
• X represents the real sample belonging to the
distribution 𝑋 ~ 𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 .

• Z denotes a random series belonging to the
distribution𝑝𝑧 , which obeys a normal distribution. D
and G represent the discriminator and generator
respectively.

• The output of the generator is X fake (Data).
• The generator to make synthetic samples G (z)
extremely approach to the distribution𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 .
TABLE I.

Generation
G1

G2

G3

1) Dataset: These images were collected from agricultural
lands and it is a real data set that was used in this work to
prove the growth stages of the plant and also increase the data
from the original data and determine the stages of plant
disease, there is a total of 5400 real images of diseased and
healthy plants. These images covered all growth stages of
plants and the extent of disease infection.
2) CNNs are proposed to reduce the number of parameters
used and adapt the network architecture exactly to visual
tasks. CNNs are usually composed of a set of layers that can
be grouped by their functionalities; a CNN is typically
composed of four types of layers: Convolution Layer, ReLu
and sigmoid functions, Pooling, and Fully Connected Layer
[20, 21, 22].

APPLY CNN ON THE GROUPS OF IMAGES ACCORDING TO THEIR GENERATION/PHASES

Phases

Number of images

Loss

Vall_Loss

Accuracy

Vall_Accu

P1

600

0.0936

2.9398

0.9726

0.4200

P2

600

0.0725

2.8965

0.9701

0.3811

P3

600

0.0664

2.8356

0.9689

0.2147

P1

600

0.0861

2.7649

0.9601

0.2641

P2

600

0.0845

2.8527

0.9754

0.3979

P3

600

0.0689

2.8950

0.9742

0.4215

P1

600

0.0621

2.6691

0.9597

0.2954

P2

600

0.0859

2.9184

0.9726

0.4021

P3

600

0.0746

2.8302

0.9748

0.4593

Max_Accu
0.9726

0.9754

0.9748
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Table I shows that the highest percentage in healthy cases
is in the first age early stage (uninfected) of plant growth. The
highest percentage in cases of the first virus infection (early
infection) is in the second age stage. The highest percentage in
diseased cases (late infection) is in the third age stage.
The plant in the first age stage is in the sterilization stage
and healthy hybridization and not exposed to a large pesticides
spraying, taking into account the appropriate weather for
cultivation. After that, in later stages of growth, the plant is
exposed to larger spraying with pesticides and exposed to
different climate factors as well as poor workmanship
(farming), its stage will be the highest complete unhealthy
rate. The data was divided into 70% training and 30% testing,
and determining the number of batches required for the model.
The accuracy rate and the loss rate were deduced as shown in
the Fig. 5.

Fig. 6. Computed Fusion Matrix.

3) Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs): After the
CNN stage of classification and prediction was completed, the
stage of increasing data into by using the (GANs), and during
this stage, the experiments were done on the real data and the
steps of this stage were as follows:
• Prepare Dataset:
o
o
o
o

import numpy as np
import pandas as pd
import os
print(os.listdir("TomatoDB")

• Generator and Discriminator for Dataset:
• Image Samples:
o
o

Fig. 5. Model (Accuracy and Loss).

The number of the expected data on the actual data was
clear in the following table, and it was found that the second
growth stage is the most vulnerable stage to viral infection
through the distribution of data by 70% training and 30%
testing, as shown in Table II.
['Gen2Phase1', 'Gen2Phase3', 'Gen3Phase3', 'Gen3Phase2',
'Gen1Phase2', 'Gen2Phase2', 'Gen1Phase3', 'Gen3Phase1',
'Gen1Phase1'].
Computed fusion matrix: Heterogeneous data sources can
be collectively mined by data fusion. Fusion can focus on a
specific target relation and exploit directly associated data
together with data on the context or additional constraints
[23], as shown in the Fig. 6.
TABLE II.
Prediction

TEST RESULT BY CNN WITH TRAINING AND TESTING
G1

G2

G3

All

Actual
P1

240

210

90

540

P2

120

300

120

540

P3

70

230

240

540

All

430

740

450

1620

SAMPLES_TO_SHOW = 8
Input: (60, 64, 64, 3), as shown in the Fig. 7.

Fig. 7. Images Sample Complete Description.

• Code implementation steps, as shown in Table III:
TABLE III.

RESULT ACCURACY FOR GENERATOR AND DISCRIMINATOR
MODEL: "FUNCTIONAL_1"

Layer (type)

Output Shape

Parameter

input_1 (InputLayer)

[(None, 64, 64, 3)]

0

conv1 (Conv2D)

(None, 32, 32, 32)

2432

batch_norm1
(BatchNormalization)

(None, 32, 32, 32)

128

conv1_out (LeakyReLU)

(None, 32, 32, 32)

0

conv2 (Conv2D)

(None, 16, 16, 64)

51264

batch_norm2
(BatchNormalization)

(None, 16, 16, 64)

256

conv2_out (LeakyReLU)

(None, 16, 16, 64)

0

conv3 (Conv2D)

(None, 8, 8, 128)

204928

batch_norm3
(BatchNormalization)

(None, 8, 8, 128)

512

conv3_out (LeakyReLU)

(None, 8, 8, 128)

0
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conv4 (Conv2D)

(None, 8, 8, 256)

819456

batch_norm4
(BatchNormalization)

(None, 8, 8, 256)

1024

conv4_out (LeakyReLU)

(None, 8, 8, 256)

0

conv5 (Conv2D)

(None, 4, 4, 512)

3277312

batch_norm5
(BatchNormalization)

(None, 4, 4, 512)

2048

conv5_out (LeakyReLU)

(None, 4, 4, 512)

0

flatten (Flatten)

(None, 8192)

0

ligit (Dense)

(None, 1)

8193

Total params

Trainable params

Non-trainable
params

4,367,553

4,365,569

1,984

Fig. 8. Losses Result.

•

MODEL: "FUNCTIONAL_3"
Layer (type)

Output Shape

input_2 (InputLayer)

[(None, 100)]

Result Accuracy and Losses (Table IV):
TABLE IV.

Parameter
0

Losses

Dense (Dense)

(None, 8192)

827392

leaky_re_lu (LeakyReLU)

(None, 8192)

0

reshape (Reshape)

(None, 4, 4, 512)

0

trans_conv1 (Conv2DTranspose)

(None, 8, 8, 512)

6554112

batch_trans_conv1
(BatchNormalization)

(None, 8, 8, 512)

2048

trans_conv1_out (LeakyReLU)

(None, 8, 8, 512)

0

trans_conv2 (Conv2DTranspose

(None, 16, 16, 256)

3277056

batch_trans_conv2
(BatchNormalization)

(None, 16, 16, 256)

1024

trans_conv2_out (LeakyReLU)

(None, 16, 16, 256)

0

trans_conv3 (Conv2DTranspose)

(None, 32, 32, 128)

819328

batch_trans_conv3
(BatchNormalization)

(None, 32, 32, 128)

512

trans_conv3_out (LeakyReLU)

(None, 32, 32, 128)

0

trans_conv4 (Conv2DTranspose)

(None, 64, 64, 64)

204864

batch_trans_conv4
(BatchNormalization)

(None, 64, 64, 64)

256

trans_conv4_out (LeakyReLU)

(None, 64, 64, 64)

0

logits (Conv2DTranspose)

(None, 64, 64, 3)

4803

out (Activation)

(None, 64, 64, 3)

0

Total params

Trainable params

Non-trainable
params

11,691,395

11,689,475

1,920

GANs:

2.1%

GANS RESULT
Accuracy
97.9%

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

• Result plot loss curve (Fig. 8):
The loss result it's almost 2%, and it's the complement the
accuracy rate, and also the result rate of generator little some
extent and the result rate of discriminator high some extent,
this means that the capacity of the model is high, this is what
is aimed to be achieved:

To summarize, DL was used in early prediction to detect
diseases in different plant growth stages using the CNN
algorithm for classification and prediction. Here, using the
tomato infected with TMV as a model, the accuracy rate of
TMV infection was 97%. The GANs used to increase the size
of data and prediction accuracy rate by 98% when compared
to the original data. For each plant growth phase, it became
clear that the most growth stage group is vulnerable to viral
infection is the second group. Therefore that determining the
growth stages in this paper helped at obtaining results that
prove the age group most susceptible to Unhealthy by
determining the stages of Unhealthy also (healthy - first
infection - Unhealthy), Thus, the study has concluded the
previous results by applying to a set of real data that was
collected manually from one of the farms in Egypt. Future
work will include several DL models for early detection and
classification of plant diseases due to using the rapid progress
and improvements in DL models, transfer learning techniques,
and CNN frameworks. Larger real-time dataset of TMVinfected tomato plants, and other important plant-disease
system will be tested for attaining highest prediction accuracy.
. Building a robust and accurate digital and computer-based
plant pest-infestations and microbial disease-infections earlydetection and warning system, will significantly help plant
protection in early stages, with increased yield, quality, local
marketing, and international exporting competitiveness.
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Abstract—There is a significant development in computeraided detection (CADe) and computer-aided diagnostic (CADx)
systems in recent years. This development coincides with the
evolution of computing power and the growth of data. The CAD
systems support detections and diagnosis of significant diseases,
including cancer. Breast cancer is one of the most prevalent
cancers influencing women and causing death around the world.
Early detection of breast cancer has a significant effect on
treatment. The typical CAD system goes through various steps,
including image segmentation, feature extraction, and image
classification. Image segmentation plays an important role in
CAD systems and simplifies further processing. This review
explores popular mammogram segmentation techniques. A
mammogram is medical imaging which uses a low-dose x-ray
system to see inner tissues of the breast. There are many
segmentation techniques used to segment medical images. These
techniques can be categorized into five main categories: regionbased methods, boundary-based methods, atlas-based methods,
model-based methods, and deep learning. A ground truth image
is needed to measure the performance of the segmentation
algorithm. Different performance measurements were used to
evaluate the segmentation process, including accuracy, precision,
recall, F1 score, Hausdorff Distance, Jaccard, and Dice Index.
The research in mammogram segmentation has yielded
promising results, but there is room for improvements.
Keywords—Mammogram; medical imaging; segmentation;
preprocessing; breast cancer

I.

INTRODUCTION

Over the years, Artificial Intelligence (AI) algorithms have
been improving and having impact on every aspect of human
life. In recent years, there has been a significant development
in machine learning techniques and high-performance
computers, along with a massive increase in digital data in
various fields. Diagnosing diseases through radiology is an
important medical application of AI algorithms. An example
of this application is CADe and CADx systems. The CAD
systems are used to assess patient’s diagnostic images by
clinicians and radiologists. Most CAD systems consist of the
following steps: image preprocessing, segmentation, feature
extraction, and classification. There are many studies
conducted in using a CAD system to diagnose and detect
breast cancer from medical imaging [1]. This review discuss
different aspects related to mammogram segmentation. The
rest of the review is divided into the following sections:
Section II provides background about medical imaging and
mammogram. Section III includes a description of some

public mammogram datasets. Section IV explains
performance
measurements
used
in
mammogram
segmentation. Section V discusses different segmentation
techniques used in mammogram images. Section VI is a
discussion of studies mentioned in the review. The last section
concludes the paper.
II. BACKGROUND
This section provides background about medical image
analysis, breast cancer, and mammogram images.
A. Medical Image Analysis
Medical images are different from regular photos; they
represent physical features measured from the human body.
Therefore, the analysis of medical images must be guided by
particular expectations and follow a medical reference. AI has
been used in medicine since the 1980s [2]; later on AI medical
applications are continuously expanding. Nowadays, medical
image analysis has become a branch of artificial intelligence.
There are books, academic journals, and conferences for
medical image analysis research. There are various types of
medical images, including X-ray imaging, magnetic resonance
imaging, ultrasound, nuclear imaging, optical microscopy, etc.
X-ray Imaging uses electromagnetic waves with a wavelength above the visible spectrum to produce a diagnostically
meaningful image. Fluoroscopy and angiography, Computed
Tomography (CT), and mammography are kinds of X-ray
imaging [1].
B. Breast Cancer
Breast cancer is a disease caused by an abnormal growth
of breast cells [3]. It is one of the most prevalent cancers
influencing women and causing death around the world [4].
Early detection of this disease increases the recuperating rate
significantly [5]. Three main types of examinations are
commonly used to detect breast cancer: 1. self-examination
performed by the patient herself, 2. a clinical examination
conducted by well-trained specialists, 3. a radiology
examination conducted by a radiologist using visual
evaluation. Studies show that the most accurate radiologic
procedure for early detection of breast cancer is the
mammogram [4].
C. Mammogram Images
A mammogram is medical imaging that aims to see inside
tissues of the breast by using a low-dose x-ray system [3].
There are two imaging modalities of mammograms: digital
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mammogram and screen-film mammography. The screen-film
mammography (SFM) contains conventional analog
mammography films. Usually, SFM contains labels and
markers in the background, which considered as noise and
need to be removed. The digital mammograms are also called
Full-Field Digital Mammography (FFDM) images. The
FFDM is more recent and does not include labels [2].
Moreover, mammogram images can be found in several
formats including LJPG, DI- COM, PGM, and TIFF. In the
stander view for each breast, two X-ray images need to be
taken on both sides. Therefore, four images of both breasts
need to be examined. These four images are called: LEFT CC,
LEFT MLO, RIGHT CC, RIGHT MLO [6], [7]. The
Craniocaudal (CC) view is obtained from top horizontally
compressed breast (head-to- foot picture). The CC view
captures the medial portion and the breast’s outer lateral
region as much as possible. The Medio Lateral-Oblique
(MLO)–side view–captures the whole breast and usually
contains the lymph nodes with the pectoral muscle. Fig. 1(a)
and 1(b) show the example of CC and MLO views. And Fig. 2
illustrates the angle of each view [8].

[(b) MLO view]

A. Mammographic Image Analysis Society (MIAS)
The Mammographic Image Analysis Society (MIAS) is a
research group from the UK interested in studying
mammograms. This group generated a small mammogram
database in 1994 called mini-MIAS or MIAS for short. The
mini-MIAS consists of 322 digitized films stored in the PGM
image format. Every image has a resolution equal to 1024 ×
1024 pixels [9].
B. Digital Database for Screening Mammography (DDSM)
The DDSM project is a collaborative effort between the
Massachusetts General Hospital, the University of South
Florida, and Sandia National Laboratories. The dataset
includes 2620 cases. A case consists of between 6 and 10 files.
These are an ‘ics’ file, an overview ”16-bit PGM” file, four
image files compressed with lossless JPEG encoding, and zero
to four overlay files [10].
C. INbreast
INbreast is a full-field digital mammographic database.
The cases were collected from Centro Hospitalar de S. Joa o
[CHSJ], Breast Centre in Portugal, in 2011. The database
includes 115 cases with a total of 410 images. The resolution
of images was 3328 4084 or 2560 3328 pixels and saved in the
DICOM format. The region of interest (ROI) was annotated
by two specialists and stored in separate .roi and .xml files
[11].
D. Breast Cancer Digital Repository (BCDR)
The IMED Project supported the creation of BCDR. The
IMED project was supported by FMUP-CHSJ University of
Porto, Portugal, INEGI, and CETA-CIEMAT Spain, from
March 2009 till March 2013. The BCDR includes 1734 cases
with mammography and ultrasound images. Also, it includes
clinical history, mammogram lesion segmentation, and
selected pre-computed image-based descriptors. The dataset is
subdivided into Full Field Digital Mammography-based
Repository (BCDR-DM), and Film Mammography-based
Repository (BCDR-FM) . Mammogram images were saved in
the TIFF format. The BCDR-FM part has a resolution of 720 x
1168 pixels and 8 bits depth. While the BCDR-DM resolution
is equal to 3328 x 4084 pixels and 14 bits depth [12].

[(a) CC view]
Fig. 1. FFDM View.

E. Curated Breast Imaging Subset of DDSM (CBIS-DDSM)
CBIS-DDSM is an updated and standardized version of the
Digital Database for Screening Mammography (DDSM) stored
in the DICOM file format [13]
Table 1 summarizes the datasets mentioned.
TABLE I.

PUBLIC MAMMOGRAM DATASETS

Dataset Name

Size

Format

Type

Published Year

MIAS

322 images

PGM

Digitized

1994

DDSM

2620 cases

PGM,
JPEG

Digitized

1998

INbreast

410 images

DIOCM

Digital

2011

BCDR

1734 Cases

TIFF

Hybrid

2012

CBIS-DDSM

2620 cases

DICOM

Digital

2019

Fig. 2. The Different between CC and MLO Views.

III. PUBLIC MAMMOGRAM DATASETS
There are several mammogram datasets publicly available.
Following is a brief description of the most used datasets,
which are referenced in studies cited in the review.
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IV. PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENTS
There are several ways to measure the performance of the
segmentation technique. If the ground truth image of the target
area is available, then the Dice similarity coefficient or
Jaccard Index can be used. Dice Similarity Coefficient (DSC
or dice): equivalent to twice the number of elements common
on both sets divided by the sum of the number of elements in
each set. DSC is usually used for auto-segmentation models
and computed by this equation:
𝐷𝑖𝑐𝑒(𝐴, 𝐵) =

2|𝐴 ∩𝐵|

(1)

|𝐴|+|𝐵|

Where A represent the segmented image resulted from the
algorithm, and B represent the ground truth image. Jaccard
Index or Intersection over Union (IoU) is another similarity
measurement. IoU computes the similarity ratio of elements in
two sets, A and B, as set intersection over the number of
elements in the set union:
|𝐴 ∩𝐵|

𝐼𝑜𝑈(𝐴, 𝐵) =

CONFUSION MATRIX
Predicted Class
Positive

Negative

Positive

True positive
(TP)

False Negative
(FN)

Negative

False Positive
(FP)

True Negative
(TN)

Actual class

V. MEDICAL IMAGING SEGMENTATION
Image segmentation aims to simplify further processing by
partitioning the digital image into regions that share similar
characteristics. Fig. 3 shows a block diagram of the standard
CAD system. There are many segmentation techniques used in
segmenting mammograms. These techniques can be
categorized into five primary types: region-based methods,
boundary-based methods, atlas-based methods, model-based
methods [16], and deep learning [17], [5].

(2)

|𝐴∪𝐵|

Hausdorff Distance is also used to assess the medical
image analysis algorithm’s performance. This measurement
used when outliers need to take it into account. The Hausdorff
distance, h (A, B), is given by Equation (3):
h(A,B)=max
[𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑎 ∈𝐴 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑏 ∈𝐵 𝑑(𝑎, 𝑏), 𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑏 ∈𝐵 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑎 ∈𝐴 𝑑(𝑎, 𝑏) ]

(3)

where d (a, b) is the Euclidean distance between the points
a and b [14].
Other performance measurements used in CAD systems
are accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, precision, recall, and F1
score. Following are equations for these measurements.
Accuracy=

Number of examples identify correctly
Total number of example

To compute precision and recall, the confusion matrix
must be created first. A confusion matrix is a table used to
describe the performance of a classification model. The table
II illustrates the confusion matrix:
Positive here mean a target class, for example in brest
cancer detection problem the positive class is a cancer or
abnormal masses, and negative class is the mammogram with
no cancer detected [15].
Precision =

TP

TP+FP

Recall = Sensitivity =
F1score = 2×
Specificity =

(5)
TP

TP+FN

Precision ×Recall
Precision+Recall
TN

TN+FP

False positive per image compute by following equation:
FP/Image=

Number oF identified

Total number of images

Fig. 3. CAD System Block Diagram.

(4)

(6)
(7)
(8)

A. Region based Segmentation
In region-based methods, a segmentation is done based on
similarities between regions. Thresholding, Region-growing,
watershed, split and merge, and clustering are types of regionbased segmentation methods [16].
1) Thresholding: Thresholding is mostly used to separate
an image into a background and foreground object. First, a
specific value T is selected as a threshold value based on
image histogram and local properties. All pixels below T will
be considered background, and all pixels equal to or greater
than T will be considered foreground. Using multilevel
thresholding gives a better result, the authors in [18] proposed
a CAD system detecting suspicious mass lesions in the
mammogram. The proposed system starts with three preprocessing steps. First, the median filtering with a 3 x 3
window is used to remove noise. Second, morphological
operations are applied to remove artifacts and background. At
the last preprocessing step, a single-seeded region-growing
algorithm is used to remove pectoral muscles. The second
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phase in the proposed CAD is detecting mass using Dual-stage
adaptive thresholding. The performance was measured by
sensitivity and false-positive per image (FP/image). The
evaluation was done on DDSM and MAIS datasets. The result
was sensitivity= 93, FP/image = 0.84. The work [19].
proposed a hybrid approach based on Otsu’s multithresholding and Watershed Segmentation (WSS) to mine the
suspicious sections from mammograms. They used images
from the MAIS dataset and measure the performance with
many measurements includes Root Mean Square Error
(RMSE) and Normalized Absolute Error (NAE). Different
thresholding levels were tested; however, th=4 gave the best
results, RMSE= 21.7732 and NAE= 0.2429. The authors in
[20]. developed a fully automated pectoral muscle
segmentation method. This method consists of four steps.
First, capturing a small rectangular region in the top-left
corner of mammograms and enhancing it using the fractional
differential method. Second, segmenting a rough binary
boundary of the pectoral muscle in the rectangular region,
using an improved iterative threshold method. Third, adapting
a rough contour with the least-squares method based on points
of the rough boundary. Finally, evaluate the local active
contour to acquire the final pectoral muscle segmentation line.
The dataset consists of 720 MLO, which are FFDM. The
overall performance of this method in the Dice coefficient
equal to 0.986±0.005. The authors in [21] , proposed
multilevel thresholding based on the electro-magnetism
optimization (EMO) technique to segment pectoral muscles.
EMO is an evolutionary method that mimics the attractionrepulsion mechanism among charges to evolve the members
of a population. The first step is to crop the mammogram
image. The second step is extracting a region of interest (ROI)
using the stepwise contrast limited adaptive histogram
equalization (CLAHE) algorithm. Also, the CLAHE method is
used to enhance contrast in mammogram images. The third
step is to enhance the image using the histogram equalization
technique. In the fourth step, the EMO algorithm with Otsu
objective function and Kapur objective function is applied.
Finally, the straight-line estimation is used to identify the
pectoral muscle. This segmentation was tested on the MAIS
dataset and gave an accuracy = 96.58%. The work [22]
proposed an adaptive hysteresis thresholding method to detect
mammogram masses. This method was applied on MAIS and
DDSM datasets and gave sensitivity equal to 96.6%, 96.4%,
respectively.
2) Region growing: In a region-growing segmentation,
algorithm starts with seed points representing each class of
image (e.g., background and foreground classes). Each class
grows according to the homogeneity of neighboring pixels; this
process continues until reaching homogenous and connected
regions [23]. The work [24] ,proposed an automated
mammogram segmentation based on region growing and
sliding window algorithm (SWA). First, the authors prepared
the MIAS dataset by removing artifacts and labels using the
opening morphological operator and binary mask. Then

remove pectoral muscle using SWA and segment
mammogram ROI using Dispersed Region Growing
Algorithm (DRGA). The overall accuracy of this approach
equals 91.3%. The authors in [25] , proposed a pectoral
muscle segmentation and tumor detection approach. This
approach starts with the Otsu method to remove artifacts. The
region-growing method is used to eliminate the pectoral
muscle. Then estimate the number of classes based on the
LBP Technique and classify mammogram objects using Kmeans clustering. Finally, they extract the tumor by a hidden
Markov model. The proposed approach was tested on the
MAIS dataset, and the overall accuracy = 91.92 %. The work
[26] aapplied an adaptive fuzzy region-growing algorithm on
two FFDM private datasets to segment suspicious lesions and
characterize them. The performance was measured by
sensitivity and specificity, and the results were 91.67%,
58.33%, respectively. After detecting suspicious lesions, k-NN
and SVM classifiers were used to classify masses as benign
masses or malignant tumors. The classification results for kNN and SVM achieved sensitivity = 84.44% and 85.56%,
specificity = 91.11% and 91.67%, FPsI = 0.54 and 0.55
respectively. The authors in [27] , proposed another method to
detect the lesion’s boundaries in mammogram images based
on the region-growing algorithm. The MAIS dataset was used
in this work. The performance was measured by accuracy,
specificity, sensitivity, and overlap, and the results were 91%,
97 %, 83%, and 79%, respectively. The work [28] , proposed
an automatic breast cancer detection approach consisting of
four amin processes applied on the MAIS dataset. The first
phase is the preprocessing, enhancing images, and removing
noise using median filtering. The second phase is
mammogram segmentation using region growing. The third
phase is feature extraction. Finally, the classification phase
uses an optimized fuzzy logic classifier. The performance was
measured for the segmentation and classification phase. The
segmentation accuracy = 0.98%, and the fuzzy classifier
accuracy = 0.91667 %. The authors in [29] proposed a
segmentation method based on region-growing techniques.
The proposed method included four main steps and was
applied on MAIS and DDSM. The first step was extracting the
Region of Interest from mammogram images. At the second
step, automatic thresholding was applied to binarize the
image. The third step was determining the seed points
automatically using the density of the pixels’ value. Finally,
they calculated the threshold value for region creation in seed
region growing. The results show that the Dice Similarity
Coefficient (DSC) =94.8, 94.6, and Relative Overlap (RO) =
90.2, 89.8 for MAIS and DDSM, respectively.
3) Watershed: The key behind using the watershed transform for segmentation is this: Change the image into another
image whose catchment basins are the target objects. Watershed Algorithm is based on simple morphological operations
[23]. The work [30] , proposed a two-phase microclassification segmentation approach. First, detection
microcalcifications used morphological operations. Second,
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the micro-calcification shape was extracted using the
watershed. This approach was applied on DDSM, and the
overall performance in dice (similarity index) equals 80.5%.
The authors in [31] proposed another segmentation approach
based on the watershed algorithm. This approach consists of
four stages. In the first stage, the ROI images were cropped to
200 x 200 pixels, and the background was removed. In the
second stage, the Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
method was applied on the cropped image to remove the
noise. In the third stage, the Fuzzy C-Means (FCM) was
applied to partition the ROI images into the foreground and
background clusters. The foreground includes the abnormality
region, which will be used in the final stage. In the last step,
marker-controlled watershed segmentation was performed
with three various structuring elements: disk, diamond, and
octagon shapes. The dataset used in this study was obtained
from the National Cancer Society of Malaysia. The
performance was measured by computing Jaccard Index, Dice
Similarity Coefficient (DSC), and Figure of Merit (FOM). The
Jaccard index = 0.0452 and DSC = 0.0231 in both disk and
octagon structures; in diamond structure, Jaccard index =
0.0405 and DSC = 0.0207. The result of FOM was 0.9594,
0.9700, 0.9842 for disk, diamond, and octagon structures,
respectively. The work [32], proposed a semi-automatic
segmentation of masses from mammogram images. The
proposed approach includes three main stages. First, the
median filter was applied to enhance image quality. Second,
an initial segmentation was composed based on canny and
watershed algorithms. Finally, the boundaries of tumors were
extracted using the region- growing algorithm. The MAIS
dataset was used and the performance measured by overlap
value was equal to 81.3%.
4) Splitting and merge: Split and merge depend on the tree
structure, the image splitting successively into quadrants tree
based on a homogeneity criterion. Then similar regions are
merged to create the segmented result. The work [33] , used a
blended approach of region-based method and splitting and
merging technique. The proposed approach is applied on
MIAS mammogram images. First, the morphological
operation is used to remove the noise from images. Then, the
splitting step is performed based on the region’s growing
method (seed points). Finally, at the merge step, the binary
values are reconstructed to form a structured mammogram
image. The structured image is completed for finding the seed
point and grown points. The performance measured by five
statistical parameters: mean = 0.0759, variance = 0.0702,
entropy = 6.521 standard deviation = 0.2649, and correlation =
0.7869.
5) Clustering: In clustering, pixels are grouped into
clusters, in which pixels in the same cluster are more similar to
each other than to those in different clusters. The two types of
clustering used in image segmentation are K-means clustering,
and fuzzy C means clustering [23], [16].

a) K-means clustering: The K-means clustering
algorithm start by setting K centroid points (or pixel values).
Then assign the remaining pixels to their closest cluster center
for each cluster. Based on the resulting cluster, reset a suitable
centroid of each cluster. These two steps repeat until the
algorithm meets the chosen criteria. In segmentation, the value
of k depends on the number of objects want to be extracted.
b) Fuzzy C means clustering: Fuzzy C means (FCM) is
a kind of clustering in which a single data point can belong to
more than one cluster [34]. The authors in [35] applied FCM
and K-mean clustering algorithms on the MAIS dataset to
segment mammogram images. The performance was measured
by accuracy. The accuracy of FCM was 94.12%, while Kmean accuracy was 91.18%.
B. Boundary-based Segmentation
Unlike region-based segmentation, boundary- or edgebased segmentation depend on differences between regions.
There are variety boundary-based segmentation techniques.
Roberts, Sobel, Prewitt, Laplacian, and Canny edge detection
are examples of boundary-based segmentation techniques
[23], [16]. The work [36] proposed a method that segments the
breast boundary and pectoral muscle in mediolateral oblique
(MLO) views of mammograms automatically. The proposed
method consists of three main stages. The first stage removes
noise from mammogram images by applying median and
anisotropic diffusion filters. The second stage segment the
mammogram using Canny edge detection. Finally, the
overestimated boundary caused by artifacts was handling by a
proposed post-processing stage. Three public datasets were
used to evaluate this method including MIAS, INbreast, and
BCDR. Experimental results show that dice similarity
coefficients on breast boundary and pectoral muscle
estimation were equal to 98.8% and 97.8% for MIAS, 98.9%
and 89.6% for INbreast, and 99.2% and 91.9% for BCDR
respectively.
C. Atlas-based Segmentation
Atlas-based segmentation is an algorithm that aims to
extract the relevant anatomy from medical images and to
present it in an appropriate view [37]. The atlas-based
approach is suitable for segmenting images with unclear
associations between regions’ and pixels’ intensities [38]. The
authors in [14] ,proposed an atlas-based algorithm to segment
breast area from mammogram images. The preprocessing step
includes standardizing mammogram images by flipping the
left breast mammograms so that all mammograms had the
same orientation. Then make the images square by padding on
the left and right, then remove this padding and determine the
breast region. The main algorithm consists of two stages. In
the first stage, select a set of atlas mammogram images using
the K-means clustering algorithm. The number of clusters is
determined by applying 2D projection using tributed
Stochastic Neighbor Embedding (t-SNE). In the second stage,
they used atlas mammogram images with a deformable
registration algorithm to segment the images. They tested this
algorithm on mini-MIAS and DDSM datasets. The
performance measurements used were Hausdorff Distance =
13.34 and Jaccard Index= 0.94.
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D. Model-based Segmentation
Model-based segmentation, or energy functions, are based
on deformable models. We can define the deformable models
as curves that deform due to some external or internal force
[16]. This group of segmentation techniques has the ability to
integrate high-level knowledge with information from lowlevel image processing. There are two classes of deformable
models, parametric and non-parametric. The parametric
deformable model is also called the active counter model. The
work [39] , proposed a bimodal level-set formulation-based
approach for mammogram segmentation. They used the miniMIAS dataset and drew ground truths manually using a handbased polygonal tool. Compared with the Chan-Vese and
Zhang models, the pro- posed approach achieved Precision
AVG = 0.9448, Recall AVG = 0.975 within only 4-6
iterations, while the other two models required more than 60
iterations to get such results. The authors in [40] , proposed a
preprocessing method for the mammogram CAD system,
include pectoral muscle segmentation. The proposed method
consists of four phases. First, remove noise using median and
mean filters. Second, enhance image quality using the CLAHE
algorithm. Third, remove radiopaque artifacts and labels
present in mammograms by applying thresholding and
morphological operations. Finally, using active contours to
remove pectoral muscle. This preprocessing approach was
tested on two datasets, mini-MIAS and INbreast. The results
show that accuracy equals 90%, 98.75% for mini-MIAS and
INbreast, respectively. The work [41] , provided an automatic
mammogram image segmentation approach based on the
Chan–Vese model. The target ROI consists of three classes.
The mass class contains pixels pertaining to the mass.
Background class includes background pixels which not
pertain to the mass class.The remaining pixels, which separate
the mass from the background belong to the contour class. The
proposed approach consists of the Contour initialization step,
fuzzy contours estimating step, and Contour optimization step.
In the Contour initialization step, the gamma correction was
used to improve the image contrast; then, Otsu thresholding
was applied to binarize the mass region. The fuzzy contours
estimation step aims to refine the initial contour. The last step
is contour optimization using the Chan–Vese model. The
accuracy of the proposed method was 93.96%, while precision
and recall equal 88.08%, 91.12%, respectively.
E. Deep Learning
Deep learning is an artificial intelligence technique that
can learn a pattern from raw data [42]. A typical deep learning
algorithm is called artificial neural networks or multi-layer
perceptron (MLP). Artificial neural networks (ANNs) is a
mathematical model developed to mimic the operations of the
human neurophysiological structure [43]. The authors in [44] ,
proposed a neural network framework to deal with complex
shape variations of the pectoral muscle boundary in
mammogram segmentation. This framework consists of a
convolutional neural network inspired by Holistically Nested
Edge Detection network (HND). The main benefit of HND is
that it can deal with edge and boundary ambiguities of the
object. The performance of this approach was measured by
computing Jaccard and Dice metrics. Four public datasets
were used in the study, including MIAS, INbreast, BCDR, and

CBIS-DDSM. On average the Jaccard equals 94.6%, and dice
similarity equals 97.5%. The work [45] proposed automated
mass segmentation from mammograms based on a multi-level
nested pyramid network (MNP Net). The proposed MNPNet
divided into three subsections and employed an EncoderDecoder framework. In the first section, the atrous spatial
pyramid pooling (ASPP) module encoding was used to solve
the intra-class inconsistency. In the second section, the multilevel feature pyramid produced by CNN was used to improve
inter-class indistinction. In the last section, different ResNet
structures were used to perform feature extraction, and the
ResNet34 was the best. The proposed segmentation is applied
on INbreast and DDSM-BCRP and achieves dice index equal
to 91.10% and 91.69%, respectively. The authors in [46] ,
proposed an approach to segment breast tumors within
mammograms' ROI using a conditional Generative
Adversarial Network (GAN). They tested the model on two
datasets INbreast and a Hospital Sant Joan de Reus private
dataset. The cGAN network learns a complex pattern from
simple data and has two subnetworks, generative and
adversarial networks. The generative network recognizes the
tumor area and generates the binary mask that detects it, while
the adversarial network distinguishes between real (i.e., true)
and synthetic segmentations. The performance of the cGAN
model on mammogram segmentation task was measured using
dice and intersection over union (IoU) performance metrics.
For the INbreast dataset, the dice and IoU on the full
mammogram image were 68.69% and 52.31%, respectively.
After generating mask images, these images feed to a
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) to classify the tumor
into one of four types: irregular, lobular, oval, and round. The
The overall accuracy of the CNN classifier was 80%. The
work [47] ,proposed an automated segmentation to detect
microcalcification from mammograms. This approach consists
of five steps; image enhancement, removing skin and air
boundary, segmenting pectoral region, selecting suspicious
region, and U-net segmentation. First, the Laplacian filter was
applied to enhance mammogram images. Second, skin and air
boundaries were removed using horizontal line fitting and the
image erode method. Third, the breast region is segmented
from the pectoral region by K-means pixel-wise clustering.
Fourth, suspicious regions were selected using the fuzzy Cmeans clustering algorithm and were divided into positive and
negative patches. Fifth, the U-net was trained on the positive
patches of the previous step. Finally, the trained U-net was
applied to segment the micro-calcification regions
automatically from mammograms. This approach was applied
on the DDSM dataset and measured by F-measure = 98.5%,
Dice score = 97.8%, and Jaccard index = 97.4%. The authors
in [48], used the Dense U-Net algorithm to segment suspicious
breast masses from mammograms. The evaluation was done
on the DDSM dataset. The performance was measured by F1score, sensitivity, specificity, and overall accuracy and results
equal 82%, 77.89%, 84.69%, and 78.38% respectively. The
work [49] also used U-Net to detect mass from mammograms.
Moreover, they used different data augmentation techniques,
such as image zoom, extracting nine regions of interest, and
horizontal reversal. The training and evaluation were done on
the DDSM dataset. The overall accuracy was equal to 85.95%
and the Dice was equal to 79.39%.
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VI. DISCUSSION
The investigations mentioned in this review were selected
to meet the following criteria:
1) The date of publication should be after 2016.
2) It was published in the ISI magazine or the ACM or
IEEE
3) The work should contain precise quantitative
performance.
Several segmentation techniques were discussed in this
review. Table III summarizes them. As seen from Table III,
there are different targets of segmentation. Some segmentation
techniques aim to detect suspicious lesions (mass or tumor).
Other methods aim to remove background or pectoral muscles.
Moreover, there are segmentation techniques that target
microcalcification. Table III categorize the segmentation
techniques based on the target area. Table IV lists the preprocessing techniques used with each segmentation. The preprocessing
techniques
include
filtering,
applying
morphological operations, performing data augmentation, and
TABLE III.
Technique

Year

some other enhancement methods. Median filter, Gaussian
filter, Bayesian non-local mean filter, Anisotropic Diffusion
filter, and Laplacian filter were used to enhance mammogram
images. Also, the morphological operations were used in most
mentioned works. The data augmentation was mostly used
with deep learning-based segmentation techniques. Moreover,
Transformer (Intensity, Gamma) and the CLAHE method were
used in some papers [18] [49], [21], [40]. The threshold is
mostly used as a segmentation technique, but also could be
used as a pre-processing step to remove unwanted regions in
mass detection techniques [26], [41]. Also, the principal
component analysis PCA was used to denoising images [31].
To simplify the processes, many researchers used to resize or
cropping in the pre-processing step.
Some papers combine different segmentation techniques
such as watershed and region growing. Among different mass
segmentation techniques, improved region growing [28] gave
the highest accuracy, while Canny edge detection [36]
outperforms other approaches in pectoral muscle
segmentation. Although studies in mammogram segmentation
have yielded good results, there is room for improvement.

SEGMENTATION TECHNIQUES SUMMARY

Target

Enhancing

Augmentation

Dataset

Performance

√

–

MIAS and DDSM

Sensitivity=93.0,
FP\Image=0.84

√

–

MAIS

RMSE= 21.77,
NAE= 0.24

√

–

720 MLO images

Dice= 0.986±0.005

√

–

MAIS

Accuracy=96.58%

MAIS
DDSM

Sensitivity = 96.6 %
Sensitivity = 96.4 %

A Region-based segmentation 1. Thresholding
A dual stage adaptive thresholding
[18]

2017

Mass detection

Otsu’s Threshold and Watershed
[19]

2018

Extract ROI

Iterative threshold + active contours
[20]

2019

Remove pectoral
muscle

EMO algorithm [21]

2019

Pectoral muscle
segmentation

Adaptive hysteresis thresholding
[22]

2019

Mass detection

A. Region-based segmentation 2. Region Growing

√

√

Region growing and Sliding
Window [24]

2017

Remove pectoral
muscle

√

–

MIAS

Accuracy= 91

Region Growing [25]

2018

Detecting the lesion’s
boundaries

√

–

MIAS

Accuracy = 91%,
Specificity= 97 %
Sensitivity= 83%
Overlap= 79%

Hidden Markov and region growing
[26]

2018

Tumor detection

–

MIAS

Accuracy= 91.92 %

Adaptive fuzzy region growing [27]

2018

Detect suspicious
lesions

√
–

–

360 FFDM images

Sensitivity=91.67%,
Specificity= 58.33%

Improved region growing [28]

2020

Tumor segmentation

–

MAIS

Accuracy= 98%

Efficient Seed Region Growing [29]

2020

Tumor segmentation

√
√

–

MAIS
DDSM

Dice= 94.8
Dice =94.6

√

–

DDSM

Dice=80.5%

√

–

Private SFM data

IoU Disk= 0.045,
Dice Disk= 0.023
IoU Diamond= 0.0405
Dice Diamond= 0.0207
IoU Octagon= 0.0452
Dice Octagon= .0231

A. Region-based segmentation 3. Watershed
Morphological Approach [30]

Watershed Algorithm [31]

2017

2018

Segment
microcalcification

Mass segmentation
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Watershed and region growing [32]

2018

Tumor segmentation

A. Region-based segmentation 4. Split & merge
Split and merge [33]

2016

Mass segmentation

A. Region-based segmentation 5. Clustering & merge
Clustering K-means and FCM [35]

√

–

MAIS

Overlap =81.3 %

√

–

MAIS

Entropy = 6.521

MAIS

Accuracy=91.18%
Accuracy= 94.12%

–

MIAS
BCDR
Inbreast

Dice= 98.8%
Dice= 98.9%
Dice= 99.2%

√

–

2019

Mass segmentation

2017

Pectoral muscle
segmentation

√

2019

Segmenting breast
region

√

–

MAIS, & DDSM

Hausdorff= 13.34,
IoU =0.94

Atlas-based
Segmentation [44]

Active contours [39]

2017

Mass segmentation

–

–

MAIS

Prescision= 94.48%
Recall= 97.5%

Active contours [48]

Four phases pre-processing [40]

2017

Pectoral muscle
segmentation

–

MAIS
Inbreast

Accuracy= 90%
Accuracy= 98.75%

Four phases preprocessing [6]

Chan–Vese model [41]

2018

Mass segmentation

√

–

MAIS

Accuracy = 93.96%

Chan–Vese model [19]

IoU =94.6%,
Dice=97.5%
IoU = 96.9%,
Dice=98.8%
IoU = 92.6%,
Dice=95.6%
IoU = 95.1%,
Dice=94.8%

Convolutional Neural
Network [37]

Inbreast
CBIS-DDSM

Dice=91.10%
Dice=91.69%

MNPNet [51]

INbreast

Dice=68.69%,
IoU=52.3%

cGAN [47]

√

DDSM

Dice=97.8%,
IoU=97.4%

U-net [5]

DDSM

F1=82 %,
Accuracy= 78.38%

Dense U-Net [28]

√

DDSM

Accuracy = 85.95%
Dice = 79.39%.

U-net with Data
Augmentation [54]

B. Boundary-based segmentation
Canny edge detection [36]
C. Atlas-based segmentation
Atlas-based Segmentation [14]
D. Model-based segmentation

E. Deep learning

√

MAIS

Convolutional Neural Network [44]

2019

BCDR

Pectoral muscle
segmentation

–

–
INbreast
CBIS-DDSM

MNPNet [45]

2019

Mass segmentation

cGAN [46]

2019

Segment a breast
tumor

U-net [47]

2019

Segment
microcalcification

Dense U-Net [48]

2019

Mass segmentation

U-net with Data Augmentation [49]

2020

Mass detection

TABLE IV.
-

Data Set

–
√
√
√
√

√

–

√

SUMMARY OF PREPROCESSING TECHNIQUES

Filtering

Morphological
operations

Augmentation

Resizing/Cropping

Other
Algorithms

—

—

CLAHE method

—

—

—

Mass/Suspicious lesions Detection
A dual-stage adaptive
thresholding [18]

MIAS and DDSM

Otsu’s Threshold and Watershed
[19]

MAIS

Adaptive hysteresis thresholding
[22]

MIAS and DDSM

Hidden Markov and region
growing [26]

—

√

√

MAIS

—

√

√

Adaptive fuzzy region growing
[27]

360 FFDM

—

Improved region growing [28]

MAIS

Efficient Seed Region Growing
[29]

MIAS and DDSM

√
√

√
—

—

—

—

—

—
√

—

√

—

—

√

Intensity
Transformation

—

√
√

—

Otsu’s method

—
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Watershed Algorithm [31]

Private SFM

Watershed and region growing
[32]

—

MAIS

Split and marge [33]

MAIS

—

Clustering [35]

MAIS

—

Chan–Vese model [41]

MAIS

—

MNPNet [45]

INbreast
CBIS-DDSM

–

–

Dense U-Net [48]

DDSM

—

—

U-net with Data Augmentation
[49]

DDSM

—

—

√

—

√

—

720 MLO images

—

√

—

—

—

—

—

—

√

—

—

Otsu’s method

√

EMO algorithm [21]

MAIS

Region growing and Sliding
Window [24]

MAIS

√
—

√
√

—

√

√

—

—

—

Canny edge detection [36]
Active contours [39]

MAIS

—

Atlas-based Segmentation [14]

MAIS, DDSM

—

Four phases pre-processing [40]

MAIS,INbreast

Convolutional Neural Network
[44]

MAIS, BCDR,
INbrest CBISDDSM

cGAN [46]

INbrest

√

√

—

Morphological Approach [30]

DDSM
DDSM

√

√

—

U-net [47]

Microcalcification Segmentation

VII. CONCLUSION

—

In this review, an elaborate coverage has been performed
in mammogram segmentation techniques. First, we provided
an overview of medical image analysis and described the
mammogram images. Then we gave a brief description of
MIAS, DDSM, INbreast, BCDR, and CBIS-DDSM datasets.
We discussed region-based segmentation, boundary-based
segmentation,
atlas-based
segmentation,
model-based
segmentation, and deep learning approaches for segmentation;
we gave an ex- ample from recent papers for each of these
segmentation techniques. Then we explained the most-used
performance measurement in the segmentation process.
Finally, we summarized different mammogram segmentation
works in table III, including the preprocessing step, dataset(s),
and performance results for each one.
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Abstract—Textual similarity among documents often leads to
copyright issues. Manual measurement of similarity among
documents is a time consuming infeasible activity. In this paper,
we proposed a technique for measuring similarity at sensedlexicon level for documents written in Punjabi language using
Gurumukhi script. 50 Punjabi document pairs were manually
collected with the help of Punjabi native writers. The proposed
technique consisted of major 4 levels. Level 0 consists of data
collection phase. Level 1 consists of noise removal and stop word
removal sub levels. Extracted tokens were stemmed, lemmatized
and synonyms were replaced based on part of speech tagging in
level 2. Vector space representation corresponding to each
document leads to n-gram generation of documents in level 2.
Extracted n-grams were weighted based on term frequency. In
level 3, string based token level similarity indexes such as
Jaccard Similarity Index (JSI), Cosine Similarity Index (CSI)
and Levenshtien Distance Index (LDI) were experimented with
weighed tokens. In this work, Human Intelligence Task (HIT)
based rating has been utilized for measuring the similarity
among documents between 0-100. Results obtained from HIT
based rating are compared with results obtained from the
proposed technique with various combinations of pre-processing
levels. Results revealed that on the basis of majority voting,
combination of stop word removal with stemming and ‘noun’
based synonym replacement leads to the best combination with
bi-gram tokens. Statistical analysis indicates strong correlation
between CSI and HIT based rating.
Keywords—Cosine Similarity Index (CSI); Jaccard Similarity
Index (JSI); Levenshtien Distance Index (LDI); n-gram; Punjabi;
similarity checker

I.

INTRODUCTION

“It is better to fail in originality than to succeed in
imitation” Herman M.
Measuring similarity between words/ terms, sentences,
paragraph and document plays an important role in
computational linguistics. Similarity measurement is
significant component for text classification, search engine,
topic modelling, text summarization, legal documents,
question answer generation, information retrieval, plagiarism
detection and other language related research. Similarity is
associated with finding the overlapping index among two
documents. This overlapping can be present at sentence level
or document level. Similarity among documents can be
identified at lexical level and semantic level. In lexical level,
words and/or phrases are compared to identify the similarity

whereas in semantic level, contextual information associated
with words or phrases is extracted and used for comparison.
In general, an automatic document similarity analyzer
takes two documents and generates similarity index for them.
In this paper, document level similarity is identified at sensedlexicon level. These documents are written in Punjabi
language using Gurumukhi script which adds one more layer
of complexity to this task. This work has potential application
in plagiarism detection in Punjabi documents. India is the
land of languages. Numerous languages and its dialect are
being used in spoken as well as written form. Punjabi is one of
them. Punjabi falls in Indo –Aryan language category. It is
indicated as first language for about 130 million people and is
the 10th most spoken language in the world [1-2].
A lot of research has been carried out in area of measuring
similarity among documents written in foreign languages,
especially English. But this area still needs to be explored in
Indian languages. No work has been reported for Punjabi
language.
II. RELATED WORK
This section presents different works carried out in area of
detecting similarity among documents. Indexes for finding
documents similarity are broadly categorized into string based,
corpus based and knowledge based measure [5]. String based
algorithms perform character level or token level comparison.
Corpus based methods detect similarity based on semantic
information extracted from large corpus and Knowledge based
methods extract semantic similarity based on information
extracted from semantic network.
A. Similarity Checking Work in Foreign Languages
Researchers [6] proposed a technique for handling
semantically similar words/ paraphrases in Arabic language.
Open Source Arabic Corpora (OSAC) was utilized for
identifying suspected documents and Word2vec was used for
experimentation. Various methods such as Term FrequencyInverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF), Latent Semantic
Analysis (LSA), Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA),
word2vec, Global Vector Representation (GloVe), and
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) were experimented for
paraphrase detection. Another group of researchers [10] used a
deep learning based method to detect Arabic paraphrasing.
This method consists of pre-processing phase, and word2vec
phase. Convolutional Neural Network was used to generate
sentence vector. Authors [12] proposed two layer plagiarism
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detection method for Arabic documents. This method consists
of two layer: Fingerprinting and Word embedding. Documents
were weighted using different techniques such as word
alignment, POS tags, and inverse document frequency. With
recall of 88% and precision of 86%, this method outperformed
Plagdet. Different word embedding models were
experimented for capturing semantic similarity among
sentences. In this work, authors proposed a model (MMaxLSTM-CNN) for employing multiple sets of word
embedding for evaluating sentence similarity. Multi-level
comparisons among sentence embedding, generated by
multiple word embedding, leads to sentence similarity
information. Proposed technique experimented with STS
Benchmark dataset and SICK dataset from SemEval and
outperform all other existing methods [7].

embedding, WordNet score and LSTM based methods were
experimented [14].
III. METHODOLOGY
This section provides the detailed architecture of system
for finding similarity among Punjabi documents. Fig. 1
presents the architecture of Punjabi document similarity
analyzer. Punjabi document similarity analyzer consists of
mainly 4 different levels. Each level (except level 0) takes
input from previous level and provides some output to the next
level. Working and detail about each level is as follows:

Saptono et al. experimented with Vector Space Model
(VSM) for detecting plagiarism. In this work, cosine similarity
method was used to generate the rank of textual paragraphs
from query as well as collection vector. Conditional
probability concept was utilized to extract number of words
from a paragraph. Results revealed that 54.28% average
precision and 100% average recall is achieved with threshold
value of 0.3 for the conditional probability and 0.2 for cosine
similarity [8]. Authors introduced the project ParaPhraser.ru
for collecting of Russian paraphrase corpus and organizing a
Paraphrase Detection Shared Task. Different techniques were
experimented for finding paraphrases among Russian
language. Result revealed that traditional classifiers with
linguistics features outperformed other methods [13].
B. Similarity Checking work in Indian Languages
Automatic plagiarism software Maulik was developed to
check the plagiarism among Hindi documents. Approach used
for detecting plagiarism is based on n-grams and comparison
with repository and online documents. Input text was preprocessing using stop word removal and stemming. Different
values of n were compared with cosine similarity index to find
the best value of n. Accuracy reported was 96.3 which is
better as compared to existing techniques [3]. Authors
proposed Document Synset Matrix for Marathi (DSMM)
technique for measuring among Marathi documents. In this
work, proses and verses were used for experimentation.
Dataset consists of 1206 proses and verses. Different problems
such as sense identification of words, polysemy were handled
using proposed technique. Accuracy reported was 80 which
was better than existing techniques [4]. In this paper, authors
presented fuzzy semantic based and Naïve Bayes model for
identifying obfuscated plagiarism in English as well as
Marathi Language. Semantic relatedness information was
analysed based on part of speech tags and WordNet measures.
Results revealed that Naïve Bayes Model performed better as
compared to fuzzy method [9]. Authors proposed technique
for detecting plagiarism in Urdu documents. Reordering of
sentences, and inter-textual similarity among Urdu documents
was handled in this work. Proposed technique was evaluated
using Support vector machine (SVM) and Naïve Bayes (NB).
Performance of this proposed method was better as compared
to existing techniques [11]. Author proposed Deep learning
based methods for handling paraphrase detection task in
Indian languages. Convolutional neural network with word

Fig. 1. Architecture of Punjabi Document Similarity Analyzer.
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A. Level 0
First step for any kind of analysis is corpus. Due to
unavailability of textual similarity corpus in Punjabi, similar
document pairs were created. For the creation of these
documents, two techniques were followed. In first one, two
human annotator (Punjabi native users (writers and speakers))
were requested to write one page on a given topic. As this
process was very time consuming, so internet was used as
second source for generating similar document pair. Topic
selection is versatile from latest topic such as corona virus to
festivals of Punjab, from motivational write up to a small
story, from real heroes such as Bhagat Singh to real world
problems such as pollution, religious gurus to motivational
thoughts. Total 50 document pairs (100 documents) written in
Punjabi language using Gurumukhi script were collected for
further experimentation. Out of 50 document pairs, 26
document pairs were annotated by Punjabi native user
whereas, remaining 24 document pairs were generated through
internet. Each document pair consists of two documents. So,
these two documents D1, and D2 were passed through
following phases/levels. Table I provides the statistical details
about the dataset.
TABLE I.

STATISTICAL DETAILS ABOUT DATASET

Sr. No.

Description

Count

1

Document pair count

50

2

Total documents

100

3

Total token count

12342

4

Unique token count

8976

5

Stop words removed

1679

replacement among the documents, an algorithm is devised.
Detailed steps are presented in algorithm 1. Effect of synonym
replacement with stemming is presented separately in the
results section. IndoWordNet was utilized for synonym
replacement based on Part of Speech (POS) tags [19-20]. In
this word, two part of speech tags („noun‟ and „verb‟) were
experimented for identifying the synonym information from
document. These normalized words (ND1, ND2) from D1 and
D2 represent Vector Space Representation of both documents
(VSRD1, VSRD2) [24]. With an intention to give more
preference to higher occurring word in document, term
frequency (TF) was used to weight the words in D1 and D2.
Formula for term frequency is as follows:
(

)

D. Level 3
In this level, weighted ND1 and ND2 tokens from VSRD1
and VSRD2 were divided into n-grams. Results are presented
for n is equal to 1 to 5. Generated n-grams were passed to next
sublevel: document similarity level. Lexical similarity
between documents was identified through following
techniques. Similarity of documents was generated on the
basis of scale from 0-100. 0 means no overlapping between
the documents and 100 means completely copied document.
Jaccard Similarity Index (JSI): This index was used to
measure the similarity between two sets using the formula as
given below [24]
(

)

|

⋂

|

|

⋃

|

(1)

Where
represents the n-gram
representation of weighted ND1 and ND2.

B. Level 1
D1 and D2 are passed through various pre-processing
sublevels. Existing similarity checker for various language
(such as English) consists of comparison based on phrases and
terms only. Whereas, in this proposed technique, comparison
was not just based on exact phrases and but contextual
information association with phrases and terms was also
checked using IndoWordNet [19]. The purpose of this sub
level is to reduce the noise in the input data. So various
punctuation marks, symbols were removed from documents
(D1 and D2). Stop words were also removed from D1 and D2
[16] [22].
C. Level 2
As mentioned earlier, in this work, document similarity is
identified at sensed-lexicon level. Lexical level comprises of
lexicons that are being used in both the documents. Lexical
features are proven to be effective in Punjabi poetry
classification work [17] [21]. Correct sense of these lexicons
leads to sensed-lexicon. In next sublevel, remaining words
were normalized into their root form. For word normalization,
Punjabi stemming rules were used [18]. ND1 and ND 2
(normalized words from document 1 and document 2) were
passed to next sublevel. Another important aspect of near copy
similarity is synonym replacement. To identify the synonyms

Cosine Similarity Index (CSI): This index was used to
measure the similarity based on angle between two vectors
[25] where document were represented as vectors.
⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ ⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗

(2)

‖⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ ‖‖⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗ ‖

Where
represents the n-gram
representation of weighted ND1 and ND2
c. Levenshtien Distance index (LDI): This is edit based
similarity index. Number of edits in form of insertion, deletion
and substitution is calculated. Overall bounded similarity
index is generated between 0 and 1 [26].
)(

(

(

)

)

(
)(
)(

(

{
{

(
(

)(

)

)
)

(3)
)

It measures first i characters and j characters of
respectively.
Implementation of this entire work was done in Python 3.7
[15]. Different packages such as nltk, inltk, sklearn were used
in this work.
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Algorithm I: Algorithm for finding synonyms of tokens based on part of speech associated
Input: Document1 (D1) and Document2 (D2)
Output: All synonyms replaced in Document2
Step 1: Both documents were tagged based Part of Speech with the help of part of speech tagger.
Step 2: Divide the document D2 into tokens a (t1 …tn) and form Bag of Word2 (BOW2).
Step 3: Extract „noun‟/ „verb‟ from document D1 and form Bag of Word1 (BOW1) with tokens (t1---tn).
Step 4: for each token (t1---tn) in BOW1
If token is present in BOW2
Continue with the next token in Bag of Word1 (BOW1),
Else
a) Find the synonyms of token using IndoWordNet and search the presence of each synonym in BOW2
b) If match found in BOW2, replace synonym matched with the original token in BOW2
c) Goto step3
Step 5: End
IV. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
The purpose of this research work was to find the most
suitable similarity index for Punjabi documents. Similarity
between the documents can be identified either at Lexical
level or at Semantic level. In this work, similarity between
Punjabi documents has been measured at lexical level
(indicated with „A‟ in this work) with different combination of
pre-processing techniques. For finding the similarity index,
document vectors of TF weighted n-grams have been used.
For evaluating the system, results are presented in two
sections. Section 1 consists of results by the algorithm and
section 2 consists of evaluation results by human linguistic
expert through HIT.
A. Results based on Algorithm
In order to find similarity index at lexical level (A),
different measures (as specified in previous section) were
experimented with different combinations of pre-processing
techniques. These combinations have been labelled with
characters a to e. Details of these measures with code are
presented in Table II. It is notable that these codes have been
coined by us for simplicity.
TABLE II.

COINED CODES FOR DIFFERENT COMBINATIONS OF PREPROCESSING AND NORMALIZATION TECHNIQUES

Sr.
No.

Coined
Codes

Details of different combinations of pre-processing and
normalization techniques

1

A.a

Without any pre-processing

2

A.b

Stop words removed from documents

3

A.c

Stop words removed and tokens are stemmed

4

A.d

Stop words are removed, words are stemmed and
„noun‟ synonym are replaced
using IndoWordNet

5

A.e

Stop words are removed, words are stemmed and
„verb‟ synonym are replaced
using IndoWordNet

Each document pair has been evaluated using 5
combinations of pre-processing techniques (as indicated in
Table II) in addition with n-gram values from 1 to 5. For a
single document pair, 5x5x3 combination have been tested
where 5 were the combinations, 5 n-gram values and 3
similarity indexes. In total, 50x5x5x3 combination of
experiments have been performed to analyze the result where
number of document pairs are 50. For each document pair,
each combination from A.a to A.e was tested with value of n gram used was 1 to 5. Result of each combination
(considering only non-zero results for n-grams have been
averaged. Results were analyzed based on two valid findings:
1) Finding 1: For more than 38 document pairs, similarity
index values have been reported to be 0 for n-gram having
value 4 and 5. So, these values were excluded while
calculating average.
2) Finding 2: By averaging the n-gram results (as per
finding1) obtained in each combination, best combination was
selected. Although, combination A.a comes out to be the best
combination in all of them. But, A.a results were ignored
considering the presence of stop words and so is the maximum
overlapping. Detail results are presented in the next
subsection.
B. Results based on Human Intelligence Task (HIT)
For this work, each document pair was shared among 10
Punjabi language native speakers. Users selected for this
research are from technical background and have sound
knowledge about plagiarism and similarity. They were
requested to rate the similarity between two documents on the
scale of 0-100. Rating value equal to 0 or 100 was ignored
considering it as outlier, and such values were not considered
while calculating Average Human Intelligence Task (AHIT)
rating.
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C. Analysis of Similarity Indexes
For each document pair, the best combination is selected
on the basis of Average Jaccard Similarity Index (AJSI),
Average Cosine Similarity Index (ACSI), and Average
Levenshtien Distance Index (ALDI). Table III provides the
results obtained with algorithm and index value obtained with
AHIT score. Values in column AHIT were averaged and
rounded off to 2 decimal points.
TABLE III.
Sr.
No.
1

RESULTS OBTAINED WITH ALGORITHM AND HIT SCORING

Document
Pair

Best
Code

AJSI

A.e

0.068

0.192

0.07

A.d

0.001

0.189

0.021

0.17
0.17

ACSI

ALDI

DP-1

AHIT

2

DP-2

A.d

0.121

0.314

0.132

0.34

3

DP-3

A.e

0.078

0.321

0.046

0.35

4

DP-4

A.d

0.068

0.412

0.063

0.45

5

DP-5

A.d

0.023

0.342

0.021

0.33

6

DP-6

A.e

0.064

0.286

0.053

0.21

7

DP-7

A.d

0.053

0.332

0.083

0.28

8

DP-8

A.c

0.058

0.409

0.049

0.3

9

DP-9

A.c

0.055

0.234

0.038

0.19

10

DP-10

A.c

0.055

0.291

0.07

0.24

A.d

0.084

0.324

0.113

0.31

A.c

0.068

0.356

0.07

0.28

A.c

0.043

0.215

0.04

0.17

A.d

0.041

0.231

0.042

0.31

11

12

DP-11
DP-12

13

DP-13

A.d

0.52

0.142

0.034

0.29

14

DP-14

A.d

0.064

0.231

0.062

0.25

A.c

0.014

0.45

0.023

0.27

15

DP-15
A.b

0.012

0.213

0.14

0.19

16

DP-16

A.d

0.06

0.256

0.071

0.17

17

DP-17

A.d

0.031

0.134

0.012

0.19

18

DP-18

A.d

0.075

0.309

0.053

0.18

19

DP-19

A.d

0.05

0.154

0.038

0.34

20

DP-20

A.d

0.054

0.254

0.041

0.27

21

DP-21

A.c

0.1

0.578

0.149

0.53

22

DP-22

A.e

0.046

0.287

0.08

0.26

23

DP-23

A.d

0.042

0.456

0.04

0.46

24

DP-24

A.d

0.09

0.422

0.078

0.44

25

DP-25

A.d

0.09

0.422

0.078

0.43

26

DP-26

A.c

0.046

0.142

0.034

0.18

27

DP-27

A.d

0.082

0.409

0.079

0.43

28

DP-28

A.e

0.119

0.219

0.123

0.17

29

DP-29

A.c

0.134

0.234

0.098

0.23

30

DP-30

A.d

0.054

0.209

0.041

0.18

31

DP-31

A.d

0.123

0.381

0.14

0.39

32

DP-32

A.d

0.057

0.19

0.069

0.19

33

DP-33

A.c

0.123

0.667

0.149

0.21

34

DP-34

A.d

0.041

0.212

0.056

0.23

35

DP-35

A.b

0.139

0.183

0.045

0.19

36

DP-36

A.c

0.062

0.267

0.068

0.17

37

DP-37

A.d

0.087

0.414

0.078

0.42

38

DP-38

A.b

0.084

0.398

0.113

0.34

39

DP-39

A.d

0.023

0.234

0.012

0.24

40

DP-40

A.e

0.058

0.177

0.049

0.21

41

DP-41

A.d

0.045

0.167

0.038

0.29

42

DP-42

A.d

0.021

0.335

0.067

0.39

43

DP-43

A.d

0.075

0.341

0.054

0.37

44

DP-44

A.e

0.074

0.47

0.0123

0.12

45

DP-45

A.d

0.021

0.127

0.049

0.21

46

DP-46

A.d

0.038

0.177

0.043

0.16

47

DP-47

A.d

0.021

0.532

0.099

0.52

48

DP-48

A.d

0.023

0.452

0.113

0.47

49

DP-49

A.c

0.033

0.145

0.043

0.12

50

DP-50

A.d

0.083

0.318

0.128

0.39

From Table III, Table IV is derived based on the frequency
count of each combination. From Table IV, it can be observed
that combination A.c is proven to be the best combination sofar on the basis of majority voting mechanism. Result of
combination A.a is ignored as stated in finding 1. *Total value
reflected in Table IV is 54 because in DP-1, DP-11, DP-12
and DP-15, two combinations comes out to be the best instead
of one.
In second phase of experimentation, all the results for
combination A.c were compared for checking the existence of
correlation with AHIT obtained. For finding the correlation
among these values, distribution of data was identified.
Distribution details were presented in Fig. 2. As it can be
observed from Fig. 2, data is not normally distributed, so
spearman correlation coefficient method was used for finding
the correlation between values obtained by algorithm and
human score [23]. Correlation strength values lies between -1
and 1. Table V presents the different strength values.
TABLE IV.

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION FOR COMBINATIONS

Sr. No.

Combination Code

Frequency Count

1.

A.b

3

2.

A.c

12

3.

A.d

32

4.

A.e

7

Total

54*
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Fig. 2. Distribution of AJSI, ACSI, ALDI and AHIT.

TABLE V.

while calculating column average. It can be observed from the
Table VII and Fig. 4 that bigram (n=2) gives the best result
whereas as n is increased to 3, index values have been
reduced.

STRENGTH VALUES FOR CORRELATION

Sr. No.

Coefficient Value

Interpretation

1.

0.00-0.19

Very Weak

2.

0.20-0.39

Weak

3.

0.40-0.59

Moderate

4.

0.60-0.79

Strong

5.

0.80-1.00

Very Strong

TABLE VI.

COEFFICIENT SCORE

Sr. No.

Correlation Between

Coefficient Value

1.

AHIT and AJSI

0.184

2.

AHIT and ACSI

0.621

3.

AHIT and ALDI

0.351

Spearman correlation coefficient was obtained between 3
similarity index values and average HIT score. Table VI
presents the coefficient values. From Fig. 3, it can be observed
that highest coefficient value is 0.621 with p-value >0.05. So,
AHIT score is more correlated with average cosine similarity
index value. So, ACSI values obtained with algorithm has
strong association with AHIT (as indicated from Table V
values).

Fig. 3. Correlation Coefficient between Similarity Index Values and
Average HIT.

D. Analysis of n-gram
In this section, n-gram effect on similarity task is studied.
For this work, value of n is taken from 1 to 5. As per
assumption specified in result section, results are taken into
consideration for n equal to 4 and 5. Analysis is carried out on
unigram (n=1), bigram (n=2) and trigram (n=3). Table VII
presents the results obtained for 50 document pairs for these ngrams.
For n-gram analysis, n-gram wise result for each
combination (A.a to A.e) are averaged. Value for trigrams in
document pair 4 and 10 are ignored and are not considered

Fig. 4. Analysis of n-gram Index Values.
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TABLE VII.
Sr.
No.

ANALYSIS OF N-GRAM VALUES FOR 50 DOCUMENT PAIRS

Document pair

Unigram
(n=1)

Bigram
(n=2)

Trigram
(n=3)

1.

DP-1

0.127

0.343

0.01275

2.

DP-2

0.123

0.343

0.015

3.

DP-3

0.087

0.334

0.043

4.

DP-4

0.016

0.221

0

5.

DP-5

0.065

0.328

0.008

6.

DP-6

0.197

0.383

0.098

7.

DP-7

0.040

0.316

0.010

8.

DP-8

0.040

0.278

0.002

9.

DP-9

0.015

0.185

0.001

10.

DP-10

0.009

0.166

0

11.

DP-11

0.060

0.313

0.012

12.

DP-12

0.022

0.213

0.014

13.

DP-13

0.013

0.189

0.001

14.

DP-14

0.021

0.181

0.003

15.

DP-15

0.090

0.273

0.008

16.

DP-16

0.026

0.154

0.005

17.

DP-17

0.031

0.240

0.003

18.

DP-18

0.075

0.279

0.003

19.

DP-19

0.130

0.429

0.038

20.

DP-20

0.079

0.386

0.019

21.

DP-21

0.080

0.398

0.012

22.

DP-22

0.246

0.450

0.153

23.

DP-23

0.177

0.442

0.065

24.

DP-24

0.201

0.434

0.046

25.

DP-25

0.202

0.444

0.034

26.

DP-26

0.011

0.176

0.002

27.

DP-27

0.080

0.271

0.007

28.

DP-28

0.024

0.149

0.001

29.

DP-29

0.035

0.242

0.005

30.

DP-30

0.081

0.273

0.002

31.

DP-31

0.145

0.299

0.038

32.

DP-32

0.078

0.375

0.018

33.

DP-33

0.078

0.478

0.010

34.

DP-34

0.232

0.512

0.148

35.

DP-35

0.185

0.374

0.097

36.

DP-36

0.026

0.154

0.005

37.

DP-37

0.011

0.176

0.002

38.

DP-38

0.128

0.328

0.016

39.

DP-39

0.085

0.312

0.042

40.

DP-40

0.145

0.299

0.038

41.

DP-41

0.078

0.375

0.018

42.

DP-42

0.172

0.283

0.092

43.

DP-43

0.017

0.178

0.005

44.

DP-44

0.145

0.299

0.038

45.

DP-45

0.078

0.375

0.018

46.

DP-46

0.118

0.289

0.088

47.

DP-47

0.080

0.271

0.006

48.

DP-48

0.022

0.148

0.001

49.

DP-49

0.029

0.243

0.004

50

DP-50

0.029

0.165

0.006

0.085

0.295

0.027

Average

V. CONCLUSION
As the Punjabi textual content is increasing day by day on
web, there is a need to check many of such documents for
similarity. Manually detecting the similarity is a tedious task.
So, the main objective of this work was to automate the
similarity detection process. As there was unavailability of
similarity textual corpus, it was created manually through
human annotators. 50 document pairs were collected for
further experimentation. Each document pair consists of
information about the same topic. These document pairs were
passed through various pre-processing techniques such as stop
word removal, stemming, part of speech based synonym
replacement with the help of IndoWordNet. Different
combinations of these techniques were tested with n-gram
with value of n from 1 to 5. JSI, CSI, LDI and HIT based
rating have been used for evaluation. Results indicated that
combination of pre-processing technique (stop word removal
with root word conversion using stemming and synonym
replacement with „noun‟ based part of speech tag) proven to
be the best combination so-far for detecting similarity among
Punjabi documents. Out of the 3 indexes used for
experimentation, values obtained for CSI are highly correlated
with HIT based rating.
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Abstract—Intrusion detection has drawn considerable interest
as researchers endeavor to produce efficient models that offer
high detection accuracy. Nevertheless, the challenge remains in
developing reliable and efficient Intrusion Detection System
(IDS) that is capable of handling large amounts of data, with
trends evolving in real-time circumstances. The design of such a
system relies on the detection methods used, particularly the
feature selection techniques and machine learning algorithms
used. Thus motivated, this paper presents a review on feature
selection and ensemble techniques used in anomaly-based IDS
research. Dimensionality reduction methods are reviewed,
followed by the categorization of feature selection techniques to
illustrate their effectiveness on training phase and detection.
Selection of the most relevant features in data has been proven to
increase the efficiency of detection in terms of accuracy and
computational efficiency, hence its important role in the design of
an anomaly-based IDS. We then analyze and discuss a variety of
IDS-based machine learning techniques with various detection
models (single classifier-based or ensemble-based), to illustrate
their significance and success in the intrusion detection area.
Besides supervised and unsupervised learning methods in
machine learning, ensemble methods combine several base
models to produce one optimal predictive model and improve
accuracy performance of IDS. The review consequently focuses
on ensemble techniques employed in anomaly-based IDS models
and illustrates how their use improves the performance of the
anomaly-based IDS models. Finally, the paper laments on open
issues in the area and offers research trends to be considered by
researchers in designing efficient anomaly-based IDSs.
Keywords—Intrusion detection system (IDS); anomaly-based
IDS; feature selection (FS); ensemble

I.

INTRODUCTION

Intrusion detection system (IDS) is one of the widely used
security mechanisms intended to protect computers, programs,
networks, and information against intrusion, illegitimate
access, alteration, or demolition. At a minimum, security
systems for computers (host) and networks requires firewalls,
antivirus applications and IDSs. Intrusion detection aims to
detect acts performed against information systems by
intruders, which attempt to gain illegitimate access to a
computer asset (data, information, and network). Intruders
may involve local or remote intruders: local intruders are
network users with some level of legal access which attempts
to elevate their levels of access through abuse of unauthorized
privileges; while remote intruders refer to users who attempt
to obtain illegal access to device data outside the target
network [1], [2].

One of the techniques utilized to construct the intrusion
detection system in order to track and deter attacks are
machine learning (ML) algorithms. These techniques analyze
and distinguish between from normal and abnormal packets,
are attempting to avoid system harm from the attack.
A. Challenges
Among the main challenges in IDS research are related to
the selection of relevant data to be investigated. For training
expert machine in IDS datasets, there are some attributes
which are irrelevant or may not influence the final results and
also increases the execution time. The strain on expert
machine is minimized by eliminating these attributes by
utilizing dimensionality reduction techniques [3], [4].
The other challenge is to build an appropriate feature
subset selection to be used in the process of intrusion
detection, which will not only reduce the detection time but
also increase the accuracy of detection. In addition, generating
proper feature subset helps expert machine by avoiding over
fitting issue and enhances predictive performance [5], [6].
Utilizing suitable machine learning algorithms in order to
detect the intrusion is another challenge in IDS. Threats and
security landscape are become increasingly complex, and
strategies based on low-level machine learning are ineffective
in coping with rising security issues.
There are various machine learning algorithms and
methods but the main challenge is to select the one that yields
optimal performance for the IDS model [7], [8].
B. Motivation
The above challenges have inspired the discussion in this
review paper, which focuses on application of machine
learning algorithms for feature selection and ensemble-based
detection in anomaly-based IDSs. The papers are classified
base on mentioned issues and addressed their objectives and
attributes. This study discusses and compares the models and
examines the particularities of each model in order to promote
more studies in this area.
C. Previous Study
Numerous existing review articles on IDS concentrated on
feature selection or detection mechanism without taking into
account the future trends and open topics. Anomaly-based
intrusion detection has already been studied in several review
articles [9], [10]. They described various elements of IDS but
did not discuss articles in-depth, the strengths and weaknesses
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in different methods of feature selection and ensemble
detection for anomaly-based intrusion detection system.
Furthermore, future trends and open issues are also addressed.
D. Contributions
The contributions of this review are summarized below:
• Classification of detection methods in IDS. The
methods,
feature
selection
technique
used,
classification type, evaluation tool and dataset are all
mentioned.
• Classification of machine learning techniques used in
anomaly-based IDS.
• Identification of feature selection for anomaly-based
IDS, as summarized in Tables II and III.
• Identification of ensemble classification for anomalybased IDS.
• Presentation of future directions on the state-of-the-art
anomaly-based feature selection and ensemble
classification.
To achieve the mentioned contributions, some research
questions are ready for this analysis and the responses are
given in the following sections:
RQ1.What are the detection methods utilized for IDS?
RQ2.Which evaluation tools are utilized to assess the
effectiveness of the IDS?
RQ3.What are the datasets reported in the review to be
used in anomaly-based IDS?
RQ4.Which feature selection methods are used for
anomaly-based IDS?
RQ5.What are the machine learning algorithms used for
detecting intrusions in anomaly-based detection?
RQ6.What of the ensemble techniques included in the
review are reported to be used in anomaly-based
IDS?
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 provides an overview of detection methods in IDS.
Then, the taxonomy of machine learning algorithms and their
methods which are employed in IDS follows in Section 3,
while Section 4 reviews and compares different techniques of
feature selection. Next, ensemble classification algorithms and
their methods which are employed in anomaly-based IDS
follows in Section 5. In Section 6, discussions on the open
issues and future trends for IDSs are provided, and finally
Section 7 concludes this survey.
II. DETECTION METHODS
Intrusion detection methods are classified into four groups
based on the detection method used in the system: signaturebased, anomaly-based, specification-based, and hybrid. In
signature-based detection the IDS identifies threats when the
system or network operation matches the threat pattern (called
signature) stored in the IDS local databases, and an alert will
be activated. Signature-based IDSs are effective and efficient

in identifying existing attacks, and their task is simple to
comprehend. However, this technique has not been effective
in identifying zero day attacks and new variants of previously
identified attacks which are still elusive as the associated
signature for these attacks [11]. Signature-based schemes offer
very strong outcomes for popular, well-known threats.
However, they are unable to identify new, unseen attacks,
even though they are designed as minimal variants of attacks
previously identified. Examples of signature-based IDSs are
Artificial Immune System (AIS) [12], Collaborative Block
Chained Signature-Based IDS (CBSigIDS) [13], IPFIX-based
IDS (FIXIDS) [14].
Anomaly-based detection aims to predict the system's
''ordinary'' pattern to be covered and produce an anomaly
warning whenever the difference between an immediate
occurrence and normal pattern reaches a predetermined
threshold. The key benefit of anomaly-based detection
method is their ability to recognize previously undiscovered
attack incidents. Nevertheless, in anomaly-based systems, the
rate of false positives (FP), or wrongly defined as attacks is
typically higher than that of signature-based method,
considering the possible inaccuracy in formal signature
specifications. Examples of anomaly-based IDSs are
Hybridized Feature Selection Approach (HFSA) [15], Hybrid
Anomaly Detection Model (HADM) [16], Unsupervised
Heterogeneous Anomaly Based IDS [17].
For specification-based detection method, a human expert
manually constructs the desired template which consists of a
series of rules (specifications) that aim to evaluate valid
behavior of a device. If the parameters are sufficiently
accurate, the template may identify unlawful patterns of
behavior. In addition, the false positive rate is decreased,
primarily because benign behaviors that were not previously
observed are not flagged as intrusions in this type of system.
Specifications could also be created using some formal
tool, for example, with a sequence of states and their
transitions, the Finite State Machine (FSM) methodology
appears suitable for modelling network protocols [18] [19].
Standard languages of representation such as LOTOS, UML
and N-grammars can be considered for this reason.
Hybrid detection aims to benefit from the strengths of each
intrusion detection method, minimized their weaknesses and
build strong schema to detect the intrusion. A notable aspect
in hybrid detection is common uses of a key signature-based
detection system in conjunction with an additional anomalybased model. This integration of the two forms of detection
strategies in a ''Hybrid NIDS'' [20] aims to increase the final
accuracy of signature-based models for intrusion detection
while eliminating the usual high level of false positives of
network-based IDS (NIDS) approaches, hence a hybrid
approach is embraced by most existing platforms. Other
examples of hybrid are Signature-Based Anomaly Detection
Scheme (SADS) [21], Artificial Bee Colony and Artificial
Fish Swarm (ABC-AFS) [22], Hybrid Intrusion Detection
Approach In Cloud Computing (HIDCC) [23].
Table I shows the type of detection methods utilized by
researchers in IDS. RQ1, RQ2, and RQ3 are all answered in
detail in the table. It specifies the detection method, the
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evaluation tool, dataset used in the articles, and so on. From
the table it is apparent that signature-based and specificationbased detection methods did not utilize feature selection and
ensemble classifier to detect intrusions, in contrast to the
anomaly-based detection which utilized both of them. For
evaluation tools and dataset, signature-based and
TABLE I.

specification-based models were deployed and validated using
simulation and real data while anomaly-based approaches were

evaluated by experiments and standard IDS datasets. The
NSL-KDD dataset is the most utilized dataset based on the
articles in this review.

COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT DETECTION METHODS FOR IDS

Author

Signaturebased

Anomalybased

Specificationbased

Hybrid

Feature
selection

Single
classifier

Multi
classifier/
Ensemble

Evaluation
Tool

Dataset

2011
[30]

×

×

√

×

×

×

×

Simulation

Real Data

2012
[31]

×

×

√

×

×

×

×

Simulation

Real Data

2013
[32]

×

√

×

×

√

√

×

Experiment

NSL-KDD

2014
[33]

√

×

×

×

×

√

×

Experiment

DARPA 1999
Real Data

2015
[15]

×

√

×

×

√

×

√

Experiment

NSL-KDD

2015
[21]

×

×

×

√

×

×

√

Experiment

DARPA 1999
ISCX 2012

2016
[34]

×

√

×

×

√

√

×

Experiment

KDD Cup 99
NSL-KDD

2017
[35]

×

×

×

√

√

×

×

Simulation

Real Data

2017
[36]

×

×

√

×

×

×

×

Simulation

Real Data

2018
[37]

√

×

×

×

×

×

×

Simulation

Real Data

2018
[22]

×

×

×

√

√

×

√

Experiment

NSL-KDD
UNSW-NB15

2018
[14]

√

×

×

×

×

×

×

Simulation

Real Data

2019
[13]

√

×

×

×

×

×

×

Simulation

Real Data

2019
[38]

×

√

×

×

√

×

√

Experiment

NSL-KDD

2020
[39]

×

√

×

×

×

×

√

Experiment

CICIDS-2017
CSIC-2010v2
UNSW-NB15
NSL-KDD

2020
[40]

×

√

×

×

√

×

√

Experiment

ISCX 2012
NSL-KDD
CIC-IDS2017

2020
[41]

×

×

×

√

×

×

√

Experiment

Real Data

2020
[6]

×

√

×

×

√

√

×

Experiment

KDD Cup99
NSLKDD
UNSW-NB15

2020
[42]

×

√

×

×

×

×

√

Experiment

ADFA
NSL-KDD

2021
[43]

×

√

×

×

√

√

×

Experiment

UNSW-NB15
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III. MACHINE LEARNING IN ANOMALY-BASED IDS
Machine learning (ML) algorithms are classified into
unsupervised learning and supervised learning, depending on
the availability of training dataset and the successful outcome
of learning algorithms. Fig. 1 illustrates the taxonomy of
machine learning algorithms in anomaly-based IDS.
Regarding RQ5, it has been noted that most studies focus on
the following algorithms for IDS.
In supervised learning, the training function is provided
with input and target output pairs, and an expert model is
trained to predict the output of functions at minimal expense.
Supervised learnings are classified based on learning
algorithms, frameworks and objective functions. Support
vector machine (SVM), decision trees, and artificial neural
network (ANN) are common categorizations.
For unsupervised learning there is no tag or label in the
sample dataset. Unsupervised learning algorithms are
proposed to simplify the data's key features and shape clusters
of natural input patterns due to a particular cost function.
Hierarchical clustering, K-means clustering, and selforganization map are the most common unsupervised learning
methods. One of the challenges of unsupervised training is
that it is hard to evaluate because it does not have a specific
educator and therefore does not have labelled test data.

Fig. 1. Taxonomy of Machine Learning Algorithms in Anomaly-based IDS.

A. Supervised learning
1) Artificial Neural Network (ANN): ANN is one of the
major algorithms of machine learning which is widely utilized
as a detector operator in IDSs in many studies. ANN is used to
solve a variety of issues faced by other existing intrusion
detection approaches and has been suggested as a substitute
for the statistical analysis aspect of detection of anomaly
schemes. Initially, the ANN acquires its expertise by training
the machine to properly detect pre-selected examples of
problems. The neural network result will be checked and the
machine configuration will be optimized until the training data
neural network response reaches a sufficient level. Besides the
initial training phase, the neural network often gains expertise
over time as it performs review of the problem-related data
[24], [25] . A hypervisor layer anomaly detection system
called Hypervisor Detector that employs a combination
algorithm that is a hybrid of Fuzzy C-Means clustering
algorithm and Artificial Neural Network (FCM-ANN) was

introduced to enhance the detection system accuracy [26]. The
KDD Cup 99 sample dataset is used to test the design system
to test for the reliability of five attack forms. The model was
good at finding normal and probe attacks, but did not yield
good results for DOS (99.96–5.33), U2R (96.78–3.22) and
R2L (93.73–6.27) attacks, even for accuracy and false alarm
rate. A reasonable solution using ANN in hierarchical
anomaly-based IDS can be pointed to [27], which used neural
Self Organization Map (SOM) networks to identify and
distinguish normal packet from the attack traffic. The
proposed machine was used to configure, train and evaluate
the SOM Neural Network for intrusion detection. Detection
output was performed to evaluate the SOM efficiency in
detecting anomaly intrusion and the findings show that SOM
with the KDD Cup 99 dataset can distinguish attack packet
from normal one at 92.37%, while with NSL-KDD the
detection rate is 75.49%.
The work in [28] tackles detection problems by presenting
a simple ANN-based IDS system, utilizing back propagation
and feed forward algorithms together with different other
optimization methods to minimize the total computing
overhead while maintaining a high level of performance.
Results of the experiment on the NSL-KDD benchmark
dataset showed that the quality of the proposed ANN
(accuracy and detection speed) was 98.86% for accuracy and
95.77% for detection rate. An effective method to identify
brute force attack in the Secure Shell (SSH) was proposed by
[29]. A brute force attack is performed by the implementation
into the private cloud of a client-server SSH model and the
server captures traffic related to attack and normal. Next,
ANN's Multi-Layer Perceptron model extracts indicative
traffic characteristics and uses them to distinguish the attack
and normal packets. Results obtained from this approach
indicate that the suggested framework is able to detect the
attack successfully with great accuracy and minimal false
alarm.
2) Multi-layer Perceptron Neural Network (MLP): MLP
is a supervised learning classifier which utilizes back
propagation algorithm in the learning phase to train the model.
It can learn a non-linear approximate function for both
regression and classification task, by providing a group of
features and a target in which one or more non-linear layers
called hidden layers between the inputs and outputs are
distinguished from logistic regressions [44].
The MLP neurons are positioned in layers with alwaysflowing outputs toward the output layer, either one layer
(called a perceptron) or a multilayer perceptron, if multiple
layers exist [45], where every neuron in a single layer has
direct connections to the subsequent layer's neurons. The units
of those networks apply a sigmoid function as activation
function in many applications.
A wrapper-based feature selection is designed by utilizing
the Discernibility Function as algorithm for search to construct
subsets of feature and the MLP classifier is used to determine
the subsets of features. Thus, the C4.5 decision tree and the
MLP classifier, which are commonly utilized in the IDS, are
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used to illustrate better classification rates. With this hybrid
method, the findings for the KDD Cup 99 shows improved
accuracy of approximately 12% for U2R, 2% for Probe, and
1% for DOS classes [46].
To build effective IDS, a hybrid multi-layer perceptron
(MLP) and Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) algorithm were
designed. The MLP classifier was used to distinguish among
the attack and normal traffic in network. Training and testing
have been conducted using the NSL-KDD dataset. Results of
the experiments show that the suggested solution gives a high
detection rate of about 87.54 % and error rate of 0.124% [47].
3) K-nearest neighbor (KNN): KNN algorithm is a
nonparametric technique for classification and is a simple and
straightforward machine learning algorithm. It is vast used
based on many experiments reported on intrusion detection,
pattern recognition, text categorization and countless others
[48].
A combination of the Learning Vector Quantization ANN
and KNN method for intrusion detection was suggested by
[49]. The analysis was performed on the NSL-KDD dataset
and the proposed model has a detection rate of 97.2% (five
classes) with a false alarm rate of approximately 1%.
4) Support Vector Machines (SVM): SVM is one of the
algorithms in machine learning that used labeled instance
(packet) to train the model and differentiate the packet to
different classes by generating templates that could determine
which class a new instance belongs into [50], [51]. SVM's
main objective is to discover a linear optimized hyper plane
that maximizes the isolation boundary between groups. The
SVM then trains the model across sections or portions of the
data[52].
A hybrid intrusion detection KPCASVM with GAs design
was proposed [53], where KPCA is implemented in the NKPCA-GA-SVM system to obtain the key data features of
intrusion detection, and a multi-layer SVM classifier is used to
determine normal or attack behavior. The test was conducted
on the KDD Cup 99 dataset and the detection rate was 96%.
BIRCH hierarchical clustering SVM-based network intrusion
detection framework [54] was proposed for pre-processing of
data. Instead of the original large data set, the BIRCH
hierarchical clustering could provide the SVM learning with
highly qualified, abstracted and reduced data sets. The
proposed solution could achieve a 95.72% accuracy with a
false positive rate of 0.7% overall, but was not satisfactory
with the division accuracy for each attack type (Prob=
97.55%, U2R=19.73% and R2L=28.81%).
A new Combining Support Vectors with Ant Colony
(CSVAC) algorithm was proposed to produce cluster
classifiers in intrusion detection [55] using two existing
machine learning techniques (SVM and CSOACN) to improve
overall detection rates and speed. The method is applied and
tested using the standard KDD Cup 99 dataset benchmark, and
yields a classification rate of 94.86% with a false negative
ratio of about 1% and the false-positive ratio of 6.01%.

5) Naive Bayes Network (NB): Naive Bayes (NB) is a
simple method of creating classifiers that allocate labels of
class to problematic cases identified as values of feature
vectors, where class tags are drawn from a restricted set. There
is no single algorithm for learning such classifiers but a set of
algorithms based on a common concept. A Directed Acyclic
Graph (DAG) usually describes the structure of an NB, that
each node represents a process variables and each reference
encodes one node's control over another [56]. By comparing
the decision tree and Bayesian techniques, the decision tree's
accuracy is much higher but the processing time of the
Bayesian network is low [57]. Therefore, it will be effective to
use NB models when the dataset is very large.
A Naive Bayes-based IDS which obtained better findings
than neural network IDS while tested on the KDD Cup 99 was
proposed by [58]. The average accuracy obtained by utilizing
Naive Bayes was 91.52%. While being basic in design, it can
produce accurate results. A hybrid intrusion detection system
based on Naive Bayes and decision tree was proposed by [59].
The model has been compared and tested using benchmark
KDD Cup 99 dataset, the detection rate was 99.63%. A Fuzzy
Intrusion Recognition Engine (FIRE) Intrusion Detection
System Simple data mining approaches used to process
network stimulus data packets and reveal essential anomaly
detection indicators was developed by [60]. Such indicators
were accessed for each observed value and used afterwards to
classify network attacks. An intrusion detection model with
information gain for feature selection and SimpleCart
algorithm to detect the intrusion was suggested by [61]. First,
the features were reduced to 33 and then the SimpleCart
algorithm used for detection. The model was applied on NSLKDD dataset and the detection accuracy was 82.32% and error
rate was 17.67%. A hybrid strategy to learning is suggested by
integrating Naive Bayes and K-Means clustering classifier.
The suggested solution has been compared and tested using
the benchmark dataset KDD Cup 99. These combinations
learning methodology achieved rather low error rates with an
average of less than 0.5% while retaining accuracy and
detection rates above 99%. The method is capable of
accurately classifying all data except the U2R and R2L
attacks. to overcome this limitation, it was recommended to
consider the Integrated Intrusion Detection Program which is
ideal for identifying R2L and U2R threats [62], [63]. In SSH
traffic, a combination of Bayesian Network and Genetic
Algorithm was introduced to improve identification of brute
force attacks [64]. The proposed method implements brute
force attack data obtained in a client-server model. Their
findings show that the most effective features were chosen and
the final result was better than the benchmark.
B. Unsupervised learning
Unsupervised detection of anomalies (often recognized as
outlier detection) employs clustering approaches to classify
potentially malicious incidents without previous knowledge in
a dataset. Clustering aims to divide a limited unlabeled data
into a discrete and finite collection of "natural" unseen
structures of data instead of providing a precise non-observed
characterization incidents produced within the same
distribution probability [65]. In another aspect, the goal of
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unsupervised algorithms is to divide the data into categories
(clusters) that reach great similar internal and external
dissimilarities without previous knowledge.
All clustering approaches are based on the following
hypotheses for this reason. First, the volume of normal
instances in a database surpasses the volume of anomalies.
Next, the anomaly packet themselves vary from normal
instances qualitatively [66]. Scores are allocated to the
installed clusters after the cluster formation. If a cluster's score
reaches the threshold pre-defined or automatically determined,
a potential anomaly is considered. When clustering is utilized
to identify attacks on the network, respectively, one believes
that malicious traffic is less than the normal packet and normal
packet is distinguished from the malicious one in some way.
In other words, the features that characterize the attacks well
enough to be defined must be selected concerning to the
process of detection. The aim of clustering is to categorize
network packets or flows without prior knowledge, but based
solely on their relationships. As a result, large normal packet
clusters would be formed when attack packets produce small
clusters and cases not belonging to other groups. A static or
dynamic threshold may be utilized to determine that clusters
are deemed to be attack based on the testing and algorithm
adjustment used. The main benefit of clustering models is
their capability to identify unseen threats without previous
information, thereby eliminating the need for labeled traffic.
The main disadvantage is their high false-positive rate.
The extraction or selection of features is among the most
critical stages of unsupervised detection. The use of clustering
techniques to identify a range of attacks by checking alarm
records from heterogeneous database was proposed [17],
instead of utilizing the attributes of abnormalities that carry
specific actions to suit instances or the standard approach of
testing and training currently utilized in abnormal detection.
Even though it required less time for the three clustering
algorithms tested in the system to forecast and build clusters,
the clusters’ accuracy produced by one algorithm was not
consistent across various logs and subsets. The obtained result
indicates the way or route to develop abnormal detectors that
could use pure activity logs obtained from heterogeneous
databases on the tracked network and compare instances
through alarm records to identify intrusion.
IV. FEATURE SELECTION TECHNIQUES

a) features which are irrelevant or redundant can result
in poor detection rate and overfitting, therefore, reducing them
can increase the detection accuracy; and
b) more features for each data point would cause
higher computational costs and complexity—reducing
irrelevant features will increase the computational efficiency
[67], [69]–[74].
4) Ultimately, R2L (Remote-to-Local) and U2R (User-toRoot) attack groups are known to become the most
challenging to identify since they are too isolated and could be
mislabeled as normal packet. Studies and experiments have
shown that FS can solve this issue by defining a feature subset
adapted to the behavior of each attack type classes [70], [71],
[74].
Methods of FS are generally classified into filter, wrapper
and optimization-based FS methods for selecting features.
Table II illustrates the advantages and disadvantages of the
mentioned features selection methods and Table III
summarized the reviewed feature selection for anomaly-based
IDS. RQ3 and RQ4 are all answered in detail in the table. It
specifies the feature selection methods, the algorithm’s origin,
subset size, strength, weakness, dataset used in the articles,
and so on.
TABLE II.
Method

Advantages
•
•
•

filter

•
•

•
•
Wrapper

Feature Selection (FS) is a method for removing
unnecessary and redundant features and choosing the most
suitable feature subset that will result in a better classification
of patterns which belong to various classes of attack. So, from
researchers’ view there are reasons why feature selection
needs to be performed:
1) A single selection strategy is not adequate to obtain
consistency across multiple datasets, as network traffic
activity is changing [67]–[69].
2) An appropriate subset for each attack types should be
identified, since one general subset of features is insufficient
to properly represent all the various attacks[69]–[71].
3) FS can significantly improve not only the accuracy of
detection but also the computational efficiency, where:

COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT FEATURE SELECTION METHODS

•
•

•
•
Optimiza
tionbased

•
•
•

Faster than wrapper
Not dependent on
classifier
Less computational
complexity than
wrapper
Less over-fitting
issues
Use statistical
methods for
evaluation of the
attributes

Disadvantages
• Lack of
interaction
to
classifiers
• Lack of
dependency
among
attributes
• Less
detection
rate
compared
to wrapper

Interact with
classifier
Consider attributes
dependency
Better detection rate
Use cross validation
for evaluation
attributes

• Longer
execution
time
• More risky
for overfitting
issues

Interact with
classifier
Less over-fitting
issues
Better detection of
global optima
Better attribute
selection
Simple to
implement

• Difficult to
be adjusted
to a new
situation
• Complexity
to adjusted
different
parameters

Examples

Euclidean
distance,
information
gain,
correlationbased, etc.

Sequential
forward
selection,
Sequential
backward
selection,
Hill
climbing,
Stepwise
selection,
etc.
Ant Colony
Optimization
(ACO),
Particle
Swarm
Optimization
(PSO),
Cuckoo
Search
Algorithm
(CSA),
Genetic
Algorithm
(GA), etc.
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TABLE III.
Author

Method

2011
[79]

Filter

2013
[32]

Wrapper

SUMMARY OF THE REVIEWED FEATURE SELECTION FOR ANOMALY-BASED INTRUSION DETECTION SYSTEM

Algorithm
Mutual informationbased feature
selection
Wrapper based on
Bayesian Network
classifier

Type of
feature
subset
Classbased
Subset
Single
Subset

Subset size

Strengths

Weaknesses

Dataset

15 out of 41

Improve relevancy and reduce
redundancy for feature
selection.

Performance metric is
low.

KDD Cup
99

11 out of 41

Improve the performance
metric.

Accuracy of U2R attack
was not satisfactory.

NSL-KDD

Overall accuracy
(around 83%) and false
parameter was not
satisfactory.
Lack of class-based
feature selection.

NSL-KDD

2015
[102]

Wrapper

Layered wrapper
feature selection
approach (LAWRA)

Single
Subset

16 out of 41

LAWRA utilized external
cluster validity indices, Fmeasure, and Fowlkes–
Mallows index, for feature
selection.

2016
[34]

Optimizationbased

Ant Colony
Optimization (ACO)
and K-Nearest
Neighbor (KNN)

Classbased
Subset

4 to 8 out of 41

Needs no prior knowledge of
features.

False positive was not
satisfactory (2.59).

KDD Cup
99
NSL-KDD

2016
[103]

Filter

Flexible Mutual
Information Feature
Selection (FMIFS)
and Least Square
SVM

Single
Subset
exempt
Classbased
Subset for
KDD Cup
99

KDD Cup 99
(12 to 23
features)
NSL-KDD (18
features)
Kyoto2006+ (-)

Proved the generality of their
model by utilizing different
datasets.

Accuracy of U2R attack
was not satisfactory.
Lack of class-based
feature selection two
dataset.

KDD Cup
99
NSL-KDD
Kyoto2006+

2017
[92]

Optimizationbased

Hypergraph based
Genetic Algorithm
(HG-GA)

Single
Subset

35 out of 41

HG-GA utilized a weighted
objective function to improve
performance metrics.

Overall accuracy
97.14%.
Lack of class-based
feature selection.

NSL-KDD

2019
[104]

Filter/
Optimizationbased

Linear correlation
coefficient algorithm
and cuttlefish
algorithm (CFA) and
Decision tree

Single
Subset

10 out of 41

Integration of filter method
with cuttlefish algorithm
optimization helps the model
to detect the attack with less
false alarm.

Overall accuracy
95.03%.
Lack of class-based
feature selection.

KDD Cup
99

2019
[38]

Filter/Wrapper

CART Algorithm

Single
Subset

17 out of 41

Utilizing Gini and CART
algorithm.

Overall accuracy
79.7%.
Lack of class-based
feature selection.

NSL-KDD

2020
[105]

Wrapper /
Optimizationbased

Single
Subset

4 out of 41

Propose a new operator, called
multi-parent-crossovermutation to enhance the GA
performance.

Lack of class-based
feature selection.

NSL-KDD

2020
[94]

Optimizationbased

Single
Subset

22 out of 41

Integrates mutation operator
with cuckoo search and Fuzzy
C Means (FCM).

Lack of class-based
feature selection.

NSL-KDD

Single
Subset

KDDCUPP99
(7 features),
NSL-KDD (5
features), and
UNSW-NB15
(5 features)

Proved the generality of their
model by utilizing different
datasets.

Performance metric was
not satisfactory.
Lack of class-based
feature selection.

KDD CUPP
99
NSL-KDD
UNSWNB15

This feature selection
combination gives good
accuracy and less false alarm.

Proved the generality of their
model by utilizing different
datasets.

2020
[106]

Genetic Algorithm
with Multi-parent
Crossover and MultiParent Mutation
(MGA)
Mutation Cuckoo
Fuzzy (MCF) and
ANN classifier

Optimizationbased

Pigeon Inspired
Optimizer

2020
[40]

Filter/
Optimizationbased

Ensemble of
(mRMR, JMI
CMIM) and Chaotic
Adaptive
Grasshopper
Optimization
Algorithm (CAGOA)

Single
Subset

ISCX 2012 (20
features), NSLKDD (19
features) and
CIC-IDS2017
(12 features)

2020
[107]

Optimizationbased

Multi-objective
method (NSGAII)
and ANN

Single
Subset

NSL-KDD (24
features)
UNSW-NB15
(19 features)

ISCX 2012
NSL-KDD
CICIDS2017

Lack of class-based
feature selection.

Performance metric was
not satisfactory.
Lack of class-based
feature selection.

NSL-KDD
UNSWNB15
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Wrapper /
Optimizationbased

Hybrid of Fruit Fly
Algorithm (FFA) and
Ant Lion Optimizer
(ALO) Algorithm.

2020
[108]

Optimizationbased

Many Objective
Evolutionary
Algorithm and
Artificial Bee Colony
(MaOEA-ABC)

2020
[43]

Wrapper /
Optimizationbased

Tabu Search and
Random Forest (TSRF)

2020
[6]

Single
Subset

Single
Subset

Single
Subset

KDD Cup99
(12 features),
NSLKDD (16
features),
UNSW-NB15
(15 features)

This hybrid algorithms
increase the diversity of
populations, which yields
better detection.

11 out of 41

Propose an adaptive selection
probability approach that will
adjust the selection probability
and enhance the algorithm's
ability to find the best
solution.

Lack of class-based
feature selection.

NSLKDD

16 features out
of 41

Reducing feature vector by
more than 60%. This reduces
computational complexity of
the proposed solution.

Lack of solving class
imbalance problem
present in UNSWNB15.
Performance metric was
not satisfactory.

UNSWNB15

According to the reviewed articles in Table III and the
result from Fig. 2, it shows that optimization-based methods
were mostly utilized for feature selection in the recent years.
This method has undergone a significant improvement in
terms of feature numbers. Based on the review, NSL-KDD
dataset was mostly used by researchers to prove their models.
In addition, some research utilized different datasets to
highlight the generality of their solutions, like Kyoto2006+,
ISCX 2012, UNSW-NB15, and CIC-IDS2017.

Fig. 2. Number of Studied Feature Selection Methods.

5) Filter: Filter methods use different information theory
and mathematical formula for feature selection. Due to their
simplicity, ranking methods are used and had good
performance for practical applications. The rating of variables
is based on an accepted ranking criterion and the threshold is
being utilized to eliminate variables just below the value of
threshold. The methods of ranking are filtering approaches as
less relevant variables are extracted before the classification.
A fundamental characteristic of a distinctive feature is the
provision of useful information on the various classes of data.
This characteristic could be described as a feature
relevance[75] which defines a measure of the efficacy of the
feature in order to distinguish among various classes. There
are different ways to calculate a feature's relevance to the data
point or outcome. Different publications [75]–[77] proposed
different understandings and measurements for a variable's
importance and relevancy. One description that can be listed

KDD
Cup99
NSLKDD
UNSWNB15

Lack of class-based
feature selection.

that would be valuable is ‘‘A feature can be regarded as
irrelevant if it is conditionally independent of the class
labels.’’ [78]. This clearly stipulates that the data could be
distinct but not separate from labels of the class, if the feature
is to be relevant. The feature that does not impact class labels
can be omitted. As noted above, for assessing specific
features, correlation of features plays a key role. The
underlying distribution of practical uses is unclear: it is
calculated by the accuracy of the classifier. Because of this, an
ideal subset of features may not be special because using
different feature sets it may be possible to reach the similar
accuracy of classifier. An improved feature selection
algorithm has been proposed [79] to efficiently classify the
attacks behaviors by measuring mutual information.
Correlation can also be extended to evaluate of the efficiency
of a feature subset, where a subset of features is perfect if the
correlation among the classification and the feature subset is
significant, but the correlation among the specific feature and
the other features within the subset of features is poor. In
addition, distance calculation for the selection of features can
also be utilized [80]. Widely utilized distance calculation
includes Euclidean distance, Martensitic distance and
standardized Euclidean distance.
6) Wrapper: Wrapper feature selection use machine
learning as a fitness function and determine the best feature
subset across all subsets of features. This problem formulation
allows generic optimization techniques to be used with the
machine learning to rank subsets of feature based on their
prediction. Therefore, in the aspect of a machine learning final
predictive accuracy, the wrapper method typically surpasses
the filter approach. The wrapper technique was widely
popularized by [75], and provides an easy but efficient way to
tackle the issue of selection of features. However, the wrapper
method incurs more computation cost and need more
execution time compared to filtering methods. A feature
selection method using machine learning algorithms was
proposed [81] for efficient intrusion detection, which blends
the characteristics of distributed denial of service (DDoS)
characteristic-based features (DCF) and consistency set
evaluation (CSE). To identify the most relevant features, the
NSL-KDD dataset is utilized as an attack dataset and is built
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on a few selections of feature methods, along with
consistency-based evaluation of subsets and DDoS
characteristic-based features (DCF). The experimental result
shows that their proposed system has greater accuracy and
efficiency compared to other approaches.
7) Optimization-based methods: Classic wrapper and
filter strategies are independently evaluated and subset chosen.
However, some features are not independent, but they are
really successful when they work together. Therefore, the
classic strategies in this respect are not very successful.
Metaheuristic-based methods were already used to select and
classify the selected features as a result of its vast
improvement capability of in detection [82], [83]. Examples of
optimization-based methods are Particle Swarm Optimization
(PSO) [84]–[86] entropy of network features [87], Genetic
Algorithm [88], [89], ant colony optimization [34], [90] and
Kernel Principal Component Analysis (KPCA) [91]. With the
increase in the dataset dimension, the space of the problem of
selection of feature rises significantly. This leads to a large
solution space with additional features. Furthermore, in a wide
solution space, a huge proportion of duplicate or uncorrelated
features generate several local optima.
A new anomaly based detection model of Hypergraph
based Genetic Algorithm (HG - GA) was proposed by [92].
The Hypergraph's attribute was used to generate initial
population in order to speed up the quest for the optimum
solution and avoid trapping at local minima. HG-GA utilized a
weighted objective function to achieve the balance among
maximum detection rate and reducing false positive, as well as
reducing features number. HG-GA SVM performance was
assessed by NSL-KDD dataset.
An Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) for selection of
feature method was proposed [34] using K-Nearest Neighbor
(KNN) for the classification process and the accuracy was
utilized as the assessment function for the model. The studies
were performed using the KDD Cup 99 dataset, giving 98.9 %
for accuracy and 2.59% for false positive rate.
A learning model for fast learning network (FLN) based
on PSO was proposed by [93]. The PSO-based optimized FLN
was trained using particle swarm optimization to pick weights.
For evaluation, the research utilized KDD Cup 99 dataset to
explore the effects of PSO-FLN model. The findings indicated
that the model had good impact on intrusion detection.
An enhancement of Cuckoo Search Algorithm (CSA),
named Mutation Cuckoo Fuzzy (MCF) was proposed by [94]
for feature selection method and multiverse optimization ANN
for classification at anomaly-based IDS. For feature selection
phase, MCF that integrates mutation operator with cuckoo
search and Fuzzy C Means (FCM) clustering was utilized.
Through this method, the cuckoo Search efficiency to detect
the optimal features was increased. The proposed feature
selection choses 22 out of 41 features and for evaluation part
well known dataset, called NSL-KDD was used to illustrate
the effectiveness of their anomaly-based IDS.

A. Limitations of the Related Works
After analyzing the data collected from the literature
related to feature selection, some limitations and shortcomings
of the works are identified:
1) The optimal detection methods or strategies for various
datasets have yet to be established.
2) There is a lack of proper feature subset to train faster
with minimal computation and optimal performance in
detecting intrusion with high accuracy and less false alarms.
V. ENSEMBLE
The idea of merging results from a collection of learners
into one is known as ensemble [95]. To obtain reliable and
more accurate predictions, an ensemble can integrate multiple
learners. It is possible to use a variety of techniques to
generate and incorporate learners. Various datasets could be
utilized to train the same training frameworks or the similar
dataset could be utilized to learn various frameworks [96]. The
biggest issue on the learning of the ensemble is to choose the
algorithms that construct the ensemble and the function of
decision or fusion that incorporates these algorithms' results.
Of course, it is easy to use more algorithms to enhance the
fusion results, but bearing in mind the computing cost of
adding a new algorithm, it needs careful consideration.
Dietterich [95] offered three key explanations for the use of an
ensemble-based system. First, the empirical justification is
related to the absence of sufficient knowledge to accurately
classify the quest space's best hypothesis. Second, the
computational description is to resolve the issue that most
machine learning methods might be trapped in the local
optima when looking for the perfect solution. Finally, the
rationale for representation is to resolve the problem of the
failure of several machine learning methods to accurately
depict the border of the searched decision. Creating an
ensemble takes two main parts: creating and combining [97].
The creation process has to construct a collection of base
classifiers. The decision on how to integrate the results of the
base classifiers into one is taken in the combining process.
Many of the well-known modern ML algorithms were
constructed around the idea of the ensemble. The three widely
used ensemble model are bagging, boosting, and stacking
[98]. Such techniques combine various models of learning into
a single model so that bagging (variance), boosting (bias) or
stacking (predictions) can be minimized. Fig. 3 demonstrates
the general design methods of the ensemble.
A. Bagging
Among the first ensemble algorithms, one of the simplest
and easiest way to accomplish a better efficacy was bagging
[99]. When bootstrapped copies were used, varieties of results
are generated in bagging, which is to say, various data subsets
are randomly selected from the complete dataset of training. A
different same type of classifier is designed by utilizing the
learning data portion. Using a majority vote on their lists, the
fusion of different classifiers is accomplished. Therefore, the
decision of the ensemble is the category chosen by the largest
number of classifiers for any instance data.
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instances of training dataset, so the first classifier correctly
identified half of them and the other half was misidentified.
Ultimately, learning information for the third classifier is
made up of cases where there was a conflict between the first
and second classifiers. The results of the three classifiers
would be combined with a majority vote.

Fig. 3. Three General Ensemble Designs.

Random Forests is a method which is produced from
bagging [100]. Training of multiple decision trees and
randomly changing parameters relevant to training is a way to
create this sort of classifier. As in bagging, copies of the
training data could be bootstrapped from those parameters;
but, unlike bagging, they can also be unique subsets of
features, which is the case in the random subspace process.

A simplified edition of the initial boosting algorithm called
"adaptive boosting" or "AdaBoost" was proposed in 1997 by
Freund and Schapire [112]. Two algorithms of this group,
AdaBoostM1 and AdaBoostR are the most commonly used
variants, as they are perfect to cope for problems of regression
and multiclass. AdaBoost generates some assumptions and the
same assumptions apply to aggregate decisions by weighted
majority voting of the groups decided. By extracting instances
from a successively updated distribution of training data, a
weak classifier is trained to build the assumptions. Updating
the distribution ensures that the following classifier examples
that were incorrectly identified by the prior classifier are
return back to dataset to train other classifiers. Therefore,
training data from various classifiers continue to move into
instances that are becoming increasingly difficult to classify.

Small votes have resulted in the design of two
combinations: first, named as Rvotes, randomly produces the
subsets of data; second, named as Ivotes, creates consecutive
datasets, taking into account the importance of the instances.
Ivotes has been shown to deliver better results similar to the
approach in boosting methods where the classifier advises the
most suitable instances for the ensemble component used
[109].

C. Stacking
Many cases are very likely to be miscategorized because
they may happen to be in the near neighboring of the decision
line and thus are typically located on the incorrect side of the
line identified by the machine learning classifier. On the other
hand, since it is on the right side and far from the boundaries
of the appropriate decision, there may be instances that are
likely to be well defined. If a group of classifiers performs
with a dataset from an undefined source, could we create a
relationship among the classifiers’ results and correctly detect
groups? The concept motivating generalization of Wolpert's is
that the results of a classifying ensemble serve as sources to
the next meta-classifier at second level with the goal of
learning the manner in which the ensemble's findings are
related to the correct label instances [113].

New method of ensemble classification [110] are proposed
using bagging classifiers and their performance is evaluated
with accuracy in mind. A classifier ensemble is built as a base
classifier using the Support Vector Machine (SVM) and
Radial Basis Function (RBF). The effectiveness and
advantages of the approaches proposed are demonstrated
through NSL-KDD datasets. The accuracy for bagged RBF
was 86.40% and bagged SVM was 93.92%.

Stacking is the term used for Stacked Generalization [113],
which is to find the ideal composition of a base learner set.
Stacking is an algorithm class that requires training a "metalearner" second level to find the combination. Stacking aims
to combine solid, different sets of learners, unlike bagging and
boosting. Besides, ensemble methods such as boosting and
bagging are often utilized to construct alike ensembles, while
stacking could be utilized to create diverse ensembles.

B. Boosting
In 1990, Schapire [111] demonstrated a weak learner
(algorithm) which produces classifiers that can moderately
surpass random guessing, can be converted into a powerful
learner that can properly classify all instances except an
extremely small fraction. The boosting created a group of
classifiers by resampling the data and integrating results by
majority voting. Re-sampling in boosting is designed to
provide the most detailed training data for successive
classifiers. In general three classifiers are created by boosting:
a randomized subset of available training data is utilized to
construct the first one. For training of the second classifier,
knowledgeable subset of data provided to the first classifier is
utilized where the knowledgeable data portion includes

D. Other Work
New ensemble methods [114] proposed are Net-GR based
ANN-Bayesian approach that implies ensemble of Bayesian
Net with Gain Ratio (GR) feature selection approach and
ANN. They have applied a variety of single classification
methods and their proposed ensemble on NSL-KDD and KDD
Cup 99 datasets to evaluate for model’s robustness. With 29
features which were selected, a 97.78% and 99.38% accuracy
detection were achieved when the model was applied to the
NSL KDD and KDD Cup 99 datasets to detect intrusions.

From bagging, another method was generated, named
"pasting small votes." It was a technique designed to run on
huge datasets, unlike bagging [101]. Large size datasets are
divided to the small size portions called "bites," used for
learning various classifiers.

A hybrid approach that combines the synthetic minority
oversampling technique (SMOTE) and cluster center and
nearest neighbor (CANN) was proposed [115]. Significant
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features were selected by utilizing the leave one out (LOO)
approach. In addition, the research utilized the NSL-KDD
dataset and the results illustrate that the proposed approach
increases the accuracy of the R2L and U2R attacks as opposed
to the benchmark paper by 50% and 94%, respectively.
A Hybrid RBF-SVM ensemble classification was proposed
by [110] utilizing Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Radial
Basis Function (RBF) as base classification. The efficacy and
advantages of the proposed model are presented using NSLKDD datasets, and their finding illustrates that the proposed
ensemble RBF-SVM is superior to single-method approaches
in terms of accuracy as it achieved 98.46%.
An ensemble-based IDS model was designed using
integrated feature selection approach and an ensemble of ML
classifiers comprising Bayesian Network, J48, and Naive
Bayes [15]. In this model, features are reduced from 41 to 12,
and majority vote is used for combing the findings. The true
positive rate (TP) of the proposed model is 98.0% with a falsepositive rate (FP) of 0.021%.
A hybrid classification approach was proposed to detect
and forecast DDoS threats. Using the KDD Cup 99 dataset as
attack data, related features were chosen based on information
gain. The experimental result revealed that each step of the
threat case is well divided, and they can identify DDoS threat
precursors as well as the threat itself [116].
A model for Adaptive Ensemble Learning was proposed
by [38] by changing the learning data ratio and constructing a
MultiTree algorithm which deploys multiple decision trees. To
increase detection efficiency, a number of base classifiers are
chosen, including Random Forest, decision tree, deep neural
network (DNN), KNN, and an adaptive voting algorithm were
developed. For the validation part, the NSL-KDD dataset was
used, and the MultiTree algorithm accuracy was 84.2%, while
the final adaptive voting ensemble accuracy was 85.2%.
A model called SCDNN combines spectral clustering (SC)
and DNN algorithms was proposed by [117]. In this model, k
subsets were created from the dataset based on the similarity
of the sample utilizing cluster centers as in SC. Then, the
distance between data points in the training set and the test set
was calculated on the basis of features similarity and was
applied into the DNN algorithm to detect intrusion. NSL-KDD
dataset was used for evaluation benchmark and the overall
accuracy was 92.1%.
A framework with feature selection and ensemble method
[118] integrates correlation-based feature selection with Bat
algorithm (CFS-BA), and an ensemble of Random Forest
(RF), C4.5 and Forest by Penalizing Attributes (Forest PA) is
developed for the detection model. The evaluation
experiments used the CIC-IDS2017, AWID, and NSL-KDD
datasets. The results show that this framework has better
accuracy than other research work.
A hierarchical ensemble classifier and knowledge-based
method was proposed by [119]. In order to determine the

specific attack class, it used a weighted voting fusion
technique for specific classes to obtain a more accurate
classification. The KDD Cup 99 dataset was used to prove the
model. This IDS model has more complexity during the
learning phase and it consumes more time in contrast to other
work.
A Hybrid IDS of One Class Support Vector Machine (OCSVM) and C5 decision tree classifier [42] was proposed to
detect unknown and known intrusion. To the model was
evaluated using the ADFA and NSL-KDD datasets. Their
finding demonstrated that the hybrid schema has better
performance than other models.
An IDS ensemble model of convolutional neural network,
Random Forest, and gated recurrent unit (GRU) was proposed
by [120]. NSL-KDD dataset was utilized to prove the
performance of the model. The detection accuracy was
76.61% with reduced learning time and resource usage than
other schema.
An IDS model with combination of ensemble (Random
Forest, J48, and Reptree) and CFS algorithm suggested by
[121]. Experimented on the KDD Cup 99 and NSLKDD
datasets, their finding illustrates that the proposed ensemble
has 99.90% for the KDD99 dataset, and 98.60% detection rate
for NSLKDD. However, this model could not handle
imbalance data.
A stacked ensemble classifier with a combination of
gradient boosting machine, XGBoost, and Random Forest [39]
was proposed and experimented on CICIDS-2017, CSIC2010v2, UNSW-NB15, and NSL-KDD. The result shows that
the proposed ensemble model has good impact on detection of
attack in a Web application.
Table IV introduces a comparative analysis of different
ensemble algorithms used in the literature to handle anomalybased IDS. The table presents a comprehensive review of
several ensemble classifications, showing their methods,
strength, weakness and the dataset utilized for evaluation.
RQ3 and RQ6 are addressed in table.
According to the reviewed articles presented in the table,
different combination of classifiers and algorithms were
utilized for ensemble detection. An ensemble with diversity of
classifier types had significant improvements in detection
accuracy and reduces the false alarm for anomaly-based IDS.
Based on the review, NSL-KDD dataset was mostly used
to show the efficacy and advantages of the proposed ensemble
models. Furthermore, some articles utilized different datasets
to highlight their generality of their solutions, like AWID,
ISCX 2012, UNSW-NB15, CIC-IDS2017 and CSIC-2010v2.
Based on the analysis of the studied articles in the review,
Fig. 4 illustrates that NSL-KDD dataset was mostly utilized to
highlight the effectiveness of their anomaly-based IDS
models. The KDD Cup 99 dataset came in second as to be
used to evaluate their solutions.
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TABLE IV.

SUMMARY OF THE REVIEWED INTRUSION DETECTION SYSTEM

Author

Method

Strength

Weakness

Dataset

2013
[27]

Unsupervised Artificial Neural Network

Hierarchical Anomaly-based
Intrusion Detection System

Overall detection accuracy of 75.49%.
No class-based detection.

KDD Cup 99
NSL-KDD

2014
[110]

Support Vector Machine (SVM) And
Radial Basis Function (RBF)

They develop a bagging
classifier

Overall accuracy was not reasonable.
No class-based detection.

NSL-KDD

2015
[47]

Hybrid Artificial Bee Colony Algorithm
and Multi-Layer Perceptron

The proposed model has
reasonable detection time and
Error rate (0.124%)

Overall accuracy was 87.54 %
No class-based detection.

NSL-KDD

2015
[15]

Ensemble of Bayesian Network, J48, and
Naive Bayes

The overall accuracy and error
rate was reasonable

No class-based detection.

NSL-KDD

2016
[115]

Hybrid cluster center and nearest neighbor
(CANN) and synthetic minority
oversampling technique (SMOTE)

Reasonable detecting R2L and
U2R attacks (50% and 94%,)

Not detect the rest of attacks.
Not mentioned about time.

NSL-KDD

2016
[26]

Hybrid of Fuzzy C-Means clustering
algorithm and Artificial Neural Network

The model was good at finding
normal and probe attacks

The results for other attack types did not
yield good results even for accuracy and
false alarm rate (DOS (99.96–5.33), U2R
(96.78–3.22) and R2L (93.73–6.27)

KDD Cup 99

2016
[46]

Hybrid of C4.5 decision tree and the MLP
classifier

Use feature selection by utilizing
the Discernibility Function and
MLP to provide feature subset

Detection rate R2L and U2R attacks were
not satisfactory.

KDD Cup 99
ISCX dataset

2016
[28]

ANN-based IDS with back propagation
and feed forward algorithms

The overall accuracy was
reasonable (98.86%)

No class-based detection.

NSL-KDD

2019
[38]

Ensemble of
Decision Tree, Random Forest, KNN,
DNN and MultiTree

Detection based on attack class

Class based accuracy was not satisfactory.
Performance metric was low.

NSL-KDD

2020
[118]

Feature Selection CFS-BA and an
Ensemble of Random Forest (RF), C4.5
and Forest by Penalizing Attributes
(Forest PA)

They train and test their
framework with different dataset

Detection rate R2L and U2R attacks were
not satisfactory.

NSL-KDD
AWID
CIC-IDS2017

2020
[119]

Hierarchical ensemble classifier and
knowledge base method

The class-based accuracy and
error rate was reasonable

The IDS model has more complexity during
learning phase and it consume more time in
contrast to other work.

KDD Cup 99

2020
[42]

Hybrid of One Class Support Vector
Machine (OC-SVM) and C5 decision tree
classifier

The overall accuracy and error
rate was reasonable

No class-based detection.

ADFA
NSL-KDD

2020
[120]

Ensemble of Convolutional Neural
Network, Random Forest, and Gated
Recurrent Unit (GRU)

The model has improvement on
reduction of learning time and
resource usage

Overall accuracy was not reasonable.
No class-based detection.

NSL-KDD

2020
[121]

Combination of Ensemble (Random
Forest, J48, and Reptree ) and CFS
algorithm

The overall accuracy and error
rate was reasonable

The model could not handle imbalance data
issue.

KDD Cup 99
NSL-KDD

2020
[39]

Ensemble of Gradient Boosting Machine,
XGBoost, and Random Forest

The overall accuracy and error
rate was reasonable

No class-based detection.

CICIDS-2017
CSIC-2010v2
UNSW-NB15
NSL-KDD

1) Limitations of the ensemble classification: After
analyzing the data collected from the literature related to
ensemble, some limitations and shortcomings of the works are
identified and in order to reach maximum diversity with
various boundaries of decision, the identified limitation should
be considered:
a) Multiple datasets have to be utilized to prove the
generality of the ensemble model.
b) In order to handle imbalance data issues in
anomaly-based IDS, different types of classifiers have to be
deploy in ensemble machine. Therefore, selection of various
classifiers and the fusion of their outcomes empower the final
result.
Fig. 4. Number of Datasets in the Reviewed Articles.
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VI. DISCUSSION
Upon studying and reviewing the different IDS models,
we found challenges that motivate research in utilizing
machine learning for feature selection and ensemble
techniques in IDS. In this paper, we discuss future trends in
anomaly-based IDS, in particular feature selection and
ensemble techniques. Some of the critical topics in the
existing research with view of future trends are described
below:
1) Anomaly-based IDS datasets have a crucial impact on
the proposed approaches in terms of performance assessment.
To be current, it is necessary to utilized updated datasets to
illustrate that the proposed solution works well with new
attack types. Although KDD Cup 99 is an old dataset used by
most of researchers as benchmark comparisons, the attack
packets and even the features are dated 20 years ago. In
addition, researchers can deploy their model on different
anomaly-based IDS datasets to prove the generality of their
model to detect different attacks.
2) Finding the appropriate feature selection schema plays
an important role in anomaly-based IDS. Proper selection of
feature subset helps expert machine in the learning phase to
detect attacks in the testing phase. Optimization-based feature
selection aims to acquire an optimal subset of features among
all features in different domains. The role of new
optimization-based feature selection methods in the success of
anomaly-based IDS must be considered.
3) Ensemble-based
modern
anomaly-based
IDS
techniques allow multiple combinations of models or
algorithms to identify new unseen cases. In the
implementation, after a variety of classification models are
typically constructed utilizing some portion of datasets, the
various classifiers results are merged to form the final
conclusion. Various schemes may be suggested for the
generation of classifiers and for the combination of the
ensembles.
The future trends mentioned above and open issues
discussed in anomaly-based intrusion detection system should
be considered by researchers in the field of anomaly-based
IDS.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
Intrusion detection system is a prominent security
mechanism designed to prevent intrusion, illicit entry,
modification or demolition by intruders. For efficient intrusion
detection process vital components like feature selection and
detection mechanism have to be considered when designing
the model. The article reviews the studies on feature selection
and ensemble approaches utilized for anomaly-based intrusion
detection systems. We discussed the main challenges in IDS,
namely the dimensionality reduction in anomaly-based IDS
that reduces irrelevant attributes from dataset; and how to
build an appropriate feature subset selection, in order to better
detect intrusion by increasing the performance metrics.
Consequently, the study categorizes and discusses feature
selection methods and presents their performance in detection

accuracy. Another important challenge in anomaly-based IDS
lies in utilizing suitable machine learning algorithms in the
detection process. To illustrate their effectiveness in
improving the IDS performance, this paper reviews and
categorizes various machine learning schema and discussed
their utilization in IDS, giving emphasize on ensemble
methods as an emerging trend in anomaly-based IDS. Based
on our study on anomaly-based IDS and the assessment and
comparison of feature selection and detection module, we can
summarize two points about how to boost the performance of
anomaly-based IDS as follows:
1) Optimization-based feature selection with excellent
combination and well tune up parameters will select the
proper feature subset for IDSs. Through this study, it is clear
that optimization-based have significant performance to
design the optimal feature set. Furthermore, if their parameters
are adjusted well, feature selection could be significantly
enhanced.
2) Ensemble detection with different types of
classification can empower the detection phase and reduce the
false alarm rate. If the diversity occurred, a fusion of the
outcome has better chance to detect properly.
Finally, we present some open issues and offered research
trends, including the datasets used, the role of optimizationbased algorithm-ms and ensemble methods, in the area of
anomaly-based IDS. We expect that this review paper will
furnish scientists with innovative ideas and serve as a
springboard for them to undertake better studies. We
acknowledge that this article has some limitations due to the
scope of the review:
1) This review focused on the feature selection and
ensemble detection for anomaly-based IDS.
2) This review does not focus on performance parameter
which is utilized at IDS.
3) This article does not study IDS datasets in-depth, like
their features, attack types, etc.
Having listed the limitations of the paper, a deep analysis
on the following issues can be considered as future work:
1) Other detection methods for anomaly-based IDS, apart
from the feature selection and ensemble detection methods
that are discussed here, could be studied too, in order to
acquire a more holistic understanding of the research area.
2) Extra studies could be performed on performance
parameters which are utilized in IDS, and how we can obtain
the optimal set of parameters for better detection performance.
3) An in-depth study on IDS datasets could be carried out,
such as their features, attack types, etc. to understand the
pattern in their attributes that may affect the detection
performance.
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Abstract—This work aims to seek a pragmatic approach to
assess electricity consumption at the level of households,
buildings and neighborhoods. The main concern consists in
proposing aggregation methods based on jump process according
to a customer environment that is intrinsically linked to the
implementation of a centralized system. The aim of the approach
is to present data aggregations that derive their basis from a data
model in order to facilitate the processing of electricity data at
different scales of analysis. Such a smart meter data management
process merits the design of an aggregated database that can
store data for a house, a building and a neighborhood. The
advantage of this system lies in the facilitation of data
interpretation and the ability to guide decision-makers in the
management of electricity consumption. An analysis of the
behavior of electricity consumption is also proposed based on the
monitoring of the electricity consumption of the various devices
connected to a smart meter.
Keywords—Design; aggregation; analysis; jump process;
electricity consumption; smart meter

I.

INTRODUCTION

The systems for managing data from smart meters remain
closed in the way they process data. However, these systems
have the merit of presenting detailed output states. This work
consists of:
• Analyzing the existing framework in favor of measuring
methods for the smart meter in particular.
• Studying and adapting this research work to the
documents and output reports made available by data
managers of these smart meters.
• Initializing a data model for the management of smart
metering data.
• Explaining the treatments of the central system
including the various techniques applied and the
presentation of data structures for facilitating data
aggregation.
• Presenting the aggregation methods implemented using
the jump process.
This work follows a previous work [1] related to the design
of a multi-agent system for the management of data from smart
meters. The advantage of this approach is to deepen the design
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of the system by providing it with data aggregation methods
that would lead to results for the benefit of decision-makers.
In [1], presents a formal framework for storing smart meter
data and applying methods for analyzing electricity
consumption data. For this, a database model for evaluating the
electricity consumption data of a house, a building and a
neighborhood is proposed. This work highlights a structured
set of measurement data from smart meters. There are many
elements to consider for the implementation of a data model [2,
3, 4]. Jaime Lloret and al. propose an integrated architecture
based on the Internet of Things (IoT) for the deployment of
smart meter networks [2]. This article [3] offers a large number
of datasets as well as a web portal for visualizing this data. The
work in this publication presents key technological solutions
for better data analysis and energy efficiency research. In [4],
reviews technologies oriented and adapted to the development
of applications for the management of smart meter data. Yi
Wang and al. provide insight into the future challenges of
descriptive analytics including load analysis, predictive
analytics, forecasting and prescriptive analytics for load
management [4].
The processing of the data collected is carried out by means
of aggregation methods. It is also about presenting data
structures that will evolve progressively as needed. This work
presents existing studies highlighting the importance of
forecasts for a good management of electricity consumption,
mainly at the level of end customers [5, 6]. In [5], highlights
the need for detailed technical information on the devices used
by households in order to measure their impacts on household
behavior. Ya Wu and Li Zhang study the factors influencing
energy saving in tiered electricity pricing and presents
empirical results based on variables such as personal
characteristics and living conditions [6].
A survey of studies similar to the approach conducted in
this paper help to identify a few cases with different interests
from each other. Xiaochen Zhang and al. propose a timevariant load model based on the exploration of a historical
database of smart meter data [7]. A relational database
management system is set up to leverage information that
consumers and utilities can get from smart meters data [8]. The
achievement of new energy efficiency services is highlighted
by the use of smart meters with smartphones through an
infrastructure and a set of algorithms [9]. Ming Dong and al.
propose a method to help monitoring energy consumption and
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identifying individual consumption from large household
appliances [10]. Xiufeng Liu and al. [11] propose an innovative
ICT solution based on a hybrid architecture, which proves the
importance of smart meters in socio-economic surveys and
proposes a rational approach to dealing with the complexity of
their data. This solution concerns more areas of interest such as
geographic locations, weather conditions and user information.
Peng Xu and al. propose an ICT solution that aims to highlight
the efficiency of smart meters and remote displays through
real-time monitoring functions of energy consumption to
achieve objectives in environmental and supply security [12].
Juan I. Guerrero and al. provide a method for integrating smart
meter data from heterogeneous data sources and modeling the
integrated information through an automatic data mining
framework [13]. Jinsong Liu and al. [14] present the
requirements of the fundamental models for the management
of smart metering data and presents a concept of three-mode
models as well as the design of the service architecture for
accessing to generic models.

There are also studies on both long-term and short-term
forecasts of electricity demand [23, 24, 25]. In [23], highlights
a new method of probabilistic forecasting of electricity demand
through a hierarchy with different levels of aggregation such as
substations, cities and regions. This study [24] proposes the
evaluation of seven algorithms from measurement data
collected every fifteen minutes from sensors to predict the
electricity consumption of residential buildings in the next
hour. This work confirms the best results already obtained
from commercial buildings data with methods based on the
neural network, unlike the results obtained from residential
data. However, the conclusion of this work also shows that the
results with the data of residential buildings are better with the
Least Squares Support Vector Machines. This article [25]
shows the important issue of forecasting electricity
consumption by proposing prediction methods based on ShortTerm Load Forecast (STLF), the Self-Recurrent Wavelet
Neural Network (SRWNN) and the Levenberg–Marquardt
(LM) learning algorithm.

The review of work around the evaluation of electricity
consumption and its opportunities has made it possible to
identify other areas of interest, including studies relating to
aggregations, forecasts, evaluation of electrical data and their
impacts. There are many approaches of data aggregation that
can be temporal, zone and by use. The large volume of these
data has also led to the exploration of aggregation methods
allowing this data to be represented in other forms while
retaining the initial information contained in the raw data [15,
16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22]. Yi Wang, Qixin Chen and
Chongqing Kang provide an overview of research related to the
challenges of smart meter data analysis [15]. This work [16]
presents a method based on Blockchain and Homomorphic
Encryption (HE) technologies to ensure the confidentiality of
smart meter data during the data aggregation phase. Mohamed
Saleem Haja Nazmudeen and al. aim to adopt the fog
computing architecture to reduce the amount of data collected
in order to improve the performance of the process applicable
to data within the central system [17]. In [18], highlights the
need to implement a sub-metering of individual devices in a
house to give a better interpretation to the data thanks to a
proposed model called the Explicit-Duration Hidden Markov
Model (EDHMM-diff). This paper [19] presents a model of
data aggregation with fault tolerance, preventing data leakage
and demonstrating robustness with negligible cost. Toshichika
Shiobara and al. propose a method of reducing the cost of
storing and using smart meter data through an aggregation
method that reduces the total size of the data and the
processing cost [20]. Accurate estimation of the energy [21]
requirement forecast based on the amount of load growth and
geographic space is carried out based on knowledge of small
zone consumption, historical loads and weather conditions. The
vector machine algorithm is used for data prediction,
classification and analysis using a deep learning approach.
Anastasia Ushakova and al. use a set of Gaussian models to
aggregate time-series data from smart meters and to understand
energy consumption based on the aggregation of data from the
target population, particularly by inducing energy-efficient
behavior [22].

Upstream of the aggregation and forecasting of electricity
consumption, there is first the need to formalize the data from
smart meters in a database model and this is why a set of
studies on the evaluation of electricity consumption data from
smart meters is presented. The evaluation of electricity data is
indeed a major concern and a prerequisite for understanding
consumer behavior in order to guarantee energy efficiency at
the level of producers, suppliers and customers alike [26, 27,
28, 29]. [26] explores the behavior of electricity customers on
the use of heating and cooling. This work also shows the
importance of using smart a meter data for understanding a
consumer behavior with respect to thermal comfort,
particularly in regions where automatic HVAC systems are
virtually absent. Ilze Laicane and al. prove the importance of
having up-to-date electricity data to determine the profile of
households and reduce electricity consumption [27]. This work
shows that the energy performance of households depends on
the energy efficiency of equipment due to technological
progress while highlighting an important part of the change in
user behavior in the results observed [27]. In [28], is based on
the PROBE and CarbonBuzz initiatives which illustrate that
the concept of energy performance for more energy efficiency
advocated by the construction industry does not live up to
expectations and is biased by taking into account unrealistic
factors such as occupancy behavior and facility management
relating to the energy models used within these buildings. The
study is based on the evaluation of data after occupancy of
buildings to establish more realistic energy performance
models. In [29], shows the impact of airflow on electricity
consumption in computer data centers based on a comparative
study of four different cities. Analysis of the cooling periods
and energy saving periods yielded results in showing the
importance of climatic conditions, energy prices and cooling
technologies on cooling efficiency and costs of cooling
exploitation.
Likewise, the impacts of the evaluation of smart meter data
are numerous [30, 31, 32] and fully participate in encouraging
consumers to save energy by identifying different criteria for
reducing electricity consumption. This study [30] presents the
mistaken motivations of a sample of US grid electricity
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customers for choosing smart meters and associated
technologies in residential homes and discusses the policy
implications and risks perceived by customers. Jacopo Torriti
shows that the demands of electricity customers using smart
meters are 5.2 times lower than those of users of conventional
meters using a comparative study carried out on three different
floors of the same building in Italy [31]. Gordon Rausser,
Wadim Strielkowski and Dalia Streimikien highlight relevant
findings for the attention of stakeholders and policymakers on
issues to consider in encouraging positive electricity
consumption with smart meters [32].
The benefits of analyzing electricity consumption data from
smart meters [5, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37] for consumers and for the
environment in particular deserve to be highlighted. Iana
Vassileva, Fredrik Wallin and Erik Dahlquist focuse on
identifying appropriate power saving measures from important
data collected and analyzed monthly over a long period from
identical buildings [13]. This work consists in defining
different behavioral consumption profiles from technical data
on electricity consumption, tenant characteristics, energy
consumption behaviors as well as type and use of electrical
devices [13]. In [33], is a review of the literature that assesses
the effectiveness of smart metering in reducing energy
consumption while explaining factors related to users behavior.
This article [34] is an in-depth analysis of the environmental
impacts resulting from the use of smart meters by considering
all stages of the life cycle of these meters. In [35], illustrates
the importance of electricity consumption data in studying
users’ consumption patterns in order to classify households
according to predefined criteria. This study shows that a priori
knowledge of certain criteria such as floor level or number of
occupants can improve the accuracy of household
classification. In [36], aims to provide industrial consumers
with a methodological approach allowing the evaluation and
choice of offers from electricity suppliers. The method used is
based on characterization of electricity consumption, analysis
of tariff offers and forecasts based on energy factors. The
results of the study were drawn from the evaluation of fourteen
different contracts of electricity suppliers. In [37,] emphasizes
the importance of long-term forecasting of electricity demand
based on forecasts obtained from multivariate regression
analysis of electricity consumption data.
Some works using the jump process among which [38, 39,
40, 41, 42] have been identified. The paper [38] determines the
integral transforms of the joint distribution of the first-exit time
from an interval and the value of a jump of a process over the
boundary at exit time and the joint distribution of the
supremum, infimum, and value of the process. Clifford A. Ball
and Walter N. Torous show a simplified jump process for
common stock returns using the jump process models
information arrivals and, as such, stock price jumps [39]. The
article [40] explores the use of the Markov jump process to
model vehicular mobility at the macroscopic level. Lydia
Chabane and al. study the fluctuations of systems modeled by
Markov jump processes with periodic generators using large
deviation theory; canonical biasing and generalized Doob
transform [41]. They show that the asymptotic fluctuations
process, called driven process, is the minimum under constraint

of the large deviation function for occupation and jumps [41].
Alexander Sikorski and al. present how augmenting the spatial
information of the embedded Markov chain by the temporal
information of the associated jump times [42]. The approach
presented in this work is a very different application of the
jump process in a context of electricity consumption
management.
II. PRINCIPLE FOR THE AGGREGATION METHODS OF THE
SMART METERING SYSTEM
First, it should be noted that the data collection mechanisms
both from smart meters and from the customer base make it
possible to automatically provide data without duplication and
by identifying proven or probable anomalies in the collection
process in case of missing data or outliers through business
analytics [1].
Data quality assessment should be subject to automated
treatments. In addition, the storage of processed data must be
possible over periods of time in accordance with the
regulations in force in each country.
After data collection, it is necessary to aggregate the raw
data as shown in Fig. 1.
• The aggregation of measurement data can be done
according to a time step (hourly, daily, monthly, etc.)
regardless of any consideration of the zone and use to
which the measurements are linked. This temporal
aggregation process can be done in the data collection
transaction from the smart meters or in a separate
transaction from the data collection process. It is
sufficient
to
rely
on
the
arrival
date
“ARRIVAL_DATE” of each data in the central system
for the need of ordering the data of a source [1]. The
collection of data from each smart meter requires the
storage of the date “LAST_COLLECTION_DATE” of
the last measurement data recorded in the source [1].
This mechanism makes it possible to ensure the
collection of all data of a smart meter within the source
to which it is attached. Several smart meters could also
be associated with a single source. However, it is
essential for the aggregation mechanism to save in a
transaction, the "LAST_AGGREGATION_DATE"
parameter for each source data. The “SOURCE” table
has therefore been modified by adding the
“LAST_AGGREGATION_DATE” field. “LAST_
AGGREGATION_DATE” corresponds to the arrival
date in the central system of the last aggregated data for
each source. Aggregation is therefore done in order of
arrival of data from one or all the smart meters
associated with a source as represented in Fig. 2.
• The aggregations are then carried out on the sub-zones
of the lowest level towards the sub-zones of the highest
level. The aggregation of the data of a bounding zone is
conditioned by the aggregation of all its sub-zones.
• Data aggregations are also possible by use. Indeed, the
aggregation of an use can be applied to all the
measurement data of this use for a given zone.
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Fig. 1. Functional Architecture of the Electricity System Including Aggregations and Interactions with other Actors in the Electricity Value Chain.

Fig. 2. Representation of a Source.

• It will no longer be possible to integrate data for a
validated (procedurally completed) or non-initiated
billing period in the aggregated database. This condition
helps to limit and avoid the overlap in the collection and
aggregation of electricity consumption data over time.
This will also make it possible to identify functional
and technical irregularities, in particular cases of
attempted fraud.
Let's present a view of the measurement data table
regardless of its relationship to other entities in the master data
model as indicated below in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Representation of the Electricity Consumption of a Measurement.

The analysis of this table highlights the correlation between
the volume of data and the time step for collecting the data
values for each measurement. The metering data is voluminous
and therefore difficult to use.
Reducing complexity involves moving to a more
understandable data presentation scale by aggregating data
over hourly, daily and monthly ranges. This aggregation
consists of the accumulation of consumption data collected
over the various intervals for each measurement.
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At first glance, collecting the measurements of a house can
generate a significant volume of data. The amount of data from
a building, or even a neighborhood might be gigantic.
Temporal aggregation of data is necessary not only to
compress the volume of data but also to facilitate data search,
analysis and visualization.
III. MODELIZATION OF THE TEMPORAL, ZONE AND USE
AGGREGATIONS OF THE DATA FOR THE SMART METERING
SYSTEM USING THE JUMP PROCESS
A. Fundamental Principle of Modelizing the System
Aggregations by the Jump Process
The jump process can be used to model the data
aggregation of the smart metering system. Indeed, consumption
data are recorded at successive and regular times. In addition,
the current state of a smart meter is independent of the previous
state at each time step of the arrival of electricity consumption
data. The jump process thus models the data aggregations as
follows:
1) Calculation of the electricity consumption of a smart
meter at a time 𝒕

𝑍𝑡 = ∑∞
𝑛=1 𝑋𝑛 𝟙[𝑇𝑛−1 ,𝑇𝑛 [ (t) , electricity consumption at time 𝑡.
𝑛 the number of data records.

𝑋𝑛 electricity consumption between 𝑇𝑛−1 and 𝑇𝑛 at time 𝑡 .

∀𝑛, 0 = 𝑡1 < 𝑡2 … < 𝑡𝑛 .

∀𝑛 , 𝑋𝑡𝑛−1 and 𝑋𝑡𝑛 are independent.

1 𝑖𝑓 𝑡 ∈ 𝐴
𝟙𝐴 (𝑡) = �
0 𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

𝑇𝑛 − 𝑇𝑛−1 = 𝐻 , H being the consumption data recording
time step for a given meter. In the case of the jump process
𝑇𝑛−1 − 𝑇𝑛 may not be constant unlike the special case of smart
meters.
2) Calculation of the cumulative electricity consumption
of a smart meter so far 𝒕
∞

𝑌𝑡 = �

𝑛=1

𝑋𝑛 𝟙 𝑇𝑛 <𝑡

Let N be the number of smart meters in the metering
system and 𝑆𝑁 be the total electricity consumption for all these
meters at time 𝑡.

𝑘
𝑆𝑁 = ∑𝑁
𝑘=1 𝑍𝑡 represents the data aggregation for all N
smart meters at time 𝑡.

b) Temporal aggregation of data from a set of smart
meters in the metering system up to the instant 𝒕.
Let 𝑘 be the index of any smart meter and 𝑌𝑡𝑘 be the total
electricity consumption up to time 𝑡.
∞

𝑌𝑡𝑘 = �

𝑋𝑛𝑘 𝟙 𝑇𝑛𝑘<𝑡

𝑛=1

Let N be the number of smart meters in the metering
system and 𝑅𝑁 be the total electricity consumption for all of
these meters at time 𝑡.
𝑘
𝑅𝑁 = ∑𝑁
𝑘=1 𝑌𝑡 represents the aggregation of data from all
N smart meters up to the moment 𝑡.

C. Aggregation by Zone of Measurements
This section is devoted to data aggregations in relation to
zones. This step assumes that the temporal aggregations of the
measurement data have already been carried out for a specific
time step.

The basic data model does not allow a zone aggregation.
For that, the notion of zone is necessary. The zone being a
space in which one or more measurements can be counted. A
zone is attached to a meter that also makes it possible to
determine the customer.
It is also necessary to define the notion of parent zone. This
notion is essential in the implementation of a neighborhood
data model. It is also possible to locate a zone by its geographic
coordinates. The difference between a zone of a residence and
that of a neighborhood is made by adding the notion of parent
zone for a neighborhood. Indeed, the basic data model is
suitable for evaluating the power consumption of a residential
zone (house, apartment, building, district, etc.).
The "ZONE" table takes into account the characteristics of
a building and a district and is presented as follows in Fig. 4:

𝑌𝑡 , the total electricity consumption up to time 𝑡.

𝑌𝑡 is a jump process, 𝑋𝑛 being the different values of the smart
metering system.

B. Temporal Aggregation of the Measurement
1) Case of temporal aggregation of data from smart
meters.
a) Temporal aggregation of data from a set of smart
meters in the metering system at time 𝑡.
Let 𝑘 be the index of any smart meter and 𝑍𝑡𝑘 be the
electricity consumption at time 𝑡.

𝑘
𝑘
𝑍𝑡𝑘 = ∑∞
𝑘 ,𝑇 𝑘 � (t) , 𝑋𝑛 being the electricity
𝑛=1 𝑋𝑛 𝟙�𝑇𝑛−1
𝑛
𝑘
consumption of the smart meter k between 𝑇𝑛−1
and 𝑇𝑛𝑘 at time
𝑡.

Fig. 4. Representation of a Zone.
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In evaluating the consumption of a building, it is necessary
to cumulate the consumption of all the zones of that building.
All of the building zones are made up of building zones that do
not have a parent zone. Indeed, these zones already take into
account the sub-zones, which compose them.
Similarly, the consumption of a district is determined by
the cumulative consumption of all the zones of this district that
do not have a parent zone (level 0 zone) then come the zones
with only one parent (level 1 zone) And so on.
The notion of the “SOURCE” table is also essential for the
transition from the basic data model to the district data model.
1) Presentation of zone aggregation structures: Below is
the presentation of the “CONSUMP_ZONE” table as shown
in Fig. 5. Calculating the consumption of all the zones will
facilitate the restitution of the consumption of a building or
even a district. Indeed, a building and a district can be
considered as a set of independent or combined zones through
which the measurements are distributed.
The identifier "ID_SOURCE" has been added to the table
"CONSUMP_ZONE" to both take into account the size of the
building and the district but also to avoid duplicating zones
with the same identifiers and belonging to different sources.

b) Aggregation by zone of data from a set of smart
meters in the metering system up to time 𝒕.
Let 𝑘 be the index of any smart meter and 𝑌𝑡𝑘 (𝑖) the total
electricity consumption up to time 𝑡 in zone 𝑖.
∞

𝑌𝑡𝑘 (𝑖) = �

𝑋𝑛𝑘 (𝑖) 𝟙 𝑇𝑛𝑘<𝑡

𝑛=1

Let N be the number of smart meters in the metering
system and 𝑅𝑁 (𝑖) the total electricity consumption for all of
these meters at time 𝑡 in zone 𝑖.

𝑘
𝑅𝑁 (𝑖) = ∑𝑁
𝑘=1 𝑌𝑡 (𝑖) represents the aggregation of data
from all N smart meters up to time 𝑡 in zone 𝑖.

D. Aggregation by use of Measurements
In this section, the presentation of aggregations in relation
to uses is highlighted. These aggregations are limited in space
as they are attached to a zone, which can be a building or even
a neighborhood. Indeed a district can be described as a set of
nested zones or not.
1) Presentation of aggregation structures for an use;
Measurement data can be matched to uses. Indeed, the
consumption data from each measurement comes from a welldefined type of measure (lighting, air conditioning, a socket,
etc).
Each source has a set of uses associated with it as displayed
in Fig. 6. The “USE” table therefore takes a reference to the
“SOURCE” table.

Fig. 5. Representation of Total Electricity Consumption over a Slot Time for
a Zone.

2) Case of data aggregation by zone from smart meters.
a) Aggregation by zone of data from a set of smart
meters in the metering system at the instant 𝒕
Let 𝑘 be the index of any smart meter and 𝑍𝑡𝑘 (𝑖) the
electricity consumption at time 𝑡 𝑖𝑛 zone 𝑖 .

𝑘
𝑍𝑡𝑘 (𝑖) = ∑∞
, 𝑋𝑛𝑘 (𝑖) being the
𝑘 ,𝑇 𝑘 � (t)
𝑛=1 𝑋𝑛 (𝑖) 𝟙�𝑇𝑛−1
𝑛
𝑘
and
electricity consumption of the smart meter k between 𝑇𝑛−1
𝑘
𝑇𝑛 at time 𝑡 in zone 𝑖.

Let N be the number of smart meters in the metering
system and 𝑆𝑁 (𝑖) the total electricity consumption for all these
meters at time 𝑡 in zone 𝑖.

𝑘
𝑆𝑁 (𝑖) = ∑𝑁
𝑘=1 𝑍𝑡 (𝑖) represents the aggregation of data for
all N smart meters at time 𝑡 in zone 𝑖.

Fig. 6. Representation for an use of Electricity.

Each measurement is associated with an use. A reference to
the "SOURCE" table has therefore been added to the "USE"
table, which makes it possible to identify the use for all
measurements.
The use information is only define at the source level but
not at the smart meter level. Aggregation by use for a building
or a district requires the information of the field "ID_SOURCE
at the level of the "USE" table to link each measurement to its
source of correspondence as observed in Fig. 7. The
"ID_SOURCE" field also makes it possible to resolve conflicts
in the case of identical identifiers of measurements belonging
to different sources.
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Fig. 8. Representation of the Relationship for a Zone according to an
Electricity use.

Fig. 7. Representation of Total Electricity Consumption over a Slot Time for
an use.

Fig. 9 is a view of the table containing consumption by
zone and by use:

2) Case of data aggregation by use from smart meters.
a) Aggregation by use of the data of a set of smart
meters in the metering system at time 𝑡.
Let 𝑘 be the index of any smart meter and 𝑍𝑡𝑘 (𝑗) the
electricity consumption at time 𝑡 for use 𝑗.

𝑘
𝑍𝑡𝑘 (𝑗) = ∑∞
, 𝑋𝑛𝑘 (𝑗) being the
𝑘 ,𝑇 𝑘 � (t)
𝑛=1 𝑋𝑛 (𝑗) 𝟙�𝑇𝑛−1
𝑛
𝑘
and
electricity consumption of the smart meter k between 𝑇𝑛−1
𝑇𝑛𝑘 at time 𝑡 for use 𝑗.

Let N be the number of smart meters in the metering
system and 𝑆𝑁 (𝑗) the total electricity consumption for all of
these meters at time 𝑡 for use.

𝑘
𝑆𝑁 (𝑗) = ∑𝑁
𝑘=1 𝑍𝑡 (𝑗) represents the data aggregation of all
N smart meters at time 𝑡 for use 𝑗.

b) Aggregation by use of the data of a set of smart
meters in the metering system up to time 𝒕.
Let k be the index of any smart meter and 𝑌𝑡𝑘 (𝑗) the total
electricity consumption up to time 𝑡 for use 𝑗.
∞

𝑌𝑡𝑘 (𝑗) = �

𝑛=1

𝑋𝑛𝑘 (𝑗) 𝟙 𝑇𝑛𝑘<𝑡

Let N be the number of smart meters in the metering
system and 𝑅𝑁 (𝑗) the total electricity consumption for all of
these meters at time 𝑡 for use 𝑗.

𝑘
𝑅𝑁 (𝑗) = ∑𝑁
𝑘=1 𝑌𝑡 (𝑗) represents the aggregation of data
from all N smart meters up to time 𝑡 for use j.

E. Aggregation by Zone and by use of the Measurements
A set of uses constitute the link between a zone and its
measurement data. For this purpose, the definition of the
ZONE_USE table is necessary. This table contains the
references of all uses and measurements attached to each zone.
1) Presentation of aggregation structures for a zone and
an use: In a zone containing sub-zones, it is necessary to
group together all the uses according to the types of uses and
sub-zones. This will make it possible to present the
consumption of uses for a given zone as a whole but also to
highlight the detail of the consumption of uses for a given
zone according to its sub-zones. Fig. 8 shows the link between
a zone and an use.

Fig. 9. Representation of the Relationship of Total Electricity Consumption
over a Period for a Zone according to an Electricity use.

2) Case of data aggregation by zone and by use.
a) Aggregation by zone and by use of the data of a set
of smart meters in the metering system at time 𝑡.
Let 𝑘 be the index of any smart meter and 𝑍𝑡𝑘 (𝑖, 𝑗) the
electricity consumption at time 𝑡 in zone 𝑖 and for use 𝑗.
𝑘
𝑘
𝑍𝑡𝑘 (𝑖, 𝑗) = ∑∞
𝑘 ,𝑇 𝑘 � (t) , 𝑋𝑛 (𝑗) being the
𝑛=1 𝑋𝑛 (𝑖, 𝑗) 𝟙�𝑇𝑛−1
𝑛
𝑘
and
electricity consumption of the smart meter k between 𝑇𝑛−1
𝑘
𝑇𝑛 at time 𝑡 in zone 𝑖 and for use 𝑗.

Let N be the number of smart meters in the metering
system and 𝑆𝑁 (𝑖, 𝑗) the total electricity consumption for all of
these meters at time 𝑡 in zone 𝑖 and for use j.

𝑘
𝑆𝑁 (𝑖, 𝑗) = ∑𝑁
𝑘=1 𝑍𝑡 (𝑖, 𝑗) represents the aggregation of data
from all N smart meters at time 𝑡 in zone 𝑖 and for use 𝑗.

b) Aggregation by zone and by use of data from a set of
smart meters in the metering system up to time 𝑡.
Let 𝑘 be the index of any smart meter and 𝑌𝑡𝑘 (𝑖, 𝑗) the total
electricity consumption up to time 𝑡 in zone 𝑖 and for use 𝑗.
∞

𝑌𝑡𝑘 (𝑖, 𝑗) = �

𝑛=1

𝑋𝑛𝑘 (𝑖, 𝑗) 𝟙 𝑇𝑛𝑘<𝑡

Let N be the number of smart meters in the metering
system and 𝑅𝑁 (𝑗) the total electricity consumption for all of
these meters at time 𝑡 in zone 𝑖 and for use 𝑗.

𝑘
𝑅𝑁 (𝑖, 𝑗) = ∑𝑁
𝑘=1 𝑌𝑡 (𝑖, 𝑗) represents the aggregation of data
from all N smart meters up to time 𝑡 in zone 𝑖 and for use 𝑗.
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IV. ANALYSIS OF USER CONSUMPTION BEHAVIOR
This section focuses on the analysis of the behavior of
electricity consumption by users. To do this, A study is carried
out on the effects of consumer's daily actions on the use of
each device connected to its smart meter.
Let 𝑀 be the number of devices connected to a given smart
meter with index 𝑘. Then consider 𝑙 the index of any device
connected to this smart meter 𝑘.

Let T𝑙𝑛 be the duration of consumption for device 𝑙 in the
interval [𝑇𝑛−1 , 𝑇𝑛 [ and let 𝐶𝑙 be the consumption per unit of
time for this device.
The consumption of the device 𝑙 in the interval [𝑇𝑛−1 , 𝑇𝑛 [
can then be represented by C𝑙𝑛 = C𝑙 × 𝑇𝑙𝑛 .

The duration of consumption 𝑇𝑙𝑛 is random because the
interval [𝑇𝑛−1 , 𝑇𝑛 [ may or may not occur, which makes it
possible to deduce that 𝑇𝑙𝑛 therefore follows a continuous law.
In addition, the duration which separates two consecutive
realizations in a series of independent realizations is modeled
by an exponential law of parameter 𝜃 . 𝑇𝑙𝑛 is therefore an
exponential variable.
The consumption of electricity between 𝑇𝑛−1 and 𝑇𝑛 is
independent of the consumption before 𝑇𝑛−1 and that after 𝑇𝑛 .

The duration between any two realizations in a series of
independent realizations follows a gamma law with parameter
(𝑎, 𝜃), 𝑎 designates the number of intervals between the first
realization and the last realization; and 𝜃 denotes the average
number of realizations per unit of time. 𝜃 is estimated over
time by following the consumption history linked to a smart
meter.
If the duration of consumption 𝑇𝑙𝑛 is performed only once
in the interval [𝑇𝑛−1 , 𝑇𝑛 [ , this duration of consumption 𝑇𝑙𝑛
follows an exponential law.
If the duration of consumption 𝑇𝑙𝑛 is carried out several
times in the interval [𝑇𝑛−1 , 𝑇𝑛 [, 𝑇𝑙𝑛 follows a gamma law.
𝑛,𝑘
𝑘
𝑛
X𝑛𝑘 = ∑𝑀
= ∑𝑀
with
𝐶𝑙𝑛,𝑘
the
𝑙=1 𝐶𝑙
𝑙=1 𝐶𝑙 × 𝑇𝑙
consumption read by the meter 𝑘 for the device 𝑙 in the interval
[𝑇𝑛−1 , 𝑇𝑛 [ [and 𝐶𝑙𝑘 the consumption per unit of time for the
device 𝑙 relatively to the characteristics of the smart meter 𝑘.

V. DISCUSSION

The research carried out did not make it possible to identify
similar work on the aggregation of data from smart meters, on
an attempt to present the structures of their databases and even
less on the details of the processing applied to their data. It is
indeed all these reasons that motivated and led to the
completion of this work. This publication aims to promote an
understanding of how smart meters work and to provide a basis
for further research.
However, there is a great deal of research on the analysis of
the behavior inherent in the consumption of electricity from
data compiled by existing systems [8, 43]. The publication [8]
provides an overview on algorithms and applications
applicable to smart meter data. The article [43] shows that the
individual predictability of user consumption can be
determined with a high degree through time models of energy
demand analysis. Likewise, the analysis of electricity
consumption in the present publication is distinct from those
encountered in similar studies including [8, 10, 12]. It is indeed
atypical and is based on the determination of the mathematical
law likely to explain the phenomenon of electricity
consumption.
It is therefore necessary to underline that the work carried
out within the framework of this publication covers several
aspects of smart meters data management and provides
contributions that can be explored in future publications.
VI. CONCLUSION
This work made it possible to define the framework for
using data from smart meters. It was used to design a data
model based on a comparative study of the functionalities of
smart meters. The specificity of the data in a metering system
has led to the implementation of data aggregation methods to
facilitate data processing and analysis. The complexity of the
data management of smart metering systems is highlighted by
the proposal for a comprehensive approach that includes a
concrete case of implementation.
The limitations of this work lie in the lack of an
implementation of the metering system. Likewise, this does not
make it possible to test the performance of the various
algorithms put in place. However, issues relating to the
implementation of an intelligent metering system as well as
that of data processing are presented. The proposed design
makes it possible to process the data collected at the level of a
house and a neighborhood.

The present work is part of an approach to design a formal
framework for storing data from smart meters. This study also
aims to present an approach for resizing large data from smart
meters in order to facilitate their use. Likewise, the processing
methods applied to data are presented.

The originality of this work lies in the presentation of a
mechanism for processing centralized data from smart meters,
the aggregation of this data by the jump process and the
determination of the law determining the behavior of the users
on electricity consumption.

This work shows the importance of data aggregation in the
management of smart meters data and proposes a method of
aggregating this data, based on the jump process. In addition,
the storage structures for raw data and aggregated data are
described as well as the mechanisms for recording and
updating this data. An analysis of the behavior of electricity
consumption is also carried out based on the actions of
electricity consumers and the characteristics of the various
electrical devices connected to their smart meters.

The lack of information on smart metering systems makes
any comparative study difficult. Indeed, the implementation of
these systems remains closed even if the functionalities are
well known to the users. The future work will address the
issues of factors influencing electricity consumption such as
weather conditions, communication, billing, data correction
and incident management on smart meters.
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Abstract—This study demonstrates the step-by-step
procedure to perform Pooled Confirmatory Factor Analysis
(CFA) in the measurement part of Structural Equation
Modelling (SEM). CFA is crucial for the SEM measurement
model to obtain the acceptable model fit before modeling the
structural model. There are two techniques in CFA; individual
CFA and Pooled-CFA. Usually, Pooled-CFA is done due to the
high number of constructs and items. If the model is too
complicated and has so many constructs and items, then it is
recommended to perform Pooled-CFA to simplify the model's
looks yet easy to understand. The perception of Malaysia
Technical University Network (MTUN) academics on data
sharing towards open data was analysed by using pooled-CFA.
There are three main constructs: data sharing with its 4 subconstructs; (technological factor, organizational factor,
environmental factor, and individual factor), mediator construct
(open data licenses), and open data construct was analyzed in this
research. Furthermore, second-order constructs' factor loadings
towards their corresponding sub-constructs were investigated.
This research collected the primary data of 442 respondents
using a stratified random sampling technique. This paper will
explain the theoretical framework before revealing the results of
Pooled-CFA on data sharing towards open data.
Keywords—Pooled CFA;
measurement model; validity
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INTRODUCTION

Open data initiatives have become ubiquitous in every
country. According to [1], Malaysia has embarked on the open
government data framework by The Malaysian Administrative
Modernisation and Management Planning Unit (MAMPU) in
the year 2015. The initiative is then leveraged to be
implemented at the ministries' and agencies' levels. It seems
crucial to have an open data framework within the higher
education environment as [2] has mentioned that the higher
institutions play a significant role and are among the most
significant contributors that support the citizen's needs in the
education world. In the meantime, [3] has stated that the data
producer is reluctant to share data might because it possesses
challenges at many levels such as cultural, ethical, financial,
and technical. Adding to these challenges, [4] has highlighted
that the reluctance of data sharing perhaps due to disinterest
from the universities. Thus, this study employs quantitative
techniques; survey to Malaysia Technical University Network
(MTUN) academics. There were 442 feedbacks received and
there was a need to perform Confirmatory Factor Analysis
(CFA) to confirm the factor that influence MTUN academics
on data sharing.

This research aims to identify the factor influence MTUN
academics on data sharing and analysing the open data license,
which will act as a mediator between data sharing and open
data. This paper will explain in details the theoretical
framework developed for this research, the component in
structural equation modeling (SEM), the determination of
sample size, the fitness indexes of technological,
organizational, environmental, and individual construct that
determine data sharing and how the procedure of pooled-CFA
is done. The reliability and validity indexes also will be
measured to indicate the acceptance state.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Open data might change the relationship between the
government and the public in terms of transparency [5]. This
intention can be perceived by accessing the government's data
through an open format datasets form. Furthermore, [6] has
emphasized that open data enactment will address the existing
legal challenges. The challenges include the scope of accessing
the data and data ownership.
Since open data has been announced, it has created a
sensation worldwide. In [7], the statement is supported by
highlighting the potential of open data to improve organization
services to the public. Besides that, citizen participation is
encouraged in open data towards having a transparent
government. As in [8], the approach to embark on open data
will be different as every country has a different governance
structure, and the organization has its policies regarding open
data.
Ministry of Education Malaysia (MOE) has specified that
Malaysia's Higher Education Institutions (HEIs) are
categorized as Public Universities, Private Higher Educational
Institutions, Polytechnics, and Community Colleges [9]. As for
this research's scope, MTUN universities include 4 public
universities (UMP, UTEM, UTHM, and UNIMAP) where it
focuses on the Technical and Vocational Education and
Training (TVET) approaches.
In Malaysia, according to [9], 12 National Key Economic
Areas (NKEA) have been identified under the government's
Economic Transformation Programme (ETP). In [10], it is
highlighted that the programme has demanded an additional
1.3 million TVET workers by 2020. This demand has
strengthened the need to have MTUN open data framework as
this initiative will help the potential worker make an informed
decision from the data shared.
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As in [11], the open data demand keeps growing in public
universities. The demand ensues due to the open data
capabilities of removing the barriers to reuse and redistributing
the data. On the other hand, it will help the public to make
informed decisions. As the results in [2], the economy's
deception can be reduced, and universities' accountability can
be expected while embarking on open data. To conclude, the
data shared are valuable in creating innovations towards having
a better university in the future.
This research endeavors to develop an open data
framework for MTUN academics. Before that, the factors that
influence data sharing, the roles of open data license as a
mediator, and the indexes of open data components are
measured. This paper will explain in detail the results of factors
that influence data sharing towards open data by running
pooled-CFA.
III. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
This study integrates the technological, organizational, and
environmental (TOE) framework with the Theory of Planned
Behavior (TPB) to determine factors that influence data
sharing. According to [12], The TOE framework is an
organization-level theory that explains organization structures
from 3 perspectives. These 3 perspectives are technological,
organizational, and environmental. These contexts were
adopted and integrate with TPB theory that examines
individuals' perspectives and were analysed as the factors that
contribute to the data sharing.
The TPB theory has been useful and considered one of the
most influential models in predicting social behaviors [13],
[14]. The TOE framework and TPB theory integration were
used to develop the MTUN open data theoretical framework as
Fig. 1.
Fig. 1 shows how the technological, organizational, and
environmental sub-constructs are derived from the TOE
framework. Whereby the individual sub construct is derived
from TPB theory. From the framework, it can be seen that all
of these 4 sub-constructs (technological, organizational,
environmental, and individual) are the factors that contribute to
the data sharing construct. The open data licenses (ODL) will
act as the mediator between data sharing and open data
(MTUN_OD). This paper will explain how the pooled-CFA is
conducted and how the constructs and items were analyzed by
using IBM SPSS AMOS software (version 2.4).

Fig. 1. MTUN Open Data Theoretical Framework.

IV. STRUCTURAL EQUATION MODELLING
Structural equation modeling (SEM) is a powerful,
multivariate technique that has been used widely in scientific
investigations to assess and evaluate multivariate causal
relationships. According to [15], [16], sometimes, it is also
called a statistical methodology where the confirmatory
approach is used to analyse the structural theory.
There are 2 main components in SEM: measurement and
structural models. These 2 components are used to examine
variables in different ways. The measurement model section
will relate the measured variables to the latent variables. On the
other hand, the structural model section relates the latent
variables to one another. SEM combines 2 statistical methods;
confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) and path analysis. There
are 2 CFA techniques: Individual CFA and Pooled-CFA. This
paper focused on the SEM measurement model, assessed
through the CFA.
The first step to run pooled-CFA was having to perform the
individual CFA for each construct. In [17], [18] has mentioned
that the second-order construct was validated using the CFA
procedure separately before it’s been simplified into first-order
constructs to reduce the model's complexity. As [19]
suggested, the pooled-CFA for all constructs was important to
perform to assess the discriminant validity among the model's
constructs. Thus, this study analyzed the feedback from the
MTUN academics survey of data sharing towards open data.
There was 1 main construct (second-order construct)
involved in this study: data sharing with its sub-constructs:
technological factor, organizational factor, environmental
factor, and individual factor. According to [20], that secondorder CFA is employed in this study as it involved the
assessment of a second-order variable's factor loadings towards
its corresponding sub-constructs. By running a second-order
CFA, the relationships of data sharing towards its subconstructs were examined as well. The ODL construct and
MTUN_OD construct were identified as first-order constructs
as they do not have the sub-construct and was analyzed directly
without the need to simplifying it anymore.
V. MATERIAL AND METHOD
A. Preface
This study's population target covers MTUN academics
from various educational backgrounds and working
experiences. Based on [21], the total population of MTUN
academics in 2018 was 3818. According to [22], as Table I, the
sample needed for this study was 351 for the population of
4000.
As per shown in Table I, the population sample obtained
was 442, which was higher than the number of samples
required. A total of 442 respondents were chosen randomly.
The comprehensive questionnaire for the field study was
constructed which was derived from an exploratory factor
analysis (EFA). The EFA was executed by using IBM SPSS
software. The data collection for the field study is done by
distributing the questionnaire to MTUN academics using a
stratified random sampling technique.
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TABLE I.

DETERMINING SAMPLE SIZE FOR A FINITE POPULATION

N

S

N

S

N

S

10

10

220

140

1200

291

15

14

230

144

1300

297

20

19

240

148

1400

302

25

24

250

152

1500

306

30

28

260

155

1600

310

35

32

270

159

1700

313

40

36

280

162

1800

317

45

40

290

165

1900

320

50

44

300

169

2000

322

55

48

320

175

2200

327

60

52

340

181

2400

331

65

56

360

186

2600

335

70

59

380

191

2800

338

75

63

400

196

3000

341

80

66

420

201

3500

346

85

70

440

205

4000

351

90

73

460

210

4500

354

95

76

480

214

5000

357

Root Mean Square Error Approx (RMSEA), Comparative Fit
Index (CFI), and Chi-square/degrees of freedom (Chisq/df).
C. Discriminant Validity
The discriminant validity needs to be assessed to ensure no
construct redundancy occurs in the model. Construct
redundancy might occur when any pair of constructs in the
model are highly correlated. This redundancy also can happen
when one or more constructs assess the same variable. In other
words, discriminant validity tests whether the concepts of
measurements that are not supposed to be related are unrelated.
According to [24], if the redundancy occurs, that particular
redundant items in a model need to be deleted. The deletion
should start from the lowest value of factor loading until the
model is fit.
Besides that, correlation coefficients are used to measure
the strength of the relationship between 2 variables. As
mentioned in [25], it is also acted as evidence of discriminant
validity. A correlation between variables indicates that if one
variable changes in value, the other variable tends to change in
a specific direction. The variables should not be highly
correlated to each other, or else the multi-collinearity problem
will exist. Besides, [24] has highlighted that the correlation
value among the exogenous variables should not exceed 0.85
to achieve the variables' discriminant validity.

N = number of population
S = Sample Size

IBM statistical package for social science (SPSS) and IBM
SPSS analysis of moment structures (AMOS) version 24.0
were used to build and analyze the model in this study.
B. Confirmatory Factor Analysis
Confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) is a method of factor
analysis, most commonly used in social research. It is usually
used to examine the consistency of a construct with a
researcher's understanding of that construct's factor. CFA's
objective is to examine whether the data fit a hypothesized
measurement model. This hypothesized model is based on
theory or previous analytic research. In CFA, several things
need to be tested: reliability, validity, and unidimensionality of
the measurement model. The results must meet the stated
requirement before modeling the structural model. According
to [18], [23], the theorized model must pass 3 types of
validities: Construct Validity, Convergent Validity, and
Discriminant Validity. The details of validity and reliability
indexes are shown in Table II.
Table II shows the validity and reliability test that need to
be passed. The construct validity is assessed through the fitness
indexes of the measurement model. The convergent validity is
assessed by computing the Average Variance Extracted (AVE).
The Discriminant Validity is evaluated by developing the
Discriminant Validity Index Summary.
Adding to this, several fitness indexes need to be examined
as well to evaluate the model fitness. Absolute fit, incremental
fit, and parsimonious fit are three types of model fit categories.
Below are the fitness of indexes as shown in Table III.
As shown in Table III, [24] has mentioned that the names
of indexes that are frequently reported in many research are

D. Summary
There are 2 techniques of CFA in SEM's measurement
model: Individual CFA and Pooled-CFA. Individual CFA runs
each unobserved construct in the research individually;
whereas Pooled-CFA runs all construct simultaneously [26].
Before performing Pooled-CFA, the individual CFA for all
constructs need to be done separately. The results must achieve
the indexes' fitness as Table II and Table III to make them
reliable and validated. The AVE's results were recalculated to
get the mean score and were used in Pooled-CFA.
TABLE II.

VALIDITY AND RELIABILITY INDEXES

Name of
Category

Name of Index

Level of
Acceptance

Literature

Convergent
Validity

Average Variance
Extracted

AVE > 0.5

Zainudin
(2015)

Internal
Reliability

Cronbach Alpha

Α > 0.5

Zainudin
(2015)

Construct
Reliability

Composite Reliability

CR > 0.6

Zainudin
(2015)

TABLE III.
Name of category

FITNESS OF INDEXES

Name of index

Level of acceptance

RMSEA

RMSEA < 0.1

GFI

GFI > 0.90

AGFI

AGFI > 0.90

CFI

CFI > 0.90

TLI

TLI > 0.90

NFI

NFI > 0.90

Chi-sq/df

Chi-Square/ df < 5.0

Absolute Fit Index

Incremental Fit Index

Parsimonious Fit Index
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VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
A. Individual CFA
The analysis started with performing Individual CFA. It ran
the latent construct one after another to achieve the required
model fitness. The CFA can only be performed if the
constructs have more than 3 items with no model identification
problem. Fig. 2 shows that all these 4 constructs (technological,
organizational, environmental, and individual) have met the
initial requirement to run CFA. All of the constructs must
achieve the fitness indexes required.

The organizational factor construct has 4 components;
norms (10 items), data sharing policy (3 items), governance (3
items), and resources (5 items). The model fitness of
organizational factor constructs was overall met the fitness
indexes. The value for RMSEA shown was .067, the CFI was
.945, and Chisq/df was 2.988. Table V shows the AVE and CR
for the organizational factor construct.
TABLE IV.
Construct

Technological
Factor

Technical
Infrastructure

Usability

THE AVE AND CR FOR TECHNOLOGICAL CONSTRUCT
Items

Factor
Loading

Technical
Infrastructure

0.95

Usability

0.94

Standard

0.89

TFTI1

0.90

TFTI2

0.88

TFTI3

0.86

TFTI4

0.81

TFU21

0.69

TFU22

0.67

TFU23

0.77

TFS31

0.67

Fig. 2. The CFA Results for Technological Factor Construct.

TFS32

0.70

Fig. 2 shows that the technological factor construct has 3
components; technical infrastructure (4 items), usability (3
items), and standard (10 items). The model fitness of the
technological factor construct was overall met the fitness
indexes. The value for RMSEA shown was .067, the CFI was
.959, and Chisq/df was 2.989.

TFS33

0.82

TFS34

0.83

TFS35

0.77

TFS36

0.80

TFS37

0.78

TFS38

0.76

TFS39

0.79

TFS310

0.87

Standard

For the Convergent Validity (CV) assessment, the study
needs to calculate the AVE. According to [19], [26], the
construct achieved the CV if its AVE exceeds the threshold
value of 0.5. Besides in [24], there was a need to compute the
CR, and the value should exceed the threshold value of 0.6 for
this reliability to achieve. The AVE and CR for the primary
constructs and their respective components were computed and
presented in Table IV.

CR
(>0.6)

AVE
(>0.5)

0.948

0.859

0.921

0.745

0.754

0.506

0.940

0.610

Table IV shows that each item's factor loading was high,
which above 0.6. The CR value for the technological factor
was 0.948, and AVE was 0.859. Meanwhile, the CR value for
technical infrastructure was 0.921 and AVE was 0.745. In
addition to that, the CR value for usability was 0.754 and AVE
was 0.506. Meanwhile, the CR value for a standard was 0.940,
and AVE was 0.610.
From these results, we can conclude that technological
factors construct together with its components and items have
met the CR's requirement, which must above 0.6, and AVE,
which must above 5.0. Fig. 3 shows the CFA results for the
organizational factor construct.
Fig. 3. The CFA Results for Organisational Factor Construct.
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TABLE V.
Construct

Organisational
Factor

THE AVE AND CR FOR ORGANISATIONAL CONSTRUCT
Items

Factor
Loading

Norms

0.95

Data sharing
policy

0.96

Governance

0.89

Resources

0.91

OFN41

0.81

OFN42

0.85

OFN43

0.81

OFN44

0.73

OFN45

0.76

OFN46

0.69

OFN47

0.75

OFN48

0.68

OFN49

0.65

OFN410

0.74

Norms

Data sharing
policy

Resources

Governance

CR
(>0.6)

AVE
(>0.5)

0.961

0.861

Fig. 4. The CFA Results for Environmental Factor Construct.
0.927

OFDSP51

0.81

OFDSP52

0.83

OFDSP53

0.81

OFR61

0.65

OFR62

0.75

OFR63

0.82

OFR64

0.84

OFR65

0.83

OFG71

0.80

OFG72

0.85

OFG73

0.85

0.562

TABLE VI.
Construct

Environmental
Factor

0.857

0.667
Data sharing
culture

0.886

0.872

0.610

0.695

Based on Table V, it can be concluded that the CR value
for the organizational factor was 0.961, and AVE was 0.861.
The CR value for norms was 0.927, and AVE was 0.562. The
CR value for the data sharing policy was 0.857, and AVE was
0.667. Meanwhile, The CR value for resources was 0.886, and
AVE was 0.610. Finally, the CR value for governance was
0.872 and AVE was 0.695.

Research
practice

THE AVE AND CR FOR ENVIRONMENTAL CONSTRUCT
Items

Factor
Loading

Data sharing
culture

0.94

Research
Practice

0.93

EFDSC81

0.72

EFDSC82

0.74

EFDSC83

0.84

EFRP91

0.84

EFRP92

0.88

EFRP93

0.85

CR (>0.6)

AVE
(>0.5)

0.933

0.874

0.812

0.591

0.892

0.734

Table VI shows that each item's factor loading was high,
which above 0.6. The CR value for the environmental factor
was 0.933, and AVE was 0.874. The CR value for data sharing
culture was 0.812, and AVE was 0.591. The CR value for
research practice was 0.892, and AVE was 0.734. It can be
concluded from these results that the environmental factor
construct and its components and items have met CR
requirements, which must above 0.6 and AVE must above 5.0.
Fig. 5 shows the CFA results for the individual factor
construct.

From these results, it can be concluded that the
organizational factor constructs and their components and
items have met CR's requirement, which must above 0.6, and
AVE, which must above 5.0. Fig. 4 shows the CFA results for
the environmental factor construct.
The environmental factor construct has 2 components; data
sharing culture (3 items) and research practice (3 items). The
model fitness of the environmental factor construct was overall
meet the fitness indexes. The value for RMSEA shown was
.066, the CFI was .990, and Chisq/df was 2.925. Table VI
shows the AVE and CR for the environmental factor construct.
Fig. 5. The CFA Results for Individual Factor Construct.
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The individual factor construct has 3 components, which
are attitude (3 items), perceived behavioral control (7 items),
and normative belief (3 items). The model fitness of the
individual factor construct was overall met the fitness indexes.
The value for RMSEA shown was .047, the CFI was .984, and
Chisq/df was 1.955. Table VII shows the AVE and CR for the
individual factor construct.
Table VII shows each item's factor loading was high above
0.6. The CR value for the individual factor was 0.868, and
AVE was 0.696. Meanwhile, the CR value for attitude was
0.956, and AVE was 0.878. In addition to that, the CR value
for perceived behavioral control was 0.875 and AVE was
0.502. The CR value for normative belief was 0.842, and AVE
was 0.641. From these results, we can conclude that individual
factors construct together with its components and items have
met CR's requirement, which must above 0.6, and AVE, which
must above 5.0. Fig. 6 shows the CFA results for the open data
license factor construct.
In Fig. 6, the ODL construct has 5 items. Thus, the model
fitness of the ODL construct was overall met the fitness
indexes. The value for RMSEA shown was .053, the CFI was
.995, and Chisq/df was 2.257. Table VIII shows the AVE and
CR for ODL construct.

Fig. 6. The CFA Results for Open Data Licenses Factor Construct.
TABLE VIII. THE AVE AND CR FOR OPEN DATA LICENSES CONSTRUCT
Construct

Open Data
Licenses

Table VIII shows that each item's factor loading was high,
which above 0.6. The CR value for ODL was 0.898, and AVE
was 0.639. Thus, from these results, we can conclude that ODL
construct and items have met CR requirements that must above
0.6 and AVE, which must above 5.0. Fig. 7 shows the CFA
results for the open data (MTUN_OD) construct.
TABLE VII.

Items

Factor
Loading

Attitude

0.58

Individual
Factor

Perceived
Behavioral
Control

0.90

Normative
Belief

0.97

IFA101

0.95

IFA102

0.96

IFA103

0.90

IFPBC111

0.68

IFPBC112

0.77

IFPBC113

0.76

IFPBC114

0.66

IFPBC115

0.72

IFPBC116

0.65

IFPBC117

0.71

IFNB121

0.80

IFNB122

0.83

IFNB123

0.77

Perceived
Behavioral
Control

Normative
Belief

Factor
Loading

ODL111

0.79

ODL112

0.79

ODL113

0.85

ODL114

0.85

ODL115

0.71

CR (>0.6)

AVE
(>0.5)

0.898

0.639

THE AVE AND CR FOR INDIVIDUAL FACTOR CONSTRUCT

Construct

Attitude

Items

CR
(>0.6)

AVE
(>0.5)

0.868

0.696

0.956

0.878

Fig. 7. The CFA Results for Open Data Construct.

In Fig. 7, the MTUN_OD construct has 9 items. The model
fitness of the MTUN_OD construct was overall met the fitness
indexes. The value for RMSEA shown was .089, the CFI was
.952, and Chisq/df was 4.526. Table IX shows the AVE and
CR for the open data construct.
0.875

0.502

0.842

0.641

Table IX shows each item's factor loading was high, above
0.6. The CR value for the open data construct was 0.909, and
AVE was 0.528. Thus, from this result, we can conclude that
MTUN_OD constructs and their items have met CR's
requirement, which above 0.6, and AVE must above 5.0.
An overall, the technological construct, organizational
construct, environmental construct, individual construct, ODL
construct, and MTUN_OD construct has met the fitness
indexes and passed the measurement of AVE and CR.
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TABLE IX.
Construct

MTUN_OD

THE AVE AND CR FOR OPEN DATA CONSTRUCT

Items

Factor
Loading

OD1

0.83

OD2

0.76

OD3

0.77

OD4

0.75

OD5

0.71

OD6

0.60

OD7

0.63

OD8

0.74

OD9

0.72

CR (>0.6)

AVE
(>0.5)

0.909

0.528

The Pooled CFA has merged 3 constructs. From Fig. 8, the
model looks much more straightforward and easy to
understand. The pooled CFA was also performed to avoid
violating regression assumptions. The correlation between DS
to ODL was 0.74. Then, the correlation between ODL to
MTUN_OD was 0.72, and the correlation between DS to
MTUN_OD was 0.70. Thus, no multicollinearity occurs as the
correlation between each construct was below 0.85. Besides,
pooled CFA's model fitness was overall met the fitness
indexes. The value for RMSEA shown was .050, the CFI was
.951, and Chisq/df was 1.914. Table X shows the AVE and CR
for Pooled-CFA.
TABLE X.
Construct

The study needed to simplify the overall measurement
model from the first-order construct and pool them together to
undergo the CFA procedure at once. This procedure is called
Pooled-CFA.
B. Pooled-CFA for all Measurement Model of Constructs
In this pooled-CFA model, as suggested in [24], the
measurement model for the second-order constructs was
validated using the CFA procedure separately and simplified
into first-order constructs to reduce complexity. The reason to
perform the pooled-CFA was to assess the discriminant
validity among constructs in the model [17], [19], [23], [26].
Fig. 8 shows the pooled-CFA that consists of data sharing (DS)
construct, ODL, and MTUN_OD in 1 model.
The result of the analysis shown 3 types of values; fitness
indexes for all constructs in the model, the factor loading for
every component to the main construct, and the correlation
between constructs.
In determining the fitness indexes, the values should meet
the threshold as shown in Table III. As in [17], [19], [23], [26]
have highlighted that the factor loading for every item should
not less than 0.6 and the correlation coefficient of any two
constructs should not exceed 0.85. The multicollinearity
problem will occur if the correlation between any two
constructs exceeds 0.85. In this study, none of the values found
to be greater than 0.85. Thus, the multicollinearity problem
does not arise.

Data Sharing

Technological
Factor

Organisational
Factor

Environmental
Factor

Individual Factor

ODL

MTUN_OD

Fig. 8. The 3 Constructs are Pooled Together for the Pooled-CFA
Procedure.

THE AVE AND CR FOR POOLED-CFA

Items

Factor
Loading

Technological
Factor

0.84

Organizational
Factor

0.82

Environmental
Factor

0.72

Individual Factor

0.74

Technical
Infrastructure

0.70

Usability

0.76

Standard

0.71

Norms

0.78

Data Sharing
Policy

0.76

Resources

0.74

Governance

0.72

Data Sharing
Culture

0.80

Research Practice

0.93

Attitude

0.84

Perceived
Behavioural
Control

0.87

Normative Beliefs

0.86

ODL111

0.74

ODL112

0.76

ODL113

0.71

ODL114

0.75

ODL115

0.72

OD1

0.78

OD2

0.77

OD3

0.79

OD4

0.75

OD5

0.74

OD6

0.76

OD7

0.81

OD8

0.81

OD9

0.55

CR
(>0.6)

AVE
(>0.5)

0.862

0.611

0.767

0.524

0.837

0.563

0.858

0.752

0.850

0.655

0.855

0.542

0.922

0.570
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Based on the AVE and CR values in Table X, the study
found that all AVE and CR exceed their threshold values of 0.5
and 0.6 respectively. Thus, the study can conclude that the
AVE and CR for all latent constructs in the model have been
achieved.
Proceed to the next validity test, the study needs to measure
discriminant validity. The table discriminant validity index
summary is developed as shown in Table XI. The diagonal
values in bold were the square root of the AVE of the
respective constructs while the other values indicate the
correlation coefficient between the pair of the individual
constructs.
TABLE XI.

THE DISCRIMINANT VALIDITY INDEX SUMMARY FOR ALL
CONSTRUCTS

Construct

Data Sharing

Data Sharing

0.782

ODL

0.74

0.740

MTUN_OD

0.70

0.720

TABLE XII.

ODL

Table XII shows the values of skewness for all components
in the model fell within the range between -1.5 and 1.5. It
means that the distribution does not depart from normality and
there were no outliers' data. Thus, the data distribution meets
the normality distribution requirement for employing
parametric statistical analysis in SEM.

MTUN_OD

VII. CONCLUSION

0.755

THE ASSESSMENT OF NORMALITY FOR ALL

Variables

Skew

CR

Kurtosis

CR

IFA

-.759

-5.886

1.261

4.892

IFPBC

-.616

-4.774

1.022

3.964

IFNB

-.809

-6.276

1.309

5.076

EFDSC

-.326

-2.531

-.213

-.827

EFRP

-.528

-4.096

.541

2.099

OFN

-.381

-2.958

.106

.412

OFDSP

-.429

-3.328

-.071

-.275

OFR

-.061

-.470

-.254

-.986

OFG

-.188

-1.460

-.339

-1.316

TFTI

-.247

-1.914

-.009

-.036

TFU

-.066

-.513

-.420

-1.628

TFS

.024

.188

-.144

-.560

OD9

-.483

-3.744

.690

2.676

OD8

-.353

-2.737

.201

.779

OD7

-.390

-3.022

-.052

-.202

OD6

-.154

-1.196

-.189

-.731

OD5

-.160

-1.242

-.054

-.209

OD4

-.069

-.532

-.422

-1.637

OD3

-.143

-1.113

-.288

-1.115

OD2

-.080

-.622

-.252

-.977

OD1

-.375

-2.907

.280

1.085

ODL115

-.115

-.889

-.158

-.611

ODL114

-.184

-1.424

.009

.035

ODL113

-.009

-.071

-.239

-.928

ODL112

-.265

-2.057

-.099

-.385

ODL111

-.035

-.272

-.285

-1.106

57.862

14.406

Multivariate

Table XI shows the discriminant validity index summary
for all constructs. The discriminant validity has been achieved
when the diagonal values (in bold) are higher than any other
values in its row and column. Since SEM employs the
parametric statistical approach of modeling, the study needs to
assess all items' normality distribution measuring their
respective constructs. According to [17], [19], [23], [24], [26],
the value of skewness should fall within the range of -1.5 to 1.5
to make it normally distributed.

Data sharing in this study that was defined through the
combination of technological, organizational, environmental,
and individual components. The components were derived
from the literature review. However, in this study, the exact
components that form data sharing were investigated through
the process of survey distribution to MTUN academics that
were then be confirmed through CFA. The investigations were
then extended to the ODL construct and MTUN_OD construct.
As for this research purposes, this study examined the factor
influence data sharing and the impact of data sharing on ODL
construct and MTUN-OD construct.
In a conclusion, Pooled-CFA is recommended to perform
on a complicated model in making it simpler to analyse and
easy to understand. The model is considered complicated when
it involves many second-order constructs and items. There are
3 important types of validities in this study; CR, Cronbach
Alpha, and AVE. The CR is important in this study as its
measure of internal consistency in scale items. On the other
hand, the AVE is important to employ in this study to confirm
that the construct should correlate with related variables but it
should not correlate with dissimilar, unrelated ones. In
determining the value of CR and AVE for each construct, the
analysis results of Pooled-CFA are recalled and it can be
concluded that 4 components influence data sharing;
technological, organizational, environmental, individual
construct.
The technical factor has a CR value of 0.948; which above
the minimum accepted value of CR; 0.6 and 0.859; which
above the minimum accepted value for AVE; 0.5. The fitness
indexed for this construct was achieved with the value of
RMSEA was 0.067, which less than 0.1 to make it accepted.
CFI was 0.959, which above 0.9 to make it accepted and Chisq was 2.989, which less than 5.0 to make it accepted.
Meanwhile, the result of organizational factors shown the CR
value of 0.961 and 0.861 for AVE. The fitness indexed for this
construct was achieved with the value of RMSEA was 0.067,
which less than 0.1 to make it accepted. CFI was 0.945, which
above 0.9 to make it accepted and Chi-sq was 2.988, which
less than 5.0 to make it accepted.
On the other hand, the environmental factor has a CR value
of 0.933; and 0.874 for AVE. The fitness indexed for this
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construct was achieved with the value of RMSEA was 0.066,
which less than 0.1 to make it accepted. CFI was 0.990, which
above 0.9 to make it accepted and Chi-sq was 2.925, which
less than 5.0 to make it accepted. In the meantime, the result of
the individual factor shown the CR value of 0.868; and 0.696
for AVE. The fitness indexed for this construct was achieved
with the value of RMSEA was 0.047, which less than 0.1 to
make it accepted. CFI was 0.984, which above 0.9 to make it
accepted and Chi-sq was 1.955, which less than 5.0 to make it
accepted.
Besides that, the ODL construct has a CR value of 0.898
and 0.639 for AVE. The fitness indexed for this construct was
achieved with the value of RMSEA was 0.053, which less than
0.1 to make it accepted. CFI was 0.995, which above 0.9 to
make it accepted and Chi-sq was 2.257, which less than 5.0 to
make it accepted.
Furthermore, the result of the MTUN_OD construct shown
the CR value of 0.909 and 0.528 for AVE. The fitness indexed
for this construct was achieved with the value of RMSEA was
0.067, which less than 0.1 to make it accepted. CFI was 0. 952,
which above 0.9 to make it accepted and Chi-sq was 4.526,
which less than 5.0 to make it accepted.
An overall, the technological construct, organizational
construct, environmental construct, individual construct, ODL
construct, and MTUN_OD construct for CFA distinctively has
met the fitness indexes and passed the measurement of AVE
and CR.
To ensure the overall fitness indexes of the model, this
study employed Pooled-CFA. From the result of pooled CFA,
the fitness indexed for this overall model was achieved with
the value of RMSEA was 0.050, which less than 0.1 to make it
accepted. CFI was 0.951, which above 0.9 to make it accepted
and Chi-sq was 1.914, which less than 5.0 to make it accepted.
Based on Table XI, it can be shown that the model
achieved discriminant validity when the diagonal values (in
bold) are higher than any other values in its row and column.
As stated, the data sharing value for discriminant validity was
0.782, ODL was 0.740, and MTUN-OD was 0.755. It indicates
that each of the constructs was measure distinctively and not
related to each other.
Finally, for the normality test, the distribution does not
depart from normality and there were no outliers' data. Thus,
the data distribution meets the normality distribution
requirement for employing parametric statistical analysis in
SEM which will be discussed in the next paper.
In a conclusion, the step-by-step to do pooled-CFA must
start with performing an individual CFA for every constructs to
make it simpler and easy to understand for the complicated
model. All the results must follow the table of indexes (Table II
and Table III) to indicate that the results are reliable and
validated.
These results of CFA will be used to be modeled in SEM.
However, for future work, it is advisable to add 1 more
component to be measured; data quality which should be
determined under technological construct.
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Abstract—Several technological advancements emerged
providing the technical assistance supporting people with special
needs in tackling their everyday tasks. Particularly, with the
advancements in cost-effective Brain-Computer Interfaces (BCI),
they can be very useful for people with disabilities to improve
their quality of life. This paper investigates the usability of lowcost BCI for navigation in an indoor environment, which is
considered one of the daily challenges facing individuals with
mobility impairment. A software framework is proposed to
control a wheelchair using three modes of operations: braincontrolled, autonomous and semi-autonomous, taking into
consideration the usability and safety requirements. A prototype
system based on the proposed framework was developed. The
system can detect an obstacle in the front, right and left sides of
the wheelchair and can stop the movement automatically to avoid
collation. The usability evaluation of the proposed system, in
terms of effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction, shows that it
can be very helpful in the daily life of the mobility impaired
people. An experiment was conducted to assess the usability of
the proposed framework using the prototype system. Subjects
steered the wheelchair using the three different operation modes
effectively by controlling the direction of motion.
Keywords—Usability;
wheelchair
navigation;
indoor
navigation; mobility impairment; obstacle avoidance; obstacle
detection; path planning; BCI; brain-computer interaction

I.

INTRODUCTION

Independent mobility is an important aspect in the quality
of life for individuals with mobility impairments. Though the
needs of many individuals with mobility impairments can be
satisfied with traditional manual or powered wheelchairs, a part
of the impaired community finds it difficult and sometimes
impossible to use the wheelchairs independently. This part
comprises of individuals with low vision, visual field
reduction, spasticity, tremors, or cognitive deficits [1]. These
individuals have to depend on another person to push them
while they are on the wheelchair, as they often lack the
independent mobility to control a powered wheelchair due to
the nature of their disability. In the U.S, almost 10% of the
legally blind individuals also have a mobility impairment [3],
which makes many of them hesitate to visit unfamiliar places
since they have no information about the new environment and
its accessibility conditions.

Navigation tasks are regarded as one of the critical
challenges facing individuals with mobility impairments.
According to the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), the
average American spends 93% of their life indoors [2]. The
need to consider indoor navigation is even higher in the Saudi
local context, mainly for individuals with some cognitive,
visual, or physical impairments since 3.73% of the population
have some form of functional disability [31].
Moreover, the safety, easiness and usability features in the
assistive systems are considered a crucial requirement
considering the special situation of mobility-impaired
individuals. However, the currently available navigational
assistive systems lack these features [32]. Highly impaired
individuals, using the powered wheelchair, require an
autonomous wheelchair for navigation [4]. Therefore,
developing a smart wheelchair that would transport the
mobility-impaired individuals to their desired destination
without their direct control would significantly improve their
quality of life, taking into account that such wheelchair has to
plan a quick and a safe path even when faced with an obstacle.
Thus, providing the mobility-impaired individuals with some
level of independence, by not relying on another person for
assistance, as the wheelchair would maneuver through the
obstacles by itself. Also, providing the wheelchair’s rider the
ability to control the wheelchair according to his/her preference
is a must. Some riders would like to have a full control on how
the wheelchair moves, while others prefer to just sit back and
make the electric wheelchair moving autonomously.
Furthermore, the obstacle detection is a key component for
any autonomous system, in order to ensure the safety of the
individual driving it. Therefore, many research studies,
according to [36], have considered integrating different types
of sensors in their autonomous systems, in order to detect and
avoid the faced obstacles. These sensors can either be
ultrasonic, infrared, computer vision type sensors, laser
sensors, or a combination of different types.
This paper focuses on the usability engineering of an
obstacle avoidance system by combining the new technologies
with path optimization techniques taking into consideration the
special needs of the target users throughout the development
cycle.
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•

II. BACKGROUND
Assistive technologies are developed according to two
approaches: (1) developing special hardware devices designed
for disabled people or (2) using existing hardware devices and
integrating specific applications to improve some aspects of the
individuals’’ daily life. The latter approach is what will be used
in this paper.
Smart wheelchairs can either be autonomous, nonautonomous or a mix of both types (semi-autonomous). In
autonomous wheelchairs, the TetraNauta [5], and Kanazawa
University [6] wheelchairs include a computer for processing
along with different types of sensors. They tackled specific
problems such as: obstacle avoidance, local environment
mapping, and path navigation. With the autonomous control
feature, the system analyses the environment, plans a
navigation path, detects an obstacle, makes decisions, and
controls the wheelchair’s movements [7]. Moreover, several
prototypes of smart wheelchairs have been developed and
many research papers have been published in this area like in
[8] and [9]. However, most of them have hardware and
software architectures developed specifically for a particular
wheelchair model and usually they tend to be difficult to
configure in order to be used by the physically impaired
individuals [1][8].
The capability and nature of the user’s disability might
become a restriction when operating a wheelchair. Therefore,
the spectrum of automation in the brain- controlled wheelchairs
(BCW) relate to the level of dependence on the human rider to
guide the wheelchair, as compared to the wheelchair guiding
itself. Many research studies [35] have investigated the
inclusion of different operation modes to the brain-controlled
wheelchair (BCW). These modes range from low-level
(manual), High-level (autonomous), and shared-control (semiautonomous). Below is a detailed explanation for each mode:
•

Low-level navigation: where the user is in a
complete control of the wheelchair as it directly
obeys the user’s commands and does not move by
itself. The wheelchair is controlled through simple
navigation commands, such as “move forward” or
“turn left” Also it incorporates basic collision
avoidance supports as stopping the wheelchair
when obstacles are encountered. Using this
navigation mode, users can navigate and perform
any path they want, along with having control of
the specific movements. In this mode, the system
does not assist in the execution of the selected
command.

•

High-level navigation: where the users have a
rough control of the BCW by selecting high-level
commands such as “take me to the living room” or
“leave this room.” The BCW must have some kind
of intelligence so that the specific path to the
selected destination is transparent to users, i.e., the
user does not select specific low- level commands.
Also, it can incorporate basic collision avoidance
(stopping the wheelchair when obstacles are
encountered) and obstacle avoidance (planning a
new path to avoid the obstacle) supports.

Shared-control navigation: where both the user
and the system share the control of the BCW. This
can be done in two ways: i) users generate lowlevel commands, while the system assists the
navigation with features such as obstacle
avoidance, or maximum likelihood command
execution; and ii) users can switch between a lowand a high-level navigation mode. The user in this
mode oversees the navigation and issues highlevel commands while the wheelchair executes the
motions. This enables the user to still remain in
charge of the decision-making process, but with
less involvement in the execution.

III. RELATED WORK
Recently, considerable amount of research that tackle the
operation modes to the BCW have been reported in literature.
In the following we report the work that has been done
categorized based on the different modes of navigation:
A. Low-Level Control (Manual)
The authors in [10] designed a manual BCI-based
wheelchair that can be steered by only the users’ brain signals.
The designed system utilizes three mental tasks that are turning
left, right, and go forward. These commands were achieved
through the left and right motor imageries to turn left and turn
right, respectively, and feet motor imagery to go forward.
Similarly, the authors in [11] developed a manually BCI
controlled wheelchair using an onboard computer that is
responsible for processing and classifying the captured EEG
signals to generate wheelchair steering commands. The
onboard computer sends through a serial port the generated
commands to the wheelchair's motor drivers. The wheelchair
can either move forward, turns left or right, or stops.
On the other hand, Li et al. in [12] presented a hybrid
brain/muscle interface to manually control a wheelchair. The
authors argue that BCI based on P300 or SSVEP can cause the
fatigue and dryness of the eye, and then lead to user's
inattention. The developed system distinguishes four user's
commands, go forward, turning right, turning left, and stop.
These commands are captured from the: (1) two mental states
corresponding to the wheelchair’s motion of turning left and
turning right, (2) the EMG signal captured from the user’s
gritting his/her left teeth and right teeth that correspond to the
motion go forward and stop respectfully. The developed
wheelchair is equipped with various types of sensors to
perceive the environment's context. These sensors are vision
camera, and a laser rangefinder (sonar).
The authors in [13], also, developed a hybrid BCI system
that combines two types of BCI paradigms (P300 potential and
SSVEP) to improve the performance of asynchronous control
to instantly and accurately distinguish the control and idle
states needed to steer the wheelchair. And considering that the
system controls the wheelchair manually, the authors designed
the graphical user interface (GUI) to display four groups of
buttons, and each group has one large button in the center and
eight small buttons surrounding it. When the user concentrates
on one group of buttons, both P300 potential and SSVEP can
be evoked al the same time. The flickering buttons in each
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group invoke SSVEP, and the flashing of the four large buttons
evoke P300 potential. In order for the authors to produce a go
or stop commands in wheelchair control this method was used.
Moreover, in [14] Diez et al. developed a wheelchair that
can be controlled through a BCI based SSVEP signals. The
designed system can discriminate five classes: top, bottom, left,
right and undefined. The detected stimuli can be translated to
the first four classes, while the undefined class is chosen when
no stimuli are detected. The wheelchair moves manually based
on the identified class. For example, it moves forward if the
BCI detected the top stimulus, turns left if the left stimulus was
detected, turns right if the right stimulus was detected, and
finally stops if the bottom stimulus was detected. Moreover,
when no stimulus was detected (undefined class) the
wheelchair, for safety reasons, stops as well. The system
provides the user with online feedback indicating the detected
stimulus by translating it to its proper steering direction using a
blue arrow on the screen. And in the case of an undefined
class, a red circle is shown in the center of the screen.
The authors in [15] developed a BCI based electric
wheelchair control system. The proposed wheelchair enabled
users to steer the wheelchair in four directions forward,
backward, turn left or right by utilizing the eyes closing signal
for more than one second and without any pre-training. Users
wore an EEG acquisition cap that has four lights corresponding
to the four directions. These light flashes in a clockwise loop
and lasts for a fixed period of time. Moreover, when the user
wants to select a specific direction, he/she closes their eyes as
soon as the desired direction flashes.
Moreover, the authors in [16] built upon their previous
work of [17] where they combined two types of BCI paradigms
(motor imagery and P300 potentials) and controlled the
wheelchairs direction and speed. The direction control was
achieved through two commands (turning left and right), and
the speed control was done by controlling the acceleration and
deceleration. The authors' new extension combined motor
imagery, P300 potentials, and eye blinking to achieve forward,
backward, and stop control of a wheelchair respectively. Their
work combined with their previous resulted in having the users
choose and navigate from seven steering commands.
Cao et al. in [18] developed a hybrid BCI system that
combines two BCI paradigms (motor imagery and SSVEP) to
concurrently control the speed and direction of a wheelchair.
The proposed system manually steers the wheelchair by
providing eight commands for the users choose and navigate
from. These commands are turn left, turn right, drive forward,
accelerate, decelerate, drive at the uniform velocity, and turn
on and off the switch. Similarly, the authors in [19] argue that
their proposed system allows the user to implement different
types of commands in parallel. The proposed combine SSVEP
and MI tasks to develop a new hybrid BCI method. It utilizes
two-class MI and four-class SSVEP tasks, in which the user
imagines moving his/her left or right-hand and focuses on one
of four oscillating visual stimuli simultaneously.
In [20], the authors developed a manual control wheelchair
navigation system based on a hidden Markov model (HMM).
The developed system steers the wheelchair by capturing the
electrooculography (EOG) signal originating from the user's

eyeball and eyelid movements. A feature extraction was used
to determine whether the eyes are open or closed and whether
the eyes are gazing to the left, right, or center. These features
are used as inputs to the HMM which generates commands for
navigating the wheelchair accordingly. The wheelchair is
equipped with a proximity sensor to avoid obstacles and it can
move forward and backward in three directions.
Varona-Moya et al. in [21] enhanced an electric
wheelchair, by incorporating multiple sensors and emulating its
analog 2-axis joystick with a custom-built control board. The
enhanced system receives the BCI navigation commands
through a TCP connection and then transforms them into lowlevel movement commands that are fed to the wheelchair.
Moreover, a real-time map of the area surrounding the
wheelchair was created using the incorporated eleven
ultrasonic rangefinders (sonar). Updating the grid-map in real
time was achieved using a sonar model, which upon the
detection of an obstacle at a given distance; it updates all the
grid cells within the obstacle detected vertex.
In [22] Đumić and Kevrić developed a manually controlled
wheelchair. The user controls the direction of the wheelchair
through a BCI headset that detect an eye blinking action. There
are four directions the user can choose from in order to steer
the wheelchair, which are: left, right, forward, and backwards.
The actual wheelchair was enhanced by using a
microcontroller to control the joystick by servo motors.
B. High-Level Control (Autonomous)
Define The authors in [23] designed a brain-controlled
wheelchair, which interacts with the user using a simple
interface. The navigation system proposes a semantic map that
integrates the navigation points, semantic targets, and a local
3D map. The semantic targets provide the recognized objects'
type, outline and its functionality information, for example, if
the object was identified to be a table, then its associated
information is that it can be docked. The local 3D map
provides a traversable navigation point. The user chooses one
of the navigation points from the semantic map as the
destination goal using a brain-computer interface (BCI).
In [24], Ng et al. developed a BCI controlled wheelchair
based on the steady-state visual evoked potential (SSVEP)
paradigm. The proposed system takes the desired destination
from the user through a BCI signal and communicates it to the
wheelchair navigation system to plan a path autonomously
while avoiding obstacles on the way to the destination. The
responsibility of controlling the wheelchair is switched from
the user to the navigation software, which reduces the number
of BCI commands needed to steer the wheelchair to the desired
destination.
Zhang et al. in [25] developed an autonomous wheelchair
where the user selects a destination from the map using one of
the BCI paradigms (motor imagery or P300). Based on the
selected destination, the navigation component plans a short
path and steers the wheelchair to the desired goal. Furthermore,
the user can choose to stop the wheelchair by issuing a stop
command using the BCI whenever he/she wants. The authors
claim that their system reduces the user's mental burden
substantially.
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C. Shared Control (Semi-autonomous)
The authors in [26] introduced a shared control architecture
that combines the user's intention along with the precision of a
powered wheelchair. Their system combines BCI with a shared
control architecture that permits users to produce dynamic and
simple navigation directions, as opposed to users being seated
and relying on a predefined path for most of the navigation
time. The shared controller decides what actions ought to be
taken, based on the user's input (turning left or right) while
taking into account the context of the environment, which was
perceived using ten sonar sensors and two webcams. The
proposed system was evaluated against four healthy
experienced BCI users.
Lopes et al. in [27] propose a robotic assistive navigation
wheelchair that integrates the Brain-Computer Interface (BCI)
technology, as the Human– Machine Interface (HMI). In their
paper, the authors proposed a two-layer collaborative control
approach that takes into account both the user and the machine
commands to guide and maneuver the wheelchair. The first
layer in their proposed approach is a virtual-constraint layer. It
is responsible for enabling/disabling the user commands, based
on the environment's context. For example, user commands are
enabled in the situation of multiple directions that was caused
by newfound obstacles in the environment. The second layer is
responsible for matching the user's intended BCI commands to
a suitable steering command, considering the client capability
to control the wheelchair and situation awareness of potential
directions at a given location.
Moreover, in [28] the authors proposed a new sharedcontrol approach for a brain- controlled wheelchair. The shared
controller switches between two controlling agents, the BCI
control agent, and an autonomous control agent taking into
consideration both the context of the environment and the
intention of the user. The architecture of the proposed approach
consists of four layers: the human- machine interface, the
global motion planning, the local motion planning, and the
motion control. The global motion planning layer comprises of
the knowledge database that was built by the SLAM method to
store information about the location of obstacles as well as the
kinematics of the wheelchair. This layer receives an output
from the BCI and determines the path to the goal by using the
NRPF algorithm. It also calculates the distances between the
wheelchair and the goal as well as the distances between the
wheelchair and the obstacle. Moreover, the distance to the
obstacle decides the mode of control. For example, the
autonomous control agent is activated once an obstacle is
detected using a laser scanner, which results in enabling the
local path-planning module to return a collision-free path by
employing an improved potential field method. Finally, the
motion control layer receives direction commands from the
local motion-planning layer. The received commands
determine the movement of the wheelchair.
Chen et al. in [29] proposed a hybrid BCI scheme based on
brain electrophysiology (EEG) signals, a shared control system
of a bionic manipulator is designed and a motion planning of
the wheelchair. The wheelchair is equipped with an obstacle
avoidance system that is composed of 8 photoelectric sensors
distributed across the wheelchair. The proposed system is
comprised of the human-robot interface and EEG signals that

are used to identify the steering command expressed by the
user's motion imagery, which is achieved by imaging motions
of the left and right legs, left and right hands and so on. The
user's expressed commands are translated into the
corresponding control actions, which are sent to the actuator of
the arm joint motor to realize the motion control of the bionic
manipulator.
Moreover, researchers in the field have used a number of
different metrics to evaluate their proposed the BCW.
However, there are a limited number of research that employ
the usability evaluation metrics. For example, from the
reviewed literature only [20] and [14] evaluated their BCW
using usability, learnability, and measured the user’s
experience. The rest of the reviewed papers evaluated their
BCW in terms of how accurate their system completed the task
and the time it took among other factors.
Furthermore, prior to the test session, most studies
performed a training phase to reduce the effect of unfamiliarity
to the technology used. The orientation session aims to
introduce the participants to the subject in general and to the
system in particular. Some studies considered the users’
familiarity with the test BCI technology. Besides, the profile
and number of test participants varied among the studies:
Lopes et al. [27] recruited 11 participants one of which has a
cerebral palsy and motor impairment, Diez et al. [14] recruited
13 participants, with one being a paraplegic participant. While
another study in [24] evaluated the system against 37 healthy
participant. Other studies in [10]–[13], [15], [16], [18], [21]–
[23], [25], [26], [28], [29] recruited lesser number of test
participants ranging between one to eight participants.
In summary, the problem of choosing one signal or another
depends on a number of factors like presence or absence of a
graphical user interface (GUI), the number of commands, and
the need to implement a continuous control of the wheelchair.
The P300 requires a GUI to be present and has a discrete
control mechanism as opposed to the ERD/ERS. Furthermore,
we noticed that a few of the reviewed research handled the
semi- autonomous (shared level) navigation and combining it
with obstacle detection and employing a path planning
algorithm to find the shortest path to the goal. Remarkably,
most the research (63.16% of the papers) uses a manual (low
level) navigation system without adding an obstacle detection
and avoidance mechanism. On the other hand, the P300 used
mostly high-level navigation commands.
Moreover, some of the reviewed high-level BCWs focus
solely on the BCI interface without mentioning the path
planning technique used. Similarly, some works like [23], [24],
and [25] did not consider applying an obstacle detection and
avoidance technique, this might be attributed to the fact that
they are building their system to navigate in a static
environment without taking into consideration the changes that
might suddenly occur in the environment.
It should be noted that the evaluation criteria used in the
different studies were heterogeneous, where no standard
evaluation metrics were followed. When taking the type of
signals into account the BCW that were based on the
ERD/ERS or SSVEP paradigms all gave a great importance to
the evaluation of accuracy in selection the commands, along
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with the time it was required to complete the path. On the other
hand, half of the BCW adapting the P300 paradigm evaluated
the selection time, which is defined as the time it takes the user
to select the desired command. However, the selection time
cannot be used when evaluating a BCW that is based on
ERD/ERS signals, due to the difficulty of exactly knowing
when the user starts the selection process.
This paper extends this line of research and proposes a
software framework integrating the three different operating
modes. A prototype system based on this framework was
implemented including three components: the navigation and
path planning, the obstacle detection, and the user interface.
Finally, the usability of the proposed system was evaluated
against standardized evaluation metrics.
IV. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK DESIGN AND ARCHITECTURE
This paper proposes to design and develop a software
framework for a BCI controlled wheelchair that gives the user
the ability to choose one of the three navigation methods:
manual/direct control (low level control), semi- autonomous
(shared control), and autonomous (high level control).
In the manual/direct (low level control), the user controls
the wheelchair by only his thoughts. In the semi-autonomous
(shared control), the control takes the user's intention into
account while doing the planning and the wheelchair follows
the orders feed to it from a planner. The user, however, might
express his/her intention to control the wheelchair and steer it
by merely using the BCI. When the user's steering intention
conflicts with the planner's instructions, the control system will
replan the task. Finally, in the autonomous (high level control)
the user will only have to select the destination and let the
system plan a safe path to the destination while avoiding any
obstacles on the way. However, in all the three navigation
methods, the wheelchair will be equipped with obstacle
detection sensors in order to detect and avoid the obstacle.
A. High-level Framework Architecture
As a typical navigation system, the framework consists of
four main components: the indoor positioner component, the
navigator component, the obstacle detection component, and
the user interface component. The architecture of the whole
system is represented in FIGURE 1.
1) Positioning component: The indoor positioner
component gathers relevant information concerning the
navigated environment and the user’s current position and
makes this information available for the other component to
use. These components include the navigation component that
generates the navigational directions based on the positioner
information and the interface component that outputs related
contextual information based on the positioner information.
2) Navigation component: Navigation including path
planning is a key component to any navigational system, since
it is responsible for computing the optimal path to reach the
destination selected by the user, taking into account the user
preferences including the route length, number of turn and
safety priorities. The computed path is then translated to
commands fed into the wheelchair to guide the user through

the environment. Moreover, Path planning environments can
either be static or dynamic, and according to them, two
different path-planning approaches exist: local and global path
planning. Global planning assumes a prior knowledge of the
environment, a predefined map and fixed obstacle and then
computes the overall path to destination. This approach
assumes a static environment and is usually used for indoor
navigation [30]. On the other hand, local planning aims to
locally plan an obstacles-free path and determine how to
navigate around obstacles. The local planning is usually used
in robotics since the construction and maintenance of a global
map may become computationally complex for a robot. This
component also includes the shared controller which receives
commands from the user and the machine, evaluates the
situation and the current environment and then makes the
appropriate decision. This decision is then translated into
commands via the Path Translator to control the wheelchair.
3) Obstacle detection and avoidance component: The
obstacle detection component, detects the existence of an
obstacle, notifies the user and takes the appropriate action,
which is identifying the obstacle on the map and then
communicats with the navigator component to plan an
alternative path to avoid the obstacle in order to reach to the
goal destination. It should be noted that the control is passed
when an obstacle is detected to so the wheelchair can manuver
around the obstacle autonomously.
4) User interface component: Specifying a component for
handling the interaction with the user and ensuring an instant
response to user’s requests is essential for any system. This
component gets the preference of the user on how to plan a
path to navigate the environment to reach the desired
destination and then communicates with the navigation
component so that the user’s preference and destination point
are fed into the path-planning algorithm. Moreover, the user
interface component notifies the user when an obstacle is
detected.

Fig. 1. Wheelchair High-level Framework Architecture.
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B. Shared Control System Architecture
As the main focus is to study and assess the usability of the
shared control navigation, 3 components from the
aforementioned components were considered: namely
Navigation, Obstacle Detection and User Interface. The
architecture of the proposed shared control system was
designed in layers to interact synchronously so that each
component can communicate independently to send or receive
information. The architecture presented in FIGURE 2 is
structured in four layers: Human Machine Interface (HMI),
Global Motion Planning, Local Motion Planning, and Motion
Control.

be trained in order to recognize the brain patterns of a user
(motor imagery). Users were trained in two mental commands:
neutral, and push. The choice of having only two mental
commands rather than associating each task with a command
for itself; is due to the user’s difficulty of distinguishing
different commands and thus increasing his/her burden.
The neutral command is trained by asking the user to stay
idle and think of nothing for two seconds, in which the user
does not perform any command. And the push command is
trained by asking the user to imagine pushing the cube for four
seconds. These commands, however, have to be trained
multiple times in order for the commands to have a high
confidence.
Furthermore, the P300 was used to control which action of
direction the wheelchair has to take (right, left, forward,
backward). For example, to turn right, the user imagines push
movement while focusing on the right arrow flashing button on
the graphical user interface (GUI).
• Obstacle Detection Component
The wheelchair will be equipped with Ultrasonic sensors
mounted on its front part in order provide a safety mechanism
against collision. If the measured distance to the obstacle is
smaller than 50cm, the map is updated with the new obstacle
and the local planner will plan a path to avoid the obstacle.
• Navigation Component
o Vector Map
A two- dimensional vector map of the environment will be
manually constructed and pre- processed to define the
obstacles' locations so that the generated path can avoid
intersecting with them later. The map will be segmented into a
grid of equal sized cells (1 meter of each cell). It is assumed
that all doors and windows on the wall are to be closed and are
considered as normal walls. This assumption implies that the
wheelchair cannot travel through them.

Fig. 2. The Proposed Shared Control System Architecture.

The first layer implements the input interface of the User
Interface component. In this layer, an MI-based BCI is used to
provide the user intent, which are the issued steering
commands. The Navigator component was implemented across
three layers. The global planner determines the path to a
predefined goal, based on a priori grid map information. The
local planner plans a new path to avoid new detected obstacles
in the environment. The shared-controller determines the set of
appropriate moves to reach a predefined goal combining both
the user and the machine commands. The obstacle detection is
implemented in the third layer, along with the local planner,
and is performed out based on ultrasonic sensor information.
C. Implemented System Components
The implemented components include the BCI interface,
navigation component and obstacle detection.
• BCI Interface Component:
For BCI, hybrid BCI that uses both motor imagery and
P300 potential approach was adapted in this system. The idea
of hybrid BCI is to activate and control the system by
imagining performing specified tasks. First, the device has to

o Path Planning
The proposed system includes two path-planning
algorithms: (1) the global path planner finds the shortest path
from initial location to the goal, (2) the local path planner to
plan a path around the obstacle to avoid it. The goal (endpoint)
is assumed to be selected by the user.
The D*Lite, global path planning algorithm is used to move
a robot equipped with an ultrasonic sensor for detecting
obstacles in order to move from the start point to a goal point
assuming that the environment and all obstacles are known,
and the size of each cell equals the size of the robot. For the
local planning part, a local repair strategy called path splicing
was used. The path splicing strategy finds a path nearby and
assumes the path farther away need not be recomputed until we
get closer to it. So instead of recalculating the entire path, the
first M steps of the path are calculated.
o Shared Controller
The shared controller receives commands from two agents,
the user and the machine. The user issues BCI commands using
the BCI headset. While the machine commands are issued from
the application. However, instead of directly executing the
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user’s commands, the shared control component evaluates the
situation first. The current environment, perceived through
ultrasonic sensors, is taken into considerations.
The shared controller has two levels of support that are
only initiated when the situation calls for them. The two levels
of support are collision avoidance and obstacle avoidance that
will be activated near obstacles to prevent collisions.
The collision avoidance is thought of as an emergency stop.
For example, when the user moves the wheelchair too close to
an obstacle, the velocity will be decreased until it comes to a
full stop. The ultrasonic sensors, mounted on the wheelchair,
are used to determine when to activate this behavior. The
activation threshold was set at 0.4m to maintain the safety of
the user. If the ultrasonic sensors detect obstacles within this
threshold, the collision avoidance behavior will be activated.
However, unlike the previous behavior, the obstacle avoidance
employed the use of the local planning strategy in order to steer
the robot away from the obstacle. This behavior takes both the
input of the user and the environment into consideration, to
properly assist the local planning strategy.
D. Deployment And Navigation Modes
The proposed system consists of three main nodes. The first
node is the Emotiv insight headset to capture EEG signal from
the user. The second node hosts the software application that
receives the captured EEG signal from the headset and
converts it into commands. It also plans an obstacles free path
to the destination. The third node is the microcontroller to
control the wheelchair movement. However, due to limited
funding, the wheelchair could not be acquired and was
replaced by a prototyped robot. The robot is a Boe-Bot robot
equipped with an Arduino UNO as the microcontroller to
operate two motors and several ultrasonic sensors.

ultrasonic sensor to detect obstacles. The assembled robot is
shown in FIGURE 3.
1) Moreover, the Emotiv Insight [33] was used as the BCI
headset to read and transmit EEG signals. Additionally, the
BCI interface has been designed as a visual oddball paradigm.
The paradigm comprises four steering commands, encoded by
the following symbols: FORWARD, RIGHT90, LEFT90 and
STOP, as shown in FIGURE 4. These symbols flash randomly.
At a given moment, the relevant steering event is the symbol
mentally selected by the user, which corresponds to the
direction he/she wants to follow, and all other flashing
symbols are discarded and considered as a non-relevantevent.
The map for room used for the evaluation is shown in
FIGURE 5. The room is an 8x8 m2, where the green circle is the
starting point and the purple circle is the final destination
(goal).
B. Usability Evaluation Method
Each experimental session was designed to last for a
duration of about one hour, during which subjects were asked
to control the robot using the Emotiv headset. A detailed flow
is presented in Figure 6.

When using the Emotiv insight headset, the user was seated
and asked to focus his attention to the command he wished to
instruct. It is important to note that to know that every person
has unique EEG signals. Therefore, every participant has to go
through a training session before proceeding with the system.
Furthermore, the system’s nodes are able to share messages
between them via Bluetooth. The software application
component can control the robot through sending commands as
a string of characters. The commands used in the system are:
forward (F), turn 90 degree to the left (L), turn 90 degree to the
right (R) , and stop (S).

Fig. 3. The Assembled Robot.

Fig. 4. The P300 GUI.

V. PILOT USABILITY EVALUATION
The (ISO 9241-11: 2018) identifies effectiveness,
efficiency and satisfaction as major attributes of the usability.
To evaluate the usability of the proposed system, test tasks
were designed to assess the metrics for measuring the required
criteria. Hence, the effectiveness was evaluated in terms of task
completion, the efficiency was measured based on completion
time and workload, and the satisfaction was assessed using the
System Usability Scale (SUS).
A. Usability Evaluation Materials
A prototype based on a car robot (Boe-Bot) was used to
simulate the wheelchair. The robot car is equipped with an

Fig. 5. Experimental Room Mock-up.
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interfere anytime and change the direction of the wheelchair
and steer it as he/she wishes. Once the participant is done with
commanding the wheelchair, the system takes back the control
and navigates the wheelchair back to the destination. Finally, in
the third navigation scenario, denoted by scenario 3. The
participant is instructed to sit still while the wheelchair is
navigating the environment to reach to the final destination
(goal) while avoid the new introduced obstacle. It is also worth
noting that the order of the three navigation scenarios was
counter-balanced across the participants as shown in TABLE 1
TABLE I.

Fig. 6. The Experimental Session Procedure.

Each session began with asking the participant to fill out a
demographic questionnaire and sign a consent form. Then, the
Emotiv headset was mounted on the participant for calibration.
Calibration involves mounting the headset on the participant
and ensuring a good signal for each of the five electrodes
(green color). In some cases, a fair signal (yellow color) is
accepted. Following the calibration and before the online
session, each participant was asked to perform an off-line
training to control wheelchair, this training was done until the
participant’s signal recognition accuracy reaches above 85
percent.
After the calibration and off-line training, the participants
were asked to perform three real-time navigation scenarios
(direct control, semi-autonomous, and autonomous control) for
a duration of six minutes each. The navigation scenarios all
took place in a structured known environment that included
both static mapped obstacles and an obstacle/s new to the
environment.
The first navigation scenario, denoted by scenario 1, was to
directly control the wheelchair. The participant is instructed to
focus on the GUI that has four symbols flash randomly. These
symbols correspond to the four steering commands (forward,
turn right 90 degree, turn left 90 degree, and stop). When the
participant chooses to go forward the robot continues
performing this command till the users issues another
command or the robot stops due to facing an obstacle.
Moreover, in the second navigation scenario, denoted by
scenario 2, where the participants share the responsibility of
controlling the wheelchair with system. The wheelchair
autonomously moves from the starting point to the destination
while avoiding obstacles. However, the participants can

THE SEQUENCE OF THE 3 NAVIGATION SCENARIOS FOR EACH
PARTICIPANT

ID

Sequence of Navigation Scenarios

P1

Scenarios 1, 2, 3

P2

Scenarios 1, 3, 2

P3

Scenarios 2, 1, 3

P4

Scenarios 3, 2, 1

P5

Scenarios 2, 3, 1

C. Evaluation Participants
TABLE 2 illustrates the demographics of the participants
taking part in the usability evaluation. The participants were
mainly recruited through the use of social networks and word
of mouth. All the participants took part in an initial calibration
task. This initial calibration was required in order to have an
acceptable accuracy of the acquired brain signals, which would
enable the participants to control the BCW in the navigation
task.
TABLE II.

THE DEMOGRAPHICS OF THE PARTICIPANTS TAKING PART IN
THE USABILITY EVALUATION

ID

Gender

Age

BCI
Experience

Degree of Motor
Disability

P1

Female

29

No

None

P2

Male

22

No

None

P3

Male

24

No

Fractured leg

P4

Female

66

Yes

None

P5

Female

25

No

None

D. Evaluation Results
The participants were asked to perform the navigation
scenario they are presented with. The scenario is considered
completed if the participant performs the navigation in less
than 6 minutes. Moreover, all the participants have completed
the navigation scenarios in a short time period for the direct
control scenario (scenario 1) except P1. These results range
from 4.9 to 6.2 minutes. It can be seen that P4 completed the
scenario in short time which is attributed to the fact that the
participant has prior knowledge on how to use the BCI.
However, P1 got the highest completion time, which indicates
that the user faced some difficulty using the BCI.
Furthermore, it can be seen from FIGURE 7 that the
participants’ completion time improved and this can be
attributed to the learning effect. In addition, it was observed
that the sequence of the navigation scenarios that the
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participants were supposed to follow affected the completion
time. P1 and P2 for example took scenario 1 which is the direct
control first and that helped them get familiar with how BCW
work and got a first-hand experience on how to control the
prototype via a sequence of commands. Also, according to the
evaluation model this would result in a high efficiency of the
proposed framework.

Fig. 7. Navigation Completion Time Periods among Participants for
different Three Scenarios.

Moreover, the overall results from the NASA-TLX [34]
workload survey showed that the participants’ perceived the
BCW as having an average physical demand, although, the
BCW experiments does not require movement. Therefore, we
believe this average score in physical demand was due to
fatigue from sitting during the set-up and calibration period,
and the increased test length. We believe the increase in mental
demand and effort in scenario 1 and 2 was because the BCW
experiments required people to focus their attention on making
selections, compared to scenario 3 where the participants sat
still and let the system do the steering. Nevertheless, it should
be noted that in the autonomous navigation, participants
reported they felt some frustration, which could be attributed to
the fact that the participants might have wanted some
navigation control over the prototyped BCW.
The overall analysis reported in FIGURE 8 shows that the
workload perceptions increased significantly when the
participants were dealing with scenario 1, which is when the
workload demand increased.
Moreover, regarding the accuracy in selection the correct
command. It was noted that previous experience in using the
BCI can affect the accuracy results. P4, which had a previous
experience in using a BCI application performed better and had
a high accuracy in selecting the right command. However, with
more training it is expected that the other participants can
perform the same and improve their selection accuracy.

Fig. 8.

Workload Rating for each Factor for each Participant/Scenario.

Additionally, according to the SUS questionnaire results, in
that were filled by the participants after testing the system to
measure the likability of the solution provided. It was found
that participants' opinions were diverse in regard to their
experience of using the prototyped BCW. While one
participant found it difficult to use the system, two found the
experience relatively easy and two were neutral in this regard.
This applies to their view of the system and whether it can be
described as an easy-to-use system or not, despite their own
experience with it. Three of the participants believe that they
don't require any specialized help in order to be able to use the
system. Only two of the participants think that training on the
system is required before using it.
Moreover, the majority of the participants agreed the
stimuli were easy to distinguish and understand. Moreover,
steering the prototyped BCW in an autonomous navigation
mod was considered to be easy, similarly, steering the
prototyped BCW in a semi- autonomous mode. On the other
hand, three of the participants found that steering the
prototyped in a direct control mode was difficult. Overall, the
participants showed an interest in using the BCW once it
becomes available in the market.
Table 3 and Figure 9, that were filled by the participants
after testing the system to measure the likability of the solution
provided. It was found that participants' opinions were diverse
in regard to their experience of using the prototyped BCW.
While one participant found it difficult to use the system, two
found the experience relatively easy and two were neutral in
this regard. This applies to their view of the system and
whether it can be described as an easy-to-use system or not,
despite their own experience with it. Three of the participants
believe that they don't require any specialized help in order to
be able to use the system. Only two of the participants think
that training on the system is required before using it.
Moreover, the majority of the participants agreed the
stimuli were easy to distinguish and understand. Moreover,
steering the prototyped BCW in an autonomous navigation
mod was considered to be easy, similarly, steering the
prototyped BCW in a semi- autonomous mode. On the other
hand, three of the participants found that steering the
prototyped in a direct control mode was difficult. Overall, the
participants showed an interest in using the BCW once it
becomes available in the market.

Fig. 9. System Usability Scale (SUS) Results.
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TABLE III.

SUS RESULTS (1: STRONGLY AGREE, 5: STRONGLY DISAGREE)

Question

1

2

3

4

5

Mean
Opinion
Score

I was able to easily perform the
tasks required using the BCI

0

2

2

1

0

2.2

I think that it is easy to steer the
prototyped BCW

1

1

2

1

0

2.6

I think that I need a help from a
technician person in order to be
able to steer the prototyped BCW

1

1

0

1

2

3.4

I need a lot of training before
trying to steer the prototyped
BCW

0

2

1

2

0

3

I was easily able to understand
and distinguish the application’s
stimuli

2

2

1

0

0

1.8

I think I learned to use the system
quickly

0

0

2

2

1

3.8

Steering using the autonomous
mod was easy

3

2

0

0

0

1.4

Steering using the semiautonomous mod was easy

3

1

1

0

0

1.6

Steering using the direct control
mod was easy

1

1

2

1

3.6

I am likely to use this prototyped
BCW when it becomes available
in the apps market

2

2

1

0

2.8

[1]
[2]

[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]
[9]
[10]

VI. CONCLUSION
The work of this research was motivated by number of
factors in order to improve the quality of life for individuals
with mobility impairments since most of the smart Wheelchairs
developed have hardware and software architectures that are
specific for the wheelchair model developed and are usually
very difficult to configure in order for the physically impaired
individuals to start using them.
In this work, we proposed a framework by engineering
three components (navigation and path planning, obstacle
detection, and user interface) taking into consideration the
usability and safety requirements to develop a brain- controlled
wheelchair for mobility-impaired individuals to help them
navigate their way seamlessly in an indoor environment.
However, number of issues were encountered resulting in
number of limitations. Among these limitations was that the
framework was developed using a prototype rather than a real
wheelchair, which is attributed to the limited and late funding.
On the usability aspect, the small number and lack of variance
within the evaluation sample might, though it is considered as
an initial evaluation.
In the future we aim to test the proposed framework with a
real wheelchair in addition to increasing the number and
variance of the evaluation sample.
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[15]
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Abstract—The need for awareness on ethical computing is
increasingly becoming important. As a result this challenges all
stakeholders in the software engineering profession, including
educators, to improve their efforts on the awareness of
professional codes of ethics which provide framework for ethical
reference. However, the several compromises in the software
engineering practice suggest that there are some in the
profession, who are not familiar with the profession’s codes of
ethics and subsequently not able to practice and teach students
about them. This research work investigates the extent of codes
of ethics awareness by practitioners who are teaching software
development courses in an academic environment. An online
questionnaire with indicators for measuring awareness on
software engineering code of ethics was deployed and responded
to by 44 educators. Graphical, univariate and bivariate analyses
were conducted on the data to determine the profile of the
respondents and the extent of their level of awareness on the
codes of ethics. The results indicate that majority of the lecturers
(54.5 %) are not aware of software engineering codes of ethics,
and those who are aware, majority of them were exposed to
through self-study or personal development. Furthermore, the
inclusion of codes of ethics in the learning activities is minimal as
inhibited by lack of awareness and failure to apply the codes
practically. This study recommends that lecturing staff as part of
the professional software engineers serving as academic corps,
should be placed on programmes for exposing them to
professional software engineering codes of ethics. Moreover, the
study calls for accreditation of software engineering courses, as it
is the case with other professional engineering disciplines, to
improve awareness and subsequent practical application of the
codes of ethics.
Keywords—Software engineering ethics; code of ethics; ethics
awareness; ethics education; moral development ethics

I.

INTRODUCTION

Awareness of the ethical implications of computing by
educators in software engineering is increasingly becoming
important. This is due to the responsibility educators have to
prepare students to practice the trade in a way that reflects
ethicality in their technical work [1]. Therefore, educators’
role is significant to heighten the efforts in the teaching of
ethics in technology courses [2] especially that they are also

regarded as software engineers with a duty to promote the
profession [3]. Improved efforts in education specifically
about the ethical implications of developing software products
are more required, as software has evolved to a de facto virtual
resident in all areas of human lives due to the indispensable
role it plays in devices and systems used by society. Software
has contributed immensely to humanity, starting from
promotion of human rights through social media [4], operation
of machines in dangerous zones such as underground mines
[5], saving of lives through computer aided surgeries [6] and
usage of artificial intelligence to discover and discern patterns
useful in understanding complex situations [7]. However, the
list of software ethics violations such as wrongful use of
software [8], deployment of badly designed and insufficiently
tested software that created catastrophes such as aircraft
crashes [9], [10], social media platforms used to drive
misinformation for propaganda [11] even misinformation on
global health pandemic such as Covid-19 [12] is continuing to
haunt the province of computing ethics education. It
specifically challenges the capacity of teaching software
engineering ethics about the ethical awareness of those who
teach software engineering and their ability to practicalise
ethics into the curriculum.
Software engineering endeavours consider ethics
education as an integral part of the moral development agenda,
which, positively contribute to ethical computing awareness
[1], [13]. For the software engineering ethics education to
flourish, those involved in the teaching should be aware of the
codes of ethics [3] as ethics navigation tool, infrastructure and
content for teaching ethics. They should also create learning
opportunities to assist students to practically internalize the
codes alongside their other sources of ethical reference such as
personal codes [14]. These opportunities can provide a rich
experience on ethical awareness and ethical pluralism. Several
frameworks for teaching ethics in computing advocates for the
integration of codes of ethics into the curriculum [15]–[19].
These codes of ethics express a profession’s disposition on
ethics and professionalism, spells out principles to guide
professionals and educates the professionals about what the
society should hold them accountable for [20]. Therefore, the
embracing of ethical codes by those involved in the education
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of software development can significantly contribute to the
improvement of ethical awareness of the future graduates. It is
on that note that Barnard et al [17] advocate that the teaching
of ethics concepts and actions that underpin them should be
integral part of the training of any future ICT professional.
Therefore, those involved in the teaching of software
development should be aware of the profession’s ethics so
they that can be in a position to teach the students accordingly.
The purpose of this study is to establish the extent to
which university lecturers who are involved in teaching of
software development courses in a South African University
of Technology (UoT) are aware of software engineering ethics
code. To help achieve this purpose the following research
question and objective were formulated:
Research question:
What is the computing academics’ level of awareness and
exposure to a code of ethics specific to software engineering?
Research objective:
To determine computing academics’ level of awareness
and exposure to a code of ethics specific to software
engineering.
This study helps to understand the extent of awareness on
code of ethics in environments for teaching software
development courses by measuring awareness by lecturers.
Based on the awareness results, lecturers, industry trainers and
employers will have better understanding of their insufficient
knowledge of codes of ethics and the subsequent need for
improvement. It will also help lecturers in faculties and
organizations providing training on software engineering
courses to realize the significance of using codes of ethics and
the alignment thereof to real life incidents of ethical issues
(good and bad), as well as including the codes in the
constructive alignment activities related to teaching and
learning of software engineering.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
A. The Need to Teach Ethics and the Role of Education on
Moral Development
The need for ethics in computing dates back to the days of
the need for analysing the nature and social impacts of
computing technology, and policies to clarify the ethical use
of such technology [21]. However the challenge has always
been the lack of practical knowledge and skills on how to
apply ethics when faced with dilemmas [22]. University
lecturers form an integral part of the ethics awareness program
through the role they play in teaching software engineering
ethics; and also serving as ethical examples. Therefore,
institutions of learning should form the centre of efforts to be
evaluated on their effect on moral development of students
[23], especially faculty staff who participates in the teaching
of ethics in educational environments.
Academic institutions like UoTs contribute to the software
engineering business by providing education to graduates who
work in the industry. Therefore, it is important for university
lecturers to be aware of codes of ethics and include them as
part of content used to orientate students about the

expectations of software engineering profession in their
teaching activities. Though it seems difficult and impossible,
Kohlberg and Hersh [23] submit that the teacher bears the
responsibility to guide the student to embrace practical moral
conflicts, consider various sources for ethical reasoning,
contrast personal thinking inconsistencies and inadequacies
and means to address them. Several authors identify numerous
instructional strategies for adoption in teaching ethics, such as
online and face to face classroom discussions [24], writing of
codes of ethics [25], service learning and civic engagement
[26] case studies [27], evaluation of own project design [28],
discussion on case studies and codes of ethics [19] and a
combination of various strategies amongst others.
B. Teachers as Facilitators of Ethical Awareness
Research has proven the lack of required skills by ICT
professionals to adequately apply moral judgements at work
[29]. This challenges the adequacy and effectiveness of
teaching computer ethics. Teaching staff as software engineers
themselves, are obligated to promote ethical and professional
approach to the practice [3], [18] through curriculum
endeavours and conducting themselves as real life examples.
Curriculum guidelines place special emphasis on software
engineering teachers to take responsibility to expose students
to codes of ethics as an instrument for developing
professionalism and ethical competence [30], [31].
Though Harris and Lang [26] implore teachers to ponder
on the ill-preparedness of graduates on ethics, several schools
of thoughts have emerged regarding the teaching of computing
ethics. There are divergent views as to the background of the
teachers to be involved in the teaching of ethics and the
instructional models to be adopted in teaching computing
ethics [2], [32]. In response to these questions, in his essay
Tavani [32] captures scholarly views of intellectuals like
Jonhson, Dianne and Gotterbarn, whose works provided a
detailed engagement on these questions.
Firstly, on the question of who can teach ethics better, it is
believed that if the teaching of ethics is sourced from outside
the faculty such as from philosophy experts, students may not
seriously regard the subject as it may not appear to be
mainstream [33]. Secondly, some believe that computer
scientists lack knowledge in philosophy from which ethics
derive existence, which may deny students opportunities to
learn from the best whilst some believe that philosophy
teachers lack technical knowledge in computing [32]. Monzon
and Monzon-wyngaard [33] points out that both approaches
are insufficient to integrate ethics approach.
Following on the question of instructional model, some
schools of thought advocate for a single compound course that
solely focuses on ethics whilst others prefer for the ethics
content to be spread across several computing modules
according to the applicability of the topic [32]. However,
studies demonstrated that a multidisciplinary approach to the
teaching of ethics can immensely enrich students’ experience.
For example, a study by Reich et al [34] which involved
instructors from different faculties and industry experts
resonated well with the course outcomes. Furthermore, Huyck
et al [25] show as part of diversifying the teaching of ethics,
that inclusion of students from various courses in ethics course
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generates positive outcomes. In support, Towell and
Thompson [27] and Skirpan et al [28] respectively show that
the functioning of an integrated instruction to ethics education
yields success. The fact is, relevantly qualified teachers should
be allocated to the teaching of software engineering ethics,
sufficient time and faculty strategies should support the
development of such ethical reasoning in the software
engineering graduates.
To conduct ethics education instruction, the teacher needs
to be aware of ethical and social issues technology is likely to
confront the society with [17]. Therefore, such awareness
should go beyond just the knowledge of principles prescribed
by the codes of ethics, but also competently lead students
through the ethical analysis learning process [35].
Furthermore, the views on ethics and an inclination to posture
in a particular way to ethics is dependent on an individual’s
self-worth [36], hence it becomes deducible that a teacher who
is ethically aware is likely to teach ethics to students better.
C. Research Advances on Software Engineering Code of
Ethics Awareness
Due to the evolving ethical concerns in computing,
research efforts on ethics awareness and professionalism
remain relevant, as observable from previous studies
conducted on this subject by [36]–[41]. Factors considered in
the studies as having effect on ethics awareness on
practitioners included individual characteristics such as age or
maturity [42], [43], membership to a professional body [19],
company commitment or leadership [44]–[46], and
communication and enforcement [39] amongst others.
Awareness of ethical codes helps to shape a computing
professional, with their inclusion in education being the
leading driver of ethical awareness [42].
There are other studies on ethical awareness that were
conducted outside the academic environments and they
include a study by Valentine and Barnett [37], which was
carried out in a sales environment and found that awareness of
codes is likely to improve organizational commitment and
employees exposed to ethics codes view their work
environments as being ethical. For the codes of ethics to have
impact, [39] indicate that a relationship needs to exist between
the codes of ethics awareness, their communication and their
enforcement. Therefore, organizations need to demonstrate
ethical leadership and commitment [44].
In the academic environment, a study by Cheng [47]
sought to understand lecturers’ perceptions toward teaching
business ethics, and it found that teachers with greater selfefficacy perceive themselves as inclined to teach ethics in
their domain. In relation to software engineering a study by
Towell [19] found that majority of educators were aware of
professional codes of ethics, and belonging to professional
body appeared to be key to the awareness and promotion of
such codes of ethics. A follow-up study by [27] revealed that
whilst majority of educators were aware of the codes, 41%
indicated that teaching of ethics was largely ignored, possibly
due to lesser self-efficacy.
Several studies such as those conducted by [25], [48]–[51]
studied ethical awareness on students but do not determine if

those who are instructing the students, do have the ethical
awareness required to teach the students and what their impact
is on the students. Barnard et al [17] have demonstrated that
computing instructors regard the teaching of computer ethics
as importantly equal to the teaching of technological topics.
We, therefore find it important to determine the extent to
which lecturers involved in the teaching of software
development are aware of software engineering codes of
ethics, which are necessary and in some cases prescribed to
instruct students. Furthermore, a study by Rogerson [52]
shows that only 3% of professionals in the software
development industry belong to a professional body, which
implies that there is a possibility that there may be many
university lecturers teaching in computing within the 97%
who are not aware of the codes of ethics because they do not
belong to a professional body.
This research study extends on the above studies as it
analyses an environment of teaching software development,
particularly in a UoT, in order to determine the extent to
which a faculty is aware of software engineering codes of
ethics.
III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Online survey was utilized to collected data used in this
study. The collected data formed part of a research project
aimed at establishing software engineering ethical awareness
climate in South African software development environments,
including teaching environments. The data collection
instrument was pilot tested with few targeted participants to
ensure that the respondents interpreted and understood survey
questions correctly. Following the pilot test of the data
collection instrument, lecturers from two computing
departments in a university of technology were individually
invited through emails to participate in the study over a period
of 6 months. A total of 103 email invites were sent out to staff
members of the two departments, however, 44 participated in
the online survey, resulting in a response rate of 43%.
A number of questions were posed to participants to
determine their level of awareness of software engineering
code of ethics. To ensure that respondents were the intended
ones, only participants who chose a job description of a
university computing lecturer were allowed to respond to the
rest of the questions of the survey.
The study used graphical, univariate and bivariate analyses
on the collected data in order to provide answers to the
research question posed earlier. Due to the limited number of
responses, inferential statistics, which could have enriched the
findings of this study, was not be applied that. The next
discussion presents the research results of the study.
IV. RESEARCH RESULTS
A. Participants’ Profile and Job Descriptions
Fig. 1 shows the profile of the 44 participants of this study.
The data analysis results revealed that the majority (just over
77%) of participants were males, while females and those who
chose not to specify their gender made up the remainder of the
participants. On the other hand, 68.2% of the respondents
were between 30 and 39 years of age, while 18.2% and 13.6%
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of them were between 40 and 49 as well as between 50 and 59
years of age respectively, as shown in Fig. 2.
Seventy five percent (75%) of the participants had a postgraduate qualification; while 18.2% were holders of a degree
qualification (see Fig. 3). The remaining 6.8% was split
amongst participants who had a doctoral degree, a diploma
and those who preferred not to divulge their qualifications.
According to Fig. 4, the respondents who had more than 10
years of lecturing experience were 29.5%, followed by those
who had between 3 and 5 years of work experience at 25%.
The staff members who had between 1 and 2 years of work
experience made up 15.9% of the participants, while the
lecturers (educators) who had less than 1 year of work
experience as well as the ones who had no lecturing
experience were 13.6% each of the respondents.

According to Fig. 5, the majority (52.3%) of the
participants were holding lecturer positions, while those who
held junior lecturer positions were 36.4%. About nine percent
(9.1%) of the respondents were senior lecturers, while the
remaining 2.2% preferred not to disclose their positions. Since
there were participants who chose not to indicate their
positions, it is therefore difficult to tell whether the two
departments had participants who held professorship
positions. If they did, it would have been very few individuals.
Fig. 6 shows that only 11.4% of participants had membership
with professional bodies, which included Institute of Electrical
and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), Engineering Council of
South Africa (ECSA), Institute of IT Professionals South
Africa (IITPSA) and International Association of Engineers
(IAENG). The notable part of these results is the lack of
affiliation of any female educator to the professional
organizations, as shown in Table I.

Fig. 1. Gender Distribution of Participants.
Fig. 5. Job Levels of Participants.

Fig. 2. Age Group of Participants.
Fig. 6. Membership of Professional Bodies.

Fig. 3. Qualification Levels of Participants.

Membership of professional
bodies

TABLE I.
Gender

MEMBERSHIP OF PROFESSIONAL BODIES
Responses

Frequency

Percentage

No

8

100

Yes

0

0

No

29

85.29

Yes

5

14.71

Female

Male
Prefer not
to say

No

2

100

Yes

0

0

Total

44

100

B. The Level of Awareness and Exposure to a Code of Ethics
Specific to Software Engineering
This study used the following measurements to gauge the
level of awareness and exposure to software engineering code
of ethics:
Fig. 4. Work Experience of Participants.
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• Awareness of software engineering unethical incidents
reported on the media.

o Inclusion of code of ethics in modules offered by
colleagues of respondents.

• Previously been made aware of software engineering
code of ethics, and if so,

o Discussions with students about current events
related to code of ethics.

o How and where did the participant become aware?
o Inclusion of software engineering code of ethics in
current curriculum.
o Presented software engineering code of ethics
related topics.
TABLE II.

The following discussion presents the responses of the
participants, as shown in Table II (see next page), for each of
the abovementioned measurements of code of ethics
awareness.

RESPONSES OF PARTICIPANTS TO QUESTIONS REGARDING THEIR AWARENESS AND EXPOSURE TO SOFTWARE ENGINEERING CODE OF ETHICS

Measurements

The level of awareness and exposure to a code of ethics specific to software engineering

o Code of ethics related learning outcomes in the
content taught by participants.

Responses

Frequency

Percentage

Awareness of software
engineering unethical
incidents reported on media

No

22

50

50

Yes

22

50

100

Total

44

100

Previously been made
aware of software
engineering code of ethics

No

24

54.55

54.55

Yes

20

45.45

100

Total

44

100

Through self-study and personal development

6

30

How and where did the
awareness occur

Inclusion of software
engineering code of ethics
in current curriculum

Presented software
engineering code of ethics
related topics

Inclusion of code of ethics
in modules offered by
colleagues of respondents

Discussions with students
about current events related
to code of ethics

Code of ethics related
learning outcomes in the
content taught by
participants

Cumulative

30

Through their tertiary education

5

25

55

Through short courses or workshops

4

20

75

Through company policies

2

10

85

Through membership to external professional bodies

2

10

95

I don’t know or can’t remember

1

5

100

Total

20

100

No: there is no such content in any content

9

45

45

Yes: it is included in a compulsory course content

8

40

85

Yes: it is included in an optional or elective course content

3

15

100

Total

20

100

No

10

50

50

Yes

10

50

100

Total

20

100

No

7

35

35

Yes

13

65

100

Total

20

100

No

7

35

35

Not sure / Do not remember

5

25

60

Yes

8

60

100

Total

20

100

No

6

30

30

Yes

14

70

100

Total

20

100
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1) Awareness of software engineering unethical incidents
reported on media: The respondents were split in the middle
in their responses on their awareness of unethical incidents
reported on the media – 50% said they were aware, whereas
the other 50% claimed they were not aware.
2) Previously been made aware of software engineering
code of ethics: The majority of the participants (54.5%)
indicated that they were previously not made aware of the
code of ethics pertaining to software engineering, while the
remaining 45.5% percent said they were made aware. Those
who indicated that they were made aware were asked followup questions, whose answers are presented next. When the
results were interrogated little further, the indication was that,
senior staff members (lecturers and senior lecturers) were the
most ones (18 of the 27 = 67% of them combined) who were
not previously aware of software engineering code of ethics,
as shown in Table III.
3) How and where did the awareness occur: Thirty
percent (30%) of the participants said they became aware
through self-study and personal development, while 25% of
the respondents said they became aware through their tertiary
education (see Fig. 7). Twenty percent (20%) of the
respondents said they were made aware through short courses
or workshops that they attended, while 10% of each of the
remaining 20% indicated that company policies and
membership to external professional bodies played a role in
the awareness process respectively. The remaining 5% said
they could not remember or did not know.
4) Inclusion of software engineering code of ethics in
current curriculum: Sixty percent (60%) of the participants
indicated that the code of ethics or any topics related to it were
not included in the courses/modules that the participants were
involved in (45% of the participants) or if it was included, it
was included in an elective module (15% of the participants).
Forty percent (40%) purported that it was included in a
compulsory course content.
5) Presented software engineering code of ethics related
topics: The respondents were split in the middle – 50% said
they once conducted a lesson on software engineering code of
ethics related topic(s), while the other 50% indicated that they
never did.

The level of awareness and exposure to a
code of ethics specific to software
engineering

TABLE III.

LEVEL OF ETHICAL AWARENESS BY JOB LEVEL

Job level

Responses

Frequency

Percentage

Junior
lecturer

No

6

37.50

Yes

10

62.50

No

15

65.22

Lecturer
Yes

8

34.78

Senior
lecturer

No

3

75

Yes

1

25

Prefer not to
say

No

0

0

Yes

1

100

Total

44

100

Fig. 7. Source of Ethics Awareness for Participants.

6) Inclusion of code of ethics in modules offered by
colleagues of respondents: The majority (65%) of the
participants said that they were aware that subjects that were
offered by their colleagues had content on software
engineering code of ethics, while 35% of the participants
mentioned that they were unaware of such inclusion.
7) Discussions with students about current events related
to code of ethics: Only 40% of the respondents could confirm
that they had discussions with their students on recent (last 12
months) events related to software engineering code of ethics
or code breaches. Sixty percent (60%) either never had such
discussions (35%) or were not sure or could not remember
(25%).
8) Code of ethics related learning outcomes in the content
taught by participants: Seventy percent (70%) of the
respondents mentioned that they were aware of software
engineering code of ethics related learning outcomes (LOs) in
the content they taught, while on the other hand, 30% of the
participants were not aware of such LOs.
V. D ISCUSSION OF RESEARCH RESULTS
A. Participants’ Gender, Age and Job Profile
The gender and age profile of participants show that the
workforce in the two departments, have high gender
imbalances and the workforce is relatively young. The job
profile of the respondents indicates that the majority (70.5%)
of them held lecturer positions and had no more than 5 years
of experience and thus relatively inexperienced. These results
should be expected given that the educators were relatively
young as mentioned above. Almost 90% of the participants
(including all female participants who identified themselves as
such) were not members of any professional organization,
which promote software code of ethics. Even though these
figures are better than those mentioned in a study by Rogerson
[52] they are still a cause for concern. This should be worrying
because there are (should be) benefits (such as developing
code of ethics awareness and individual development) for
belonging to such professional bodies. However, the role of
the professional bodies in providing code of ethics awareness
to their members seems to be minimal given the fact that the
results of this study show that only 10% of those who had
subscription with these professional organizations received
ethical awareness through them. This calls for improved code
of ethical awareness campaigns from the professional
organizations. Moreover, the professional organizations
should have targeted drive to recruit female members.
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B. The Level of Awareness and Exposure to Software
Engineering Ethics Code
The survey results of this study show that more than half
(54.5%) of the educators were not aware of software
engineering code of ethics prior to this study, yet they are
entrusted with the responsibility of educating students on the
same code of ethics. Moreover, the analysis results revealed
that the majority of the academics who were unaware of code
of ethics held lecturer and senior lecturer positions (see
Table III), which should be a concern given that these
educators should be the guiding figures on issues of ethics.
How can an educator, who is not aware of ethics, be able to
lead a student to develop competent ethical reasoning?
Furthermore, half of the academics were not aware of media
reports of unethical incidents, and this should be worrying
because a knowledge of such incidents should enable
educators to practicalise the concept of ethics in lecture halls,
thus allowing students to internalize and relate with the
concept much better. Relating the incidents to students would
help ease the difficulty of teaching ethics concepts to students.
The awareness and knowledge of unethical incidents would
not only demonstrate knowledge of violated principles
prescribed by the codes of ethics, but would also assist in
leading students through the ethical analysis learning process,
as indicated by [35]. The lack of awareness of ethics code
could mean such educators are unable to link ethics to
practical day-to-day happenings that involve issues of
software engineering code of ethics, resulting in failure to
make students aware of their ethical responsibility as future
software engineers.
There were three leading sources of awareness for the
academics who were aware of software engineering code of
ethics, and these were self-study and personal development
(30%), tertiary education (25%) and short courses or
workshops (20%). The organizational policies and
professional organizations accounted for 10% each. However,
even though tertiary education was amongst the three leading
sources of code of ethics awareness it only accounted for a
mere 25%, thus showing that tertiary education has little
impact in this regard, bringing into question the level of
coverage of software engineering code of ethics by our
institutions. The majority (60%) of the educators indicated
that the code of ethics or topics related to it were not included
in the courses/modules that the participants were involved in
(45% of the participants) or if it was, it was included in
elective modules (15% of the participants). This finding and
our observation on ethics coverage by our institutions of
higher learning concur with the findings by Marebane and
Hans [53] that the coverage of software engineering code of
ethics by computing curricula of South African UoTs is
inadequate. The preceding discussion has also brought into
spotlight the lack of awareness of the code of ethics by the
educators who are expected to be crusaders of the awareness
campaign. It could also be possible that even though the code
of ethics is covered by some modules/subjects in the
institutions’ curricula (65% of the educators indicated that
code of ethics was covered by modules offered by their
colleagues), but due to educators’ lack of awareness
(knowledge) of the code of ethics then the code of ethics
topics do not get covered in the teaching. The results also

show that of those that were aware of the code of ethics, only
50% (10 educators) of them ever lectured on the subject,
meaning that 34 educators were either not aware of the code
of ethics (24 educators) or never presented any lecture on code
of ethics (10 educators). Another indication that code of ethics
seems not to be receiving necessary attention from the
educators is the fact that only 40% of those who were aware of
code of ethics had a discussion in the last 12 months on code
of ethics related events, the other 60% either never had a
discussion or could not recall. An interesting finding of this
study is that even though 70% of those who were aware of
code of ethics knew about the learning outcomes in the
content they taught only 50% of them ever presented a lecture
on the subject, yet another signal of inadequate coverage of
the topic by the educators. These findings reveal and confirm
that indeed software engineering education receive marginal
attention from our educators and curricula, as also purported
by [18].
VI. CONCLUSION
This study set to answer and meet the following research
question and objective respectively:
• What is the computing academics’ level of awareness
and exposure to a code of ethics specific to software
engineering?
• To determine computing academics’ level of awareness
and exposure to a code of ethics specific to software
engineering.
Two major findings of this study, which were presented in
the previous section provided an answer to the study’s
research question and also met its objective. The two findings
are:
• The worrying lack of awareness or exposure on
software engineering ethics codes by the majority of
the educators before this research study. This may be
the possible cause for such lecturers not to be able to
recognise the importance of including ethics in their
curriculum, if they do include, they may fail to teach
the principles contained in the codes sufficiently.
Secondly, this lack of awareness may inhibit or disable
the lecturers’ ethical radar. Unfortunately, tertiary
education played a minor role in educating lecturers
(who were once junior students) on principles of
software engineering code of ethics. This brings into
question the level of coverage of code of ethics by
tertiary institutions in their computing programmes.
What makes this question even more valid and solid is
that majority of the educators mentioned that software
engineering code of ethics or topics related to it were
either not included in the courses/modules that the
participants were involved or were included in elective
modules
• Half of the academics were not aware of unethical
incidents that were reported on media. This could be
the consequence of a disabled ethical radar, which
subsequently will prevent lecturers from using such
practical examples in their teaching, consequently
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depriving students from learning from practical
examples.
[9]

The concern that these findings highlight is the fact that
the same educators who lack awareness of code of ethics are
expected to be at the forefront of making students aware of the
same codes they knew little about. This limits the ability to
practicalise and relate the incidents to the curriculum and
codes of ethics. How can they effectively fulfil their moral
development educators’ role of teaching ethics in technology
courses, and to promote the ethicality of the profession when
they lack ethical awareness? It is an imaginable expectation
that academics who are entrusted with the responsibility of
teaching students on the concepts of code of ethics of a
profession are themselves in need of such education. To
remedy the situation, institutions of higher learning should
initiate or promote activities for professional code of ethics
awareness for computing lecturers. Furthermore, lack of
awareness by educators is likely to graduate software
engineers who will fail to behave ethically and degrade the
public view of the profession. Collaboration between
universities and software engineering professional bodies on
ethical practices and accrediting courses for software
engineers can significantly improve awareness and ethical
practices in the training of future software engineers.

The results of this study are based on self-reporting from
participants and this has a possibility of biasness. It was also
indicated in Section 4 that the number of responses to this
study made it difficult to use inferential statistical, which
could enrich the findings of the study, however this presents
an opportunity for possible future study, which fulfils this
requirement.
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Abstract—The final product of software development process
is a software system and testing is one of the important stages in
this process. The success of this process can be determined by
how well it accomplishes its goal. Due to the advancement of
technology, various software testing tools have been introduced
in the software engineering discipline. The use of software is
increasing day-by-day and complexity of software functions are
challenging and there is need to release the software within the
short quality evaluation period, there is a high demand in
adopting automation in software testing. Emergence of automatic
software testing tools and techniques helps in quality
enhancement and reducing time and cost in the software
development activity. Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques are
widely applied in different areas of Software engineering (SE).
Application of AI techniques can help in achieving good
performance in software Testing and increase the productivity of
the software development firms. This paper briefly presents the
state of the art in the field of software testing by applying AI
techniques in software testing.
Keywords—Software testing; artificial intelligence; testing
automation; software engineering; software quality

I.

INTRODUCTION

Software engineering is the creation and application of
sound engineering principles to produce cost-effective
software which is both reliable and functional on real
machines. A well-managed development process is needed to
produce a high-quality software product. Software
development is a human endeavor which involves various
activities. The activities are; analysis, design, implementation
and testing and each of them contributes to the creation of the
final product. These activities continue in the development
process, and thus producing a working version of the system
can be time-consuming. Software testing is one of the
principal activities in software development for verifying and
validating a software system. Testing assists software
developers in ensuring that the developed software fulfills its
intended function, as well as determining whether or not the
identified problems have been solved. Since the software
development life-cycle is a complex process with a crucial
need to deliver a new product within the allocated time, the
software testing process should be efficient and effective.
In the software industry, automation plays a critical role in
increasing testing performance. There are various automation
tools available to support the testing activity. Newer
technologies like Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine
Learning (ML) are constantly being used to speed up the
software development process. With the advancement of AI

technologies, various business domains are accepting and
using AI based software. AI systems are developed based on
machine learning models and techniques. AI is used to
promote automation and reduce the amount of routine
activities to create testing phases by applying logic, problem
solving, and ML. The purpose of this paper is to present the
application of AI techniques in automation of software testing
and the impacts. The paper is closed with a conclusion and a
viewpoint of future work to enhance the practical aspects of
the AI automation tool.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Testing is an activity takes place throughout the software
development life cycle. The major aim of the software testing
is find errors and to ensure that the developed system satisfies
the requirements of customers. Software testing a way of
evaluating a system by discovering the differences between
the identified requirements at the requirement engineering
activity and the archived results. There are various techniques
used for testing a software to ensure quality. Testing can be
done as manual or automated using specific tools [20] [7]. In
manual testing, the software tester follows a test plan and
complete a set of test cases manually. Manual testing is time
consuming and cost effective. The alternative of the manual
testing is the automated execution in which a software
program runs a pre-defined test cases and shows and saves the
results. Automatic testing executes the test-case automation,
test-case generation and result verification. [2]. Automation
testing tools are used in automatic software testing and the
reliability as well as performance are more than manual
testing [10] [19]. Software testing using AI techniques has
been adopted by software development companies all over the
world. The application of AI is wide-ranging branch of
computer science that deals with building smart machines
which are capable of performing smart tasks with assistance of
human intelligence [9].
AI has become an emerging technology which can be
applied in ensuring quality assurance (QA) in organizations
[26] [15]. AI developments require an approach to validation
and verification of software. AI has becoming an important
factor in quality assurance and testing in future. [14]. AI is a
branch of science and engineering concerned with the
computational analysis of intelligent behavior and the creation
of intelligent machines. The term AI refers to a collection of
tools, techniques, and algorithms [3] [11] [21]. Application of
AI techniques are creating impacts in various domains like
health, manufacturing etc. Emergence of big data and its
management requires strong computing tools and AI helps in
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improving the efﬁciency of these activities. AI techniques are
applied in different areas of software engineering such as
requirement engineering, design and testing [24]. AI in
software testing aims to make testing smarter and more
efficient. AI and machine learning apply reasoning and
problem solving to automate and improve testing. AI in
software testing helps reduce time-consuming manual testing,
so teams can focus on more complex tasks, like creating
innovative new features. Faulty software is mission critical as
software becomes an increasingly important component in a
wide variety of systems. Since automated test generation
techniques are free of the cognitive biases that have been
found in human testers, they can be used for software testing
[4].
Automating the execution process of the software testing
cycle is the most common approach in the automation field.
Automated software testing is important and adding more
toolkits to make testing phases fully automated by generating
test scripts is also equally important. Test cases can be
generated to complete the automated testing [22]. The test
execution speed will be increased by this tools and the testing
process can be applied repeatedly. In manual testing method,
developing test scripts is a time consuming process but if the
test cases are ready the human tester can complete the testing
process quickly [27] [25]. In manual testing, code visibility
does not affect test code coverage and fault detection rate12].
It is possible to facilitate a process for eliciting testing
requirements and creating test-suites [1]. Various algorithms
are used in AI tools. Use of Bayesian probabilistic reasoning
to model software reliability is an example probabilistic AI
technique. This is used in the discipline of Software
Engineering [18] [5] [21]. AI techniques can be applied in
supporting automation and decreasing the amount tedious
tasks in the software development and testing phase [17].

A. Categories of Testing
Software developers need to be aware and to be able to use
a range of other testing methods, concepts and practices. The
four distinct categories of testing are summarized in Fig. 1:

Fig. 1. Categories of Testing.

Table I presents the details of the four categories of testing
shown in the above figure.
TABLE I.

TYPES OF TESTING

REQUIREMENTS-BASED TESTING
 Checks that a system meets the customer's requirements using previously
gathered or formulated testable requirements.
 Acceptance testing is the final stage to check that the user requirements
have been satisfied.
 The customer formally accepts the software by ensuring the correct
functioning of the acceptance tests
USABILITY TESTING

III. SOFTWARE TESTING
Software testing is one of the crucial stage in the software
development life cycle and it is an important method to assess
the developed software to ensure quality. Before releasing the
final product, it is important to ensure that the requirements
identified during the analysis stage have been accomplished as
well as the product is defect free. In the context of software
development, bug is a name given for the defect which means
the developed system is not producing accurate results as per
the requirements. Testing plays an essential part in the
software development process. Various techniques can be
used during the software development process to facilitate
testing. Prototyping is one of the approaches in which an
experimental software artefact will be developed and that will
be discarded after evaluation. Early software artefacts are built
on rather than discarded in the Iterative approach [23].
Another approach is using frameworks such as the dynamic
systems development method (DSDM) in which best practice
processes for iterative and incremental development are
documented [13].

 User interface (UI) is an integral part in every software system.
 Various users other than the developers are using the system and the
usability testing is essential.
 Due to the problems of user interface, the systems may fail.
 Usability testing comprises systematically trying out the user interface
with intended users
DEVELOPMENTAL TESTING
 Refers to the testing carried out by the entire software development team.
 The developmental testing is done in three different levels which are unit
testing, integration testing and system testing.
 Integration testing involves checking that all the tested units are interfaces
together correctly.
REGRESSION TESTING
 Any form of testing done during the development or maintenance of a
system to ensure that fixing one bug does not result in the introduction of
new ones.
 are needed at unit, integration and system levels depending on the
particular development method adopted
 Regression tests are critical during the developmental testing and in
system maintenance.
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BLACK-BOX TESTING TECHNIQUES

TABLE II.

B. Software Testing Techniques
Strategies for creating test cases is an important part of
validation and verification. The two major strategies are
black-box testing and white-box testing. The main objective of
black box testing is to ensure each aspect of the customer’s
requirements is handled correctly by an implementation. The
test cases are designed by looking at the specification of the
system. The specification includes the details of the systems
intended functions.
Grey-Box Testing is another method in which the
application is tested with complete knowledge of the overall
aspects of the system and limited knowledge of the internal
functioning of the system. [12]. The major objective of white
box testing is to check that the details of an implementation of
the system are correct. The test cases are designed by looking
at the detail of the implementation of the system to be tested to
check that the system performs its intended functions correctly
[8].
While comparing the possibility of automation of blackbox and while-box testing techniques, automating white-box
testing is easier than black-box testing. The reason is that box
in black-box testing, programmer and the tests are dependent
and this will affect the automation. Since grey-box testing
provides the features of both black-box and white-box testing
techniques, it’s features and techniques are not considered in
detail in this paper.
Fig. 2 depicts the five strategies used in black-box testing
and four strategies used in white-box testing.
The different black-box testing techniques are summarized
in Table II [17, 22].
The different approaches of White box testing are listed in
Table III [17, 22].

Black-Box Testing Techniques
Equivalence partitioning
 This technique divides the input domain of the software unit into groups
or partitions and generates test cases thus helps in reducing the number of
test cases.
Boundary value analysis
 Errors at the boundaries of the input domain are tested in this technique.
 The boundary values are usually taken the minimum and maximum values
in the boundaries and values just inside and outside of the boundaries.
Orthogonal Array Testing
 It's a strategy for problems with a limited input domain that are relatively
small and cannot be tested thoroughly
All pair Testing
 In this method, test cases are created using all possible combinations of
each pair of input parameters.
Cause and effect Graph
 In this approach, a graph is generated and a cause-and-effect relationship
is formed. The cause is the input condition that leads to internal change in
the system and the effect is the output condition.
TABLE III.

WHITE-BOX TESTING TECHNIQUES

White-Box Testing Techniques
Control Flow Testing
 This technique uses a testing strategy in which control flow of the
program is involved in the test coverage. Branch coverage, statement
coverage and condition coverage are the three methods used in test
coverage.
Data Flow Testing
 Data movement within the program is focused in this testing strategy and
the test paths are determined from the positions of variable definition in
the program. This technique helps to detect errors such as undefined
variables etc.
Loop Testing
 Different types of loops such as simple loops, nested loops are used in
most of the programs. Validity of the loops in the programs are tested
using this technique.
Basic Path Testing
 Basis-path testing is based on the cyclomatic-complexity metric. The
number of independent paths in a method body is computed using this
metric.

IV. TEST AUTOMATION

Fig. 2. Black-Box and White-Box Testing Techniques.

The need to make sure that users are really receiving the
value promised by the software, many powerful testing tools
have emerged, which make it easy to do black box testing in
an automated and repeatable manner. The automation is
important because the testing process is repetitive and it is
recommended to test all possible scenarios. Automating tests
will increase the test coverage and improve efficiency. When
the testing process is automated, the tests can be executing
repeatedly, test different input values and various conditions.
The testing resources and time will be reduced. To automate
functional, system and acceptance tests, numerous tools are
available. Some of them are Selenium, Watir and JMeter.
Selenium and Watir are used to test local files using the file://
protocol supported by web browsers, however, JMeter needed
the target files to be hosted on a web server.
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V. APPLICATION OF AI IN SOFTWARE TESTING
Due to the increasing complexity and features, modern
applications require various features in order to achieve the
functional and non-functional requirements of the
applications. Requirements are the information about what a
system will be and do that needs to be known before
development starts. Once the requirements are identified and
agreed by the developer and the customer, they will be
implemented in the software system. Converting the
requirements into an application using appropriate tools and
techniques is the role of the system developer. The application
should be developed without errors and during the coding
stage, the developer needs to write down and execute test
cases. A software tester is a person who is in charge of putting
an application through its paces and ensuring that it performs
as intended. Software testers play a crucial role same as the
developer in the software engineering activity as they are part
of the quality assurance of the software. The software tester
sends a report to the development team detailing the bugs
found and the sequence of events that contributed to the
mistake. As shown in Fig. 3, the Developer‘s responsibility of
writing code and writing and executing test cases. The testers
will follow the test plans and complete the testing tasks.
Software testing is an important process which ensures the
developed system’s satisfaction from the customers. Testing
helps to protect the system against any failure which may lead
potential impact in organizations’ performance during the
operational period. In manual testing, the software is tests are
executed by the software tester to discover bugs in the system.
Even though exploratory testing is possible in manual testing,
it is a time-consuming process by involving human resources
and test cases are executed by a human tester and software.
Automated testing is considerably faster than manual testing
and faster than a manual approach and uses automation tools
to execute test cases. As testing is moving more and more
towards automation, AI techniques are applied in software
testing. AI techniques supports the automation of the testing
processes in an efficient way. AI algorithms are supporting the
testing environment to be more productive. The AI algorithm
encourages the process and helps software testers to find the
maximum number of bugs within less period of time. The
system can be route to market as reliable and accurate. Fig. 4
and Fig. 5 show the functions of a tester and a developer in
manual and AI enables testing environments.

Fig. 4. Functions in a Manual Testing Environment.

Fig. 5. Functions in an AI Enables Testing Environment.

In a manual testing environment, the tester runs the test
cases according to the test plans, finds the bugs and reports
them to the developer. In the AI based testing environment,
the tester runs test cases and finds the bugs. The AI tool do the
diagnosis and send notification to the developer to fix the
bugs. The AI tool plans further tests automatically and the
testers will continue running the test cases and identify bugs.
The functional and non-functional requirements of the
product need to be tested by ensuring the full test coverage. In
manual testing this will take time and resources and
application of AI techniques will reduce the time and also will
help to identify poorly designed requirements. Requirements
will be thoroughly verified using AI and it will be transferred
to the design stage, the next stage in the software development
life-cycle. Based on the experience of the software testers, the
test selection and quality will vary and the tests are created
based on the requirements, use cases and user stories.
Application of AI helps to automatically generate test cases
and identify the tests for verification and validation of the
system. Ai also help to understand the test coverage as well.
Missing or inappropriate test can be identified based on the
models. Ain addition to this, automatic generation of the test
cases will also reduce any eluded bugs and defects also.
VI. APPLICATION OF AI IN TEST AUTOMATION
Business organizations in various sectors are adopting AI
techniques makes their operations efficient. In software
development process, automation testing is widely used to
improve the test efficiency. There are various ways AI
techniques can support the software testing process [6] [16].
The most benefit takes from AI is the black box testing.
Applications of AI techniques in software testing is listed.

Fig. 3. Tasks: Software Developer Vs Software Tester.

Fig. 6 depicts the test automation in pyramid shape
according to the test types. UI testing is placed in the highest
level because and this is the most expensive testing. Test
automation can be done in the lower levels both in API and
Unit layers to achieve best test coverage and reduce time and
cost.
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• aid in the prediction of incorrect test cases that result in
total test failures, as well as include recommendations
for resolving those issues.
• used in simulating Behavioral patterns.
AI techniques helps to simulate the behaviors of
people in using the system by geography,
devices and demographics as inputs to build test
suites.

o

• AI algorithms are efficient
automation of test suites.

in

prediction

and

• used in script Automation.

Fig. 6. Test Automation Levels.

User Interface (U) testing: Usability tests are conducted to
identify any design inconsistencies or usability issues in the
user interface. To build UI tests, AI techniques use image
recognition techniques to navigate through the application and
visually validate UI objects and components. The test
automation tools decode the Document Object Model (DOM)
and related code to determine object properties in AI-based UI
testing. The UI tests are done after the design and
development of the software system. In the pyramid, UI tests
are in the top level of the pyramid and the automation is
challenging and they are the hardest to automate.
Application Program Interface (API) Testing: In API
testing, validation of Application Programming Interfaces
(APIs) is done by testing various software quality factors of
the programming interfaces such as functionality,
performance, reliability and security. Nonfunctional
requirements like look-and-feel are not relevant in API testing
and focuses on the business logic instead. Without any
reference to the user interface, API automation can be used to
validate the business logic. Automation of the API allows the
software development team to start the testing activity early
which helps to identify and fix errors and reducing the efforts
in the AI testing.
Creating and updating unit tests: Unit tests are used to
ensure that small pieces of code, such as functions or object
methods, are correctly executed before they are combined
with other units to form a larger functional feature. Developers
spend a significant amount of time writing and maintaining
unit tests, which is much less enjoyable than writing
application code AI-based products for automated unit test
development can be beneficial and they can be generated
promptly. Automation strategy starts with unit tests. Unit tests
are written by the developers using the same application
development programming language. Early detection and
correction of errors in the unit testing will prevents regression
defects.
In addition to the above mentioned testing automation
strategies AI can be applied in the following areas of the
software testing also.
• AI is used as an adaptive method for detecting elementlevel changes that will improve the testing suites'
robustness.

Automating a test script is not required in AI
because it is executed from the AI algorithm
automatically.

o

• Helping in mining defects and based on this test suite
can be defined. This speeds up the process of making
informed decisions about test coverage and test suite
optimization.
• Enhances number of tests and their scopes.
• AI techniques are applied in Automation Test
Maintenance, Test Data Generation, early feedback in
testing etc.
VII. AI BASED TEST AUTOMATION TOOLS
A. AI Bases Automation Tools
Table IV summarizes 5 AI based automation tools uses in
software industry recently.
TABLE IV.

AI BASED AUTOMATION TESTING TOOLS

Testing Tool

Application

Testim

This AI tool is used to automate functional testing by
using artificial intelligence and machine learning. This
automated testing tool speeds up the authoring, execution,
and maintenance of automated tests.

Functionize

A cloud based automated testing technology used for
functional, performance and load testing. This automated
testing tool speeds up the test creation, diagnosis, and
maintenance.

Appvance

This AI enabled tool used for automating functional,
performance and security testing. The AI integrated tool
helps codeless test creation.

Applitools

This AI enabled tool used for User Interface (UI) testing.
It provides an end-to-end software testing platform
powered by Visual AI and used in Quality Assurance and
test automation.

Testcraft

This AI-powered test automation platform supports
regression testing and also for monitoring of web
applications. The AI technology helps in eliminating
maintenance time and cost.

Watir

This is an open Source tool, uses Ruby Libraries to
automate tests. Watir is used for testing websites and uses
Selenium for browser automation. In addition to this
Watir also supports in writing stable and maintainable test
scripts.
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Functional tests are part of integration tests and designed
to evaluate specific tasks. For example, user registration in an
online system, the registration function should validate the
data entry from the user. Other examples are catalogue search
and online payment in an e-commerce application etc. A wide
range of test values are required to perform these tests.
Performance testing is used for measuring the ability of
servers to respond to user demand in a networking
environment. A load test is a method of evaluating a server's
performance by applying a given load to the application in
order to evaluate the response time for individual functions.
The aim of security testing is to ensure that the application has
authentication and authorization controls in place and is not
vulnerable to attacks. User interfaces are usually tested for
Navigation errors, presentation errors and control usage
problems. Regression testing can reveal defects that recur as a
result of software changes that were not planned.
B. Pactical Application: Using Watir
Watir (Web Application Testing in Ruby) has been
selected as a software experimenting too to support the
technical aspects of the research. l. The Watir supports almost
all of the web browsers. The websites and user interfaces can
be tested using Watir. The test framework by using Watir
follows the following order as shown in Fig. 7.

any web application can be automated irrespective of the
browser it is running. There are in-built libraries in Watir to
support various activities such as page performance. Fig. 8
depicts the test script for opening Chrome browser.
Fig. 9 demonstrates another sample of creation and
execution of test case using Watir. A simple test has been used
to test the accuracy of the code. The test script runs
successfully.
Fig. 10 shows an example of a test script for the user
interface testing. The sample HTML and JavaScript code is
shown in Fig. 11 for the page.
The presentation of the web page is done using HTML and
a JavaScript function is used for the static feature of the page
code using HTML and Fig. 11 shows the code.
Fig. 12 shows the debugging screen of another sample test
script with another browser, Firefox using Watir automation
tool.

After installing the required drivers, test scripts for
opening browsers have been written in the RubyMine IDE.
The test scripts are written in Ruby language. Watir is selected
for the practical application because first of all, it is very easy
to use open source tool. This tool is developed using Ruby and

Fig. 7. The Order of Test Framework in Watir.

Fig. 8. Test Script for Chrome Browser.

Fig. 9. Sample Test Script.
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Fig. 10. Test Script for user Interface Testing.

Fig. 11. HTML and JavaScript Code for the Sample UI.

Fig. 12. Debugging Screen.
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After running the test cases using it can be concluded that
Watir allows easy to test file download for the user interface
of a web application. Popup test alerts are provided at times as
well. Another feature in Watir is, Page Performance can be
measured using the performance object. Navigation, timing
and memory performance can be measured by getting these
details when the application is connected to the browser. Page
object feature available in Watir helps reusability of the code
basically in the form of classes. This feature of Watir helps the
automation of the application without code redundancy.
Without opening the browser, the details are obtained in the
command line and thus supports the execution of the user
interface test cases at the command line prompt.
VIII. ADVANTAGES OF USING AI IN SOFTWARE TESTING
Fig. 13 lists the advantages of using AI tools in automating
software testing. When the testing of a software system is
done manually by even by highly skilled and experienced
software testers there is a possibility of making mistakes and
experience tiredness. Artificial Intelligent tools are constantly
performing tasks effectively even repetitive tasks. Automated
testing tools cab ne used by both software developers and
testers. If the modifications ad editing of the program source
code are cheeked thoroughly software tests will run
automatically. For any unsuccessful tests, the developers will
be notified and thus saving the time of the developers. AI
enables automatic testing can help in improving the overall
test coverage and ensure quality of the developed software.
The performance of the system can be tested against the
expected requirements in an efficient manner. AI enables
testing can perform image and pattern recognition. This
feature will help in detecting visual errors and make sure all
visual elements are working properly. Software testing is a
repeating process and source code may change time to time,
manual testing will be a time consuming task. AI tools can
perform the testing and detect errors with lesser time and AI
tools are not expected to make errors and will help to generate
more accurate results. Test automation can be done efficiently
AI enables testing tools.

activity to produce a defect free software application. This
paper presented the role of artificial Intelligence tools in
software testing.
The paper also looked into various types of testing
techniques for validation and verification of the software
system. Selection of an appropriate AI based test automation
tools is important based on the type of testing and this paper
discusses the features of popular AI enables testing tools.
Finally, the paper is presented the advantages of AI testing
tools applications in software testing. An extension of this
research paper will be presented by evaluating AI based test
automation tools by taking into consideration of more
technical details. Enhanced practical aspect will be covered by
real implementation of the test automation of white-box
testing using a mobile application.
[1]

[2]

[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]
[9]

Fig. 13. AI Enabled Testing: Advantages.

[10]

IX. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Producing a quality software to the clients within the
specified time by incorporating all the requirements is a
crucial task. By using annual testing approach this will not be
easy. There are various automation tools available to perform
software testing. Artificial Intelligence techniques have
significant impact in various stages of software development
activity including software testing. Application of AI in test
automation is an appropriate solution for software testing

[11]
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[13]
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Abstract—Through digitization, maintaining and promoting
cultural heritage is being strengthened. Concerning this
background, this study presents a new Indonesia cultural events
dataset and automatic image classification for cultural events.
The dataset was developed using the Flickr image platform, and
the five cultural events image was collected including the Baliem
Festival, Jember Fashion Festival, Nyepi Festival, Pacu Jawi, and
Pasola Festival. Further, Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN)
was developed for the classification method. A comparison of
CNN models (VGG16 and VGG19) using several optimization
configurations was performed to get the best model. The results
showed that the VGG16 with image augmentation and dropout
regularization technique performed best with 94.66% accuracy.
This study hoped to support the heritage's digital documentation
process and preserve Indonesia's cultural heritage.
Keywords—Cultural events; convolutional neural network
(CNN); very depth convolutional network (VGG); multi-class
classification

I.

INTRODUCTION

Cultural events are created based on social systems or
cultural wisdom passed from one generation to another [1], [2].
They have historical roots, customs, values, and beliefs
influenced by many aspects such as region, social, and culture
[3]. Hence, each specific ethnic group can be recognized based
on their traditional cultural events. Understanding cultural
values benefits maintaining cultural heritage [4]. As stated by
The United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural
Organization (UNESCO) mission, every country is encouraged
to approve the World Heritage Convention and ensure the
identification, protection, and preservation of its cultural
heritage [5]. Therefore, it is essential to sustain the cultural
heritage in the face of rapid globalization in line with
UNESCO's mission.
With the rapid development of technologies, the effort to
preserve cultural heritage is being supported. By implementing
digital documentation, cultural heritage can be quickly
promoted and maintained. Several benefits of digital cultural
heritage can make possible (a) transformation of heritage
objects into the digital form [6], (b) quickly access to digital
heritage [7], (c) indexation of historical heritage contents and
extraction of their information [8], and (d) permanent
preservation of digital objects [9]. Concerning all of those
benefits, classification methods play an essential part.
Classification refers to developing the classification model that
will recognize the instances into categories or classes based on

the training data (named supervised learning). The
classification model learns from a training dataset and
implements the achieved knowledge to classify new data.
Therefore, documentation and classification of cultural heritage
are essential since each country must save and preserve its
cultural heritage.
In Indonesia's context, several issues have been discussed
concerning Indonesian cultural heritage, such as foreign
country claims to Indonesian regarding the cultural heritage,
lack of the inter-generational transfer of knowledge in
education, and lack of recognition from the local government
[10]. In recent times, several efforts have been implemented to
preserve and promote Indonesia's cultural heritage. For
example, the Indonesian government strengthened the cultural
heritage curricula in education, especially for the young
generation. The Indonesian government also promoted the
tagline "visit Indonesia" that has the goal to spread Indonesia's
cultural events across the globe and targeted to attract visitors
to Indonesia [11]. However, the preservation and promotion of
cultural heritage are challenging. Indonesia is the world's
largest archipelago nation, and it has one of the most varied
cultural heritages with more than 300 distinct ethnic groups.
Each ethnic group in Indonesia has cultural identities. Because
of Indonesian culture's richness, the number of recognizable
cultural events is also quite large. Thus, it needs documentation
efforts to save and maintain the original cultural heritage of
Indonesia.
To the best of our knowledge, no Indonesian cultural events
documentation or dataset is available that describes a specific
region's cultural events. One study investigated Indonesia's
cultural heritage [12]. However, that study did not present
Indonesia's cultural events rather than architectural heritage.
Consequently, no specific Indonesian cultural events database
is publicly available. Also, The Ministry of Tourism and
Creative Economic of the Republic of Indonesia
(Kemenparekraf RI) struggled to promote cultural events using
the website https://www.indonesia.travel/, which primarily
focuses on promoting various destinations in Indonesia for
domestic and international tourism. However, that website does
not promote cultural events.
Therefore, to support cultural heritage preservation, this
study aims to present a new Indonesia's cultural events dataset
and automatic image recognition for classification cultural
events. Several CNN models for multi-class image
classification were tested to achieve better accuracy. This paper
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has several contributions, specifically: (i) this study presents a
new dataset of Indonesia's cultural events, and it has been made
openly available to replicate this work (see link on the section
availability of data and materials). The dataset would also be
advantageous for researchers to consider adding a new image
class to achieve the large dataset. (ii) The methodology of
CNN with different hyper-parameter techniques is presented,
and the results of the practical comparison are shown. Those
results can be used as a benchmark for future researchers to
improve the multi-class classification algorithm. In general, the
proposed dataset and automatic classification system hoped can
enhance an essential part of the heritage's digital
documentation process and support an effort to preserve the
cultural heritage.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains the
materials and methods used in this study. Section 3 describes
this study's results, followed by the discussion in Section 4.
Finally, Section 5 explains the study's conclusions and future
work.
II. RELATED WORKS
Several studies have developed cultural heritage
documentation and implemented different methods to classify
cultural heritage [13]. For example, in the study of architectural
heritage, the authors proposed the image dataset of more than
10.000 images classified into ten classes, i.e., different
architectural heritage types such as columns, domes, gargoyles,
and vault [14]. This study compared the deep learning
algorithms to categorize cultural heritage images. Specifically,
several convolutional neural networks (CNN) were
implemented, AlexNet, Inception V3, ResNet, and InceptionResNet-v2. They achieved good accuracy on the complete
training data; ResNet obtained a higher accuracy. In the finetuning configuration, the best accuracy was achieved for the
Inception-ResNet-v2.
An early study [15] was investigated on a dataset
containing 1.227 images dataset of 12 cultural heritage
memorials and Pisa landmarks. The image classification was
compared by using the k-nearest neighbor (k-NN)
classification with different types of the feature extraction,
namely Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT), Speed up
Robust Feature (SURF), Oriented FAST and Rotated BRIEF
(ORB), and Binary Robust Invariant Scalable Keypoints
(BRISK). They obtained that the local feature-based classifier
achieved good accuracy; on the other hand, the best
performance was reached using SIFT concerning the features.
Another study proposed 100 cultural heritage of wall
painting images of reflected light for the image classification
task [14]. The image dataset was involved in the reflected
image, such as visible light, ultraviolet light, infrared light, and
visible fluorescence. The authors used Dense SURF, spectral
information, and a support vector machine algorithm. They
concluded that the higher accuracy was the image in reflected
ultraviolet light. Simultaneously, the dense integrating SURF
and spectral information obtained the best accuracy than
executing them individually.

The previous study [14] proposed an Indonesian cultural
heritage dataset for image, audio, and video classification. The
dataset includes 100 images, 100 audios, 100 videos, and 100
text files separated into five classes. The deep learning
algorithms, Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) and
Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN), were executed to classify
Indonesian architectural heritage. The CNN was executed for
image, audio, and video classification, while RNN was
executed to classify text. The results revealed that RNN
obtained the best performance regarding the accuracy,
classifying 92% of the text data. Concerning CNN, the higher
accuracy (76% each) reached for image and video
classification, and audio acquired 57% accuracy.
In the study of archaeological sites [16], the author
collected the cultural heritage dataset that included 150 images
and categorized them into three classes (50 images each
category): archaeological sites, frescoes, and monasteries. This
study aimed to classify images using several decision tree
algorithms such as J48, Hoeffding tree, random tree, and
random forest. The authors determined that the random forest
algorithm achieved the best performance.
Although several studies have shown advances in
researching the cultural heritage for image classification,
mainly those research only focused on the architectural
building classification as explained in the above. A study
involving cultural events or ceremonies was not still
profoundly studied. Thus, studying cultural events are
necessary to support the way to protect and promote cultural
heritage for future generations.
III. MATERIAL AND METHODS
A. Materials
The scrapping image method was performed to collect
Indonesia's cultural events using Python programming. The
Flickr image service was used for collecting the image
datasets. The Flickr images under Attribution-Noncommercial
License were collected. Five cultural events were collected:
Baliem Valley Cultural Festival, Jember Fashion Carnival,
Nyepi the Day of Silence, Pacu Jawi, and Pasola Festival. The
dataset consisted of 1.500 images and was divided into 300
images in each class. The image samples from the five classes
are shown in Fig. 1. The images represent (a) Pasola, (b) Pacu
Jawi, (c) Nyepi, (d) Jember Fashion, and (e) Baliem.
B. Methods
The experiments were performed in Python v.3.7
environments, and the CNN (VGG) model was developed with
the Keras library. The experiments were performed under
Windows 10 platform, 16 GB Graphical Processing Unit
(GPU), 256 GB SSD storage, Core i7 processor 1.80 GHz, and
8 GB of RAM. All images were converted into 200 x 300
image pixels. The distribution of image classes is shown in Fig.
2.
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Fig. 1. Examples of Five Image Classes: (a) Pasola Festival, (b) Pacu Jawi
Festival, (c) Nyepi the Day of Silence, (d) Jember Fashion Festival, and (e)
Baliem Valley Cultural Festival.

[18]. This architecture was designed for deep convolutional
network learning. The VGG architecture is created by 3 x 3
Convolutional and MaxPooling layers, with a fully connected
block at the end. In the original paper, VGG architecture has
shown the depth network's effect on its performance in the
large-scale image database. VGG used small (3 x 3)
convolution filters in the complete architecture and presented
a considerable improvement in the configurations using the
depth to 16-19 weight layers [18]. Another advantage of VGG
architecture is that they used many filters. The number of
filters grows with the depth of the model. They start at 64 and
continually increase across 128, 256, and 512 filters at the end
of the model's feature extraction. VGG was named for the
number of layers: the VGG16 for 16 layers and the VGG19
for 19 learned layers. The architecture for VGG16 and
VGG19 is presented in Fig. 3(a) and (b). The summary of the
architecture of VGG models as follows: (i) apply small
convolutional filters, e.g., 3 x 3 and 1 x 1, (ii) apply max
pooling with a size of 2 x 2, (iii) the stacking of convolutional
layers concurrently before applying a pooling layer to identify
a block, (iv) dramatic reiteration of the convolutional-pooling
block pattern (v) development of intense models (16 and 19
layers). The architecture of VGG16 and VGG19 are depicted
in Fig. 3. In this work, the VGG 16 and VGG19 models were
used for the experiment.

Fig. 2. Distribution of different Classes of the Dataset.
Fig. 3. The Architecture of VGG16 (a) and VGG19 (b).

1) Convolutional Neural Network (CNN): CNN is usually
applied for computer vision, as it captures images as inputs
and extracts features from the images. The CNN typically
contains convolutional layers (each involving several kernel
sizes and filters). The convolutional layer is along with the
pooling layer, decreasing data dimensionality. There are two
types of pooling: max-pooling and average pooling. Maxpooling uses the maximum value from the image related to the
kernel size, while average pooling utilizes the average of all
the values. Once image processing is accomplished across
these layers, the features from a two-dimensional matrix are
converted into a vector with a flatten layer, and the achieved
output is transmitted to the fully connected layer or dense
layer [17].
2) Very Depth Convolutional Network (VGG): VGG's
name belonged to their lab's name, the Visual Geometry
Group at Oxford, and the ImageNet Large Scale Visual
Recognition Challenge (ILSVRC) 2014 competition winner

3) Image augmentation optimization: The image
augmentation works to create a new and unique training
example. Image augmentation transforms the images' versions
in the training dataset corresponding to the same class as the
initial image [19]. That transformation involves several image
manipulation processes, such as shifts, flips, and zooms. The
current deep learning algorithms, such as CNN, can quickly
learn the image features. The augmentation technique can
improve the algorithm's learning process, and it is usually
implemented to the training dataset, not to the test or
validation dataset. In this work, the Keras deep learning
library was used. That library offers several image
augmentations functions via the ImageDataGenerator class.
Several augmentation functions were used, such as the
horizontal and vertical flip of image (randomly flip training
image), rotation (randomly rotate images in the range of
degrees), brightness, and zoom (randomly zoom image).
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4) Dropout regularization: Dropout is an effective
technique to maintain the neural network from overfitting
during the training [20]. Dropout is applied by only saving a
neuron active with a certain probability p and locating it to 0
otherwise. This condition pushes the network not to learn
redundant information [20]. Consequently, this method
significantly decreases overfitting and presents significant
neural network improvements in supervised learning [21]. In
this study, the Keras deep learning library was used for
importing the dropout regularization class in the VGG model.
The drop out was set on 0.5.
5) Transfer learning: In machine learning, transfer
learning refers typically to a method where a model trained on
a specific problem is implemented in other problems, which is
a related problem [22]. Transfer learning has the advantages of
reducing the training time for an algorithm model and can
produce lower generalization errors. The weights in re-used or
latest layers can be used as the initial point for the training
process and implemented to answer the new problem. Transfer
learning can be helpful when the first associated problem has
many labeled data. Several high-performing models have been
created for image classification on the annual ILSVRC, such
as ZFNet, VGG, GoogleNet, and ResNet [17]. This
competition has produced several innovative models in CNN
architecture and can be implemented to transfer learning in
computer vision applications. Those models have learned over
1.000.000 images for 1.000 classes and achieved state-of-theart performance. In this study, all VGG model was developed
using transfer learning and directly downloaded using the
Keras library function into our python environment.
6) Configuration of VGG model: The VGG architecture
included 19 weight layers, 16 convolutional layers, and 3 fully
connected layers [18]. The channel number of convolutional
layers starts from 64 and increases by a factor of 2 after each
max-pooling layer until obtaining 512. Finally, SoftMax
activation was used in the dense layer. The architecture of
TABLE I.

VGG16 is similar to VGG19; only the difference is the total
number of layers (16 for VGG16). A Method for Stochastic
Optimization (Adam) was implemented as an optimizer. In
order to avoid overfitting, the early stopping function was
implemented with configuration patience 5 and verbose 1. The
number of epochs was adjusted to 30. The VGG model used
80% for training data and 20% for validation. The 150 x 150
image pixels were used as an input image for VGG models.
The detailed configuration of all VGG models is presented in
Table I.
7) Model evaluation: After classification was performed,
several evaluation metrics were performed. Specifically, the
accuracy, precision, recall, F1 score, and ROC area were used
to choose the best model. The accuracy is the percentage of
correct instances classified by the algorithm. Precision is the
number of instances that fit the respected class and the
calculated instances categorized to that class, while recall or
sensitivity explains the true positive rate of prediction. The F1
score or F-measure explains the classification accuracy
regarding the average precision and recall values. The F1
score values closer to 1 show a better classification accuracy.
The measurement methods are calculated as follows in Eq.
(1), (2), (3), and (4):
𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =

𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑙𝑦 𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑑 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎

𝑇𝑃

𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 =

𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑁

𝐹1 = 2 ∗

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛+ 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =

(1)

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎

(2)

𝑇𝑃

(3)

𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑃

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 ∗ 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙

(4)

Where TP is a true positive, FN is a false negative, and FP
is a false positive. Finally, the region under the ROC curve
shows the proportion of true positives and false positives. This
value must be close to 1, indicating a perfect prediction, as the
values under 0.5 imply a random guess [23].

CONFIGURATION OF VGG ARCHITECTURE MODELS

VGG16 +
Augmentation +
Drop Out

Softmax

30

ImageNet

32

Categorical
Cross entropy

Adam

Yes

Yes (0.5)

Yes (Patience 5,
verbose 1)

Yes

VGG16 +
Augmentation

Softmax

30

ImageNet

32

Categorical
Cross entropy

Adam

Yes

Yes

Yes (Patience 5,
verbose 1)

Yes

VGG16 Baseline

Softmax

30

ImageNet

32

Categorical
Cross entropy

Adam

No

No

Yes (Patience 5,
verbose 1)

Yes

VGG19 +
Augmentation +
Drop Out

Softmax

30

ImageNet

32

Categorical
Cross entropy

Adam
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Yes (0.5)

Yes (Patience 5,
verbose 1)

Yes

VGG19 +
Augmentation

Softmax

30

ImageNet

32

Categorical
Cross entropy

Adam
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Yes

Yes (Patience 5,
verbose 1)

Yes

VGG19 Baseline

Softmax

30

ImageNet

32

Categorical
Cross entropy

Adam

No

No

Yes (Patience 5,
verbose 1)

Yes
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
This section explains the analysis of the obtained
algorithm's performance on the cultural events dataset. Several
algorithms with hyper-parameter were evaluated using the
accuracy, precision, recall, F1 score, and ROC area. The
performance of the algorithm can be seen in Fig. 4.
100.00%
98.00%
96.00%

numbers show the correctly classified images (blue
background), while other numbers in rows describe the
misclassifications of images. It showed that the "VGG19
Baseline" most accurately classified the Pacu Jawi and Pasola
images, while the "VGG19 + Augmentation" and "VGG19 +
Augmentation + Dropout" most correctly classified the Jember
and Pacu Jawi images. The "VGG16 Baseline" and "VGG16 +
Augmentation" accurately classified the Pacu Jawi, Pasola, and
Jember images, while the "VGG16 + Augmentation +
Dropout" most correctly classified the Pacu Jawi images.
TABLE II.

THE CONFUSION MATRICES FOR EACH ALGORITHM
Baliem

Jember

Nyep
i

Pacu
Jawi

Pasola

Classified
as

52

0

3

0

1

Baliem

4

56

5

0

0

Jember

3

0

44

0

2

Nyepi

0

0

0

65

1

Pacu Jawi

1

0

3

1

59

Pasola

48

0

5

2

1

Baliem

3

58

4

0

0

Jember

2

0

47

0

0

Nyepi

0

0

0

66

0

Pacu Jawi

Fig. 4. The Performance of each Algorithm
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Based on the results, it showed that VGG16 performed
better than VGG19. The combination of "VGG16 +
Augmentation + Dropout" performed the best with 94.66% of
correctly classified images, followed by "VGG16 +
Augmentation" with 94.33%, and "VGG16 Baseline" with
93.99%. On the other hand, the combination of "VGG19 +
Augmentation + Dropout" performed with 93.66% of correctly
classified images, followed by "VGG19 + Augmentation" with
92.33%, and "VGG19 Baseline" with 92.00%. It also showed
that the precision, recall, F1-score, and ROC area were better
for the "VGG16 + Augmentation + Dropout" than the other
VGG configurations.
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Algorithm

92.00%
90.00%
88.00%
VGG19
Baseline

VGG19 +
VGG19 +
Augmentati
Augmentati
on +
on
Dropout

VGG16
Baseline

VGG16 +
VGG16 +
Augmentati
Augmentati
on +
on
Dropout

Accuracy

92.00%

92.33%

93.66%

93.99%

94.33%

94.66%

Precision

0.93

0.93

0.94

0.95

0.94

0.95

Recall

0.92

0.92

0.94

0.95

0.94

0.95

F1-Score

0.92

0.92

0.94

0.95

0.94

0.95

ROC

0.99

0.99

0.99

0.99

0.99

0.99

After implementing the hyper-parameter optimization, the
algorithms performed better than the baseline. The model
performance showed a very slight increase in the model's mean
accuracy, 92.33% in "VGG19 + Augmentation" compared to
92.00% with the VGG19 baseline model. It also confirmed that
dropout regularization performed well. There was a very slight
rise in the model's accuracy, 93.66% in "VGG19 +
Augmentation + Dropout" compared to 92.33% with the
"VGG19 + Augmentation".
A similar improvement is presented in the VGG16 model.
The estimated performance of the "VGG + Augmentation +
Dropout" model indicated a possible increase in performance
compared to the baseline from 93.99% to 94.66%. This study's
findings confirm that a hyper-parameter configuration (image
augmentation and dropout regularization) can improve the
models in line with previous works [24].
In order to detect which of the classes classified correctly,
the confusion matrices were performed. The results of the
confusion matrices are presented in Table II. The diagonal

VGG19
Baseline

VGG19 +
Augmentation

VGG19 +
Augmentation +
Dropout

VGG16
Baseline

VGG16 +
Augmentation

VGG19 +
Augmentation +
Dropout

In terms of misclassification, "VGG19 + Augmentation +
Dropout" mostly misclassified the Nyepi images, while the rest
of the other algorithms misclassified the Nyepi and Baliem
images. Based on the results, Pacu Jawi images were most
correctly classified among all algorithms, while Nyepi images
were most misclassified. Finally, to fully show these
algorithms' performance, the accuracy and loss model
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presented in Fig. 5. As for simplicity only "VGG16 +
Augmentation + Dropout" and "VGG19 + Augmentation +
Dropout" models are presented.

performed well when classifying images compared to the other
models (despite that other algorithms accuracy were relatively
good accuracy); (ii) all classifiers performed better after adding
hyper-parameter configuration (image augmentation and
dropout regularization); and (iii) algorithms most correctly
classified the Jember and Pacu Jawi images, while Nyepi
images most frequently misclassified.
As shown in the previous section, the "VGG16 +
Augmentation + Dropout" performed well in all performance
measures. It obtained the highest classification accuracy
compared to the other algorithms. Also, it performed the best
in the other evaluation measures, such as precision, recall, F1
score, and the ROC. Furthermore, the CNN with VGG
architecture model showed excellent classification accuracy.
Specifically, CNN mainly performs better than other nonneural network algorithms applied for image classification
tasks [17], [25]–[27].

Fig. 5. (a) Accuracy for VGG19, (b) Loss Results for VGG19, (c) Accuracy
for VGG16, and (d) Loss Results for VGG16.

As observed in Fig. 5, the VGG19 model performed well,
with an accuracy of 93.66 % (a). Both training and validation
loss had a reducing trend achieving the value of 0.20 for
training and validation in the last epoch (b). On the other hand,
VGG16 with 94.66% accuracy seemed to perform well and
tended to increase to fit (train and validation line) further after
the last epoch (c). The model showed a decreasing trend from
the value of 0.16 to 0.14 (d) concerning the validation loss. The
model's epoch finished on 18 epochs for VGG19 and 10
epochs for VGG16, regarding no further improvement on
accuracy and avoiding the overfitting.
In a survey study, image augmentation has been proved to
improve the performance of the models and enhance the
limitation of datasets to take advantage of significant data
capabilities [19]. In agreement with our results from
performance accuracy in Fig. 4, it displayed that model using
the image augmentation technique (in both VGG19 and
VGG16 models) was better than the baseline model. In their
experimental study, Nandini et al. [25] compared the dropout
technique for image classification using several algorithms
using three different image datasets. They found that the
dropout regularization technique accomplished the best results
in image classification compared with other classification
algorithms. This finding is also in line with our results in Fig. 4
that display the dropout technique's performance, and image
augmentation performs best compared to other configuration
models.
V. DISCUSSION
This study presents a new Indonesia cultural events dataset
and automatic image recognition for classification cultural
events. Several findings obtained from this study: (i) the
convolutional neural network, with VGG16 architecture,

Moreover, CNN is suitable for a large dataset. Regarding
the overfitting problems, hyper-parameter tuning has been
implemented with an early stopping function to avoid the
overfitting problem. The Keras library's early stopping function
was used to stop training when the training accuracy gets a
specific threshold. Hence, the optimal model weights can be
achieved and save computation time and power. Although
CNN is computationally intensive, it can achieve good
performance using several hyper-parameter configurations.
Thus, based on this study's results, hyper-parameter
configurations are a promising way to improve the algorithm's
performance, especially CNN with VGG architecture.
This study could develop cultural events image
classification models that could be more efficient and
computationally solid. As multi-class image classification
usually includes many images and needs substantial
computational resources, it must be operated correctly and
reliable. Therefore, developing optimized models and reliable
classification methods is essential for current and future
studies.
As the limitation of this study, the proposed dataset used a
balanced class distribution. Thus, our proposed VGG
configuration needs to test in an imbalanced classification
problem to show the validity of our proposed configuration
models.
As future work, this study plans to enhance the proposed
image datasets, including different cultural events images from
different Indonesia regions. Also, generally, the image
classification generally includes large data sets, further work
needs to develop large datasets of Indonesia culture's image
dataset.
VI. CONCLUSION
This study presents a new Indonesia cultural events dataset
and automatic image recognition for classification cultural
events. This study compared several configurations of hyperparameter configurations of CNN for multi-class image
classification. In particular, CNN architecture, such as VGG19
and VGG16, were tested before and after the hyper-parameter
configuration. Overall, the VGG19 and VGG16 achieved a
good performance, but considering the hyper-parameter
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optimization, the VGG16 using image augmentation and
dropout regularization achieved the best classification with
94.66% accuracy. Other algorithms achieved less than 94.33%
accuracy. Despite that, the accuracy of other algorithms was
relatively good. This study confirms that CNN with VGG
architecture is a better choice for multi-class image
classification, and they offer good performance for
classification tasks. Finally, this study's findings hoped to
support the heritage's digital documentation process and
maintain cultural heritage.
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Abstract—Biometrics is an interesting area of research as a
result of tremendous technological advances, especially in
security. It is considered as an automated technology used for
identification based on biological or behavioral human traits. An
electroencephalogram (EEG) is the brain electrical activity
signals considered as biological traits used in biometrics systems.
The primary goal of this work is trying to find a single EEG
channel to be used for human identification purposes. A single
EEG channel recording is used for personal identity-based
verification mode, which is preferred for many subjects with
instant real-time system decisions. Percent residual difference
(PRD) is a common quantitative measurement used to determine
the human identity-based measures the distance between two
signals. The proposed system sensitivity gives 100% using some
single channels placed in the parietal and occipital lobes. The
proposed system takes a short time in the enrolment process with
an instant decision using verification mode, which is preferred
with a large number of subjects. Also, using imaginary tasks is
preferred for human identity verification.
Keywords—Biometric; EEG; single channel; verification; brain
lobes

I.

INTRODUCTION

considered as a unimodal system, which depends on only one
biometric trait, while others are considered as a multimodal
biometric system which depends on more than one human
trait.
Electroencephalogram (EEG) signals are considered as
physiological biometrics which represent the brain’s electrical
activity. It has become an interesting area of research for
human identification due to the amazing progress in using
sensors and wireless networks based on Wireless Body Area
Network (WBAN) [1-6]. EEG signal is classified into five
waves according to the frequencies based on human activity
and this is illustrated in brief in Table I, while other studies
classify EEG signals to six waves, the following five waves in
addition to Mu waves with an overlapping frequency range [711].
The human brain consists of four lobes illustrated in Fig. 3
by four different colors. The frontal lobe (blue) is located in
front of the brain, followed by the parietal lobe (yellow) at the
top of the head, then the occipital lobe (pink) at the back of the
head, while the temporal lobes (green) are located on both
sides of the brain above the ears. The five senses' locations are
illustrated in brain lobes as in Fig. 3.

Biometrics is the field of studying the biological or
behavioral traits of humans which could be used for personal
identification. Biological traits depend on direct measures of
shapes or characteristics of biological parts in the human
body, such as iris, face, DNA, ECG, etc… Behavioral traits
depend on the human behavioral such as gait, signature, voice,
etc.
Not all human traits could be used as a biometric, it should
be characterized by uniqueness, universality, collectability,
permanence, performance, circumvention, and acceptability.
There are some traits changes over time, so any biometric
system should be updated after some time.

Fig. 1. Identification EEG Biometric System.

A Biometric system is based on identification or
verification modes. The enrolment process is used to build the
system database. It was the first and main step for any system.
The identification mode is considered as one to many
comparisons which takes the extracted trait from the claimed
person and compares it with all that stored in the database to
get its identity as in Fig. 1, while in the verification mode,
which is considered as one to one comparison, takes the
extracted trait and ID from the claimed person then only one
template from the system database is compared with the
extracted one using the ID as in Fig. 2. The biometric system
operates in one of the two modes. Some biometric systems are

Fig. 2. Verification EEG Biometric System.
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TABLE I.
Name

EEG SIGNAL CLASSIFICATION [7].

Frequency band (Hz)

The system depends on the relation between the cerebral
cortex area and the electrode location. Also, the distances
between the adjacent electrodes are equal to 10% or 20% from
the whole right-left or front-back of the skill distance. The
electrode name has a letter that refers to the lobe (F-frontal, Pparietal, O-O-occipital, T-temporal, C-for central positions,
and Z-for midline positions) and a number that refers to the
hemisphere location. The even numbers for right hemisphere
positions while the odd numbers for left hemisphere positions
[14, 15].

State

Δ WAVE

1~3

Deep sleep

Θ WAVE

4~7

Shallow sleep

Α WAVE

8 ~ 13

Relaxed state

Β WAVE

14 ~ 30

Active state

Γ WAVE

30 ~

Mental strain

II. RELATED WORK

Fig. 3. The Human Brain Four Lobes.

The frontal lobe function is responsible for muscle
movements, speaking, judgments, and making plans. It is
described as the brain control center. Next, the parietal lobe
processes information about taste and touch senses. The
Occipital lobe is responsible for vision. The temporal lobe is
the fourth lobe that is responsible for receiving sound from the
opposite ear [12,13]. EEG signals are extracted from the
human brain based on certain positions. There was an
international system that illustrates these electrode or channel
positions in the human scalp. This work used a database
created based on the international 10-20 system as shown in
Fig. 4.

Authors in [17] obtained a high system accuracy rate using
proposed combined Independent Component Analysis (ICA)
and AR classifiers. They used only 20 subjects based on
sixteen electrode placements on the scalp according to the 1020 international system. In [18], authors trying to get an EEG
single channel to be used in the authentication. They used the
same dataset which was used in this work based on open and
closed eye states with 109 subjects, the obtained system
accuracy in the range of 97-99%. Studying to get a single EEG
channel for human identification was proposed in [19] also,
which is based on generating a personal identification number
(PIN) from the brain activity obtained from a single active
EEG channel with 3 subjects only. The high system
performance is obtained using channel Cz. New features are
proposed in [20] Based on a single Fp1 single channel called
the concavity and convexity features in the alpha band using
23 subjects. Authors in [21] propose a new technique for EEG
human verification using three channels based on Discrete
Fractional Fourier Transform (DFrFT) as a feature extraction
method. Their method achieves a 0.22% Equal Error Rate
(EER) with 104 subjects. In [22], an EEG biometric
authentifier was proposed based on deep learning technique.
Only 15 subjects were used with over 40 trials.
The experiment in [23] proposes a self-relative framework
based on EEG signal for human identification using 108
subjects with closed eyes in resting state (the same dataset
which was used in this work). Autoregressive is used as a
feature extraction method while K-nearest neighbor is used as
a classifier. They found that the openness condition gives
more accurate results for identification. 19 selected channels
only are used.
Most EEG biometric systems are based on identification
mode. Also, they didn’t test their systems for unauthorized
subjects. The biometric system performance measures are
neglected in calculations except the accuracy of most of them.
The objective of this research is trying to find only one
EEG channel recording which could be used in a biometric
system to get a personal identity with high efficiency and a
short time with a large number of subjects-based verification
mode.

Fig. 4. 64 Electrodes Positioning based on the International 10-20 System
[16].

III. RESEARCH METHOD
In this research, 109 subjects are used from the EEG
Motor Movement/Imagery Dataset (eegmmidb) Database [16].
Table II summarizes the dataset description. The number of
authorized subjects used in this work is 100 while 9 are used
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as unauthorized subjects. 64-channels were used for EEG
signal recording based on the BCI2000 system [24].
Subjects performed six motor/imagery tasks. Four of them
were repeated three runs, so each subject performed 14 runs.
Task 1 for opening and closing left or right fist, Task 2 for
imagining opening and closing left or right fist, Task 3 for
opening and closing both fists or both feet, and Task 4 for
imagining opening and closing both fists or both feet. Task 1
and task 3 are non-imaginary tasks, while task 2 and task 4 are
imaginary tasks.
In this work, 12 runs for each subject were used for the
four repeated tasks. The first and second runs of the four
repeated tasks were used in the enrolment process while the
third run was used to test the authorized subjects for each
electrode. The Butterworth filter was applied to signals. The
difference between two signals was calculated using the
percent residual difference (PRD), which is a quantitative
measurement:
𝑃𝑅𝐷𝑛 = �

2
∑𝑀
𝑖=1(𝑥0 (𝑖)−𝑥𝑛 (𝑖))
2
∑𝑀
����)
0
𝑗=1(𝑥0 (𝑗)−𝑥

× 100%

(1)

Where: xo is considered as the unknown signal while xn is
the enrolled signal for subject n [25, 26].

A verification model was used in this work for personal
identification, which is preferred with a large number of
subjects to get the system decision in a very short time. PRDth
was calculated during the enrolment process for each subject.
PRDn was calculated for each imposter (from the third run of
tasks). A decision is obtained based on the stored database
using the person’s ID as illustrated in the proposed method in
Fig. 5.
TABLE II.

DATA SET DESCRIPTION USED IN THIS EXPERIMENT

Dataset Properties

Information

NUMBER OF SUBJECTS

109

NUMBER OF CHANNELS

64

SAMPLING FREQUENCY

160 HZ

SIGNAL TIME LENGTH

60 s

SYSTEM

BCI2000

Fig. 5. The Proposed System Diagram.

IV. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS
In this study, all 64 channels were used and tested for
authorized and unauthorized subjects using the four tasks
together and with each task alone as mentioned before. The
system was tested five times, namely, system-based all four
tasks together, system-based task 1, system-based task 2,
system-based task 3, and system-based task 4. The system’s
performance is evaluated using the following measurements:
𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =
𝐹𝑅𝑅 =
𝐹𝐴𝑅 =

𝐹𝑛

𝑇𝑝+𝑇𝑛

𝑇𝑝+𝑇𝑛+𝐹𝑛+𝐹𝑝

× 100

𝑇𝑝+𝐹𝑛
𝐹𝑝

𝑇𝑛+𝐹𝑝

𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 =

𝑇𝑝

× 100

𝑇𝑝+𝐹𝑁

𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 =

𝐹 − 𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 =

× 100

× 100

𝑇𝑝

𝑇𝑃 +𝐹𝑝

× 100

2×𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛×𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙
𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛+𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

Where: Tp is true positive (Accepted knowns), Tn is true
negative (rejected unknowns), Fn is the false negative
(rejected knowns) and Fp is the false positive (accepted
unknowns) [27,28].
The obtained results will be presented in detail in the
following sections, starting with task 2 which gives the highest
system performance.
A. The Proposed System based on Task 2
The results of the system performance based on task 2 for
all 64 channels individually are shown in Table III. The results
in this table are arranged in descending order according to the
system accuracy. The obtained results show that the channels
located in the parietal (yellow) and occipital (pink) lobes give
higher system accuracy than channels located in the frontal
(blue) and temporal (green) lobes. These selected colors are
derived from Fig. 1. This experiment is performed using
single-channel mode because the target is trying to find the
best one for human identification.
Also, z electrodes located in the vertical center give higher
system accuracy (in the parietal and occipital lobes). Four
electrodes give 100% system accuracy-based task 2 (Pz, P6,
CP3, and CP1). FRR reaches 0% using 12 electrodes placed in
the parietal and occipital lobes and FAR reaches 0% using 10
electrodes placed in the same lobes. Recall gives 1 using 12
electrodes while precision and f-score are given 1 using 10
electrodes distributed in the parietal and occipital lobes. The
first four electrodes (Pz, P6, CP3, and CP1) in the table are
given optimum system performance.

B. The Proposed System based on the Four Tasks together
The system accuracy based on the four tasks together for
all 64 channels reaches 99.08 % using 8 channels individually
and FRR reaches 0 % using 9 channels placed in the parietal
and occipital lobes while FAR gives 0 % using 5 electrodes in
the same lobes. Recall gives 1 using 9 channels, Precision
reaches to 1 using 5 channels while f score starts at 99.5 %.
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TABLE III.

SYSTEM PERFORMANCE USING TASK 2
Elect.

FAR%

Recall%

Per.
%

f score
%

Recall%

f score
%

Acc.
%

FRR%

Per.
%

FC6

88.99

5

77.78

95

93.14

94.06

0

100

100

100

F2

88.99

5

77.78

95

93.14

94.06

0

0

100

100

100

FT7

88.07

7

66.67

93

93.94

93.47

100

0

0

100

100

100

T7

88.07

7

66.67

93

93.94

93.47

100

0

0

100

100

100

F3

87.16

7

77.78

93

93

93

CP2

99.08

1

0

99

100

99.5

F8

87.16

6

88.89

94

92.16

93.07

P3

99.08

0

11.11

100

99.01

99.5

F6

87.16

6

88.89

94

92.16

93.07

P2

99.08

1

0

99

100

99.5

F5

86.24

8

77.78

92

92.93

92.46

P4

99.08

1

0

99

100

99.5

FT8

86.24

7

88.89

93

92.08

92.54

PO3

99.08

0

11.11

100

99.01

99.5

FC5

85.32

7

100

93

91.18

92.08

Poz

99.08

0

11.11

100

99.01

99.5

Afz

85.32

9

77.78

91

92.86

91.92

Oz

99.08

0

11.11

100

99.01

99.5

F1

85.32

7

100

93

91.18

92.08

C1

99.08

0

11.11

100

99.01

99.5

AF4

85.32

8

88.89

92

92

92

C2

99.08

1

0

99

100

99.5

F7

84.4

9

88.89

91

91.92

91.46

P5

99.08

0

11.11

100

99.01

99.5

AF8

84.4

9

88.89

91

91.92

91.46

P1

98.17

2

0

98
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8
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7
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3

100

97
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Elect.

Acc.
%
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FAR%

Pz

100

0

P6

100

CP3
CP1

C. The Proposed System based on Task 1
The same observations are obtained again by repeating the
experiment based on task 1 individually, but the system
accuracy decreases and starts at 96.33 %. FAR gives 0 %
using 3 channels. FRR is higher than that in the previous
experiment. Recall starts from 98 %, precision gives 1 using 3
channels and f-score starts from 96 %, so the system
performance based on the four tasks together is better than that
based on task 1 alone.
D. The Proposed System based on Task 3
It was observed from the system performance-based task 3
for all 64 channels that O2 channel gives the highest system
accuracy using the proposed system-based task 3 alone with 0
% FRR and 11.11% FAR. FRR is accepted using all
electrodes, especially in electrodes placed in the parietal and
occipital lobes than others, while FAR increases gradually and
starts at 11.11%. Recall gives 1 using one channel, precision
reaches to 99 % and 99.5 % f-score.
E. The Proposed System based on Task 4
From the system performance-based task 4 for all 64
channels individually, 9 electrodes give the same system
accuracy of 98.17 % with 0 % FAR (100% Specificity) and
2% rejected authorized subjects only and overall, the FRR is
accepted based on task4 while FAR increases in frontal and
temporal electrodes. Precision reaches to 1 using 12 channels,
recall reaches to 98 % and f-score reaches to 98.9 %.
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F. The Proposed System Performance Measures
Some measures are calculated for all 64 channels using the
four tasks together and with each task individually. Fig. 6
shows the average system accuracy.

Fig. 9 shows the average system Recall, it quantifies the
number of authorized persons who are incorrectly rejected.

92

97

91
Average Recall (%)

90
89
88
87

All

Task1

Task2

Task3

Task4

From the above figure, it was observed that the proposed
system-based task 2 has the higher system accuracy, followed
by task 4. Task 2 and task 4 are imaginary tasks, which means
that using the imaginary tasks is preferred for human
authentication than non-imaginary tasks. Fig. 7 shows the
average system False Reject Rate (FRR).

Average FRR (%)

FRR measures the identification percentage for authorized
persons who are incorrectly rejected. The proposed systembased task 3 has the best FRR is 3.8 %, followed by using the
four tasks together is about 4% and then task 2, which is 4.45
% as shown in Fig. 7.

94
93
All

Task1

Task2

Task3

Task4

Fig. 9. The Average System Recall.

The average system recall for task 3 is about 96.2 %
followed by that based on all tasks together 96 %, then task 2,
which is equal to 95.5%. Fig. 10 shows the average system
precision. It quantifies the number of authorized persons who
are correctly accepted.
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95
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93
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Fig. 10. The Average System Precision.

All
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The average system precision based on task 2 is 95.98%
followed by that based on task4 which is 95.89%
(approximately the same for imaginary tasks). The average
system precision for all tasks together comes after the
imaginary tasks, while that based on the non-imaginary tasks
gives 94 %.

Task4

Fig. 7. The Average System FRR.

Fig. 8 shows the average system False Acceptance Rate
(FAR). FAR measures the identification percentage for
unauthorized persons who are incorrectly accepted.

Fig. 11 shows the average system F-score. It is a single
value that gives the balance between precision and recall for
the proposed system.
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Fig. 6. The Average System Accuracy.
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The system FAR based on task 2 is about 44.4 %, which is
lower than others, followed by that based on task 4, which is
about 45.7%. More studies will be tried to improve FAR for
the proposed system.
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Fig. 8. The Average System FAR.
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Fig. 11. The Average System F-score.
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The average system F-score based on task 2 is 95.7 %,
which is the best score obtained by the proposed system,
followed by that based on task 4, which equals 95.5%.
From this experiment, it was observed that using EEG
signals collected from some electrodes placed in the parietal
and occipital lobes gives a good biometric system
performance for authorized and unauthorized subjects. While
using electrodes placed in frontal and temporal lobes gives
accepted performance for authorized subjects only. Also, not
all tasks are preferred for human identification based on EEG
signal. Only imaginary tasks give better system performance
than non-imaginary tasks.
V. CONCLUSION

[1]

[2]

[3]

[4]

[5]

Biometric system-based physiological traits were more
secure and difficult to mimic or penetrate. Also, using
verification mode is preferred with a large number of subjects
to save time. EEG signals were used for personal identity.
Nowadays, it is easy to send EEG or ECG signals by network
using simple sensors. So, using EEG may become a powerful
tool for human identification in the next few days. Trying to
find a single electrode with high efficiency is very important
for using EEG as a biometric trait to become easy to use and
fast to make a decision. This work is trying to find this
electrode by using existing data. This data presents EEG
signals obtained by performing four tasks (two of them
imaginary tasks and the others are non-imaginary tasks). This
work-based on PRD, which is a simple measurement used to
measure the difference between two signals. The proposed
system was repeated for five experiments. The first one is
based on using the four tasks together to make the system
decisions, the second is based on task 1 only, the third is based
on task 2, the fourth is based on task 3 while the fifth is based
on task 4. Tasks 1 and 3 are non-imaginary tasks, while tasks
2 and 4 are imaginary.
The observations from the obtained results show that the
proposed system-based task 2 is better than using other tasks
individually and the four tasks together, the system
performance-based task 4 is better than that based on task 1
and task 3 individually, which means that using the imaginary
tasks is more suitable than using non-imaginary tasks for
human authentication. Also, using electrodes placed in the
parietal and occipital lobes is better than those placed in other
lobes, and electrodes near the vertical brain center give higher
system performance. Pz, P6, CP3, and CP1 electrodes give
100% system accuracy-based task 2 individually. It was
observed that the proposed system sensitivity (recognize
authorized subjects) is good and acceptable using all
electrodes and increases as mentioned before in the parietal
and occipital lobes electrodes, while the proposed system
specificity (recognize unauthorized subjects) is acceptable in
some electrodes placed in parietal and occipital lobes only, so
more studies needed to improve the proposed system
specificity. The proposed system gives instantaneous decision
because its construction is based on verification mode, which
makes it very suitable for large numbers.
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Abstract—Technology has revolutionized into connecting
“things” together with the rebirth of the global network called
Internet of Things (IoT). This is achieved through Wireless
Sensor Network (WSN) which introduces new security challenges
for Information Technology (IT) scientists and researchers. This
paper addresses the security issues in WSN by establishing
potential automated solutions for identifying associated risks. It
also evaluates the effectiveness of various machine learning
algorithms on two types of datasets, mainly, KDD99 and WSN
datasets. The aim is to analyze and protect WSN networks in
combination with Firewalls, Deep Packet Inspection (DPI), and
Intrusion Prevention Systems (IPS) all specialized for the overall
protection of WSN networks. Multiple testing options were
investigated such as cross validation and percentage split. Based
on the finding, the most accurate algorithm and the least time
processing were suggested for both datasets.

identifying and classifying potential attacks by learning
previously detected patterns of attacks.

Keywords—Internet of Things (IoT); Wireless Sensor Network
(WSN); Information Technology (IT); Denial of Service (DoS);
Artificial Intelligence (AI); Machine Learning (ML)

This paper investigates different datasets with different
machine learning algorithms, namely Naïve Bayes, improved
Naïve Bayes, IBK, and Random Forest algorithms in multiple
scenarios. The purpose is to identify the best method to
mitigate the risks, threats, and security vulnerabilities
associated with WSN networks.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
discusses related work. Section III presents the underlying
concepts and proposed methodology. Section IV shows the
experimental results. Section V discusses and analyzes the
findings. Finally, section VI concludes the paper.
Transceiver
Sensor 1

Power Source

With the rapid expansion of technology, new threats and
security issues arise, which become a hot area for research.
Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is composed of distributed
wireless sensor nodes that collect raw data from the
surrounding environment. Each Sensor node is equipped with a
radio transceiver, a small microcontroller, and a power source
[1]. These nodes are very small and have limited processing
capabilities. They are designed based on low-cost and lowenergy consumption that provide limited processing power and
limited communication as represented in Fig. 1. Due to the
sensors’ limitation in memory, processing power, and energy
consumption, there are several potential security challenges
inherently exist and should be properly addressed. The primary
challenge is to protect the WSN without the availability of
massive processing power and energy. Traditional security
measures such as encryption is difficult to be implemented at
the senor’s level due to its limited processing capabilities.

Machine learning is becoming more popular in recent
years. It enables machines or computers to work and react
similar to what humans do. These systems improve with
experience by learning the expected behavior. AI can be
applied in many applications such as natural language
processing and generation, speech recognition, virtual agent,
machine learning, deep learning, biometrics, robotic process
automation, text analytics and Neuro-Linguistic Programming
(NLP), as well as in many domains such as healthcare,
business, education, autonomous vehicles, robotics,
government, and public safety and security. Moreover, AI
becomes very useful in predictive analysis and plays a
fundamental role in the software field and content creation.

With the increased and sophisticated attack types on
networks and applications, it is difficult to protect them against
such attacks manually or by common Off-The-Shelf software
such as firewalls, antivirus, Intrusion Detection System (IDS)
or Intrusion Prevention System IPS). This makes artificial
intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) algorithms
popular and ultimately essential in such scenarios. AI in
general and ML in specific can be used to protect WSN by

Micro-controller

ADS

Sensor 2
External

Fig. 1. WSN Mechanism.
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II. RELATED WORK
This section presents some researches about various attacks
in WSN. In [2], authors have addressed Denial of Service
(DoS) cyber-attacks on Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) and
how to mitigate these attacks. The researchers used specialized
datasets for WSN constructed for classifying the types of
attacks for their research. Four DoS attacks were considered:
Flooding attack, Blackhole attack, Scheduling attack, and
Gray-hole attack. The main purpose was to help WSN
manufacturers to create and develop a system that detects and
protects against DoS attacks in WSN. They have also discussed
the challenges of protecting these networks due WSN
limitations such as low processing, low power, and limited
storages. They emphasized on the importance of mitigating and
protecting against new and unprecedented attacks [2].
Moreover, the authors in [3] have focused on the
classification’s accuracy improvement of the Naïve Bayes
algorithm, by finding more accurate probability estimation.
This helps in solving the lack of the training data. Their
approach was applied during the training phase without
increasing the classification time. The first phase was building
the classical Naïve Bayes classifier then fine-tune it in the
second phase. Each training instance was classified, and if it is
misclassified, it will contribute in fine tuning the probability
value. Therefore, it will be correctly classified in the next
round. Based on the findings, results showed an improved
classification accuracy of many datasets.
Many researches have defined Wireless Sensor Network
(WSN). It is typically composed of sensor nodes. These nodes
gather data about the environment and send it back to the sink
or the base station node. These data can be in different formats
such as thermal, acoustic, optical, weather, pressure, chemical,
and much more. It is extremely challenging task to develop an
algorithm that is suitable for many applications scenarios in a
diverse WSN environment; especially, considering data
reliability and aggregation, localization, clustering, fault
detection, and security [4].
Furthermore, the authors have highlighted the importance
of utilizing ML in WSN for the following reasons [4]:
1) Using ML techniques could help in observing dynamic
environments.
2) In some cases, WSN gathers new data in out-of-reach
or threatening locations.
3) Accurate models are hard to be obtained in WSN since
they are usually applied in sophisticated environments
4) Using ML techniques could be beneficial in extracting
essential correlations.
The authors in [5] have emphasized the growing number of
services that are providing facilities to humans which make
using WSN valuable in many applications such as security

systems, fire safety, various military applications, monitoring
environmental conditions, and monitoring health condition.
However, these WSNs encounter some weaknesses because of
the nodes’ exposure to various security attacks due to their
limitations in power, processing, memory storage, bandwidth,
data transmission via other nodes and multiple hops, its
distributed nature, and self-organization. These attacks occurs
at different levels of the OSI models. Therefore, it is important
to build a security defense and monitoring system to protect
against these attacks [5].
Similarly, the authors in [6] have discussed WSNs and their
crucial role in different applications and usage; the
vulnerabilities of the WSN due to their constrained resources.
How DoS attack can be carried out at different layers of the
network architecture. The authors focused specifically on the
network layer because of the diversity of the attack at this
layer. The authors reviewed many studies that use machine
learning techniques pertaining to the network layer DoS attacks
in WSN [6].
IDS and their important role in protecting against malicious
attacks that affect the performance of the network have been
addressed in [7]. The authors described Mobile Ad hoc
networks (MANETs), WSN, and Internet of Things (IoT). The
significance of the IDS and the need to protect such networks.
Their proposed an IDS that has two stages. One that collects
data using sniffers to generate correctly classified instances and
in the second stage, a super node process data from different
IDSs to differentiate benign from malicious nodes [7].
III. UNDERLYING CONCEPT AND METHODOLOGY
This section presents the dataset types as well as the used
machine learning techniques.
A. Datasets
A dataset is a collection of records that is gathered in a
controlled lab environment. In this paper, two different datasets
were used. The first dataset is called “KDDCup99 Dataset”
which was derived from the DARPA 1998 dataset [8], [9]. It
was selected and used to detect network breaches from a
network security perspective. A network breach is the abuse of
data and information to bypass the security rules and
established regulations.
The authors in [10], have explained that the discovery of
this interruption is a set of strategies and related activities that
enable the progression of perceived methods for the
identification of security classification. This dataset was
provided by the archive, which was for a data mining
competition held in aligning with KDD-99.
The author in [11] indicates that the features were to create
a model that detects the bad connections or attacks as well as
normal connections. The complete listing of the features
defined for the connection records is listed in Table I.
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TABLE I.
Feature Name

DESCRIPTION OF KDDCUP99 DATASET FEATURES
Description

1.

Duration

Number of seconds of the connection

2.

protocol_type

Type of the protocol, e.g., TCP, UDP, etc.

3.

Service

Network service on the destination, e.g., http, telnet, etc.

4.

Flag

Normal or error status of the connection

5.

src_bytes

Number of data bytes from source to destination

6.

dst_bytes

Number of data bytes from destination to source

7.

Land

1-connection is from/to the same host/port; 0-otherwise

8.

wrong_fragment

Number of ‘wrong’ fragments

9.

Urgent

Number of urgent packets

10.

Hot

The count of access to system directories, creation and execution of programs

11.

num_failed_logins

Number of failed login attempts

12.

logged_in

1 - successfully logged in; 0 otherwise

13.

num_compromised

Number of “compromised” conditions

14.

root_shell

1 - root shell is obtained; 0 otherwise

15.

su_attempted

1 – ‘su root’ command attempted; 0 – otherwise

16.

num_root

number of ‘root’ accesses

17.

num_file_creations

Number of file creation operations

18.

num_shells

Number of shell prompts

19.

num_access_files

Number of write, delete, and create operations on access control files

20.

num_outbound_cm ds

Number of outbound Commands in a ftp session

21.

is_hot_login

1 - the login belongs to the ‘hot’ list (e.g., root, adm, etc.) ; 0 – otherwise

22.

is_guest_login

1 - the login is a ‘guest’ login (e.g., guest, anonymous, etc.) ; 0 – otherwise

23.

Count

Number of connections to the same host as the current connection in the past 2 seconds

24.

srv_count

Number of connections to the same service as the current connection in the past 2 seconds

25.

serror_rate

% of connections that have ‘SYN’ errors to the same host

26.

srv_serror_rate

% of connections that have ‘SYN’ errors to the same service

27.

rerror_rate

% of connections that have ‘REJ’ errors to the same host

28.

srv_rerror_rate

% of connections that have ‘REJ’ errors to the same service

29.

same_srv_rate

% of connections to the same service and to the same host

30.

diff_srv_rate

% of connections to different services and to the same host

31.

srv_diff_host_rate

% of connections to the same service and to different hosts

32.

dst_host_count

Number of connections to the same host to the destination host as the current connection in the past 2
seconds

33.

dst_host_srv_count

Number of connections from the same service to the destination host as the current connection in the
past 2 seconds

34.

dst_host_same_srv_rate

% of connections from the same service to the destination host

35.

dst_host_diff_srv_rate

% of connections from the different services to the destination host

36.

dst_host_same_src_port_rate

% of connections from the port services to the destination host

37.

dst_host_srv_diff_ host_rate

% of connections from the different hosts from the same service to destination host

38.

dst_host_serror_rate

% of connections that have ‘SYN’ errors to same host to the destination host

39.

dst_host_srv_ serror_rate

% of connections that have ‘SYN’ errors from same service to the destination host

40.

dst_host_rerror_rate

% of connections that have ‘REJ’ errors from the same host to the destination host

41.

dst_host_srv_ rerror_rate

% of connections that have ‘REJ’ errors from the same service to the destination host
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The second used dataset is called “WSN Dataset” [12],
which is specialized for WSN. It is used to detect different
types of DoS attacks as well as normal behavior. The dataset is
collected with different features and divided into different
classes such as Blackhole, Grayhole, Scheduling, Flooding,
and Normal. Low Energy Aware Cluster Hierarchy (LEACH)
is the routing protocol that is used to collect the dataset that
contains hundreds of thousands of records in WSN. It is
designed to keep energy consumption low which is very
important to maintain and improve the lifetime of WSN [13].
The problem or the limitation of LEACH is that it is only
suitable for a small size WSN [13]. It assumes that all sensors
can communicate with each other and with the sink (base
station) as shown in Fig. 2. Table II represents the different
WSN dataset attributes.
B. Machine Learning Techniques
Machine learning techniques are broadly categorized as
unsupervised and supervised learning, which are for clustering,
and classification/regression, respectively, as depicted in
Fig. 3. Classification is a problem-solving technique for
analyzing datasets or data models using algorithms such as
Naïve and IBK. Regression is commonly used as a statistical
tool to predict potential outcomes. The following subsections
demonstrate various machine learning algorithms that were
implemented on the above mentioned datasets.
1) Naïve Bayes: Naïve Bayes (NB) is a machine learning
algorithm for AI software and computers. NB is based on
mathematical calculation of probabilities that uses datasets
(raw data or simple facts) to learn a concept. NB is used in a
wide range of real applications and automated decisionmaking processes. A Naïve Bayes classifier is an algorithm
that uses Bayes theorem features to classify objects. A NB is
also known as simple Bayes or an independent Bayes. These
classifiers use regular (or Naïve) independence intervals
between the attributes of a data point.

TABLE II.
#

WSN-DS DATASET ATTRIBUTES [12]

Attribute Name

Attribute Description

1

Node ID

A unique ID to distinguish the sensor node in any
round and at any stage

2

Time

The current simulation time of the node

3

Is CH

A flag to distinguish whether the node is CH or not

4

Who CH

The ID of the CH in the current round

5

Distance to CH

The distance between the node and its CH

6

Energy
Consumption

The amount of energy consumed in the previous
round

7

ADV_CH send

The number of advertise CH’s broadcast messages
sent to the nodes

8

ADV_CH
receives

The number of advertise CH messages received
from CHs

9

Join_REQ send

The number of join request messages sent by the
nodes to the CH

10

Join_REQ
receives

The number of join request messages received by
the CH from the nodes

11

ADV_SCH
send

The number of advertise TDMA schedule
broadcast messages sent to the nodes

12

ADV_SCH
receives

The number of TDMA schedule messages received
from CHs

13

Rank

The order of this node within the TDMA schedule

14

Data sent

The number of data packets sent from a sensor to
its CH

15

Data Received

The number of data packets received from CH

16

Data sent to BS

The number of data packets sent to the BS

17

Distance CH to
BS

The distance between the CH and the BS

18

Send Code

The cluster sending code

Attack Type

Type of the node. It is a class of five possible
values, namely, Blackhole, Grayhole, Flooding,
and Scheduling, in addition to normal, if the node
is not an attacker

19

Fig. 2. WSN Network.

Fig. 3. Machine Learning.
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The most common and widespread use of these Bayes
algorithm is the use of spam filters or text and medical
analysis. As these classifiers are easy to implement, they are
most commonly used for machine learning. As stated by [14],
Naïve Bayes classification uses probability theory to classify
the data and makes use of Bayes theorem in its algorithm. The
main feature of this classifier is that there can be an adjustment
of the probability of an event as new data is introduced. It also
assumes all the attributes that are in consideration are
independent of each other. A Naïve Bayes classifier is not a
single algorithm, but instead, it is a combination of specific
machine learning algorithms in which statistical independence
methods are used. A Naïve Bayes classifier makes a proper
decision rule classification as long as the required class is more
probable than any other present class. This fact is deemed
accurate, as there is a slight inaccuracy in the probability
estimation most of the times [3].
2) Fine Tune Naïve Bayes (FTNB): With respect to the
Naïve Bayes classification, the tuning of parameters is limited,
and it is recommended to improve the quality of the preprocessing and feature selection processes. The classifier
performance and prediction can be improved by tuning and
adjusting the classifier parameters, applying classifier
combination techniques, or by monitoring the data fed to the
classifier- either adding more data, refining existing one, or
improving them [3].
3) Data Parsing (pre-processing): According to [15], the
data is a string of raw text presented for each data point. A
series of processes and steps convert this data into a structured
vector such that the offset shows one feature and the value in
the offset is correspondent to the frequency. Stemming,
synonym finding and use of neutral words in the raw data text
are one of the ways to improve the data parsing or the data
processing methods.
a) Selection of Features: According to [16], the use
cases for a Naïve Bayes classification like spam filtering are
observed and utilized by showing how they fail or quickly can
be improved. For assumption, an above average spam filter
has a feature like a word frequency in all caps and words in
titles or the occurrence of exclamation symbol in the title. The
best feature for improvement is the use of long words or a
group of more than a single word.
4) IBK algorithm: Instance Base Learner (IBK) algorithm
is used in distance measure and classifying instances based on
K-nearest neighbors to make predictions [17]. The
computation in the test phase is very high and takes a long
time, especially for a huge number or instances in the dataset.
The default value of neighbors is 1. Sometimes called 1-NN
[18].
5) Random forest algorithm: Random Forest or random
decision forest algorithm is used for classification and
regression of an ensemble of the collection of datasets. In
WEKA program, Random Forest can only do the
classification part, not the regression task. It operates by
building a great number of decision trees in the training phase

and perform the classification task. In WEKA, there is no
output of the mean prediction or regression of each tree.
Random Forest classification mean mapping input data in the
dataset or instances to a category. This is also called
categorization of the instances. The algorithm that does the
classification, especially in the concrete implementation, is
called the classifier [19].
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULT
This section discusses and demonstrates the experiments
conducted and their results. Both datasets have been classified
using the above-mentioned machine learning algorithms
(section III-B) using Cross-validation and percentage split
techniques. Cross validation is a standard analysis tool used to
verify the validity of the data mining model. It works by
dividing the dataset into a number of folds or pieces and hold
each fold in turn for testing and training all of the other pieces
in the system. In dividing the dataset into layers or folds, it
ensures that each layer or fold had the correct portion of class
values [20]. Additionally, Percentage split determines the
percentage used for training the system [20]. For our
experiments, 66% was used for training and 34% was used for
testing. The following subsections demonstrate the results
obtained by each algorithm conducted on both datasets using
cross-validation and percentage split techniques.
A. Naïve Bayes (NB) Algorithm
1) Cross-validation technique: Table III shows the results
of running NB algorithm on both datasets (KDDCUP99 and
WSN-DS) using cross-validation technique. Table IV
demonstrates the weighted average accuracy using crossvalidation technique in terms of several factors such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

True Positive Rate (TP): the rate that the system or an
algorithm correctly classifies an instance as a positive
class.
True Negative Rate (TN): the rate that the system or
an algorithm correctly classifies an instance as a
negative class.
False Positive Rate (FP): the rate that the system or an
algorithm falsely (wrongly) classifies an instance as a
positive class/.
False Negative Rate (FN): the rate that the system or
an algorithm falsely (wrongly) classifies an instance as
a negative class.
Precision: the ratio of correctly classified instances as
positive to the instances that are classified by the
algorithm as positive.
Recall: the ratio of correctly classified instances as
positive to the positive instances (whether classified
correctly or not).
Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC): is a
technique used as graph or curve to represent or
visualize the performance of the classifiers. It is
widely used in machine learning, data mining, and
decision making. Also, it is used as a method of
comparing diagnostic tests.
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2) Percentage split technique: In this experiment, 66% of
the data was used for training and 34% for testing. Table V
shows the results of running Naïve Bayes (NB) algorithm on
both datasets (KDDCUP99 and WSN-DS) using the
percentage split technique. In addition, Table VI demonstrates
the weighted accuracy average using the percentage split
technique in terms of TP, TN, Precision, and ROC.
B. IBK Algorithm
1) Cross-validation technique: Table VII shows the
results of running IBK algorithm on both datasets
(KDDCUP99 and WSN-DS) using the cross- validation
technique. Table VIII demonstrates the weighted accuracy
average using the cross-validation technique.
2) Percentage split technique: In this experiment, 66% of
the data was used for training and 34% for testing. Table IX
shows the results of running IBK algorithm on both datasets
(KDDCUP99 and WSN-DS) using the percentage split
TABLE III.

technique. Table X demonstrates the weighted accuracy
average using the percentage split technique in terms of
several factors.
C. Random Forest Algorithm
1) Cross-validation technique: Table XI shows the results
of running the Random Forest algorithm on both datasets
(KDDCUP99 and WSN-DS) using the cross-validation
technique. Table XII demonstrates the weighted accuracy
average using the cross-validation technique.
2) Percentage split technique: In this experiment, 66% of
the data was used for training and 34% for testing. Table XIII
shows the results of running IBK algorithm on both datasets
(KDDCUP99 and WSN-DS) using the percentage split
technique. Table XIV demonstrates the weighted accuracy
average using the percentage split technique in terms of
several factors.

THE RESULTS OF NAÏVE BAYES (NB) ALGORITHM USING THE CROSS-VALIDATION TECHNIQUE
Dataset
KDDCUP99

WSN-DS

Correctly Classified Instances

459019

92.9151 %

459019

Incorrectly Classified Instances

35001

7.0849 %

35001

Kappa statistic

0.8828

0.8828

Mean absolute error

0.0061

0.0061

Root mean squared error

0.0765

0.0765

Relative absolute error

11.955 %

11.955 %

Root relative squared error

47.6941 %

47.6941 %

Total Number of Instances

494020

494020

TABLE IV.

THE WEIGHTED ACCURACY AVERAGE OF NAÏVE BAYES (NB) ALGORITHM USING THE CROSS-VALIDATION TECHNIQUE

Weighted Avg. of

TP Rate

FP Rate

Precision

Recall

F-Measure

MCC

ROC Area

PRC Area

KDDCup99

0.929

0.000

0.989

0.929

0.951

0.948

1.000

0.991

WSN Dataset

0.954

0.012

0.966

0.954

0.957

0.847

0.980

0.971

TABLE V.

THE RESULTS OF NAÏVE BAYES (NB) ALGORITHM USING THE PERCENTAGE SPLIT TECHNIQUE
Dataset
WSN

KDDCUP99

Correctly Classified Instances

121606

95.4634%

121606

Incorrectly Classified Instances

5779

4.5366 %

5779

Kappa statistic

0.7678

0.7678

Mean absolute error

0.0182

0.0182

Root mean squared error

0.1324

0.1324

Relative absolute error

26.2165 %

26.2165 %

Root relative squared error

71.0237 %

71.0237 %

Total Number of Instances

127385

127385
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TABLE VI.

THE WEIGHTED ACCURACY AVERAGE OF NAÏVE BAYES (NB) ALGORITHM USING THE PERCENTAGE SPLIT TECHNIQUE

Weighted Avg. of

TP Rate

FP Rate

Precision

Recall

F-Measure

MCC

ROC Area

PRC Area

KDDCup99

0.930

0.000

NA

0.930

NA

NA

1.000

0.991

WSN Dataset

0.955

0.011

0.967

0.955

0.958

0.851

0.981

0.972

TABLE VII.

THE RESULTS OF IBK ALGORITHM USING THE CROSS-VALIDATION TECHNIQUE
Dataset
KDDCUP99

WSN

Correctly Classified Instances

493796

99.9547 %

493796

Incorrectly Classified Instances

224

0.0453 %

224

Kappa statistic

0.9992

Mean absolute error

0

0

Root mean squared error

0.0063

0.0063

Relative absolute error

0.0791 %

0.0791 %

Root relative squared error

3.9104 %

3.9104 %

Total Number of Instances

494020

494020

0.9992

TABLE VIII. THE WEIGHTED ACCURACY AVERAGE OF IBK ALGORITHM USING THE CROSS-VALIDATION TECHNIQUE
Weighted Avg. of

TP Rate

FP Rate

Precision

Recall

F-Measure

MCC

ROC Area

PRC Area

KDDCup99

1.000

0.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

0.999

1.000

0.999

WSN Dataset

0.994

0.025

0.994

0.994

0.994

0.970

0.985

0.992

TABLE IX.

THE RESULTS OF IBK ALGORITHM USING THE PERCENTAGE SPLIT TECHNIQUE
Dataset
KDDCUP99

WSN

Correctly Classified Instances

167869

99.9417 %

167869

Incorrectly Classified Instances

98

0.0583 %

98

Kappa statistic

0.999

0.999

Mean absolute error

0.0001

0.0001

Root mean squared error

0.0071

0.0071

Relative absolute error

0.1024 %

0.1024 %

Root relative squared error

4.4419 %

4.4419 %

Total Number of Instances

167967

167967

TABLE X.

THE WEIGHTED ACCURACY AVERAGE OF IBK ALGORITHM USING THE PERCENTAGE SPLIT TECHNIQUE

Weighted Avg. of

TP Rate

FP Rate

Precision

Recall

F-Measure

MCC

ROC Area

PRC Area

KDDCup99

1.000

0.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

0.999

1.000

0.999

WSN Dataset

0.994

0.025

0.994

0.994

0.994

0.970

0.985

0.992

TABLE XI.

THE RESULTS OF RANDOM FOREST ALGORITHM USING THE CROSS-VALIDATION TECHNIQUE
Dataset
KDDCUP99

WSN

Correctly Classified Instances

493915

99.9787 %

167869

Incorrectly Classified Instances

105

0.0213 %

98

Kappa statistic

0.9996

Mean absolute error

0.0001

0.0001

Root mean squared error

0.004

0.0071

Relative absolute error

0.1064 %

0.1024 %

Root relative squared error

2.5242 %

4.4419 %

Total Number of Instances

494020

167967

0.999
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TABLE XII.

THE WEIGHTED ACCURACY AVERAGE OF RANDOM FOREST ALGORITHM USING THE CROSS-VALIDATION TECHNIQUE

Weighted Avg. of

TP Rate

FP Rate

Precision

Recall

F-Measure

MCC

ROC Area

PRC Area

KDDCup99

1.000

0.000

NA

1.000

NA

NA

1.000

1.000

WSN Dataset

0.997

0.016

0.997

0.997

0.997

0.985

0.997

0.999

TABLE XIII. THE RESULTS OF RANDOM FOREST ALGORITHM USING THE PERCENTAGE SPLIT TECHNIQUE
Dataset
KDDCUP99

WSN

Correctly Classified Instances

167915

99.969 %

167915

Incorrectly Classified Instances

52

0.031 %

Kappa statistic

0.9995

0.9995

Mean absolute error

0.0001

0.0001

Root mean squared error

0.0046

0.0046

Relative absolute error

0.1225 %

0.1225 %

Root relative squared error

2.8772 %

2.8772 %

Total Number of Instances

167967

167967

52

TABLE XIV. THE WEIGHTED ACCURACY AVERAGE OF RANDOM FOREST ALGORITHM USING THE PERCENTAGE SPLIT TECHNIQUE
Weighted Avg. of

TP Rate

FP Rate

Precision

Recall

F-Measure

MCC

ROC Area

PRC Area

KDDCup99

1.000

0.000

NA

1.000

NA

NA

1.000

1.000

WSN Dataset

0.997

0.015

0.997

0.997

0.997

0.985

0.997

0.999

V. DISCUSSION AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, all results will be discussed and analyzed.
Overall performance evaluation will be presented as well.
Naïve Bayes algorithm, using the cross-validation technique,
has classified most of the instances correctly on both datasets.
TP in KDDCup99 is about 92.9% and in WSN-DS is 95.3%.
The errors or incorrectly classified instances were 7.08 and
4.064, respectively. Therefore, NAÏVE algorithm is more
accurate with WSN dataset than KDDCup99 dataset.
Moreover, the weighted accuracy average of both datasets is
very similar. Using the percentage split technique with the
former algorithm on both datasets showed more accurate
results as compared with the cross-validation.
Moreover, IBK algorithm was run on both datasets using
cross-validation. Both processes took no time at all, less than
one second. As can be seen from the results of the correctly
classified instances, both datasets were very close even though
the number of instances in each dataset are not the same. The
TP in KDDCUP99-DS is about (100%) and in WSN-DS is
(99.4%). The errors or incorrectly classified instances were
(0.552%) in WSN-DS and (0.0453%) in KDDCup99-DS.
Whereas the correctly classified instances in WSN-DS is
(99.4%) and in KDDCup99-DS is (99.9%) which is an
excellent accuracy in both datasets, almost (100%). This is also
reflecting on the weighted average of both datasets against the
IBK algorithm. The numbers are very similar, almost the same
(100%).
With the percentage split, using IBK algorithm was very
accurate with KDDCup99 and WSN datasets. The errors or
incorrectly classified instances were (0.584%) in WSN-DS and
(0.058%) in KDDCup99-DS. And the correctly classified

instances in WSN-DS is (99.4%) and in KDDCup99-DS is
(99.9%) which is an excellent accuracy in both datasets, almost
(100%). To sum up, IBK using percentage split test algorithm
is very accurate with KDDCup99 dataset and with WSN
dataset compared with the cross validation.
Furthermore, the Random Forest algorithm has been run on
both datasets using the cross validation and percentage split
options. With the cross validation, the TP in KDDCUP99-DS
is about (100%) and in WSN-DS is (99.7%). The errors or
incorrectly classified instances were (0.2779%) in WSN and
(0.0213%) in KDDCup99. Also, the correctly classified
instances in WSN-DS is (99.7%) and in KDDCup99-DS is
(99.9%) which is an excellent accuracy in both datasets, almost
(100%). For the percentage split, both datasets took few
seconds to process (6.24 and 8.45 respectively). The TP in
KDDCup99-DS is about (100%) and in WSN-DS is (99.7%).
The errors or incorrectly classified instances were (0.2724%) in
WSN-DS and (0.031%) in KDDCup99-DS. The correctly
classified instances in WSN-DS is (99.7%) and in KDDCup99
is (99.9%) which is an excellent accuracy in both datasets,
almost (100%). It can be concluded that Random Forest using
percentage split test algorithm is very accurate with
KDDCup99 dataset and with WSN dataset.
As an overall performance evaluation among all algorithms
and test options for KDDCup99 dataset, the NAÏVE Bayes
algorithm with cross-validation test option is the least accurate
(92.92%), meaning it has the least correctly classified
instances. On the other hand, the Random Forest algorithm
with cross-validation test option (99.98%) was the most
accurate. Similarly, for WSN dataset, the NAÏVE Bayes
algorithm with cross-validation test option is the least accurate
results (95.35%), meaning it has the least correctly classified
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instances and the Random Forest algorithm with crossvalidation test option is the most accurate one (99.73%).
Moreover, the accuracy and processing time were recorded
for both datasets using all test options as shown in Fig. 4, 5, 6
and 7. The least time taken was using the IBK algorithm using
percentage split test option on WSN dataset (0.05) seconds,
then with the KDDCup99 dataset algorithm using percentage
split test option (0.08) seconds. As for accuracy measurement,
the Random Forest algorithm is the most accurate algorithm in
both datasets with all test options. The highest accuracy was
registered using cross validation on KDDCup99 dataset
(99.9787 %), then on WSN dataset (99.7276 %) using the
percentage split test option as shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 6,
respectively.

Fig. 6. Comparison of Accuracy on WSN Dataset.

Fig. 4. Comparison of Accuracy on KDDCup99 Dataset.

Fig. 7. Comparison of the Processing Time on WSN Dataset.

VI. CONCLUSION
Due to the importance of protecting WSN against rogue
entities of hackers and intruders, taking into considerations all
constraints such as limited power, storage, and processing
capabilities, a model/dataset needs to be trained to mitigate
new or modified attack types in networks.

Fig. 5. Comparison of the Processing Time on KDDCup99 Dataset.

This paper has analyzed and compared different machine
learning algorithms against two datasets (WSN and KDD99)
using WEKA tool. The purpose was to further assist in
analyzing and protecting WSN networks in combination with
Firewalls, Deep Packet Inspection (DPI), and Intrusion
Prevention Systems (IPS) that are specialized in protecting
WSN networks. Multiple testing options were investigated
such as cross validation and percentage split. Based on the
finding, the most accurate algorithm and the least time
consuming were suggested for both datasets. Future research is
needed to create more datasets to characterize various types of
attacks in the wireless sensor networks.
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Abstract—In the design of wireless sensor network (WSN),
packet delivery ratio is an import parameter to be maximized. In
existing schemes, a secure zone-based routing protocol was
implemented for life time improvement in WSNs. In multi - hop
communication, a new routing criterion was formulated for
packet transmission. Security against message tampering,
dropping and flooding attacks was incorporated in the routing
metric. The approach skipped risky zones as a whole from
routing and chooses alternative path to route a packet in secured
manner with less energy consumption. Though energy
conservation and attack resilience are achieved, congestion in
WSN is increased and because of it packet delivery ratio is
diminished. To address this problem, we propose a solution to
improve the packet delivery ratio with a multi factor strategies
involving routing, differentiation of flows, flow-based congestion
control with retransmission and redundant packet coding.
Detailed analysis and simulations are undertaken to evaluate the
efficiency of the contemplated work compared to the existing
solutions.
Keywords—Multi factor strategies; novel routing metric; packet
coding; packet delivery ratio

I.

INTRODUCTION

Wireless sensor network is the collection of sensor nodes
which has the capability of wireless data communication.
Sensor nodes sense the environment variables depending on
the application requirements and send them to sink either
directly or through multi hop transmission.
A. Motivation
WSN is being increasingly used in many applications like
Military ,precision farming, industrial safety, smart home etc.
which needs reliable and high speed data transmission . It is
required to design WSN applications by considering the
requirements like more packet delivery ratio, life time and
security.
B. Earlier Research Work
In earlier works [1], a zone-based sensor network is
designed with the consideration of life time and security. The
sensor network is secured against message tampering,
dropping and flooding attacks. WSN Life time is increased by
optimizing the power usage and packet routing. The network
is split to zones and each zone is assigned a score. This score
is calculated depending on past security lapses and present
residual energy in that zone. A zone with higher score is

preferred for routing. In zone based attack resilient routing the
network life span and attack resilient capability are improved.
But data packets are lost due to higher congestion in WSN.
The solution in this work minimizes the packet delivery ratio
owing to a significant raise in total numbers hops and node
overhead in the network.
The major focus of earlier solutions [1,5,6] is finding the
optimal route for data transmission .The identified gaps in the
previous works are lower packet delivery ratio, less network
life time ,lower throughput. These gaps are addressed in the
proposed multi factored approach.
C. Proposed Work
Multi factored Secure Routing approach is proposed to
improve packet delivery ratio in WSN by addressing the draw
backs related to energy efficient attack resilient routing.
In the proposed Multifactor approach, packet delivery ratio
is improved by selecting energy efficient route, Differentiation
of flows in the network and flow based congestion control and
Redundancy & Retransmission management,
The entire WSN is divided in to zones. Energy efficient
path from source to sink is selected depending on the
preference score calculated at each neighboring zone. The
preference score (PS) is measured depending on security
score, energy score and reliability score available in the zone.
The zone heads are sorted depending on the distance from sink
node. Among the neighbouring head nodes, the node whose
PS value above threshold 𝑇1 is selected to send data packet.

In the differentiation of flows Packet flow is split into two
categories of high and low priority in the network. At each
routing hop, the flow of packets is controlled differently for
the packets based on high and low priorities. Packets with
high priority are transmitted and low priority packets are
buffered during network congestion period.
The low priority packets are buffered to reduce network
congestion. This allows for reliable transmission of packets.
When a node receives a Packet Forward Success (PFS)
message, it calculates the Round Trip Time (RTT). When
RTT is above the configured threshold, data flow rate is
reduced, when RTT is below the configured threshold, data
flow rate is increased.
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In Redundancy and Retransmission management data
content sent from source is divided into n packets using Reed
Solomon erasure coding approach. Even if some packets are
lost during transmission, the whole message is reconstructed
at the destination without retransmission.
Packet delivery ratio is increased by introducing a
weighted routing metric with the consideration of various
factors. The goal is to increase the packet delivery ratio
applying multiple factors like flow management,
retransmission control and weighted routing metric to zone
based sensor network.
In the following, Section II presents the related review for
proposed solution. Section III elaborates the proposed Multi
Factored Strategy, Section IV presents salient features in
proposed solution, Results related to proposed schemes are
given in Section V. Lastly, section VI explores the
conclusions and future scope of the proposed solution.
II. RELATED WORK
An opportunistic routing scheme is presented in [2] to
increase the packet delivery ratio in WSN. Relay nodes are
selected based on minimization of retransmission. Due to the
reduction of retransmission, the overall throughput of the
network is increased and thereby reducing the packet loss.
Security is not considered for end to end delivery .An
opportunistic routing scheme similar to [2] is proposed in [3]
with the aim of increasing the reliability and reducing the
latency. The best relay satisfying the QoS criteria is selected
based on reliability and time guarantee. Less network life time
is the limitation for this work. Authors in [4] proposed a
distributed multi path algorithm with the goal of higher packet
reliability. The path selection is adapted to network changes
and failures. With the availability of multiple base stations and
routing on multiple paths to these stations, fidelity of packet is
improved in this work. Nevertheless, the major limitations are
increased network overhead and reduced throughput. An
optimal energy efficient routing protocol is formulated in
[7].improved Packet delivery ratio and Network Life time is
addressed in this solution. A stateless position-dependent
routing technique is formulated in [8].Stateless routing is
realized using greedy perimeter routing. Geographic routing
along with greedy data transmission is able to increase the
packet delivery time. Detection of malicious nodes in sensor
network is explored in [9, 10]. Network life time is increased
by enhanced energy efficient clustering of sensor network in
[11]. LEACH algorithm is improved to select the best cluster
head to enhance the lifespan of the network. Throughput is
less in this work. Ant colony-based routing algorithm is
proposed in [12] with the goal of higher packet delivery ratio.
The ant colony algorithm uses the fitness function optimized
based on communication distance, transmission direction and
current residual energy. Packet delivery ratio is increased
using opportunistic multipath routing in [13]. Similar to it, in
[14] A multi path routing algorithm is formulated to increase
packet reliability by forwarding on multiple paths. The
solution also uses aggregation to diminish the number of
efficient transmissions in WSN.Packet prioritization and

optimized back-off MAC protocol is proposed in [15]. Due to
reduction of collision in the optimized back-off MAC
protocol, packet reliability is improved. The optimized back
off MAC works by assigning back off time depending on the
packet priorities.A virtual node concept is introduced in [16]
to enhance the QoS in WSN based on clustering technique.
The scheduling is realized using TDMA in this network. High
priority is assigned to certain designated nodes. During higher
traffic load, the packets from these designed nodes are given
more importance in routing so that latency for those packets is
reduced. A stateless opportunistic routing protocol is defined
in [17] with the objective of enhancing the packet reliability.
Forwarding area for packet is adapted dynamically depending
on the density of the sensor nodes, so that reliability is
increased. Increased overhead is not addressed. Compressive
sensing is used to reduce the packet overhead in [18].
Compressive sensing improves the network utilization and
packet delivery ratio. Compressive sensing also minimizes the
power usage in WSN.Packet reliability is increased using
energy aware Quality of Service (QoS) transmission protocol
depending on various parameters in [19]. Energy consumption
is reduced by optimal positioning of nodes in [20]. Packet low
delivery ratio is limitation in this work. Clustering based
energy minimization strategies are explored in [23, 28, 21].
Attack resilient routing in wireless sensor network in
discussed in [22, 24, 25, 26, 27].
III. PROPOSED MULTI FACTORED STRATEGY
The architectural representation of proposed multi factored
approach is depicted in Fig. 1. The architecture represents four
important concepts to achieve more packet delivery ratio and
life span.
• Selection of energy efficient routing path.
• Redundancy and Retransmission management.
• Differentiation of flows in the network.
• Flow based congestion control.
A. Packet Routing
The Whole area of WSN is split into zones of N×N size.
With one hop routing, any node in the zone will connect to
any other node. Node close to centre of the zone that can
observe all packet transmissions is selected as zone head. The
information of nodes within each zone is present in the sink.
Three distinct scores, security score, energy score and
reliability score are attained in each zone. The value of the
scores varies from 0 to 10. The zone with high score is
recommended for routing when compared with zone having
lower score. The zone scores are calculated based on fuzzy
function using the following input variables.
• Packet traversing count (PTC).
• Packet traversing failure count (PTFC).
• Tampered incidence count (TIC).
• No tampered count (NTC).
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Packet Redundancy
Management

Packet Reconstruction
using RS code

Packet Redundancy using
RS code

Routing
Geographic Routing with Multi criteria preference based relay
selection

Reliability Score
Modelling

Energy Score Modelling

Security Score Modelling

Flow
Control

Service Differentiation

RTT based Flow control

Fig. 1. Architecture of Secure Routing based on Multi Factored Approach.

These scores are detailed in [1] and the counters are kept at
sink node. But these counters are kept at zone head in the
proposed solution. The fuzzy function for calculating the
security score (SS) of the zone is shown in (1).
𝑆𝑆 = 𝜇1 ∗ 𝑄(𝑃𝑇𝐶) + 𝜇2 ∗ 𝑄(𝑃𝑇𝐹𝐶) + 𝜇3 ∗ 𝑄(𝑇𝐼𝐶) + 𝜇4 ∗
𝑄(𝑁𝑇𝐶)
(1)
Where

𝑄(𝑥) : The fuzzification kernel of input 𝑥.

The de-fuzzification score is measured by using center of
gravity formula as shown in (2).

𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 =

− (𝑥).𝑥𝑑𝑥
∫ 𝜇𝐷𝑟
− (𝑥).𝑑𝑥
∫ 𝜇𝐷𝑟

(2)

Where x = {PTC, PTFC, TIC, NTC}.
The path security score SS p (3) is measured as.
𝑆𝑆𝑃 =

∑𝑁
𝑖=1 𝑆𝑆𝑖
𝑁

(3)

Where 𝑆𝑆𝑖 is the zone security score. There are N zones in
the path.
The energy score (ES) of a zone is measured as in (4).
𝐸𝑆 =

10∗(𝐸−𝑇𝑃𝐶∗ 𝐸𝑐 )
𝐸

(4)

Where E is the node’s initial energy and 𝐸𝑐 is the energy
utilized for packet transmission at node. TPC is the total
packets transmitted.
The path energy score ES P is calculated using (5).
𝐸𝑆𝑝 = ∏min 𝑜𝑓 𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑁 𝐸𝑆𝑖

Where 𝐸𝑆𝑖 is the energy score of the path.

(5)

Rather than the revised AODV based routing addressed in
[1] ,the packets are transmitted using a geographical routing
through preference score-dependent path selection. Past
packet forward statistics are used to calculate the reliability
score for the zone. Packet forward success message is sent by
each node with successful forward for packet to immediate
hop. Whenever this message is received, packet forward
success counter (PFS) is incremented. Periodically, the
reliability score (6) is measured as.
𝑅𝑡 = 𝛼 × 𝑅𝑡−1 + (1 − 𝛼)

𝑃𝐹𝑆

𝑇𝑃𝐶

(6)

With 𝑅0 = 0 and 𝛼 is constant.

Initially the data packet is sent from the source node to the
zone head. The head of zone sends a packet containing hello
message to other neighbouring heads. The heads of zones
receiving ‘HELLO’ message calculate the preference score
and send back a ‘HELLO_RES’ as response to ‘HELLO’. The
preference score (PS) is measured (7) as the sum of weighted
values of security score, energy score and reliability score.

𝑃𝑆 = 𝑤1 ∗ 𝑆𝑆𝑝 + 𝑤2 ∗ 𝐸𝑆𝑝 + 𝑤3 ∗ 𝑅𝑡

(7)

With 𝑤1 + 𝑤2 + 𝑤3 = 1 and 𝑤3 > 𝑤2 > 𝑤1

The zone accepting ‘HELLO_RES’ , selects the zone head
with highest PS score as relay hop and route the DATA packet
to that zone head.
After the reception of HELLO_RES by zone head, the K
nearest neighbour heads are sorted depending on the distance
from sink node. Among K neighbouring head nodes, the node
whose PS value above threshold 𝑇1 is selected to send data
packet. Data packet is forwarded to all K neighbour nodes, if
none of the neighbour has PS values above𝑇1 . This process is
repeated at every hop until data packet received by the sink
node.
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Before applying fuzzy function on the input variables
PTC, PTFC, TIC, NTC , these variables must converted from
numerical to categorical values of Low (L), Medium (M) and
High (H) using the transformation functions . Transformation
function for the input variable PTC is shown in the Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. PTC Transformation Function.

Transformation function for the input variable PTFC is
shown in the Fig. 3.

The input variables PTC, PTFC, TIC and NTC are mapped
with output variable of preference score using fuzzy rule base.
B. Flow Differentiation and Congestion Control
Packet flow is split into two categories of high and low
priority in the network. At each routing hop, the flow of
packets is controlled differently for the packets based on high
and low priorities. Packets with high priority are transmitted
and low priority packets are buffered during network
congestion period. Due to buffering of low priority packets,
network congestion reduces. This allows for reliable
transmission of packets. The round trip time (RTT) is
calculated, when a node receives a packet forward success
response .Based on probability delay, RTT (8) is measured as
below.
𝑅𝑇𝑇 = �

∑∞
𝑖=0 𝑓𝑖 (𝑎). 𝑓𝑖 (𝑏) , 𝑥 = 0
(8)
∑∞
(𝑎).
𝑓2𝑥+𝑖 (𝑏) + ∑∞
𝑖=0 𝑓𝑖
𝑖=0 𝑓𝑖 (𝑏). 𝑓2𝑥+𝑖 (𝑎), 𝑥 > 0

Where: a is forward path.
b is backward path.

f is the probability mass function..
Adaptive flow control for the packets is shown in Fig. 7.
Fig. 3. PTFC Transformation Function.
Flow rate = Default rate

Transformation function for the input variable TIC is
shown in the Fig. 4.
Send packets at current
flow rate

Increment flow
rate

N

Measure RTT

RTT>Threshold

Fig. 4. TIC Transformation Function.

Transformation function for the input variable NTC is
shown in the Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. NTC Transformation Function.

The output variable of preference score is converted from
numerical to categorical value using the transfer function
given in Fig. 6.

Y

Decrement Flow
rate

Fig. 7. Flow of Packets.

The flow rate is initially set to the default value and data
flow control at each node begins with this value [Fig. 7].
Based on the reception of packet forward success message,
round trip delay is calculated. Data Flow rate is decreased
when RTT is above configured threshold and increased when
RTT is below configured threshold.
C. Redundant Packet Coding
The message content sent from source is divided into n
packets using erasure coding (n,k) .Only k of n packets are
sufficient for reconstructing the entire message content. The
source node sends n packets of the message and if k out of n
packets is received at sink, the message can be reconstructed
without any necessity for retransmission. This work uses Reed
Solomon erasure coding. Use of Reed Solomon code has
following advantages.
• The reed Solomon transformed contents are encrypted
and secure.

Fig. 6. Preference Score Transformation Function.

• Retransmission can be avoided to reconstruct the entire
message with lesser number of packets.
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TABLE I.

IV. SALIENT FEATURES IN PROPOSED SOLUTION
The proposed multi factor strategy has following salient
features:
• Packet delivery ratio and network life span are less in
earlier works [1],[5],[6] which are addressed in the
proposed solution using multi factored approach.
• Risky areas in the network are quantified using scores
and routing is adapted to skip those risky areas.
• Packet flow is differentiated and flow is managed to
reduce the congestion in the network. Flow
management is dynamic to congestion in the network.

Criterion

Value(s)

No. of Nodes

50 - 250

Communication range(m)

V. RESULTS
The proposed multi factored strategy is simulated in NS2
platform. The simulation parameters used for testing the
proposed solution is given in TABLE I.
The performance of the proposed work approach is
simulated and evaluated by comparing with the following
solutions.

100

2

Simulation expanse(m )

1000 × 1000

Allocation of Priority (%)

20

Disposition of sensor Node

Random

Time of Simulation

30

Queue size of Interface

50

Medium Access Control(MAC)

802.11

• Retransmission is avoided in the network due to
erasure coding.
• Attack resiliency is assured with proactive routing in
secure paths.

SIMULATION PARAMETERS

TABLE II.

COMPARISON OF PACKET DELIVERY RATIO

No.of
Nodes

Proposed
Multi
Factored
Approach

Secure
Energy
Efficient
Routing[1]

Optimal
Energy
Efficient
Routing[5]

Secure
Localized
Routing[6]

50

93

87

82

81

100

92

86

81.5

79.5

150

91

85.2

79.22

78

200

90.5

84

78

76.9

250

89

83.2

76.8

75.1

• Secure Energy Efficient Routing is contemplated in [1].
• Optimal Energy Efficient Routing is formulated in [5].
• Secure Localized Routing is defined and implemented
in [6].
Performance evaluation parameters considered for
comparison are: packet delivery ratio, packet delay, node
overhead, network life time and throughput.
Packet delivery ratio (9) measures the ratio of successfully
received packets at sink to the total number of packets sent by
the sources. It is calculated as
𝑃𝐷𝑅 =

𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡𝑠 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑑 𝑎𝑡 𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑘
𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑡𝑠 𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡

(9)
Fig. 8. Packet Delivery Ratio.

The results of packet delivery ratio against number of
nodes are given in Table II and Fig. 8.

TABLE III.

COMPARISON OF DELAY

The packet delivery ratio of the proposed solution is 6.95%
more Compared to [1], 14.6% more compared to [5] and
16.51% more compared to [6].

No.of
Nodes

Proposed
Multi
Factored
Approach

Secure
Energy
Efficient
Routing[1]

Optimal
Energy
Efficient
Routing[5]

Secure
Localized
Routing[6]

The results of average delay against number of nodes are
given in Table III and Fig. 9.

50

15

18

21

24

100

14

16

18

22

150

13

15

17

21

200

12

15

16

20

250

12

14

15

18

Compared to [1], average delay is lower by 15.38% in the
proposed solution, 24.13% lower compared to [5], 37.14%
lower compared to [6]. The delay is lower in the proposed
solution due to reduction in number of hops in the geographic
routing strategy adopted in the proposed work.
The result of network overhead against number of nodes is
shown in Table IV and Fig. 10.
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Fig. 11. Life Time Comparison.

Fig. 9. Delay Comparison.
TABLE IV.

TABLE V.

ANALYSIS OF OVERHEAD

No.of
Nodes

Proposed
Multi
Factored
Approach

Secure
Energy
Efficient
Routing[1]

50

72

80

Optimal
Energy
Efficient
Routing[5]
82

LIFE TIME COMPARISON

No.of
Nodes

Proposed
Multi
Factored
Approach

Secure
Energy
Efficient
Routing[1]

Optimal
Energy
Efficient
Routing[5]

Secure
Localized
Routing[6]

85

50

28

24

19

15

33

27

21

17

Secure
Localized
Routing[6]

100

85

92

93

97

100

150

89

97

100

106

150

38

32

22

19

200

94

104

108

116

200

43

36

23

21

127

250

48

40

25

22

250

97

116

118

TABLE VI.

THROUGHPUT COMPARISON

Total
Sending
Rate
(kbps)

Proposed
Multi
Factored
Approach

Secure
Energy
Efficient
Routing[1]

Optimal
Energy
Efficient
Routing[5]

Secure
Localized
Routing[6]

100

92

84

83

81

150

140

136

129

125

200

181

173

167

160

250

224

208

201

195

300

267

251

242

238

Fig. 10. Analysis of Overhead.

Compared to [1], overhead is lower by 10.63% in
proposed solution, 12.77% lower than [5] and 17.7% lower
than [6]. Adaptive multi path propagation and geographic
routing has reduced the network overhead in proposed
solution.
The result of life time against number of nodes is given in
Fig.11 and Table V.
Compared to [1], life time is higher by 19.4% in the
proposed solution, 72.7% more compared to [5] and 102.1%
more compared to [6]. Due to the minimization of number of
hops and retransmissions, energy consumption is reduced and
this has increased the life span in the proposed work.
The results of network throughput for different rate of
packet generation are given in Table VI and Fig. 12.

Fig. 12. Throughput Comparison.

The proposed solution has higher throughout in terms of
6.1% more than [1], 9.97% more than [5] and 13.14% more
than [6].
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The split ratio between high and low priority packet is set
to 70:30 and throughput is measured for varied rate of packets
from source. The comparison is given in Table VII and
Fig. 13.
TABLE VII.
Total
Sending
rate
(kbps)

[2]

COMPARISON OF THROUGHPUT ON 70:30 SPLIT
[3]

Proposed
Multi
Factored
Approach

Secure
Energy
Efficient
Routing[1]

Optimal
Energy
Efficient
Routing[5]

Secure
Localized
Routing[6]

100

65

52

50

47

150

100

83

82

79

200

130

100

96

90

250

160

120

117

110

300

195

160

157

147

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]
[9]

[10]

[11]

Fig. 13. Throughput Comparison on 70:30 Split.

The proposed solution has higher throughput in terms of
9.97% greater than [1], 29.48% greater compared to [5] and
47.42% greater compared to [6].
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE

[13]

A multi factored strategy with the objective of providing
increased packet delivery ratio in zone-based sensor network
is proposed in this work. Geographic routing is adapted with
relay selection based on a preference score. Adaptive multi
path propagation, flow differentiation and congestion control,
redundancy coding are the multi factored strategies proposed
in this work. Redundancy in the coding has reduced the
number of retransmissions in the network. Flow differentiation
and flow control has reduced the congestion in the WSN.
Preference score is calculated based on energy availability,
security and reliability of the nodes and use of it in routing has
increased the packet reliability. Due to multi factored strategy,
the packet delivery ratio improved by 6.95% in the proposed
work, life time improved by 19.4% and delay reduced by
15.38% compared to the existing works. These results are very
much useful for further research in the areas of Military
applications, Environmental monitoring etc. In the further
enhancement, the proposed solution can be improved to
reduce the average energy consumption of nodes within the
zone in order to improve packet delivery ratio.
[1]

[12]
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Abstract—The UML sequence diagram is the second most
common UML diagram that represents how objects interact and
exchange messages over time. Sequence diagrams show how
events or activities in a use case are mapped into operations of object
classes in the class diagram. The general acceptance of sequence
diagrams can be attributed to their relatively intuitive nature
and ability to describe partial behaviors (as opposed to such
diagrams as state charts). However, studies have shown that over
80% of graduating students were unable to create a software
design or even a partial design, and many students had no idea
how sequence diagrams were constrained by other models. Many
students exhibited difficulties in identifying valid interacting
objects and constructing messages with appropriate arguments.
Additionally, according to authorities, even though many
different semantics have been proposed for sequence diagrams
(e.g., translations to state machines), there exists no suitable
semantic basis refinement of required sequence diagram
behavior because direct style semantics do not precisely capture
required sequence diagram behaviors; translations to other
formalisms disregard essential features of sequence diagrams
such as guard conditions and critical regions. This paper
proposes an alternative to sequence diagrams, a generalized
model that provides further understanding of sequence diagrams
to assimilate them into a new modeling language called thinging
machine (TM). The sequence diagram is extended horizontally
by removing the superficial vertical-only dimensional limitation
of expansion to preserve the logical chronology of events. TM
diagramming is spread nonlinearly in terms of actions. Events
and their chronology are constructed on a second plane of
description that is superimposed on the initial static description.
The result is a more refined representation that would simplify
the modeling process. This is demonstrated through remodeling
sequence diagram cases from the literature.
Keywords—Requirements elicitation; conceptual modeling;
static model; events model; behavioral model

I.

INTRODUCTION

In object-oriented analysis, we identify classes by examining
usage scenarios, where classes are determined through nouns or
noun phrases [1, 2]. This is followed by analyzing classes with
the intent of encapsulation (bundling data and methods) while
still keeping data and operations separate. Then, the analysis
moves to the task of specifying operations, which define the
behavior of objects, including the communication that occurs
between objects by passing messages to one another. In this
phase, requirements might demand examination of how an
application behaves as a consequence of external events. A
behavioral model indicates how software will respond to external
events. According to [2], in general, an event occurs whenever the
system and actor exchange information; in this case, the event is

the fact that information has been exchanged. The creation of the
behavioral model necessitates the following steps [2]:
1) Evaluate all use cases to fully understand the sequence
of interaction within the system
2) Identify events that drive the interaction sequence and
understand how these events relate to specific objects.
3) Create a sequence for each use case.
B. Sequence Diagrams
The UML behavioral representation, the sequence diagram
(SD), is the second most common UML diagram that represents
how objects interact and exchange messages over time [3, 4]. SDs
have been used informally for several decades [5]. The first
standardization of SDs came in 1992, and since then, there have
been several dialects and variations. SDs show how messages are
sent between objects or other instances to perform a task. They
are used during the detailed design phase, in which precise
interprocess communication must be established according to
formal protocols. When testing is performed, the behavior of the
system can be described as SDs [5].
Shen [6] observed that the general acceptance of SDs can be
attributed to their relatively intuitive nature and ability to describe
partial behaviors (as opposed to such diagrams as state charts).
SDs plays an important role in helping users understand system
operation and visualize the interactions among a system’s objects.
According to [7], “the reason of their success compared to other
formalisms like state machines is that they are easy to use and
understand.” The SD bridges the UML use case model and the
object classes specified in the structural model. In UML,
diagrams must be tightly integrated to avoid inconsistencies;
however, such tight integration is infeasible and often impractical
[8]. UML 2 extended SDs with such features as recent
enrichment and new symbols that allowed programmers to
indicate additional procedural details [3, 6].
SDs are used for different purposes, such as showing the
flows of method calls inside a program or giving a partial
specification of interactions in a distributed system [9]. SDs are
utilized to automate test case generation [10]. SDs show “how
events or activities in a use case are mapped into operations of
object classes in the class diagram. Events are basic behavioral
constructs of SDs that can be combined to form larger behavioral
constructs called fragments” [11].
C. Problems
Many different semantics have been proposed for SDs for
various purposes (e.g., in terms of translations to state machines)
[9, 11]. In short, there does not exist a suitable semantics-based
refinement of required SD behavior because direct style
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semantics do not precisely capture required SD behaviors, and
translations to other formalisms disregard essential features of
SDs such as guard conditions and critical regions [11]. It is not
easy to select suitable semantics: the various formal semantics for
SDs handle even the most basic diagrams quite differently [9].
Thus, there is a need for a refinement of SD behaviors that
clarifies the issue of the relationship of the static and dynamic
features.
Modeling complex interaction behaviors relies on a good
understanding of SDs [11]. However, SDs often pose the greatest
difficulties among novices learning modeling [11, 12]. Modeling
SDs overwhelms some learners, as it involves a large number of
interacting items that must be handled concurrently [13].

Release:
machine.
Process:

A thing is changed, but no new thing results.

Create:

A new thing is born in the machine.

Transfer:

A thing is input into or output from a machine.

Additionally, the TM model includes storage and triggering
(denoted by a dashed arrow in this study’s figures), which
initiates a flow from one machine to another. Multiple machines
can interact with each other through movement of things or
triggering. Triggering is a transformation from one series of
movements to another.

Over 80% of graduating students are unable to create a
software design or even a partial design [14]. According to [14],
“many students had no idea how SDs were constrained by other
models. Many exhibited difficulties in identifying valid
interacting objects and constructing messages with appropriate
arguments. Though students understood the role of objects,
messages and arguments individually, they were daunted when
considering all constraints imposed by other models,
concurrently.”
D. Generalizing SDs
This paper proposes an alternative generalized model to SDs
that provides further understanding of SDs, assimilating them into
a new modeling language called a thinging machine (TM). The
SD is extended horizontally, removing the superficial
dimensional limitation of vertical-only expansion to preserve the
logical chronology of events. TM diagramming is spread
nonlinearly in terms of actions. Events and their chronology are
constructed on a second plane of description that is superimposed
on the initial static description. The result is a more refined
representation that simplifies the modeling process. This is
demonstrated by remodeling SD cases from the literature.
For the sake of having a self-contained paper, the next section
introduces TM as our main tool in scrutinizing SDs. Sections 3
and 4 present case studies that contrast SDs with the proposed
TM modeling.
II. TM MODELING
The TM model articulates the ontology of the world in terms
of an entity that is simultaneously a thing and a machine, called a
thimac [15-25]. A thimac is like a double-sided coin. One side of
the coin exhibits the characterizations assumed by the thimac,
whereas on the other side, operational processes emerge that
provide dynamics. A thing is subjected to doing, and a
machine does.
Thimacs are a source for generic constructs that can be
applied in conceptual modeling to describe structure and behavior
as a world of systems (thimacs). The generic actions in the
machine (see Fig. 1) can be described as follows:
Arrive:

A thing is ready for transfer outside the

Create

Release

Process

Output

Accept

Input Transfer

Arrive

Receive

Fig. 1. Thinging Machine.

III. ATM EXAMPLE
Consider the simple SD for withdrawing cash from an ATM
shown in Fig. 2 [26].
A. Static TM Model
Fig. 3 shows the corresponding TM model. The figure
illustrates the following:
1) The user inserts his/her card (1), which flows (2) to the
ATM to be processed (3). The ATM extracts the card’s
number (4), which is sent to the bank system (5).
Note: In the original SD, the message from the ATM to the
bank is “verify card”. Here, the message does not state what is
sent.
ATM
Insert a card
Alternative

Request PIN

If card
lid
Else

Eject card

Bank server

Account

Verify card
Card OK
Card invalid

Input PIN
Verify PIN
Alternative

Request amount

PIN OK

If PIN valid
Else

Eject card

PIN invalid

Enter amount
Start transaction
Sufficient fund?

A thing moves to a machine.
Alternative

Accept:
A thing enters the machine. For simplification,
we assume that all arriving things are accepted; hence, we can
combine the arrive and accept stages into one stage: the receive
stage.

Fund OK

Fig. 2. Sample Sequence Diagram. (Redrawn, Incomplete from [26]).
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7
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Receive Transfer

12
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31
Transfer

11
20

18
Create Release Transfer

Transfer Receive

Transfer Receive Release Transfer

17

PIN

16

Receive

Process

21

Transfer Release Create
PIN OK message

23
Process

Receive Transfer

Receive

35

Receive

Transfer
Transfer

Create Release Transfer
Amount

24

Process

OK Fund

Receive
Release
Transfer

27
Transfer

Process

36

32
Receive

Transfer

37

Transfer
Transfer

Release

Create

Receive

Amount?

Transfer

Release

22

Balance

Invalid
19
Process:
Valid

Release
Transfer
Create

Not
E l

Process
Equal

Create Transfer Release
PIN message

15
Process

Receive

28

Release

Cash

Transfer Release Receive Transfer

34

Insufficient fund message 33
Transfer Release
Create
Transfer Receive Release

Transfer Receive Release Transfer

25

Transfer

26

Fig. 3. Static Model of the ATM.

What is sent can be misunderstood as the physical card,
which is called a “message”. The correct understanding is that the
ATM sends the embedded card number to be verified. This
ambiguity about what is sent can be eliminated by explicitly
specifying the process of extracting the number from the physical
card. In a TM, the arrow from the user to the ATM is a physical
card, and the arrow from the ATM to the bank is a number; these
two arrows never cross.
2) The card number is processed (6) in the bank system
(not in the bank itself) as valid (7) or invalid (8). If the card
number is valid, then an OK message (9) is sent to the ATM.
The ATM processes the message (10) and triggers the
construction of a request for a PIN (11) that flows to the user
(12). If the card number is invalid, then the bank system
constructs a “not OK” message (13), which flows to the ATM
to trigger the ejection (14) of the card.
Note: This TM part corresponds to Alternatives in the SD.
The flows of different kinds of things (card, card number, OK/not
OK, PIN messages) are separated by triggering.

sends it to the bank system (18). In the bank system, the PIN
is processed (19). If the PIN is invalid (20), a not-OK message
(13) is sent to the ATM, causing the ejection of the card (14).
If the PIN is valid (21), an OK message (22) is sent to the
ATM. The ATM constructs a message asking for the amount,
which is sent to the user (23).
Note: The above description corresponds to the second
Alternative in the SD. The TM model does not repeat the process
of ejecting the card when a PIN is invalid (13 and 14).
4) The user enters the amount (24), which is received by
the ATM and sent to the bank system (25), which in turn
sends it to the account subsystem (26).
Note: The account system is a subsystem of the bank system.
It is important to know that the bank system stored the previously
given, say, PIN because the account subsystem needs such
information to allocate the amount and decide whether the
account is sufficient. This is performed when the PIN is valid
(27). The SD skips over these parts of the scenario, leaving the
model either incomplete or disconnected.

3) The user processes (reads; 15) the message to trigger
the creation of the PIN (16) that flows to the ATM (17), which
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User

Process

ATM

Process:
extract

Card
Create

Create

Number

OK

message

(PIN, Account No., balance)

PIN request message
Create
Process

PIN
Create

Invalid
Process:
Valid

Create

Process

Create

Process

Bank system

Create

NOT OK message

Process

Create

PIN OK message

Invalid
Process:
Valid

Accounts subsystem
Process

Amount?
Balance

OK Fund

Amount

Cash

Process

Create

Process

Insufficient fund message
Create

Create

Fig. 4. Simplification of Static ATM Model.

5) The account subsystem receives the PIN (28) and
searches for the corresponding account or amount in its
database (i.e., PIN, account number, balance). Accordingly,
the corresponding balance is extracted (31) and compared (32)
with the requested amount. If the funds (balance) are
insufficient, then an insufficient funds message (33) is sent to
the ATM, which in turn sends it to the user (34 and 35). If
funds are sufficient, then an “OK fund” message (36) is sent to
the ATM. The ATM releases the corresponding amount of
cash to the user (37).
B. Simplification (if Needed)
Of course, sequencers will complain that the TM model is
more complex than their SD. There is no argument against the
model being simple, however—the model must include as many
important situations as is practical. Simplicity should not reduce
reasonable completeness. In the ATM example, it is reasonable
and important to expect that what is sent to the bank would be the
number embedded in the card. It is also reasonable and important
to indicate that the amount message (sufficient/insufficient) sent
by the account system involves searching for a balance in the
account database. Such omissions are common in SDs. The
additions supplied by the TM model to the ATM problem reflect
more or less relevant expansions to the conception of the
problem. Fig. 3 can be simplified by assuming that the arrow
direction indicates the direction of flow; thus, the transfer, release,
and receive steps can be eliminated, resulting in Fig. 4.
C. Time and Behavior
Additionally, time in SDs is said to be represented along the
vertical dimension. However, this confuses time with logical
order. Suppose that the numbers 1, 2, and 3 are listed vertically in

order. This does not mean that 1 happens at time 1, 2 happens at
time 2, and 3 happens at time 3. The relationship among 1, 2, and
3 is the logical relationship “less than” or “greater than”, and
there are no time-related events involved. To make the
relationships among 1, 2, and 3 into events, we must introduce
the idea of “existence” or “presence” (“creation” in a TM).
Suppose that for a certain system, at time zero, 3 is created (born
in the context of the system), and then 1 is created. Then, we can
have the events (time zero, 3) and (time zero + 1, 1). In this case,
we can say that 3 happened before 1, regardless of the logical
relationship between 1 and 3 (e.g., less than). Of course, with this
understanding, we can simplify the events and write them as 3
then 1 (without mentioning times explicitly).
Another issue is that the SD forces non-logical relationships.
For example, the card and the PIN can be entered in any order or
concurrently (e.g., to speed up the transaction). Because these are
independent and multiple methods of verification, their order and
execution are logically immaterial. Such a situation can be
observed clearly when websites ask for an account and password
simultaneously: when one of them is wrong, the system does not
tell you which one. Incorporating this multi-verification case
requires extending the SD. Still, the basic conceptual problems in
the SD are claiming that the vertical order is time, failing to
define what time is, and failing to define what an event is.
A model exists in time as much as space, and it must situate
itself in the temporal. The TM model fuses space and time into a
single dynamic model of events. TM modeling involves two
planes of modeling: staticity and dynamics. The static model
involves spatiality (containerization) and actionality (generic
actions). Spatiality involves recognizing the thimac areas that
partition the model, taking into account the connections (flows
and triggering) between these areas.
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Process
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Transfer Receive Release

Transfer Receive Release Transfer

Transfer
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Fig. 5. Dynamic ATM Model, Regions of Events.

Transfer

Receive

Time
Process

Release

boundary and actions. We can specify the events in the ATM
model as follows.

Transfer

Event 1 (E 1 ): The user inserts a card that flows to the ATM.

Region
User
Create Release Transfer
Card

Event 2 (E 2 ): The ATM processes the card and extracts its
number.

ATM
Transfer

Receive

Event 3 (E 3 ): The card number is sent to the bank, where it is
processed.
Event 4 (E 4 ): The card number is invalid.

Fig. 6. The Event the user Inserts a Card that is received by the ATM.

A union of TM spatiality/actionality with time defines Event
5. The event blends such a spatiality/actionality thimac with time.
Actuality here means the five generic actions. In the ATM
example, Fig. 5 shows the machine of the event the user inserts a
card that is received by the ATM. Accordingly, the static model
(Fig. 3) is divided into parts; each represents the region of an
event, as shown in Fig. 6.
The SD does not include the notion of time because an event
is made up of the time + region of the event, which includes the

Event 5 (E 5 ): A not-OK message is sent to the ATM, and the
ATM ejects the card.
Event 6 (E 6 ): The card number is valid; hence, an OK card
number message is sent to the ATM.
Event 7 (E 7 ): The ATM requests the PIN.
Event 8 (E 8 ): The user inputs the PIN, which flows to the
ATM, which sends it to the bank.
Event 9 (E 9 ): The PIN is invalid.
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Fig. 7. Behavioral Model of the ATM.

Event 10 (E 10 ): The PIN is valid; hence, an OK PIN message
is sent to the ATM.
Event 11 (E 11 ): The ATM requests the amount.
Event 12 (E 12 ): The user inputs the amount, which flows to
the ATM, which sends it to the bank.
Event 13 (E 13 ): The bank system sends the PIN to the
database system.
Event 14 (E 14 ): The database system retrieves a PIN record.
Event 15 (E 15 ): The database system compares the user’s PIN
with the record’s PIN.
Event 16 (E 16 ): The two PINs match; hence, the
corresponding balance is extracted.
Event 17 (E 17 ): The two PINs do not match.
Event 18 (E 18 ): The balance flows to be compared with the
amount.
Event 19 (E 19 ): The amount flows to be compared with the
balance.
Event 20 (E 20 ): The balance and amount are compared.
Event 21 (E2 1 ): The amount of funds is OK; hence, a
message is sent to the ATM.
Event 22 (E 22 ): The ATM disburses cash.

Fig. 7 shows the resultant behavioral model of the ATM.
D. Contrasting the SD with the TM Model
Consider contrasting the two representations:
• The SD with its objects, messages, communication
arrows, events, vertical chronology of events,
fragments, activities (e.g., insert, verify, eject, request,
input, start, enter, etc.) … (see Fig. 2)
• The TM model with its things, machines, five actions,
two types of arrows, events, behavior (see Fig. 3, 6,
and 7).
It seems that the TM model is more systematic (coherent
whole), with a clear separation of the static and dynamic (e.g.,
events) aspects of the system. Such a claim will be substantiated
further with the modeling case in the next section.
IV. ROLE OF THE SD IN UML
The SD is a UML interaction diagram that bridges the user
requirements specified in the use case model and the object
classes specified in the structural model [27]. Syn [13] discussed
the example shown in Fig. 8 to demonstrate the systems analysis
process, by which the class diagram is derived from use cases.
According to [13], the figure “shows the important role of the
sequence diagram. The sequence diagram bridges the
requirements specified in the use case model with operations of
object classes in the structural model.”

Event 23 (E 23 ): Funds are insufficient; hence, a message is
sent to the ATM that, in turn, sends it to the user.
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OrderDate

Fill order
LineItem
Check order

Quantity

…

Product
ProductID
ProductDescription

Order
Control

Order

Order

LineItem
Product
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GetOrder

OrderDate

GetlineItem

GetOrderInfo()
CalcTax

LineItem
Quantity

GetProductInfo

GetlineItem()
Product
CalcTax

ProductID
ProductDescription
GetProductInfo()

Fig. 8. Sample UML Systems Analysis Process. (Redrawn, Incomplete from [13]).

A. Static Model
Fig. 8 reflects how complicated the integration of the UML
diagrams is and the role of the SD in such a process. By contrast,
a TM has a single diagram that makes it easy to develop an
integrated and consistent specification. Fig. 9 shows the static TM
model of Syn’s [13] ordering system built according to our
understanding of Syn’s description with minimum additions
required to fill the gaps in the given details.
• In Fig. 9, there are two spheres (machines): the
customer (Circle 1) and the company (2). The customer
creates an order (3). Note that the order structure (4) is
similar to a UML class diagram without the methods.
• The order then flows to the company (5), where it is
received (6) and processed (7).
• This processing extracts the product number (8) from
the order and sends this number to a module (9) that
extracts information about that product.
• Accordingly, a process starts for the record of that
product in the product database (10). In such a process,
a record is retrieved from the product file (11),
processed (12), and the product number is extracted
(13). Hence, the two product numbers (from the order
and from the system file) are compared (14).
o If they are not the same (15), a new record is
retrieved from the database (16).
o If they are the same, the product price (17) and
description (18) are extracted from the product
record.

• From the price (17) and the quantity (19 – extracted
from the order), the total price is calculated (20). Tax
(21) is also calculated. It is possible to develop the
invoice here, but because [13] did not mention such an
item, we ignore it.
• Finally, the order (22) and the product description (23)
are sent to the inventory warehouse to retrieve the
actual product (24) and deliver it to the customer (25).
B. Dynamic Model
We continue developing the behavior of Syn’s [13] ordering
system. First, decomposability is applied to form events. Then,
the chronology of events is identified to specify behavior. Fig. 10
shows the decomposition of the static model into regions of
events. For simplicity’s sake, the time flow is not shown.
Accordingly, we have the following events in Syn’s [13] ordering
system.
Event 1 (E 1 ): A customer creates an order.
Event 2 (E 2 ): The order flows to the company.
Event 3 (E 3 ): The order is processed to extract the product
number.
Event 4 (E 4 ): The product number flows to be processed to
retrieve the corresponding record from the database.
Event 5 (E 5 ): A record is retrieved from the product database.
Event 6 (E 6 ): The product number is extracted from the
retrieved record.
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Fig. 9. Static TM Model of Syn’s [13] Ordering System.
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Fig. 10. Decomposition of the Static Model.
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Fig. 11. Behavioral Model of the Ordering System.

Event 7 (E 7 ): The product number of the retrieved record
flows to be compared with the order product number.

valid interacting objects and constructing messages with
appropriate arguments.

Event 8 (E 8 ): The product number in the order is not the same
as the product number in the retrieved record.

The proposed modeling methodology, called TM, extends the
modeling process horizontally by removing the superficial
dimensional limitation of vertical-only expansion to preserve the
logical chronology of events. TM diagramming is spread
nonlinearly in terms of actions. Events and their chronology are
constructed on a second plane of description that is superimposed
on the initial static description. The result is a more refined
representation that simplifies the modeling process. We
demonstrated this by remodeling SD cases from the literature.
TM modeling can be applied to all systems that incorporate SDs.
We claim that the results would be a clearer description with
better semantics based on the notion of TM actions and events.

Event 9 (E 9 ): The product number in the order is the same as
the product number in the retrieved record.
Event 10 (E 10 ): The product price is extracted.
Event 11 (E 11 ): The product description is extracted.
Event 12 (E 12 ): The product price flows to a procedure that
calculates the total price.
Event 13 (E 13 ): The quantity in the order is extracted from the
order.
Event 14 (E 14 ): The quantity flows to the procedure that
calculates the total price.
Event 15 (E 15 ): The total price is calculated.
Event 16 (E 16 ): The tax is calculated based on the total price.
Event 17 (E 17 ): The order flows to the inventory system.

The TM model is more systematic (a coherent whole), with
clearer separation of the static and dynamic aspects of the system
than SD modeling. Our claim is substantiated by the two
remodeled study cases above. Accordingly, it seems that adopting
this new approach requires studying how to integrate the TM
model into the UML diagramming apparatus. Such an issue is a
research topic for future work.

Event 18 (E 18 ): The product description flows to the
inventory system.

[1]

Event 19 (E 19 ): The order and the product description are
used to retrieve the actual product.

[2]

Event 20 (E 20 ): The actual product is sent to the customer.
Fig. 11 shows the behavioral model of the ordering system.

[3]
[4]

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed an alternative generalized model to
the UML SD. This was motivated by difficulties mentioned in the
literature regarding developing a suitable semantics-based
refinement of required SD behavior. Additionally, studies have
shown that graduating students were unable to create software
designs, and many students exhibited difficulties in identifying

[5]
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Abstract—A searching algorithm was found to be effective in
producing acutely needed results in the operation of data
structures. Searching is being performed as a common operation
unlike other operations in various formats of algorithms. The
binary and linear search book a room in most of the searching
techniques. Going with each technique has its inbuilt limitations
and explorations. The versatile approach of different techniques
which is in practice helps in bringing out the hybrid search
techniques around it. For any tree representation, the sorted
order is expected to achieve the best performance. This paper
exhibits the new technique named the biform tree approach for
producing the sorted order of elements and to perform efficient
searching.
Keywords—Time complexities; space complexities; searching
algorithm; biform tree; pre-order traversal

I.

INTRODUCTION

Data structure performs as fundamental in the area of
computing. The efficient search and sort are possible only if
the data is organized into the headed process as structured
delegacies.
The data organization plot is exemplified as a well-known
data structure representation from Fig. 1 and clearly states the
individual representation on data-based classification. It also
projects the clear representation takes away to the immediate
access and handling of data. Understanding data structure and
algorithm is very difficult unless searching and sorting are not
made and also brought into effect. Each desirable algorithm is
chosen based on the data structure type [1]. All searching
algorithms lead to efficient retrieval of a specific element from
the listed aggregation of elements [2]. Until the desired result
is found the search process continuous in all versatile
techniques.

II. SEARCHING TECHNIQUES
A. Eccentrics of Searching
Searching is a process of accruing and discovering factors
from the given list. The searching and sorting algorithms assist
in arranging the elements in some order. In deliverance to the
efficiency of algorithms including merge and sort technique,
sorting is needed [3]. In general, searching is applied to
alphabets, strings, and characters other than numbers.
The search algorithms projected in Fig. 2 are on the mind
map view featuring significant divisions and classifications of
search algorithms that are widely applied on Artificial
Intelligence techniques-based algorithms. From the root of the
search algorithm, the classification is divided into major
divisions as clueless (uninformed) and communicated
(informed). The first division clueless of searching explicit the
exploration in each step. The goal is to split into each state of
activity and explored if not. Less domain knowledge is
expected in this type of search and it increases in time
complexity. The operations are executed in a brute force
method and the result of the current step advances to the next
level of implementation. The brute force carries the selective
information of traversing from a tree to a festinated step. The
communicated search comes with information patterns in each
step to find the solution which results quickly in the process.
This pattern includes the domain knowledge that results in the
heuristic way of approach within fair timing. The complex
rich problems are focused and lead to a better solution in this
way of approach [4]. The classifications above represent the
different searching techniques by all possible means of
representing the utmost classification needed.

Fig. 2. Searching Types Classifications.
Fig. 1. Data Organization Representation.
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B. Handed-Down (Traditional) Searching Techniques
The search algorithm is one of the class algorithms among
the existing classifications on constant, logarithmic, linear,
quadratic, and exponential algorithms. The searching is to fill
one more piece of the above classifications that are valuable.
A searching algorithm is a kind of obvious statement where
the word is predominantly mentioned mechanism in the web
portal. A search is a way to find a group of items from an
implicit or an explicit way of collection. Any searching
technique is made easy along with the properties provided.
The properties search to reach completeness including the
time and space complexities. Every sorting technique comes
with a prerequisite in which the effective searching was done
looking over the data provided. The comparison is on existing
traditional searching techniques assures the complexities they
built-in. The searching is made reasonable and efficient
through the possibilities as figured and mentioned in search
type classifications.

Fig. 3. Searching Proficiencies.

Fig. 3 projects the searching operations on two main
classes as external searching and internal searching. The
external searching is colligated with auxiliary memory
occupies in the files hived away on disk storage. Internal
searching is concerned with minimum data that resides on the
data processor's main memory [5].

Fig. 4. Searching Classifications.

The searching technique has the base classification of
Traditional sorting and searching as projected in Fig. 4. The
comparative analysis of the different searching algorithms is
possible from the base classification field.
III. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS
A. Comparison on Searching Performance
The performance and efficiency of each algorithm differ
based on the data provided for each separate or repeated task.
The methodology applied to assess the performance is time &
space complexity which have a better modification of words
over time and memory space in CPU [6]. Any search
algorithms are calculated based on certain attributes of their
complexities. Efficient searching fulfills the completeness of
the searching algorithm. Table I projects the performance of
the binary searching on sorted techniques that is brought
through a comparative study in three strategies Performance,
effectiveness & output.

TABLE I.

A COMPARATIVE STUDY ON DIFFERENT SEARCHING
ALGORITHMS OVER SEARCHING

Fair-face

Divide &conquer

Performance
BestWorstface
face
O(1)
O(log2 n)

Linear search

O(1)

O(n)

O(n)

Hash Search

Hashing

O(1)

O(n)

O(1)

Tree search

Divide & conquer

O(1)

O(n)

O(n)

Interpolation
search

Binary search

O(1)

O(n)

O(n)

Jump Search

Linear search

O(1)

O(n)

O(1)

Hybrid Search

Interpolation &
Binary

O(1)

O(√n)

O(n)

Exponential
search

Sorting

O(1)

O(log n)

O(log n)

Fibonacci search

Comparison-based

O(1)

O(log n)

O(log n)

DFS

Graph data
structure

O(1)

O(|V|
+|E|)

O(n+m)

BFS

Graph data
structure

O(m)

O(b^m)

O(|V|
+|E|)

Heuristic search

Greedy search

G(n)

O(bm)

O(bm)

Bi-directional

Graph search

O(bd)

O(bd/2)

O(bd/2)

Sequential
Search

Linear search

O(1)

O(n)

O(n)

Algorithm

Technique

Binary search
Sequential
Search

O(log n)

{N = 23, 10, 75, 05, 15, 82, 19, 07, 31,100}
Fig. 5. Set of N Random Elements.

The purpose of the comparison table is to equate the
different searching techniques based on the individual
effective performance. The running complexities include best,
worst, and average (fair) cases as a comparative study.
Beginning with the binary search each algorithm is classified
with the technique built-in. The sequential algorithm derived
from linear search finds for a particular element starting
apiece, considered to be efficient with classified order.
Hashing searching techniques have got their advantage over
larger data volume of data sets. The results are implemented
without any collision possible actions through open and close
addressing methods such as family collisions [7]. Tree search
addresses the issue of involving combinations with the basic
idea of divide and conquer in better measure and conquer
technique and the process continues till it pruned [8]. The
interpolation search falls another page from the binary search
techniques for the particular data set provided the best effort
with the sorted factors. Jump search has a limitation over
certain block representations with the intervals and has control
as block search. Hybrid search is constructed over the sorted
and unsorted distribution of arrays. It blends from the staple of
binary and interpolation search for efficient search acquiring
the advantage point over both algorithms [9]. The exponential
search is selfsame to binary search in which the proportions
are equal at the depth of the node, this projects the minor level
enhanced by an increasing factor of 2 [10]. This exponents the
children at each level in order.
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From the classification on different searching algorithms,
BST is one of the best-practiced techniques of linear data
representation types. BST holds a special name in terms of
representing in sorted order which pushes the process much
effective & easier. It results in optimal performance for the
end-user. The construction of a binary tree protrudes from the
root node [11]. The tree has the best picture once it is
portrayed in the hierarchy of parent-child with a single
character as a parent node (root node).
IV. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
The success story of each searching algorithm will result
in finding the desired element. This paper proposes the
construction of effective searching. This methodology was
applied to reduce the time complexities of searching
principles. This paper effort in the construction of an
algorithm that is capable of causing searching efficiently. To
achieve such efficiency, the given N random numbers will be
converted into binary form and a binary tree for the binary
form will be constructed. Performing the technique of preorder traversal on a binary tree provides a sorted set of output.

R

R
1
1

0

1
0
1
1

1

1
0

1

1

G1 {101,111}

G2 {1010, 1111}
R

1

0

1

1

0

A. Phase I: Binary Conversion
The given N numbers will find a sorted position so that
any given number is made available in the tree.

1

1

1

1

1

The set of N numbers listed is shown as the example for
constructing a binary tree. The step begins by involving
binary conversion for the given 10 digits into binary form.
For the given values projected in Fig. 5, and converted into
binary representation in an unsorted order.

1

G3 {10011, 10111, 11111}
R

1

B. Phase II: Grouping
The binary conversion is practiced for the set of given N
numbers. The presentment of numbers into binary format is
projected in Table II. These binary format numbers are
grouped based on the number of bits as depicted below
representation Fig. 6.
C. Phase III: Biform Tree Approach
Construction of biform tree for all groups G1, G2, G3, and
G4 are projected in the respective Fig. 7(a) to 7(d). The tree
construction is initiated from the root node. If the binary
number is 1, then it is skewed to the right-hand side of the root
node otherwise to the left-hand side of the root node. This
operation is continued for all the n bits.

1

0

0
1

1

0

0
0

0
0
1

1

1
0

TABLE II.

BINARY REPRESENTATION ON N RANDOM ELEMENTS
0

23

10

75

05

101
11

10
10

1001
011

15

82

19

1010
010

100
11

07

31

0

100

0

N

10
1

11
11

G1 = {101, 111}
G2 = {1010. 1111}
G3 = {10111, 10011, 11111}
G4 = {1001011, 1010010, 1100100}

Fig. 6. Elements in Group-Wise.

11
1

111
11

1100
100

G4 {1001011, 1010010, 1100100}
Fig. 7. Biform Tree Representation for G1, G2, G3, and G4.

The effective searching for storing any sorted element is
made easy in this way of tree representation. This tree
construction helps in making the search faster and effective in
paving an easy representation. The grouping of digits will help
in looking for the needed elements by avoiding the time in
search of the rest.
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D. Phase IV: Tree Traversal
As a tree is a self-referential data structure, traversal can
be defined by recursion. The traversal algorithm can be
broadly classified into depth-first and breadth-first search as
shown in Fig. 8. The depth-first algorithm is branched towards
pre-order, in-order, and post-order traversal.

R

R

1

1

1
0
0

1

1

1

1

1

1

0
1

0

(a)

(b)
R

1

1
0

Fig. 8. Traversal Algorithm Classifications.

1

Classifying the traversal techniques from the depth-first
search algorithm, this paper utilizes pre-order traversal to
receive the numbers in sorted order.
E. Phase V: Searching Outgrowth
To arrange the elements in sorted order and search, preorder traversal is performed on the tree in a depth-first manner
as projected in Fig. 7. To search the particular element 1010,
the list made available in the searching process is to be carried
in G2 as follows.
R

1
R

1

1

0
1

0

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

1

(a)

(b)
R

R

1

1

1

1
0

0

1

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

(c)
Fig. 9.

(d)
Searching Process of Each Node.

1
1

0

(c)
Fig. 10. Searching Process of Each Node (a, b, and c) for Element Not Found.

The traversal begins from the root node R and moves
towards the left child of its own. Since the unavailability in the
left child for R, the tree travels through the right child as
projected in Fig. 9(a). The travel continues through the left
child of the current node as it is shown in Fig. 9(b) and the
process is repeated in the following Fig. of 9(c) and 9(d). The
traveling process is completed once it reaches the leaf node.
Now arrange the visited node from the root node as 1010.
Hence the element is found in G2.
The traversal begins from the root node R and moves
towards the left child and proceeds for the right child as
imaged in Fig. 10(a) by visiting the right child node labeled 1
and to the left child labeled 0. The travel continues for the
right child labeled 1. Instead of the availability for the right
child with the label 1, the left child labeled as 0 presence is
found in the tree. The conclusion is derived from the
unavailability of element 10111 in the G2. In the search made
the availability of left child with label 0 is found but not the
other child named right with the label of 1. Grouping in order
digit representation which the binary conversion is made
emphasizes on a searching part, reckon the given element to
be searched and let's spot the random element as 82. The
element state is to be found and the number of comparisons
made here is spotted as second since it has the immediate
search of prefix value. In case of the element 84, the search is
ineffective resulting in not found status since the given
random element is not found in any of the ordered group in
particular to G4, instead if it is then the searching group falls
under the G4 classification. The searching is made according
to the value given as input. Here the given value is 84, in
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mechanical the search begins at G4 since the value ranged to
84 lies within that region. The immediate result of found or
not found status on any random search is made possible by
group classifications.
V. PROGRAMME ENCRYPTION OF THE ALGORITHM
The proposed algorithm is assorted into separate parts
classifying sort and search functions. The algorithm produced
is made effective in the C++ language. The algorithm for
sorting and searching is represented easier as the given
element pitch in.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT
Searching for a particular element is projected clearly
under phase II, classifying bit and group-wise respectively.
The bitwise operation of search is the best fit in the case of
integer data type [12]. Since the main advantage over the
proposed algorithm is found to be effective searching and the
arrangement of given numbers is on bitwise. Searching is
made easier based on group classification.
TABLE III.

ALGORITHM REPRESENTATION FOR SORTING

Sorting Representation
Step 1

Consider N random numbers

Step 2

Convert all N numbers into binary form

Step 3

Group the converted binary numbers based on the number of
bits. Let it be m.
G1(m)=3, G2(m)=4, G3(m)=5, G4(m)=7

Step 4

Step 4: Construct a binary tree for each Group G
for (i = 1 ; i < = m ; i ++) // where m ≥ 3
{
insert (Node node, key values) // Insert a new node in
the tree
{
node  input node object
value  Actual value of the node // values are either
0 or 1
if (node = = null) then
return Node (value);
else if (value [i] = = 0) then
node.left  insert (node.left , value)
Else
node.right  insert (node.right, value)
return node;
}
}

Step 5

Perform the pre-order traversal in the binary tree to receive
the numbers in sorted order

Step 6

Repeat step 4 and step 5 for all Groups

Step 7

Stop the Process

TABLE IV.

ALGORITHM FOR SEARCHING A PARTICULAR ELEMENT IN THE
LIST

searching representation
Start a process
Step 1
Get the input from the binary trees G n , where all the numbers
Step 2
in sorted order and n are the number of Groups
Enter the element to be searched.
Let it be L.
Check the element L belongs to which Group.
Ɐ i G i where 1<= i <=n
if ( L 𝛜𝛜 G n )
{
Start from the root node R
for (i = 1 ; i <=G i (m) ; i ++ )
{
if ( L[i] == 0 )
Step 3
Perform the searching in left sub-tree
search (root  left)
Else
Perform the searching in right subtree
search (root  right)
}
Else
print element L is not available in N
}
Stop the process
Step 4

The algorithm projected in Tables III and IV on sort and
search functionalities is applied to produce the experimented
result on comparison over linear, binary, and the proposed
search. In the next phases of comparisons, the results are
proven over a tried-out study between linear, binary, and the
proposed search. The prediction time, an element found and
the comparison made are taken as measuring facts for the
comparisons. Below Table V shows the comparison involves
the searching technique.
TABLE V.

COMPARISON BETWEEN LINEAR, BINARY, AND PROPOSED
SEARCH
Algorithms

Elements
(in random)

Binary

Linear

Proposed

Prediction Time

Prediction Time

Prediction Time

1

0.00100

0.00200

0.00000

6

0.00100

0.00200

0.00000

8

0.00100

0.00100

0.000000

12

0.00100

0.00100

0.000000

14

0.00200

0.00100

0.000000

15

0.00100

0.00200

0.000000

18

0.00100

0.00100

0.000000

24

0.00100

0.00000

0.000000

25

0.00100

0.00100

0.000000

31

0.00100

0.00200

0.000000
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Fig. 12. Graphical Representation of Binary, Linear, and Biform Search.

Fig. 11. The Experimented Result on the Element Found and Not Found in
the Proposed Searching Technique.

Table V focus on emphasizing searching by making a
comparison on linear, binary, and the proposed search
numbers in an individual search mode. The experimented
result is proven with the given number of 10 random numbers
Consider the element 18 to be found in binary search, the
prediction time taken by the binary search includes 0.00100
seconds where linear carries the same.
The biform approach tree technique is the searching time
projected in Fig. 11 consists of 0.000 seconds and considers to
be the quickest in delivering the search result compared with
the two existing searches. In the case of an element not found
represented in Fig. 10, the total time taken for traversal in
search of the given element 5 is found to 0.000000 seconds.
This includes the tree representation as stated in the above
discussion on searching occurrences in the proposed
methodology topic.
VII. GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION
The graphical representation for the effective searching
over the above discussed different programming on searching
techniques were applied on a set of linear, binary, and the
proposed search.

A. Graphical Representation of Searching an Element among
for 10 Elements
The graph representation is presented over linear, binary
and the proposed search is exemplified as graphical
representation in Fig. 12. The X-axis represents the random
elements given in numbers and the Y-axis indicates the arrival
of searches in seconds. The individual search includes linear,
binary, and proposed are represented in separate line charts.
The dots connected with blue represents the binary and others
simultaneously. The graph withstands the elements up to 10
combinations in a random approach in the above graphical
representation. The data projected as X-axis is made an
approximate joint on Y-axis in which the total time is taken
for each data and mapped into a line chart representation.
Similarly, the remaining searches for the given set of random
elements take place in the graphical representation.
VIII. GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION OF SEARCHING AN
ELEMENT AMONG FOR 50 ELEMENTS
The graph projected in Fig. 13 explains the prediction time
taken for each set of linear, binary, and proposed search
techniques. This line chart is represented on 50 random sets of
elements. The comparison time increases when the bit sizes
get increased in each representation.
The maximum threshold for the binary, linear search is
considered as 0.004 seconds while the minimum search
happens and succeeds on the proposed search as 0.001
seconds when the given element bit sizes increase. While the
elements are distributed in random the classification takes
place based on group phases as discussed in the structured
methodology. From the given program for efficient searching,
the line chart is discussed to prove the efficient technique for
searching is on a proposed searching method.
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X. PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS AND ENHANCEMENTS
The tree structure proposed and experimented in the
graphical representation defined for searching any random
element will be an effective and efficient way. The tree
representation way of organizing the data was brought into
effect by searching for any random value and it is highlighted
in all the experimented results that search took place. Both the
result of found and not found was done efficiently and it was
proven in the sample searching on the experimented result
page. The time complexity for the biform approach search for
best face and fair face is O(log n) and the worst face is O(n).
The biform approach search compared with the existing
(linear and binary) will utilize the tree structure that has a
binary tree nature in organizing the data that act as an integral
to lots of existing applications considering the binary tree
node representation. The pointer includes left-right and parent
deliberated in space consumption in the large representation of
values.
Fig. 13. Graphical Representation of Binary, Linear, and Biform Search Over
50 Elements.

IX. GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION OF SEARCHING AN
ELEMENT AMONG FOR 100 ELEMENTS
The Graphical chart representation of Fig. 14 projects the
status for the possible search of carrying a maximum of 100
random values in a given element. Fig. 14 illustrates how the
searching takes place as efficient when more elements are into
it.
As stated in the combination of more than 50 inputs the
same criteria fit in for the case of 100 inputs. Here in Fig. 13
indicates the proposed search goes to the maximum prediction
time of 0.001 seconds when the bit size increases in a large
volume of size while the linear and binary goes to the extent
of 0.004 seconds. From the given every efficient search in the
graphical format of presentments the tree structure stood as a
prerequisite for easier delegacies. Alike sorted data for binary
search, tree structure for the biform tree approach act as a
prerequisite inefficient search. All the above three graphical
representation initialize and emphasizes on searching
techniques that deliver the fast result on any values given in.

The proposed search was applied in the renowned areas of
acquiring knowledge from a knowledge base using tree
representation, in the prediction grounded model for directly
learn word representation. In the field of synonyms detection
and word prediction where the words are evaluated for easy
word representation. The tree structure is represented as a
prerequisite for any search that is being done in the proposed
method. For effective searching, a data structure in the form of
a sorted order tree structure is a prerequisite like the existing
searches including binary, linear, etc. The biform tree
approach search was found to be effective in the finding of the
learning content for the learner from the repository. Once the
content is identified in the repository the corresponding
knowledge graph has been created for the system to
understand and learn about the learner to provide the needed
learning content. The novel biform tree structure is a
prerequisite for efficient searching and also for sorting the
elements while doing the pre-order traversal over that tree.
XI. CONCLUSION
The different searching techniques make way to crystalize
and clarify the problem in an effective way. It is an
evolutionary method among the infinities in the improvement
of time complexities. The biform tree approach inquiry on
searching techniques introduces the binary representation in
digits that makes the search easier & faster with well-defined
generalized fit in by making a comparison table study over
performance on the search and the new data structure has a
built-in form of tree representation using the searching
technique. The beauty of the biform tree approach is the same
binary tree is utilized to produce the sorted order numbers and
for the element search. The precursor for element searching is
provided by the sorted binary tree in which the elements are in
sorted order. Altogether searching was made effective over
designing a data structure in the form of tree representation
which makes the searches an efficient one with the biform
approach search.

Fig. 14. Graphical Representation of Binary, Linear and Proposed Search
over 100 Elements.
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Abstract—This research proposes two earthquake prediction
models using seismic indicators and hybrid machine learning
techniques in the region of southern California. Seven seismic
indicators were mathematically and statistically calculated
depending on pervious recorded seismic events in the earthquake
catalogue of that region. These indicators are namely, time taken
during the occurrence of n seismic events (T), average magnitude
of n events (M_mean), magnitude deficit that is the difference
between the observed magnitude and expected one (ΔM), the
curve slope for n events using inverse power law of Gutenberg
Richter (b), mean square deviation for n events using inverse
power law of Gutenberg Richter (η), the square root of the
released energy during T time (DE1/2) and average time between
events (µ). Two hybrid machine learning models are proposed to
predict the earthquake magnitude during fifteen days. The first
model is FPA-ELM, which is a hybrid of the flower pollination
algorithm (FPA) and the extreme learning machine (ELM). The
second is FPA-LS-SVM, which is a hybrid of FPA and the least
square support vector machine (LS-SVM). These two models'
performance is compared and assessed using four assessment
criteria: Root Mean Square Error (RMSE), Mean Absolute
Error (MAE), Symmetric Mean Absolute Percentage Error
(SMAPE), and Percent Mean Relative Error (PMRE). The
simulation results showed that the FPA-LS-SVM model
outperformed the FPA-ELM, LS-SVM, and ELM models in
terms of prediction accuracy.
Keywords—Extreme learning machine; least square support
vector machine; flower pollination algorithm; earthquake
prediction

I.

INTRODUCTION

Earthquake is movements and shaking inside the ground
that produce energy in rocks. Like many natural disasters,
Earthquake causes many damages, financial loss, and injuries
[1]. Earthquakes happen daily in various regions around the
world. The more susceptible regions to earth-shaking are japan
[2], Indonesia, south California, turkey, Iran, and Taiwan [3].
People can feel the Earthquake if its magnitude is more than
2.5, but if the magnitude is less than 2.5, the Earthquake will
not be felt. The magnitude of highly caused damaged
earthquakes is more than 4.5 [4]. Sometimes earthquakes are
responsible for huge numbers of deaths.
So, scientists work hard in this field to prevent these severe
effects. The best effort is done to Alert people in time because

a wrong alert will cause unnecessary losses. Certainly, people
cannot stop the occurrence of earthquakes, but they can adopt
protective measures and precautions to minimize the
deleterious effects by predicting earthquake magnitude using
machine learning techniques. There are a lot of methods that
can be applied to predict earthquake magnitude using different
sensors, devices, magnetic and electrical waves, or seismic
indicators obtained from the processing of the historical data of
earthquakes [1]. Really, there is no perfect model that results
from 100%, but at least a trial is made to improve the accuracy
as much as possible [3].
Artificial intelligence plays an essential role in predicting
and classifying problems. A neural network is a very effective
tool to solve complicated non-linear issues [1]. Technology and
machine learning provide many robust mechanisms to study
seismic data and indicators. Data mining and machine learning
are highly successful instrument in the prediction domain,
especially if massive data is required as weather forecasting,
stock prediction, and so on [5]. Dataset plays an essential role
in determining the purposed model's quality and performance,
so we search a lot to choose the more exact dataset [4].
There are thousands of machine learning algorithms, but no
one is always suitable for all issues because there are many
factors that affect that, like the number of features (input
indicators), number of records of the dataset, and type of
problem (classification or regression), so we will apply some
machine learning algorithms and compare their results with
each other to determine the more suitable algorithm for this
issue. The comparison will be applied here to compare our
work with other researchers that applied different machine
learning algorithms on the same dataset [6]. In this article, the
magnitude will be predicted using historical records of south
California. Depending on the seismic indicators as an input for
machine learning algorithms, which are obtained from
performing some statistical and mathematical equations on raw
data (time and magnitude) [7]. Machine learning techniques
can predict well if provided by a suitable dataset, which is
divided into (70%for train and 30%for test) [8]. In this paper,
ELM, LS-SVM, and FPA will be used. ELM (Extreme
Learning Machine) is a straightforward algorithm because it
depends on a feed-forward neural network. The data moves in
one direction (forward direction) with only one hidden layer.
ELM is a well-known and well-resulted algorithm in
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classification and regression domains. Unlike other ANN
algorithms that face the overfitting problem and the longrunning time problem, ELM overcomes these problems and
can achieve high accuracy and high-speed results. ELM often
uses a sigmoid function, which will be applied in this work.
SVM (Support Vector Machine) is a well-known deep
learning tool for regression that depends on kernel methods
giving high prediction results. SVM is a developed algorithm
of machine learning to avoid ANN shortages. SVM gives
optimal global solutions avoiding local minima problems [9].
LS-SVM (Least Square Support Vector Machine) is the
edited version of the SVM algorithm. LS-SVM simplifies the
SVM method, but it needs kernel parameters, which are
important for regression problems. So we need an appropriate
way for the optimal choice of LS-SVM parameters, So
optimizing LS-SVM with FPA is done [9].
FPA (Flower Pollination Algorithm) was developed in
2012 by Yang, which uses pollination of flowers. FPA was
applied for many non-linear problems giving high results [9].
ELM and LS- SVM are optimized by FPA (Flower
Pollination Algorithm), enhancing the accuracy and
minimizing errors. ELM and LS-SVM are considered
supervised learning where they take seven seismic parameters
(time is taken during the occurrence of n seismic indicators (T),
average magnitude during n events (M_mean), magnitude
deficit, which is the difference between the observed
magnitude and expected one (ΔM), the curve slope for n
events using inverse power law of Gutenberg Richter (b),
mean square deviation for n events using inverse power law of
Gutenberg Richter (η), the square root of the released energy
during T time (DE1/2)), average (mean) time between events
(µ) [10] as network inputs and produces the future magnitude
as a network output to train well and be able to test after that.
No algorithm can predict 100%, but some shortages of ELM
algorithm will be removed by using optimization (swarm
intelligence) algorithm FPA to get FPA _ELM (the result of
optimizing ELM with Flower Pollination algorithm, which
optimizes weights of input nodes and biases of a hidden layer
of ELM). The optimization of SVM with FPA is applied to
enhance the performance of LS-SVM and get the FPA-LSSVM model that yields high results.
This work is divided into four parts; the first part is
processing the raw data to find the seismic indicators. The
second part is to input these indicators into machine learning
algorithms to predict or output the expected future magnitude.
The third part is to optimize the output using artificial
intelligence techniques (swarm intelligence). The fourth part is
comparing different results using different algorithms.
In the rest of this paper, the related work is showed in
Section II, Applied Algorithms in Section III. Data and
parameters calculations in Section IV, methodology in
Section V, Results and discussion in Section VI, conclusion
and future work in Section VII, and finally the references in
machine learning and earthquake fields that is helpful in this
work.

II. RELATED WORK
Of Course, the earthquake catastrophe takes a large space
of scientists' interest, so there are many kinds of research and
scientists' efforts which are spent in this domain. Researchers
worldwide do their best to predict where and when the
Earthquake occurs depending on seismic indicators and other
seismic electric signals using machine learning techniques and
optimization algorithms.
Adeli et al. applied the probabilistic neural network on
seismic indicators to predict the earthquake magnitude. This
model predicts well for magnitude from 4.5 to 6 in the southern
California region [11]. Moustra et al. who use the artificial
neural network to predict earthquake occurrence using time
series data and seismic electric signals in the Greece region,
there are two case studies which finally led to when
appropriate data presented to NN, it can predict accurately
[12]. Hegazy et al. optimized ELM with FPA (flower
pollination algorithm), which shows a better accuracy when
applied to prediction task [13]. In this paper, Ma et al. proposed
a genetic algorithm-based neural network giving GA_NN
model is applied to six seismic indicators to find the relation
between these indicators and the maximum earthquakes in
china [14]. Maceda et al. here SVM is applied to earthquake
problem. This paper decided that SVM is perfect for solving
classification problems using a small-size training dataset [15].
Li et al. depended on the collected data from earthquake
stations to be used in machine learning techniques to
distinguish between Earthquake and non-earthquake [16].
Rajguru et al. optimized ANN (artificial neural network) with
GA (genetic algorithm) to predict the source location and
dimensions of the earthquakes giving good results although the
complexity of the problem [17]. Wang et al. introduced a deep
learning algorithm (LSTM) to find the relation among the
earthquakes in different places that is useful in earthquake
prediction [18]. Reyes et al. used an ANN model to predict
earthquake magnitude in a limited interval or bounded by
threshold during the following five days. Applying statistical
tests and experiments showed the higher success rate of that
method than other machine learning classifiers [19]. MartínezÁlvarez et al. used various seismic indicators as inputs for
ANN in different seismic zones, and this showed that the
seismic indicators are the best features for earthquake
prediction [20]. Zhou et al. showed how efficiently the neural
network could predict the earthquake magnitude using the
LM_BP algorithm [21]. Morales-Esteban et al. used statistical
methods and applied ANN on Earthquake in two seismic
regions The Western Azores–Gibraltar fault and the Alborán
Sea whether the magnitude is limited in an interval or
determined by threshold [22]. Wang et al. proposed a
RBF(Radial Basis Function) neural network to earthquake
prediction, and the results showed that RBF is an effective tool
for that non-linear problem [23]. Alarifi et al. used ANN for
earthquake prediction in the Red Sea region, and the results
showed the high ability of ANN forecasting than any other
statistical models [24]. Asencio–Cortés et al. proposed a
machine learning model to predict the earthquake magnitude
after the next seven days using cloud infrastructure [25]. Tan et
al. proposed support vector machines (SVM) and the results
were good and added a new method for predicting earthquakes
[26]. Florido et al. interested in processing earthquake data in
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Chile. The data were labeled by applying to clustering
algorithms. It was easy to identify Earthquakes with a
magnitude larger than 4.4 [27]. Last et al. used many data
mining methods and time series to predict the magnitude of the
highest earthquake event in the following year depending on
data from the previous records using a multi-objective infofuzzy network algorithm [28]. Rafiei et al. was interested in
giving early alarm weeks before maximum earthquake event
using classification algorithm (CA) combining with
mathematical optimization algorithm (OA) whose role is to
find the location of the Earthquake with maximum magnitude
[29]. Kerh et al. used a genetic algorithm combined with a
neural network to evaluate the response of the Earthquake in
Taiwan that produces high results comparing to neural network
model only [30]. Mirrashid et al. used the system of adaptive
neuro-fuzzy inference to predict the coming earthquakes with
magnitude 5.5 or higher developed by three algorithms
subtractive clustering (SC), grid partition (GP), and fuzzy Cmeans (FCM). The results showed that the ANFIS-FCM model
gives the highest accuracy in predicting the magnitude of the
Earthquake [31]. Asim et al. used many models of
computational intelligence for earthquake prediction in
northern Pakistan, and the feed-forward neural network
showed the highest performance compared with other models
[32]. Umar et al. combined the Logistic Regression (LR) with
Frequency Ratio (FR) to overcome the limitations of each one
individually. This model achieved high success and good
earthquake prediction in Indonesia [33]. Asim et al. focused
on computing the seismic indicators mathematically and then
applying the tree classifiers on them to predict the earthquake
magnitude in Hindu Kush, showing that the rotation forest
gave a good prediction than random forest [34].
Machine learning (ML) methods such as artificial neural
networks (ANNs), support vector machines (SVMs), extreme
learning machine (ELM), are considered the most commonly
used ML models in classification, regression. But these
methods may suffer from local minima and overfitting
problems due to using local optimization training algorithms
such as gradient descent algorithm in ANN [35]. Swarm
Intelligence algorithms such as particle swarm optimization
(PSO), follower pollination algorithm (FPA), ant colony
optimization (ACO), and artificial bee colony (ABC), can
solve the problems or drawbacks of machine learning models
such as ANN, SVM, and ELM methods [36,37]. Using swarm
intelligence or meta-heuristic algorithms in optimizing and
training classical machine learning models can enhance the
accuracy and generalization ability of these methods [38-43].
III. PRELIMINARIES
A. ELM (Extreme Learning Machine)
This model is a feed-forward neural network with only one
hidden layer, a very rapid learning method with solutions for
many problems caused by traditional neural network
algorithms like overfitting, local minima, slowness, achieving
better performance higher accuracy. ELM is a simple model
that is performed through three steps.
• First step: ELM chooses the weights of input nodes and
hidden biases randomly.

• Second step: ELM performs calculations to generate the
output matrix of the hidden layer.
• Third step: calculations of the output weight.
ELM uses a single hidden layer with N hidden nodes and
f(x) the activation function to learn distinct samples (M)
(𝐱 𝐢 , 𝐭 𝐢 ), 𝐱 𝐢 =[𝐱 𝟏𝟏 , 𝐱 𝟏𝟐 … . 𝐱 𝟏𝐤 ]𝐓 ∈ 𝐑𝐤 .

𝐭 𝐢 = [𝐭 𝟏𝟏 , 𝐭 𝟏𝟐 … . 𝐭 𝟏𝐝 ]𝐓 ∈ 𝐑𝐤𝐝 after that, the non-linear
problem is turned to the linear problem:
Hβ=T

(1)

the hidden output matrix H is defined as follow:
𝐟(𝐰𝟏 . 𝐱 𝟏 + 𝐛𝟏 ) ⋯ 𝐟(𝐰𝐍 . 𝐱 𝟏 + 𝐛𝐍 )
⋮
⋱
⋮
�
H=�
𝐟(𝐰𝟏 . 𝐱 𝐌 + 𝐛𝟏 ) ⋯ 𝐟(𝐰𝐍 . 𝐱 𝐌 + 𝐛𝐍 )

(2)

𝐓

Where 𝐰𝐣 = �𝐰𝐣𝟏 , 𝐰𝐣𝟐 … . 𝐰𝐣𝐤 � is the weight vector
between input nodes and hidden ones, 𝐛 is the bias of hidden
nodes where j= 1,2 ,..N.

𝐰𝐣 . 𝐱 𝐢 where i=1…M is the inner product of 𝐰𝐣 , 𝐱 𝐢 .
β= [𝛃𝟏 , 𝛃𝟐 , 𝛃𝟑 … . 𝛃𝐍 ]𝐓 is output weights’ matrix, but
𝐓
𝛃𝐣 =�𝛃𝐣𝟏 , 𝛃𝐣𝟐 , 𝛃𝐣𝟑 … . 𝛃𝐣𝐝 � where j= 1,2,3…..N is the vector of
weights connecting the output neuron and a jth hidden one.
𝐓=[𝖙𝟏 , 𝖙𝟐 , 𝖙𝟑 … . 𝖙𝐌 ]𝐓 is targets’ matrix. The errors between the
estimated value 𝖙𝐢 and the real value 𝐭 𝐢 equal to zero using the
following formula:

𝐭 𝐢 =∑𝐍𝐣=𝟏 𝛃𝐣 𝐟(𝐰𝐣 . 𝐱 𝐢 + 𝐛𝐣 )

(3)

B=𝐇 −𝟏 T

(4)

weights that link between the hidden layer and output one
are estimated by the least square solution to the linear problem
using the following formula:
−𝟏

Where 𝐇 is the inverse of the H matrix using the Moore
Penrose method that makes ELM perform better and faster
[13].
B. LS-SVM (Least Square Support Vector Machine)
It is one of deep and supervised learning that can classify
data and predict values LS-SVM is the new version of SVM
that solves SVM issues. Using LS-SVM, the solution can be
founded by solving some linear equations rather than a
Quadratic programming problem used in SVM. Let x is the
matrix of input data. Using training data, LS-SVM plays a
good role in creating the function that shows the dependence of
the output on the input. The formula of this function:
f(x)=𝐖 𝐓 ϕ (x)+ b

(5)

where W, ϕ (x): 𝐑𝐩 → 𝐑𝐧 are column vectors with size
n*1, and b ∈ 𝐑. Now LS-SVM calculates that function using
the same minimization problem in SVM. Showing the
important difference that LS-SVM contains equality
constraints, unlike inequality ones in SVM. LS-SVM depends
on the least square function [9]. We can minimize the error
using this optimization formula:
𝟏

𝟏

min j(w,e,b)= 𝐰 𝐭 w + C 𝐞𝐭
𝟐

𝟐

(6)
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𝐲𝐢 =𝐖 𝐓 ϕ (𝐱 𝐢 )+ b +𝐞𝐢

(7)

Where e is n*1 column vector, C ∈ 𝐑+ is the parameter
between training errors and solution size. In 2 Lagranian is
formed that differs according to w,b,e, a where a is
Largrangian multiplier, we have.
𝟏 𝟎
�𝟎 𝟎
𝟎 𝟎
𝐙 𝟏

𝟎
𝐰
𝟎 −𝐙
𝟎 −𝟏𝐓 � � 𝐛 � = �𝟎�.
𝟎
𝐂 −𝐈 𝐞
𝐲
𝐈
𝟎 𝐚
𝐓

(8)

Identity matrix and Z= [ϕ (𝐱𝟏 ), ϕ (𝐱 𝟐 ), … ϕ (𝐱 𝐧 )]𝐓

Using four from row 1, we get W= 𝐙𝐓 and from row 3, we
get Ce=a.

Note that: the kernel matrix K = Z 𝐙𝐓 And the parameter λ
= 𝐂 , the conditions for optimality give the following solution
�𝟎
𝟏

−𝟏

𝟏𝐓 � �𝐛� = �𝟎�.
𝐲
𝐊 + λ𝐈 𝐚

(9)

Types of the kernel function K:
First: linear kernel

K(x, 𝐱 𝐢 ) = 𝐱 𝐢 𝐓 𝐱

In global pollination, the pollinators can carry pollens for
long distances. This ensures creating the fittest (Best) that
obeys levy distribution:
xi t+1 = xi t + L(Best-xi t )

In local pollination, the pollen can be carried by other
factors, and this can be represented using the formula:
xi t+1 = xi t + U(xj t -xk t ) (14)

(10)
Else

Third: RBF kernel (radial basis function)

[13],[9]

Algorithm 1: Flower Pollination Algorithm (FPA)
1) Initialization of:
• Population size (n) and the flower population Xi
(i = 1, 2,..., n) randomly chosen solutions.
• switch probability p ∈ {0,1}
• Maximum iterations’ number.
• The best solution in the initial population (Best)
• Function (fn) applied to each flower
2) randomly initial population generated.
3) while (t < Max_iteration)
for each flower do
if (rand<p)
Draw L (d-dimensional step vector) that
undergoes a Levy distribution.

Second: the polynomial kernel of d degree

K(x, 𝐱 𝐢 ) = (𝟏 + 𝐱 𝐢 𝐓 𝐱/𝐜)𝐝 .

(13)

Global pollination for the solution i
xi t+1 = xi t + L(Best-xi t )

K(x, 𝐱 𝐢 ) = 𝐞𝐱𝐩(−‖𝐱 − 𝐱𝐢 ‖𝟐 / σ ).

(11)

Draw U from uniform distribution in
[0,1].

K(x, 𝐱 𝐢 ) = 𝐭𝐚𝐧𝐡(𝐤𝐱 𝐢 𝐱 + θ).

(12)

From all the solutions, choose �, k
randomly.

Forth: MLP kernel

𝟐

𝐓

C. FPA (Flower Pollination Algorithm) is an optimization
technique that uses the idea of pollination of flowers. The
pollination process has two directions: biotic pollination,
which occurred in 90% of flowers by the spread of pollens
using various insects, and abiotic pollination, which
occurred in 10% of flowers where the pollens move
through water or wind. Two methods do the pollination
Self-pollination: occurs when the flower's pollen moves to
the same flower or different flowers at the same plant.
Cross-pollination: occurs when the pollen of one flower of
a specified plant moves to another flower in a different plant.
The steps of the FPA algorithm:
• The cross-pollination (biotic) is called
pollination, where the Levy fight takes place

global

• Self-pollination is considered as local pollination
• The constancy of the flower can be treated as the
probability of reproduction is proportional to two
flowers similarity
• There is a switch probability p ∈ {0,1} that determines
the pollination process, even local or global.

Local pollination for the solution i
xi t+1 = xi t + U(xj t -xk t ).

endif
Calculate the fitness of each flower.
Pass each flower(solution) to fn to
evaluate the new solution.
end for

find Best (current best solution)
end while
IV. DATA AND PARAMETERS CALCULATIONS
Seven parameters are mathematically and statistically
calculated during a specific period of time [10] from the
earthquake catalog. These parameters are the inputs for the
network to predict the future expected magnitude as the output
of the network.
1) Earthquake data: The Earthquake catalog source for
south California is available to be downloaded for free using
the website (www.data.scec.org.). The historical earthquake
data of Southern California is between.
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1st January 1950 and 31st May 1978 is divided into 693
periods. Each period consists of fifteen days.
2) Seismic parameters: The seven earthquake indicators
are computed for each period of time. This part will show
these indicators and their mathematical calculations. The first
indicator is the time during the range of n events, which called
T.
T = tn- t1
(15)
T1 is the time of the first event, and tn is the time for the
period's nth event.
The second seismic parameter is the average magnitude of
the last n events of the period, which is calculated as the
following.
∑ Mi

M_mean=

(16)

n

Mi is the magnitude of the ith event, and n is the number of
events.
The third parameter is DE1/2 the square root of released
seismic energy is during time T. The DE1/2 the parameter can
be computed as follow:
∑ √Ei

DE1/2 =

(17)

T

√Ei is the square root of the seismic energy (E) of the ith
event where E can be calculated from the following formula.
Ei=10(11.8+1.5Mi) ergs

(18)

log10 N = a – bM

(19)

The fourth indicator is b_value, that is, the slope of the
curve between the log of frequency of occurred earthquakes
and the earthquake magnitudes given from Richter inverse
power law.

N is the number of events with M magnitude a,b values are
constants.
where b can be calculated as follow

b=

(n ∑(Mi log Ni)−∑ Mi ∑ log Ni)

a=

∑(log10 Ni+bMi)

(20)

((∑ Mi)2 −n ∑ Mi2 )

and a can be calculated from the following formula:
(21)

n

TABLE I.

The fifth parameter is (η value), which is the sum of mean
square deviation based on inverse power law. η value can be
computed as follow.
η=

∑(log10 Ni−(a−bMi))2

(22)

n−1

The sixth parameter is the Δ M value, defined as the
magnitude deficit (the difference between the observed
magnitude and the expected one). ΔM is computed as follow:
ΔM= Mobserved - Mexcepected

(23)

Where Mexcepected is calculated from the formula:

Mexcepected =a�b
(24)
The last one μ in the meantime among the characteristic
events which is calculated as follow:
∑(ti characteristic )

μ=

(25)

n characteristic

[10].

Now a sample of the dataset from the period from 1st
January 1950 to 30th May 1950 that represents ten periods of
time will be presented. Each period consists of fifteen days as
shown in Table I.
V. PROPOSED MODELS
The proposed methods depend on the study of historical
earthquake data in earthquake catalogs. By processing these
data, seismic indicators that are used as inputs for the network
can be obtained. Then the ELM algorithm is optimized by FPA
to enable us from an optimal prediction of the occurrence of
the Earthquake, and also optimizing LS-SVM with FPA to
enhance the accuracy of earthquake magnitude prediction. The
network architecture contains seven input indicators, which
represent the seismic indicators, and the output shows the
predicted magnitude during fifteen days. The description of
proposed FPA-ELM, and FPA-LS-SVM algorithms are shown
in algorithm 2, and algorithm 3, respectively. The data is used
in three manners. First, data is divided into 70% for training
and 30% for testing. Then, data is divided into 80% for training
and 20% for testing. At last data is divided into 90% for
training and 10% for testing. The phases of the used models are
shown in Fig. 1. The earthquake indicators which have been
calculated from the datasets are shown in Table I.

EARTHQUAKE INDICATORS SAMPLE

1/1/1950-15/1/1950
16/1/1950-30/1/1950
31/1/1950-14/2/1950
15/2/1950-1/3/1950
2/3/1950-16/3/1950

input seismic indicators
T
DE1/2
3655
1197086.433
3668
816522.7778
3684
294005.8278
3699
1205497.389
3714
231294.1789

b
0.585242
0.663648
0.469148
0.569933
0.588185

Η
0.006859
0.005888
0.013345
0.012245
0.009469

ΔM
0.437819
0.307195
0.497108
0.034071
0.266256

M_mean
2.9305
2.59
2.255333
2.946316
2.6675

μ
182
135
245
194
464

output
target_mag
3.37
2.16
1.65
3.05
2.68

17/3/1950-31/3/1950
1/4/1950-15/4/1950
16/4/1950-30/4/1950
1/5/1950-15/5/1950

3730
3743
3758
3775

483924.9513
848726.3986
437602.1004
558145.6542

0.566164
0.460094
0.684234
0.739229

0.022646
0.002465
0.018921
0.026896

0.52207
0.068989
0.311847
0.555382

2.705333
2.713333
2.65625
2.882667

248
249
234
251

2.84
2.14
2.44
3.34

16/5/1950-30/5/1950

3789

534786.1837

0.52383

0.019356

0.545958

2.817692

291

3.68

time period
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Algorithm2: The Hybrid Earthquake prediction FPA_ELM
Input: n number of flowers
N_gen number of iterations
d dimensions of search variables
fn function applied to each flower
Trn Training, Vld Validation datasets
Output:
fbest optimal hidden weights and biases
f(fbest) Sum square error for the NN
over the validation set fbest
1) Initialization:
• N,N_gen
• switch probability p ∈ {0,1}
• Function (fn) applied to each flower
2) randomly initial population generated.
3) while Stopping criteria not met, do
for each flower, do
if (rand<p)
Draw L (d-dimensional step vector)
that undergoes a Levy distribution.

N_gen number of iterations
Ub data Upper bound
Lb data Lower bound
d dimensions of search variables
fn function that applies to each flower to
improve SVM parameters.
output: prediction accuracy
Best global solution
1) Initialization:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Population size (n) and the flower population
Xi (i = 1, 2..., n) randomly chosen solutions.
switch probability p ∈ {0,1}
Maximum iterations' number.
Data limits Lb, Ub with dimension d.
The best solution in the initial population
(Best)
Function (fn) applied to each flower

2) randomly initial population generated.
3) while (t < Max_iteration)
for each flower do
if (rand<p)
Draw L (d-dimensional step vector)
that undergoes a Levy distribution.

Global pollination for a solution i
𝑥𝑖 𝑡+1 = 𝑥𝑖 𝑡 + L(Best-𝑥𝑖 𝑡 )

Else
Draw U from a uniform distribution
In [0,1]

Else

Global pollination for a solution i
𝑥𝑖 𝑡+1 = 𝑥𝑖 𝑡 + L(Best-𝑥𝑖 𝑡 )

Draw U from a uniform distribution
in [0,1].

from all the solutions choose 𝑗𝑗,𝑘𝑘
randomly

From all the solutions choose 𝑗𝑗,
randomly.

Local pollination for a solution i
𝑥𝑖 𝑡+1 = 𝑥𝑖 𝑡 + U(𝑥𝑗 𝑡 -𝑥𝑘 𝑡 ).

Local pollination for a solution i

𝑥𝑖 𝑡+1 = 𝑥𝑖 𝑡 + U(𝑥𝑗 𝑡 -𝑥𝑘 𝑡 ).

endif
Calculate the fitness of each flower

endif

Pass each flower(solution) to fn to
evaluate the new solution

Pass each flower(solution) to fn to
evaluate the new solution

Calculate the fitness of each flower.

construct NN given the hidden layer
weights and biases of flower i

Pass output to SVM parameters
Apply SVM

Calculate the output layer's weights using
the MP matrix using training dataTrn and
hidden layer weights and Biases.
Use the validation data Vld to evaluate the
NN model
Compute prediction accuracy
end for
end while
4) Pass Best to fn
5) Apply ELM.
6) Return prediction accuracy
Algorithm3: The hybrid FPA_SVM for Earthquake prediction
Input: n number of flowers

Compute prediction accuracy

end for
t=t+1
end while
4) Pass Best to fn
5) Pass output to SVM parameters.
6) Apply SVM.
7) Return prediction accuracy.
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Data preparing and processing
(Earthquake historical data)

Feature selection and extraction
(T-value, b-value, DE, delta-M, µ indicators)

FPA to optimize LS-SVM
(FPA chooses the kernel parameters)

FPA to optimize ELM
(FPA chooses the input weights and biases of hidden nodes)

Predict the output indicator (magnitude) and calculate the accuracy

Fig. 1.

The Phases of Proposed Model.

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSSION
After processing data and introducing the indicators to the
proposed models, the performance of each model is estimated
using four performance evaluation criteria RMSE, MAE,
SMAPE, and PMRE, which can be calculated through the
following formulas [13]:
1

RMSE=� ∑ni=1(Ai − Fi)
1

n

MAE= ∑ni=1|Ai − Fi|
n

∑n
i=1|Fi−Ai|
∑n
i=1 Ai+Fi

(26)
(27)
(28)

Fig. 3. LS-SVM Accuracy VS FPA-LS-SVM Accuracy when Data is
divided into 70% for Training and 30% for Testing.

(29)

And the performance of LS-SVM became higher and better
after optimizing LS-SVM with FPA as shown in Fig. 3.

First data is divided into 70% for training and 30% for
testing and the results showed that the accuracy of FPA-ELM
is higher comparing to solely using ELM, as shown in Fig. 2.

After the experiment, the results showed that the performance
of LS-SVM is better than the performance of ELM, according
to this, FPA-LS-SVM accuracy is higher than FPA-ELM one.
This is obvious from the following Fig. 4.

SMAPE=
PMRE=

100
n

∑ni=1 �

Ai−Fi
Fi

�

Fig. 2. ELM Accuracy VS FPA-ELM Accuracy when Data is divided into
70% for Training and 30% for Testing.

Fig. 4. FPA-ELM Accuracy VS FPA-LS-SVM Accuracy when Data is
divided into 70% for Training and 30% for Testing.
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TABLE II.
EVALUATION CRITERIA FOR THE MODELS WHEN DATA IS
DIVIDED INTO 70% FOR TRAINING AND 30% FOR TESTING
evaluation
test

Models
ELM

FPA- ELM

LS-SVM

RMSE_test
MAE_test
SMAPE_test

0.88057
0.73833
0.02346

0.645895
0.525306
0.030137

0.93642
0.789076
0.022373

FPA-LSSVM
0.540368
0.434484
0.034936

PMRE_test

38.0774

25.12757

40.83974

19.47929

The values of evaluation tests were as follow in Table II:
The column chart that provides the rate of RMSE
evaluation criteria for all models when data is divided into 70%
for training and 30% for testing is applied as shown in Fig. 5.
Fig. 7. SMAPE Evaluation Criteria for All Models when Data is divided
into 70% for Training and 30% for Testing.

The column chart that provides the rate of PMRE
evaluation criteria for all models when data is divided into 70%
for training and 30% for testing is applied as shown in Fig. 8.

Fig. 5. RMSE Evaluation Criteria for All Models when Data is divided into
70% for Training and 30% for Testing.

The column chart that provides the rate of MAE evaluation
criteria for all models when data is divided into 70% for
training and 30% for testing is applied as shown in Fig. 6.
Fig. 8.

PMRE Evaluation Criteria for All Models when Data is divided into
70% for Training and 30% for Testing.

Second, data is divided into 80% for training and 20% for
testing and the results also showed that the accuracy of FPAELM is higher comparing to solely using ELM, as shown in
Fig. 9.

Fig. 6.

MAE Evaluation Criteria for All Models when Data is divided into
70% for Training and 30% for Testing.

The column chart that provides the rate of SMAPE
evaluation criteria for all models when data is divided into 70%
for training and 30% for testing is applied as shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 9. ELM Accuracy VS FPA-ELM Accuracy when Data is divided into
80% for Training and 20% for Testing.
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And the performance of LS-SVM became higher and better
after optimizing LS-SVM with FPA as shown in Fig. 10.

Fig. 12. RMSE Evolution Criteria for All Models when Data is divided into
80% for Training and 20% for Testing
Fig. 10. LS-SVM Accuracy VS FPA-LS-SVM Accuracy when Data is
divided into 80% for Training and 20% for Testing.

And FPA-LS-SVM accuracy is higher than FPA-ELM one.
This is obvious from the following Fig. 11.

Fig. 11. FPA-ELM Accuracy VS FPA-LS-SVM Accuracy when Data is
divided into 80% for Training and 20% for Testing.

In this case the values of evaluation criteria were as follow
in Table III:

The column chart that provides the rate of MAE evaluation
criteria for all models when data is divided into 80% for
training and 20% for testing is applied as shown in Fig. 13.

Fig. 13. MAE Evaluation Criteria for All Models when Data is divided into
80% for Training and 20% for Testing.

The column chart that provides the rate of SMAPE
evaluation criteria for all models when data is divided into 80%
for training and 20% for testing is applied as shown in Fig. 14.

TABLE III. EVALUATION CRITERIA FOR THE MODELS WHEN DATA IS
DIVIDED INTO 80% FOR TRAINING AND 20% FOR TESTING

evaluation
test

Models
ELM

FPA-ELM

LS-SVM

FPA-LSSVM

RMSE_test

0.962142

0.598239

0.769138

0.565476

MAE_test

0.845038

0.4836

0.649227

0.447226

SMAPE_test

0.03279

0.045286

0.03779

0.046786

PMRE_test

45.68055

23.49402

34.71175

20.931907

The column chart that provides the rate of RMSE
evaluation criteria for all models when data is divided into 80%
for training and 20% for testing is applied as shown in Fig. 12.

Fig. 14. SMAPE Evaluation Criteria for All Models when Data is divided
into 80% for Training and 20% for Testing.
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The column chart that provides the rate of PMRE
evaluation criteria for all models when data is divided into 80%
for training and 20% for testing is applied as shown in Fig. 15.

Fig. 18. FPA-ELM Accuracy VS FPA-LS-SVM Accuracy when Data is
divided into 90% for Training and 10% for Testing.
Fig. 15. PMRE Evaluation Criteria for All Models when Data is divided into
80% for Training and 20% for Testing.

At last data is divided into 90% for training and 10% for
testing and the results also showed that the accuracy of FPAELM is higher comparing to solely using ELM, as shown in
Fig. 16.

In this case the values of evaluation criteria were as follow
in Table IV:
TABLE IV.

EVALUATION CRITERIA FOR THE MODELS WHEN DATA IS
DIVIDED INTO 90% FOR TRAINING AND 10% FOR TESTING
Models

evaluation
test

Fig. 16. ELM Accuracy VS FPA-ELM Accuracy when Data is divided into
90% for Training and 10% for Testing.

ELM

FPA- ELM

LS-SVM

FPA-LSSVM

RMSE_test

0.929831

0.529094

0.651456

0.537101

MAE_test

0.813929

0.417803

0.53825

0.428999

SMAPE_test

0.065945

0.096061

0.082919

0.097089

PMRE_test

44.65868

21.13068

28.38148

20.80531

The column chart that provides the rate of RMSE
evaluation criteria for all models when data is divided into 90%
for training and 10% for testing is applied as shown in Fig. 19.

And the performance of LS-SVM became higher and better
after optimizing LS-SVM with FPA as shown in Fig. 17.

Fig. 17. LS-SVM Accuracy VS FPA-LS-SVM Accuracy when Data is
divided into 90% for Training and 10% for Testing.

Fig. 19. RMSE Evolution Criteria for All Models when Data is divided into
90% for Training and 10% for Testing.

And also FPA-LS-SVM accuracy is higher than FPA-ELM
one. This is obvious from the following Fig. 18.

The column chart that provides the rate of MAE evaluation
criteria for all models when data is divided into 90% for
training and 10% for testing is applied as shown in Fig. 20.
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VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, two hybrid models, FPA-ELM and FPASVM, were proposed to forecast earthquake magnitude in the
southern California region. Some seismic indicators were
generated mathematically and statistically from the dataset to
be employed as inputs for the proposed models. The proposed
models were evaluated using four criteria. These criteria are
RMSE, MAE, SMAPE, and PMRE. The experimental results
showed that the accuracy of both ELM and LS-SVM were
increased after optimizing it by FPA algorithm. The
performance of proposed FPA-LS-SVM outperformed the
FPA-ELM model according to all compared criteria. Also,
FPA-LS-SVM is the best in reducing the false alarm ratio in
earthquake prediction.
Fig. 20. MAE Evaluation Criteria for All Models when Data is divided into
90% for Training and 10% for Testing.

The column chart that provides the rate of SMAPE
evaluation criteria for all models when data is divided into 90%
for training and 10% for testing is applied as shown in Fig. 21.
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[6]
Fig. 21. SMAPE Evaluation Criteria for All Models when Data is divided
into 90% for Training and 10% for Testing.

[7]

The column chart that provides the rate of PMRE
evaluation criteria for all models when data is divided into 90%
for training and 10% for testing is applied as shown in Fig. 22.
[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]

[12]
Fig. 22. PMRE Evaluation Criteria for All Models when Data is divided into
90% for Training and 10% for Testing.
[13]
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Abstract—In the last decade, with the new situation forced by
the Covide-19 pandemic, the information systems are often
forced to work remotely, they must communicate and share
confidential data with several interlocutors. In such a context,
ensuring the confidentiality of communications becomes a
complex and difficult task. Hence, the need to have a flexible
system that can adapt with different parameters involved in
every exchange of information. We recently presented in [1] a
new smart approach to data encryption that serves the same
purpose. This approach uses the concept of artificial intelligence
and apply BNL skyline algorithm to decide about the most
suitable algorithm to ensure the best data privacy. However, with
the evolution of dimensions and criteria to be considered for this
smart encryption, we find that the complexity of the BNL
algorithm increase, then, the response time of the application
increase and the skyline encryption quality decreases. In this
work, we propose a new idea to resolve this problematic. Indeed,
this contribution consists in adding another Intelligence brick to
dynamically define the Skyline algorithm depending on the type
and number of dimensions. Through this paper, we provide an
analysis and a comparison of some skyline algorithms for the
multidimensional search. The results obtained by this study show
the performance of this new approach whether in terms of
execution time or in the quality of the dominant encryption
solution.
Keywords—Security; confidentiality; artificial intelligent; smart
encryption; cryptography; skyline

I.

INTRODUCTION

With the enormous development of the communication´s
means and the current circumstances caused by the covid-19
pandemic, a new management culture was brutally imposed on
almost all institutions, companies and especially manufacturers
who have suffered very impacting economic shock. Indeed,
this new culture enforced by the health threat, is essentially
based on collaboration and remote work to minimize the
people´s movements and frequentation. We find ourselves with
several new approaches in several areas, namely: eadministration, telemedicine, E-Learning and finally ecommerce which continues its development in the field of
online shopping.
On the other hand, this situation forces us to go through
telecommunications and technologies in order to share secrets,
very confidential and critical data in a private network but most
of the time public and not mastered. The attackers (the
malicious ones) are more and more active and in constant
search of vulnerabilities. Indeed, the percentage of
vulnerabilities is increasing every day.

Computer security has therefore become a challenge for
any company in order to ensure the continuity of its services.
Research in this field has taken a new direction and aims to
exploit new technologies in order to support immense digital
development. New concepts have emerged, such as the concept
of Identity-Based Cryptography (IBS) in which several
publications are occurring as in [2] which aims to integrate
authentication and integrity in the DNS and eliminates key
escrow problem. At the same time, another security approach is
also experiencing enormous development. This is the
Blockchain. This revolutionary technology using cryptography
and ensuring the security of transactions in full transparency is
becoming a trend, and several researchers are thinking about
how it can be applied in different needs. In [3], for example,
the authors are coming up with Industrial IoT (IIoT) and
Blockchain for the smart industries. The last component of
development in the field of computer security is that which
aims to integrate artificial intelligence into cryptographic
processes. It is within this context that our research is oriented.
In [1], we presented a new approach of intelligent security,
adjustable with each information exchange and thus allowing
communication with multiple entities regardless of their
security protocol. In this system we consider the encryption
algorithms as skyline points and we are used the BNL
algorithm to choose the best one that best meets our security
constraints. BNL works well if the size of the resulting Skyline
line is small, and ideally fits into the window that causes the
algorithm to terminate in a single iteration. However, this
algorithm may require a large number of passes until 'that the
complete Skyline is calculated and eventually terminates. So its
performance is very sensitive to the number of dimensions and
the distribution of the underlying data. Hence the need for a
new method to stabilize the performance of this approach
regardless of changes in the number of dimensions and their
distributions.
The idea of this work consists in proposing a new solution
concerning this approach that defines the Skyline algorithm
according to the requirement of each communication. So
instead of the skyline search algorithm being fixed, we modify
it according to the type and the number of dimensions to be
considered in each communication.
To present our work we will proceed as follows: First, we
will start by citing the work related to our field of research and
which integrates artificial intelligence techniques into computer
security. Then, we will describe the principle behind the
Intelligent Approach of Encryption. In a third section, we will
present this new contribution and an experiment study of all
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basic Skyline algorithm to show their performance according
to the parameters of each execution. Finally, in the last section
we will discuss about the results and give conclusions.
II. RELATED WORK
Artificial intelligence is a revolutionary technology that has
been able to implement applications aimed at mimicking a
form of real intelligence in several areas. Particularly in the
area of security, several works have been carried out to
strengthen and improve the security of information systems.
In general, there are two types of artificial intelligence use
in the field of security. The first consists in creating decision
support systems in order to control and improve the security
policy of companies.
In cybersecurity, different solutions have been designed to
overcome vulnerabilities and anomalies in systems. For
example, in cyber-attacks, the thesis [4] offers an intrusion
detection system in a completely unsupervised environment.
This system is based on the Mutual Information algorithm for
the selection of features and on the Deep Learning PV-DM
model for reading network packets.
In this same area, other solutions are already starting to take
their places in the market, such as the AI2 platform which,
from the log lines, identifies suspicious activities. AI2 applies
unsupervised machine learning algorithms on the input data to
nominate potential attacks. Then, IT security analysts intervene
to confirm and decide which incidents are real attacks. This
system is also capable of continuously generating new models
within hours, which can dramatically improve the speed of its
cyber-attack detection capability [5].
The article [5] gives a summary and a detailed state of the
art on other AI systems used in the field of security whether at
the level of infrastructure, network, cloud, terminals, mobile,
applications, IoT, or others such as the Web and Identity
Management.
All the solutions mentioned above, come to help and
facilitate the prediction and / or the detection of the problems
and the faults of the systems. On the other hand, there is
another category of AI solutions in the field of computer
security.
This second category consists of designing systems that
provide one or more properties of computer security based on
AI techniques.
To ensure confidentiality, for example, in [6] the Google
team proposed a solution based on the training of learning
machines for the encryption and decryption of messages.
Indeed, the authors consider the protagonists Alice and Bob as
neural networks that try to communicate with each other in
complete confidentiality while preventing a third malicious
neural network named Eve from decrypting their messages.
This system resembles the principles of electronic games.
The author in [7] represents another way to design an
encryption system based on one of the paradigms of artificial
intelligence which are on evolutionary algorithms. The
Symmetrical Evolutionary algorithm (SEC) is the first variant
of this type of algorithm which performs an encoding of the

text in the form of positions lists. Then, it applies a set of
genetic operators (mutation and crossover) on these positions
at the level of each iteration in order to reproduce potential
solutions. Finally, and through a well-defined evaluation
function, assesses individuals and decides the safest solution.
Several extensions of this system have been developed in order
to increase the level of intelligence of this system in choosing
the most relevant solution. Sometimes by adding difficult
problems in the encryption process like the case of [8], and in
other cases by modifying the evaluation function like in [9] and
[10].
Our approach falls rather in the first category and it consists
of a Decision Support System for the encryption of confidential
data.
III. BACKGROUND
A. Skyline Algorithm
1) The concept of dominance: Given a dominance
relationship in a dataset, a Skyline query returns objects that
cannot be dominated by any other object.
In the case of a dataset made up of multidimensional
objects, one object dominates another object if it is equally
good in all dimensions, and better in at least one dimension.
Skyline's computation was an algorithmic problem in
nature, and all data was assumed to reside in memory.
However, nowadays we are faced with large data sets
which are stored in secondary memory. Having the data on the
disk, the algorithms proposed for processing Skyline requests
are separated into two categories: algorithms not based on
indexes and algorithms based on indexes.
2) Algorithms not based on indexes
a) Block Nested Loop (BNL)
A naive algorithm for calculating a Skyline query is to
compare each object with all of the other objects in the dataset
using a nested loop. However, the quadratic complexity O (n2)
makes this algorithm very inefficient (n is the total number of
objects in the data set).
The Block-Nested-Loop algorithm [11] applies the same
idea, but uses a window (block of memory with limited space),
which contains a limited number of data objects. Any
candidate object p is compared to the objects of the window.
Three cases can occur:
1) p is dominated by an object in the window! p is
eliminated.
2) p dominates one or more objects in the window! These
objects are eliminated and p is placed in the window.
3) There are no objects in the window! p is inserted
directly into the window. (In case the window is full, a
temporary disk file is used to contain the candidate objects).
BNL may require a large number of passes until the full
Skyline is calculated and eventually terminate because at the
end of each pass the size of the temporary file will be reduced.
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b) Divide & Conquer (D&C)
The D&C algorithm [12] [13] calculates the median value
of a dimension, and divides the space into two partitions P1,
P2.
Then it calculates the Skylines S1, S2 of P1, P2, recursively
dividing P1 and P2.
Recursive partitioning stops when there are only one (or a
few) objects. The overall Skyline is calculated by merging S1
and S2, and eliminating objects in S2 that are dominated by
any object in S1.
c) Bitmap
The Bitmap algorithm as it was proposed in [14] is based
on a vector representation of all the dataset.
In order to describe the algorithm, let p be a point in a ddimensional space represented by a vector of m bits.

identifies Skyline objects by repeated NN search, using an
appropriate distance measure.
The algorithm iteratively finds the closest object (NN) to
the origin in a given region of space based on any monotonic
distance function, e.g. the Euclidean distance. During the
algorithmic process, entire regions dominated by a candidate
object are ignored, and regions that cannot be ignored are
added to a task list for further partitioning of space. And so on
until the list becomes empty and, thus, the algorithm ends.
B. Description of Intelligent Approach of Encryption
The solution proposed in [1] is a decision-making system
aimed to ensure the confidentiality of data in the most adequate
way.
The following diagram shows the different steps in the
framework of this strategy.

p = {p.d 1 , ..., p. dj }, 1≤ j ≤d
From these m bits, each p.di is represented by a number ki
of bit slice. Each ki has as many bits as the number of distinct
coordinate values of all points in the dataset in that dimension.
After constructing the bit slices, the algorithm performs 3
operations between 2 sets of bit parts. The first set contains the
parts of bits Vx, Vy (one for each dimension) where resides the
last bit of the point which is equal to 1. The second set contains
the slices of bits Vx + 1, Vy + 1. In the case where the bit
slices of the previous step are the last in order, we then use the
bit slice zero (all bits at zero).
• The first operation A will be an AND operation
between Vx and Vy.
• The second operation B will be an OR operation
between Vx+1 and Vy+1.
• The third operation C will also be an AND operation
between the results.
If the result of the final operation is zero, the tested point is
a Skyline point.
3) Algorithms based on Index
a) Index
The index is a B-tree-based algorithm for two-dimensional
data, where the data has two ordered indices.
For example, let a tree B and a tree B +, each represent a
dimension. The algorithm calculates one over the entire
Skyline line by scanning both indices simultaneously and stops
as soon as a 'p' object is found in both indices.
Any object that has not been inspected in both indices is
certainly not part of the Skyline line, as it is dominated by p.
Therefore, candidate objects are those that have already been
inspected in at least one index. These objects are kept in a
separate set S (the superset of the Skyline line).
b) Nearest Neighbor Search (NN)
The first Skyline algorithm based on a spatial index (as Rtree), is the Skyline NN algorithm, proposed in [15]. It is called
NN because of its relevance to the nearest neighbor search. It

Fig. 1. Steps of the Intelligent Encryption Principle.

To explain the diagram of Fig. 1; we will detail each step in
the following:
a) Step1: Analysis
Before proceeding with data encryption, in this solution we
propose to rely on several characteristics of the encryption
environment to decide the ciphering algorithm that best meets
the security criteria to ensure in this communication.
This new encryption method begins with an analysis of the
various elements that impact communication security. Indeed,
we must analyze this impact at the level of:
• The source environment,
• The transmission channel,
• The destination environment
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• The types of data to be transmitted,
• The generation of the keys, if not the possession of the
keys.

B. Description of Proposed Solution
This contribution focuses more on step 3 of the Intelligent
Encryption Principle. It seeks to optimize the use of Skyline
algorithms for better results.

Each part of this system represents a set of characteristics
which considerably influence the security of this
communication. Therefore, you have to focus on each part to
extract the most relevant information.

The solution is to add an extra step in this approach to
dynamically choose the most suitable Skyline algorithm with
respect to the data tuples to be examined.

b) Step2-Classification
Once this analysis has been carried out, we must move on
to the second step which consists of classifying the data and
storing all this information in an intelligent business
architecture in order to subsequently decide on the most
appropriate encryption.
The decisional database is a multidimensional base and
knowledge base that includes a large number of experiments to
cover the various cases possible.
c) Step3 - Skyline
In the third step, we launch the BNL skyline request on the
previously established knowledge base by using the current
communication requirement.
d) Step4 – Encryption and Storage
Depending on the chosen encryption algorithm we apply
this encryption to our message and send the encrypted
information.

Then the new process can be described as follow:
Step 1: Analysis of the data source/environment/channel
Step 2: Modeling and data classification in a BI database
Step 3: Building Criteria to Consider in the Skyline Query
Step 4: Skyline Algorithm Setting
Step 5: Application of the Skyline method
Step 6: Recovery of the most relevant encryption Skyline
Step 7: Evaluate the Solution and Enrich the Knowledge Base.
Below we prensent a summary diagram (Fig. 2) to illustrate
how this new approach works to ensure the exchange of
sensitive data between two entities (Alice and Bob) on
different networks :

Finally, the last step is a consolidation step in which we
calculate the robustness of this encryption in terms of possible
security indicators. Then, we feed the knowledge base by the
feedback that we were able to complete.
IV. CONTRIBUTION
A. Problematic Description
As noted in the previous section, the intelligent encryption
approach uses the BNL algorithm to select the most dominant
encryption algorithm against the specified criteria. This
algorithm is very efficient in the case where one is satisfied
with a very restricted set of dimensions with a dataset
containing less candidates.
However, with the evolution of the knowledge base and the
requirements to be taken into account for the security of
communications, the complexity of this algorithm increases
considerably and becomes quadratic of the order O (n ^ 2),
where n is the size of the dataset to be examined; something
that induces degradation of system performance.
In order to remedy this problem, we have carried out an indepth study on certain Skyline algorithms, however we have
come to the conclusion that each algorithm can be efficient and
performant under certain conditions.
Fig. 2. Diagram Summarizes the Steps of Our Contribution.

In what follows, we present this observation in detail and
we propose a solution to circumvent this problem and grant a
better flexibility of this approach.
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Now and after having stated the original contribution of this
work which lies in adding an intelligent step allowing the
configuration of the Skyline algorithm most appropriate to the
criteria of our research. We chain in the following by an
experimental study to analyze the impact of each criterion /
dimension on the performance of the skyline algorithm in order
to determine the set of parameters to be considered in the
choice of Skyline.
For this, we will consider the following Skyline algorithms:
• Block Nested Loop (BNL)
• Divide & Conquer (D&C)
• Bitmap

• encryption utilization frequency
• The cost of encryption / decryption
• The speed of encryption / decryption
• etc.
The test environment is based on an Intel (R) Core (TM)
i7-6700HQ, 2.60GHz, 16GB RAM, 64bit OS machine.
2) Application of skyline algorithms: The application of
Skyline algorithms was carried out by the Java programming
language via the Spring Boot framework for the development
of the Back End and Angular for the Front End part.
Through this application, users have the right to:

• Index

• Specify the number of dimensions.

• NN

• Specify the dimensions.

C. Experiences &Results
To perform these experiments, we prepared a knowledge
base with real data. Feeding this database has been made on the
basis of an input data sample selected in an arbitrary manner
which 100 texts same fixed characteristics.
Then, we applied to each text these five encryption
algorithms: AES, Blowfish, DES, TripleDES [16] and ASEC
which makes a total of more than a thousand test lines.
1) Specification of requirements: In an approach to
optimization of processing, our method runs on two requests
to attack the knowledge base as in [23].
The first query serves to minimize the volume of data to be
examined in the next step. It uses fixed criteria in the SQL
clause “Where” whose values are fixed at the start of each
exchange.

• Choose the operation to apply on each dimension.
• Choose the preferred algorithm for calculating Skyline
points.
The application attacks the knowledge base and executes
the chosen Skyline algorithm with the criteria entered as shown
in Fig. 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7.
a) Scenario 1: On Two Dimensions
The objective of this experiment is to:
• Minimize encryption time
• Maximize entropy
Fig. 3 until Fig. 7 show the executions carried out for each
Skyline algorithm and the output result.

The fixed criteria represent the properties of the current
communication, for example:
• Type of data to be exchanged
• Characteristics of the source network
• Characteristics of the destination network
• The licenses available.
• The machine capacity of the encryption
• The machine capacity of the decryption
• Robustness of the transport channel between the two
networks
The second query executes the skyline algorithm and
considers the criteria to be optimized and from which the users'
wishes in terms of the level of security to be acquired are made
concrete. Hence the distinction between the two types of
criteria.
For example: The criteria to be optimized:
• Quality (rate of randomness / entropy)

Fig. 3. Application of BNL Skyline Algorithm with Two Dimensions.

• The reputation of the algorithm
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Fig. 4. Application of DC Skyline Algorithm to Optimize Entropy and
Runtime Dimensions.

Fig. 5. Application of Bitmap Skyline Algorithm to Optimize Entropy and
Runtime Dimensions.

Fig. 6. Application of Index Skyline Algorithm to Optimize Entropy and
Runtime Dimensions.

Fig. 7. Application of NN Skyline Algorithm to Optimize Entropy and
Runtime Dimensions.
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TABLE I.

SKYLINE POINT FOR ENCRYPTION ALGORITHM THAT OPTIMIZE
ENTROPY AND RUNTIME DIMENSIONS

Algorithm

Ciphering Runtime(ms)

Entropy

BLOWFISH

25

3.8870066417181426

BLOWFISH

27

3.9658710817437597

BLOWFISH

48

4.00235367813974

BLOWFISH

66

4.01642913400371

AES

73

4.026504332171881

BLOWFISH

126

4.027404704120802

• Results & Discussion of Scenario 1:
The results of the different algorithms were all the same
and give out 6 skyline points as the dominant solutions. The
following Table I summarizes this result:
The most efficient encryption algorithm is BLOWFISH
comes after the AES algorithm in second. Indeed, in this case
these two algorithms are well known in the community of
computer security by their performance and their level of
security [17] [18] [19] [22].
Now, if we go back to the performance of the Skyline
algorithms, to come up with these results there is a huge
difference in the execution time of these algorithms.
The diagram below shows the result of the execution time
of each Skyline algorithm.
So from the Fig. 8, we can conclude that the BNL
algorithm is the simplest and the best if we do not use the two
dimensions encryption time / Entropy.
However, if we change the two dimensions considered in
the first experiment and we opt for the following scenario:
b) Scenario 2: on Two Dimensions
• Objective 1: to minimize the decryption time.
• Objective 2: minimize the memory capacity required
for decryption.

TABLE II.

SKYLINE POINT FOR ENCRYPTION ALGORITHM THAT OPTIMIZE
DECIPHERING RUNTIME AND USED MEMORY

Algorithm

Deciphering Runtime(ms)

Deciphering Memory used
(K)

SEC

48

1695

SEC

56

1841

ASEC

93

2503

AES

243

2517

The application of the Skyline algorithms was carried out in
the same way as the first experiment except for the types of
dimensions which have just been modified to select the
Decryption Runtime and the Memory dimensions.
In this experiment, the results in terms of Skyline points are
different,
The Table II below is the summary of the results of the
different executions:
• Results & Discussion of Scenario 2:
The SEC encryption algorithm is ranked first, followed by
the ASEC (advanced version of SEC) algorithm, followed by
the AES algorithm.
The result given by this system seems logical because SEC
is an evolutionary algorithm [20] which takes enough time to
perform the encryption and generate the key, however, in the
decryption process it applies a single operation to the whole
text at once. As a result, this type of algorithm performs best
with respect to the cost of decryption.
On to the result of the skyline algorithm runtime, the
following diagram illustrates the results of this scenario:
From this experience, we can see in Fig. 9 that the Bitmap
algorithm performed well in this scenario.
Runtime of Skyline Algorithms for dimensions
of Deciphering Runtime and Memory (s)
0.700000000000000
0.600000000000000

Runtime of Skyline Algorithms (s) for 2
dimensions

0.500000000000000
0.400000000000000

1.000000000000000

0.300000000000000

0.800000000000000

0.200000000000000

0.600000000000000

0.100000000000000
0.000000000000000

0.400000000000000

DC

0.200000000000000

NN

INDEX

BNL

Bitmap

Fig. 9. Comparison of Runtime Skyline Algorithms for Dimensions of
Deciphering Runtime and Memory (s).

0.000000000000000
DC

NN

INDEX

BNL

Bitmap

Fig. 8. Comparison of Runtime Skyline Algorithms (s) Executed with
Entropy and Runtime Dimensions.
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This is because the Bitmap vector representation for these
two dimensions is less complex. In fact, the more the number
of values of a dimension are mastered, the algorithm becomes
faster and more efficient [21]. In Scenario 1, the entropy
dimension had very varied values and therefore the Bitmap
vector representation will be very large and complex.
On the other hand, the BNL algorithm always remains
efficient even by modifying the type of dimensions considered
[21].

Evolution of Skyline Runtime Algorithms
according to the number of dimensions

0.900000000000000
0.800000000000000
0.700000000000000
0.600000000000000

c) Scenario 3: for Four Dimensions
• Objective 1: minimize encryption time.

0.500000000000000
0.400000000000000

• Objective 2: maximize entropy

0.300000000000000

• Objective 3: minimize decryption time
• Objective 4: minimize the memory capacity required
for encryption.

0.200000000000000

0.000000000000000

The diagram below shows the result of the execution time
of the skyline algorithms.
• Results & Discussion of Scenario 3
From the results of Fig. 10, we see that the Bitmap
algorithm becomes very complex however, the index
algorithms become more efficient.
Runtime of Skyline Algorithms (ms) for 4
dimensions

Bitmap
BNL
INDEX
NN
DC

0.100000000000000
2

6

10

Fig. 11. Compariosn of Evolution of Skyline Runtime Algorithms according
to the Number of Dimensions.

And so on, the more we add dimensions, the more the
performance of the algorithms changes.
d) Scenario 4: up to 10 Dimensions
In this experiment, we ran the application on several
dimensions to assess the impact of the number of dimensions
on the speed of Skyline algorithms.

0.250000

The Fig. 11 below shows the result of the execution time of
the skyline algorithms against number of dimensions.

0.200000

3) Comparison and discussion: As we have presented in
previous experiences, we focused on two very important
factors for the success of this approach, namely:
• The execution time of Skyline algorithms because it
has a very significant impact on the speed of the entire
system.

0.150000

• The quality of the Skyline selected (the encryption to
be implemented) because it represents the heart of this
approach and embodies the robustness and security of
the system.

0.100000

The quality of the skyline solution can be evaluated based
on the following characteristics:
• Guarantee: All returned points are skylines.

0.050000

• Accuracy: All the points returned meet the criteria
previously defined.
• Progressiveness: the sending of results is done instantly
regardless of the size of the database are often huge.

0.000000
DC

NN

INDEX

BNL

Bitmap

Fig. 10. Comparison of Runtime Skyline Algorithms (s) Executed with 4
Dimensions.

• Completeness: at the end, all the points of the skylines
are returned.
From this experiment study, we can conclude that there are
two main parameters to satisfy all these characteristics and
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guarantee the performance of the skyline algorithms on
encryption problem. These two parameters are:
• The Number of Dimensions
• The rate of variation which means the rate of the
difference between numerical values of a given
dimension. The greater this difference, the lower the
rate of change and vice versa.
For example, to demonstrate the impact of the rate of
change on the quality and performance of this approach, we
can go back to experiments 1 and 2. In fact, in the first scenario
we used two dimensions with different rates of change (the
encryption with a normal rate of change and entropy for which
the rate of change is very high). While in the second
experiment we kept the same number of dimensions but with a
normal rate of variation for both. The result of the first
experiment favored the BNL algorithm however in the second
experiment the Bitmap algorithm performed better. Otherwise,
compared to the quality of the returned Skylines, they were all
on the same level. In terms of:

The objective behind the other two experiments is to
demonstrate the impact of the dimension number on the quality
and speed of the system. In fact, in these two experiments, we
each time added additional dimensions to our research with
different rates of variation.
From the results of these experiments, we find that the NN
and D&C algorithms are starting to meet the demanded needs
better than other algorithms. The Bitmap algorithm always
responds very well in cases of dimensions with uniform rate of
change regardless of the number of dimensions. However, the
BNL algorithm is no longer favored if the number of
dimensions is large.
At the end and to summarize all these results, we can use
the Tables V and VI below to decide on the choice of the
Skyline algorithm which gives us the most secure encryption:
TABLE V.

GLOBAL CRITERIA FOR CHOOSING THE SKYLINE ALGORITHM
IN THE CASE OF LESS THAN 4 DIMENSIONS

d<4

Accuracy: criteria met

uniform rate of variation

Guarantee: exact encryption

Progressiveness

Guarantee

Completeness

Speed

BNL

-

oui

oui

oui

D&C

-

oui

oui

non

Bitmap

-

oui

oui

oui

NN

-

oui

oui

non

Completeness: same list of Skylines,
Progressivity: the list was returned all at once however this
test is not interesting in this case since the number of
dimensions is very low and the size of the base is fixed for the
moment.

uncorrelated rate of variation

The two tables, Tables III and IV below summarize these
results:
TABLE III. THE CRITERIA FOR CHOOSING THE SKYLINE ALGORITHM IN
THE CASE OF 2 DIMENSIONS AND AN UNCORRELATED RATE OF VARIATION
d=2
Scenario 1

uncorrelated rate of variation
Progressiveness

Guarantee

Completeness

Speed

BNL

oui

oui

oui

1

D&C

oui

oui

non

5

Bitmap

oui

oui

non

3

Index

oui

oui

oui

2

NN

oui

oui

oui

4

Progressiveness

Guarantee

Completeness

Speed

BNL

-

oui

oui

oui

D&C

-

oui

non

non

Bitmap

-

oui

non

non

NN

-

oui

oui

non

TABLE VI.

GLOBAL CRITERIA FOR CHOOSING THE SKYLINE ALGORITHM
IN THE CASE OF MORE THAN 4 DIMENSIONS

d >= 4
uniform rate of variation

TABLE IV. THE CRITERIA FOR CHOOSING THE SKYLINE ALGORITHM IN
THE CASE OF 2 DIMENSIONS AND A UNIFORM RATE OF VARIATION

Progressiveness

Guarantee

Completeness

Speed

BNL

non

oui

oui

non

D&C

non

oui

oui

non

Bitmap

oui

oui

oui

oui

NN

oui

oui

oui

oui

d=2
Scenario 2

uniform rate of variation
Progressiveness

Guarantee

Completeness

Speed

BNL

oui

oui

oui

2

D&C

oui

oui

oui

5

Bitmap

oui

oui

oui

Index

oui

oui

NN

oui

oui

uncorrelated rate of variation
Progressiveness

Guarantee

Completeness

Speed

BNL

non

oui

non

non

1

D&C

non

oui

oui

oui

oui

3

Bitmap

non

oui

non

non

oui

4

NN

oui

oui

non

oui
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Then, if we come back to our new approach (Fig. 2), for the
step 4 of this new contribution that consist in ‘Skyline
Algorithm Setting’ we can conclude that we have tree general
configuration of Skyline algorithms:

[4]
[5]

Configuration 1: when performance achieved on a small
number of dimensions such as BNL.
Configuration 2: performance achieved if we work on a
large number of dimensions such as the DC and NN algorithms

[6]

Configuration 3: performance achieved if we work on
dimensions with a limited number of different values, then we
can use Bitmap algorithm.

[7]

[8]

V. CONCLUSION
Despite the significant development of security tools,
computer systems still suffer from malicious threats especially
with the huge growth of emerging technologies.

[9]

To be able to support this revolution, these new
technologies must be integrated into the various security
components. During this work, we tried to develop a new
approach to intelligent encryption that is based on the concepts
of artificial intelligence. It uses Skyline algorithms to define
the policy to be followed to ensure the confidentiality of
exchanges. In this work we proposed a new version of this
system included an additional step to define dynamically the
Skyline algorithm to be executed for choice the good
Encryption Algorithm. So, from the experimental
demonstration we deduced that the choice of the Skyline
algorithm has a perimeter role in this approach and the use of
the BNL algorithm, as in the previous contribution, risks
weakening the performance and the efficiency of this
encryption system, especially if the variation rate of dimension
values or their number increases We applied different Skyline
algorithms and we compared the results. Finally, and after
several scenarios we concluded that this system must
absolutely change the choice of Skyline Algorithm taking into
account two main parameters which are: The number of
dimensions and the rate of variation.

[10]

[1]

[2]

[3]
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Abstract—Textual entailment recognition is one of the recent
challenges of the Natural Language Processing (NLP) domain.
Deep learning strategies are used in the work of text entailment
instead of traditional Machine learning or raw coding to achieve
new enhanced results. Textual entailment is also used in the
substantial applications of NLP such as summarization, machine
translation, sentiment analysis, and information verification.
Text entailment is more precise than traditional Natural
Language Processing techniques in extracting emotions from text
because the sentiment of any text can be clarified by textual
entailment. For this purpose, when combining a textual
entailment with deep learning, they can hugely showed an
improvement in performance accuracy and aid in new
applications such as depression detection. This paper lists and
describes applications of natural language processing regarding
textual entailment. Various applications and approaches are
discussed. Moreover, datasets, algorithms, resources, and
performance evaluation for each model is included. Also, it
compares textual entailment application models according to the
method used, the result for each model, and the pros and cons of
each model.
Keywords—Textual entailment; deep learning; summarization;
sentiment analysis; information verification; machine learning;
depression detection

I.

INTRODUCTION

Textual entailment[1] is the process of importing a text
from another one. Textual entailment [2] is an obtaining the
relationship between fragments of text when one fragment in
some sense implies the other.
Recognition of text entailment (also called natural language
inference) is the task of deciding on the allocation of two
pieces of text whether the interpretation of one text can be
given in another text. Text entailment is a relationship-related
activity and sometimes there are threee relationships can occur
between two sentences. Entailment- [1, 3] the meaning of one
sentence can be combined with another sentence, incorrect
entailment - the meaning of one text contradicts the meaning of
another sentence, and non-entailment - the meaning of one text
does not include or contradict the meaning of another sentence.
Or may be categorized to two class (ENTAILS/NEUTRAL).
Textual entailment research mainly contains methods for
developing and evaluating algorithmic identification methods
of entailment [2]. Text entailment aims at a deeper
understanding of text and thinking, which shares the same type
of machine learning comprehension, although the structure of
the functions is slightly different [4].

Similar to Semantic Textual similarity, in the task of
Textual Entailment, the input also contains two sentences (presentence P and hypothesis H sentence), and programs should
determine whether the meaning of sentence H can be extended
from the meaning of sentence P. In particular, [5, 6] systems
are required to assign each line of the phrase or label of
CONFIDENCE (when P comprises H, that is, H cannot be
false when P is true), the CONTRADICTION label (when P
contradicts H, i.e. H is false whenever P is true), or the
INDEPENDENT label (where true of H could be determined
on the basis of P).
Textual Entailment task is a problem of classification [5].
TE is the latest and best indicator of text acquisition in NLP
applications [7].Recent work on Text Entailment work includes
(1) models based on linked elements and machine-learning
classifiers, (2) sentence-based models that use similar
structures such as Semantic Textual similarity, sentence-based
function, and (3) other neural network models that do not use
Simple RRNs or CNNs as sentence encoders.
Textual Entailment (TE) is an inconsistent relationship
between two expressions in which the meaning of one phrase,
called Hypothesis (H), derives from another expression called
Text (T). The definition of TE is strong in the sense that if H
enters from T but has little or no additional information, then
the two are treated as unrelated or non-entailed [8].
Text entailment is used in text encryption methods to
measure text connections. TE in NLP is a direct relationship
between the sections of the text. Relationships are active and
effective when the fact of one text fragment follows from
another fragment. In the TE framework, integrated and
integrated texts are defined as text (T) and hypothesis (H) [7] .
Textual Entailment (TE) is a typical example of a semantic
inference, in which the purpose is to determine where a textual
hypothesis (H) can be correctly included in a given text (T).
While classifying the hypothesis into genes and making an
effort to determine where each is differentiated separately by T
is called Partial Textual Entailment (PTE) [7].
Partial Textual entailment (PTE) is a possible solution to
this problem that defines the interdependent relationships
between T and H pairs. PTE relationships can play an
important role in a variety of programs to use Natural
Language Processing (NLP) such as text summaries and a
question answering system by minimizing unwanted
information [8].
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Recognition of textual Entailment (RTE) [8] is an
important function in Natural Language Processing (NLP)
research. The key role of RTE includes a question-and-answer
system where the nature of the engagement is confirmed by the
given answer regarding the expected answer, a summary of
multiple texts where the sentences should be deleted, and a
retrieval system where only documented questions are
required. However, the old definition of TE has two important
implications for the relationship. First, the relationship does not
coincide where H should be inserted from T. Otherwise the two
pair are non-entailed. PTE [9] is a two-way relationship
between two expressions in which one expression is inserted or
slightly dependent from another expression. PTE expands
Textual Entailment (TE) concept.

The main purpose in [10] is to measure sentence similarity,
which will help to summarize the text of any language, looking
only at English and Bengali. The methods proposed in [10]
were extensively tested using several English and Bengali
texts, from many online sources. This similarity of sentence is
stated. Prior to in-depth analysis the best way to prepare for the
operation of both languages used is Unicode.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section (Ⅱ)
provides a literature review about NLP applications that uses
textual entailment, in Section (Ⅲ) provides a comparison
between machine learning and deep learning in textual
entailment. The paper concludes in section. The paper
concludes in Section (Ⅳ) with an overview of future work that
it was aimed to be done

Lexical Layer Analysis: The lexical presentation and
lexical similarity are major function in lexical layer as shown
in the Fig. 1. The model followed by one of the popular deep
learning algorithm-Text Rank. Lexical Layer Analysis Model
has the following steps as:

II. NATURAL LANGUAGE PROCESSING APPLICATIONS
USING ENTAILMENT
Textual entailment is a relationship that obtains between
fragments of text when one fragment in some sense implies the
other fragment. The automation of textual entailment
recognition supports a wide variety of text-based tasks,
including information retrieval, information extraction,
question answering, text summarization, and machine
translation [2].
A. Text Summarization
NLP has several applications, the challenging one is a text
Summarization. Summarization is a process of presenting a
text’s most important and relevant information in precise way.
It helps to understand a text very quickly and precisely.
Determining the level of correlation between input
sentences will help to reduce the inclusion of meaningless
sentences in abbreviated text. The importance of the summary
becomes even more important and effective when dealing with
events on social media platforms such as Twitter, where
information is fast, rich, varied and ever-growing content, no
matter where, time and other circumstances.
Any user can post comments or watch, upload videos to
any event very quickly. Current methods of measuring
sentences only find similarities between words and sentences.
These methods only state the correct information for each
sentence. Summarizing text helps to understand any major text
in a very short time .It is to produce the right summary, there
are a few steps to follow, e.g. Lexical Analysis, Semantic
Analysis and Syntactic Analysis.
The content of the summary story details depends on the
needs of the user. Text Summary Methods can be classified as
abstractive and an extractive summarization. The abstractive
summarization incorporates key ideas into the document and
conveys those ideas in clear natural language. The extractive
summarization process consists of selecting key phrases,

sentences, paragraphs etc. In the original document and
combine those with a short form that maintains a sequential
sequence [7].

Model [10] represents a new proposed sentence similarity
measuring model for English and Bengali language. Lexical
methods have been applied, and a perfect expected result has
been found.

• Lexical analysis: brake the sentence into tokens.
• Stop words removal: remove pronoun and article
words.
• Lemmatization and Stemming: return all tokens to their
entry.
Sentence Similarity: The rating method helps to hear the
correlation of words that occur in WordNet times. Send the
distance between the two words. Other equations to be used in
the same suggested algorithms, in this proposed model use
python with NLTK version 3, and WS4J: java API designed
for WordNet use [10].
However, Twitter’s summary work has garnered a lot of
attention from the research world over the past decade as a
result of sharing fast and varied responses from millions of
users.[9] While, summarization of Twitter event is much
harder than traditional texts due to the different type of text that
poses many challenges. Like:
• Processing of tweet content : this, standard Natural
Language Processing (NLP) tools do not work well in
this type of text and create challenges for tweet content
processing, design integration and topic by topic due to
the high nature of understanding features.
• Sentence Boundary Detection (SBD): A tweet does not
consist of a single sentence, instead, it can include
multiple sentences. Sometimes, a tweet does not include
punctuation even if it includes multiple sentences.
WordNet
Database

Word-word Similarity

Sentence 1

Token

Sentence-Sentence Similarity

Sentence
Similarity

Sentence 2
Order Vector

Order Similarity

Fig. 1. Lexical Layer Analysis Model[10].
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• Information redundancy problem: Events on Twitter
attract a large number of tweets making it difficult to
find the most important personal tweets. Every event
contains incorrect details of an event in the form of a
Re-tweet or titter with the full or partial content of
another tweet in high volume. To reduce
misunderstandings, identifying partially embedded
information between tweets is harder than seeing retweets or embedded tweets. For example, two sentences
are listed below in two separate tweets. The second
sentence contains the information included in the first
sentence and additional content (highlighted). To
reduce the amount of non-reversible information, these
two sentences can be combined into one meaningful
sentence as shown below.
Model [9] proposes a summarization approach to extracting
an amazing event summary from Twitter by providing a
solution that can solve the above challenges. Fig. 2 illustrates
this summary. This approach follows a detailed design to
produce a summary of the most informative and relevant
sentences from all event tweets. After they made this model
they found that:
• In many previous researches, tweet is considered a
summary of work. But in reality, regular tweets include
many sentences. In this research the authors extract
important sentences by SBD from tweets instead of
treating the tweet as a sentence. In order to exclude the
most important events of the event, they put all relevant
tweets of the event first and convert the top tweets
placed into possible sentences.
• To produce an abstract summary, authors filter out
invalid data by checking the Partial Textual Entailment
(PTE) relationship between sentences. They see peerto-peer (PE) sentences and a text border that is slightly
inserted between sentences. Couples of PE sentences
are combined into one sentence by combining PE text.
Finally, an abstract summary creates selected sentences
in addition to covering high detail, diversity,
consistency and readability.
In [9] the proposed model is two phase summarization
approach. First phase is key sentence extractor which produces
more relevant and informative sentences rather than tweets
from the appropriate tweet event set, second phase is
abstractive summarizer which produces a desirable summary
over the selected sentences after deleting the unwanted
information by pointing to the information included or partially
included in the sentences. So, authors have seen the quality of
the summary is limited by the accuracy of the TE
determination. This [7] seeks to overcome these restrictions by
using Partial Textual Entailment (PTE) as well. Hence, [7]
suggested a modified approach that demonstrated competitive
outcomes in standard dataset.

Fig. 2. [9] Summarization Approach.

Therefore model [7] suggests a new and exciting way to
summarize one document. It also includes Partial Textual
Entailment (PTE) as a way to get the power of expression
within a couple of texts. Sentences are divided into units of text
for the purpose of TE to compute which is why they are
different from complete TE and are called intra-phrase
sentences or PTE. Since a graph model is known to capture and
present a well-defined structure of information with
information shared between interconnected areas within a
complex network, so authors will use a graph presentation to
illustrate the relationship between different pieces of text. Then
authors used the weighted (Minimum Vertex Cover) method of
MVC, a graphical algorithm to get a small vertices’ set
(representing sentences) that make up the cover. And this cover
forms their final summary [7].
The text summary function was created as a WMVC
problem by them. The input document provided to the system
to be compensated and rewritten and labeled as a graph
network. They built a targeted, weighted graph model where
border instruments could not be considered. Accordingly, the
weight w is already expressed in each graph node based on the
entailment values obtained. This improved graph form to date
is placed under WMVC method [7]. This algorithm works by
narrowing down the graphical network so that the cover C is a
subset (part) of the smallest sentences weight, meaning the
best-placed sentences in the text. The cover that has been found
is this result - a summary of the input document. Model [7]
Recommended Method of partial Text entailment Used
Baseline Weighted Minimum Vertex Cover (PTE-WMVC),
shown in Fig. 3 is contained the following key steps:
• Pre-processing step
• PTE score computation
• Salience scores computation
• PTE based graph construction
• Applying WMVC algorithm
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Pre-processing

Fr ag[]
sent[]

Sentence to Fr agment
Entai lment matri x
S - > F[][]
Computi ng
Sali ence
Scor es

Gr aph
Cover C

Summari zed document

Computi ng
S- > F
PTE Scor e

SalScor es[]

Applyi ng
WMVC

Sali ence
scor es

Constr ucti ng
Entai lment
gr aph

Fig. 3. PTE-WMVC Structure Diagram [7].

Finally, the authors compared the effectiveness of this
approach with other leading methods in the field of text
summarization. This PTE-WMVC system provided the highest
recall value of 50.99% of ROGUE-1 while n-gram size was
considered N = 4. The next best performance is provided by
WMVC with a recall value of 38.8% followed is PDT at a rate
of 34.6%. A very small amount of recall was identified by the
program and ATESC as the basis for text processing in the
system [7]. In [7], authors introduced an amazing and advanced
way of summarizing a single text. Through extensive
experiments in the database that showed in this paper the
proposed algorithm uses Partial Textual Entailment at its end it
uses existing techniques that look at complete textual
entailment to establish relationships between sentences.
The suggested algorithm has been used successfully in
small sections of sentences, uses Partial Textual Entailment
and produces clear and reliable measurements. Building such a
system and dealing with the same method of summarizing
multiple documents by taking advantage of the functionality of
the proposed algorithm involves future work. Future work of
[7] will be more focused on summarizing many documents.
The creation of a summary requires multiple textual sources
and often involves a combination of collections of various
texts.
B. Question Answering
Question Answer (QA) is an ancient research field in
computer science that started in the sixties. In the Semantic
Web, most of the suspended data is now available in the form
of knowledge bases (KBs). Today, there are KBs on media,
publishing, geography, life-science and more. The main
purpose of the QA program over KBs is to retrieve the
information you want from KB or more, using native language
questions.
In summary, most QA programs only work in English and
more than one KB. Multilingualism is taken for granted while
carrying it can often be taken for granted. The fact that QA
systems tend to use existing technologies and require several
services to be presented to the end user, leads to the idea of
developing QA systems in a general way [11].
Model [12] introduced new data and text implant model,
which is derived from the treatment of answering multiple
queries in the selection as an input problem. SCITAIL is the
first input set created only from natural sentences that already
exist independently "in the field" rather than sentences written
specifically for the input function. In addition to the required

input details, they construct add-ons from scientific questions
and related answers, as well as structures from relevant web
phrases taken from the larger corpus. These sentences are often
a language challenge. This, combined with the high similarity
of the baseline and hypothesis in both paired and non-entailed
pairs, makes this new entailment work even more difficult.
Model [12] present the largest input data taken directly
from the final task and contain text that appears naturally as
both the basis and hypothesis. The model new data, SCITAIL,
is designed for the final task of answering high school science
questions. Each question and their relevant answer is converted
into a supporting statement for hypothesis H. they use the
retrieval (IR) method to obtain relevant text from the business
of large web text documents, and use one of these sentences as
Layout P. -H, not all that includes P or “supports” the
statement in H. They include annotations for each hypothesis
structure head as a support or not, to create SCITAIL input
data with 27K examples.
Since both the foundation and the drawings in SCITAIL
were written independently of each other and without the
inclusion function, the linguistic diversity of the database is not
limited to the coverage of handwritten rules or by crowds of
clever staff two pieces of text [12].
They show that one can improve SCITAIL accuracy by 5
percent using a new neural model that exploits language
structure. And found that current RTE systems, including
neural input models, have interoperable functionality in this
data, whether they are trained in their data or in SCITAIL.
Specifically, their asymmetric Decomposed Graph Entailment
Model (DGEM) raises an accuracy by 2.3%. They make the
following contributions:
1) A natural input database in which the text and
transcripts were written independently of each other and
independently of the input function;
2) Initial data taken from the final task of answering
multiple questions; and
3) A new model that uses language more recklessly in the
hypothesis than the existing strategies in this data.
Recently, text submissions have received significant
attention due to their extensive use of retrieval information,
commendation programs and answering questions. Information
extraction (IE) is an Automatic retrieval of certain information
related to a selected topic from the body or bodies of text.
Extraction tools enable us to retrieve data from text,
information, websites or multiple sources.
Recently, various frameworks for textual entailment
recognition have been proposed, ranging from traditional
linguistic strategies pertaining to different deep learning
methods. However, the deep neural networks that reach the
state of the art in textual entailment task look only at the details
of the given sentence structure rather than the real world
knowledge and information beyond context. In [13], they
propose a Knowledge-Context Interactive Textual Entailment
Network (KCITEN) that reads graph-level presentations by
tying a graph of external information through a graph-focused
network. They also propose a Text-graph interactive reading
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system for neural learning entailment, which allows for
unwanted noise and noise and focuses on informative
presentations. Examination in the SciTail database shows that
KCI-TEN works better than state-of-the-art methods [13].In
addition to the practical application of previous studies, textual
entailment recognition models have two limitations as follows:

many tests, including the Question-Answering (QA) programs.
Therefore, RTE helps to determine whether the given answer
entails the question asked or not. There are various methods
suggested in the literature to determine which entailment into
this field. However, in the Arabic language, there is a shortage
of RTE services provided in QA programs.

• Underutilize the large-scale real-world knowledge:
Existing RTE models may suffer from language
challenges due to the high similarity of the lexical
premise and the hypothesis of both blocks included and
excluded.

As long as, in [14] they are introducing an Arabic tool
called Ar-SLotTE «Arabic Semantic Logical Textual
Entailment Tool». For defining the entailment between a
couple of question and answer they propose this tool. The
correlation of the entailment is set as "TRUE" when it means
how the question can be estimated from the answer and
"FALSE" in another way.

• Perform learning and inference between text and large
scale KG without explicit interaction: These methods
[13] are useful for easy comprehension of concepts but
can lead to a lack of communication between text-based
embedding and KG-based embedding during the editing
process.
To address these two limitations , in [13] proposing a novel
representation framework, the Knowledge-Context Interactive
Textual Entailment Network (KCI-TEN), which makes full use
of the external KG to determine whether a given text
incorporates a given hypothesis. Specifically, the proposed
approach begins to convert the concepts and basic sentences
into KG sub graph, incorporating them into the context and
contexts of the environment through a graph attention network
(GAT), providing an additional incentive to explore external
sources of textual recognition. Thereafter, the included vectors
are used to calculate the basis for comparison-hypothesis
corresponding to the text level and graph level respectively.
Finally, using a method to read the matching representation in
size, using practical information from text and KG, and reinserted into the classifier to get textual entailment [13]. The
model concise contributions are:
• Creating an effective RTE communication framework,
which directs the external KG to obtain background
information and understanding.

Model [14] is based on the first logical presentations of the
structure orderly to extract new semantic information from the
H-hypothesis and the T-text. Three factors are excluded from
the logical expression of T and H namely, the accumulation of
Predicates-Arguments, the Semantic similarity and the
similarity of the Name entity. A rating is given for each
feature. After that, the feature vector is designed for each H / T
pair. These doses are passed on to a tree decision reader to
guess the category of each couple: «TRUE» if there is an
entailment between them, and "FALSE» in another way. ArSLoTE is designed to detect the entailment relationships that
exist between Arabic H/T. In particular, it sees the entailment
between the true response and its answers. Noting that the real
question is a question related to an entity with names.
In this situation, the hypothesis indicates the question asked
and the text identifies the given answer. Thus, Ar- SLoTE
takes, as an input, questions that start with test nouns (ﻣﻦ
who, ﻣﺎwhat,  أﯾﻦwhere,  ﻣﺘﻰwhen) and a list of related candidate
responses. At the last, the entailment between the question and
each answer was indicated. Research correspondent's response
is considered an appropriate answer to a question [14].

• Investigating the feasibility of graph-based submission
by approving GAT to carefully insert KG sub graphs.
The results of the experiments indicate that KCI-TEN
successfully incorporates the conditions in terms of KG sub
graphs [13].
Recognizing inclusion relationships between sentences is
an important and common part of language communication.
RTE function has been proposed as the solution to this
problem. In [14], they introduce the Arabic Recognizing
Textual Entailment Tool called Ar-SLoTE “Arabic Semantic
Logical Textual Entailment Tool”. Model [14] suggested tool
is made up of five modules: pre-processing, linguistic analysis,
first-order logic representation, features extraction and
entailment decision modules. It produces logical
representations of hypothesis / text pairs in order to extract
important and informative features, namely, predicting the
dynamics of contradictions, exactly the similarities.
Ar-SLoTE is mainly based on Arabic question / answer
procedures and the results obtained are very encouraging.
Obtaining RTE In many NLP applications is by performing

Fig. 4. Ar-SLoTE Architecture [14].
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As shown in Fig. 4 Ar-SLoTE architecture is built on five
key modules, namely: pre-processing editing, linguistic
analysis, first-order logic representation, feature extraction and
entailment decision modules.
Model [14] approach focuses on the exclusion of elements
from the two logical pathways taken from T and H,
specifically, predicting contradictions, semantic similarities
and word similarities. The Ar-SLoTE releases a file from type
XML containing the accompanied results of entailment using
confidence scores. Therefore, the result can be shown and
translated by the user, or by machine.
As the [14] tool is designed for question / answer processes,
authors have selected 500 operators of a variety of authentic
questions and answers from the AQA-WebCorp Corpus. At
first, they turned them into logical submissions. Second, the
corpus was divided into two data sets: training set (350 pairs)
and test set (150 pairs).
Reported to the following TABLE I, the results obtained by
the proposed tool in [15], Ar-SLoTE and LR-ALL. Among the
state-of-the-art technology that works for Arabic RTE, the tool
proposed in [15] is the only function specifically intended for
real-time question / answer systems. LR-All [16] Arab RTE
system with highest accuracy. This paper uses traditional
embedding features and words. In addition, it is based on
machine learning and uses ArbTEDS dataset, the only
available Arabic RTE data containing 600 pairs of T-H.
They have been able to be more accurate compared to the
previous RTE system which was intended for question / answer
applications (Ben-sghaier et al., 2018) [15]. Because the results
obtained in [14]show that reasonable representation and
appropriate relevance can improve the results of Arabic RTE.
Authors said that Ar-SLoTE performance can be improved by
integrating, in particular, additional cognitive information. One
of authors’ plans that focuses on testing their RTE tool on a
large computer uses a large number of different questions /
answers per pair. As a long-term quest, they aim to look at
other types of questions [14].
TABLE I.

COMPARISON BETWEEN AR-SLOTE AND OTHER ARABIC RTE
SYSTEMS

System

Approach

Dataset

Accuracy

BenSghaier,
M. , W.
Bakari,
and M.
Neji [15]

• Machine Learning
based .
• Use of semantic
measure and word
sense disambiguation.

200
Question/Answers
pairs

70%

Ar-SLoTE

• Machine learning
based
• Use of logical
representation and
extraction of features

500 Question/
Answers pairs

• Machine learning
based
• Use of traditional and
word embedding
features

ArbTEDS

LR-ALL
[16]

C. Information Verification
As the name itself implies, data verification is a process
that verifies the authenticity of a person or company for a
particular process that requires verified information. This
process helps to verify the current status, including features
such as hiring and accommodation, allowing an application
that requires specific references to be completed by the
preferred person or organization of applications.
Information verification is important because the level of
information production is high and growing daily, usually on
social media. This also results in social media being included
as a mass media. Therefore, data verification in social media
becomes even more important [6].
Information verification is a form of journalism
investigation in which experts examine claims that have been
published by others about their truthfulness. Claims can range
from statements made by members of the public to stories
reported by other publishers. The ultimate goal of a factchecking system is to determine whether a claim is true, false
or mixed.
In [6], a method of verifying information on Twitter is
proposed. The proposed method uses textual entailment
methods to improve the authentication methods on Twitter.
Separating the effects of entailment methods over state-of-theart methods can produce tweet verification results. In addition,
as the writing style of tweets is incomplete and structured
enough for textual entailment, they have used the language
model to add tweets with official and appropriate text for
textual entailment.
While the methods used to incorporate reinforcement
inputs to verify data may have acceptable results, it is not
possible to provide relevant sources for all tweets, especially in
the past by posting tweets. Therefore, they have used other
sources such as User conversational tree (UCT) without using
input methods to verify tweet details. UCT analysis is based on
pattern release at UCT. Test results show that using entailment
methods increases tweet validation [6] as shown in the model
architecture in Fig. 5.
Looking at the various challenges in obtaining rumors, they
look at the findings of the rumor by the two-source analysis:
(1) entailment based classifier, and (2) UCT-based classifier.
Then, in each of the two sources, they train two different
classifiers separately, and after that, use a weighted ensemble
voting classifier, the results of these different classifiers
combined to form a new classifier [6].
All in all, contribution to [6] to verify the details on Twitter
is:

73.33%

• Textual entailment is used to confirm rumors on Twitter
• A language model is used to make tweets more
acceptable in the style of writing

76.2%

• Consideration under UCT analysis
• Promote a weighted phase of voting to integrate the
results of the inclusion process and UCT analysis
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on the web and social media, reduced responses during
disasters and terrorist attacks [17]. Typically, bots collaborate
to create and disseminate fake or wrong information on a large
scale using bots accounting groups that work on a large scale
for two purposes:
• by distributing the same content, e.g., by retweeting, to
multiple viewers, and
• Increase social status by following each other’s
accounts and following trust information [17].
Those who try to stop the spread of wrong information are
working to create programs that can reduce the way bots and
other programs spread lies and slander. Most of the previous
methods depend on the selection of the feature from the main
text. In addition, the methods studied in the structure of graphs
in social media [17] are popular with the rich history of graph
reading. Recently, more comprehensive learning approaches
have also emerged in this field. For example, recurrent neural
networks (RNNs) are used to detect rumors from microblogs.

Fig. 5. Model [6] Architecture.

Information on the web is linked to rumors and unverified
information. In addition, social networks as a special and broad
part of the web have a lot of potential for spreading and
creating inaccurate or unauthorized information.
Because of the importance of this issue, as well as
improving the effectiveness of data verification, in [17]
verification of data on social media is being investigated.
Several features and conditions appear to be applicable to the
detection of rumors.
Among the functional and structural features, authors
consider two important sources of data validation in social
media that include user responses and news organizations. User
feedbacks as the primary source can be a user conversional
tree. Some patterns can be drawn from this tree. Media
agencies as a second source are also used for data verification
by tools of text entailment. Finally, these two types of factors
are combined to separate information into one of three
categories true, false, or unconfirmed. This method was tested
by checking public data sets. Test results show that the
proposed hybrid information verification method can surpass
highly recommended methods in data verification [17].
Today, everyone has some doubts about the information
broadcast on the web or social media. This is because the
amount of information that is visible on the web is wrong or
unreliable. Moreover, people are exposed to all kinds of fake
and uncertain information. Doubts about the facts of the
information available on social media create public concern,
especially in difficult situations or disasters. A large number of
online false stories have the potential to cause great social
problems. Stock markets has been affected by fake information

However, among current methods, the effect of resources
on data verification cannot be ruled out. Therefore, in [17] to
strengthen the validity of the data verification, the results of the
sources are studied. The proposed method of this data in [6]
uses the main sources of information, mainly feedbacks, and
media sources. Initially, the effect of user feedback and media
on the data verification function are studied separately.
Subsequently, these methods’ results are gathered to
determine the validity of the information. In the user
feedbacks, the composition of the marked areas in the user
conversational tree (UCT) by four types of tags, rejected,
comment, supporting, and query, is considered. UCT is being
studied discussed in the following three ways:[17]
• Pattern extraction: For UCT pattern extraction, the
unique UCT patterns are calculated by looking at the
pattern level in the tree. In these patterns, a tag for each
node is selected, too.
• Statistical sequential models: By studying UCT
sequencing models, two different types of sequence
models are calculated
• Hidden Markov model (HMM)
• Conditional random fields (CRF).
• Edit distance: Set UCT learning methods used as
standard K-nearest approaches to UCT classification
with data verification function.
The second source of data verification is the media sources,
which is useful for textual entailment methods. At this opinion,
the text that feels authentic (called the main text) is considered
to be either media or not. If not entailed, the main text is
considered authentic. When the media compares with the main
text, the main text is considered false. Otherwise, the main text
is considered unverified. Suggested data verification methods
are evaluated using public records by comparing the state-ofthe-art-methods.
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The results of these comparisons show that the proposed
method works better than the existing alternatives presented in
[17] database used.
The description of the method starts with the method’s full
description in the first subsection. After that, the two main
parts of the method are explained, that were namely:
• Studying of user feedbacks and various components
• News sources studying
An overview of the proposed [17] approach to data
verification activities is shown in Fig. 6. As shown in the
figure, the input for data validation is a message from a social
network.
After reviewing the input text, you are ready for
verification. Using two different steps, verification work will
be done: it processes feedbacks of users and new sources.
1) User feedback study: User response research is
typically based on the UCT structure. UCT is a tree created
when a message is communicated on social media or is often
responded to. The root of this tree is the main message its
authenticity is being questioned. After all, every response to
this message is a child root. Previously, every response of
each node in a tree is the next level of UCT.[17]
Thereafter, the UCT tagged is used to predict the final label
of the input text using the following three methods in the next
three paragraphs. UCT is studied in three ways including:
2) Pattern extraction: UCT derived pattern are considered
features. These patterns are below each starting point with a
maximum of three. Calculation of each pattern’s occurrence is
by looking at the weight, which is calculated by the level of
the root scale relative to the height of each UCT.
3) Statistical sequential models: HMM and CRF are used
in [17]proposed methods. The path label with the most voted
priority is false, true, and unconfirmed is considered the last
label.
4) Edit distance: Set the distance of each path at UCT
calculated the most effective dynamic time strategy. this
method uses a powerful planning method [17].
5) Study news sources: recognizing textual entailment
In this case, a source of information should be provided.
When the main text, in which the message is confirmed as true
message, is entailed from the new source, the source text is the
first text. If the new source differs from the main text, then the
main text is fake or wrong. Otherwise, the main text is not
verified. The following methods of textual entailment are used
in [17]:
• Edit distance comp (Fixed Weight Lemma/RES Word
Net).
• MaxEnt Tree Skeleton RES (Verb Ocean Tree Pattern/
Word Net Tree Pattern/Word Net Verb Ocean Tree
Pattern).

To compare the [17] method with the state-of-the-art
methods in which authors simulate tests similar to those
performed in the Semeval-2017 work 8. The test methods are
similar to this work, too. Test methods are Score, Confidence,
Root mean Square Error (RMSE), and Final Score. The Score
is ranked as the most known accuracy measure. Confidence
RMSE is the RMSE Classified Confidence.
Existing new sources are critical to the success of this
approach. And on some social networks, user feedback is not
recorded and in this case this method is bad choice for data
verification. In addition, the [17] method only applies to text
messages. Examination of the this method of data verification
in public dataset showed that the [17] method surpassed those
who are technically competent in data verification.
Model [18] introduces ColumbiaNLP's submission of the
FEVER Workshop Shared Task. This model is an end-to-end
pipeline that delivers factual evidence using Wikipedia and
provides a decision on the veracity of the claim based on
evidence-based evidence. The FEVER shared function aims to
test the capabilities of the data verification system using
evidence from Wikipedia. Given a claim that includes one or
more items (mapping to Wikipedia pages),the system in [18]
must take written evidence (sentence sets on Wikipedia pages)
supporting or disputing the claim and using this evidence, they
must write a claim as Supported, Refutes or Not_Enough_Info.
The shared work dataset is presented by [19] and contains
185,445 claims. TABLE II shows three scenarios from a set of
claimant data, evidence and decision. The first system that used
by [19] uses 3 main components:
• Document retrieval: using the documentation recovery
component from the DrQA system that retrieves the
adjacent text query using the cosine similarity between
attached unigram and the bigram Term FrequencyInverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) vectors.
TABLE II.

THREE SCENARIOS FOR CLAIM AND EVIDENCE AND DECISION
OF [19]

Claim : Claim : Fox 2000 Pictures released the film Soul Food.
[wiki/Soul_Food_(film)]
Evidence: Soul Food is a 1997 American comedy-drama film produced by
Kenneth ”Babyface” Edmonds , Tracey Edmonds and Robert Teitel and
released by Fox 2000 Pictures .
Verdict: SUPPORTS
Claim : Murda Beatz’s real name is Marshall Mathers.
[wiki/Murda_Beatz]
Evidence: Shane Lee Lindstrom (born February 11, 1994), known
professionally as Murda Beatz, is a Canadian hip hop record producer and
songwriter from Fort Erie, Ontario.
Verdict: REFUTES
Claim : L.A. Reid has served as the CEO of Arista Records for four years.
[wiki/L.A._Reid]
Evidence: He has served as the chairman and CEO of Epic Records, a
division of Sony Music Entertainment, the president and CEO of Arista
Records, and the chairman and CEO of the Island Def Jam Music Group.
Verdict: NOT ENOUGH INFO

• P1EDA RES: Paraphrase Table.
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• Sentence Selection: [19] simple sentence selection
method sets out the similarities between TF-IDF and
claim. They set the most similar sentences first and then
using validation accuracy on the development set, they
accurate a cut-off. Then they test both DrQA and the
easy use of the unigram TF-IDF to measure selection
sentences. They also examined the effect of sentence
selection on the RTE module by predicting the
entailment given to the original texts without sentence
selection.

method [19] of 55.3%. Because authors do not
have best evidence of blind set test they cannot
report claim coverage using their pipe.
• Sentence Selection: authors used a component to
retrieve translated texts of DRQA [20] to sentences
selection using the bigram TF-IDF for binning as
suggested by [19]. They extract the top five sentences in
the appropriate text k-most the related documents by
using TF-IDF vector matching. To solve the previous
problem that arose in selecting sentences of [19] authors
continued to filter out the top 3 evidence from chosen 5
evidences using distributed semantic representations.
Model [21] show how the deep representation of words
modulates the complex aspects of word use (e.g., syntax
and semantics), and its use in a variety of language
contexts. Therefore, converting claim and evidence to
vectors using ELMo embedding. then [18] calculated
the cosine similarity between the claim and the vector
of evidence and produced the top 3 sentences based on
their score.

• Textual Entailment: It is a multi-layer perceptron
(MLP) with a single hidden layer that uses frequencies
of term and TF-IDF cosine similarities between claims
and evidence as features. To analyze the state-of-the-art
in RTE, they have used the decomposable attention
model (DA) between the claim and the role of evidence.
Overall, [18] end-to-end model shows an improvement of
19.56 on FEVER results compared to the previous [19] (50.83
vs. 31.27) in the development set. system [18] of utilizes
changes in all modules that lead to significant improvements in
both development and testing sets:

• Textual Entailment: authors did not show evidence, but
trained model for each pair of evidence. For textual
entailment recognition they used the previous model in
their work on the supervised learning of the
representation of universal sentences. They use
bidirectional LSTMs for max-pooling to encode a claim
and evidence. In word matters in pre-trained word
embedding it is a major stumbling block to sentence
representation. To resolve this they use fast text
embedding based on subtitle information. Also, this
embedded training in the Wikipedia corpus makes them
the right choice for this method. Their final predictions
are relied on the next algorithm in Fig. 7.

• Document Retrieval: this step is an important step in
establishing an end-to-end authentication and
verification system. Missing the correct text can lead to
untranslated evidence, while incorrect text can add to
the noise of subsequent sentence selection task and
textual entailment task [18] . In [18] authors suggest a
multi-step approach to retrieving documents appropriate
to claims:
o

o

o

o

Google Custom Search API: inspired by
previous research [20], the Custom Search API
of Google was used first to retrieve documents
having information about the claim. The token
Wikipedia was added to the claim and produce a
query and gather the top 2 results.
Named Business Recognition: Identifying an
entity name using a previous activity, and after
finding the entities that be named in the claim,
authors use the Wikipedia python API 3 to
gather a high-rated wikipedia document returned
by the API for each named entity.
Dependency Parse: to increase the chance of
finding the right entities in the claim, they get
the first sentence of lowercase letters, Reason to
emphasize the lower case verb phrase to avoid
non-claim entities such as "Finding Dory was
directed by X", where the appropriate entity is
"Finding Dory" [18].Then they decide to create
better accounting models to handle entity
ambiguity or entity linkages in the future.
Combined: Authors use the documentation union
returned by these three methods as the final set
of relevant documents to be used by the
Sentence Selection. They note that their
(combined) method in [18] reached a high
accuracy of 94.4% compared to the original

Because the selected evidence was naturally noisy and this
pipeline [18] did not verify the evidence together they chose
this rule rather than more prediction to reduce the rule of
prediction of the NOT_ENOUGH_INFO class.
Algorithm 1 :
if count(Support)=1 and counr(Not_Enough_Info)=2 then
print(Support)
else if count(Refutes)=1 and count(Not_Enough_Info)=2 then
print(Refutes)
else
print(arg max((count(Support), count(Refutes),count(Not Enough Info))
Fig. 6. Algorithm Used To Make A Decision In Module.
TABLE III.

FEVER SCORES ON SHARED TASK DEV AND TEST SET

Data
DEV

TEST

Pipeline

FEVER

[19] module

31.27

This module

50.83

[19] module

27.45

This module

49.06
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Module [18] also tried to train a classifier that takes
confidence scores from all of the claim/evidence and their
status in the text and trained an improved classifier but the
accuracy was not improved. Experimentally the rule has given
them good results in the development set and thus they used it
to get the final label. TABLE III shows the total FEVER points
obtained by [18] pipeline in development and test sets. In that
time ranking [18] system ranked 6th.
The new models cannot rely on models that rely entirely
relied on semantics. Although the two sentences are similar,
the similarity of the cosine between them is worse because the
evidence contains many additional details that may be
inconsistent with the claim and difficult for the model to
understand. They also found cases where the predicted
evidence was accurate but not consistent with best evidence.
But this system is being penalized on not being able to match
the best evidence. Module [18] has found a few annotations
that are incorrect which is why FEVER scores are lower than
expected. Sometimes, the lines between SUPPORT and NOT
ENOUGH INFO are not cleared enough. This models need a
better understanding of semantics in order to be able to
distinguish between them in all cases.
D. Sentiment Analysis
Sentiment analysis (emotional AI or mining opinion) refers
to the use of natural language correction, text analysis, related
languages, and biometric to directly identify, extract, measure,
and read the corresponding regions and information.
Sentiment Analysis tools now are slow, and it is the most
difficult statistics that make the work well done. Sentiment
analysis can be subdivided on the basis of a separate textual
text. It can be categorized at three levels discussed briefly
below:
• Document Level Analysis: analyzes the contents of the
document as a whole to determine its availability.
• Speech Level Analysis: Pays attention to the various
sentences of a document by continuing to break it into
small word texts to analyze its structure.
• Word Level Analysis: Determines the minimum
number of different words in a sentence in relation to an
item or event.
Previous work defines hypothetical analysis as research to
determine emotional AI. Sentiment analysis work involves
finding out the feelings, status, person’s opinion, object,
product or event that has worked in areas such as academics,
business and industry. Sentiment analysis work can be
categorized on the basis of different classes - can be analyzed
as positive, negative or neutral based on class.
Appropriately, authors cannot accurately measure guidance
using TE for a number of reasons such as complexity of
sentences and limitations of available language resources.
Therefore, (PTE) is using to measure the degree of inclusion
whether the text fully integrates the concept or not. The authors
plan to use Partial Textual Entailment (PTE) to improve the
work of Sentiment Analysis in [22]. It is expected to reduce the
amount of work done in analyzing the text view thus providing
a better solution for SA work. The method proposed in [23] is

to carry out the task of analyzing the sentiment by exploiting
the concept of partial text entailment. They suggest using the
partial textual entailment to measure semantic similarities
between tweets in order to combine the same tweets. The
method is expected to reduce the burden of sentiment analysis
and make processing faster. Then, authors propose to change
the method of partial text entailment that can be adapted to
most NLP applications. The purpose of [22] is improvement
the task of sentiment analysis using partial textual entailment.
The authors propose a two-part Sentiment analysis
approach:
a) A method to improve the PTE recognition process
and
b) To improve the Sentiment analysis method using the
partial textual entailment.
E. Designing a Method to Improve the PTE Recognition
Process
The proposed idea is to expand the add-on model to
increase due to the large number of feature builds and produce
relevant results that done by deleting helpful words. Elements
will be constructed only using the sentence title as the key
word in the construction of the elements. This approach is
expected to predict the best of text input as the text revolves
around the topic of the sentence[22].
1) Choose text and Hypothesis
2) Re-analysis of the text and Hypothesis by removing
helpful words
3) Subject identification: Subjects from sentences are
selected from the remaining words written separately.
4) Structure construction: by matching the remaining
words with the subjects
5) Composition of partial text entailment will be
performed
F. Creating a Way to Improve Emotional Analysis using
Partial Text Entailment: Authors Discuss the Entire SA
Framework using PTE Below
1) Recognizing new models or methods for Partial
Textual Entailment: this step will do the job of collecting
similar tweets to reduce the burden of sentiment Analyzer
which has led to the rapid implementation of updates.
Integration recognition will be done using the BIUTEE tool.
2) The result obtained in Step One will be forwarded to a
mood analyst to get the feelings of the speech.
The total number of sentences that entail the hypothesis
will then be provided as an estimator of how strong the
sentiment is[22].
Model [23] aims to increase the accuracy of the entailment
of Arabic texts using resolving ignoring of the text-hypothesis
pair and determining the splendor of the text-hypothesis pair
whether it is Positive, Negative or Neutral. It is noteworthy that
the absence of a negation detection factor provides negative
results when detecting the correlation of the factor since
contradictory returns true.
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Contradictory words are considered termination words and
are removed from the text-hypothesis pair which can lead to
improper entailment decision. Another case that has not been
resolved before, it is impossible for the correct text to include
the wrong text and also the same for the opposite order. In [23],
in order to distinguish the text of the hypothesis pair
contradiction, a sentiment analysis tool is used.
Authors show that processing the essence of a texthypothesis pair increases the accuracy of the entailment. To
test [23] method of the ArbTEDS archive (ArbTEDS) dataset
which comprises 618 text-hypotheses pairs and shows that the
accuracy of Arabic entailment increases by resolving the
inconsistencies of the entailment and analyzing the unity of the
hypothesis pair. The main problem with the original Arabic
texting systems is that they do not see the negation, where
negation brings back the truth and does not take the critical
side where negative or positive thinking does not convey the
opposite feeling. To their knowledge, [23] represents the first
attempt to recognize the influence of resolving negation and
emotional polarity in the Recognition of Textual Entailment in
the Arabic language. They conducted research on the Arab
Text Entailment Dataset (ArbTEDS) [24]; shows that the more
accurate the discovery obtained by resolving the negation and
the more consistent finding of this text-hypothesis.
In this work, authors face the challenge of creating an
Arabic text-entry system that produces relevant results. The
proposed project in [23] ,that it is shown in Fig. 8,is called
Sentiment Analysis and Negation Resolving for Arabic Text
Entailment (SANATE) which enhances ATE method (ATE
Method is described in [23]).

To improve ATE, they set some rules for negation. If the
decision to include ATE is "not entail" then no further
consideration is included. If the decision to include ATE says it
will be "entail" then a set of rules will be considered. The rules
used to do some text and hypothesis entailment include [23]:
1) If negative particles appear before the same action
(normal action) in the T or in the H, the judgment will be: not
entails
2) If the negative adverbs appear before the normal action
in the T and in the H (both), the judgment is: entails
3) If T and H have a different verb and are negative
particles appearing before the verb in the T or in the H or in
both, the judgment is: NOT entails
4) If the text-hypothesis pair has more than actions
(verbs), then:
a) If one of the normal actions is ignored by one of the
negative particles in T or H but is not ignored in both (T and
H), the judgment is not entail.
b) If the normal action is ignored by one of the negative
adverbs in T and H (both), judgment will be entail.
5) If text and hypothesis contain Opinion words (R):
a) If the result R is not the same as T and H which
means different variations, the judgment is not entail.
b) If output R is the same for T and H, judgment will be
entail.
To analyze how they use it they have used the 618-texthypothesis archive (ArbTEDS) database. Each pair of
ArbTEDS text is integrated into the ATE system and the
SANATE system. Calculation of the accuracy for each system
is made by the accuracy of the equation: the measure of the
determination of the entailment target to the total value of the
entailment problem. ATE accuracy is 0.617 and SANATE
accuracy is 0.693. From the impact of the ATE and SANATE
system, it is shown that resolving disregard and dividing a text
by its contradiction by analyzing emotions, improves the
effectiveness of co-identification and non-entailment
relationships[23].
Authors conducted research on ArbTEDS; which shows
that it is a more accurate result to find entailment to negation
and to analyze the unity of this text-hypothesis pair. Without
resolving the entailment decision to engage in negation authors
may argue, because negation gives the opposite of reality.
Some texts may have entailed but the presence of negative
particles alters the decision of entailment relationships [23].
Another result from this experiment, finding text and
hypothesis pair polarity has a significant impact on finding
entailment related to non-entailment. It is impossible for a
positive idea to combine negative ideas with the opposite[23].

Fig. 7. General Diagram of Sanate System [23].

Fundamental topic in psychology is understanding what
makes people in a good mood .Previous work has focused on
the development of individual reporting estimation tools and
relies on experts to analyze estimated reports from time to
time. One of the objectives of the analysis is to understand
what is needed to promote individual behavioral change in
order to improve the well-being of all [25].
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In [25], they set an integral approach; with the view that the
user incorporates his or her enjoyable moments as short texts,
the system can analyze these texts and provide stable user
suggestions that may lead to general improvements in his or
her well-being. Authors set one required part of such a
program, the Happiness Entailment Recognition (HER)
module, which takes as an insert a brief description of the
event, a candidate proposal, and outputs the decision of
whether the suggestion may be appropriate for this user
depending on the event specified.
This part is used as a neural network model with two
encoders, one for user input and one for sustainable
suggestions, with additional layers for capturing
psychologically important features during fun and suggestion.
The achievement of [25] the AU-ROC of 0.831 and exceeds
their base and current AllenNLP Textual Entailment model by
more than 48% development, ensuring the distinction and
complexity of HER work.The HER module is described in Fig.
9. This module (1) detects candidate suggestion, and (2)
identifies which suggestions are reasonable for specific users.
As an input in this module, users create short-term journal
entries for "good times," proven interventions to improve
subjective well-being.
The first task defines proposals as sustainable in the sense
that they promote short-term prosperity without harm in the
long run, even if the same suggestion is repeated. For example,
a user may report that receiving a puppy or buying a new car
has made them happy. However, they do not want to
recommend doing them again because repetition is impossible.
On the contrary, activities such as swimming or walking in the
park have the potential to improve the well-being of the user
and are repetitive, These activities were viewed as probable
suggestions [25]. Such suggestions become part of this DB
Proposal. Appropriately, field experts (e.g., psychologists)
would be able to create those consistent suggestions, but [25]
also develop a classifier that reflects exciting moments with
sustainable activities, and ensure that the classifier
accomplished AU-ROC of 0.900.
Second task present the problem of the happiness
entailment recognition (HER), which is motivated by the
problem of recognizing textual entailment (RTE) in the NLP:
given a set of fun times reported by the user, and a set of
possible activities, which activities can make the user happy?
Model [25] is developing an improved neural network (NN)
model with information about concepts, agency, and
personalities to predict with the AU-ROC of 0.831 whether the
suggestion matches the moment of happiness.
"Concepts" represents topics that are common to HappyDB
as an important vector. “Agency” and “personality” are binary
indications that the author was in control of their happy time,
and that there were other people involved, respectively. They
say that this classification includes psychological ideas that are
important to that task [25]. The results of the experiment [25]
indicate that in this task, the proposed approach exceeds the
recognition model for the textual entailment, as well as their
foundation. The results support that the HER function is very
different from normal text entailment task, and that adding a
mental view of the model improves performance.

Happy moment
Domain
expert

I had my hair cut and
it looks great!

Current
sustainable
suggestions

Input

HER
Happiness
Entailment

Suggestion
Database

Add
Ranking
function

Sustainable
suggestion

Output
Paint your nail
Happy Database
Sustainable Suggestion
Fig. 8. Her Module and its Inputs and Outputs [25].

III. MACHINE LEARNING VS. DEEP LEARNING IN TEXTUAL
ENTAILMENT
A. Machine Learning
Machine learning is used at different stages in the RTE
process (i.e. pre-processing, alignment and decision steps),
which is usually combined with previous methods. A general
model presents this task as a classification problem that is
supervised by two classes (entails, not entail) or three classes
(entails, not entails, contradiction). Each pair (text, hypothesis)
to check is represented by a feature vector, which includes the
scores of several operations applied to the pair at different
levels[26].Some of described papers used Machine learning to
enhance their models . These techniques are Support Vector
Machine (SVM), Glove Embedding, Extreme Learning
Machine (ELM), decision tree classifier, Naïve Bayes, and
Root Mean Square Error (RMSE). All of these techniques are
really enhancing the papers result but still in small datasets,
and these results compared to deep learning, deep learning
enhanced the model in results and with bigger datasets was
detected as shown in next table.
B. Deep Learning
Deep learning strategies are becoming increasingly popular
in the work of entailment text, overcoming the complexity of
different traditional models with complex alignment and ideas.
Deep learning in neural networks has become a popular
method of machine learning due to the recent success of
computer vision, speech recognition, and other areas. This
latest achievement is a direct result of being able to train in big
data sets, from labeled images for object recognition to
compatible machine translation texts. While such information
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has been widely available from public sources to date,
confidential information collected from individuals will not
only provide incentives for existing applications, but also
provide new impetus for deep learning. Deep learning is a key
technology behind the most recent applications. In deep
learning the achievement tasks that directly detect text, image
or sound can be learnt by computer models. High accuracy was
achieved in deep learning models, sometimes exceeding
human-level performance. Textual Entailment approaches will
TABLE IV.

help in many of natural language processing applications,
including question answering, summarization, text generation,
machine translation, and information extraction. In previous
described papers that used several deep learning techniques as
Text rank, long short-term Memory (LSTM), Multilayer
perceptron (MLP), bi-directional Gated Recurrent Unit (biGRU), and Graph Attention Network (GAT).these techniques
results with shown next.

TEXTUAL ENTAILMENT PAPERS

Paper

ML vs DL

Method
Used

Comments

Sentence similarity estimation for text summarization using deep
learning[10]

DL

Text Rank

Use it in sentence similarity

Rank SVM

Use Word2vec to measure
word-to-vector similarity of a word
give high score compared to another techniques during
Rouge metrics.
word2vec model is not a deep learning model.
It just a library in deep learning

A New Approach for Twitter Event Summarization Based on
Sentence Identification and Partial Textual Entailment[9]

ML

Text Summarization using Partial Textual Entailment based Graphs[7]

No

A textual entailment dataset from science question answering[12].
DGEM

DL

LSTM
MLP

Both

GloVE
embedding
Bi-GRU
GAT

Knowledge-aware Textual Entailment with Graph Attention Network
[13]

Ar-SLoTE: A Recognizing Textual Entailment Tool for Arabic
Question/Answering Systems [14]

Information verification improvement by textual entailment methods
[6]

Used only for single document with small fragments of
sentences

ML

ML

Information verification in social networks based on user feedback
and news agencies [17]

Both

Robust Document Retrieval and Individual Evidence Modeling for
Fact Extraction and Verification [18]

Yes

Sentiment Analysis using Partial Textual Entailment [22]

No

A study of the effect of resolving negation and sentiment analysis in
recognizing text entailment for Arabic [23]

No

Happiness Entailment: Automating Suggestions for Well-Being [25]

Yes

to capture the semantics compute the representation for
each node
This model raises the accuracy to 77.3%.
Bi-GRU to encode the contextual patterns
Using GAT to encode node contexts in various and noisy
KG subgraphs instead of using fixed pre-trained
embedding for nodes.
Its technique raises the higher accuracy of previous
method by +0.8

Weka DT

Uses a small set than ArbTEDS, and their model get less
accuracy than LR-ALL, but compared to another module
its accuracy exceeds another module with 3.33%

ELM

They want to study more special pattern of UCT
ELM is used in deep learning networks but researchers
argue if it is considered as a deep learning technique by
itself or not even it has only one hidden layer as described
before

ELM
Naïve
Bayes
SVM
RMSE

Bi-LSTM

MLP is used in deep learning techniques but it is not
considerd as DNN because it only forward direction
Work better than another state-of-the-art-merthod that use
the same dataset.
The results of hybrid method show that it is more efficent
than the results of separate use of user’s response approach
and entailment approach individually.
Blind set, score = 49.06 > baseline’s score= 27.45
dev set , score =50.83 > baseline’s score = 31.27
This method is not implemented yet , using extended The
BIUTEE for RTE
It has a major cons where it can detects polarity of a text
and hypothesis pair significantly affects the detection of
entailment and non-entailment

Bi-LSTM

Bi-LSTM = 0.900 is more accurate by 0.133 with the best
accuracy (Logistic Regression)
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C. Difference between ML and DL[27]
• Data dependencies : Machine learning can trace on less
data where deep learning requires large data
• Hardware dependencies : Machine learning can be
traced on normal CPU but deep learning requires high
performance machines with GPUs to be trained
probably
• Feature processing: In ML, most app features must be
determined by an expert and entered as data type.
Values, shapes, textures, locations, and orientations are
features of Machine learning. The performance of many
ML algorithms depends on the accuracy of the extracted
features. Attempts to obtain high-quality features
directly from the data are significant differences
between DL and traditional machine learning
techniques. Therefore, DL minimizes attempts to design
a feature to extract for each problem.so DL has higher
accuracy than ML
• Problem solving method : machine learning use many
sub-problems and solve them where deep learning is
direct end-to-end problem solving
• Interpretability: DL can be tuned in various different
ways, while ML has limited tuning capabilities.
• Execution Time: Deep learning in general takes a long
time to be trained where some machine learning
algorithms have short training and test times.
From the previous comparison, we concluded that deep
learning performs better than machine learning. Unlike
machine learning, deep learning has proven its ability to handle
massive amounts of data. Deep learning can also solve
problems that machine learning cannot provide, giving higher
accuracy and reducing time. TABLE IV shows the textual
entailment papers comparison that clarifying method used and
whether machine learning or deep learning is applied,
including comments on the performance of each method used.

achieve text understanding in question answering applications.
Despite using question answering applications in e-learning, it
can be used in creating a clinical dataset by extracting
information from regular documents. Also, it can be used to
offhand extract patients’ data and export it to health insurance
applications.
In future, the GRU technology can be used along with
textual entailment.
Also, a pipeline containing more
algorithms can be used. The aim is to automatically fine-tune
the algorithms' parameters to achieve a higher percentage of
accuracy and confidence, and discover which of those
algorithms can fit the used dataset. Another future direction is
to combine NLP and textual entailment with deep learning to
outperform results in depression detection in social media. In
conclusion, considering the promising results when using GRU
in knowledge-aware applications, it is hoped to get higher
accuracy when using textual entailment in depression
detection.
[1]
[2]
[3]

[4]

[5]
[6]
[7]

[8]
[9]

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Textual entailment is a remarkable field of natural language
processing that is used in a variety of applications. Textual
entailment applications include text summarization,
information validation, question answering, sentiment analysis,
etc. This paper spots on famous applications in Textual
entailment. By studying previous methods and applications,
this survey concludes that deep learning techniques can be used
in entailment applications (such as rumor detection and
depression detection) to facilitate and enhance the entailment
process. It is also concluded that the textual entailment helps to
extract data from social media applications and can deal with
the huge amount of data more accurately with the aid of deep
learning thus, the results are higher in accuracy. When dealing
with massive data, more noise and detailed data are found. One
text can contain several meanings, and different sentences can
show the same concepts. This variation in semantic expression
can be considered double trouble of language ambiguity.
Textual entailment is the same but minimizes weakness the
relationship to be one way. In addition, textual entailment can

[10]

[11]
[12]

[13]

[14]

[15]
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Abstract—The images acquired in real time outdoor
environment are often subject to uneven illumination conditions,
cloudy weather, lighting conditions. The instances of partial
occlusions deteriorate the background modeling of such scenes.
Varying illumination outdoor scene set of images with partial
occlusions are addressed through this investigative work. There
is a need for a restoration method that finds improved subjective
perception and execution time. The proposed work focuses on
novel amended exemplar model to improve the subjective
perception. The exemplar inpainting method is improved
through the color quantization with K-means clustering
approach in YCbCr color space. Experimental validations and
proposed method results show better improvement in qualitative
and objective measures than existing methods. The average
“Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR)” as 28.2869 and “Structural
SIMilarity index (SSIM)” as 0.9759 of the proposed method has
shown better results respectively both visually and with a
tradeoff in time.
Keywords—Partial occlusion; exemplar inpainting; K-means
clustering; YCbCr color space

I.

INTRODUCTION

This paper presents an improved exemplar inpainting
method for partial occlusions in illumination variant scenes.
Seeing through the partial foreground occlusions is crucial in
computer vision, such as detection and tracking in surveillance
[1,2]. Scene understanding has been one of the significant
foundations in machine perception. The real-world scenes
comprise of multiple objects being occluded by other objects.
The objects behind occlusions cannot be completely observed.
Occlusions are restored by regeneration of the gaps or by
filling the regions in a visually pleasing way by using the
image inpainting methods. Inpainting remains a progressive
area in Image Processing domain. It is a kind of technology
that uses the image information to remove objects or fill the
missing region. After image inpainting, the image can be
restored to the original and accord with the human visual
sense. The subjective perception is of paramount significance
in image inpainting. Substantial amount of work has been
carried out in literature. However, extensive research yet
needs to be carried out for further enhancing the qualitative
results [1-5,8]. The Subjective and Objective Quality
assessment of the inpainted images still remains an open
problem.

In this work, an amended exemplar inpainting method is
used for regeneration of partial occlusions through which the
texture and color is preserved. An approach which can help
restore the naturalness of a scene with less computation time is
the primary objective of this work. The subjective perception
is paramount in image restoration methods. This novel
amended approach of K-means with exemplar based on the
inpainting method has shown a tradeoff in subjective
perception and execution time. In literature, quantization with
diffusion based inpainting method [3,8,18] and PDE based
method[3-4,14] has been attempted. The K-means approach
has been used here for the color image quantization. The color
image quantization however, is ancillary but still remains very
important in image clustering. It is a process to reduce the
color distortion quantitatively in the image [6,7,9]. There have
been conventional image clustering algorithms in literature
and out of these numerous methods, K-means clustering
happens to be the simplest and widely used method. It
typically focuses on minimization of sum of squared distances
from cluster centres to all the points that can further relate to
compact clusters. These resultant compact clusters have been
further used in our improved inpainting process.
The non-uniform illumination in real scenes poses
challenges towards the intrinsic inpainting performance.
Visual perception is of supreme relevance in today’s era of
digital imaging where numerous applications in computer
vision involve illumination variant scenes. The research paper
here mainly contributes to the regeneration of background
during partial occlusion instances in non-uniform illumination
scenes.
The three preliminary contributions of the proposed
method have been as follows:
• Improved exemplar based on painting with Color
Quantization using K-means clustering approach for
non-uniform illumination variant scenes.
• Extension of the proposed method with YCbCr color
space.
• Empirical value of ‘K’ in K-means color quantization.
The paper has been ordered as follows: The Section II
mainly presents the related work and in Section III the
proposed method is presented. In Section IV, the experimental
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results are thoroughly discussed and have been analysed in a
qualitative and quantitative manner. The conclusion is
summarized and presented in Section V.
II. RELATED WORK
Here, we discuss the significant image inpainting methods,
with major focus on exemplar based inpainting to provide a
prerequisite for our approach.
There are different techniques of image inpainting [2-4,1213,19-21,23,35] existing in literature. Mainly they can be
classified into Texture Synthesis Inpainting, PDE Inpainting,
Exemplar Inpainting, Hybrid Inpainting and Fast semiautomatic inpainting.
In ‘Texture-Based inpainting methods’, the missing
regions are filled by sampling alongwith copying adjacent
pixels [3,30]. There is a constraint in effectively handling
edges and boundaries well. The natural scenes are not well
addressed using this method, as it is formed of edge based
structures.
‘Partial Differential Equation (PDE)’ is based on an
iterative approach [3,14,29], produces good results when
missed regions are smaller and time consumption is more
when missed regions are larger.
The missing regions are filled in case of a hybrid approach
using a combination of texture based synthesis and PDE
method. Here, the division is mainly done into separate
sections, structure based and texture based regions. The
missing regions are filled up using edge propagating
algorithms in combination with texture based synthesis
techniques. It is computationally exhaustive when larger
regions are considered.
The semi-automatic inpainting technique adapts a two-step
process. Firstly, user interaction is used to specify missing
information by using object boundaries followed by patchbased texture synthesis. The time consumption is relatively
more in this method. However, in literature exemplar based
inpainting methods has shown better image restorations.
Hence, in order to deal with occlusion, the Exemplar based
inpainting method is used for selected partial occlusion in the
non-uniform illumination images to retain the texture and
color. This exemplar based on the inpainting method, can be
further improved in time and perception. The exemplar based
technique is an efficient methodology to reconstruct larger
target regions. The two basic steps comprise of priority
assignment and selection of the patch that suits best. The patch
that is best suited is selected for the target region and when
obtained, the source value pixels are copied to the desired
target region. The choice of varied patch matching criterias,
size of patch and region filing have a great effect on results.
For the missing regions wherein simple structure and texture
is included, Exemplar based Inpainting method is observed to
produce good results. The papers [16-18], discusses the need
for improved exemplar based techniques. K-means clustering
finds the the best trade-off between subjective evaluation and
time. Due to its simplicity, the K-means algorithm [11], being
the most popular amongst the clustering methods, has proved
rewarding in enumerous applications. Though K-means is
widely used as clustering algorithm, it has been actually

considered as a quantization algorithm. The main goal being
compression with probability distribution of K points. Higher
quality images consume more storage as compared with lower
quality images. Color quantization reduces the color quantity
in an image where subjective error is minimal when quantized
image and the original is considered. The clustering technique
is used as a tool for color quantization and produces good
quality results.
Out of the many techniques available for compression, Kmeans Clustering creates clusters comprising of major colors
that further adds to computation efficiency.
As in [10-13], Exemplar based on inpainting has
experiential better subjective results in comparison with other
inpainting methods and this can be further improved with
amendment of color quantization with compact clusters.
In the paper [6-8,16-18], the need for color quantization
has been discussed to achieve lesser time consumption and the
resultant images can be further used for better optimization in
results. As in [7-9], there is a need to remove redundant pixels
that can improve the quantization process in color space. The
PDE method has been used with K-means for quantization
[17]. The exemplar based on the inpainting method if further
amended with color quantization, the observations can be
recorded further[6-8]. In the further section, this amendment
has been explored and the results have been quite impressive
and thus paves way for further applications using the proposed
method.
As in [30],the deep learning inpainting methods might
produce meticulous results with usage of convolutional neural
network for extraction of high level features. However, these
high level features require high complex models with greater
number of parameter adjustment, with higher accuracy
especially. Recently the angle-aware patch based inpainting
method[31], recovers missing regions with texture and
structure components with image naturalness. However, the
complexity involved in the process can be better simplified
and can also be extended to the image compression domain.
In order to synthesize images, as discussed in [32,33], the
patches are searched for, using the neighbour searching
method. However, the major challenge still remains to
maintain image naturalness in the output image, in terms of
structure and texture. Though there exists conventional
methods that uses image patches from the existing regions, or
the diffusion based approach that propagates pixels from
highly similarity regions into the whole regions. Though these
methods propagate brilliant textures aimed at background
inpainting, the high level semantics are however not captured
perfectly and thus yields to non-realistic images. Though
plausible outcomes are not achieved, but there is abundant
scope for better texture regeneration. With recent
advancement in generative neural network, inpainting
algorithms can be trained to adapt to highly meaningful
semantics, to further generate lucid structures for the missing
regions, however at cost of high complexity.
Although significant progress has been made in literature,
there is still work to be done to handle partial occlusions with
minimum computation cost and achieve image naturalness. A
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systematic comparative evaluation must be made and thus
determine the best combination of strategies. The main aim of
our work, as discussed further is to improve the existing
exemplar method with minimal execution time and retain
image naturalness.
III. PROPOSED METHOD
The main task of proposed method is to handle partial
occlusions using an amended exemplar approach. The
performance of the partial occlusions handling relies basically
on two primary aspects: the image naturalness and execution
time. The contributions of the proposed method have been put
forth in three stages:
1) Improved exemplar based inpainting with Color
Quantization using K-means clustering approach for non
uniform illumination variant outdoor scenes.
2) Extension of (i) with gradient and tensor based
methods with YCbCr color space.
3) Empirical value of ‘K’ in K-means clustering for
improved exemplar inpainting.
A. Improved Exemplar based on Inpainting with Color
Quantization using a K-means Clustering Approach for
Non Uniform Illumination Variant Outdoor Scenes
One of the major key points of the research problem was
to handle Partial occlusion using an exemplar inpainting
approach with reduced execution time. As per the literature,
Color quantization is one of the significant image operations
that reduces the amount of color variations in an image. The
process merges lesser dominant colors in a particular image
into relatively significant color. As a result, the visual error
between the quantized image and the original, is substantially
low.
The continuous color range can be represented using a
finite subset through Quantization. Consider a function f : P
→ Cs representing an image with a range of colors in Cs.
Here quantization would consist of a quantizer function qc :
Cs → Q = {qc1, . . . , qcn}, in the color space definition Cs
with a finite subset Q ⊂ Cs and qc1, . . . , qcn as quantization
levels. The reduction of time and storage efficacy using color
quantization could be explored further with an exemplar based
inpainting. This paved way for a clustering based on color
quantization amendment in an exemplar based inpainting
approach and the results were appealing. This improved
exemplar approach is novel with the results that could be
achieved satisfying the conditions of image naturalness and
improved execution time. The clustering based on color
quantization method converts the quantization problem of
RGB image into a problem of clustering pixels. K-means color
quantization with exemplar inpainting method has not yet
been explored in literature. The K-means algorithm being
unsupervised clustering approach that automatically clusters
based on the individual data points similarity is used for color
quantization in our proposed method. The K-means algorithm
is relatively simple and easier for implementation, alongwith
higher efficiency and good clustering outcome. It has good
adaptability to a new set of examples which could get

experimented in proposed technique. The basic system
proposed is putforth as in Fig. 1(a) and Fig. 1(b).
In Color quantization each of the color pixels are grouped
into clusters, wherein each cluster represents a unique color in
the new image. The K-means color quantization algorithm
basically is basically categorized into three steps:
1) Initialization of ‘K’: The ‘K’ value depicts the
quantitative value of total colors required for color
quantization, to represent an image. The constraint however
being that value of ‘K’ should be lesser than the concrete
number of pixels in an image. The further classification of
colors is carried out using the selected colors that act as the
center colors.
2) Data point assignment to nearest centroid: Every data
point needs to be assigned to its nearest centroid. Since every
color is represented as RGB vector , the euclidean distance
measure can be used to compute the distance between the two
colors.
3) Color Remapping: Calculate the new centroid of every
cluster and resdistribute every data point to the newest
centroid. In color quantization, this step is the crux and in this
particular step, every pixel in the original image is replaced
with center color that has the closest proximity to it. This
specific remapping creates an image with only ‘K’ colors,
similar to the original image.
Repeat steps 2 and 3 until no point changes clusters, or
until the centroids remain some.
These quantized cluster centres are further used and the
RGB matrix with the cluster centres is further used for
exemplar based inpainting.
B. Exemplar based on Inpainting on Region of Interest
Image inpainting is crucial for image restoration through
the surrounding pixels information. The ideology in this
method remains simple to replace the masked region with its
neighboring pixels so that it looks like the neighborhood. The
image reconstruction starts with identifying the damaged or
missing part of an image and then search the image for similar
known parts in the same image. These similar known parts of
the image becomes the source region for region filling. The
target region identified needs to be filled by copying the pixels
from the source regions. The filling order remains crucial and
determines the overall subjective quality of the image. The
priority term of all pixels on boundary regions is estimated.
The next step of investigation is to determine the border
region pixel ‘p’ having the largest priority with respect to the
patch centred around this point ‘p’.
A Region Of Interest (ROI) primarily being a chosen
subset of data points in an image defines a location in an
image. The partial occlusion instances in an image can be
selected dynamically and further exemplar based inpainting
can be performed. Steps for gradient-based exemplar
inpainting:
• Consider Region Of Interest in an image that has to be
inpainted.
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• It starts with boundary of the region and fills the region
within.
• The neighbourhood region surrounding the pixel is
selected to be painted.
• The normalized weighted sum of all known
neighbourhood pixels is used to replace the identified
pixel and continue for the selected patch region.
Here in the proposed system, the novel approach to
improve the exemplar based inpainting method with a tradeoff
in time and subjective perception has been put forth. The
proposed method has shown comparatively better results as
compared to conventional exemplar with gradient based
method and exemplar with tensor based method. The
experimentation results have been further put forth in Section
IV.

(a)

C. Improved Exemplar based Inpainting with Color
Quantization using K-means Clustering and YCbCr Color
Space
a) Color Space
The redundancies across three color channels of the source
RGB image are better suppressed in YCbCr color space
[34,35].
YCbCr represents the luminance (Y) chromaticity (Cb and
Cr) color space, imitating a better human vision. In this color
space, quantization operation shows better results due to the
removal of redundancies in the R,G,B color channels.
Adversarial perturbations are allocated more in the Y-channel
of the YCbCr color space than in the Cb and Cr channels,
whereas in the RGB color space, the perturbations are equally
distributed between the three channels. Therefore, the natural
step is to remove the adversarial perturbation from the Ychannel instead of targeting all channels in the RGB color
space. Here in the proposed approach, the quantized outdoor
scene set of images in RGB color space is transformed to
YCbCr color space and then the exemplar inpainting is further
applied to handle the partial occlusion instances as putforth in
Fig. 1(a). After performing exemplar inpainting,the resultant
image is transformed back to the RGB color space. Efficient
representation of images is finally observed in this color
space.
b) Empirical Value of ‘K’ for K-means Clustering for
Improved Exemplar Inpainting
The K-means clustering method uses the Eucledian
distance measure and for the K classes of the data set, through
initial random sampling approach, the initial centroid is
calculated. Once the initial cluster is formed, thereafter divide
each sample point into the clusters such that it is closest to the
nearest center point. With this iterative approach, the center
point of all sample points then becomes the center point of the
cluster. These steps to be repeated until the center point
remains unchanged or reaches the desired set of iterations. The
Fig. 1(b) illustrates the flowchart of the proposed system
where all the steps have been summarized.

(b)
Fig. 1. (a). Block Diagram for Proposed Improved Exemplar based
Inpainting and (b). Flowchart for Proposed Improved Exemplar based
Inpainting with Color Quantization using K-means Clustering Approach for
Non Uniform Illumination Variant Scenes with YCbCr Color Space.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In the section here, the testbed is introduced and then the
proposed method is compared with state of the art methods are
presented with interpretation and analysis. The sample outdoor
scene images were taken form MOT[25] and VV[26] dataset.
The proposed method was applied on the selective images
form these datasets where partial occlusion evidences could be
obtained. A total of twelve outdoor images with non uniform
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illumination were selected for experimentation. The
experimentation analysis is carried out in MATLAB 2020
environment under 64-bit Windows 8.1 operating system, with
Intel® Core (TM) i3-4030U and CPU (1.90 GHz) with 4 GB
RAM.
The Fig. 2 here illustrates the sample images considered
for the experimentation. In this work, the color quantization
was performed on each of the images from the testbed for
different values of ‘K’ such as 20, 30, 40, 50 and 60 to find
optimal value of ‘K’ for effective color quantization
amendment with exemplar inpainting method and the
objective quality metrics with CPU time was recorded.
The efficacy of objective evaluation of proposed method is
done using the PSNR[24] and SSIM[24]. As evident from the
literature stated [24,36-38], higher PSNR signifies better
subjective evaluation of inpainting results. This can be
correlated with the subjective perception of image naturalness.
Generally, larger the PSNR, lesser the diversity between the
inpainted image and the original. Additionally, SSIM
measures the similarity between the two images. It has proved
to be a sufficient metric for inpainting results. In exemplar
based inpainting method, it becomes difficult to recover the
object that needs removal completely using any mathematical
method. It can hold maximum resemblance to the original and
hence the PSNR and SSIM values are crucial objective
evaluation parameters [36-38]. Hence, PSNR and SSIM
values are relevant to evaluate our work of partial occlusion
handling inpainting results. In further subsections, the visual
efficacy of proposed method is discussed with execution time
and feasibility.
Here, the quantized color image with K-means clustering
is used further to determine the partial occlusion instances
with ROI method. The mask required for the exemplar
inpainting method is generated using this selected ROI. The
exemplar inpainting method with structure tensor [4,5]
comprises of the intensity information of the neighbourhood
region as well as the gradient’s transformation directions and
degree of coherence of the same. The priority function
includes this structure tensor. The linear structure is thus
preserved using this priority function along the geometric
structures in an image. In large regions, object removal
becomes more effective when using structure tensor and also
ensures accurate propagation [27,28].

Fig. 2. Sample Outdoor Images with Non Uniform Illumination and Partial
Occlusion for Experimentation [23, 24].

The objective evaluation has been put forth as seen in
Table I. Here, a clustering approach with 50 region clusters
has been considered. The objective and subjective evaluation
results with the proposed improved exemplar inpainting
method with color quantization using K-means clustering
approach is discussed. Here as seen in the Table I, the gradual
trend in the proposed method with gradient-based exemplar
has shown better average PSNR of 27.8275 and SSIM of
0.9419. The graphical visualization of average PSNR and
average SSIM is further putforth in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4.
TABLE I.

Imag
es

a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h
i
j

Exemplar
with gradient
based
method [15]

Exemplar
with tensor
based
method [28]

PSN
R
28.85
94
30.21
72
29.91
21
29.56
71
30.97
92
20.32
64
25.91
54
21.34
99
28.88
05

PSN
R
28.77
18
29.28
33
28.15
54
27.58
67
29.41
62
18.90
8
26.56
42
21.26
61
28.17
32

30.63

k
l
Avera
ge

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF OBJECTIVE EVALUATION OF
PROPOSED METHOD

28.23
9
23.27
06
27.34
56

SSI
M
0.98
05
0.98
44
0.95
63
0.98
34
0.98
95
0.93
57
0.95
3
0.94
52
0.98
14
0.98
33
0.97
66
0.97
33
0.97
03

30.63
26.47
79
22.79
72
26.50
25

SSI
M
0.97
3
0.97
83
0.93
72
0.98
12
0.98
13
0.86
38
0.95
85
0.94
16
0.97
99
0.96
86
0.95
46
0.96
11
0.95
66

Proposed Kmeans color
quantization
with gradient
based
exemplar
inpainting
PSN
SSI
R
M
30.09 0.94
89
03
31.38 0.94
76
17
29.04 0.91
97
98
29.98 0.96
17
62
31.02 0.90
64
5
21.30 0.87
28
25
26.80 0.97
61
58
21.65 0.92
72
57
28.09 0.96
79
66
31.35 0.96
65
94
28.98 0.95
29
65
24.18 0.96
27
36
27.82 0.94
75
19

Proposed Kmeans color
quantization
with tensor
based
exemplar
inpainting
PSN
SSIM
R
30.02 0.936
28
3
0.938
29.83
3
0.917
28.9
1
29.09 0.963
78
6
30.98 0.984
32
5
20.44 0.920
66
93
25.96 0.964
62
3
21.53 0.926
04
6
28.90 0.997
01
1
30.41
0.989
23
28.93 0.976
92
5
24.97 0.983
72
6
27.50 0.958
04
2

Fig. 3. Comparative Analysis of Average PSNR of Proposed Method with
Existing Exemplar Inpainting Methods.
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Fig. 4. Comparative Analysis of Average SSIM of Proposed Method with
Exemplar Inpainting Methods.

The proposed method when extended to YCbCr color
space [22, 34] also demonstrated comparatively better results
than the RGB based variant of proposed method. Here as seen
in Table II again, the gradient based exemplar has shown
better average PSNR of 28.2869 and SSIM of 0.9759 as
compared to gradient based exemplar method, tensor based
exemplar method and proposed K-means color quantization
with tensor based exemplar inpainting method. Here Kmax
was fixed to 50 empirically as it was quite enough from a
subjective point of view where more number of colors may
pose difficulties in color identification itself.
Here as seen in Fig. 5(a) and 5(b) the subjective evaluation
results for partial occlusion on selective frames have been put
forth. As observed, the proposed method with K-means color
quantization with gradient based exemplar method has shown
better visual perception than the other considered existing
methods.

(b)
Fig. 5. (a). (i) Original Image (ii) Color Quantized Image with K-means
Clustering and ROI (iii) Exemplar Gradient based Inpainting Method (iv)
Exemplar Tensor based Inpainting Method (v) Proposed K-means Color
Quantization with Gradient based Exemplar Inpainting Method in RGB Color
Space (vi) Proposed K-means Color Quantization with Tensor based
Exemplar Inpainting Method in RGB Color Space (vii) Proposed K-means
Color Quantization with Tensor based Exemplar Inpainting Method in YCbCr
Color Space. And (b). (i) Original Image (ii) Color Quantized Image with Kmeans Clustering and ROI (iii) Exemplar Gradient based Inpainting Method
(iv) Exemplar Tensor based Inpainting Method (v) Proposed K-means Color
Quantization with Gradient based Exemplar Inpainting Method in RGB Color
Space (vi) Proposed K-means Color Quantization with Tensor based
Exemplar Inpainting Method in RGB Color Space (vii) Proposed K-means
Color Quantization with Gradient based Exemplar Inpainting Method in
YCbCr Color Space (viii) Proposed K-means Color Quantization with Tensor
Based Exemplar Inpainting Method in Ycbcr Color Space.

As putforth in Table III, the method proposed has
demonstrated better computation time in seconds as compared
with all the other methods. The average time of proposed
method with K-means amendment in YCbCr color space has
been an average of 0.7580 sec.
Here as the proposed method has performed comparatively
with gradient-based exemplar method, further experimentation
was conducted to find an empirical value of ‘K’ [17] for the
K-means clustering approach. As can be observed, the image
naturalness and visual quality of the inpainted image is better
preserved using our method. The results were varied for
different values of ‘K’ from 20 to 60 and as observed
experientially the optimal value of ‘K’ has been 50. The
average PSNR and SSIM for K=50 has shown better results as
compared to varied values of ‘K’ and has been tabulated as in
Table IV.
(a)
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TABLE II.
OBJECTIVE EVALUATION OF GRADIENT BASED AND TENSOR
BASED EXEMPLAR INPAINTING METHOD WITH PROPOSED K-MEANS COLOR
QUANTIZATION WITH GRADIENT BASED EXEMPLAR INPAINTING AND TENSOR
BASED EXEMPLAR INPAINTING METHOD IN YCBCR COLOR SPACE

Exemplar
with gradient
based method
[15]

Exemplar
with tensor
based method
[28]

Proposed Kmeans color
quantization
with
gradient
based
exemplar
inpainting

Proposed Kmeans color
quantization
with tensor
based
exemplar
inpainting

TABLE III.
COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS WITH TIME AS PERFORMANCE
MEASURE FOR GRADIENT BASED AND TENSOR BASED EXEMPLAR INPAINTING
METHOD WITH PROPOSED K-MEANS COLOR QUANTIZATION IN YCBCR
COLOR SPACE

Images

Exemplar
with
gradient
based
method [15]

Exemplar
with
tensor
based
method
[28]

Proposed Kmeans color
quantization
with gradient
based
exemplar
inpainting

Proposed Kmeans color
quantization
with tensor
based
exemplar
inpainting

a

0.3049

0.3092

0.1993

0.4541

b

0.30174

0.2967

0.3172

0.542

PSN
R

SSI
M

PSN
R

SSI
M

PSN
R

SSI
M

PSN
R

SSI
M

c

1.1590

2.1725

1.1159

1.978

d

0.6649

0.2509

0.1351

0.2812

12.17

0.20

12.13

0.20

0.93
52

5.5015

8.88

11

30.24
36

8.9804

39

0.97
99

9.2533

19

30.32
64

e

78

f

1.3130

1.6597

1.1435

2.5031

12.22

0.20
09

12.17

0.20

g

0.3621

0.4079

0.516

0.327

22

00

h

0.0884

0.0573

0.0657

0.0866

0.21
04

12.29

0.21

i

0.0555

0.0465

0.0186

0.0612

32

07

j

0.6647

0.0159

0.0207

0.0364

d

11.70
90

0.20
80

11.71
04

k

0.0305

0.0537
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As observed through the experimentations carried out, the
proposed approach with YCbCr color space has shown
substantial visual perception and improved execution time that
are crucial in inpainting methods. The relative comparison
with original images for partial occlusion instances is better
handled using the proposed approach. The proposed approach,
however, has not shown good results but for the lesser value
of ‘K’ below 20 where distortions could be evident. This
method can be further applied for image restoration
applications where the tradeoff between time and visual
perception is crucial.
In this paper, after comprehensive discussion along with
subjective and objective evaluation performed on testbed, the
improved exemplar based technique with color quantization
using K-Means approach has shown comparatively better
performance than the existing variation of the exemplar
method. The average PSNR for the proposed method has been
28.2869 and SSIM as 0.9759 with an average time for the
sample non-uniform illumination variant scenes as 0.7580 sec.
An experimental analysis of the obtained results yielded the
following conclusions:
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• K-means color quantization amended with exemplar
based inpainting in YCbCr color space has
demonstrated qualitative and quantitative efficacy.
• Improvement in image naturalness and execution time
was better achieved.
The experiments performed could demonstrate plausible
results for subjective perception. The tradeoff achieved here is
of paramount significance. The results achieved here can offer
a context for added research that may be undertaken further to
improve upon, the presented methods here. In future, the
different quantization approaches can be further amended with
an exemplar based inpainting method and the results can be
observed. Automated restoration methods for complex and
overlapping structure with curves and larger curvatures can be
further addressed.
TABLE IV.
EXPERIENTIAL RESULTS OF PSNR AND SSIM FOR EMPIRICAL
VALUE OF ‘K’ FOR PROPOSED K-MEANS COLOR QUANTIZATION
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53
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V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, after comprehensive discussion along with
subjective and objective evaluation performed on testbed, the
improved exemplar based technique with color quantization
using K-Means approach has shown comparatively better
performance than the existing variation of the exemplar
method. The average PSNR for the proposed method has been
28.2869 and SSIM as 0.9759 with an average time for the
sample non-uniform illumination variant scenes as 0.7580 sec.
An experimental analysis of the obtained results yielded the
following conclusions:
• K-means color quantization amended with exemplar
based inpainting in YCbCr color space has
demonstrated qualitative and quantitative efficacy.
• Improvement in image naturalness and execution time
was better achieved.
The experiments performed could demonstrate plausible
results for subjective perception. The tradeoff achieved here is
of paramount significance. The results achieved here can offer
a context for added research that may be undertaken further to
improve upon, the presented methods here. In future, the
different quantization approaches can be further amended with
an exemplar based inpainting method and the results can be
observed. Automated restoration methods for complex and
overlapping structure with curves and larger curvatures can be
further addressed.
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Abstract—A woman's satisfaction with childbirth may have
immediate and long-term effects on her health as well as on the
relationship with her newborn child. The mode of baby delivery
is genuinely vital to a delivery patient and her infant child. It
might be a crucial factor for ensuring the safety of both the
mother and the child. During the baby delivery, decision-making
within a short time becomes very challenging for the physician.
Besides, humans may make wrong decisions selecting the
appropriate delivery mode of childbirth. A wrong decision
increases the mother's life risk and can also be harmful to the
newborn baby's health. Computer-aided decision-making can be
an excellent solution to this problem. Considering this scope, we
have built a supervised machine learning-based decision-making
model to predict the most suitable childbirth mode that will
reduce this risk. This work has applied 32 supervised classifier
algorithms and 11 training methods on the real childbirth dataset
from the Tarail Upazilla Health complex, Kishorganj,
Bangladesh. We have also analyzed the result and compared
them using various statistical parameters to determine the bestperformed model. The quadratic discriminant analysis has
shown the highest accuracy of 0.979992 with the F1 score of
0.979962. Using this model to decide the appropriate labor mode
may significantly reduce maternal and infant health risks.
Keywords—Childbirth; labour mode; supervised machine
learning; maternal death; infant

I.

INTRODUCTION

In baby delivery, we want to make sure that the mother and
the child are safe. For this safety, the method of baby delivery
is very significant. Usually, the corresponding physician
chooses the mode of delivery from two options, includes (i)
vaginal birth or (ii) Cesarean area (c-section) birth. So, the
patient herself cannot contribute to the decision-making
procedure. When a child contains a low-risk pregnancy and is
in the head-down position, and the patient is at least 37 weeks
pregnant, gynecologists suggest attempting a vaginal birth. In
this case, a newborn baby usually gets essential gut bacteria
from the mother. Besides, it can help press liquid out of a
baby's lungs, decreasing the risk of the baby's breathing
problem. This way of birthing also helps for breastfeeding and

reduces the baby's risk of asthma and obesity. Additionally,
parents will be able to avoid the cost and potential risk of
surgery. That is why normal birth is most suitable for both the
baby's and the mother's health.
On the other hand, there are cases like twins, or the mother
has diabetes, high blood weight, HIV, or active herpes, or the
baby is not in a head-down position, which complies the
patient to have a c-section delivery. However, it increases the
risk of asthma from the early childhood of the baby. In other
instances, including delivering a comparatively larger baby for
the maternal pelvis, or if the baby is not in a head-down
position, the c-section delivery becomes an essential mode of
childbirth.
However, many times, physicians are more biased for a csection delivery than a vaginal delivery. The number count of
c-sections is increasing day by day, and it got doubled during
1980. Another record says, as of 2015, the cesarean section rate
is exceeding by 35.5% than WHO's recommendation [1].
Lately, during the period 2017-2018, the c-section rate in
Bangladesh has increased by 51%, and in 2018, 77% of those
c-sections were unnecessary [2]. Save the Children, a popular
magazine, has recently documented a 51% increment in
extraneous c-section delivery in Bangladesh [3]. In addition to
that, maternal mortality is also shown and has been a big
problem for most South Asian countries. Compared to the
developed countries, the maternal mortality rate in Bangladesh
is extremely high. In 2017, the maternal mortality rate in the
USA was 0.000017 percent [4]. In the same year, this rate was
0.000113 percent in Bangladesh, which is a few times more
than in other developed countries. WHO has reported maternal
mortality of 194 per 1000 in Bangladesh. This high maternal
death rate can be significantly reduced by selecting the birth
mode appropriately. "National Low Birth Weight Survey
Bangladesh, 2015" has reported that Maternal mortality and
cesarean delivery rates have doubled compared to regular
deliveries [5]. It gives us the scope to develop a decisionmaking model to choose the appropriate mode of childbirth.
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Both of the processes of childbirth have advantages and
disadvantages based on the particular patient's situation.
However, the gynecologist decides the birth mode considering
the mother's biological factors, including counting, age, ANC,
para, partograph, AMTSL, blood circulation, birth weight, BP,
PNC-1 presentation, cervix(OS), membrane, and so on. This
research proposed a scientific method to decide childbirth
mode considering the mother's present situation and earlier
records.
The following points denote the main contributions of this
research paper:
• We have proposed a computerized method of decisionmaking for selecting the appropriate mode of childbirth.
• Since this process is computerized and machine
learning-based, it will be less error-prone.
• We have used 32 different classifier algorithms to make
the decision more accurate and reliable.
• This model can analyze and use such big data for
decision-making that it is merely impossible for a
human being to analyze.
The rest of the sections are organized as follows: Section II
describes the related work. Section III describes the methods
and materials used, Section IV depicts the experimental
procedure and the model. Section V examines and evaluates
the results, and Section VI describes the conclusion and
proposes the future direction of this research.
II. RELATED WORK
A lot of research is being done in the machine learning
domain for biomedical decision-making. Mboya IB et al. have
proposed a machine learning-based method that can predict
perinatal death using supervised machine learning algorithms
[6]. ML-based model is also being used for predicting a lot of
factors of childbirth. For example, Abraham, Abin, et al.
described a new technique for gathering various information
from EHRs in order to predict singleton preterm birth by
applying various machine learning models [7]. Recently, Islam,
Muhammad Nazrul, et al. has presented research regarding
childbirth mode with two-fold findings: first, the potential
highlights for deciding the method of labor, and second,
machine learning algorithms for anticipating the suitable way
of labor (vaginal birth, crisis cesarean, cesarean birth) [8].
Kowsher, M. et al. has reported good accuracy in applying
machine learning-based recommendation system to predict the
most appropriate childbirth mode [9]. Also, Khan, Nafiz Imtiaz,
et al. have a similar test to anticipate whether the cesarean area
is essential with the assistance of information mining and
subsequently expand the mother and infant's security during
and after labor by staying away from a pointless cesarean
segment [10]. Besides, Fu, Yuanqing, et al. had described a
model to recognize early life hazard factors for youth
overweight/stoutness among preterm babies and decided to
take care of practices that could alter the distinguished danger
factors [11]. Other researchers also have applied machine
learning models to classify various biomedical factors and
hence to conclude the adverse effect of c-section delivery. For
instance, Siddiqui, Mohammad Khubeb, et al. described that

machine learning classifiers could use EEG information and
identify seizures alongside uncovering applicable reasonable
examples without trading off execution [12]. In addition, Soh,
Yan Xi, et al. had explained the relationships among
sociodemographic and medicine factors, the concern of
parturition, psychosocial wellbeing, and childbirth self-efficacy
employing a structural equation modeling approach [3]. csection delivery may have a postbirth adverse health effect on a
mother. Chen, Yanfang, et al. showed the relationship between
conveyance and post-traumatic stress problems that yielded
conflicting outcomes. This examination is expected to research
the relationship between conveyance and post-traumatic stress
in an associate of Chinese ladies with a high pace of cesarean
conveyance [14].
Zhang, Yiye, et al. propose a machine learning structure for
PPD hazard expectation utilizing information extricated from
electronic wellbeing records (EHRs) [15]. Later on, Lipschuetz,
Michal, et al. presented to decide the customized forecast of
vaginal birth after cesarean conveyance utilizing 30 an AI
calculation that might help patient-doctor dynamic and 31
increment paces of preliminaries of work [16]. Also, Serçekuş,
Pınar, Okan Vardar, and Sevgi Özkan proposed to recognize
and think about the dread of labor and related to variables
among pregnant ladies and their accomplices [17]. Onchonga,
David et al. described a new investigating ladies' experience
from maternity specialists drove incorporated pre-birth
preparing and its effect on the dread of labor [18]. After that,
Liu, Ligue, et al. proposed an expectation model of
undeveloped improvement by using machine learning
algorithms dependent on authentic case information. In this
way, specialists can make more exact ideas on the quantity of
patient subsequent meet-ups and give choice help to
moderately unpracticed specialists in clinical practice [19]. On
the other hand, Lindblad Wollmann, Charlotte, et al. described
the predicting vaginal birth in ladies with one earlier cesarean
and no vaginal conveyances utilizing machine learning
strategies [20].
Unlike their works, we showed and analyzed various
methodology of supervised classifiers based on a real dataset of
childbirth to figure out the best model to predict the suitable
mode of delivery.
III. METHODOLOGY
To build our proposed model, we went through four
significant phases: Dataset formation, data preprocessing,
training the models, the performance analysis of the model. We
have collected the data from the Tarail Upazilla Health
Complex, a specialized clinic for maternal care located in
Tarail, Kishorganj, Bangladesh. First, we determined the
features that influence our targeted feature, the mode of
childbirth. We kept the most significant of them, and some
other features having less impact were deleted as they don't
contribute much to the targeted variable. Then the data was
split into two sections, i.e., training set and test set, which are
later used for training and testing correspondingly. After
collecting raw data, we had preprocessing to make it suitable
for the machine learning model. Data pre-processing
techniques have made the data outliers free and more solid, and
it also increases the accuracy. As a result, we used several
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preprocessing steps such as cleaning data, missing value
handling, categorical data handing, feature selection, feature
scaling. Having completed all the preprocessing steps, the data
becomes ready for the machine learning models. We have used
several groups of supervised learning classifiers such as Tree,
Ensemble, Neighbors, Naive Bayes, Calibration, Discriminant
Analysis, SVM, Linear model, Gaussian Process, and Deep
Neural Network. Most of those classifiers have shown good
performance with this preprocessed training and test dataset.
The methodology of our proposed model is depicted in Fig. 1.
A. Dataset Description
We have used a dataset that is containing the medical
records of 13527 women. It has 21 diverse observation values
for every pregnant woman counting title, age, address,
admission time and time, ANC number of shrouds (by
therapeutically prepared supplier), para, the reason of
confirmation, amid pregnancy (week), cesarean, breech
conveyance, partograph, blood circulation, AMTSL, birth
weight, PNC-1(postnatal administrations and the status of the
patient), PNC1 (postnatal delivery administrations), BP,
introduction, layer and cervix (OS).
Para alludes to the total number count of pregnancies that
the lady has carried on the last twenty weeks of pregnancy.
This number includes both live births and pregnancy
misfortunes after twenty weeks. Gravida referred to the number
of times of affirmed pregnancies of a lady, including both live
birth and interrupted pregnancies. ANC (ante-natal check-up)
implies a routine checkup for the mother to ensure appropriate
facility for further safety. ANC is usually conducted in three
stages, the first one is between 4th to 28th week, the second one
is between 28th to 36th week, and the last one is between 36th to
48th week. There is a possibility that the infant can open its
mouth almost 10 cm or over, then it can be conveyed in an
ordinary way. On the other hand, if curved (OS) isn't 10 cm,
even it is over 12 hours, this patient requires a cesarean
conveyance.

PNC implies postnatal care. After conveyance, this is often
done by checking the typical state of the mother. Cephalic is
for typical conveyance, but in some cases, there's a breach at
multi-case, but typical conveyance is done. Cesarean
conveyance happens sideways or transverse. Pantographs are
utilized to decide the physical condition of the mother and
child. After children's birth, Placenta is extricated within the
AMTCL strategy. Blood circulation is given on the off chance
that the quiet is Iron deficient. Most of the time, the layer
remains completely intact. Some of the time, it endures from
spilling, burst. Blood weight is watched to screen the typical
arrangement of the mother.
B. Data Pre-processing
In machine learning, data preprocessing is in the approach
of transferring or encoding the raw data in a phase where
algorithms can use the data for building the model. We need to
preprocess the data accordingly to make it fit for the machine
learning model. A well-processed data gives high accuracy and
makes the model more reliable. Here, we have used several
stages of preprocessing, which have been illustrated in Fig. 2.
In our dataset, there are lots of incomplete, null, and
duplicate values. For this reason, we took three steps to correct
these data. Those three steps are described below:
• We have noticed that there are many data points that are
repeated in a row. Therefore, we simply removed all the
duplicate data other than one single observation.
• We also notice some of the rows and columns are
empty. We also erased the entire empty rows or
columns from our dataset.
• There were some rows and columns that have 50% or
more incomplete or null values. We removed the entire
rows and columns to fix this issue.
• There were some columns that have very low variance.
We also ignored those columns to make the dataset
better suited for our machine learning model.

Fig. 1. Workflow of the Proposed Model.
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Fig. 2. Data Preprocessing Stages.

Generally, a missing value is defined as the value which is
either not stored in the sample or missing partial information.
The missing value is commonly seen in any kind of dataset.
Our dataset also had some missing values. However, most
predictive modeling methods can't handle any missing value.
Hence, this issue must be solved before we feed this data into
the machine learning model. Sometimes, median, mean, mode
methods are used to update a missing value. The selection of
the methods depends on the data types and the totals number of
observations. However, the most straightforward procedure for
dealing with the missing value is to remove the whole row for
categorical features and replace the missing value by selecting
the nearest neighbors for numerical data. We have used the K
Nearest Neighbor aka KNN based method for a more accurate
missing value imputation and replaced the NAN data by
getting the nearest neighbor value. We have considered three
neighbors for KNN algorithm implementation and completed
all the missing values using KNN imputer to build a perfect
feature matrix. The following Fig. 3 has illustrated the working
procedure of the KNN imputer.
Categorical data is a qualitative feature whose values are
taken based on the value of labels. So, we need to encode this
type of data into numbers so that the machine learning model
can implement mathematical operations on it. In our dataset,
there are a total of three categorical variables, including
"PRESENTATION", "REASON" and "MEMBRANE". We
have used one-hot encoding, one of the most popular encoding
algorithms, to encode the categorical values into numbers. It is
the most general approach, and it works well unless any
categorical variable takes a large number of different values.
After this encoding, a binary matrix is formed where 1
indicates the presence of any value and 0 indicates the absence
of the value.
Feature selection is a critical stage of implementing a
machine learning model. It is the process of determining the
mathematical relation between the feature variable and the
target variable. We have kept the most significant features and
dropped some features with less significance on the targeted
variable. Reduction in features reduces the computational cost.
Our dataset contains 21 features, and we have considered the pvalue for finding the probability of the null hypothesis. The

features with a p-value less than 0.05have been taken out. After
checking multicollinearity, we have maintained a strategic
distance from those components, which show repetition and
don't back the p-value assumption. Besides, to handle the
numerical feature, we took the help of the Pearson correlation
coefficient, which is defined in equation -1, and for categorical
features, we used the ANOVA F measurement, which is
described in equation -2.
𝑟=
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After performing the feature selection, we had the most
relevant nine features, including Para, Age, Cervix (OS),
Gravida, Systolic, Diastolic, Reason, FHR(BPM), and
Presentation.

In data analysis, it can often be observed that the numerical
data are mostly like skewed or non-standard deviation due to
outliers, multi distributions, very exponential distributions, and
more. We converted the numeric value into categorical
behavior to solve this problem. We have applied the
discretization method to converts the numerical value into a
distribution function.

Fig. 3. The KNN Imputer for Missing Value Handling
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Feature scaling is one of the crucial techniques that are
mandatory to standardize the working data's independent
features. Nevertheless, there exist various methods like MinMax Scaling, Variance Scaling, Standardization, Mean
Normalization, and Unit vectors for feature scaling. In our
work, we have applied the Min-Max scaling as a feature
scaling technique. Here, the transferred range between 0 and 1.
The min-max scaling can be written as shown in equation- 3
below,
𝑥́ =

𝑥−min(𝑥)

machine learning classifiers, including Tree, Ensemble
classifier, Neighbors, Naive Bayes, Calibration, Discriminant
Examination, SVM, Linear model, to predict the birth mode
Gaussian Process, and deep neural networks. All models are
shown in Fig. 4.
Tree-based algorithms are considered to be one of the
leading and most used supervised learning methods. In this
work, we have implemented a decision trees and additional tree
classifiers. In these two algorithms, we utilized "gini" for the
Gini impurity, and the splitter is chosen as 'best' to select the
part at each node.

(3)

𝑚𝑎𝑥(𝑥)−min(𝑥)

Cross-Validation is used to assess the models' predictive
performance and judge the performance of a new data set. This
is often fundamentally a variation of Recursive Feature
Elimination (RFE) with cross-validation in each iteration. In
RFE, the features are disposed of using a backward selection of
the features. It uses a base classifier for selecting the features of
data. It starts by building a model with the complete set of
features and computes an importance score for each variable.
The features with the least imperative score are deleted. The
method recursively finds the optimal set of features that gives
the most excellent model accuracy. With the cross-validation,
the training and test set is divided into k number of folds where
the k-1 fold of them is used for training and the rest 1 fold of
data is used for testing. After running iteratively for K times,
we actually get the average accuracy. This method takes more
computation, but we can ensure good accuracy with
comparatively fewer data. In our project, we used ten-fold
cross-validated features to build our classification models.

Ensemble methods are procedures that make multiple
models and combine them to create moves forward. Here, we
utilized five ensemble-based classifiers [21]. These are
AdaBoost, Stowing, Gradient Boosting, enable hist gradient
boosting, Random Forests classifiers. In all these classifiers, in
AdaBoost classifiers, the number of boosting estimators is 50
with the SAMME.R as a real boosting algorithm. In the
bagging classifier, we used ten estimators. The loss function of
Gradient Boosting is 'deviance', logistic regression with
probabilistic outputs with the 100 boosting stages. Besides, in
the section of random forest three, we use 100 trees as a forest
with Gini impurity.
Afterward, we have utilized three neighbors' classifiers of
statistical pattern recognition [22]. These are radius neighbor,
k-neighbor, and nearest centroid. In KNN, we used five
neighbors for every iteration. Besides, the Makowski metric is
chosen for all neighbor classifiers.
Naïve Bayes is based on an estimate of the age of the
"naive" with a set of learning calculations guided by an
application and an estimate of the accuracy between them [23].

C. Model Description
Implementing a lot of diverse models can ensure the best
possible accuracy. So, we have applied the 32 most sensible

Model

Tree Classifier
• Decision Tree
• Extra Tree

Ensemble classifier
• AdaBoost
• Bagging
• Gradient Boosting
• Enable Hist Gradient
• Random Forest

Discriminant Analysis
• Linear Discriminant Analysis
• Quadratic Discriminant Analysis

Neighbor Classifier
• Radios Neighbor
• K-Nearest Neighbor
• Nearest Neighbor

SVM
• Linear SVC
• NuSVC
• SVC

Naive Bayes
• Bernoulli NB
• Multinomial NB
• Categorical NB
• Complement NB
• Gaussian NB

Linear Model
• SGD
• Ridge
• Ridge Classifier CV
• Passive Aggressive
• Logistic Regression CV
• Logistic Regression
• Perceptron
• Impact Learning

Calibration
• Calibration

Gaussian Process
• Gaussian Process

Semi-Supervised
• Label Propagation
• Label Spreading

Neural Network
• MLP Classifier

Fig. 4. Tabulation of all the Models.
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Here Bernoulli, Multinomial, Categorical, Complement,
and Gaussian Naive Bayes are executed to compare the Bayes
algorithm on childbirth mode detection. For each method, we
have also used the additive smoothing parameter.
Model calibration implies the process where we take a
model that is already trained and apply a post-processing
operation, which improves its probability estimation. Thus, if
we were to inspect the samples that were estimated to be
positive with a probability of 0.85, we would expect that 85%
of them are in fact positive.

classifiers from supervised learning based on different learning
methodologies have been implemented to predict childbirth's
most applicable mode. This section described different
experimental tasks for the performance analysis and evaluation
and compared all algorithms. Besides, we have illustrated the
experimental setup used to execute the whole task and used 11
statistical evaluation metrics for analysis performance. Finally,
we have also compared with other works related to this issue
regarding the best version of our work.

The researchers commonly use discriminant analysis to
analyze the data when the criterion or the dependent variable is
categorical, and the predictor or the independent variable is the
interval in nature. Dependent variables should categorize at the
moment as well as include predictive or distinct variable
natures such that researchers can use them to analyze research
data (quadratic inequality analysis (QDA) and linear inequality
analysis (LDA) [24].

A. Experimental Setup
We have completed the whole computation in google colab,
a python simulation environment provided by Google. This
environment comes with parallel computation facilities for fast
execution. We have used the most popular libraries to make
easy and expressive data structures work well and intuitively
with fast, flexible, and time-series data. Finally, the scikit-learn
Library contains specialized machine learning and statistical
modeling tools, including classification, regression, and
clustering algorithms for modeling. We have used a machine
learning framework named sci-kit learn and deep learning
framework Keras to implement the classification algorithm.
Finally, we used Matplotlib for data visualization, graphical
representation, and also for data analysis.

The support vector machine, aka SVM, is used mainly for
exploring a hyperplane in d-dimensional space that notably
classifies the data points [25]. In the linear SVC, we used hinge
as loss function with l 2 penalty. The numerical value three is
used as the polynomial kernel in NuSVC with the RBF kernel
type.

B. Measurement Metrics
We have used several Statistical metrics [29] for
measurements, evaluation, and analysis of the performances
and compared all the algorithms. We will define and describe
all of those in the following section.

The linear model could be a module lesson if it contains
diverse functions for performing machine learning linearly [26].
We utilized the eight classifiers such as SGD, Ridge Classifier,
Ridge Classifier CV, Passive-Aggressive Classifier, Logistic
Regression, Logistic Regression CV, Perceptron, and Impact
Learning [27].

We have analyzed the 11 statistical measurements,
including accuracy, F1 score, precision, recall, and so on.
Accuracy and F1 score are the most important of them.

The Gaussian process is a stochastic method in
probabilistic hypotheses and statistics, such as a common
multivariate distribution containing which is a limited random
sample collection. The kernel of the gaussian process classifier
specifies the covariance function, and the accessible internal
optimizers are 'fmin_l_bfgs_b'.

𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =

The label propagation and label spreading are used in the
area of semi-supervised algorithms. The Gamma Parameter for
RBF bit is utilized as 20. The maximum emphasis is 1000, and
the neighbor parameters are 7.

A neural network could be an arrangement of algorithms
that endeavors to recognize basic relationships in a set of data
through a method that imitates the way the human brain works.
The Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is a computing system
where neurons inspire people [28]. There are three layers, and
these are the input layer, hidden layer, and output layer. The
input layer usually takes the input data into the network. The
hidden layer is the layer where input and output are connected
based on conditions. The output level is decided by considering
the respect action, weight, and hidden level. There's no rule of
the thumb to select the hidden layer in ANN. We have used
sixty-four hidden layers between the input and output layers.
IV. EXPERIMENT
In furtherance of our experiment from the proposed work,
we have first assembled the model and trained it. Thirty-two

Accuracy is a metric that evaluates the matric for the
correct prediction rate for the positive class. The expression is
shown below in equation 4.
𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒(𝑇𝑃)

𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒(𝑇𝑃)+ 𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒(𝐹𝑃)

(4)

F1 score conveys the balance between the precision and the
recall. It is also called the F Score or the F Measure. A good F1
score indicates that we have low false positives and low false
negatives in the results. The expression of the F1 score is
shown in equation 5.
F1 =

TP
TP + 0.5( FP + FN )

(5)

Recall considers the percentage of correct predictions for
all the positive categories. In other words, recall is how many
of the true positives were recalled (found), i.e., how many of
the correct hits were also found. The expression of recall score
is shown below in equation 6.
RS =

TP
TP + FN

(6)

The F-beta score is evaluated in the binary classification
model based on a configurable single-score for the positive
class's forecasts. It's also calculated utilizing precision and
recall. The value of the F-beta score can be calculated using
equation 7 below.
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𝐹𝐵𝑆 =

�1+ 𝛽 2 � .(𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 .𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙)
(𝛽 2 .𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 +𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 )

Hamming loss is designed for multiclass while Precision,
Recall, F1-beta score represents one clear single-presentationvalue for multiple-label cases compared to the
precision/recall/f1beta score that can be assessed only for
independent binary classifiers for each label. The expression of
Hamming loss is shown below in equation 8.
1

|𝐷|

𝐻𝐿 = |𝐷| ∑𝑖=1

|𝑌𝑖 ∆ 𝑍𝑖|
|𝐿|

(8)

In the Jaccard similarity coefficient, the union of the two
label sets is used to compare the set of labels predicted in
y_true to mark the separate intersection as a measure by
calculation. The equation of Jaccard similarity coefficient is
shown below in equation 9.
|𝐴 ∩𝐵|

J(𝐴, 𝐵) = |𝐴

(9)

∪𝐵|

Matthews Correlation Coefficient, aka MCC, is used as a
standard for binary and multiclass classification in machine
learning. The equation of Matthews Correlation Coefficient is
shown below in equation 10.

MCC =

𝑇𝑃 .𝐹𝑁 −𝐹𝑃 .𝐹𝑁

�(𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑃).(𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑁).(𝑇𝑁+𝐹𝑃).(𝑇𝑁+𝐹𝑁)

(10)

AUC stands for "Area under the ROC Curve." That is,
AUC measures the entire two-dimensional area underneath the
entire ROC curve (think integral calculus) from (0,0) to (1,1).
AUC provides an aggregate measure of performance across all
possible classification thresholds. One way of interpreting
AUC is as the probability that the model ranks a random
positive example more highly than a random negative example.
The balanced accuracy in binary (BAC) and multiclass
classification is usually used to measure the performance if the
dataset is imbalanced. The equation of balance accuracy is
shown below in equation 11.
1

BAC= �
2

𝑇𝑃
𝑃

+

𝑇𝑁
𝑁

�

(11)

Cohen's kappa (CKS) is a statistic that measures interannotator agreement. We can consider Cohen's Kappa as a
quantitative measure of reliability for two raters that are rating
the same thing. The equation of Cohen's kappa (CKS) is shown
below in equation 12.
K=

𝑃0− 𝑃𝐸
1− 𝑃𝐸

V. RESULT ANALYSIS

(7)

(12)

Our experiment improved the methods of decision-making.
We have implemented thirty-two classifier parameters to gain
the best possible performance. After getting the performance
matrix from all the models, we have tabulated the data into a
table. We have analyzed the 11 statistical measurements,
including accuracy, F1 score, RS, PS, FBS, HL, JS, MS, AUC,
BAC and CKS. The statistical measure and for each of the
algorithms is shown in Table I below. In addition, we have
compared the performance of all the proposed models and
determine the best suitable model that can be used in real-life
decision-making or selecting the most suitable mode of
childbirth.
From Table I, we can see that the decision tree classifier
has predicted the best accuracy of 0.918307, and the F1 score
is 0.918198 from the branch of the Tree. Secondly, the hist
gradient boosting classifier has gained the best accuracy of
0.959158 with an F1 score is 0.959071 from the section of
Ensemble's algorithm. Thirdly, the KNN classifier has acquired
better accuracy, which is 0.961015, along with an F1 score of
0.960853 from the area of neighbor's classifiers. Also, from the
section of naive Bayes algorithms, we can figure out that
Gaussian naive Bayes has shown the best accuracy of 0.874381
and its F1 score is 0.872635 among all naive Bayes classifiers.
Next, calibration also has placed the best accuracy of 0.877063,
and its F1 score is 0.875664 from the branch of naive Bayes.
After that, we can see from the semi-supervised classifiers, the
label propagation has gained the best accuracy of 0.906972,
and the F1 score is 0.906223. Besides, it can also be seen from
the discriminant analysis section that the quadratic discriminant
analysis has proved the best position of accuracy 0.979992
with an F1 score of 0.979962. Moreover, SVC is the best for
predicting childbirth mode with an accuracy of 0.956477 and
an F1 score of 0.956302 from all algorithms of SVM.
Furthermore, we also can find out that the Gaussian process
classifier placed the accuracy of 0.891708 and the F1 score is
0.890333. In the neural network, the multilayer perceptron
classifier has acquired a good performance with an accuracy of
0.954404, and the F1 score is 0.954299.
Overall, by considering all the sections of algorithms for
the prediction of childbirth mode, we can observe that the
quadratic discriminant analysis is the winner with an accuracy
of 0.979992 and the F1 score is 0.979962. The neighbors'
classifier also comes up with the second-best with an accuracy
of 0.961015, and the F1 score is 0.960853.
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TABLE I.
Name

Accuracy

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

F1S

RS

PS

FBS

HL

JS

MCC

AUC

BAC

CKS

Tree Classifiers
DtC

0.918317

0.918198

0.918236

0.918166

0.918178

0.081683

0.850266

0.877476

0.951797

0.918236

0.877473

ETC

0.902228

0.902208

0.902168

0.902268

0.902242

0.097772

0.823259

0.853352

0.93791

0.902168

0.853342

Ensemble Classifiers
AdC

0.772896

0.760404

0.77305

0.79518

0.774519

0.227104

0.637223

0.681965

0.857822

0.77305

0.659515

BC

0.94637

0.946173

0.946315

0.946145

0.946142

0.05363

0.898545

0.919609

0.970062

0.946315

0.919553

GBC

0.950083

0.94991

0.950032

0.949875

0.949878

0.049917

0.905279

0.925165

0.971867

0.950032

0.925123

HGBC

0.959158

0.959071

0.959129

0.959056

0.959057

0.040842

0.921829

0.938758

0.977144

0.959129

0.938737

RFC

0.956271

0.95605

0.956208

0.956053

0.956032

0.043729

0.916453

0.934484

0.975667

0.956208

0.934404

Neighbors Classifiers
RNC

0.796823

0.793171

0.796323

0.795863

0.794037

0.203177

0.667912

0.697534

0.878434

0.796323

0.695157

KNC

0.961015

0.960893

0.960944

0.960897

0.960889

0.038985

0.925345

0.941547

0.977879

0.960944

0.94152

NC

0.808375

0.803996

0.80814

0.804359

0.803641

0.191625

0.681652

0.714516

0.886066

0.80814

0.712552

Naive Bayes Classifiers
BNB

0.331271

0.165918

0.333126

0.110469

0.127515

0.668729

0.110446

-0.00883

0.499843

0.333126

-0.00031

MNB

0.808168

0.803797

0.808056

0.805796

0.804182

0.191832

0.681258

0.715031

0.894046

0.808056

0.71227

CNB

0.336015

0.16767

0.333333

0.112005

0.129157

0.663985

0.112005

0

0.5

0.333333

0

CoNB

0.718647

0.681511

0.718514

0.74856

0.699551

0.281353

0.539377

0.609911

0.834682

0.718514

0.577959

GNB

0.874381

0.872635

0.874237

0.872807

0.872524

0.125619

0.777803

0.81239

0.93513

0.874237

0.81156

0.875664

0.87692

0.87552

0.875444

0.122937

0.782584

0.816105

0.935097

0.87692

0.815584

Calibration Classifier
CC

0.877063

Semi-Supervised Classifier
LP

0.906972

0.906223

0.906743

0.90729

0.906667

0.093028

0.831271

0.861163

0.947339

0.906743

0.860439

LS

0.902847

0.901956

0.902615

0.902912

0.902333

0.097153

0.824296

0.854988

0.945149

0.902615

0.85425

Discriminant Analysis Classifiers
LDA

0.870462

0.868522

0.870233

0.868103

0.868115

0.129538

0.774095

0.806278

0.922529

0.870233

0.805682

QDA

0.979992

0.979962

0.979964

0.979987

0.979974

0.020008

0.960818

0.97

0.990303

0.979964

0.969987

SVM Classifiers
LSVC

0.880982

0.879968

0.880805

0.879558

0.879671

0.119018

0.790406

0.821664

0.930283

0.880805

0.821466

NuSVC

0.924711

0.923732

0.924601

0.924279

0.923889

0.075289

0.860045

0.887741

0.960271

0.924601

0.887061

SVC

0.956477

0.956302

0.956403

0.956278

0.956279

0.043523

0.917007

0.934751

0.975629

0.956403

0.934713

Linear Model Classifiers
SGDC

0.871493

0.869171

0.871364

0.870912

0.869713

0.128507

0.774591

0.809034

0.922391

0.871364

0.807246

RdC

0.865924

0.863561

0.865752

0.864239

0.863613

0.134076

0.764468

0.800186

0.919536

0.865752

0.798875

RdCV

0.865924

0.86358

0.865754

0.864204

0.863609

0.134076

0.764519

0.800154

0.920406

0.865754

0.798875

PAC

0.828383

0.82831

0.82787

0.867552

0.846668

0.171617

0.714729

0.761057

0.893194

0.82787

0.742496

LRCV

0.891502

0.890906

0.891326

0.89062

0.890718

0.108498

0.808021

0.837313

0.932856

0.891326

0.837249

LR

0.883457

0.882394

0.883287

0.882026

0.88211

0.116543

0.79431

0.825425

0.931482

0.883287

0.82518

Pr

0.837871

0.836795

0.837884

0.842252

0.839304

0.162129

0.727938

0.760099

0.903731

0.837884

0.756858

IL

0.880982

0.879634

0.880853

0.879964

0.879639

0.119018

0.790078

0.822198

0.930677

0.880853

0.821475

0.890444

0.891566

0.890383

0.890278

0.108292

0.80634

0.838053

0.938326

0.891566

0.837557

0.954259

0.954337

0.954276

0.954258

0.045586

0.913242

0.931665

0.975341

0.954337

0.931619

Gaussian Process Classifiers
GPC

0.891708

Neural Network Classifier
MLPC

0.954414
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VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Selection of the best baby delivery methods is crucial for
protecting both the mother and the newborn baby. But it still
remains to explore the best sets of features when making this
decision in a computerized way. That's why we try to leverage
AI to recognize the best mode of baby delivery. Nowadays,
machine learning, deep learning, and other computerized
computation models are ubiquitously being used in medical
decision-making. Here, we have used machine learning-based
binary classification algorithms for decision-making between
two methods of childbirth. This model will assist the doctor in
making a more accurate decision within a very short time. This
machine-learning-aided decision will not replace the necessity
of the doctors for decision-making. Instead, it will help the
physician to gain a deeper insight into the patient's information
available. The way of decision-making using this model is very
computerized and less likely to have an error.
The dataset we have used in this project is not very robust.
In the future, we want to add much more observation to our
dataset and make this model much more general. We believe a
large set of data will produce better accuracy and less
overfitting. Besides, we will implement a more in-depth
learning-based classification to expand the investigation and
make the top choice for record-breaking performance. After
childbirth, we plan to implement this system to predict other
real-life biomedical factors in advance. In addition, the data
can be collected during the whole nine months of the mother's
pregnancy. In the future, we plan to make a GUI of this model
available to physicians, who can use it as like medical device
for decision making.
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Abstract—Over the last years, physical attacks have been
massively researched due to their capability to extract secret
information from cryptographic engine. These hacking
techniques are based on exploiting information from physical
implementations instead of cryptographic algorithm flaws. Faultinjection attacks (FA) and Side-channel analysis (SCA) are the
most popular techniques of implementation attacks. Aiming to
secure cryptographic devices against such attacks, many studies
have proposed a variety of developed and sophisticated
countermeasures. Hence, the majority of these secured
approaches are used for precise and single attack and it is
difficult to thwart hybrid attack, such as combined power and
fault attacks. In this work, the Advanced Encryption Standard is
used as a case study in order to analyse the most well-known
physical-based Hacking techniques: Differential Fault Analysis
(DFA) and Correlation Power Analysis (CPA). Consequently,
with the knowledge of such contemporary hacking technique, we
proposed a low overhead countermeasure for the AES
implementation that combines the concept of correlated power
noise generating with a combined-approach based fault detection
scheme.

information. Indeed, these devices leak sensitive correlated
information in the form of electromagnetic emissions (EM),
time execution, power consumption, allowing a hacker to
reveal the secret key from the cryptographic device [1]–[4].

Keywords—Advanced encryption standard; fault attack; power
attacks; combined countermeasure; hardware implementation

For SCA, most implemented countermeasures aim to
decreasing the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) by using two key
approaches; the noise insertion or the leaked sensitive
correlated information destruction. These countermeasures are
categorized as logical [9], architectural [10], [11], and circuitlevel countermeasures [12]–[14]. For the logical and
architectural countermeasures, the used approach is specific to
the crypto-core and design. On the other hand, physical
countermeasures are nonspecific and can be used to protect any
crypto-core by providing cover around it [2].

I.

INTRODUCTION

From a data security viewpoint, securing secret information
requires using algorithms that resist theoretical hacking
techniques. Though, treating an algorithm in a purely
mathematical way or, in other words, shying away from its
physical implementation opens the door to numerous threats in
the real-world security. In the modern age of electronics,
cryptanalysis attempts to reveal sensitive data based on
physical property of a cryptographic device rather than making
use of the theoretical flaws in the implemented cryptographic
algorithm. Indeed, as the cryptographic algorithms are
implemented on a physical platform, they are susceptible to
well-known physical attacks, namely Fault Attacks (FA) and
Side-Channel Analysis (SCA). These two classes of attacks
exploit the physical interactions with cryptographic systems to
break their security and extract secret information. These
attacks are practical due to their methods to reveal the secret
information from most cryptosystems which supposed to be
cryptanalytically secure.
In SCA hacking technique, a passive adversary observes
platform side-channel information to reveal the sensitive

On the other hand, FA hacking technique is an active
cryptanalysis based on perturbing the cryptographic device
processing in order to obtain an abnormal behaviour. The
hacker then exploits the erroneous of the cryptographic device
result to retrieve the secret key [5], [6]. Many studies combine
SCA and FA in order to form even more sophisticated attacks
[7], [8].
Aiming to secure cryptographic devices against such realworld attacks, countermeasures must be thus designed to
harden cryptographic implementations before they are used in
the wild. Many studies have proposed a variety of developed
and
sophisticated
countermeasures.
In
particular,
countermeasure for the AES crypto-core has been massively
researched for many years against both fault injection Attack
and power analysis attacks.

Error detection schemes against FAs are, generally, based
on some redundancy approaches. Either using the temporal
redundancy, where a given operation is computed twice, or
using hardware redundancy by executing the same
transformation at the same time to compare the obtained results
and check whether a fault was induced. Adding correction and
error detection codes to intermediate values is another option to
protect the considered cryptographic system named
information redundancy [15], [24].
Although the secured approaches have been widely studied
for each kind of physical attack, the study of combined
countermeasures has not been well explored in the existing
literature. In this paper, we perform an in-depth study of
Differential fault attack (DFA) and Correlation power analysis
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1) We firstly present a fault based Hacking technique to
indicate how a fault injection can be useful to extract the
sensitive data of the AES crypt core. In the suggested case
study, we clarify the main procedures that can threat the
security of the considered AES design basing on DFA attack.
2) We study the power based Hacking technique and we
perform a successful CPA on the FPGA based AES
implementation using the Side-channel Attack Standard
Evaluation Board (SASEBO).
3) We develop a combined fault detection scheme to
secure the AES cryptocore based on an error detection code
for linear AES transformation and temporal redundancy for
the nonlinear SubByte transformation. This proposed scheme
can be applied for both LUT and GF SubByte transformation
implementations.
4) To avoid information leakage, the proposed fault
detection scheme is enhanced using a correlated power noise
generator. This enhanced countermeasure eliminates the AES
cryptocore power correlation with the secret key by adding an
interfering power signal which depends on the manipulated
data and a nosey key.
5) Finally, we implement our AES cryptocore with the
proposed countermeasure on a Virtex V Xilinx fieldprogrammable gate array (FPGA) device. Moreover, to
investigate the practicality and effectiveness of the proposed
architecture, we compare our implementation results to similar
secured AES implementations presented in literature.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the
proposed AES Faults-based Hacking technique using the DFA
attack. Section 3 studies the AES power Side-Channel analysis
using the CPA attack. Section 4 presents the proposed faultresilient AES implementation. The proposed power based
SCA-Countermeasure for AES implementation is presented in
Section 5. The experimental results and comparison with
previous works reported in the literature is given in Section 6.
Section 7 concludes the paper.
II. THE FAULTS-BASED HACKING TECHNIQUE USING THE
DFA ANALYSIS AGAINST AES IMPLEMENTATION
A. Related Works
Fault attacks exploit the possibility to inject a fault into
cryptographic devices in order to reveal the secret key. The
fault injection is done by means of Electromagnetic field,
supply voltage variation, laser beam, or temperature control. In
particular, Differential Fault Attacks on AES has become a
widely research topic using different fault-models; single-bit,
single-byte fault and multibyte fault.
In [16], two DFA attacks on AES are proposed, the first
attack inject a theoretical single-bit fault into an intermediate
result allowing hacker to extract the AES-128 secret key with

Reference [17] presents an improved DFA attack approach
on AES using unknown and random multi-byte faults. The
authors focused on combined fault model that inject singlebyte and multi-byte faults. Their attack showed that about
97.3% of the attacks can be completed within 3 pairs of correct
and faulty ciphertexts.
In [18], authors presented a DFA combined fault model
combining a single-byte random faults model in encryption
process with a single-byte faults model in the key schedule
process. Their experimental results showed that 6 pairs of
correct and faulty ciphertexts could reveal the AES-128 secret
key. Reference [19] shows that a FA can break the advanced
encryption standard (AES) by exploiting the existing target
devices Input/Output signals instead of the artificial triggering
implementation. Indeed, authors identify fault injection time by
employing target devices electromagnetic emission. Using onebyte fault model, the attack was successfully executed 55 times
out of the 1000 conducted fault injection attacks overall.
In this paper, we aim to propose a low-cost fault-resilient
AES architecture that resists side-channel attack. So, as a first
step, we must study how a fault injection can be used to extract
the cryptographic key. In this step, the Giraud's SingleBit Differential Fault Analysis [16] is adopted as a case study
to give details of the main procedure that can menace the
security of the considered AES implementation. Consequently,
with the knowledge of the considered Fault-hacking technique,
we will propose the adequate DFA countermeasure for AES
cryptocore.
B. The Fault Injection Step
In this step, we have adapted the single-bit fault model to
simulate the physical real defects. This model assumed that
only one bit in the considered circuit is faulty and supposed
that one line in the circuit behaved as if it is at logic 0 or logic
1. For the multiple-bit fault model it is assumed that the same
basic assumptions as the single-bit fault models, except
allowing two or more lines in the circuit to be faulty at the
same time.
For our considered DFA attack, the Single-Bit model is
adopted, where only one bit was injected at the beginning of
the final round (see Fig. 1).
I10

SubByte

Ciphertext C

Single bit flip
K10

The main contributions of this paper are as follows:

50 faulty ciphertexts. While the second attack inject a bytefault and reveal the key with less than 250 faulty ciphertexts.

I10

SubByte

CiphertextCF

K10

(CPA) and we propose a dual complementary AES
cryptographic circuit to defend against both fault and power
SCA attacks.

Fig. 1. The Single-Bit Fault Injection into the Input of the 10th Round.
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As presented in Fig. 2, the injected fault into the AES-128
bloc modifies 8-bit through the SubBytes operation. Indeed,
this non-linear operation is a byte substitution and executes
each 8-bit input separately. The affected byte is Xor-ed with
another round key byte of the tenth round and produces one
differential fault.
K10
CF

SR

SB

hypothetical key 𝑘� is rejected. This process is recomputed for
each k 10 byte to reveal the overall round key k 10 .

Fig. 3 present the number of injected fault needed to
retrieve the whole 16-byte last-round key of AES-128. As
shown in Fig. 2 the considered hacking technique needs only
32 fault injections to extract the whole 128-bit tenth round key.
Finally, since the AES key expansion is invertible, the hacker
can compute the original key (k 0 ) going backwards.
100

Revealed key bytes (%)

C. The Fault Propagation Step
Using the DFA Single-Bit model, only a faulty one-bit ‘e’
was injected in the output of the 9th AES round (I 10 ). When
flipping a single bit between the MixColumns of the ninth
round and the SubBytes of the tenth round, the changed bit
spreads in the last round and generates a faulty Ciphertext (CF)
with single faulty byte.

100
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D. The Fault Exploitation Step
In order to reveal the AES secret key, the hacker exploits
the observable fault by exploiting some relation between the
two obtained ciphertexts. Indeed the hacker must repeat the
experiment with the same plaintext and same key but without
inducing fault. As a result, two ciphertexts derived from the
same plaintext and key are obtained, where one of the
ciphertext is fault-free (C) and the other is faulty (CF).
As a first step, the hacker tries to solve these equations.
C =SB (I 10 ) ⨁ k 10

(1)

∆ = C ⨁ CF

(3)

C F = SB (I 10 ⨁ e) ⨁ k 10

(2)

where SB(I 10 ) is the result of the SubByte transformation
applied on one byte of the 9th round inputs (I 10 ) and k 10 is the
10th round key corresponding byte (k 10 ). While ∆ is the
injected fault differential. As the single bit flip on I 10 is the
adapted fault model, the ∆ Hamming weight (HW) must equal
1. In order to reveal the k10 value, the hacker must ensure a
full exploration of all possible key values. Therefore, the
hacker first computes for each key-assumption (𝑘�) of the realkey byte (k), the corresponding hypothesized fault differential
∆� as follows:
R

�)
� =SB (C F ⨁ 𝑘10
𝐼10𝐹
-1

�
∆�= 𝐼�
10 ⨁𝐼10𝐹

8

11

12

16

22

22

32

Number of injected faults

Fig. 2. Propagation of Injected Fault in I 10.

-1
�
𝐼�
10 =SB (C ⨁ 𝑘10)

4

(4)

(5)
(6)

�
where 𝑘�
10 denotes the hypothetical key and I10 is the input
of the corresponding tenth round. Finally, the hacker must
verify if the calculated ∆� is identical to ∆ . Indeed, the
hypothetical key 𝑘�
10 may be a correct assumption for the real
key k 10 if the ∆� Hamming weight is equal to 1. Otherwise, the

Fig. 3. The DFA Attack Results.

III. THE POWER ANALYSIS-BASED HACKING TECHNIQUE
USING THE CPA ATTACK AGAINST AES IMPLEMENTATION
Power-based side-channel attacks assume that there is a
correlation between the level of power consumption and
cryptographic operations manipulated by the cryptocore.
Simple power analysis (SPA) [20], differential power
analysis (DPA) [21], and correlation power analysis (CPA)
[22] are three fundamental techniques of power-based SCA
attacks. The CPA hacking technique requires the least power
traces to extract the secret-key and it has been considered as
the most powerful power-based SCA. In this paper, the CPAbased Hacking technique was adopted as a case study in order
to indicate the main procedure that can threat the AES
cryptocore security.
A. CPA based Hacking Theory
The goal of CPA-based hacking technique is to accurately
model the power consumption of the cryptographic circuit
under attack in order to find correlation between characteristics
of real power consumption traces and a predicted power trace.
Therefore, choosing the accurately power model enable
hackers to predict correctly the secret key by obtaining highest
level of correlation.
1) The CMOS device power consumption model: For the
cryptographic platforms based on the SOC design, the CMOS
technology still the principal hardware solution due to its
various advantages. The total power consumption of a CMOS
device (Ptotal) is composed of two components: the static
power (Pstatic) and the dynamic power (Pdynamic) [21]. Pstatic is
the result of the transistors leakage current and depends on the
circuit design. Hence, Pdynamic is consumed when switching
occurs. Indeed, if a CMOS cell changes from 0 to 1 or from 1
to 0, switching happens in transistors and Pdynamic is
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consumed. Therefore it depends on the manipulated data and
the operation being done.
(7)
P dynamic = P 0→1 .C L. f. V dd
where C L denotes the gate load capacitance, f denotes the
clock frequency, VDD is the supply voltage and P0→1 the
probability of a 0→1 output transition. As shown in (7), at a
given time, the dynamic power dissipation depends upon the
number of bit switching from one position to another [23][22].
Power consumption-based SCA uses a leakage model in order
to define a relationship between the device power consumption
and the secret information employed.
Various power models are proposed to estimate the power
consumption of device under attack when processing the target
data. The most well-known models are the Hamming distance
and Hamming weight models.
a) The Hamming Weight Model
The Hamming weight model (HW) is the most basic power
consumption model [21]. This model computes, in a data word,
the number of bits set to 1. Considering multiple bits at a time,
it is important to understand that the power consumption is,
exclusively, based on the numbers of bits that are at logical 1
and not the number those bits are meant to represent. [25]. So,
the predicted power consumption PW in an n-bit
microprocessor is computed simply by:
PW= a*HW(D)+b= 𝑎 ∗ ∑𝑛−1
𝑗=0 𝑑 j +b
R

(8)

where dj = 0 or 1 is the bit values of the binary data D
(D=∑ ) handled by the cryptographic device under attack. is a
scaling factor between the power consumed and the Hamming
weight. and b is a term for everything like static power
dissipation, the variation from one clock cycle to another, and
time dependent components.
b) The Hamming Distance Model
The Hamming Distance model (HD) was proposed by Brier
et al in [22], where the leakage is assumed to depend on
switching activity in CMOS device. This model supposes that
the power consumption in the target circuit correlates to the
bits number changing from one state to another. Indeed, to
estimate the device power consumption, the hacker uses the
HD model and count number of 1→0 and 0→1 transitions that
occur in a register or bus of a cryptographic device when it
changes from one state to the next state. The consumptions for
a bit switching from 0 to 1 or from 1 to 0 are further assumed
to be same. Let R the reference state for a data word from
which the bits are switched and D the current state manipulated
by the target device. The power consumed PW is described by
the mathematical equation for the hamming distance model as
follows:
PW=a*HD(D)+b = a*HW(R ⨁ D) + b

(9)

where HW(R ⨁ D) is the number of flipping bits from
binary data R to D.

2) Pearson correlation coefficient: To evaluate the
correlation between the estimated power consumption and the
real power trace, the Pearson coefficient, ρW,PW is considered
as an efficient way. This correlation coefficient calculates the
correlation between estimated power consumption PW of
target data D and the equivalent real power traces measured W
during processing the target cryptographic operation. ρW,PW is
described as follows:
𝐶𝑜𝑣(𝑃𝑊,𝑊)
𝜌𝑊,𝑃𝑊 =
(10)
𝜎𝑃𝑊 ∗𝜎𝑊

where Cov denotes the covariance between PW and W, and
and are standard deviation for PW and W respectively. When
manipulated, the selected data D must depend on the desired
secret key and the correlation coefficient is adopted as a
distinguisher. Therefore the hacker predicts the unknown key
and calculates the correlation coefficient 𝜌𝑊,𝐻𝐷 for every key
candidate. The values will respect the inequality 0 ≤ | 𝜌𝑊,𝐻𝐷 |
≤ 1 and the right key assumption is supposed to indicate the
biggest value.
B. CPA based Hacking Practice
In this section, we demonstrate the efficiency of the power
analysis-based side-channel attacks on AES-128 engine
implemented on FPGA (see Fig. 4). The steps involved in a
successful CPA-hacking technique are:
1) Attack point selection step: In this step, a hacker
chooses the attack point which can be a register or some
function manipulating an intermediate result of the algorithm.
This point must depend on both the known variable (e.g. the
output of S-box) and secret keys K. In this case, the 10th
round encryption is attack because the latter has been isolated
from the other rounds and have relatively clear power signals
[26]. Then, we calculate the original secret key, K0, going
backwards since the AES Key Schedule is invertible. Fig. 5
shows the selected intermediate node D denoted as the output
of Subbytes transformation and the reference point R defined
as the corresponding Ciphertext. The AES-128 is used as a
case study but this power-hacking technique can be applied to
AES-192 and AES-256.
2) Power Assumption step: This step consists of
predicting the target device power consumption with certain
leakage model to estimate the dynamic power consumption
reflecting secret-data moving and manipulated operations. As
explained in previous section, power models present the
correlation between the power consumed of the cryptographic
CMOS device and data processed by this device at the same
time. Indeed, bus value switching or registers value switching
from 0 to1 or from 1 to 0 consumes some energy amount to
achieve the transition. Hence, by counting the bits transition
number at a given time, the hacker may predict the device
under attack power consumption.
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Fig. 4. Power Side-Channel Attack on 128-AES.

CipherText

AES key, K 0 [27]. Indeed, this secret round-key is Xor-ed with
the previous inv_round output, followed by an InverseShiftRows
transformation
and
Inverse-SubBytes
transformation. The Inverse SubBytes operation divides the
resulting 128-bits into 16 bytes and passing each through a
Substitution S-Box. The S-box block takes 8-bit as input and
produces 8 bite as output. Therefore, predicting one byte of the
considered key is simple to calculate. For N Ciphertexts (N=20
000 in our case study) we predicts a subkey (The number of
sub-key guess is limited to 28 assumptions: 256) and we
calculate HD(D) predicted power consumption of the selected
point D by the hamming distance model.

Reference point R

128
128

K10 assumption

Inv_ShiftRows
First inv-Round
8

8
۰۰۰

inv_Sbox
1

inv_Sbox
15
8

8

8
inv_Sbox
16
8

This step is repeated for 16 S-box outputs. So, we obtain a
predicted power matrix P of size N x 256 x 16 as shown in
Table I. HD value can be 1,2,3 or 8.

Intermediate point D
Round-keyi

Inv_MixColums

Inv_ShiftRows

Inv-Roundi

Inv_SubBytes

K0

128

128

Plain Text

Fig. 5. The Selected Node for CPA Attack.

In this step, we have adapted the hamming distance model
to predict the power consumption of the last AES-128 round
encryption. The AES-128 decryption is an inv_round based
encryption algorithm that process 128-bits data blocks as 16
bytes using 128-bits cipher keys. Each inv_rounds manipulates
128-bits round keys (K1 to K10) calculated from the original

3) Measuring Power consumption step: The common
setup for all Power-based side-channel attacks uses a PC in
order to send known plaintexts to the target cryptographic
circuit, trigger a device and save its power measurements
traces. Therefore the hacker must obtain a matrix with a data
pair of same Ciphertext used in the Power assumption step and
their corresponding power measurements. The power
measurements traces are normalized using pre-amplifier and
gathered by oscilloscope during the AES encryption process.
In this work, power measurements were performed by the
"DPA contest v2" competition from the COMELEC Telecom
department. The platform used to perform the power
measurements acquisition is the Xilinx FPGA based Sidechannel Attack Standard Evaluation Board (SASEBO)[28].
4) Correlation analysis step: This step evaluates the
correlation between the predicted power and the power
measurements using the Pearson coefficient. In this CPA
statistical step, the measured power traces, denoted W, are
compared to the predicted power consumption, denoted PW,
for each 256 sub-key guesses. The correlation coefficient
𝜌𝑊𝑃𝑤 is applied as follows:
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TABLE I.
Power
prediction for
subkey 1
0
…
255
HD …
HD
HD …
HD
.
.
.
HD …
HD

𝜌𝑊,𝑃𝑤 =

PREDICTED POWER MATRIX P

Power
prediction for
subkey 2
0
…
255
HD …
HD
HD …
HD

……………
……………
……………
……………

Power
prediction for
subkey 16
0
… 255
HD … HD
HD … HD

…

……………

HD

HD

𝐸(𝑊,𝑃𝑤)−𝐸(𝑊)∗𝐸(𝑃𝑤)
�𝑉(𝑊)𝑉(𝑃𝑤)

HD

,

…

HD

(11)

If the sub-key assumption is correct, we expect that only
one value, corresponding to the correct sub-key prediction,
leads to a high correlation coefficient. The experimental result
with only 3000 power measurements is shown in Fig. 6. As
illustrated, the correlation power traces do not reveal the
correct secret-key. Indeed there is no high correlation value in
the obtained trace. The same correlation coefficient is
calculated for the 256 sub-key assumption using 20000 power
measurements. As indicated in Fig. 7, a unique correlation
value, corresponding to the correct sub-key assumption, have
high correlation value. Besides, the correct key assumption
regularly stands out with a notable difference leading to a sure
verdict of a successful attack. Fig. 9 corresponds to the
correlation coefficient of correct sub-key assumption of.
Hence, Fig. 8 presents the correlation value when the key guess
is incorrect. This trace proves that there is no correlation
between the predicted trace P and the corresponding measured
trace W.

Fig. 8. Correlation Coefficient of an in Correct Sub-Key Assumption.

Fig. 9. Correlation Coefficient of a Correct Sub-Key Assumption.

In Fig. 10 the correlation coefficient for all the sub-key
assumption, in terms of the number of power measurement was
presented. This correlation trace presents the correlation
coefficient between the measured power consumption and the
predicted power consumption for various numbers of traces.
In fact, we remark that the correct sub-key assumption
(plotted in black) can be distinguished by approximately 6000
power traces. This obtained result proves that CPA attack is an
efficient power side-channel attack technique to extract the
secret key.
Fig. 6. Failed CPA using 3000 Inputs.

Fig. 10. Correlation Coefficient for all the Sub-Key Assumption.
Fig. 7. Successful CPA using 20000 Inputs.
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In this section we present an efficient combined fault
detection based countermeasure that applies time and
information redundancy to secure the considered AES
cryptocore. The proposed Fault resilient AES implementation
uses error detection code based on the (5, 4) CRC [29] to
protect linear transformations and temporal redundancy
approach for the Subbyte nonlinear transformation.

IV. THE PROPOSED FAULT AND SIDE-CHANNEL RESISTANT
32-BIT AES
Power-Channel Analysis and Fault Attacks have seen a rise
in popularity these last years, due to their practical methods to
reveal the sensitive data from most cryptosystems which
supposed to be cryptanalytically secure.
Our goal is to protect the cryptographic application against
such attacks by detecting injected faults in the cryptocore and
artificially introducing a noise in order to enhance the attack
difficulty and reduce the probability of successful attacks. This
section presents the proposed AES hardwarebased
countermeasure to resist both Fault injection and Power
sidechannel attacks. Fig. 11 shows the 32-bits AES block used
as a case study.

In fact, the information and hardware redundancy
techniques induce more hardware overhead which can degrade
cryptographic devices performances [30]. On the other hand
The SubBytes operation is the most important non-linear
operation in the AES, it occupies 70% of the AES Round area
and 60% of the Key_Generator area.
Fig. 12 shows the temporal redundancy-based
countermeasure to protect the Subbyte implementation.

The proposed design takes four 32-bit columns for the
input data, one by one, executes them independently, and at the
end, produces four 32-bit output columns.

As shown in Fig. 11, using same inputs, the Subbytes
transformation is calculated twice with the same S-box
hardware block and at the end, the result of the main
calculation is compared with the result of the recalculation.

A. Proposed Fault Detection Scheme for the AES
To secure the AES implementation against fault injection
attacks, we incorporate fault-resilient techniques into the
considered
cryptographic
hardware.
Various
DFA
countermeasure schemes have been proposed to secure AES
implementations, which are based on some sort of redundancy:
information redundancy, hardware redundancy, or time
redundancy in order to detect injected faults.

The fault detection scheme checks whether the indicator
Sbox_FLAG equals zero or not. This Sbox_flag is calculated
using a parity tree of exclusive-or gates.
Fig. 13 shows the information redundancy based
countermeasure for linear transformations (ShiftRow,
Mixcolum and AddRoundKey) with concurrent error detection.
The ShiftRow shifts the bytes in each state row by a certain
position without changing the parity from its input to its output.
Correspondingly, there is no parity modification from the
inputs of MixColumn to its outputs.

In this section we present an efficient combined fault
detection based countermeasure that applies time and
information redundancy to secure the considered AES
cryptocore.

Plainext
32

32
32
32
SubBytes

Key
Expansion
Unit

ShiftRow
MixColumn
32
AddRoundKey
32

32
Buffer-Key

32

32
Key-In

Fig. 11. Proposed 32-Bit Data-Path.
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To protect Mixcolum operation, we use the same
information redundancy based technique and we compute the
flag mixcolumn_fg. The produced Flag will be XOR-red with
the ShiftRow_fg in order to produce (ShifMix_fg).
At the Round output, the Shiftrow‘s input parity Psb will
not be modified by the Mixcolum and the ShiftRow operations.
But it will be changed by the AddRoundkey operation. So, to
secure the AddRoundKey operation against fault injection, the
key‘s parity PK must be calculated and xor-ed with the parity
Psb. The obtained result will be XOR-ed with PO, the output‘s
parity round, to produce the AddKey_fg flag. This DFAcountermeasure can be used to detect injected faults during the
encryption process and produces Flags in order to interrupt the
AES process. (see Fig.13).

Fig. 12. SubByte Block with Error Check.

B. Proposed SCA-Countermeasure for AES Cryptocore
The threats from Power attacks and Fault attacks challenge
the integrity and security of cryptosystems. Various
countermeasures for these attacks have been extensively
studied in the existing literatures.

To detect injected fault in the Shiftrow and the Mixcolumn
operations, we apply the information redundancy technique by
using redundant information to protect these transformation.

The author in [31] shows the impact of the countermeasure
for one type of attack on the efficiency of another type of
attack has been well explored.

Let SB(x) the Subbytes output and SR(x) the Shiftrow
output as shown in Fig.13, where SB(x) = sb 0 +sb 1 x +sb 2 x2
+sb 3 x3 and SR(x) = sr 0 +sr 1 x +sr 2 x2 +sr 3 x3, {sb𝑖 , sr i} ∈
GF(28). P SB is the Shiftrow’s input parity obtained by (12).

Their experimental results show that the parity check code
based fault detection technique makes CPA attack more
difficult to retrieve the key than the original AES
implementation. Based on this study, our Fault attack-resistant
AES will affect the key retrieve speed of the CPA attack.

R

P SB =P(SB)= ∑3𝑖=0 𝑠𝑏𝑖

(12)

where sb i ∈ GF (2 ) is fault detection approach checks
whether the flag Shiftrow_fg , obtained by (13), equals zero or
not.
8

Shiftrow_fg = P SB ⨁ ∑3𝑖=0 𝑠𝑟𝑖

(13)

ShiftRows
S
B

3
2

8

ShiftRows
S
R
MixColum
8

3
2

K

M
C
AddRound
Key
O

Fig. 14 shows the Power analysis countermeasure for the
AES cryptocore. This technique will be applied to the
combined Fault resistant architecture presented in previous
section. As shown in this figure, a parallel noise was
incorporated into the AES cryptocore. The noise generating
circuit obfuscates the AES cryptocore power traces by a power
trace signal correlated with the plaintext and an interfering
random key K interf .

8

8

8

Psr=Psb+
∑𝟑𝟑
8
Psr+
∑𝟑𝟑 𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎𝒎
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∑𝟑𝟑 𝒊𝒊𝒊𝒊
8
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Sbox_Par
ity

Output
Parity

⨁
8

8
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⨁
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∑𝟑𝟑𝒊𝒊=𝟎𝟎 𝒐𝒐𝒐𝒐
Pk=

𝟑𝟑

ShifMix
fg

8

To more improve our fault resilient AES implementation,
the hiding technique aims at lowering the Signal Noise Ratio
(SNR) during the cryptographic operation by either adding
more sources of noise or lessening the strength of the signal
power trace that relates to the cryptocore operations. This
makes CPA attack much harder as the data leaked has also to
be correlated with external interfered key used inside the
secured core.

⨁

AddKey_
fg

The AES cryptocore execute the AddRoundKey operation
using the plaintext and the secret key K. Simultaneously, the
noise generating circuit performs the same operation with the
same plaintext but with the interfering keyK interf . Two similar
Subbytes transformation will takes the two AddRoundKey
outputs as input and produces two signals S and S interf .

8

Key Parity

Round
Fig. 13. Concurrent Error Detection Bloc for Linear Operations.
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Fig. 14. Power Countermeasure for 32-Bits AES.

This proposed noise injection technique obfuscates the
global AES cryptocore power trace by decreasing the
correlation and bond between the secret values and the leaked
information. In fact, the AES cryptocore power consumption
correlates to plaintext and the secret keys couple (K, Kinterf).
Furthermore, this added noise cannot be removed by statistical
differential method; therefore, even if the power consumption
curves was moved precisely and the Sboxes corresponding key
successfully recovered, the hacker will still end up in failure
because of the interference of the generated noise. This noise
injection based countermeasure technique was experimentally
proved in [32].
V. IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS AND COMPARISON
The proposed SCA/DFA Countermeasures for the AES
design is practically examined using a Xilinx FPGA device,
while the FI resistance is evaluated using the extensive fault
simulations.We synthesized our implementation with the
Xilinx ISE using the XC5VFX70t FPGA platform. The results
and comparison with similar reported works are presented in
Table II.
The AES-encryption implementation without the proposed
countermeasure takes 445 slices for 296.43 MHz. The FPGA
implementation result shows that our secured AES-encryption
design occupies 14 % more area and 13% less throughputs
compared to the original AES-cryptocore.
It can be seen from Table II, our proposed design has the
minimum area overhead compared to [33], [34], [35] and [37].

TABLE II.

FPGA IMPLEMENTATION OF THE FAULT RESILIENT AES:
RESULT AND COMPARISON

Area Overhead (%)

Time
Overhead
(%)

Our secured AES

14

-13.5

FC
FC (%)
(%)
RandomSinglebit
bit
100
100

[33]

43.33

-7.91

67.70

-

[34]

26.9

≈0

100

99.996

[35]

81

≈ - 0.17

100

93.75

[36]

2.3

-50

100

75

[37]

14.45

-18.71

85.958

98.54

The temporal redundancy countermeasure presented in [36]
add 2.3% overhead in terms of added hardware overhead and
presents, approximately, four times degradation in terms of
throughput
overhead
compared
to
our
proposed
countermeasures. Compared to [37] and [33], our secured AES
design has the minimum area overhead and time overhead.
These results prove that our proposed circuit is relevant to be
arranged in many security domains such as embedded services
routers, smartcards and emerging technologies using IoTs.
In order to evaluate the fault coverage of our protected AES
cryptocore, fault-simulations are performed using the VHDL
language. Two type of fault are used in the considered fault
coverage simulation: Single-bit faults and Random-bit fault.
For the single bit-fault type, we consider that a single-bit fault
is inserted into 1-bit in random locations at random clock
cycles of random rounds. On the other hand, random-bit fault
type considers that faults are injected with random faulty bit
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number at random locations of random rounds. Fault
simulations are performed over 1 000 000 times. As shown in
the Table II, our fault simulations show that for single bit and
random-bit faults, our protected AES-cryptocore have error
coverage of 100 %.
Comparing our design to other similar countermeasures,
our obtained fault coverage has the highest protection.
Although our secured AES needs more resource overhead
compared to some designs, it allows an excellent trade-off
between fault-attack coverage, implementation area and
throughput, which are relevant to secure embedded systems
with resource constraint. In our future work, our power-baser
cannel attack must be enhanced using new approaches based
on deep-learning models.
VI. CONCLUSION
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Recently, cryptographic embedded platforms used for
trusted execution environment have been proven to be
vulnerable to the power SCA and fault attacks. In this paper,
we present a detailed fault and power based Hacking
techniques to demonstrate how the fault injection or power
analysis can be exploited to reveal the AES secret key. In the
proposed case study, we explain the principal techniques that
can threat the security of the AES design by using DFA and
CPA attacks. This study was conducted in order to propose an
adequate low-overhead hardware countermeasure that secures
critical 32-bit AES cypto-core against both fault injection and
power-based
side-channel
attacks.
The
proposed
countermeasure gathers a combined fault resistance approach
using parity testing for linear operations and time redundancy
for the non-linear SubBytes operation with an artificially
introduced noise provided by a correlated power noise block.
The proposed countermeasure can be used for the encryption
and decryption designs in order to enhance attack difficulty and
reduce the probability of successful attacks. The proposed
combined countermeasure has low overhead and achieves a
100% fault coverage during the considered AES process.
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Abstract—Recent advancements in drone technology are
opening new opportunities and applications in various fields of
life especially in the form of small drones. However, these
advancements are also causing new challenges in terms of
security, adaptability, and consistency. This research discusses
the drone technology, area of usages, citizen multi-objective uses,
drones security, protection, and secrecy apprehensions, drone
current intimidations and susceptibilities, existing approaches for
drone cyber-security methods, security threats to drones and
data sources for current literature review. Small drones are
proving to be a new opportunity for the civil and military
industries. The small drones are suffering from architectural
issues and the definition of security and safety issues. The rapid
growth of the Internet of Things (IoT) opens new dimensions for
drone technology but posing new threats as well. The tiny flying
intelligent devices are challenging for the security and privacy of
data. The design of these small drones is yet not matured to fulfill
the domain requirements. The basic design issues also need
security mechanisms, privacy mechanisms and data
transformations.
Keywords—Drone technology; security; internet of things;
threats; privacy

I.

TABLE I.

FREQUENCY VARIATIONS AND THEIR PROPERTIES
2GHz
Low speed
Cheap
Extended range
Noisy

interference

Prone to interference

Physical barriers

Overcome physical
barriers

Performances

Disturb Wi-Fi speed

• A drone must not reach 400 feet in height.
• A drone must not enter sensitive areas i.e. aircraft and
airfields.
• A drone must be operated with safety and care to prevent
face examination.
• A drone must not enter civilian areas.
• A drone must not be operated in gatherings and
functions

INTRODUCTION

In this modern atomic world, drone technology is mainly
used for military purposes and defensive areas. Drone
technology is rapidly growing for defense purposes. These
microdevices are flying in the air 200 feet above the ground.
This range of height varies from device to device and purpose to
purpose. This range can be in feet, meters, and kilometers.
Flight time of these intelligent devices also varies from device
to device [1][2]. The frequency variations and their properties
are discussed in Table I.

Parameters
Frequency band
Cost
Range
Effect of noise

A. Rules and Guidelines
Many countries have strict rules and regulations for drone
usage in civilian areas [16-18]. The rules and regulations issued
advice for drone owners to use drones under government
license. Drones must not enter private legacies without the
permission of the owner. In Lebanon, strict rules are followed
for drone usage. No person can fly drones in private areas,
without the permission of the owner. To fly drones in private
areas, the owner of the drone must get the permission
certification for this act. Without this, one can face serious
prosecutions. Following are some rules which must be followed
by each drone owner in the USA.

5GHz
High Speed
Costly
Undersized range
Less noisy
Less prone to
interference
Unable to overcome
physical barriers.
Don’t disturb Wi-Fi
speed

Such rules are strictly followed by drone owners for safe
drone flights. Heavy fines and punishments can be faced by the
owners of the drone if such rules are violated.
B. Drone Structural Design
A UAV structure comprises three components. These
components include Unmanned Aircraft, Ground Controller,
and Communication link [3,19]. An explanation of these
components is given below.
• The Flight Controller is the CPU of a drone.
• Ground station controller provides communication
between the craft and controller.
• Data communication link provides information
communication between ground controller and drone.
In [3] drones are categorized depending on their distance
from the ground controller. These categories are given below.
• Line of sight distance drones use radio waves for
communication.
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• Beyond line of sight distance, drones use satellite
communications.
C. Drone Communications Categories
Drones are classified into different categories based on their
communication styles. These categories are D2D, D2G, and
D2N. This communication is described in Fig. 2.
1) Drone-to-drone: Drone to Drone communication is not
yet legalized. Machine learning approaches can be used in
such communication in a wireless environment. This is also
known as peer-to-peer communication. Such communication
is more prone to jamming and DoS attacks [20–23].
2) Drone-to-ground location: This type of communication
is mainly standardized and based on specific protocols with 2
and 5 GHz frequencies. It can also be operated on Bluetooth
and Wi-Fi. Many of such communications are not available in
the public sector because of security and authentication issues.
Such communication is more prone to eavesdropping and
man-in-the-middle attacks as shown in Fig. 1.
3) Drone-to-network: Such communication allows
network selection for control and transfer of information.
Several Wi-Fi networks can be used at different frequencies in
such types of communication.
4) Drone-to-satellite: GPS devices are involved to provide
real-time communication in such types of drone

communication. Drone communicates with the satellites for
location measurement. This communication is more secure
and safe as compared to other categories and is used in the
military.
D. Unmanned Aerial Vehicles Types
All Unmanned Aerial Vehicles can be called drones. In this
section, differences between drones, UAVs and UAS are
described in detail. Fig. 7 explains this classification difference
in detail.
1) Drones: Drones are remote-based air devices that can be
used on earth and in ships for different purposes. Different types
of drone categories are described below based on their
technology.
a) Multi-Blade Drones: Such drones are based on vertical
landing and flying mechanisms. Such drones usually based on
fixed operations and are easier to be attacked by external
devices. This communication is very accurate but has less
mobility because of the huge consumption of energy.
b) Fixed-Blade Drones: These drones consume less
energy and are most suitable as compared to multi-blade drones
[33,34]. These drones are faster and can handle heavy payloads.
c) Hybrid-Blade Drones: These drones have fixed as well
as moving wings. These drone devices are speedy as compared
to other types.

Fig. 1. Drone Communication.
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Fig. 2. UAV Classification.

2) UAVs: These devices consist of a controller which can
be a mobile or a computer. These devices can be operated
independently and are classified into the following categories.
A UAV can fly remotely/autonomously using a controller,
mobile phone, computer, or even a tablet [24]. They are
characterized into the following types [25]:
• Remote Pilot Control UAVs are based on the controller
which is handled by a human on the ground.

A. Citizen Multi-Objective Uses
Drone technology is used by civilians in many areas of daily
life. These domains consist of life-saving, disaster management,
etc. main uses of drones are discussed below.
a) Camerawork: Drones use is increasing in photography
and video shooting in those areas where the human approach is
difficult [34].

• Remote Supervised Control UAVs works independently
and can be handled by a human if needed.
• Full Autonomous Control drones work independently
without any human intervention.
3) UAS: UAS is a combination of UAV and drone. A
UAV is also a UAS that is controlled by a controller [38].
4) RPA: Remotely Piloted Aircraft works independently
for a long time without any intervention. It is used in complex
missions and flights [37].
II. AREAS OF USAGE
In the current era of technology, drone demand is increasing
day by day. Drones help in delivering foods, items, and goods.
Drones are also called flying riders. The main objective of using
drones is to reach those areas where human access is limited.
Drones usage is present in many areas of life [13][33]. This
usage is discussed below in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Drone Uses in different Areas of Life.

b) Disaster Management: Disaster monitoring and
controlling is also possible using UAVs and UAS since the
2005 major disaster. It helps in evaluating the situation of
destruction and damage.
c) Exploration and Rescue: UAVs are also used to
explore and save the lives of people and other livings beings.
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d) Tourism: UAVs help in exploring different areas in
tourism and traveling trips [35], which improves tourism
revenue.
e) Commercials: Drones and UAVs are used to shoot
commercials and Ads with HD cameras in minimum time. This
saves time and cost for overall shooting.
f) Emergency Supervision: Extremist attacks and
disasters can be handled and monitored using UAVs and drones
[36].
g) Quick Reaction: Drones and UAVs as a first aid kit in
many situations [37]. Drones were also used in the Covid-19
pandemic to provide disinfectant spray. Drones help in
delivering foods and other items in this situation [38, 39 and
40].
h) Ecological Management: Drones provide different
ecological measurement tasks including population calculation
etc. it can also be used to calculate environmental parameters. It
is also used to monitor crop parameters, air quality analysis, and
weather measurement.
i) Subsurface/Oceanic Devotions: Underwater drones
help in monitoring the underwater environment and operations
[41]. Drones can provide live recording and monitoring.
III. DRONES SECURITY, PROTECTION, AND SECRECY
APPREHENSIONS
Drone technology provides several advantages and benefits
for human beings. It helps in day-to-day activities as well as the
military and monitoring of weather. However, several privacy

and safety concerns are associated with their advantages.
Security and privacy breaches should be addressed properly.
Recording and image capturing by drones must be done keeping
in mind the privacy and confidentiality of people’s concerns
[42]. For sanctuary and risk examination of drones, several
studies are present in which risk associated with it is considered
and discussed.
It is important to maintain secrecy, reliability, obtainability,
verification, and non-denial possessions above message-passing
networks are fulfilled. This can be achieved through AAA
procedures and progressions:
• Authorization is achieved by providing access to the
control unit of the drone/UAV.
• Verification can be obtained by using multi-level
authentication using knowledge {specific key), identity
verification and biometric verification.
Security threats are associated with drones which can be
physical or cyber-attacks. It is important to limit drone usage in
civilian areas and properties. The negative use of drones is also
increasing day by day. This usage also creates problems for the
citizens and civilians. Drone owners use Bluetooth or Wi-Fi
channels to control their drones in restricted areas. This can
leads to financial loss. Drones are used to breach Wi-Fi
connections and Bluetooth signals. Such breach causes so many
privacy and security concerns for peoples. Fig. 4 shows the
important security threats to drones. Solutions to prevent these
threats are also discussed. A summary of present and upcoming
safety apprehensions is given below.

Fig. 4. Drone Threats Taxonomy.
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A. Safety Apprehensions
A drone is tiny, lightweight, and has high mobility
characteristics. It can be used to monitor criminal activities
which are done at a high level of privacy. It can also be used by
criminals to perform their illegal activities.
Drones can be equipped with dangerous objects to perform
criminal acts. Such acts can create damage to civilians. It is a
matter of concern to overcome such extremist activities for the
wellbeing of peoples. Several terrorist groups can associate
armed objects with a drone to perform their illegals activities.
Security doesn’t constantly deliver protection. There are
chances of damage done by the civilians in civilian areas which
can result in financial loss [43]. The following list provides the
safety concerns in detail.
• Minimum safety features in architecture can lead to
control drone usage. This can result in damage and loss
[44].
• Minimum mechanical and operative ethics include
smashing avoidance techniques which can lead to
drone’s incapability to identify airliners [45].
• Absence of Administrative knowledge: especially it
mainly occurs when people have less knowledge of
safety features [46].
B. Confidentiality Apprehensions
Privacy is also the main factor to be considered for people.
Drones must be kept out of those areas which are private. One
must know the level of privacy of people before capturing or
entering a private legacy. Three types of privacy threats are
discussed below.
• Flying drones over someone’s property is considered a
major issue because of the risks associated with this act.
Because such data can be used by scammers for negative
purposes.
• Monitoring somebody’s location must be avoided
without their permission [47].
• Monitoring someone’s acts and doings is also another
unethical act which is also a matter of concern [48].
IV. DRONES CURRENT INTIMIDATIONS & SUSCEPTIBILITIES
Several security threats are associated with drones and
UAVs. Many design and architecture issues of drones cause
such threats and vulnerabilities. Data and information protection
must be addressed in drones to overcome these issues [49].
• Susceptible to Spoofing: several weak points are present
which are related to architecture and control of UAVs
and drones which may result in spoofing of information
shared by the drone. Spoofing can be of several types
[50, 51, 52, 53] . GPS spoofing is the easiest way to
capture information and do modifications to it.
• Susceptible to Viruses: there are chances of malware and
virus threats in the information shared by drones via a
communication device which can be a mobile or a

computer. This communication is also insecure because
of poor wireless connection.
• Susceptible to data interruption: drones are more
susceptible to data interruption and interception. Which
may result in various threats associated with data
vulnerability [54]. Such type of data interruption also
causes malicious data insertion from drone to controller
device [55].
• Susceptible to handling: drone devices are tiny objects
which have building programming and control
instructions, these instructions are more prone to
manipulation which may change their operation and
cause serious destructions [56].
• Susceptible to machine-driven problems:
• Many technical problems may occur during flight
operations which may result in damage and destruction
of data. Such failures may include unstable control
connection [57,58].
• Susceptible to functioning problems: such issues include
poor knowledge of control and command of a drone.
Such lack of functioning information causes accidents
and damage [59]. Many times, the drone also gets
crushed in such incidents [60].
• Susceptible to environmental problems: Environmental
factors include, wind speed, rain, heat, humidity result in
problems for drone flight [61, 62].
• Susceptible to signal congestion: drones can also be
spoofed using a signal loss mechanism which may
transfer the control to a third party. Such situations also
cause problems. This problem occurs by using device
microcontrollers i.e. Arduino and raspberry-pi [63].
V. EXISTING APPROACHES FOR DRONE CYBER-SECURITY
METHODS
Major security methods for drone cybersecurity are
categorized into the following types. Such classification is
based on the attacker’s aim and purpose. The following section
discusses the existing approaches to prevent drone security
issues.
A. Drone Network Security
Several security problems occur during drone flights and
communication with a base station. To overcome such
problems, and intrusion detection method was identified which
can recognize illegal activities. Intrusion detection methods
capture network flow and detect abnormal activities. Several
intrusion detection methods are present which are used to
analyze anomalies. These methods include rule-based,
signature-based, and anomaly-based intrusion detection
methods.
B. Drone Information Safety
Drone communication must be transformed into packet data
to prevent load on the communication network. Such packaging
allows safe communication to some extent. However such
packaging also produces many problems. In one study [64],
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cipher security is discussed which can protect data from
attackers.

identified cybersecurity attacks are divided into four categories
such as protocol-based attacks, sensors-based attacks,
compromised components attacks, and jammers attacks. An
account of such identified possible threats under these four
cybersecurity attacks, found in the literature review, is given in
Table II.

C. Scientific Resolutions
Scientific methods are present in the drone domain which
works by analyzing the network flow using forensic methods of
monitoring. Such monitoring provides identification and
detection of illegal access and capturing.

Table II shows that the majority of the available work in
cybersecurity and data privacy of industrial drones is just the
identification of possible threats. The solution to these threats
does not exist. An attempt was made to use encryption to secure
data transmission of a drone to a base station by using a Key
Encryption algorithm for secure packet delivery [11].

VI. SECURITY THREATS TO DRONES
Drone security has many layers and types according to its
size, use, and controlling mechanism. The drone control in
many cases using Wi-Fi with IEEE 802.11 communication
protocol [65]. The typical designs of drones using the
communication network are Wi-Fi networks with its ground
stations. These networks are vulnerable to security breaches.
Professional drones may be hijacked due to no proper
encryption on their chips [66]. The second hijacking mechanism
known to the research community was the man-in-middle
attacks which is possible up to 2 KM only. The bottleneck so far
emerged was with no encryption drones may be hijacked by
individuals [67].

Small drones and their usage are gaining the attention of the
research community in recent years. These drones are popular
because they have fewer wingspan and lightweight as well. The
security and privacy of individuals and governments under
threat due to these small drones as well [74]. Some other studies
are also highlighting common challenges and threats to drone
security [14-19].
Tian
presented
an
efficient
privacy-preserving
authentication framework for edge-assisted internet of drones
that was capable of ensuring the privacy of the drones Network
[20]. Similarly, Hell presented a drone system for the security
and surveillance purpose of a factory [21]. This system was
capable of monitoring a defined area of a factory for security
purposes. A similar application was also presented by Tosato in
2019, where he introduced an autonomous application of a
swarm of drones for sensing industrial gas [22]. These types of
drones are getting popular these days to monitor and
surveillance the industrial area or an agriculture farm for the
sake of security management.

The novice trend in drone security is the Internet of Drones
(IoD). The concept is equally popular in defense and industry
drones [68]. The wide range of applications of IoD is in civilian
and military drones simultaneously. The basic problem with
drones was that they will design without security mechanisms
in mind. There were fundamental security and privacy issues in
drone technology regarding its design. The major issues
identified in the domain of IoD security are privacy leakage,
data confidentiality, data protection, data flexibility, data
accessibility, and data encryption and decryption strategies [69].
In many studies in the last few years, various security and
data privacy threats are identified by various researchers. The
TABLE II.

Protocol-based
Attacks

Sensors based
Attacked

Compromised
Component

TYPICAL CYBERSECURITY AND DATA PRIVACY THREAT TO SMART DRONES

Common Cybersecurity Threats

Threats Identified Citations

Countermeasures Citations

Security of Communication Link

[70], [71], [72], [73]

[72]

Data Confidentiality Protection

[1]

Replay Arrack

[34], [35]

Privacy Leakage

[1], [23]

De-authentication Attack

[8], [10],

GPS Spoofing/Jamming Attack

[4], [37], [38]

[39], [40]

Motion Sensors Spoofing

[41]

[42]

UAV Spoofing/Jamming Attack

[4]

IoT Security Threats

[4], [5], [18]

Control/Data Interception

[4], [6],

Denial of Service

[4], [8], [10],

Stop Packet Delivery

[11]

[36]

Jammers
[11]
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The contributions to the identification of cybersecurity
threats to drones are the healthy research area in the recent past.
In 2016, Vattapparamban discussed a study on the application
of drones for smart cities where he also discussed basic issues
of Cybersecurity and privacy [23]. A few of these issues are
also highlighted in Table I. A similar study to identify the
possible security attacks along with the limitations of drone
systems with a set of recommendations was also presented in
2020 by Yaacoub [24]. There are various studies [25], [26], and
[27] that closely study the problems and challenges in drone
security and its applications in business, commerce, etc. A few
of them also proposes the use of blockchain for secure data
delivery using 5G and IoT enables drones [27]. However, this
system heavily relies on manual identification of threats type
and intensity. There is a need for a smart and intelligent system
for drone security that can analyze data of security breach
attempts and attacks and adopt a proactive measure to ensure
the security of the drones.
There are a few other survey-based studies [28], [29], [30],
and [31] to identify common challenges and solutions to
security threats and issues to drones used for industrial and
commercial purposes. A few tried to address the problem of
device authentication with lightweight authentication using key
agreement [28] and key-enabling technique [30] for safe drones.
The application of IoT drones in agriculture is also getting very
common and recent contributions are discussed [9][32-33].
The problem of hacking and hijacking of drones and UAVs
is a common threat to commercial drones that are specifically
studied in [34], [35], [36], and [37]. The countermeasures
problem of hacking and hijacking of drones and other UAV
machines is proposed in [36] and [37]. Another common issue
of drones is capturing of the drones [38] and UAV machines are
GPS spoofing that also needs a secure and authentic solution. A
few other studies on the hijacking of drones and intercepting
control of a drone are also discussed in [39], [40], [41], and
[42].
TABLE III.

A. Gap Analysis of Drone Security using Machine Learning
There are a few basic types of machine learning techniques
such as supervised learning, unsupervised learning, semisupervised learning and reinforcement learning, deep learning,
etc. During the literature survey, it was found in the recent past
that, various attempts have been made to use machine learning
solutions to handle cybersecurity attacks for mobile networks
[45], wireless sensor networks [46], cloud computing [48], IoT
systems [53][7][12], etc. An account of previous attempts to use
machine learning for the security of various types of wireless
networks is given in Table III.
However, there is no previous work is found to use
machine-learning-based cybersecurity solutions for drone
security threats. Additionally, we propose to use a machinelearning-based security solution with Blockchain to improve
authentication and access control mechanisms in drone security.
In the detailed survey of literature from 2010 to 2020 in the
area of drone and UAVs security, safety, and privacy concerns,
more than 30 contributions were found in the form of research
papers mainly published in IEEE and ACM journals. Majority
of these papers highlight challenges and problems in the area of
cybersecurity, device interception, data privacy, GPS spoofing,
IoT spoofing, hijacking drones, and many similar cybersecurity
threats in recent times. However, the majority of the literature is
just highlighting identified key threats and issues to the security
of drones but a majority of them are not giving solutions and
countermeasures to handle security threats to drones. Only, in
[27], blockchain is proposed for secure data delivery using 5G
and IoT enables drones. However, this system heavily relies on
manual identification of threats type and intensity. Other
attempts are also relying on key-based authentication of devices
that are not authentic of security specifically in the domain of
IoT based drones. There is a clear research gap to make drones
secure and safe from major cybersecurity threats to make drones
useful for commercial and industrial purposes.

APPLICATION OF MACHINE LEARNING-BASED SOLUTION FOR CYBERSECURITY

Sr. No

Attacks

Security Technique

Machine Learning Solution

1

Jamming

Secure Offloading

Q-learning [45], [46]
DQN [47]

2

Denial of Service

Secure Offloading

Neural Networks [48]
Multivariate correlation analysis [49]
Q-learning [50]

3

Malware

Access Control

Q/Dyna-Q/PDS [51]
K-nearest neighbors [52]
Random Forest [52]

4

Intrusion

Access Control

Naive Bayes [53]
Support vector machine [53]
Neural network [54]
K-NN [55]

5

Spoofing

Authentication

SVM [56]
DNN [57]
Dyna-Q [58]
Q-learning [58]

6

Traffic blockage

Authentication

Q-learning [59]
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There is a need for a smart and intelligent system for drone
security that can analyze data of security breach attempts and
attacks and adopt a proactive measure to ensure the security of
the drones. Previously, machine learning-based cybersecurity
solutions are proposed for mobile networks, wireless sensor
networks but not proposed for drone security. Additionally, we
propose to use a machine-learning-based security solution with
Blockchain to improve authentication and access control
mechanisms in drone security.
VII. DATA SOURCE FOR CURRENT LITERATURE REVIEW
Major data sources are explored for literature study of
proposed system. Instead of searching through internets, direct
databases are accessed to get relevant studies. However some
other sources are also searched to get all possible relevant
papers. These papers are filtered and only relevant papers are
studied for this review. Manual selection is performed to
exclude irrelevant papers. Table IV shows the data sources for
current study.
A. Workflow of Current Literature Study
Literature study is carried out indifferent steps. Different
actions are performed at each stage to get accurate and relevant
proposed solutions. In the first step, literature review is
performed with IoT, smart devices and security challenges for
these devices. These security challenges are categorized and
discussed accordingly. In next step, solutions for these threats
are discussed and security issues are identified. Limitations for
existing solutions are identified in these papers. A new solution
is proposed to overcome these limitations. Fig. 5 shows the
workflow of current literature study.
B. Year-Wise Publications
The following graph shows the year-wise publications list.
In 2011 relevant studies were 9 which are considered in the
proposed study shown in Fig. 6. This number increases each
year. In 2020, relevant studies are increased which include IoT
and drone security and solutions. Fig. 7 shows the graph in
which drone security issues, solutions, threats, uses,
frameworks, and algorithms are described for the current
selection of papers.
TABLE IV.

Fig. 5. Workflow for Literature Review.

Fig. 6. IoT and Drone Security Publications for a Current Study Concerning
the Year.

FOUNDATION OF DATA FOR CURRENT STUDY

Data Foundation

Web link

IEEE Xplore

http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/Xplore/

ACM Digital Library

http://dl.acm.org/

Springer

http://www.springerlink.com/

Elsevier

Elsevier http://www.elsevier.com/

Science Direct

https://www.sciencedirect.com/

Other Sources

Conferences, books and webpages
Fig. 7. Security, Privacy, and Risks Associated with IoT and Drone Objects.
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VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Now-a-days, IoT is the most widely used network among all
networks. It is a network of communicating devices, which are
interacting with each other. It is widely used for home
automation, health care, and remote devices. Among all these
applications, IoT is wonderfully used in civilian departments. It
is widely utilized to interconnect medical and industrial devices.
These devices provide easy and effective facilities to people.
The machine learning based solutions for drone security is also
used to handle cybersecurity attacks for mobile networks,
wireless sensor networks, cloud computing, IoT systems, etc.
IoT devices provide far-off fitness, manufacturing, and
emergency alert method. This research can be further enhance
using machine learning based security solution with Blockchain
to improve authentication and access control mechanisms in
drone security.
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Abstract—The aim of this paper is to review the blockchain
technology and its benefits in relations to education system.
Blockchain technology is widely researched and highly evaluated
and appraised for its unique infrastructure. In general,
blockchain researched for its association with Bitcoin and
cryptocurrency advantages. In this survey the plan is to conduct
a full review of previous literatures focused on blockchain in
education systems. Provide overall reviews of blockchain
concepts and architecture behind the technology and to examine
verification software that used by the technology to improve
security and immutability. Brief discussion on the consensus
algorithms and hashing function and how these operate and
difference type of blockchain will be discussed. In this survey, the
existing technology used in Saudi Arabia will be reviewed. Indepth research conducted for over 70 papers, of which 35 noted
in this survey. Blockchain emerging promise a real time
democracy and justice to all users over the world. Educational
Industries said to revolutionize its communication system and
accessibility and extend their market globally by widening their
admissions and providing secure cost-effective, transparent and
immutable communications across their educational platforms.
Keywords—Blockchain;
certifications;
authentication;
decentralized-education; transparency; immutability; smart
contracts; learning accessibility; fraud prevention; sustainability;
ledger; consensus

I.

INTRODUCTION

Electronic peer- to - peer without any third party is the
solution to end double spending [1]. A digital signature is the
part of the solution [1]. The authors in [1] invoked hashing by
timestamped proof, “the network timestamps transactions by
chain them into an ongoing chain of hashing-based proof
forming a record cannot be changed”. Additionally, added
“the longest chain not only serves as proof of the sequence of
events witnessed, but proof that it came from the largest poolof CPU power; keeping long chains to outpace attackers.
Blockchain technology first emerged as cryptocurrency
technology only, but its popularity increased as the technology
addressed other classical problems for the centralized system.
Mainly described as a ledger for digital currency and used
for cryptocurrency. This decentralized cryptographic system
provided a platform for users to transfers money without
necessarily relying on any centralized trusted establishment
such as payment services or banks [2].
Blockchain technology becomes popular among
researchers and technology developers and cooperation e.g.,
IBM, Sony and Samsung, immediately after disappearance of

its creator [1]. The attention, however, advanced the research
of blockchain and brings more critical analysis and
examination. Blockchain is not a ledger, it is a journal.
Carlson in [3] considered blockchain idea only buried into
bitcoin currency and not addressed technology in-depth.
Added that “the author has weighed the costs and benefits of
transacting with virtual currencies, considered the
sustainability of the virtual currency, and contemplated the
application of existing regulatory schemes to virtual currency”
[3].
This suggesting that blockchain structure is misunderstood
and not clearly defined by the authors. However, this is also
followed by another Blockchain critics, the authors in [4]
suggesting that blockchain technology has a potential to
diminish government’s authorities by end their role of
supervising people’s money and subverting critical regulation
by cutting out middleman such as large operations and
corporations. A full analysis conducted by [5] analyzed the
code of law as valuable contribution to blockchain. A critical
analysis improves the quality of the research into blockchain
technology. On another hand, the strong arguments indicted
the usefulness of the technology to be taking seriously by
researchers. In [4] the authors added the architectural features
of blockchain are the center of the attentions. Blockchain
designed in such a way is that it evades the effectiveness of
regulation and enforcement [5]. The suggestion made by [4]
quoted by [5] mainly focused on the novelty of blockchain as
the main point of revolution, rather than using all
characteristic structures of blockchain which are not
revolution. The points below quoted directly from researcher
[5] summarized the basis of blockchain structure suggested to
underline both opportunities and threats in the discussion and
the reviews:
1) Blockchains are disintermediated and transnational
networks, often relying on open-source software protocols.
2) Resilient and tamper-resistant, due to their distributed
nature, the consensus mechanisms employed, and the use of
hashing.
3) Blockchains are transparent—in the sense that
transaction data is authenticated and visible—and the data
they contain is non-repudiable (due to the use of publicprivate key cryptography).
4) Characterized by pseudonymity—as they allow
transacting parties to participate in the system without
disclosing their identity.
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5) Blockchains have incentives and cost structures, e.g.,
block rewards and mining fees that incentivize and
compensate parties maintaining a blockchain-based network.
6) Blockchain are unique, and characteristic is the
deployment of consensus mechanisms to coordinate social
activity towards an agreement on the situation within the
system.
7) Blockchains enable a specific type of “autonomy”: they
facilitate the execution of software code that is entirely
independent of any one party.
(Global Survey for blockchain carried by Deloitte 2020).
Moving forward with blockchain, this technology despite
its young age, it has been the center of attention among
researchers, analysts, law assimilators and centralized system
beneficiaries (middleman). A survey conducted by [6] linked
the attention is due to the features presented by blockchain,
such as decentralized nature, persistency, anonymity, and
auditability properties. To be fully conversant with blockchain
concept the followings must be clearly defined and understood
[7]:
• Asymmetric key cryptography.
Fig. 1. Blockchain Adoption.

• Consensus algorithms.
• Hashing.
• Consensus.
Blockchain is part of the solution to critical problems of
ownership, transparency and can be used in many digital
communications as solution to our everyday arising challenges
[8].
Existing technology provided education system with
numerous advancements of learning environment and
productivity, however the authors in [9] cited further area of
improvements such smart learning track, where the blockchain
technology predicted to play significant role.
A block is an entity (data structure) hold information that
present past record and current transactions and keep
permanent records of transactions. Each block created through
process called mining and each new block connected with its
predecessor with cryptographically secured reference shown
in Fig. 1. The validation process called the hash function.
How hash function design in blockchain is rather critical
process to the success of secured blockchain procedure. For a
cryptographic hash function to be considered secure; it must
represent a certain characteristics or properties, these features
determined the hash function suitability for cryptocurrencies
such as Bitcoin and other secured transactions. Thus, the
cryptographic hash function is an integral part of the
blockchain innovation. It is the main characteristic that gives
security capabilities to the processed transactions and making
it immutable. Hash function designed to protect data stored in
the block [10] and then data in a blockchain distributed across
the network of multiple nodes or computers. Thus, blocks data
becomes very secure and impossible to be altered retroactively
without having to alter the entire chain.

These authentications proofed by mathematical algorithms
[11] which deem secure and protected from others. These can
be achieved in many ways, but most commonly the use of
encryptions and can only be decrypted by legitimate person.
Passing this process, the system integrity can be
guaranteed [12] that information has not been modified by
unauthorized party. Through this process, system recognizes
manipulation and detects it and prevents data corruption. This
is how the use of cryptographic hash functions in blockchain
works.
There are two significant properties make hash function
satisfying [8]:
• Should be fast to compute and strong, and.
• Minimize duplication and data cannot be extracted
from its original hash.
The authors stated that: “There are three requirements for
practical applications of a hash function for message
authentication and digital signatures”, the fourth requirement
also known as pre-image resistance or one-way property.
A. Blockchain Types
As shown in Fig. 15, there are three different forms of
Blockchain [6].
• Public: Everyone can check the transaction and verify
it.
• Consortium: It refers to a node with authority that can
be selected in advance, typically has business-tobusiness relationships, the data in blockchain can be
open or private, and can be classified as partially
decentralized like Hyperledger.
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• Private: This applies to the fact that not every node in
the blockchain will participate, with one or more
restrictions. The interpretation of firm authority for
data management access.
B. How Transaction Complete in Blockchain
The transaction complete securely between two parties
without exchange of identification or third party using public
key. Communications are transparent among all networks.
Nodes validate transactions and group them in Block [10].
The created block identified by its hash: “a
cryptographically unique value calculated on the contents of
the block and includes a reference to the hash from the
previous block, so that, blocks are linked” [10]. This chain of
blocks is thus a record of transactions or a public accounting
book (ledger), shared by all the nodes in the network.
Mining is one of the key concepts behind the Bitcoin
protocol said [11]. All transaction collected and grouped into
block that ready to be linked to its predecessors.
In order to add new block to blockchains, a signature
linking the transaction to previous block must be elected [12].
This process involved finding nonce value which is required
to satisfy the secure hashing algorithm SHA256. In this
surveyor we only briefly explained the functions rather than
diving into equations or calculation.
Blockchain technology provides a structural ledger
database for storing transactional records known as blocks and
links them with numerous databases known as the chain [13].
These immutable records are then signed cryptographically
using a distributed consensus or validation protocol [14]. The
following processing staging are essential tools to secure
blockchain transaction:
1) Education
system:
technology
strength
and
transformation: Its evidently education system has been
evolving and transforming over the past centuries. Institutions
and universities provide diverse methods of learning to reach
out learners. One of these methods is the distance learning,
which dated back since 1873 where first initiated by Professor
Ana Eliot Ticknor and then followed by the University of
Queensland in Australia in 1911 and the University of South
Africa 1946. These humble initiations shaped the distance
learning of today. The only difference between now and then
was the methods of delivery. Traditionally, learning delivered
on campus, certifications received in persons or by post,
transcription and copy of credential kept with registrars, but
this paradigm have been shifting gradually to online
educations and communications: All communications
currently handled online. From entry applications, payment
system, and learning, handling coursework, and submitting
assignment and communicating with tutors all completed
through universities platforms.
The paradigm shifting in educations often appraised for its
efficiency, increased productivity and improved learning
outcomes. A research conducted by Bill& Melinda Foundation

on positive distance learning and how technology advanced
learned outcome.
The report conducted by [15] expressed positive outcome
for learner at the time, it was a revolution concept to create
such “learning environment that student in rural areas had
expanded learning opportunities in a variety of subject.” [15].
The Impact of digital technology is countless and how this
technology improves learning outcomes is incalculable.
A research conducted in relation to digitalization. “In
terms of education this means we should create Knowledge
that is accessible virtually with the focus on the student”. This
means students are build and developed from all areas and
these facilities aid their learning.
Rather those days where students she/he travel distances or
encountering lock of access to documents or physical visit to
library and time restrictions to information.
The authors in [16] added virtual access is achieved
through Internet or Intranets, facilities such as “e-mail, web
notices, discussion forums and video conferencing allow a
student to access information without visiting the physical
location of delivery”. A typical interactive e-learning system
will have these characteristics and thus demonstrates the
paradigm shift” [16].
2) Education system: technology weakness and volatility:
Despite the enormous benefits of technology in education and
the positive contribution achieved, technology comes with
some downside risks and must be appropriately evaluate [17].
In relation to how technology apprised, and debates the
author, highlighted that the impact of technology in education
should appropriately addressed both strength and weakness.
Unforeseen its potential risks will hinder the quality of the any
review [17].
A recent public awareness publishing; highlighted these
facts: Data published by [18] highlighted critical information
into how criminal may damage universities infrastructurebased knowledge and steal significant data that can be harmful
to countries’ economy.
“In 2018 researcher discovered logging pages for 300 fake
websites and login pages for 76 universities across 14
countries”. “And between 2013 and 2017, accounts of more
than 100,000 professors worldwide stolen, and led to the loss
of more than 30 terabytes of academic data and intellectual
property”. [18]. As we moving to cloud space and more online
present via working groups or communicating online, there is
urgency to seek more security and proof systems to convey
information and communication through.
3) Education: system venerability (centralized cloud
space): Cyberspace attacks can be permanently damaging to
system and can be irreversible. The authors in [18]
Highlighted reasons behind such attacks that could be and not
limited to the followings:
• For financial gain, criminals can sale critical data and
research information and breakthrough to hostile
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enemies or competitors to publish dedicated researcher
findings and claim ownerships.
• Steal critical information on national infrastructures
research for knowledge advancement, substage
strategic planning and future projects.
• Malicious attackers can damage important files and
documents and can navigate through to gain full access
to intellectual properties.
• Talents at universities can be targeted and their
activities monitories by infiltrator.
• Undermine national security and economic prosperity.
4) Education: blockchain the transformation promise:
Blockchain Technology its innovative disruptive system with
prominent potentials, fully authenticated and transparent,
economically viable and with direct and indirect benefits to
support sustainable educational system for all.

Fig. 4. Global Survey for Blockchain Carried by Deloitte 2020.

Recent survey carried by [19] on usability and impact of
blockchain adoption including positive impact and barriers of
use. Lack of knowledge of the technology and comparison
with the existing system showed impactful results. The
following Fig. 1 to 6 shows Survey results:
(Global Survey for blockchain Deloitte 2020).

Fig. 5. Decision Maker on Organization.

Fig. 2. The Level of Security vs IT Solution.

Fig. 6. FBlockchain Model.

Fig. 3. Blockchain Significant Advantages over Existing System.

5) Education: blockchain technology: The first case
reviewed is a Cambridge, Massachusetts education model:
“MIT has formed the Digital Credentials Consortium an
international network of universities to develop a shared
system for digital academic credentials [20]. Public ledger
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technology enables us to develop new tools, standards, and
strategies to store and manage digital academic credentials.
Certificates can be cryptographically signed and tamper-proof.
They can represent or recognize many different types of
achievements [21]. DCC was founded in 2018 by leading
universities with expertise in the design and verification
system.
Academia of DCC raised questions about the overall
system of trusted verification and authentication of learning
and credentials; and there was a clear concern about the way
credential issuing and transcription managed, after
consultation, consortium strongly agreed that there is an
urgency to renew system. Benefits for learners:
• Maintain a compelling verifiable record of student
lifelong learning achievements to share with employers
in a trusted manner.
• A safe and secure digitally transferred credential with
no extra fees.
Available secure stored data from multiple educational
institutions and credential. A team from learning machine and
MIT media lab creates “blockers” an open standard platform
to issuing and verifying blockchain certificates. DCC
highlighted future project planning [21], “we are exploring
how recent advances in public key infrastructures, public
ledgers, and blockchains can be used to rethink the way we
recognize and transact with academic achievements”.

stakeholders. The authors highlighted the benefits blockchain
in comparison with existing system: shown in Fig. 7.
• Self-sovereignty, i.e. for users to identify themselves
while at the same time maintaining control over the
storage and management of their personal data.
• Trust, i.e. for a technical infrastructure that gives
people enough confidence in its operations to carry
through with transactions such as payments or the issue
of certificates.
• Transparency & Provenance, i.e., for users to conduct
transactions in knowledge that each party has the
capacity to enter that transaction.
• Immutability, i.e. for records to be written and stored
permanently, without the possibility of modification.
• Disintermediation, i.e. the removal of the need for a
central controlling authority to manage transactions or
keep records.
• Collaboration, i.e. the ability of parties to transact
directly with each other without the need for mediating
third parties.

Digital Credential Consortium is a powerful organization
with unique strength of intellectual talents. “The infrastructure
for design and governance of academic credentials has been
set a sight and credentials now transformed into tokens of
social and human capital that can create new opportunities for
participation in educational industry” [21].
“Real-life use case: More than 600 of 2018 MIT graduates
chose to receive a digital version of their diplomas on
Blockcerts’ blockchain. Consequently, the students' academic
records will be stored forever, and future employers can
immediately verify them” [20].
Organization and world’s fined universities and
institutions are benefiting from blockchain technology and
building searcher on how to completely adopt this technology.
In this survey, several universities will be reviewed:

Fig. 7. Education Curriculum.

b) Certification: The Hyperledger Fabric is an open
source blockchain platform (refer to Fig. 8 and 9).
Hyperledger Fabric Architecture and permits for faster
blockchain network. The application connects with blackchin
via REST web, APIs and by using HTTP and JSON data
format [25].

a) Curriculum: Smart curriculum design is one of the
most researched subjects these days. Mainly associated with
blockchain technology and the usefulness of its features. In
[22], the QualiChain platform that will offer blockchainenabled verification of education and other credentials as well
as data analytics and decision support for process optimization
[22].
Permanence of blockchain record, smart contracts these
features seen as attractive tool for education commissioners
[23]. These features make blockchain technology-based
products or services significantly different from previous
internet-based commercial developments [23]. The authors in
[23] addressed the lack of knowledge about the social
advantages and potential for blockchain in education by

Fig. 8. Hyperledger Structure.
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• The system randomly generates a 32-bit whole number
known as (nonce) this number only use once, which is
then added to a hashed to encrypt. These steps are
essential to protect data from cypher attached.
• A block header hash is then generated.
• Hash is a 256-bit cipher merged with the nonce. Data
kept within the block.
The hash function key is one of the most important
elements in blockchain structure and Merkle tree. These sets
of structure’s differentiate blockchain uniqueness [14], shown
in Fig. 14.

Fig. 9. Blockcert (Blockchain Certificates) for University.

c) Smart Contract: Smart contract covers ranges of
facilities in crypto-educations system, from enrolling into
course to coursework evidenced based, timeline tracking,
helps both tutors and learners’ opportunities to manage
datelines, fast enquiry and verifications, track of students’
learning progress etc.
Transaction processed in transparent and scalable manner
to insure full transparent [24].
• Summarized five Timestamped logs.
• Cryptographic &Timestamped Logs.
• Cryptographic hash function.
• Timestamped append-only Logs.
• Block headers & Merkle Trees.
d) Immutability: Technology profoundly changed
educational system but “the way we issue and managed
academic credentials, which represent learning outcomes and
achievements, has not yet taken advantage of the possibilities
of digital technology”. The blockchain can resolve these
issues and provides data access to universities in permissionsless or permissioned (private permissioned -loop) such as
peers control access described by [25]. Peers control access
model discussed and adopted worldwide by large organization
and private consortiums. Is less complex to use and tailored to
specific application.
“The adoption of cloud computing is in line with the
objective of saving resources/saving costs and improving the
interaction between students and the educators. “The future of
How Blockchain deliver its activities in absent of
administrators and how tasks, sequences and process occurred
in a simple structured and intelligent way and protect itself
without external forces.

f) Sustainability: Sustainability is the future business.
The subject of digitalization and blockchain adoption is not
completed without in depth instigation into sustainability, and
business continued and its efficiency and consumption. Given
the governing authorities and strategies taken by a given
government, compliance is needed to carefully address
incompatible innovation and instigate threats to digital
sustainability and assessment, in particular the role of politics.
[26]. Shown in Fig. 10, adaptive governance can be defined as
the adjustment of regulatory rules and practices to incorporate
new data and to balance the risks and benefits of a given
activity.
g) Consensus: It is important part of validation by all
participants in this mechanism Blockchain enhances trust
across a business network”. With blockchain trust comes
natural within the network community because it provides
cryptographic proof over a set of transactions.
“Because the transaction can’t be tampered with and are
signed by the relevant counterparties, any corruption is readily
apparent”. Blockchain is sustainable and its existence will be
continued since it’s an independent and not own by any
vendor.
Organizations like the IEEE developing courses in many
areas of education to sell to corporate and other societies.
Blockchain strengthen existing standards. “As a recordkeeping strategy, blockchains pose a novel way to track
whether participants are complying with standards that they
publicly claim”. [4]. IEEE taking full advantageous of
blockchain smart processing tools and tight security.

Although blockchain structured as database or system
platforms blockchain is also machine learning, deep learning
and autonomous systems simply does everything and can do
everything. Large corporation making the utmost benefits of
blockchain, Sony, IBM, IEEE, etc.
e) Cybersecurity: Security is one of essential unique
feature of blockchain, hence each step carried with security in
mind. These three-encryption control mechanisms are
indispensable for blocks encryptions:

Fig. 10. Digital Sustainability.
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h) Consensus process: Blockchain and our smart
credential platform in the education sector will explore areas
of automatic recognition and attribution or transfer of credits,
verifying accreditors lifelong records of learning, student
grants and funding also can leverage sovereign identities for
verifying students and even educators” [27]. Sony creating
trusted platform using blockchain. “We will be demonstrating
how blockchain will become the future of maintaining and
managing transcripts and high security data in education” [
27].
IBM [14] and Linux Foundation also in partnership with
Sony developed ‘Hyperledger’. These initiatives enables
multiple institutions to add transcription and student’s
achievement on a ledger records for a lifetime. “Blockchain
technology makes it possible to associate these types of data
with individuals” [20]. The authors added “This will enable
people to handle their own academic progress record, and to
have control over how to improve their learning cycle, for
example. I believe this will change education as we know it
and make it substantially more efficient,” [20]. As a global
leader in this field there is no doubt his input will shape the
world of digital education. IBM hyper ledger offer both public
and private tailored access to its end-users.
Blockchain technology spreading fast and among large and
reputable universities and institutions, this not to
underestimates the challenges emerging from researchers
challenging blockchain, efficient and scalability of the system,
[28]. In a permission-based system, decision taking to for an
example, how to ignore malicious nodes and mining
processing executions computation. There also concern about
designing of smart contract based blockchain application.
Many enterprises integrate blockchain with their systems
for the benefits of the blockchain. Despite its strength,
blockchain has some challenges in security, privacy,
scalability, and other issues [28]. Although blockchain
breakthrough solves major issues, certain areas within
blockchain deserve further attention and scrutiny. There
should be more critical analysis and evaluations, to ensure earl
rectification of upcoming problems. Blockchain is a
transformation that changed the world for better, despite the
slow progress of these technologies beside educational system.

blockchain-powered private market exchange and Microsoft
has launched cloud-based blockchain-as-a-service” [30].
6) Digital education system: Saudi Government boosted
its digital Education system and made enormous
transformation by implementing a set of EdTech infrastructure
2017. Future Gate is a country-wide, large-scale initiative of
Tatweer education and part of KSA vision for 2030
developments is to focus on digital literacy skills of 21st
century.
7) Current education system in Saudi Arabia: Saudi
Arabia student’s outbound policy decreases and now reverses
the equation by investing in their educational system and
opening new opportunities of international student studying in
the Saudi Arabia. Recent reports by WENR [32] showed slow
on Saudi’s outbounds students decreases and inbound
increases both by national and international students’ seeking
education in Saudi Arabia. “The expansion of Saudi Arabia’s
higher education system and the construction of more
universities in recent years has helped accommodate a rising
inflow of students from other countries, resulting in a high
inbound student mobility ratio of 4.6 percent between 2008
and 2017” [33].
Since 2019 Saudi Arabia open new venues of shared
researchers and collaborations with international foreign
universities to stimulate students’ exchange. This is seen as
positive steps forward to Saudi openness and commitment to
educations. Fig. 11 and 12 show statistic carried by WENR.
Now Saudi Arabia authorized foreign universities to set up
Campuses and there is strategy to slow outbound students’
mobility. This certainly reduces outbound costs and
strengthens inbound prosperity. This is also an opportunity for
Saudi to adopt blockchain technology for its international
exchange and by slowing outbounds students and bring in
international universities can provide cost effectives digital
education at home and make double win saving and attracting
inbounds students by using Blockchain Technology to
facilitate and improve education system [32].

Other technologies emerging from blockchain can bring
some social justices to humanity. The past decades technology
is controlled by only half of the world and the rest are poor,
deprived and disfranchised. Half of the world still does not
connect to basic elements of technology for example
electricity, education and healthcare, the main reason for these
is those intermediaries’ systems of greed.
Promotes transparency, “You build peer-to-peer selfsustaining applications that can stand its ground. From
destabilized governments to supply chain vendors, use cases
of blockchain are endless. Control over personal information
is vital and can be successfully addressed using blockchain”
[29]. Blockchain story is not going away, and its strength and
capability is growing fast, “A billion dollars in venture capital
has flowed to more than 120 blockchain-related start-ups,
thirty of the world’s largest banks have joined a consortium to
design and build blockchain solutions, Nasdaq is piloting a

Fig. 11. Statistics of Outbound Saudi Arabian Students.
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II. SWOT ANALYSIS OF USING BLOCKCHAIN
TECHNOLOGY
A. Strength of using Blockchain Technology
1) Blockchain is decentralized data setting is incorruptible
and consistently reliable online database registry of various
digital transactions where participants can modify the data by
following a process of approval procedures: this called
consensus and, in this process, all nodes in the network or
majority must agree to transactions.
2) Blockchain is an encrypted system that uses different
styles of encryption and hash to store data in protected
databases. The system distributes these data records over
various nodes and forms a consensus on the position of the
data they contain that makes difficult to corrupt.
3) Blockchain data and information not stored in local
system or cloud space but in multiple nodes tight secured.
Main principle of decentralization, information not kept in one
space and data is transparent [21].
4) Smart contracts are computer protocol that facilitated
and enforce negotiation. Can be partially or fully and selfexecuted and self-enforced. In Ethereum these contracts have
the ability to communicate within their internal storage and
analyses, evaluate and send message to trigger execution.
Smart contracts offer valuable advantages: such as
enforcement, management, and payment, and performance,
these aspects must be satisfied in fast and effective manners
without third party authorization [21].

Fig. 12. Saudi Arabian International Students in The U.S.

Blockchain Potential Benefits and Impact on Saudi Arabia
Education, as shown in Fig. 13:

Fig. 13. Proposal Blockchain Potential Benefits to Saudi Education.

B. Weaknesses associated with the use of Blockchain
Technology
1) Existing centralized vendor managed system both
traditional and cloud-based structures offer services at sum
costs and provides in return, computing services that includes
software, storage, servers, database, networking, analytics
reports, intelligence reports and flexible utilization of
resources [18]. Thus, makes competition to newly emerged
blockchain harder or less favorable to businesses comfortable
with these facilities.
2) Blockchain has some challenges in security, privacy,
scalability [33].
3) Blockchain is here and to stay and to influence major
actors globally, it has been recognized and gradual
implementation across industry spreading fast [35] (refer to
Fig. 16 blockchain mind map).
4) Old system offers history of services and builds trusts
among users and vendors common interests. Offer
transformation and rapid innovation to its end-users.
5) Traditional and newly formed cloud space, structure of
database stored locally and on cloud storage with simple
procedures access. In centralized system (data stored in a
company’s data centers). Offer tailored and optional
transparency and stored data can be visible to public or private
as requested.
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9) By removing intermediaries and delivering a
dependable shared view of permissioned data, blockchain
could:
10) Reduce costs effectively: (e.g. Administrations,
university running costs, Third party and students).
11) Speed up settlement (e.g. faster validation, digital
enrolment verifications, and certification).
12) Increase resilience (e.g. no single point of failure).
13) Improve transparency (e.g. easier to monitor).
Fig. 14. Hash Function.

D. Threat
Threats and risks by [31] analysts seem glomming but
effective as well. Ledger conflicts competition, Lack of ledger
interoperability Lack of inter-ledger governance and limitation
of smart contract coding programming.
III. CONCLUSION

Fig. 15. Types of Blockchain.

Fig. 16. Mind Map Abstraction of different Types of Blockchain
Applications.

C. Opportunity Associated with Blockchain Technology
1) Recoded ledger and immutability.
2) Tight cryptography (using hash function).
3) Decentralizes and open access.
4) Availability.
5) Strength distributed resilience and control.
6) Decentralized network and open source.
7) Asset’s provenance.
8) Dynamic environment.

To conclude this study, blockchain has reached its
maturity in education system globally, despite the speed at
which educational establishments are moving towards
complete change of system and full blockchain technology
adaptation. The fact Blockchain still available for adaptations,
those who start first will benefit more. The scale of emerging
educational platform using blockchain Technology growing
fast and making use of all benefits ranging from smart
contracts system of payments to Id identification and token
and students learning authentications, thus the story of
blockchain is growing and staying.
World Class education Institutes are using the technology
to their advantageous, for instance the powerful educational
Institutes such as Cambridge, MIT, are teaming up to create
Blockcerts, an open standard platform for creating and issuing
verifying certificate’s. In 2018 MIT 600 graduates accepted
digital version of their diplomas on Blockcerts blockchain,
other universities and educational. A consortium consisted of
top world university called (DCC) Digital Credential
Consortium issuing both credential and transcripts already in
place. During this study research encounter several papers
discussing the weakness of this technology and focus was on
the scalability issues and shortage of skills rather than major
structural issue with blockchain frameworks. These voices
raised concerns in relation to scalability and proof-work,
others focus on privacy and closed loop system. Blockchain
has fruitful future and benefits to all industry including major
benefits to education system. This study has its limitation;
however a better review in future will cover most areas in
more prices and systemic approach. Blockchain offers real
promise to all industries without exceptional. This surveyor
focused on blockchain functionality and potential for its
education system. Most research focused on the main issues
blockchain differentiates itself from the reset of the other
technology, which is the decentralization and immutability
and transparency and more advancement into certification
platform such as Hyperledger’s. There should be further indepth research mainly focused in how these platform
developed and functionality i.e. prototyping, product testing
and survey on privacy vs openness of decentralization.
Majority of research developed built on previous literatures
and limited further opinions or new development which seems
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closed loops as if all researchers working from one point of
view. There is no underestimation of the prefund efforts made
by the blockchain community of research. New development
need and research guidance and direction also missing.
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Abstract—Software-Defined Networking (SDN) has gained
growing momentum from its earlier application for wired
networks (e.g., data center networks) to its application for
wireless and mobile networks. In addition, state-of-the-art
wireless and mobile networks (cellular networks and mesh
networks) have been enhanced through the integration of
multiple radio access technologies or multiple interfaces. This
paper considers how to evolve multi-interface wireless mobile
networks according to a future SDN-based paradigm, and deals
with the technical problems therein. It presents the design and
implementation of mechanisms that support SDN-based control
of two types of multi-interface wireless mobile networks: one
with multi-interface user devices and the other with multiinterface switching entities. As a methodology of demonstrating
the feasibility of the proposed solution, a novel testing suite
incorporating a real SDN controller and a standardized network
simulator is designed and built. The functional verification and
performance of the proposed solution is demonstrated in a
virtual network topology but with the orchestration of the real
SDN controller. The results show the multi-interface wireless
entities can exploit the multi-radio and multi-channel wireless
resources with the help of SDN approach.
Keywords—Software-defined networking; multi-interface;
multi-interface switch; flow-precision mobility; flow-precision
routing

I.

INTRODUCTION

Software-Defined Networking (SDN) has recently drawn
significant attention from the networking communities owing
to its potential to introduce innovative networking mechanisms
by decoupling the control plane from the data plane of
networks and centrally controlling the resulting networks [1].
The recent high interest in SDN is greatly attributed to
Google’s B4, which has nicely applied the SDN principle to
real operating wide-area networks connecting Google data
centers globally [2]. B4 enables near 100% link utilization
between data centers using SDN-based centralized traffic
engineering and OpenFlow-based switch management [1]. In
addition to works on SDN-based data center networks, other
SDN applications to wired networks include applying SDN for
inter-domain routing [3], and adopting multiple controllers for
wide-area wired network orchestration [4]. Gupta and coworkers proposed an SDN-based Internet Exchange Point
(IXP) and solved various challenges in building real
deployable software defined exchange points [3].
The application of SDN to wireless networks has been
recently and extensively studied, for example, wireless local

area networks (WLANs), wireless mesh networks, and cellular
networks like Long Term Evolution (LTE) [5], [6]. SDN-based
approaches to WLANs, both enterprise WLANs [7]-[9] and
community WLANs [10], have been proposed for various
purposes of network virtualization, radio resource
management, flow-based quality of service (QoS), and
mobility support. The SDN-based control of wireless mesh
networks has been examined from the perspective of load
balancing and mobility management [11], [12]. LTE cellular
networks have been recently examined for an SDN rebase from
the perspective of both the core network part [13]-[20] and
radio access network part [21]- [23].
Apart from SDN-driven research, it is noticed that multiRAT(Radio Access Technology) wireless networks have been
a promising approach to resolve the ever-increasing bandwidth
demand as various radio access technologies become available
with different communication ranges, and radio interfaces
become more and more affordable in terms of the unit price
[24]-[26]. In multi-RAT wireless networks, either devices (e.g.,
smartphones) or switching entities (e.g., routers) can be
equipped with multiple radio interfaces to provide and utilize
an enhanced network capacity. A typical example of the former
case is multi-RAT LTE/WLAN heterogeneous networks where
user equipment (UE) such as smartphones have LTE and
WLAN radio interfaces available for radio access. A typical
example of the latter case is multi-RAT, multi-channel wireless
mesh networks where wireless routers are equipped with
multiple WLAN radio interfaces simultaneously operating on
different WLAN channels for capacity enlargement [25]. It is
envisaged that these multi-radio wireless mobile networks can
be orchestrated based on the SDN paradigm with a centralized
holistic view on multi-radio resources more effectively than
traditional distributed local control. For example, congestion
on LTE access networks can be alleviated by offloading
LTE/WLAN multi-radio devices to WLAN access points
(APs) based on the centralized decision of the SDN controller,
thereby leading to more enhanced multi-radio resource
utilization and load balancing.
This trend toward softwarizing networks and enhancing
multi-interface availability motivates the authors to examine, to
the best of the authors’ knowledge, the first in-depth
investigation into the feasibility of SDN-based centralized
control of multi-RAT wireless mobile networks as a nextgeneration evolution. In so doing, technical issues induced by
multi-radio inherency are studied, which can be further
classified into handling (i) multi-RAT devices and (ii) multi-
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RAT switching entities in the SDN paradigm. Mechanisms are
proposed to resolve the issues of these two categories and
implement them into an integrated suite of a real SDN
controller and standard-compliant software switches in a
simulation space. The first issue is considered in the context of
emerging LTE/WLAN heterogeneous multi-radio networks,
and thus, how to support LTE/WLAN multi-radio devices
using an SDN controller and what benefits an SDN-based
approach will bring. The second issue is considered in the
context of multi-radio, multi-channel wireless mesh networks,
and thus, how to support multi-radio routers using an SDN
controller and its effectiveness. Although a case for SDN-based
heterogeneous networked environments has been made [27]
[42] [43], our investigation tackles detailed technical issues of
resolving the limitation of the current open SDN standard in
supporting multi-interface wireless network entities and
incorporates procedural mechanisms.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
summarizes previous related works. Section III discusses the
problem of supporting devices with multi-RAT interfaces in
SDN-based wireless networks and proposes a novel solution to
enable it. Section IV discusses the problem of supporting
switching entities with multi-RAT interfaces in SDN-based
wireless networks and proposes a novel solution to support it.
Section V demonstrates the performance evaluation of the
proposed solutions. Section VI provides some concluding
remarks regarding this research.
II. RELATED WORK
There are previous works applying SDN approaches to
WLANs, both enterprise WLANs [7]-[9] and community
WLANs [10]. Suresh and co-workers proposed Odin as an
open SDN framework for an enterprise WLAN, where the
Odin master on an SDN controller communicates with Odin
agents at the access points to support seamless mobility, load
balancing, hidden terminal mitigation, and other management
functions [8]. Schulz-Zander and others proposed a two-tiered
control architecture, called AeroFlux, where global control
servers deal with global mobility management and load
balancing, and near-sighted control servers manage the perclient or per-flow Wi-Fi transmission settings [9]. Yiakoumis
and co-workers studied SDN-based home WLANs and
proposed a mechanism called BeHop for virtual slicing of a
physical WLAN, a personal AP abstraction, and infrastructure
management such as for the channel and power [10]. Lee and
others proposed an extension of SDN to mobile phones called
meSDN [7]. By incorporating an OpenFlow-based local
controller in a mobile device, they enabled application-aware
uplink flow QoS, a network fault diagnosis, and WLAN
virtualization.
Applying the SDN paradigm to multi-hop wireless mesh
networks with Wi-Fi radio interfaces has also been studied
[11], [12], [32]. Detti and co-workers proposed wmSDN,
which is an SDN-based multi-hop wireless mesh network,
mainly for the purpose of load balancing between multiple
WMN gateways [12]. Dely and others proposed an OpenFlowbased architecture for flexible routing in wireless mesh
networks [11] [32]. They demonstrated that the simplification
of client mobility between mesh access points is feasible in

conformance to OpenFlow messaging triggered by the
handover decision of a monitoring server. Although both works
introduced an SDN implementation of wireless mesh networks,
they did not consider multi-radio capable routers in terms of
topology management and routing. Peng et al. proposed Access
Point handoff in SDN-based wireless networks by exploiting
dual network interfaces [40].
Cellular networks, particularly LTE networks, have
recently drawn significant interest from the research
community and industries. Some works have studied the issues
and solutions for an SDN-based core network (wired part)
[13]-[20], and others have focused more on the issues and
directions for an SDN-based radio access network (wireless
part) [6], [22]. Nagaraj and co-workers propose offloading
flows from the evolved packet core (EPC) to other IP transport
networks based on flow classification [13]. Mahoodi and others
considered SDN-based EPC and studied the case of an intraLTE handover procedure [14]. Heinonen and co-workers
proposed a mechanism for dynamically switching the user
plane tunnels in SDN-based cellular core networks [15].
Moradi and others looked into the scalability issue of SDNbased cellular WANs and proposed a three-level control of the
switch regions and a recursive topology discovery mechanism
[16]. Jin and co-workers proposed a scalable and flexible LTE
core network architecture that can program forwarding to
middle boxes based on service policies [17]. Pentikousis and
others studied applying SDN to mobile core networks, and
proposed a flow-based forwarding architecture for the benefit
of the operators [18]. Basta and co-workers examined possible
scenarios for the placement of EPC functions with a
consideration of network function virtualization (NFV) [19].
Hampel and others proposed using SDN to program the
encapsulation and decapsulation on top of IP to enable flowbased policy enforcement and mobility [20]. Gudipati and coworkers considered applying the SDN concept to LTE radio
access networks, and proposed abstracting multiple eNBs as a
single big base station and centrally managing radio resources
together for load balancing and utility optimization [21], [22].
There are works that seek joint coordination of radio access
networks and transport core networks [33], [34]. Bernardos and
co-workers considered accommodating various wireless mobile
networks in the SDN realm, and proposed a high-level
architecture and the required northbound and southbound
interfaces [33]. Tan and others proposed a wireless SDN
architecture with a distributed user plane and a centralized
function-oriented control plane, and demonstrated end-to-end
QoS management and a content-aware data broadcast in
converged LTE and Wi-Fi networks [34]. Most recently,
Abdulghaffar [39] proposed SDN-based 5G core networks.
Most relevant to our work, some works have considered
SDN-based control of heterogeneous wireless mobile
networks, including works by Mendonca and co-workers [27],
CROWD [35] [36], OpenRoads [37], and SoftMobile [23].
Mendonca and others first examined the possibility of applying
an SDN approach in heterogeneous networks consisting of
wired networks, infrastructure-based wireless networks, and
infrastructure-less wireless networks (e.g., mobile ad hoc
networks) [27]. They considered typical use cases such as an
SDN-based gateway assignment and data offloading. Ali-
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Ahmad and co-workers dealt with very dense networks of
multiple radio technologies, and proposed a two-tier controller
architecture for scalability in the control of dense networks
[35], [36]. Yap and others proposed an OpenFlow-based
wireless architecture for orchestrating and virtualizing
heterogeneous wireless networks, and demonstrated a case
study of WiMAX to/from a Wi-Fi handover [37]. Chen and coworkers considered complex control plane issues in multi-RAT
heterogeneous mobile networks, and proposed a holistic
control framework for providing a global network view
(spectrum, connection, and interference map, among others)
and abstraction along with coordination algorithms (for
example, joint scheduling and interference cancellation) [23].
Mafakheri and co-workers took software-defined radio access
network approach for LTE and WLAN coordination [38].
Alshaer et al. considered the problem of providing application
QoS in SDN-based heterogeneous dense wireless networks
[41].
III. SUPPORTING MULTI-INTERFACE DEVICE
As the first type of multi-radio wireless mobile networks,
the authors consider the LTE/WLAN multi-RAT wireless
network illustrated in Fig. 1, where user devices (e.g.,
smartphones) are equipped with both an LTE radio interface
and a WLAN radio interface. In 3GPP terminology, these are
called UE. An entire LTE network in the data plane consists of
an access network part, i.e., evolved node B (eNB), and core
network parts, i.e., the serving gateway (S-GW) and packet
data network gateway (P-GW). Although 3GPP has specified a
tight integration of an LTE network and WLAN networks with
P-GW as an anchor, most mobile network operators resist
deploying it owing to the high cost of backhauling WLAN
networks to an LTE core network part [26], [28]. Thus, the
current norm is a loose integration or non-seamless integration
of both networks, as depicted in Fig. 1. In this network, multiradio devices typically make a radio access technology (RAT)
selection using their connection manager software with only
local logic. Furthermore, once selected initially for a flow, a
RAT cannot be changed to another RAT dynamically. For
these reasons, the current network has difficulties in achieving
an optimal multi-radio resource utilization and providing
quality of experience (QoE) dynamically [26]. It is envisaged
that the SDN-based integration of LTE and WLAN networks
can resolve the above issues without causing a severe backhaul
cost.

serving it with a combination of adequate radios with the help
of the SDN controller is not possible in the current SDN
standard, and hence, some new enhancements are needed to
resolve this issue.
An SDN controller’s awareness of multi-radio devices is a
key enabler to the effective utilization of multi-radio access
technology (RAT) resources. For example, flow-precision
inter-RAT mobility for a multi-radio device can be supported
in the SDN context to ensure load balancing for a holistic
network perspective. For this purpose, the authors propose
mechanisms for integrated device identification and inter-RAT
flow mobility control.
Fig. 2 illustrates the mechanisms in the form of a message
sequence chart and explains each step. SDN controllers should
incorporate device management module with multi-RAT
device support: When a device attaches to a RAT base station
through a radio interface, the controller keeps track of an
interface mapping from the radio interface (with a unique
MAC address) to a {switch, port} tuple. When a device has
multi-RAT attachments concurrently, the controller keeps track
of a list of multiple interface mappings per device.

Fig. 1. An LTE/WLAN Network with Multi-RAT Devices. Its SDN
Rebase is indicated by the Dotted Lines.

Tailoring multi-radio wireless mobile networks to the SDN
rebase basically involves making OpenFlow channels between
an SDN controller and each switching entity, as indicated by
the dotted lines in Fig. 1 and 2. Note that we assume OpenFlow
to be used as an SDN standard [29]. Issues in the design of
such SDN-based multi-radio networks arise in two facets:
supporting multi-radio devices and supporting multi-radio
switching entities.
In Fig. 1, as per the current SDN standard, each interface of
a multi-radio device is separately known to attach a port of a
corresponding switching entity to an SDN controller. For this
reason, the SDN controller cannot distinguish a LTE/WLAN
multi-RAT device from two single-radio devices with LTE and
Wi-Fi, respectively. Identifying a multi-radio device and

Fig. 2. A Message Sequence Chart for Handling a Multi-RAT Device.
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(Step 1) A multi-radio device attaches to RAT 1, which is
LTE, and a switching entity corresponding to eNB then notifies
the SDN controller of the attachment and identification of the
device. For the purpose of identification, an international
mobile equipment identity (IMEI) can be used. (Step 2) The
controller becomes aware of the device through LTE. (Steps 3
and 4) Two flows are set up based on the OpenFlow standard.
(Step 5) The multi-radio device turns on its RAT 2 interface,
which is a Wi-Fi interface, and discovers a WLAN AP.
(Step 6) The device attaches to a WLAN AP and the AP in turn
notifies the SDN controller of the attachment and identification
of the device on WLAN. For the purpose of identification, the
same IMEI can be used. (Step 7) Through the identification,
the controllers handle the device as multi-radio capable.
(Step 8) The controller makes a decision on the mobility of
flow 2 from RAT 1 to RAT 2. (Step 9) A mobility command is
sent out to the RAT 1 base station and device. (Step 10) A new
flow table entry for flow 2 on RAT 2 is configured using an
OpenFlow Flow Modify message.
IV. SUPPORTING MULTI-INTERFACE SWITCH
As the second type of multi-interface wireless networks, the
authors consider the multi-radio multi-channel wireless mesh
network illustrated in Fig. 3, where mesh routers are equipped
with multiple IEEE 802.11-based radio interfaces operating on
separate physical channels in parallel. In the figure, three
different colors are used to indicate three non-overlapping
WLAN channels. How to map each interface to a channel is a
key concern for resource utilization, and static, dynamic, and
hybrid channel assignments have been extensively studied. The
current state-of-the-art method is a distributed approach that
can rely only on local information for a channel assignment
[25]. The authors believe that an SDN-based holistic
coordination of multiple (homogeneous) radio interfaces of
each wireless mesh router and their operating channels can
result in better utilization throughout the entire network.
In Fig. 3, each interface of a multi-radio switch (mesh
router) should operate on different channels to fully exploit the
available Wi-Fi channels. However, as per the current SDN
standard, information regarding on which physical channel a
port (i.e., a wireless interface) operates is lacking, and thus, the
optimization of multi-RAT resource utilization is hard to
achieve. Furthermore, a port for a wireless interface of a
wireless switch should actually be used for both incoming
packets and outgoing packets because it uses the wireless
broadcast medium. However, the SDN standard only specifies
that an incoming port should be different from an outgoing
port, and thus, we need some mechanisms for supporting
wireless ports in the SDN paradigm.
For a multi-interface switch, a radio port is first configured
for each RAT interface (e.g., IEEE 802.11 radio interface) and
its operating channel is initially configured. Because a radio
interface uses the wireless broadcast medium, forwarding rules
can be properly specified only by distinguishing which
neighbor is the intended receiver. For this purpose, for a radio
port, virtual radio ports should be defined for each neighbor
relation. A wireless interference and channel reconfiguration
may impact wireless neighbor links and hence trigger the
creation or deletion of virtual radio ports. The neighbor

switches of each switch can be discovered using the peer
management protocol (PMP) of the IEEE 802.11s mesh
standard. Thus, the switches themselves can determine whether
a virtual radio port should be set for each discovered neighbor.
Fig. 4 illustrates mechanisms for handling multi-radio
switches and multi-radio multi-channel aware routing in the
form of a message sequence chart, and explain each step. (Step
1) A wireless port is set up, and a radio port status message
including its operating channel is sent to the controller. (Step 2)
Depending on how many neighbors the wireless port has,
virtual radio ports are set up and known to the controller.
(Step 3) Another wireless port is set up, and a radio port status
message is transmitted. (Step 4) virtual radio ports for this port
are set up and known to the controller. (Step 5) The controller
is aware of a multi-radio switch, as well as its radio and virtual
radio ports. (Step 6) A new flow 1 is created. (Step 7) The
controller sets up a route for flow 1 from switch 1 to switch 2
and switch 4. (Step 8) Another flow 2 is created. (Step 9) The
controller’s multi-radio, multi-channel aware routing module
determines whether to support the new flow 2 on a route from
switch 1 to switch 3 and switch 4. (Step 10) The interfaces on
the route use channel 2, which is less utilized than channel 1,
and hence, can benefit from the multi-channel enhanced
network capacity.

Fig. 3. A Wireless Mesh Network with Multi-interface Mesh Routers. Its
SDN Rebase is indicated by the Dotted Lines.

Fig. 4. A Message Sequence Chart for Handling a Multi-radio Switch
(Mesh router). A Routing Procedure Exploiting Multi-channel Diversity is
also included.
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Forwarding module: When a new flow arises on multiple
radio switches, a route for the flow can be determined based on
a multi-radio, multi-channel aware algorithm to exploit channel
diversity. Without multi-radio, multi-channel awareness,
traditional shortest-path routing algorithms such as the wellknown Dijkstra algorithm will only consider the link costs. For
a multi-radio device, an existing flow on one radio can be
examined to move to another radio based on an inter-RAT
mobility algorithm with a holistic view of the entire multi-radio
network.
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
The authors built an integrated testing suite for SDN
controller implementation [30] [31] and software switch
implementation using a network emulation scheme. It is
verified that the controller and switches interoperate with each
other in conformance with the OpenFlow specifications. For
the implementation of the proposed mechanisms for multiradio wireless mobile networks, we use Vendor messages to
carry the additional proposed information on multi-radio
devices and multi-radio switches. In this way, legacy singleradio devices and switches can still be supported without
modification. The modules in the switch software are coded in
C/C++ languages. The authors designed and implemented the
proposed mechanisms using a multi-radio switch and device
support in a widely used network simulator space (ns-3), and
made them interoperate with a real SDN controller. Hence, the
inherent benefits of ns-3 (e.g., module reusability and
extensibility) can be exploited. Our experience in this paper
shows that researchers and developers can prototype and test
new ideas and mechanisms for OpenFlow switches used in
software in a timely and flexible manner.
The authors present two exemplary performance results to
demonstrate the benefits of the proposed mechanisms. The
tests were conducted using simple but effective topologies to
highlight the benefits. We first examine the performance of the
proposed SDN-based LTE/WLAN flow mobility procedure for
a multi-radio device. We use a small topology in Fig. 5 for the
ease of analysis. Initially, two flows (flows 1 and 3) exist over
the LTE radio access technologies for a multi-radio device, and
later, another flow (flow 2) over LTE is created. At time 24,
the multi-radio device turns on its Wi-Fi radio interface, and
according to the proposed mechanisms, the SDN controller
instructs inter-RAT flow mobility for flow 3. The topology in
Fig. 5(a) shows the flows after the flow mobility is performed.
The traffic load on LTE is distributed to Wi-Fi, and hence, the
network utilization is improved and individual flows can enjoy
higher rates. This result highlights the strength of SDN-based

holistic orchestration of heterogeneous multi-radio resources
and flows.
Next, we examine the performance of the proposed WMN
flow-precision multi-channel routing. In Fig. 6(a), a wireless
mesh network topology is illustrated. Each node is equipped
with two Wi-Fi radio interfaces, and flow 1 (blue) and flow 2
(red) are considered for the simulation. First, Fig. 6(b) shows
the throughput for when both flow 1 and flow 2 use the same
channel, i.e., the SDN controller does not have a notion of
multi-channel routing. Initially, flow 2 monopolizes the
channel, and at time 30, flow 1 is created and uses the same
channel. We observed that the channel is shared between the
two flows. Next, Fig. 6(c) shows the throughput for multichannel aware routing. The scenario is the same, but when
flow 1 is created, the SDN controller can conduct multichannel aware routing, and thus two orthogonal channels can
be utilized by the two flows, respectively. We observed that the
throughput is significantly better for multi-channel aware
routing by the SDN controller. Although we use a simple
multi-channel aware routing algorithm in this evaluation, we
anticipate that more sophisticated algorithms can solve a very
complex channel assignment and routing problems more
effectively.
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Switch management module with multi-radio switch
support: The controller keeps track of each switch’s radio ports
and the mappings from each radio port to a list of virtual radio
ports. The data structure for the radio ports and virtual radio
ports includes operating physical channels for multi-channel
awareness.
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Fig. 5. An Example LTE/WLAN Topology for Evaluation of Inter-RAT
flow Mobility: (a) LTE/WLAN Topology and (b) Throughput with interRAT Flow Mobility.
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Fig. 6. An Example Multi-radio Mesh network Topology for Evaluation
of Multi-channel Flow Routing: (a) Wireless Mesh network Topology, (b)
Throughput with Single-channel Routing, and (c) Throughput with MultiChannel aware Routing.
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VI. CONCLUSION
As the emergence of multi-radio (heterogeneous or
homogeneous radio) wireless mobile networks increases, the
mechanism of centrally coordinating all available multi-radio
network capabilities in a holistic manner has become essential.
This paper presented the first in-depth study on how to
incorporate multi-radio devices and multi-radio switches
within the SDN paradigm. We examined the possibility of
SDN-based control of two promising multi-interface wireless
mobile networks, i.e., LTE/WLAN heterogeneous networks
and multi-radio multi-channel wireless mesh networks, and
proposed their control mechanisms. Through the integration of
a real SDN controller and standard-compliant simulated
switching entities, it is demonstrated the functional verification
and performance of the proposed mechanisms. Future work
may include the implementation and experimentation of the
proposed solution in real network settings.
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Abstract—A software imperfection is a shortcoming, virus,
defect, mistake, breakdown or glitch in software that initiates it
to establish an unsuitable or unanticipated result. The foremost
hazardous components connected with a software imperfection
that is not identified at an initial stage of software expansion are
time, characteristic, expenditure, determination and wastage of
resources. Faults appear in any stage of software expansion.
Thriving software businesses emphasize on software excellence,
predominantly in the early stage of the software advancement. In
succession to disable this setback, investigators have formulated
various bug estimation methodologies till now. Though, emerging
vigorous bug estimation prototype is a demanding assignment
and several practices have been anticipated in the text. This
paper exhibits a software fault estimation prototype grounded on
Machine Learning (ML) Algorithms. The simulation in the paper
directs to envisage the existence or non-existence of a fault,
employing machine learning classification models. Five
supervised ML algorithms are utilized to envisage upcoming
software defects established on historical information. The
classifiers are Naïve Bayes (NB), Support Vector Machine
(SVM), K- Nearest Neighbors (KNN), Decision Tree (DT) and
Random Forest (RF). The assessment procedure indicated that
ML algorithms can be manipulated efficiently with high accuracy
rate. Moreover, an association measure is employed to evaluate
the propositioned extrapolation model with other methods. The
accumulated conclusions indicated that the ML methodology has
an improved functioning.
Keywords—Software bug prediction; prediction model; data
mining; machine learning; Naïve Bayes (NB); support vector
machine (SVM); k-nearest neighbors (KNN); decision tree (DT);
random forest (RF); python programming

I.

INTRODUCTION

From the time of establishment of software expansion,
defect restoration is studied as the most monotonous tasks,
primarily for its in-built vagueness. Furthermore, the
procedure of repairing bugs is gradual. The procedure of bugrestoration has a chief involvement in the software
advancement. In order to lessen the concern of fault
correction, bug estimation is examined significantly by the
investigators. Numerous machine learning directed estimation
prototypes are constructed and verified on several arguments.
The continuation of software faults influences
considerably on software consistency, feature and upholding
expense. Attaining errorless software is laborious, when the
software utilized meticulously as largely there are unknown
defects. Furthermore, extending software fault estimation

prototype which can estimate the imperfect components in an
initial stage is an actual test.
Contemporary developments rotate about the information
that defects can be envisaged, widely beforehand they are
identified. Significant corpuses of preceding fault information
are fundamental to be proficient to envisage defects with
sufficient precision. Software analytics has initiated
continuous opportunities for tapping data analytics and
rationalizing to enhance the feature of software. Functional
analytics applies the outcomes of the software evaluation as
real time data, to create valuable extrapolations.
Software defect estimation is an indispensable action in
software expansion as envisaging the defects components
earlier to software implementation attains the operator
contentment and corrects the complete software functioning.
Besides, envisaging the software fault initially increases
software alteration to distinctive situations and enlarges the
resource consumption.
Several methods are recommended to undertake Software
fault estimation obstruction. The utmost comprehended
procedures are Machine Learning procedures. Machine
learning is effectively employed to build extrapolations in
numerous database. Provided the enormous amount of fault
database accessible currently, envisaging the occurrence of
faults can be completed employing several machine learning
procedures.
The application of machine learning to establish an
exclusively mechanised technique of determining the act to be
acquired by a business when a fault is testified was initially
propositioned through Cubranic and Murphy [1]. The
technique implemented helps text classification to envisage
defect rigorousness. This technique functions accurately on
30% of the defects testified to creators. Sharma, Sharma and
Gujral [2] apply feature selection to enhance the precision of
the fault estimation prototype.
In this communication, supervised Machine Learning
(ML) classifiers are employed to assess the ML potentials in
Software fault estimation. The analysis examined Naïve Bayes
(NB), Support Vector Machine (SVM), K- Nearest Neighbors
(KNN), Decision Tree (DT) and Random Forest (RF)
classifier. The considered ML classifiers are directed to three
distinctive database acquired from [3] and [4] mechanisms.
Further, the manuscript evaluated among Naïve Bayes
(NB) classifier, Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier, K-
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Nearest Neighbors (KNN) classifier, Decision Tree (DT)
classifier and Random Forest (RF) classifier and compared
then on the basis of distinct assessment quantities for instance
accuracy, precision, recall, F-measures and the ROC curves of
the classifiers.
The manuscript is structured as per the following
sequence. An examination of the associated work in Software
fault estimation is exhibited in the Literature Review. An
outline of the designated ML algorithms is exhibited in the
Proposed Model. The database and the assessment technique
is explained in the Evaluation Methodology. Investigational
outcomes are depicted in Results accompanied by inferences
and future works.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Formerly, various efforts in the subjects of fault estimation
have been achieved. Peng He et al. performed a practical
analysis on software fault estimation with a basic metric set
[5]. Investigation has been performed on 34 announcements of
10 open source assignments accessible at PROMISE
repository. The outcome signifies the outcome of uppermost-k
metrics or minimum metric subset gives satisfactory result in
comparison with standard forecasters.
Anuradha Chug et al. [6] employed three supervised and
unsupervised learning algorithms for envisaging faults in
software. NASA MDP database were administered by
utilizing Weka tool. Various quantities such as recall and fmeasure were applied to estimate the functioning of
classification and clustering algorithms. Through examining
distinct classification algorithms Random Forest has the
maximum accuracy of MC1 database and gives maximum rate
in recall, f-measure and receiver operating characteristic
[ROC] curve and it specifies least amount of root mean square
errors in all conditions. In an unsupervised algorithm k-means
gave the smallest amount of inaccurate clustered examples and
it considers least period for envisaging defects. Hammouri, A.
et al [7] proposed software defect estimation prototype
established on Machine Learning Techniques to envisage
impending software defects created on past database and
exhibited that Machine Learning techniques can be applied
successfully with high precision.
Logan Perreault et al. [8] employed classification
algorithm for instance naïve bayes, neural networks, support
vector machine, linear regression, K-nearest neighbor to
discover and envisage faults. The investigators manipulated
NASA and tera PROMISE database. To compute the
accomplishment, they tapped accuracy and f1 measure with
noticeably distinct metrics.
R. Malhotra in [9] exhibited a valuable methodical
evaluation for software fault estimation procedures applying
Machine Learning. The article encompassed an evaluation of
all the findings concerning the interval of 1991 and 2013,
examined the Machine Learning methods for software fault
estimation prototypes, and evaluated their functioning,
matched among Machine Learning and statistic methods,
evaluated among distinct Machine Learning methods and
reviewed the power and the limitation of the Machine
Learning methods.

Singh and Chug [10] examined widespread Machine
Learning algorithms tapped for software fault estimation. The
analysis exhibited significant outcomes comprising that the
Artificial Neural Network has least inaccuracy amount, but the
linear classifier is advanced than auxiliary algorithms in term
of fault estimation precision.
Malhotra and Singh [11] indicated that the Area Under
Curve is constructive metric and utilised to envisage the
defects in initial stages of software expansion and to increase
the validity of Machine Learning methods.
This article examines established machine learning
techniques Naïve Bayes (NB), Support Vector Machine
(SVM), K- Nearest Neighbors (KNN), Decision Tree (DT)
and Random Forest (RF). The communication estimates the
Machine Learning classifiers by means of different
performance quantities. Three known database are employed
to assess the Machine Learning classifiers.
Alternatively, maximum cited assignments examined new
Machine Learning techniques and distinct database. Few of
the earlier investigations primarily concentrated on the metrics
that generate the Software fault estimation as feasible as
imaginable, though earlier investigations suggested distinctive
approaches to estimate software faults in place of Machine
Learning methods.
III. PROPOSED MODEL
The research directs to examine and assess supervised
Machine Learning algorithms. The investigation exhibits the
performance correctness and competency of the Machine
Learning algorithms in software fault estimation and
postulates a comparative study of the designated Machine
Learning algorithms.
The supervised machine learning algorithms attempt to
create an extrapolating function through deducing associations
and needs among the identified feed in and outturn of the
categorized training data, thus we can envisage the outturn
amounts for recent feed in data created on the resulting
extrapolating function. Subsequently are encapsulated
explanations of the designated supervised Machine Learning
algorithms:
• Naïve Bayes (NB): Naïve Bayes classifier functions on
the theory of probability. The notion of naïve bayes
classifier is established on the effort of Thomas Bayes
(1702-1761) of Bayes Theorem for conditional
probability. Naïve Baye’s Classifier performs on the
notion of baye’s theorem through a naïve theory that an
existence of a specific feature in a class is entirely
discrete to the existence of additional features.
• Support Vector Machine (SVM): SVM is most
widespread supervised machine learning technique
which is equivalently tapped for classification and
regression, however SVM is typically utilised for
classification. The notion of SVM is to obtain a
hyperplane that categorizes the training data points in
order to obtain marked classes. The feed in of SVM is
the training data and it functions the training sample
feature to envisage category of test feature.
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• K Nearest Neighbour (KNN): KNN algorithm well known by K-Nearest Neighbours Algorithm is tapped
to elucidate the difficulties of classification together
with regression. The theory of algorithm is primarily
established upon feature comparison in two of them,
classification and regression. KNN classifier is distinct
from previous probabilistic classifiers as the simulation
encompasses a discovering phase of calculating
probabilities from a training experiment and employ
them for impending estimation of a test experiment. In
probability established prototype when the prototype is
proficient the training experiment could be dropped
and classification is completed by means of the
calculated probabilities.

The first
software
defects
database

• Decision Tree (DT): DT is a familiar investigation
technique utilised in data mining. Decision Tree
signifies a hierarchal and extrapolative prototype that
utilises the elements examination as branches to access
the elements target amount in the leaf. Decision Tree is
a tree with decision nodes, that have several branches
and leaf nodes that characterise the conclusion.
• Random Forest (RF): Random Forest comprises of a
substantial quantity of distinct decision trees that
function as an ensemble. Individual tree in the random
forest separate out a class estimation. The class that has
the highest votes turns out to be prototypes estimation.
A big quantity of comparatively disjointed prototypes
(trees) functioning as a group will outshine any of the
specific prototypes.
IV. EVALUATION METHODOLOGY
The database used in the study are three different
databases, specifically DB1, DB2 and DB3. All databases
comprise of two measures; the amount of defects (Bi) and the
amount of test workers (Wi) for respective day (Ti) in a
section of software launches period. The DB1 database has 46
quantities that were included in the examining procedure
exhibited in [4]. DB2, captured from [4], computed a
technique where defects for the period of 111 consecutive
days of examining the software technique. DB3 includes 109
quantities. DB3 is established in [3], that comprises actual
calculated records for a restoration plan of a real time control
utilization exhibited in [12]. Tables I to III show DB1, DB2
and DB3, respectively.
TABLE I.
The first
software
defects
database

THE FIRST SOFTWARE DEFECTS DATABASE

DB1
Ti

Bi

Wi

1

2

75

2

0

31

3

30

63

4

13

128

5

13

6
7

DB1
Ti

Bi

Wi

8

2

49

9

2

26

10

20

102

11

13

53

12

3

26

13

3

78

14

4

48

15

4

75

16

0

14

17

0

4

18

0

14

19

0

22

20

0

5

21

0

9

22

30

33

23

15

118

24

2

8

25

1

15

26

7

31

27

0

1

28

22

57

29

2

27

30

5

35

31

12

26

32

14

36

33

5

28

34

2

22

35

0

4

36

7

8

37

3

5

38

0

27

39

0

6

40

0

6

41

0

4

42

5

0

43

2

6

44

3

5

45

0

8

46

0

2

TABLE II.
The second
software
defects
database

THE SECOND SOFTWARE DEFECTS DATABASE

DB2
Ti

Bi

Wi

122

1

5

4

3

27

2

5

4

17

136

3

5

4
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DB2
Ti

Bi

Wi

4

5

5
6

The second
software
defects
database

DB2
Ti

Bi

Wi

4

52

2

4

6

4

53

2

4

8

5

54

7

4

7

2

5

55

2

4

8

7

5

56

0

4

9

4

5

57

2

4

10

2

5

58

3

4

11

31

5

59

2

4

12

4

5

60

7

4

13

24

5

61

3

4

14

49

5

62

0

4

15

14

5

63

1

4

16

12

5

64

0

4

17

8

5

65

1

4

18

9

5

66

0

4

19

4

5

67

0

4

20

7

5

68

1

3

21

6

5

69

1

3

22

9

5

70

0

3

23

4

5

71

0

3

24

4

5

72

1

3

25

2

5

73

1

4

26

4

5

74

0

4

27

3

5

75

0

4

28

9

6

76

0

4

29

2

6

77

1

4

30

5

6

78

2

2

31

4

6

79

0

2

32

1

6

80

1

2

33

4

6

81

0

2

34

3

6

82

0

2

35

6

6

83

0

2

36

13

6

84

0

2

37

19

8

85

0

2

38

15

8

86

0

2

39

7

8

87

2

2

40

15

8

88

0

2

41

21

8

89

0

2

42

8

8

90

0

2

43

6

8

91

0

2

44

20

8

92

0

2

45

10

8

93

0

2

46

3

8

94

0

2

47

3

8

95

0

2

48

8

4

96

1

2

49

5

4

97

0

2

50

1

4

98

0

2

51

2

4

99

0

2
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The second
software
defects
database

DB2
Ti

Bi

Wi

100

1

101
102

DS3
Ti

Bi

Wi

2

31

4

1

0

1

32

12

2

0

1

33

6

2

103

1

1

34

7

2

104

2

1

35

8

2

105

0

1

36

11

2

106

1

2

37

6

2

107

0

2

38

9

2

108

0

1

39

7

2

109

1

1

40

12

2

110

0

1

41

12

2

111

1

1

42

15

2

43

14

2

44

7

2

45

9

2

46

11

2

TABLE III.
The Third
Software
Defects
Database

The Third
Software
Defects
Database

THE THIRD SOFTWARE DEFECTS DATABASE

DS3
Ti

Bi

Wi

47

5

2

1

4

1

48

7

2

2

0

1

49

7

2

1

50

14

2

13

2

3

7

4

10

1

51

5

13

1

52

14

2

6

8

1

53

11

2

1

54

2

1

4

1

7

13

8

4

1

55

9

7

1

56

4

2

10

8

1

57

3

2

1

58

6

2

6

2

11

1

12

6

1

59

13

13

1

60

2

2

14

7

1

61

0

1

1

62

0

1

3

1

15

9

16

8

2

63

17

5

2

64

0

1

18

10

2

65

4

1

2

66

0

1

1

1

19

7

20

11

2

67

21

5

2

68

2

1

22

8

2

69

0

2

2

70

1

2

2

71

2

2

23
24

13
9

25

7

2

72

5

2

26

7

2

73

3

2

2

74

2

2

1

2

27

5

28

7

2

75

29

6

1

76

11

2

30

6

1

77

1

2

78

0

2
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To estimate the functioning of utilising Machine Learning
algorithms in software fault extrapolation, we tapped an array
of prominent quantities [13] established on the created
confusion matrices. The subsequent subdivisions explain the
confusion matrix and the tapped estimation quantities.

DS3
Ti

Bi

Wi

79

2

2

80

2

2

81

4

2

82

1

2

83

0

2

84

4

2

85

1

1

86

1

1

87

0

1

88

2

3

89

0

1

90

0

2

91

1

1

92

1

1

93

0

1

94

0

2

95

0

1

96

0

1

97

1

2

98

0

1

99

1

1

100

0

1

101

0

1

102

0

2

103

0

1

104

2

1

105

0

1

106

1

2

107

0

2

108

2

2

109

0

2

a) Confusion Matrix: The confusion matrix is an
explicit table employed to determine the functioning of
Machine Learning algorithms. Fig. 1 to 6 exhibits an
illustration of a standard confusion matrix. Every row of the
matrix signifies the occurrences in an actual class, although
every column signifies the occurrences in a forecasted class.
Confusion matrix recapitulates the outcomes of the examining
algorithm and specifies a description of the amount of True
Positive (TP), False Positives (FP), True Negatives (TN), and
False Negatives (FN).
Confusion Matrix for the Training Data - Decision Tree.

Fig. 1. Confusion Matrix of Training Data for DB1.

The database was subjected to pre-treatment through a
recommended clustering method. The recommended
clustering method indicates the data with class labels. The
labels are fixed to categorize the amount of defects into six
distinct classes; A, B, C, D, E and F (Table IV).
TABLE IV.

AMOUNT OF EVERY CLASS AND QUANTITY OF OCCURENCES

Amount of Every Class and Quantity of
Occurrences
Fault Class

Number of
Faults

DB1

DB2

DB3

A

0-4

30

77

57

B

5-9

5

22

33

C

10-14

5

4

18

D

15-19

2

3

1

E

20-24

2

3

0

F

More than 25

2

2

0

Fig. 2. Confusion Matrix of Training Data for DB2.
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Fig. 3. Confusion Matrix of Training Data for DB3.

Fig. 6. Confusion Matrix of Testing Data for DB3.

Confusion Matrix for the Testing Data - Decision Tree.

b) Accuracy: Accuracy is the quantity of accurate
outcomes between the total amount of inspected occurrences.
The highest accuracy is one, while the poorest accuracy is
zero. Accuracy could be calculated through the subsequent
rule (Table V):
ACC = (TP + TN) / (TP + TN+ FP + FN)
TABLE V.

ACCURACY FOR THE DATABASES

Accuracy for the Databases

Fig. 4. Confusion Matrix of Testing Data for DB1.

Database

NB

SVM

KNN

DT

RF

DB1

1

0.71

0.79

0.93

0.93

DB2

1

0.85

0.79

1

1

DB3

1

0.70

0.70

1

1

Average

1

0.75

0.76

0.98

0.98

c) Precision: Precision is computed as the amount of
true positive extrapolations divided with the total amount of
positive extrapolations. The highest precision is one, while the
poorest is zero and could be computed through (Table VI):
Precision = TP / (TP + FP)
d) Recall: Recall is computed as the amount of positive
extrapolations divided with the total amount of positives. The
highest recall is one, while the poorest is zero. Recall is
evaluated through the subsequent rule (Table VII):
Recall = TP / (TP + FN)
TABLE VI.

PRECISION FOR THE DATABASES

Precision for the Databases

Fig. 5. Confusion Matrix of Testing Data for DB2.

Database

NB

SVM

KNN

DT

RF

DB1

1

1

DB2

1

0.85

1

1

1

0.77

1

1

DB3

1

Average

1

0.70

0.78

1

1

0.85

0.85

1

1
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TABLE VII.

RECALL FOR THE DATABASES

Recall for the Databases
Database

NB

SVM

KNN

DT

RF

DB1

1

0.64

0.73

0.91

0.91

DB2

1

0.89

0.89

1

1

DB3

1

1

0.78

1

1

Average

1

0.84

0.80

0.97

0.97

e) F-measure: F-measure is described by way of the
weighted harmonic mean of precision and recall. Generally, it
is tapped to join the Recall and Precision quantities in one
quantity so as to evaluate distinct Machine Learning
algorithms among each other. F-measure rule is evaluated
through the subsequent rule (Table VIII):
F- measure= (2* Recall * Precision)/(Recall + Precision)

Fig. 7. AUC of Training Data for DB1.

TABLE VIII. F-MEASURE FOR THE DATABASES
F-Measure for the Databases
Database

NB

SVM

KNN

DT

RF

DB1

1

0.78

0.84

0.95

0.95

DB2

1

0.87

0.83

1

1

DB3

1

0.82

0.78

1

1

Average

1

0.82

0.82

0.98

0.98

Fig. 8. AUC of Training Data for DB2.

f) Root-Mean-Square Error (RMSE): RMSE is a
quantity for assessing the functioning of an extrapolation
prototype. The perception is to compute the variation among
the envisaged and the definite estimates. If the definite
estimate is X and the envisaged estimate is XP then RMSE is
computed by the subsequent formula:
𝑛

1
𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 = � ∗ �(𝑋𝑖 − 𝑋𝑃𝑖)2
𝑛
𝑖=1

g) Area Under Curve(AUC): AUC exemplifies the
probability that the classifier would rank an arbitrarily selected
positive instance greater than an arbitrarily selected negative
instance. The AUC is established on a chart of the false
positive value with the true positive value. The highest value
is one signifies that 100% estimation of the model is accurate,
while the poorest is zero signifies that 100% estimation of the
model is inaccurate. Fig. 7 to 12 exhibits an illustration of the
Area Under Curve.
h) Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC): ROC
Curve is an outstanding technique of calculating the
functioning of a Classification prototype. The True Positive
value is plot with False Positive value for the probabilities of a
classifier estimations.
AUC and ROC for the Training Data - Decision Tree

Fig. 9. AUC of Training Data for DB3.

AUC and ROC for the Testing Data - Decision Tree.

Fig. 10. AUC of Testing Data for DB1.
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The typical estimate for the accuracy value in all database
for the five classifiers is over 75% on average. Though, the
lowermost estimate emerges for SVM and KNN algorithm in
the DS3 database. This is for the reason that the database does
not have greater than 20 defects and SVM and KNN algorithm
requires a significant quantity of defects so as to attain a better
accuracy rate. Thus, SVM and KNN got a greater accuracy
value in DS2 database that are comparatively larger than the
DS1 and DS3 database.
The precision measures for employing NB, SVM, KNN,
DT and RFs classifiers on DS1, DS2 and DS3 database are
exhibited in Table VII. Outcomes indicate that the five
Machine Learning algorithms can be utilised for defect
extrapolation successfully with a right precision value. The
typical precision rates for every classifier in the three database
are greater than 85%.

Fig. 11. AUC of Testing Data for DB2.

The next assessment quantity is the amount of recall.
Table VIII exhibits the recall rates for the five classifiers on
the three database. Correspondingly, the Machine Learning
algorithms attained a suitable recall rate. The highest recall
rate was attained by NB classifier that is 100% in all database.
Whereas, the typical recall rates for SVM, KNN, DT and RM
algorithms are 84%, 80%, 97% and 97%, correspondingly.

Fig. 12. AUC of Testing Data for DB3.

Conclusively, to assess the Machine Learning algorithms
with additional methods, the RMSE value is estimated. The
composition in [2] anticipated a Linear Regression (LR)
prototype to envisage the increasing amount of software
defects utilising past calculated defects. The assessment
procedure was performed on the similar database that is used
in this investigation. The lesser the RMSE amount, the reliable
the model. Table IX exhibits the RMSE values for all the ML
Algorithms and LR models.
TABLE IX.

RMSE VALUES FOR THE ML ALGORITHMS AND LR MODELS

RMSE Values for the ML Algorithms
and LR Models
Database

NB

SVM

KNN

DT

RF

LR

DB1

0.0

0.53

0.53

0.26

0.26

0.43

DB2

0.0

0.38

0.38

0.0

0.0

0.38

DB3

0.0

0.55

0.55

0.0

0.0

0.36

V. RESULTS
This inquiry utilised Jupyter Notebook, Python as Machine
Learning tool, to assess five Machine Learning Algorithms
Naïve Bayes (NB), Support Vector Machine (SVM), KNearest Neighbors (KNN), Decision Tree (DT) and Random
Forest (RF)) in software default estimation.
The accuracy of Naïve Bayes (NB), Support Vector
Machine (SVM), K- Nearest Neighbors (KNN), Decision Tree
(DT) and Random Forest (RF) classifiers for the three
database are presented in Table VI. As exhibited in Table VI,
the five Machine Learning algorithms attained a high accuracy
value.

Further, to evaluate the five classifiers concerning recall
and precision quantities, we employed the F-measure rate.
Table exhibits the F-measure rates for the utilised Machine
Learning algorithms in the three database. As presented in the
table, NB has the maximum F-measure rate in all database
trailed by DT and RF then SVM and KNN classifiers.
The outcomes represent that NB, DT and RF classifiers
have improved rates than LR models. The typical RMSE
amount for all Machine Learning classifiers in the three
database is 0.28, whereas the typical RMSE estimates for LR
model is 0.39.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Software fault estimation is a procedure in which an
extrapolation prototype is generated so as to envisage the
anticipated software defects created on past data. Numerous
methodologies have been propositioned utilising distinct
database, distinct metrics and distinct functioning quantities.
This article assessed the application of Machine Learning
Algorithms in software defect estimation. Five machine
learning methods have been employed, Naïve Bayes (NB),
Support Vector Machine (SVM), K- Nearest Neighbors
(KNN), Decision Tree (DT) and Random Forest (RF). The
assessment procedure is applied utilising three database.
Investigational outcomes are accumulated built on accuracy,
precision, recall, F-measure, and RMSE quantities. Outcomes
showed that the Machine Learning procedures are effective
methods to envisage the impending software faults. The
evaluation outcomes exhibited that the NB classifier has the
greatest outcomes in comparison to others. Furthermore,
investigational outcomes presented that employing Machine
Learning method imparts an improved functioning for the
estimation prototype in comparison to other methods, such as
LR model. For future scope, new Machine Learning
procedures can be adopted and an extensive assessment
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between them can be performed. Moreover, inserting
additional software metrics in the study procedure is a feasible
method to foster the correctness of the estimation model.
[1]

[2]

[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]
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Abstract—Online and offline newspaper articles have become
an integral phenomenon to our society. News articles have a
significant impact on our personal and social activities but
picking a piece of an appropriate news article is a challenging
task for users from the ocean of sources. Recommending the
appropriate news category helps find desired articles for the
readers but categorizing news article manually is laborious,
sluggish and expensive. Moreover, it gets more difficult when
considering a resource-insufficient language like Bengali which is
the fourth most spoken language of the world. However, very few
approaches have been proposed for categorizing Bangla news
articles where few machine learning algorithms were applied
with limited resources. In this paper, we accentuate multiple
machine learning approaches including a neural network to
categorize Bangla news articles for two different datasets. News
articles have been collected from the popular Bengali newspaper
Prothom Alo to build Dataset I and dataset II has been gathered
from the famous machine learning competition platform Kaggle.
We develop a modified stop-word set and apply it in the
preprocessing stage which leads to significant improvement in
the performance. Our result shows that the Multi-layer Neural
network, Naïve Bayes and support vector machine provide better
performance. Accuracy of 94.99%, 94.60%, 95.50% has been
achieved for SVM, Logistic regression and Multi-layer dense
neural network, respectively.
Keywords—Bangla news classification; supervised learning;
feature extraction; category prediction; machine learning; neural
network

I.

INTRODUCTION

A newspaper is known as a powerhouse of information.
People get the latest information about their desired content
through online or offline newspapers. Thousands of
newspapers are published in different languages all over the
world. Whatever happens around the world may be a thousand
miles away but reaches us within a second through online news
content. In the recent years, the importance of online articles
has also increased rapidly due to the rapid rise and availability
of smart devices. Bangla is the fourth most spoken language
and vast amounts of Bangla news articles are produced every
hour worldwide. Choosing the appropriate information from
the sea of web is difficult as the news has no categorization
based on its content. Online news websites provide subject
categories and sub-categories [1] which significantly vary

newspaper to newspaper. So, these might not be sufficient for
fulfilling users‟ choice of interest. Readers like to explore news
from various news sources rather than one source and
recommending suitable news to the readers based on its
contents can improve the readers‟ experience.
The paper's main motivation is to help in recommending
relevant news to the Bengali online news readers using multicategory classification. Readers are only attracted to the news
articles of their interest [2]. For this purpose, the readers have
to explore all the news articles of different news sites to get the
desired items. For example, a user interested in entertainmentrelated news has to go through all the news articles from
various news sites and analyze information from multiple
tiresome sources. A user would prefer such a system or
framework that would gather news articles of interest from
various news sites and access the system anywhere on any
electronic device. Although frameworks are available to notify
the readers about news' on their desire categories, manually
categorizing thousands of online Bangla news articles is
challenging. Moreover, appropriate categorization of Bangla
news articles considering their content is essential for the
readers and designing an automated system for this purpose is
a crying need.
Several approaches have been proposed for news
categorization for different languages, i.e. Indonesian [4],
Hindi[5], Arabic[6][11], Spanish [7], and these approaches
mainly based on traditional machine learning algorithms such
as Naïve Bayes, decision tree, K-Nearest Neighbors etc. Since
Bengali is morphologically rich and complex considering the
large scale of alphabets, grapheme and dialects, it needs special
consideration of its features in the training phase for
classification on Bangla news based on its context. However,
some approaches are available in Bangla language [13-16], but
these researches were limited to some traditional methods and
dealt with small datasets. Due to the scarcity of resources and
the complex structure of Bangla text, it's been a challenging
task to classify the Bangla news.
In this paper several popular machine learning models and
a multi-layer dense neural network are implemented on two
different datasets. Dataset I has been built of five categories
called Economics, Entertainment, International, Science and
Technology and, Sports containing 1425 documents from
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popular Bangla newspaper Prothom Alo available on [20] and
collected a dataset named dataset II from the Kaggle website
[17] which has a total of 532509 records with nineteen
categories. But, 169791 records of five categories are used
from that dataset in this paper. A list of Bangla stop words are
built containing 875 words [21] to remove from the newspaper
contents for preprocessing purpose. Similar preprocessing steps
are applied for both datasets separately and achieved better
accuracy for multiple machine learning models. The accuracy
of 92.63% and 95.50% for dataset I and dataset II was achieved
for the multi-layer dense neural network, respectively.
The remaining part of the paper is organized as follows Section II reviews several related works on different types of
news classification both for Bangla and other languages.
Section III presents research methodology which describes
datasets and proposed methods. Section IV depicts result
analysis. Finally, this work is concluded and provides future
direction in Section V.
II. RELATED WORK
Text classification is the process of assigning labels to text
according to its content. It is one of the most fundamental tasks
in Natural Language Processing (NLP) with broad application
such as sentiment analysis, topic labeling, spam detection,
intent detection etc. Nowadays, many tasks have been
conducted on this field. Especially it is done for English
language as there are enough resources for English language
[3]. On the other hand, there are not enough resources except
English for the task because very few works have been carried
out for the task. However, working on this field is also
increasing day by day in recent times. Some works of text
classification on non-English languages are overviewed in the
following:
Naïve Bayes and Two-Phase Feature Selection Model were
used to predict the test sample category for Indonesian news
classification. Naive Bayes classifier is quicker and efficient
than the other discriminative models. In text classiﬁcation
applications and experiments, Naive Bayes (Naïve Bayes)
probabilistic classiﬁer is often used because of its simplicity
and effectiveness using the joint probabilities of words and
categories given a document [4]. M. Ali Fauzi et al. [4] used
Naïve Bayes for Indonesian news classification. Abu Nowshed
Chy et al. [10] used Naïve Bayes for Bangla news
classification.
Machine learning approach was used for the classiﬁcation
of indirect anaphora in Hindi corpus [5]. The direct anaphora
has the ability to ﬁnd the noun phrase antecedent within a
sentence or across few sentences. But, indirect anaphora does
not have explicit referent in the discourse. They suggested
looking for certain patterns following the indirect anaphora and
marking demonstrative pronoun as directly or indirectly
anaphoric accordingly. Their focus of study was pronouns
without noun phrase antecedent.
A method was designed for classification of Arabic news,
the classification system that best fits data given a certain
representation [6]. A new method was presented for Arabic
news classification using field association words (FA words).
The document preprocessing system generated the meaningful

terms based on Arabic corpus and Arabic language dictionary.
Then, the field association terms were classified according to
FA word classification algorithm. It is customary for people to
identify the field of document when they notice peculiar words.
These peculiar words are referred to as Field Associating
words (FA words); specifically, they are words that allow us to
recognize intuitively a field of text or field-coherent passage.
Therefore, to identify the field of a passage FA terms can be
used, and to classify various fields among passages FA terms
can be also used.
Cervino U et al. applied machine learning techniques to the
automatic classification of news articles from the local
newspaper La Capitaolf Rosario, Argentina [7]. The corpus
(LCC) is an archive of approximately 75,000 manually
categorized articles in Spanish published in 1991. They
benchmarked on LCC using three widely used supervised
learning methods: k-Nearest Neighbors, Naive Bayes and
Artiﬁcial Neural Networks, illustrating the corpus properties.
This paper delineates the Bangla Document Categorization
using Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) classifier [8]. Here,
document categorization is the task in which text documents
are classified into one or more of predefined classes based on
their contents using Support Vector Machines and Logistic
Regression. Even though SGD has been around in the machine
learning community for a long time, it has received a
considerable amount of attention just recently in the context of
large-scale learning. In text classification and natural language
processing, SGD has been successfully applied to large-scale
and sparse machine learning problems often encountered.
Fouzi Harrag, Eyas EI Qawasmah [11] used ANN for the
classification of Arabic language document. In this paper
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) had been used to select
the most relevant features for the classification.
Neural network was used for web page classification based
on augmented PCA [12]. In this paper, each news web page
was represented by term weighting schema. The principal
component analysis (PCA) had been used to select the most
relevant features for the classification. Then, the final output of
the PCA is augmented with the feature vectors from the classprofile which contains the most regular words in each class
before feeding them to the neural networks. According to this
paper it's evident that, in case of Sports news, WPCM provides
most acceptable classification accuracy based on their datasets.
Their experiment evaluation also demonstrates the same.
A research group of Shahjalal University of Science &
Technology used different machine learning based approaches
of baseline and deep learning models for Bengali news
categorization [13]. They used baseline models such as: Naïve
Bayes, Logistic Regression, Random Forest and Linear SVM
and deep learning models like BiLSTM, CNN. They found out
that the highest result comes from the Support Vector Machine
in the base model and CNN in deep learning where CNN gave
the best performance for their Dataset.
In paper [14] authors used multi-layer dense neural network
for Bangla document categorization. As feature selection
technique they used TF-IDF method. They used three dense
layers and 2 dropout layers. They got 85.208% accuracy.
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Authors on [15] used four supervised learning methods
namely Decision Tree, K-Nearest Neighbor, Naïve Bayes, and
Support Vector Machine for categorization of Bangla web
documents. They also build their own dataset corpus but they
didn‟t publish it. Their corpus included 1000 documents with a
total number of words being 22,218. Their Dataset included
five categories such as business, health, technology, sports and
education. As feature selection they used TF-IDF method and
they got 85.22% f-measure for Naïve Bayes, 74.24% for KNearest Neighbor, 80.65% for Decision Tree and 89.14% for
Support Vector Machine.
An exploration group used Bidirectional Long Short Term
Memory (BiLSTM) for classification of Bangla news articles
[16]. They used Gensim and fastText model for vectorization
of their text. Their Dataset contained around 1 million articles
and 8 different categories. They got 85.14% accuracy for
BiLSTM for their Dataset.
III. METHODOLOGY

TABLE I.
Category
Economics
Entertainment
International
Science &Technology
Sports
Total

No. of Docs
285
285
285
285
285
1425

TABLE II.
Category
Economics
Entertainment
International
Science & Tech
Sports
Total

DETAILS OF DATASET I
Words/Doc(Average)
433
380
299
381
349
367

DETAILS OF DATASET II

No. of Docs
20858
36791
37176
15117
59849
169791

Words/Doc
277
237
235
231
261
250

The goal of this proposed model is to categorize Bangla
news automatically based on the content of the document. In
order to meet this up, some steps are performed such as 1) Data
collection, 2) Data preprocessing, 3) Feature selection and
extraction, 4) Dividing Dataset into training and testing set,
5) Building and fitting models, 6) Category prediction. Fig. 1
depicts an overview of the approach. The details of the steps
are explained in following paragraphs.

B. Data Pre-processing
Data Preprocessing is a technique that is used to convert the
raw data into a clean data set. Preprocessing the data is an
important task and it is essential for getting better accuracy. In
the experiment, the data was processed by several techniques
such as removing empty data from document, tokenization,
punctuation removal and stop word removal, white space
removal, number removal.

A. Data Collection
Data is crucial in machine learning which required a lot of
data to come up with somewhat generalizable models. The
Bangla dataset corpus is built for this research task & the news
articles have been collected from the popular news portal
Prothom Alo online newspaper. News articles of five
categories
such
as
„International‟,
„Economics‟,
„Entertainment‟, „Sports‟, „Science and Technology‟ has been
used for the dataset. This dataset corpus consists of 1425
documents. Each category contains 285 documents, which can
be found at [20]. Details of the dataset are represented in
Table I.

1) Tokenization: Splitting a text into sentences, then
words, and then characters. Based on spaces, texts are broken
down into words and using the list function; words are broken
down into characters.
2) Punctuation, special character and number removal:
Punctuation like ; : । „ " ‟ , ? !, etc. and special character like
@, #, $, %, ^, &, (, *, ), etc. and number that is not important
for classification are removed from the whole Dataset.
3) Stop word removal: High-frequency words common in
every document and have not much influence in the text are
called stop words. Stop words are collected from two different
sources [18]&[19], and combined unique stop words and
increased the number of stopwords. The stop words list that
was build contains 875 stop words, and it can be found at [21].
The list of 361 bangali stop words like “
,
, এ,
এ ,
,
,
, হয়, etc.” All the stop words
are removed from the Dataset for getting better accuracy.
4) Categorical encoding: There are two types of
categorical encoding entitled label encoding and one-hot
encoding. In label encoding, each label is assigned a unique
integer based on alphabetical ordering. On the other hand,
each category is represented as a one-hot vector in one hot
encoding. That means only one bit is hot or true at a time. An
example of a one-hot encoding of a dataset with two
categories is given in Table III. Label encoding technique has
been used for encoding category in machine learning
algorithms and one-hot encoding for multi-layer dense neural
network.

Another dataset is also downloaded from the Kaggle
website [17]. This Dataset contains newspaper articles from
2013 to 2019 from Prothom Alo. The newspaper articles have
already been classified into different categories such as
International, State, Economy, etc. Only five categories,
namely, Entertainment, International, Economic, Sports, and
Technology. In the Table II, the details and statistical analysis
of the whole Dataset are given.

Fig. 1. Overview of Bangla News Classification System.
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TABLE III.

EXAMPLE OF ONE HOT ENCODING

Label 1

Label 2

Label 3

Doc 1

0

0

1

Doc 2

1

0

0

Term Frequency is defined as how frequently the word
appears in the document or corpus. Term frequency can be
defined as:
TF = No. of time word appear in the doc. / Total no. of word
in the doc.

After the data preprocessing step, statistical analysis step is
performed on both Dataset to see if data preprocessing step is
successfully performed and how words are related to each
category. Fig. 2 illustrates the flow chart of the data
preprocessing system. Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 illustrate the 14 most
frequent words of each category of Dataset I and Dataset II. It
is seen that these words are strongly related to corresponding
categories that help the model successfully predict a document
category. After pre-processing step, structure and number of
word is changed on datasets. The detailing after pre-processing
step of the two dataset is given in Table IV and Table V.
C. Feature Selection and Extraction
In this step, string features are converted into numerical
features. Bag of words and TF-IDF model are used for
converting string features into numerical features for
performing the mathematical operation. Dataset I consists of
43404 unique words, and Dataset II that is downloaded from
the Kaggle website [17] consists of 915428 unique words after
data preprocessing. All the words do not have impact on the
classification. So, the most frequent words have been used as
features that have importance to classification. For selecting
features, a Count vectorizer was utilized, which works based
on the frequencies of words. Both datasets‟ model accuracy are
observed in the Count vectorizer approach by considering
different minimum document frequencies and maximum
document frequencies. And for Dataset I, the best result is
found by considering minimum document frequency 10, which
means the words are excluded that are only on 10 or less than
10 documents and maximum document frequency 0.6, which
means the words that are on the 60% document or more than
that. For Dataset II, the highest accuracy is got by considering
minimum frequency 10 and maximum document frequency 0.6
because those words have no significance in determining the
class. In this paper 1320 most frequent words are used as a
feature vector for Dataset I, and the rest of the words are
excluded. For Dataset II, 10,000 most frequent words are used
as a feature vector.
After selecting features, the TF-IDF vectorizer has been
used for feature extraction because count vectorizer doesn‟t
return the proper value. As it is known, count vectorizer only
returns 0 or 1 as the value of a different word which does not
states the transparent frequency of different words from a
document.
1) Bag of words: It is a basic model used in natural
language processing. A bag-of-words is a representation of
text that describes the occurrence of words within a document.
2) TF-IDF: TF-IDF stands for Term Frequency-Inverse
Document Frequency which says the word's importance in the
corpus or Dataset. TF-IDF contain two concept Term
Frequency (TF) and Inverse Document Frequency (IDF).

Inverse document frequency is another concept that is used
for finding out the importance of the word. It is based on the
fact that less frequent words are more informative and
essential. IDF is represented by the formula:
IDF = No of Docs / No of Docs in which the word appears
TF-IDF is a multiplication between TF and IDF value. It
reduces the importance of the common word that is used in a
different document. And only take important words that are
used in classification. TF-IDF matrix of first 10 docs and first
six words of dataset I is given in Table VI.

Fig. 2. Flow Chart of Data Preprocessing System.
TABLE IV.

DATASET I DETAILS AFTER PREPROCESSING

Category

Total Words

Words/Doc

Unique Words

Economics

75379

282

12462

Entertainment

64895

243

15722

International

53174

199

11883

Science and
Technology

65830

244

14381

Sports

62449

230

13300

Total

341702

240

55748

TABLE V.

DATASET II DETAILS AFTER PREPROCESSING

Category

Total Words

Words/Doc

Unique Words

Economics

5071921

243

271773

Entertainment

4972334

135

290961

International

3319266

89

158302

Science and
Technology

1971826

130

147524

Sports

8879569

148

379027

Total

24214916

142

1247587
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Fig. 3. Fourteen most frequent words of each category after data cleaning of Dataset I

Fig. 4. Fourteen most Frequent Words of each Category after Data Cleaning of Dataset II.
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TABLE VI.

TF-IDF MATRIX OF FIRST TEN DOCS AND FIRST SIX WORDS
OF DATASET I
WORD 1

WORD

DOC 1

0

DOC 2
DOC 3

WORD 3

WORD 4

WORD 5

WORD 6

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.038

0

0

0

DOC 4

0

0

0

0

0

0

DOC 5

0

0.038

0

0

0

0

DOC 6

0

0

0

0

0

0

DOC 7

0.032

0.033

0

0

0

0

DOC 8

0

0

0

0

0

0

DOC 9

0

0

0

0

0

0

DOC10

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

E. Splitting Dataset into Training and Testing Set
After Successful feature extraction, Datasets are split into
train and test datasets. Both datasets are divided into 4:1. Four
portions of dataset are used for the training set, and the rest
portion is for testing. That means 80% of data from the datasets
are used for training, and the rest 20% is considered as the
testing. This step is done using the sklearn library, which is
very simple.

each dense layer, one dropout layer added with a 20% dropout
rate.
For the layers between the input and output layer, relu
activation function is used, and in the output layer, the softmax
function is used as an activation function. Before training the
model, the learning process is configured using optimizer and
loss
function.
Here
adam
optimizer
and
categorical_crossentropy is used as optimizer and loss function
respectively to train the model. Different numbers of dense
layers, different numbers of nodes between layers, and
different epochs are used for checking the accuracy of the
model. Finally, the model is built by adding three dense layers.
On the first layer, 750 nodes are added, on the second layer
450 nodes, and on the third layer, 5 nodes are added as the
dataset is of five categories. The multi-layer dense neural
network model for the two datasets is depicted in Fig. 5. The
model is trained in 200 epochs. By doing so, the highest
accuracy is got for both Datasets. Step by step procedure that is
done for building a multilayer dense neural network model for
getting the highest accuracy Bangla news classification is
represented in Fig. 6. How the training loss and accuracy
changes in both Dataset is represented in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8,
respectively.

F. Building and Fitting Models
In this stage, the datasets are fitted into different machine
learning classifier algorithms and neural network.
1) Using machine learning classifier algorithm: Here
several machine learning classifiers used such as Naïve Bayes,
K-Nearest Neighbor, Support Vector Machine, Random
Forest, Decision Tree for the classification of Bangla news &
import sklearn built-in classifier for this.
2) Using multi-layer dense neural network: Here the data
preprocessing technique and feature extraction technique is
the same as machine learning algorithms. However, one hot
encoder is used for encoding the encoding category. For
categorizing task, feed forward neural network is used as
classification algorithm. It is organized in the form of multiple
layers. In the proposed model, dense layer has been used. Feed
forward neural network consists of the input layer, the hidden
layers and the output layer. Dataset generated Input patterns
are transmitted from input layer to next layer which is also
called by first hidden layer. Later output from the first hidden
layer is being used as the input of the second hidden layer.
The same process continueing untill reach the last hidden
layer. Finally, the output of the last hidden layer is being used
as the input of output layer or last layer. For building such
model, Sequential model has been used. This model uses a
linear stack of layers. The most common layer is a dense layer
which is a regular densely connected neural network layer
with all the weights and biases. In the first layer input shape is
determined since the following layers can make automatic
shape inference. To build the Sequential model, layers one by
one are added in order. Total three dense layers used. After

(a) For dataset I

(b) For dataset II

Fig. 5. Multi-layer Dense Neural Network Model.

Fig. 6. Step by Step Procedure of Feed-forward Multi-layer Dense Neural
Network for Bangla News Classification.
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IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
In this section, the performances of the model are analyzed
on different machine learning algorithms and neural network
for both Datasets.

Fig. 7. Training and Validation Accuracy and Loss for Dataset I.

Fig. 8. Training and Validation Accuracy and Loss for Dataset II.

G. Category Prediction
After fitting Dataset to classifier, the main job is to predict
category. In this stage, the model is trained to predict the test
data that are unseen to the machine. If any vectorized sample of
Bangla news is given to the model, it can predict the category
of the sample data. Here for training, as different classifiers are
used such as Naïve Byes, Decision Tree, K-Nearest Neighbors,
Support Vector Machine, Random Forest, and also the model
which is made by neural network can predict the category of
vectorized sample data.
The model and vectorizer are saved as a pickle file and then
it is used to classify. A random sample is given to the model
and it successfully classifies the random sample. A screenshot
of the random testing is given in Fig. 9.

Fig. 9. Screenshot of Output of Successfully Classifying given Sample.

A. Accuracy of Model
Onfusion matrix is a presentation for summarizing the
performance of a classification algorithm. The confusion
matrix for all classifier algorithms is given in Fig. 10 and
Fig. 11 for Dataset I and Dataset II, respectively. By judging
the confusion matrix the best model can be decided. From this
matrix, the accuracy, precision, recall, and f1-score of the built
model can be calculated. For different classifiers, different
confusion matrices are built and from those confusion matrices,
the accuracy, precision, recall, and f1-score of different
classifiers is calculated. The performances of the different
models are represented in Tables VII and VIII for dataset I and
dataset II respectively and the highest precision, recall and
accuracy category wise for all the classifiers are shown as bold
font. Overall performance of different classifier model is
shown in Tables IX and X for both dataset respectively. Here,
highest accuracy, precision and recall, and f1-score of
algorithms are shown also as bold font. Fig. 12 is a plot of the
accuracy of different classifiers for both datasets. F1-score of
classifiers according to news type is shown on Fig. 13 and
Fig. 14 for Dataset I and Dataset II respectively.
1) Naïve bayes: Both dataset have five categories. From
Tables VII and VIII it is clear that there are variations in
different performance rate for different types of news. For
dataset I Entertainment has the lowest f1-score and for dataset
II sports has the lowest f1-score when Naïve Bayes classifier
is used. If all the categories are combined the accuracy for
Naïve Bayes model is 91.23% and 92.76% for dataset I and
dataset II, respectively.
2) K-Nearest neighbor: The accuracy of this model is
84.81 % for dataset I and 70.4% for dataset II. The lowest
performance rate is found for entertainment category in
dataset I and the same is international category in dataset II.
3) Support vector machine: Support Vector Machine can
be defined over a vector space where the problem is for
finding a decision surface that “best” separates the data points
in two classes [9]. Support Vector Machine has different types
of kernels. The linear kernel is used for the purpose. Overall
accuracy of this model is 89.12% for dataset I and 94.99% for
dataset II. Here science and technology category shows the
lowest performance rate for dataset I and for dataset II sports
category shows the lowest performance.
4) Random forest: For building Random Forest classifier
model entropy criterion and 50 n_estimators are used here and
got accuracy 87.01% for dataset I and 91.4% for dataset II. In
the prediction model the lowest rate of performance is found
in science and technology category for dataset I and sports for
dataset II.
5) Decision tree: The overall accuracy of this model is
62.45% for dataset I and for dataset II accuracy is 79.87%.
Again for dataset I science and technology has the lowest rate
of performance and for dataset II sports has the lowest rate of
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performance in this prediction model. On the other hand the
highest rate of performance is found in sports category for
dataset I and science and technology is for dataset II.
6) Logistic regression: Again, the lowest accuracy is
found for science and technology category in dataset I and
sports category in dataset II in this model.. The highest rate of
performance in the prediction model is sports for dataset I and
science and technology for dataset II. The overall accuracy of
this model is 90.52 % for dataset I and 94.6% for dataset II.
7) SGD classifier: If all the categories are combined to get
the accuracy of the SGD classifier, the accuracy is 88.77% and
93.78% for dataset I and dataset II, respectively. The SGD
confusion matrix is shown in Fig. 10(g) and 11(g) for both
dataset which shows which category has high performance.
For dataset I sports has the highest f1-score and science and
technology category has the lowest f1-score and for dataset II
science and technology has the highest f1-score and sports has
the lowest f1-score.

Fig. 11. Confusion Matrix of different Classifiers for Dataset II.
TABLE VII.
Classifiers

Naïve
Bayes

K-Nearest
Neighbor

RESULT COMPARISON BETWEEN MACHINE ALGORITHMS OF
DATASET I
Category

Precision

Recall

F1-score

Economics

0.94

0.93

0.93

Entertainment

0.83

0.90

0.86

International

0.91

0.92

0.91

Science&Tech

0.92

0.89

0.90

Sports

0.96

0.90

0.93

Economics

0.84

0.93

0.88

Entertainment

0.81

0.81

0.81

International

0.78

0.87

0.82

Science&Tech

0.89

0.78

0.83

Sports

0.91

0.85

0.87

Fig. 10. Confusion Matrix of different Classifiers for Dataset I.
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Support
Vector
Machine

Random
Forest

Decision
Tree

Logistic
Regression

SGD
Classifier

Multi-layer
Dense
Neural
Network

Economics

0.90

0.86

0.88

Science&Tech

0.97

0.97

0.97

Entertainment

0.87

0.88

0.87

Sports

0.89

0.89

0.89

International

0.87

0.92

0.89

Economics

0.91

0.87

0.89

Science&Tech

0.85

0.86

0.85

Entertainment

0.92

0.92

0.92

Random
Forest

Sports

0.96

0.92

0.94

International

0.87

0.90

0.88

Economics

0.85

0.89

0.87

Science&Tech

0.93

0.97

0.95

Entertainment

0.87

0.92

0.89

Sports

0.90

0.74

0.81

International

0.84

0.89

0.86

Economics

0.76

0.75

0.75

Science&Tech

0.84

0.75

0.79

Entertainment

0.81

0.81

0.81

Sports

0.94

0.90

0.92

International

0.73

0.74

0.73

Economics

0.65

0.62

0.63

Science&Tech

0.87

0.88

0.87

Entertainment

0.66

0.65

0.65

Sports

0.67

0.66

0.66

International

0.51

0.68

0.58

Economics

0.93

0.92

0.92

Science&Tech

0.58

0.53

0.55

Entertainment

0.94

0.95

0.94

Decision
Tree

Logistic

Sports

0.79

0.66

0.72

International

0.92

0.93

0.92

Economics

0.91

0.91

0.91

Science&Tech

0.97

0.97

0.97

Entertainment

0.90

0.87

0.88

Sports

0.90

0.87

0.88

International

0.89

0.92

0.90

Economics

0.91

0.91

0.91

Science&Tech

0.86

0.86

0.86

Entertainment

0.93

0.95

0.94

Sports

0.96

0.96

0.96

International

0.93

0.91

0.92

Economics

0.85

0.91

0.88

Science&Tech

0.96

0.98

0.97

Entertainment

0.89

0.90

0.89

Sports

0.89

0.84

0.86

International

0.85

0.90

0.87

Economics

0.94

0.94

0.94

Science&Tech

0.88

0.78

0.82

Entertainment

0.98

0.98

0.98

Sports

0.96

0.94

0.95

International

0.94

0.94

0.94

Economics

0.91

0.93

0.92

Science&Tech

0.91

0.89

0.90

Entertainment

0.93

0.93

0.93

Sports

0.96

0.96

0.96

International

0.90

0.91

0.90

Science&Tech

0.91

0.91

0.91

Sports

1.00

0.96

0.98

Regression

SGD
Classifier

Multi-layer
Dense
Neural
Network

TABLE VIII. RESULT COMPARISON BETWEEN MACHINE LEARNING
ALGORITHMS OF DATASET II
Classifiers

Naïve
Bayes

K-Nearest
Neighbor

Support
Vector
Machine

Category

Precision

Recall

F1-score

Economics

0.91

0.89

0.90

Entertainment

0.92

0.94

0.93

International

0.89

0.93

0.91

Science&Tech

0.96

0.96

0.96

Sports

0.90

0.78

0.83

Economics

0.92

0.66

0.77

Entertainment

0.94

0.57

0.71

International

0.93

0.47

0.62

Science&Tech

0.56

0.98

0.71

Sports

0.88

0.54

0.67

Economics

0.93

0.93

0.93

Entertainment

0.95

0.96

0.95

International

0.93

0.93

0.93

Fig. 12. Accuracy of different Classifier for both Dataset.

Fig. 13. Comparison of f1-score of Dataset I of different Classifier according
to the News Types.
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TABLE IX.

OVERALL PERFORMANCE OF DIFFERENT CLASSIFIER MODEL
ON DATASET I

Classifiers
Type

Fig. 14. Comparison of f1-score of Dataset II of different Classifier according
to the News Types.

8) Multi-layer dense neural network: In this case,
international news for dataset I and science and technology
news for dataset II have the lowest rate of performance. In
Machine learning model it can be seen that, In dataset I, all
classifiers returned lowest performance in science &
Technology category, except Naive Bayes and K-Nearest
Neighbor. Where in dataset II, all classifiers gives lowest
performance in sports category where only K-nearest
neighbour gives lowest performance on other category. But ,it
doesn‟t happen in multi-layer dense neural network model.
The accuracy of this model is also quite impressive. For
dataset I sports and for dataset II, entertainment has the
highest rate of performance. This model has the highest
accuracy comparing the other traditional machine learning
models. The overall accuracy of this model is 92.63% for
dataset I and 95.50% for dataset II.
B. Comparison of Algorithms
Table IX shows that in the traditional machine learning
algorithms for dataset I the highest result comes from the
Naïve Bayes classifier model and Table X shows for dataset II
Support Vector Machine has the highest result. But for both
dataset the highest accuracy comes from multi-layer dense
neural network. That means multi-layer dense neural network
gives the best performance for both dataset. In Table IX it is
also shown that decision tree classifier gives the worst result
for dataset I. On the other hand from Table X, it is shown that
k-nearest neighbor classifier gives the worst result. If the
confusion matrix of Fig. 11(b) is observed it is seen that the
highest false classification is found for k-nearest neighbor.
From Tables IX and X of overall performance, it is shown that
most of the classifiers have low variance and low bias which
indicates the proposed model doesn‟t have underfitting and
overfitting.

Machine
Learning
Algorithm

Neural
Network

Accuracy

Precision

Recall

F1score

Naïve
Bayes

91.23%

91.37%

91.28%

91.32%

K-Nearest
Neighbor

84.81%

85.13%

85.06%

85.09%

Support
Vector
Machine

89.12%

89.41%

89.30%

89.35%

Random
Forest

87.01%

87.20%

87.49%

87.34%

Decision
Tree

62.45%

64.01%

62.29%

63.44%

Logistic
Regression

90.52%

90.72%

90.71%

90.72%

SGD
Classifier

88.77%

88.96%

89.19%

89.08%

Multi-layer
Dense
Neural
Network

92.63%

93%

92.8%

92.8%

Name

TABLE X.

OVERALL PERFORMANCE OF DIFFERENT CLASSIFIER MODEL
ON DATASET II

Classifiers
Type

Machine
Learning
Algorithm

Neural
Network

Accuracy

Precision

Recall

F1score

Naïve
Bayes

92.76%

91.84%

90.24%

91.03%

K-Nearest
Neighbor

70.4%

85.05%

64.6%

73.42%

Support
Vector
Machine

94.99%

93.84%

93.78%

93.81%

Random
Forest

91.4%

91.07%

88.36%

89.7%

Decision
Tree

79.87%

77.03%

76.81%

76.92%

Logistic
Regression

94.6%

93.54%

93.14%

93.34%

SGD
Classifier

93.78%

92.68%

91.92%

92.30%

Multi-layer
Dense
Neural
Network

95.50%

94.6%

94.2%

94.4%

Name
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V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The main focus of this research is to build an automatic
classification system for Bangla News documents. This system
provides users an efficient and reliable access to classified
news from different sources. Different as well as most widely
used machine learning classifiers and multi-layer dense neural
network are used for categorization and a comparison has been
conducted between them. Among the classifier algorithms,
Support Vector machine Classifier provides the best result. In
the model, TF-IDF technique is used for vectorization to fit
data to the classifier.
In future, word2vec model will be used for better result and
for preventing the limitation of TF-IDF model. In TF-IDF
model, more importance is put on the uncommon words. But,
semantic information of the words is not stored in TF-IDF
model.
In this research, multi-layer dense neural network and some
built in classifier like Naïve Bayes classifier, k-nearest
neighbor classifier, random forest classifier, support vector
machine classifier and decision tree classifier were used. In
future, CNN, RNN and other neural network model will be
examined to build the model for better performance.
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Abstract—Arabic is one of the Semitic languages in antiquity
and one of the six official languages of the UN. Also, Arabic
classification plays a significant and essential role in modern
applications. There is a big difference between handling English
text and Arabic text classification; preprocessing is also
challenging for Arabic text. This paper presents the
implementation of a Naïve Bayes classifier for Arabic text with
and without stemmer. A set of four categories and 800
documents were used from the Text Retrieval Conference
(TREC) 2001 dataset. The results showed that Naïve Bayes with
light stemmer achieves better results than Naïve Bayes without
stemmer. The findings of the classifier accuracy by employing
stemmer and without stemmer are as preprocessing. It reveals
that the accuracy resulted from the light stemmer was better
than the classifier without stemmer detection, which Naïve Bayes
Classification with light stemmer got 35.0745 higher than the
Naïve Bayes Classification 33.831% without stemmer. After
contrasting them, the stemmer got better accuracy than the
classifier.
Keywords—Arabic language; light stemming; information
retrieval; Naïve Bayes classification

I.

INTRODUCTION

Machine-readable information is available in large and
increasing quantities that complicate comprehension and use.
Machine learning (ML) provides tools that help organize vast
numbers of texts and detect them automatically [1]. Feature
selection is the most significant application in ML. Feature
selection, by identifying the most salient features for learning,
the interest of the learning algorithm sheds the lights on the
most valuable data for analysis and future prediction [1-4]. The
ideas were adopted from test theory to develop a technique for
correlation-based feature selection and estimate a group of ML
algorithms that taught a different group of natural and artificial

problems. The feature selection is easy and fast to implement;
it removes irrelevant and repetitive data and its ability to
enhance the learning algorithms' performance in many cases.
The results of this technology can be contrasted with a modern
feature selector elicited from the literature but require much
less computation. In the current research, the domain of Arabic
documents will be used to decrease features number and
promote the performance detection of the Arabic document.
There is no comprehensive definition of the Arabic
language. Some Arabic language documents or emails may
have some unwanted words or samples; this email detects spam
due to unwanted email messages; not all Arabic emails are
spam. And the commercial email that is spam [5], spam as the
name suggests, is unwanted emails, but there is a general
question, what are junk emails? Although Arabic is known to
many users, it is difficult to see the definition of both the
Arabic language and unwanted messages.
This paper is organized as the following. Section 2 provides
a review of previous related studies. The background of the
study on Arabic classifiers is tackled by Section 3. The steps
followed during the experiment present in Section 4. Section 5
shows the experimental setup and results. Finally, Section 6
discusses the conclusion and future work.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Text Classification (TC) is considered as a form of
supervised learning task which involves assigning documents
with predefined category labels depending on the suggested
likelihood by a set of labeled training documents. Before the
ML approach emerged in TC, knowledge engineering was the
most common way in which the expertise of those working in
the field was utilized. A set of rules was manually created into
document classification within predefined categories [6]
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explained that ML recruitment in TC presented several
advantages as it lower cost and time in terms of the expert
workforce only without any effect on precision. TC problems
often present as a group of D documents and a group of S
predefined categories with the significant purpose of assigning
each (d i , c j ) pair with a Boolean value (d i = ∈ D and c j = ∈ S).
An indeed given (d i , c j ) value represents the decision of
allocating document d i to class c j ; however, a falsely assigned
(d i , c j ) value represents otherwise. Formally speaking, the
primary task is the approximation of the obscure objective
function f: D × S → {True, False} [4], which clarifies an actual
method of classifying the documents through the classification
function f': D × S → {True, False} in a manner there will be a
minimal number of decisions off and f' that do not correspond.
Several learning algorithms have been developed and
applied to TC. Among them includes k-Nearest Neighbor
(KNN), Decision Tree (DT), Neural Networks, and Naive
Bayesian (NB) [7-10].

hierarchical classification of documents generally requires the
subdivision of the classification problem into smaller
classification tasks. Some of the previous studies that
addressed hierarchical document classification are [13-16].
TC using ML techniques entails a preprocessing of the
texts, which require the transformation of the document into
suitable forms for applying the learning algorithms. [17]
introduced the commonly used vector space model called
document representation. This model represents each document
as a vector with each separate dimension corresponding to the
word distinct occurring for all the words in the document. Text
classifiers are applied for crime detection and weather
prediction. In addition, they are also used to detect and track
Arabic over documents. Table I showed the Arabic
classification process is both detailed and benchmarked with
previous works.
TABLE I.

THE PROCESS OF ARABIC CLASSIFICATION

The author in [11] compared these learning techniques and
concluded that they all perform equally when there are more
than 300 documents in each category. However, DT, KNN,
and LLSF performed better than neural networks and Naïve
Bayes Classification (NB) when there are fewer than ten
positive training documents in each category.

Training Phase

Testing Phase

Language preprocessing

Language preprocessing

Stemming and stop word removal,
Tokenization, Normalization.

Stemming and stop word removal,
Tokenization, Normalization.

Removal

Removal

Collection of Word

Collection of Word

Although several supervised ML approaches have been
applied to TC, the task still demands the extra effort to
predefine the categories and assign category labels to the
training set documents. In large and dynamic text databases,
this can be a complicated task. According to [6], inter-indexer
inconsistency is another phenomenon that makes TC
complicated. Accordingly, two experts may disagree on the
category to designate a document. For example, a story about
Bill Clinton and Monika Lewinsky could be classified under
politics, gossip, both types, or neither category based on the
subjective decision of human indexer [6]. The first synthesis
that motivates us to discuss this is as follows:

Representation

Representation

TFIDF

TFIDF

Classifier

Classifier

Naïve Bayesian

Naïve Bayesian

Evaluation Accuracy

Evaluation Accuracy

• A large number of classification text.
• A large feature space.
TC's applications include document organization,
hierarchical web page categorization, and text filtering.
Document organization indicates the task of structuring
documents into folders (maybe flat or hierarchical). For
example, the incoming adverts to an editorial office may be
grouped into categorized like Cars, Real Estate, Computers,
etc., before publication. Conversely, text filtering indicates to
the classification of a dynamic group of documents to relevant
and irrelevant groups. This is illustrated in a news system in
which articles in a newspaper are filtered from a news agency
[6]. For instance, the delivery of news unrelated to sports in a
sports newspaper will be blocked. Likewise, incoming
messages may be classified as Arabic or not Arabic by a
document filter in a bid to block Arabic message delivery [12].
The hierarchical classification process is one of the most
flexible processes in the web browsing process due to the ease
of navigating the hierarchical form of the categories and
directing the search to a specific type instead of putting a
general query on a search engine for general purposes. The

III. BACKGROUND OF STUDY
A. Document Preprocessing
As indicated earlier, the scheme of document grouping in
which intra-group similarities are high and low [18]. The
essential process is preprocessing due to its significant role in
improving and developing these schemes for any classifiers.
The text analyst should take into account the relationship
between preprocessing and similar measures on Document
Classification. Performing preprocessing of documents is an
essential process for classifying documents that are
implemented by applying ML techniques.
Reference [18] pointed out that the significance of such
stage in Document Classification is attributed to the presence
of large numbers of unnecessary words present in the
documents, many of which negatively influence classification
rather than help in that. Using documents as a whole with
unnecessary words is complicated. There are many of these
words. The researchers themselves presented some nonessential utterances that may be found in the documents. The
terms are classified into conjunctions, other grammatically
based categories, particles, and that are typically employed
without providing any assistance to the researcher in the
classification of the document. In addition to some of the
words presented by researchers like these words in the English
language "ate, eaten, eat" and " اﻻﻛﻞ,  ﯾﺆﻛﻞ, " أﻛﻠﺖin Arabic
language, it is possible to decrease the number of the unique
document words. Hence, we conclude that documents free of
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unnecessary words are applied to them with appropriate prior
treatment, and this would improve and increase the
performance of the Document Classification approach.
After applying this step, the documents must be converted
into a form appropriate for the representation process. Thus,
the learning algorithms application is conducted. Then work
will be done to remove unnecessary words like special markers
and punctuation marks. To perform this process, many
commonly used tasks, namely normalization, tokenization,
stop-word removal, and mainly stemming, needed to be done.
These tasks will be illustrated below, according to the review
of previous studies.
B. Classification Algorithm
In the supervised algorithms, it is assumed that the
categorical structure of a given database is already known. The
supervised algorithms require a set of labeled documents to
map documents into the predefined labels. As mentioned
previously, it is challenging to determine the category and
correct label of the training sets, particularly in large databases.
Hence, this section will focus on the commonest supervised
algorithm, NB.
NB is one of the common ML techniques. It depends on the
Bayes' theorem, which claims to have strong (naive) and
cumulative independence assumptions. A thorough description
of the fundamental probability model theorem serves as the
independent feature for the NB. A proper NB classifier could
simply presume that there is no relationship between the
existence or absence of a given class feature with that of any
other feature. Also, and considers a simple probabilistic-based
classifier. This assumption is expressed as follows:
P(𝐶𝑖 |𝑑) =

𝑃(𝐶𝑖 )𝑃(𝑑|𝐶𝑖 )

A. DataSet
The dataset includes a set specifically designed to assess
the extraction of the Arabic text for Arabic classifiers created
as part of TREC 2001. The group has 383,872 Arabic
documents, mostly newswire dispatches issued by Agence
France Press (AFP) between 1994 and 2000 [19]. Ground truth
and standard TREC queries have been created for such
collection: 25 queries were considered part of TREC 2001
(Technology, 2001). The collection of queries has matching
relevance judgments produced utilizing the pooling technique.
Based on that, part of TREC 2001 is defined for classifiers as
in Table II, which include four classes along with a group of
documents (a gross of 800 documents).
B. Normalization
The steps of normalization ensure a specific characters'
order that allows multiple variants. The reason behind the
importance of data normalization for Arabic experiments is
attributed to the fact that different encoding guidelines might
either be used or not used at all by newspaper article and
sometimes occurs in the same language. The following steps
pinpoint the normalization of corpus and quires employed by
[20]:
• Punctuation Removal.
• The removal of diacritics. Some entries consisted of
weak vowels. Such elimination enabled text to become
compatible.
• The removal special characters and numbers.
• Substituting آ,  أ, and  إwith ا.

(1)

𝑃(𝑑)

Where 𝑃(Ci |𝑑) it indicates a previous possibility of
category 𝐶𝑖 in the presence of another instanced, 𝑃(Ci )
represents the possibility of category 𝐶𝑖 which might be
calculated through:
𝑃(𝐶𝑖 ) =

IV. EXPERIMENT PROCESS

𝑁𝑖

(2)

𝑁

where 𝑁𝑖 = the number of documents belonging to the
category 𝐶𝑖 , and 𝑁 represents categories number, 𝑃(𝑑|Ci )
represent the possibility of d document belongs to the given
category𝐶𝑖 , as well as P(d) is the possibility of instance d.
clarifies the complete NB pseudocode.
• BEGIN: about all the available values.

• Substituting the end of  ىwith ي.
• Substituting the end of  ةwith ه.
C. The Removal of Stop-Words
Terms that usually frequently appeared in every document
are so-called stop-words. These terms give no hint of their core
document contents. Stop-words are determined so that a stopwords list could be established [21] . For that, an important
thing in the Arabic system to omit stopping words from
documents during preprocessing. Consequently, it is omitted
from the group of indexed terms. Since there is no unified stopwords list of Arabic systems that can be used in classification
systems. In this study, Khoja stop-words list tested with light10
stemmer [22].

• Follow the rules for every individual value as:

TABLE II.

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION OF ARABIC DATA SET

Calculate and count the values of the classes
appearing.

Categories

# of document

1

200

o

Obtain the class, which is frequently occurring.

2

200

o

Make the rule, which connects this particular class
with instance values.

3

200

4

200

o

o

Find out the rate at which the error occurred for the
rule.

o

Choose the rules with the minor error rate END.
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D. Tokenization
Converting a word into a distinctive word in text processing
is a highly significant step. The tokenization process bears the
responsibility of splitting the text into tokens, defining
boundaries, words, numbers, and abbreviations. Arabic text
tokenization is an important initial step as part of preprocessing phase. To define the complete word, in such a
paper, the word was considered bound by white space marks to
tokenize the Arabic text. Most importantly, the stemming
process is regarded as the follow-up step after tokenization and
the removal of stop-words.
E. Stemming
The term stemming indicates an approach of conflation that
seeks to locate a common stem for a group of words in a text
[23, 24]. For the conflation process, we used light10 stemmer
by following the same process used by Larkey’s [25]:
• They are deleting ""( "وand") if the rest of the word has
greater than or equal to three letters. Regardless of the
importance of deleting" و," it considers also problematic
due to the fact that many popular Arabic words begin
with this letter. Therefore, the length standard is more
stringent here than the specific definite articles.

Here, FP, FN, TP, and TN are described thus:
• False Positives (FP): The negative examples are
wrongly projected as positive.
• False Negatives (FN): positive instances which are
wrongly predicted as negative.
• True Positives (TP): The positive examples that are
correctly projected as positive.
• True Negatives (TN): The negative instances which are
correctly predicted as negative.
The accuracy rate (ACC) is the commonly used estimation
measure on the ground that estimates the classifier efficiency
depends on its proportion of correct projections. The ACC of a
classifier is calculated as follows:
𝐴𝐶𝐶 = ((𝑇𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁)/ (𝑇𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁 + 𝐹𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁)) ∗ 100
TABLE IV.

• Table III shows the eliminated strings. Both
conjunctions and definite articles are considered
'prefixes'. Light10 stemmer does not omit any character
that can be considered an Arabic prefix.
TABLE III.

PREFIXES AND SUFFIXES THAT ARE ELIMINATED
THROUGHOUT LIGHT 10

Prefixes

Suffixes

 و، ﻟﻞ، ﻓﺎل، ﻛﺎل، ﺑﺎل، وال،ال

 ي، ة، ه، ﯾﺔ، ﯾﮫ، ﯾﻦ، ون، ات، ان،ھﺎ

F. Estimation
To complete estimation, Term Frequency (TF) x Inverse
Document Frequency (IDF)) (TF x IDF) weighting was used
for the weighting calculated as.
𝑁

𝑤𝑖 = 𝑡𝑓𝑖 . 𝑙𝑜𝑔 � �
𝑑𝑓

(3)

In classification problems, the estimation measures are
generally determined from a matrix by employing a group of
incorrectly and correctly categorized for each class (called the
confusion matrix). Table IV revealed the confusion matrix for
a binary categorization problem with classes that are merely
positive and negative.

CONFUSION MATRIX

Projected Class
True Class

Positive

Negative

Positive

TP

FN

Negative

FP

TN

• Omitting every definite article, as this omission leaves
word length greater than or equal to two letters.
• Dwelling into the list of suffixes once in the order (right
to left) as shown in Table III, omitting every one of
them that were at the end of the word if these omitting
leaves word length greater than or equal to two letters.

(4)

V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS
As soon as the documents of the text are processed, they go
through the classification tasks that occur by both stemming
and converting them to an appropriate format. The collection
of the document is classified twice for evaluation objectives.
The first categorization is without stemmer, in which document
collection occurs before stemming and applies to documents,
whereas the second categorization is referred to as light
stemmer that is used for the document collection. In respect of
the available classifier approach, the overall dataset is
classified for cross-validation. In conclusion, the crossvalidations are classified as well as those in [26] for estimation.
The remaining folds are employed for testing objectives,
whereas K-fold cross-validation, K - 5 folds are used for
validation and training.
Table V reveals the findings of the classifier accuracy by
employing stemmer and without stemmer as preprocessing. It
reveals that the accuracy resulted from the light stemmer was
better than the classifier without stemmer detection, which the
NB with light stemmer got 35.0745 higher than the NB
33.831% without stemmer. After contrasting them, the
stemmer got better accuracy than the classifier. The last
evaluation by employing the number of features revealed that
without stemmer worse in decreasing the number of features,
whereas stemmer was better, as shown in Table V.
TABLE V.

EFFECT OF THE LIGHT STEMMER AND WITHOUT STEMMER
USING NB AS A CLASSIFIER

Stemmer

Without Stemmer

Light Stemmer

Accuracy

33.830846

35.074627

#features

91756

46167
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VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The experiments revealed that applied stemmer as
preprocessing on our data set considers significant. Therefore,
it has a substantial impact on the NB classifier on side accuracy
and features number. Without stemmer, it does not
significantly impact our dataset, as illustrated in Fig. 1 and 2.
Major weakness concerning the without stemmer in
preprocessing pertains to the dimensionality of terms requiring
the second contribution to fill the huge term called feature
selection. The critical concepts to be taken from the web to
improve Arabic preprocessing are indicated. Therefore, the real
datasets are employed in the experiments of this study. The
primary finding regarding stemmer is essential for
categorization. As stated earlier, it is better than with stemmer.
In general, the finding is inconclusive due to the effect of
classification or the chosen features revealed.

Fig. 2. Effect of Number of Features using with/without Stemmer.

Nevertheless, the central related weakness without stemmer
in preprocessing is the dimensionality of terms revealed, which
requires future work to bridge the gap concerning huge terms
number called feature selection. This study answers the
question regarding the effects of classifiers algorithms on
Arabic classifiers with/without employing stemming of words
and the purpose of investigating the performance of the used
NB as Arabic classifiers on the classification performance
with/without the employment stemming of terms.

Fig. 1. Performance of Arabic Classifier using with/without Stemmer.

A lot of open questions of the study are unanswered.
Content classification considers a significant research area that
provides various directions for additional studies. As a result,
this section presents some suggestions for future research.
Future studies conducted in this field are recommended to read
this paper to try different classifiers and contrast their
performance by employing various stemmer's algorithms. Also,
using feature selection strategies for reducing the
dimensionality of terms in the datasets as well as choosing the
best features depending on their relevancy and significance to
the subject class.
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Abstract—Personal daily movement patterns have a longitudinal impact on the individual’s decision-making in traveling.
Recent observation on human travel raises concerns on the impact
of travel behavior changes on many aspects. Many travel-related
aspects like traffic congestion management and effective land-use
were significantly affected by travel behavior changes. Existing
travel behavior modeling (TBM) were focusing on assessing
traffic trends and generate improvement insights for urban
planning, infrastructure investment, and policymaking. However,
literature indicates limited discussions on recent TBM adaptation
towards future technological advances like the integration of
autonomous vehicles and intelligent traveling. This survey paper
aims to provide overview insights on recent advances of TBM
including notable classifications, emerging challenges, and rising
opportunities. In this survey, we reviewed and analyzed recently
published works on TBM from high-quality publication sources.
A taxonomy was devised based on notable characteristics of
TBM to guide the classification and analysis of these works.
The taxonomy classifies recent advances in TBM based on type
of algorithms, applications, data sources, technologies, behavior
analysis, and datasets. Furthermore, emerging research challenges and limitations encountered by recent TBM studies were
characterized and discussed. Subsequently, this survey identified
and highlights open issues and research opportunities arise from
recent TBM advances for the future undertaking.
Keywords—Travel behavior; travel behavior modeling; prediction modeling; intelligent traveling

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Personal daily movement habit cumulatively influences the
decision-making approach of the individual when traveling.
Recent observation on human travels raises concerns on the
impact of recent travel behavior changes towards many aspects
including traffic management, transport planning, and decisionmaking. Researchers carried out travel behavior studies with
the goal of understanding human travel behavior via analytical
approach. The main goal of travel behavior studies is to
generate translational travel behavior model for facilitating
prediction analysis for travel planning insights. Therefore,
Travel Behavior Modeling (TBM) is introduced as costefficient and timesaving approach for supporting that goal.
Traffic management are severely affected by increasing traffic
congestion occurrence due to human travel behavior. Recent
observation pointed out the increases of inferior travel habit
like slow driving style that further amplified by faulty road
condition and crowded area. These behaviors and external
factors eventually cause indirect losses on many aspects.
Massive transport congestion in the US costed the economy
with average wasted 5.5B work hours, more than 2.9B gallons

of fuel, and more $100 billion per year. China also faced
similar problem with consequences of increasing annual travel
cost that currently priced at $1,126 per person [1]. Victoria
Transport Policy Institute highlighted that traffic congestion
is the leading cause of critical delay, high fuel consumption
and economic wastage in the US. This issue has considerably
contributed towards decline in trade and growth. This expense
is expected to rise by 2020 to the extent of $121B [2].
Future travel behavior is expected to change drastically
soon due to mainstream popularity of autonomous vehicles and
smart travel technologies. Increasing adaptation of autonomous
vehicles eventually change how human travel, consequently
impacting travel behavior norms and environment [3]. The use
of autonomous vehicles increases travel mileage with reduced
share of slowing traffics with other slow-mode public transports. These changes are already reflected in growth pattern in
many dispersed urban cities. Eventually, autonomous vehicles
reduce the need for private vehicles and provide extraneous
conveniences for user despite its minor contribution towards
parking congestion. A recent study reported the implications of
substituting all private motor vehicles with shared autonomous
vehicles (SAV) in Berlin, Germany [4]. Their findings indicates
that the substitution is likely to decrease the number of cars
that accommodates private travel demand by 91%. In addition,
the number of vehicles that accommodates travel demand in
Lisbon are expected to decrease by 95% with the introduction
of SAV [5]. Moreover, travel demand involving family-sharing
private vehicles are also expected to significantly decrease
due to redundant purpose [6]. However, such substitution in
Atlantis, US only observe minor decrease of only 9.5% due
to lower priority on accommodating individual travel demand.
In addition, the association of travel behavior with socioeconomic (income, household composition) indicates land-use
patterns that is leveraged to assess the mobility of individual
traveler [7]. TBM is expected to play significant roles in
realizing these future endeavors due to its direct role towards
predicting traveler choices.
Many studies were conducted over the years in developing
methods, algorithms, and models for TBM. Such examples
of modeling are Short-term Travel Behavior Prediction [8],
Intra-Household TBM [9], Sense Place TBM [10], Markov
Travel Model [11], and Inferring Structural Models [12].
These modeling were built for facilitating prediction on travel
demand and travel decision. Many TBM studies analyzes and
diagnoses travel behavior pattern at individual level [13], [14],
[15], [16]. Eventually, specific modeling for this scale were
developed like Individual TBM [14], Regret-based Choice
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Model [13], Rethinking TBM [16] and Heterogeneous TBM
[15]. With the upcoming changes from autonomous vehicles
adaptation, land-use transposition, we can anticipate that TBM
holds many potentials with lasting impact towards improving
this aspect.
This survey aims to provide overview insights on recent
advances of travel behavior modeling including emerging
trends, challenges, and opportunities. Gaining latest insights
on travel behavior modeling eventually contribute towards
driving forward many sectors like transportation, tourism, and
urban development. In this survey, recent published works
on TBM from quality journals and established conferences
indexed by Web of Science (WoS) were reviewed. A taxonomy
was devised based on the survey to classify recent TBM
advances based on many notable aspects. Furthermore, the
problems and issues addressed by recent work were reviewed
to derive the existing research challenges in TBM. Moreover,
this survey analyzed the reported limitations and future works
to highlight any persistent issues or opportunities in TBM for
future studies. The main contributions of this survey paper are:
1)

2)
3)

A taxonomy of travel behavior modeling that classifies TBM based on algorithms, applications, data
collection techniques, technologies, travel behaviors,
models, and datasets.
A summarization of emerging trends on research
challenges and limitations in implementing TBM in
present applications.
A summarization of open issues and opportunities
from recent advances in TBM for future undertaking.

The content of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains the fundamentals of travel behavior modeling
including definitions, process, and terminologies. Section 3
introduces the devised taxonomy of travel behavior modeling
based on the conducted survey including characterizations and
instances of each classification. Section 4 then presents the
summarization of identified research challenges and limitations
from existing TBM. Section 5 then highlights the open issues
and opportunities arises from recent TBM advances for future
studies. Finally, Section 6 presents the conclusions for this
paper.
II.

Fig. 1. Functional Model of Travel Behavior Modeling.

Travel behavior analysis starts by anticipating the mindset
of traveler associated with travel measurement, pattern understating, and travel reviews. In general, TBM is utilized
to process these variables to generate prediction on travel
decision and travel demand. TBM learns user activities based
on recorded travel experiences information like time, place,
and mode of transportation. TBM then diagnose, understand,
and response to the change of activities and subsequently predict future travel decision. Eventually, the generated prediction
should accommodate travel habits and transportation in future
travel based on the preferences and lifestyle of the user. Fig.
1 summarizes the framework of overall processes and related
attributes in travel behavior modeling.
To help readers in understanding the remaining contents
in this paper, we specify the working terminologies that are
commonly used as follows:
•
•

•
•

T RAVEL B EHAVIOR M ODELING

This section introduces the fundamentals of travel behavior
modeling including the underlying concepts, definitions, and
working terminologies. The presented fundamentals offer general information on travel behavior modeling for understanding
the remaining contents in this paper.
The origin of travel behavior modeling started by the
introduction of behavioral modeling to systems theory and
control theory in 1970s [17]. Behavior modeling addresses
the conventional approaches’ inconsistencies on state-space,
transfers, and convolution representations. Eventually, behavior
modeling is adapted in many event or activity analysis over
the years including travel behavior analysis. Travel behavior
analysis is important in supporting sustainable development
in parallel with society growth and technological advances.
Travel behavior studies are carried out to explore human travel
behavior’s impacts towards fuel consumption, environment,
urban development, and citizen upbringing.

Algorithms: Processing operations or rule sets of the
analysis models created by travel behavior modeling.
Applications: Computer programs or software that
implemented travel behavior modeling as core function with the purpose of facilitating travel behavior
analysis.
Models: Machine learning models created based on
statistical or mathematical approach to extract and
learn behavior patterns from travel datasets.
Industries: Industrial domains, sectors, or fields of the
applied travel behavior modeling.

III.

TAXONOMY OF T RAVEL B EHAVIOR M ODELING

This section introduces the taxonomy on travel behavior
modeling based on the conducted survey as illustrated in Fig.
2. This taxonomy classifies travel behavior modeling based on
algorithms, applications, data sources, technologies, analysis,
models, and testing datasets. Characterizations of each travel
behavior modeling classification are presented as follows.
A. Travel Behavior Modeling Algorithms
Our taxonomy classifies the algorithms of recent TBM
advances based on the algorithm objectives and approaches.
The algorithms of recent TBM advances are classified and
characterized as follows.
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Fig. 2. Taxonomy of Travel Behavior Modeling.

1) Traveling Salesman: The crucial aspect in travel behavior modeling is the efficiency of behavior modeling optimization. Optimizing algorithm like Traveling Salesman are used
in several instances such as benchmarking, performance comparison, algorithm selection, algorithm analysis, and algorithm
comparison. Optimizing algorithm model is achieved using
two ways: (1) fitting nonlinear curves with fixed semantics and
(2) training artificial neural networks on benchmark results. A
study demonstrated effective travel behavior modeling based
on Traveling Salesman algorithm by using model optimization
approach [18].
2) Word2Vec: Albeit the various methods available for
analyzing travel demand prediction, automatic translation and
word prediction are crucial in facilitating the analysis. The
Word2vec algorithm allows the recalibration of PyTre packages on supporting automated translation and prediction via
natural language processing (NLP). By leveraging natural
language processing, performance measurement on testing
or training dataset is carried out swiftly. Despite the swift
advantages, the algorithm is limited by its stochastic nature that
eventually requires implementation via deliberate experimental
design. In addition, integrating model like Rethinking Travel
Behavior (RTB) is viable in the algorithm development to
support performance measurement. RTB model predicts the
travel demand based on mode, trip purpose, education level,
family type, and occupation. Furthermore, the model utilizes
the same datasets throughout processing for consistency [16].
3) Restricted Boltzmann Machine: This algorithm enables
consideration of information heterogeneity and variable correlations in processing that commonly occurs on large scale
datasets. A recent study investigated on generative machine
learning approaches by analyzing multiple discrete-continuous
(MDC) travel behavior event from 293,330 travel data [19].
RBM-based algorithm performs significantly better in modeling behavior with larger datasets due to increased modeling
accuracy and future forecasting. The study proposed a framework that recommends RGM-based algorithm implementation
based on different instances of route choice, dynamic road
pricing, and traffic simulation application.

4) Deep Neural Network: Taking advantages of the
prowess of deep learning, researchers start to implement deep
neural network model to predict travel choices pattern. A
recent study proposed a deep neural network structure model
that allows many additional structural settings like hidden
layer structure, activation functions, number of training epochs,
dropout ratio, and learning set ratio [20]. The proposed approach leverages deep learning capabilities to models traveler
behavior using deep neural network structure.
5) ALBATROSS: Machine learning identifies that versatile
application which is related to the ALBATROSS model using
decision trees. Through this model, researchers can focus
more on freight transport research, feature engineering, driver
behavior, data extraction from digital media and the GPS
trajectories that are focusing on transport research [21].
B. Travel Behavior Modeling Applications
In general, travel behavior modeling applications aim to
support event pattern analysis on travel demand and planning.
However, the applications comprise of different features depending on the travel sectors or the scale of users it covers.
Instances of application and its distinct features are presented
as follows.
1) GTPlanner: GTPlanner uses TBM for facilitating transportation system planning by generating travel insights based
on user preferences and duration [22]. GTPlanner is an exemplary educational travel advisor by promoting the impact
of individual traveling modes which consequently fostering
quality travel behaviors. GTPlanner also features rudimentary
trip planner that allows en route behavior changes tracking and
generates latest insight prospects.
2) SmartMo: SmartMo is a mobile-based application for
gathering traveler real-time information and generate real-time
travel insights. SmartMo gathers and assess event information
like pre-trip (mode of transportation and trip purpose), on-trip
(start trip, route tracking and end trip), and post-trip(upload).
Taking advantages of traveler event information, SmartMo
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enables real-time route checking, insights update, data autonomy, data security, and time efficiency for monitoring traveler
behavior [23].
3) Mobile ICT: Nowadays, mobile devices like smartphone
and tablets plays significant role in facilitating travel activities
with travel planning and social networking features. Travel
planning is simpler than ever before, when smart devices
and applications have become mainstream in human culture.
Planning tasks like browsing travel date, mode of travel,
destination, and coordinating trip decisions are easily carried
out via mobile devices. With mobile devices, travelers can fully
utilize any online advantages to maximize the travel outcomes
throughout the trip duration. Such instances of outcomes
including increased count of places visited, social gatherings
attended, and trips planned in groups [24]. Empowered by
mobile computing, travel behavior and tourist business also
change drastically over the years [25]. Travel behavior comprises 5 core phases: dreaming (reviews, blogs, travelers’ experiences), planning (information and travel guidance), booking
(flight, accommodation, bus, car, and tours), experiencing (on
demand booking and maps) and sharing (friends, relatives, and
social network) [26].
4) Interactive Online Accessbility Mapping (IOAM): Interactive web usability mapping facilitates many traveling
purposes like commuting, school, healthcare, lodging, social
activities, and entertainment. IOAM features four transportation modes: walking, biking, vehicle transit, and selected
destination requirements. A recent study investigated the role
of IOAM in facilitating users on understanding travel behavior.
The study reported that participants with access to IOAM
valued the tool in understanding residential location and travelrelated decision-making process [27].
C. Travel Behavior Modeling Data Sources
Working data for TBM are originated from various sources
like social media, crowdsourcing, or service providers. Many
TBM studies work with data generated using survey-based approach that utilizes user interviews and online questionnaires.
Such instances of data sources that were found in the survey
are related with intra-household, campus, location-based tool,
social media, and ride-hailing services. The characterizations
of each related data sources are discussed as follows.
1) Intra-Household: Modeling and forecasting traveler’s
time preference takes account on several individual aspects
into consideration like demographics, situational, psychological, and sociological. For instance, predicting bus travel
time preferences largely dependent on parameters of different
modes and actors like bus drivers, other bus users, and other
metro users [11]. Another instance is the modeling of individual travel behavior based on intra-household interactions
via datasets of 67K trips made by 3.5K individuals [9]. In
general, suitable data collection techniques for this type of
TBM relies heavily on the individual familiar sense of the
location. Another instance is the modeling of travel decision
among users between two shopping centers in California via
719 survey data [10]. The utilized TBM assess movement
patterns between two traveler vehicles based on two factors:
energy conservation and environmental protection. Another
instance of intra-household consideration in TBM is travel

activity assessment for addressing fuel consumption, car uses,
and gas emission in South India [28].
2) Campus: The goal of using TBM for modeling individual travel behavior in campus is to generate mapping on daily
transport travel demand. For instance, Dalhousie University,
Canada carried out a travel survey among its campus residents
pertaining travel activities and environmental awareness. The
survey gathered information from campus residents like resident’s work, entertainment activities, social activities, formal
education activities, and shopping activities [29]. In addition,
many travel projects especially from European countries often generated their travel behavior datasets using GPS with
volunteer participants from urban cities.
3) Location-Based Tool & Services: The rapid advances
of location-based services have turned location-based tool into
a powerful data gathering and communication methods. For
instance, a study observed travel check-in behavior from social
media data by analyzing its location-based social network
(LBSN) features [30]. Their findings reveal contrasting pattern
of check-in behavior between weekday and weekend activities,
with emergences of unique patterns exhibited by different gender. Their study demonstrated on how spatial pattern of checkin mapping surface density and smoothness are ascertained
using kernel density estimation (KDE) associated ArcGIS.
4) Social Media: Social media has become the mainstream
online interaction platform for discussing or sharing opinions
and experiences on traveling. Social media usage on traveling
topics holds myriads of information like patterns and reviews
of past traveling events recorded by many travelers. Social
media network like Facebook, Twitter, and Yelp can generate
enriched travel movement behavior data via location-based
sharing features [31]. In their study, Rashidi et al. reviewed
many possible methods for analyzing travel-related social
media data effectively [32]. They highlighted that the geotagging features are leveraged by city planners and business
premises to understand the urban dynamic of their areas.
Gaining insights on recent urban dynamic can help these
entities to adapt instead of relying on outdated information
from old records. Featuring services like check-in logs and
hotspot, social media data helps researchers to understand the
travel demand of visited locations. Location-based information
from these services allows TBM to predict individual travel
behavior with better accuracy and efficiency. However, limited
access towards those social media data remains to be the main
issue for data mining and natural language processing. Restricted data fetching indirectly reduces the quality of insights
on travel behavior that are obtained from social media [33],
[34]. Another instance is how a study implemented logistic
regression model for analyzing Facebook check-in logs to
predict future check-in patterns [35]. Their findings indicate
how majority of Singaporeans adapted and modified their
leisure travel behavior via social media influences. Another
study highlighted the significant impacts of social media in
travel itinerary planning and social sharing norm [36].
The advances of social media platform also amplify social
media data usage generation, resulting massive collection of
user interaction. There are several technical challenges in analyzing social media big data for understanding travel behavior
like incompatible text parsing, data format inconsistencies,
and hidden sentiments. For instance, Twitter social media
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data contains check-in logs enabled by geo-tagging features
along with text posting information [37]. Travel studies can
leverage the geo-tagged information to identify the relationship
between conventional model of travel demands [38], [39]. The
prospect of traffic incidents identification and verification via
Twitter opens the possibilities for efficient and real-time data
management. Moreover, Instagram allows location sharing and
posting of travel experiences via pictorial, posts, and videos
[40]. Other social media platform like Foursquare also records
individual travel behavior information based on check-in logs,
number of visits, and activity patterns [41]. A movement
behavior study on bike-sharing services in Washington used
probabilistic models and analysis to understand bike user
behaviors [42]. The study explores the relationship between
bike-sharing user activities in different event throughout using
the services. The employed probabilistic model allows for
information fetching on weekly activity patterns from check-in
logs via Foursquare.
5) Ride-Hailing Services: Ride-hailing services has turned
into mainstream methods for public to access transportation
thanks to the advances of mobile computing and smart devices.
The services facilitate many advantageous features including
quick availability, on-demand, timesaving, flexible payment
methods, privacy, and security. Previous travel behavior studies
often work with datasets associated with Uber services due to
its reputation in ride-hailing services. A transportation analysis
study explored the rising popularity of Uber as mainstream
method of transportation in the Greater Toronto and Hamilton
Areas (GTHA) [43]. The study investigated the behavioral
process of combined probabilistic decisions with consideration
of process of formation and conditional semi-compensatory
decision. However, the developed model does not indicate
intricate comparison between Uber and private cars, public
transport, and motorless vehicles. They also pointed that most
young adults prefer Uber services due to its compatibility and
flexibility for accommodating the trip. Nowadays, most ridehailing services embedded their facilities on smart devices
and online platforms, providing users with quick access to
transportation. TBM is used for supporting these facilities by
facilitating timely demand availability, ride sharing organization, and travel punctuality. The current increasing preferences
towards ride-hailing services indicates the increases of demand
for automated vehicles in the future. Consequently, public
adaptation towards mainstream ride-sourcing norm also triggers changes in transportation aspect like carpooling, biking,
ride-hailing (Lyft, Uber), and micro-transit (Bridj, Chariot).
Such instance of changes was recorded in a dataset comprising
attributes like times, distance, and earning from rides, and
travel behavior via social demographic interviews with 311
passengers [44].
D. Travel Behavior Modeling Data Embedded Technologies
Based on the survey, TBM are commonly embedded in
many transportation technologies like autonomous vehicles,
road sensing, GPS analytics, automatic fare, real-time traffic
monitoring, big data, and smart vehicles. The role of TBM on
empowering these technologies are discussed as follows.
1) Autonomous Vehicles: The premise of innovating autonomous vehicles (AV) is to allow drivers to perform other
en-route tasks or activities apart from piloting the vehicle.

Powered by the integration of diffusion model and spatial
travel demand model ingenuity, AV poses significant impact on
future travel behavior. With mainstream adaptation especially
in Germany and USA, AV are gaining attraction due to longterm travel duration and cost efficiency with least mobility impairment. TBM is essential in anticipating the travel behavior
changes prompted by this adaptation and predicting its impact
on travel demand. Consequently, policy recommendations to
support the adaptation of AV and mitigating its negative
consequences are crucial [45].
2) Global Positioning System (GPS): The travel pattern
generated from GPS logs effectively reflects the daily movement of an individual and their travel behavior. A recent study
observed and compared individual movement activities when
inside and outside of their home using TBM, specifically
C-Means (FCM) clustering algorithm [46]. The use of GPS
also contributes towards generating many travel behavior data,
that eventually leveraged for strategic urban planning. For
instance, Dar es Salaam travel behavior data is generated using
citizen GPS to help Tanzanian government in improving public
transport policies and infrastructure [47]. TBM help processing
these GPS data to generate insights on effective planning for
street infrastructures, landmarks, and land use [48].
3) Road Sensing: In their study, Su et al. explores the
utilization of road events to enhance the quality of road
sensing system [49]. Road events like traffic jams, road accidents, potholes, bumps, and road signs further enrich the
compatibility comparison of the suggested route. Subsequently,
they proposed a low-cost crowd-sourcing data collection and
integration system for detecting en-route risks and generating
alternative routes. Safety risks and complications like slippery
roads, pavement roughness, and travel regulation are considered based extracted information from crowd-sourced big data.
4) Automated Faring: In his work, Kang implemented scalable inference methods for analyzing the relationship between
public transit system route and travel behavior [50]. The study
focuses on the association between traveler’s origin-destination
choices with multi-modal travel environment. Two preference
vectors and true OP-pairs were investigated using Automatic
Fare Collection (AFC) system-type data (stop-level ODs). The
investigation was possible after gathering and analyzing data
for route choice with stochastic travel environment specifically
for paying travel fare.
5) Real-Time Traffic Management: Such instance of TBM
usage in real-time traffic management technologies is the
transport model algorithm development by Wen and Chunming. The presented algorithm tracks and predicts real-time
traffic dynamics based on agent-based transport model and
independent observations of the trajectory of several hundred
vehicles [51]. The study involves arrays of TBM technologies
including big data, machine learning, and sensor networks for
generating efficient travel time and fuel consumption.
6) Big Data Infrastructure: When working with big data,
TBM is crucial to facilitate large scale spatial analysis on
human mobility via movement monitoring. The analysis itself
comprised of processing on many variables including preliminary analysis, path, trip purpose, origin-destination matrices,
mode, path choices, and unresolved travel errors. Nevertheless,
utilizing TBM with big data requires adaptation depending
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on the technique and methodologies used to process the data.
Future TBM studies should work with larger data sample sizes
to explore its scalability on facilitating accurate movement
analysis [52].
7) Internet of Things (IoT): With mainstream use of travel
route system, travel behavior data is generated in real-time
using smart devices and IoT technologies. The data generated
via this method often utilized to map travel routes of many
travelers based on their point of interest. Using automated
event detection, the system gathers and process information
like visit duration and activities to generate the next best travel
routes. Future TBM studies can develop algorithms that maps
frequent tangible travel routes and personalize suggested route
ranking.
E. Travel Behavior Modeling Analysis
In general, travel behavior studies examine and analyze
human daily travel behavior and its impact to society development. This taxonomy classifies the spectrum of related
behavior analysis into 4 classes: travel patterns, forecasting,
behavior changes, and travel choices. Summarization of work
examples on each type of behavior analysis are presented as
follows.
1) Travel Patterns: Behavior analysis on travel patterns
focuses on analyzing instances and patterns of travel activities
over a period or duration. For example, Krueger et al. proposed
an integrated model that facilitates travel pattern assessment
with consideration of moral values, norms, modalities, and
travel behavior [53]. The model enables rapid identification
on any travel pattern modification with concurrent shifts in
normative beliefs. However, further refinement of the model
is crucial such as including latent parameter constructs like
values, aims, and personal identity. In addition, the study plans
refining the model to generate travel decisions in a comprehensive representation of social context. Another study highlighted
the implications of recent travel behavior of working adults
by observing their weekly travel movement. The observation
involves working adults without young children in California
districts, with the goal of increasing auto use and reducing
active transit use. A recent study investigated on travel patterns
and its relationship with household compositions in major
cities for sustainable urban development [54]. Their findings
reveal that insights from urban travel patterns helps city
planners and policymakers in addressing societal barriers and
sustainable traveling.
2) Travel Forecasting: Travel forecasting predicts predetermined outcomes based on existing event records to helps
encounters future travel difficulties. A user can plan their travel
accordingly based on the insights generated by travel forecasting system. In this context, the forecast of travel demand via
user travel planning helps transportation scheduling and policy
making. To generate simulated user travel planning, random
forecast is utilized to generate ensembles of random decisions.
A robust random forecast can predict and classify user travel
preferences to further measure the model capacities and interpretability. Prediction of user travel preferences eventually
contributes towards facilitating behavioral interpretation and
pattern discovery in complex datasets.

3) Behavior Changes: The changes of dynamic between
travel behavior and residential point revolves around three
major changing conditions: relocation of travel purpose, residential location choice, and modification of residential environment [55]. Behavior changes in travel activities often
characterized by factors or traits like travel satisfaction, travel
attitudes, and travel behavior. Behavior changes also influenced
by point of travel origin that is commonly home location,
reflected towards the entirety of the travel plan. Maneuvering
alternatives but unfamiliar routes during travel also triggers
behavior changes depending on the travel locations.
4) Travel Choices: Predicting traveler’s choice of destination based on emerging trends from previous travel behavior
record is challenging. Researchers started to develop specific
behavior modeling for assessing destination travel choices to
allow predictions on multi-instances of destination choices.
Inclusion of real market subdivision with regards to attitudinal
parameters is crucial for model plausibility and statistical
testing. The destination choice behavior modeling eventually
leads towards enabling cross-function classification of other
supporting parameters like estimation, goodness, and fitness.
The entire process consists of two-stages: starting with common choice of functional destination, then adjustment based
on rules allocation [56].
F. Travel Behavior Modeling Models
TBM observes travel demand conditions that are based
on a variety of factors including location, place, and time.
Travel demand and travel decision are interlinked due to travel
decision dependency on variables like cost and transport mode.
However, the true common factors between travel demand
and travel decisions are typically the location, place, and
destination. TBM models enables early prediction on travel
demands but heavily reliant on given input like transport mode
and precise location or destination. Such instances of TBM
models are Individual TBM, Regret-based TBM, and Rethinking TBM, Short-term TBM. Derived from the survey, our
taxonomy classifies TBM models into two major categories:
facilitating travel decisions and facilitating travel demand.
1) Travel Decision: Travel decision is influenced by traveler’s choices with cost, mode of transportation, time, weather,
location, and route. The need for understanding traveler’s
choice bring forth the development of many variation of travel
decision-based model. Generating ideal destination choices
based on previous travel patterns are challenging especially
with consideration of multitude of instances [56].
With increasing traffic congestion occurrence in many
metropolitan cities, real-time traffic prediction and routing
generation now becomes essential. Using provided information like ongoing routes, traffic density, and incident vicinity,
TBM helps by generating optimal routes to destination. Such
instance of TBM uses is in GPS routing that monitor trips
via rapid route identification using probabilistic modeling.
However, TBM implementation in GPS routing can still be
improved in terms of accuracy with latest hardware fitting and
en-route approach [8].
The goal of intra-household TBM is to facilitate accurate
and effective travel decision-making based on daily intrahousehold interactions. Individual travel decisions often influ-
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Fig. 3. Relational Variables in Travel Decisions Analysis.

Fig. 4. Functional Model of Travel Behavior Modeling.

enced by opinions, prior experience, and needs of household
members or acquaintances. A study developed a method using
this model for eliminating decision bias that restrained viable
outcomes in accommodating intra-household travel necessity
effectively. Bayesian-based multivariate spatial specification is
implemented to allow individuals to take household readiness
into account during generating travel decision.

components. For instance, dependence has routes, mode of
transportation and location. Routes may have different choices
including clear route, rush route, less polluted route, or proper
space for the vehicles. Mode of transportation has many
options such as public transport, private vehicles, or bicycle
walk, and location may have different choices like natural
attraction, vacation planning, and business trip. Satisfaction
factor depends on three parameters namely cost, facilities
and time. Temperature has different effects on individuals
depending on their age, young adults usually endure better
compared to elders during winter. The community factor is
dependent on whether the surrounding community emanating
crowd or peaceful environment.

Sense Place TBM was built to help identifying relations
among the derives of six different variables representing a
site. SPTBM is facing many problems with regards to data
collection, planning practice, and modeling. A study used
SPTBM with the aim to inspect the sense of a location’s
structure and measurement using survey data. There are three
factors in sense of places that are fetched using the three-tiered
structural equation model, which parallels estimated sense
analysis factors. Sense analysis factors are mostly related to
environment [10]. The integrated model of the system involves
moral values, norms, modalities, and traveling behavior. This
model can identify travel pattern modification during the time
of travel in response to concurrent shifts in normative beliefs
and behavior. The drawbacks of this model were addressed by
bringing improvement in the framework in terms of more latent
construct parameters like values, aims, and personal identity.
Such approach allows for more comprehensive representation
for travel decisions in a social context [53].
Markov Travel Model (MTM) focuses on travel decision
concerning travel time, future foresting and individual preferences and behavior. Such TBMs that utilizes MTM concept are
Class-Specific Mode Choice Model, Initialization Model, and
Transition Model. These models would identify the evolution
of preferences or modality styles. Possible enhancements to
this study are based on preference dependencies for the individuals based on habits and framework improvements [11].

2) Travel Demand: Travel demand relies on the travel
forecasting which depends upon varying parameters such as
the most visited place, convenient hours, and seasons. There
are several notable models that were developed to facilitate
travel demand prediction analysis as discussed as follows.
Liang et al. developed Individual Travel Behavior (ITB)
model focusing on identifying travel demand from public
transport passengers travel activities. This model was built to
analyze travel behavior individually for supporting feasible
public transport implementation. Also known as the travel
behavior graph-based model, ITB predicts individual graphs
for passengers based on different public transport choices
and demand, and provides an analysis of travel features with
the help of customized public transport. There are several
drawbacks of travel behavior graph-based models like fetching
and scheduling the demand of research is higher with the
optimization of the transport operating network justifiable on
a large scale [14].

Another instance of travel decision model is Inferring
Structural TBM that obtains socially optimal feedbacks on the
utilization of a public-funded transportation infrastructure. This
model leads to understanding the dynamics for governing the
adoption of sustainable alternatives to driving with primary
commute mode. Thus, a realistic decision-making approach is
generated to improve the accuracy of travel decisions [12].

Regret-based choice models estimate travel demand on
many levels and relate to various travel choice contexts.
The models show outcomes for different traditional utilitybased models in comparison with behavioral interpretations.
The objective of this type of model is to present regret
based decision-making process to provide more quality and
behavioral insights. Regret-based choice models are enhanced
in terms of the framework by better disentanglement in various
sources of heterogeneity [13].

Fig. 3 summarizes the relational factors considered in
travel decision analysis. Prime factors like dependence, satisfaction, temperature, and community possess additional sub-

Heterogeneous Travel Behavior (HTB) aims to facilitate
trip generation and simulation. The HTB model skips the
entire path to an activity-based model and can predict the
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TABLE I. C HARACTERISTICS C OMPARISON B ETWEEN VARIOUS TBM M ODELS .
Reference

Model

Data Type

Data Size

Future Work

[8]

Travel Decision

GPS

260 individuals.

En-route prediction before and beginning of trip.

[9]

Travel Decision

Survey

67,000 trips, 3,500 individuals.

More accurate and effective travel decision.

[10]

Travel Decision

Survey

719 individuals.

Enhancement using socio-demographic indicators.

[9]

Travel Decision

Survey, mobile data

Not reported.

Transportation planning applications.

[53]

Travel Decision

Survey

170 individuals.

Enhancement of framework.

[11]

Travel Decision

Interviews

1st wave (303), 2nd wave (286), 3rd wave
(258) individuals.

Enhancement of framework.

[12]

Travel Decision

Survey, Open Street
map data

Not reported.

Realistic decision-making approach.

[14]

Travel Demand

Smart card data

6 passengers.

Automatic graph generation with larger scale computing.

[13]

Travel Demand

Survey

242 individuals.

Significantly improves the performance of the random regret minimization model to enhance the framework.

[16]

Travel Demand

Glove embedding
vectors

6 billion input word vectors from 37 million
texts.

Stochastic nature of the algorithm that requires careful experimental
design.

[15]

Travel Demand

Survey

Trips range from 0 to 5, cross-classification
model with 1.24 trips.

Inclusion of additional variables for better accuracy rate.

development of travel demand with least computer processing
time. HTB possess many advantages such as prediction of true
travel speeds, mode-defined constants, and improved assignment results. Another model is Microscopic Trip Generation
Module that maintain an operating model while improving the
research and its design. However, there are some limitations
in the model such as lack of accuracy, auto-ownership, and
microscopic tour generation [15].
Fig. 4 summarizes the relational factors considered in travel
demand analysis like reviews and personal references. Reviews
are collected through social media. Personal preferences are
more dependent to each traveler. Comparison of models in the
term of data type, size, and future improvement suggestion is
summarized in Table I.
The survey findings indicates that travel decision-based
TBM future direction eventually leads towards precise en-route
prediction. Precising the prediction requires investigation on
crucial factors like pre-planning, transportation accommodation planning, and effective travel decision framework. The
prospect of precise en-route prediction is viable and have
lasting impact towards adapting TBM with realistic decisionmaking capabilities. Furthermore, existing travel demand based
TBMs were largely constrained or limited by technical components and scalability aspects. These TBMs often hindered by
computing limitation or handling large-scale data for automatic
graph generation. Improving these components can increase
the performance of applied random regret minimization model
and framework enhancement. The inclusion of additional variables from datasets with greater size are recommended to
enrich or enhance the model prediction accuracy.

G. Travel Behavior Modeling Common Datasets
Existing travel behavior studies have worked with many
travel datasets from various sources ranging from open data,
crowdsourcing, and conventional surveys. In the following
discussions, we present the summarization of several notable
travel behavior datasets based on our conducted survey.

1) Point of Interest Dataset: This dataset was shared to
help researchers in finalizing trip purpose parameter for developing destination prediction algorithm with higher accuracy
[8]. This dataset is generated via crowdsourcing Open Street
Map with 260 participants, allowing their vehicle’s location
to be recorded for every 70 minutes. The dataset comprises
attributes including trip time, weekdays, origin, purpose, user,
trip number and most common destination visited. The original
XML data was drawn via Geographic Information Systems
(GIS) in the form of layers of files linked with GPS data.
This dataset features relational travel information of roughly
estimated 26,000,000 points of interest in American states of
Maryland, Washington D.C., and Virginia.
2) London’s Oyster Smart Card & Survey Dataset: Since
2012, data generated by smart cards usage in London’s transportation system has been used to create the dataset. There
are two different smart cards and two different modes of
transportation: tube and bus. 2.18 million journeys of 9708
passengers were recorded in the dataset. Furthermore, the
smart cards dataset often paired with the London Travel
Demand Survey dataset. The survey contains collected household information including household demographics, socioeconomic information, and travel-related information. The
survey inquires common information like ID, age, manager,
total number of owned vehicles, household income, working
status, occupation, weekly work frequency, daily commuting
distance, frequency of becoming driver or passengers [57].
3) Los Angeles Dataset: Using survey with 352 participants from 219 households over 2395 days, this dataset is
generated to map individual daily travel activities. The dataset
contains variables including information on total number of
daily trips distributed by types of transport, demographic,
employment status, household, owned vehicle, and annual
income. Daily individual travel activities were recorded in
weekly basis with exclusion of repetitive activities in daily
basis [58].
4) Neighborhoods for Active Kids Dataset: This dataset
is generated to help management to build and implement active school travel planning. The dataset includes communities
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TABLE II. R ECOMMENDATIONS FOR O PTIMIZING USES ON C OMMON TBM DATASETS .
Datasets

Descriptions

Suggestion

Point of Interests [8]

Destination prediction

Develop more efficient algorithm and use age factor parameter in the
datasets for understating about age group destination prediction.

London’s Oyster Card and
Survey [57]

Passenger’s movement and travel demand forecasting

Develop an advisory system to be used during travel time.

Los Angeles [58]

Transportation professionals and policy makers consider shifting from
the conventional one-day approach toward a multi-day approach.

Collaboration with IT industry and transportation industry for making
bridge between them.

Neighborhoods for active kids
[59]

Independent mobility by providing child friendly social and safe
environment, traffic safety, and policies that promote local schools
and safe vehicle-free zones around schools.

Development and enhancement of the ideas in terms of algorithm and
software.

Kaunas City [60]

Travel time data collection

Develop a method for data security.

Bandung City [61]

Measurement of transport demand

Develop a strong policy for sustainable transportation in developing
countries.

National Household Travel
Survey (NHTS) - City of
Long Beach [62]

Trip destination prediction

Develop an algorithm for trip designation prediction.

INRIX [63]

Traffic management

Development of traffic management algorithm with increased accuracy
and efficiency.

to support independent mobility by providing traffic safety,
social environment, local promotion school policy and safe
vehicle areas around the children schools. Dataset variables
consists of school travel mode and child characteristics such
as age, gender, ethnicity, physical activity, child beliefs regarding traffic safety, neighborhood, independent mobility, and
household characteristics. The household characteristics are
education, employment, number of adults, number of children,
car ownership, household beliefs, distance to the school, traffic
safety, stranger danger, convenience, and social interaction.
Social environment covers neighborhood, safety, neighborhood
cohesion, neighborhood connection and other related factors
such as residential density, street connectivity, high traffic
exposure and low traffic exposure [59].
5) Kaunas City Dataset: This dataset original use is for
facilitating state government to analyze car travel time pattern around the city. Developed using Python, a Geographic
Information System (GIS) was created with the purpose of
extracting, analyzing, and visualizing car travel data. The
extracted data constitutes the dataset with information like
coordinates of origin, coordinates of destination, mode of
travel, date, and departure time [60].
6) Bandung Metropolitan City Dataset: Bandung
Metropolitan City dataset recorded traveler’s check-in
behavior, comprising enriched insights on understand traveler’s
preferences. Personal verification is required including user
ID, gender, date, time, and geo-location (longitude and
latitude), and address. The attributes contained in this dataset
is closely similar to Shanghai dataset including total number
of check-ins, total number of processed check-ins, and total
number of users distributed by gender [61].
7) National Household Travel Survey (NTHS) - City of
Long Beach Dataset: The NHTS dataset is generated via
conventional survey conducted in the city of Long Beach,
California. The survey was conducted to gather consensus
on environmental factors at trip destinations that affect nonmotorized travel behavior in the area. The national household
travel survey was conducted between 2008 to 2009 comprising
information on motorized users, area density, diversity, and

design at destinations that significantly affect mode choice
decisions [62].
8) INRIX Dataset: The Floating Car Data (FCD) of Netherlands focuses on traffic information, traffic management and
automated vehicles. The INRIX dataset recorded travel time of
persons and goods from place of origin to destination (O-D)
and hours of delay [63].
Based on the condition of presented datasets, several recommendations are suggested to help future TBM studies in
optimizing uses of these datasets. The suggested recommendations for each dataset are summarized in Table II.
IV.

R ESEARCH C HALLENGES IN T RAVEL B EHAVIOR
M ODELING A PPLICATIONS

TBM acts as simulator and generate decision-making insights and trends for travel decision and travel demand analysis. The output insights are used to strategize effective land
use, vehicle sales, infrastructure investment and planning, and
service improvement. Despite the many advantages, leveraging
TBM optimally are challenging in many aspects including
limitation of enabler technologies, data sources, and collection
methods. The classifications based on our taxonomy reveals
several emerging trends and challenges in utilizing TBM.
We derived these challenges by analyzing available common
parameters in recent TBM works and classified them based
on elements in our TBM framework in Fig. 1. The research
challenges are deliberately discussed as follows.
A. Technological Limitation
Many studies on TBM methods and technologies have
been carried out over the years. However, these studies also
encounter limitations like model inaccuracy or inefficiency,
partial framework, transport-dependent planning, unrealistic
decision manner, and inconstant socio-demographic. The survey results indicates that future work on TBM eventually
heading towards the application of generalized probabilistic
models. Future TBM possibly requires intricate programming
development of behavior models for processing massive mobile apps data with increased efficiency and accuracy.
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TABLE III. S UMMARIZATION ON C HALLENGES , R ECOMMENDATIONS , AND F UTURE D IRECTIONS FOR TBM.
Challenges

Objectives

Recommendations

Future Directions

Behavior Modeling

- Predicting individual travel behavior
- Individual TBM Graph

- Develop methods for suspicious behavior prediction
- Advanced case detection on sudden behavior change

- Travel demand prediction
- Automatic behavior graph generation

Destination Prediction

- Trip prediction purpose
- Predicting destination location
- Advanced pre-input route generation

- Long-term behavior prediction
- Integrating emergency alert service
- Remote prediction without internet dependencies

- En-route prediction of destination
- Increasing prediction accuracy rate

Policy

- Feedback investigation
- Travel planning environment
- Schedule composition and activity duration

- False feedback prediction
- Smart cities development support
- Policy proposals

- Reducing public transportation
- Ride sharing network promotion

- Public adaptation
- Low-cost maintenance

Expensive Autonomous
Vehicles

- Decision-making to match real-world
behavior
- Low-cost development of autonomous
vehicles

TBM is used in many instances including travel management, traffic management, medical access, healthcare planning,
and sustainable urban planning. TBM can generate timely
decision-making insights in case of additional input like dietary preferences, emergency events, or destination changes.
Despite the many usage instances, TBM is in fact heavily
used in many processes of traffic management and planning.
Several methods employ TBM to facilitate traffic management
like spatiotemporal monitoring [64], closed-circuit TV camera
[65], smart vehicle technology [66], traffic control [67], and
movement behavior [68].

Due to the nature of the business, corporate reputation is of
utmost important that any allegation of misconduct or misuse
are devastatingly damaging. Albeit the unique characteristics
of the ride services datasets, its data quality is also affected by
many external factors and dependencies. External factors like
internet connectivity, unavailability of drivers during holidays,
and apps usability eventually determines the quality of the
generated datasets.

B. Quality of Generated Data for Modeling

This section discusses and summarize the identified open
issues emerging from the research challenges found in the survey. Despite the recent advances that attempted to address the
challenges, TBM itself revolves around human user which is a
complex system. Considering the complexities and difficulties
in understanding human behavior, future TBM research should
focuses on personalization aspect to address the remaining
issues. The remaining open issues are summarized in Table
III and discussed as follows.

TBM output relies on the dataset quality it works with,
depending on the reliability of its data source and collection
method. Albeit the dataset quality often reduced due to data
privacy measures, these measures are necessary to protect
data sources and users from external threat. The prospect
of combining TBM with effective user mobile data access
control and monitoring are considered viable for future TBM.
Accurate direct access can further enrich generated insights for
user travel planning, preferences, routes, and safety using realtime information. Moreover, data quality from conventional
surveys like questionnaire and interview are diminished by
high inaccuracy rate due to invalid feedback and lack of
verification.
Nowadays, social media usage serves as the prime data
sources for analyzing travel behavior and experiences. Social
media data holds rich information like user posts, opinions,
or discussions on their travel experiences. However, real-time
social media datasets are not available for the public due
to provider’s policies [31]. For instance, users can retrieve
data generated by Google Maps via application programming,
however, certain personal information like travel speed, gender, vehicles, and cost may be redacted. Therefore, mutual
collaborations between researchers and social media providers
in research should be intensified productively to fully utilize
the potential of TBM.
Apart from social media, the mainstream use of ride-hailing
services also generates many useful datasets for travel behavior
studies. Travel datasets generated by ride-hailing services
features unique perspectives on travel behavior like on-demand
services, quick booking, and time-critical traveling. However,
similar to policies restriction of social media, ride services like
Uber and Grab does not share their data to the public [44].

V.

O PEN I SSUES AND O PPORTUNITIES FOR T RAVEL
B EHAVIOR M ODELING

1) Quality Behavior Modeling: Modeling travel behavior
duration is crucial in facilitating individual travel behavior
prediction and model graph generation for supporting analysis
on travel decisions and demands. The modeling procedure
generates automatic travel behavior graph using computing
[14] and models the behavior prediction [13]. The constant
need for accurate rapid event prediction in person travelling
activity, particularly if the behavior has become routine, is a
persistent problem in behavior modelling. Therefore, methods
for understanding sudden behavior changes in the middle of
traveling trip is necessary to anticipate risks and maneuver.
Future studies also can concentrate on enhancing travel activity
data collection approaches and channels for generating insights
on encouraging quality personal travel behavior.
2) Real-Time Destination Prediction: Destination prediction remains as one of the major issues in TBM that is
influenced by many goal variables like en-route trip, destination location, and advance travel route information. Modeling
destination prediction often constrained by dependencies on
high accuracy rate of en-route prediction of destination [8]. In
addition, the accuracy rate is often affected by internet connectivity especially for facilitating long-term travels or remote
locations. To address this issue, travel application should provide comprehensive planning mode that generate insights by
taking account trip preparation. This mode also should actively
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identify mapping point with available communication access
and store the coordinates for offline viewing. Furthermore,
future studies should focus on the scope of facilitating realtime route changes with consideration of cost, duration, and
safety.
3) Intelligent Travel Policies: Existing policies focuses on
intelligent travel decisions including feedback investigation,
environmental impact, schedule composition planning, activity
duration, and emergency readiness. However, there are limited policy guidelines for encouraging quality travel decisionmaking that matches real-world travel behavior [12]. The
increased possibility of faulty travel decision-making increases
the likelihood of ensuing problem and its negative impact.
Therefore, methods to differentiate between valid feedback
and invalid feedback is critical to eliminate any change outlier
during behavior modeling.
4) Cost-Efficient Autonomous Vehicles: Adaptation and usability of autonomous vehicles remains the main issue for
anticipating future travel behavior and building ride-sharing
practices. This issue stemmed from the persisting high cost
of adopting or implementing autonomous vehicles in transportation ecosystem. Therefore, the development of low-cost
autonomous vehicles is paramount for large-scale public adaptation into mainstream transportation [4], [5], [6].

[2]

[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]
[8]

[9]

[10]

VI.

C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK

In this paper, we presented overview insights on recent advances in TBM encompassing modeling classifications, emerging challenges, and arising opportunities. Leveraging insights
from travel demand and travel decision analysis, TBM enables
the prediction of future possibilities of travel scenarios. A
taxonomy of travel behavior modeling along with the characterization and summarization of works on each classification
were presented. Based on the survey, recent advances in TBM
are distinctly classified based on algorithms, data sources,
technologies, travel behavior, models, and datasets. Despite its
heavy uses in facilitating transportation sectors, TBM also indirectly supports other sectors like tourism, marketing, and urban
planning. Based on the reported challenges in recent TBM advances, we learn that model inaccuracy and inefficiency issues
persist and largely constrained by current technological limitation and dataset qualities. The prospect of improving TBM via
large scale integration and crowdsourcing are considered viable
due to increased likelihood for better accuracy and efficiency.
Based on the survey, we identified several notable issues and
opportunities arising from recent TBM advances revolving
aspects like behavior modeling, destination prediction, policy,
and expensive autonomous vehicles. Our findings envision
that future travel behavior are expected to change drastically
due to many substantial aspect evolutions. Therefore, TBM is
expected to play significant roles in realizing these visions.
Researchers and industry analysts can investigate the TBM
open issues and research opportunities highlighted in this
survey for future undertaking. Future studies can also leverage
the proposed taxonomy and identified challenges to enrich
understanding on TBM for improvement purposes.
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A Novel Pornographic Visual Content Classifier
based on Sensitive Object Detection
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Abstract—With the increasing amount of pornography being
uploaded on the Internet today, arises the need to detect and
block such pornographic websites, especially in Eastern cultural
countries. Studying pornographic images and videos, show that
explicit sensitive objects are typically one of the main characteristics portraying the unique aspect of pornography content.
This paper proposed a classification method on pornographic
visual content, which involved detecting sensitive objects using
object detection algorithms. Initially, an object detection model
is used to identify sensitive objects on visual content. The
detection results are then used as high-level features combined
with two other high-level features including skin body and human
presence information. These high-level features finally are fed
into a fusion Support Vector Machine (SVM) model, thus draw
the eventual decision. Based on 800 videos from the NDPI-800
dataset and the 50.000 manually collected images, the evaluation
results show that our proposed approach achieved 94.06% and
94.88% in Accuracy respectively, which can be compared with
the cutting-edge pornographic classification methods. In addition,
a pornographic alerting and blocking extension is developed for
Google Chrome to prove the proposed architecture’s effectiveness
and capability. Working with 200 websites, the extension achieved
an outstanding result, which is 99.50% Accuracy in classification.
Keywords—Computer vision; image proccessing; object detection; pornographic recognition and classification; blocking extension; machine learning; deep learning; CNN

I.

I NTRODUCTION

In the digital era, information has become a powerful
weapon to manipulate the development of a society. People
nowadays are easy to find and upload any information they
want on the Internet. On the one hand, these pieces of information sometimes are good and bring positive value to the human
race. On the other hand, many harmful kinds of negative
information can also be found with only some keywords by
anybody, even children. Pornography content is one of them.
Many women worldwide are victims of sexual cybercrimes
because their private videos are spread on the social network.
Furthermore, pornographic content is even restricted in many
countries. From the above problems, the need for an effective
pornographic visual content detector is necessary.
Many efforts have been made recently to classify pornographic images among normal ones. In the early stages, the
skin-based method has been applied. These approaches check
whether images have nude people or not based on the ratio of
the exposed skin. Another approach is handcrafted featuresbased, which uses various descriptors to extract key point
low-level features in an image. A visual codebook may be

learned by applying the k-means algorithm on a training set.
After that, the trained codebook could represent any images,
and a classifier may detect pornographic ones. Applying lowlevel features to identify obscene images, it achieved significantly higher performance than skin-based methods. However,
representing images by visual words still suffers a severe
problem since it ignores the spatial relationship, which is very
important to represent the image’s content. The state of the
art approaches for this classifying problem are based on deep
learning methods. These approaches build models with neural
networks that let it learns features from the image’s contents
itself.
Previous studies [1], [2] [3], have implemented the above
approaches and achieved some particular success, especially
the deep-learning-based approach has proposed a potential
development for this problem. However, the context in images
is very complicated, and there are many similarities between
a pornographic image and a normal one. The normal image
that contains a large region of exposed skin (e.g., swimming,
wrestling, people wearing bikinis) or contains people with sexy
poses may be misclassified as pornography. Misclassification
may seriously affect the user experience while using the
internet. To avoid this problem, we have to clarify what is
pornography. According to Oxford Advanced Learner Dictionary, “Pornography is magazines, DVDs, websites, etc., that
describe or show naked people and sexual acts to make people
feel sexually excited, especially in a way that many other
people find offensive.”1 From the definition, an image can
be determined as pornographic if it contains naked people. In
other words, pornographic images are images that consist of
human’s sensitive objects and organs such as breasts, anus and
genitals. We called this method is the sensitive object-based
approach.
Based on that insight, this paper presents a novel approach
for pornographic content detection and classification, which
not only leverages the advantages of previous approaches but
also compensates for these methods’ weaknesses. Our main approaching strategy is using the effectiveness of object detection
to identify pornographic elements in visual content with steady
prediction. Additionally, skin and human recognition are also
integrated into our method to distinguish between images with
humans from images without humans, but with human like
skin colors such as sand or wood. These two modules not only
capable to augment the classification’s decision but also can be
served as the counterweight to prevent the potential bias that
comes from object detection. Ultimately, a linear classification
1 https://www.oxfordlearnersdictionaries.com/definition/english/pornography
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model SVM is adapted to make the eventual prediction using
features from these three modules, eliminate the limitations
during the process while keeping their advantages.
In summary, our main contributions are as follows:
•

A method is proposed to detect sensitive objects on
the human body. Then, these objects were combined
with skin and human features feeding to SVM model
to conclude if an image is pornographic or not.

•

Based on the pornographic textual and visual detection, a pornographic alerting and blocking extension
is developed as an initial gate warning user before
accessing inappropriate websites.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes details of some relevant approaches included skinbased approaches, handcrafted features-based approaches, and
deep learning-based approaches. Section III presents theoretical background with four main models that we used to
detect sensitive objects: Mask R-CNN, YOLO, SSD, and
Cascade Mask R-CNN. The detail of our proposed method
will be presented in Section IV. In order to demonstrate the
applicability of the proposed model, a web-based extension
will be introduced in section V. After that, Section VI provides
the details of our dataset, experiments, and the achieved results.
Finally, we give conclusions and suggest some future works
in Section VII.
II.

R ELATED W ORK

Pornographic recognition and classification have been a
long-lasting problem with many existing studies. In this paper,
previous studies are grouped into four primary categories
according to their main approach, which are: skin-based approach, handcrafted features-based approach, deep learningbased approach and object-based approach.
The skin-based approach is considered the earliest and
most basic method of recognizing visual pornography, as it
focuses on estimating the exposed skin area within an image.
Several low-level or high-level features such as shape, color,
facial, or belly can be utilized in order to achieved higher
estimation. The final decision of this method mostly depended
on mathematic or statistic thresholds based on the predicted
skin ratio and the image’s ground-truth. Previous studies with
skin-based approach can be determinating seperate skin ratios
on different body areas [4], combining facial recognition and
skin recognition [1], or utilizing a pre-train discrimination
neural network following a skin extractor [5]. Although the
effectiveness of recognizing most cases of pornographic visual
content, as [6] pointed out, the skin-based approach comes with
vital weakness as its performance can be affected highly by
the quality and resolution of the input image. Additionally, the
strong resemblance between athletic or sporting images with a
vast amount of exposed skin and pornographic images under
the skin-ratio threshold can be a serious problem of recognizing the right one, which certainly affects the performance of
skin-based methods.
The handcrafted feature-based approach, mostly applying
the Bag-of-Visual-Word technique, extracts key-point features
inside visual data using feature descriptors and maps it into
vectors. To obtain features, various feature descriptors can

be adapted such as: SIFT and Hue-SIFT [2]; BossaNova
[7], which is an image representation based on histogram of
distance; or Temporal Robust Features [8], a spatial-temporal
interest point descriptor that adapts Fisher Vector intermediate
representation. When these representative vectors are formed,
a visual codebook can be constructed and concatenated with
discrimination algorithm likes SVM to determine the pornographic of input visual content. However, the diversity and
discrepancy of pornographic visual content along with the
omission of spatial relationship make it difficult to determine
the appropriate features to describe visual pornography comprehensively.
The robustness of deep learning-based methods in recent
years has brought a significant result in visual pornography identification. Rather than adapting descriptors to obtain representative features manually, the advantage of neural
network architecture helps model extract features and refine
learning parameters themselves, thus improve the performance
of predicting pornographic visual content. Previous studies
with pornography detection [9], [10] utilize pre-trained neural
network models and fine-tune on a custom pornography dataset
instead of training the architecture from scratch. However,
training strategies and network customization must be made
to optimize architectural’s parameters and prevent the model
suffer from over-fitting.
Lastest studies about visual pornography [11], [12], [13]
identify that sensitive objects, organs or body parts, likes
vulva, dildo, female breast or anus, have been known to carry
rich information of describing a major part of pornographic
content. By recognizing these organs or objects with object
detection models, it is possible to draw the conclusion about
the pornographic of input visual content with high accuracy.
Normally, studies under the object-based method often adapted
exist object detector and fine-tuned it on a custom annotated
dataset. However, the selection of appropriate pornographic
organs or objects as well as the method of annotating depended
heavily on the study scale and perspective. Noticeably, Tabone
et al. [14] proposed seven sexual organs and objects for
pornography classification included buttocks, female breast,
female genital (which are divided into two sub-classes: female
genital posing and female genital active), male genital, sex
toy and benign object. Eventually, they annotated those classes
with a five-set labeled point: one center point and four perpendicularly offset for each. Additionally, some common sexual
poses or intercourses can be learned in pattern to improve the
performance of prediction. Although methods under objectbased approach can ensure the high performance of prediction
on most pornographic visual data, in some special cases,
the strong resemblance of some everyday object with sexual
organs under certain conditional (light, viewpoint, or shape)
such as sausage and male genital make it difficult to make the
right decision.
In our previous studies with sensitive objects and organs on
object-based approach in [15] [16], not only we developed a
pornographic object detector with Mask R-CNN to identify the
most four common sensitive objects includes women breast,
male/female genitals and anus, but also we utilized the training
strategy of object detection model with two-step learning to
overcome the false positive prediction of pornographic objects,
thus improve the overall performance of prediction.
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Fig. 2. YOLO Bounding Box with Location Prediction [21].

Fig. 1. Mask R-CNN Main Architecture [17].

III.

T HEORETICAL BACKGROUND

loss between the ground-truth mask yij and the predicted mask
k
yij
, only in terms of class k-th in Eq. 4:

A. Mask R-CNN
Mask R-CNN [17] is a robust object detection and instance
segmentation framework that draws bounding boxes for object
detection and generates a high detail segmentation mask for
instance segmentation. In this paper, the Matterport’s version
of Mask R-CNN [18] is adapted, which uses ResNet101 [19]
and Feature Pyramid Network (FPN) [20] as main backbone.
The Mask R-CNN model included multiple stages and
branches from the original Faster R-CNN framework, whith
the main architecture can be seen in Fig. 1. Tts network
hierarchy included the Region Proposal Network branch for
object bounding boxes identification and Box Regression
Network branch for bounding box regression. Furthermore,
a simple FCN is added to predict the segmentation masks
on each Region of Interest (RoI) in a pixel-to-pixel manner.
Furthermore, for the core operation of feature extraction, Mask
R-CNN applies pooling algorithm RoIAlign to extract small
feature maps called Region of Interest (RoI) features to be well
aligned and preserved with the corresponded object in the pixel
level. Hence, RoIAlign helps Mask R-CNN achieves pixelto-pixel alignment and high accuracy in prediction and mask
segmentation. On each RoI, the new multi-task loss function
of Mask R-CNN has been introduced, which combines the loss
of classification, localization, and segmentation mask by Eq.
1.
LMask R-CNN = Lclass + Lbox + Lmask

1 X ∗
−pi log pi − (1 − p∗i ) log(1 − pi )
Ncls i
Lbox =

λ X ∗ smooth
p · L1
(ti − t∗i )
Nbox i i

1
m2

X

k
k
[yij log yij
+ (1−yij )log(1−yij
)] (4)

1≤i,j≤m

B. Yolo
You Only Look Once (YOLO) is the state-of-the-art, realtime object detection system proposed by Joseph Redmon.
YOLO [22] uses a single neural network to predict bounding
boxes and class probabilities directly from full images in one
evaluation. In YOLOv2 [21], they remove the fully connected
layers from YOLO and use anchor boxes to predict bounding
boxes. This research applied YOLOv3 [23], the latest version
of YOLO using Darknet53 network architecture that helps
the model achieves the outstanding benchmark comparing
to others. Fig. 2 illustrates how YOLO model predicts the
bounding box location on the image. Network model identifies
4 coordinates of the bounding boxes tx , ty , tw , th , then the
bounding box predictions is calculated by Eq. 5:

b = σ(tx ) + cx

 x

by = σ(ty ) + cy

b
= p w e tw

 w
bh = ph eth

(5)

(1)

The loss function Lclass and Lbox , which is adapted in
Mask R-CNN, are defined by Eq. 2 and Eq. 3 respectively,
with pi , p∗i , ti , t∗i are the predict class, ground truth label,
predicted bounding box coordinates and ground truth bounding
box coordiniates.

Lclass =

Lmask = −

with the the top left corner point of the predicted box(cx ,
cy ) as well as the width and height pw , pw , respectively.
To optimized training parameters, YOLO adapted the loss
function as shown in Eq. 6
LYOLO = Lconf + Lloc

(6)

in terms of
(2)

2

Lloc = λcoord

h
2
2
1obj
ij (xi − x̂i ) + (yi − ŷi )
(7)

i=0 j=0

(3)

On the other hand, the loss function of instance segmentation mask Lmask is defined as the average binary cross-entropy

B
S X
X

p
p
√
+( wi − ŵi )2 + ( hi −

q

ĥi )2

i

and
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Fig. 3. SSD Framework. [24] (a) SSD only needs an Input Image and
Ground Truth Boxes for Each Object During Training. In a Convolutional
Fashion, SSD Evaluates a Small Set (e.g. 4) of Default Boxes of Different
Aspect Ratios at Each Location in Several Feature Maps with Different
Scales (e.g. 8 x 8 and 4 x 4 in (b) and (c)).

Fig. 4. Architecture of Faster-RCNN (left) and Cascade-RCNN (right) [25].

and

Lcls = −
Lcls =

S2 X
B h
X

+

1obj
i

h

i2
pi (c) − p̂i (c)

i=0 c∈C

C. SSD
Single Shot Multibox Detector (SSD) is proposed by
Wei Liu et al. [24] which is known as the object detection
model with high accuracy and speed. Unlike the other models,
which need to hypothesize bounding boxes, followed by some
complicated steps to handle them, SSD uses a fixed set of
default boxes, then predicts scores and box offsets by using
small convolutional filters to feature maps as illustrate in
Fig. 3. One of the advantages of SSD is that it can detect
objects of mixtures of scales with high accuracy. To achieve
that, SSD produces predictions of different scales from feature
maps, which are also in various scales and explicitly separates
predictions by aspect ratio. For the balance between swiftness
and precision, SSD runs a convolution network on the input
image only once and then computes the feature map. SSD
framework can be summarized as follows:
•

The training phase inputs images with ground truth
boxes for each object.

•

With different scales of images, SSD evaluates a small
set of default boxes in different aspect ratios at each
location in several feature maps.

•

For each default box, the framework predicts both offsets and confidences of shape for all object categories.
At the training phase, SSD tries to match these default
boxes to the ground truth boxes.

During the training process, SSD adapts the multi-task loss
function described in Eq. 9:
LSSD

1
= (Lconf + αLloc )
N

(9)

in terms of:
Lloc =

X

X

i,j m∈{x,y,w,h}

1match
Lsmooth
(dim − tjm )2
ij
1

X

log(ĉ0i ), where ĉki = softmax(cki )

i∈neg

(11)
(8)

2

S X
X

1kij log(ĉki )−

i∈pos

i
obj
2
1obj
ij + λnoobj (1 − 1ij ) (Cij − Ĉij )

i=0 j=0

X

(10)

D. Cascade Mask R-CNN
Cascade R-CNN [25] is a multi-stage object detection
based on Faster R-CNN. It adds two extra stages to the
standard two-stage Faster R-CNN architecture, as can be seen
in Fig. 4. Besides, the data of each stage is trained with
increasing IoU thresholds, which aims to reduce the overfitting
problem between the training and testing processes.
The Cascade R-CNN architecture can be integrated with
other models to improve the performance. For experiments,
we use Cascade Mask R-CNN [26], a combination of Cascade
R-CNN and Mask R-CNN, on Detectron2 [27]. As being the
extended version of Mask R-CNN, Cascade Mask R-CNN
shares a similar loss function with Mask R-CNN, as shown
in Eq. 12.
LCascade Mask R-CNN = Lclass + Lbox + Lmask
IV.

(12)

M ETHODOLOGY

In this article, instead of using low-level image features,
a novel model for extracting high-level features, which can
be used for classification afterward is proposed. The proposed
method consists of two stages as shown in Fig. 5. The first
stage is the high-level feature extraction which combines 10
high-level features from 3 blocks: sensitive objects detection (8
features), Human presence (1 feature) and Skin color extraction
(1 feature). The second stage of the model is an SVM classifier
for making the final decision of discriminating pornographic
or non-pornographic content. The details of each block are
described below.
A. First Stage - High-level Feature Extraction
1) Sensitive object detection module: When examining
pornographic visual contents, including images and videos, we
realize that the sensitive objects in the human body appear
frequently, so that these objects can be used for detecting
pornographic content effectively. In other words, we can apply
object detection models to detect these objects and use it
as high-level features. Throughout the image, four sensitive
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Fig. 5. Block Diagram of the Proposed Pornography Classifier.

objects and organs included female breasts, male/female genitals, and anus, are identified along with bounding boxes
and corresponding confidence scores. Two high-level features
are extracted for each type of sensitive object, including the
number of detected objects and each type’s highest confidence
score, thus making eight high-level features for feeding to the
main fusion model.
2) Human presence module: Images or videos are considered sexual if and only if it contains people or parts of
people, therefore the second information can be used to solve
the task in this paper is human presence. In other words, human
detection is a sub-task of the object detection problem, thus
the object detection model can be adapted to identify humans’
presence on visual content. The existing human in images
detected is another high-level feature we proposed to improve
our model.


0 ≤ H ≤ 17
15 ≤ S ≤ 170

0 ≤ V ≤ 255


0 ≤ Y ≤ 255
and 85 ≤ Cb ≤ 135

13 ≤ Cr ≤ 180

(13)

The skin extraction task is performed on the human segmentation areas, which we get from the Human Presence
module described above. We calculated the skin ratio only on
human segments, not on the entire original image. This gives
a better view of the human body’s skin ratio, where the higher
exposed skin, the higher pornographic probabilities.

In this module, a human detector on Detectron 2, which
used the pre-trained model on COCO dataset, is adapted to
identify humans’ existence from the input image. The segment
mask of detected people was then used to recognize these
people’s presence on the image and adapted as the input for the
skin extraction module. Thus the feature of human presence, in
terms of a binary value, is adapted to the main fusion model.
3) Skin extraction module: For the skin extraction, we
adapted two color spaces, HSV and YCbCr, to recognize skin
areas from the image. While HSV is being used for its advantage in describing a high-quality color as well as reducing
the problem of illuminating color identification, YCbCr is
adapted for its advantage to describe skin on various races
with significant results. Moreover, YCbCr is one of the most
popular color spaces applied to skin extraction methods.
The color spaces thresholds that we applied for skin
extraction in our proposed approach is described in Eq. 13.
Based on these boundaries, we decided whether the pixel is
describing skin or not by combining two extracted results from
HSV and YCbCr range.The ratio of the total body skin areas
on the image, which value varies between 0 and 1, as another
high-level feature along nine upper describing features.

Fig. 6. Skin Extraction Algorithms Results.

However, we must admit that the skin extraction algorithm
has a certain weakness when it deals with gray-scale or
black/white images as well as images with skin-liked color,
such as sand, wood, etc. Under these cases, the skin extraction
neither working nor achieving great results, as described in Fig.
6. Thus, that will be one of the problems we have to overcome
in the future.
B. The Second Stage - SVM Classifier
Ten high-level features from the three modules above then
feed into a discriminative SVM model, which works as a fusion
mechanism, to become the proposed approaching method.
Generally, the overview of the fusion model is illustrated in
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Fig. 5 where the sensitive object detection module can be
replaced by Mask R-CNN, YOLO, SSD, and Cascade Mask RCNN model, respectively. For the SVM model, kernel Radial
Basis Function (RBF) is adapted as it comes with our proposed
method’s highest performance.
In the proposed model, sensitive object information plays
the most crucial part in determining the sexuality of input
visual content as it accounts for 80% of input features feeding
to the fusion module. Moreover, the presence of humans from
input images and the ratio of explicit body skin on these human
segments play an additional role in ensuring the effectiveness
of the method’s performance. Ten high-level features feeding
to the SVM model can leverage their effectiveness in prediction
as well as eliminate the limitations from their own modules.

TABLE I. T HE W EBSITE DATASET
Vienamese
English
Total

Safety
65
35
100

Porn-Type-1
5
15
20

Porn-Type-2
11
69
80

Total
81
119
200

TABLE II. R ESULT ON THE M ANUAL DATASET
Object detection
model
Mask R-CNN
YOLO
SSD
Cascade Mask R-CNN

Object-based method
Proposed method
(object detection)
(Skin + Human + object detection)
81.64%
85.63%
93.87%
94.06%
88.93%
89.32%
93.43%
93.39%

B. Pornographic Website Dataset
V.

P ORNOGRAPHIC B LOCKING E XTENSION FOR W EBSITE

To evaluate the performance of the pornographic alerting
and blocking extension, we collected a website dataset including 100 pornographic websites and 100 safety websites
with Vietnamese and English languages. The websites are
divided into three categories: Safety, Porn-Type-1, and PornType-2 corresponded with the definitions of extension outcome
notifications. The distribution of the pornographic website
dataset by category is described in Table I.
VI.

E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS

Fig. 7. Procedure of Pornographic Blocking Extension.

A. Results and Evaluation
From our previous work in [28], [29] and [15], we developed an extension on Google Chrome for pornographic website
recognition works as an initial gate alerting and blocking people before accessing the unappropriated website. The extension
involves pornographic textual content identification using the
NaiveBayes classifier and visual content identification based on
YOLO sexual object detection to determine the pornography
of the input website.
A. Procedure Flow
The main procedure of this extension can be observed in
Fig. 7. Initially, visual and textual contents are crawled from
the input website on the crawler module. Then, pornographic
visual and textual identification modules are adapted to identify
how pornography the website is.
In the visual identification module, a sensitive object
detection was adapted to determined if website images are
pornography or not. Due to the fast execution and great performance, YOLOv3 was chosen for the extension. On the other
hand, the Vietnamese/English pornographic textual classifier
was adapted from [29] for the textual identification module.
This classifier uses the NaiveBayes algorithm to discriminate
whether the sensitiveness of textual contents from the website.
Based on the predicted results of these contents, the
extension alerting three safety levels to the user, which are:
(1) Safety: textual and visual contents are both recognized as
safety; (2) Porn-Type-1: one of the textual or visual content is
recognized as pornography; (3) Porn-Type-2: textual and visual
contents are both recognized as pornography.

On the experiment, we evaluated our method with a manual
image dataset along with the public dataset NPDI-800 [7].
The manual image dataset includes 25.000 normal and 25.000
pornographic images, while the NPDI-800 dataset contains 400
pornographic videos and 400 normal (non-porn) videos.
For video evaluation, one frame per second is extracted
to determine the pornography of input video. The evaluating
strategy of pornographic video is modelized as shown in Fig.
8. As can be seen, extracted frames are classified into two
groups, namely pornographic frames, and normal frames, by
a classifier. Based on the ratio of porn frames on total frames,
the input video is classified as pornographic or normal.
Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 show our experiments on NPDI-800
dataset with a various “porn rate” threshold from 1% to
15%. With that strategy, we achieved the best result when
we considered pornographic video contain 1% or more frames
detected as pornographic. To assess the effectiveness of our
proposed approach, we have done two experiments on the
same testing set: (i) using object detection’s outputs directly
to distinguish pornography from normal images, (ii) feeding
the SVM with object detection’s output information combining
with extracted skin and human segmentation features.

TABLE III. R ESULT ON NPDI-800 DATASET
Object detection
model
Mask R-CNN
YOLO
SSD
Cascade Mask R-CNN
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Object-based method
Proposed method
(object detection)
(Skin + Human + object detection)
54.38%
74.13%
94.88%
94.88%
89.00%
89.13%
76.63%
82.75%
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Fig. 8. Evaluating Strategy on NPDI-800 Dataset.

Fig. 9. Using Object Detection Approach to Evaluate on NPDI-800 Dataset
with Different Porn Frame Ratios.

Fig. 10. Using Proposed Method to Evaluate on NPDI-800 Dataset with
Different Porn Frame Ratios.

TABLE IV. C OMPARED R ESULTS ON THE NPDI DATASET

TABLE V. P ERFORMANCE OF E XTENSION IN A LERTING W EBSITES

Methods
SIFT & Hue-SIFT Decriptor [2]
BossaNova + SVM [7]
DCNN-based Learning [11]
BossaNova Video Descriptor [30]
Deep Multicontext Network [3]
Our model

NPDI-800
84.60%
89.50%
97.50%
92.40%
85.30%
94.88%

Website
Safety
Porn-Type-1
Porn-Type-2
Total

Ground-Truth
100
20
80
200

Correct-Predicted
99
20
62
181

Accuracy
99.00%
100.0%
77.50%
90.05%

TABLE VI. P ERFORMANCE OF E XTENSION IN C LASSIFYING W EBSITES

The first experiment was done by using the results from
sensitive object detection directly to judge an image is pornographic or not. If the model detects at least one of four
sensitive objects in an image, this image will be concluded as
pornography and vice versa. From the results on the manual
dataset, which showed in Table II, the YOLO model achieved
the best Accuracy score with 93.87%. While evaluating videos,
this approach gives us the highest accuracy of 94.88% when
the YOLO model is used to detect sensitive objects on the
NPDI-800 dataset. Detail result at 1% of porn rate ratio has
been shown in Table III. As shown in Fig. 9, both YOLO and
SSD models had the best result at 1% porn frame ratio while
Mask R-CNN achieved its best at 15% and this number was
3% of porn frame ratio on Cascade Mask R-CNN.
The second experiment was conducted by adapting our
proposed approach, which used an SVM with ten high-level
features inputs from sensitive object detection, human presence, and skin extraction modules. Generally, we achieved
better results in comparison with the method using sexual
object detection algorithms only, which can be observed on
Table II and Table III. On the NPDI-800 dataset, Mask R-CNN

Website
Non-Porn
Porn
Total

Ground-Truth
100
100
200

Correct-Predicted
99
100
199

Accuracy
99.00%
100.0%
99.50%

and Cascade Mask R-CNN’s results improved significantly
when adapting the proposed approach, from 54.38% to 74.13%
and 76.63% to 82.75%, respectively. However, the highest
results still are achieved by the YOLO model with 94.06%
accuracy on our manual dataset and 94.88% on the NPDI-800
dataset. The comparison with other methods on the NPDI800 dataset can be observed in Table IV. As can be seen, the
performance of our method in the NPDI-800 dataset is quite
impressive.
B. Website Extension Experiment
In the experiment with pornography blocking extension,
our manual website dataset is adapted to evaluate the effectiveness of recognizing not-safe-for-work websites. The results in
prediction on three types of website can be observed on Table
V and Table VI.
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As can be observed, the extension achieved the outstanding
results with 99.00% Accuracy in recognizing Safety websites,
100.0% and 77.50% Accuracy on Porn-Type-1 and Porn-Type2 websites, respectively. However, the extension recognizes
Porn-Type-2 websites with only 77.50% Accuracy as some
certain websites are identified into Porn-Type-1. Thus, all the
pornographic websites during the experiment are identified by
the extension with the absolute 100% Accuracy in recognition,
leading to the total result of 99.50% Accuracy in porn/nonporn website classification. Still, we have to notice that there
might be some confusing cases, which are websites containing
sensitive contents. These kinds of websites might be civil intent, such as sex education lecture/advice or nude photographs
for medical purposes. This makes the model quite difficult
to determine the suitable decision, which might reduce our
extension’s performance in the real practical implementation.
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C ONCLUSION

This paper proposed a new approach to identify pornographic visual content based on sensitive object detection
and skin color. The proposed approach detects four sensitive
objects including female breast, male or female genital and
anus. Then these sensitive object information are used as highlevel features along with human precense and skin extraction
information as input of the fusion SVM model. Eventually,
the SVM model decides whether the input visual content is
pornography or not. Applying the four most notable object
detection algorithms, which are Mask R-CNN, YOLO, SSD,
and Cascade Mask R-CNN, sensitive object features are identified. We achieved the best results on our custom dataset and
the public NPDI-800 dataset, which are 94.06% and 94.88%
Accuracy respectively, when the YOLOv3 is adapted as the
sensitive object detector and RBF is used as the SVM kernel.
In addition, to prove the effectiveness of our proposed
method in practical application, an extension for alerting and
blocking pornographic website is built. Measuring the accuracy
by surfing 200 websites, the extension has shown impressive
results: 99.00% of normal websites and 100% of pornographic
websites was identified correctly.
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Methods Comparison for Presumptive Detection of
Cyberbullying in Social Networks
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Abstract—Due to TIC development in the last years, users
have managed to satisfy many social experiences through several
digital media like blogs, web and especially social networks.
However, not all social media users have had good experiences
with these media. Since there are malicious users that are able
to cause negative psychological effects over people, this is called
cyberbullying. For this reason, social networks such as Twitter are
looking to implement models based on deep learning or machine
learning capable of recognizing harassing comments on their
platforms. However, most of these models are focused on the
use of English language and there are very few models adapted
for Spanish language. This is why, in this paper we propose
the evaluation of an RNN+LSTM neural network, as well as a
BERT model through sentiment analysis, to perform the detection
of cyberbullying based on Spanish language for Ecuadorian
accounts of the social network Twitter. The results obtained show
a balance between execution time and accuracy obtained for the
RNN + LSTM model. In addition, evaluations of comments that
are not explicitly offensive show a better performance for the
BERT model, which outperforms its counterpart by 20%.
Keywords—Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers, BERT; Cyberbullying; Natural Language Processing; Recurrent Neural Network + Long Short Term Memory; RNN+LSTM;
Sentiment Analysis; Semantics; Spanish Language Processing

I.

popular [6]. These methodologies are able to identify stalkers
based on the allegations in their messages and the behavior of
the account. However, these techniques tend to be ineffective
in the face of occasional or unidentifiable comments.
Similarly, different countries take preventive measures
through campaigns or laws that limit and sanction this type
of practice. In the case of Ecuador, the Ministry of Education
agreed on an operational definition for this type of practices
within educational environments, described as violent acts that
are frequently carried out intentionally between students of an
educational institution, in a relationship of imbalance of power.
Through it, a bully seeks to assert superiority in a group.
[7]. For its part, the National Agency for Intergenerational
Equality establishes that the competent authorities and entities
must create an inter-institutional strategy to prevent, detect and
address all forms of harassment within educational institutions
(bullying, ciberbullying, sexual harassment) [8]. One of the
most common forms of harassment in Ecuador, is cyberbullying which has a 7.46% share of the total, which puts it
ahead of the total number of cases where victims were beaten
in the same period with 7.02% [7]. It is worth mentioning
that these statistics are limited to cyberbullying in educational
environments.

I NTRODUCTION

II.

Nowadays, the constant information and communication
technologies (ICTs) development has enabled interpersonal
interaction, allowing real experiences to be transferred to
a virtualized medium such as social networks (SSNs) [1].
Within this environment, SSNs users can establish real time
conversations to exchange ideas [2]. This satisfies the need
for affection and integration through positive reinforcers and
facilitates socialization among its users [3].
However, there are not only positive reinforcements for
the use of social networks, but there are also risks such
as, emotional distancing, loss of limits in communication,
sexting, cyber addiction, or cyberbullying [4]. In cyberbullying,
malicious users take advantage of situations of vulnerability to
attack others through offensive comments using digital media.
Although cyberbullying does not produce physical injuries, it
causes negative psychological effects and disorders in users
who are victims of these practices [5]. For this reason, social
platforms such as Twitter offer methodologies based on social
systems for cyberbullying recognition, such as Social Filter
or the Theory of Planned Behavior, have become increasingly

BACKGROUND

Following the ideas on [9], [10], [11] they carry out campaigns through images, talks, marches and trends in SSNs on
tolerance and social respect to prevent cyberbullying. Despite
this, the campaigns carried out, being a preventive method, are
not able to act on a perpetuated act or event of cyberbullying.
For this reason, there are methodologies based on deep learning
and machine learning capable of identifying comments with
potential cyberbullying [12]. Based on this resource, it is
possible to take the necessary measures against the users
involved. In this regard, deep learning offers cyberbullying
prediction models based on Support Vector Machine (SVM),
Linear Regression (LR) and Naive Bayes (NB) [13], [14], [15],
[16].
However, the studies carried out are limited to work in
the English language, which results in greater vulnerability
for Spanish-speaking user groups in SSNs.
For this reason, works such as [17] and [18] test SVM,
LR and NB models to perform sentiment analysis based
on Spanish language. Antagonistically, these evaluations are
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focused on traditional methods for sentiment analysis tasks
with NLP. In this sense, traditional methodologies show a good
level of accuracy when performing sentimental analysis.
However, methods based on Recurrent Neural Networks
(RNN), Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN), Memory Networks (MemNNN), Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) and
Recursive Neural Network (RecNN) it present a more robust
and efficient result in the area of Natural Language Processing
(NLP) [19], that represent an area of study for cyberbullying
cases in Spanish language.
For this reason, in recent years, neural networks are dedicated for sentimental analysis tasks in SSNs; becoming a focus
of research interest, offering models capable of classifying
various sentimental topics from texts of limited length [20].
At the same time, these works are focused on empirical
experiments whose adjustment seeks to avoid overfitting, to
allow the implementation of the models in SSNs.
One such model is found within [21], where a sentimental
analysis based on a convolutional recursive neural network
(RvNN) coupled to pretrained word vectors in the upper layer
for English language is proposed. Thus, it uses the RvNN as
an alternative to the CNN clustering layer, thus reducing the
loss of local information and allowing the model to efficiently
capture long-term dependencies based on its tree structure.
Consequently, a classification accuracy of 89.1%, as it extracts
sentimental representations at word level considering syntactic
and semantic relations, similar to what was achieved with
techniques such as Latent semantic analysis (LSA) proposed
in [22], [23].
On the other hand, [24] proposes a CNN-based text classification model for a dataset of verbal aggression in English
language. The experiment combines the LSTM and a CNN to a
2-dimensional embedding Term Frequency Inverse Document
Frequency (TF-IDF) layer. The obtained result reaches 91—%
accuracy for the LSTM+2D TF-IDF and 92% accuracy for
the CNN+2D TF-IDF model. Thus, it increases the accuracy
achieved by the LSTM with 72% and CNN with 83% when
using a preprocessed embedding layer such as Word2Vec [25].

As a Spanish language case, we found that [17] performs
the detection of violence against women in SSNs, based on
Opinion mining techniques, Document Term Matrix (DTM),
such as bolsa de palabras (bag of words), together with
NB, Decision Trees (DT) and SVM algorithms for the social
network Twitter. It´s most relevant result shows an accuracy
of 90.35% when using the DT algorithm.
Thus, [18] presents a semi-automatic and presumptive
detection system of cyberbullying; based on NB, SVM and LG
techniques for the social network Twitter in Spanish language,
called Spanish Cyberbullying Prevention (SPC). Thus, [18]
uses sentiment analysis, machine learning and NLP to analyze
phrases in Spanish from a group of trends and specific users
from Ecuador, in order to identify the existence of a semantic
set related to cyberbullying with up to 91% of precision, when
using SVM.
In this context, we continue the work presented in [18],
where a comparison is made between two models of deep
learning; the first one based on RNN+LSTM and the second
one on BERT for the presumptive detection of cyberbullying in
Spanish language. Our goal is to obtain accurate and efficient
models in terms of execution time, using bidirectional models
with memory capabilities to train the models with a Spanish
language Corpus.
The rest of the document is presented as follows: Section
III describes the methodology used for the proposed method.
Section IV analyze the results obtained. Finally, section V
presents the conclusions of this paper.
III.

M ETHODOLOGY

After reviewing several proposals of deep learning works
for sentimental analysis focused on cyberbullying, we propose
the implementation represented in Fig 1, composed of 3
stages: Dataset extraction, deep learning training and testing
the trained models.
A. Dataset Extraction

In 2018, [26] proposes a pre-training method based the
deep bidirectionality of BERT. Thus, his model is trained using
the ”masked language model” (MLM) but without the ”next
sentence prediction” (NSP) task and a left context model that is
trained using a standard left-to-right LM (LTR), instead of an
MLM. Then, it manages to improve the accuracy of traditional
BERT by 2.5%. In this context, [27] proposes a model that
uses a single linear neural network layer for classification. In
its experimentation, it achieves an accuracy of 81% when using
the Wikipedia Corpus.

Prior to training deep learning models, it´s important
establish a dataset according to the subject matter. Therefore,
it is necessary to generate a customized Corpus that fits the
needs of the research. For this purpose, Twitter´s API and its
advantages were used to form a Corpus through the extraction,
processing and analysis of tweets through several implemented
scripts; which were subsequently used for the proper training
of the proposed models. Scripts with NLP algorithms are used
to semi-automatically identify the sentiments of each tweet
since its content is related to cyberbullying situations and a
correct labeling of the data depends on it.

Also, [20] conducts an evaluation of BERT for the detection of cyberbullying on social media: Twitter, Wikipedia,
and FormSpring. The purpose of their evaluation is to refine
the parameters of BERT when using the [26] Corpus to
achieve better results. Therefore, in evaluating the model,
it achieves an accuracy of 90% when using the Wikipedia
Corpus. However, its best performance was achieved with a
Twitter Corpus with which it obtains 94% detection accuracy.
While, an RNN+LSTM model evaluated with the same Corpus
only achieves 85% accuracy.

Main Corpus elaboration starts establishing a set of phrases
and keywords that suggest some kind of insult or harassment;
as well as others that show a more pleasant type of feeling, as
shown in Table I. Thus, a set of weightings is established to
determine the choice of an appropriate label for a comment.
The label can be between 0 and 1, where the first value
indicates that a comment is negative or has harassment and
the second one when it is a positive or clean one. In turn,
the Corpus used here has been implemented and developed by
[18].
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Fig. 1. Implementation Stages of Deep Learning Models.

TABLE I. S AMPLE C ORRESPONDING TO 6.25% OF P HRASES USED FOR
T WEETS´S AUTOMATIC C LASSIFICATION ACCORDING TO A P OSITIVE OR
N EGATIVE I NTENT F OCUS

Frases Positivas
amar
eres increı́ble
genial
gracias
muy amable

Frases Negativas
desgraciado
gay
hija de put*
indio
vales verg*

verbs and contextual structures are not taken into consideration.
B. Deep Learning Training
To detect comments with presumed cyberbullying, our
designed system uses a training corpus composed of 53.48% of
comments or phrases with bullying. From this, the use of two
models of deep learning is considered to detect and classify
negative sentiments in Spanish language.

However, to establish a margin of error, we have developed
a second manually classified corpus. This is how a comparison
is established between the effectiveness of an automatic classification method and one with personal criteria. The second
Corpus represents 1.36% of information respect to automated
version Corpus. The result is a difference of 20% less in the
interpretation of the data considered as ”harassment” by the
automatic model compared to the manual model. Subsequently,
a data cleaning process was applied to remove mentions,
emoticons and retweets because they affect the content of the
comments and, consequently, could generate false negatives or
positives in the system. As a result, a Corpus was formed with
881503 tweets, where 471432 of them correspond to comments
with some type of harassment.
It should be noted that, as described in [18], a limitation of
the Corpus is the impossibility of analyzing irony, since both

The proposed system has been developed from two methods: RNN + LSTM and BERT, because they are currently the
deep learning models with the highest level of accuracy and
development in prediction and classification tasks in the area
of sentiment analysis.
1) RNN+LSTM Model: Sequence classification is defined
as a predictive modeling problem where we have an input
sequence over space or time and our goal is to predict a
category where to assign that sequence [28]. Hence, a classification model development starts with the implementation of
a block that allows text preprocessing, so that a deep cleaning
is applied to the content of the original comments.
The stipulated cleaning includes special characters, punctuation symbols and repeated words elimination.
Also, it is necessary to apply ”Stemming” or ”Lemmatization” techniques that allow delete word endings to obtain
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their base structure, all that to avoid an excessive amount
of identifiers, which may result in an inefficient classification
system.
On the other hand, word representations are a fundamental
component of many NLP systems, so it is common to represent
words as indexes in a vocabulary [29]. However, this fails
to capture the corresponding lexical structure. Hence, the
importance of text preprocessing and the use of techniques
that allow a mathematical fitting of a one-dimensional word
space to a continuous vector space with fewer dimensions.
For the case of RNN, there is Word Embedding, known as
a set of techniques for language modeling and NLP learning
techniques. Its use represents an efficient way to clean, coding
and vectorize words.
Thereby, the technique allows us know the spatial position
of a word when it´s part of a vector, its characteristics
and surrounding words. Here, a Word Embedding technique
”Word2Vec” was proposed by [25] to delimit the number of
most common words in a dataset, as well as their length
provided by this technique. For this reason, with a greater
features number defined, a better level of interpretation will
be reached during training stage. Also, it should be considered
that the system will take as reference only the words defined
as the most common ones, since the rest of the words are
labeled with a 0. This process is carried out automatically
during the Tokenization process, where the larger text strings
are divided into smaller parts or Tokens; in this way the larger
text samples can be converted into sentences and these in
turn can be tokenized into words. From Tokenization, it is
possible to analyze the number of times each word appears in
the dataset, as shown in Table 2.
TABLE II. DATASET´S M OST USED W ORDS S AMPLE

Top
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Word
hac
buen
quer
dec
put
ir
pod
amig
ser
ver

Top
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

is to use of a Bidirectional LSTM layer. Its use implies a
remarkable improvement compared to a standard LSTM layer.
A single LSTM layer is only capable of retaining information
from a past state because it only considers one input related
to past state. In contrast, a bidirectional LSTM layer can
handle past and future states combined and thus give a better
understanding context to the model to be trained.
Our RNN+LSTM model is composed as follows: an input
layer, followed by an Embedding layer, commonly used in
models with text. Next, a Batch normalization layer is placed,
to adjust the dimensions of the data in the Embedding layer
to the rest of the layers. Subsequently, a Bidirectional layer
is applied, to provides our RNN model with a two-way
LSTM memory; this adds the BERT´s main feature to the
RNN+LSTM, bidirectionality.
2) BERT Model: Preprocessing of the dataset for the
BERT model was performed usingstopwords as a technique
for removing special characters and punctuation symbols not
relevant to the meaning of a sentence. [30]. Subsequently, as
in RNN+LSTM, a tokenization process was applied. However,
BERT has it´s own library to perform preprocessing and
tokenization tasks called BERT Tokenizer. The library, by
itself, splits text into tokens and at the same time converts
those tokens into tokenizing vocabulary indexes. In addition,
it allows to limit or equalize the sentences to equal length
and to create an attention mask; where the last parameter
is a necessary component for the training of the model.
Through this, sentences were constrained into vectors with a
maximum length of 64 identifiers of tokens each. Thus, as in
the RNN+LSTM model, the dataset was divided into Train and
Test blocks in portions of 25% and 75%, respectively.
By using a pre-trained model, BERT presents an efficient
prediction accuracy when compared to other methods of deep
learning. However, it´s possible increase the model´s accuracy
level through Fine-Tunning techniques. This thanks to the
Transformers by Hugging Face option in the PyTorch class.
This do a settings, tokenization and architecture optimizing
since base model; all thanks because Transformers provide
a general-purpose architectures for natural language understanding with about 32 pre-trained models in more than 100
languages.

Word
grac
amar
sol
mejor
dia
pas
verg
tan
gust
hol

Based on the most used words, a dictionary was defined
to match the variety of words in the comments with the
tokenization of the vocabulary. After that, the comments were
transformed into integer sequences. These sequences are truncated or filled in so that they all have the same length, prior
to assigning the data to Train and Test blocks. Subsequently,
the Train and Test blocks were defined in portions of 25%
and 75% respectively. After padding the sequences, two matrices were obtained; the first one corresponding to X-Train
of (220375x500) and the second one assigned to X-Test of
(661126x 500), where 500 corresponds to the maximum length
sequences. On the other hand, the labels in Y-Train and Y-Test
are directly extracted from the original data set.
On the other hand, our RNN+LSTM model main feature

In addition, BERT is a robust model that consumes a large
amount of system resources on which it will be run. One
way to optimize its performance during a training and save
memory is the use PyTorch DataLoader class. On the other
hand, PyTorch, is a deep learning project development library
whose main feature is the use of GPU acceleration. Thanks to
this, PyTorch allows a dynamic behavior change of a neural
network on the go. Finally, for our BERT model, the BERT
base configuration was chosen for its trade-off between number
of parameters vs. execution time. The base BERT model differs
from the BERT large model by 2.8% and its runtime increases
substantially; for this reason it will not be considered in this
study.
Base BERT is configured by 768 hidden layers and 12
headers. However, it´s possible set a number of improvements
to the model through AdamW optimizers, including a learning
rate between 5e−5 , 3e−5 , 2e−5 .
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TABLE III. S EVERAL S TUDIE - CASES H ARASSMENT AND
N ON -H ARASSMENT C OMMENTS E XAMPLES

Harassment free Tweets
si te toca estar en mesa.
si sólo tienes que ir a
votar y desaparecer.
Que viva Guayaquil de
mis amores!

TABLE V. BERT M ODEL S TRUCTURING

Settings
Epochs
Hidden layers
Heads
Batch size
Parameters
Learning rate
Epsilon value

Harassment Tweets
Todos se cagaron, porque empezaron
a decir, ”ahı́ viene la mujer de ese
man”, nos escuchó gritar ”cachudo”,
jajajaja cerraran las bien puertas y
ventanas que pasa el lelo y su mafia.

C. Testing the Trained Models

Based on this, the operating characteristics are evaluated
through accuracy parameters of the trained models.
Thereby, an analysis is made of the phrases or words that,
according to the models, suggest some type of harassment or
insult.
In addition, the models make it possible determine the
percentage of harassment on each analyzed account has in
relation to extracted information.
Table III shows one example of a comment with harassment
and one without harassment, from which the Study Cases
Corpus are composed.
IV.

the other hand, BERT´s curve model, in red, shows an AUC
with a value of 0.98.
Thereby, AUC is the probability that a negative random
comment is considered as negative and a positive one as
positive. Therefore, the value of the AUC ranges from 0 to
1.
Our implemented models provide optimal performance
overall, where BERT model outperforms the RNN+LSTM
model by 1%.

True Positive Rate

Once the models are trained, we use different datasets
to establish two case studies with which to corroborate their
classification accuracy. For this paper, we used two accounts
belonging to Ecuadorian users whose contents have different
focuses: the first account specializes in hurtful comments
(Study Case 1) and the other is focused on political issues
(Study Case 2).

BERT
4
768
12
32
768
5e−5
1e−8

A NALYSIS OF R ESULTS
BERT AUC = 0.98
RNN+LSTM AUC = 0.97

To validate our proposed models, we used the Table IV
parameters for RNN+LSTM model and Table V parameters
for BERT model.
False Positive Rate

Both models were trained and evaluated on a computer with
12 processing threads at 3.9GHz coupled with 48GB of RAM.
In addition, since the models allow the use of vector graphics
processing for their execution, a GPU with 1920 CUDA cores
and 6GB of VRAM was used.

Dense layer

B. Performance Analysis
As shown in Table VI, the BERT model reflects the highest
accuracy with respect to its counterpart with RNN+LSTM
and even surpasses by far the result obtained with SVM.
In [18]. However, the RNN+LSTM model offers very close
performance to that of BERT, with only a fraction of its run
time.

TABLE IV. RNN+LSTM M ODEL S TRUCTURING

Settings
Epochs
Embedding neurons
Bidirectional
Lstm neurons
Dropout
Batch size

Fig. 2. RNN+LSTM & BERT Model´s Operating Characteristics.

RNN+LSTM
6
128
128, with
“batch normalization”
128
32
1, with “Sigmoid”
activation

TABLE VI. R ESULTS FROM T RAINED M ODELS

Parameter
Accuracy [%]
Execution
time [min]
AUC
Number of
Tweets

A. Operating Characteristics Analysis
Fig. 2 shows the curves with operating characteristics
(ROC) of RNN+LSTM and BERT models.
The curve corresponding to RNN+LSTM model, in blue,
shows an area under the curve (AUC) with a value of 0.97. On

RNN+LSTM
91.82

BERT
92.82

SVM
87

NB
83

LR
85
-

78

270

-

-

0.97

0.98

-

-

-

220000

220000

230000

230000

230000

In terms of Epoch, RNN+LSTM model shows a decreasing
trend with respect to the precision value, as shown in Fig. 3.
Thus, the higher the number of Epochs the accuracy tends to
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TABLE VIII. T WEET´S F RAGMENTS WITH A LLEGED H ARASSING
C ONTENT ACCORDING TO THE RNN+LSTM M ODEL WITH THE S TUDY
C ASE 1 DATASET
Commentary

Harassment

Real
State

Punkeros marihuanos fracasados buenos para nada,
y el otro defecto era que cuando ella vivı́a en Quito
se metı́a hierba, mucha hierba...
A ver te explico. A ver te explico. A ver te explico.
A ver te explico. Mira mamaverg*...
Poco a poco esas experiencias de hablar por horas
se reducı́an a minutos, nos volvı́amos extraños,
como si nunca nos hubiéramos conocido...
Al rato le llega una llamada de cierto hijo de put*
preguntándole qué hace y dice: ”nada aquı́ en el mall,
cae”. O SEA BRAAADER, O SEA
Nos fuimos todos a casa y al rato me llama Kar–
diciendo que la hermana le dijo que yo le gustaba
a ella y se puso a llorar...
’Belleza mis negros de la mini tri, carajo.
Put*s para todos!, yo invito.

!
!
%

!
!
%

!

!

%
!

%
%

Accuracy

270.2 min

202.69 min
25.24 min
38.59 min
12.46 min
134.57 min

51.87 min
65.13min

67.06 min

78.33 min

BERT
RNN+LSTM
Epoch
Fig. 3. Execution Time and Accuracy by Epoch.

stabilize at a lower value with respect to its starting point;
being the number of Epochs chosen the appropriate one to
achieve a stable value close to the one achieved by the BERT
model.
On the other hand, BERT model shows an increasing
behavior; suggesting that the model can achieve even higher
levels of accuracy. However, a higher level of accuracy may
represent a model´s overfitting.
At the same time, Fig. 3 evidences a convergence point
with an accuracy´s approximate value between the two models
at Epoch number 2.
However, this sample shows the difference in the execution
time required by each model to achieve this accuracy value;
where RNN+LSTM uses only 18% of time used by BERT.
C. Validation Analysis of Acertation
In order to evaluate the trained models, we have used data
from two Twitter accounts whose users will be described as
@USER 1 (Study Case 1) and @USER 2 (Study Case 2);
in order to maintain these accounts anonymous. In turn, the
accounts have different content approaches. The analysis are
shown in Table VII. At the same time, we use the portion of
the dataset intended for Test tasks.
TABLE VII. S TUDY C ASES ACCOUNTS C YBERBULLYING AVERAGE

Account
@USER 1
@USER 2

Account´s
Harassment percentage [%]
86,3
19,27

The model´s results using non-explicitly offensive comments were satisfactory, especially with BERT model. With
the dataset test portion, we generate a list of 20 random comments with alleged cyberbullying, BERT was able to identify
85% of them correctly. While, under the same parameters,
RNN+LSTM identified 75% of comments correctly.
In Study Case 1, 20 random comments are evaluated by
RNN+LSTM and BERT they were able to predict 85% of

TABLE IX. T WEET´S F RAGMENTS WITH A LLEGED H ARASSING
C ONTENT ACCORDING TO THE BERT M ODEL WITH THE S TUDY CASE 1
DATASET
Commentary
Hasta Cuando Nos Vengan a Ver- Peker la Maravilla
Ft El Soldadito Broder, esa vaina te llega al soul
Yo andaba en bóxer y la gata hija de put* que estaba
tranquila acurrucada, de la nada me mete sus garras
en mi virilidad masculina varonil. . .
Admito a veces se me chispotea y escribo algo mal,
pero braaaders, hay gente que no tiene esta condición,
y escriben con el cul*. . .
Todo el mundo me quedó viendo con cara de:
”Vales verg* pendejo, la hiciste llorar, no se hace llorar
a una mujer en público”...
Toda grilla es madrina de un equipo pelotero de la
universidad o empresa, y las grillas de más caché son
candidatas a reinas de lo que sea. . .
Nos llega la noticia sobre la universidad, a ella
le dijeron que estudiarı́a en Cuenca y justo yo estaba
tratando de estudiar otra carrera...

Harassment

%
!

Real
State

%
%

!

!

!

!

!

!

%

%

comments correctly; part of these results are shown in Table
VIII and Table IX respectively.
However, for Study case 2, BERT demonstrated a higher
level of prediction than RNN+LSTM. When generating a list
of 20 comments with suspected cyberbullying, BERT got 30%
of them right, as seen in Table XI; while RNN+LSTM barely
managed to identify 10%, from Table X.
This is due to the comments in Study case 2, which have
no insults or hurtful comments as such, unlike Study Case 1.
Which don´t contain any insults or hurtful comments as such,
unlike Study Case 1. This is where the advantages of using a
pre-trained model over a relatively inexperienced one become
evident.
In addition, upon visual inspection of the classification
results, it can be determined that BERT suggests a better
approach to harassment, since it does not take any sentence
as harassment even if it shows a potential insult. Likewise,
this phenomenon can be better appreciated in the comments
of Study Case 2, where RNN+LSTM model generates more
false-positive cases.
On the other hand, results show a 16% of comments
whose terms suggest some kind of insult without actually being
harassment.
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This is where implemented models tend to show bad results
with respect to a real state of interpretation; taking into account
that it can be a subjective parameter depending on the user who
interprets it.
TABLE X. T WEET´S F RAGMENTS WITH A LLEGED H ARASSING C ONTENT
ACCORDING TO THE RNN+LSTM M ODEL WITH THE S TUDY CASE 2
DATASET
Commentary

Harassment

Real
State

Ministra R— debe estar presa: Es una vulgar delincuente.
Terremoto polı́tico: Difunden organigrama, elaborado por
Dan— M—
Solo por tratarse de Cor— violan las reglas básicas del
derecho procesal. Que vergenza!
Los torcidos renglones de este panfleto. Cuánta imaginación
malsana!!.Que poca capacidad de análisis polı́tico!
PRONUNCIAMIENTO DE LOS EX MIEMBROS DE LA
COMISIÓN DE AUDITORÍA DE LA DEUDA Cuestionan
la renegociación.
And— Ar— aceptó la candidatura del progresismo:
Representamos a todos los sectores del Ecuador.
Caso BOCHORNOS es la suma d todas las arbitrariedades

!
!
!
%
%
!

!
!
!
%
%
!

TABLE XI. T WEET´S F RAGMENTS WITH A LLEGED H ARASSING
C ONTENT ACCORDING TO THE BERT M ODEL WITH THE S TUDY C ASE 2
DATASET
Commentary

Harassment

La situación en Pichincha es grave. Los esfuerzos para evitar
contagios necesitan la responsabilidad de todos los ciudadan
Ningún Asambleı́sta de está envuelto en sucios y corruptos
repartos de hospitales. Eso no sale en la prensa. . .
Empezaron los recaderos de banqueros! Nos enseña algún
sobreprecio? AHORA es que los hay. Ha de ser feo ver a. . .
Lo mismo se pasaron diciendo los 10 años de mi Gobierno.
Recuerdan? La campaña sucia de siempre.
Cuando de pronto empezó a suceder algo raro...
Esta designación lejos de ser únicamente mérito indı́gena. . .

%
!
!
!
%
!

V.

Real
State

%
!
!
!
%
%

On the other hand, BERT model offers different model
architectures with a greater or lesser number of parameters,
depending on the desired implementation approach. Thus,
there is potential improvement for accuracy if we evaluate the bert-large-uncased or bert-base-multilingual-uncased
models. However, a different BERT model requires higher
computational capabilities, which can be limiting factor for
its implementation.
Finally, through the case studies, it was determined that
the trained models are robust enough to predict whether an
account includes cyberbullying comments in its content and at
the same time its percentages.
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Abstract—Driving in an unfamiliar traffic regulation using an
unfamiliar vehicle configuration contributes to increase number
of traffic accidents. In these circumstances, a driver needs to
have what is referred to as ‘situation awareness’ (SA). SA is
divided into (level 1) perception of environmental cues, (level 2)
comprehension of the perceived cues in relation to the current
situation and (level 3) projection of the status of the situation in
the near future. On the other hand, augmented feedback (AF) is
used to enhance the performance of a certain task. In Driving,
AF can be provided to drivers via in-vehicle information systems.
In this paper, we hypothesize that considering the SA levels when
designing AF can reduce the driving errors and thus enhance road
safety. To evaluate this hypothesis, we conducted a quantitative
study to test the usability of a certain set of feedback and an
empirical study using a driving simulator to test the effectiveness
of that feedback in terms of improving driving performance,
particularly at roundabouts and intersections in an unfamiliar
traffic system. The results of the first study enhanced the ability of
the in-vehicle information system to provide feedback considering
SA levels. This information was incorporated into a driving
simulator and provided to drivers. The results of the second study
revealed that considering SA levels when designing augmented
feedback significantly reduces the driving errors at roundabouts
and intersections in an unfamiliar traffic regulation.
Keywords—Situation awareness; unfamiliar traffic regulation;
augmented feedback; in-vehicle information systems

I.

I NTRODUCTION

International drivers, especially from an opposite, unfamiliar traffic regulation (UFTR), are involved in a large number
of traffic accidents [1], [2]. In this paper, a UFTR represents
driving a right-hand drive vehicle in a keep-left traffic regulation for drivers who are only familiar with driving a left-hand
drive vehicle in a keep-right traffic regulation. The minority
of countries (75 countries), such as Australia and Japan [3]
are following a UFTR in their traffic system. In the case of
UFTR, and especially for international drivers, driving can be
more demanding, resulting in an increased number of vehicle
accidents, especially at roundabouts and intersections [4].
Overall, satisfactory driving in these conditions requires
drivers to be aware of the environment as well as the configurations of the vehicle. This is known as situational awareness
(SA). In general, SA refers to the perception of surroundings
with respect to time and space, the comprehension of their

meaning, and the projection of their status in the future [5].
Accordingly, SA can be divided into three levels [5]: level 1
perception, level 2 comprehension and level 3 projection.
In-vehicle information systems aim to enhance the road
safety by providing the drivers with some feedback that help
them to make the proper reactions [6]. However, most of
existing works ignore designing the provided feedback based
on the SA levels, particularly for information required when
driving at roundabouts and intersections in a UFTR. The aim
of this paper is to consider the SA levels when designing
the feedback provided to drivers by in-vehicle information
systems. That is, the feedback is provided in perceptual,
comprehensible and projectable manner. We hypothesize that
considering the SA levels when designing the target feedback
can reduce the driving errors and thus improve the road safety.
To evaluate this hypothesis, we firstly conducted a quantitative
study to test the usability of a certain set of feedback (i.e.,
travelling path, turning, signalling and speeding at roundabouts
and intersections). The results of the first study enhanced
the ability of the in-vehicle information system to provide
feedback considering SA levels. Then, we conducted an empirical study using a driving simulator to test the effectiveness
of that feedback in terms of improving driving performance,
particularly at roundabouts and intersections in an unfamiliar
traffic system.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2
introduces the situation awareness and its levels in driving
domain, the rules of driving at roundabouts and intersections
in a UFTR and how these rules differ between familiar and
unfamiliar traffic regulation, and some in-vehicle information
systems that provide visual feedback at roundabouts and intersections. Section 3 tests the usability of presenting the visual
feedback in accordance with SA levels. Section 4 evaluates the
effectiveness of that feedback in terms of improving the road
safety. Section 5 concludes the paper.
II.

BACKGROUND

A. Situation Awareness in Driving
SA in the driving refers to the perception of the elements
in the traffic system within a volume of time and space, the
comprehension of their meaning, and the projection of their
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status in the near future [7]. Traffic system includes three main
components: vehicles on the road, users of the road and road
environment. Accordingly, the levels of SA in this domain are:
Level 1: Perception of the relevant elements in the traffic
system.
Level 2: Comprehension of the meaning of the perceived
elements.
Level 3: Projection of near-future status of traffic system.
In relation to driving in a UFTR, the study [8] discovered
the drivers’ SA when driving at a UFTR by testing the lane
changing performance at straight and curved roads in addition
to roundabouts and intersections. The findings of [8] showed
that international drivers are likely to have low SA when driving at roundabouts and intersections. Accordingly, the current
study focuses on driving at roundabouts and intersections in a
UFTR.

B. Driving at Roundabouts and Intersections in a UFTR
Australia is a keep-left country whose traffic system follows a UFTR in this research. In case of no traffic presents in
the dual-lane roads, Australian traffic rules are as follows [9]:
1) Approach a roundabout/intersection (a) using the correct
approaching lane according to the target direction (i.e. the
right, left, and right or left lane when turning right, turning
left, and going straight-ahead, respectively), (b) signalling prior
to turning left or right and (c) slowing down or completely
stopping the vehicle.
2) Enter a roundabout/intersection in the correct direction of
traffic flow.
3) Exit a roundabout/intersection using the correct lane.
International drivers who come from keep-right countries
must consider the main differences in traffic rules and vehicle
configuration when driving at a roundabout/intersection in their
home countries and in a UFTR. The differences are as follows:
•

In the right-hand drive vehicle (the driver is not familiar with) has its direction indicator stalk on the right
of the steering wheel whereas in the left-hand drive
vehicle (the driver is familiar with) has its direction
indicator stalk on the left of the steering wheel.

•

The correct direction when entering a roundabout in
a UFTR is clock-wise, not as it is on the keep-right
traffic system (i.e. counter clock-wise).

•

The correct direction of the traffic flow in a UFTR
is the opposite of traffic flow in a keep-right traffic
system.

In general, drivers become more aware of the driving environment when they manage to identify the information relevant
to the task in rapid patterns to prepare themselves to make
appropriate decisions and reactions. This helps the driver
understand the relationship between the driving goal and other
components of the traffic system at any moment in time [10].
Hence the driver will make fewer errors and avoid vehicle
accidents. The information the drivers need can be provided
to the drivers by In-vehicle Information Systems (IVISs).

C. Augmented Feedback in Driving
Augmented feedback is a form of technology that enhances
the performance of a certain task by integrating computergenerated objects with the virtual or real environment [11]. It
can be described as a set of stimuli whereby learners receive
information from external sources in order to reinforce their
behaviour and learning process [12]. The augmented feedback
usually targets a task the operator is performing or going to
perform in the future. Augmented feedback can be provided in
different modalities, such as video, auditory or haptic in order
to enrich the user’s experience. In general, augmented feedback
shows promising results with applications in various human
situation, including driving [13], to enhance a number of
related physical tasks. In driving, augmented feedback can be
provided to drivers via in-vehicle information systems (IVISs).
IVISs are a form of technology that can support drivers by
providing real-time feedback returned to drivers telling them
what is going. The driver perceives the feedback from the
system and understands it to make a decision, and refine or
correct his/her driving reactions [14]. That keeps the drivers in
the loop and thereby improving the drivers’ SA and safety [15].
However, there is growing concern that IVIS might distract
drivers from the primary driving task and thus compromise
driving safety, as looking at the provided feedback consumes
the driver’s visual demand. The drivers are required to move
their eyes back and forth between the road and the system.
Additionally, there is a potential safety issue if the system
provides drivers with unnecessary information, as it reduces
driving performance [16], [17].
To reach the potential goal of IVISs, the system should
provide only the important information. The driver does not
need to capture the information that is irrelevant to the current
or upcoming driving task. Additionally, the system should
provide perceivable information (represents level 1). That is,
the driver should not have to take his or her eyes off the
road while glancing at the provided information. Also, the
system must provide quick comprehensible information [18]
(represents level 2). Unclear information might confuse the
driver and affect his or her ability to make the correct reaction
within the appropriate time. Moreover, the system should
provide the information in a projectable manner (represents
level 3). That is, the information helps the driver make a correct
decision in relation to the upcoming situation. Understanding
the drivers’ needs of provided information are necessary to
design the most useful system.
In relation to driving in a UFTR, the study [8] extracted
the required information to drive safe at roundabouts and
intersections. The information included upcoming area of the
road to inform the driver about the upcoming roundabout
and intersection, travelling path to inform the driver about
the correct travelling lane when approaching, entering and
exiting a roundabout/intersection, direction indicator to remind
the driver of the correct position of direction indicator stalk,
and speed to inform the driver about the speed limit of
the travelling road. Visual feedback is selected by overseas
drivers as the most preferable feedback modality to present
that information when driving in a UFTR [19]. Therefore, in
this research, we only focus on visual feedback provided by
IVISs.
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D. Visual Feedback in Roundabouts/Intersections In-Vehicle
Information Systems
Becic et al., [20] investigated the effectiveness of an IVIS in
reducing the number of crashes at a rural stop-controlled intersection in a keep-right traffic regulation. The system displays
the upcoming intersection as arrows cross each others on either
right or left display based on the traffic flow in the upcoming
intersection. The arrows show the traffic direction without
showing the required travelling lane the driver should travel
within. Also, the information regarding direction indicator and
speed limit is not provided to the drivers.
Zhang et al., [21] designed an IVIS that assists the driver
when approaching a cross, ”arch-shaped” intersection in a
keep-left traffic regulation. The system provides visual feedback in a head-up-display (HUP) on the central-lower part
of the windshield. The system shows the traffic status of
upcoming intersection, leaving the drivers to slow down or
make another proper reaction.
Tran et al., [22] studied driving performance at signalised
turn-left intersections in a keep-right traffic regulation. In such
a driving scenario, the driver does not have priority to turn left.
He/she must cross the traffic flow coming from the opposite
direction. Using a 3D HUP, the IVIS system visualises a three
second projected path of the vehicle coming from the opposite
side of the road. The path is presented in the driver’s main field
of view. As long as no vehicle is approaching the intersection,
the system presents nothing to the driver. In other words, the
system does not describe the situation until traffic exists in the
upcoming area.
Caird et al. [23] designed a sign IVIS that visually provides
two road signs ”prepare to stop” and ”signals ahead” on a
HUD. These two signs inform the driver of an upcoming
change in the road, but they do not provide a complete picture
of what is coming next, leaving drivers to guess about whether
the traffic light might be at an intersection, roundabout, or Tjunction.
Alyamani et al., 2019 [24] extended the feedback designed
in [19] and provided it to the international drivers when driving
at a UFTR (see Figure 1). The feedback is presented on a
HUD. The feedback includes up-coming section of road, either
intersection or roundabout, the correct travelling path, direction
indicator and speed limit to help drivers make proper decision
and reaction when driving at a roundabout/intersection.
Table I compares different roundabout/intersection invehicle information systems according to feedback the system
provides. Two of the works reviewed above support the drivers
when driving in a keep-left traffic regulation. All the works
reviewed above provide the drivers with feedback related to
the upcoming section of the road either prior approaching all
upcoming roundabout/intersection or only when traffic exists
in the upcoming area. Feedback regarding travelling path is
only supported totally in [24] and partially in [22]. None of
the above works take into account presenting the direction
indicator and speed except [24]. Accordingly, this research
focuses on evaluating the usability of the feedback designed
by [24] as will be described in the following section.

III.

T ESTING THE U SABILITY OF R EQUIRED F EEDBACK

A short questionnaire was developed to collect overseas
drivers’ opinions about the design of the feedback proposed by
[24]. We particularly focused on presenting the feedback in a
perceivable (level 1), comprehensible (level 2) and projectable
(level 3) way. The proposed location of the target feedback
was in the lower-central part of the windshield, using a HUD
(level 1), the content included well-known symbols, icons and
road signs (level 2) to help the driver make decisions about
the required driving performance and behaviour (level 3).

A. Questionnaire Design and Procedure
An open recruitment process was adopted. Participants
were recruited via an email that included the survey link.
At the beginning of the questionnaire, information and instructions regarding driving at roundabouts and intersections
in NSW, Australia, were presented. The questionnaire started
by collecting demographic information, such as gender, age
and driving experience in both keep-right and keep-left traffic
regulations. Then, a GIF image of a vehicle driving in a
simulated keep-left road was presented to give participants
a better sense of driving in a keep-left traffic regulation,
especially for those who were only familiar with a keep-right
traffic regulation. Then, the participants were asked to answer
the usability questions. Table II shows the list of questions, the
target feedback and the rating scale. Each question included
an image (see Fig. 2); participants were asked to observe the
image and answer the question. The participants could add any
comments after answering the question. Questions QA, QBs
and QCs addressed the usability of the information in relation
to its perceivability (level 1), comprehensibility (level 2) and
projectability (level 3), respectively.

B. Participants
We distributed the online surveys to 65 participants, aged
19-52 with mean of 31.7 (SD: 1.1). The participants were only
familiar with a keep-right regulation. All had a driver’s license
issued in their home keep-right country with a mean driving
experience of 13.5 years (SD = 1.3) and drove in familiar
regulations for an average of 19.7 hours/week (SD = 1.9).

C. Data Analysis
The usability questions were grouped into two categorical
variables. Responses of the first question were categorised
as ‘easy’, (including ‘easy’ and ‘very easy’) and ‘difficult’
(including ‘very difficult’ and ‘difficult’). Responses to the
second question were categorised as ‘clear’ (which included
‘very clear’ and ‘clear’) and ‘not clear’ (including ‘not very
clear’ and ‘not clear at all’). Responses to the third question
were grouped into ‘useful’, (including ‘very useful’ and ‘useful’) and ‘not useful’ (including ‘not very useful’ and ‘not
useful at all’). Undecided responses were excluded. As we
had one sample and categorical variables, we conducted a nonparametric test (i.e. one sample chi-square goodness-of-fit test)
[25] to determine usability in relation to each question.
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Fig. 1. Extended Design of Required Feedback to Support Overseas Drivers when Driving in Roundabouts and Intersections [24]. The Feedback Include a) the
Upcoming Section of the Road, b) using the Direction Indicator,c) Speed Limit and d) Travelling Path).

TABLE I. OVERVIEW OF A ROUNDABOUT /I NTERSECTION IVIS R ELATED TO T RAFFIC R EGULATION AND R EQUIRED F EEDBACK . •: S UPPORTED , ◦: NOT
S UPPORTED , [•] : PARTIALLY S UPPORTED
Authors
Becic et al. 2012 [20],
Zhang et al. 2009 [21],
Tran et al. 2013 [22]
Caird et al., 2008 [23]
Alyamani et al., 2019 [24]

Traffic regulation
KRT
KLT
KRT
KRT
KLT

Upcoming section of road
•
•
[•]
•
•

D. Results
In relation to the first question, 44 participants thought
feedback presented on the lower-central part of the windshield
using a HUD was easy to perceive whereas 10 participants
thought it was difficult (see Table III). The minimum expected
frequency was 27.0. The difference was statistically significant
(χ2 (1) = 21.407, ρ < .001).
The majority of participants (55) thought the upcoming
area feedback clearly described the conditions of the upcoming
area; only 2 participants did not think it was clearly described.
The minimum expected frequency was 25.5. The difference
was statistically significant, χ2 (1) = 49.281, ρ < .001. On
the other hand, 27 participants thought the upcoming area
feedback could help them make a decision regarding the
required reaction or performance at the upcoming roundabout

Travelling
◦
◦
[•]
◦
•

Using direction indicator
◦
◦
◦
◦
•

Speed limit
◦
◦
◦
◦
•

or intersection, while 24 participants thought this feedback
could not help them do so. The minimum expected frequency was 25.5. The difference was not statistical significant
(χ2 (1) = .176, ρ = .674).
Most participants (56) thought that the combination of
upcoming area and travelling path feedback clearly described
the situation; only 3 participants found that this combination did not clearly describe the situation. The minimum
expected frequency was 29.5. The difference was statistically
significant(χ2 (1) = 47.610, ρ < .001). Similarly, 59 participants thought that presenting upcoming area and travelling path
feedback was useful for planning the required reaction at the
upcoming section of road; only 2 participants thought it was
not useful. The minimum expected frequency was 30.5. The
difference was statistically significant (χ2 (1) = 53.262, ρ <
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TABLE II. Q UESTIONS TO E VALUATE THE U SABILITY OF N ECESSARY F EEDBACK
Q#
QA

Question
How easy is it to perceive the feedback in the image below?

Target feedback
All

QB1

How well does the feedback describe the situation shown
in the clip above?
How well does the feedback describe the situation shown
in the clip above?
How well does the feedback describe the situation shown
in the clip above?
How well does the feedback describe the situation shown
in the clip above?
How useful is the feedback helping you make decisions
about the required performance at the upcoming
roundabout/intersection?
How useful is the feedback helping you make decisions
about the required performance at the upcoming
roundabout/intersection?
How useful is the feedback helping you make decisions
about the required performance at the upcoming
roundabout/intersection?
How useful is the feedback helping you make decisions
about the required performance at the upcoming
roundabout/intersection?

Upcoming area

QB2
QB3
QB4
QC1

QC2

QC3

QC4

Upcoming area +
travelling path
Upcoming area +
direction indicator
Upcoming area +
speeding
Upcoming area

Rating scale
‘very difficult’, ‘difficult’,
‘normal’, ‘easy’ and ‘very easy’
‘not clear at all’, ‘not very clear’,
‘normal’, ‘clear’, ‘very clear’

‘not useful at all’, ‘not very
useful’, ‘normal’, ‘useful’,
‘very useful’

Upcoming area +
travelling path
Upcoming area +
direction indicator
Upcoming area +
speeding

Fig. 2. Some Images used in the Usability Questionnaire.
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TABLE III. P OSITIVE AND N EGATIVE R ATINGS FOR E ACH Q UESTION

*

Question
QA

# of ‘easy’ responses
44

# of ‘difficult’ responses
10

χ2 (1)
21.407

p
< .001*

Question
QB1
QB2
QB3
QB4

# of ‘clear’ responses
55
56
47
57

# of ‘not clear’ responses
2
3
10
5

χ2 (1)
49.281
47.610
24.018
43.613

<
<
<
<

Question
QC1
QC2
QC3
QC4

# of ‘useful’ responses
27
59
39
62

# of ‘not useful’
24
2
12
0

χ2 (1)
.176
53.262
14.294
-

p
=.674
< .001*
< .001*
-

p
.001*
.001*
.001*
.001*

Statistically significant.

.001).
In relation to upcoming area and direction indicator feedback, 47 participants thought this combination clearly described the situation, whereas 10 participants thought it did not.
The minimum expected frequency was 28.5. The difference
was statistically significant, χ2 (1) = 24.018, ρ < .001. In
addition 39 participants thought it was useful to plan the
required reaction using both upcoming area and direction
indicator feedback together, whereas 12 participants thought
it was not useful to do so. The minimum expected frequency
was 25.5. The difference was statistically significant (χ2 (1) =
14.294, ρ < .001).
In relation to a combination of upcoming area and speeding
feedback, 57 participants thought presenting upcoming area
and speeding feedback together clearly described the situation,
while 5 participants thought it did not. The minimum expected
frequency was 31.0. The difference was statistically significant
(χ2 (1) = 43.613, ρ < .001). 62 participants thought it was
useful to plan the required reaction using that combination of
feedback; no participant thought it was not useful to do so. The
chi-square goodness-of-fit test could not be performed as the
variable was constant (there was no value for the ‘not useful’
group).
E. Discussion
A significant percentage of participants (67.7%) reported
that feedback displayed on a HUD was easy to perceive.
Therefore, we should present the target feedback on a HUD. A
significant percentage of participants (84.6%) also thought that
providing only upcoming area feedback (i.e. static feedback)
clearly described the upcoming situation. However, there was
insignificant difference between the percentage of participants
(41.5%) who reported that upcoming area feedback was useful
for directing the driver to make the proper decisions at the
upcoming section of road and those who did not (36.9%).
Participants were confused about the required reaction
due to their unfamiliarity with the keep-left traffic regulation,
even the driving rules at roundabouts and intersections were
explained at the beginning of the questionnaire. On the other
hand, a significant percentage of participants thought that
combining upcoming area information with any of the other
forms of dynamic feedback (i.e. travelling path, direction
indicator and speed) clearly described the situation and was
useful for making appropriate decisions at an upcoming section
of road. In fact, 86.2%, 72.3% and 87.7% of participants found

that the combination of upcoming area and travelling path, upcoming area and direction indicator, upcoming area and speed,
respectively, clearly described the situation of the upcoming
section of road. Also, 90.8%, 60.0% and 95.4% of participants
found the combination of upcoming area and travelling path,
upcoming area and direction indicator, upcoming area and
speed, respectively, was useful for making appropriate decisions at an upcoming section of road. Hence, we recommend
providing static feedback supported by dynamic feedback. The
static feedback functioned to describe provided the upcoming
situation while dynamic feedback supported decision making.
In relation to a combination of upcoming area and travelling path feedback, four participants (6.2%) who responded
that this combination was clear and useful recommended that
we use only travelling path instead, as travelling path was
shown on the roundabout and intersection. Two participants
(3.1%) who were undecided about the clarity and usefulness
of this combination found the simultaneous presentation confusing. One participant (1.5%) who had a negative response
regarding the clarity and usefulness of that combination commented: ”I do not know if I will drive through one or two
roundabouts” and ”should I follow the line at first and second
roundabout?” As a result of the wider potential for such
confusion, we would follow the recommendations we received
from participants and only provide travelling path feedback
when it was necessary.
IV.

E FFECTIVENESS E VALUATION

The study evaluates the effectiveness of the feedback
mentioned above for improving the road safety, particularly
for drivers who are not familiar with driving in a UFTR.
A. Method
1) Participants: The study involved twenty international
participants. The participant age range was 20-35 years with
a mean age of 24.2 years (SD = 2.7). All participants were
unfamiliar with a keep-left traffic regulation and right-hand
drive vehicle. They each had a driving license of their home
country with a mean driving experience of 5.9 years (SD =
3.3). They drove in average 14.7 hours/week (SD = 9.0).
2) Apparatus: The experiment was conducted on the Forum8 drive simulator, which is a fixed-based simulator. It represents a right-hand drive vehicle with three 42-inch monitors,
creating a 150 degree horizontal and 30 degree vertical field
of view. The monitors display the central and peripheral visual
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fields to the driver. UC-win/Road was used as software to
model the traffic system in addition to locating the visual
feedback on of the monitors. The driving data (e.g., speed,
brake and steering wheel angel) was recorded for future
analysis.
3) Driving Track, Scenario and Tasks: Using Forum8, the
participants drove in a simulated keep-left traffic system (see
Fig. 3- (a)). The driving track was similar to the track designed
in [24]. The track included dual-lane roads crossed each other
in three roundabouts and intersections. Participants were asked
to drive in a certain direction, which forced them to drive
through all roundabouts and intersections, each time with
a different direction (left, right, and forward). Participants
were asked to drive appropriately at those roundabouts and
intersections following the Australian rules (see Section II-B).
4) Procedure: The experiment had three sessions - preexperiment, preparation and two driving tests. In the preexperiment session, participants were asked to complete an
initial computer-based questionnaire. It was used to collect
demographic information and driving experience data. In the
preparation session, the driving simulator, Forum8, was introduced. Participants were verbally informed about the upcoming
session and the Australian traffic rules, focusing on the rules
for driving at roundabouts and intersections. In addition, they
received a quick explanation of differences in vehicle configuration, such as the position of the wiper and direction indicator
stalk, whereas the direction indicator stalk of a right-hand drive
vehicle is placed the other way around. Then, participants
were driving in a built-in test scenario for 10 minutes in
order to familiarise themselves with the driving simulator.
This scenario was supported by Forum8 and represented a
keep-left driving environment. The scenario followed a route
that differed from the test route to minimise the learning
effect. During the familiarisation test, the researcher answered
any questions participants might have. Participants had a 5minute break after the familiarisation test while the researcher
prepared the simulation for the driving test.
The third session (i.e. driving tests) had two driving trials - “Control” (no feedback offered) and “Experimental”,
(providing feedback). The researcher randomly divided the
20 participants into two similar sized groups (10 participants
each). Both groups participated in both trials. However, the
order of the two trials was randomised between them in
order to reduce the learning effect. Whereas the first group
started with the control trial, the second group started with
the experimental trial. There was a one-hour break between
the two trials. Each driving test took around seven minutes to
complete. The session started with providing the participants
with a map of the driving track that indicated the direction
the driver should follow (see Fig. 3- (b)). Participants took
approximately three minutes to study the map. Then, they
were asked to complete the driving tasks of each trial without
making driving errors. In the experimental trial, participants
did not receive any information regarding the feedback they
would receive.
5) Data Collection and Analysis: Two log files (video and
CSV) were generated by the simulator for each participant and
for each trial. Both log files had data on driving performance.
For each trial, we observed the following driving errors:

Error 1 Driving in an incorrect lane when approaching the
roundabout and the intersection.
Error 2 Not indicating the target direction when approaching the roundabout and the intersection.
Error 3 Speeding while approaching the roundabout and
the intersection.
Error 4 Driving in the incorrect direction of traffic flow
inside the roundabout/intersection.
Error 5 Driving in an incorrect lane when exiting the
roundabout and the intersection.
The number of the above errors that occurred at all
roundabouts and intersections was calculated. The Wilcoxon
signed-rank test was run to compare the number of each error
in the experimental trial versus the control trial.
B. Results
Overall, the total number of errors among participant of
each error type decreased when the feedback was provided.
The difference in number of each driving error with and
without providing feedback among participants was not normally distributed (see Table IV). For instance, the difference
of driving in an incorrect lane when exiting the roundabout/intersection (Error 3) had a skewness of 1.032 (0.512)
and a kurtosis of -0.230 (0.992). Thus, a non-parametric test
(i.e. Wilcoxon signed-rank test) was employed to investigate
differences between the driving errors before and after providing feedback.
Wilcoxon signed rank test (see Table V) showed that the
numbers of Error 1, Error 2, Error 3 and Error 4 when
providing augmented feedback were statically significantly
fewer than than the numbers of those errors when augmented
feedback was not provided (Z = −2.648, p = .008),
(Z = −1.998, p = .046), (Z = −2.167, p = .030), and
( Z = −2.266, p = .023), respectively. On the other hand,
Wilcoxon signed rank test indicated that the number of Error
5 when providing augmented feedback was insignificant fewer
than the number of Error 5 when the augmented feedback was
not provided to participants (Z = −1.642, p = .101.).
C. Discussion
In general, presenting perceivable, comprehensible and
projectable feedback significantly assisted the drivers who are
not familiar with driving in a keep-left regelation to approach
and enter roundabouts and intersections in a UFTR.
One participant mentioned indicating the target direction
was very difficult as the direction indicator stalk is located on
the right side of the steering wheel not on the left as it is on
the vehicle that he used to drive in my home country. However, presenting perceivable, comprehensible and projectable
direction indicator feedback significantly reduced the number of using improver direction indicators when approaching
roundabouts and intersections (Z = −1.998, p = .046). One
participant commented: ”it was easier for me to look at the
indicator feedback instead of looking at the real stalks to
find out which is the correct stalk to use, the right or the
left”. Another participant mentioned that direction indicator
feedback corrected him when he used the wiper indicator
instead of direction indicator.
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Fig. 3. (a) Forum8 (b) The Start and End Points and Required Direction on the Driving Track. Adapted from [24].

TABLE IV. R ESULTS OF N ORMALITY T ESTS FOR THE D IFFERENCE IN N UMBER OF E ACH E RROR T YPE WITH AND WITHOUT F EEDBACK
Error
Error 1
Error 2
Error 3

Shows (SE)
-2.573(0.512)
0.992(0.512)
0.991(0.512)

Kurtosis (SE)
9.386(0.992)
1.712(0.992)
0.263(0.992)

Error
Error 4
Error 5

Shows (SE)
1.032(0.512)
-0.120(0.512)

Kurtosis (SE)
-0.230(0.992)
-0.088(0.992)

TABLE V. N UMBER OF D RIVING E RRORS G ROUPED BY E RROR T YPE WITH AND WITHOUT F EEDBACK S UPPORT
Error
Error
Error
Error
Error
Error
*

1
2
3
4
5

Number of errors (Control trial)
20
17
34
15
39

Number of errors (Experimental trial)
5
11
18
1
28

Difference
-15
-6
-16
-14
-11

Z
-2.648
-1.998
-2.167
-2.266
-1.642

p
.008*
.046*
.030*
.023*
.101

Statistically significant.

The correct direction when entering a roundabout in a
UFTR is clock-wise, not as it is on the keep-right traffic
system. In addition, the correct direction when entering an
intersection in a UFTR is the opposite side of the road that
the driver is familiar to use when driving in a keep-right traffic
system. That might lead the drivers to make improper decision
when approaching roundabouts and intersections in a UFTR.
For instance, in case of approaching a roundabout, if the driver
does not realise those changes in traffic rules, the driver might
approach the roundabout using improper travelling lane. Also,
the driver might enter the roundabout from the wrong direction. However, presenting perceivable, comprehensible and
projectable travelling path significantly reduced the cases of
approaching the roundabouts and intersections from incorrect
lane (Z = −2.648, p = .008) and entering roundabouts
and intersections from the incorrect direction (Z = −2.266,
p = .023). One participant mentioned that travelling path
feedback was very clear and understandable and that helped
him to recognize the correct travelling path.
On the other hand, controlling the speed of the vehicle
is a task that is not changed when driving in a familiar and
unfamiliar traffic regulation. That is, the driver does not require
to adapt his or her speeding behaviour when driving in a
UFTR. However, presenting perceivable, well-known and pro-

jectable speeding feedback helped the drivers to significantly
reduce their speed when approaching the roundabouts and
intersections (Z = −2.167, p = .030). This result might
be influenced by providing other information next to speed
feedback. Other studies [20], [21], [22], [23] managed to
reduce the drivers’ speed without presenting speed feedback.
More research is needed to explore the exact feedback that
assisted the drivers to slowdown.
V.

C ONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented the results of a quantitative
study that subjectively investigated the usability of augmented
visual feedback that designed to help the drivers when driving at roundabouts and intersections in an unfamiliar traffic
regulation (i.e. a keep-left traffic regulation using a keepright drive vehicle). The usability was evaluated based on
the situation awareness levels. That is, the information should
be designed in a perceivable, comprehensible and projectable
manner. Sixty-five participants who were not familiar with
an Australian traffic regulation answered the online survey.
The results enhanced the ability of the driver to capture the
provided information, understand it and plan appropriately for
the required driving reaction.
Then, another twenty participants who were not familiar
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with an Australian traffic regulation participated in an empirical study. The participants drove with and without providing
the feedback in a simulated keep-left traffic environment
using a driving simulator (i.e. Forum8). The study aimed to
evaluate the effectiveness of the perceivable, comprehensible
and projectable feedback in reducing the driving errors and
thus improving the road safety. The results confirmed our
hypothesis that considering the SA levels when designing
the feedback can significantly reduce the driving errors when
reaching and entering roundabouts and intersections and thus
enhance road safety in a UFTR.
The current work focused mainly on driving at roundabouts
and intersections in a UFTR. Thus, the work was limited
by feedback that provided for a particular driving task. Another limitation was that presenting the visual feedback in
accordance with SA levels was evaluated in a specific driving
condition (a fine weather with no traffic movement).

[11]

[12]

[13]

[14]

[15]

The current work can be extended to cover the following
points:
•

•

[16]

Evaluate the usability of further feedback that designed to assist the drivers in different driving tasks,
such as lane-changing and parking.

[17]

Evaluate the effectiveness of the feedback in other
driving conditions, such as rainy and traffic jam.

[18]
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Abstract—The sole purpose of this paper is to guide students in
learning the introductory statistical concepts, such as, probability
distribution and the central limit theorem (CLT) in an intuitive
approach through an interactive tool. When a used data has
different probability distributions, this paper intends to clarify
the notions of the CLT and the use of samples in the hypothesis
testing of a population by demonstrating step-by-step procedures
and hands-on simulation approach. This paper discusses the
relationship between the sample size and the nature of the
sampling distribution, which is a vital element of the CLT, in
different population distribution using the developed interactive
tool. Finally, the impact of the developed interactive tool is
measured via a survey experiment that illustrated the success
of the developed tool in teaching the CLT.
Keywords—Probability distribution; CLT; population; interactive tool; sampling distribution

I.

I NTRODUCTION

The fundamental concept of statistics field in which students more often face difficulties to understand is the central
limit theorem (CLT). The CLT provides an overview of using
random sampling method for making an inference about any
population. Therefore, it is considered as a vital concept in
inferential statistics, a critical knowledge for any statistician,
and one of the foundation concepts of any statistics course.
In [1], authors highlighted to focus on developing the ideas
of central statistics before moving on to the set of tools and
procedures. The CLT is one of the central ideas of statistics.
While learning it, students get puzzled more often to interpret
the theory and implication of this important concept. This
paper aims to create an engaging way of teaching and learning
the theory and implication of the CLT for both teachers and
students through explanation, simulation, and visualization. We
built an web application (interactive tool) using html, css, and
javascript for generating and visualizing the uniform, normal,
positively skewed, and negatively skewed distribution with
corresponding sampling distribution.
Students can collaborate by selecting their desired distribution, sample size, and number of samples during the simulation
process in the class for giving them a part of the simulation
process and creating an engaging environment in the class.
Students can select different sample size and number of samples for a particular distribution that enables them observing
the changes of sampling distribution more closely with the
changes of these parameters. It helps the student to understand
the impact of sample size on the sampling distribution. The
sampling distribution is the probability distribution obtained
from a large number of samples, which are drawn from a

particular population. It is the distribution of frequencies of
all possible outcomes that could occur for a statistics of that
particular population.
The pedagogical approach taken in this paper for teaching
CLT is different comparing to the other approaches because
of the features of the developed interactive tool, which creates
an engaging environment for the students and ensures students
participation alongside to make the understanding of the CLT
clear to the students.
The remaining part of this paper is organised as the following: Section II discusses the background and motivation of
this research topic along with the literature review, Section III
studies the concept of the central limit theorem and different
probability distributions, Section IV describes the importance
of the central limit theorem, Section V shows the empirical
demonstration of the CLT with the help of visualization using
the interactive web-application tool, Section VI investigates
the impact of the developed tool in teaching the CLT in the
classroom, and Section VII concludes the paper.
II.

BACKGROUND

To make valid statistical interference about the concept
of the CLT and sampling distribution, students must get
the opportunity to draw multiple samples [2]. This paper is
highly motivated by the recommendation given in [2], hence
it incorporates multiple samples in simulation to clear the
logic of the CLT to the students. The simulation provides a
realistic scenario to the students for intuitively understanding
these concepts. Although, simulation is not exempt of issues
[3], but it is the best way of teaching the CLT to the students.
In [4], [5], the authors investigated that the concept of
CLT is not only difficult for the non-math major students,
but also for math major students. They added that the central
limit theorem is the most vital result conveyed theorem in
the introductory statistic course since it includes many of the
statistical inferences that are required for the later part of the
course. Although, students are lost more often in understanding
the logic behind the CLT. Therefore, it becomes a necessity
presenting the concept in a intuitive way through simulation
such that it can be easily understandable to the students.
Interactive learning experience has always been considered
as the most effective pedagogical tools [6], [7], [8], [9], [10],
[11] and the use of interactive environment is considered as
the effective way of learning and visualizing a complex theory.
There are a large number of simulation tools and online applets
for learning the CLT as well [12], [6]. Most of these simulated
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environments has complex interface, requires knowledge of
programming, and has complex procedures, which makes
students less attractive to these simulation applets. The time
spent to these applets for understanding different distributions
and the CLT is comparatively higher and less engaging. The
sampling distribution of any given population always follows
normal distribution. To clear this concept, this paper brings all
the distributions along with various sample sizes together in
a single interface without showing the background codes that
helps students get the idea easily in the shortest time. This
paper intends to bring a simulated interactive teaching applet,
which can be used both online and offline by the students and
can meet all the above criteria.
In sum, the above stated context motivates us working on
the same problem and providing a more interactive method
of teaching CLT to the students. The interactive tool designed
for the students has an interactive interface that allows the
students to take different size and different number of samples
iteratively for plotting their respective sampling distribution.
As a result, students get an overview on how the estimated
means of different samples with a particular sample size get
centralized and form a bell-shaped curve, which is the principle of the CLT. The following section investigates different
probability distribution and the concept of the CLT along with
its properties.
III.

P OPULATION D ISTRIBUTIONS , S AMPLING
D ISTRIBUTION , AND THE CLT

A. Population Distribution
The central limit theorem states that the sampling distribution of a given population forms a bell-shaped curve or follows
normal distribution regardless the variable’s distribution in the
population. The distribution of a variable can follow different
probability distributions, i.e. uniform distribution, normal distribution, positively skewed distribution, and negatively skewed
distributions (see in Fig. 1).
The distribution of a variable is the distribution of the
random sample that is drawn from the population. The CLT
acts on all the probability distribution that have a finite
variance. Therefore, the CLT cannot be applied on Cauchy
distribution because of having infinite variance. In addition, the
CLT acts on independent and identically distributed variables,
where the value of a particular variable does not depend on
the values of other variables. But the distribution of all these
variables must remain constant throughout the measurement
process.
B. Sampling Distribution
The sampling distribution is the mean of the randomly
drawn samples from the population. For example- lets assume
that someone draws a sample with a fixed sample size from
a given population, then calculates its mean and plots it on a
histogram. If this process in repeated many times, the produced
histogram displays the distribution of the sample mean. This
mean distribution is considered as the sampling distribution in
statistics.
The shape of the sampling distribution depends on the
sample size and number of samples. For different sample

size the shape of the sampling distribution differs. Similar
observation found with the number of samples. The following
sections discusses these phenomena in detail.

C. The Central Limit Theorem
The central limit theorem states that the sampling distribution of sufficiently large size of samples drawn with replacement from a given population that has the mean µ and standard
deviation σ, will form an approximated normal distribution
curve. This statement is true regardless the distribution of
the population. Usually, a sufficiently large sample size is the
samples having size of 30 or more (n ≥ 30). If the population
distribution is normal, the CLT is true for smaller size of
samples as well. If the population distribution is strongly
skewed, it may require larger size and number of samples.
The relationship between the sample size and the shape of the
sampling distribution is clarified in section V.
Also, the CLT statement holds correct for the binomial
population distribution, provided that min(np, n(1 − p)) > 5,
where p is the probability of success and n is the sample
size. As a result, normal probability distribution can be used to
quantify uncertainty for making inferences about a population
mean.
1) Properties of CLT: There are two attribute of any distribution, namely- the mean (µ) and the standard deviation (σ).
The sampling distribution converges the normal distribution,
when its mean is
√ equal to the population mean and the standard
√
deviation is σ/ n. The standard deviation σ decreases by n
with the increment of the sample size n.
In sum, the sampling distribution approximates the normal
distribution with the increment of sample size and the spread of
the distribution suppressed. These properties have significant
implications, which will be discussed in the later sections of
this paper.

IV.

I MPORTANCE OF THE CLT

The central limit theorem is important because of the following to reasons, namely- normality assumption and precision
estimates.

A. CLT and the Normality Assumption
The normality assumption is very essential in statistics for
parametric hypothesis testing of the mean, i.e. t-test. The CLT
supports the assumption as it states that the sampling distribution of any population can approximate a normal distribution.
This critical implication of the CLT allows the hypothesis
testing even if the data is non-normally distributed. However,
the testing is allowed if and only if the sample size is large
enough. Because, a non-normally distributed data also behaves
like a normal distribution for larger sample size.
Moreover, parametric tests of the mean are robust from
the normality assumption when the sample size is sufficiently
large. This is also a contribution of the central limit theorem.
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Fig. 1. Different Population Distributions, Namely- uniform, Normal, Negatively Skewed, and Positively Skewed Distribution.

B. Precision of Estimates
In all the figures, the sampling distribution of the mean
clusters around the population and becomes denser as the
sample size increases (see in Fig. 2, 3, and 4). This property
of the Central Limit Theorem is relevant when using samples
to estimate the mean for the entire population. The larger
the sample size, it is more likely that the sample mean will
be closer to the actual population mean. In other words, the
estimate is more accurate.
On the other hand, the sampling distribution of the mean
is much wider for smaller sample sizes. When the sample size
is small, it is not uncommon for the sample mean to be away
from the actual population mean. In this case, the estimate
will be less accurate. Finally, understanding the Central Limit
Theorem is important when relying on the validity of the
results and assessing the accuracy of the estimation. We should
use a large sample size to meet the normality assumptions and
get more accurate estimates even if the data is non-normally
distributed.
V.

E MPIRICAL D EMONSTRATION OF CLT

This section demonstrates the central limit theorem with respect three different different population distribution, namelyuniform distribution, normal distribution, and severely skewed
distribution. For illustrating the impact of CLT on severely
skewed distribution, we consider the negatively skewed distribution. All the population distributions taken for the demonstration are shown in Fig. 1.
A. The CLT with Uniform Distribution
At first, we consider the uniform distribution shown in
Fig. 1. We take the sampling frequency distribution for the
sample size less than 30 and greater than 30 in Fig. 2, respectively. We observe that the obtained sampling distribution for

the sample size of 10 is ranging from 6.9 to 22.7, whereas the
sampling distribution for the sample size of 30 ranges from
6.9 to 22.7. Besides, the shape of the sampling distribution is
more normal using the sample size 50 comparing to the sample
size 10.
Therefore, we can conclude that if we increase the sample
size, the sampling distribution gets more tighten and centralized in uniform distribution.
B. The CLT with Normal Distribution
Similarly, we check the behaviour of sampling distribution
using a normal distribution that is depicted in Fig. 1. We
consider sample size of 10 and 50, respectively, and observed
the similar conclusion as uniform distribution. The demonstration of CLT using normal distribution is depicted in Fig. 3.
We observe that the obtained sampling distribution for the
sample size of 10 is ranging from 11.1 to 17.9, whereas the
sampling distribution for the sample size of 30 ranges from
12.68 to 16.48.
Hence, it is clear that the sampling distribution for larger
sample size is more centralized comparing to the smaller
sample size. We further observe that sampling distribution
for the normal population using sample size of 10 is more
tighten and centralized comparing to the sampling distribution
of uniform population using sample size of 50 (see in Fig. 2
and Fig. 3).
C. The CLT with Skewed Distribution
Finally, we take a highly skewed population distribution,
i.e. negatively skewed distribution depicted in Fig. 1, for testing
the sampling distribution behaviour and investigating the CLT.
The same process is followed for the skewed population analysis as before. Two sample size of 10 and 50 are considered.
The obtained sampling distribution figures for both the sizes
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Fig. 2. The Central Limit Theorem Explained with Uniform Distribution.

Fig. 3. The Central Limit Theorem Explained with Normal Distribution.

are depicted in Fig. 4. Similar observation is found, i.e. if the
sample size increases the obtained distribution gets tightened
and the shape approximates a normal bell-shape.
The range of sample mean obtained for the size 10 is from
1.6 to 16.6 and for the size 50 is from 4.92 to 11.92, which
supports the previous statement and justifies the central limit
theorem.
VI.

I MPACT

We have developed an interactive teaching applet using
HTML5, CSS, and Java-script. The interactive tool is a dynamic, responsive, and device independent web-application
that can be opened by double clicking on the index html
file. Students only need to have a web-browser installed in
their device. The teaching applet has a attractive and simple
user interface, where user can generate different population
distributions, can select random samples of different sizes, and
can plot their sample mean. Student can add a single sample to
the sampling distribution iteratively or can add large number of
samples at a time, which enables them to visualize the changes
occurred in the sampling distribution after adding each sample
to the sampling distribution. Students can easily absorb the
motto of the CLT by watching how the sampling distribution
becomes tightened after the addition of new sample means to
the distribution.
We observed that all the students got the gist of the CLT
easily after taking the class with the help of the developed
interactive teaching applet. Therefore, we can claim that the

interactive tool developed by us can successfully be used
during the teaching/learning process of the CLT.
VII.

C ONCLUSION

This paper intends to provide a simulation based overview
of the central limit theorem, which intuitively helps the students for cracking the concept. The relationship of the sample
size and the sampling distribution is well illustrated throughout
the empirical analysis section, which is an essential concept
for the students as they go deep into their statistics course. The
last section shows the impact of this study and the developed
interactive tool about how well the students were able to absorb
the concept after using the developed tool.
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Abstract—E-learning has been widely adopted as an important
tool for distance education, especially in these days of pandemic
Covid-19. However, several problems/challenges have been reported in different processes of e-learning that need to be addressed for effective use of e-learning. These problems/challenges
include development of student focused contents, giving learner
partial control, addressing different learning styles, etc. Recently,
several efforts have been made to solve e-learning process
problems using dynamic programming techniques. Dynamic programming techniques divide a problem situation into several subproblems and dynamically solves each sub-problem based on
student needs. Thus it allows student focused customization at
each step and provides adaptive e-learning to support students
with different capabilities. The objective of this study is to review
different e-learning problems and challenges and how those
can be addressed using dynamic programming techniques. We
conclude by highlighting the importance of different dynamic
programming techniques for different processes of e-learning.
Keywords—e-learning; e-learning challenge; dynamic programming

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Developments in information and communication technology (ICT) have introduced E-learning programs which can
be employed efficiently as an alternative to allow users to
learn and teach new technologies and courses. E-learning
refers to knowledge that uses electronic technology beyond
the traditional classroom to access curricula. It can be applied
to a course, program, or diploma that is entirely online [1].
E-Learning online courses are available 24/7, regardless of
the time of day, accessible and reliable educational resources
to students in geographically spread regions and time zones.
This type of delivery enables the portability of training (i.e.,
tablet/iPad, laptop, cell phone for files or video assessments
and links to webinars, etc.), allowing for easy learning on the
go, particularly with the growth of networks, mobile use, and
learning via computers or laptops [2]. There are numerous elearning systems and methods (known as learning management
systems) that can be used to conduct online courses. Given
the right tools, various processes can be automated, such as
scoring or viewing reading materials. E-learning is often the
most efficient way to adapt the learning to people’s busy
lifestyles, allowing individuals to gain new skills and develop
their careers. In recent days, the importance of e-learning
has been recognized, as the COVID-19 pandemic crisis has
made e-learning mandatory in all institutions of learning such
as schools, colleges and universities throughout the world
[3]. In fact, The problems of e-learning can be summarized in five major issues such as: struggle for adaptability,

technical problems, computer literacy, time management, and
self-motivation. Therefore, Many methods have been used to
improve the e-learning process that has helped to improve this
area and increase its level of effectiveness; one of these methods is Dynamic Programming (DP). Dynamic programming
techniques which are ideal for embedded systems are increasingly comparable to adaptive control techniques for dynamic
systems. A growing number of researchers are inspecting and
studying dynamic programming (DP) algorithm-based learning
systems to solve and fix stochastic ideal control problems,
arguing that DP provides the proper basis for combining
planning results into real-time reactive dominance techniques,
as well as for learning these techniques when the managed
system is incompletely understood. This paper reviews how
the DP is contributing to solving some of the problems in
the field of e-learning through various studies. This paper’s
structure is as follows: as an introduction, we first present the
definition of the DP and then provide a description of the DP.
Next, the role of the DP in improving learning is discussed.
The fifth section is a comparative analysis that concludes the
studies presented in this paper, and the final section concludes
the article.
II.

DYNAMIC P ROGRAMMING

Dynamic programming allows to overcome an optimization
problem (e.g. optimizing, decreasing, or finding the total
number of ways to do something). It is defined as a quantitative
technical analysis that has been used for fundamental and
sophisticated problems that require a series of decisions to
be made [4]. In [4], the authors defined DP as one of the
algorithms used to find the ideal value of a problem. This
problem’s solution is decomposed into several steps (subproblems) until the solution of a required problem can be
considered a succession of interdependent decisions.
A. Steps of Dynamic Programming
DP problems require four phases [4]:
•

Break the basic problem into subproblems known as
phases.

•

Accomplish the last problem stage for all potential
states.

•

Returning from the last phase, resolve every middle
phase. This is completed by defining ideal policies
from that point to the terminus (final stage) of the
problem.
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•

Get the ideal solution to the original problem by
sequentially solving all the stages.

Using the DP, sub-problem results are stored. Therefore there
is no need to recalculate these results the next time they are
requested. This is an alternative to simple recursion, which
requires repeating the solution operation each time the subproblem is encountered. In (Programming n.d.) address these
phases as following: description,definition, computation and
construction. knabsack problems and shortest paths are two
problems that predominate in studies and research on computer
algorithms [5]. The issue of knapsacks goes back more than
a century, i.e., we need to calculate the amount of each item
to be included in a collection for a set of objects, each with
a weight and a value whereby the overall weight should be
smaller or equal to a specific limit. The overall value is set as
high as possible [5]. The shortest path’s problem consists of
obtaining a path between two vertices in a diagram or such
that the total of the weights of its edges decreases, described
in [6]. In this paper also we introduce the longest common
subsequence problem and illustrate how to enhance learning
area.
III.

(AHP) method for transforming parameters from qualitative
to quantitative ones. The system of VLE is suggested on the
basis of an in-depth personal learner profile. The objective is
to select the best route compatible with a learner’s attention
and qualitative properties like attitude, motivational capacity,
learning style, and knowledge level. The user in the system,
is confronted with service providers who prop VLEs. Every
provider of service provides learning subject and internships
that are educated by different teachers. The layers are presented
in Fig. 1. [8]

T HE ROLE OF DYNAMIC P ROGRAMMING IN
E - LEARNING

DP is a useful technique for optimizing problems, which
pursue the maximum or minimum solution since it allows
to browse all possible sub-problems without defining a specific answer. It ensures that the methods used to solve or
approximate algorithms are accurate and efficient. Futhermore,
it provides a general means of modeling and solving such
consecutive learning problems. This formulation offers value
in three respects. First, the formulation of the DP allows the
optimal solution to be calculated. This is usually only true
for small problems [7]. Second, the formulation of the DP
sometimes allows structural results to be shown in a theoretical
way, which either provides insight into the problem and the
behavior of the optimal policy or provides a characterization
of the optimal system that can be directly exploited to find an
optimal approach, as in sequential hypothesis testing. Third
and finally, the DP sometimes provides heuristics that are
beneficial for large-scale and complex learning problems.
DP approved his role to enhance and optimize problems in
learning during the following studies:
A. Shortest Path
Shortest path is the problem of getting the lowest rout in a
graph from one vertex to other. In e-learning systems, a course
is considered as a graph where each node represents a unit of
knowledge. The shortest path’s challenge is to find a routing
between the peaks of the graph mentioned above so that the
overall total of the edge weights is minimal. The Bellman-Ford
algorithm (BFS) is one of the algorithms that may be used to
solve this problem.
In [8] a DP approach is employed to choose the shortest
and the optimale path in virtual learning environments (VLEs).
This environment catches a large number of students to allow
them to learn and study everywhere. The intention is that the
location of the student is considered to be no longer a band
[9]. In [8], the author applied an analytical hierarchy process

Fig. 1. The Suggested Network [8].

In the above figure, a network has been presented in which a
dynamic process is implemented to choose the shortest route
for each learner. The selection of the user depends on the
qualitative criteria of every route. These paths must have a
quantitative value to implement the DP. To achieve this, the
qualitative criteria are converted into numerical values according to the user’s preferences (the numerical values are shown
in the table in the study paper). Then, the path preferences are
related with numeral values. Three matrices are constructed
in this study to calculate the ratio of the numerical values of
pathways, which are estimated by the learning styles, attitudes,
abilities, motivations, and knowledge levels of users based on
the numbers of preferences. In this manner, the weights are
calculated, and the ideal pathway for learners will be specified.
In [10], the author notes that they aim to estimate the
prosperity and/or validation of education systems with a specific pipeline, unlike successful e-learning architectures. He
suggests an evaluation procedure that consists of applying the
DP process to model the user profile’s ideal path problem
and applying reliability to measurement the interconnections
between users in a network of e-learning. This study has
endorsed the effectiveness of DP through a comprehensive
example. It is identical to the previous study, resulting from
this example presented in Fig. 2 below [10]. In below Fig. 2,
we can see the service providers number are five, the number
of presented course are five and there are five teachers
According to the calculation of numeric values, the ideal
path as presented in Fig. 2 is 0-3-9-12-16 that means the group
included of the 3rd provider of service, the 4th learning object,
and the 2nd educator is identified to become the shortest and
the optimal. DP contributes to solving Markov decision process
to enhance the learning path of learns in [11]. The atmosphere
for adaptive learning is random. Therefore, to establish an
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Fig. 2. Finding the Best Path [10].

effective learning path, the Markov Decision Process (MDP)
model is suitable. Besides, the best activity in a sample space
[12] is observed. Therefore, the MDP is recommended to
provide a structured format to describe a multi-stage decisionmaking process in a probabilistic context. DP approach utilized
to resolve the MDP. The issue in this study, selecting the
bestead learning path with the highest reward, this problem
an optimal substructure it can be split into subproblems, for
that DP is the most proper way of solving it [13]. It is almost
similar to that of a traveling salesman problem who wants
to find the shortest way to increase his bonus. The learning
objects it will consider as nodes, and learners’ learning style as
routes between nodes (in this study, used the Felder-Silverman
Learning Style). According to Markov’s process, the selected
path will offer the highest cumulative remuneration [14].
After constructing the DP code by MATLAB program, the
shortest path among two learning materials (learning objects)
are computed for all successive LO. Fig. 3 illustrates the result
of this study [10].

Fig. 3. Optimal Learning Path for Learner with Style 1, 1, -1, 1[11].

B. 0/1 Knapsack
Knapsack problem is considered as a combinatorial improvement problem in which each item is related with a profit
and a weight. This problem aims at maximizing the number
of items in a knapsack by matching capacity of knapsack.
The 0/1 knapsack problem can be declared as: offered a limited

number of items and a knapsack, find the total revenue under
the constraint that the overall weight of all selected items
at maximum the weight boundary. However, present learning
material is uniform and constant during each grade without
concentrating on individual trait’s or group differences. This
problem makes materials of educational not attractive to some
students. Establishing a progressive direction in compiling
student books is a playful way of meeting students’ demands
and enhancing education efficiency. The study [15] In 2012
discussed the problem when the learner meets with a vast
amount of content through the process of learning while he/she
has a fixed time, and for this, he/she may sense disappointed
and frustrated. The study proposed a novel procedure to
aid learners get learning content more personalized to their
characteristics and background in a playful manner; it used
the 0/1 knapsack problem to choose the most suitable adaptive
learning materials in a limited amount of time specified by
the learner. There are various content categories in learners’
books, like texts, exercises, examples, etc. These are known
as elements. For each of these items or components, a specific
part of the time allotted for teaching a book is set aside.
Students take the regular exam first, and their learning rate
is evaluated. Then, the outcome of this test is converted into a
coefficient. The time required for each of the upper elements to
be taught determined by multiplying the original time allocated
by each element’s coefficient. For all the features, we can also
measure time [10]. To provide the most appropriate learning
objects to the learner in a restricted period, the 0/1 Knapsack
problem has been applied. This problem is one of the most
known combinatorial improvement problems. It is known as a
classical NP-hard, which has an excellent search space.
The 0/1 knapsack problem (KP) is appropriately known as
follows: We are given n items and a knapsack. Item i weights
wi, and the knapsack has a weight boundary C. If object i is
put into the knapsack, we will gain a profit p. The issue is
to increase the overall profit under the constraint p that the
sum weights of all selected objects are at most C. For that, the
knapsack problem can be formulated as:
Pn
maximize zP= j=1 pj xj
n
(1)
subject to
j=1 wj xj 6 c
xj ∈ {0, 1}, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}
Where p denot to the profit ,w refer to the weight and x is
a binary variable indicating whether object i is selected or
not, in the above Equation, p the constraint that requires to
be convinced and realizes the profit of a feasible n-tuple, the
following Fig. 4 illustrates this problem [10]. Each student
has his/her account and personal profile. When coming to the
application for the first time, many questions were faced by
each learner to reach the personalities of learner, characteristics, and learning styles. This application, which is established
in the suggested way, showed a significant effect on adaptive
learning.
Dynamic programming has proven its role in universities
through scholarship programs. Bursaries serve as an important
motivation and play a vital role in inspiring students to work
hard at the universities, exemplify, and strive in their academic
career in higher education [16]. It is often viewed from the
teaching perspective as an essential factor. Many research
findings have shown that bursaries positively impact college
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TABLE I. S CHOLARSHIP D ETAILS (H UANG ET AL . 2018)
ID
Scholarship value
Number of awardees

1
8000
2

2
5000
3

3
10000
1

TABLE II. C ANDIDATES DATA (H UANG ET AL . 2018)
ID
Score

1
25

2
20

3
30

4
35

5
15

single scholarship; they can only be rewarded no more than
once for a specific form of scholarship, various grants; students
should be assigned all the grants. The ideal assignment is the
method that guarantees that the sum of a student’s scholarship
is corresponding to the scale of the overall score.
Fig. 4. The Description of Knapsack Problems [10].

performance and inspire students to pursue further education
[17]. Various scholarships are sponsored by multiple donors,
such as entrepreneurs, companies, citizens, etc. responsible for
deciding the number of awarded persons and the cost allocated
to any individual beneficiary. The university is involved for
awarding the scholarships to applicants by the rate on departmental results. Yet university administrators are not allowed
to split the current scholarships further into new scholarships
with lower rewards.
In [16], they proposed a challenging DP approach to change
the conventional process of decision-making for awarding
scholarships. The aim is to figure out the ideal scholarship
allocation with the greatest justice while taking into account
practical channels and the requirement for fairness. This
study explores a department’s scholarship allocation process.
A variety of scholarships are available to graduate students
from a department who have done exceptional work in the
course of their university studies. In two ways, multiple types
of scholarships are different the number of the offered ones
and the money allocated for these scholarships. For various
scholarships, students can apply free of charge. The outcomes
of the scholarship assessment depend on the scores received
by the students in the previous year. A student’s total score
consists a score named basic, which is calculated based on
coursework and some additional study findings provided by the
academic accomplishments, such as journal papers. The score
mentioned above is calculated in a scale to simplify student
work assessment, whereas various forms of achievements are
estimated. Also, to turn a particular work into standard ratings,
a standardization procedure is implemented. For example, the
score of a published paper can be measured in two components: Rating the impact factors of journals and the order of
the authors. The study assumed that the department was responsible for the allocation of scholarships and the scholarship
was distributed according to the rank of the applicants’ final
scores. To prevent unfairness in distributing scholarships, we
add the limitation that at least no less scholarship should be
given to students with a higher score.
Otherwise, the research takes into account other realistic
constraints. For example, multiple students cannot share a

The scholarship assignment problem was viewed as a join
of two sub-problems. One is seeking the available assignments
schemes that pass the constraints and the primary justice
demand together [16]. The second, lies on the quantification of
each sensible scheme’s justice, then, choose the ideal strategy
with the top justice. To handle the first subproblem, a way
formed of knapsack sub-problems is advanced to allocate in sequence students to scholarships. In the knapsack sub-problem,
every student’s overall mark is considered the knapsack, and
the valent mark of every scholarship is considered as the
element placed in the knapsack [16]. The Gini coefficient
to calculate unfairness of each feasible solution is added
to resolve the second sub-problem. The equity of welfare
distribution can be quantified by the Gini coefficient (variation
among the real and ideal sum of scholarship earned by
every single student) [16]. This study explained the proposed
method through a small case: three scholarship kinds and five
candidates as an example, as we see in the below Tables I, II
and III.
Then, we can calculate the coefficient of Gini of the
individual plans, as mentioned in Table IV which is indicated
in the schedule IV: As the Scheme 1 Gini coefficient is the
smallest, Schema 1 is the one with the highest equity as
shown in the Table V. In this numerical example, scheme
1 is therefore selected as the last scheme of scholarship
assignment. Dynamic programming helps universities in its
strategic management for whole university or departments

TABLE III. R ESULTS OF THE I DEAL (H UANG ET AL . 2018)
ID
Amount of scholarship

1
8200

2
6560

3
9840

4
11480

5
4920

TABLE IV. D ERIVED E FFECTIVE S CHEMES OF A SSIGNMENT OF
S CHOLARSHIP (H UANG ET AL . 2018)

Scheme 1
Scheme 2
Scheme 3
Scheme 4
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ID
Score
Amount of scholarship
Type of scholarship
Amount of scholarship
Type of scholarship
Amount of scholarship
Type of scholarship
Amount of scholarship
Type of scholarship

1
25
8000
1
8000
1
5000
2
5000
2

2
20
5000
2
5000
2
5000
2
5000
/

3
30
10000
3
13000
1,2
13000
1,2
13000
1,2

4
35
13000
1,2
15000
1,3
18000
1,3
18000
1,2,3

5
15
5000
2
0
/
0
/
0
/
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TABLE V. G INI C OEFFICIENTS FOR E VERY S CHEME (H UANG ET AL .
2018)
Gini coeffient
Scheme

0.334
1

0.351
2

0.475
3

TABLE VI. R ESULT OF F IRST C ASE (D UNN ET AL . 2011)
Groups
Group 1
Group 2

0.540
4

inside it through multiple knapsacks. It popularizes the basic
knapsack problem (KP) from a singular knapsack to many
knapsacks with (probably) various capacities. The goal is to
allocate each element to at most one of the knapsacks so that
none of the capacity restrictions are assaulted and to maximize
the overall profit of the elements placed in the backpacks
[18]. When the university develops her strategic administration
to plan and apply optimization procedures, this enables the
university to be ranked in the education list [19]. In 2019,
Dorota et al. in [19] proposed a model which is quantitative for
university managing strategy as an entire or university section.
This study’s methodology is gathering qualitative methods
utilized in the administration strategy and the quantitative
multiple knapsacks.
This study covers only the building model and decisionmaking operation related to administration in small Polish universities but not yet implemented. This gives us the attraction
standards of the department chosen by students.

The sequence of commonly used learning objects
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

TABLE VII. R ESULT OF S ECOND C ASE (D UNN ET AL . 2011)
Groups
Group

The Frequently Occurring Sequence of Learning Objects
1
3
2
4
5
6
7

This study introduced a diversity of relationships among LOs
in the following.
First Case: (independent relationship): Since the LCS considers a sequence in the default sequence that is not necessarily
sequential; the sequences suggested by students can be placed
in groups with a specific order. For instance, as we see in
Fig. 5, the LOs default sequence is displayed, and independent
relationship and prerequisite are indicated in it; two LOs (4 and
5) are not linked, and for of them can be educated after LO
3 and if finished from 4 and 5, LO 6 can be taught [21] If

C. The Longest Common Subsequence (LCS)
Finding the longest subsequence in the same order in the
two sequences given,is consider the goal of LCS. This means
determining the most extended sequence obtained by removing
some items from the first original sequence and removing other
items from the second original sequence. This Problem also
has a different application in text editing and data compression
[20].
Among the main tasks of e-learning is the customization
of learning. As mentioned earlier, the interest of numerous
researchers has been drawn to the customization of learning
objects (LOs) due to the immense significance of the LO in
the learning process [21]. LCS contributed to the adaption
of learning through personalizes LOs for learners. Mahdi
and Fattaneh in [21] see Students and educational resources
are the two key learning entities, so educational programs
should give both these two entities high priority. They have
developed a robust algorithm which is genetic for educational
slides, thus adapting as a particular material in the e-learning
resources. This algorithm potentially implemented in each type
of LO. Initially, a default LO series will be assigned to the
learners. This series is diagram of LOs as node or vertex
and relationship among them as an edge. This hypothetical
sequence is defined with the aid of a skilled and then required
from the learners to rearrange these materials, and reasons will
be presented for each change.
Below, the action is taken to determine the rearranging of
the sequence of LOs and create a new series of them.
•

Insert a new LO or deleting from the LOs sequence
default (stretched to add or remove a sequence of
LOs).

•

To interchange the two LOs with each other.

Fig. 5. The Green Line Shows the Independent Relation and the Blue Line
Shows the Precedence Relation [21].

we assume that the sequences are as follows for two sets of
students (Table VI): As shown in Table VI, a general pattern is
found in both groups with a hypothetical LO sequence, and the
variance is on the independents (LO 4 and LO 5); therefore, it
is possible to examine the reactions of the groups on their LO
sequences, and after the educational experts, the endorsement
chooses a better sequence. It might alternatively be conveyed
that both sequences are right, and any of the sequences can
be used in developing the preferred method. For instance, the
best sequence may be chosen (a more similar group) after
evaluating the new individual’s similarity with each group.
Then it sequence suggested to the person. Any calculation
employed to determine the sum of similarity between entities
and the groups can be a measure of similarity [21].
Second Case (Precedence relationship): Let’s assume the
above example and that one group has determined the prevalent
sequence as follows (Table VII): Fig. 5 shows that LO 2 is a
precondition for the LO3, but the group in Table VII does not
reveal this prerequisite relationship. This may be because the
group has been unable to find the group has established the
prerequisite relationship among LOs or the fake prerequisite
relationship among LOs [21].
Third Case (Container relationship): if there are some LOs,
everyone has much smaller LOs. The largest LOs have the
required connection, but the interior ones are independent.
In Fig. 6, For instance, the First and last LOs are selected.
As shown in Fig. 6, the lesson’s three primary topics are
(Part 1, Part 2, and Part 3). Many sequences of LOs in each
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TABLE VIII. R ESULT OF T HIRD C ASE (D UNN ET AL . 2011)
Groups
Group 1

S 11

S 12

S 14

Proposed sequence
S 13
S 31
S 33

S 34

S 32

subject are not linked to each other, but the following part is
expected to be articulated before starting. Both classes did not

Fig. 6. The Relationship to the Container is Indicated by the Grey Circle
[21].

completely recognize the sequences in the following table. We
were unable to find any LCS from 21, 22, 23, and 24 in the
first category, for example, due to the fact that its members
are suggested sequences which are sufficiently different [21].
The proposed sequence groups are shown in Table VIII and the
final result of case 3 displayed in Table IX. Case 4 (relationship
unknown): The effect of dissimilar granularity levels of LOs is
investigated. Most popular strategies teachers apply to prepare
instructional material is to choose many sections from distinct
marital learning such as leaflets, handbooks, or books. Because
each of these various tools explores the topic from different
viewpoints, there are often no standard sections between
selected parts; it is a crucial and time-consuming job to design
a series of these instructional materials [21] as shown in Fig.
7. To overcome this problem, we suggest to the student to be

Fig. 7. Extended third Case[21].

able to offer or suggest a sequence for these sections (chapters),
next we created the sets based on this proposition. For each
set, we need another sequence for each chapter’s parts to be
suggested by its member (such as case 3), and novel groups
are created in ones that already in the past stage [21].
In this study, LCS helps define the fitness function; this
function for each set is equal to how much the organ is similar
to others in that set. This propinquity gains from computing the
LCS of student suggested sequence for LOs with other groups’
organs. The findings suggest that this algorithm is efficient, and
its findings could be used in different learning activities [21].

Another application of the dynamic programming using
the LCS is to detect the plagiarism from a specific text or
document, this method was proposed by Mahalakshmi S. et
al. [22] in which they presented a system based on a symbolic
execution next to the reasoning of the weakest requirement in
order to find the distinction of paths and to grasp the semantics
of execution paths. Indeed, the proposed method uses the LCS
to provide a line-by-line comparison between the text-based
search and the string by passing the file that is the object
of this comparison through the following steps, starting with
reading and converting the file, and then finding the shortest
path between the data in the file and the data in the repository.
Finally, extract the similarity report using the LCS algorithm
based on recursivity. The proposed method proved to be very
efficient compared to the existing methods.
Alexey Sorokin in [23] has applied the LCS method
differently to predict the word forms. In fact, LCS is used to
extract summary paradigms from input pairs, inflected word
forms and suffix/prefix characteristics to automatically predict
the paradigm. The proposed algorithm is based on a mixture
of affix characteristics and ngram character models, which
significantly improves performance, especially for language
processing. In [23], A. Sorokin has employed several tasks
to perform his method starting by the encoding stage which
is consist in encode the input sequence with some label and
trying to predict these labels using machine learning algorithms
to convert the input into paradigm abstract. Then, a finite
automata is used to extract the LCS. Furthermore, they perform
the automatic inflection since the proposed method includes in
the feature set the lemma suffixes and the prefixes. Finally, they
use the ngram score enhancement the model score.
The LSC was also used to identify the sentence parallelism
in student essays, W.Song et al. [24] proposed a robust method
to automatically detect and identify the sentence parallelism
using machine learning algorithms with the help of LSC. In
their work, they build an annotated essay dataset. Furthermore,
they construct a feature vector by using the strategies of the
combination of generalized word alignment and the alignment
measures between word sequences. W.Song et al. [24] started
by collecting a dataset of 500 essays made by students, then
they annotated the dataset to make the classification and
to generate the classification report. The features extracted
from the annotated dataset will be fed to a machine-learning
algorithm to generate a prediction model. They made a study
on various alignment measures, because the parallelism is
quite similar to the alignment, to assess the alignment of
sentences. They employed a several strategies to generalize the
word alignment based on two features which are the semantic
and the syntactic properties. Interactions of alignment metrics
with word alignment strategies produce the features to show
the alignment between sentences. Furthermore, The LCS is
used to solve the problem of the parallel sentences by the
use of dynamic programming. To assess the efficiency of the
suggested method, they tested several algorithms on the basis
of dynamic programming, and they reported that they achieve
an f-score up to 82% in the best cases.
An interesting application of the LCS was proposed in [25]
by A.Flores-Mendez et al. [25], they proposed a new method
to verify the dynamic signature by the use of LCS and genetic
algorithm. In their approach, they based in two major steps :
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TABLE IX. F INAL R ESULT OF T HIRD C ASE (D UNN ET AL . 2011)
Effective groups
Result

1
S 31

1
S 33

1
S 34

1
S 32

2
S 22

2
S 21

learning and verification by the use of the LCS. The learning
process is made by solving a polynomial equation and by
measuring the distance between the current signature and a
set of data to verify if they are similar or not. In the other
hand, the verification process was about calculating the shortest
path to be assigned with a very similar signature based on the
learning stage. Furthermore, the genetic algorithm was used to
build a knowledge model to make the process inspired by the
natural mechanism. The authors reported that the accuracy of
the proposed method was outstanding, and it achieves more
than 90%.
Multiobjective Dynamic Programming (MODP), which
based basically on traditional DP, is advanced as a mechanism
for resolving issues (problems) that involve incompatible goals
that obey to features of DP. Significant progress in multiobjective dynamic optimization has been made in the last two
decades. MODP considers One of the most provocative topics,
is A normal expansion of DP is its utilized in conjunction with
sets of fuzzy [26]. one of the applications of mode is resource
allocation, this also can help e-learning systems to allocate its
resource [26].

2
S 24

V.

[1]

[2]

[3]

[5]

[6]
[7]
[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]

C ONCLUSION

Dynamic programming is a method of optimization depends on the precept of optimality realize by Richard Bellman.
It is considered one of the solutions and methods that have contributed to solving many problems in various fields, especially
in e-learning. This survey explained how DP contributed to
supporting education through three types of problems (shortest
path, knapsack, and long common sequence), where during
the shortest path problems DP supports adaptive e-learning
through generating the suitable path of different learners with
different learning style and provide the appropriate learning
materials as we shown in first three studies. knapsack problems
contribute in supporting higher education through the scholarship assignments and assist to select the suitable learners to
gain scholarship in a fair way as introduced in fourth study
and knapsack problems aid universities in strategic plan and

1,2
S 12

1,2
S 13 / S 14

1,2
S 14 / S 13
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Abstract—The continuous development of social media and
online commerce, which permeates all aspects of our lives, leads
to the need for a similar mechanism similar to the financial credit
score in traditional business. Also, a realistic classification of users
through social media to be used in all aspects of the relationships between users and some of them or between them and
organizations is needed. In this article a new metrics to classify
users according to their creditworthiness of the transactions that
take place through the Internet is established. The object from
this aricle design a social credit system model (SCSM) based
on these new metrics. How to deal on the Internet, attacking
people on social media, violating the privacy of people and others.
Also Buying and selling operations, executing purchase and sale
orders, paying amounts of money easily and quickly, and so
on. These data and their degree of importance were determined
according to several questionnaires directed to several segments
of society. This creditworthiness can be used in banks, Uber,
Online transactions and so on.
Keywords—Social media; online commerce; social credit system; creditworthiness

I.

I NTRODUCTION

The increase in credit fraud in the information age has disrupted economic market activities and could cause significant
damage to global economic systems. This lead researcher to
study a social credit and assess credit risk by scoring each user
based on objective measures.
This study is mainly done to build a SCSM model which
gains importance from the need to facilitate all operations that
take place over the Internet.
Social media can be defined as a Web based information
system that allows users to create profiles, support communication between users, and create relationships [1]. Loans,
financial transactions and credit cards need certain conditions
to approve these transactions. These conditions are known
nowadays as people’s creditworthiness. Companies and banks
rely on home address, income, job data and so on to determine
the creditworthiness of people. Also, the way to pay its
past payments will greatly affect its creditworthiness, which
allows or does not allow it to take a loan or get a credit
card. Traditional data in our time is insufficient to build
creditworthiness, Using social data is one such option [2]. It is
needed in all online transactions. The individual’s profile data
on social networks such as Facebook, largely reflects the real
data of the person who can be used to build creditworthiness

[3]. Building a social credit system based on these ideas can
improve all Traditional and online financial transactions. This
system will add confidence to all online processes. There is
various example that may benefit from social credit scoring,
for instances you can accept a friend on Facebook based on
his social credit. There are multi ways people interact with
the consumer credit system, more specifically, the way they
access credit and the way they are held accountable for their
debt [4]. Microfinance has been taken care of and how to
ensure credit evaluation. In addition to traditional credit rating
methods such as sociodemographic and credit data, other data
from Facebook (like group, friends, and so on) has been
extracted and used in a new model to automate the credit
scoring process for microfinance [5]. The impact of using
metrics based on social networks has been analyzed to give
a score to customers is illustrated in [6]. Goel and Gold stein
in [7], discussed using the available data through social media
to show people’s trends in purchasing, clicking on ads and
registering in different events. They rely on friend-to-friend
relations to make the decision and categorize people. This
relationship on social media predicts a user’s behavior by
tracking a friend’s behavior in purchases, clicking and any
online transaction. The Chinese system of social credit has
been designed to target many fields [8], [9]. The social credit
scores are routinely incorporated to include most information
about the people, so it’s affect on get job, even dating or
marriage, it become active to structure the people’s life [10],
[11]. These are aimed at judicial and other credibility in the
fight against fraud. There is also another goal of building social
community loyalty to increase trust among individuals. Social
credit information is collected by specific parties, ranging
from administrative sanctions, payments, volunteering, web
searches, social media comments, GPS tracking data and most
online transaction data. This system expands the information
collected and the goals in which this system is used. This data
is comprehensive and not important to our primary goal of
building creditworthiness for online transactions. Researchers
in [12], relied on a collection of social media data collected
through the most popular Chinese website Weibo. This data
mainly includes demographics, tweets, and people-to-people
relationships. They apply some machine learning techniques
to predict the credit score of a person. In [13], how to rely
on people-to-people relationships on social networks in the
distribution of new products has been studied. The point was
also made that with more information on social networks,
the marketing process would be accurate. Infer the degree of
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credit for people from their online social data studied at [14].
A model for learning about online user behavior, especially
via Twitter, has been suggested as illustrated in Fig. 1. In it,
the tweets are analyzed and the words discovered to classify
people credit. For example, as described in the figure, the same
drunken habits and watching football matches are associated
with sending late-night tweets. Accordingly, the system can
predict certain behavioral habits of users, and on the basis of
these habits can be credited through social media. In Research
[15], [16], work is done to identify the most influential social
media users in the activities of others in order to draw greater
advertising and administrative attention to them. In 2014-2020
the Chinese government intend to build social credit system
(SCS) to better collect and evaluate citizens’ creditworthiness,
and grant rewards and punishments based on one’s social
credit. They built the SCS depend on collect information
from national development and perform commission, Supreme
People’s Court, other Central Governmental Agencies, and the
other Government Agencies Bank of China and others benefit
from this information to judgment on the people from are this
people in redlist or discredited judgment debtor [17]. China’s
Internet market was examined in [18], [19], where social-media
data were used to describe borrowers’ behavior and how credit
rating systems can influence social behavior in china’s social
credit systems, it’s research in concepts of an ideal citizen,
the state and associated private enterprises can reinforce trust
within society by issuing social credit scores to everyone, so
everyone will likely aim to achieve a high social credit score,
but the government state need to consider the implications
of their policies and consider avenues that individual for low
social credit scores could turn towards for assistance.
This article was based on the development of multiple
models to compare the accuracy of customer scores obtained
based on social networks or without. It relied on the efforts of
lawyers and data scientists who extract credit worthiness from
the big data available online in most social network sites. Legal
problems have also been analyzed and solutions are found for
all these problems to ensure transparency and trust. From the
previous, we noted a lack of processing some concepts that
must be dealt with to produce a robust system that can reflect
an individual’s true creditworthiness. Violating the privacy of
people and other social media events and linking social media
to e-commerce sites to assess people’s transactions is our goal.
In addition, a model will be built in which the type of data is
determined and how it is collected, analyzed, and used to build
the creditworthiness. Also, this article different from others,
specific data will not be analyzed for creditworthiness, but will
be designed a model adjust what data can be collected or added
and how it will be used to accurately grant people credit. This
model collect data from multi sources such as social networks,
online sales and purchases data about the individual, in order
to classify individuals in terms of creditworthiness.
This article organizes as follows: In section introduction,
we talked about the literature review and display the difference
between this article and others and the features this article has.
The methodology used in collect the data are discussed in
section Methodology. The analysis the questionnaire content
and get the results are explained in results and discussion
section. In section design SCSM, talked about the design the
model. In section conclusion, displayed the conclusion we got
from this article.

Fig. 1. Credit Score Based on Social Data.

II.

M ETHODOLOGY

This article depend on the questionnaire. So, in order to
gather needed information from the society, two-part questionnaire is designed using Google Docs and URL. The questionnaire was distributed online by WhatsApp, Instagram, and
Telegram social media users. The questionnaire distributed to a
number of specialists on banking, service providers and other
peoples. It will be taken into consideration that the subscribers
familiar with regulations, laws and banks and a fair distribution
in terms of age and gender. The questionnaires designed to
three groups:
1)
2)

The first for ordinary internet and social users.
The second for companies and service providers via
the Internet or in traditional ways.
Finally, for those familiar with the work of banks.

3)

By using Likert questionnaires, the data can be collected
quickly and this data can also be interpreted and relied on
it [20]. Here this type of measure will be used to collect the
exact respondent’s opinion on specific points. It allows us to
build our model accurately. The advantages of the Likert scale
questions in surveys is that:
•

It is an accurate way to collect data, through which
you can analyze and understand data well.

•

It can be used with quantitative data.

•

It is easy to conduct it as it does not take time.

•

Multiple options, allowing accurate answers from respondents.

In this article a 6-point measures will be used as illustrated in
table I, as they increase the accuracy of the answer. The scale
combines answers that vary from weaker (Strongly disagree)
to strongly agree support. To increase the accuracy of the
questionnaire results, this scale does not have a neutral answer
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to obtain weighted answers from all participants. Another type
of question (yes / no) is used in this article to specifically
measure the participants’ opinion on some issues related to
financial transactions over the Internet and the legality of
tracking users’ information over the Internet. The volunteers
were requested to answer the question are listed in Appendix
A.
total of 600 respondents answered the survey questions. In this
dataset, rows represent different type of events and column
different criteria for analysis. Each data record represents the
value of a particular analysis criterion for a type of event.
Based on the data obtained from the survey, a dataset are
organized using excel tool. The next step was sampling the
data in order to prepare them for further analysis. Based on
the results of this questionnaires and the previous literature
review, a SCSM will be designed.
TABLE I. A S AMPLE 6- POINT L IKERT S CALE

Srtongly Disagree
Slightly Agree

III.

likert scale
Disagree
Agree

Slightly Disagree
Strongly Agree

R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION

This section contains the results and discussion of all
questionnaire.
1) Results and discussion of the first questionnaire: Table
II, explains responses obtained from respondents; the percentage response was calculated in line with the 6-likert scale.

fourth question with percentage Strongly Agree 25%, Agree
19%, Slightly Agree 10%. These ratios make us predict that
the information available from users’ interactions through the
Internet will be rich and sufficient to build our model. The
approval rate (63%) for the fifth question opens up different
methods for us to obtain accurate data on individuals to be
accurately evaluated through our proposed model. Since the
use of such applications as the Uber application provides us
with more information on the behavior of individuals. The
sixth and seventh questions are concerned with studying the
degree of problems that individuals face in buying and selling
through the Internet. The percentage of problems encountered
when selling transaction by individuals on the Internet is higher
than in purchasing transaction, and this mainly results from the
lack of experience of individuals in selling via the Internet.
Generally, these questions indicate the existence of actual
problems when applying transaction via the Internet: Strongly
Agree 13%, Agree 20%, Slightly Agree 10% for question six
and Strongly Agree 17%, Agree 24%, Slightly Agree 13% for
the seventh question.
Questions from 8 to 10 are concerned with studying the existence of verbal and psychological attacks, privacy violation,
and data theft. The rate of expectation of a privacy violation
problem is higher than the other two problems, where the
overall approval rate is 61%. Respondents’ answers for these
three questions support the need for the model presented in
this article.
The eleventh question measure the prevalence of banking
transactions that take place over the Internet. Of course, there is
a percentage that has a weight that does not use these services,
due to fear of problems with online transactions. Finally, the
twelfth question is one of the most important questions, as
it measures the opinions of the participants regarding the
possibility of using the transactions that take place through
the Internet and social media in building a creditworthiness
system similar to that found in banks.

Fig. 2. Percentage Results of Internet and Social Users Questionnaire Likert
Part.

As shown in fig. 2, for the first question, a large percentage
of people agreed that they use the Internet a lot, where the
percentage of Strongly Agree was 49% for this question. The
overall approval rate was approximately 80%, which supports
us in providing the proposed model for classify internet users.
Also, even if it was less, the respondents agreed in the second
question that they use social media frequently a lot, which
will support our proposed model based on social media for
extracting data on individuals. The results for the third question
are Strongly Agree 30%, Agree 39%, Slightly Agree 7%,
Slightly Disagree 7%, Disagree 13%, Strongly Disagree 4%.
Regarding this question, the high approval rate indicates the
future of Internet commerce and that it will expand rapidly
and continuously. Participants have been responding to the

Fig. 3. Percentage Results of Internet and Social Users Questionnaire
Yes/No Part.

Fig. 3, illustrate the three (Yes / No) questions that display
Internet users in general. Table III, contains the respondent’s
answers. it given to users to measuring their opinion specifically about the problems they face when selling (such as
eBay) or buying. It is noticeable in Fig. 3, that the product
quality problems were approved by a number of subscribers,
close to 34%. Also, the problems of buying and selling via the
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TABLE II. R ESULTS OF I NTERNET AND S OCIAL U SERS Q UESTIONNAIRE L IKERT PART
Questions

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Slightly
Agree

Slightly
Disagree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Total Response

Results

Using Internet
Using Social Media
Buying Product
Purchases and Sales
Using Uber
Problem During Sales
Problem During Buying
Verbal and Psychological Attacks
Violating Privacy
Stolen Personal Data
Banking Transactions Online
Extract Information for Creditworthiness

296
219
182
150
102
80
99
61
41
100
80
22

160
137
235
112
200
120
144
142
239
160
100
200

24
42
44
57
78
62
77
140
122
145
160
120

20
21
40
142
63
100
82
102
78
85
60
77

95
136
77
101
118
137
120
115
79
105
120
159

5
45
22
38
39
101
78
40
41
5
80
22

600
600
600
600
600
600
600
600
600
600
600
600

Accepted
accepted
accepted
Accepted
Accepted
Not Accepted
Accepted
Accepted
Accepted
Accepted
Accepted
Accepted

TABLE III. I NTERNET AND S OCIAL U SERS Q UESTIONNAIRE – Y ES /N O
PART
Questions
Quality Problem
Financial Problems at Selling
Financial Problems at Buying

Yes
205
162
182

No
395
438
418

Total Response
600
600
600

Internet had support, but less than the quality problems. These
problems are mainly found because there is no real evaluation
that reflects users’ behavior online.
An important question was asked to Participants about how
to pay the value of goods purchased over the Internet. The
classification of the answers is shown in Table IV, Also, Fig.
4, shows the percentage of each choice. As shown, payment on
receipt is the predominant feature with a good percentage that
uses the visa in its online purchasing transactions. This result
is due to the fear of a large percentage of participants from
using their credit card over the Internet. Also, this supports
our need for the proposed model in our article.
TABLE IV. R ESULTS OF I NTERNET AND S OCIAL U SERS Q UESTIONNAIRE
C HOOSE PART
Question ID

Visa

Payment Method

12

when receiving
18

Total Response
30

2) Results and discussion of the second questionnaire: The
questions directed to companies, that apply their transaction
through the Internet, measure the extent of the difficulties they
face, whether there is a need to make rating of Internet users
and what are the basic data that can be used in this rating
process. Table V, contains the answers of 30 participants in
this questionnaire.
As shown in Fig. 4, the first question measures the extent
to which the company uses the Internet to apply their commercial transactions. Answers show that approval responses
slightly outweigh disagreement. This is a result of the fear of
conducting these transactions, as there is no accurate rating
of the person you are dealing with. The answer to the third
question may be related to the first question. As is the case with

Fig. 4. Percentage Results of Internet and Social Users Questionnaire
Choose Part.

a number of participants who are not using online business
transactions, they are likely to see no income from the Internet.
Returning to the second question, the respondents ’answers fluctuate between approval and disapproval (Agree 30%,
Slightly Agree 20%, Slightly Disagree 20%, Disagree 30%)
Equally. This indicates that there are multiple problems in
dealing with suppliers via the Internet for companies. This
encourages us the importance of having a model that manages
the rating process for all users over the Internet.
Questions 4 to 6 are concerned with measuring the extent
of problems caused by online buyers. Such as users not
completing their orders, refusing to receive product, and using
the product return process a lot. The percentage of those who
agree to the fourth question is high, and this is due to a large
number of individuals who do not complete their requests for
various reasons. This behavior does not significantly affect the
design of our model, but put a little weight on it in the rating
of individuals. As for the fifth and sixth question (refusal
to receive, return of products), even with a low percentage
in approval of them, it indicates its importance within the
proposed model. As these two process represent a major
inconvenience to companies.
For questions 7 to 9, it measures the percentage of respondents’ approval or disapproval, gradually from Strongly
Agree% to Strongly Disagree%. These questions measure the
quality of data exchanged over the Internet and its relevance
in building a model that represents a user’s creditworthiness.
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The high approval rate for the ninth question indicates that the
majority of respondents agree that the user’s credit worthiness
based on the study of his behavior over the Internet increases
individuals’ confidence in completing their electronic transaction.
with respect to the yes/no questions, as explained in Fig.
5, the first and second questions are related to the companies’
dealings with suppliers. The responses of the participants
confirmed that there are problems with the quality of the
products received, as well as financial problems with the
suppliers, but in a not large way as it is equal to 27% of the
total percentage. Also, the third question is related to financial
problems with corporate buyers, and the percentage has risen
slightly to 30%. I think even with low percentages that support
the existence of actual problems for companies, the existence
of a rating for users through internet will contribute to reducing
this percentage significantly while providing protection for
these companies.

Fig. 6. Percentage Measure for Participants that are familiar with
Regulations, Laws and Banking.

Fig. 7. Percentage Results of Those Are Familiar with Regulations, Laws
and Banking Questionnaire Yes/No part.

Fig. 5. Percentage Results of Companies and Online Service Providers’
Questionnaire Yes/No Part.

3) Results and discussion of the third questionnaire: The
third questionnaire related to banking workers or specialists
in the field of regulations and laws was applied by 30 of the
participants. Table VI, shows the results obtained, also Fig.
6, shows the percentages of these results for each question.
As shown in the Fig. 6, the percentages of the answers to the
first question are slightly tilted to refuse to track individuals
’transactions through the Internet. I believe that the percentage
of approval also has weight because of the need to track
individuals’ transactions to prevent crimes. Using of this data
was rejected more strongly in the answers to the second
question from the participants, due to the sensitivity of not
using this data institutionally. From observing the results, the
use of this data can be permitted based on strict restrictions on
its use. Finally, the answers to the third question tend to deny
permission to use this data in the absence of a legal umbrella
for this use.
with respect to yes/no questions, Table VII, illustrates
the answers of 30 participants. Fig. 7, explain clearly the
large percentages of the answer were yes. Where the three
questions focus on the importance of the existence of laws and
legislation to allow tracking, use and publication of individual
transactions over the Internet. Naturally, this segment of the
participants was encouraged to issue regulations and legislation
that regulate these operations.

Based on the results of the third questionnaire, it is clear
that it is possible to benefit from individuals’ transactions on
the Internet to design the proposed model that gives a score
for each individual, provided that there are legislations that
support and protect the existence of this model.
Based on the results of the third questionnaire, it is possible
to benefit from individuals’ transactions on the Internet to design the proposed model that gives a score for each individual,
provided that there are legislations that support and protect the
existence of this model.
IV.

D ESIGN SCSM

This model was designed based on the results and discussion of previous questionnaires. Most of the survey results
support the existence of the proposed SCSM model, as the
results see electronic commerce expanding at increasing rates
in the future. The proposed model (SCSM) is illustrated in
Fig. 8. First, with regard to our need for regulations and laws,
the results of the questionnaire propose that it is better to have
controls for tracking, using and disseminating individuals ’data
on the Internet. Therefore, a module was added in proposed
model that is responsible for monitoring and controlling the use
of this data in terms of its size or who is authorized to use it.
This module offers the business community a great opportunity
to complete its operations with confidence and under a legal
umbrella.
Based on the results of the questionnaire, there are problems in buying and selling between individuals and some
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TABLE V. R ESULTS OF C OMPANIES AND O NLINE S ERVICE P ROVIDERS ’ Q UESTIONNAIRE L IKERT PART
Questions

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Slightly
Agree

Slightly
Disagree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Total Response

Results

Commercial Transactions
Problem with Suppliers
Income Increasing
Incomplete Transaction
Order Items Refusing
Product Returning
Uber History Transaction
Social Interaction
Measure of the User’s Credit Worthiness

9
0
3
6
3
0
3
6
9

6
9
6
9
3
6
9
9
10

3
6
15
6
3
3
3
3
5

3
6
0
0
6
6
3
3
0

6
9
6
6
15
15
9
6
6

3
0
0
3
0
0
3
3
0

30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30

Accepted
Not Accepted
accepted
Accepted
Not Accepted
Not Accepted
Not Accepted
Accepted
Accepted

TABLE VI. R ESULTS OF T HOSE A RE FAMILIAR WITH R EGULATIONS , L AWS AND BANKING Q UESTIONNAIRE L IKERT PART
Questions

Strongly
Agree

Agree

Slightly
Agree

Slightly
Disagree

Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Total Response

Results

Tracking of Electronic Transactions
Use of Tracked Information
Without Facing Litigation

3
3
2

5
3
4

6
5
5

7
5
6

5
9
8

4
5
5

30
30
30

Not Accepted
Not Accepted
Not Accepted

TABLE VII. I NTERNET AND S OCIAL U SERS Q UESTIONNAIRE Y ES /N O
PART
Questions
Law to Tracking Users’ Transaction
Law to Use Users’ Information
Law to Publishing Users’ Information

Yes
24
24
18

No
6
6
12

Total Response
30
30
30

transactions.
Today’s social media data is very informative. Most people
of different ages have multiple social media accounts. With the
multiplicity and diversity of this data, our model can rely on
it to give an accurate assessment of creditworthiness.
On the other hand, the use of such applications as the
Uber application gives important information that reflects the
behavior of individuals, whether the individual is the service
provider or the beneficiary of it. Tracking this data and
recording it in the form database (from discussing the survey
results) is very helpful for the final decision describing the
creditworthiness of each individual. Therefore, the data for
these applications were added to the model as shown in Fig.
8.
V.

Fig. 8. Designed Model.

of them, which lose the credibility of the transaction that
take place over the Internet. Therefore, this data was tracked
and added to the model database in order to be used in the
creditworthiness of individuals because of its weight according
to the analysis of the questionnaires.
There are Another important data that needed to track and
add to the model database. For example, verbal and psychological attacks, privacy violation, and data theft. This data has
great weight because of its impact on accurately describing the
behavior of individuals. Its presence also reduces or eliminates
the fear of individuals from online transactions because it
adds safety and reliability for the individuals available for

C ONCLUSION

a new concept was introduced to classify individuals in
terms of creditworthiness and confidence in dealing with the
Internet. This concept was developed to introduce SCSM
model in order to be used to increase the reliability of
transactions that take place over the Internet. The design of this
model relied on collecting multiple data such as social media
data, online sales and purchases data, and so on. These data
and their degree of importance were determined according to
several questionnaires directed to several segments of society.
The first was directed at regular users of the Internet
and social media to study the extent of their confidence in
transactions that take place over the Internet and what problems
they face. As for the second, it was directed at the business
community from companies that carry out transactions over
the Internet. In this questionnaire, companies’ problems with
customers and suppliers are studied. Finally, there was a
questionnaire directed to banking workers or specialists in the
field of regulations and laws. This questionnaire was directed
to study the extent of our need for laws regulating the tracking
and circulation of information.
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These questionnaires were analyzed and the results of the
analysis were used to determine the data that is important to
incorporate into the model. Finally, the SCSM was introduced.

Developing the SCSM model to make it compatible with
the huge development in communications and data transmission will be the focus of our attention in the future. It will be
made more flexible to accept and rely on new data that arise
from social media and other new services on the Internet.
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TABLE VIII. I NTERNET AND S OCIAL U SERS Q UESTIONNAIRE L IKERT PART
Questions

Srtongly
Disagree

Disagree

Slightly
Disagree

Slightly
Agree

Agree

Strongly
Agree

1
2
3
4
5
6

I use the internet a lot
I use the social media sites a lot
The internet is useful for buying products at a good price
I’m frequently used internet to make purchases and sales processes
I’m frequently used application of technology companies like Uber
It is possible to encounter too many problems during sales through internet

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
8
9
10
11
12

It is possible to encounter too many problems during buying through internet
It is possible to encounter some verbal and psychological attacks on social
I think My privacy can be violated on social media media
I think My personal data can be stolen on internet
I’m frequently executed my banking transactions online
I believe that transactions via the Internet and social media can extract information that can be used
to build a creditworthiness system similar to that found in banks

13

Total Scores

TABLE IX. I NTERNET AND S OCIAL U SERS Q UESTIONNAIRE – Y ES /N O PART
Questions
1
2
3

Yes

No

Have you encountered problems with the quality of the product received?
Have you faced financial problems when selling on the Internet?
Have you faced financial problems when buying from the Internet?

TABLE X. I NTERNET AND S OCIAL U SERS Q UESTIONNAIRE – C HOOSE PART

1

Questions

1

2

What is payment method you prefer when you buy something from the internet

visa

when receiving

3

4

TABLE XI. C OMPANIES AND O NLINE S ERVICE P ROVIDERS ’ Q UESTIONNAIRE L IKERT PART

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Questions

Srtongly
Disagree

Disagree

Slightly
Disagree

Slightly
Agree

Agree

Strongly
Agree

I’m frequently performed commercial transactions through the internet
Dealing with suppliers through the internet has increase the transaction problem
The internet has increased my income
Most of my internet buyers don’t complete their transaction
Most of my internet buyers refuse to receive the items
Most of my internet buyers use Product returns process
I think we can build on people’s history of how they treat tech companies apps like Uber to rank a
new customer
I see that we can build on the history of people who interact negatively or positively with social
media in rating a new user customer
I think that the existence of a measure of the user’s credit worthiness based on the study of his
behavior over the Internet increases confidence in electronic transactions

1

2

3

4

5

6

Total Scores

TABLE XII. C OMPANIES AND O NLINE S ERVICE P ROVIDERS ’ Q UESTIONNAIRE – Y ES /N O PART
Questions
1
2
3

Yes

No

Have you encountered problems with the quality of the product received from suppliers?
Have you encountered financial problems when dealing electronically with suppliers?
Did you encounter financial problems with buyers?
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TABLE XIII. T HOSE ARE FAMILIAR WITH R EGULATIONS , L AWS AND BANKING Q UESTIONNAIRE L IKERT PART
Questions

Srtongly
Disagree

Disagree

Slightly
Disagree

Slightly
Agree

Agree

Strongly
Agree

1
2
3

I think it is possible to allow tracking of electronic transactions of users over the Internet
I think it is possible to allow the use of this information gathered online
I think it is possible to use this information without facing litigation in the future

1

2

3

4

5

6

4

Total Scores

TABLE XIV. T HOSE ARE FAMILIAR WITH R EGULATIONS , L AWS AND BANKING Q UESTIONNAIRE – Y ES /N O PART
Questions
1
2
3

Yes

No

We need laws that manage the process of tracking users’ electronic transactions
We need laws that manage the use of information about users
We need laws that manage the process of publishing information about users
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Extended Graph Convolutional Networks for 3D
Object Classification in Point Clouds
Sajan Kumar1 , Sai Rishvanth Katragadda2 , Ashu Abdul3 , V. Dinesh Reddy4
School of Engineering and Sciences
Department of CSE, SRM University,
Amaravati, AP, India
Abstract—Point clouds are a popular way to represent 3D
data. Due to the sparsity and irregularity of the point cloud
data, learning features directly from point clouds become complex
and thus huge importance to methods that directly consume
points. This paper focuses on interpreting the point cloud inputs
using the graph convolutional networks (GCN). Further, we
extend this model to detect the objects found in the autonomous
driving datasets and the miscellaneous objects found in the
non-autonomous driving datasets. We proposed to reduce the
runtime of a GCN by allowing the GCN to stochastically sample
fewer input points from point clouds to infer their larger
structure while preserving its accuracy. Our proposed model offer
improved accuracy while drastically decreasing graph building
and prediction runtime.
Keywords—Object classification; graph convolution networks;
non-autonomous driving

I.

Fig. 1.
Overview of a Graph Convolutional Network (GCN) and its
Associated Layers [1].

Each layer H l out of the total layers L in the GCN can then
be modeled as a nonlinear function:

I NTRODUCTION

Autonomous vehicles are becoming the future of mobility,
supported by advances in deep learning techniques. Point cloud
learning has lately attracted increasing attention due to its
wide applications in many areas, such as computer vision,
autonomous driving, and robotics. Recent advances in graph
convolution networks suggest that graph representations could
provide better features for point cloud processing. Graphs are
one of the most common data structures in the analysis and
storage of the real-world data-modeling of social networks,
roads, etc. However, the amount of work devoted for developing the neural network models to process graphs has not been
proportional to the amount of data available for such analysis.
In the past couple of years, some researchers have looked at
generalizing current neural network models to process arbitrary
graphs, some of which we will briefly summarize later in this
section. Thomas et al. [1] offers a brief overview of GCNs and
the architecture is shown in Fig. 1. In essence, most GCNs
have a universal architecture and their convolutional nature
arises from sharing filter parameters over all graph locations.
The objective of a GCN is to learn a function of features
for a given graph G, which takes the inputs:
•

X, an N × D feature matrix which summarizes a
feature description xi for every node i (where N is the
number of nodes, and D the number of input features),

•

A descriptor of the graph’s structure in matrix form,
usually as an adjacency matrix A.

This produces an output Z, which is a node-level N × D
feature matrix (F is the number of output features per node).

H (l+1) = f (H (l) , A)
, where
H (0) = X and H (L) = Z.

(1)

Most GCNs only differ in how the nonlinear function f is
parametrized and chosen.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents motivation as well as related works. Limitations and
contributions are presented in Section III. Section IV elaborates
the pointGCN model and the proposed work is presented in
Section V. Experimental studies are then presented in Section
VI, followed by a discussion on the results in Section VII.
Finally, conclusions are provided in Section VIII.
II.

R ELATED W ORKS

Existing research on processing the arbitrary graphs proposed the usage of the neural networks for extracting the
information from the arbitrary graphs. Bruna et al. [2] used the
graph-based analogs with the convolutional neural networks
(CNN) to obtain an efficient architecture by reducing the
number of parameters, relying on hierarchical clustering of the
graph and by analyzing the spectrum of the graph’s Laplacian
matrix. David et al. [3] introduced a CNN approach with an
end-to-end pipeline that could operate directly on arbitrarily
sized graphs to generalize molecular feature extraction. Jain et
al. [4] used the high-level modeling ability of spatio-temporal
graphs to improve a recurrent neural network architecture to
model the sequential computer vision tasks (like human or
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object interactions) more effectively. Mich et al. [5] proposed
a true generalization of CNNs to work on any graph structure
by developing a model based in spectral graph theory, which
affords the same linear computational and learning complexity
as traditional CNNs. This work constitutes a big jump forward
in the field in terms of modeling GCNs. Moreover, Kipf et al.
[1], created a GCN model based on spectral graph convolutions
that scale linearly in the total number of graph edges. The
model layer representations encoded the specific features of
nodes as well as the local structure of the graph around a given
region. Hence it is clear that GCNs offer a better scheme for
the analysis of data that is generally arbitrarily grouped or
sparse in nature, such as the structure seen in point clouds.
In terms of the application of CNNs to the processing of 3D
point clouds, PointNet [6] is the first major DL method for
3D classification and segmentation. The network directly takes
point clouds as input and allows for efficient and effective
classification, segmentation and scene semantic parsing. The
model proposed by kiran et al. [7] uses 3D prior maps to reduce
the computational requirements on 3D point clouds. Zar zar
t al. [8] proposed the PointRGCN for using the point cloud
inputs for vehicle tracking. The model uses a residual GCN
and a contextual GCN for refining a 3D object from a point
cloud using a graph representation of the object.
We propose to extend the PointGCN model developed by
zang et al. [9]. We down sample the graph with localized
convolutions to obtain the latent features for describing the
local structures of the input point cloud. Our approach attempts to leverage the flexibility of GCNs in dealing with
unstructured input with the inherent nature of point clouds.
From our experiments, we see that proposed model reduces the
computational requirements on 3D point clouds and improves
the performance.
III.

C URRENT L IMITATION OF GCN M ODELS

Most of the research in the field of point cloud computation
involves converting of 2D image to a point cloud to extract
information. The existing research focusses on utilizing the
depth information collected via a LiDAR for classification
or segmentation (as done in PointNet). We know that such
methods are accurate individually, but do not necessarily make
the best use of the data at hand. The GCN models which we
reviewed are effective but not necessarily specialized for realworld object classification tasks. PointGCN [9] does not appear
to target any specific application and hence is not specifically
optimized for any purpose. Likewise, PointRGCN [8] mainly
works on bird’s-eye view detection and classification tasks
rather than typical views from a camera on the ground. It also
uses a variety of different models to obtain its final result.
Through our work, we would like to extend [9] and [8] to
fit other kinds of point cloud datasets without restricting to
autonomous driving. We will be looking into using some of
the datasets at [10] to train on and will attempt to generalize
the model to gain good predictive performance on these varied
datasets.
The main contributions of the paper are:
•

Extending and generalizing a GCN model to work on
other kinds of LiDAR point clouds such as objects
in urban environments or the interiors and exterior of

buildings, without suffering a significant performance
loss.
•

Optimizing and generalizing current GCN model such
that it can run on small computing processors such as
arm cortex A7.

Our work will attempt to combine useful features from
the current state of the art (for 3D object classification)
into an innovative approach that will hopefully match current
performance in the field at a reduced time cost. The models
currently used in research (processing on a point cloud with
PointNet and RGB feature/depth extraction) have their own
merits and demerits. 2D RGB images are better for feature
extraction and segmentation at a reduced time cost. However,
the 2D RGB images lack the depth information, which leads
to poor capturing of the relationship between the subject and
the objects. In our approach we use the point clouds to bridge
this gap for extracting the relationship between the objects
and the subject. We note that we can generalize the current
methods in the field to adapt with different types of data. In
our approach, we adapt a method without suffering the feature
loss. This method will be important for the researchers working
on autonomous driving, cave mapping, home modeling, and
video game designers, to name a few.
IV.

A RCHITECTURE OF THE P OINT GCN M ODEL

The PointGCN appears to have the potential for flexibility
in inputs and did not require the processing of its data through
multiple models [9]. It was also extremely lightweight in terms
of the code involved, and so would be easier to modify.The
following is a brief overview of the model architecture for a
Graph Convolutional Network for the purpose of 3D object
classification as used in [9]. Similar to most simple CNNs,
the GCN consists of a convolution layer, a pooling layer, and
a fully connected layer. The graph convolutional layer allows
the GCN to encompass the structural information of the object
to be able to discriminate between them. Graph Laplacians
of the input point cloud data are generated. The graphs are
normalized to keep them to a uniform spectrum range. As
described in [11], the ChebyNet Graph-CNN performs better
on homogenous graphs for prediction tasks such as image
classification. Hence, a similar transformation is applied to the
heterogeneous graphs generated from point clouds. To obtain
a single level of a feature transformation, the model applies
Chebyshev polynomial filters, which keep the learned feature
maps localized.
A Rectified Linear unit (ReLu) nonlinear activation function is applied at the output of each graph convolutional layer.
Furthermore, global max pooling is performed after these
activations are applied. This allows for the computation of the
global statistics of all the output points. When multiple graph
convolutional layers are used, the statistics of each layer are
used together for the final probability computations.
The version of the model we used two graph convolutional
layers, and the Chebyshev polynomials are of order = 4
and order = 3 for the two layers respectively. The rest is
similar to as used in [9], with a 40-nearest neighbor graph
for each point cloud object for graph convolution and global
pooling. The intermediate outputs of the graph convolution
layers are passed through a final fully-connected linear layer
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with softmax activation as a flattened vector. The number of
output nodes in the output layer corresponds to the number of
labels in the dataset, which in our case, we kept at 40 labels.
Hence, the output is a vector where each index corresponds to
the probability of the input belonging to that label.
V.

around the CMU campus in the neighborhood of
Oakland, Pittsburgh, and contains X, Y, and Z point
coordinates, corresponding labels, and confidence as
properties.

P ROPOSED A PPROACH - M ODIFIED P OINT GCN

PointGCN was geared to be used with the ModelNet40
dataset. Therefore, in order to use the model with different
datasets and different labels, we had to make the model labelagnostic, and make sure the data format we wanted to use
worked everywhere in the model.
We also approached the problem from another angle. The
initial implementation in [9] used 2048 point cloud examples
per test/train set, and each point cloud consisted of 2048 points.
This amounted to an extremely large amount of input data and
meant the creation of the nearest-neighbor graphs from the
point cloud data was computationally expensive and extremely
memory-intensive. It often formed a bulk of the actual runtime
of the network where data was fed into it. Therefore, we
tried running the model and testing its accuracy with fewer
training examples and points per cloud instead, which would
significantly reduce runtime if successful.
We then also attempted to make some changes in the
PointGCN model itself, by introducing link prediction and
an entity classification layer, which helps in the recovery
of missing points or facts from the dataset, and recovery
of attributes corresponding to the missing entity, which was
motivated by work in [12]. Hidden representation of GCN of
ith layer is computed by:


X 1
(l)
hl+1
= σ
W l hj 
i
ci
jNi

If we introduce the link prediction and entity layer in the
above function to utilize this hidden representation we can
compute the edges more freely by:


XX 1
(l)
hl+1
= σ W0l hli +
W lh 
i
ci,r r j
rR jNi

where Nr,i denotes the set of neighbor indices of node
i under relation rR and ci,r is a normalization constant. In
the entity classification layer the GCN uses ci,r = |N − ri|.
This method helps determine a node’s relational encoding, aids
in nearest-neighbor finding, and helps reduce the computation
cost. Though the there is an increase in the number of
hyperparameter’s the paper [13]
We decided to try and generalize the PointGCN model to
achieve a good accuracy over two different datasets:
•

Princeton ModelNet40 Dataset [14]: A volumetric
representation of 3D objects across 40 categories,
generated in a highly controlled environment using
CAD models.

•

CMU Oakland Dataset [15]: Contains 44 labels as
shown in Fig. 2. This is generated using a SICK
LMS laser scanners and used in push-broom, collected

Fig. 2. A Log-scale Plot of the Distribution of the 44 Different Labels in the
CMU Oakland dataset. The Four Labels with the Lowest Frequencies were
Dropped out to Maintain Consistency with the 40 Outputs in the ModelNet40
Dataset.

A. Preparing Input Datasets
We faced some challenges in deciding how to generalize
the input datasets to the model. The biggest is the representation of the data points in point clouds. Each prepared dataset
uses a different representation of 3D point clouds, which is
specific to a single model’s architecture. Furthermore, the
collection methods and reference frame of the collecting device
also vary across datasets. Some datasets contain far more
information (such as semantic annotations or segmentations)
that cannot be found in other datasets. Each dataset also has a
different density and distribution of points for every object in
the set. The CMU Oakland dataset has labels for objects that
occur so infrequently in the set that the data is unusable on a
larger scale (mainly power cables or wires in the background).
The PointGCN model constructs its initial graph data from two
arrays found in an HDF5 file. The first, the ‘data’ array, is
an N-by-M array with N point cloud examples and M points
per point cloud. Each point in the point cloud is a 3-by-1
array consisting of the X, Y, and Z coordinates of the point.
The second array is the ‘label’ array, an N-element array, with
each index corresponding to a point cloud in the ‘data’ array.
This meant there must be a generalized method of preparing
or feeding the respective data into the model. As such, for
object classification, we decided to use the bare minimum. A
preprocessed dataset to the model should contain the X, Y, and
Z coordinates per point, along with the object label to which
that point belongs.
B. Dataset Creation
To overcome the issues we faced with point sparsity and
the parsing of datasets, we wrote a script to process and ‘masscreate’ datasets that we could test on. This script was tested
and used on the CMU Oakland dataset [15] which is shown
in Fig. 3. It requires the point cloud x, y, and z coordinates,
along with the corresponding label for the point, in four
columns in a formatted text file as the input. This required
some manual processing, including dropping points with the
four least frequent labels (essentially unusable data). Dropping
four labels from the 44-label Oakland dataset also allowed us
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among the 40 input classes. For the Oakland set, four of the
least frequent data labels were dropped, to ensure consistency
between the total number of PointGCN outputs. After 260
epochs of testing and training, we received an average test
accuracy of 91%.

Fig. 3. A Visualization of the Complete, Preprocessed CMU Oakland Point
Cloud Dataset, with the Lowest Frequency Labels Dropped from the Set.

to keep the model consistent with the total data labels in the
ModelNet40 set. This would allow us to cross-test graphs made
with one dataset on another dataset. A maximum number of
point clouds per data file is set as well. These data points
were later split into test and train datasets using a random
distribution.
Once the data is read in and sorted, the creation process can
begin. A label is randomly selected on a uniform distribution,
and the required number of points from the corresponding data
is picked to form a point cloud. In order to overcome the
problem where a labeled object has too few points to create a
substantially-sized point cloud for training, we add noise, or
jitter, to the ground truth points, in order to create new points
for the object.
The jitter fulfilled two purposes at once. First, since these
points are only jittered with a value between 0.25 and 0.5 in
Cartesian space, the created points would “fill in the blanks”
in a sparsely-sampled object while remaining close enough in
physical space to the object in question, as illustrated in Fig. 4.
Secondly, the addition of random noise, and the randomized
nature of label selection, allows every created dataset to be
different. This would allow us to test the robustness of the
model to small perturbations as well. Finally, the datasets were
split into test and training datasets, of which five datasets were
used for training, and two for testing.

Fig. 4. A Visualization of the Jittering Process: (a) the Set of Points from
the Point Cloud for the Label ‘curb’; (b) Randomly Generated Jitter Values
Corresponding to Each of the Points; (c) the Original Points (blue) Along with
the Jittered Original Points (red) are Added to the Point Cloud

VI.

R ESULTS

The modified model was run using Tensorflow with GPU
acceleration. The learning rate was set to between 12and24 ×
104 , and was halved every 20 epochs or so.Our first experiment
simply involved training the PointGCN model on the Oakland
dataset and the ModelNet40 dataset separately, and comparing
the results. With the ModelNet40, after 260 epochs of testing
and training, we received an average test accuracy of 86%

For the smaller point cloud tests, sets of 64 and 128
points per point cloud were used, with only 1000 training and
test examples per set (5000 training examples and 2000 test
examples in total). The maximum number of epochs were set
at a 100. The graph batches used by the network were first
built using the Oakland dataset, and then cross-tested with the
ModelNet40 dataset, in order to test the flexibility of the nodes
created by the model. The final results after a 100 epochs can
be seen in Table I and Table II below.
TABLE I.
F INAL T RAINING AND T EST ACCURACY OF CMU
OAKLAND AND P RINCETON M ODEL N ET 40 DATASETS WITH A R EDUCED
N UMBER OF P OINTS P ER C LOUD . W ITH THE BASE G RAPH FOR THE GCN
M ODEL B UILT USING THE OAKLAND DATASET
Accuracy (%)
Training Data
Test Data
Overall

64 Points per Cloud
Oakland
ModelNet40
95.82
90.31
91.30
87.67
93.56
88.99

128 Points per Cloud
Oakland
ModelNet40
96.06
90.37
92.00
88.80
94.03
89.59

TABLE II.
F INAL T RAINING AND T EST ACCURACY OF CMU
OAKLAND AND P RINCETON M ODEL N ET 40 DATASETS WITH A R EDUCED
N UMBER OF P OINTS P ER C LOUD , WITH THE BASE G RAPH FOR THE GCN
M ODEL B UILT USING THE M ODELNET 40 DATASET
Accuracy (%)
Training Data
Test Data
Overall

64 Points per Cloud
Oakland
ModelNet40
94.65
87.72
83.66
84.59
89.15
86.15

128 Points per Cloud
Oakland
ModelNet40
94.23
93.73
85.18
87.45
89.71
90.59

The results were quite surprising. Even with a significantly
reduced number of points per point cloud, both the test and
training accuracies of the model on both input datasets were
extremely high. When a dataset is used to construct the graph
batch used by the GCN model, it demonstrates a significantly
higher training and test set accuracy. Nonetheless, given that
both ModelNet40 and Oakland achieve 90% accuracy and
89% accuracy respectively, on graphs not even constructed
from their data, shows the flexibility and robust nature of the
model. Furthermore, the runtime is also drastically decreased,
especially on a GPU setup. For 7000 input point clouds with
64 points per cloud, the graph build runtime was a mere 8
minutes, and the runtime for a 100 epochs was approximately
9 minutes and 40 seconds. For the same number of input clouds
at 128 points per cloud, the graph build runtime was around
13 minutes and 38 seconds, with the runtime for a 100 epochs
at 12 minutes and 34 seconds. This is quite remarkable given
that the runtime with over 14,000 input clouds at 2048 points
per cloud has a total runtime of over a day for similar levels
of accuracy, even when GPU-accelerated.
VII.

D ISCUSSION

From the results of the GCN’s prediction on the ModelNet40 and Oakland datasets, it is clear that the model has
been extended to run with more than a single, specialized
dataset. An approach using a GCN offers an adaptability that
a CNN would not offer if trained on a single dataset. This
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would reduce the need to have to train a model on a different
dataset for a different use case every time. From cross-testing
one dataset on a graph built from another dataset, it is clear
that the GCN has the ability to learn and refine graphs such
that it can reflect the overall structure of an input point cloud.
It is also a model that has the potential to be robust to changes
in the input dataset. However, on comparison with a variety
of other models on the ModelNet leaderboard at [16], this
model falls some ways short of the state-of-the-art methods.
Nonetheless, it is still better than a lot of other models on the
list and so is an approach that shows promise.
TABLE III.

C OMPARISON WITH S TATE - OF - ART M ETHODS ON
M ODEL N ET 40 & OAKLAND DATA S ET

Method
MV3D [17]
AVOD [18]
PointPillars [19]
PointRCNN [20]
RGCN [13]
PointRGCN [13]
Extended PointRGCN(Ours)

ModelNet40
62.94
77.90
78.39
85.94
83.42
85.97
90.59

Oakland
57.31
62.03
67.39
73.210
74.05
76.73
89.71

We implemented the MV3D, AVOD, PointPillars, PointRCNN, RGCN, PointRGCN, and compared with the proposed
approach. All the results reported above are the average results
of 10 trials for each dataset for our proposed method taking
128 points per cloud and the results are presented in Table
III. The high accuracy achieved by the model on the reducedsize point clouds was also a very curious result. As such, we
looked closer at how the nature of the input data to the GCN
could affect its performance. The GCN model we adapted
could use one of two methods for sampling from the larger
point cloud set - immediate sampling or uniform sampling.
Immediate sampling just takes the first 64 or 128 points in the
array from the entire point cloud. Uniform sampling attempts
to take 64 or 128 samples from a uniform random probability
distribution across the point cloud. If the points are unsorted,
both sampling methods are equivalent. However, if the points
are sorted before they are passed in, using immediate sampling
shows very different effects. We attempted to sort the Oakland
dataset point clouds before passing them into the GCN. We
found that the accuracy on the Oakland set itself dropped to
a meager 33% on the training set and 24% on the test set,
while the ModelNet data achieved a 41% on the training set
and 37% on the test set.
This poor performance could be attributed to the GCN
receiving a poor understanding of the general structure of the
point cloud from the input data. In other words, with the data
sorted and sampled from the front, the GCN can essentially
“visualize” only a very small fraction of the entire cloud. This
does not allow it to truly infer any larger-scale features, and
any features it were to infer would be grossly incorrect, given
that it only has access to a small physical portion of the cloud.
When the data was left unsorted, it allows the GCN to sample
parts of the point cloud stochastically, thus giving it enough
points to infer larger features in the cloud and encode it in
the graph. We can conclude from this smaller investigation
that allowing uniform, randomized sampling of the entire point
cloud, even with a small number of points, can offer the same
levels of accuracy while drastically decreasing graph building
and prediction runtime.

VIII.

C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK

In this paper a novel approach for extending and generalizing a GCN model to work on different point clouds such
as objects in urban environments or the interiors and exterior
of buildings, without suffering a significant performance loss.
Further, we worked on Optimizing and generalizing current
GCN model such that it can run on small computing processors
such as arm cortex A7. Through our experimentation on a
modified version of PointGCN, we conclude that it is possible
to generalize a graph convolutional network across datasets.
The proposed model seems to be able to learn and preserve
underlying patterns that appear in point clouds regardless of
the object represented by the point cloud, and thus make for
powerful processors of the data type. Additionally, our model
do not appear to lose accuracy significantly when the number
of points in the point cloud input is reduced, as long as the
points remain representative of the larger structure of the object
at hand.
In future, we would like to extend our work by looking at
how exactly the graph generated by the GCN seems to preserve
the global statistics of features, and how it can effectively
exploit those same statistics across datasets. We can improve
the performance of our current model by adding deeper layers,
where they can compute the interrelation between points to
generate a feature map across the datasets. As part of future
work, we also plan to see if we could combine LiDAR
information with RGB images for better recognition.
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Abstract—Lattice-based crypto systems are regarded as secure
and believed to be secure even against quantum computers.
lattice-based cryptography relies upon problems like the Shortest
Vector Problem. Shortest Vector Problem is an instance of lattice
problems that are used as a basis for secure cryptographic
schemes. For more than 30 years now, the Shortest Vector
Problem has been at the heart of a thriving research field and
finding a new efficient algorithm turned out to be out of reach.
This problem has a great many applications such as optimization,
communication theory, cryptography, etc. This paper introduces
the Shortest Vector Problem and other related problems such as
the Closest Vector Problem. We present the average case and
worst case hardness results for the Shortest Vector Problem.
Further this work explore efficient algorithms solving the Shortest
Vector Problem and present their efficiency. More precisely,
this paper presents four algorithms: the Lenstra-Lenstra-Lovasz
(LLL) algorithm, the Block Korkine-Zolotarev (BKZ) algorithm,
a Metropolis algorithm, and a convex relaxation of SVP. The
experimental results on various lattices show that the Metropolis
algorithm works better than other algorithms with varying sizes
of lattices.
Keywords—Lattice; SVP; CVP; post quantum cryptography

I.

compares different algorithms solving SVP with respect to
their efficiency and optimal solution.
II.

P RELIMINARIES

A. Definitions and Related Problems
Let (b1 , . . L
. , bn ) be a basis in Rn and N a norm on Rn .
n
Let L denote i=1 Zbi , L is called a lattice. Set
λ(L) =

min N (v)
v∈L\{0}

We are now able to define SVP. For L a lattice, the exact form
Shortest Vector Problem, denoted by SV P (L) is as follows.
SV P (L) : Find v ∈ L such that N (v) = λ(L)
As it is often the case, we will actually be interested in
algorithms solving an approximation of SVP. For γ > 1 the
approximated form of SV P (L), denoted by SV Pγ (L) is
SV Pγ (L) : Find v ∈ L\{0} such that N (v) 6 γλ(L)
Now, a closely related problem is the Closest Vector Problem
CV P (L, x), defined for a lattice L ⊂ Rn and x ∈ Rn as

I NTRODUCTION

A lattice an abstract structure defined as the set of all
integer linear combinations of some independent vectors in
Rn . Over the last two centuries, mathematicians have explored
the fascinating combinatorial structure of lattices, and it has
also been studied from an asymptotic algorithmic viewpoint
for at least three decades. Most fundamental problems are
not considered to be effectively solvable on lattices. In addition, hardness results suggest that such problems can not be
solved by polynomial-time algorithms unless the hierarchy of
polynomial-time collapses. Cryptographic constructions based
on lattice hold a clear promise for cryptography with strong
security proof, as was demonstrated by Ajtai [1], who came
up with a construction of cryptographic primitives based on
worst-case hardness of certain lattice problems.
Two main important and very closely related hard computational problems used by cryptographers are the Shortest
Vector Problem (SVP) and the Closest Vector Problem (CVP).
In the former, for a lattice specified by some basis we are
supposed to find nontrivial and small nonzero vector (length of
vector) in the lattice. The problem CVP is an inhomogeneous
variant of SVP, in which given a lattice (specified by some
basis) and a vector v, one has to find the vector in L closest
to v. The hardness of these problems is partially due to
the fact that multiple bases can generate the same lattice.
This work presents the best hardness result known for SVP,

CV P (L) : F ind v ∈ L such that N (v − x) = λ(L)
In its exact form. As in the above we can define an
approximated problem CV Pγ
CV Pγ (L) : F ind v ∈ L such that N (v − x) 6 γλ(L)
In fact, CV Pγ solves SV Pγ . Indeed, for i = 1, . . . , n
set Li = Zb1 ⊕ . . . ⊕ 2bi ⊕ . . . ⊕ bn and xi a solution to
CV Pγ Li , bi , then one of the vectors in {xi − bi }i=1...n is
a solution to SV Pγ (L). For we have the following claim:

Claim 1. Let xi be a solution to CV P Li , bi then
{xi − bi }i=1,...,n contains
P a solution to SV P (L)
Proof. Indeed, let x =
ni bi be any solution to SV P (L), as
/ L and there is i ∈ {1, . . . , n}
N x2 < N (x) we get that x2 ∈
such that ni is odd. Then, x + bi ∈ Li Therefore, the set
{xi − bi }i=1,...,n contains a element of norm less than or
equal to N (x).
When N is the l2 norm on Rn , CV P has another formulation that allows us to use convex optimization techniques. To
this end, let B be the matrix given by the basis (b1 , . . . , bn )
and c a vector in Rn . Then, CV P (L, c) is equivalent to
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This is readily seen by expanding out the quantity kBx − ck2 .
Following (ref), we will apply a convex relaxation to this
problem to get an efficient randomized algorithm solving
CV Pγ .
Finally, a last related problem is the Hermite Shortest
Vector problem denoted by HSV P . Again, let B ∈ Rn×n
be the matrix given by (b1 , . . . , bn ) , for γ > 1, HSV Pγ (L)
is the following problem.
HSV Pγ (L) : Find v ∈ L such that N (v) 6 γ| det(B)|
According to a theorem of Minkowski’s, HSVP and SV P are
in fact closely related. The LLL algorithm described in Section
III-A actually solves HSV Pγ .
B. Hardness: Average and Worst Case
An interesting feature of lattice problem is there hardness.
M.Ajtai in his seminal papers [1], [2] showed in particular
that worst-case hardness is related to average-case hardness
and that SVP is NP-hard for randomized reductions. This
makes lattice problems particularly interesting as basis for
crypto systems. Example of such systems are systems of
Ajtai and Dwork [3], Goldreich, Goldwasser and Halevi [4],
the NTRU cryptosystem [5], and the first fully homomorphic
encryption scheme by Gentry [6]. In this section we state
a number of hardness results without proofs. For a more
precise treatment see also [7]. The main result of worst-case
to average case NP-hardness is as follows.
Theorem 1 Suppose there is a randomized polynomial
time algorithm A such that for all n, A returns a vector of
1
Λ(X) of length 6 n with probability nO(1)
for Λ(X) chosen
at random in Λn,m,q where m = αn log(n) and q = nβ for
appropriate α, β. Then, there exist a randomized polynomial
time algorithm B and constants c1 , c2 , c3 such that for all
n, (b1 , . . . , bn ) basis of Rn and L := ⊕Zbi , B performs the
following with high probability [3]:
1) Finds a basis {β1 , . . . , βn } for L such that
max kβi k 6 nc1

min
(ci ) basis of L

max kci k ;

for any X ∈ (Z/qZ)n×m , set Λ(X) as the lattice
{y ∈ Zm | Xy ≡ 0[q]} and Λn,m,q the space of such lattices.
We see Λn,m,q as a probability space by choosing X according
to Ωn,m,q and computing Λ(X). For any X, Λ(X) is indeed
a lattice, as q (Zm ) ⊂ Λ(X).
Finally, for c > 1 a lattice L endowed with a norm N is
said to have a c-unique shortest vector v if the following holds
{v ∈ L | N (v) 6 cλ(L)} = {v, −v}
This result is called a worst-case to average case hardness
because it links the lack of a polynomial ranodmized
algorithm over ‘all’ lattices to the lack of such algorithm for
a small class of lattices, namely Λn,m,q . We also note that
similar results exist for related problems such as CV P . In
the following, we list further hardness results.
Theorem 2 SV P is N P -hard under the l∞ -norm.
Moreover, CVP is NP-hard under the lp -norm for all p > 1
[8]..
Theorem 3 For all γ, CV Pγ is NP-hard under any lp
-norm [9].
Building on results by Ajtai [2], Micciancio proved the
following.
Theorem 4 For all  > 0, SV P√2− is N P -hard under
randomized polynomial time reductions [10].
Finally:
Theorem 5 There is c > 0 suchc that CVP is NP-hard
to approximate within a factor n log(log(n)) , where n is the
dimension of the lattice [11].
Many other results related to hardness exist. We only
decided to mention some of the most fundamental ones.
III.

2) finds an estimate λ̄ of λ(L) such that,
λ1 (L)
6 λ̃ 6 λ(L)
nc2
3) If moreover, L has a nc3 unique shortest vector, finds this
vector.
We are now oing to explain the content of this theorem.
First of all, we must explain a number of concepts and notation.
Here, k.k refers to the l2 -norm.

S OLVING SVP

This section presents solving SV P and related results.
Even though many hardness results have been found, we
can still solve approximate SV P within some reasonable
constant depending on the input size. Usually, the ‘reasonable
constant’ is not known theoretically to be ‘reasonable’ but only
empirically. For instance, the first algorithm on this list, LLL,
is only known to solve SV P within a factor exponential in
the input size. However, results with LLL are in practice much
better than the bound.

A randomized algorithm is an algorithm that uses a degree
of randomness as part of its process. As such, it does not
guarantee success, but the probability of success for a given
input size can be computed. A randomized algorithm is said
to perform an event with high probability if the probability of
this event goes to 1 as the input size goes to +∞

This section presents the Lenstra-Lenstra-Lovász reduction
basis algorithm, by Lenstra, Lenstra and Lovász, see [12].
Originally, the purpose of this algorithm is to factor polynomials, we will not consider this problem here.

We turn now to the definition of Λ(X). Let n, m, q ∈
N, (Z/qZ)n×m the space of matrices with entries in (Z/qZ),
and Ωn,m,q the uniform distribution on (Z/qZ)n×m Now,

Moreover, it is important to note that the techniques used
were developed by Hermite, Minkowksy and others to study
Siegel sets and lattices in algebraic groups. This is why LLL

A. Lenstra-Lenstra-Lováz Algorithm
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is in fact an algorithm solving HSV P. HSV P and SV P are
related thanks to the following results due to Minkowski.
Theorem 6 (Minkowski). Let n ∈ N and L be any lattice
in Rn , then
1
λ(L) 6 γn (det(L)) n
where γn is some constant depending only on n. More
precisely, γn is known to satisfy
r
r
n
n
6 γn 6
2πe
πe
This theorem admits a short and elementary proof but can
also be seen as a consequence of Minkowski’s convex body
theorem. For proofs and further details see [13] and [14]. In
particular, we get the following important fact.
Claim 2. For γ > 1, HSV Pγn γ (L) ⇒ SV Pγ (L)
The Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization method is critical in
the LLL algorithm, we briefly recall what this method entails.
Let (V, h·, ·i) be a vector space endowed with a scalar product
and k·k the l2 -norm on V given by this scalar product. For any
basis (b1 , . . . , bn ) we define inductively its orthogonalization
(b∗1 , . . . , b∗n ) as
X
b∗i = bi −
bi , b∗j b∗j
j<i

(b∗1 , . . . , b∗n )

This new basis
is orthogonal i.e. b∗i , b∗j =
0 whenever i 6= j. More-over, span (b1 , . . . , br ) =
span (b∗1 , . . . , b∗r ) for all 1 6 r 6 n. In the following, we will pay particular attention to the Gram-schmidt
hbi ,bj i
coefficients µi,j :=
for i > j. Moreover, let
2
kb∗j k
B ∗ be the matrix with columns the vectors (b∗1 , . . . , b∗n )
and L the lattice generated by (b1 , . . . , bn ) . Then, it is
readily seen that vol (L) = kb∗1 k · . . . · kb∗n k. (For vol
(L) = |det (B ∗ )| as for all i we have span (b1 , . 
. . , br ) =
−1
−1
span (b∗1 , . . . , b∗r ) , but diag kb∗1 k , . . . , kb∗n k
B∗ ∈
On (R) so det (B ∗ ) = kb∗1 k · . . . · kb∗n k .) Now, assume that
kbi k
∗
kbi−1 k is bounded below by some constant c > 0. As b1 = b1 ,
we get that
n

kb1 k 6 c−n(n−1)/2 kb∗1 k · . . . · kb∗n k = c−n(n−1)/2 vol(L)
So b1 is a solution to HSV Pc−(n−1)/2 (L).
In order to make use of this observation, we define the
following condition.
Definition 1 (Lovász’ condition). A basis (b
 1 , . . . , bn )
satisfies Lovasz’ condition if there is δ ∈ 41 , 1 such that
for all 2 6 i 6 n
kbi k

2

kbi−1 k

2

6 δ − µ(i, i − 1)2

Where (b∗1 , . . . , b∗n ) is the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization of
(b1 , . . . , bn ).
For the sake of simplicity, we removed the necessary parts
that consist in updating the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization

initialization;

Require: a basis (b1 , . . . , bn ) of L and δ ∈ 14 ; 1
Ensure: the output basis (b1 , . . . , bn ) of L satisfies
Lovász’ condition
i←2
while i 6 n do
i
P
bi ← bi − j<i | µi,j b∗j

2
2
if kb∗i k > δ − µ2i,i−1 kbi−1 k then
i←i+1
else
swap bi , bi−1 ;
i ← max(2, i − 1);
end
end
Algorithm 1: LLL basis reduction algorithm

and Gram-Schmidt coefficients. Therefore, the previous
algorithm is only a sketch of the Lenstra-Lenstra-Lovász
reduction algorithm. Let us now state the main result about
this algorithm, namely its complexity and the properties of
the output basis.
Theorem 7 Let (b1 , ..., bn ) be a basis generating a lattice L
and δ ∈ 41 , 1 . Given these as input, the LLL
 algorithm terminates in poly d, (1 − δ)−1 , log (max kbi k) and the output
is a basis (β1 , . . . , βn ) generating L such that:

(d−1)/4
kβ1 k
1
6
vol(L)1/n
δ − 14
In particular, for δ = 1 −  with e small, the LLL algorithm
terminates in poly d, 1 , log (max kbi k) time and the output
satisfies:
(d−1)/4

kβ1 k
4
+ O()
' 1.07d−1
6
3
vol(L)1/n
kβ1 k
Empirically, it has been observed that for large n, that vol(L)
1/6
n
is around 1.02 which is a considerable improvement [15].

This result is about how well LLL solves the Hermite
Shortest Vector Problem [12]. According to a remark made
earlier, we obtain the following result concerning our main
interest, the Shortest Vector Problem.
Corollary 1. With the same input as above, the output
(β1 , . . . , βn ) satisfies:

(d−1)/2
kβ1 k
1
6
vol(L)1/n
δ − 14
Or for  > 0 small and δ = 1 −  we get that:

(d−1)/2
kβ1 k
4
6
+
O()
≈ 1.15d−1
3
vol(L)1/n
More precisely, we can get the following complexity.
Theorem 8 (Lenstra-Lenstra-Lovaisz, 1982, [ L.LL 82]
). The LLL algorithm has complexity O n6 log max kbi k .
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Now, we briefly mention an improvement of LLL due to
Schnorr and Euchner, see [16]. In the previous algorithm, when
the swap function is applied, instead of swapping bi and bi−1
we apply what Schnorr and Euchner call deep insertions. This
entails to inserting bi at the index j where j is the smallest
index satisfying:
δ b∗j > kbi k
The result of this change is shorter outputs but longer running
time.
B. Block Korkine-Zolotarev Algorithm
The Block korkine-Zootarev (BKZ) algorithm is another
algorithm solving SV Pγ . Even though it also runs in polynomial time, its purpose is to achieve better accuracy than LLL,
therefore has longer running time. After breaking down how
LLL algorithm works, we could see that it uses an SVP-oracle
for lattices in dimension 2 called Gauss’s reduction. Given
more efficient oracles or higher dimensional SVP -oracles we
could hope for a more efficient algorithm. This algorithm was
proposed by Schnorr and Euchner in their paper [17].
Along this line of thought, given an SVP-oracle for all
dimensions up to some integer k the BKZ algorithm finds a
shorter vector than LLL does. Unsurprisingly, running BKZ
takes more time than running LLL. Here, there is a clear
tradeoff between the shortness of the output and the complexity
of the algorithm. Moreover, as of today it is not known theoretically if BKZ terminates in polynomial time, only empirical
results are known.
Here, an SV P -oracle is a mean by which we are able
to solve the exact SV P . Many techniques were developed to
solve SV P, but as one could guess from NP-hardness results,
all these methods have at least exponential time complexity.
Therefore, it is not deemed feasible to run these algorithms
in high dimension. Among such oracles are enumeration
algorihtms which are some kind of greedy algorithms that dates
back to Pohst [18], sieving techniques which are applications
of Monte-carlo methods (just as the next section is) due to
Micciancio and Voulgaris in [19], and a method based on
Voronoi cells due to the same authors in [20]. Even though
these methods have exponential complexity, they can still be
used for lattices in reasonably large dimension.
Let us now turn to the exposition of BKZ algorithm.
To this end, we first need to define the notion of KorkineZolotarev reduced basis and a KZ-reduction algorithm. Suppose we have a SV P -oracle O up to dimension k and,
for any basis (b1 , . . . , bk ) generating a lattice L define πi :
⊥
Rk → span (b1 , . . . , vi ) as the orthogonal projection and
Li = πi−1 (L). A basis (b1 , . . . , bn ) is called KZ-reduced if
||b∗i || = λ (Li )
where (b∗1 , . . . , b∗n ) is the Gram-Schmidt reduction of
(b1 , . . . , bn ) . (Note that πi (bi ) = b∗i .) As for all i there is
∗
αi ∈ [−1/2; 1/2] such that αi b∞
i + bi+1 ∈ Li we get by an
induction argument the following theorem.
Theorem 9. Let (b1 , . . . , bn ) be a KZ -reduced basis.
Then,
kb1 k
kb1 k = λ(L) and
6 k (1+log(k))/2
kbk k

Moreover, we have the following KZ-reduction algorithm.

Result: Write here the result
initialization;
Require: a basis B = (b1 , . . . , bn ) for L and a SV P
-oracle O for up to k dimensions.
Ensure: The output basis is KZ-reduced.
m ← c(R)
for i = 1 to k do
call O to find b∗i ∈ πi (L) of length λ (πi (L))
lift b∗i into bi ∈ L such that kb∗i − bi k is minimal;
change (bi+1 , . . . , bk ) such that (b1 , . . . , bk )
generates L
end
Algorithm 2: KZ-reduction algorithm

Note that step 4 may look as hard as solving CV P but
is actually a lot easier thanks to the properties of orthogonal
projections. Now, BKZ is as follows.
Algorithm 3 Schnorr and Euchner’s BKZ-reduction
algorithm

Require: a basis B = (b1 , . . . , bn ) for L, ak ∈ N, δ ∈ 41 , 1
and a SV P -oracle O for up to k dimensions.
Ensure: The output basis
satisfies
Lovisz’conditon with

L
k
∗
factor δ and kbi k = λ πi−1
for i from 1
j=1 bi+j−1
to d − k + 1

initialization;
Require: a basis B = (b1 , . . . , bn ) for
L, ak ∈ N, δ ∈ 14 , 1 and a SV P -oracle O for up
to k dimensions.
Ensure: The output basis satisfies
Lovisz’

L conditon
k
∗
with factor δ and kbi k = λ πi−1
j=1 bi+j−1
for i from 1 to d − k + 1
repeat
for i = 1 to d − k + 1 do
KZ-reduce the basis πi−1 (bi , . . . , bi+k−1 );
Lift up to the closest vectors in L and
complete the basis.
end
until no changes occur;
Algorithm 3: Schnorr and Euchner’s BKZ-reduction algorithm
The theoretical complexity computation of this algorithm
is not computed, but the following can be proved.
Theorem 10 Given a basis (b1 , . . . , bn ) generating L and
an SV P oracle O for up to k dimensions, the BKZ algorithm
outputs a basis (β1 , . . . , βn ) generating L that satisfies:
 1+log(k) n−1
n−1
kb1 k
kb1 k
√  1+log(ω)
2k−2
6 k 2k−2
and
6
γ
k
k
λ(L)
vol(L)1/d
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C. Metropolis-Hasting’s Algorithm
The next algorithm is a randomized algorithm applying
the well-known Metropolis algorithm, a kind of Monte-Carlo
method, to lattice problems. For a precise account on this
method see for instance [21]. The following Metropolis algorithm is due to Ajitha, Biswas, and Kurur in [22]. This
algorithm returns an approximate solution with respect to the
euclidean norm, denoted by k · k.
The search space is defined as follows.
Once again let (b1 , . . . , bn ) be a matrix of Rn , L the lattice
it generates and B the matrix given by (b1 , . . . , bn ).
The main idea behind this Metropolis-Hastings is to work
on a bounded set of vectors with integer entries and pair each
of these vectors v to a cost c(v) := kBvk. If w ∈ L has norm
less than or equal to k then w = Bv where v has integer entries
bounded above by M = (αn)n , where α = maxi,j (|bij | , k) .
Thus, it is enough to look at vectors bounded above by M . As
we want to modify the vector step by step, it is interesting to
work with more than one vector at a time. Let us now define
the Markov chain we will be working on.
Fix parameters k ∈ R, m ∈ N and set M as above. The
search space S consists of matrices A0 := [A | I] with integer
entries bounded above by M where A is a n × m matrix and
I is the n × n identity matrix. It remains only to describe the
transition probability of the Markov chain. We first describe
the neighbourhood of a given the state, the actual transition
matrix will be described later on in the pseudo-code of the
Metropolis-Hastings algorithm.
A matrix S 0 = [S | I] is in the neighbourhood N (R0 ) of
R = [R | I] if
0

(i)
(ii)
(iii)

S is equal to R up to swapping two columns;
S is equal to R up to multiplying a column by -1
we can get from R0 to S 0 by ri ← ri ± 2l rj for any
1 6 i 6 m, 1 6 j 6 n + m, i 6= j

initialization;
Require: a basis B = (b1 , . . . , bn ) for L and K ∈ Q
Ensure: Matrix R with integer entries such that BR
has a column c with kck 6 K.
m ← c(R)
while m > K do
Select S a neighbour of R by performing one of
the following operations.
Cm
• Swap two columns with probability #N2(R) ;
• Multiply a column by -1 with probability m
d
• Add 2i times a column
of R to another column of R
d−C3m −m
with probability
· pi
d
if if m > c(R) then
m ← c(R);
end
if S ∈ S then
 −c(S)/T 
R ← S with probability min ee−c(R)/T , 1 ;
end
end
Algorithm 4: Metropolis-Hasting’s algorithm for SVP

Finally, note that a similar method is widely used to solve
exact instances of SVP. The version of this algorithm used
to solve SV P is called a sieve method and is often used as
an SV P -oracle in the BKZ algorithm, see for instance the
following paper by Micciancio and Voulgaris [19].
D. Convex Relaxation
This section presents the convex relaxation (see [24] for
definitions and results on convex relaxation) to obtain another
randomized algorithm to solve CV Pγ (thus, SV Pγ as well).
As mentioned in the first part of this report, CVPγ admits
another formulation, more precisely CVP(L, c) is equivalent
to
(1)

Two interesting features of S are:

minimize

•


For any R0 ∈ S, #N (R0 ) = O m2 log(M )

•

For any R0 , S 0 ∈ S, there is a path between R0 and
S 0 of length O(mn log(M ))

Let us now turn to the pseudo-code and the actual description
of the transition probability.
Here, (pi ) is a probability distribution on N such that
there is n0 ∈ N satisfying pi = 0 for all i > n0 . This
algorithm seems to give better results than LLL for lattices in
low dimensional vector spaces. However, in higher dimension
such methods will have to deal with the following geometric
issue, the so-called curse of dimensionality. Let R >  > 0
then
vol (BRn (R))
→n→+∞ 0
vol (BRn (R − ))
Therefore, as n goes to +∞ ’most’ of the states of the markov
chain built in the Metropolis algorithm will lie in the annulus
BRn (R)\BRn (R − ) and the markov chain might take more
and more time before hitting any point inside BRn (R − ). For
more on related heuristics see [23].

xT B T Bx − 2cT x

subject to x ∈ Zn
.
Where B be the matrix given by the basis (b1 , . . . , bn ) and
c a vector in Rn . A convex relaxation consists in relaxing
the hard condition x ∈ Zn to a looser condition so that the
problem considered is now a convex optimization problem.
Here, the method is due to Park and Boyd in [25]. The convex
relaxation is in this particular case an instance of semidefinite
programming, for more on this topic see [26]. We first relax
Problem 1 into a non-convex problem

(2)
minimize

xT B T Bx − 2cT x

subject to xi (xi − 1) > 0, ∀i
Now, set P := B T B we can reformulate Problem 2
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subject to diag(X) > x

(3)
X = xxT

Finally, relax condition X = xxT of Problem 3 to X ≥ xxT
which means that X − xxT is semidefinite
positive. But X ≥

X x
T
xx is equivalent to
≥ 0. So we get the following
xT 1
relaxation.



X
xT

Tr(P X) − 2cT x
diag(X) > x
x
1

E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS

This section describes how the said approaches perform on
benchmark instances. We see that the output of the LLL algon−1
rithm is near to the shortest vector which is 2 2 of the shortest
vector for the given lattice, it can be used for polynomial

factoring etc. LLL algorithm complexity is O n6 · log3 β ,
where β is max1≤i≤n ||bi ||. We ran tests to compare LLL
algorithm and BKZ algorithm on data from [22], [21] and
[24].
For experimental analysis a class of SVP instances are
generated using the techniques developed by Richard Lindner
and Michael Schneider [28]. They have given sample bases for
Modular, Random, ntru, SWIFT and Dual Modular lattices of
dimension 10. We have tested our code for all these instances
and found that our algorithm works faster and gives shorter
lattice vector when compared to LLL. The tested results are
given in the Table I.

(4)
minimize
subject to

IV.


≥0

Now, this is a semi definite relaxation that can be solved in
polynomial time.
initialization;
Require: P = B T B, c ∈ Rn , K ∈ N
Solve (4) to get X ∗ and x∗
Σ ← X ∗ − x∗ x4T
Find Cholesky factorisation LLT = Σ;
xbest ← 0;
f best ← 0
for k=1,2, . . . , K do
z (k) ← x∗ + Lw where
 w ∼ N (0, I)
x(k) ← round z (k)
if f best > f x(k) then
xbest ← x(k) ;

f best ← f x(k)
end
end
Algorithm 5: Randomized algorithm for suboptimal solution

Fig. 1.

Norm of the Output/ Dimension; Blue: BKZ / Green: LLL.

Fig. 2.

Running time/ Dimension; Blue: BKZ / Green: LLL.

Where the Cholesky factorisation is an algorithm
computing
the square root of a positive semidefinite matrix in

O n3 [27].

initialization;
Require: x ∈ Zn , P = B T B, c ∈ Rn .
g ← 2(P x + c)
repeat
Find index i and integer a minimizing a2 Pii + cgi ;
x i ← x i + c3
g ← g + 2cPi
until diag(P ) > |g|;
Algorithm 6: Greedy descent algorithm
This last algorithm runs in polynomial time as well. Combining these two algorithms we get a approximate solution
such that for all integer a ∈ Z and all index i, x is a better
solution than x + aei

A. LLL/BKZ
Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 compare the basis reduction algorithms
LLL and BKZ for a given family of Lattices parametrized
by their dimension. Moreover, BKZ given an enumeration
oracle for blocks of size 30. In particular, we see that with
these parameters, the BKZ algorithm needs considerably more
time to get a slightly shorter vector. To some extent, the LLL
algorithm already seems to be efficient. A comparative results
for running time of BKZ and LLL algorithms for varying
dimension of lattice is given in Fig. 2.
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TABLE I.
n
15
20
25
30
50

R ESULTS OF LLL AND MH FOR VARIOUS L ATTICES

Input size
150
8
8
8
100

t (LLL: MH algo)
1234.58: 1147.2279
3: 2.8284
1.73: 1.73
4.123: 3.8729
20.49: 8.66

Norm (LLL: MH algo)
0.016: 201.651
0.2680: 0.052
0.008: 0.004
0.008: 0.008
0.108: 291.892

[1]

[2]

[3]

B. Metropolis-Hasting’s Method
For a specific class of lattices [21], we have tested LLL and
MH algorithms and the results are shown in Table I. Moreover,
these data seem to support the curse of dimensionality heuristic
as we can see the times needed to solve cases with large input
size is high compared to small input size.
C. Convex Relaxation

n
50
60
70

t
0.397
0.336
0.402

[4]

[5]

[6]

The algorithm from [24] returns an approximate solution to
CV P shown in Table II. To test their method, they computed
solutions for instances randomly generated : all entries ar ∼
N (0, 1) then normalized so that the solution to problem (1)
without the integer constraint has value -1. In what follows, n
will denote the dimension, opt the percentage of outputs that
were optimal solutions and t the time it took to get this output.
All values are averages.
TABLE II.

R EFERENCES

[7]

[8]

[9]

R ESULTS FOR CVP FOR R ANDOM I NSTANCES

opt
90%
94%
89%

[10]

[11]

Because of the N P -hardness of CV P it is hard to
compute the quantity opt in higher dimensions. However, the
break down of running times of the method for larger n0 s
presented in Table III.
TABLE III.
n
50
60
70
100
500
1000

ttotal
0.397
0.336
0.402
0.690
20.99
135.1

[12]

[13]

RUNNING T IMES OF THE C ONVEX R ELAXATION
SDP
0.296
0.201
0.249
0.380
12.24
82.38

Random sampling
0.065
0.084
0.094
0.193
4.709
28.64

Greeedy 1-opt
0.036
0.051
0.058
0.117
4.045
24.07

[14]

[15]


In spite of the theoretical running time being O n3 we
can note that the total running time seems to grow subcubically.

[16]

[17]

V.

C ONCLUSION

In this paper we have discussed Shortest Vector Problem,
Closest Vector Problem and their average case and worst case
hardness results. Further, this work presented solving SVP using the LLL algorithm, BKZ algorithm, a Metropolis algorithm
and a convex relaxation. We have compared the performance
of these algorithms on various lattices by varying input sizes
and the results we have obtained are fairly encouraging. The
experimental results on various lattices shows that Metropolis
algorithm works better than other algorithms.

[18]

[19]

[20]

[21]
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Abstract—Web applications are increasingly important tools
in our modern daily lives, such as in education, business transactions, and social media. Because of their prevalence, they are
becoming more susceptible to different types of attacks that
exploit security vulnerabilities. Exploiting these vulnerabilities
may cause damage to the web applications as well as the endusers. Thus, web apps’ developers should identify vulnerabilities
and fix them before an attacker exploits them. Using blackbox fuzzing techniques for vulnerability identification is very
popular during the web apps’ development life cycle. These
techniques pledge to find vulnerabilities in web applications by
constructing attacks without accessing their source codes. This
survey explores the research that has been done in the black-box
vulnerability finding and exploits construction in web applications
and proposes future directions.
Keywords—Black-box fuzzing; web application security; vulnerability scanning; automatic web app testing; vulnerability detection;
survey

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Web applications are significant components in various
fields: commercial, banking, entertainment, education, healthcare, and social networking. To reach international markets,
organizations have utilized web applications to promote their
products/goals and provide end-user services. In recent years,
web applications have evolved rapidly. This rapid development
has led to the use of different technologies and libraries, which
results in more complex and feature-full applications. Many
application developers do not have the necessary security skills
that prevent them from writing buggy code. That, in turn,
allows attackers to exploit those vulnerabilities and may cause
damage. Thus, the security of web applications is of paramount
concern.
Verizon’s 2019 report [1] stated that most data breaches
occurred due to attacks on web applications. Two out of three
of all the examined data breaches were in web applications.
Another report on web application vulnerability [2] analyzed
nearly 5,000 different web apps from March 2019 until
February 2020 and found that 26% of these applications have
critical vulnerabilities. The remaining apps had medium-level
vulnerabilities. All these studies indicate that vulnerabilities
are prevalent in web applications.
Typically, security staffs use manual analysis to identify
vulnerabilities to fix. This process is time-consuming and errorprone, as it depends on the expertise level of the analyst,
and it is challenging because of the increasing complexities
of web applications. Additionally, manual analysis is difficult
to perform in each new update on applications that can lead
an attacker to exploit vulnerabilities.

Many automated techniques for vulnerability analysis and
exploit constructions have been proposed. These approaches
aim to reduce the cost, time, effort, and precision during
testing. Due to these benefits, these types of approaches
have become a hot topic in recent years, especially when
applications tend to be complex. Broadly, these approaches
can be categorized into white-box, and black-box fuzzing
approaches. The white-box testing is based on examining the
source code and the behavior of a web application to find
security vulnerabilities. Several studies utilized this technique
to identify critical vulnerabilities in web applications such as
[3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], and [9]. Unfortunately, this type of
approach cannot apply to a wide range of web apps; many
times, it is specialized for a particular programming language.
Additionally, the source code of the web app is not available
at each time. On the other hand, the black-box fuzzing is a
vulnerability-analysis and exploits construction approach that
automatically discovers vulnerabilities and generates exploits
without accessing the source code. Compared with white-box,
the major benefit of using black-box fuzzing is that it is fast and
efficient, and it can find security bugs in any web application,
regardless of its implementation details. Thus, this technique
applies to a wide range of web applications. Additionally, the
black-box fuzzing approach is helpful for developers who have
little or no experience in writing secure source code.
As a result of the pressing need to protect web applications without accessing the source code, a significant research
effort has been geared towards developing many techniques
for detecting web applications using the black-box fuzzing
approach. Much of this research addresses a specific class of
vulnerabilities or delivers fewer false positives, such as [10]
and [11].
As such, the primary goal for this survey is to analyze
the last ten years of existing bug-finding techniques in web
applications , focusing on the black-box fuzzing approach.
Further, this survey contributes towards identifying the challenges of the black-box fuzzing approaches, which aids the
research community in determining where further research can
be performed and provides valuable insights for improving the
crawling module. Because of our goal, this survey intends to
answer the following questions:
1)
2)
3)
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What are the techniques utilized by the approach?
Is the approach applicable to be used in modern web
applications?
How does the approach construct benign inputs
needed by web applications to explore further and
test the application?
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This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an
overview of the web application and its common vulnerabilities. Section 2 describes a black-box fuzzing approach, and
Section 4 analyzes and compares existing approaches. Section
5 discusses the results by identifying current techniques’
main weaknesses and then identifying potential research areas.
Finally, Section 6 concludes our review.
II.

W EB A PPLICATIONS ’ A RCHITECTURE AND C OMMON
V ULNERABILITIES

A. Web Application Architecture and Characteristics
The traditional web applications have a three-tier architecture: client-side, server-side, and back-end databases that
provide and store the web application data. The client-side
part is executed on the user’s web browser, allowing the user
to interact and communicate with the web application via
user inputs, links, etc. The client-side code is written using
different technologies such as HTML, JavaScript, and CSS.
On the other hand, the server-side is executed on the web
server, responding to the client messages and managing the
business logic. Server-side code is commonly written in PHP,
Java, and so on. The client-side and server-side communicate
with each other through messages, which are HTTP requests
and responses. To demonstrate how a web application works,
Fig. 1 shows a high-level view of how a typical web application
works when communicating with the server-side to register a
new user. It can be summarized as follows:
1)

2)
3)
4)

The user opens the web page, which its browser can
render, and fills out all the necessary inputs to complete the registration. Filling out inputs on web forms
provides interactions between users and browsers that
enable users to deal with different input types, such
as numeric and text. Once the user has completed the
fill-in and submitted the form (usually by clicking the
submit button), the inputs are encapsulated into an
HTTP request and sent to the server.
The server-side receives the client request and then
processes it.
The server-side sends the web form data to the
database as a query to add the user to the web
application list.
The server-side replies to the user as an HTTP
response to the present result.

Today, web applications are getting more complex and
dynamic because of the adaptation of different technologies
such as AJAX (Asynchronous JavaScript And XML). The web
form in our example, as shown in Fig. 2 can dynamically
update part of the page to prevent unwanted requests when
the data involves errors. It can also change the page’s display
contents dynamically without waiting for the server-side to
deliver a new HTML page.
B. Web Applications’ Vulnerabilities
Web applications play critical roles in our lives and are used
in various activities and services. Typically, web applications
deal with private or sensitive data, which becomes a valuable
target for attackers. As shown in Fig. 2, a web application
accepts potentiality dangerous inputs since the entered user

inputs may include malicious code that harms the application.
There are many types of vulnerabilities; in the following, we
will focus solely on the most common vulnerabilities.
1) Cross-Site Scripting: XSS is a vulnerability executed
on the client-side of the web application. The XSS is a code
injection that enables the attacker to execute a malicious script
(e.g., JavaScript code) in the victim’s browser. The exploitation
of XSS vulnerability is very dangerous, according to OWASP
[12], because the XSS enables the attacker to modify web
pages and steal sensitive information such as cookies, session
tokens, and users’ credentials. There are two classes of XSS
attacks: reflected and stored.
•

Reflected XSS occurs when the attacker successfully
injects a malicious script into an HTTP request. The
victim browser receives an HTTP response, including
a malicious script, and executes it.

•

Stored XSS occurs when an attacker injects a malicious script in content such as post comments and
store permanently, often on the database. Suppose
that malicious content is retrieved from the database
without filtering. In that case, the malicious code will
be executed on the victim’s browser at all times when
any user visits the infected page.

2) SQL Injection: SQLI is ranked as the most common injection vulnerability on web applications according to OWASP
[12]. It occurs when an attacker manipulates the original
logic, semantic, or syntax of an SQL query by using specially
designed inputs such as SQL keywords or operators into
original queries, which aims to control the back-end databases
of the web application. There are two types of SQLI attacks:
first-order SQLI and second-order SQLI.
•

First-order SQLI The malicious queries are loaded
and executed directly on the database.

•

Second-order SQLI The crafted input is inserted
into the database without sensitization. After that,
that malicious content is retrieved without sanitization,
which will allow the execution of malicious content.

III. B LACK -B OX F UZZING A PPROACH AS D EFENSIVE
T ECHNIQUE FOR P ROTECTING W EB A PPLICATIONS
A. Typical Scenario
The black-box scanner consists of three primary modules:
the crawling module, attack module, and analysis module.
Crawling is a fundamental component in web application scanners which explores the applications that determine the scanner’s capability to identify vulnerabilities. If a vulnerability
scanner can discover subtle vulnerabilities on the application’s
deep locations, this indicates that the scanner has an effective
crawling component. To understand how black-box fuzzing
works, we will use the following example.
Envision a simple web application with a home page,
registration page, and course-view page. As shown in Fig. 3,
the user can access the course-view page only after completing the registration process. The crawler starts with a seed
URL and extracts all reachable pages. The crawler identifies
entry points and analyzes web forms to assign input values
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Fig. 1. Web Applications Architecture.

Fig. 3. Describes the Navigation Graph of the Example.

Fig. 2. Web form Input Validation.

Fig. 4. Black-box Fuzzing Approach.

to discover several links on the application [13]. Then, the
attack module fuzzes the application using information learned
from the crawler. In other words, the attack module produces
attack strings for each input or entry points to fuzz the web
application. Finally, the analysis module analyzes the response
page after launching the attack to determine where the attack
string is reflected in the web application and reports the
vulnerabilities [13]. In Fig. 4, the analysis module checks if
the script code of the XSS attack is executed.
B. Automated Tools
Many black-box vulnerability scanners, commercial and
open-source, are available, all of which have unique characteristics. Here, we review some black-box scanners.

Acunetix [14] is a commercial tool for automatic scanning web applications. It crawls web applications, even the
AJAX-heavy ones. It provides different technologies, such as
AcuSensor, to increase coverage and obtain higher accuracy
for some vulnerabilities, such as accessing the application’s
source code. It discovers a wide range of vulnerabilities, such
as XSS, SQLI, and so on.
AppSpider [15] is a commercial tool to find security bugs
automatically. It complies with sophisticated technologies of
modern web applications such as AJAX. It has discovered
more than 95 attacks, including the OWASP Top 10 vulnerabilities [12]. It can construct values for web forms based on
test cases and modify them to belong to different languages
and more values.
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Burp Suite Professional [16] is a commercial tool that
web application scanners provide as part of their features. The
scanner covers the most vulnerabilities on OWASP [12], such
as XSS, SQLI, XPath, and so on. It has an advanced crawler
that discovers vulnerabilities behind advanced JavaScript and
dynamic features. It also constructs inputs for forms randomly
and uses an intelligent manner to determine what fields are
encountered on the page. It provides the ability to tune the
configuration of the security test.
Nessus Professional [17] is a commercial vulnerabilities
scanner. It can identify vulnerabilities accurately because of
its high crawling coverage adapting different technologies to
support modern web applications, including Ajax. Additionally, it scans at high speed and has very low false positives.
Netsparker [18] is a commercial web-vulnerability scanner
that aims to identify different types of vulnerabilities such
as XSS, SQLI, and so on. The crawler can handle different
technologies, regardless of their complexity, platform, or architecture. Hence, it can be used for scanning modern web
applications. The power of the tool is developed to identify
vulnerabilities and gain nearly zero false positives precisely.
Grabber [19] is a free and open-source web-applicationvulnerability scanner. It discovers security bugs involving XSS,
SQLI, file inclusion, backup files, simple Ajax, and JS sourcecode analyzer. It scans the web application automatically by
identifying the application’s entry points into which the data
can be injected. It is suitable to use for scanning small web
applications.
Vega [20] is a free and open-source web-application scanner. It discovers many vulnerabilities, including SQLI, XSS,
remote file inclusion, shell injection, and so on. The Vega
crawler can extract URLs and forms and automatically constructs inputs for web applications. Further, it gives the user an
additional feature to work as a proxy and be semi-automated
to maximize the crawling coverage of web applications.
W3AF (Web Application Attack and Audit Framework)
[21] is a free and open-source vulnerability scanner. It discovers different types of vulnerabilities, including XSS and
SQLI. Further, the crawler module extracts URLs and forms,
and it uses an intelligent manner to give a fake value based
on developers’ knowledge of the tool.
Wapiti [22] is a free and open-source web-vulnerability
scanner. It identifies various vulnerabilities, such as XSS,
XXE, XPath, SQLI, and so on. The tool works in this way: the
crawler extracts the URLs and forms from HTML, Flash, and
basic JavaScript. After that, it launches a payload of attacks
on the scripts and forms gained from the crawler to determine
vulnerable locations. Finally, it generates reports to show the
vulnerabilities and their locations. The crawler support fills
form through some placeholder values that are consistent with
most policies for web applications.
WFuzz (the Web Fuzzer) [23] is a free and open-source
web-application-vulnerability scanner. It is designed to perform brute-force attacks against web applications. It can find
the essential web pages that are difficult to reach through
normal browsing. It also discovers XSS, SQLI, and XXE
attacks on GET and POST parameters. Table I shows an

overview of the existing web application scanners in the blackbox fashion.
TABLE I. S UMMARY OF THE C HARACTERISTICS OF B LACK - BOX W EB
A PPLICATION S CANNERS
Name
Acunetix [14]
AppSpider [15]
Burp Suite Pro. [16]
Nessus Pro. [17]
Netsparker [18]
Grabber [19]
Vega [20]
w3af [21]
Wapiti [22]
WFuzz [23]
• Not Provided by the
? Partially Support

IV.

License
commercial
commercial
commercial
commercial
commercial
open-source
open-source
open-source
open-source
open-source
Vendor

Price starts at
$4,500
$2000
$399
$3,438.50
•
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Dynamic features
X
X
X
X
X
?
×
×
×
×

B LACK -B OX F UZZING R ESEARCH A PPROACHES

To develop an effective black-box fuzzing approach, the
increase in crawling coverage has become significant. Thus,
this section analyzes the existing primary research in this
domain and answers the previously mentioned questions.
Question 1: What are the techniques utilized by the
approach?
Many approaches have been used to improve the coverage
of the crawler to detect web applications in a black-box fashion. By answering this question, it will be possible to identify
the approach and determine if there are any contributions or
limitations of these approaches, as the following:
Bisht et al. [24] proposed an approach to detect serverside parameter tampering vulnerabilities in web applications.
It is based on extracting constraints from the web forms (i.e.,
client-side) and uses constraint solving technology to generate
test cases that expose the parameter tampering opportunities.
Doupé et al. [25], these authors proposed an approach
that aimed to enhance the crawling of black-box scanners
to discover a wide range of vulnerabilities. Their approach
is based on capturing the changes in the application states
and using the changes discovered to enhance the crawling
coverage. However, their approach does not handle dynamic
contents implemented by AJAX. Additionally, it does not
support enhanced form submission.
Djuric [26] developed a tool called SQLIVDT to generate
SQLI against web applications. His approach uses two types of
crawling, which are automated and manual, to identify all the
gateways to web applications and can be used to execute SQLI.
However, this approach handles dynamic features manually via
proxy.
Li and Xue [27] capture web applications’ behavior as a
finite state machine (FSM) and discover logic-flow vulnerabilities from the difference between the FSM of the expected
behavior of an application without bugs and the actual FSM.
However, their approach cannot handle dynamic contents.
Pellegrino et al. [28] proposed a semi-automated scanner
that aims to expand the code coverage of web applications.
It uses dynamic analysis on the client-side code to handle
JavaScript-based web applications. As a result of this work,
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the author improved the crawling coverage by more than 86%
compared to other tools. However, this research’s primary
goal is to analyze the client-side of dynamic web applications
without adept form submission. Moreover, this approach is
limited to finding XSS vulnerabilities.
Muñoz et al. [29] proposed a novel approach to maximize
the crawler’s code coverage. Their approach is based on
analyzing web forms to extract fields that fill with appropriate
values from external sources. In general, this approach cannot
guarantee that the application’s server-side will accept the
constructed input values.
Deepa et al. [30] proposed DetLogic to improve the crawler
by discovering the logic vulnerabilities in web applications.
DetLogic acts as a proxy between the client-side and serverside of the applications that utilizes the information coming
from the server to model web application behavior as a finite
state machine (FSM). Logical constraints are then constructed
from the FSMs to launch attacks. However, their approach is
more applicable to static web applications rather than modern
web applications. Additionally, this approach does not handle
modern web forms that include certain restrictions on the form
inputs.
Deepa et al. [31] proposed an approach to detect XQuery
and parameter-tampering vulnerabilities in XML-databasebased applications. Their approach aims to reduce false alarms
and expand the coverage of crawlers. To achieve more web
exploration, it analyzes the client-side code to handle the
constraints of the web forms. However, their approach is
limited to find few types of vulnerabilities.
Koswara et al. [32] developed W3AF+ that extends their
basic functionality from W3AF[21]. The authors developed a
traditional crawler to adapt their method to handle dynamic
web applications (e.g., Ajax applications). Their method depends on recording changes of the inner states on the applications. They handle the dynamic application by extending
their crawler via capturing the changes caused by the event
generator and saving the new state of the resulting DOM in
the original state machine when it differs from the current state.
However, their method is restricted to on-click event.
Liu et al. [33] developed a tool to increase the crawler
coverage of the scanner via filling the required information,
such as login forms, through giving correct values by the user
when the crawler gives the user an instruction to complete.
However, this approach cannot guarantee that the application’s
server-side code will accept the constructed input values.
Aliero et al. [34] proposed an SQLIVS tool that aims to
maximize the coverage of crawlers to find subtle vulnerabilities and minimizes false alarms. Their approach is based on
analyzing different HTTP responses to determine the presence
of SQLI vulnerabilities.
Eriksson et al. [35] proposed a tool, Black Widow, to maximize the code coverage of black-box-vulnerability scanners
in web applications. Their approach is based on capturing
the application’s inner state to identify the sinks and sources
and enhancing the navigation model to navigate more dynamic
workflows. However, their approach is limited to finding XSS
vulnerability and construct inputs on forms randomly.

Question 2: Is the approach applicable to be used in
modern web applications?
Generally, modern web applications have many dynamic
features that appear when rendering applications at runtime.
These features can generate a change in the pages’ DOM,
which includes generating contents dynamically, such as
forms, links, and so on. Consequently, these DOM changes
can affect the navigation graph of the web application, which
may impact finding the vulnerable path and, therefore, lead
to miss vulnerabilities. Table II shows a comparison of the
approaches regarding the adaptation of dynamic features on
their crawling.

TABLE II. C OMPARISON OF THE A PPROACHES R EGARDING A DAPTATION
DYNAMIC F EATURES
Approach
[24]
[25]
[26]
[27]
[28]
[29]
[30]
[31]
[32]
[33]
[34]
[35]

Dynamic features
×
×
X
×
X
X
×
×
X
X
×
X

Question 3: How does the approach construct benign inputs
needed by web applications to explore further and test the
application?
Traditionally, constructing inputs for web forms that mimic
user interaction with web applications has been done mostly
manually or randomly. Filling forms enable users to deal with
different types of inputs, such as numeric, text, etc. This
variety of input restrictions makes the automatic construction
of the correct inputs challenging. Thus, web application analyses infer the required inputs to be generated to explore the
application’s workflow and find more vulnerabilities. Table III
shows a comparison of the approaches regarding constructing
inputs on their crawling.

TABLE III. C OMPARISON OF THE A PPROACHES R EGARDING
C ONSTRUCT I NPUTS ON THEIR C RAWLING
Approach
[24]
[25]
[26]
[27]
[28]
[29]
[30]
[31]
[32]
[33]
[34]
[35]
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constraint solver
database (external sources)
user
N/A
N/A
external sources
constraint solver
constraint solver
N/A
user
N/A
random
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V.
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that the crawling module of the black-box fuzzing approach is
a significant challenge in modern web applications. The first
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from shallow coverage of the black-box fuzzing approach due
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Abstract—In the process of cloud service selection, it is difficult
for users to choose trusted, available, and reliable cloud services.
A trust model is a perfect solution for this service selection
problem. In cloud computing, data availability and reliability
have always been major concerns. According to research, around
$285 million is lost per year due to cloud service failures, with a
99.91 percent availability rate. Replication has long been used to
improve the data availability of large-scale cloud storage systems
where errors are anticipated. As compared to a small-scale
environment, where each data node can have different capabilities
and can only accept a limited number of requests, replica placement in cloud storage systems becomes more complicated. As a
result, deciding where to keep replicas in the system to meet the
availability criteria is an issue. To address above issue this paper
proposes a trust model which helps in selecting appropriate node
for replica placement. This trust model generates comprehensive
trust value of the data center node based on dynamic trust value
combined with QoS parameters. Simulation experiments show
that the model can reflect the dynamic change of data center
node subject trust, enhance the predictability of node selection,
and effectively decreases the failure rate of node.
Keywords—Trust; trust model; cloud; availability; reliability

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Cloud computing provides usable, convenient, and ondemand cloud services in the form of shared computing
resource sharing pools. It includes three levels of services:
Infrastructure as a service (IaaS), Platform as a service (PaaS),
and Software as a service (SaaS), where IaaS provides consumers with comprehensive computer infrastructure services,
such as hardware server rental, PaaS is to provide software
development platform as a service to consumers, SaaS is to
provide software to consumers through the network mode. It
is a general practice to choose cloud service providers based
on a comprehensive evaluation of QoS metrics [1]. The same
is considered here in this work to evaluate the trust value of
data center nodes. High availability and high-performance are
essential features user expects from cloud service providers[3].
Replication plays an important role for any system to improve
availability, throughput and response time for user [24].
In fact, replication is an essential corner stone in data
storage not only for cloud computing but also for traditional
storage systems [12], [13], [14], [15], because it can relatively
impact the performance of cloud storage in terms of storage
cost, network usage, response time, etc. [22], [23], [24], [25].
Therefore, maintaining static number of replicas in cloud
storage for every data file would be inefficient for storage
cost and data availability [16], [17], [18]. As a consequence,

the determination of the optimum number of replicas and the
suitable nodes for replicas has become a key issue in the cloud
computing [19], [20], [21].
To address the above issue this paper proposes a node
selection model based on the dynamic trust. The trust value is
calculated by direct and recommended trust. In order to reflect
trust value more comprehensively the concept of Dynamic
Trust Value (DTV) is introduced in this model. Further the concept of information entropy is introduced to solve the problem
of weighting of trusted parameters, so that the comprehensive
trust value and QoS value are weighted to obtain the optimal
node selection for replica placement.
II.

R ELATED W ORKS

For the study of cloud service selection, many scholars at
home and abroad have done a lot of work. For example works
such as multi-objective genetic algorithm, particle swarm optimization PSO [1], artificial neural network algorithm [2].The
application of these methods are generally aimed at a relatively
static scenarios. The generation and disappearance of network
services in a cloud computing environment are often dynamic,
so it is necessary to solve the authenticity judgment of services
in a cloud computing environment. Further it is important
to solve the problem of degree of understanding of service
quality when selecting a service algorithm [3], the trust of
cloud services and other problems.
In response to the above problems, at the same time, in
order to ensure the success of the service selection algorithm,
the research based on the trust degree of the service subject
is particularly important. Ma You et al. [4] proposed a new
ESOW algorithm for QoS measurement. The ESOW algorithm
is based on the user’s subjective trust. The two parts of
preference weight and objective weight are synthesized. The
calculation of user’s subjective weight is based on the adaptive
SWDM algorithm, and the objective weight is calculated
according to the OWDM algorithm. Sarbjeet [5] proposed a
method based on the past experience and third-party service
recommendation trust evaluation mechanism.
DASA et al. [6] proposed a dynamic trust calculation
model that can effectively evaluate the behavior of malicious
agent strategies. It mainly analyzes and evaluates all relevant
elements to make correct decision. Zhouao et al. [7] proposed a
dynamic virtual resource lease method from the perspective of
service provider’s benefit maximization, from the perspective
of price allocation and request urgency. Cao Jie et al. [8] based
on the interpersonal relationship in sociology relationship
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combined with user satisfaction evaluation, recommendation
evaluation and third-party supervision feedback, a new credible measurement model was proposed. Zhang Lin et al. [9]
combined relevant ranking factors, attribute factors, and intervals according to the behavior and dynamics of information
services factor, penalty factor, and other four factors, a new
dynamic trust monitoring model is proposed. Abawajy [10]
proposes a distributed trust management framework based on
reputation, which can pass the past experience, trust level and
first level of honesty to determine the trust value of cloud
computing entities.
III.

P ROPOSED M ETHODOLOGY

A. Basic Definitions
The service feedback results of the system described in this
paper can be expressed by the two values namely positives
and negatives. Therefore, the trust value of the data center
node can be defined as the probability P of providing a good
service, that is, using the evaluation information to reflect the
probability P of providing a good service as accurately as
possible. The process of cloud computing includes three main
entities:
Service Provider: Represented as proj , representing the
j − th node, this node can provide users with the resources
required by the user’s cloud service request.
Service Consumer: Represented as useri , i represents the
i − th service request user, the node can send service request
information to the service intermediary, and can provide service history and service results to the service intermediary.
As an evaluation of proj , user useri vs. proj is defined as a
binary.
Service Broker: Represented as a broker, responsible for
processing request response and management, and responsible
for processing useri feedback information, providing useri
with proj node evaluation information.
B. Direct Trust and Recommended Trust
The direct trust value is calculated using the past historical transactions and feedback information of two trading
entities[16]. In the process of calculating the trust value, the
Bayesian theory [11] is introduced to calculate the trust value
of the node.
Suppose that the probability of good service provided by
proj is Pj . After several transactions between the nodes and
useri . The evaluated binary “P ositivesij , N egativesij ” is
obtained, and the probability density function of Pj is obtained
as:
Γ(α+β) α−1
f (p|α, β) = Γ(α)Γ(β)
p
(1 − p)β−1
0 6 p 6 1, α > 0, β > 0

In the formula:α = positives

ij

+ 1, β = negatives

The Gama function is represented by:
Z +∞
Γ(z) =
e−t tz−1 dt
0

(1)

ij

+1

(2)

Then there is a probability density function that can obtain
the Bayesian estimate of Pj as:

R

f (Pj |αij , βij ) Pj dPj
Pj =0
positives ij +1
negatives ij + positives ij +2

Pij =

=

αij
αij +βij

=
(3)

Then get the direct trust value : T dt = Pij
The recommended trust value refers to the user useri ’s
trust value for the service provider proj is obtained through
the recommendation between other related entities, and the
related entities are synthesized based on empirical evaluation.
During the evaluation, the set of recommended entities is
assumed to be R. The associated user-recommended user R
in R recommends the two-tuple to userk :
(

P
Repostives
postives kj
−
Pk∈R
Renegatives
=
k∈R negatives kj

(4)

Similarly, through the Bayes principle, the recommended trust
value can be obtained:

T rt =

Reik
possives +1

(5)

Reknegatives + Reik
postives +2

C. Time Decay Function
Not all user feedback can truly reflect the trust status
between entities. Because over time, old user feedback may
not accurately reflect the current trust value. For example, it
may be evaluated that the service behavior of the entity has
been modified or improved. So at this time set the weight
according to the time of feedback to accurately reflect the
user’s feedback. This can be achieved by setting the time decay
function mechanism. Assume that at time τ , after the unit time
t, the user feedback trust formula for the attenuation of the
value over time is shown in equation (6).


fij (τ ) > θ1 , t 6 θ2
 fij (τ ),
fij (τ + t) =
fij (τ )e−λ(t−θ2 ) , fij (τ ) > θ1 , t > θ2
 b,
other

(6)

In the formula: λ is the decay constant, which is used to
control the decay rate of the trust value. The value of λ can be
set according to different service types. At the same time, the
user’s true intention of evaluating the entity and reducing trust
are considered for the update frequency. A start attenuation
threshold θ2 and a stop attenuation threshold θ1 are set here.
When the elapsed time t is greater than θ2 , the trust value
decreases gradually according to the attenuation constant, and
when the trust value is less than or equal to the stop attenuation
threshold at θ1 , the trust value is set to a fixed value b, and
the trust value will not change with time.
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D. Calculation of Comprehensive Trust
The calculation of comprehensive trust includes two aspects: the direct trust value T dt and the recommended trust
value T rt , and the weight between the two can be set according
to different service types. Set them to α, β and α + β = 1,
in this paper, they are set to 0.5, 0.5 respectively, then the
calculation formula of the comprehensive trust CT projrk of
the data center node rk is:

 Pn
Pn
trustk −DTVj k=1
0
Pk=1
Pntk − 2nb = P
n
n
t
−
b
trust
∗t
−
DTV
k
i
j
k=1 tk = 0
k=1 k
k=1
(11)
The linear parameter values DT Vj and b can be obtained
by solving the normal equations, namely:
DTVj = (n

positivesij +1
negativesij +positivesij +2 +
Reik
positives +1
k
Rek
negatives +Repositives +2


CT projrk = α ∗
β∗

(7)
b=

Pn

E. Dynamic Trust Value
Dynamic Trust Value (DTV), which represents the trend of
trust value with respect to change with time. It can reflect the
historical change of trust value, and has a pre-judgment indicator for the next node selection, thus improve the efficiency
of node selection.
In order to be able to quantify the value of DTV, the least
squares data fitting method is introduced. The least squares
fitting method is a method to approximate or compare the
functional relationship between the coordinates represented
by discrete point groups on the plane with a straight line.
Assume
n that the
 trust degree
o of proj changes
 with time

j
as
tk , trustk : k ∈ [1, n] , where the node tk , tr ustjk
represents the trust value Pk of proj at time tk . According
to the least squares method, the fitted straight line equation is
assumed to be:
yj = DTVj ∗ tk + b

(8)

The slope of the straight line DT Vj is the Dynamic
Trust Value of the defined data center node, b represents
the intercept. In order to determine the value of DT Vj , b,
according to the principle of the least square method, all data
nodes (tk , yk ) (k = 1, 2 . . . n). The square sum of the deviation
values of all data nodes is minimized, that is:

M=

n
X

( trust

2

k

− yk ) =

k=1
n
X

( trust

(9)

− DTVj ∗ tk − b) subjectto min(M )

k=1

The condition for obtaining the minimum value is that the
corresponding binary function takes the extreme value of 0,
that is:
∂M
∂M
=
=0
∂DTVj
∂b

(10)

After finishing, the normal equations are obtained:

2
k=1 tk


Pn
Pn
Pn
trus tk − k=1 tk k=1 tk ∗ trus tk
 k=1
Pn
Pn
2
n k=1 t2k − ( k=1 tk )
(13)

Then you can get the Dynamic Trust Value DT Vj of proj ’s
trust change.
For the research needs of this paper, after the calculation of
the Dynamic Trust Value DT Vj , it is normalized and converted
into the following formula:
TCVi =

TCVi − min {TCVk }
max {TCVk } − min {TCVk }

(14)

The trust value can be converted to the range of [0, 1].
Since the Dynamic Trust Value of trust degree (DTV) reflects
the change trend of trust degree, the level of DT V reflects
the change of trust degree, so it can be based on the value
of DT V . It is used to predict the value of future trust. The
higher the DT V , the higher the trust value of the data center
node. On the contrary, it indicates that the node provides false
information, so that the trust is in a downward trend.
At the same time, when choosing the range of Dynamic
Trust Values, the range of different trust change trend values
will be normalized to the interval of [0, 1]. Choosing different
intervals will not have much impact on the experimental results. However, in order to reflect the user’s true trust feedback
behavior, this paper selects the range of Dynamic Trust Values
pertaining to e-commerce platforms such as eBay and Amazon
[-0.875, 0.875].
F. Quality of Service (QoS)

2

k

Pn
Pn
Pn
tk ∗ trus tk − k=1 trust
k
k=1 tk ) /
k=1P

Pn
2
n
n k=1 t2k − ( k=1 tk )
(12)

QoS describes the ability of a product or service to meet
consumer demand. To achieve better availability of cloud the
following aspects, such as processing time, storage capacity,
link capacity and type of operating system are considered
as QoS parameters. They reflect service availability from
different perspectives. This paper considers the QoS attributes
of data center nodes from four aspects: Processing Capacity,
Storage Capacity, Link Capacity and Operating System. The
calculation of service performance can be calculated through
user feedback or a third-party monitoring mechanism.
Assuming that there are a group of n services that meet
the functional requirements, the vector of each group corresponding to the QoS attribute is set as: Qj = (qp , qs , ql , qo )
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j = 1, 2, 3 · · · , n, qp , qs , ql , qo , respectively represent the processing capacity, storage capacity, link capacity and type of
operating system of the j data center node. Because the
value span between these attributes is relatively large, all
QoS attributes need to be converted to normalization. q + , q − ,
respectively represents the value after the positive and negative
QoS attributes are normalized, and their normal conversion
methods are:
q− =



1, q
(

q+ =

q max −q
max
q max −q min , q
max
min

−q

min

− q min 6= 0
=0

q−q
max
q max −q min , q
max
min

1, q

−q

− q min 6= 0
=0

(15)

(16)

TABLE I. I NFORMATION E NTROPY AND W EIGHT C ALCULATION
Index
Value
Initial Value
Information Entropy
Weights

Service Quality
0.6
0.4
0.9708
0.426

Trust Value
0.8
0.2
0.7205
0.574

According to the calculation principle of information entropy, the information entropy determined by the quality of
service QoSj is:

H QoSj = −QoSj log QoSj − (1 − QoSj ) log
1 − QoSj

(18)

The information entropy determined by the trust value is:
Equation (15) shows that the attribute is negatively correlated with performance, that is, the larger the attribute value,
the worse the performance, such as processing capacity and
storage capacity; Equation (16) indicates that the attribute is
positively correlated with performance, that is, the larger the
attribute value, the better the performance and reliability. q max
and q min respectively represent the maximum and minimum
values in the attribute group. Then the QoS value can be
obtained by linearly weighting each attribute:
Q = w1 ∗ qp + w2 ∗ qs + w3 ∗ ql + w4 ∗ qo

(17)

G. Optimal Node Selection Strategy based on Information
Entropy
The optimal node selection in the cloud computing environment is not only related to the QoS value, but also closely
related to the trust value and the value of feedback by the user.
It is a comprehensive reflection of the user’s service quality. In
previous studies, the analysis was only from the perspective of
pure QoS. Some of them considered the trust value, but only
considered the trust of the interaction process, and quantified
the trust value as a single QoS value. This lacks in-depth study
of service credibility. This paper believes that the optimal node
selection should be considered in combination with both trust
and QoS. Only considering any single aspect is unreasonable.
At the same time, it is aimed at existing research where it
only quantifies trust into a single value to evaluate the trust
degree, which does not reflect the problem of trust degree
changing with time. This paper integrates the Dynamic Trust
Value (DTV) into the calculation process of node selection,
and combines the concept of information entropy to determine
the parameter weight between trust and QoS, so as to obtain
the optimal node selection strategy.
Information entropy is a concept used to measure the
amount of information. It is often used to give a rough measure
of the uncertainty of information. Information entropy is a
measure of the uncertainty of the result before the event. After
the event, It is a measure of information obtained from the
event. Therefore, the information entropy of an event is not
only a measure of the amount of information of an event, but
also can be included as relevant information in the event itself
[12].




H CT projrk =−CT projrk log CTprojrk
− 1 − CT projrk log 1 − CT projrk

(19)

Then the weight of the quality of service QoSi can be
determined:



δ1 = H QoSj / H QoSj + H CT projrk

(20)

And the weight of trust value δ2 = 1 − δ1

the degree of reliability of
Among them, CT projr means

the subject j, and 1-CT projr indicates the undeterminable
component; QoSj is the evaluation of the service quality of
the subject j, and 1 − QoSi is the uncertain component of its
service quality.
For example, a service subject’s (service quality, trust
value) is (0.6, 0.8), then their information entropy is (0.970,
0.720), then the weight indicators of the two are: 0.4, 0.5, see
Table I for details.
After the weights are calculated, the calculated trustworthiness value is trend-corrected according to the DT Vj value, so
that the trustworthiness value can more accurately reflect the
trustworthiness of the node. According to the dynamic trust
value of trustworthiness, the correction formula is as follows
(21).



CT projrk + 1 − CT projrk ×



 
DTVj DTV
 j > 0.5
CT projrk =
j
CT
pro

 rk DTVj = 0.5


CT projrk ∗ eDT Vj −0.5 DTVj < 0.5
(21)
When the normalized Dynamic Trust value of trust degree
DT Vj is equal to 5, we know that the change of trust value is
in a relatively stable state at this time, so we do not change the
trust value, and make a difference when the value of DT Vj is
greater than or less than 5. The treatment is to punish some
of the service providers’ false information caused a decline
in the trend of the change in trust, while the increase in the
value of the trend of the change in the degree of trust changes
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the value of the trust appropriately. According to the revised
trustworthiness value,QoS value and information entropy, the
calculation weight is determined to obtain the comprehensive
value of optimal node selection:


∆ = δ1 ∗ QoSj +δ2 ∗ CT projrk



TABLE II. S IMULATION PARAMETERS
Parameter
Operating Parameters
Algorithm Parameters
Weights

(22)

The following is a data center node selection strategy
process based on the dynamic trust value:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

6)
7)

The service broker receives the node selection request
from the service user (useri ).
The service intermediary selects the data center node
provider (proj ) that meets the user’s functional requirements by analyzing the service request.
According to formula (7), the service consumer obtains the comprehensive trust value through the direct
trust value and the indirect trust value.
According to equation (8), the Dynamic Trust Value
DTV of the node provider is obtained.
According to formula (17) to obtain the quantified
QoS value of the overall service quality and formula (21) to modify the trust value, and through
the information entropy calculation to obtain the
corresponding weight.
According to equation (22), the overall evaluation
value of the optimal node selection can be obtained.
Choose the node with the largest overall evaluation
value as the best choice for replica placement.
IV.

R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSIONS

3)

CloudletNum
VmNum
Num luser
α,β
wi

Default Value
100
500
100
0.5
0.25

Description
Total number of tasks
Total number of SP
Total number of SC
Trust Weight
QoS weight parameters

of SP provides stable cloud service functions and has
good trust.
Type C: The Dynamic Trust Value of the SP is
monotonously decreasing. For example, the SP provides a cloud service product with a false function
description, which leads to the decrease of the trust
value.

In order to conduct metric comparison, two test indicators
are set: success rate and predicted success rate.
Within a certain time interval T, the CIS (CloudInformationService) in the CloudSim simulator provides the number
N of service providers to all SCs according to the selection
strategy, where the number of SPs that successfully interact
with the SC is S (here, there is no fraud Behavior), the success
rate is:
θ=

S
× 100%
N

(23)

Where: θ is the average degree of cooperation between
network nodes.

For this work simulation method is opted to verify the
effectiveness of the node selection model proposed in this
paper based on Dynamic Trust. The experiments were run on
the cloud simulation software CloudSim3.0 [13]. CloudSim
is a new universal and extensible simulation framework that
supports seamless modeling and simulation, based on a specific environment and configuration, by extending its basic
functions, can conduct experiments on cloud computing infrastructure and management services.

Within a certain time interval T, the CIS in the CloudSim
emulator provides the number of service providers N to all
SCs according to the selection strategy, encountered a situation
where the node happened to be in the blacklist, or encountered
during the interaction deception, the total number of times in
both cases is M, then the model’s predicted success rate is:

When CloudSim starts the simulation, you first need to
create a data center (Datacenter), create resources such as CPU
and memory in the data center, you can map user requests to
the appropriate service provider (DatacenterBroker) through
CIS (CloudInformationService), according to service selection
Strategy for resource allocation. The operating environment
is the Eclipse integrated development platform based on java
development, and the CloudSim simulation program runs on
the Intel Pentium dual-core G630, 2.7GHz, 2GB memory,
Ubuntu18.04 64 bit Operation System on the desktop.

In the formula: ϕ can reflect the model’s ability to predict
the next step.

In this experiment, according to the different trend values
of the trust degree of the node provider SP, the SP is divided
into three categories:
1)

2)

Class A: The Dynamic Trust Value of SP is
monotonously increasing. For example, due to the
improvement of technical quality, the value of trust
gradually increases.
Type B: The Dynamic Trust Value of SP’s trust
degree is relatively stable, that is to say, this type

ϕ=

N −M
× 100%
N

(24)

In the verification test, it is assumed that the number of
SP subjects is 500 and the number of SC subjects is 100 in
a cloud environment. The trust value of each virtual machine
starts to be randomly generated. The node selection policy
input parameters, namely, CloudletNum, vmNum, num user,
α, β, wi are shown in Table II.
In the table, CloudletNum represents the total number of
tasks requested by users in the CloudSim simulation environment, and the tasks from different users are relatively independent; vmNum is the number of virtual machines; num user
represents the number of users; α and β are the direct trust
weights and recommendation Trust weights, respectively. The
data results of each group are averaged after 10 times.
Case Study 1: In a cloud environment, the nature of
data center node is highly dynamic. It is assumed that a
service node rj is malicious, but the resource may be used to
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cover its important service transactions. Good service quality
establishes good trust. After a period of time, the service
provider lowers the standard of service quality in order to
reduce costs, but due to the establishment of early trust, the
poor post-service has a higher trust value. So, it is necessary
to introduce the trust time decay mechanism. When there is no
transaction in the middle of a period of time, the trust value
will decrease with time. Also set a decay constant, you can
set the credibility decay speed according to different service
types. The service occurs in a malicious time period, and a
larger attenuation constant can be set. Fig. 1 shows the attenuation of the trust value under different attenuation constants,
namely, type1(λ=y1=exp(-0.025x)), type2(λ=y2=exp(-0.05x))
and type3(λ=y3=exp(-0.1x)). Simulation results show that the
larger the attenuation parameter, the faster the attenuation rate.
Fig. 2. Comparison of Different SP’s under Dynamic Trust.

Fig. 1. Change of Trust under Different λ Values.

Case Study 2: Fig. 2 shows the change of the trust value of
the three types of service providers during the interaction of the
service subjects. From the figure, it can be seen that the class
A SP is in the increasing trend as the number of interactions
are increasing and its credibility has been maintained with a
growing trend. The Trust value of the B-type SP increases with
the number of interactions, but when it reaches a certain level,
it will be in a relatively stable state. The Trust value of C-type
SP begins to increase with the number of interactions. The
trust value also increases. Although the C-type SP maintains
a high trust value in the early stage, due to the provision of
false services, the trust level in the later stage decreases, which
ultimately leads to a lower level of trust value.
Case Study 3: Fig. 3 shows the comparison of the three
different strategies namely the node selection method based on
the Dynamic Trust Value, the node selection method based on
trust degree, and the node selection method based on non-trust
degree. It is an indicator of success, so its success rate has a
greater advantage than the latter. But at the same time, the
node selection method based on the dynamic trust has always
maintained a better growth trend, because its DTV which
effectively reflected the change trend of trust. This method
has the ability to predict, to a certain extent can filter out
false information, thereby improving the success rate of node
selection in a better way.

Fig. 3. Comparison of Node Selection Rate of Different SP’s.

Case Study 4: Fig. 4 shows the comparison of the
prediction success rate among the three methods namely the
node selection method based on the Dynamic Trust Value, the
node selection method based on trust degree, and the node
selection method based on non-trust degree. The proposed
method DTV has a certain predictive ability for node selection,
so the prediction success rate has always shown a relatively
stable growth state, while the node selection method based
on trust does not predict the success rate after reaching a
certain level. Again, this is because the trust-based node
selection method does not contain the Dynamic trust evaluation
and lacks continuous predictive ability. The trust-based node
selection method has no consideration of trust factors, so it has
the great blindness that led to the development of the prediction
success rate in molar shape. The experimental results show
that the model based on the DTV proposed in this paper
effectively improves the prediction ability of node selection
for replication.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of Predicted Success Rate of Proposed Model with
Others.

[12]

[13]

V.

C ONCLUSION

In the cloud computing environment, this paper aims at
the problem of replica placement in data center nodes for
enhanced availability. The node selection for replica placement
is a difficult process. Based on the proposed trust model it improves the ability to predict service quality of data center node
and increases the accuracy of data center node selection for
replication. The concept of Information Entropy is introduced
to avoid the shortcomings that only perform simple weighted
analysis of trusted parameters, and effectively improves the
success rate of node selection. Experimental analysis shows
that this method can better meet users’ service quality and
trust in node selection. Further the data center node which gets
selected for replication using this model exhibits less failure
rate, there by enhances availability in cloud.
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Abstract—The segmentation, detection and extraction of the
infected tumor from Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) images
are the key concerns for radiologists or clinical experts. But
it is tedious and time consuming and its accuracy depends on
their experience only. This paper suggest a new methodology
segmentation, recognition, classification and detection of different
types of cancer cells from both MRI and RGB (Red, Green, Blue)
images are performed using supervised learning, Convolutional
Neural Network (CNN) and morphological operations. In this
methodology, CNN is used to classify cancer types and semantic
segmentation to segment cancer cells. The system trained using
the pixel labeled the ground truth where every image labeled
as cancerous and non-cancerous. The system trained with 70%
images and validated and tested with the rest 30%. Finally, the
segmented cancer region is extracted and its percentage area is
calculated. The research examined on the MATLAB platform on
MRI and RGB images of the infected cell of BreCaHAD dataset
for breast cancer, SN-AM Dataset for leukemia, Lung and Colon
Cancer Histopathological Images dataset for lung cancer and
Brain MRI Images for Brain Tumor Detection dataset for brain
cancer.
Keywords—Semantic
leukemia; lung

I.

segmentation;

CNN;

brain;

breast;

I NTRODUCTION

Muscles, bones, the liver and the lungs are forming rapidly
from trillions of cells produced by the human body. Lung
cancer starts its journey from the lung. Secondary type cancer
spreads to the lung from another part of the body. Cancer
which cannot compete against infection spreads in the bone
marrow and also a cancer that happens in white blood cells is
known as Leukemia. The brain tumor is a collection or a combination of unnatural tissue in the brain. MRI, computerized
tomography (CT) scan and the Biopsy technique used to detect
the brain tumor. MRI images are safer than CT scan images,
because MRI can produce higher contrast compared with CT
scan and MRI images also do not harm the body. As the MRI
images produce a pure resolution of brain tissues, they are used
in detection and classification techniques. The lymph vessels
and blood vessels help breast cancer to propagate outside the
breast.
Nowadays, it is common to see that deep learning-based
segmentation is a more useful segmentation technique in
the present world which introduces deep learning in every
sphere of the digital world. Semantic segmentation is one
of the best deep learning-based segmentation techniques that
introduces the machine’s knowledge to human beings. A good
example is supervised learning that includes labeled the ground
truth dataset of learning object categories. This outstanding
supervised methodology used SegNet architecture for the segmentation purpose of cancer cells that are of different types.

Classification of objects is more useful and necessary for the
recognition of testing objects like cancer cells in this study.
This research used Convolutional Neural Network(CNN) for
classification purposes. It takes the help of the resnet50 architecture that uses fc1000 layers for this deep classification of
the testing image [1]. The authors implement an idea that turns
the machine into a human brain. To test this study, different
types of cancer datasets for segment and detect cancer cells
of heterogeneous have been used. The system split all dataset
images of the different format into different classes, categorized them into Breast, Leukemia, Lung and Brain where every
category of the dataset is labeled using the pixel label named
Cancerous and Non Cancerous class. During performance as
a human being, test image is classified using CNN classifier
and based on the classified predict label, classified category
along with its labeling are passed into the SegNet architecture
to build a SegNet semantic segmentation procedure using
VGG16 layers. Creating semantic segmentation procedure, a
test image is segmented and segmented cancer cell is detected
using morphological operations and detected cancer area is
calculated. Many researchers have only worked with specific
types of cancer cell detection with different methods, but
in this research we focused on many types of cancer cell
detection using the proposed system. In brief, we develop a
system to segment, detect and classify the cancer cells more
especially Brain, Breast, Leukemia, and Lung using semantic
segmentation and classification using the CNN classifier which
is more convenient than traditional existing method.
The structure of this research has been designed as follows.
The next Section II contains a review of some recent related research works. The proposed methodology is described in brief
in Section III. Results and discussion sections are described
in Section IV and conclusions and future research plans are
discussed in Section V.
II.

L ITERATURE R EVIEW

There have been many works done to detect and analyze
cancer cells. Some of the existing works are described below.
Fahad Lateef and Yassine Ruichek [2] have completed
a survey. According to the shared conceptions underlying
their structure, they categorized different methods among ten
different classes in their survey. They also provided a brief description of the publicly available datasets. Besides, to measure
their accuracy, they used an evaluation matrix. Furthermore,
they paid attention to different methodologies and examined
to achieve their desired performances. Finally, they ended the
research by describing discrete amounts of open questions and
their probable solutions.
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Alqazzaz, Salma, et al. [3] have proposed a methodology
where they applied a CNN e.g. SegNet to 3D datasets for
automation of the brain tumor and sub tumor portions segmentation, as well as enhancing tumor, edema and necrosis.
They applied a process to further advance tumor segmentation.
In this process, to produce four maximum feature maps,
they integrated the four distinctly trained SegNet architecture.
To encrypt fascinating info into a feature presentation, they
combined both the intensity of the pixels of the primary MRI
modalities and the large feature maps. To classify the MRI
voxels, the combined features are taken as input and applied
to a tree that can make decisions. The authors used the BraTS
2017 challenge dataset to evaluate their methodology.
Ahmed Ghoneim, Ghulam Muhammad, M. Shamim Hossain [4] have proposed a method to classify and detect Cervical
cancer. They used CNN and extreme learning machines to
classify. Images of the cells are passed into a CNNs frame
so that deep-learned features can be extracted. Then, extracted
features have been used to classify the test images. They
claimed that the classifier gives 91.2% accuracy.
Konstantinos Kamnitsas, Christian Ledig, Virginia F. J.
Newcombe, Joanna P. Simpson, Andrew D. Kane, David K.
Menon, Daniel Rueckert, Ben Glocker [5] have applied effective multi-scale 3D CNN with complete associated CRF for
segmentation of the brain lesion. They projected a double route
i.e. three-dimensional CNN and 11-layers deep to segment
brain lesions. The authors used BRATS 2015 and ISLES 2015
dataset to examine their architecture.
Almajalid, Rania, Juan Shan, Yaodong Du, and Ming
Zhang [6] have modified the u-net model for breast ultrasound
imaging (BUS) segmentation. They applied a post processing
after the segmentation stage. The authors claimed that the
method achieved 82.52% accuracy in the term of average
DICE.
Al-jaboriy, Saif S., Nilam Nur Amir Sjarif, Suriayati
Chuprat, and Wafaa Mustafa Abduallah [7] have introduced a
machine learning-based autonomic leukocyte cell segmentation
procedure. Using artificial neural networks (ANNs) and 4moment statistical features, the features were extracted from
blast cells.
Kamal, Uday, Abdul Muntakim Rafi, Rakibul Hoque,
Jonathan Wu, and Md Kamrul Hasan [8] have proposed a
deep learning model for the segmentation of lung tumors
from CT scans called Recurrent 3D-DenseUNet. To differentiate between tumorous and non-tumorous image-slices, they
applied morphological operations and selective thresholding.
They claimed that the system gained an average dice score of
0.7228.
III.

M ETHODOLOGY

The proposed system divided into the following three steps:
•

Classification stage.

•

Semantic segmentation and detection stage.

•

Calculate cancer area.

”Fig. 1” illustrates the proposed methodology.

Load Database

Test Image

Classify Using CNN

Predict Class Label

Semantic Segmentation

Detect Cancer Region

Area Calculation

Fig. 1. Block Diagram of the Proposed System.

Load Database

Load Image Categories

Preprocessing Stage

Test
Image

Extract Training Features

Prepare for
Extract features

Create Classifier

Classify

Evaluate Classifier

Predict label

Extract Features

Evaluate Accuracy

Fig. 2. Block Diagram of the CNN Classifier.

A. Classification Stage
To classify a dataset into user-defined classes, a supervised
learning classification method is used [9]. It is the procedure
that predicts the class of given data. The task of resembling
a mapping procedure from input to output is known as classification predictive modeling. ”Fig. 2” illustrates the block
diagram of the CNN classifier.
For training a classifier, a pre-trained CNN is used as a
feature extractor in the proposed system. CNNs are trained to
gather a large set of varied images. From these vast collections
of data, CNNs can extract important features viz. SURF, LBP
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and HOG [11].
1) Load Data Base: To test the classification approach of
cancer cells, the system used Brain, Breast, Leukemia and
Lung category here. The data sets loaded to the system for
creating the CNN classifier.
2) Load image category: The system constructed an image
data store (imageDatastore) function based on the following
categories ‘Brain’, ‘Breast’, ‘Leukemia’ and ‘Lung’. The system used the image data store (image Datastore) function to
help manage the data. As an image data store (imageDatastore)
function operates on image file locations, all the images don’t
load into memory.
3) Preprocessing Stage:
a) Apply CNN using ResNet-50: ‘ResNet-50’ net can
be loaded from neural network toolboxTM . The system needs
to initialize ‘ResNet-50’ applying resnet50. The first layer
shows the input dimensions. CNN required 224-by-224-by3 image size. A package of convolutional layers interspersed
with rectified linear units (ReLU) and max-pooling layers exist
in this architecture.
b) Prepare Training and Testing Image Sets: The system fragments the dataset into training and validation data.
The system picked 60% of cancer cells for training and the
remaining, 40%, for the testing. It randomized the dividing
process to remove any biasing. The CNN architecture processed training and testing datasets. A supervised procedure
and the training data trained the model [10]. The parameters
of the model are accustomed depending on the judgement
results. Both the parameter estimation and variable selection
can be taken by the model fitting. Using some performance
metrics the accuracy of the model is evaluated using the test
set. Besides the training and testing set, a validation dataset
is used to validate the trained model [11]. It is a very general
way to assign more than 50% images for the training set, 25%
for the test set, and the remainder for the validation set.
c) Pre-process Images For CNN: Resnet-50 uses 224by-224-3 dimension images to perform. So, the system converts grayscale images into RGB and resizes them according
to the requirement of resnet50. During network training, additional data augmentation processes use that resized image.
The system resized both the training and testing images.
4) Extract Training Features: To extract features, the CNN
model has few layers. The features are extracted from edges
and blobs at the beginning of the networks. The second
convolutional layer weights are required to visualize first
convolutional layer weights [12]. Then the system resized and
scaled the weights for visualization. In the first layer, there are
about 96 discrete groups of weights. The first convolutional
layer weight is given in “Fig. 3”. The activation method is
used to extract the deep learning features. ’fc1000’ layers are
used to extract features using activation functions. Either a
graphics processing unit (GPU) or a central processing unit
(CPU) is used by the activation function automatically.
5) Create Classifier using extracted features: A multiclass
support vector machine(SVM) classifier uses extracted features
to train a classifier. The fitcecoc function is used primarily by a
fast-stochastic Gradient Descent solver. To create the classifier
firstly, the system collects training labels from the training

Fig. 3. First Convolutional Layer Weight.

dataset. After that multiclass SVM classifiers are trained by
the system using the fastest-linear solver [13][14].
6) Evaluate Classifier: In this step, the system tests extracted features using the trained CNN classifier. To evaluate
the classifier, extracted features fed to the classifier, then the
system identified class labels and tabulated the outcomes via
a confusion matrix. Finally, the confusion matrix is converted
into percentage form.
7) Classification of the test cancer cell: To classify the
test cancer cell, the system needs to pre-process the test
image or test the cancer cell. For this purpose, the system has
to apply pre-processing stages before applying classification.
When image features are extracted using an activation function,
then extracted image features passed to the classifier and the
previously created classifier classifies the test image [1].
8) Predict class label: When the classifier classifies the test
image, the classifier predicts a label that represents which class
the test image belongs to. Based on this predicted class label,
the next segmentation stage starts to process. This predicted
class label helps the next process to minimize its dataset and
its processing time or execution time also.
B. Semantic Segmentation and Detection Stage

Fig. 4. Architecture of Semantic Segmentation.

“Fig. 4” illustrates the architecture of semantic segmentation. The encoders (i.e., a sequence of non-linear processing
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layers) are contained by the SegNet architecture. A pixel-wise
classifier also follows the decoders (i.e., an equivalent group
of decoders). Characteristically, one or more convolutional
layers are contained by each encoder. Applying max-pooling
directories in the encoding order, the decoder up-samples the
light encoding because of the max-pooling [2].
To execute up-sampling of the low-resolution feature model
in the decoders, max-pooling indices are used as one major
component of the SegNet. This procedure bears some significant merits of holding the highest frequency niceties in
segmented images. In the decoders, this procedure also helps
to diminish trainable constraints. Using the stochastic gradient
descent, the complete system can be accomplished end-to-end.
The block diagram of semantic segmentation is given in “Fig.
5”.
Setup VGG16

Load Classified Database
with Ground Truth

Preprocessing Stage

Fig. 6. Original images (a. Brain, c. Breast, e. Lung, g. Leukemia) and
Labeling Images (b. Brain, d. Breast, f. Lung, h. Leukemia).

3) Preprocessing Stage:
a) Identify class and PixelLabelId: The system identified all class names and their corresponding pixel label id
based on the classified loaded database. A large set of images
and its counter set of labeled data are required to train a
semantic segmentation network. To state the mapping between
class names and label IDs, the pixel label data used. In the
used dataset, the labels are “Cancerous” and “Non-cancerous”
having 1, 2 label IDs respectively.
b) Analyze Dataset Statistics: In this study count pixels
of Each Label used to observe the circulation of class labels
in the database. The system can count the number of pixels in
each label of a class and also can count the total pixels of each
class in the used database. Using those pixel values, the percentage of cancer area and the non-cancer area are calculated.
Those can be calculated using the following formula:

Create the Network
and Balance classes

Select Training Options

F requency of each labels =
Train the Network

Test
Image

Segmentation Stage

Evaluate Trained
Network

Detect Cancer

Fig. 5. Proposed block Diagram of Semantic Segmentation.

1) Setup VGG16: VGG-16 net is a 16 layers deep CNN
net. The system loads a pre-trained network trained.To classify
pictures into 1000 object classes (such as Brain, Breast,
Leukemia, Lung and many other cancer types),the pretrained
network is used. The system loaded a pretrained VGG-16 CNN
net and examined the layers and categories. The pretrained
VGG-16 network loaded using the vgg16 function. A sequence
of the network object is used to produce output. The network
has 41 layers. There are 16 layers with learnable weights: 3
fully connected layers and 13 convolutional layers exist in the
net and all those 16 layers are learnable [3].
2) Load Classified Database with Ground Truth: After
setting up the neural network, the system loaded the database
with its ground truth. For this reason, the system classified the
class of the test image. Based on the classified class the system
loaded the only classified class database with its ground truth.
Some labeled image with its original image is given in “Fig.
6”.

Sum of label pixels
(1)
Sum of image pixels

c) Resize both Database Images and Labeled Images:
In this research SegNet used the only process RGB images
that are 300-by-300. To avoid re-saving all database images
to this setup, the system used a converted and resized RGB
image. The resized procedure has been applied not only for
extra data augmentation, but also for training the network. Both
the dataset image and labeled images are resized by the system.
d) Prepare both Training and Test Set: The system has
described in the previous CNN section. The system needs to
split the total dataset images and their pixel labels for training
and testing sets. The system split the dataset 60% for the
training set and 40% for the testing set.
4) Create the Network and Balance Classes: The system
used the ‘segnetLayers’ procedure to make a neural network
depending on VGG-16. The system specified the network
image size. Then the number of categories is specified. Finally,
the system created the SegNet layer network using image
size, the number of categories and VGG-16. The classes are
not balanced in an earlier dataset. To improve training, the
system used class weight to equilibrium the classes. The pixel
label computed earlier with a count each of label to compute
the average frequency class weights, the pixel label measured
past with the count of each label. The system identified class
weights using a pixel classification layer. Then the system
needs to update the pixel classification Layer of SegNet and
delete the current pixel classification Layer and add the newly
defined layer.
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5) Select Training Options: The gradient method used
Stochastic gradient descent momentum (SGDM). The system
also needs to adjust the mini-batch size according to the
memory size installed in the GPU to be used. The system
applied training options to regulate the hyper-constraints used
for SGDM. A factor of 0.3 every 10 epochs has been used
to diminish the learning rate. Setting the ‘ValidationData’
parameter against the validation data every epoch, the system
has tested the network. When the validation accuracy joins,
stopping the criteria of the training has been set to 4 by
the ‘ValidationPatience’. To diminish memory procedure while
training, a mini-batch size of 8 has been used. Depending on
the quantity of GPU on the system, this mini-batch size can
increase or decrease. In addition, At the end of every training
epoch, the saving of network checkpoints is enabled by this
name-value pair. The system can continue training from the
kept checkpoint, if training is hindered because of a system
deduction or power outage.
6) Train the Network: Data augmentation has been used
during training to progress the accuracy of the network.
Data augmentation has been completed using randomized X/Y
translation and left/right reflection. The system used the image
data augmenter to regulate these data augmentation constraints.
Image data augmenter assists different other categories of
data augmentation. During start training, the system combined
data augmentation selections and the training data using pixel
label image datastore. Batches of training data are read by
the pixel label image datastore. To pass the resultant data
of the augmentation process to the training process, data
augmentation is applied. Pixel label image source is used to
define the final data used for learning. Augmentation is also
done here. After completing training, the system can segment
the test image of the cancer cell using the created semantic
segmentation network. For this reason, the system has to load
the test image to the semantic segmentation network.
7) Semantic Segmentation: The field of computer vision
has been empowered by deep learning. Semantic segmentation
is one part of computer vision. Labeling each pixel is the
purpose of semantic segmentation. Because the system is
predicting for each pixel in the image, the dense prediction
is referred to as the system. As the system created the
SegNet network and trained it successfully, the system can
now segment the loaded test image to the network. Using the
trained net, the system can segment the test image and overlap
the pixel label in it. It can be seen that the regions have been
relatively neatly divided. Some test images are given in “Fig.
7”.

ground truth region is included. This is an index called IoU
and can be measured using the jaccard function. In addition to
jaccard, the dice coefficient and BF coefficient are often used
as the coefficient for expressing the similarity to the true value.
The system uses the dice function and the bfscore function on
MATLAB respectively. Segmented result of the test images
given in “Fig. 8”.

Fig. 8. Segmented Results (a. Brain, b. Breast, c. Leukemia, d. Lung).

8) Evaluate Trained Network: Semanticseg function has
been run on the complete test set, to calculate the accuracy.
Semanticseg returns the outcomes as a pixel label datastore
object. The ‘WriteLocation’ parameter is used to write the
location of the actual pixel label data. The system used the
evaluate semantic segmentation function to calculate semantic
segmentation metrics. For individual classes and for each
input image, the semantic segmentation process returns various
metrics for the complete dataset. The dataset metrics used to
identify the network performance.
9) Detect Cancer: After segmentation, the system can
detect any object from the segmentation output. Based on the
cancer cell labeled, the system can separate the cancer cell
from another labeling object. To get a meaningful segmentation
output, the system applies different morphological operations
and finally converts it into a binary form so that it can separate
the cancer cell and others. Cancer cells represented in white
e.g. 1 and non-cancerous are represented as black e.g. 0 [15].
The binary representation of segmented cancer cells given in
“Fig. 9”.

Fig. 9. Binary Representation (a. Brain, b. Breast, c. Leukemia, d. Lung).

After detecting cancer cells, the boundary of the cancer
cells is identified by applying boundary detection algorithms
and the boundary is represented by the red color. Detected
cancer output is given in “Fig. 10”.

Fig. 7. Input Images (a. Brain, b. Breast, c. Leukeima, d. Lung).

The system can compare the segmentation result with
the ground truth. As a result of overwriting, the green and
magenta areas are different from the true values. For each class
segmented by SegNet, the system can evaluate how much the

Fig. 10. Detected Region (a. Brain, b. Breast, c. Leukemia, d. Lung).
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C. Area Calculation

TABLE I. E VALUATION OF THE S YSTEM

Traced and detected cancerous outcomes are in the binary
form. So, to calculate the percentage area of the cancerous
region, the intensity (i.e., 1) of each pixel is summed and
the total number of pixels of the test image is counted. The
following equation is used to count both the area of the
detected cancerous area and the total area of the test image
[3].
n,m
X
Area =
P (i, j)
(2)
i=1,j=1

Cancer Type
Brain
Breast
Leukemia
Lung

Area of Overlap
93,195
2,724,105
597,690
72,695,210

Area of Union
94,529
2,988,369
642,560
80,560,420

IoU
0.9859
0.9116
0.9302
0.9024

average IoU from the above table, the system produces 93%
accuracy.

Again, in the classification, the confusion matrix is applied
to evaluate the exactness of CNN. It is used to identify the
accuracy of the classifier. By observing how the classifier
predicts a correct one as a truly positive and also observing a
relationship of each category it can predict a class. The main
job of a confusion matrix is to predict the results of a classifier
and identify how correctly the classifier predicts a known class.
Using true negative (x), true positive (w), false negative (z)
T he area of Cancerous Cell
and false positive (y) of the confusion matrix, the system can
T he percentage area =
×100%
calculate the following performance.
T he area of tested image
(3)
w+x
Accuracy(Ac) =
× 100
(5)
w+x+y+z
IV. R ESULT AND D ISCUSSION
In the system, the cancerous area is identified with the pixel
intensity having ones and the non-cancerous area identified
with the pixel intensity zeros [1]. The percentage of the
cancerous area is calculated with the ratio of the cancerous
area and the total test image are as follows:

This paper developed a system to experiment on different
databases of different types of cancerous cells. For brain cancer
or brain tumor dataset purpose, the authors used Brain MRI
Images for Brain Tumor Detection dataset. It consists of 154
brain images. For breast cancer histopathological annotation
and diagnosis (BreCaHAD) dataset contains required files
for Breast Cancer Histopathological Annotation and Diagnosis. It contains three folders named groundTruth display
(ground truth used on actual images), groundTruth (json
files), images (original images). From those folders, the authors used only original images. This dataset contains 162
test images. For leukemia, the authors used SN-AM Dataset
[16][17][18][19][20], which has three subsets. They used
subset-2, and subset-3 where each of the subset contained
30 images. Lung and Colon Cancer Histopathological Images
dataset [21], which consists of 25000 histopathological images
and five categories, is used for Lung Cancer. Each image’s
size is 768 x 768 pixels, and each of them is in a jpeg file
format. The authors created new polygonal ground truth for
all datasets.
For evaluation of the proposed methodology Intersection
over Union (IoU) is used. To evaluate IoU, detected cancerous
areas and another area counted from ground truth are required.
More formally, the hand-labeled ground truth that can form a
polygon in the cancerous region and another polygon created
with detection from the system methodology is required to
estimate the proposed system accuracy using IoU. As the
system used by the hand labeled ground-truth of different
datasets and applied Intersection over Union (IoU) evaluation
metric [22].
IoU =

Region of the Overlap
Region of the U nion

(4)

Table I. illustrates the IoU measuring raw values calculated
from the total database and individual IoU. Calculating the

M isclassif ication Rate = 1 − Accuracy

Specif icity =

x
× 100
x+y

P recision(P s) =

Recall(Re) =

F − measure(F − m) =

(6)

(7)

w
× 100
w+y

(8)

w
× 100
w+z

(9)

2 × Recall × P recision
× 100
Recall + P recision
(10)

TABLE II. P ERFORMANCE C ALCULATION OF CNN C LASSIFIER
Cancer Type
Brain
Breast
Leukemia
Lung

w
18
18
18
18

x
54
54
54
54

y
0
0
0
0

z
0
0
0
0

Ac(%)
100
100
100
100

Ps(%)
100
100
100
100

Re(%)
100
100
100
100

F-m(%)
100
100
100
100

Table II shows that the CNN classifier gave a 100%
accuracy rate.
V.

C ONCLUSION

This research overcame the limitation of using individual
methods for the cancer detection system for both MRI and
Histopathology images. The results obtained in this research
notify that the author’s strategy is practical and can also
pointedly support precise, can automatically detect cancerous
cells and the proposed combination gives better accuracy after
applying the machine learning algorithm.The authors reduced
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the training time and increased the segmentation accuracy
using a CNN classifier and SegNet model with a morphological
operation which is better than the common SegNet architecture. The experimental result achieves detection of cancer cells
from various cancer databases that represent proper accuracy
rates of an average of 93%.
Future research will be focused on using the more accurate, advanced deep learning algorithms to reduce the time
complexity for large datasets and improve the accuracy rate.
We will use more types of cancer cells and their categories.
This research will open many opportunities for further research
in image segmentation and cancer cell detection.
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Abstract—Due to the health emergency situation, which forced
universities to stop using their centers as a means of teaching,
many of them opted for virtual education. Affecting the learning
process of students, which has predisposed many of them to
become familiar with this new learning process, making the use
of virtual platforms more common. Many educational centers
have come to rely on digital tools such as: Discord, Google Meet,
Microsoft Team, Skype and Zoom. The objective of the research is
to report on the impact of student learning through the use of the
aforementioned videoconferencing tools. Surveys were conducted
with teachers and students who stated that 66% were not affected
in their educational development. Most of them became familiar
with the platforms; however, less than 24% qualified that their
academic performance has improved, some teachers still have
difficulties at a psychological level due to this new teaching
modality. In conclusion, teachers and students agree that these
tools are a great help for virtual classes.
Keywords—Digital tools; health emergency; universities; video
conferencing; virtual education

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Globally, due to the new pandemic SARS-CoV-2 or known
as COVID-19, the use of different softwares for student education is increasing. Less than a decade ago, videoconferencing
was only used to avoid unnecessary expenses on business trips,
thus reducing savings on lodging and time.
There was an abrupt change with the arrival of this new
virus. This has led to a growing need for all students (from
kindergarten to university level) to establish and become
familiar with this new teaching and learning process, making
the frequent use of these platforms more common.
Online class imbalance learning is a new problem that is
happening in the real world [1]. In Indonesia, there are two
problems that inhibit its education system, namely, transportation and distance. As a first solution, they applied the use of
information and communication technologies (ICT). To reach
a large mass of students, they created the Virtual Class Box
(VCB) 5.0 device to support digital distance learning between
teachers and students [2].
On the other hand, China rushed and experimented for
a two-month trial period by forcing its universities to work
remotely [3], obtaining as a result of their ICT, acceptable
academic performance. However, he also stated that online
platforms are not explicitly for student purposes.

Latin American countries such as Uruguay, created a digital
program designed exclusively for the quality of teaching and
learning in students due to the shortage of teachers [4].
One of the ways of interactivity is the so-called Discord
application [5], normally used for video games. In their latest
updates they added the trend of video calls, based on this, the
student-teacher activities improved, consolidating the educational synergy.
In this day and age, conventional education is having gaps
when it comes to teaching. Because, due to factors beyond
their control, the immobilization of people decreed by many
governments worldwide has left them alone at home, unable to
go out, much less to places where there is a conglomeration of
people. Education at any level has been affected in the delivery
of classes [6].
Currently, the need for Peruvian students has increased by
80% the use of online classes. Because virtually the entire
100% of their houses of study will be disabled in person to
prevent the spread of the virus from March 16, 2020 to date.
By carrying out virtual meeting platforms such as Zoom or
Google meet.
Today, they are the most innovative and adaptable means
of telecommunication to our new national lifestyle. Since, it
allows to establish a more real and visual connection between
teachers and students. Helping also not to delay education.
A study in 2019 [7], demonstrates that online learning helps
university students improve their academic performance.
As it is in one of the Peruvian professional study houses,
Universidad de Ciencias y Humanidades, in which the pandemic forced all its teachers to use videoconferencing without
having previous knowledge of these, making a sudden change
in the teaching methodology, since the virtual meeting platforms such as zoom and google meet had a time limit. Therefore, by having unique videoconferencing platforms, students
will be able to receive instructions as if they were in person,
and maintain the synergy of real-time intercommunication.
However, these habits are not well received by some courses
that require mandatory explanations by the physical presence
of a teacher; discarding the disadvantages that some may have
due to the quality of the network in their homes.
By carrying out this work we will make a research contribution and, above all, we will see that each person has a
different learning pace, which leads us to question, with the
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excellent quality of the platforms, are videoconferences really
effective for university teaching and learning?
The objective of this article is to know the impact of
different videoconferencing tools that have been used in the
teaching and learning process at a University in northern Lima
in times of pandemic.
The structure of the article is as follows: Section II,
Literature Review, the antecedents will be explained; in Section
III, Methodology, the steps to be followed will be detailed; in
Section IV Results are discussed; in Section V, Discussions and
in Section VI Conclusions and Future Work are discussed.
II.

III.

M ETHODOLOGY

The following will describe the most influential points of
Videoconferencing platforms that contribute to virtual education, such as: Discord, Google Meet, Microsoft Teams, Skype,
Zoom.
A. Survey
In this work 2 surveys were applied to: 25 university
students and 10 teachers of the University of Sciences and
Humanities of the career of Systems and Computer Engineering, using the Google Form tool to carry out these surveys.
These surveys will help us to collect data from both students
and teachers.

L ITERATURE R EVIEW

-Link to the survey for teachers:

Currently, in times of pandemic, teaching is at a distance
where the use of different means of videoconferencing is
relevant in education. Since, it has a very significant role in
the learning experience of the students [8].

docs.google.com/f orms/d/1T 6ZF X6F orz4
UQ hLKxHAILyA1IT Y Q698i0uq8oAY 0V c

The author [9], indicates that ICT has contributed to
the new educational reforms. Google meet was mostly used
by students in work meetings as opposed to teachers who
preferred to zoom in on class meetings.
The use of the Zoom Videoconferencing platform helps
both teachers and students in their work, teaching and learning,
which allows both parties to interact and learn about the benefits of the platform, in addition to creating a socially positive
learning environment [10]. The author [9], [10] coincide in
their methodologies, since both apply a quantitative approach,
having as statistical results, where a good percentage of Zoom
videoconferences are accepted by students and teachers.

Table I, lists the questions on the form for teachers.

TABLE I. T EACHER S URVEY TABLE
N°
1
2

On the other hand, the author [11] mentions in the results
of his studies that students do not have problems related to
virtual education using videoconferencing platforms, however,
there is a latent concern about issues related to the laboratory
since, in it, they needed instruments that only the University
could provide and that the vast majority of students do not
have the possibility of acquiring.

3

In similar instances, a university student group, in their
article [12], emphasized that it is not only in the professional
field that institutions use videoconferencing for teaching.

8

In a study of e-learning, the modern form of online
learning, the following benefits were found [13], such as costeffectiveness, learning flexibility and, above all, the independent part.
In an investigation [14], explains that students have learning effectiveness during their online classes using Discord, as it
allows access to requested activities and availability. However,
what is detrimental to its reinforcement is the low quality of its
network speed and the self-conscious behavior on the part of
the students when they do not contribute opinions by activating
their microphones.
Students in Indonesia, however, refuted that answer [15],
he mentioned that when his students use videoconferencing
tools in their classes, the behavior of the students is different,
assuring that many of them have managed to overcome the
shyness of speech, in which, virtually, they have more courage
to contribute their opinions.

4
5

6
7

Teacher Survey
¿At what level do you consider you are psychologically and pedagogically qualified to work with virtual videoconferencing tools?
¿How many hours have you increased your workload to develop your
online classes?
From your perspective, do you feel that stress has built up during the
new teaching methodology?
¿Do you think you need to improve your digital skills to face the new
teaching and learning processes in virtual environments?
Nowadays, the use of different videoconferencing platforms has diversified. On a scale of 1 to 5, indicate your knowledge of each of them,
where 1 is none and 5 is total.
Rate the following tools, indicating the level of use in your online
classes.
From your point of view, do you feel comfortable with the new
teaching modality?
Based on the academic performance of your students, consider:

-Link to student survey:
docs.google.com/f orms/d/1o7cqxY V T Bz Jd
EoRSS − 8W 9LnyAIco5ll8IgiQQ2xJU

−

In Table II, we will mention the questions in the survey
focused on students.
B. Zoom
Zoom is a tool used for synchronous online teaching, which
allows you to work efficiently. It includes several functions
such as: annotation tools, polls, meeting rooms and video and
screen sharing. These functions facilitate learning [16].Below
in Table III, the most important tools of the Zoom platform
will be detailed.
It offers innovative learning opportunities and tools, integrating video conferencing and teacher-student communication.
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TABLE II. S TUDENT S URVEY Q UESTIONS
N°
1
2
3

4

Student Survey
¿Do you consider that your level of learning has increased in the new
virtual learning environment?
¿Does teaching teachers via videoconferencing help you learn?
According to the aforementioned. Give a brief explanation of your
answer.
¿Do you think you need to strengthen your digital skills to adapt to
new learning processes in virtual environments?
Currently, the use of the different Videoconferencing platforms has
diversified. On a scale of 1 to 5, mention the knowledge of each of
them, where 1 is nil and 5 is total.
Please rate the following tools, indicating the level of use in your
online classes
¿From your point of view, do you feel comfortable with the new
learning modality?
¿How often do you have trouble concentrating during your online
classes?
Based on your academic performance, consider:

5

6
7
8
9

C. Google Meet

TABLE III. M AIN Z OOM T OOLS
TOOLS
Start a meeting
Schedule a meeting
Use of the calendar
Screen sharing

Screen Recorder

Virtual whiteboard
Chat
Live Broadcasting
User management

Fig. 1. Zoom Interface.

USAGE
Create a videoconference.
Allows you to schedule a specific day and time
for the meeting.
Gives the option to use Google calendar, to receive
notifications of meetings already scheduled.
Allows all participants to have the option to
choose what to share with other meeting participants
It is useful to replay the meeting as many times
as you want, it is very helpful to take notes and
remember some details.
Allows you to draw, write or carry out explanations in an easier way.
Participants have the option to interact both directly and privately.
It is used to make live broadcasts using applications such as Facebook or Youtube.
You have the option to enable and disable the
audio and video of the participants, as well as
manage which user enters the meeting.

Google Meet is a relatively recent application [17], was
launched in April 2020 to all users, free of charge. It was previously known as Hangouts. It is mainly focused on companies
and educational centers.
Below in Table V, the most important tools of the Meet
platform will be detailed.
TABLE V. M AIN M EET TOOLS
TOOL
Create a video call
Invite other users to join a
meeting
Screen sharing
Screen Recording
Chat
Controls for hosts

In Table IV, some advantages and disadvantages of the
platform are mentioned.

USE
Allows you to create the video call, by logging in
with your Google account.
Gives you a meeting link or code that you can
send to other users.
Allows you to show your screen or the window of
an application.
Allows you to record the sessions so that the
student has all the information at hand.
Users can interact by sharing files and views.
The host can mute, set or delete a user.

In Table VI, some advantages and disadvantages of the
Meet platform are mentioned.

TABLE IV. TABLE A DVANTAGES AND D ISADVANTAGES OF Z OOM
Advantages
The pc version and mobile application
has a relatively easy, comfortable and
intuitive interface.
It has a free version
Allows screen sharing in real time

No need to be registered to join a meeting, nor download the application
A permanent ID will be assigned to the
user

Disadvantages
Despite being an easy to use tool, it can
be confusing for some people who are
not adapted to this new technology.
It has a 40 minutes limit for the free
version.
As it is a synchronous application the
use of internet or a stable connection is
important.
It collects data and emails from all connected devices exposing the user.
It is no necessary to download and install the application to use it.

In Fig. 1, the main and basic Zoom tools are shown.

TABLE VI. A DVANTAGES AND D ISADVANTAGES OF M EET
Advantages
Allows you to create meetings with
more than 200 participants
Facilitates real-time captioning during
conversation
It has a simple and deductible interface
The security of the videoconference is
guaranteed due to the encryption of the
transmissions

Disadvantages
60 minutes limit for the free version.
Has few mechanisms to control user
audio.
Each participant must be registered or
have a Google account.
it is a synchronous application, this
means that the internet connection is
indispensable.

Google Meet is closely connected to Google Suite, this
makes it possible to add meetings through Event Calender.
In Fig. 2, the main Meet tools are shown.
D. Skype
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Fig. 2. Meet Interface.
Fig. 3. Skype Platform.

Like the other virtual meeting platforms, this one offers its
services at zero prices, i.e. free of charge, so that people can
meet at a distance. Despite being an offshoot of Microsoft’s
own [18]. Table VII shows the features that Skype has.
TABLE VII. S KYPE A PPLICATION F EATURES
HERRAMIENTA
Speed per calls
Courier writing
Call recording
Shared screen
Multi platform

TABLE IX. A PP F EATURES M ICROSOFT T EAMS
TOOL
Messenger service
Time limit

USO
24kbps / 128kbps.
Unlimited for ongoing call.
If in case the guests want to see the show again.
It has the ability to transmit live presentations from
the phone or computer.
phone, pc, laptops, tablets, has accessibility to
Skype.

We continue with Table VIII, the advantages and disadvantages of this virtual meeting platform will be detailed.

Time
Setting
Leave
Reactions

USE
Ability to communicate personally with one of the
members.
The platform can be used between users for 24
hours at a time.
Shows the time spent inside the room..
Shows other options available to the application,
such as: audio distribution.
By pressing that option, the member can exit the
live session.
Interaction of members, such as: raising your hand
to give your opinion, then the host will respond to
your request.

disadvantages of the Microsoft Teams video conferencing
platform.

TABLE VIII. A DVANTAGES AND D ISADVANTAGES OF S KYPE
Advantages
Skype has accessibility for
the different Operating Systems such as: Windows, Mac,
Linux, Android, iOS.
Advanced Encryption Standard Security.
It has the capacity of 50 people connected in real time.

Disadvantages
It is not used mainly for academic meetings, both
university and school.

Sometimes during video call, video and audio
quality tends to drop, which is annoying for users.
If the time limit exceeds, the video transmission
is cut off, however, the call continues as audio.

In the Fig. 3, the tools of said platform are indicated by
arrows.

E. Microsoft Teams
This virtual meeting platform is also used by hundreds
of students nationwide, launched since 2017 becoming better
known by the education sector since the year 2019, as well as
providing a good integrated teaching and learning space [19].

TABLE X. A DVANTAGES AND D ISADVANTAGES OF M ICROSOFT T EAMS
Advantages
PKI security Protect data used
to encrypt transport layer connections.
Has resources at the time of
live meetings
It has a free plan, however, it
restricts some tools
Your files are stored in the
cloud. (Drive)

Disadvantages
It has a paid version for the full use of its services.

It does not allow more than 300 users working
simultaneously.
A large percentage of users do not feel conformism with the tools, that is, difficult adaptability without prior training.
Requires the mandatory use of the internet.

Next, it is detailed in Table IX, the characteristics that the
platform carries within a videoconference on-line.

In Fig. 4, each of the parts that Microsoft Teams has during
a live meeting are noted.
F. Discord

To achieve a distinction between the aforementioned
platforms, it will be detailed in Table X, the advantages and

The Discord platform is a means of creating a quality
remote environment during emergency training. [20]. It is used
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Fig. 5. Discord Conference.
Fig. 4. Microsoft Teams Platform.

to convert a traditional class to a virtual class, a monotonous
listening class into an engaging listening class. In Table XI,
we will proceed to list some of its tools.

Then, the videoconferences differ between them by one or
another option of use, therefore, the student’s learning and the
teacher’s teaching still remains to be analyzed, Therefore, the
results of the survey carried out will be explained by means
of graphics.

TABLE XI. D ISCORD A PP F EATURES
TOOL
Add contact
Create video call
Share screen
Chat

USE
Be able to add a user to make the video call.
Lets create the video call.
Allows video call participants to choose what to
share.
It serves to have a more direct communication.

IV.

R ESULTS

A. Regarding the teachers surveyed:
•

The 66.6% considers that he is highly trained physically and psychologically to work with videoconferencing tools, as well as the 33.4% consider it to be at
an intermediate level. As shown in Fig. 6.

The following is detailed in Table XII, some advantages
and relevant disadvantages of the videoconferencing platform
Discord.

TABLE XII. A DVANTAGES AND D ISADVANTAGES OF THE D ISCORD
A PPLICATION
Advantages
Due to the optimized performance, you can communicate
without losing call quality.
The tool is cross-platform.
The platform is free.
It is customizable for a better
user interface.
Ability to provide class with
up to a maximum of 50 people.
Technical support available to
your users.

Disadvantages
After the launch of the paid version (Discord
Nitro), limited some features in version (Discord
Classic), and much more in its free version.
Requires previous training for its use.
The video calling option is not optimized, so there
is a chance it will fail.
You do not have the option to record video calls.

Fig. 6. Questions about Teacher Training.

Discord is not available for the Linux Operating
System.
He had complaints from scammers.

In Fig. 5, the main interface of the Discord tool is shown,
in addition to having a good educational and group environment, with a knowledge of the application there will be no
deficiencies in its use. Multiple options are displayed within
the interface that can be performed during a call in progress,
either by transmission or just aural.
Through the comparisons made, it can be clearly concluded
that the platforms have similar characteristics as: Time in
which the class takes place, interaction option, screen sharing,
writing internal messages to a user as well as in public. Except
for Discord, for not having the option of video recording.

•

The 50% dedicates more than 3 hours (than normal)
a day to develop his class, meanwhile the 33.3%
dedicate 3 hours a day and 16.7% he claims he only
spends 2 hours. As shown in Fig. 7.

•

The 66.4% of teachers assess that they have accumulated a medium stress with the new teaching methodology, while the 16.8% considers that he accumulated
high stress, in the same way the 16.8% accumulated
low stress. As shown in Fig. 8.

•

The 100% consider that you need to keep learning
the new digital tools. As shown in Fig. 9.
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Fig. 10. Question about the Knowledge of Videoconferencing Tools.
Fig. 7. Ask about the Hours Dedicated to Developing the Class.

Fig. 11. Question about the use of Videoconferencing Tools.
Fig. 8. Question about Accumulated Stress in Teachers.

Fig. 9. Ask about the New Digital Tools.
Fig. 12. Ask the Teacher about this New Teaching Method.

•

•

•

The vast majority of teachers have a very high knowledge of the Zoom and Meet platforms, however they
have a medium-low knowledge of the Skype, Microsoft Teams and Discord tools. As shown in Fig.
10.
Almost all teachers confirmed that they use the Zoom
and Google Meet tools more frequently to teach their
classes, as shown in Fig. 11.
Only 16.7% considers that he feels very comfortable
with this teaching modality; however, the 83.3%
consider that you are comfortable with this mode of
teaching. As shown in Fig. 12.

•

An 83.4% of teachers consider that students’ academic
performance has remained on the sidelines and only
16.7% indicates that it has improved. As shown in Fig.
13.

B. Regarding the Surveyed Students:
•

The 60% of students rate that their learning level has
remained in a normal state, the 20% estimates that
it has improved, and 8% qualifies that he has learned
little; however, the 8% he considers that he has learned
very little. As shown in Fig. 14.
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Fig. 13. Question about the Student’s Academic Performance.
Fig. 16. Ask the Student about Knowledge of Videoconferencing Tools.

•

Almost all students confirmed that they most frequently use the Zoom and Google Meet tools for their
online classes. As shown in Fig. 17.

Fig. 14. Ask about the Student about their Level of Learning in New Virtual
Learning Environment.

•

The 68% of the surveyed students rate that they
agree that video conferencing tools help them learn;
however, the 32% considers that they do not agree.
As shown in Fig. 15.

Fig. 17. Ask the Student about the use of Videoconferencing Tools.

•

The 16% considers that he feels very comfortable
regarding the new learning modality, a 20% rate that
you feel comfortable, the 44% considers that it is
normal, the 16% estimates that he feels uncomfortable,
in the same way a 4% He rated that he is not
comfortable. As shown in Fig. 18.

Fig. 15. Ask about the Student about their Level of Learning via Video
Conferencing.

•

The 72% of respondents believe that they need
to continue strengthening their digital knowledge,
although, 28% consider not.

•

The vast majority of students have a medium-high
knowledge of the Zoom and Meet platforms, however,
they have low-zero knowledge of the Skype, Microsoft
Teams and Discord tools. As shown in Fig. 16.

Fig. 18. Ask the Student about their Learning Comfort.

•

The 52% indicated that he very seldom has concentration problems during classes, only on the 32% who
has problems often, and the 16% indicates constantly
has problems. As shown in Fig. 19.

•

The 24% rated that their performance has improved
considerably, the 60% considers that his performance
has remained on the sidelines, and only the 16%
indicates that its performance has decreased. As shown
in Fig. 20.
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The contribution of this research work is aimed at the educational environment, making the results known through online
learning surveys. The academic community of the University,
made up of students, teachers and authorities, benefit from this
work.
Further research is expected later, adding the other departments and comparing little-known video conferencing platforms.
Fig. 19. Ask the Student about his Concentration During Class.
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Fig. 20. Ask the Student about their Academic Performance.
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Abstract—With the evolution and popularity of computer
networks, a tremendous amount of devices are increasingly being
added to the global internet connectivity. Additionally, more
sophisticated tools, methodologies, and techniques are being used
to enhance global internet connectivity. It is also worth mentioning that individuals, enterprises, and corporate organizations
are quickly appreciating the need for computer networking.
However, the popularity of computer and mobile networking
brings various drawbacks mostly associated with security and
data breaches. Each day, cyber-related criminals explore and
devise complicated means of infiltrating and exploiting individual
and corporate networks’ security. This means cyber or network
forensic investigators must be equipped with the necessary mechanisms of identifying the nature of security vulnerabilities and
the ability to identify and apprehend the respective cyber-related
offenders correctly. Therefore, this research’s primary focus is
to provide a comprehensive analysis of the concept of network
forensic investigation and describing the methodologies and tools
employed in network forensic investigations by emphasizing on
the study and analysis of the OSCAR methodology. Finally, this
research provides an evaluative analysis of the relevant literature
review in a network forensics investigation.
Keywords—Network forensics; Tshark; Dumpcap; Wireshark;
OSCAR; network security

I.

I NTRODUCTION

The evolution of computer networks and the internet has
created many opportunities for the perpetration of cyber-related
crimes. Numerous computing devices are connected to a
complex mesh of computer networks all over the globe. Cyber
attackers are continuously adapting complicated strategies to
perpetuate cyber-related crimes. The nature and the type of
crimes are costly to the affected victims [1]. In some instances,
the committed cybercrimes not only cause significant financial
losses but might also render the affected organization inoperable. Thus, it is essential to have a mechanism of performing
necessary investigation and audit to establish the course and
the perpetrators of the associated cybercrimes. In the context
of cyber-criminal investigations, the mechanism is referred to
as network forensics.
Network forensics is a digital forensic process that involves the investigation, Analysis, and monitoring of computer
networks to discover essential information that helps in the
apprehension of cybercriminals [2]. Network forensics also
helps in gathering necessary and legal information, evidence,
and traces of intrusion detection. In essence, network forensics
helps a cyber-forensic investigator monitor network traffic
and identify any malicious content within network traffic.
Network forensics is data-centric, and thus it is not primarily

restricted to the Analysis of network traffic. Instead, it is also
associated with related concepts, notably mobile forensics,
memory forensics, and host-based forensics [1].
Primarily recent Internet technology advances drive the
evolution of network security and its associated forensic processes and related toolsets. When more facets of our everyday
lives move to electronic networks and databases where they
are vulnerable to illegal activity, there is a growing need
for advanced analytical resources. Some widely mentioned
explanations for the use of network forensics are based on
•

Analysis of computer systems belonging to victims or
authorities.

•

Collection of facts for use in court; Recovery of lost
data in the event of software and hardware failure.

•

Analysis for a computer system after a break-in.

•

Collection of information about how the computer
systems function for debugging purposes, optimization
of their computer systems The list only scratches the
surface of what network forensics can do in the sense
of risk management and data recovery;

The following example illustrates the critical role that this
technology can play in an investigation process. The companies
usually use different items when it comes to network security.
Such devices typically approach protection from two main
perspectives; detection and monitoring, in other words. Types
of items for protection include firewalls and systems for access
controls. Likewise, the intrusion detection systems and antivirus software are examples of detection products. Although
the used products foil several attacks, novel attacks often
bypass protection products without being detected. Investigating the attacks in these cases is a challenging job. Serious
attackers are, in many cases, skilled at removing evidence.
Consequently, firewall logs and intrusion detection warnings
that miss such attacks entirely or may prove insufficient for a
thorough investigation, mainly when the goal is to apprehend
the attacker.
Network forensics has been suggested in information security literature to incorporate investigative capabilities in
existing networks. This refers to a dedicated research infrastructure that enables network packets and events to be captured
and evaluated for research purposes. Complementation of
the above Network Security optimization is performed. The
forensic network is of significant importance to companies
worldwide. On the one hand, it helps learn the specifics of
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recent threats, ensuring that potential attacks are thwarted.
Furthermore, network forensics is essential to investigate the
abuses of insiders that constitute the second most costly model
of corporate assault. Lastly, law enforcement refers to network
forensics for cases in which a device or digital machine is
either the object of a crime or used to carry a criminal offense.
Network forensics is a complex phenomenon that needs
the utilization of a variety of tools and methodologies. It is
thus essential to have a good understanding of how these tools
and techniques can aid in the process of network forensics
and the discovery of malicious activity and intrusion attempts.
This paper aims to provide a comprehensive description of
network forensics’ concept to understand the tools and methodologies used. Emphasis is based on giving a vivid portrait of
the OSCAR methodology as used in network forensics. An
analysis and review of critical related works that illustrate the
practical implementation of the network forensics concept are
extensively discussed.
II.

R ELATED W ORK

The field of network forensics attracts diverse interests
that ultimately have led to the publication of various research
works aimed at bridging the knowledge gap within the topic
domain. In particular, much of the related works in the field of
network forensics is related to security. It is essential to note
that any network provided that is connected to the internet is
prone to a variety of cyber-attacks. The attacks are generally
designed in such a way that they exploit ay vulnerabilities
within the network. A forensic investigator is thus tasked with
the responsibility of coming up with essential strategies to
perform a comprehensive network forensic process to identify
potential cases of network intrusion [3]. In addition to the
fact that the legislature has borne some of the cost of crime
prevention, company secrets are compelled to utilise the most
dynamic security measures available to secure their essential
information [4].The advent of information and communication
technologies has ushered in a new era of human existence
known as the information society. As the most well-known
product of this community, cyberspace has provided people
with enormous opportunity to search for and store large
volumes of data. This has not only improved the visibility of
information, particularly scientific and economic conclusions,
but it has also resulted in an increase in targeted cyber-attacks
aiming at gaining unauthorised access to such sensitive data.
Meanwhile, the concept of safeguarding trade secrets has taken
on new significance as information with independent economic
or competitive worth [5]. One of the numerous issues that trade
secrets have produced as valuable and sensitive knowledge as a
result of the expanding space of information and communication interchange is the widespread response of governments
to the use of coercive instruments with powerful deterrent
effects, such as Terry’s case [6]. This research comprehensively
discusses it as discussed in the related domain [7], [8], [9],
[10], [11].

noted by Almulhem, network forensics helps network administrators to enhance the prevention and detection of network
and cyber-related attacks. In essence, network forensics makes
it possible to perform a comprehensive vulnerability analysis
process to identify potential threats facing a network [12].
Almulhem adds that network forensics is more associated
with a security model than a product or service aimed at
enforcing security or network prevention. Instead, network or
digital forensics emphasizes the design and implementation of
methodologies, tools, and concepts that aim to enhance the
process of forensic investigation [12].
Kilpatrick et al. suggest the implementation of SCADA
(supervisory control and data acquisition systems that form
a vital infrastructure for network forensics [13]. SCADA
networks are essential for forensic investigations in that the
underlying architecture makes it possible to analyze, monitor,
and monitor network behavior [13]. In particular, the SCADA
network forensics makes it possible to design and build robust SCADA networks. This is because traffic analysis is an
essential constituent of the architecture of a SCADA network.
Network forensics also plays a significant role in the implementation of security mechanisms in the machine to machine
networks (M2M) [14]. M2M networks utilize artificial intelligence and machine learning to improve the communication
process. Network forensics is used to identify security issues
in M2M networks by implementing two distinct modules;
forensic and attack detection module. Further, a forensics
strategy that uses anti-distributed honeypot is used to aid in
detecting and preventing DDoS attacks [14].
To illustrate and reiterate the importance of network forensics investigations, it is paramount to review several case
studies whereby the concept has been adequately implemented.
Particularly, Kurniawan and Riadi [15] managed to explore and
device a unique framework upon which it was made possible
to utilize the concept of network forensics to analyze and
identify the behavior of the notorious Cerber Ransomware.
The approach is aimed explicitly at establishing an attempt to
reconstruct the timestamp of an attack [15]. Focus is placed on
the need to exact malware deemed to have infected a particular
network host. The eventual results indicate that analysis of
network forensics behavior can identify patterns of infections,
exploits channels, and the ultimate payload associated with the
Cerber Ransomware.

A. Network Security and Network Forensic

1) Network Security Forensic Mechanisms: A firewall
within a network environment provides a network forensic
investigator with a perfect opportunity to conduct a comprehensive analysis of all the previous network intrusion attempts.
As noted by Messier, the majority of firewall systems are
equipped with the ability to either implement the software
capability in UNIX or Windows [16]. Consequently, a forensic
network investigator can either analyze Syslog or Event Logs
files to identify and analyze the nature of intrusion activities
within and targeted towards a network. An analysis of firewall
logs is also essential. It greatly assists in identifying the existing security vulnerabilities and eventually enables the security
administrator to develop essential security enhancements.

Apart from assisting in identifying and apprehending cyberterrorists and attackers, network forensics also plays a significant role in extending the security model within a network. As

Bensefia and Ghoualmi reiterate the importance of having
a unique branch of network forensics primarily dedicated to
analyzing firewall logs [17]. Firewall forensics is a dedicated
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effort aimed at analyzing firewall logs with the specific objective of gaining useful insights regarding the nature of attacks
identified and blocked by the network firewall. While the
contents of a firewall log file might be difficult to decode,
it is noteworthy to provide essential information that will
eventually help a cyber-forensics investigator apprehend a
suspected cybercrime offender.
2) Honeypot Forensics: A honeypot is a specialized part
of a computer or network system that is designed is such a
way that it appears and seems to have critical and sensitive
information. At the same time, in a real sense, it is mainly
isolated from the main network. An elaborate illustration of
how a honeypot device(s) is placed in a network is indicated
in Fig. 1. It is worth noting that most of Honeypot’s services
are secret though it is difficult to assert their suspicious nature
[18]. Honeypots are considered to be essential components
that help to enhance the security of an organization [19].
Having a honey port within a network makes it possible for
a forensic investigator to conduct a comprehensive analysis
of all the possible network-related activities and logs carried
throughout the honeypot device. Additionally, network forensic
investigators are in a good position to perform a comparative
analysis of the data obtained from the Honeypot with similar
data extracted from other network devices. A network forensic
investigator must perform a comprehensive analysis of the
existing honeypots in a network whereby the interaction level
can be categorized as low, medium, or high level.
Network forensics is restricted to the analysis of firewalls
and honeypots systems, but instead, it is widely applicable
among most popular network devices. IDS and IPS are perhaps
some of the most common types of devices and systems that
are commonly targeted by a network forensic investigator
to obtain essential cyber forensic evidence that will culminate with the apprehension of a cyber-forensic offender [19].
Routers and switches also provide essential value in that it is
possible to obtain essential intrusion information from MAC
address tables, ports, and routing tables, among others. Web
proxies, as well as, special types of servers such as DCHP,
name, and application servers also provide a network forensic
investigator with rich information aimed at obtaining crucial
cyber forensics evidence [19].
III.

While intrusion detection helps strengthen and improve a
computer network’s security, network forensics is primarily
associated with the need to identify the evidence related to
a security breach. In most cases, network forensics helps to
solve matters related to cyber-terrorism, child pornography,
narcotics, homeland security, online fraud, and corporate espionage, among others [21]. Public police mostly use the
evidence obtained from network forensics and private investigators working for individuals, businesses, law enforcement
agencies, and even the military [20]. It is also essential to
note that business organizations and the military might also
use network forensics to ensure continuity and availability of
core services. In this context, network forensics help to identify
vulnerabilities in corporate networks that make it convenient
to implement the necessary security enhancements.
The context of the discussion offered in the paper is to
explore the investigative purposes of network forensics. The
investigation process starts with identifying a malicious activity
upon which the evidence is then collected and preserved. The
forensic activity proceeds to examine and analyze the evidence
to establish the source and the nature of the malicious activity.
Finally, the evidence is reported and presented to the relevant
stakeholders and eventually used to make the required decision.
All the essential processes involved in network forensic investigation are strategically executed using OSCAR principles that
are explained in the next section.
IV.

N ETWORK F ORENSICS M ETHODOLOGY (OSCAR)

To ensure that forensic evidence is both accurate and
reproducible, the OSCAR methodology of Network Forensics
Investigation is applied. OSCAR [22] is an acronym that stats
for,
•

O for Obtaining Information

•

S for Strategizing

•

C for Collecting Evidence

•

A for Analyzing Evidence

•

R for Reporting

Fig. 2 illustrates the flow chart model for the OSCAR
methodology.

N ETWORK F ORENSICS

Network forensics is a scientific method used to discover
and retrieve information with evidential value and is used
to solve a cyber-crime or apprehend a cyber-criminal. The
evidence is retrieved from network and computing devices
such as hard disks, routers, switches, memory devices, wireless devices, and mobile devices. Table I provides additional
information related to possible viewpoints based on potential
areas where the forensic investigation could be performed.
Network forensics differs from intrusion detection in that the
gathered evidence should be admissible in a court of law and
thus should satisfy both legal and technical requirements [20].
Consequently, for forensic evidence to be accepted in a court
of law, it must be authentic, relevant, complete, reliable, and
believable. It is also noteworthy that the tools and techniques
used to perform network forensics should also meet a court of
law’s legal and technical requirements.

A. Obtaining Information
This stage is associated with obtaining information regarding the incident itself and the environment in which the
event took place. It is essential to collect as much information
about an event to know exactly what took place. Usually, it
is advisable to collect information on the description of the
incident, time, date, and how it was discovered [15]. Other
entities related to the event include the systems, persons, and
devices involved and the summary of actions taken after the
incidence discovery. It is also essential to note details about the
review of discussions made, any legal issues, and the identity
of the incident manager. The environment helps the forensic
investigator have a good understanding of the organization’s
response towards an incident and the stakeholders who should
be involved in the investigation process [23]. It is thus vital
to collect as much information related to the organization as
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Fig. 1. Logical Placement of a Honeypot within a Network.

TABLE I. P RESENTS A DDITIONAL I NFORMATION R ELATED TO P OSSIBLE V IEWPOINTS BASED ON P OSSIBLE A REAS WHERE F ORENSIC I NVESTIGATION
C OULD BE P ERFORMED
View Point
Application
System
Hardware
Processing

Nature of Forensics
Internet browser, email, register files, application software, virus, worm, Trojans,
and files (slack, erased, and swap)
UNIX, Windows, log system, and audit system
PC, PDA, printer, router, switches, firewall, and IDS
Victim’s, intermediate’s, and attacker’s side

Fig. 2. Network Forensics Investigation Methodology (OSCAR).

possible. Relevant information includes the business model,
any legal issues, available resources, communication systems,
network topologies, and the procedures and processes used for
incidence response management.
B. Strategy
Strategy requires the formulation of a detailed plan on
how to carry out the investigation. Strategizing also details
how evidence will be acquired [15]. This should be done
using various criteria, mainly because pieces of evidence from
different sources have varying levels of volatility. As indicated

in Table II, the acquisition of proof should be based on several
parameters such as source, the effort required, volatility, and
the expected value. Evidence prioritization is vital because
it helps the forensic to establish the priority of assigning
personnel and resources required in network forensics. An
important aspect worth noting is that each organization has
different policies associated with data retention, access, and
configurations [22]. Consequently, the evidence prioritization
should be based on specific organizational policies. When
formulating an evidence acquisition strategy, it is paramount
to consider the following tips.
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•

Understand the goal of investigation and time frame

•

List of your recourses

•

Prioritize your evidence acquisition

•

Obtaining evidence as soon as possible.

•

Estimate the value and cost of obtaining evidence

•

Make verifiable steganography copies of collected
evidence.

•

Identify sources of evidence

•

Use reliable and reputable tools

•

Plan to initial analysis

•

Document everything, which helps you later.

•

Keep in mind that network forensics is a process that
can be performed reiteratively

•

Keep secure your notes and hide the original under
restricted custody and access.

In summary, the following tips are crucial during the
process of evidence collection.

C. Collecting Evidence

D. Analyze

The strategizing step requires the formulation of an acquisition plan and prioritization of evidence sources. Evidence
used in network forensics can be obtained either from the end
or intermediate devices [22]. In the former, the evidence can
be gathered from the attacker’s or the victim’s devices, while
in the latter, evidence can be obtained from third-party devices
and networks. A summary of the probable sources of evidence
is provided in Table III.

The strategizing step requires the formulation of an acquisition plan and prioritization of evidence sources. Evidence
used in network forensics can be obtained either from the end
or intermediate devices [22]. In the former, the evidence can
be gathered from the attacker’s or the victim’s devices, while
in the latter, evidence can be obtained from third-party devices
and networks. A summary of the probable sources of evidence
is provided in Table III.

The next step is to collect evidence from the identified
sources using the established priority. Consequently, three
vital components must be considered, notably documentation
capture, and store or transport.

The next step is to collect evidence from the identified
sources using the established priority. Consequently, three
vital components must be considered, notably documentation
capture, and store or transport.

Documentation: This means that all actions, including a
list of all systems, files, and resources, should be carefully
logged. It is also essential to maintain self-descriptive notes
that make it easy to identify the collected evidence. The
descriptive content should contain the date, time source, investigating officer, and the method used to acquire the evidence.
Ensure that all devices accessed and all actions were taken
during the gathering of evidence are kept to a careful log.
Your notes must be kept appropriately and can be cited in
court. If the case is not going to court, the notes will also be
very helpful during the review. Make sure to document the
date, time, source, acquisition process, investigator name(s),
and custody chain.

Documentation: This means that all actions, including a
list of all systems, files, and resources, should be carefully
logged. It is also essential to maintain self-descriptive notes
that make it easy to identify the collected evidence. The
descriptive content should contain the date, time source, investigating officer, and the method used to acquire the evidence.
Ensure that all devices accessed and all actions were taken
during the gathering of evidence are kept to a careful log.
Your notes must be kept appropriately and can be cited in
court. If the case is not going to court, the notes will also be
very helpful during the review. Make sure to document the
date, time, source, acquisition process, investigator name(s),
and custody chain.

Capturing: evidence involves ensuring that the data or
network traffic packets, as well as logs, are written to a hard,
CD, or removable hard drive. Network forensics tools such as
Wireshark and tcpdump are used to capture data packets [15].

Capturing: evidence involves ensuring that the data or
network traffic packets, as well as logs, are written to a hard,
CD, or removable hard drive. Network forensics tools such as
Wireshark and tcpdump are used to capture data packets [15].

Store/Transport: implies that the evidence should be stored
in a secure place to maintain the chain of custody. It is essential
to keep updated and signed log containing the details of all the
parties who have obtained access to the evidence. Care should
also be exerted when handling and disposing of evidence to
maintain its integrity, reliability, and admissibility before a
court of law.

Store/Transport: implies that the evidence should be stored
in a secure place to maintain the chain of custody. It is essential
to keep an updated and signed log containing the details of
all the parties who have obtained access to the evidence.
Care should also be exerted when handling and disposing of
evidence to maintain its integrity, reliability, and admissibility
before a court of law.

TABLE II. P RESENTS E XAMPLE OF P RIORITIZATION OF E VIDENCE THAT
L IST P OSSIBLE S OURCES OF P ROOF IN THE C ASES , THE P ROBABLE
VALUE , L IKELY E FFORT OF O BTAINING AND THE E XPECTED VOLATILITY.
F OR E VERY I NVESTIGATION THESE P RINCIPLES WERE S ELECT D ISTINCT
Source of Evidence
Web Proxy Cache
Firewall logs
ARP tables

Likely value
High
High
Low

Effort
Low
Medium
Low

Volatility
Medium
Low
High

Priority
1
2
3

In summary, the following tips are crucial during the
process of evidence collection.
E. Report
This is perhaps the most crucial aspect of forensic investigation primarily because it helps to convey the results to the
concerned parties. Thus, it is vital to present the report in a
manner that can be understood by a lay and non-technical
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TABLE III. P ROVIDES E VIDENCE USED IN N ETWORK F ORENSICS THAT CAN BE O BTAINED E ITHER FROM THE E ND OR I NTERMEDIATE D EVICES
Affiliation
End side (attacker and/or victim side)
Intermediate

Source
Operation system audit trail, system event log, application event log, alert log,
recovered data, and swap files
Traffic data packets, firewall log, IDS log, router log, and access control log

TABLE IV. T OOLS & D EVICES U SE FOR VARIOUS T ESTING A PPLICATIONS
Device/Tool
Mac-Book Air
iPad
Charles Proxy
Wireshark
Burp Suite
Windows Laptop
NetworkMiner

Usage
Create a test network, host proxies
Test device connected to test network
Capture/save live network traffic
Capture/save live network trafficv
Capture live network traffic
Network forensics of iOS apps
Analyze network traffic

audience. Additionally, the report should be not only factual
but also contains defensible details. The report’s technical
information and results should be explained thoroughly to aid
in the decision-making process.
V.

N ETWORK F ORENSIC T OOLS

Network forensic tools help in network investigation to
gather essential information about an intrusion activity. These
tools are used to analyze network traffic to identify the nature
and type of activities within the network over a specific
duration [45]. The forensic tools are designed so that they are
compatible with network hardware devices such as firewalls,
thereby making it possible to collect and preserve network
traffic.
Additionally, these tools are equipped with the ability to
perform a quick analysis of network traffic. Network forensics tools can be categorized based on either host-based or
network-wide-based. Additional categories include generalpurpose tools, specific tasks tools, or libraries/framework tools
[46]. A review of the most frequently used network forensic
tools is summarized in Table IV. The following subsections
discuss them comprehensively.
A. Wireshark
Wireshark is an open-source graphical user interface application software tool designed to capture, filter, and analyze
network traffic. It is easy to use, and thus it is helpful in
the analysis of network forensics data. Wireshark has more
packet filtering capabilities, decoding protocol features, and
packets detail markup language (PDML). In Wireshark, it
is possible to view network packets as they are captured in
real-time. Wireshark also shows the results of lost pockets
due to CPU power [47]. Wireshark can be used as several
instruments in one Anwendung. Program. You will use it to
evaluate the structure of Network traffic checking for potential
security flaws And assaults on health. This can detect other
types of Encapsulation, isolation, and show of all fields in the
Packet network. You have all those powerful capabilities. Do
you think Wireshark’s hard to know? For specific instances,
Respect it, but you can quickly learn how to use it, the filters
with the app, and how to use them Packets unique to the
network. Filters in WireShark refer to Berkeley Packet Filters.
That is simply a language for microprogramming Compiled
against packets and executed at run time Taken off by software

Software/OS Version
macOS Siera (10.12.6)
iOS 11.2.6
4.2.5
2.6.0
1.7.33
Windows 10
2.3.1

Company/Developed
Apple
Apple
Karl von Randow
Wireshark
PortSwigger Security
Windows
NETRESEC Erik Hjelmvik

like tcpdump and Wireshark. Primarily, filters are used to
separate a Quite small parcel set among a large number of
Packets focused on search criteria. The filter is compiled
to run as best Quality, significant when you are doing a
quality Real-time grab. Filtering is for others WireShark’s
most essential features since it makes Achieving two purposes:
selectively collecting the packets From the network, and to
locate interested parties Packages [47][48] [49].
B. Tshark
Tshrak is a command-line tool used for data network
protocol analysis. It helps to capture traffic from a live data
network and read traffic information from saved packet data
files. It can also print a decoded form of network packets to a
quality output or writes the packet to a pcap file. For instance,
tshark can capture data traffic on the network interface “eth1”
filtering out all traffic from port 22 and sorting the results
in the file “test1.pcap. # tshark I eth1 w test1.pcap” not
port 22. Capture on eth1 235. Tshark is a packet capture
application that can potent-sensing and explain pcap scrutiny
functionality. It captures packet-data from an alive network
or inspects packets from an earlier trapped file and decodes
those packets’ form into the standard output file. The default
capture file format built into TShark is pcap. Weka consists
of data pre-processing, classification, regression, clustering,
correlation and visualization methods that are well-suited to
the creation of new schemes [22] [50] [51].
C. Dumpcap
The dumpcap is a network traffic analysis tool, which is
designed to capture data packets. It is a Wireshark distribution
tool, which comes in command-line. The tool captures traffic
from a live network and is equipped to write the output in
a pcapng file format. Dumpcap has the added advantage of
using fewer system resources, making it possible to boost the
capture capabilities. Table V provides a summative analysis of
popular tools used for network forensics [47].
D. Network Forensic Analysis Tools (NFATs)
Network Forensic Analysis Tools (aka NFATs) allow network investigators and system administrators to track networks
and gather any anomalous or malicious traffic information.
Such tools synergize with network infrastructure and network
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TABLE V. M OST C OMMONLY USED T OOLS TO S UPPORT VARIETY OF N ETWORK F ORENSIC I NVESTIGATIONS
Tools

Open Sourece/
Proprietary
software
Open Source

Plateform

Website

Attributes

Unix/Windows

www.tcpdump.org

F

Open Source
Open Source

Unix
Unix/Windows

http ://ngrep.sourceforge.net
www.Wireshark.org

F
F

Open Source

Unix/Windows

NetworkMiner
[30] [31]
Airmon-ng.
Airodump-ng
& Aireplay-ng.
[32] [33]
Kismet [33]
NetStumbler [34]
Xplico [35]
DeepNines [35]
Sleuth Kit [36]
Argus [33]
Fenris [31]
Flow-Tools [30]
EtherApe [31]
Honeyd [37] [38]
SNORT [24], [25]
Omnipeek/
/EtherPeek [37]
Savant [31]

Open Source
/Prop
Open Source

Windows

www.backtrack-linux. Org/backtrack-S-releue
[Release 3, August 2012]
www.netresec.com/?page=NetworkMiner

F
F
F

Unix

www.backtrack-linux. Org

FLRC

/backtrack-S-releue [Release 3, August 2012]

FLRC

Forensic Log
Analysis-GUI [31]
Dragon IDS [39] [40]
Infinistream [40]
RSA En Vision [31]

Open Source
/Prop
Proprietary
Proprietary
Proprietary

NetDetector [41] [42]
NetIntercept [43]
NetWitness [44]

Proprietary
Proprietary
Proprietary

TCPDump
Win dump
[24], [25]
Ngrep [26], [27]
Wireshark [28]
[29] [28]
Driftnet [28]

Open Source
Open Source
Open Source
Proprietary
Open Source
Open Source
Open Source
Open Source
Open Source
Open Source
Open Source
Proprietary

Unix/Windows
Windows
Unix
Unix
Unix
Unix
Unix
Unix
Unix
Unix
Unix/Windows
Windows

www.kismetwireless.net
www.netstumbler.com
http://packetstormsecuity.org/files/tags/forensics
www.deepnines.com
www.sleuthkit.org
www.qosient.com/argus
http://camtuf.coredump.cx/fenris/whatis.shtml
www.splintered.net/sw/flowtools
http ://etherape.sourceforge.net
www.citi.umich.edu/u/provos/honeyd
www.snort.org
www.wildpackets.com

F
F
F
F
FRC
FL
F
FL
F
F
F
FLR

Proprietary

Appliance
/Windows
Unix

www.intrusion.com

FR

http://sourceforge.net/projects/pyflag

L

www.enterasys.com
www.netscout.com
www.emc.com/security/rsa-envision.html

FRLC
FRC
FLRCA

www.niksun.com
www.nikson.com/sandstom.php
www.netwitness.com [www.rsa.com]

FRCA
FRCA
FLRCA

Unix
Appliance
Appliance
/Windows
Appliance
Appliance
Windows

appliances, such as firewalls and IDS, to make it possible to
maintain long-term network traffic records. NFATs allow for
rapid analyzes of patterns detected by network security tools.
VI.

S YSTEM T YPES ARE USED TO G ATHER DATA /
T RAFFIC FROM THE N ETWORK

Two types of Network traffic collecting data systems can
be “stop, look and listen” or “catch-it-as-you-can.”
“Catch-it-as-you-can”: All packets are sent to the database
through a traffic point where they are stored in. The analysis is
then conducted on stored data. Data from the analysis is also
stored in the database. The data saved can be preserved for
future review. Nevertheless, it should be noted that this type
of device demands a considerable storage capacity.
The “stop, look and listen” method is different from the
“catch-it-as-you-can” approach because only data is stored
in the database needed for analysis. The incoming traffic in
memory is filtered and processed in real-time, meaning this
device needs less storage and a much faster processor.
Since the two systems need ample storage space, it is
necessary to weigh and address privacy issues with the “catchit-as-you-can” system. This program also collects user data;
however, ISPs are prohibited from receiving or revealing
information without user permission.

VII.

C HALLENGES R ELATING TO N ETWORK E VIDENCE

Network-based evidence faces specific challenges in many
fields, including collection, storage, content, privacy, confiscation, and admissibility. Below we’ll cover some of the
significant issues Below.
Collection : Within a network environment, clear proof
can be hard to locate. Networks include as many bits of data
as possible; from wireless devices to web proxies to big log
servers; which often makes it difficult to determine the proof’s
correct position. Even if you know where a specific piece of
evidence exists, it can be difficult for political or technological
purposes to access it.
Storage: Commonly, the network of computers can not use
permanent or secondary data. As a result, the data they hold
can be so fragile they won’t survive a computer reset.
Content: Unlike files, management to contain all file contents and their metadata, network devices with the desired
degree of granularity may or may not store information.
Network computers also have minimal storage capacity, instead
of full data records that have crossed the network, only selected
transaction or data transfer metadata are typically retained.
Privacy: Legal problems related to personal privacy occur unique to computer network-based retrieval techniques,
depending on the jurisdiction.
Sezure: Seizing a hard disk may disturb a person or an
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organization. Nonetheless, it is also possible to design and
implement a replica of the original, so that critical operations
can continue with minimal disruption. Seizing a networked
device can be even more damaging. A whole part of the
network can be downgraded indefinitely for more extreme
situations. Investigators can, however, minimize the impact on
computer network operations in such circumstances.
Admissibility: For criminal and civil cases, evidence-based
on file systems is now widely acknowledged. So long as
the evidence stored on the file system is legitimate collected,
adequately interpreted, and relevant to the case, there are clear
precedents for the processing and presenting the evidence in
court. In comparison, network forensics is a modern approach
to automated investigations. There are often contradictory
or even non-existent legal precedents for accepting different
kinds of facts based on the digital network. With time, digital network-based testimony becomes more prevalent, setting
precedents for the case and standardizing them.
VIII.
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Abstract—With the rapid development of remote sensing
technology, our ability to obtain remote sensing data has been
improved to an unprecedented level. We have entered an era of
big data. Remote sensing data clear showing the characteristics
of Big Data such as hyper spectral, high spatial resolution, and
high time resolution, thus, resulting in a significant increase in
the volume, variety, velocity and veracity of data. This paper
proposes a feature supporting, salable, and efficient data cube
for time-series analysis application, and used the spatial feature
data and remote sensing data for comparative study of the water
cover and vegetation change.The spatial-feature remote sensing
data cube (SRSDC) is described in this paper. It is a data cube
whose goal is to provide a spatial-feature-supported, efficient, and
scalable multidimensional data analysis system to handle largescale RS data. It provides a high-level architectural overview
of the SRSDC.The SRSDC offers spatial feature repositories for
storing and managing vector feature data, as well as feature
translation for converting spatial feature information to query
operations.The paper describes the design and implementation
of a feature data cube and distributed execution engine in the
SRSDC. It uses the long time-series remote sensing production
process and analysis as examples to evaluate the performance of
a feature data cube and distributed execution engine. Big data
has become a strategic highland in the knowledge economy as a
new strategic resource for humans. The core knowledge discovery methods include supervised learning methods data analysis
supervised learning, unsupervised learning methods data analysis
unsupervised learning, and their combinations and variants.
Keywords—Remote sensing; data integration; cloud computing;
big data

I.

I NTRODUCTION

In recent decades, the remarkable developments in Earth
observing(EO) technology provided a significant amount of
remote sensing(RS) data openly available [1]. This large
observation dataset characterized the information about the
earth surface in space, time, and spectral dimensions [2][3].
Apart form these dimensions, these data also contain many
geographic features, such as forests, cities, lakes and so on, and
these features could help researchers to locate their interested
study areas rapidly. Now these multidimensional RS data with
features have been widely used for global change detection
research such as monitoring deforestation [4] and detecting
temporal changes in floods [35]. However, the conventional
geographic information system (GIS) tools are inconvenient

for scientists to process the multidimensional RS data, because
they lack appropriate methods to express multidimensional
data models for analysis. And researchers have to do additional
data organization work to conduct change detection analysis.
For a more convenient analysis, they need a multidimensional
data model which could support seamless analysis in space,
time, spectral and feature [5].
Recently, many researchers have proposed using a multidimensional array model to organize the RS raster data [6][7].
Subsequently, they achieved the spatio-temporal aggregations
capacity used in spatial on-line analytical processing (SOLAP)
systems [8][9], as a data cube. Using this model, researchers
can conveniently extract the desired data from the large dataset
for analysis, and it reduces the burdens of data preparation
for researchers in time-series analysis. However, in addition to
extracting data with simple three-dimensional (3D) space-time
coordinates, researchers occasionally need to extract data with
some geographic features [10][11][12], which are often used
to locate or mark the target regions of interest. For example,
flood monitoring often needs to process multidimensional RS
data which have the characteristics of large covered range,
long time series and multi bands [13]. If we built all the
analysis data as a whole data cube which has the lakes or
river features, we could rapidly find the target study area we
need by feature and analyse the multi bands image data to
detect the flood situation with the time series. That makes
researchers focus on their analysis work without being troubled
by the data organization. This study aims to develop the
spatial-feature remote sensing data cube(SRSDC), a data cube
whose goal is to deliver a spatial feature-supported, efficient,
and scalable multidimensional data analysis system to handle
the large-scale RS data. The SRSDC provides spatial feature
repositories to store and manage the vector feature data, and a
feature translation to transform the spatial feature information
to a query operation. To support large-scale data analysis, the
SRSDC provides a work-scheduler architecture to process the
sliced multidimensional arrays with dask [14].
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
2 describes some preliminaries and related works. Section 3
presents an architectural overview of the SRSDC. Section 4
presents the design and implementation of a feature data cube
and distributed execution engine in the SRSDC. Section 5
uses the long time-series remote sensing production process
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and analysis as examples to evaluate the performance of a
feature data cube and distributed execution engine. Section 6
concludes this paper and describes the future work prospects.
II.

P RELIMINARIES AND R ELATED W ORK

A. Knowledge Discovery Categories
In the following, we discuss four broad categories of applications in geosciences where knowledge discovery methods
have been widely used and have aroused impressive attention.
For each application, a brief description of the problem from
a knowledge discovery perspective is presented.
Detecting objects and events in geoscience data is important for a number of reasons. For example, detecting spatial
and temporal patterns in climate data can help in tracking the
formation and movement of objects such as cyclones, weather
fronts, and atmosphere rivers, which are responsible for the
transfer of precipitation, energy, and nutrients in the atmosphere and ocean. Many novel pattern mining approaches have
been developed to analyze the spatial and temporal properties
of objects and events, e.g., spatial coherence and temporal
persistence that can work with amorphous boundaries. One
such approach has been successfully used for finding spatiotemporal patterns in sea surface height data, resulting in the
creation of a global catalogue of Mesoscale Ocean eddies. The
use of topic models has been explored for finding extreme
events from climate time series data. Given the growing
success of deep learning methods in mainstream machine
learning applications, it is promising to develop and apply
deep learning methods for a number of problems encountered
in geosciences. Recently, deep learning methods, including
convolutional neural networks (CNNs) and recurrent neural
networks (RNNs) have been used to detect geoscience objects
and events, such as detecting extreme weather events from a
climate model.
Knowledge discovery methods can contribute to estimating physical variables that are difficult to monitor directly,
e.g., methane concentrations in air or groundwater seepage
in soil, using information about other observed or simulated
variables. To address the combined effects of heterogeneity and
small sample size, multi-task learning frameworks have been
explored, where the learning of a model at every homogeneous
partition of the data is considered as a separate task, and the
models are shared across similar tasks.
The sharing of learning is able to help in regularizing the
models across all tasks and avoid the problem of over fitting.
Focusing on the heterogeneity of climate data, online learning
algorithms have been developed to combine the ensemble
outputs of expert predictors and conduct robust estimates of
climate variables such as temperature. To address the paucity
of labeled data, novel learning frameworks such as semisupervised learning, active learning, have huge potential to
improving the state-of-the-art in estimation problems encountered in geoscience applications. Forecasting long-term trends
of geoscience variables such as temperature and greenhouse
gas concentrations ahead of time can help in modeling future
scenarios and devising early resource planning and adaptation
policies. Some of the existing approaches in knowledge discovery for time-series forecasting include exponential smoothing
techniques, the auto regressive integrated moving average

model and probabilistic models, such as hidden Markov models and Kalman filters. In addition, RNN-based frameworks
such as long-short-term-memory (LSTM) have been used for
long-term forecasting geoscience variables.
An important problem in geoscience application is to understand the relationships in geoscience data, such as periodic
changes in the sea surface temperature over the eastern Pacific
Ocean and their impact on several terrestrial events such as
floods, droughts and forest fires. One of the first knowledge
discovery methods in discovering relationships from climate
data is a seminal work, where graph-based representations
of global climate data were constructed. In the work, each
node represents a location on the Earth and an edge represents
the similarity between the eliminated time series observed
at a pair of locations. The high-order relationships could
been discovered from the climate graphs. Another kind of
method for mining relationships in climate science is based
on representing climate graphs as complex networks, including
approaches for examining the structure of the climate system,
studying hurricane activity. Recently, some works have developed novel approaches to directly discover the relationships as
well as integrating objects in geoscience data. For example, one
work has been implemented to discover previously unknown
climate phenomena. For causality analysis, the most common
tool in the geosciences is bivariate Grange analysis, followed
by multi-variate Granger analysis using vector auto regression
(VAR) models.
B. Knowledge Discovery Methods
As a new strategic resource for human beings, big data
has become a strategic highland in the era of knowledge
economy. It is a typical representative of the data-intensive
scientific paradigm following experience, theory and computational models, since this new paradigm mainly depends on
data correlation to discover knowledge, rather than traditional
causality. It is bringing about changes in scientific methodology, and will become a new engine for scientific discovery.
Knowledge discovery of remote sensing big data lies at the
intersection of earth science, computer science, and statistics,
and is a very important part of artificial intelligence and data
science. Its aims at dealing with the problem of finding a
predictive function or valuable data structure entirely based
on data and will not be bothered by the various data types
and, is suitable for comprehensively analyzing the Earth’s big
data.
The core knowledge discovery methods include supervised
learning methods, unsupervised learning methods, and their
combinations and variants. The most widely used supervised
learning methods use the training data taking the form of a
collection of (x, y) pairs, and aims to produce a prediction y’
in response to a new input x’ by a learned mapping f(x), which
produces an output y for each input x (or a probability distribution over y given x). There are different supervised learning methods based on different mapping functions, such as
decision forests, logistic regression, support vector machines,
neural networks, kernel machines, and Bayesian classifiers. In
recent years, deep networks have received extensive attention
in supervised learning. Deep networks are composed of multiple processing layers to learn representations of data with
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multiple levels of abstraction, and discover intricate structures
of the big earth data by learning its internal parameters to
compute the representation in each layer. Deep networks have
brought about breakthroughs in processing satellite image data,
forecasting long-term trends of geoscience.
Unlike supervised learning methods, unsupervised learning
involves the analysis of unlabeled data under assumptions
about structural properties of the data. For example, the
dimension reduction methods make some specific assumptions
that the earth data lie on a low-dimensional manifold and aim
to identify that manifold explicitly from data, such as principal
components analysis, manifold learning, and auto encoders.
Clustering is another very typical unsupervised learning algorithm, which aims to find a partition of the observed data,
and mine the inherent aggregation and regularity of data. In
recent years, much current research involves blends across
supervised learning methods and unsupervised learning. Semi
supervised learning is a very typical one, which makes use
of unlabeled data to augment labeled data in a supervised
learning context considering the difficulty of obtaining some
geoscience supervision data. Overall, knowledge discovery
of the big earth data needs to leverage the development of
artificial intelligence, machine learning, statistical theory, and
data science.

analysis algorithms on array database architectures - SCIDB
[22], which described the efficiency of spatiotemporal analysis based on the multidimensional array model, Assis et
al.[23] built a parallel RS data analysis system based on
the MapReduce framework of Hadoop [24], describing the
3D array with key/value pairs. Although these tools have
significantly improved the computation performance of RS
data analysis, they also contain some deficiencies. First, many
of them focused only on analyzing the RS raster image data
located by geographic coordinates, and did not provide the
support of spatial feature, thereby limiting their ability to use
these geographic objects in the analysis application. Next,
some of these tools require analysers to fit their algorithms
into specialised environments, such as Hadoop MapReduce
framework [25]. This will be user unfriendly to researchers
who only desire to focus on their analysis application.

C. Related Work
With the growing numbers of archived RS images for
Earth observation, an increasing number of scientists are
interested in the spatiotemporal analysis of RS data. Many
researchers proposed combining online analytical processing
(OLAP) [15] technology with the GIS [16] to build a data cube.
They built the multidimensional database paradigm to manage
several dimension tables, periodically extracting the dimension
information from the data in GIS, and achieved the ability
to explore spatiotemporal data using the OLAP spacetime
dimension aggregation operation. Sonia Rivest et al. deployed
a spatial data warehouse based on GIS and spatial database
to acquire, visualize, and analyze the multidimensional RS
data [17]. Matthew Scotch et al. developed the SOVAT tool
[18], using OLAP and GIS to perform the public health theme
analysis with the data composed of spatiotemporal dimensions.
These tools can facilitate researchers extracting data with
spatiotemporal dimensions; however, their multidimensional
data model is unsuitable for complicated scientific computing.
Further, they did not adopt an appropriate architecture for large
data processing [19][20]. Therefore, their ability to handle
large-scale data is limited.
Owing to natural raster data structure of Earth observation
images, the time-series imagery set can be easily transformed
to multidimensional array. For example, a 3D array can
represent the data with spatiotemporal dimensions. This data
type is suitable for parallel processes, because a large array
can be easily partitioned into several chunks for distributed
storing and processing. In addition, the multidimensional array
model enables a spatiotemporal auto-correlated data analysis; therefore, researchers need not be concerned about the
organization of discrete image files. Thus, much research is
focused on developing new analysis tools to process the large
RS data based on the multidimensional array model; e.g.,
Gamara et al.[21] tested the performance of spatiotemporal

Fig. 1. The Architecture of the SRSDC.

III.

A RCHITECTURE OVERVIEW

A. Target Data and Environment
The SRSDC system is designed for providing the services
of large RS data time-series analysis with spatial features,
and it aims to manage and process the large-scale spatial
feature data and satellite images seamlessly. Based on the
open data cube (ODC) [26], which is a popular data cube
system used for spatial raster data management and analysis,
we archived large amounts of satellite data within China. These
data came from different satellites including Landsat, MODIS,
GaoFen(GF) and HuanJing(HJ). In addition, the SRSDC also
contains many features data within China, such as lakes, forests
and cities. These spatial vector data were downloaded from
the official web site of OpenStreetMap [27]. Before obtaining
these satellite images in the SRSDC, the geometric correction
and radiometric correction for these images must be ensured.
This can ensure the comparability between the images in different time, space and measurements; subsequently, the global
subdivision grid can be used to partition the data into many
tiles(grid files). These tiles were stored as the NetCDF format
[28], which supports many analysis libraries and scientific
toolkits.
B. FRSDC Architecture Overview
The SRSDC system adopted the relational database and
file system to manage the spatial data. It is designed to be
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scalable and efficient and provide feature support for timeseries analysis. Compared with the ODC system [29], which
only supports spatial raster data management and analysis as a
data cube, the SRSDC supports the extraction of target satellite
data as a multidimensional array with the geographic object.
It could perform the spatial query operation with geographic
objects, instead of locating data with only geographic coordinates. Therefore, the dataset built for analysis has geographic
meaning. Thus, if researchers desire to obtain the target dataset,
they only need to query data with the geographic meaning
of the analysis themes, without knowing specific geographic
coordinates. As shown in Fig. 1, the system is primarily
composed of the data management and distributed execution
engine (DEE). Data management consists of two parts, raster
data management and vector data management. For the raster
data, the SRSDC will archive it into a shared network file
system and extract its metadata information automatically;
these metadata will be stored into the metadata depository
managed by ODC. For the vector data, the SRSDC stores them
as geographic objects in the spatial database. After the data
management, an N-Dimensional array interface is responsible
for transforming the raster data and vector data to an NDimensional array that has the spatial feature information.
Xarray [28] is used for array handing and computing. DEE
is responsible for providing the computing environment and
resources on high performance computing(HPC) clusters. The
SRSDC use dask [24], which is a parallel computation library
with blocked algorithms, for the task scheduling, distributed
computing, and resource monitoring. It could help researchers
to execute the analysis tasks in parallel.
IV.

D ESIGN AND I MPLEMENTATION

A. Feature Data Cube
1) Spatial feature object in FRSDC: Spatial feature is a
geographic object that has special geographic meaning. It is
often important for RS application, because researchers occasionally need to process the RS image dataset with geographic
objects, such as the classification of an RS image with spatial
features [30][31][32]. However, many RS data cube systems
only provide the multidimensional dataset without features.
Hence, researchers are required to perform additional work to
prepare the data for analysis. For example, the ODC system
[24] and the data cube based on SCIDB [22] could only query
and locate the study area by simple geographic coordinates,
so researchers must transform their interested spatial features
to coordinate ranges one by one if they want to prepare the
analysis ready data. To solve this problem, the SRSDC combined the basic N-Dimensional array with geographic objects
to provide the feature N-Dimensional array for researchers,
and researchers could easily organise the analysis ready NDimensional dataset by their interested features. Within the
SRSDC, now we primarily archive the forest and lake features
of China, and store them as geographic objects in a PostGIS
database [33][34]. The unified modeling language(UML) class
diagram in the SRSDC is shown in Fig. 2, and the description
of these classes is as follows:
1)

The feature class is provided for users to define their
spatial feature of interest with a geographic object. It
contains the feature type and the geographic object.

2)

3)

4)
5)

The feature type class represents the type of geographic object, such as lakes, forests, cities and so
on. It contains the description of the feature type
and analysis algorithm names that are suitable for
the feature type.
The geographic object class describes the concrete
vector data with geographic meaning, such as Poyang
lake (a lake in China). It contains the vector data type
to illustrate its geometry type.
The raster data type class is used to describe the
type of satellite data. It contains the satellite platform,
product type, and bands information.
The feature operation class is used to extract the
feature data-cube dataset from the SRSDC. It contains
the feature object, raster data type, and time horizon
to build the target feature N-Dimensional array. It also
provides some operation functions for users.

2) Data management: As mentioned above, data management consists of raster data management and vector data
management. Because of satellite data’s large volume and
variety, the SRSDC uses the file system to store the raster data
and manage the metadata by a relation database that contains
NoSQL fields.
In the metadata depository, the SRSDC uses NoSQL fields
to describe the metadata information instead of a full relation
model. This is because the number of satellite sensors is
increasing rapidly, and if the full relation model is used, the
database schema must be expanded frequently to meet the new
data sources. In contrast, NoSQL fields are more flexible in
describing the metadata of satellite data that originate from
different data sources. The NoSQL fields contain the time,
coordinate, band, data URL, data type, and projection. Among
these fields, some are used for data query, such as the time,
band, coordinates, and data type. Some other fields are used
for loading the data and building the multidimensional array
in memory, such as data URL and projection. In addition,
comparing the vector data volume (GB level) we download
from the OpenStreetMap [26] with the raster data volume (TB
level) we archived from several satellite data centers [32], we
found that most spatial features that are represented by the
vector data are not as large as the raster images; therefore we
established a feature depository instead of file system to store
and manage them as geographic objects. These objects may
contain different geographic meanings, and we defined them
as feature types.
The runtime implementation of feature data cube building
and processing is shown in Fig. 3. First, the SRSDC receives
the user’s data request from the web portal and obtains the target geographic object by querying the feature depository. Next,
it conducts a feature translation to transform the geographic
object into a mask array and obtains the minimum bounding
rectangle(MBR) of the feature. Subsequently, with the vertex
coordinates of MBR and time horizon, the SRSDC searches
for the required raster data’s metadata to locate physical URLs
of the raster data. Next, ODC’s N-Dimensional array interface
will load the raster data set from the file system and build
a multidimensional array in memory. Subsequently, the mask
array will be applied to masking the multidimensional array,
and a new multidimensional array with features for analyzing
and processing will be obtained. Finally, the SRSDC will
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Fig. 2. Large-scale RS Analysis Processing with Distributed Executed Engine.

as Apache Spark, dask supports the multidimensional data
model natively and has a similar API with pandas and numpy.
Therefore, it is more suitable for computing an N-Dimensional
array. Similar to Spark, dask is also a master-slave system
framework that consists of one schedule node and several
work nodes. The schedule node is responsible for scheduling
the tasks, while the work nodes are responsible for executing
tasks. If all the tasks have being performed, these workers’
computation results would be reduced to the scheduler and
the final result would be obtained.

Fig. 3. The UML Class Diagram in the SRSDC.

process the data with the relevant algorithm and return the
analysis results to the user.
B. Distributed Executed Engine
As an increasing number of RS applications need to process
or analyze the massive volume of RS data collections, the
stand-alone mode processing can not satisfy the computation
requirement. To process the large-scale RS data efficiently, we
built a distributed executed engine using the dask a distributed
computing framework focusing on scientific data analysis.
Compared with the popular distributed computing tools such

In the SRSDC, we could index the satellite image scenes
by adding their metadata information to the database, and
then obtain the data cube dataset (N-Dimensional arrays) from
the memory for computing. However, to compute the large
global dataset, we should slice the large array into the fixedsize sub-arrays called chunks for computing in the distributed
environment. The SRSDC partitions these native images into
seamless and massive tiles based on a latitude/longitude grid.
The tile size is determined by the resolution of satellite images.
For example, in the SRSDC, the Landsat data (each pixel
0.00025°) was partitioned into tiles of size 1°x 1°, and the
tiles (4000x4000 pixels array) can be easily organized as a
data chunk, which is suitable for the memory in the worker
node. By configuring the grid number and time horizon, the
chunk could be built. Further, with these data chunks, the
SRSDC can transform the big dataset (N-Dimensional arrays)
to several sub-arrays loaded by different worker nodes. After
all the data chunks have been organized, the scheduler will
assign the chunks to the workers and map the functions for
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Fig. 4. Runtime Implementation of Feature Data Cube Building.

computing.
As shown in Fig. 4, the processing of large-scale time series
analysis by the distributed executed engine is as follows:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Organize the data cube dataset by multidimensional
spatial query.
Configure the appropriate parameters (grid number
or time horizon) to organized the data chunks for
workers, manage the chunks’ ids with a queue.
Select the analysis algorithm and data chunks to
compose the tasks, and assign these tasks to the
worker node.
Check the executing state of each task in the workers;
if failure occurs, recalculate the result.
Reduce all the results to the scheduler and return the
analysis result to the client.
V.

E XPERIMENTS

To verify the ability of multidimensional data management
and large-scale data analysis in the SRSDC, we conducted the
following time-series analysis experiments focusing on spatial
feature regions and compared the performance of GEE and
stand-alone mode processes on the target dataset.
In this experiment, two RS application algorithms for timeseries change detection have been used: NDVI for vegetation
change detection and water observation from space (WOfs) for
the water change detection. We built the distributed executed

engine with four nodes connected by a 20 GB Infiniband
network; one node for the scheduler and tree nodes for the
workers. Each node was configured with Inter(R) Xeon(R)E52460 CPU(2.0GHz) and 32GB memory. The operating system
is CentOS 6.5, and the python version is 3.6. To test the
performance of the feature data cube, we selected two study
regions with the special features as examples. One region
for the NDVI is Mulan hunting ground, Hebei Province,
China(40.7°-43.1°N, 115.8°-119.1°E), and another region for
WOfs is Poyang Lake, Jiangxi Province, China. We built
two feature data cube datasets for 20 years(1990-2009) with
Landsat L2 data and the geographic objects. The data volume
for Mulan hunting ground is approximately 138 GB and the
data volume for Poyang Lake is about 96 GB. Figure 5 shows
the percentage of observations detected as water for Poyang
Lake over the 20-year time series. The red area represents the
frequent or permanent water, and the purple area represents
the infrequent water. From the result, the shape area of Poyang
Lake can be observed clearly. Fig. 6 shows the annual average
NDVI production on the Mulan hunting ground; Fig. 7 shows
the NDVI time series result of the sampling site(41.5620°N,
117.4520°E) over 20 years. As shown, the values during 20072008 were abnormally below the average. This is because the
average annual rainfall during this time is lower than that in
normal years.
To test the processing performance of the DEE for different
amounts of data, we tested time consumed by processing
6.3 GB, 12.8 GB, 49.6 GB, 109.8 GB, 138.6GB input data
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for NDVI production. These data have been partitioned into
4000x4000 pixels tiles mentioned above, with which we compared the performances of the stand-alone model and DEE
models:
1)
2)

stand-alone model: organize the dataset as data
chunks, and process these data chunks serially with
a single server.
DEE model: organize the large dataset as data chunks,
and assign

Fig. 7. A NDVI Time Series of Sampling Site on Mulan Hunting Ground.

we conclude that the SRSDC has a certain capacity to process
the massive data, which is unsuitable for the memory.

Fig. 5. Water Area of Poyang Lake over 20-year Time Series.

different workers to read these data chunks to process them in
parallel with the distributed executed engine, which consists
of one schedule node and three work nodes. As shown from
Fig. 8. Runtime of NDVI with the Increase of Data Volume.

VI.

Fig. 6. The Annual Average NDVI of Mulan Hunting Ground for 20 Years.

the experimental results in Fig. 8, the DEE mode is much
faster than the stand-alone mode because it can use the
shared memory of clusters nodes and process the large dataset
in parallel. As the process data amount increases, we also
observed that the time consumed will grow nonlinearly.
This is due to the IO limit of the shared network file system
and scheduling overhead. The speedup performance when generating the NDVI production with increasing numbers of work
nodes also proved this point, as shown in Fig. 9. Therefore,

C ONCLUSIONS

We have designed and tested a feature supporting, scalable,
and efficient data cube for time-series analysis application, and
used the spatial feature data and remote sensing data for comparative study of the water cover and vegetation change. In this
system, the feature data cube building and distributed executor
engine are critical in supporting large spatiotemporal RS data
analysis with spatial features. The feature translation ensures
that the geographic object can be combined with satellite
data to build a feature data cube for analysis. Constructing a
distributed executed engine based on dask ensures the efficient
analysis of large-scale RS data. This work could provide a
convenient and efficient multidimensional data services for
many remote sensing applications [33][34]. However, it also
has some limitations; for example, the image data is stored in
the shared file system, and its IO performance is limited by
the network.
In the future, more work will be performed to optimize
the system architecture of the SRSDC, such as improving the
performance of the distributed executed engine, selecting other
storage methods which could ensure the process data locality,
adding more remote sensing application algorithms, etc.
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